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J. J. Simons, Geographical and Topographical Texts of the OT (Leiden'

l9s9)
Holiness Code
Habilitationschrift
L. Koehler and W. Baumgartner, The Hebrew and Aramnic kxicon of the

Old Testament,5 vols. (Leiden, 1994-2000)
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Hitt. Hittite
HKAT Handkommentar zum AT ed. W. Nowack, Gcittingen
HO Handbuch der Orientalisrilc, Leiden
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JEOL Jaarbericht van het Vooraziatisch-Egyptisch Genootschap "Ex Oriente Lux,"

Leiden
Jer. Jerusalem (Palestinian) Talmud
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NICOT New International Commentary on the OT Grand Rapids
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NRSV New Revised Standard Version (New York' 1989)
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Or Orientalia, Rome
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OrS Orientalia Suecana, Uppsala
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OT Old Testament, Oude Testament, etc.
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OTS Oudtestamentische Studien, l-eiden
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PAAJR Proceedings of the American Academy for Jewish Research, Philadelphia
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O Qere
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repr.
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11? q6;

I. Etymology. II. Occurrences. III. Usage: 1. Plants;2' Enemies' IV' LXX'

I. Etymotogy. Outside Hebrew, q6s is scarcely attested as a word for thorny plants.

It is found in Samaritan; it also appears in Egyptian as qd, and possibly in Akkadian as

gissu(m).r Aram. q6s in the sense of "cut"2 is more likely related to q6s ll, assumed to

hur" u similar meaning.3 We may therefore agree with HAL that qbs is a primary noun'

II. Occurrences. The noun qds appears in Gen. 3:18; Ex. 22:5(Eng.6); Jgs. 8:7,16;

25.23:6;Ps. 118:12; Isa. 32:13; 33 12 Jet.4:3; 12:13;Ezk'28:24; Hos' l0:8' It does

not appear in sirach, although the verb qr2s (unrelated to q6s) does occur there. In the

Dead Sea Scrolls the noun appears only in lQH 8:25'

III. Usage.
l. planti. The majority of texts use 46s in the literal sense as a term for a kind of

plant. The frequent occulrence of dardar "thistle," in the immediate context suggests a

spiny plant or thorn, not more precisely identifiable'a^ 
In uff occurrences of q6;, its connotations are uniformly negative, in both literal and

figurative usage. This negative burden is clear from the frequent use of 46s in threats of

punishment. The menace is due not so much to the plant's sharp spines as to the prob-

iems thorns (often in conjunction with thistles) pose for agriculture; but cf. Jgs. 8:1 ,16,

where thorns are mentioned as instruments of corporal punishment.

Thorns are seen as something that makes agriculture a vexation (as in Gen' 3:18,

where thorns and thistles are instruments of Yahweh's punishment). In a similar vein

Isa. 32:13 threatens that the soil will be overgrown with thorns and briers - again in

response to disobedience described in the preceding verses (note the similarity to Isa'

S:l-T.In Jer. 12:13 reaping thorns where wheat was sown - 
i.e., hard work in the

fields for nothing (cf. Gen. 3:18) - is likewise understood as a punishment sent by

Yahweh.

q6 .O. Becker, "Ps 118,12 D'IiP Utf?^lryi"' zAw 7o (1958) 174; G' Dalman, AUS' II
(lgi2\, esp. 326-27; H. Frehen, "Distel," B'I],339-40; O. Keel, M. Kiichler, and C. Uehlingeq

brt, ,*a'Inndschaften der Bibel, I (1984), esp. 72-74; T. Schlatter, "Dornen und Disteln,"

Coi*i, Bibellexikin C1959), 218-19; H. Schmoldt, "Pflanzenwelt," Reclams Bibellexikon

( 1978), 389-90; S. Wibbing, "Dornen," BHHW I, 350-5 I ; M. Zohary, Plants of the Bible (Eng.

trans. London, 1982).

t. HAL,III, 1090.
2. Beyer,682.
3. HAL,III, 1090.
4. Schmoldt, 390; Schlatter, 218; Frehen, 339; on the wide variety of thorny plants see

Zohary, passim.
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Hos. 10:8 leaves the immediate realm of agriculture and threatens that the altars on
the high places will be overgrown with thorns and thistles. This is clearly perceived as
an extraordinary punishment. "The image of thorns and thistles recalls 9:6 and reawak-
ens the associations of that text with the exodus. For their 'growing' the author uses a
verb that normally refers to the 'offering' of sacrifices on the altars, thus presenting to
the reader a striking image of the altars' end."5 In lQH 8:25, too, the growth of thorns
and thistles is threatened as a punishment.

Ex. 22:5(6) deals with the case of a fire set through negligence in the thorny brush
surrounding a field, thereby endangering the crop. The one who started the fire is to
make full restitution. This is the only text in which thorns are perceived positively as a
protective enclosure.

2. Enemies. The noun 4ds is used metaphorically for hostile alien peoples and what
befalls them. Isa. 33:12 compares the fate of the peoples to thorns that are cut down
and burned in a fire, destroyed because they are of no value. This image envisions the
total annihilation of those attacking zion.6 we also find q6s and ?i together in ps.
ll8:12, probably again referring to enemies. The text ofthis verse has been the subject
of scholarly debate. Many propose to emend dd'"bfi in v. l2ap to ba'rfr for the sake of
parallelism with v. l2aq. Becker, however, following a reading proposed by G. R.
Driver and accepted by Kiihler, prefers to understand q6s as wick trimmings. The point
of the text, then, is that "the threat represented by the enemy is so insignificant that the
psalmist can easily keep it atbay." But this can be the point of the text even without
emendation or finding another meaning than "thorns";7 if thorns are burned, the image
can still suggest a fire that goes out if it does not find new fuel.8 Following a prophecy
of judgment against Sidon, Ezk.28:24 promises Israel that it will no longer experience
its enemies as a piercing thorn, because they shall be destroyed.

The wicked in general are the subject of 2 s. 23:6, where the noun b"ltya'ale (proba-
bly to be understood collectively) is associated with qis: the godless will be like (scat-
tered) thorns, which no one will pick up and which are consigned to flames. Jer. 4:3 de-
mands better conduct on the part of the people of Judah: the possibility of repentance is
open, and they should not sow among thorns. From the context this can mean only that
their conduct must not be determined by evil (cf. v. 4); what is needed instead is "a rad-
ical change of mind."lO This passage presupposes the negative denotation and connota-
tion of qds exemplified in the texts already examined (clearly representing more com-
mon usages) but deliberately takes a different approach.

5. J. Jeremias, Hosea. ATD XXMI (1983), 131.
6. O. Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974),346.
7. On the problems associated with emendation see H.-J. Kraus, Psalrns 60-150 (Eng. trans.

1989),394.
8. H. Schmidt, Psalmen, HATXV (1934),213.
9. -+ II, 135.
10. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATXII (31968), 31; see also J. Schreiner, Jeremia. NEB 33.
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IV. LXX. The most frequent LXX translation of 4ds is dkantha. We also find vari-

ous attempts at transliteration, such as hakk6s, k6s, etc.
Hausmann

19f; aaO";\PB qdtan;19a qoten

I. l. Occurrences, Etymology, Meaning; 2.LXX.II. Usage: 1. Impersonal; 2. Personal'

l. l. occurrences, Etymology, Meaning. There are 108 occulrences in the oT (He-

brew only) of words belonging to the qaton group. The commonest are the adjs. qdtdn

(47 occurrences plus a PN in Ezr.8:12) arrd qAldn (54 occurrences; vocalization analo-

gous to that of gid\tl). There are only 4 occurrences of the verb (3 in the qal, 1 in the

[ipnit). The noun *qllenoccurs twice. There are also 5 occurrences ofthe adi- qdtdnin

Sirach.
The word group derives from a Common Semitic root with the meaning "be thin,

be narrow." We therefore find etymologically related words in most of the Semitic

languages: Akkadian,2 Syriac,3 Mandaic,a Old South Arabic,s and Ethiopic.o For

Ugaritic,z Punic,8 and Egyptian Aramaic,e the evidence is scanty and uncertain' For

Aiabic only qatin, "servant," is a possible derivative; but the situation is different in

the modern South Arabic dialects.lo Besides the OT, the word group is found in Mid-

dle Hebrew and Jewish Aramaic;I1 it occurs rarely in the Dead Sea Scrolls (one Ara-

maic occurrence in lQapGen 20:5). In several languages we find nominal forms used

as personal names or nicknamesl2 reflecting the physical stature of the person in

question.

qalon. o. Biichli, "Die Erw?ihlung des Geringen im AI," rz 22 (1966) 385-95; F. Bron, "Sur

un "-p*nt s6mitique en grec et en latin," Revue de philologie, de littirature et d'histoire

anciennes5g (1985i95-96;'W. Brueggemann,'Amos'Intercessory Formulaj' vT 19 (1969)385-

99; B. Lifshitz, ..Beitriige zur palastinischen Epigraphiki ZDPV 78 (1962) @-88; H. Schult,
;'Vergleichende Studien iur alttistamentlichen Namenkunde" (diss., Bonn, 1967), esp' 122-23'

l. Bl,e, 466, with n. 2.

2. CAD, Q, 163-64; AHw, Ir,9O7.
3. I*xSyr 659.
4. MdD,88, 410.
5. Beeston, 109.
6. LexLingAeth, 470;, WbTigr 262.

7. HAL, III, 1092.
8. DISO, 257.
9. KAI,2708.6.
IO. HAL,III, 1093.
I 1 . Jastrow, 1326, 1348, I 350-5 I ; for Samaritan see LOT II, 586'

12. HAI- III, 1093; see also MdD,4O6; Hebrew nickname: DISO,257; Lifshitz,6T-69.
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The basic meaning cited above is also determinative for the word group in the OT.
It generally refers to the small size of an animate or inanimate object; it can also be
used figuratively to modify abstract nouns. Only rarely, however, does it refer to size
in a neutral sense; inherent in the word group is the negative connotation "be negligi-
ble, be weak." This is where its semantic core lies. Reference to a physical dimension
is not even necessary. The small physical stature of children has also led to the mean-
ing "young" for the adjs. qdtdn and qatun, referring to the absolute or relative ("youn-
ger, youngest") age of a person (primarily in Hebrew), always with evaluative over-
tones.

The word group -+ "ltll3 sa?r has a very similar semantic range - especially the
adjective, which is often used in parallel with qafin or qatan, with which it is virtually
interchangeable (cf. Gen. 48:14 with 48:19; see also I S. 9:21;t: lsa.60:22). Thus rhe
latter can be used as antonyms of -+ "!'lfl b"kfu which is usually contrasted with sa-?r
denoting the legal status of a later child in contrast to the firstborn (cf. Gen.27:15;
48:18-19). This aspect, however, is clearly secondary; ;dir is the direct correlative to
b"!64 as we see when we compare Gen.29 16,18, where the emphasis is on the differ-
ence in ages, with v.26, where it is on legal status. The real antonym is gdQ6l,ta which
covers the entire semantic range of both adjectives and therefore stands most often in
antithesis to them (cf. the contrastive use of the verbs in Am. 8:5). In the majority of
texts, however, we are dealing with polar expressions used to indicate a totality (32 oc-
currences' of which 24 refer exclusively and I in part to persons; persons are also re-
ferred to in 1 IQT 2l:6).ln these cases the contrast serves merely to comprehend a to-
tality as such, and the specific meaning of the word group is present only indirectly at
best.

2. lXX. The LXX translates qatan ard qdtdn with mikr6s and, ne6teros, occasionally
employing a comparative or superlative form of mikr6s or using some other word
Qttach6s in Est. I :20). Its equivalent for the qal of the verb is (kata)smikrjnein; in Ger.
32:ll(Eng. 10) it uses the passive of hikanoiln. For the hiphil it uses a construction
withpoie{n. The noun *q6len is represented in I K. l2:loby mikr1tes, in 2 ch. l0:10
by mikrds d.dktylos.

II. Usage.
l. Impersonal. That the word group is generally used evaluatively in the sense "be

inferior, be weak," is especially clear when it describes objects, animals, or abstrac-
tions. For example, Gen. 1: 16 characterizes the moon as being a weaker source of light
than the sun. The little ewe lamb in 2 s. l2:3 and the little cake in I K. 17:13 are signs
of the social or economic inferiority of persons living in poverty or assailed by adver-
sity (but see the discussion of 2 S. l2:3 below). The small roof chamber in 2 K. 4:10,
although furnished substantially and placed at Elisha's disposal by a family of means

13. On the text see H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT VllVl (lgi3), 196.
14. -+ )Tr gala|fi.2.

)
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(cf. v. 8), can serye only as a modest temporary shelter. Only Ezk. 43:14, in the context

of an altar's dimensions, speaks neutrally of a smaller architectural feature.

Even more pejorative is the statement that some object or abstraction is too small

and therefore inadequate or not sufficiently important. At the dedication of the temple,

for example, Solomon did not offer the sacrifices on the bronze altar because it was too

small for the vast quantities to be offered (l K. 8:64). Here the construction with min

makes this circumstance clear on a grammatical level. In the following passage this is

not the case; the context, however, suggests the same meaning. A dishonest merchant

uses a small measure (Dt. 25: 14) in order to charge the same price for a smaller quan-

tity than would be contained in a larger (accurate) measure. For the price charged, it is

too small. The hiphil of the verb in Am. 8:5 conveys the same meaning. Sir. 14:3 states

that riches are inappropriate (-+ ilNl n?) for a small heart, i.e., for a small-minded per-

son. Such a person's heart (mind) is too small to deal with wealth. Because Moses is

overburdened, minor cases are not important enough for him to handle personally (Ex'

18:22,26).15 What Yahweh has already done for David is still too trivial (qyn) in

Yahweh's eyes; David is therefore promised a great future (2 S. 7:19; I Ch. l7:17). On

the other hand, according to Sir. 39:20, nothing is too small (m"at) or insignificant to

attract God's attention.
Under certain circumstances, of course, smallness can be a positive quality. For exam-

ple, the little ewe lamb (2 S. 12:3) referred to above is the object of special affection pre-
-isely 

because it is all that the poor man has, just as the little robe in I S. 2:19 is an expres-

sion of special solicitude.l6 The smaller weight in Dt. 25:13 represents the norm, whereas

the larger serves to defraud.lT According to Isa. 54:7, the terrible period ofthe exile is but

a brielmoment in comparison to the coming age of salvation. If a small request, a modest

favor, is asked of the king, one can expect that he will grant it (1 K' 2:20)'

A paradox is frequently presented. Small creatures, although outwardly weak, can

be extremely wise, in which case they are anything but helpless and insignificant (Prov.

3O.24-287.rt Measured by the standard of what it produces, the bee is a very important

creature (Sir. I I :3).le Small foxes can inflict enornous damage on an entire vineyard

and thus represent a serious threat (Cant.2:15). This text refers metaphorically to

erotic relations between the sexes: girls look on boys as small but dangerous beasts of

prey intent on abusing their charms. All these texts deal with phenomena that are out-

wardly small or insignificant but by virtue of their potential are highly powerful and in-

fluential and must be judged from that perspective.

Finally, there are phenomena that are small at the outset but later prove to be much

larger and more powerful. Thus the modest beginning (y6m q'tann61) of work on re-

15. -+'lf'I dalarlY.3.
16. See II.2.a below.
17. On the interpretation of this text

KAT XrrU2 (1971),263.
see the discussion of Am. 8:5 by W. Rudolph, Amos.

18. For a detailed discussion of this text see O. Pl6ger, Spriiche Salomos. BK XVII (1983)'

36s-66.
19. On the textual problems of this verse see G. Sauer, JSHRZ IIV5' 531'
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building the temple must be seen and judged on the basis of its future completion (Zec.
4:l0a).zo Similarly, the small cloud in I K. 18:44 is the harbinger of heavy rain and as

such is a very significant sign.
The idea expressed inlsa.22:24-25 is unique. Small vessels, each very light, can

add up to a deadly weight when taken en masse. The text uses this image for the family
clients of a powerful individual, whose fall they occasion even though they destroy
themselves in the process.

2. Personal.
a. Individuals. When describing persons, the adjs. qatan and qApn serve primarily

to indicate that someone is young(er). This qualification is pejorative in principle. If
the reference is to childhood or adolescence - apart from the physical soundness of a
young child, which is clearly desirable (2 K. 5: l4) - the implication is that the indi-
vidual is weak, immature, and helpless. Solomon calls himself a little boy to make
clear that he is not yet capable of ruling the kingdom inherited from David.2l Elisha is
jeered by small boys, i.e., boys who are immature and unable to recognize his true
greatness (2 K. 2:23). The little boy or young man (na'ar) that Jonathan used to give
David a secret signal acts with childish naivete (l S. 20:35; cf. vv. 36-39). According to
Cant. 8:8, it is the responsibility of (adult) brothers to weigh the future of their little sis-
ter, who is still a child and as such not competent to make judgments.

When used in a comparative sense, both adjectives refer to the younger of two
brothers or sisters (Jgs. 3:9 [interpreted secondarily as referring to a single individual;
cf. l: l3 and the discussion in the following section); 1 S. l4:49). This difference in age
also implies a difference in status. A younger brother (Gen. 27:15,42) is fundamentally
inferior to his elder brother, because the latter is the firstborn (b"kbr 27:19,32). On the
same principle, according to 29:15-30, a younger daughter (vv. 16, I 8) may not be mar-
ried before her elder sister (v. 26),22 even if she is the more attractive (vv. 17,18a). Jgs.
l5:2 may also reflect the assumption that the younger daughter is inferior to the elder,
although the point at issue here is not a question of status but rather of voluntary in-
demnif,rcation for an unlawfully annulled marriage.

The word group also conveys a pejorative sense even when a specific age or relative
seniority is not suggested. For example, Dt. 1:17 refers to the socially powerless, who
can easily be at a disadvantage in court. In 1QS 5:23 and 6:2, the text deals with mem-
bers of the Qumran community whose knowledge or behavior assigns them an inferior
status; they are therefore obliged to obey their superiors. Only the personal name in
Ezr. 8:12 probably refers to small stature without serious disparagement.23

The general association of smallness with weakness and inferiority does not, how-
ever, rule out the possibility that the person in question can be of special value or con-
sequence. This is illustrated above all by the texts that contrast a youngest son to sev-

20. On ha'e[en habb"Qtl see W. Rudolph, Sacharja 1-8. KAT Xllll4 (1976), ll4-15.
21. -, ']Y: na'arlll.3.
22. On the use of s'?rd see I.l above.
23. See I.1 above.
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eral elder brothers, usually representing him as being still a child. As such a figure,

Benjamin plays an important role in the Joseph story (Gen. 42:13,15,20,32,34;43:29;

44:2,12,23,26; cf . M:20). His father has a special affection for him because he believes

him to be the only surviving son of one of his wives (a4:18-31). But Benjamin also en-

joys this affection as the youngest son, still a child, who is weaker and more vulnerable

itr* tir elder brothers and is therefore treated with greater tenderness and solicitude.

Another expression of such solicitude appears in I S. 2:19 (cf . vv. 20-21): the little

robe Samuel's mother sends him each year while he is her only child.

Another passage singles out the youngest as the sole survivor when his brothers

were murdered - 
probably on the assumption that he was too small to be noticed (Jgs.

9:5). The special position of such a survivor is clear from 2 Ch.21:17 and 22:1, where

the king's youngest son succeeds to the throne, so that it is through him that the dy-

nasty and his father's line are preserved.

The story of Hadad, the Edomite prince, probably likewise assumes that his tender

age facilitated his escape to Egypt during David's campaign against the Edomites (1 K'

1l:15-17), so that he remained a potential pretender to the throne' To the opposition,

the Davidic rulers of Edom, he represented a danger - temporarily latent but long-

term and therefore all the greater (cf. vv. 2lff.). In 2 S. 9:12 the mention of

Mephibosheth's (Merib-baal's) young son, a descendant of Saul, may suggest a core-

sponding danger to David and his dynasty.- 
More important is the paradoxical role played by the youngest, the immature, or the

lowly in general when Yahweh shows them his loving favor and sets them apart for a

special purpose. The story of David and Goliath (l S. 17) is an example' Although Da-

uid ir th" youngest and not qualified to fight (v. 14), he accomplishes a deed that over-

shadows all the experienced warriors, including his elder brothers (v. 28). This text is

notliterarilyhomogeneous;24onesection(vv'12-30)presentsDavid'ssuccessasa
fairy-tale motif, demonstrating that extraordinary feats can be accomplished by the

very people human judgment would find totally unfit for the task.2s The larger context,

however, makes a theological statement. It is Yahweh who makes David's feat possi-

ble, using a young child to demonstrate his boundless power and giving Israel's history

an unexpected turn. The same point is made by 1 S. 16: l-13, where Yahweh singles out

none ofihe older brothers but rather the youngest, who is still a child (v. I 1), to be the

future king (cf. 11QPs" 28:3 = Ps. 15lA:126). Speaking in general terms, without refer-

ence to age or brothers, 1 S. 15: l7 says that Yahweh anointed Saul king even though he

was little in human terms. The same point is made by I S. 9:21;zt here, however, Saul

expresses his own unworthiness by citing the lowly status of his tribe, a rhetorical com-

monplace (cf. Jgs. 6:15).
In this context we may also cite 2 K. 5, in which a young girl, serving as a captive

slave (v. 2) - i.e., a person of very low status - bears witness to the power of the

24. For its analysis see comms.
25. H. Gunkel , Das Miirchen i,z AT (Tiibingen,219871, 122-23.

26. J. A. Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of Qumriln Cave 11. DJD, IV (1965)' 49'

27 . On the text see I.1 above.
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prophet Elisha, thus helping a mighty Aramean find healing for his disease. Jacob's
personal relationship with Yahweh, not his status in the eyes of others, is at issue in
Gen.32:l l(10), where he maintains that he has been too little (qyn qal) in the course of
his lifetime to be worthy of Yahweh's steadfast love and favor.

The thought of wisdom literature embodies different criteria. Here childhood and
youth as a whole take on very special significance, because during that stage the essen-
tial decisions are made that will determine behavior in later life. Young people must
therefore be subject to strict discipline, including corporal punishment, to guide them
on the correct way (Sir. 30:12, the only occurrence of qatan in such a context28). Ac-
cording to Sir. 51:26, by contrast, it is the personal responsibility ofall young people to
address themselves to wisdom and thus decide for the correct way.

Finally, there are texts where the extraordinary strength and power of a group are illus-
trated by its weakest members. The military superiority of Assyria is exemplified by the
fact that even the most junior officer has at his disposal forces far surpassing those of the
enemy (2 K. 18:24; Isa. 36:9). Just such a person is the best demonstration of Assyrian
superiority. The same holds true for the bravery of the Gadites in I ch. l2:15(14), which
also describes the accomplishments of the mightiest as the maximum. Military might as a
sign of divine blessing is probably the issue in 4QMa l3:2,2e in the sense of the promise in
Lev.26:3.Theparadisalpeaceof thecomingageof salvationisthepointoflsa. 1l:6; its
perfection is illustrated by the fact that a little child (an extremely weak and vulnerable
individual), domestic animals, and beasts of prey can share the same fierd.

The noun qotenis used analogously in I K. 12:10 (par. 2 Ch. l0:10). Here the supe-
riority of an individual is demonstrated figuratively by the extraordinary size of an es-
pecially small portion of his body (little finger or penis).30

b. Collectives. When a collective is called small, this means that it is few in number
and therefore has little power. Normally, a small city cannot hold out against a large
army (Eccl. 9:14). Yahweh will make Edom small (ob.2; Ier. 49:15), i.e., he will strip
Edom of its previous power and surrender it to its foes (cf. Ob. :-+;.:r

Am. 7:2 and 5 refer to natural catastrophes in the face of which Jacob (i.e., Israel) is
totally helpless. The emphatic statement that Jacob is small probably suggests the im-
age of a young child who is weak and needs special care and protection.32 Brueg-
gemann argues unconvincingly that this passage alludes to the Jacob traditions of Gen-
esis and the theology of the covenant.33

Collectives can also be qualifred genealogically. Identification of a clan's ancestor
as a younger brother (Jgs. 1:13) implies that the clan is numerically smaller and less
powerful. The same holds true for families (l Ch.24:3lb3+) and also for cities, which

28. For a discussion of similar texts see -+'1d. yasar III.4, I\,.
29. M. Baillet, Qumrdn grotte 4.III. DJD, VI (1982),35.
30. HAL, III, 1093; on the LXX translation see I.2 above.
31. On I S. 9:21 see II.2.a above.
32. See II.2.a above.
33. P. 391 n. 2.
34. W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HAT XXI e1968), 164-65.
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can be personified as sisters (Ezk. 16:46,61). The Canaanites are characterized as a
people of low degree by an ancestry traced to Noah's youngest son (Gen. 9:24 - albeit
the emphasis in v.25 is on condemnation to slavery as punishment for a particular of-
fense on the part of the ancestor).3s

on the other hand, the promise of a host of offspring to the youngest in Isa. 60:22
means that even the smallest families or clans will multiply on an astonishing scale, ex-
emplifying the future greatness of Israel. when Gen. 48:19 describes the younger
brother as being greater than the firstborn (cf. v. 18), this means that the smaller of two
tribes eventually outstripped the larger (analogously to Jacob in Gen. 27).

Such a change of roles can hardly reflect the realities of family size. We are dealing
here with a reflection of historical processes involving people and tribes, which are un-
derstood as (indirect) interventions by God (in the sense of demonstrations of God's
power by the youngest or lowliest36). The only element derived from family life is the
priority of the firstborn.3T

Conrad

35. -+ JUD k"na'an.
36. See IL2.a above.
37. -+ '11)f beftdr lll.Z.d.

a9l on \10'l qit\r; *lpi?D miqldr; nlpPD miqtere!; i,Jbl qlard; nlbp
qelore!

I. l. Etymology and Meaning; 2. Ugaritic; 3.

Sacrifice in General; 2. Prohibitions; 3. Mandatory
OT; 4. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls. II. 1.

and Freewill Offerings.

qtr. w. F. Albright, Archaeology and the Religion of Israel (repr. Garden city, 1969s)i idem,
Yahweh and the Gods of canaan (Garden city, i968); H. F. Beck, "Incense," IDB, il,697-9g;
G. w. van Beek, 'Ancient Frankincense-Producing Areas," in R. LeBaron Bowen, ed., Archaeo-
logical Discoveries in South Arabia (1958), 139-42; idem, "Megiddol' IDB, lll,335-42; J. p.

Brown, "The Sacrifrcial cult and Its cririque in Greek and Hebrew (II)," /ss 25 (l9go) l-21;
T. A. Busink, Der Tempel von Jerusalem, I (1970); U. Cassuto, Comm. on the Book of Exodus
(Eng. trans. Jerusalem, 1967):D. Conrad, "ZtJes 65:3b," ZAWSO(1968)232-34; G. H. Davies,
"Fire and Cloud," IDB, lll,817; R. Degen, "Der Riiucheraltar aus Lachisch," NESE, 1,39-49;
w. Dietrich, Israel und canaan. sBs 94 (1979); G. R. Driver, "Three Technical rerms in the
Pentateuch," "/SS I (1956) 97-105; R. Dussaud, I*s origines cananiennes du sacrifice isradlite
(Paris, I 921); K. Elliger, "Chammanim = Masseben?" ZAW 57 (1939) 256-65; K. Galling, .,Ba.al
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l. l. Etymology and Meaning. The base qtr appears frequently in the OT, both as a

verb and in nominal forms. Its basic meaning, "burn" and "produce smoke," is assured

by its occurrences in the other Semitic languages.l AlrJr'. qataru means "be smoky," and

in the D stem "make an incense offering";z cf. also qutru(m), "smoke," and qutrenum,

qutrinnu, "incense (offering).": Arab. qatara means "be smoky, fragrant" (cf. the noun

quttari "smoke"). Eth. qdtdrZ means "incense."a

2. Ugaritic.lJgar. qtr occurs 6 times with the meaning "mist, breath."s In 3 passages

it refers to the breath or mist emerging from the nose of Aqhat, a sign that he is still
alive.6 More significant are three other occurrences that Gibson translates as "spirit,"
adding, however, that the noun can also mean "incense."7 If this latter interpretation is

right, then all the texts that speak of Aqhat's qtr isir,g from the earth refer to an in-
cense offering for the deceased. We may be dealing with a specific funeral rite, obvi-
ously performed in the vicinity of the house. This could be a sacrifice to or for the spirit
of the departed as a purification rite for his entrance into the netherworld.8

Hammon in Kition und die Hammanim," Wort und Geschichte. FS K. Elliger AOAT 18 (1973),

65-70; T. H. Gaster, "sacrifices and Offerings, OT: IDB, lY, 147 -59:' N. Glueck, "Incense Al-
tarsl'Translating and Understanding the OT. FS H. G. May (1970), 325-29; N. Groom, Frankin-
cense and Myrrh (London, 1981); M. Haran, "The Uses of Incense in the Ancient Israelite Rit-
uall' W l0 (1960) ll3-29; R. K. Harrison, Healing Herbs of the Bible (Leiden 1988); F. N.
Hepper, 'Arabian and African Frankincense Treesl' Joumal of Egyptian Archaeology 55 (1969)

66-72;R. de Langhe, "Uautel d'or du temple de J6rusalem," Bibl 40 (1959) 4'16-94; M. Lcihr,

Das Riiucheropfer im AT (192'7); W. W. Miiller, "Weihrauch," P\il Sup XV (1977), 700-777:'
K. Nielsen, Incense inAncient Israel. SW 38 (1986); M. O'Dwyer-Shea, "The Small Cuboid
Incense-Burner of the Ancient Near East," kvant 15 (1983) 76-109; J. B. Pritchard, "On the Use

of the Tripod Ctpl' Ugaritica, Yl (1969),427-34; M. Rehm, "Das Opfer der Vtilker nach Mal
1,11," FS H. Junker (1961), 193-208; R. Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschichte des Opfers im alten
Israel. WMANT 24 (196'l); H. Schmiikel, "Zur kultischen Deutung des Hohenliedesl' ZAW 64
(1952) 148-55; R. O. Steuer, "StactE in Egyptian Antiquity," JAOS 63 (1943) 279-84; J.-M. de

Tarragon, l,e culte d {Jgarit. CahRB 19 (1980); M. Tsevat, "Studies in the Book of Samuel I,"
HUCA 32 (1961) 19l-216; O. Tufnell, lachish II-III (Oxford, 1940-53); E. Unger, 'Altar," RL4'
1,73-75; R. de Vaux, Studies in OT Sacrifice (Eng. trans. Cardiff, 1964);H. M. Wiener, The Al-
tars of the OT (Leipzig, 1927);K. Wigand, "Thymiateria," Bonner Jahrbiicher 122 (1913) l-97;
W. Zwickel, Riiucherkult und Rtiuchergerrite. OBO 97 (1990). -+flal zdlal.t, -+ i'lBlD minh6, -->

i)vn)]v '6brob.

l. In addition to the following examples see HAL, III, 1094.
2. AHw, ll,9O7.
3. AHw,II, 930.
4. kxLingAeth,442.
5. Whitaker, 548.
6. KTU, 1.18, IV 26,37; l.l9,II, 44. See WUS, no. 2404. Citingthe parallel use of 4rr and rft

npi, TO, l, 422, interyrets qtr as "vital principle."
T.Thetexts areKT(I, 1.17,I,27,46;II, l. SeeCMI],104.Cf.alsoUI no.222O: "smoke,in-

cense."
8. J. C. de Moor, An Anthology of Religious Texts from Ugarit (Leiden, 1987), 228, likewise

suggests a connection with funeral rites, but in a different manner.
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3. OT.ln the OT the verb qt appears in the piel (41 times) and hiphil (69 times), as

well as the pual (once) and hophal (twice). In the piel it means "send an offering up in
smoke," while the hiphil has the more specialized meaning "burn an incense offering."
On this basis the hiphil in I S. 2: 15-16, which is meant to denote the burning of the fat
portions (heleU, should be emended to a piel.e The burning of offerings and incense
appeius in both licit and illicit forms. To the extent that the texts refer to the latter at all,
few details emerge concerning the rite in question. Sometimes such rites were per-
formed "in the streets" of the city, but more often "on the high places";to in the latter
case they are also derogated as offerings to other gods.

The noun qttbr occtrs four times in the general sense of "smoke," as the smoke of a
burning city (Gen. 19:28 [twice]). It may also refer to the fumes of a volcano (Ps.

148:8), although here an emendation to "frost" is sometimes suggested.
The noun miqtar denotes an "incense stand" or "incense altar" on which incense was

burned (Ex. 30:1); miqyerel has a similar meaning (Ezk. 8: I l; 2 Ch. 26:19; cf .30: l4).
The most frequently occurring noun is qepre!, which refers to the smoke of a sacri-

fice and more frequently to the burning of incense (61 times). The latter usage predom-
inates in the OT, possibly to the exclusion of other meanings, since the burning of aro-
matic spices often accompanied animal sacrifices. According to Wellhausen, not until
Ezekiel does q"toreltake on the specialized meaning "incense offering."tt In this sense
qelore! can refer to both the material offered (normally defined as sammtm, "fragrant
perfumes"12; and the ritual of offering (qeldre! tdmt{, Ex. 30:8).

The noun qtrt appears twice in Punic inscriptions, where it refers to incense offer-
ings or sweet-smelling aromatics.13

The term most often used in parallel with q"torey is -+ ill) l"!onL, "frankirr
cense"'14 a strict distinction seems to be impossible. Since the OT repudiates many as-
pects of the use of incense, it is noteworthy that the noun hamman appears as a term for
an incense altarl5 in the very contexts that refer to incense offerings incompatible with
the worship of Yahweh. This noun can be taken as a term for small incense stands asso-
ciated with cultic activities rejected by Yahwism.l6

4. IXX and Dead Sea Scrolls. The LXX translates qtr with thymidzein/thymidn
(over 60 times), anaphdrein (24 times), and (epi)thiein (13 times). It normally trans-
lates qetore! with thymiama, but sometimes expands the semantic domain by using
synthesis (3 times).17

9. H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT VIIVI (1973), 108.
lO. -+ ill,la bamA.
I l. J. Wellhausen, Prolegomena zur Geschichte Israels (1927),63 n.2. But cf. Haran, I14.
12. HAL,I,759.
13. DISO, 25'l; cf. also 130.
14. -+ VII, 444-45.
15. HAL, r,329.
16. Albright, Archaeology, T6-77,142,216 n. 58.
17. Nielsen, 52-53.
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In the Dead Sea Scrolls qe@re! appeius in 4QFlor l:6, in a quotation from Dt.
33: l0 regarding the official duties of the Levites. The verb appears only in the Tem-
ple Scroll (20 times), important evidence supporting the theory that the Temple

Scroll may not come from Qumran.l8 For the Temple Scroll qrr is an important sac-

rificial term: at the dedication festival, offerings and libations are to be burned on

the altar (l1QT l6:6,9,18; cf. Ex. 29:.Lev.8). Offerings including the memorial or
token portion are also burned at the festival of new wine (1lQT 2O:4,7,11), the fes-

tival of new oil (22:6,7), the festival of new olives (23:10,11,16; 24:4),and the Day
of Atonement(26:8; cf. Lev. 16;23:27-32; Nu.29). The verb also appears several

times in descriptions of the structures round about the temple used for preparing the

offerings ( I lQT 32:7;33:15;34 ll,l3). I I QT 52:21 is a digression from Dt. l2i20-
28.

ll. l. Sacrifice in General. The piel of qtr mear,s "let an offering go up in
smoke" in general. In I S. 2:15,16,28, for example, the offering of sacrifices to God

in this manner is described as a fundamental function of the priesthood, in this case

the sons of Eli.le The account makes clear that the burning of the "fat portions"
(heleb, v. 15) produced the thick smoke and acrid odor. We find a similar reference

in Am. 4:5, which lists burning a thank offering (t6/d) among the fundamental obli-
gations of the lay Israelite.20 Isa. 1:13 and Ps.66:15 also allude to the meaning of
qe!6re! as the smoke and odor accompanying the burning of the fat portions of a sac-

rifice. As a summary term for the offering of sacrifices that involved burning all or
part of the sacrificial gifts, we find qe@re! in Ex. 30:20; 2 K. 16:13,15; 2 Ch.
32:12.zr

InLev. l:9,l3,l7,etc.,hiqttr standsfortheburningof the"burntoffering" ('6ld)on
the altar of Yahweh. In the case of the "grain offering" (qorbdn minhi, Lev.2:1ff.), a

portion of the offering is set aside, mixed with l"band (v. 2), and then burned on the al-

tar as a "token portion" ('azkard,zz Lev.2:2,9,16). According to Nu. 5:5-31, as part of
the ordeal to determine whether a woman is guilty of adultery the law requires such a

grain offering. The 'azkard portion is burned on the altar (v.26). Portions of the sacri-

fice of well-being (i"ldmtm, Lev. 3:9-11) are also to be burned on the altar (w. 11,16).

In all these cases 4rr describes the act of burning the sacrificial portions on the altar

- the fat portions in the case of animals, the aromatic portions in the case of grain of-
ferings. There is nothing to suggest that qtr is limited to the offering of the aromatic
portions.23

Lev. 4:10,19,26,31,35;5:12 also use hiqyir to describe the burning of the fat portions

of thesinoffering (haUab. Suchasinofferingisrequiredaspartof theritesforconse-

18. H. Stegemann, "The Origin of the Temple Scroll," SVT 40 (1988), 235-56.
19. See L3 above.
20. H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. Philadelphia, 1977),220.
21. Rendtorff, 110-ll.
22. --> a)l zd.kar.
23. Rendtorff, 187; de Yaux,27ff.
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crating Aaron and his sons as priests (8:16,20,21,28). The sacrificial portions are de-
fined precisely (v. 25). The same procedure is to be followed in the case of the guilt of-
feing ('didm, 7:5,31). The burning ritual is required for both offerings (9:10,13,14,17 ,

20; 16:25; l7:6; cf . Ex. 29:13,18,25; Jer. 33: l8).
Behind the burning of all or part of the burnt offering lies the idea of transferring to

God the vital force of the sacrificial victim. In the other forms of sacrifice, especially
the grain offering, in which no animal is sacrificed, the precise purpose of the burning
is unclear; it was probably borrowed from the animal sacrifice by analogy. In any case
the burning ritual was already long established before any attempt was made to reduce
to writing the laws governing sacrifice. The grain to be offered was mixed with
aromatics to produce a pungent, pleasing odor; this may have something to do with the
nane 'azkird given to a portion of the offering. An element of purification may have
been involved; and just as food for humans is often made savory with the aid of spices,
this technique nray have been applied to offerings for God. It is therefore unlikely that
burning the whole offering or a portion of it served a single purpose. It has been sug-
gested that the production of pungent smoke was intended to attract the attention of the
deity, but there is evidence that the fire was considered a means of returning to the de-
ity the power of the material sacrificed.

2. Prohibitions. In some passages hiqttr stands for unauthorized and strictly forbid-
den ritual acts. The biblical disapproval leaves open the question whether the prohibi-
tion applies to incense offerings alone or to the burning of sacrificial offerings accom-
panied by the burning of aromatics. The offering of such sacrifices is frequently
described as taking place in a sanctuary; often, however, it is thought of as a much sim-
pler action taking place in a house. In the latter case we are probably dealing with the
burning of aromatics as a form of incense offering.

Despite the harsh polemic, the texts do not make clear why such sacrif,rces are an
abomination to Yahweh. The burning of incense is itself considered an offensive act,
but nothing else is clear. From many passages it emerges that such incense offerings to
other gods provoke Yahweh's wrath. It is a typically Dtr concern to condemn the rite of
burning offerings or incense in the context of a more extensive polemic (against Baal
or other foreign gods). On the one hand, therefore, the alien cult component is grounds
for the polemic. Other passages, however, show that the offering of incense itself was a
widespread form of sacrifice practiced in private homes without priestly supervision.
On this point, therefore, the unqualified status of those offering the sacrifice was un-
congenial to the religion of Yahweh. It remains an entirely speculative question
whether in some passages the offering of incense was associated with some kind of
narcotic effect.

The best place to begin our examination of the texts impugning the burning (qiqer) of
sacrificial offerings or incense is with those that are markedly Dtr. These occurrences
are decidedly formulaic and refer to offering incense on high places (l K. 22:44[43];
2 K. l2:4[Eng. 3]; 15:4,35; 16:4; l7:ll;23:5). Chronicles singles out the conducr of
King Ahaz for particular criticism (2 Ch.28:4,25) in this respect. Naturally such offer-
ings were made to Yahweh, the God of Israel. This is clearly implied, for example, in the

13
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case of the offerings made to the bronze serpent24 in the temple of Yahweh in Jerusalem.

It was not until Hezekiah that this cultic image was removed (2 K. l8:4).
Comparable to these Dtr occurrences are the offerings on the hills spoken of in

Hos.4:13; the mention of cultic images clearly shows these offerings were made to

Baal (cf. I l:2). Other Dtr passages (2 K.23:5: Jer.7:9; 11 13,17) refer likewise to

such offerings to Baal. Offerings to other gods are mentioned in 2 K. 22:17; Jer. l:16;
ll:12; l8:15 l9:4;44:3,5,8. Jeremiah accuses the women of Judah who have fled to
Egypt of having made burnt offerings to other gods (Jer. 44:15), especially the "queen

of heaven" (vv. 15,17,19), and continuing to do so. The Dtr polemic in the book of
Jeremiah also condemns the women in Jerusalem, who had done the same thing in the

streets ofthe city (44:21,23). Ifthese charges can be taken literally, they probably re-

fer to a private form of incense offering, possibly in conjunction with apotropaic or
even funeral rites. There is also a noun qittcr in 44:21, probably having to do with
aromatics burned as incense.

This Dtr polemic reappears in 2 Ch. 34:25;26:16,18(twice),19. According to the

Chronicler, Amaziah made offerings to the gods of the Edomites (2 Ch.25:14).
Besides these passages, the OT contains a variety of texts that prohibit the burning

of incense in specific situations. Ezk. 8: I I condemns the seventy elders of Israel (men-

tioning Jaazaniah son of Shaphan by name) for secretly offering incense to the images

of the gods. Possibly this alludes to the burning of narcotic substances (cf. v. I 2); else-

where, however, the rite seems to be associated with the cult of Yahweh. Isa. 65:3 (cf.

also v. 7) rebuffs those Israelites who offer incense "on bricks/stones," which probably

points to rites performed on the roofs of private houses. Isa. 65:7 refers more conven-

tionally to rites performed "on the mountains." Finally, Prov.27:9 appe:lrs to refer to a

private use of incense along with oil to rejoice the heart. In Ezk. 16: 18 and 23,41, the

burning of incense serves to produce a pleasant aroma and cleanse the air. But here too

Ezekiel's complex figurative language leads one to suspect a reference to illicit use of
incense. The private use of incense as perfume and to produce a pleasant aroma is also

attested in Cant. 3:6. Hab. 1:16 condemns the Babylonian soldiers for censing "their
seines" (= weapons or banners).25

Clearly 2 Ch.26:16-21 condemns Uzziah's offering of incense as a cultic act pro-

foundly hostile to Yahweh. Although a layman, he stood with censer in hand to make

an offering (v. 19) and even made bold to enter the temple (v. 16), though forbidden to

do so; he was therefore stricken with leprosy.

A series of Priestly texts likewise stigmatizes the illicit use of incense. Lev. l0: l-7
speaks of the sin of Nadab and Abihu, who took "strange INRSV 'unholy'] fte" ('€i
zdri) rc offer incense; as a result, they are both consumed by fire from the altar of
Yahweh. A similar punishment is recorded in Nu. l6:1-35: 250 Israelite men, under the

leadership of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, offered an illicit incense offering (see esp.

v. 35). The narrative is undoubtedly composite, combining several different original

24. -; lnVn) n"huitdn.
25. W. Rudolph, Habakuk. KAT XIIU3 (1975), 210-l l.
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themes.26 Neither the offering of incense nor the possibility of a foreign religion is at
issue; the criticism focuses solely on the fact that these men are not priests of Aaronic
descent and therefore cannot legitimately make an offering before Yahweh.

The Chronicler's account of Uzziah's illness makes clear that such incense offerings
enjoyed great popularity among the laity well into the postexilic period.

This ubiquitous condemnation demonstrates the prominence of this kind of offering
as a popular form of devotion. It was simple to carry out; the aromatics used were
costly but easily accessible. No special priests were needed. The aromas produced
were considered sufhciently significant to attract the attention of the deity. Therefore
such a rite was considered the equal of prayer in simplicity and effectiveness.

3. Mandatory and Freewill Offerings. The burning of incense came to occupy a fun-
damental place in Israel in the postexilic period, when the cult was completely system-
atized. But there is evidence that it was also a popular and widespread element of the
preexilic cult. This is clearly attested by the great number of incense altars, usually of
pottery, brought to light by archeology.2T

The account of the building of Solomon's temple also mentions paraphernalia for
censing (l K. 7:50). According to Albright, even the freestanding temple pillars Jachin
and Boaz served as large incense stands or pans.

The noun qelare! denotes both the incense and its ritual use. Not until Ezekiel,
however, do we find incontestable evidence for the existence of such a rite.28 Possi-
bly the practice was not effectively regulated, a state of affairs that accords with the
multitude of polemical passages in the Dtr literature of the 6th century. Such regula-
tion was attempted by the cultic legislation of Exodus and Leviticus, which describe
a specific rite for the temple cult. Twice a day there was a regular offering of incense
(Ex. 30:7-8).

Ex.30:1-16 gives instructions for making an incense altar (cf. Ex.3l:8;35:15;
37:25; 39:38; 40:5; Lev. 4:7; I Ch. 6:34149h 28: l8). According to Ex. 30:3, it is to be
overlaid with pure gold, and service at this altar is reserved solely to the Aaronic priest-
hood (Nu. 4:16;2 Ch. 2:314); l3:ll; 29:7). The offering of incense later came to ac-
company the sacrifice of a bull as a sin offering on the Day of Atonement (Lev. 16:12-
13). Noth believes that the mention of this special altar for the offering of incense is not
part of the original material of PG, but represents a later addition.2e This theory accords
with the knowledge that in earlier times incense was offered in small ceramic incense
altars that could be held in the hand or in metal incense pans with long handles. It is
possible but not certain that PG knew nothing ofany incense offerings. Then the desire
to maintain a central place in the temple for incense offerings goes hand in hand with
the prohibition against letting anyone outside the Aaronic priesthood offer incense.

Precise regulations for the incense offering appear in Ex. 30:30-38, where private

26. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL(Eng. trans. 1968), 120-29.
27. See Glueck.
28. See Haran.
29. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL(Eng. trans. 1962), 234-35.
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observance of similar rites is strictly prohibited (v. 37). This is in line with the condem-
nation of illicit incense offerings in v. 9. The ingredients for making incense are listed
in 35:8,28 (cf. 31:1 l;37:29). Finally, the offering ofincense according to these regula-
tions is described in Nu. 7 (13 occurrences).

Clements

Nri2 ar'; N'P si'

I. Etymology. II. Occurrences. III. Usage. IV. LXX.

I. Etymology. Outside Hebrew, the root 4y'appears in Akkadian as gA'u/kd'u,t in
Arabic as qd'a, and in Ethiopic as qe'a,z always with the meaning "tp"., vomit."

II. Occurrences. The verb appears 9 times in the OT plus once in Sirach (3 times in
the qal, 7 times in the hiphil). The noun qi'appears 3 times and its by-form qe' once.

III.Usage.Thehiphilof theverbisusedquiteliterallyinJon.2:1l(Eng. l0):the
large fish "spewed" Jonah out. The other occurrences, representing figurative usage,

can generally be divided into three groups.

The first group represents the holy land as a living being that cannot endure sinners

but "vomits them out." This is the case with the four occurrences in H (qal, Lev. 18:28;

hiphil, 18:25,28;20:22). Those who defile the land by an immoral life have impugned
the purity or holiness of the land and cannot continue to dwell there: the land will
vomit them out. This befell the previous inhabitants of the land and it will befall the Is-
raelites if they do not keep the commandments.

The second group speaks of vomiting as a phenomenon associated with drunken-
ness. Isa. 28:8 uses the noun qi'literally in a drastic description of the drinking bouts of
the Judahite blasphemers: 'All tables are covered with filthy vomiq no place is clean."
ln Jer.25:27 the nations are summoned to drain the cup of Yahweh's wrath: "Drink, get

drunk and vomit, fall and rise no more."3 Here and in v. 16 intoxication symbolizes the

consequences of God's judgment; reeling and vomiting vividly represent the power-

lessness ofthose affected. The only question is whether vv.27-29 are secondary or rep-
resent a variant of v. l6.a

Isa. 19: 14 likewise uses the noun figuratively: Egypt, overcome by disaster, staggers

around like a drunkard in his vomit. "The aimlessness of their [Egypt's] action is dra-

l. AHw, l,284.
2. ItxLingAeth,459.
3. -+ VII, 103.
4. For the former see W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATXII e1968), 167-68. For the latter see W. L.

Holladay, Jeremiah l. Herm (1986), 672-73.
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matically compared with the behavior of a drunken man who staggers round helplessly
in his vomit."5

According to Jer.48:26, Moab is to be made drunk and forced to wallow in its own
vomit; it is unclear whether sapaq here should be interpreted as a verb meaning
"vomit"6 or should be connected with Sdpaq, "overflow." In any case Moab is to be
made a laughingstock because it has vaunted itself against Yahweh.

The third group of texts appear in wisdom contexts, pointing out that gluttony can
lead to vomiting. The straightforward warning in Prov. 25:16 cautions against eating
too much honey, which causes vomiting. It is possible to have too much of a good
thing. This is probably also the point of Sir. 31(34):21, which uses the impv. qew€h: if
you are overstuffed with delicacies, you should vomit them out; then "you will have re-
lief." In Job 20:15 Zophar says that the wicked must vomit up again the riches they
have swallowed; they cannot keep them down. The text even says that God will cast
these riches out of their bellies. Prov. 23:8 is more obscure. The saying in vv. 6-8,
which parallels ch. I I of the Instruction of Amenemope, seems to caution against eat-
ing food provided by someone who is envious; if you discover your host's insincerity,
you will have to vomit up what you have eaten, and "you will have wasted the pleasant

words . . . that you have just spoken as a guest."7 Amenemope, too, mentions "vomit-
ing," but in an entirely different context. Possibly the obscurity is the result of too radi-
cal an abbreviation of the original.s

Prov. 26:ll does not fit in any ofthese three groups: "Like a dog that returns to its
vomit is a fool who reverts to his folly." Fools are incorrigible and will keep repeating
their stupidity.

IV. LXX. The LXX usually tses (ex)emein. lnLeviticus we findprosochthizein and
in Jon. 2: I 1(10) ekbdllein.In ler. 48:26 epikrofiein probably reflects an original sdpaq.
Isa. 28:8 has a different text.

Ringgren

5. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974), 104.

6. Rudolph.
7. O. Pl6ger, Sprilche Salomos. BK XVII (1983),272.
8. H. Ringgren, Spriiche. ATD XyI e1980), 89.

ilJ)l otua; t? qin

I. Etymology. II. Occurrences. III. LXX. N. Origin. V. Literal Usage. VI. Figurative Usage:

l. Prophetic qtnby;2.Imperatives;3. Threat; 4.Ezk.2;lO. VII. Metrics. VIII. Dead Sea Scrolls.
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I. Etymology. In no Semitic language antedating Hebrew do we find a lexeme corre-
sponding to Heb. qind and the denominative verb qin (or qwnt) thatis based on the same

root. Wetzstein and after him Budde propose associating qtnd with Arab. qdna, "forge,"
arguing that the basic meaning of the stem is "make by artifice, compose."2 For qind
this refers to the form (Wetzstein) or content (Budde). Despite the well-attested meaning
"fashion, create" for Arab. qdna,3 the question remains whether it would not be prefera-
ble to distinguish derivatives of the radicals qn, associated with the realm of metalwork-
ing,a from derivatives belonging to the realm of singing and making music. Among the
lattel HAL cites nouns and verbs in Syriac (qanqdn, "sing"; qintd, "hymn lament"),
Mandaic (qinta, "hymn"), Ethiopic (qanaya, "make music"; qdne, "song"),Tigre (qdnd,

"invent a melody, sing"), and Arabic (qainat, "female singer, maid").s An Aramaic cog-
nate appears in Hatra 43:3;77:l: rb qynt, "master of song";6 from the small textual basis
the noun might be either qyny'|, "smith," or qyny'2, "musician."7

This evidence suggests that Heb. qtnAwas also chanted, although we can say noth-
ing about rhythm and melodys or any instrumental accompaniment (although the flute
has been suggested because of Jer. 48:36e). That we should think of the qtnd as chanted
is confirmed by Am. 8:10 and 2 Ch. 35:25, which associate qina and q6nen with the
root -) -til? iir

qtnd. K. Budde, "Das hebriiische Klagelied," 7AW 2 (1882) l-52; idem, "Die hebriiische
Leichenklage," ZDPV 6 ( 1883) 180-94; O. Eissfeldt, Einleitung in das AT (41976), esp. 122-31;
W. R. Garr, "The Qinah," ZAW 95 (1983) 54-75; C. Hardmeier, Texttheorie und biblische
Exegese. BBET 79 (1978); P. Heinisch, Die Totenklage im AT. Biblische Zeitfragen l3l9-10
(1931); J. Hempel, Die althebrciische Literatur und ihr hellenistisch-jiidisches Nachleben
(Potsdam, 1930), esp. 27-30; E. Jacob, "Mourning," IDB, lll, 452-54; H. Jahnow, Das
hebriiische l*ichenlied im Rahmen der Viilkerdichtung. BZAW 36 (1923); J. C. de Moor, "The
Art of Versification in Ugarit and Israel," Studies in Bible and the Ancient Near East. FS S. E
Inewenstamm, 2 vols. (Jerusalem, 1978), l:219-39; H.-P. Miiller, "Gilgameschs Trauergesang
um Enkidu und die Gattung der Totenklage: ZA 68 (1978) 219-39; G. Rinaldi, 'Alcuni termini
ebraici relativi alla letteratura:' Studia Biblica et Orientalia,l= AnBibl l0 (1959), 133-55, esp.
150-51 (cf. idem, Bibl 40 [1959] 284-85); J. Scharbert, Der Schmerz im AT. BBB 8 (1955), esp.

l2l-22; W. H. Shea, "David's Lament," BASOR 221 (1976) l4l-44; idem, "The qinah Str.tcture
of the Book of Lamentationsl' Bibl 60 (1979) 103-7; K.-D. Schunck, "Leichenlied," BHHW, l,
lO69-70; G. Stlihlin, "0pr1v6rr;/0pflvo c,l' TDNT III, I 50-5 I ; E. F. de Ward, "Mourning Customs in
1,2 Samuel," JJS 23 (1972) l-27, 145-66, esp. 155-59; J. G. Wetzstein, "Die syrische
Dreschtafel," Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologie 5 (1873) 270-302, esp.294-302; G. A. Yee, "The Anat-
omy of Biblical Parody," CBQ 50 (1988) 565-86.

l. Scharbert, 122.
2. Wetzstein, 297 n. 1; Budde, "Klagelied," 28; cf. also H. L. Ginsberg, BASORT2 (1938) 13.

3. A. Wahrmund, Handwiirterbuch Arabisch-Deutsch, II (Beirut, l97O), 546.
4. See HAL, III, 1097, s.v. friT II.
5. Ibid., 1096-97, s.v. I'P and i1tj2.
6. Hatra 43:3;77:l; A. Caquot, Syr 32 (1955) 50-51.
7. rbid., 271.
8. For the modern period see, e.g., A. Musil,

Eucharisterion. FS H. Gunkel,2 vols. (Gtittingen,
9. Jahnow, 80.

Arabia Petraea, III (1908), 446; P. Kahle,
1923), l:367 n.3.
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II.Occurrences.The lTcanonicaloccurrencesofthenoun qtn6(plus I occurrence
in Sir. 38:16) and also the 8 occurrences of qin are concentrated in the prophets Jere-
miah (4), Amos (2), and above all Ezekiel (2 of the verb,4 of the noun). There are 3 oc-
currences in the historical books (2 in 2 Samuel and 1 in 2 Ch. 35:25). This distribution
also suggests the proportion oftexts that use the qtnd in its original sensel0 and the pro-
phetic texts that use it figuratively.rl

This distinction is probably also reflected in the two constructions qdnZn ('e!-qtnd)
(2 S. I : 17; 3:33; Ezk. 27:32; 32:16) and ndia' qtnd (Am. 5: I [where the original text
can be reconstmcted as iim'fi haqqinA'"ier'anofti noSe"oGtreml2l;Jer. 7:29;9:9lEng.
l0l; Ezk. l9:l;26:171.27:2,32;28:12;32:2). The word q6nenis a technical term for the
ceremonial chanting of a dirge, whereas naia'suggests a derivative use of the genre,

which does not require singing or other regular performance techniques. Seen in this
light, Ezk. 32:16, despite being an example of derivative usage, requires proper perfor-
mance of the qtnd; this interpretation is reinforced by the observation that the verse is
addressed to the women of the gbytm, an allusion to the special role of women in chant-
ing a qtnd.t3 Only Ezk. 27:32 displays synonymous use of both formulations.

The construction 'amar b'qtnA in 2 Ch. 35:25a diverges from this usage. Since the
male and female court singers are the subject of the sentence, the verb must refer to the
subject matter of the qtnA - it tells of ('al) Josiah - rather than its mode of perfor-
mance. Some translations (e.g., EU; gloss over the difference.

ilI. LXX. The LXX translates ndia' qind with (ana)lambdnd thrilnon (except Jer.

9:9[0], kopetdn), qbndn with thren66.

IV. Origin. Scholars generally agree that the OT qinAis totally secular and therefore
quite distinct from the lament addressed to God.la There is no clear evidence, however,

that this secular usage developed out of the Canaanite lament for the deceased deity,
which the Israelites could not adopt because they considered Yahweh the God of life.15

The genre probably emerged initially from lamentation over the death of a family
member, possibly that of a sister for her brother.16 Miiller speaks more generally of a
"family or dynasty ritual."lT The theory that the initial form of the qind was a cry of
"alas" (-+ 'i1i1 h6y) with the addition of a term of relationship or a title for honor (Jer.

22:18) must be treated cautiously, since no OT text explicitly represented as a qind uses

the particle idy. Such texts begin instead with words like 'eft (2 S. l: l9b; Ezk. 26:17),

10. See V below.
I l. See VI below.
12. G. Fleischer, "Von Menschenverkhufern, Baschankiihen und Rechtsverkehrern" (diss.,

Bonn, 1988), 2.3.2.
13. See IV below.
14. C. Westermann, Forschung am AT. ThB 55 (1974),251-52.
15. Hempel; F. F. Hvidberg, Weeping and lnughter in the OT (Eng. trans. Leiden, 1962), 124.
16. Jahnow, 66-67.
t'l. P. 237.
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kt (Jer. 9:20[21]), and the interrogative particles md (Ezk. l9:2) and mi (Ezk. 27:32).
This usage suggests that the elegy as a poetic work of art is distinct from the short, ste-

reotyped cry of woe.l8
It is harder to differentiate between qtnd and nehi, especially because both occur to-

gether (Jer. 9:9,l9ll0,2Ol; cf. vv. l6-17t17-181). Kraus distinguishes between the neht
(which he associates with the cry of woe) as the lamentation of the next of kin and the
qtndas thelamentof others.leObservingthatthe n"htnever appearsasanactualfu-
neral lament, Hardmeier concludes that, in contrast to the secondary use of the qtnd,
this term refers from the outset to the song of woe that victims of a calamity sing on
their own behalf.20 In fact, Hardmeier has put his finger on the only recognizable dif-
ference: the qtnd addresses the departed (or in figurative usage the "defunct" nation),
while in the neht survivors of a disaster lament their own situation. This difference ar-
gues against simply calling the two words synonyms.zt

In the setting of its primary usage, the cry of woe was probably always uttered by
those affected; the elegy, however, required artistic skill and therefore became the do-
main of specialists, especially women (Jer. 9:16,19U7,201; Ezk. 32:16). The parallel
between m"q6n"n61 and ho$dm61 in Jer. 9:16(17) suggests that the development of a

specialized guild was due not only to the requirements of musical and poetical ability
but also to the requirement of skill at magic. But the step from this position to finding
animistic roots for the qtnd (exorcism of the spirit of the departed) must remain conjec-
tural.2z

The purpose of the qfuA was to stimulate the tears of those affected by someone's
death (2 S. 1:24;3:34: Jer.9: l7). As a rule the qtnd was taken up alongside the bier of
the departed in the family home or at the tomb.

Y. Literal Usage. The only OT text in which this original setting is still recogniz-
able is 2 S. 3:33. At the grave of Abner, David takes up his lament - in which, how-
ever, he does not follow the custom of praising the virtues of the deceased, but rather
takes up the theme of his assassination. Less clear is the situation of David's qtnA over
the fallen Saul and Jonathan in 2 S. l:17-27: the author of the Court History of David
clearly c,rme upon it independent of its original context (v. 18; on seper hayydidr cf.
also Josh. 10:13) and included it in the present narrative. The passage displays the fol-
lowing structure: account of the death of Saul and Jonathan (vv. 1-10); spontaneous
mourning by David and his followers (vv. I I - 12; denoted by -+ TDD sdpaQ!); slaying
of the messenger (vv. 13-16); qind for the fallen. This sequence is noteworthy for both
the double expression of David's grief and the separation of the qfuA fuom vv. I l-12
(note the catchwords common to vv. l2b and 19,25,27) by vv. 13-15. These observa-
tions cast doubt on the unity ofch. 1. It is also possible to question the unity ofthe qtnd

18. Hardmeier,215-19.
19. H.-J. Kraus, ZAW 85 (1973) 19-23.
20. Pp.333-39.
21. As does Mtiller, 234.
22. Jahnow,43,7l.
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itself, which is framed (vv. 19b,27) and divided (v. 25) by the refrain 'Af; ndp"lfr
gibbdrtm (vv. 19b,27). The second section, more personal than the first, concentrates
on Jonathan. Stolz believes that this section was the starting point and was expanded by
the addition of vv. 19-24.23 The refrain may also mark an alternation between solo and
chorus, although this mode of performing a qtnA is first attested in the Mishnah.z+
Finally, it remains unsettled whether the refrain refers to all the fallen Israelites or only
to Saul and his son (cf. the refrain in I Mc. 9:21, which refers solely to Judas).

We also hear of laments for a king fallen in battle in 2 Ch. 35:25. This verse con-
firms the tendency (already noted in 2 S. 1:19) of qtndlto focus on outstanding person-
alities when they take on written form. It is disputed whether the mention of qindlhere
refers to the book of Lamentations.2s

VI. Figurative Usage. Except in 2 Ch. 35:25, from the middle of the 8th century on
(Am.5:1-2) the qtnd appears only in the context of prophetic oracles of disaster. Even
though there are distinctions within this secondary usage,26 there are shared character-
istics: (a) the qind no longer refers to an event in the past but to a future event, graphi-
cally presentedby aqtnd or a call for aqtnd as having already occurred; (b) the subject
of the qtnd is no longer necessarily a specific person (only in Ezk. l9:.l-14;28:ll-19)
but a personified national entity; (c) the qtn61 themselves are dominated by the
contrastive schema "snss - now," which first makes itself heard in 2 S. l:19-27 (cf.
vv. 2l-24 with vv. 25-26).

l. Prophetic qtn61. The earliest instance of figurative usage is Amos's qind over the
northern kingdom, personified as "maiden Israel" (Am. 5:1x-2), legitimated second-
arily by the word of God in v. 3 and given concrete application in the face of Assyrian
expansion as a prophecy of a military defeat.z1 In the midst of general prosperity and
peace with the surrounding nations, Amos shocks his listeners with a lament over a di-
sastrous end that is already an accomplished fact.2S

The qtnd in Ezk. 27:l-36* dates from Nebuchadnezzar's siege of Tyre; it antici-
pates the total destruction of the city and exhibits two unique features. First, the intru-
sive introductory messenger formula in v. 3 (cf. l9:l-2 and 32:2) presents the qtnd as

an oracle of Yahweh, although the rest of the text - in contrast to 28;1 l-19 - does
not in any way presuppose this ascription. We may therefore well ask whether the for-
mula is not a redactional addition to lend the words greater weight. Second, the qtnd

23. F. Stolz, ZBK,9, 189.
24. Mish. Mo'ed Qat.3:9.
25. This identification is made already by Bab. B. Bat. l4b, 15a; and Ber 57b; see also

W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HAT XXU3 (1955), 9, who assigns v. 25b to a glossator, and most
recently J. Bekker, 2 Chronik. NEB, 124, who assigns the verse to the Chronicler. The identifica-
tion is rejected by Garr, 60; EU, note on 2 Ch. 35:25.

26. See VI.1-3 below.
27. See Fleischer, 2.3.2.
28. On the place of this qind in Amos's total message, see Fleischer, 6.
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incorporates a subsidiary lament (vv. 32-36*), sung by the sea people themselves at

the destruction of Tyre. The future-oriented introduction of this latter integrated qtnd

$tiqt6l-xlw"qatal-x in vv. 28-32a) makes clear that the qtnd in which it is set functions

as a prophecy of disaster. Finatly, this prophecy itself uses the metaphor of Tyre as a

ship,anelementfoundalsoin 19:l-14anddevelopedtomythicheightsin28:11-19.
In contrast to Am. 5:l-2 andEzk.27,Ezk. l9:l-14 28:ll-19:32:2-15 address not

the nations themselves but their leaders. The qinA over Jehoahaz and Jehoiachin (19:1-

14; kernel: vv. l-9),2e chanted even before the final destruction of Judah but lamenting

it as having already begun with the deportation of the two kings, proved itself in the

event all too justified, as the addendum in v. 14b shows.

With reference to the q?nd over the king of Tyre in Ezk. 28:ll-19, Jahnow rightly
speaks of a "disintegrating genre.":o This disintegration appears both in the restructur-

ing of the qint as an oracle of Yahweh and in the lack of any similarity to a lament over

the death ofan individual. In the qtnA over Pharaoh in Ezk. 32:l-16, this process ofdis-
integration is even more advanced: an oracle of Yahweh threatening future disaster

(note the tense in vv. 3-15) is labeled a qfuAby a redactional hand (vv. 2,16) solely on

account of the qinA fragment in v.2: this qind is to be chanted throughout the world to

publish the fate of Egypt.

2. Imperatives. Among these prophetic qin67 a second category comprises pro-

phetic imperatives calling on the people to take up a qind (Jer.7:29, together with a

summons to shave the head, a typical mourning ritual) or to summon the mourning

women (m"qbn"n61) to instruct their daughters in the art of the qind (Jet. 9:16-17,19-

2lll7 -18,20-22): interruptedby a n"ht); these are addressed to the southern kingdom. It
is disputed whether to retain the MT of Jer. 9:9(10) ("I will take up") or to emend it
(with LXX) to an imperative summoning the people to take up a qtnd-

If the MT is retained,3l there is no indication that the speaker of v. 9(10) is the

prophet. Since v. 10(l l) can be spoken only by Yahweh, Schreiner concludes that the

abrupt change in speaker indicates different literary units. This conclusion is not neces-

sary, however, since there is also a change of tense and the two verses address different

territories (v. 9tl0l mountains and steppes, v. l0[11] towns).

3. Threat.In Am. 8:10 (redactional) and Ezk.26:15-18 (postexilic), the change of
songs (ofjoy) into qind and the taking up of a qind describe the people's reaction to a

forthcoming disaster, signifying its mortal danger.

4. Ezk.2:10. Only in Ezk. 2:10 do we find the masc. pl. qtntm (but cf. 2Ch.35:25,
where the masc. ptcp. klubim modifies qtn6!); it should be understood as a collective
(in contrast to individual qtn)fl.zz There is no reason to doubt that actual dirges were

29.W.Zimmerl| Ezekiel l, Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),398.
30. P.228.
31. J. Schreiner, Jeremia l-25. NEB, 69.
32. Michel, 42.
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spread before Ezekiel, leading him to envision the impending disaster he was to pro-
claim.33 Here too the qinA has the secondary function of prophesying disaster, in which
role it is distinct from both sighing, which is subject to no formal constraints, and the
cry of woe.3a

VII. Metrics. Budde published the fundamental studies of qtnd meter, showing that
a qinA is characterized by alternation between bicola and tricola.3s This criterion to-
gether with the introductory'Akn.@r'A[,2 S. l:19b; Ezk.26:17) is used to identify
texts not explicitly so designated as qin61, especially Lam. 1-5 and Isa. 14:4-21. More
ambitious attempts based solely on meter to discover yet more qin61 stcceed only at
the price of radical emendation, and should be treated skeptically.36 Finally, Shea ab-
stracts from the 3:2 schema as a metrical entity and finds in it a structural schema that
controlsnotonlytheqtnd in2S. l:19-27 butalsothestructureof theentirebookof
Lamentations.

VIII. Dead Sea Scrolls. The only two occurrences of qtnd in the Dead Sea Scrolls
diverge from OT usage. This holds true for both the unique construct phrase kinndr
qtnd (lQH ll:22) and the construction nafa' b"qtnd (lQH 9:4), which is probably not
to be interpreted prepositionally3T but in the sense of the standard construction naia'
qind; the preposition is treated as a b"-transitivum.38 Nevertheless, there is a gap in the
text that should probably be reconstructed as rl?Dl,3e and the beginning of the clause is
not clear; it remains a matter of debate, therefore, whether the subject of the qtnA is
simply "my soul" or "my soul" together with "Sheol," or even "my bed."40 The similar-
ity of IQH 9:4 to Ps. 6:6-7(5-6) supports the theory that the author of the hymn is the
subject of the qtnd.al

Fleischer

33. With Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, 135; J. W. Wevers, Ezekiel. NCBC, 53.
34. See above; -+ i1\il hdgdh.
35. On the relationship between the two see Garr.
36. See esp. K.Btdde,ZAW 3 (1883) 299-306; ZAw tt (189t)234-47; ZAW 12 (1892)31-37,

261-75.
37. Following E. Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran (Munich, 21971), 147.
38. JM, $125m; on naid' b" cf. Job 7:13.
39. M. Delcor, l,es Hymnes de Qumran (Paris, 1962), 212-13.
40. See, respectively, Lohse; Delcor; J. Maier and K. Schubert, UTB 224 (1973),219, who

supply mittali instead of napit.
41. Stressed by G. W. Nebe, Revp 12 (1985/87) ll8.

Y'P qw -+ Y?' vq;
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L Etymology. II. Occurrences. III. l. Season; 2. Fruit; 3. Am. 8:1,2. IV. Sirach and Dead Sea

Scrolls. V. LXX.

I. Etymology. The breadth of the experience expressed linguistically by the noun

qayi; is shown by the widespread occurrence of etymological equivalents outside He-

brew. In Aramaic, for example, it appears as byt lq,s',I and as yrl.t q; in the Gezer Calen-

dar.2 Other cognates include Can. q4su, Ugar. qL3 Syr. qaita, Christian Palestinian

Aram. qy1', OSA qy-z or ]q;n, and Arab. qaiz.a

II. Occurrences. The noun qayis occurs 20 times in the OT: Ge1, 8:22; 2 S. 16:l ,2;

Ps.32{:14:17:Prov.6:8; 10:5; 26:l;30:25; Isa. 16:9; 28:4;Jer.8:20;40:10,12;48:32;
Am. 3:15; 8:1,2; Mic. 7:I;Zec. l4:8.

lll.l. Season. Gen.8:22;Ps.74:17; Am. 3: 15; andZec.l4:8 speak of qayis in com-

bination with -+ l1l1 hdrep. The combination makes clear that in these texts qayig is to

be understood as the name of a season; as the juxtaposition of hOm and qayis shows,

4ayig refers to the hot, rainless season or summer. Thus it also refers to the time of har-

vest. Dalman speaks of transition periods between summer and winter, which might

suggest four seasons;5 but these transition periods are not full-fledged seasons, and Is-

rael really thinks in terms of two seasons. Thus 4ayis and horep together constitute an

inclusive term comprehending the entire year, but extending beyond any particular year

and thus serving as a periphrastic expression for "always l' "at all times" (at least in Ps.

74:17; Zec. l4:8).
While Ps. 74: 17 extols Yahweh's creative power in the context of a hymnic passage,

Zec. l4:8 expresses the eschatological expectation that in winter and summer living
water will flow out from Jerusalem; it envisions elimination of all climatic distinction
between summer and winter, just as there will be no alternation of night and day, cold

and heat (vv. 6-7). Thus Zec. l4:6ff. is an antithetical counterpart to Gen. 8:22, which
promises ceaseless alternation of night and day, summer and winter, cold and heat, to

sustain the created order.

qayis. G. Dalman, AuS, lll,34-50; H. Klein, "Das Klima Paliistinas auf Grund der alten

hebriiischenQuellen," ZDPV37 (1914)217-49,297-327,esp.222-26; J. Nelis, "Jahreszeiten,"

BL3, 793-94; W. Rordorf, "Jahreszeiten," BHHW ll, 795; K. A. D. Smelik, Writings from An'
cient Israel (Eng. trans. Louisville, 1991).

l. DISO,262.
2. KAI, 182.1.7; TUAT,ll3,247-48:' Smelik, 25-27.
3. UT no. 2224; KTU, 1.20, 5; 1.24,24; 1.19,l, 41.
4. HAL,III, 1098.
5. P. 50.
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Am.3:15 refers to an upper-class luxury, qualified by qayi; as being limited to a

particular season - 
probably a second house for use in the summer in addition to a

winter house.6

The book of Proverbs in particular connects summer with harvest.T For example,

6:6ff. calls the attention of the lazy to the ant, which prepares its food in the summer,

collecting sustenance during the harvest. The parallelism shows that qayis and qasir

are related or even synonymous. This direct parallelism appears again in l0:5, which

deals with industriousness vs. laziness during the harvest. It appears also in 26:1,

which dismisses the possibility of honoring a fool by using paradoxical images such as

snow in summer or rain in harvest. Using the same temporal parallelism, Jer. 8:20 la-

ments that the harvest is past, the summer is ended, but no help is at hand. The industry

of the ant reappears in the setting of a numerical proverb in Prov. 30:25, although this

text does not mention 44Ji,:
The identification of summer with harvest reappears in Isa. 16:9 and Jer. 48:32, sim-

ilar verses each in the context of a lament over Moab. (In Jer. 48:32 we should probably

readqastrinstead ofbAstr aftertheanalogyoflsa. 16:9.)Thetwopassagessharethe

thought that the harvest will fail in Moab because the enemy has ovemrn the land; en-

emy shouts of triumph replace Moabite rejoicing over the harvest.

The usage in Ps. 324 is more figurative: the heat of fever is likened to the heat of
summer.

2. Fruit. The remaining texts refer to the produce of summer, building on the foun-

dation laid by the texts discussed in the previous section. This meaning of qayis is

clearly present in 2 S. 16:1,2, where the noun appears in a list of foodstuffs. The com-

bination with wine (and oil) in Jer.40:10,12 against the background of summer sug-

gests that qayis may refer to figs. It is here a symbol of new hope, since a bountiful new

harvest is predicted. We find qayis with more negative overtones in Isa. 28:4 and Mic.

7: l. According to Isa. 28:4, the fruit will be devoured as soon as it appears, and a simi-

lar fate - destruction - will befall Samaria. Mic. 7:lff. laments the comrption of the

people; the faithful have vanished from the land like fruit from the field after harvest.

3. Am.8:1,2. The meaning of qayis is disputed in the vision reported in Am. 8:1,2,

where the noun appears in the immediate company of qZ;. The question is: are we deal-

ing here with a play on words, or is the differentiation of the two words a late phenom-

enot, qayis and qZ; being interchangeable orthographic variants, so that originally

only the meaning of qayis was relevant? In the latter case, the reading of qeT as "end"

would be a secondary apocalyptic interpretation.8 There is no evidence, however, to

support this theory: all the texts in which the season or its harvest plays a role use the

triliteral form; apart from Am. 8:2 there is no reason to understand the biliteral form in

6. KAI, 216.18-19 see also H. W Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),202'

7. --> 1ll qsr
8. K. Koch et al., Amos. AOAT 3012 (1976), 51.
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the sense of qayis. But it remains an open question whether qayis should be understood
here as the season (= time of harvest) or as fruit (figs). The latter would mean that
Amos sees a basket full of recently harvested hgs and concludes that his people are
ripe for the harvest (udgment). If the emphasis is more on the season , qayit should be
translated "(empty) harvest basket": "The harvest is at hand, Yahweh is beginning to
harvest the fruit, his empty basket ready to hand."e This interpretation is conceivable
because the close association of qayis and qastr suggests identification of the two
terms,r0 even though when used by itself in the harvest context qayis refers to fruit.

IV. Sirach and Dead Sea Scrolls. The text of Sir. 40:7 is not clear, since the He-
brew version is extant only in fragments.ll In Sir. 50:8, however, the reference to the
season is clear.

In the Dead Sea Scrolls lQS 10:7 mentions qayis in the context of a list of seasons,
again in combination with qdstr. All the other occurrences of 4ayls refer to time in gen-
eral: 4Q491 23:2;499 lO:2;502 9:3; 508 3:4;509 l:5; 5-6, II,2;205:2 (text unclear);
510 1:6,7,8;511 1:3; 3:3; 10:3,4,5; 35:6,8; lll:4. The interpretation of qayi; in 518
3l:l remains open.

V. LXX. The LXX offers a wide range of translations. When the season is involved,
the most common translation is thiros. we also find, dmetos, therin1s, therism6s,
opi5ra, and kafima.

Hausmann

9. M. Weippert, in M. Weippert, H. Weippert, and K. Seybold, Beitrcige lur prophetischen
Bildsprache in Israel und Assyrien. OBO 64 (1985),24.

10. See III.I above.
I L G. Sauer, JSHRZ llV5, 603 n.7.

I. Etymology and Meaning. II. Occurrences: l. General;2. Toponyms. IIL 1. Usage; 2. maittn
b"qtr. IY. Versions; Dead Sea Scrolls.

qtr. H. J. Dreyer, "The Roots Ei \ gr and s/tr = 'Stone, Wall, City' etc.l' De fruuu oris sui.
FS A. van Selms. POS 9 (197 l), 17 -25; S. Krauss, "Sriidtenamen und Bauwesen : ZAW ZB (1908)
241-70, esp. 267ff.; E. Nestle, "Miscellen," 7AW 2l (l9}l) 327-36, esp. 327ff.; H. Weippert,
"Mauer und Mauertechnik: 8RL2,209-12; F. Zimmermann, ''lrY, 'lrjf and Related Formsl' 75th
Anniversary Volume of JQR (1967), 582-92; -+ itblll h6m6.
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I. Etymology and Meaning. The noun qir is treated as a biliteral noun with a
long medial vowel.l Only in lsa.22:5 is it written defectively in Hebrew. Such texts as

Ps. 62:4(Eng. 3) show that the word is masculine in Hebrew.2 In Phoenician we find
qr;3 the same form occurs in Moabite (Mesha Stone).4 In Biblical Hebrew and Phoe-
nician, it almost always refers to a "wall," whereas in Moabite it refers to a "city" (cf.
the Hebrew toponyms with qtrs). In Middle Hebrew qtr often means "fringe" or
"edge'"6

There is also a Jewish Aramaic word qtra'meaning "wax" or "asphalt";7 the same

word appears in Syriac and Mandaic.8 Akk. qlrue means "hot bitumen," "asphalt"; it is
also written klru(m).to According to von Soden, this latter word is a Sumerian loan-
word borrowed by Hebrew and Aramaic (cf. kfiru, "smelting furnace," and ktru,
"kiln"rr); Haupt connects qtr with Akk. kdru(m), "quay," "embankment," and suggests
that Heb. qtr originally meant "built with bitumen."r2 We also find Arab. qar or qir
with the meaning "tar, pitch," and the verb qtr II, "coat with pitch."t3 Gk. ker6s and
Lat. cera, "wax," may be related.

Whether Heb. qir and Aram. qtra'are related is unclear. The connection is affirmed
by KBLr,2 but labeled uncertain by KBL3|HAL According to KBL|'Z,t4 qir originally re-
ferred to the plaster of a wall made of wattle or clay bricks, in contrast to gadl which
meant a wall made of stones. But already Gesenius considered the etymology of the
word uncertain, although he conjectured that under the influence of qfir "dig," the
noun qi4 "embankment," might have developed the meaning "wall."ls Dreyer is of the
opinion that the root qr which gave rise to qir as well as qere!, "city,"to qartA', and
Ugar. qrt, is connected with the roots 'r Er ;r and lr all of which developed out of a
Proto-Semitic root with the meaning "stone," "dress stone." The initial radical of this
root was variable; the second was invariably lr/.Zimmernann, too, believes thatqtr
and ?r are simply dialectal variants. He also considers qttr a vocalic vaiant of qi4

On III-2: M. Bid, "Maitin beqta" W 4 (1954) 4ll-16; S. Ivry, "D'lTj2 n']lDfl )NlU'f E'D;]
El;lrt n))P," BethM 28 (1982183) 322-25,407-8; S. Talmon and W. W. Fields, "-lrP: I'IU'D
lltyl ']llyl and Its Meaning," ZAW l0l (1989) 85-112.

1. Blt, 56lp; cf. HAL, III, 1099: a primary noun.
2. K. Albrecht, ZAW 16 (1896) 85; also for the fem. form in Ezk. 73:14.
3. KAI, 7.l; 43.13; Tomback, 292.
4. KAI, 181.11,12,24,29; cf . DISO,263.
5. See II.2 below.
6. WTM, rv,302.
7. ChW 360.
8. ltxSyr 665; MdD, 412.
9. AHw,ll,923a; CAD, Q,270-71.
70. AHw, I, 484-85.
11. See, respectively, AHw, l, 512; CAD, K, 415-16.
12. P. Haupt, JAOS 28 (1907) 104.
13. Wehr, 804.
14. P. 838.
15. GesTh, 1210.
16. -+i1ll,p qiry6.
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whose vowel is short. Just as ?r derives from ir so qir derives from the root 4z In this
connection he cites Arab. qarra, "inhabit," etc. on the other hand, Segert considers
Moab. qr, "city," a dialectal variant of Heb. qta "walll'so one need not posit a relation-
ship between l'l and lql analogous to Aramaic.lT It is hard to prove that qtr and --r;T"'lp
qiryd are associated etymologically with a biliteral root qr.t8 Of course KBL3\HAL is
correct in pointing out that the connection between Heb. and Moab. qh "wall," and
Aram. qtra', "asphalt," is itself not assured.

II. Occurrences.
l. General. Apart from toponyms, the noun qtr (once written defectively: qir) oc-

curs 74 times in the or: 10 times in the Pentateuch, 25 times in the Dtr History 32
times in the prophetic books, and 7 times in the Writings (6 times in the Chronicler's
History plus Ps. 62:4[3)). The word also occurs twice in Sirach (14:24; 5O:2).

2. Toponyms. The noun qir appears in two city names, qtr m6'd! (Isa. 15: l) and, qir
herei (Jet 48:31,36), also written qtr hdrei (Isa. 16:l l), qtr lt"reiel (lsa. 167), or qir
haraie! (2 K. 3:25).In addition, we also find qtr alone as the name of a land or city
(2 K. 16:9: lsa. 22:6; Am. l:5; 9:7).

In the case of qtr m6'd! and qtr herei (with variants), we are probably dealing with a
Moabite city traditionally identified (on the basis of rg.) with Kerak, on the upper
course of the wadi el-Kerak, east of the Dead Sea.le Some scholars suggest that qtr
l.tereS and its variants should be considered a derisive variant (or a colloqu'alism?20) for
qtr l.tdQait, "Newtown" (cf. Ca(hage = qrthdit),zl especially since the LXX reads
Keirddas in Jer. 48:31,36 1= lyy 3l:3I,361.22 We see fromZK.3:25 that the city was
an almost impregnable fortress, a good description of Kerak.23

Am.9:7 and 1:5 speak of qtr asthe land from which the Arameans came and to
which they shall be sent in exile. In 2K.16:9 we read that the king of Assyria, Tiglath-
pileser III, exiled the inhabitants of Damascus to Kir. rsa. 22:6 mentions Kir in con-
junction with Elam. rn 2 K. 16:9 Gray thinks that "Kir" means "the city" par excel-
lence: Assyria.za He finds no connection with Am. 9:7, where be believes qir is a scri-
bal error for qeraqtr (cf. Arab. "water holes"); this theory is unlikely.2s Equally
uncertain is the view of Haupt that Kir is only the secondary name of a city, namely Ur

17 . Aror 29 (1961) 243-44. A similar position is taken by A. H. van zyl, The Moabites. pos
3 (1960), 175; F. S. Frick,The City inAncient Israel. SBLDS 36 (Missoula, tg77),42.

18. See also T. Ntildeke , Beitriige zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft (Strasbourg, lg}4), 62
with n. l; VG, I, 194.

19. GTTOT g g I 70, 1 246-47 ; van Zyl, Moabite s, 69ff .
20. HAL, I[, I 100; but cf. Krauss, 267-68.
21 . Already proposed by G. c. workman, The Text of Jeremiah (1889),382; see also van Zyl;

Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, l99j), 146-47.
22. Nestle.
23. F.-M. Abel, Gdographie de la Palestine, II (paris, 1961-),418-19.
24. I & II Kings. OTL (1970),633.
25. Cf . HAL,III, I 100.
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in Chaldea.26 Kir might well have been located somewhere in southern Babylonia, in

the vicinity of Elam.27

lll. l. Usage. In most OT passages qtr means an interior or exterior wall of a house,

a building, or some small structure, in contrast to -+ i1bll1 hbmd, which usually means

a city wall. The distinction is clear in Josh. 2:15: because Rahab's house abutted the

face of the city wall (b,qtr hah6m6), she lived by the city wall (bah6md).In2 K. 4:10

the reference is probably to a (small) upper room abutting the wall of the house. In Nu.

35:4 qtr appears to be almost identical with the city wall: the pastureland of the Le-

vites, a thousand cubits wide, extended around (the outside o0 the city wall. The word

qir can also denote a face or side of a smaller structure such as the incense altar (Ex.

30:3) or the main altar (Lev. 1:15; 5:9).
Walls were often daubed with whitewash (Ezk. l3:12-15),zt but David wanted to

overlay the walls of the temple with gold and silver (l Ch.29:4).In early periods, walls

were usually made of rough quarry stones; later they were made of smooth ashlar. The

stonemasons who helped build the palace and temple of David and Solomon came

from Phoenicia (2 S.5:ll par. 1 Ch. 14:l), although archeologists have discovered

quarries in Palestine near the sites where the stones were used.2e The texts describing

the building of Solomon's ternple (1 K. 6) and the projected temple of Ezekiel (Ezk.

4l ) frequently mention the walls of the temple, although especially in 1 K. 6 the task of
textual criticism in deciding between qtr61, "wallsl' and qbr61, "beams," is not always

easy (see vv. 15b and 16).30

Ng. 22:24 speaks of a path between vineyards with a fence (gdd€r) on either side.

The following verse calls the fence a qia clearly referring to the lateral wall of an

enclosure. Hyssop can grow in such a wall (1 K. 5:13[4:33]),31 and a snake can even

hide between the stones of a wall (Am. 5:19). In a house or other building, one can sit

"by the wall" (l S.20:25) ortry to pin someone "to the wall" in anger (1 S. 18:11;

19: l0). One who is out of sorts, angry, or despondent can turn his or her face to the wall
(2K.20:2; cf. I K. 2l4).Itis possible to dig through a wall (Ezk. 8:7-10; 12:5-12) ot
fasten an image or a painting to the wall (23:14). An iron plate can be used as an iron

wall, a solid dividing wall (4:3; cf. 43:8: only a wall separates the temple from the pal-

ace). A wall of a house can be infected with reddish or greenish spots (Lev. 14:-37,39),

in which case the law concerning leprosy in houses applies. A downpour, hail, or a

windstorm can cause a wall to collapse (Ezk. 13: I 1-12), and whitewash will offer no

protection.32 The expression qtr natfiy (Ps. 62:4[3]) - alongside gdQEr haddhfryi -

26. P. Haupt, JBL36 (1917) 93-99.
27. Sanda, EHAT IXt2, 199 GTTOT $19; Wildberger, 365'
28. Weippert.
29. Weippert, 210.
30. See also Mulder, I Koningen. COT,2ll-12.
31. Mulder, ZAW 94 (1982) 411.
32. -+ [Y,269.
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probably means an "overhanging wall,"3: a wall that is leaning because of a poor foun-
dation, inferior construction, or an earthquake.34

other examples of this general usage could be cited, such as "groping like the blind
along a wall" (Isa. 59:10) or "talking about someone by rhe wall" (Ezk. 33:30). But
there are other expressions in which the meaning of qir is metaphorical or obscure.

ln lsa. 22:5 the alliterative and assonant expression m"qarqar qir is often translated
"the wall collapses" or the like. The proposal to emend qir (only here written defec-
tively) to the gentilic name q6a', equivalent to cuneiform qutu, has not found accep-
tance.3s Citing Ugar. q4 "noise," and seeing here an onomatopoetic reduplicating in-
tensive of qr Weippert has proposed the translation: "In the valley of vision there was
tumult - tumult and a cry to the mountains."36

Equally disputed is the translation "wall" in Isa. 25:4. God is the refuge of the poor
and the needy in their distress, a shelter from the storm and a shade from the heat,
for the blast of the ruthless is like zerem qir Then v. 5 continues: ". . . like heat in a dry
land." Many emend qir to qor, "cold," reading "rain in winter" instead of "heat in a dry
1and."37 But the translation "a shower of rain against the wall" (MT and some earlier
exegetes) should not be ruled out, especially since vv. 4c and 5a may be a gloss.3s

In Jer. 4: l9 the pl. qir61 libbt, "walls of my heart," refers meraphorically to the vio-
lent beating of the prophet's heart when he is emotionally aroused (cf. LXX
aisthdtdria).te In Ezk. 13:10-15 the prophet metaphorically illustrates his attack on the
false prophets with the image of an interior wall (hayis; only here in the orao) made of
loose stones, built by the people and smeared with the whitewash of the false prophets'
words. when the day of Yahweh's judgment comes, the people will see that the cracks
were simply whitewashed over.

2. maittn b"qir The idiom maitin b"qi4 which occurs several times, has a specialized
meaning. It appears in the context of David's threat against Nabal (l s.25:22,34) and
the threat against or extermination of Jeroboam (1 K. 14: l0), Baasha (l K. l6: l l), and
Ahab (l K.2l:21;2 K. 9:8). In these texrs it appears three times in conjunction with the
expression 'asftr we'azfi!.4l Even though the latter is a truly "enigmatic expression"a2 of
uncertain meaning ("bound/released," "minor/adult," "slave/free," "pure/impure,'),
there is consensus with respect to the meaning of maitin beqtr: "one who urinates

33. HAL,III, 1099.
34. AuS, Yll,64.
35. Klostermann, GesB, etc.
36. M. Weippert, ZAW 73 (1961) 97ff. Weippert's suggestion has been accepted by

Wildberger, 350; C. J. Labuschagne, THAT ll, 666, expresses reservations.
37. 8.g., J. B. Peters, JBL 1l (1892) 46 GesB; KBLL; HAL; cf . BIIS; Wildberger, 516.
38. See E. Ktinig, Histoisch-comparative Syntax der hebrciischen Sprache (Leipzig, 1897),

S336r.
39. W. Rudolph, Jeremia, HATXII C1968), 36; McKane, Jeremiah. ICC, l:102-3.
40. HAL, t,312.
41. E. Kutsch, VT 2 (1952) 60.
42. --> X, 588.
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against the wall," i.e', either "male" or "dog."43 Kutsch even believes that "the group de-

noted by lltYl llSY . . . is also defined by "t'P? I'DPD."44 Analyzing I S. 25, however,

Bid has shown that the idiom is a "degraded play on words," which in fact refers to those

qualified to participate in the Canaanite cult, who were looked upon in Yahwistic circles

as "spiritually impure people."+s Ivry has questioned whether this idiom should even be

considered a picturesque symbol of maleness, proposing instead, on the basis of Ugar.

q4 to interpret it as referring to a "well (of impure water)." In this expression, he argues,

qir does not mean "wall" but "spring" or "well"; and the idiom expresses condemnation

of those who pollute a source of drinking water (e.g., by urinating in it). In any case, he

argues, the expression does not simply refer to males or dogs.

IV. Versions; Dead Sea Scrolls. The LXX generally translates qtr with totchos

(some 60 times); teichos, the usual translation of hbmd, appears only 4 times (Nu. 35 :4;

Isa. 15:1; 16:ll; Ezk. 33:30). The Vg. usually translates qtr with paries, Tg. with
kulld', and Syr. with 'e.ira'.

In IQH 3:13 we read of "foundations of the wall" ('friiA qir) that "shake like a ship

on the surface of the sea," and in I QH 7:9 of "my walls, that have become a tested bul-

warB' ( qtrdlay l"fi6ma1 bahan).

In the Temple Scroll qir appears almost 20 times; it refers exclusively to the wall of
the temple (l lQT 30:7;38 14; etc.). The regulations governing walls infected with lep-

rosy are also incorporated (49i12). In the liturgies for the Sabbath sacrifice, qirilrcfers
to the walls of the heavenly sanctuary (4Q403 l:43-44; l lQShirShab 5-6:5; cf. I En.

14:12,15).
Mulder

43. For the first see AuS, VII, 8l. The last two meanings are already noted by Bab. B. Bat.

and Kimchi.
zt4. Kutsch, W 2 (1952) 61. See also P. P. Saydon, W 2 (1952) 373.

45. Pp. 412,416.

il)l om:nit)p qdtbn

I. l. Distribution; 2. Etymology; 3. LXX;4. Meaning. II. 1. Verb; 2. Noun; 3. Summary. III.
Dead Sea Scrolls.

19a

qlh. G. J. Botterweck, Der Triliteralismus im Semitischen. BBB
C. A. Keller, *\)V qtt leicht sein," THAT ll,64l-47; W. W. Miiller,
zum hebriischen lrxikon," 7AW 75 (1963) 3M-16, esp. 314.

3 (1952), esp. 4O-44,62;
'Altsiidarabische Beitriige
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l. l. Distribution. The or occurrences of the root qlh llt (distinct from qdh r,
"roast") and its nominal derivative qal6n are distributed as follows: almost all the 14 or
l5 occurrences of the verb (2 in Deuteronomy; once each in samuel, psalms [possi-
blyl, and Proverbs; 7 [ms. B: 8] in Sirach; 2 in Isaiah) are in the niphal; there are two
exceptions (Dt.27:16; Sir. 10:29, hiphil). There are 2l occurrences of the notnqal6n
(once in Psalms, once in Job,8 in Proverbs,4 in Sirach, once in Isaiah, 2inJeremiah,2
in Hosea, once in Nahum, once in Habakkuk). We see that more than half of the occur-
rences are in wisdom texts.

2. Etymology. Scholars generally consider the verb qlhII a by-form of -:\)V qtt,
"be light, small, insignifrcant."z Bergstrdsser cites it as an example of those instances in
which two identical strong consonants develop synonymous weak forms.3

Extrabiblical (postbiblical) instances of qlh incfude Jewish Aram. ql', "become con-
temptible," Syr. q"ld'(pael and aphel), "contemn," and Tigr. qdla, "be proud, proudly
disdain"; cf. also Arab. qala and qaliya, "hate, abominate," and OSA 4/y, "disgrace.',a
On the noun qal6n, cf. Jewish Aram. qelana', "ignominy, disgrace," and Syr. qelayta',
"contempt, slander."

3. IXX. The LXX usually translates the verb with atimdza/atimia/dtimos; exceptions
are Dt. 25:3 (aschenome{n), I S. l8:23 (ouchi dndoxos), Sir. 10:31 (ddoxos), and Sir.
25:8 (aruixios). For the notn qal6n we almost always find atimia./atimdzo, except in Sir.
6:l (aisch!n€), Jer.46:12 (LXX26:12, phdn6!). There is no equivalent in Sir. 34(31):29.

4. Meaning. Because qlh rl is a by-form of qll, we would expect it to share the lat-
ter's nuances,s i.e., "be(come) or be considered light, contemptible" (niphal) and
"make contemptible" (hiphil). The subst. qal6n denotes the result, i.e., "contempt, dis-
grace."6 The LXX translation points in the same directions. Analysis of the context,
synonyms, and antonyms involved in specific passages will lend additional precision.

ll. l. Verb. Of the occurrences of the verb in the niphal, only three use the finite verb
to express the action or perception of a reduction in public reputation or esteem. Dt.
25:3 urges moderation in corporal punishment, "lest if more lashes are given your
brother be degraded in your sight (w"niqlA 'ahika F AnAkO;' A person's dignity must
not be degraded in the eyes of his brother by excess in administering corporal punish-
ment. In Isa. 16:14 an apocalyptic addition to an oracle against Moab declares: "In

l. HAL,III, 1101; GesB, 714.
2. HAL, III, I l0l; GesB, 714; Keller, 643.
3. Hebrciische Grammatik (2 vols.; Leipzig, 1918-29),II, g3lc. See also Botterweck, 67-69,

whose compilation of meanings associated with kl (ql) (42-44) probably goes too far, however,
as Keller (642) correctly observes.

4. Miiller, 314.
5. Keller, 643.
6. HAL,III, l10l-2; GesB,'714.
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three years, like the years of a hired worker, the glory of Moab will be brought into

contempt (w"niqld k!68 m6'A!), with great tumult." Judgment will bring disrespect

and contempt for the kdbbd and ham6n of a land or people - down to a tiny remnant

(v. 14b). In a discussion of true and false honor, Sir. 1 1:6 speaks of God's providential

works (v. 4) that reverse social status: oppressed unknowns accede to the throne (v. 5),

and "many nlers (ni'ym.) have been utterly disgraced (nqlw m'd) and the honored

(nkbdym) have been handed over to the lowly" (ms. B). In other words, the niphal parti-

ciples expressing high status and respect are antonyms to the niphal of qlh.

The niphal participle of qlhlI always expresses low status and repute, both social and

moral. In I S. l8:23b, for example, David initially responds evasively to Michal's offer

made through Saul: "Does it seem to you a little thing (n"qalld) to become the king's

son-in-law? I am a poor man and of no repute (ii-rdi weniqlehf' In contrast to the status

and wealth of King Saul, David points out his own humble social status. As a manifesta-

tion of God's judgment, Isa. 3:5 prophesies mutual oppression within the nation (v. 5a)

and perversion ofthe social order (v. 5b): "The youth will be insolent to the elder and the

base to the honorable (w"hanniqleh banniftbafl)'Here the participle may go beyond the

aspect of low social status, referring to the morally despicable individual who can rise in

a state of anarchy.T Prov. 12:9 addresses the situation of an individual of modest social

status but substantial means (ownership of a slave, niqleh w"eled 16) - 
in contrast to

the self-important one (mtkbd) who has no food.S In Sir. 10: l9 fear of God vs. transgres-

sion of the law gives marked ethical and religious overtones to the contrast between

ntkbad.and niqleh: "Whose offspring are worthy of honor? Human offspring. Whose

offspring are worthy of honor? Those who fear the Lord. Whose offspring are unworthy

of honor (nqlh)? Human offspring. Whose offspring are unworthy of honor (nqlh)?

Those who break the commandments."e Likewise 10:31 presupposes a criterion for
(dis)honor that transcends wealth or poverty: "One who is honored (nkbd) in poverty,

how much more in wealthl And one dishonored (nqlh) in wealth, how much more in

poverty!"10 Following a macarism of the man who lives with a sensible wife, 25:8d goes

on to macarize the one who has not served a nqlh, an inferior in status and respect.

In the context of a penitential psalm of a sick individual,ll Ps. 38:8(7) reads ksalay

mal'fi niqleh,' most scholars derive the niphal from qlh l: "My loins are filled with

burning."rz Others, however,l3 follow the LXX (empaigmdn), Yg. (illusionibus), ar,d

7. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12 (Eng. trans.' Minneapolis, 1991), 132.

8. O. Pl<iger, 
-spriiche 

salomos. Br xvII (1983), 145, 149; W. McKane, Proverbs. oTL
(1970), 229,444.' 

9. NRSV following G. Sauer, JSHRZ IIV5, 530; P. Skehan and A. Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben

Sira. AB 39 ( 1987), 221 , usrng LXX for the positive statements and ms. B for the negative.

10. NRSY following LXX and Syr. with Sauer, JSHRZ III/5, 531; Skehan arrdDiLella, Ben

Sira, 228. The Hebrew text of mss. A and B has been amplifred'
I 1. K. Seybold, Das Gebet des Kranken im AT. BWANT 99 (197 3), 101-2, 105-6'

12. HAL, III, 1101; most recently such exegetes as H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (Minneapolis,

1988), 409, and G. Ravasi , Il libro dei Salmi, I ( l98l )' 691 .

13. Even-Shoshan,897; C. A. andE. G. Briggs, Psalms I. ICC,342; cf. G. R. Castellino,

Libro dei Salmi (Turin, 1965), 117, 866.
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Psaherium iuxta Hebraeos (ignominia.) in deriving the form from qlh II. Calvin's
translation of nqlh as foeditas ("repulsive sores") would appear well worth consider-
ing.t+

The hiphil participle appears twice. In Dt.27:16 'arfir maqleh 'altw we'immd (in a
decalogue of curses) refers to those who treat their parents with contempt (cf. Sir. 3:10,
qlwn; Ex.2l:17;Lev.2o:9, qll piel). Sir. 10:29 cautions against false contempt for one-
self: "Who will acquit those who condemn themselves? And who will honor those who
dishonor (maqleh) themselves?" The synonym mriy'suggests unjustified ethical self-
abasement (antonyms: hpdyq, kbd).

2. Noun. The noun qal6n occurs 21 times, 7 times as subject. prov. ll:2 (..When
pide lTdQbnl comes, then comes disgrace [qdl6n], but wisdom is with the humble")
uses paronomasia and rhyme in v. 2aa-P to show how the seeds of contempt and dis-
honor are already present in haughty behavior, in contrast to the honor that is the fruit
of wisdom. Citing poverty and disgrace (rdi w"qdl6n) as the punishment incurred by
those who ignore instruction, 13:18 emphasizes the social dimension even more, as
does the promise of honor (y"bubbdil for those who heed reproof. rn 22:10 qdl6n (def-
amation) is the consequence of quarreling (dtn) and abuse (md86n), which cease when
the scoffer is driven out. In Isa. 22:18 the prophet threatens the arrogant steward
Shebna with judgment and death in a distant land, angrily calling him "you disgrace
(qdl6n) to your master's house." In other words, his arrogant conduct disgraces the
king. In Jer. 13:26 Yahweh threatens Jerusalem, which has forgotten him: "I myself
will lift up your skirts over your face, and your shame (q"l6ncl) will [s sssn" - 3n
outwardly visible act of defilement (destruction) that reveals the inward self-
denudation and self-defilement of the city through idolatry as adultery @f. v. 27 and
Nah. 3:5). Sir. 5:13 points out the ambivalent power of a speaker, in whose hand
(power) lie kd!6Q w"qal6n, public honor and dishonor; v. 13b equates the latter with
the destruction wrought by the human tongue. Sir. 3l:28(34:28) describes the positive
triad of gladness, delight, and pleasure that result from wine drunk in moderation; v. 29
contrasts these with the negative triad of headache, bitterness, and dishonor (qdl6n):
qdl6n adds to bodily discomfort the dimension of public disgrace.

Most frequently (11 times), qdl6n appears as an object. Hos. 4:18 summarizes Is-
rael's obduracy: "They indulge in fornication upon fornication, they love and love
qdl6n mdginneyhil' There is almost no end to the possibilities raised by this obscure
phrase. For example, Andersen and Freedman link it with v. 19: "He [yahweh] con-
strains Ignominy with its shields, her lustful spirit . . . with its wings"; they interpret
qdl6n as an idol.l5 with G. R. Driver, wolff interprets magen as "shameless": "They
(even love) the dishonor (of the) shameless."r6 Noting LXX ek phrydgmatos, Rudolph
translates: "Dishonor is the recompense for it."l7 Horst and Robinson propose: "More

14. In Librum Psalmorum Commentarius (1836), 298.
15. F. I. Andersen and D. N. Freedman, Hosea. AB 24 (1980),344,379; -+ VIII, 82.
16. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1914),730.
17. W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT XIIUI (1966), 106, 108.
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than their pide (migg"'ontm) they love dishonor."l8 In context, however, accepting the

MT without emendation appears to be the simplest solution: "Loving, their princes

love dishonor."le The idolatry of the authorities results in qdl6n.

Hab. 2:16 threatens dishonor on the king of Babylon, who has made his neighbor

drink the cup ofwrath to gaze on his nakedness: "You yourself shall drink your fill of
dishonor, not honor (Sdba'td qal6n mikkd!68172o In a prayer for God to come to judg-

ment in a theophanic storm, Ps. 83:17(16) pleads that the enemies of the people will be

ignominiously disgraced: "Fill their faces with shame (mallZ' . . . qal6n), that Yahweh's

name may be sought and known" (cf. vv. 18-19[17-18]). The final words ofJob 10:15

are hard to analyze: "Sated with disgrace and steeped in affliction" (i"!a'qal6n fir"'Eh

lr"wdh?l 'onyi).2t Here qal6n is not a punishment (as in Hab. 2: l5) but the disgrace of
the innocent sufferer, parallel with affiiction.

In Proverbs qdl6n is the consequence of a fool's actions. Prov. 3:35 presents kfr!6Q

and qdl6n as the extreme, polar results of wisdom and folly, however the verb m€rtm in

v. 35b is understood. Following LXX and Vg., some interpret the verb as the hiphil sin-

gular ptcp. of rfim ("he [Yahweh] enhances their disgrace") or emend to plural
(m"rimtm: "fools enhance their disgrace").zz Others read the hiphil ptcp. of mwr: "but
fools exchange disgrace."23 According to 6:33, adulterers find wounds and dishonor
(nega' w"qal6n), which will not be wiped away. ln 9:7 qdl6n ("humiliation," the dis-

grace of failure) and mfim ("scolding") are the reward that scoffers and the wicked give

those who try to correct them. According to 12:16, fools reveal themselves by venting

their anger (ka'as), the prudent ('drfim) by ignoring insults @al6n).
Jer.46:12 is set in an oracle against Egypt, declaring its agony incurable after its de-

feat at Carchemish (v. ll); here qal6n is Egypt's shame broadcast by the news: "The

nations hear of your shame (q"l6nell, and your cry of woe (siwhAlCb fills the earthjl
Echoing the prophecy against Jerusalem in Jer. 13:26, Nah. 3:5 has Yahweh proclaim
vengeance upon Nineveh for its bloody seduction ofthe nations: "and I will let nations

look on your nakedness (ma'ar) and kingdoms on your shame (qdl6n)." This shameful

display of Nineveh's nakedness reveals both her crime (diplomatic intrigue as prostitu-

tion; cf. v. 4) and her punishment (destruction). According to Sir. 6:l ('A bad name in-

curs shame and reproach'1,2a qal6n and a bad name (iem ra') go hand in hand.

In three texts qal6n is the object of a preposition. In Hos. 4:7 God threatens to forget

the sons of the priests who have forgotten the law; furthermore, God declares, "the

more they increased, the more they sinned against me; I shall change their glory into

18. F. Horst and T. H. Robinson, Hosea. HAT XIV (31964), 20.

19. Vg., Tg., Rashi, Ibn Ezra, Kimchi; see the texts in A. Wtinsche, Der Prophet Hosea
(1863), 183-87; instead of "princes," Wiinsche proposes "protectors," from gnn, "defend."

20. Rudolph, Habakuk. KAT XIIU3 (1975),218.
21. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 200: gloss; F Horst, Hiob. BK XYUI

(1968), 139, 142:. transposition of v. l5aa and B.

22. McKane, Proverbs, 215; H. Ringgren, Spriiche. ATD XVlll (1980), 24.

23. Pltiger, BK XVII, 41; Andersen and Freedman, Hosea, 355-58, discussing Hos. 4:7.

24. G. Sauer, JSHRZ IIV5, 518; M. H. Segal, Spr ben syr'hilm C1958), 33'
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shame (ke!6Qdm beqal1n'dmtr)l'In other words, Yahweh will transmute the honor en-
joyed by the priests on account of their status into contempt and dishonor. (This inter-
pretation follows MT and LXx;zs if the third person pl. hcmtrfr is read with rg. and
Syr.,26 kAbdd is either the reality of Yahweh [displaced by idols], as in ps. 106:20 and
Jer. 2:ll fcf . tiqqune sopherim: kebOdizT], or the [neglected] knowledge of God.28)
Prov. l8:3, "when wickedness comes, contempt comes also, and with dishonor comes
disgrace (we'im qal6n berpd)l' speaks of the public disgrace incurred by wickedness.2e
In Sir.3:10, in a commentary on the commandment to honor one's parents, qal6n
should probably be understood as active disparagement or humiliation: "Do not glorify
yourself by dishonoring your father ('l xkbd bqlwn 'byk), for thar is no glory to you,'
(cf. Dt. 27:16).

3. Summary. The texts in which 4//r II occurs refer to a lessening of public respect,
stature, and honor (kab6il, either undergone (niphal) or imposed (hiphil). Sometimes
there is a strong emphasis on social role or status (1 S. 18:23; Isa. 3:5; prov. l2:9; Sir.
1 l:6; 25:8). To the outward dimension, Dt. 27:16, Sir. l0:19,31 ; and 10:29 add an in-
ward, ethical, and religious dimension justifying disparagement, contempt, and dis-
grace. In Sir. I l:6 this is due to God's providence; in Isa. 3:5 and 16:14 it is explicitly a
consequence of God's judgment. It would be hard to trace the occurrences of the verb
to a particular original situation or literary genre.

The noun qal6n almost always refers to diminished public respect or status, includ-
ing disgrace and dishonor (cf. once more the common antonyms kab1d/kbd as well as
the synonyms herpd, bfrz, idm ra', mfim). we find the inward, ethical dimension espe-
cially when qal6n denotes God's judgment. In Job 10:15 qdl6n is undeserved; in Sir.
5:13 qal6n afi kd!6Q are freely chosen. In Prov. 9:7 and 22:10 qdlbn is the work of an
incorrigible scoffer, and in Sir. 3:10 it comes from a disrespectful son. Usually, how-
ever, it is incurred through foolish and arrogant behavior (Prov. 3:35; 6:33; ll:2; 13:18;
Sir. 3 I [34]:29). In prophetic texts, qdl6n is rhe consequence of God's judgmenr on ar-
rogance and wickedness (godlessness) in Israel (Hos. 4:7,18; Isa. 22:18; Jer. 13:26);
but it can also punish the wickedness of the nations (Hab.2:16; Nah. 3:5; Jer. 4612; cf .
also Ps. 83:17[16]). It occurs more frequently in prophetic texts than in early proverbial
literature; nevertheless, the experience of contempt and dishonor as a consequence of
arrogant and foolish behavior, a typical wisdom theme, may have inspired prophetic
usage.

III. Dead Sea scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls we find only the subst. q/wn. It ap-
pears in I QpHab I 1 : 12 on Hab. 2: 15- 16, with reference to the priest "whose shame has
exceeded his glory" ('ir gbr qlwnw mkbwdw). It may also be supplied in lQpHab

25. With W Rudolph, Hosea. KAT XIIVI (1966),98, 104.
26. HAL, III, 457.
27. Andersen and Freedman, Hosea,355.
28. Wolff, 81,92.
29. Reading the abstract noun with BI1S.
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l1:15. In lQH 12:25 the author confesses that he was formed from dust lmqwr ndh

w'rwt qlwn, "to be a source of uncleanness and vile disgrace"; in a similar vein IQH
l3:15 says: "His counsel is in vile disgrace" (swdw'rwt qln).Interpreting Hos. 2:l l(9)'
lQpHosb 2;12 says: "He smote them with hunger and nakedness, so that they fell prey

to disgrace (lhywt lqlw[n])l'
Marbdck

7)l O' )V qat; ;tllV q"mm

L Etymology: l. Semitic; 2. Similar Roots. II. Statistics. III. Semantics: 1. Verb; 2. Nominal

Forms; 3. Lexical Field. IV. Theology. V. LXX. VI. Extrabiblical Usage: l. Dead Sea Scrolls; 2.

Rabbinic Literature.

I. Etymology.
l. Semitic. The root qll appears in all Semitic languages with the basic meaning "be

small, light": AV,k. qaldlu(m), "light, small," qallalu, "inferior," qallu, "small," qallii'
"carelessly," etc.;l Aram. qll, "be small, light, young," qlyl, "light, quick,"2 "contempt-

ible,"3 "inrirnificant";4 Syr. qal, qallil, "light, quick," qalltlala', "lightness, quickness,

q//. J. Cathcart, "Treaty-Curses and the Book of Nahumi CBQ 35 (1973) 179-87]' R. Fabris,

"Segen, Fluch und Exorcizmus in der biblischen Tradition," Conc 2l (1985) 88-95; L. S. Ford,

''fhi Divine Curse Understood in Terms of Persuasion," Semeia 24 (1982) 81-87; J. C. Green-

field and A. Shaffer, "Notes on the Curse Formula of the Tell Fekherye Inscription," RB 92

(1985) 47-59; J. Jeremias, Kultprophetie und Gerichtsverkiindigung in der spiiten Kdnigszeit

Israels. WMANT 35 (1970), esp. 164-75; K. P. Jiirns, "Segen - und kein Fluch?" Berliner
theologischeZeitschrift I (1984) 255-73:C. A. Keller, "\)V qU leicht sein," THATII'641-47;
L. Markert, Struktur und Bezeichnung des Scheltworts. BZAW 140 (1977), esp. 315-17;

J. Pedersen, "seelenleben und Gemeinschaftsleben," in K. Koch, ed., Um das Prinzip der
Vergeltung in Religion und Recht des ATs. WdF 125 (1972),8-86, esp.43-86; H. Schulz, "Zur
Fluchsymbolik in der altisraelitischen Gebetsbeschw6rung," Symbolon 9 (1986) 35-59;

H. Seebass, "Garizim und Ebal als symbole von Segen und Fluch," Bibl 63 (1982) 22-31:'

W. Speyer, "Fluch," RAC VII, 1160-1288; K. Q. Sutherland, "The Futility Curse in the OT"
(diss., Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1982); V. Wagner, Rechtsscitze in gebundener

Sprache und Rechtssatzreihen im israelitischen Recht. BZAW 127 (1972), esp.32-39: G. Wallis,
.Der Vollbtirgereid in Deuteronomium 27,15-261', HUCA 45 (1974) 41-63; M. Weinfeld, Deu-

teronomy and the Deuteronomic School (1972), esp. 116-46; M. Weiss, "The Pattern of the 'Exe-

crarion Texts' in the Prophetic Literature," IEJ 19 (1969) 150-57; W. Wiefel, "Fluch und

Sakralrecht," Numen 16 (1969) 211-33.

-+;r)x 'dlL; --> 'l''lN 'rr; +'lt: brk; -->al1 nqb.

l. AHw,II, 893-94.
2. Ahiqar,38, 112.

3. Ahiqar, l4l.
4. DISO,259; I. N. Vinnikov, Palestinskiy Sbornik 13 (1965) 233.
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shortness";s Ugar. ql, "be(come) inferior, bad";o gurr. yaqillini, "he despises me";7
Arab. qalla, "be little, scorce";8 Eth. qalala, "small, light, quick," aqlala,..lighten, de-
spise."e

2. Similar Roots.It is disputed whether both qll and qly with its derivatives (niphal,
"be contemptible"; hiphil , "treat with contempt"; qdl6n, "disgrace, dishonor,,) go back
to a common biliteral root;Io it is also disputed whether the adj. qalal, "smooth, pol-
ished" (Ezk. l:7; Dnl. 10:6), as well as rhe verbal forms qlql, "whet" (Eccl. l0:10),
"shake" (Ezk.2l:26lBng.2l)), and hilqalqdl, "be shaken" (ler. 4:24), derive from an
independent homonymous root 4// II.ll

II. Statistics. There are 128 occurrences of the root qll and its derivatives in the OT:
qal 12, niphal I 1, piel 40 (including 8 in 2 Samuel andt in Leviticus), pual 3, hiphil 13,
and the noun qelald 33 times (including I I in Deuteronomy and 9 in Jeremiah). In ad-
dition, both the piel and the noun occur 3 times each in Sirach.

III. Semantics. All verbal and nominal forms can be understood semantically as re-
flecting a basic meaning "be small, light, easy."

l. Verb. The verb, nevertheless, has undergone significant semantic differentiation
in its various stems. This differentiation is evident even in the qal (G stem) qalal,
which when constructed with min always means "swifter than": eagles (2 S. l:23, of
Saul and Jonathan; Jer.4:13, of horses), leopards (Hab. 1:8, of horses), ..a weaver,s
shuttle" or "a runner" (Job7:6 andg:25, both referring to the days of Job's life). In
otherconstructions we find such meanings as "diminish, subside" (Gen.8:8,11: the
waters of the deluge), "be very small" (Job 40:4: Job's response to a theophany), ..be

discredited" (Gen. 16:4-5: Sarai, who is childless, in the eyes of her pregnant slave
Hagar). The qal is used in semantic antithesis to -+ 'If) kabed, which has the basic
meaning "be weighty (physically and socially), be important," and can therefore mean
"be honored," just as the noun -+ l'lf) kA!6Q can mean "honor." See, e.g., I S. 2:30:
"Those who honor me (meftabb"ilay) I will honor ('"ftabbcfl, andthose who despise me
shall be treated with contempt (y1qallfr)!' Someone who has lost honor has lost all so-
cial significance (qall61d) and deserves nothing more than a grave (Nah. l:14).

For the niphal, the meaning "be swift" is found only in Isa. 30:16 (pursuers). Else-
where it means "be trivial, easy": it is not a trivial matter for David to become the

5. LexSyr
6. KTU,3.l, 5; M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, WO 3 (1966),212;M. Dietrich and J. Sanmartin,

uF 7 (197s) 166.
7. EA 245:38.
8. Wehr, 782.
9. l,exLingAeth,4lO.
10. G. Botterweck, Der Triliteralismus im Semitischen. BBB 3 (1952),40-45; --> i)p qlh.
ll. Keller,641-42.
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king's son-in-law (l S. l8:23); it is too easy for a shadow to run its normal course (2 K.

20:10); knowledge comes easily to one who understands (Prov. 14:6). In Jer. 6:14 and

8: I I the syntagm 'al-n'qalld means "carelessly." The niphal can also take on the mean-

ing "still be too little" (25.6:22;1 K. 16:31; 2 K. 3:18; Isa.49:6;Ezk. 8:17).

The hiphil means "lighten, ease": judges will make Moses' work easier (Ex. l8:22);
God may lighten his hand, i.e., ameliorate his punishment (1 S. 6:5); a yoke - taxes

and forced labor - may be lightened (1K. 12:4,9 par.2 Ch. 10:4,9- 10); sailors lighten

a ship caught in a storm (Jon. l:5). Here too kbd setves as an antonym. According to

lsa.23.9, Yahweh has determined to make negligible (l'hdq4l) all the honored of the

earth (nif;baddA 'dres), stripping them of their influence and honor. According to Isa.

8:23(9:l), Yahweh "brought into contempt (hCqal) the land of Zebulun and the land of
Naphtali"; ultimately, however, he will restore that region to glory (kbd hiphil). Ac-

cording to 2 S. 19:44(43), the tribes of northern Israel complain to David that, even

though they outnumber Judah and Benjamin ten to two, he has ignored them as a negli-

gible quantity (hqill6lant). Ezk.22:7 charges the inhabitants of Judah with treating fa-

ther and mother with contemPt.

The piel, too, can reflect the basic meaning "be small, light, easy," giving the sense

"make small, deprive someone of their stature or importance (through words or ac-

tions), make contemptible." When parents are the object, the meaning is "dishonor, dis-

parage," or the like. Such behavior is a capital offense (Ex. 2l:17 Lev. 2O:9; cf. Prov.

2O:2O;30:11; Sir.3:11,16). Before his single combat with David, Goliath "belittles"

David as the Homeric warriors belittled their opponents, casting aspersions on his

honor (l S. 17:43). Gaal and his kinsfolk similarly disparage Abimelech during a wild
drinking bout (Jgs. 9:27-28). Eli's sons even "belittle" God by their conduct at the

sanctuary, i.e., they are to blame for the inability of the pilgrims to take God and the

sanctuary seriously (1 S. 3:13). According to Lev. 24:ll-16,23, a blasphemer blas-

phemes (nqb) Yahweh's name, thereby "belittling" Yahweh, vilifying him and speak-

ing contemptuously of him. Disparaging, contemptuous speech is also referred to in

Lev. 19:14: "You shall not (verbally) abuse the deaf." Eccl. 7:21-22 probably makes a

similar point: as a rule, superiors do not hear the disparaging words of their inferiors;

even if they do, they should not be upset, because they have themselves frequently dis-

paraged others. Eccl. 10:20 cautions against disparaging the king or the rich even in

one's bedroom, because the walls have ears.

But if one wants nothing to do with some people and therefore wants to "put them

down," one does not just insult them but curses and reviles them. Therefore the piel of-

ten takes on the meaning "curse, revile." In such contexts it often appears in conjunc-

tion with -+'1'1N 'rr andin contrast to -+'J'lf brkpiel an example is Gen. l2:3: "I will
bless those who bless you, and the one who curses you I will ctrse (m"qallr1yl'a'arl'
According toDt.23:5(4), Josh. 24:9, and Neh. l3:2, Balaam was expected to "revile"
(t"qallcl) Israel; the Balaam narrative (Nu.22:6,12;23:7;24:9) instead uses 74

"curse," without any apparent difference in meaning. In 2 S. 16:5,7,9-13, and

19:22(21), the piel of qll colld be interpreted as "disparage, insult, belittle," since the

text does not describe Shimei as actually cursing David but as insulting him and throw-

ing stones at him; however, 1 K. 2:8 requires us to interpret qilldl in both contexts as
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"curse," because here David says to Solomon: qil"lani q"lald nimrese!, "He cursed me
with a dangerous curse." And of course Elisha "cursed" (wayeqallelem) the small boys
who made fun of him, since they were mauled by bears immediately afterward (2 K.
2:24). "Cu^rsing" is also meant when the object of qillCl is a debtor who refuses to pay
or a creditor who is pressing for payment (Jer. 15: l0). Used in parallel with brk piel in
Ps.62:5(4) and 109:28, qllpielcanonlymean"curse."ThesameistrueinNeh. 13:25;
Job 3:l; Prov. 30:10; Sir.4:5. But what is the meaningof leqallZl in Gen. 8:21, since
there is no mention of any actual curse in the whole deluge narrative? Here too we can
probably follow the ancient versions (katardsasthai, maledicere.) in translating the
verse: "I will never again curse the earth."

The situation differs when God is the object of qll piel. The verb ir never has God
as its object, probably because it appeared inconceivable actually to curse God; one
could, howeveq "belittle" or "revile" God. Therefore ir with a human object some-
times appears alongside qll piel with God as object: "You shall not revile God or curse
a leader of your people" (8x.22:27[28]). In Lev.24:ll,14-15,23, the piel of qll with
God as object appears alongside nqb, "blaspheme," with the name of God as object;
here too the best translation is something like "revile."

We find a different construction in Isa. 8:21: w"qilldl b,malk6 file'ldhdyw. Here too
the usual translation is: "He [the hungry individual] will curse his king and God." But
the formula more closely resembles the construction bdrZl b,, tz "Or".t in the name of."
A better translation would therefore be: "He will curse and revile, irreverently calling
on the name of the king and God." Or could the passage even mean: "He will curse,
consigning the one who deserted him to the judgment of the king and of God"?

The pual is similar to the piel. Ps.37:22 uses the ptcp. mequllAldyw in parallel with
meporaftayw: "Those blessed by him [God] shall inherit the land, but those cursed by
him shall be cut off." According to Job 24:18, the portion in the land allotted to the
wicked is cursed (fqullal). The usual translation of Isa. 65:20 is: "[In the messianic age
of salvationl one who fails to reach the age of 100 will be considered accursed
(y'qullal)"; also possible is ". . . will be considered insignificant."

2. Nominal Forms. The adj. qal clearly preserved the basic meaning "lighf in the
expression qal b"raglayw, "light on his feet, swift" (2 S. 2:18; Am. 2:15). Even used by
itself, qal can mean "swift" (Isa. 18:2; 19:l; Jer.46:6; Am. 2:14;Eccl.9:ll; Lam.
4: l9). This sense is explicit when qal is linked with m,herd, "speedily" (Isa. 5:26; Joel
4:4[3:4]). Jet 2:23 compares the fickle nation to a "restive young camel" (biftrd qalld)
turning this way and that. Hence qal can also mean "racehorse" (Isa. 30:16). Various
emendations of qal-hfi'have been proposed in Job 24:18, but they are unnecessary:
"They [the ungodly] are light on the face of the waters," i.e., they drift aimlessly as if
floating on water. The meaning "be light, insignificant," also explains the adj. q"l6q€l
in combination with "bread, food." In Nu. 21:5 the grumbling Israelites call the manna
"this wretched food." In Jer. 3:9 many lexicographers and exegetes understand the

12. -s lla brk.
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noun qol as meaning "careless (adultery)," but the more likely meaning is "noise of
adultery," i.e., "raucous adultery."t:

The only meaning of the noun q"hh, which is frequently contrasted with b"rdf;i, is
"curse." Because he has deceived his father, Jacob is afraid that he will bring on him-
self "a curse instead of a blessing," but his mother responds: 'dlay qil"la1"ftfi. "(if so)

then let your curse belcome upon me" (Gen.27:12-13). In the first instance, "curse" re-
fers to words spoken by Jacob's father; but clearly the notion of the mischief wrought
by the curse also plays a role. The same combination of verbal expression and the mis-
chief it causes is present in Deuteronomy. According to Dt. ll:26-29, Yahweh sets be-

fore Israel "a blessing and a curse." This "setting" consists in reciting a blessing on
those who keep the covenant and curses (using the 'arfrr formlla reinforced by 'dmen)

on those who transgress the covenant; these blessings and curses are recited by the rep-
resentatives of the people on Mt. Gerizim and by the Levites on Mt. Ebal (Dt. 27).In
28:15,45 and29:26(27), kol-haqq'ldldlrefers to the curses recited in28:16-45, some of
which use an'arfir formula. In 30:1 and 19, similarly, habb"rdli w"haqq"lald, "that I
have set before you," refers to the blessings and curses recited in 28:l-13,16-45; un-
doubtedly, though, it also includes their consequent banes and benefits. By contrast,

Josh. 8:34 refers only to the words, not the substance: "Joshua read all the words ofthe
law, blessings and curses, accolding to all that is written in the book of the law." But
formulas and their consequences can hardly be kept separate when Dt. 23:6(5) and

Neh. 13:2 state that God turned Balaam's (intended) curse into a blessing. Similarly,
the "curse of Jotham" that came on the inhabitants of Shechem (Jgs. 9:57) refers both
to the words of the curse spoken by Jotham (9:20) and to the disaster that struck the

city. When David voices the hope that Yahweh will repay him with good "instead of his
curse" (2 S. 16:.12), qil"ld16 means both the words of the curse that Shimei hurled at

him and the calamity they threaten.Later, therefore, David can call this curse "danger-

ous" (q"ldld nimrese!, 1 K. 2:8).
The expression hayA/na1an liq'ldld, "become/make a curse," is used formulaically

in 2 K. 22:19; Jer.24:9; 25:18;26:6; 42:18 (here with l"'dld); 44:8,12,22; 49:13; Z.ec.

8:13. The meaning is clear from Jer. 29:'22: the exiles use the false prophets as the sub-
ject of a q"ldl6, saying: "May Yahweh make you like Zedekiah and Ahab, whom the

king of Babylon roasted in the fire." In other words, the curse expresses the wish that
someone suffer the same fate as Zedekiah and Ahab. This formula parallels the expres-

sion "become/make a blessing" ta 
@f . Zec. 8: 13). Sir. 41 :9 should probably be under-

stood in a similar sense: "When you [the wicked] die, your death will be a curse"
(lqllh). In other words, blessings will not honor your memory; instead, curses will cite
your premature and dishonorable death as a cautionary example.

All these texts treat a curse as effectual and very dangerous, reflecting the fear that
the calamity described will come to pass unless God expressly annuls the curse (Dt.
23:615); Neh. l3:2). Prov.26:2, however, denies the power of an undeserved curse:

B. ))1? qot
14. --> l\) brk.

4t
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"Like a sp€urow in its flitting, like a swallow in its flying, an undeserved curse (qil"la!
hinndm) goes nowhere."

The meaning of Ps. 109:17 is unclear: the psalmist's enemy "loved cursing (q"ldld);
let curses come on him; he did not like b'rdkd; may it be far from him; he clothed him-
self with q"ldldlike a coat." Does this refer to curses upon the devout psalmist continu-

ally uttered by the enemy, which will instead come upon him and bring him calamity,

or is the curse the calamity unleashed by the machinations of the enemy, surrounding
him on all sides like a coat? Also unclear is Prov. 27:14: "Whoever blesses (brk piel) a
neighbor with a loud voice, early in the morning it will be counted as a curse (q"ldld)!'
This appears to mean that one should not utter blessings with abandon; they might
arouse suspicion and be mistaken for curses.l5 The meaning of Dt.2l:23 is also dis-
puted: a criminal hung on a stake must be taken down and buried on the same day, "for
anyone hung on a stake is a curse of God (qilelal'l6htm)" (cf. I IQT 64:ll-12). Why is
this, and what does "curse of God" mean? Sir. 3:9, however, is clear: 'A father's bless-

ing strengthens the root; a mother's curse (qllt nr) uproots the young plant." Here the

parents'blessing on a son who honors them is the wish that he may prosper; their curse

is the wish that an undutiful son may suffer affliction.

3. kxical Field. We observe some semantic overlap between the root qlyl6 with its
verbal and nominal derivatives and the qal, niphal, and hiphil of qll and the adj. qal,

when the meaning is "be(come) despised, disdained," "scorn, disgrace, shame." Only
the piel, the pual, and the noun q"lald exhibit semantic affinities with'dld, 'ni nqb, qbb

and their derivatives, with the meaning "curse" (verb and noun). There are, however,

clear distinctions.
The verb 'lh always denotes a conditional curse upon oneself or others in the context

of an oath, a binding promise, a treaty, a (contractual or covenantal) obligation, or the

like; it threatens only the party breaking the agreement. Therefore 7lr often stands

alongside .ib' niphal, "swear," and i"!,A'd, "oath"17 (Gen.24:37 ,41l,26:28,31; Nu. 5:21;
Neh. 10:30[29]), or -+ llr']f b"rt1 (Gen. 26:28; Dt. 29:l3ll41; Ezk. 16:59 17:16-19).

Such an "oath curse" can consist in recital of the'arttr formula (1 S. 14:24); the curses

using this same formula inDt.27:15-26 and28:.16-19 can occasionally (but only in late

texts) be summarized as the 'al6 or 'dl61"written in this book" (Dt.29:19-2Ol2O-2ll;
30:7; Dnl. 9:ll 2 Ch. 34:24). Never, however, do we find an 'ald referred to subse-

quently as a q"lald. In Jer. 42:18 and 44:12, "become an 'ald" and "become a q"lald"
stand side by side, but clearly not as total synonyms: formal oath curses as well as in-
formal vituperation will cite the miscreant.

Clearly different from the piel and pual of qll are the verbal forms of 7r and the

noun m"'drd. The verb always refers to the utterance of set curse formulas by a person

with authority, such as God, the king, a parent, or a mantic with special powers, like

See comms. for further discussion of both passages.

) 7)? qlh.
-+ 9l[, .ib'.

15.
16.
17.
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Balaam (Gen. 3:14,17:. 4:ll:, 9:25; l2:3;49:7; Josh. 9:23; Jgs. 2l: l8; Nu. 22-24; Job
3:8). Formally to curse a "leader of one's own people" is an act of extraordinary pre-
sumption (8x.22:21[28]). Only rarely is the noun m"'erA, derived from 7r used to de-
note such formal cursing (Dl28i20;Mal.2:2;3:9; Prov. 3:33;28:27). More frequently,
such cursing is denoted by q"lald (Dt. ll:26,28-291, 27:13; 28:15,45; 29:26[27);
30:1,19; Josh. 8:34; Neh. 13:2). By contrast, the piel and pual of q// always refer to in-
formal vituperation associated with insults and invective, such as is placed in the
mouth of Goliath (l S. l7:8-10,43),of Shimei (2 S. l6:5-8), and of Sennacherib's em-
issary outside Jerusalem (2 K. l8:19-35; 19:10-13); cf. also the piel of qll in Job 3:1.
God can never be the object of 7r,' one cannot formally curse God, but only "belittle"
(qll piel) God with blasphemous vituperation. To do so, however, is a capital offense
(Ex. 22:27[28]; Lev. 24:ll-23). The latter text uses the piel of qll together with nqb or
qbb, with the name of Yahweh as object, probably meaning "pronounce the name of
Yahweh clearly and distinctly."l8 The situation is different in the case of q'lald: it can
denote formal cursing as well as informal vituperation and insult.

IV. Theology. The role played by the various forms of cursing in the religion and
popular belief of Israel is discussed elsewhere.le Of course many OT texts can be la-
beled as curses even though they do not use any of the typical terms for "curse." Lev.
26:14-38, for example, would have to be characterized as an'ald sanctioning the Holi-
ness Code. Jer. 17:18 and l8:18-23 can be categorized as q"lal61. The proclamation of
the 'arfrr formula to inculcate the law (cf. Dt. 27-28) and the curses in Lev. 26, which
can be called 'd161, probably had a cultic setting, i.e., they were recited when the law
was proclaimed at the sanctuary.

It is noteworthy that the terms for "curse" occur infrequently in the preaching of the
prophets. It is therefore best to speak only of "curse elements" incorporated into pro-
phetic oracles of judgment, especially when the 'aritr formula is used explicitly (as in
Jer. 1 1:3; 19:5; and in the oracle against Moab in 48: l0) or when the prophet uses such
words as "they shall become a desolation, a disgrace, a taunt, and a curse fq"lald or
'dldl" to threaten his people, Jerusalem, Judah (Jer. 24:9; 25:18; 26:6; 42:18;
44:8,12,22), false prophets (29:22), or an enemy city (49:13).

In the earlier period a curse (esp. one denoted by 'rr) was considered an effectual
and powerful utterance, able to inflict calamity. But even a q"lald llke that of Shimei
can be a "dangerous curse" (1 K. 2:8). Yahweh, however, can annul any curse (2 S.

16: I 2) and transform it into a blessing (Neh. I 3:2). For the sage, an undeserved curse is
totally meaningless (Prov. 26:2).

Taking the basic meaning of q/l "small, insignificant," as our starting point helps us

understand the use of brkpiel in Job l:ll and2:5,9, on the assumption that in these

texts brk is a euphemism for 4//. In this case Satan and Job's wife expect Job not to
curse God but to "belittle" God, to declare God insignificant, weak, and helpless. Then
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there is no tension between Job's vigorous attacks on God in the dialogue and his vin-
dication in 42:7. Job has not done what he was expected to do: he has not "belittled"
God. On the contrary, he has recognized and acknowledged God as supremely power-
fuI, transcending all human judgment.

V. LXX. Depending on the context and reflecting the meanings discussed above, the
LXX uses various translations for the derivatives of the root qll. The adj- qal is repre-
sented by dr6mos, elaphrds, and koiphos; the qal of the verb is represented by
kouphizein, kopdzein, and, exdllesthai; the niphal by exouthenoiln and euchards/mikr1s
efnai; the piel by atimdzein, drdsthai, kak6s eipein/erein, kakologetn, andkatardsthai;
the hiphil by kouphtzein, atimdzein, and hybrizein,' the noun q"hh is represented by
ard, katdra, and katdrqsis.

VI. Extrabiblical Usage.
l. Dead Sea Scrolls. The Dead Sea Scrolls published to date use several derivatives

of the root qll. Here the adj. q/ has the meaning "swift" (lQpHab 2:12, of the Kittim;
6:2, of horses). Aram. qlylyn(llQtgJob 13:8 and 3l:3) refers to swiftly passing clouds.
In lQSb 5:29 the qlykh are probably the rapidly spreading members of the sect. The
noun qllh means "curse." The plural in lQ22 l:10 refers to curses pronounced upon
those who violate the covenant; in 4Q176 2l:2 the text is fragmentary and the context
unclear. The piel invariably means "curse," or more precisely "pronounce the 'drfir for-
mula over" enemies and those who prove disloyal (lQS 2:4,10; 7:l; 5Q11 1:2 [recon-
structing the fragmentary textl; 4Q511 1l:3). The occurrences in 1lQT 64:10,12 are
discussed elsewhere.20

2. Rabbinic Literature. Rabbinic Hebrew texts use the piel and the noun q"lal6 only
with the meaning "curse." The qal, the hiphil, and the adj. qal can take on the meaning
"be light, swift, insignificant," "declare insignificant, belittle," etc. In Aramaic texts we
find q"lal with its derivatives, as well as the noun q"ldld, "(consider) light, contemn,
scorn," etc. Only the aphel and (very rarely) the noun can take on the meaning "curse."
Modern Hebrew still preserves this semantic variety of the root 4//.

Scharbert

20. See III.3 above; --> XL277.
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I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences; 3. LXX. II. 1. Physical Object; 2. Figurative Usage; 3.

Family.

l. I . Etymology. The Hebrew primary r.oun qcn (pl. qinntm) is well attested with the
meaning "nest" in Israel's environs: AY,k. qinnu, "nest," but also "family";l Arab. ka/
inn, "nest, home, refuge";2 Middle Heb., Aram. qdn, qi(i)nnd', "nest," but also "a pair
of sacrificial birds";: Syr. qEn, qenna', "nest"'4 Mand. qina', "nest, family."s As a rule
the gemination of the final consonant distinguishes it from all the occurrences of the
Heb. root -+ ;lli? qdneh, "reed," to which it is etymologically unrelated. From the same
root there is a denominative verb qnn, "nest"; analogous verbs occur in other Semitic
languages: AY'k. qananu,'6 Arab. kanna, which also means "cover, protect";7 Middle
Heb., Aram. qnn;8 Syr. qnn;e Mand. qnn.to

2. Occurrences. There are 13 occurrences ofthe noun:4 in the Pentateuch,2 in Isa-
iah, once each in Jeremiah, Obadiah, and Habakkuk, 2 in Job, once each in Psalms and
Proverbs; there are 5 occurrences of the verb in the geminate stems: once in Isaiah, two
in Jeremiah (22:23 Q), once in Ezekiel, and once in Psalms. Occurrences outside the
MT include Sir.14:26;36:31 (noun);37:30 (verb, which the LXX renders with a form
of einai), as well as lQH 4:8-9. The noun occurs frequently in Mish. Qinnim ("a pair of
sacrificial birds"), and may be assumed in I IQT 65:l-2, where the text is fragmentary.

3. LXX. As a rule the LXX translates qdn with nossiti. In Isa. 16:2 we find neoss6s,
with no difference in meaning. In Jer.49:16 the LXX (30:16) has a different text than
the MT. In Job 29:18 the MT is paraphrased. The verb qnn is translated uniformly with
nossertein.

ll. l. Physical Object. In the OT, with one exception, nests are inhabited by birds.
The text may speak of birds in general ('6p, lsa. 16l,2; Ezk.31;6) or be more specific:

qdn. --)ilJil y6n6; -+'lt : neier; --> !1ll ?p; -+-llll sippbr

t. AHw,11,922; CAD, Q,257-60.
2. Lane,47,2633.
3. Jastrow, 1387.
4. CSD,509.
5. MdD,4tl.
6. AHw,II, 897; CAD, Q, 80-81.
7. Lane, U7,2633.
8. Jastrou 1287.
9. CSD, 509.
10. MdD.414.
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neie4 griffon vulture" (Dt.32ill [here perhaps simply a large bird of prey];ll Jer.

49:16 par. Ob. 4; Job 39:27), a small bird (;ipp)r Dt. 22:6; Ps. 84:4[Eng. 3]; Prov.
21:8;Ps. lO4:17), a swallow (drbr Ps.84:4[3)), a dove $t6nd, Ps.55:7[6]), or a stork
(b%UA, Ps. 104:17).t2OnlyinIsa.34:15,inalistof demoniccreatures,isthearrow
snake ( qippbz) mentioned.

Nothing is said about the material used for nests; even in regions where vegetation
was sparse, the usual materials were probably employed. Trees are the preferred loca-
tion for nests (Dt. 22:6;Jer.22:23;Ezk.3l:6; Ps. lO4:17) because of the special protec-
tion they offer. In Ps. 104: 17 it is Yahweh who provides trees to protect the birds. Ezk.
3l:6 compares Pharaoh to a unique, life-giving tree. Other texts, especially those con-
trasting a nest with ordinary human life, emphasize the security of its location high in
the mountains (Nu. 24:21;Jer.49:16 par. Ob.4 ["among the stars"]; Hab.2:9; Job
39:27). Ps. 84:4(3) presupposes that nests were built in the crannies of walls; Jer. 48:28
("crevices in the rock") is similar. Dt. 22:6 mentions a nest on the ground by the road-
side. The earliest core of this text (vv. 6a,7a) prohibits simultaneous removal of a bird
and its young from their nest, probably on account of an ancient taboo (cf., e.g., Ex.
23:29b) rather than for humanitarian reasons.l3 It was common practice, however, to
gather eggs from deserted nests (Isa. l0:14).

2. Figurative Usage. The OT is fond of using birds and their nests to describe human
life and behavior. The bird staying in its nest is a symbol of stability, security, and pro-
tection; similarly, leaving the nest and an empty nest itself (Isa. 1 0: 14) represent expo-
sure and vulnerability. Frequently, therefore, we find bayi1, "hotse," and forms of yib,
"dwell," side by side with statements about nests. For example, the pilgrim in the tem-
ple finds a home there as the swallow finds her nest (Ps. 84:4[3]). In an oracle of judg-
ment Isa. 34:15 emphasizes stability. In Ezk. 3l:6 and Ps. 104:17 it is the trees them-
selves that provide protection for the animals (and human beings). Some oracles
against foreign nations show that loss of one's home was perceived as a severe punish-
ment. Although they feel safe in their "nests," they will fall victim to Yahweh's judg-
ment: he will drive them from the remotest heights. There is no place where a human
being can flee from Yahweh (Isa. 16:2; ler.49:16 par. Ob. 4; also Nu. 24:21 [Js], a sec-

ondary addition to the Balaam oracles that uses a play on the words qEn and qayin [cj.]
to threaten the Kenites with disaster). Misguided attempts to achieve security indepen-
dently are attacked by Jer. 22:23 andHab. 2:9. These passages illustrate the importance
to the Israelite of a settled, permanent residence. Prov. 27:8 represents the voluntary
sacrifice of one's protective environment as irrational and contrary to nature.14 Only in
"his place" (m"qbmb) does the individual experience the protection of the community.
The homeless are met with skepticism (Sir. 36:31). Rooms in the ark for protection

11. O. Keel, Jahwes Entgegnung an ljob. FRIA.NT l2l (1978),69.
12. O. Keel et al., Orte und lnndschaften der Bibel, I (Zurich, 1984), 16l.
13. For the former see O. Keel, Das Biicklein in der Milch seiner Mutter und Verwandtes.

OBO 33 (1980), 44-45; for the latter, G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), 141.
14. H.-J. Hermisson, Studien zur israelitischen Spruchweisheit. WMANT 28 (1968),78.
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against the deluge are suggested by Gen. 6:14 (P); the double accusative object does

not require the repetition of qinntm.ts The meaning "chambers" is supported by Gilg.
xi.62, which parallels Gen. 6;14.16

3. Family. The false security of building one's own nest stands in contrast to the se-

curity of the nest protected by Yahweh. Dt. 32:ll, which may go back to an early
source (cf. also Ex. 19:4),17 pictures the relation of Yahweh to Israel as that of a neier
to its nest. Here "young" is probably a better translation than "nest" (cf. Akk. qinnu;
also Sir. 14:26). The image of a vulture circling menacingly high over the rocky crags
provided a striking illustration of Yahweh's protection that Israel experienced.

It is disputed whether qEn should also be understood in this sense in Job 29: 18 (qinnt =
"my family"), or whether this text alludes to the myth of the phoenix, which is restored to
life after being consumed by fire along with its nest.l8 In the latter case, hfil (cj.) should be

understood as "phoenix."le But this interpretation is not persuasive: the central idea ofthe
myth, the resurrection of the phoenix, is not a theme of Job (cf. 30:23). On the contrary,
the Hebrews looked forward to attaining a great age (e.g., Gen. 25:8)zo and dying in the
bosom of the family (on the motif see Gen.491, on death in a foreign land, Am. 7:17).

Mommer

1s. GK $lr7ii.
16. C. Westermann, Genesis l-l I (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1984), 420; for a different inter-

pretation see E. Ullendort, VT 4 (1954) 96; and G. R. Diver, W 4 (1954) 243, who find here a
form of qaneh, "reed."

17. H. D. Preuss, Deuteronomium. EdF 164 (1982),61.
18. A. Weiser, Das Buch Hiob. ATD XIII (71980), 206;P.Yolz,5AT3122,69; G. Fohrer, Das

Buch Hiob. KATXyI (1963), 410; etc. Cf. also LXX. For a discussion of the myth see A. Rusch,
PW XX/l,414-23.

t9. K8L2,282.
20. H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of the OT (Eng. trans. Philadelphia, 1974), ll9-20.

Nlj2 en '; i1g)p qin'd; ttJp qannd'; t\1!p qann6'

I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences; 3. Lexical Field. II. Secular Usage: 1 . Jealousy; 2. Envy; 3.

7,eal.lll. Theological Usage: l. 'El qanna'; 2. Yahweh's Jealousy; 3. Yahweh's Zeal.lY. 1. LXX
and Vg.; 2. Dead Sea Scrolls.

qn'. H. Baumgart, Jealousy (Eng. trans. Chicago, 1990); W. Berg, "Die Eifersucht Gottes -ein problematischer Zug des alttestamentlichen Glaubens?" BZ 23 (1979) 197-2ll: K.-H.
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l. l. Etltmology. Etymological investigation of the root qn'is unproductive. Lack of
any semantic relationship rules out the phonetically similar AYk. uqnft, with the sub-
stantival meaning "lapis lazuli" and the secondary adjectival meaning "greenish-blue,"l
as well as Arab. qana'a, "be red or black."2 The adj. eanna'y,3 which appears in one text
from Boghazktiy with the meaning "envious," as well as the nouns qin'u (Neo-Assyrian)
and qinnu (Middle Babylonian), "envy,"+ probably reflect Northwest Semitic influence.
One Ugaritic occurrence ("I will be zealous for the name of the sons of the princes") re-
calls Ezk. 39:25.s There are more extensive occurrences (verb, noun, and adjective) in
Aramaic with the meanings "(feeVarouse) jealousy or envy."6 Middle Hebrew also uses

the piel in a causative sense ("make jealous";.2 Eth.8 and Amhar.e qanna'a, qan'i, and
qan'at mean 'Jealousy" and "envy"; the same is true for Tigrel0 and Soqotri.t t In Syriac,
again, the rcot qn'expresses "zealous effort to attain something."tz

2. Occuruences. The root gn'occurs a total of 85 times in the OT. The noun qin'd oc-
curs 43 times. There are just 7 occurrences in the Pentateuch (Nu.5:14 [twice],30;
25:ll [3 times]; Dt. 29:19[EnC.20]), whereas we may note a concentration in Isaiah (7

Bernhardt, Gott und Bild (Berlin, 1956); A. van den Born, "Eifersucht Gottes," 8L2,368-69;
H. A. Brongers, "Der Eifer des Herrn Zebaoth," VT 13 (1963) 269-84; C. Dohmen,
"'Eiferstichtiger ist sein Name' (Ex 34,14)," TZ 46 (1990) 289-304; P. Gibert, "Figures bibliques
du monoth6ismel' in idem, M. Jourjon, and H. Bourjois, k monothdisme (1985); E. Haag, ed.,
Gott, der einzige. 8D 104 (1985); F.-L. Hossfeld, "Einheit und Einzigkeit Gottes im friihen
Jahwismus," FS W. Breuning (1985), 57-74; O. Keel, ed., Monotheismus im Alten Israel und
seiner Umwelt. BBB 14 (1980); K. Kliesch, "'Denn ich bin ein eifernder Gott,"' in P. von der
Osten-Sacken, ed., Wie aktuell ist das AT? ( 1985), 67 -72; F. Ktichler, "Der Gedanke des Eifers
Jahwes im AT," ZAW 28 (1908) 42-52; B. Lang, "Jahwe allein!" Conc 2l (1985) 30-35;
N. Lohfink, "Das AT und sein Monotheismus," in K. Rahner, ed., Der eine Gott und der dreieine
Gorr (Munich, 1983), 28-47; idem, "Godl' in idem, Great Themes from the OT (Eng. trans. Chi-
cago, 1982); A. Ohler, "Die vielen G6tter und der eine Gottl' Katechetische Bliitter lO7 (1982)
712-35: B.Renaud, Jesuisundieu jaloux(Pais, 1963); G.L.Richardson,"TheJealousyof
God," AIR lO (1927128) 47-50; J. F. A. Sawyer, "Biblical Alternatives to Monotheisml' Theol-
oqy 87 (1984) 172-80; R. Schwager, "Der Zom Gottes," ZKT 105 (1983) 406-14; H. Seebass,
"Die Gottesbeziehung zur G6ttergewalt der Vcilker im AI," in W. Strolz and H. Waldenfels, eds.,
Christliche Grundlagen des Dialogs mit den Weltreligionen. QD 98 (1983) 76-97; A. Stumpff,
"(rrloq, rr\.1' TDNT II, 877-88.

l. AHw, lll, 1426-27.
2. Brongers, 269-70.
3. AHw,II, 897.
4. W. von Soden, Or 46 (1977) 193.
5. UT no. 2246; cf . M. Dahood, Bibl 52 ( l97l) 348.
6. ANH,382.
7. WTM, tV,332.
8. I*xLingAeth,445.
9. W. Leslau, Hebrew Cognates in Amharic (1969), 55, 63.
lO. WbTigre,252-53.
I l. Leslau, Contributions, 4'l .

12. I*xSyr 675.
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occurrences) and Ezekiel (10). There are 20 occurrences in the prophets, always (ex-

cept in Isa. l1:13) with God as subject. Wisdom literature, by contrast, deals with hu-
man qin'd (19 occurrences). The adjs. qanna'(Ex. 20:5; 34:14 ltwicel; Dt. 4:24; 5:9;
6:15) and qann6' (Josh.24:19; Nah. 1:2) are used only with reference to God.13 The

verb occurs mostly in the piel (30 times); roughly half of all its occurrences are in theo-

logical contexts. All 5 occurrences with God as subject are in prophetic books
(Ezekiel, Joel,Zechariah). There are just 4 occurrences of the hiphil (Dt. 32:21 [subj.
Godl; Dt. 32:16 [human subj.]; Ps. 78:58 [subj. Israel]; Ezk. 8:3 [subj. a cultic image]).

3. l*xical Field. The verb -+ )il$ 'aha! functions as both an antonym and a prereq-

uisite (meeting of extremes) of qn'. Emotions associated with qzr'include -+ lS 'ap, -)
ilDD hcmA, and -+ DY) kd'as. Words having to do with fire are used frequently to qual-

ify qn': -+ l?lf ?t -+ '1y? ba'ar -+ lpJ reiep. The object can simply stand in the ac-

cusative or be introduced by the prep. b" (Gen. 3O:l; 37:ll; Dt. 29:l9l2});32:16,211'
Ezk. 23:25; Ps. 37: I ; 78:58; Prov. 3:31; 23:171' 24:1,19; in these cases qn' is directed
against the object) or /' (Nu. ll:29;25:13;2 S. 2l:2; I K. 19:10,14:. Ezk. 39:25; Joel
2:18;Zec. l:14;8:2; Ps. 106:16; here the action is on behalf of the object).

II. Secular Usage. In the human domain qn' refers primarily to a violent emotion
aroused by fear of losing a person or object.la An association with the idea of owner-
ship is suggested in Hebrew by the phonological similarity of qn'to + ;1:P qdnd (note

the orthographic errors in Ezk. 8:3 and Ezr.7:17),ts but a psychological and semantic

afhnity should not be rejected out of hand.16 In English a sense of entitlement to an ob-
ject is described most often as envy, whereas a claim on a person is described as jeal-

ousy. The fact that Hebrew has only a single word to cover both aspects seems less sur-

prising when we note, for example, that the languages of central Europe did not
distinguish zeal, envy, and jealousy until after the Middle Ages.lT Even today the dis-
tinction is not always entirely clear.

l. Jealousy. The statements in Nu. 5:14,15,18,25,29,30 are quite clear. Even if the

verbs .frft and m'l in v. 12b are somewhat vague about the nature of the wife's unfaith-
fulness, the expression ikb ii in v. 13a shows that the subject is a sexual transgres-

sion. The rfiah that v. 14 describes as coming upon the deceived husband naturally has

an aspect ofrage and fury,l8 but this anger is an element ofjealousy. It is therefore ap-

propriate to call Nu. 5: I I -3 1 a 'Jealousy ordeal." The situation is such that the objec-
tive crime of adultery cannot be proved; therefore the necessary conditions for a con-

13. On the qattal form see O. Loretz, Bibl 4l (1960) 413-14.
14. See the definition of jealousy in E. H. Witte, kxikon der Psychologla I (21980), 416-17.
15. Baumgart, 8l; Brongers, 283-84.
16. On the possible shift III y toIIl h, see G. Bergstrdsser, Hebrtiische Grammatit, II (Leip-

zie, 1929), 158-59.
17. Baumgart, 120-28.
18. Brongers,270-71;cf. HAL, III, 1111.
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viction have not been met. The possibility of the wife's innocence (v. l4b) is a

secondary addition.le A magical rite is therefore employed to resolve the question: the
procedure laid out in vv. 15ff. combines a curse ritual with an ancient magic potion
ritual. The designation of the grain offering as -+ J)IiZ qorban is P terminology. The
double reference to the offering as both minha! zikkardn and minhal qena'o! (v. 15) is
noteworthy.2o Both the construction (apart from Nu. 5 minhd appears only in Ex.
29:41; Lev. 2:14:' 6:7,16114,231; Nu. 4: 16) and the description of the offering itself
(v. l5*) suggest a late date for this text, which presupposes familiarity with the legis-
lation of Leviticus governing sacrifice.2l The absence of any supplement to Nu. 5
treating a wife's jealousy is due to the patriarchal ideology of the OT: adultery is an
infringement on the husband's property rights (cf. Ex. 2O:17).zz A man's infidelity is
therefore of no moment unless it infringes on the rights of another man. A wife has no
legal or cultic recourse.23

Prov. 6:34 speaks of fury2a as a consequence ofjealousy. The theme of 6:20-35 is a
warning against the "strange woman"; vv. 33-35, expanding on v. 32, describe the
treatment of the adulterer by the jealous husband: his vengeance extends to the death of
his rival. In Nu. 5, by contrast, the "beloved(?)" wife is the object of her husband's
qin'd. In general there is some ambiguity as to whether the object of jealousy is the
partner or the ival.zs Jealousy knows no mercy; therefore Prov. 27:4 also warns against
this intensification of hEmd and'ap.

Prov. 14:30 takes up the theme that jealousy is unhealthy for the jealous individual
as well: it is a consuming disease that infects the lover, the antithesis of a l€! marpE'.
This painful shadow side of love is also the theme of the theoretical musing in Cant.
8:6, where the power of jealous passion as an intensification of love is compared to the
power of death and the netherworld. This passage also expresses the ambivalent posi-
tion of jealousy between the extremes of love and death.26 The text compares jealousy
to ?i and describes it as reiep.

Neither Prov. 14:30 nor Cant. 8:6 mentions the triangle constituted by the jealous
individual, his rival, and his partner, which represents the fundamental constellation of
jealousy. In these passages, therefore, qn'isbetter translated as "passion," although the
similarity of the two terms needs to be kept in mind, since frequently jealousy is best
understood as the actualization ofpassion confronted by a threat. In the face ofmortal-
ity, even passions such as love, hate, andjealousy lose their power; Qoheleth can there-
fore counsel composure (Eccl. 9:6).

19. The whole section is analyzed by D. Kellermann, Der Priesterschrift von Numeri l: I bis
l0:10. BZAW 120 (1970),70-83.

20. --> illllD minhd.
21. See Kellermann, Priesterschrift, 82.
22. Brongers, 283.
23. -+ t]N: nd'ap; see F.-L. Hossfeld, Der Dekalog. OBO 45 (1982), 132tr.
24. --> i1Dll hem6.
25. See R. Sterba, "Eifersiichtig auf . . . ?" Die psychoanalytische Bewegung 2 (1930) 167 -70.
26. See I.3 above; see also O. Keel, ZBK 18,250.
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2. Envy. Apart from the direct relationship between men and women, in some pas-

sages the emphasis is on the "envious" side of qn'.27 ln Gen. 26:13-14 (J) the descrip-

tion of Isaac's wealth and the use of gdl to describe his prosperity do not reflect the real

situation of the patriarchs, who lived as marginal nomads. This language betrays the

perspective and purpose of the later author, who was quite unfamiliar with this mode of
life. Its function is to describe the conflict with the Philistines, which - since Isaac is

represented as the heir of the blessing promised in Gen. l2:l-3 - ends with a peace

treaty.
In Gen. 30: I (J) the bearing of many children is the wellspring of rivalry' The ex-

pression qn' b" refering to envy of the advantages enjoyed by others reappears in 37:1 1

as an introductory motif of the Joseph novella. The reason Joseph's brothers hate him
is stated in vv.3-4; 3n'(vv.4,8) and qn'b" (v. ll) are virtually synonymous.

An end to hostility based on envy is described in Isa. 1 l:13, in a vision of the recon-

ciliation of the two kingdoms of Israel. Reunification was clearly a pressing concern at

the time this text was written. Since it presupposes Deutero-Isaiah and exhibits the-

matic parallels to Neh. 3:334:17(4:l-23) andZnc. ll 4-ll, it probably dates from the

period of Ezra and Nehemiah.
Ezk.3l9, a redactional expansion of the description of the world tree in vv. 3-8, is

the only instance ofmetaphorical usage of qn': it "introduces a living andjudging 'en-

vironment' for the tree."28 The envy of the trees represents the rivalry of the great pow-

ers.

Wisdom texts caution about the negative consequences awaiting those who allow
qin'd to influence them. In Job 5'.2, for example, the statement that envy slays the sim-

ple accords with the traditional notion of the connection between conduct and its con-

sequences. This notion also lies behind Prov.24. In v. I the wisdom teacher cautions

against envying (qn' b") the wicked and desiring ( wh) to associate with them. The rea-

son follows in v. 2: such association brings nothing but trouble. God's retribution ac-

cording to everyone's deeds is impressed on the reader in v. 12b. In principle v. l9 ad-

mits two different translations: following the model of v. 1, we may translate "do not be
jealous of them" or "do not envy them."2e The reason, stated in v. 20, would then be

that doing sojeopardizes one's own future (cf. v. l4). The other translation is based on

the synonymous parallelismof qn'atdhrh hithpael: "Do not brood over evildoers, for
God will see to their end."30 Such brooding would be wrong, because it would indicate

a lack of trust in God's retribution. The same terminology appears once more in Ps. 37,

a didactic psalm. The psalmist appeals to Yahweh's compensatory justice and counsels

quiet patience (v. 7). The reappearance of ltrh (v.7) and the continuation with 'ap and

hemi suggest the translation "brood" in v. 1.31

The situation in Prov. 3:31 is comparable. The MT reads tibhar so that the warning

27. See I.l above.
28. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1983), 150.

29. O. P16ger, Spriiche Salomos. BK XVII (1983), 283-84.
30. H. D. Preuss, Einfiihrung in die alttestamentliche Weisheitsliteratur (1987),39.
31. Cf. "fret" in H.-J. Kraus, Psalzs 140 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1988),401,405.
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against envy of (b") the wicked is coupled with a warning against imitating them out of
envy. This would fit with the first translation of 24:l9.If, however, we accept the LXX
reading z€l6tiis, representing a synonym of qn'(BHS suggests tilhar),we face the same
problem as in 24:19. But the antithetical motivation in v. 32 indicates rather that the
wicked are not to be envied because they will meet the end they deserve.

A play on words may lie behind Prov. 23:17: v. 17a clearly expresses a pejorative
opinion of zeal, whereas v. 17b in typical wisdom style extols the knowledge of God as
a goal to be sought zealously. The traditional view comes to an end in the "crisis of
wisdom." Quite in the manner of the book of Job, Ps. 73 (sometimes called the "Job
psalm") examines the sufferings of the righteous (v. 14) in the light of the prosperity of
the wicked. The temptation to envy (qn'b") the wicked and imitate them (vv. 3,15) is
great. This temptation explains the danger mentioned in v.2. Here again the translation
"enyy"32 is preferable to "brood."33 Only a sense of God's presence even in suffering
(vv. 17 ,23-28) enables the psalmist to see the futility of apparent prosperity.3+ If we ac-
cept Eccl. 4:4, qn' (min) is the fruit of all successful toil. The context (vv. l-16), which
discusses exploitation, and the pejorative evaluation in v.4b indicate that the author has
more in mind than "healthy competition."3s

3. Zeal. The aspect of zeal stands in the foreground when 4n'is constructed with /,.
In Nu. I l:29, for example, Joshua expresses zealous concern for Moses' prerogatives,
almost acting in his place.

The parenthetical comment in 2 S. 2l:2b (secondary; note the resumption of v. 2ap
by v. 3a) is a historicizing piece of ethnography based on Josh. 9 and inserted into the
plague narrative (2 S.2l-24) by the Dtr historian.36 It ascribes the bloodguilt infecting
the royal house to Saul's attack on the Gibeonites beqanno'!6 li\nA yiird'El.

7,eal for the house of God consumes the persecuted speaker of Ps. 69. Mention of
the house of God suggests that the psalmist should be assigned to those circles that
urged the building of the second temple (Zec.7:3; Hag. 1:8ff.). His activity did not
achieve its intended result, but merely elicited scorn (vv. 10-13t9-l2l). Fervent zeal
"for" (v. 10a[9a]) can be as consuming ('dkal) as zeal "against." This holds true also in
Ps. 119:139, although here the text has only "my zeal" without any explicit object. The
context of the righteous individual suffering on behalf of Yahweh recalls that of
69:10(9). Ps. 1 19, however, focuses not on the temple (as LXX suggests by adding "for
your house") but on the law ('ddd!, v. 138; firA, v. 142 misw61, v. 143).

Noteworthy is the very late text Ps. 106: 16; the reference to Nu. 16 presupposes the
existence of the Pentateuch in its final form. The context indicates use of the wrong

32. See Kraus, Psalzs 61-150 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1989),82.
33. Cf. ibid., "was worked up about"; C. Westermann, Ausgewtihlte Psalmen (G<ittingen,

1984),98-107;H. Irsigler, PsalmT3-MonologeinesWeisen.ATS20 (1984),63,evadesrhe
choice: "brood with envy."

34. Preuss, 108-9.
35. Brongers, 178.
36. T. Veijola, Die ewige Dynastie. AASFB 193 (1975), 106-7.
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preposition: "bejealous of'37 is usually expressed by b'. Even postulating a hiphil form
("they tormented Moses"38), with LXX, does not help greatly, because there is no other
instance of qn'hiphil with /'. There is no convincing solution to the problem. The con-
text suggests the translation "be envious of."

The texts in which, in a theological context, a human being is zealous for God
constitute a distinct group. In 2 K. l0: l6 Jehu's zeal finds violent expression in a rev-
olution. This late Dtr verse anticipates the liquidation of the worshipers of Baal de-
scribed by DtrN. Jehu's attack on Baal and his worshipers recalls the actions of Elijah
and Elisha. Thus the Elijah narrative (l K. 18:19,40) contains echoes of Jehu (2 K.
10), as well as similar terminology: in the context of a theophany (1 K. 19), Elijah de-
scribes his own actions as zeal for Yahweh (figura etymologica). Vv. 13b and 14 re-
peat vv. 9b and 10; the original locus of Elijah's statement about his zeal is not the
theophany (vv. 1-13a) but the late Dtr commissioning (vv. 13b-18), introduced by
Elijah's grievance. The "mistaken anticipation" in vv. 9b and 10 is due to a redaction
that interpolates the dialogue into an encounter with God, elaborating it into a the-
ophany.3e

A final instance, likewise late, is Phinehas's zeal for "his God" (Nu.25:11,1:;.+o

III. Theotogical Usage. Roughly half of all the occurrences of the root have to do
with God's jealousy. They are of substantial importance, since they concern the central
characteristic of OT belief: Yahweh's demand that he alone be worshiped, enshrined in
the great commandment.

The range of meanings noted in our analysis of secular usage suggests that we take
'Jealousy" as our point of departure for translating the root in theological contexts.
Various scholars have rejected this starting point on the grounds that this translation
represents "a crude anthropopathism . . . that he [God] would better do without."4l Ulti-
mately, however, this concern only serves the Stoic notion of divine impassibility,
which is inconsistent with the biblical understanding of God+z but is often espoused
nevertheless by both Christiana3 and Jewish theology, creating problems of exegesis.a

l.'el qanna'. The adj. qanna' is associated directly with the noun ?J in Ex. 20:5;
34:14;Dt.4:24;5:9;6: 15. All these texts involve a causal (ki) noun clause in the con-
text of prohibiting the worship of other gods. In the two Decalogue passages and in the
so-called prerogative law (Ex. 34), the words are a self-predication on the part of

37. Kraus, Psalms 6l-150,314, 319; NRSV.
38. Brongers, 275-76, citing Luther (although eiftrn and eiftrsiichtig sein were not semanti-

cally distinct in the l6th century [Baumgart, 94]).
39. R. Smend, w25 (1975) 526.
40. See III.3 below.
41. Brongers,276.
42. Schwager,408-9.
43. See Berg.
44. Stumpff, 880.
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Yahweh. But the formulation of the individual passages differs in detail, so that we

cannot speak of a formula in the strict sense.

If we start with the earlier legal corpus, the prerogative law of J, the first thing we

notice is the repetition of qanna' in 8x.34:14. The causal clause follows the earliest

OT prohibition of the worship of other godsa5 and precedes the prohibition of making a

covenant with the inhabitants of the land, which may be viewed as a consequence. The

construction is grammatically ambiguous. Yahweh's name is the subject of the noun

clause (v. l4b), on which depends another noun clause with qanna'as subject and i"mb
as predicate (casus pendens). But it is also possible that qanna'stands in simple appo-

sition to Yahweh. In the context of the proper name, the second naming is noteworthy.

It is explained by the revelations of God's name in Ex. 3: 14-15 and - more directly -
34:6: both express the singularity ofYahweh. In the second portion ofthe causal clause

(v. 14b), the emphatic pronominal suffix makes clear that we are not dealing here with
an epithet: the name identifies the very person of God. If jealousy is a critical element

of the name of Yahweh, apart from any description of his nature or attributes, our atten-

tion must turn at once to the relationship between Yahweh and his worshipers. It is
characterized by an intolerant demand for exclusivity: it is Yahweh's will "to be the

only God for Israel, and . . . he is not disposed to share his claim for worship and love

with any other divine power."46 In substance, though not in language, the similarity to

Hosea is unmistakable. With exemplary clarity, the latter uses the image of marriage to

describe the relationship between Israel and its God (Hos.2:4,7[2,5];3:lff.; 4:16ff.;

etc.).a7 The actions of the unfaithful wife represent the worship of other gods upon the

high places, Israel's adoption of the Canaanite Baal cult. Yahweh is the husband who

goes after his wife, brings her back, and admonishes her, maintaining his exclusive

rights (13:4).as The Deuteronomists developed the notion of a marriage between

Yahweh and Israel, introduced by Hosea, into a "covenant theology."ae In Ex. 34:14 the

figurative language about a jealous God is linked with Hoseanic theology to support

Yahweh's demand to be Israel's sole God - i.e., monolatry. It therefore occupies a

crucial position in the development of the OT notion of God, shaped primarily by the

prophets of the northern kingdom and by the Yahwist. The theological milieu is still
that of polytheism, but within that milieu a polemic line of demarcation establishes

Yahweh's sole authority for his own people.

In contrast to the Decalogue's prohibition of other gods, Ex.34:14 says nothing of
any punishment or consequence if the commandment is not observed. In the course of
Israel's history, however, this element took on great importance. In Dt. 5:9, therefore,

the threatened punishment follows immediately after the statement that Yahweh is a
jealous God. The dichotomy of steadfast love for the faithful and punishment for the

faithless is borrowed from the confessional formula inBx.34:7, but with a characteris-

45. Hossfeld, "Einheit," 69.
46. G. von Rad, OZ Theology, I (Eng. trans. New York, 1962),208.
47. J. Jeremias, Hosea. ATD XXlYll (1983), in loc.
48. Lohfink, "Das AT," 29-30.
49. L. Perlitt, Bundestheologie im AT. WMANT 36 (1969), 139-52.
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tic reversal: first the threat of punishment, which is directed against Israel,50 and only
then the promise of salvation. The punishment and reward stipulated in Dt. 5:9 refer
not only to the prohibition of idols but also to the prohibition of other gods in v. 7.st

Despite the interpolated prohibition of idols, the text thus takes into account the close

relationship, established by Ex. 34:14, between the prohibition of other gods and the

statement of Yahweh's jealousy. Since continued evolution toward monotheism made

the prohibition of other gods more or less otiose but enhanced the importance of the
prohibition of idols,52 in Ex. 20:3 the prohibition of other gods is separated by asynde-

ton from the prohibition of idols, while the statement of Yahweh's jealousy remains as-

sociated with the latter.
Dt. 4:24 can totally ignore the prohibition of other gods. The textual environment

(vv. 19-28) goes on to ground the prohibition of idols on Yahweh's jealousy, then de-

scribes at some length the consequences ofdisobedieflce,53 as suggested by the present

circumstances of the later Deuteronomist (cf. also 29:19). This terminology also ac-

cords with the interpretation of Yahweh's jealousy as "burning, consuming anger"
(6: l5). The allusion to the Decalogue in vv. 13ff. presupposes the latter's existence and

suggests the same redactor for 6:10-18 as for 4:19-28.s4

Finally we come to Josh. 24:19 and Nah. l:2, with the adj. qann6'. In the "congress

at Shechem," Joshua presents the people two alternatives: either serve Yahweh or fall
into sin; the people choose to serve Yahweh (v. l6). Following this decision, Joshua's

laconic statement in v. 19 appears unmotivated. The assurance with which vv. 19b and

20 speak of disaster also betrays an author who knows whereof he speaks, because he

has lived through it.s: The God who will not forgive is an element of Dtr thought. The
expansion of qann6' by the addition of q'16itm also suggests a late date. Here for the

first time jealousy and holiness together are understood as attributes of God's nature,

with the result being a kind of jealous holiness.56

Nah. l:2 belongs to a secondary framework surrounding the core text in l:3b-5; it
resumes in v. 5. The intent of the theophany described is eschatological; it envisions a
cosmic judgment. The text luses qann6'as a synonym of noqem, qualified further by
h€md and nAEr51

2. Yahweh's Jealousy. All four texts that use the hiphil express causation with refer-
ence to jealousy in the context of the great commandment: by (b") worshiping other
godsoridols, IsraelmadeGodjealous. InDt.32i16 and2l theparallelismwith-+DIf

50. rbid.,85.
51. Hossfeld, Dekalog, 45, 24.
52. C. Dohmen, Das Bilderverbot. BBB 62 (1987),215-16,229-30.
53. D. Knapp, Deuteronomium 4. GTA 35 (1987), 81.
54. A. H. D. Mayes, Deuteronomy. NCBC, 175.
55. Cf. H. Molle, Der sogenannte Inndtag zu Sichem. FzB 42 (1980), 69-70,281, who thinks,

however, of the fall of the northern kingdom and the experience of the preexilic Deuteronomist.
56. Cf. von Rad, OT Theology, I, 203-4; W. H. Schmidt, IRE, XI[, 616-17.
57. H. Schulz, Das Buch Nahum. BZAW 129 (1973), 9-11.
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tA'as shows that we are dealing with a late Dtr text.s8 V. 16 already refuses to call the
objects of worship deities. V. 17 echoes the terminology of Deutero-Isaiah (Isa. 4l:21-
29;43:10ff.;44:9-20). V. 21 transforms the "covenant formulary" into its opposite. The
context would lead us to expect qn'hiphil in v.2la;5e but usage of the text anticipates
the transition to Middle Hebrew, where qn' pie[,can also be used for "make jealous."
More likely, however, we are dealing with the factitive sense of the piel.60 The seman-
tic and thematic similarity of I K. 14:22 suggqSts the same usage.6r

Also comparable is Ps. 78:58;oz the use of Chronistic terminology G.g., naiaq lv.9))
points to the postexilic period. The object of qn'is not other gods but only their idols.63

In Ezk.8:3 and 5 the nature of the object.that arouses God's jealousy is disputed.
The construct phrase using -+ )DO semel as nomen rectum with haqqin'A is usually
translated as "image of jealousy." Renaud has pointed out the possibility that we may
be dealing here with the root uqnfi, "lapis lazuli," attested in Ugaritic, Akkadian, and
Syriac;e this root is used in genitive phrases with slm 6s for statues of gods made of
lapis lazuli. In this case the object of the polemic is a foreign cult object, which, posi-
tioned at the entrance to the temple of Yahweh, arouses Yahweh's jealousy.66

3. Yahweh's Zeal. The course of development established by the occurrences of the
adjective is confirmed by the usage of the piel and the noun: in the late preexilic period
and in the early exilic period the focus is on Israel's unfaithfulness, which arouses
Yahweh's jealous anger. For example, Ezekiel can draw on the Hoseanic terminology
of unfaithfulness by ascribing Yahweh's jealousy (16:38,42;23:25) to the lewd behav-
ior (zimmA) of the woman who commits adultery kani) and uncovers her nakedness
(glh 'erwA) to her lovers. The phrase iop"k6! dam (16:38ap; cf . 23:45) comes from a
secondary verbal association (the expression does not appear in LXX) with dam in the
description of the punishment, referring to two groups to be punished with death. But
since murderesses do not play a role anywhere else in the context, there is no point to
Bernhardt's argument against translating qn' as "jealols" on the grounds that this trans-
lation makes no sense with reference to murderesses.6T The singular construction in
Nu. 25:11 has to do with the conduct of an individual representing Yahweh's interests:
like Joshua's zeal on behalf of Moses (Nu. 1l:29), Phinehas's zeal on behalf of
Yahweh realizes Yahweh's own jealousy (v. I lbp, synonymous with hZmd in v. I I a),
which otherwise would have consumed (klh piel) all Israel.

58. Knapp, Deuteronomium 4, 83-84.
59. Berg,203.
60. HE 270-71.
61. Renaud, 270 n.3.
62. rbid.,69-70.
63. -+)OD pesel.
64. Renaud, 154ff.
65. -+l)9 'alam.

66. On the discussion of Ezk. 8:3-5, see S. Schroer, In Israel gab es Bilder OBO 74 ( 1987),
26ff., and the review by C. Dohmen, TRev 84 (1988) 104.

67. Bemhardt,92.
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Zeph. l:18 and 3:8 have their roots in the Sinai theophany, here transformed for the

first time in a judgment theophany under the influence of ydmyhwh theology.68 The sec-

ondary material in 1 : 18 and 3:8 comes from a late redaction interested in a universalistic
eschatology.6s Similar is Ps. 79 (postexilic), which interprets the experience of catastro-
phe (w. l-4) as a punishment and asks when God's blazing (tip'ar km6-'di, v. 5) jealousy

will end. Vv. 6-7 reinterpret this material: it is not Israel but the nations that deserved to
be punished. Here we reach the final stage in the development of language concerning
God's jealousy: God is understood as watching jealously/zealously over his people. Con-
fident of this protective zeal, Isa. 9:6(7) looks forward to the messianic future.7O

Yahweh's zeal stands "behind the process of an epochal event"7l (cf. Zrc. l:14; 8:2). The

hope for restoration embodied in the notion of a sacred remnant to which God vouchsafes

the future (2 K. 19l,31; Isa. 37:32) reflects a late exilic and postexilic ideology.
Here the ambivalence of qin'Ah - passionate love or vitriolic hatred - is abro-

gated. God's zeal no longer targets Israel but Israel's enemies (cf. Ezk. 35:ll; 36:5

!01,6); now Yahweh is zealous for his holy name (39:25), his land (Joel2:18),Israel
andZion (Zec. l:14;8:2; Isa. 59:17), with a new emphasis on eschatological universal-
ism (Isa. 63:15; Ezk. 38:197.tz

lY.l. LXX andVg.Exceptin Ezk. 36'5 (thym6s) and Prov. 14:30 (kard{a aisthetikti),
the LXX consistently translates qn'with ziilos and its derivatives. The occurrences in
secular contexts accord with general Greek usage: the meaning of ziilos extends from
"concentration on a (moral) goal" through "passionate emulation" to "destructive zeal"
(contention).73 As one might expect, there is no evidence for any theological meaning
of ziilos outside the LXX. In addition to the texts from the Hebrew Bible, in I Mc.
2:54,58, and Sir. 45:18,23; 48:2 the LXX provides occurrences that draw on earlier
texts (Nu. 25:6-ll and I K. 19). Above all, "zeal for God" (cf. Jdt. 9:4) played a major
historical role in the Zealot movement.T4

The Vg. uses a variety of terms (zelare, aemulari, invidere, zelotypia, provocare,
conciliare, irritare, commotus) to translate qn' and ziilos.ts

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. "Zeal for God" and God's commandments also dominates the

occurrences in the Dead Sea Scrolls (lQS 9:23; IQH 12:15; 12:14- 14:14). This zeal

spurs the righteous psalmist to do battle with the wicked (1QH 9:1a), but also repre-

sents a source of affliction (lQH 2:31; 9:2). But the scrolls also caution against zeal for

68. G. Krinetzki, Zefanjastudien. RST 7 (1977),81-82.
69. Irsigler, Psalm 73, 112-13.
70. R. Kilian, Jesaja l-39. EdF 2OO (1983), 10.

71. W. Werner, Eschatologische Texte in Jesaja l-39. FzB 46 (1982),40.
72. Berg,206.
73. Stumpff, 878-80.
74. M. Hengel , Die Zeloten. Arbeiten zur Geschichte des Sptitjudentums und Urchristentums

I (Leiden, 196l), esp. l5l-234.
75. Bernhardt, 89.
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the spirit of the wicked (lQS 10: l9); wickedness and truth are locked in zealous com-
bat ( IQS 5:17). In addition to the quotation from Ex. 34:14 in I IQT 2:l1,12, the zeal
of God appears in 4Q400 fr. 1, 1:18;4Q504 frs. 1-2,3:11;5:5;and 1QH 1:5.

Reuter

ilJp oa"a; lllt) miqneh; ;rliiD miqna;|}p qinydn

I. Verb: l. 'Acquire"; 2. "Beget, Bear"; 3. "Retain"; 4. 'cl qaneh'ares.ll. Nouns: l. qinydn; 2.

miqnh; 3. miqneh.

I. Verb. The earlier lexicons cite a single root qanA with the two meanings "ac-
quire" and "create."l The verb qny/w, "acquire, possess," is widely attested in the Se-

mitic languages: North Arabian, South Arabian, Ethiopic, Aramaic (cf. Ezr.7:17),2

qand.Y. Aharoni,"ThreeHebrewOstracafromArad," BASORl9'7 (1970)16-42,esp. 16-28:.
N. Avigad, Discovering Jerusalem (Nashville, 1983), esp. 4l;' idem, "Excavations in the Jewish

Quarter of the Old City of Jerusalem," IEJ 22 (1972) 193-200, esp. 195-96; J. Cantineau,
"Tadmorea 31": Un Poseid6n palmyr6nien," Syr 19 (1938) 78-79;M. Dahood, "Northwest Se-

mitic Notes on Genesis," Bibl 55 (1974) 76-82, esp. 77; H. Gese, in idem, M. H6fner, and
K. Rudolph, Die Religionen Altsyriens, Aharabiens und der Mandaer RM l0l2 (1970), l-232,
esp. ll3-15; N. C. Habel, "'Yahweh, Maker of Heaven and Earth,"' JBL9I (1972)321-37;
H. A. Hoffner, "The Elkunirsa Myth Reconsidered," RHA 23 (1965) 5-16; P. Humbert, "Qdnd en
hdbreu biblique," FS A. Bertholet (Ttibingen, 1950), 259-66 = Opuscules d'un hibral'sant
(1958), 166-74; H. Ingholt et al., Recueil des tessZres de Palmyre, BAH 58 (1955), esp. nos. 220-
23; A. Jirku, "Der kyprische Heros Kinyras und der syrische Gott Kinaru(m):' FF 37 (1963)
211;P.Katz, "The Meaning of the Root;11P," "/"/S 5 (1954) 126-311' S. Kirst, "Kinyras, Kcinig
von Kypros, und El Schcipfer der Erdel' FF 30 (1956) 185-89; E. Laroche, "Etudes sur les
hidroglyphes hittites, I," Syr3l (1954)99-117, esp.99-103; A. Lemaire, "Une nouvelle cruche
inscrite en pal6o-hdbreu," Maarav 2 (1979180) 159-62, pls. 1-4; G. Levi della Vida, "El'Ely6n in
Genesis 14,18-20: JBL 63 (194$ l-9; idem, "'El' padrone della terra," RSO 2l (1946) 246-47;
idem, "Le iscrizioni neo-puniche della Tripolitanial' Libya 3 (1927) 91-116, esp. 105ff.; idem
and M. G. Amadasi Guzzo, Iscrizioni puniche della Tripolitania (1927-1967) (Rome, 1987),
esp. no. l8 and 79; idem, "Tracce de credenze e culti fenici nelle iscrizioni neopuniche della
Tripolitania," FS J. Friedricft (Heidelberg,1959),299-314, esp. 302ff., 310-l l; E. Lipifiski, l"a
royautd de Yahwd dans la poisie et le culte de l'ancien lsra?'/ (Brussels,21968),418ff.; P. D.
Miller, "El, Creator of Earth," BASOR 239 (1980) 43-46;T. Muraoka and A. A[ruvyah, "ni2)
nN''l.l;'tf '71p,"' Lei 36 (1971)'16-77; H. Otten, "Ein kanaaniiischer Mythus aus Bogazktiy,"
MIO I (1953) 125-501' W. H. Schmidt,'?Jl qnh erwerben," THATlI,650-59; B. Uffenheimer,
"El Elyon, Creator of Heaven and Earth" lHeb.l, Shnaton 2 (1977) 20-26; F. Vattioni, "Note sul
Genesi (Gen 14,17 -24', 2l,33): Aug 12 (1972) 557 -63; B. Vawter, "Prov. 8,221' JBL 99 (1980)
205-16;' M. Weippert, "Elemente phrinikischer und kilikischer Religion in den Inschriften von
Karatepe," ZDMG Sup Ul (1969), l9l-217, esp. 203-4.

l. E.9., GesB.
2. Beyer,684.
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Neo-Assyrian,3 Hebrew - in other words, throughout the entire Semitic-speaking
world. The meaning "retain" appears in Old Babylonian, Ugaritic, and Aramaic. In ad-

dition, the verb can refer to the conception of a child; in this context it means "beget,

bring into the world." This usage is attested in South Arabian inscriptions, Ugaritic,
Hebrew, and Amorite onomastics. The meaning "create," instead, would be attested

only in the West Semitic DN ?/ qdneh (Gen. 14:19,22) and in the Arabic lexicon a/-

Qamus,a where it refers to a human being created by God. But this Arabic parallel is
suspicious, since the reference might be to a "slave (qinn) of God," as suggested by the

Safaitic PN qn'l(h), well attested in North Arabian.s If the name should in fact contain

the perfect of the verb qny/w, it would appear in the form qny'l or qnw'|, which is never

the case. The meaning "create" is consequently to be rejected. Furthermore, a statisti-

cal survey shows that of 83 occurrences of qdnA in the OT, only 4 imply the meaning
"beget" or "bring into the world" (Gen. 4:1; Dt.32:6; Ps. 139:13; Prov. 8:22); 2 more
(Gen. 14:19,22) may imply the meaning "create." None of the nouns derived from
qdnd (qinyan, miqnd, miqneh) ever refers to conception or creation.

l. "Acquire." Apart from the six texts mentioned above, the primary usage of the

verb qand is concrete and economic, and remains so through the last period of spoken

Hebrew, as a contract from Murabba'at proves (Mur 30:23). The verb qand refers to the

acquisition of chattels or real estate and therefore functions as the antonym of -+ '1)D

mdtnr "sell"(Gen.47:19-20;Lev.25:14-15,28,30,50;Dt.28:68;lsa.24:2;Ezk.7:12',
Zec. ll:S;Prov.23:23). Often it refers to real estate: a field, a vineyard, a piece of land,

a house (Gen. 25:10; 3319;49:30; 50:13; Lev.25:28,30;27:24; Josh.24:32;2 S.

24:21,24 [3 times]; I K. 16:24; Jer. 32:7[twice],8,9,15,25,43-44; Ruth 4:4-5,8; Neh.

5:16; I Ch.2l:24 [twice]).Elsewhereitisusedfortheransomof aprisoner(Neh.5:8),
the purchase of a wife (Ruth 4:5,10), a slave (Gen. 39:l; 47:19-20,22-23;Ex.2l:2;
Lev.22:ll:'25:44-45,50; Dt. 28:68; Am. 8:6; Zec.l3:5;Eccl.2:7),livestock (25.12:3;
24:24; Isa. l:3; Zec. 11:5), timber and quarried stone (2 K. l2:13ll2l;22:6;2 Ch.
34ll), a loincloth (Jer. 13:1,4), ajug (Jer. 19:l), spices (lsa.43:24), or unspecified
property (probably land: Lev. 25:14-15; Ruth 4:9).

In the book ofProverbs, proverbial wisdom transfers the use of qdnd to the intellec-
tual realm, representing the acquisition of wisdom or insight as a profitable transaction
(Prov. 1 :5; 4:5,1 ; 15:32; 16:16:. l7 :16; l8: 15; l9:8; 23:23). Finally, a few poetic pas-

sages describe Yahweh as acquiring Israel (Ex. 15:16; Isa. 1 l:11; Ps. 14:2;78:54).
In several texts qanA means explicitly to "acquire" by monetary payment (Gen.

33:19; Lev. 22:ll; Josh. 24:32;2 5.24:24: I K. 16.24; Isa. 43:24; Jet 32:9,25,44;
I Ch. 2l:24) or some other form of compensation (Gen. 41:19-20; Prov. 4:7) - in
other words, "buy." This commercial meaning is merely a specialized nuance that the

context adds to the primary meaning, which is simply "take possession of something."

3. AHw,II, 898; CAD, Q,91.
4. Cited by G. W. Freytag, Lexicon Arabico-lttinum (Halle, 1830-37), s.v.

5. G. L. Harding, An Index and Concordance of Pre-Islamic Arabian Names and Inscriptions
(Toronto, l97l),489.
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In the OT qantoccurs only twice in the niphal (Jer.32:15,43), and the two occur-

rences of the hiphil (Ezk. 8:3; Zec. l3:5) are highly dubious. In Post-Biblical Hebrew,

however, the hiphil is common, and idiomatic usage distinguished very early between ac-

qltrirer (qoneh, qal act. ptcp.) and possessor, owner (maqneh,hiphil ptcp.). This use of the

hiphil participle is found not only in the Thlmud6 but already in the Dead Sea Scrolls,

wherethe maqnAft6n(IQS II:2)are"possessorsof wealth."Itcanalsobetracedbackto
the 7th century g.c.e. in thePN mqnyhw,whichappeius on a seal and on two ostracafrom

Arad, as well as in its variant ru qnyw.1 The last name means "Yahweh is the owner," as its

original pronunciation was probably maqneyahfi, even in 1 Ch. 15:18,21, where Ma- is

suggested by the LXX transcription Makenia (< Makneia). The MT vocalization

miqndyahfi is probably secondary, influenced by the noun miqneh. The parallel name

mqnmlk, found on an Ammonite seal from the 7th century,8 consequently means "the

king is the owner."

2. "Beget, Bear." lf analysis of the biblical texts raises doubts as to whether a single

root can be used with two meanings as different as "acquire" and "beget," the South Ara-

bian use of qny eliminates any uncertainty by demonstrating the existence of a semantic

shift that justifies including the two different meanings of qdnA under a single root. The

usual meanin gof qny is "acquire,"e but some texts use this verb to denote the begetting of
a child. In a Sabaean votive inscription,l0 the two husbands of a woman named Sdfna5r

thank the god Almaqah because "they have (be)gotten healthy children" (bkn yqnynn

'wldm'Qkrm hn'n), andthey praise him because "they have (be)gotten five boys and a girl

with their wife Safna5r" (qnyw fumit {lmm wmr'tm bn 'nghmw ipnir). Another textll also

speaks of .'(be)getting healthy male children" (bqn$ wlldm 'dkrm hn'n).In modern

South Arabian dialects, this same root has acquired the meaning of "bringing up" chil-

dren. Thus the use of qny insouth Arabian shows that, while the basic meaning of qdndis

"become possessor of' or "acquire," it can also be used in the sense of"(be)getting" chil-

dren when the context suggests this nuance: "acquiring something not previously pos-

sessed which may be done by buying or making it, in the case of a child by begetting it."r2

The meaning "beget" for qny is likewise attested in Ugaritic. In a text Keret voices

his desire to have children: [. . . b]nm'qny, "would that I could (be)get sons!"r3 Else-

where the ptcp. qnyn means "ourbegetter,"la and the epithet qnyt ilm of the goddess

Athirat describes her as "bearer of gods."ts

6. Bab. B. Mesi'a 33b,47a.
7. On the seal see F. Vattioni, Bibl 50 (1969) 376, no. 162. On the ostraca see nos. 60.4 and

72.1. On mqnyw see AION 38 (1978) 238, no.2'12.
8. AION 38 (1978) 242, no.3r8.
9. Beeston, 106.

10. W. W. Miiller, NESE 2 (1974), 125, ll. 3-5.
ll. Jamme,642.12-13.
12.c.F.Bumey, JTS27 (1926)162;cf.H.Ringgren, wordandwisdom(Lund, 1947), 101.

13. KTU, 1.14,11,4.
14. KTU,1.10, m, 5.

15. KTU, 1.4,l, 22; lll,26, 30, 35; lY, 32.
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In Amorite onomastics the proper name qa-ni-a-tum characterizes a woman as

"genetrix"; yiqniyum, the name of another woman, may derive from a PN like yaqniy-
el, "EUGod has begotten," which reappears as a theophorous element in the Ugar. PN
yaqniy (ia-aq-ni).td Later equivalents of these names include 'elqdnd (Ex. 6:24; I S.

l:4,8,19,21,23;2:11,20; 1 Ch. 6:8,10-12,19-21;9:16:. 12:716); 15:23;2 Ch. 28:7), el-
qa-na-a, and qa-na-a-elti - qn'1,t8 where the qtl form has taken over the function of the
earlier ySfl.We also find analogous names with other theophorous elements, such as

nabfi-qa-na-a' and iamai-ea-na-a,te in which the verb qdnd probably alludes to the
birth of the child bearing the name. In Mesopotamia, where these names are found, a
personal name with the theophorous element Nabu or Shamash generally serves as a

reminder that the child is a gift of the deity.
In the OT only four texts use qdni in the sense of "(be)getting" a child: Dt. 32:6; Ps.

139:13', Prov. 8:22; Gen. 4: lb. Dt. 32:6likens Yahweh to a father, who "begot" Israel,
while Ps. 139:13 sees in him a personal God who "begot" his child in the mother's
womb. The personal names like'elqdnd cited above may also allude to divine partici-
pation in the conception of a child. In Prov. 8:22 personified Wisdom, speaking in
hymnic style, proclaims that God "begot" her and that she "was brought forth" (hdlaltt,
vv.24-25) before anything else existed. This meaning of qdnd conforms to the usage of
the verb in Ugaritic; and its use with a feminine subject, attested in Ugaritic. appears in
Gen.4: lb, where Eve declares: qdnilt ii'e1-yhwh, "I have brought a man into the
world with Yahweh." Here the biblical redactor may have employed a statement origi-
nally uttered by a mother goddess, comparable to a passage in the Chaldean cosmog-
ony that describes Aruru as creating the human race with Marduk: "With him Aruru
created the seed of humanity."2o This must not be taken to mean that humanity issues

from the (sexual) union of the god and the goddess: Aruru forms a human figure from
clay, and Marduk breathes life into its soul. But the verb qand in Gen. 4:1b does not ap-
pear to carry this meaning. The author or redactor of4:l is indeed thinking of sexual
union, as the first halfofthe verse shows; it is therefore likely that the biblical narrative
incorporates the tradition of a hieros gamos that produces the human race.

3. "Retain." Old Bab. qanfi means "keep, retain." A letter, possibly sent from
Mishrife-Qatna in Syria, contains the sentence: amtam ia ezibakkum la taqannrii ana
kaspim idinii, "do not keep the slave I entrust to you, but sell her."2l A letter from
Mari cites a command of King Shamshi-Adad l: ana pubat wattart ftaqfannft, "you
are to keep them as a reserve."Z2 The same meaning of qny is found in an Aramaic

16. On the first two names see ARM XVUI,l27 . On yaqnih-el see CI XLY no. 91, I, 10. On
Ugar. yaqniy see Ugaritica V 13, no. 9, 5.

17. APN,99, 183a.
18. C1S, r, 135.5.
19. See, respectively, K. Tallqvist, Neubabylonische Namenbuch (1905), 142; APN,212.
20. AOT 130-31.
21. AbB, lI, no. 177, 18-20.
22. ARM,IV no. 86, 33-34.

6l
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document from Nahal Hever: ri yn zbny' dy mn'l'b'tr' dk wyrthn lmqnh wlmzbnh, "the
aforementioned purchasers and their heirs have the right to retain or sell this plot."z: It
also seems to appear in Ugaritic: tshqaynt wblb tqny, "'Anat laughs and keeps in [her]
heart."2a The meaning "keep" or "accept" has also been assigned to qny in mrzb d qny
immn b bt,zs *the table society that Shamumanu accepted in his house" - by provid-
ing a room for its members and obligating himself to pay 50 shekels should he expel
them. This clause seems to indicate that the society was not a personal institution or
creation of Shamumanu; therefore 4ny should not be translated "established" or "cre-
ated." It is also hard to decide between the two semantic nuances in the expression il d
yqny {dm, "El, who keeps/owns the pastures."26

4. 'El qdnZh 'ares. This meaning of qdnd is also found in Gen. 14:19,22, only with
the difference that the object is the "earth" rather than the "pastures ." The ptcp. qdneh

in these verses is often erroneously and anachronistically translated "creator," al-
though the text refers simply to the "proprietor." The "metaphysical" interpretation
comes from the LXX and the paraphrase in Jdt. 13:18, whose origin must be sought in
some such expression as bbre' (hai)idmayim, "creator of the heavens" (Isa. 42:5;
45:18; 65:17). Contrariwise, in Gen. 14:19,22, Tg. Onq. translates qdneh with
d"qinyanEh, "whose property are heaven and earth." But the correct interpretation of
this section is already found in lQapGen 22:16,21, where qoneh is represented by
mr', "Lord of heaven and earth." The evidence is highly valuable, since the date of
lQapGen (ca. 100 n.c.E.) is relatively close to the redaction of Gen. 14, where the
ptcp. qoneh must mean simply "owneq" as in Lev. 25:28,50 (cf. Isa. l:3, where ba'al,
"master," parallels qdneh).In this meaning the ptcp. qdneh appears to be synonymous
with maqneh.

The relatively late acceptance of "El, owner of the earth," by the cult of Yahweh is
of great theological interest. This divine appellative appears in the compound expres-
sion ?/'ely6nqdndhiamayimwa'ares (Gen. 14:19,22);itis glossedinJdt. l3:18and
translated correctly in lQapGen 22:16,21 as'l'lywn mrh imy'w'r "El Elyon, Lord of
heaven and earth." It presupposes the identification of El with -+ Ilt)y 'ely6n, who
are still distinct figures on the Sefire stele,27 and their coalescence with Yahweh. A
similar phenomenon is illustrated by Hatra inscription 23.3,28 where the Baal of
Heaven (b'limyn) is described as "owner of the earth" (qnh dy r" [the omission of the
aleph in i" is not unusuall). This epithet, transcribed as Konnaros, also appears to
stand by itself in two inscriptions from Baalbek, one in Latin and one in Greek.2e The
West Semitic inscriptions demonstrate that the original divine appellative was ?/

23. Beyer,332, Y, 46.9.
24. KTU, t.t7,vt,4t.
25. KTU, 3.9,1-4.
26. KTU, 1.19, IV 57-58. Cf. OSA Qwd, Beeston, 40.
2'7.l.A.ll; KAI, no.222 = TSSI, II, no. 7.
28. A. Caquot, Syr 29 (1952) lO2-3l,40 (1963) 15.
29. Inscriptions grecques et latines de la Syrie VI (Paris, 1986), nos. 2743,2841.
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qdnZh'ares; a myth from northern Syria, extant in a Hittite version,3O bears witness to
the cult of this deity in the 2d millennium s.c.r. The Hittite text from Boghazkdy,
written ca. 1200 n.c.r., speaks of a god dEl-ku-ni-ir-ia, the consort of the goddess

Ashertu; this could be none other than 'dl qdniy 'arsa, "El, owner of the earth" (Sem. s
( d is represented in Hittite by a cuneiform sign transcribed with J). In the 8th century
the bilingual (Phoenician and Luwian) texts from Karatepe speak of 'l qn 'r; and iden-
tify him with the Mesopotamian god Ea, who was familiar in the Syrian and Anato-
lian west.3l The same divine appellative appears nine centuries later in a Neo-Punic
inscription from Leptis Magna,32 which can be dated in the 2d century s.c.p. It speaks

of dedication l'dn l'l qn 'r., "to the lord, to El, owner of the earth." Finally, at Palmyra
the divine appellative appears in the aramaized form 'lq(w)nr' on at least four tesserae

and in a bilingual (Greek and Palmyrene) text where dedication fl)'lqwnr' 'lh' tb', "to
El, owner of the earth, the good god," corresponds to Gk. Poseiddni theo, "to the god
Poseidon."33 The identification of the Semitic deity with the Greek god Poseidon is
probably explained by the latter's "Homeric" epithet gaiiiochos, "carrier of the earth,
he who surrounds the earth, lord of the earth." On the other hand, the name Kinyras,
borne by a legendary Cypriote king, has nothing to do with the epithet qn'rt; and the
words [ ]qn'r; on an ostracon discovered at Jerusalem and dating from the 7th cen-
tury B.c.E. can be interpreted in a secular sense as "purchaser of a plot of land," or
(better) read as lzlqn'r;, "an elder of the land" (cf. Gen. 50:7; 1 K.20:7; Jer.26:ll;
Prov.3l:23).34 Furthermore, in Hebrew one would expect the word to be written as

qnh rather than qn.

The divine appellative by itself does not tell us anything about the nature of El's
property rights or the act that brought him into possession of the earth. His domain
must have originally contrasted with the heavens, which were under the sway of the
god of the atmosphere and storms, and the sea, which appeared as a third divine princi-
ple. This tripartite division of the world, presupposed in Gen. 1:7-10, derives from a
cosmogonic myth.

The ptcp. qaneh or qdniy also appears in Hebrew and Aramaic personal names. The
PN q(w)nyh or qnyw and its short forms qwn, qny, qu-ni-i, and Aram. qa-ni-e or qny',

can be interpreted either as "Yahweh is the owner" or "Yahweh is the begetter";3s 1r"
former interpretation is supported by the Ugaritic parallel qnmlk, "the king is the
owner,"36 as well as by the previously cited PNs mqnmlk and mqny(h)w.

30. ANEF,5t9.
31. KAI,26.,4'.III.18 = ISS1m, l5A, III, 18.

32. KAr, t29.
33. For the former see R4 nos.220-23; for the latter see Cantineau.
34. Avigad, 195-96.
35. q(w)nyh: AP, 1.2;5.2,8,11,15,20; 6.8; 8.6; qnyw: AION 38 (1978) 361, no. 13; qwn: AP,

22.117;67, no. 4, 1.2; qny: Lemaire, 16l; qu-ni-i: APN, 184; and Aram. qa-ni-e.' J. N.
Strassmaier, Inschriften von Nabonidus, no. 360.3; qny': AP, 63.14.

36. KTU, 4.6, t,2t.
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II. Nouns. The nouns derived from the root qanh are distributed as follows: qinyan,

10 occurrences; miqnd, l5 occurrences; miqneh,74 occurrences.

l. qinyan. The noun qinyan always refers to wealth: personal property (explicitly dis-
tinguished from livestock Imiqneh) in Gen. 3ll.18:. 34:23; 36:6; Josh. l4:4; Ezk. 38:12-
13; and from cattle lb"h€md) in Gen. 34:23;36:6), money (Lev.22:ll), or wealth in gen-

eral (Ps. lO5:211' Prov. 4:7). Ps.104:24 identifies God's works with the wealth (MT sg.:

qinydnef;d; variants pl.; see NRSV "creatures") with which God has filled the earth. It is
also possible thatZnc. 13:5 should be read 'aidmd qinydnt, "the land is my possession,"

rather than 'dfldm hiqnani; this reading is supported by the frequent appearance of
qinyan in the OT. The noun appears in the Dead Sea Scrolls with the same meaning, and

it is distinguished explicitly from miqneh, "livestock" (lQH 10:25).

2. miqnd. In Jer. 32:ll-12,14,16, the noun miqnd refers to a "deed of purchase"
(sEper hammiqnd); in Gen. l7:12-13,23,27; Ex. 12:44; Lev. 25:16,51, it refers to a
"purchase pice" (miqnat kesep). This may also be the case in Gen. 23:18, where

Ephron's field passes to Abraham "for the price" of 400 shekels of silver (v. 16). Only
in Lev. 27:22 does miqnd have the abstract meaning "purchase" - and probably also

in Gen. 49'.32, where miqneh should be emended to miqnd: "That is a purchase - the

field and the cave that is in it - from the Hittites" (cf. Gen. 23:20). This emendation
changes the statistics given above to 16 occurrences of miqnd and73 of miqneh.

3. miqneh. The meaning of miqneh is always concrete; it always denotes livestock in
general (Gen. 47:17-18; Ex. 9:3,19', I Ch. 5:21; Job l:3), including pack animals, cat-

tle, sheep, and goats (Gen.26:14; Ex. 10:26; 12:38;34:19; I S.30:20;2Ch.32:29;
Eccl. 2:7). Sometimes it refers only to sheep and goats (Nu. 32:16) or is distinguished
from cattle (b"h€md: Gen.34:23;36:6; 41:lSlLXXl; Nu. 3l:9;32:26;2 K.3:17) or
camels (ler.49:32). It has the same meaning in the Dead Sea Scrolls (lQM 12:12;

|9:4): IQH 10:25). This form of property is distinguished clearly from money (Gen.

l3:2;47:18), slaves (Gen. 26:14l,F.x.9:20-21), and wealth (qinydn: Gen. 3l:18; 34:23;
36:6; Josh. l4:4; Ezk. 38:12-13; 1QH l0:25; r"f,fii, Gen. 31:18).

It is noteworthy that this noun has the same meaning in Old Aramaic, Phoenician,
and Punic. In Sefire inscription I(8,27),37 mqny (with the 1st-person sg. pronominal

suf.) contrasts with "earth"i qyqb mn 'rqy 'w mn mqny, "and he took from my land or
my livestock." In the sacrificial tariffs from Carthage, the word appears in the absolute

as mqn', but there can be no question that we are dealing with the same term. Here it re-
fers globally to cattle, sheep, and goats, as distinct from fowl.38 The Neo-Punic inscrip-

tion from Bir Tlelsa mentions an "altar for livestock" (hmzbll i hmqnt), a sacrificial of-
fering distinguished explicitly from offerings of grain and incense.3e The spelling mqnt

3'l . KAI, no. 222 = fSS1, II, no. 7.
38. KAI, 69.15;'1 4.6-7 .

39. KAr,138.3.
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in this text may be due to confusion with the Punic word coffesponding to Heb. miqn6,

which is found in a funerary inscription: [q)b'r mqn't 'tm', "tomb at full purchase

prics."4o
If we retain the Masoretic vocalization of the name miqneydhfi in I Ch. I 5: I 8,2 1 ,

the PNs mqny(h)w and mqnmllll must be translated "livestock of Yahweh" and "live-

stock of the king," respectively. This translation is defensible on the grounds that peo-

ple are often called the "sheep" (sd'n) of Yahweh (Jer. 23:l"Ezk.34:31; Mic. 7:14; Ps.

74:l:95:7;100:3; llQPs'28:3-4). It is even possible to suppose that the names

q(w)nyh/' and qny(w) do not derive from the root qny but are Aramaic names having

something to do with qn, "sheep." This theory is ruled out, however, by the factthat qn

was pronounced qan (cf . qa-niaz), which cannot be reconciled with the plene writing of
the PNs qwnyh, qwn, ar,d qu-ni-i.

Lipifiski

40. Tripolitana 79.1.
41. See I.1 above.
42. BA|O 6 (1940 = 1967), no. 106.12
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I. 1. Etymology; 2. General. II. OT: l. Flora;2. Measurement; 3. m"ndrh;4. Upper Arm; 5.

Toponym. III. LXX. IV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. l. Etymology. Biblical Heb. qdneh is a primary nounr with isoglosses in Akkadian

and Ugaritic, where it appeals with a range of meanings comparable to that found in

Biblical Hebrew. The basic meaning in each case is something "tubular" (or better, an

actual "tube"). Akk. qanfr(m) is found with the meanings "(pieces of) wood," "reed,"

qaneh.T. A. Busink, DerTempelvonJerusalem. 2 vols. (Leiden, 1970-80), esp. I,293-99; II,
ttsb-lz; M. copisarow, "The Ancient Egyptian, Greek and Hebrew Concept of the Red sea,"

W 12 (1962) l-13; R. Germer, "Schilf," I'exAg, Y, 628-29; I. Lciw, Die Flora der Juden, I
(Hildesheim, 1967), esp. 662-85; C. L. Meyers, The Tabernacle Menorah. ASORDS 2 (1976),

esp. 19-20; H. N. and A. L. Moldenke, Plants of the Bible (Waltham, 1952); F. V. Reiterer, "Das

geknickte Rohr zerbricht er nicht," Heiliger Dienst 35 (1981) 162-84; L. Rodewald-Rudescu,

bas Schilfrohr Die Binnengewrisser 27 (Stuttgart, l9'74):H. J. Spitz, "Schilfrohr und Binse als

Sinntriiger in der lateinischen Bibelexegesel' Friihmittelalterliche Studien 12 (1978) 230-57;
M. Zohary, Plants of the Bible (Eng. trans. London, 1982).

I. HAL, III, I I 13.
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and "sacrificial offering." In compounds we find qan-ialalum, "kind of reed" or "drug,"
and qanfi tabu, "sweet cane" (also "drug") or "reed pen." The word can also mean "ar-
row" or "shaft," "wind instrument," "small stone or metal tube," and "measuring rod."
This last sense gives rise in turn to the meaning "unit of measurement," specif,rcally a
unit of length, "rod" (6 cubits), or a unit of area, "square rod" (49 square cubits).2

In Ugaritic, too, the basic meaning is something "tubular":3 qn dr', "armpipe, upper
arm"'4 also "food pipe, throat,"5 and "aromatic cane."6 We find qnm with the meaning
"reeds from broad marshes, rushes"7 and "reed arrow."8

Among the later Northwest Semitic dialects, Pun. qn'2fr'means "aromatic cane"
(cf. Ex. 30:23: Jer. 6:201.s Neo-Punic qnm is uncertain.l0 In Aramaic we frnd q"na',
"reed, rush, stalk"; to "reed, stalk," Jewish Aram. qanya'adds the meaning "measuring
rod." Christian Palestinian qny',Mand. qaina, andSyr. qanyd mean "reed" or "stalk."ll
This meaning is also attested in South Semitic (Arab. qandh,' also "spear, lance,
shaft"l2). Middle Hebrew continues the meanings found in the OT and adds further de-
rivatives, all of which, however, convey the basic sense of something "tubular."l3

2. General. Within the OT and in subsequent usage, the lexical f,reld of qaneh is ex-
tremely broad. It extends from "stalk, marsh plant, aromatic plant" through "unit of mea-
sure, surveying rod," to "branches" (of the menOrd).In the botanical realm the OT also
uses agam, 'agmon/'agmbn, and gome'for specific marsh plants. Outside the OT qdneh
appears in Greek as a loanword: lainna, kan6n, "measure."l4 From this Greek usage there
evolved the comprehensive term for what is ecclesiastically normative with respect to
doctrine and the life of the church. In the 4th century the term came to be applied to the
books of the Bible (OT and NT) collectively and came into use in Latin. In the Christian
world this resulted in the use of "canon" as a technical term for the inspired Scriptures.

Syntactically, qaneh functions in construct phrases as nomen regens (qendh

hammiddd [esp. Ezk. 4042], q"nA m"nOrd [esp. Ex. 25 par. 371, q"nch-ldSem lEx.
30:231) and as nomen rectum (mii'ene1 qdneUhaqqdneh 12 K. 18:21; Isa. 36:6; Ezk.
29:61, hayyal qdnehlPs.68:31(Eng. 3O)), m"l6 haqqdneh [Ezk. 41:8], sdler qdnehlJob
40:21), with a numeral: i"nA haqqanim [Ex. 25:35; 37:21(3 times each)]).In addition,

2. AHw II, 898; cf . CAD, Q, 85-91.
3. WUS, no.2324; UT nos.2244-45.
4. KTU, 1.5, VI, 20; 1.6,I, 4; see II.4 below.
5. KTU, 1.6,11,23: cf. M. Dietrich and 0. Loretz, UF 17 (1985) 109-10; KTU, 1.4, VIII, 20.
6. KTU, 1.4, VIII, 20; 4.91, 10; 4. 158, 12; 4.247, 19.
7.KTU, 1.17,VI,23;cf.M. DijkstraandJ.C.deMoor, UF7(1975) 186;J.Sanmartin,UF9

(1977) 373.
8. KTU, 1.17, VI, 9; cf. Dijkstra and de Moor, UF 7 (19'15) 185.
9. DISO,259. See II.1.c below.
t0. KAr, t61.8.
ll. HAL, III, I I l3; MdD, 400; lcxSyr 677.
12. Wehr,794.
13. wTM, IV 334-35, 337,342-43.
14. H. W. Beyer, "xcvrirv: TDNT lll,596-602.
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qdneh often appears with numerals, which either follow as attributive adjectives

(qdneh 'ehdd lGen. 41,5,22; several times in Ezk. 40), haqqaneh hd'ehad lEx. 25:33;

37 l9l) or precede in apposition with qdneh (e.g., iiii6 qdnim 125:32,33,35;
37:18,19,211, i"biA qdnim 125:32;37:18 (twice each)l).

II. OT.
l. Flora. a. Stalk. The earliest occurrences of qaneh are in Gen. 4l:5,22 (E/JE). The

Egyptian pharaoh dreams of seven fat cows and seven thin cows, as well as a single

"stalk" (qdneh) bearing several ears. In this context qanehis probably to be understood

as a tubular stalk bearing multiple ears (iibbolim). There is no further information to in-

dicate what kind of plant is envisioned. The context requires a plant that grows in

Egypt, but there is no compelling reason to think of some kind of marsh plant, as other

contexts assume. The stalk is merely described as bearing ears of grain.

b. Marsh Plant.IJnlike Gen.4l:5 and 22,Job 40:21 (postexilic) clearly states the

habitat where the qaneh grows. The hippopotamus (b"h4m6!) described in Job 40: l5-
24 as making its covert in the qaneh was probably native to the Nile. Here too qaneh

denotes a plant, botanically a species of Arundo or Phragmites,'I5 the OT speaks of it
only in connection with Egypt,l6 although it also grows in Palestine, Syria, and on the

Sinai Peninsula, as well as by the Dead Sea and in the Jordan Valley. We are probably

dealing with a species of grass 6-10 feet high, with a hollow stem 2-3 inches in diame-

ter crowned by narrow cylindrical tufts, with white blossoms and green leaves l2-30
inches long.lT It is impossible to be more precise, since several species of reeds are na-

tive to the Near East and the contexts are not more specific. The variety described here

is the commonest species in Israel.ls These reeds together with another species of reed

(+ 1116 srip, Isa. 19:6) and rushes (g1me',35:7; both texts are postexilicle) constitute

the typical plant community of the Nile Delta. Isa. 35:7 (reading haser fot MT hastr:
..an area for qaneh and gome"' [contra NRSVlzo; makes clear that this region is very

fertile, since 35:l-10 is a prophecy of salvation, and the author pictures the desert thus

transformed into springs of water in the messianic age. Contrariwise, the prophecy of
judgment against Egypt envisions the withering of the qaneh (19:6).

In this context the interpretation of Gen. 6:14 is uncertain. The consonantal text

qnymis normally interpreted as qinntm, "cells, chambers." This interpretation has been

questioned, most recently by Str6mberg Krantz, who reads qantm as the plural of
qaneh and interprets it as "material (= reeds) for caulking the seams'"2l In context this

15. LOw et al.
16. See Germer for a discussion of the various types of reeds and rushes found in Egypt.

17. Moldenke, 50.
18. Zohary, 134, with photograph.
19. But see the discussion of Isa. 19:6 by H. Wildberger,Isaiah I3-27 (Eng. trans. Minneap-

olis, 1997),246.
20. With H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 2002),341l' and O' Kaiser,

Das Buch Jesaja 13-39. ATD XVIII (1976),289.
2l . E. Strdmberg Krantz, Des Schffis Weg mitten in Meer CBOT 19 ( 1982), 17 I -73, with

bibliog.
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interpretation yields a logically coherent sequence of construction processes in vv. 13-
15. Furthermore, she maintains, the caulking of ships is well attested in the ancient
world. Following many others (including Philo), westermann suggests the reading
qinntm qinntm, "all kinds of rooms" (from -+ 1? q1n, "nest";.22

The noun qaneh refening to an aquatic plant is used figuratively in I K. 14:15 (late
Dtr): Israel, smitten by Yahweh, is shaken (-+ l'll nfrfr like a qaneh in the water.

c. Aromatic Plant. rn the or the compounds qenzh-ldiem (Ex.30:23) and qdneh
(hailf Ob (Jer. 6;20) as well as simple qdneh (Isa. 43:24; Ezk. 27 :19; Canr. 4: 14) also
refer to a different plant, distinct from the one just discussed. we are dealing here
with an aromatic cane or grass, more specifically ginger grass, which grows primarily
in northwestern and central India (Jer. 6:20: "from a distant land"; Ezk. 27:19: listed
among commercial goods) and was imported into Palestine via the so-called incense
road. Here again we cannot identify the exact species with certainty; it is clear that
one of these grasses also grows wild in Israel.23 These grasses grow 3-5 feet tall and
contain essential oils that can be extracted from the greens by steam distillation. Like
the reeds described in the previous section, this aromatic plant grows in marshy re-
gions.

The individual contexts (all exilic or postexilic) reveal the special qualities of
qaneh. Ex. 30:22-33 contains instructions for making the holy anointing oil, which
consists of "first-quality balsam" (b"iamtm rd'J), "liquid myrrh" (mor-der6r),..sweet-
smelling cinnamon" (qinnem6n-beiem), and qeneh-!6iem (v.23) in prescribed quanti-
ties, mixed withahtn (between 4 andT quarts?) of "olive o1l" (iemen zayi1, v.24). With
it are anointed the tent of meering ('ahel m6'efl and all its paraphernalia (vv. z6-2s).
Secular use of this anointing oil is forbidden.

ler. 6:20 (Dtr) speaks of qaneh together with frankinc ense (le!6nd) from Sheba; this
text treats it as one of the most precious (imported) sacrificial offerings for Yahweh.
lsa. 43:24 speaks of fat (hele!) as an offering in parallel with qaneh. Cant. 4:14 lists
qaneh along with nard (ncrd), calamus (karkdm), cinnamon (qinndm6n), frankincense
trees ('asa F!6nd), mynh (mdr). and aloes (ahdldil - all aromatic plants that serve
here purely as metaphors for the female. There were no such gardens in palestine.

d. Metaphorical Usage. Since qaneh grows in marshy areas and is hollow it withers
and dies without water. The OT uses this phenomenon frequently and variously as a
metaphor for vulnerability and fragility. In 2 K. 18:21 (Dtr) par. Isa.36:6, Sen-
nacherib's emissary calls Egypt the "broken reed" (haqqdneh hiirdsfis) that pierces the
hand of anyone who tries to use it as a staff. This passage reflects distrust of Egypt as
an unreliable ally during the reign of Hezekiah. Ezk.29:6later uses the same terminol-
ogy to sound the theme of Egypt's unreliability, citing it as the reason for Egypt's de-
struction (vv. l-16). Ps. 68:31(30) (postexilic) speaks of rebuking "the wild animal that
lives among the reeds" (bayya! qaneh = EgypO, envisioning the Nile as the source of
qaneh. In Isa. 42:3 qdneh rasfis and the parallel "dimly burning wick, (piitd ftehd)

22. C. Westermann, Genesis l-ll (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1984), 391.
23.zohary, 196; for a more detailed description of the various species, see Moldenke,40-41
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symbolize the sinfulness of the people of Israel,2a whom the servant of God (Cyrus?)

will not destroy totally but will restore, although this restoration of a "bruised and bro-

ken straw . . . will still be a fragile patchwelft."2s

2. Measurement Reeds were among the plants used to make a wide range of imple-

ments; the ancient Greeks used reeds for arrows, pens, and measuring rods. The only

such use of qaneh mentioned in the OT is for measurement.

Ezekiel's vision of the new temple (Ezk. 4042) contains 20 occurrences of qaneh.

The phrase q"neh hammiddd26 denotes a measuring instrument and qaneh'eha{ aunit
of measurement. Simple qantm is also a unit of measurement. Literary analysis shows

that qaneh belongs to the core stratum (Ezk.40:1-37 . . .) and the first supplement
(Ezk.4l:5-15a;42:15-20. . .), without any appareut semantic distinction.2T

In Ezk. 40.3 a man holds a linen cord (p"1il-piitim) and a measuring teed (q"nEh

hammiddi) in his hand; the former appears only here. The linen cord is used to mea-

sure long distances, the q"nEh hammiddd short distances. (A third instrument appears

in 47 :3: qaw, a cord 30 cubits long.) This q"ndh hammiddA measures 6 cubits ('amm6!),

more specifically 6 "long" cubits ("an ordinary cubit and a handbreadth" [40:5]; 2 Ch.

3:3 also speaks of "cubits of the old standard"), i.e., about 10 feet. The definite article

suggests a fixed unit of length.zS In contrast, all measurements of less or more than 6

cubits are indicated by 'amm6l plus a numeral (40:7,9,11,12,13,15, etc.). This q"neh

hammidddis used to measure the wall around the temple (thickness lr1had and height

[qbmd]: v. 5), the threshold of the east gate (v. 6), the recesses of the gate (length

l'drekl and width lrdhabl: v. 7), the vestibule on the temple side of the gate (v. S).ze 4rt
these dimensions measure qdneh 'ehdQ, the length of the measuring reed discussed

above.
In Ezk. 4l:8 the dimensions of foundations of the side chambers are given quite pre-

cisely with "a full reed of six long cubits" (m"16 lmss. m"l6l haqqdneh iei 'amm61

'a;;tld).
The description of the dimensions of the temple area (Ezk. 42:15-20) mentions both

the measuring instrument (bi)qn4h hammiddd used to measure the east, north, south,

and west sides and the unit of length qanim. Each side measures h'mei-m7'6! (5OO)

qdntm (v.16 O). Since these qantm have no equivalent in the LXX, they are probably a

very late addition to the text. This addition was made "because the information to be

found in all these verses, that the measurement was made;11D;1 il:Pf , was understood

as an indication of the measurement and not simply as an indication of the measuring

24. For a survey of interpretations see K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja. BK XUI (1970), 210-14.

25. Reiterer, 174.
26. -+11D mdQa!.
27. -+ Ylll, 125-26.
28. For a discussion of extrabiblical measuring implements, see E. D. van Buren, ArOr l7

(1949) 434-sO.
29. On the various terms for "height," "width," etc., see H. Gese, Der Verfassungsentwurf des

Ezechiel. BHT 25 (1957), 124tr.
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instrument. This information is missing in v. 20, where then also the insertion of Il':P
did not take place. Here the original form of the text can be seen, according to which
the measurement figures appeared originally without the addition of the unit of mea-
surement."3o Nevertheless, qantm is not to be interpreted as a unit of measurement,
"measuring reed(s)," (= 6 cubits), since that would make each side of the temple area
3,000 cubits long. Here qaneh must be interpreted as "cubit," making the temple area
500 cubits square.

The dimensions of the individual parts of the temple precincts are not visionary, as

claimed by Ezk. 40:l-2, but are "the result of careful thought and precise calcula
tion."3l

Isa. 46:6 tses qaneh for a measuring instrument used to weigh silver (J4l kesep),
probably referring to the beam supporting the pans of a balance. This is the only pas-
sage in the OT where qaneh has this meaning, but this type of balance was familiar
throughout the Semitic area.3z

3. m"n6rd. Ex. 25-31 gives instructions for the tabernacle and the cult; the execution
of these instructions is described in Ex. 35-39. They include the making of a seven-
branch lampstand33 (25:31; 37:17) of pure gold. Ex. 25:31-40 par. 37:17-24 (:using
identical terminology) describe the appearance of m"n6rd in great detail.
(Redactionally,25:31-37a can be assigned to PG, vv. 31b-40 being an addition; 37:.17-
24 is a secondary complement to PG.3a) Its parts include "base and shaft" (ydr4k
weqaneh, 25:.31; 37:17) and "six arms/branches" (Jl.iJri qantm, 25:32,33,35;
3l:18,19,21;. the suffix of the form qdn6l in 25:36 and 31:22, without change of mean-
ing, is unusual), "three branches of the lampstand" (i"ldid qenA mendrd, 25:32;37:18)
attached to each side of the mendrd. Decorative elements emerge from the base and
shaft: calyxes (g"!iim), buds (kaptdrtm), and blossoms (p"rdhim).ts According to
25:33-35;37:19-21, each of the six arms bore three calyxes in the shape of almond
blossoms, each with a bud and a blossom; on the shaft were four calyxes in the shape of
almond blossoms, with buds and blossoms, one bud beneath each pair of branches. The
tu'se of qaneh to denote both the shaft of the menird and the six branches is due to their
tubular form. The expression yaref, weqanelr points "to a base-forming shaft, thickened
or flaring outward toward the bottom, forming a stable, free-standing object. Such
cultic stands are attested by archaeological evidence in the ancient Near East."36 Proba-
bly even the appearance of the stand was influenced by Egyptian prototypes;37 once
again we see the association with qdneh as reeds growing by the Nile.

30. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983),402.
31. E. Vogt, Untersuchungen zum Buch Ezechiel. AnBibl 95 (1981), 145.
32. For a further discussion of units of length and weight, see also Anclsr l, 195ff.
33. -+ il']'llD m"n)r6.
34. M. Noth, Exodus. ATD y (1978), in loc.; see also M. Giirg, BN 15 (1981) 21-29.
35. For a discussion of these see Grirg.
36. -+ VIII.403.
37. Grirg; -+ VIII,403-4.
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What is uncertain is the form of the branches. Were they straight or curved? The use

of the term qanehleads Busink to the assumption of a stand with straight branches (the

shaft, also called qaneh, being straight as well), similar to the one over the Torah niche

in the Dura Europos synagogue.38 This assumption is supported, he argues, by the Tal-

mud, "which says that the Hasmoneans at the beginning of their rule were not rich

enough to replace the lampstand plundered by Antiochus IV Epiphanes and therefore

made one of iron covered with wood. The wood covering probably indicates that the

stand was envisioned as having straight branches."3e

The lampstand of the tabernacle, described in Ex. 25 and 37, is modeled on the

stand in the second temple. Concerning the stand in the Solomonic temple (l K.7:491,

cf.2 Ch.4:7) we have no further information; it is unclear whether it even had seven

branches. In the case of the third temple, there is evidence for a lampstand with curved

arms. According to Busink, it is not clear why the form changed. "The lampstand with

straight, oblique branches undoubtedly more closely resembles a tree than does the

lampstand with curved branches," and "that the seven-branch lampstand of Ex. 25:.3lff .

is to be interpreted as a sacred tree can hardly be doubted."40 Perhaps this similarity

was objected to, or Hellenistic influence produced the new form.4l

4. lJpper Arm. In Job 3l:22 qdneh occurs as a hapax legomenon in a context that has

something to do with an arm.42 Its common interpretation as "humerus,"+3 which ap-

peals to the meaning "tube, pipe," has been challenged by Ceresko, who associates it
with Ugar. qcn, "nest," arriving at the meaning "nest for the arm = shoulder joint."++

This interpretation is at odds with the translation of Ugar. qn Qr' as "arm pipe = upper

arm" by Dietrich and Loretz.as In conjunction with 'ez"r6a', "let my arm be broken

from (min). . . ," either interpretation is plausible. This is true even though z"rOa' can

refer to the entire arm,46 for an arrn can be broken from the humerus as well as from the

shoulder joint.

5. Toponym. The PN qdndis a by-form of qaneh; it appears in Josh. 16:8 and l7:9 as

nahal qand, the wadi separating Ephraim from Manasseh, and in Josh. 19:28 as qan6, a

town in the tribe of Asher probably located some 7 miles southeast of Tyre. This latter

identification is not completely certain, since several sites have the same name.41

38. II, I t6t;1,295, ill.'71.
39. Busink, II, l16l; Bab. Roi Hai.246; Menah.28b'
40. Busink, II, 1064, 1062; on the symbolism of the lampstand see also A. M. Goldberg,

ZDMG rl7 (1967) 232-46.
41. Goldberg, ZDMG 117 (1967)232-46.
42. J. Gray, SYr l5 (1966),268.
43. HAL,III, 1113.
44. A. R. Ceresko, Job 29-31 in the Light of Northwest Semitic. BietOr 36 (1980), 147.

45. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, UF 18 (1986) 109.

46. -+ lY, 132.
47. HAL, s.v.; A. Alt, KlSchr III (1959), 66.
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IIII. LXX. The LXX uses a variety of translations for qaneh, depending on the spe-

cific meaning in each OT context. As a plant we find kdlamos 1 8 times, pyth miin twice,
and kinndmor? once. In figurative wage kaldmirzos is used 3 times and thymiamc once.

For measurements we find p6chys and zyg6s/n (once each), as well as kdlamos. The
branches and shaft of the m"n)rd are represented by kalam{skos (12 times). In Job

3l:22 the LXX uses ank6n, "elbow," probably understandin g qdneh as part of the arm
rather than the shoulder joint.

IV. Dead Sea Scrolls. The Dead Sea Scrolls contain 4 occurrences of qaneh. In
llQT 9:9-10 the fragmentary state of the text precludes interpretation. lQ16 9-10,3
cites and interprets the phrase ltyyt qnh in Ps. 68:31(30). In 1QH 7:2 and 8:33, as in Job

3l:22, the meaning is unclear.
Inmberty-Zielinski

dQp qasam; dQf qesem; EPPD miqsam

I. 1. Etymology; 2. LXX.IL Semantics and Distribution. IIL Lexical Field. IV. Ancient Near

East: 1. Egypt;2. Babylonia and Assyria; 3. Pre-Islamic Arabia. V. OT: l. Positive or Neutral

Assessment; 2. Negative Assessment; 3. The King.

l. l. Etymology. The root q.rrr2 occurs in Northwest and South Semitic (Syr. 4sm and

Mand. ftpm through assimilation) with a wide range of meanings. In Hebrew it means

"practice divination," in Middle Hebrew "decide, practice divination, practice magic,"l
as well as "cut, carvel'2 in Jewish Aramaic "practice magic."3 Samaritana and Christian

qasam. A. Barucq, "Oracle et divination," DAS, VI, 752-88; A. Caquot and M. l-eibovici, eds.,

In divination,I (1968); E. W. Davies, "The Meaning of qesem in Prv 16,10," Bibl 6l (1980) 554-
56; E. Dhorme, "Les religions de Babylonie et d'Assyrie," Mana, lfil (21949),1-330; R. Dussaud,
"Les religions des hittites et des hourrites, des ph6niciens et des syriens," Mana, llll (1949),331-
494; O. Eissfeldt, "Wahrsagung im AI," KlSchr IY (1968), 271-75; T. Fahd, "Une pratique
cl6romantique i la Ka'ba pr6islamique," Saz 8 (1958) 55-79; A. R. Johnson, The Cubic Prophet in
Ancient Israel (Cardiff,21962), esp. 3l-36; J. Lindblom, "Lot-Casting in the OT," W 12 (1962)
164-78; J. Lust, "The Mantic Function of the Prophet l' Bijdragen 34 (1973) 234-50; idem, "On
Wizards and Prophets," SW26 (1974), 133-42; J. Pedersen, Der Eid bei den Semiten (Strasbourg,

1914); H. Ringgren, Israelitische Religion. RM 26 (1963), esp. 187-88; F. Schmidtke, "Triiume,
Orakel und Totengeister als Kiinder der Zukunft in Israel und Babylonienl' BZ 1l (1967) 240-46;
W. R. Smith, "On the Forms of Divination and Magic Enumerated in Deut. XVII, l0.l l. Part I;'
Joumal of Philology 13 (1885) 273-87; J. Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidentuns (Berlin,
21897). +frut: kip.

t. wrM,[v,346.
2. Jastrow, 1396.
3. WTM, TV 346.
4. LOT, rr, 588, 661.
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Palestinian5 qsam a\d q;am mean "practice divination"; the Palmyrene noun qsn,
means "divination";6 Syr. qsam, "soothsay, practice divination"T; Mand. ksm, "practice
divination, enchant";8 OSA mqsm, "lot";r Eth. qasama II, "inquire of an oracle,"lo
Tigr. "summon (to court)," as a noun "lot, oath";t t Arab. qasama, "divide, part, distrib-
ute, partition; apportion (of God or fate)," IV: "take an oath, swear," X (istiqsdm):
"seek an oracle from the deity, cast lots,"l2 the last in the context ofan arrow oracle.l3
The strikingly wide range of meanings (esp. in Arabic) from "divide" through "seek
(or give) an oracle" is usually explained as being associated with the deity's apportion-
ment by lot or by arrow oracle.la Another interpretation derives the meaning "oath"
from "decision."ls

Probably AL,k. kasamu, "cut apart,"l6 represents a variant of qsm/qsm,t7 especially
since there appears to be a semantic similarity (cf. Arab. "divide"). It is therefore possi-
ble that the meaning "decision" for Heb. qesem in Prov. 16:10 is etymologically justi-
fied.l8

2. LXX. As a rule the LXX uses forms for manteiesthai to translate qasam, using
mdntis for the ptcp. qosEm, and manteia or manteion for qesem (and once for miqsam).

II. Semantics and Distribution. The verb qsm, which appears only in the qal, gen-
erally means "engage in divination, soothsay," without specifying the means. Excep-
tions are 1 S. 28:8, "soothsay through the shade (ba'aU;'ro and Ezk. 2l:26(Eng.2l),
from the context "consult the arrow oracle."

Of the 19 occurrences of verb forms 
- Ezk. 2l:28(23) should be emended to

qesemzo 
- 12 are ofthe ptcp. qos€m. Three ofthese are verbal, 9 substantival ("sooth-

sayer"). In addition, lsa. 2:6 should be emended to read e6semim.2t
In the singular the derived noun qesem (12 times) without a preceding verb means

"divination"; exceptions are Nu. 23:23 and I S. 15:23, "magic," and Prov. 16:10, "deci-

5. F. Schulthess, Lexicon Syropalaestinum (Berlin, 1903), 182-83.
6. DISO,261; but see J. T. Mllik, Didicaces faites par des dieux. Recherches d'ipigraphie

proche-orientale, I (1972),279ff., who interprets it as the verb "distribute."
7. LexSyr 687.
8. MdD,222.
9. Beeston, 108.
lO. l*xLingAeth,432.
11. WbTiga 245-46.
12. Wehr,763.
13. Wellhausen, 132-33.
14. Ibid.; HAL,lII. lll5.
15. Pedersen, 12.

16. AHw, 1, 453; CAD, K, 140-41.
17. Personal communication from B. Kienast; cf. also AHw, l, 453.
18. See also Pedersen, 12.
19. + I, 133-34; for a different interpretation see HAL, III, 1115.
20. See BIIS.
21. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1991), 99; others read miqsdm.
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sion." The plural in Nu. 22:7 means either "fees for divination" or, better,22 "instru-

ments of divination" (possibly a gloss23). Thefigura etymologica qsm qsm(ym) means

approximately "practice divination (by lot)" (Dt. 18:10; 2 K. 17:17; Ezk. 13:23;

2r:26l2tl).
The noun miqsam, "oracle:'24 appears twice, in construct phrases with a pejorative

meaning: miqsam halaq, "oracle of the smooth" = "flattering oracle" (Ezk. l2:24);zs

and miqsam kaza!, "lying oracle" (Ezk. l3:1), in both passages parallel with "false vi-
sions" (hozbn iaw', mafuazeh iaw').

Occurrences of the root are very unevenly distributed. There are 2 in Numbers, 3 in
Deuteronomy, 6 in the rest of the Dtr History (l in Joshua, 3 in 1 Samuel,2in2 Kings)'
2 in Proto-Isaiah, one each in Deutero-Isaiah and Zechaiah; but there are 3 each in Jer-

emiah and Micah(l), and no fewer than 12 inBzekieL There is only one occurrence in

wisdom literature (Prov. 16:10). In other words, in the case of qsm we are dealing with
a theme of Dtn/Dtr literature and the literary prophets.

III. Lexical Field. The lexical field associated most closely with qsm includes hzh,

"see" (positively: Mic. 3:11; negatively, with.iaw', "falsehood," as obj.: Ezk. 13:6,9,23;

2l:341291: 22:28; cf. also Ezk. 2lj81231 and Zec. l0:2, with ieqer; occasionally in

connection with the ostensible proclamation of a word of God: Ezk. 13:10; 22:28), as

well as the telling of false dreams (h'ldmbl haiidw') and the giving of empty consola-

tion (nhm lpiell helel) (Zec. l0:2).
InDt. l8:10 qsmappearsinaseriesof participialforms:'Dr(hiphil) ba'Ei,"makela

son or daughterl pass through the fire"; 7n (polel), "practice divination" (etymology

uncertain); n/r,f (piel), "soothsay, seek omens"; tip (piel), "practice magic"; hbr heber

"practice sorcery"; i'l'6!, "consult a shade"; i'l yidd"'6ni, "consult one with access to a

knowing one [i'e., a shade]";26 dri 'el hammelim, "consult the dead." We also frnd qsm

in parallel with 'Dr (hiphil) bd'di and nhi in 2 K. 17:17 , as well as with mkr (hithpael)

la'o561 hara' b"AnA yhwh, "sell oneself to do evil in the sight of the Yahweh [to offend

him]." This last is to be understood as a kind of summary of the catalog of vices that

begins in v. 16 with a list of cultic offenses.

The noun qesem parallels the piel of n/r.f in Nu. 23:23: the construct phrase qesem

'ltl, "worthless divination," parallels l.tozbn ieqe4 "lying vision," in Jer. 14:14. Ezk.
2l:26(21) lists synonyms indicating the techniques of qsm: qll (pilpel) bahisstm,

"shake the arrows"; i'l batt"rapim, "consult the teraphim"; r'h bakka!,e-4l, "inspect the

liver."
The ptcp. qosem, "soothsayer," appears as a title alongside several nouns: n"nim and

'onentm, "diviners" (Dt. l8:14; lsa.2:6 cj.); kdh%tm, "priests" (of the Philistines) ( I S.

6:2); in an extensive list of occupational groups, nd!i', "prophetl' zdqEn, "elder,"

22. W. Gross, Bileam. SANI 38 (19'14), 142.
23. Gross.
24. HAL,11,628.
25. On the substantival use of the adjective see GK $128w.
26. Cf. HAL, rI, 393.
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haf;am haraiim, "skillful magician," n"!6n lahai, "expert enchanter" (Isa. 3:2-3). In
more relevant contexts, it appears in Jer.27:9 in conjunction with n'!iTm, "prophets,"
hdPmtm (cJ.),27 "dreamers," '6n"ntm, "diviners," and kaiidptm, "magicians"; and in Jer.
29:8 in parallel with nePiim, "prophets," qualified by "dreams." Mic. 3:7 uses it in par-
allel with l.tdztm, "seers"; lsa. 44:25 in parallel with bdrtm, "interpreters" (cj.;,za und
l.t"[dmtm, "the wise." Finally, it appears in Zec. l0:2 in parallel with t"rdptm,
"teraphim."

IV. Ancient Near East.
l. Egypt. In Egypt the use of oracles, which was rooted in popular religion, was not

incorporated into the official religion until relatively late; the earliest evidence dates

from the New Kingdom. Oracles served to illuminate the past as well as to help reach
decisions in the face of political problems such as rebellion (Thutmose IV). Oracles
could also impart promises to the king.2e The bull gods Apis and Mnevis served as

oracular agents, "messengers" (whmw) of Ptah or Re. "Messenger servants of the de-
ity" (hm-n!r whm), priests of the highest rank, were authorized to expound the god's
oracular pronouncements.3O The god (or the god's image) could reply to a question
with a favorable sign (a nod?); a verbal answer was also possible.3t In Egypt dreams
above all were thought to provide divine guidance; but since dreams only intimated
the future, they required interpretation. If a dream book could not provide the inter-
pretation, the dreamer had to seek the help of a professional dream interpreter, most
likely to be found among the officials associated with the "house of life," which was
responsible for keeping all religious and magical documents.32 A king's dream was
considered a revelation ofthe god appearing in the dream; such a dream oracle could
also be evoked by incubation.33 Israel was familiar with Egyptian divination (Gen.
4l:8; Isa. l9:3).

2. Babylonia and Assyria. Divination played an even greater role in Babylonia and
Assyria, after the example of Sumer. "It was for the sake of the expected omen that sac-
rifice was offered, symbolic acts were performed, and incantations were recited."34 The
barfi priests were responsible for divination (bdrfrtu). Besides the primary forms of
divination, hepatoscopy and examination of the heavens, we may mention (among
many others) observation of storms and other meteorological phenomena as well as the
movements of animals, divination by oil, and birth omens.35 The office of barfi was un-

27. See BHS.
28. HAL, I, 153; K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja. BKXUI (1970), 453-54.
29. RAR, s61tr.
30. S..lVlorenz, Agyptisch Religion. RM 8 (1960), 109.
31. RAR, 562-63.
32. rbid., 836.
33. rbid.
34. M. Jastrow, Die Religion Babyloniens und Assyriens. II (Giessen, l9l2), l4l.
35. See the comprehensive presentation ibid.,203-969.
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der the protection of the gods, especially Shamash; after hepatoscopy, for example, the

inquiry would be addressed a second time to Shamash.36 Ezk.2l:26-27(21-22) de-

scribes Nebuchadnezzar II as employing an arrow oracle, but such an oracle is not at-

tested in Babylonian sources.3T

3. Pre-Islamic Arabia. In pre-Islamic Arabia we find an oracle called mas'al,
"place/means of inquiry"; this oracle was uttered through the mouth of a priest. There
was also an oracle obtained by casting lots, Arab. maqsam, mentioned in connection
with a feast of the god Haltfan.ts Fahd describes an oracle at the Kaaba involving seven

inscribed arrows; the lot was cast not by a priest but by the "guardian of the sanctu
&ry."39 11"." we have a precise parallel to the arrow oracle cast by Nebuchadnezzar for
Jerusalem as described in Ezk. 21:26-27(21-22). Something similar appears to lie be-

hind Hos. 4:12 (consulting a piece of wood and sticks).

v. oT.
l. Positive or Neutral Assessment. The primarily negative assessment of divination

in the OT stands in some contrast to the historical evidence: the Urim and Thummim
entrusted to the Levites (Dt. 33:8) and the ephod (1 S. 30:7-8) were considered legiti-
mate means of consulting Yahweh, although they are not associated with the root qsm.

In the 8th century, however, the qosem was important enough to be listed by Isaiah be-

tween the prophet fuAbt') and the elder (zdq€n), albeit also with the "skillful magician"

&'kam horditm) and the "expert enchanter" (n"bbn lahai), among the "support" that
Yahweh will take away from Jerusalem (Isa. 3:2; cf. vv. 1-3).

Although Isaiah himself held divines in low esteem - even though his attack on the

plethora of "diviners from the east" and "soothsayers ('An'ntm) like the Philistines"
(Isa. 2:6 cj.) is probably not authentic - for Micah (3:6) both l.tdzbn and 4sm are abso-

lutely legitimate vehicles of prophetic knowledge. What Micah finds reprehensible is
not that the qosemtm, named in parallel with the n"liim (!),40 responded (by what
means?) to inquiries directed to them by individuals, but that they did so for money
(Mic. 3:11; cf. v. 5), "valuing self-interest above truth."al To punish them, Yahweh will
take away their sources of knowledge (vv. 6-7). Lust maintains that since the time of
Jehoshaphat the prophets (in Judah) had officially taken over the function of divina-
tion, replacing the repudiated necromancers and soothsayers.a2 But if so, what function
would the qosemtm (Mic.3:6,11) have had?

36. Dhorme, 281-82.
37. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1979), 443;Fahd,57.
38. CIH,548; M. Hdfneq in H. Gese, M. Hdfner, and K. Rudolph, Die Religionen Altsyriens,

Altarabiens und der Mandiier RM l0l2 (1970), 334-35.
39. P. 60.
40. H. F. Fahs, Sehen und Schauen. FzB 32 (1978),209.
41. W. Rudolph, Micha. KATXIIU3 (1975),72.
42. "Mantic Function," 250.
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2. Negative Assessment. As a rule the OT repudiates qsm becatJse it is a practice of
the pagan nations - the Canaanites (Dt. l8:9-10,14a3), the Philistines (1 S. 6:2; cf. Isa.
2:6 cj.), the Babylonians (Isa. 44:25), the Ammonites (Ezk. 2I3a[29)), rhe surround-
ing nations in general (Jer.27:9 [post-Jeremianic]). As Balaam the son of Peor, from
Pether, the qAsZm par excellence (albeit employed by Yahweh for his own purposes;
Josh. 13:22; cf. Nu. 22-24;22:7),must boast: "Surely there is no enchantment(nahai)
in Jacob, no divination (qesem) in Israel" (Nu. 23:23a).4 It was clearly the similarity
of qsm to enchantment and magic that aroused hostility in Israel, in contrast to the tra-
ditional means of consulting Yahweh.a5 This holds true above all for necromancy, the
mantic practice most repugnant to the OT: when Saul was in desperate straits, he asked
the medium at Endor to conjure up the shade of Samuel (l S. 28:8), even though he
should have been expelling the mediums from Israel or slaying them (28:3,9). For
Samuel (15:23), the rebelliousness (mert) of Saul, who was hostile to magic, is as rep-
rehensible as the sin of qesem (par. terdpim). In an exhaustive list of magical practices
associated with the peoples of Canaan (Dt. l8:9-12),a6 the Drn law explicitly prohibits
divination(Dt. 18:10);cf.thecitationof thislawin llQT60:18,theonlyoccurrence
of qsm in the Dead Sea Scrolls. Just as Yahweh promised to drive out the nations before
Israel on account of these abominations (Dt. 18:12), so he will remove Israel itself
from his sight, in large measure on account of these same abominations, as DtrH sum-
marizes Israel's fate (2 K. 17:17-18). Jeremiah already attacked the prophets who pro-
claimed visions of their own minds (Jer. 23: 16, I 8); a later redaction of the book of Jer-
emiah lumps such prophets together with the "diviners" (qosem?m, 29:8) and charges
them with "worthless divination" (qesem we'"lil par. tarmtl libbam, 14:14). Ezekiel
above all castigates the "false visions" and "lying divination" of the prophets (preach-
ing God's favor) (Ezk. 13:6,7,9; 22:28); Yahweh will put an end to them (13,23; cf .
Mic. 3:6): in the future such visions and divination will no longer exist in Israel (Ezk.
12:24 fsecondary?l). ButZec. l0:l-2 still assumes that in a time of drought Israel
would resort to magic and turn to terapim and qbs,mtm.

3. The King. Two texts speak of a qesem of the king. In Ezk. 2l:26-27(21-22)
Nebuchadnezzar uses an €urow oracle to decide whether to attack Ammon or Jerusalem
first (cf. v. 251201); the oracle decides in favor of Jerusalem. Nor is this pagan oracle by
any means without import, as the people (in Jerusalem) suppose (v. 28123)).In other
words, Yahweh can make use of a pagan oracle against his own people.

Prov. 16:10 speaks of the king in general terms; "qesen is on the lips of the king."
Citing Ezk. 2l:26-27(21-22) and Prov. l8:18, Davies theorizes that, when faced with a
difficult legal decision, the king might consult an oracle, casting lots or using arrows.
But this mdidl hardly suggests such a situation. Here qesem clearly takes on the

43. On the problems raised by this passage, see U. Riiterswrirden,
Gemeinschaft zur Gemeinde. BBB 65 (1987), 76-88.

44. Translation following M. Noth, Numeri. ATD Yll (1982), in loc.;
45. -+ui11 ddrai.
46. On the dating of this section see Riiterswdrden, Gemeinschaft.

Von der politischen

but cf. NRSV.
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broader meaning "decision," quite apart from the question whether there is an etymo-

logical basis for this interpretation.aT Israel, like the rest of the ancient Near East, be-

lieved that the king shared in the wisdom of the deity (Prov. 8:15; 2 S. 14:17,20); his

decision, therefore, is tantamount to a divine decision.
Ruppert

47. See I.1 above

I. Etymology: l. Root;2. Occurrences;3. Ugaritic and Syriac;4. Translations;5. Idioms;6.

Plays on Words; 7. Textual Problems. II. Connotation: 1. Conceptual Usage; 2. Spatial Usage; 3.

Temporal Usage. III. Temporal Usage: 1. End (of Lifetime); 2. Period of Time; 3. Historical

Period;4. Eschatology. IV. Later Usage: 1. Period of Time; 2. Plural; 3. Nuances of Meanings; 4.

Lifetime; 5. Historical Period; 6. Eschatology;7. Historical Schema'

qeg. G.W. Ahlstrdm, Joel and the Temple Cub of Jerusalem. SVT 2l (1971), esp. 2-3; J. Barr'

Bibiical words for Time. sBT lt33 (21969); J. A. Bewer, "On the Text of Ezekiel7:5-l4l' JBL45
(1926) 223-31; G. Delling, "r6troq," TDNT, Vlll, 49'57; K. Elligea Studien zum Habakuk-

Kommentar vom Toten Meer. BHT 15 (1953); T. H. Gaster, "Ezekiel and the Mysteries," JBL 60
(lg4l) 289-310; J. Geyer, "FrN;l n'lvP - 

Hellenistic?" VT 20 (1970) 87-90; G. Kittel'
"Eoxarcel' TDNT 1I,697-98; H. Kosmala, "'At the End of the Days,"' ASTI 2 (1963) 27-3'l:
J. Licht, "Time and Eschatology in Apocalyptic Literature and in Qumran: JJS 16 (1965) 177-

82; idem, "Er'.tnN J!r'P llur;llj )ut ,'t'lt;'t' lflD n) )u o'ny;r nil!l," Erlsr 8 (1967) 63-70;

idem,"Y?l' EMiqrYll,2ll-12; H.-G. Link, "(oxaroel'Theologisches BegriffslexikonzumNT,
IV2 (4 vols.; 31972),1488-91; A. Mertens, Das Buch Daniel im Lichte derTexte vomTbten Meer

SBS 12 (1971), esp. 146-48; F. Nritscher, Zur theologischen Tbrminologie der Qumran-Texts.
BBB lO (1956), esp. 167-69; F. S. North, "Four-Month Seasons of the Hebrew Bible," lrl ll
(196l) 446-48; G. von Rad, Die Priesterschrift im Hexateuch. BWANT 65 0%D; A. Strobel,

Untersuchungen zum eschatologischen Verlfgerungsproblem auf Grund der spiitjiidisch-
urchristlichen Geschichte von Hab 2,2ff. NovTSup 2 (1961); S. Talmon, Betvveen the Bible and

the Mishnah (1989); idem, "Die Entstehung des Gebets als Institution in Israel im Licht der

Literatur von Qumran," Gesellschaft und Literatur in der Hebrriischen Bibel. Information
Judentum 8 (1983), 190-208; idem, "The Gezer Calendar and the Seasonal Cycle of Ancient Ca-

naanl' JAOS 83 (1963) 177-87 = King, Cuh, and Calendar (1986), 89-ll2: idem, "The'Manual
of Benedictions'of theSectof theJudaeanDesert," RevQ2(1959/60) 475-5C0;idem,TheWorld
of Qumran from Within (1989); W. C. van Unnik, "Der Ausdruck Er,:q doXdtou rne VnS

(Apostelgeschichte l:8) und sein alttestamentlicher Hintergrund:' Studia biblica et semitica. FS

T. C. Vriezen (Wageningen, 1966), 335-49; J. VanderKam , Calendars in the Dead. Sea Scrolls:

Measuring Tize (New York, 1998); M. Wagner, "Y? qcS Endel' THAT ll, 659-63;
M. Wallenstein, "Some Lexical Material in the Judaean Scrolls," VT 4 (1954) 2ll-14; N. Wieder,

"The Term fp in the Dead Sea Scrolls and in Hebrew Liturgical Poetry," JJS 5 (1954) 22-31.
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I. Etymology.
l. Root. The noun qeJ derives from the Common Semitic root -+ IyP qll, "cut off,

cut to pieces." From the by-form qsh deive the nouns qd;eh (95 times), qdseh (5
times), and qasd (37 times), meaning "end" (spatial or temporal), "edge(s)" (of the
earth [4 times] or the heavens Uer. 49:361).

2. Occurrences. The noun qet occurs 67 times in Biblical Hebrew (10 times in the
Pentateuch,6 times in Joshua-Kings,20 times in the Prophets, and 3l times in the
Writings); it is especially common in Dnl. 8-12 (15 times) and Ezekiel (9 times, 5 in
ch. 7). In Biblical Hebrew both qZs and qeseh appear only in the singular, whereas the
partially synonymous words qaseh and qasd appear also in the plural. The pl. qsym is
used in the Dead Sea Scrolls and in postbiblical literature.l

The unmodified word appears 18 times. There are 8 occurrences with the definite
article, 2 of which use the prep. l" (Hab. 2:3; Dnl. 12:13); 4es occurs 3l times in the
construct, 4 of which are without a preposition, 5 with the prep. 1,, and 22 with min.2
Nine times we find qds with a pronominal suffrx: 2 with the first-person singular (Ps.

39:5[Eng. 4]; Job 6:1 l), 1 with the second singular (Jer. 5l:13), 4 with the third singu-
lar (Isa. 37:24; Dnl. 9:26; ll:45; 2 K. 19:23 K i'YP , Q lYP), and 2 with the first plural
(Lam.4:18 [twice]).

3. Ugaritic and Syriac. Ugar. ql (8 times) denotes the corner of a garment,3 the
edge(s) of the earth, and a slice of meat;a once it may mean "meal."5 Syr. qessa./qe'sa
means "end, fate, death."

4. Translatiorzs. Aramaic translates qds with qt;d', qi;;d', and qes;6 Syriac uses
qe'sa and (once) sawpa' (Ezk.1:l-2).

The LXX uses a variety of words: pdras (17 times), syntileia (17 times), kair6s (8
times), tdlos (7 times), and 4schatos (only once). The Vg. usually translates qel by fi-
nis, most often in combination with tempus (Ezk.7:2,3,4; Hab. 2:3; Dnl. 8:19;
ll:.13,21; etc.).7 Reflecting the essential sense of the Hebrew text, the Vg. occasionally
uses a vague translation llke post multos dies (Gen. 4:3; cf .8:6) or post dies plurimos
(Jer. l3:6).

5. Idioms. In conformity with the spatial, temporal, or abstract meaning of the con-
text,qCS appearswithavarietyof verbs: hdyd(Gen.4:3;8:6;41:l;etc.), b6'(Gen.
6:13;2 K. 19:23; Isa. 37:24; Jer. 50:26; 5l:13l. Ezk. 7:2,6;21:30,34125,291; Am. 8:2;

l. See IV.2 below.
2. See II.2 and III.2 below.
3. KTU, 1.16, III, 3; Wagner, 659.
4. KTU, 1.3, I, 8; 1.4, Y[, 57(?).
5. KTU, l.ll4,2; S. E. Loewenstamm, UF I (1969)73.
6. Jastrow, 1403-4.
7. Ban, 128.
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Lam.4:18; Dnl. 11:45), qdra! (Lam.4:18), hdlalg (Dnl' l2:13), ydsd'(2 Ch.21:19),
pwh (Hab.2:3), yarai Q Ch. l8:2), hdtam (Dnl. 12:4,9), iiib (Nu. 13:25), rd'd (Ps.

ll996),yd'(Ps. 39:5141), ia'al (Neh. 13:6), Stm (Job 28:3), hbr (Dnl. ll:6), and pdqal
(lsa.23:17; Jer. 5O:27; cf. IQH l:16; CD 1:l).8

6. Plays on Words. In prophetic literature the phonetic similarity of q?; to qayis,

"summer" (the last season of the year), and qtslhEqi;, "wake up, awaken," leads to

paronomasia pertaining to the "end." The outstanding examples are Ezk. 7:1ff., Am.

8: I -3 (cf. Jer. 24), and Isa. I 8:6.e

7 . Textual Problems. The adj. qisbn, "last, outermost," occurs 4 times (Ex.26:4,10;
36:ll,11); it derives from qZs, probably after the analogy of hfrs-ht;On or ri'i6n.to

The reading m'l6n qissdh in 2 K. 19:23 probably arose from a mishearing of merbm

qr,sfrd (Isa. 37:24).In 2 Ch. 2l:19 iantm should be read instead of MT haqq€; l)dmim
i"nayim. The explanation of qinsA in Job l8:2 as a by-form of qissA through geminate

dissimilation is to be rejected. The pl. qi;;tm is not found in Biblical Hebrew;lr accord-

ingly, the form qinsA would be a hapax legomenon. In a similar context (Job 16:3), we

find the sg. haqE; l'/ilrA-rfiah.In Dnl. 9:25 the emendation of b";6q hd'itttm to beqE;

hA'ifitm is dubious, as is the interpretation of heqisdli in Ps. 139:18 as a denominative

from qe;.t2

II. Connotation. The basic meanin g of q€; is "division"; it can be used abstractly

(Sam. qpym/q{ =MT priVpriwt for the divisions of the Pentateuch), spatially, or tem-

porally, referring to constituent parts of an inclusive whole, the extreme limit of a
space, or an end point in time. It is not always possible to decide whether the transla-

tion "division" or "end" is preferable. At times the decision must depend on the context

or contextual synonyms.

l. Conceptual Usage. The use of qes in parallel with taftlil in Job 28:3 and its com-

bination with tif;ld in Ps. 119:96 show that in these texts it has the meaning "purpose,

goal." Used in parallel with rabbd/harbeh, "great, much" (Job 22:5: "Is not your wick-

edness great? There is no end ('An qeil to your iniquities") or in apposition (Eccl.

12:12: "Of making many books there is no end lAn q€;1, and much study is a weariness

of the flesh"; Isa. 9:6[7]: "His authority is great, and there is no end f'An q?sl to
peace"), the expression'An qEs is hyperbolic, referring figuratively to "endless" mak-

8. HAL, III, I I 19. On the abstract meaning see II below.
9. See W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l (Eng. trans. Philadelphia, 1979), 203-4;H. W. Wolff, Joel and

Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),318-20; J. L. Mays, Amos. OTL (1969)' l4O-41: S. Talmon,

King, Cult, and Calendar (Jerusalem, 1986), 104; idem, -->X11,323-24.

10. Wagner, 659.
11. See I.2 above.
12. On the former see HAL, Il{, lllg; on the latter see H.-J. Kraus, Psalrns 60-150 (Eng.

trans. Minneapolis, 1989), 511; Wagner, 659.
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ing of books, "limitless" iniquity, and "unending peace." We also frnd 'An qeseh used in
the same sense as 'An qE; (Isa.2:7 [twice]; Nah.2:10[9];3:3).

2. Spatial Usage. The noun 4es denotes a spatial end point only in the expression
m"rbm qiss1 par. m"rbm hdrtm (lsa. 37:24 = 2 K. 19:23: m"l6n qissoh; cf . lmrhb yn
qs, "boundless expanse," in I QH 6:3 I ). In Dnl. I I :45, in the context of the geograph-
ical terms yammtm and har, qe$ may have a spatial sense, but the context also admits a
temporal interpretation. The same is true for qE; idm lahdiek in Job 28:3, which prob-
ably refers to the transition from night to day (cf. lQS l0:lff.t:). In any case, this ex-
pression was interpreted temporally in Gen. Rab.89:1: "[God] established a term
(z"man) for how many years the world should persist in darkness."la In Jer. 50:26
miqqE; (in contrast to miqqaseh in 5 I :3 1 ) should be interpreted not spatially but tem-
porally, since in all other instances (21 times) miqq€; has a temporal sense.l5 In this
respect miqqd; differs from miqseh (33 times), which is used both temporally (e.g.,

Gen. 8:3; Dt. 14:28', Josh.3:2; 9:16) and spatially (e.g., Gen. 47:21; Nu.34:3; Dt.
13:8[7]; 28:641, Josh. 15:1,2,5,21), and frommiqqasd (6 times), which is used only
spatially.

The notion of a spatial end, an extreme limit, is expressed in Biblical Hebrew by
qdsi (6 imes)lqas61(31 times) or qaseh (82 times), and 3 times by the plural formula
qaswA-'eres (Isa. 26:15; Ps.48:11[0]; 65:6[5]),16 which derives from this noun (or
possibly from qswlT). In a few instances derivatives of these nouns, particularly miq;61
andmiqsEh (Gen.47:2; Jgs. l8:2; I K. 12:311' 13:33:Ezk.33:2; probably also Jgs.

7:ll; cf . Dnl. l:5; Neh. 7:69[70]), have the specialized meaning "pinnacle" or "elite."
It is especially noteworthy that qEs never parallels the expression min-haqqaseh'el-
haqqaseh, "from one end to the other" (4 times).

3. Temporal Usage. The primary connotation of 4es is temporal: "period of time."l8
This meaning is established by association with synonymous temporal terms (a usage

that is further developed in the Dead Sea Scrolls and medieval Hebrewle): (a) m6'cd
(l) in parallelismus membrorum (Hab.2:3;Dnl. 12:6-7; cf. Sir. 32:lO) and (2) in con-
struct relationship or apposition (Dnl. 8:19; ll:27). (b) ?j (1) in parallel (Ezk.7:6-1;
2l:30,34[25,291:35:5; Ier. 50:26-27; cf. Sir. 43:6) and (2) in construct relationship or
apposition (Dnl. 8:17; ll:40; 12:4,9;2 Ch.2l:19). Dnl. I l:35 conjoins all three terms:
'ad-'C! q0$ kt:6d lamm6'Cd. G) y6m combined with qEs and 'e! (Jer. 50:26-27; Ezk.
7:7). (d) idntm with yamim (conflation?) next to qEs and 'c! (2 Ch. 2l:19). (e) The con-
centration of almost half the occurrences of qes (31 of 67) in the Writings, more than a

13. See IV.l.c below.
14. Wieder, 31.
15. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT Xll (31968), 302; contra Wagner, 660. See III.2 below.
16. See Geyer.
17. Wagner,660.
18. See III below.
19. On the Dead Sea Scrolls see IV below; on Middle Hebrew see Wieder, 5.
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third (24) being found in the books of Ezekiel (9) and Daniel ( l5), the final recension

of which is contemporary with the composition of several of the Dead Sea Scrolls, jus-

tifies consideration of additional synonyms in the scrolls, especially dba t"qfrpd, and

Zeman,zo and the use of these synonyms in Rabbinic and medieval Hebrew literature.

III. Temporal Usage. The meaning "temporal end" comes to the fore in many us-

ages of qet.

l. End (of Lifttime). In first-person statements referring to the human life span, this
meaning of qisst is assured by parallel expressions such as "the measure of my days"
(Ps. 39:5[4]) and "our days are numbered" (Lam. 4:18; cf. Job 6:l l). Am. 8:2 expands

the concept to refer to the end of the people of Israel, and Ezk. 'l:2-6 also includes the

destruction of the land. The account of the deluge exhibits an even more comprehen-

sive usage: qEs kol-bdidr (Gen. 6:13) refers to the destruction of all flesh.

2. Period of Time.lnits use as a denotation of the passage of a period of time miqq€p

is primarily followed by (a) a specified number of (l) days (ten, Jer. 42:7; forty, Gen.
8:6; Nu. 13:25) or (2) days and nights (forty, Dt. 9:l I ), (3) months (two, Jgs. I l:39;
twice six, Esl2:12), or (4) years (two, Gen.4l:1;three, lK.2:39; seven, Dt. l5:l;
3l:10; Jer. 34:.14; ten, Gen. 16:3; twenty,2 Ch. 8:1; forty,2 S. l5:7; Ezk. 29:13; sev-

enty, Isa. 23:15,17; four hundred thirty, Ex. 12:41): or (b) an expression of an unde-

fined span of time: yamtm (Gen. 4:3; I K. l7:7: Jer. 13:6). It remains an open question
whether miqqE; yamim layydmtm in 2 S. l4:26 means that Absalom cut his hair "from
time to time" or "once a year."zt In late texts the analogous terms leqds ydmtm/idntm/
'itttm (5 times) refer to an indefinite period of time (Dnl. 11:6,13; 12:13; Neh. 13:6;

2 Ch. l8:2).It is possible that leqes yamim in Neh. 13:6 describes a one-year absence of
Nehemiah from Jerusalem.

3. Historical Period. Often qes denotes a specific span of time in the past or ftr
ture.22 The expression '81'awdn qEs (Ezk.2l:30,34125,29);35:5) refers to the period of
the monarchy, which ended with the destruction of Jerusalem on account of Israel's
sins. Similarly, in Dnl. 9:26 the phrase w"qissb baiietep w"'aQ qe; milhdmi is to be un-
derstood as referring to a historical period of devastating wars that mark the culmina-
tion of divine judgment.

The connotation "historical period" or "age" is sometimes (as above) made explicit
by association with other temporal terms: 4es par. 'e! Qer. 50:26-21;Ezk.7:6-7):'d! qe;
(Dnl. 8:17; 11:35,40; 12:4,9); inverted: q€s hd'ittim (Dnl. 11:13; expanded: Ezk. 35:5)
or made manifest by added terms: /<i '6d lamm6'Ed (Dnl. 1l:.35), ng' hayydm (Ezk.
7:12), b"'€!'dddm (Ezk.35:5; cf. ybm 'eQ Uob 21:301 and 9 times with a pronominal

20. See IV.1.c below.
21. North.
22. Ahlstr<im, 2.
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suffix [2 5.22:19 par. Ps. 18:19(18); etc.)); ba'y6m6 be'e!'"wbn qes (Ezk.2l:3O,34).
The phrase wjapeafu laqq€; in Hab. 2:3, explainedby '6Q hdz6n lamm6'eQ, refers to an

event expected to occur in the near future (ki-!6'W!6'ye'o1r4r), not in an apocalyptic
time frame.z3 This historical interpretation is reflected in lQpHab 7:lff.2a

4. Eschatology. Only in a few late biblical texts does qcs occur in an eschatological
context.25 The expressions laqqEs and l"qes hayyamtm in Dnl. 12:13 clearly refer to the
"end of time." In this context the phrase qEs happeld'61in v. 6 can also be interpreted
eschatologically; but the meaning "appointed age" is preferable to an eschatological
interpretation.26 The expression qEs happeld'dl anticipates a "wonderful age," the be-
ginning of which is determined by the preceding period of "two and a half times"
(v. 7). In Ezk.7:2-6, similarly, (haq)qdq denotes at age of destined punishment of the
people (cf. vv. 7-8, qdr6!, miqqdr6b); and Am. 8:2 should not be equated with the es-

chatological "day of Yahweh" of Am. 5:18ff.27

IV. Later Usage. The noun 4e^r occurs over 100 times in the Dead Sea Scrolls.
There, as in medieval Hebrew, it continues to convey the meaning that developed par-
ticularly in the late parts of the Hebrew Bible: "span of time, historical period," not
"time" generally or "beginning/opening."za This meaning is particularly evident in pas-

sages that speak ofthe duration or end ofa defined period: "the qes will be extended"
(lQpHab 7:7),"the qZs is extended beyond them" (1. l2),"he did not make known to
them the termination (gmr) of the qEs" (1. Z\,zs fi!'c! ;e'! haqqE; (2 Ch.2l:19), "until
the termination of the qZ; of these years" (CD 4:8-lQ).:o

| . Period of Time. Here too the meaning "period of time" is evinced by the associa-
tion of qes with temporal synonyms:

a. '€!. "The qes of dominion of all the men of his lot" parallels "the time ('e0 of sal-
vation for the people of God" (1QM 1:5); "at the foundation of the q€s" parallels "at all
the beginnings of time ('CA" OQH l2:7-8;1QH fr. 9:8-10; cf. Sir. 43:6: "The moon
marks the (changing) seasons; it rules until the qes and is an everlasting sign").

b. m6'28.'At the appointed time (m6'0/) of visitation he will destroy them forever"
parallels "in his glorious wisdom he has appointed a qes for the existence of wicked-
ness" (lQS 4:18-19); "to destroy the flesh for enduring times" parallels "to extinguish
strength for a lengthy time (qisstm)" (lQH 8:31); "and he knows the result of their [the
two spirits'l works unto all qisstm [of the m^'odim) (lQS a:25); "your qissim, [your]

23. Wagner, 662; contra Zimmerl| Ezekiel l, 204.
24. Elliger, 190-193; see IV.l below.
25. M. Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20. AB 22 (1983), 147.
26. HAL, III, I I 19; Wagner, 660.
27.Wotff, Joel and Amos,255;'Zimmerl| Ezekiel l,203-4; Wagner, 661.
28. Elliger, 182-83, l9l-941' contra Wallenstein, 213.
29. Wieder, 30.
30. Ibid.
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mba/tm" (lQH 13:20); "in God's time (m6'€il his exalted greatness will shine for all
ages (4issd t'6ldmtml)" (lQM I:8).

These terms may also be joined with ybm: "at the time (q€s) of the festival of rest,

on the Day of Atonement" (lQpHab ll:6-7; cf. Jer. 50:26;Ezk.7:5-7,12;2 Ch.
2l:19).zt The employment of these expressions with the meaning "appointed period of
time" occurs also in medieval Hebrew literature.

c. Other Terms. The vocabulary resources of the Dead Sea Scrolls and medieval He-
brew for referring to a period of time include the word dbr: "for their generations (dbr)
. . . for all eternal times (qlssi '6ldmtm)" (lQS 4:15-16; cf. ll. l3-15). The "last genera-

tion(ddr)" (lQpHab 2:7;CD l:12) equals the "last qe=s" (lQpHab 7:12; IQS 4:16-17).
The synonymity of qds and dbr is also proven by the equation of q€s and "forty years,"

the proverbial biblical time span of one generation (CD 8:36-39). Yet another word is
t"qfrpd: "sacred seasons and cycles of the year and everlasting times (qissA 'a0" OQM
l0: l5- 16); also medieval Heb. z"man.32

d. From Time to Time. The meaning "span of time" is evidenced by the temporal use

of miqq€s laqq€;, "from one time (of prayer) to another my soul rejoices" (lQH 9:7-8);
"praying continually from one time [of prayer or day] to another" (1QHl2:4; cf. lQS
10:1ff.). In the Dead Sea Scrolls the notion of a spatial end is also expressed by q;h
(lQpHab 9:14; l0.2;1QM l:8), especially in the phrase "from one end to the other"
(cf. "a broad place without end lqes)l' lQH 6:31).

e. Word Clusters. As in the O1:l *" find in the Dead Sea Scrolls combinations of
qe-s with other temporal terms, especially (but not exclusively) in historical contexts:
'e1, dfu idnim (CD 2:8ff .); m6'cd, dbr idnim (lQH l:16-20);'e!, m6'cd (lQS l: 14-15);
'0! (yabel, idbi'6) (CD l6:1-4).

2. Plural. In the Dead Sea Scrolls, in contrast to the OT,34 4eJ often occurs in the
plural, especially with reference to substantial spans of time: "all their ages (qissAhem)

for their generation shall be spent in bitter weeping" ( 1 QS 4:131, cf . 1QH 5 :27-28; 8:3 1 ;

IQH fr. 1:5; IQS 4:25-26); "what will come in their ages (qissAhem) for all the years of
the'6ldm [i.e., forever]" (CD 2: l0; cf . 16:2-3). The plural can also refer to the universal
order of time: qissA'ad (lQM 10:15-16); qissA nesah (IQH l:24-25), qissA'6hmtm
(lQS 4:16; 1QM l:8-9).

3. Nuances of Meanings.In the usage of qEs in the Dead Sea Scrolls, we can observe

a subtle distinction of meanings from which one may legitimately draw conclusions
about the connotation of the noun in Biblical Hebrew, especially in later textual strata.

The term can be applied to periods of time that are also fixed seasons of prayer or festal
days: "he shall praise him at the times that God has appointed" (1QS 9:26-10:l; cf.
l QpHab 7:12-131' 1QH 1: 16); "to entreat constantly from qes to qC{ .. . at the turnings

31. See II.3 and III.3 above.
32. Wallenstein, 2l2; cf. Wieder, 31.
33. See II.3 above.
34. See I.2 above.
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of the day according to his ordinance . . . at all the beginnings of time ('C!), the founda-
tions of the qes and the cycle of the festal times (m6'a{tm)" (lQH 12:4-8); "at the time
of the festival of rest" (lQpHab ll:6-7); "sacred times and seasons of the years and
qi;;A 'a{' (lQM 10:15- 16); and especially "not to transgress a single word of all the
words of God in their (appointed) times (q€s) and not to advance their appointed times
('eil or delay (the observance ofl their fixed seasons (m6'efl" (lQS l:13-l{;.ls

4. Lifttime. Often qEs connotes "lifetime." The author of the Hodayori uses the term
in his supplication: "Do not forsake me during my (life)time" (lQH fr.4:18; cf. l:10-
11), just as the psalmist refers to his life span as qisst: "Let me know my qet and the
number of my days" (Ps. 39:5[4]; cf. Job 6:11).

In the meaning "lifetime," qes is synonymous with d64 "gereration" (lQS 4:13; cf.
lQpHab 2:7; 7:2; CD l:12 with lQpHab 4:16; 7:7,12; IQS 4:16-17; cf. IQH 1:19;
6:ll; 14:6 with lQS 4:16; lQM l:8-9; CD 2:9-lO; and cf. IQH fr. 5:7 with lQH l:24-
25). In these passages qet and dbr appear practically interchangeable.

5. Histoical Period. As in Dnl. 9:16, in the scrolls qes car, denote a particular his-
torical period (q€s milhdmd, 1QM ll:8; qEs nehrasA, IQS 4:25). On the basis of Ezk.
4:4-5,the period of God's wrath (qds hrdn) against Israel following the destruction of
the temple is set at 390 years (CD 1:5; cf . 5:2O; IQH 5:l l-127.20

We find q?s denotes "era" in a comprehensive overview of history ( I QS I I :9; I QH
12:6-7; cf. CD 8:38) and refers as well to specific historical periods, e.9., "the qd; of
thefirstvisitation" (CD7:21:cf. IQS 4:18:-"aqd;for theexistenceof wickednessand
am6'dQof visitation";cf.alsoCD20:23; lQH3:38; 6:29; 1QHfr.5:ll;58:5;59:3;
IQM l:5). A period during which the Qumran community suffered persecution by its
enemies is frequently called a "time (qEs) of wickedness" (CD 6:10,14; 13:20; 15:7,10;
lQpHab 5:7-8) or "the qes of their appearance and the account of their tribulations"
(CD 4:5). Cf. medieval Hebrew usage of qet, especially qZs mditah.31

6. Eschatology. Only rarely does qes occur in an eschatological context: the time of
judgment (qds miipdt: IQH 6:29-30); the (end of?) time (qEs) appointed by God and
the creation of a new (time) (lQS 4:25).

7. Historical Schema. The extensive but rather vague historical conception in the
book of Daniel also turns up in other apocalyptic works (l En. 85-93; 2B,ar.56-:73).38

Qumran writers developed this conception into an all-embracing historical schema
comprising three primary elements: primeval history history of Israel, metahistory.3e

35. Talmon, "Manual."
36. Wieder, 30; Talmon, World,280-82.
37. Bab. Meg.3a; Gen. Rab. 49:l; Bab. Sanh.97b; Wiedet 5.
38. See esp. Licht.
39. Talmon, Between the Bible.
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These eras are divided into a series of periods called qes or ?J as in Ezekiel and

Daniel.ao
This periodization is especially transparent in 4Q180/181 (4QAges of Creation),

also called the Pesher on the Periods because of its introductory formula p€ier 'al

haqqi;sim, and in 1 lQMelch.+t A chronicle-like written account (mspr; cf. Jgs. 7: 15)

of the most important events in the history of the Qumranites (qissAhen) is mentioned
in CD 2:9-10: "It knows [reports] the years of their existence, and the account and de-

tails of their ages (q/s), for all eternal events and all eternal happenings, that will come

to pass in their ages (qEs) for all the years of the times of the universe (i%A'6hm)" (cf .

I Ch.27:24). This work, no longer extant, presumably began with an account of the

early history of Israel, most probably recounted the "exodus" of the founders of the

Qumran community from Jerusalem after the destruction of the temple, their experi-
ence of "expulsion" (4:5-6, "the years of their exile") and "return" (1:1-7), moved on to
a description of afflictions to which they were subject in their own days (4:5-6), and

ended with a glimpse of the future, which would culminate with a period called the

"days to come" (b*ah'ril hayydmtm, 4:4; 6:10-11; lQSa 1:1). Like 'e!, qc$ denotes in-
dividual phases in this segmental teleological historical schema.42 This comprehensive

conception of history parallels in part the biblical account of the postexilic period
(Haggai, Zechaiah, Malachi, Ezra-Nehemiah), which also culminates in a vision of
the future y6m yhwh (Mal. 3:13tr ).

Talmon

40. Ndtscher, 167ff.; Elliger, 183, 192ff.
41. On the former see J. T. Milik, "/.IS 23 (1972) lO9-26', idem, Books of Enoch (Oxford,

1976),249; on the latter see P. J. Kobelski, Melchizedek and Melchireia'. CBQMS l0 (1981).
42. Ltcht, "n'l]n," 69; Elliger, 194.

1')1, oa;t"

I. l. Etymology and Meaning; 2. Occurrences. II. Lexical Field. III. Usage: l. Civilian
Leader; 2. Military Leader. IV. LXX.

qasin. R. Hentschke, Die Stellung der vorexilischen Schriftpropheten zum Kultus. BZAW 75
(1957), esp. 94 n. 3; J. van der Ploeg, "Les chefs du peuple d'Israel et leurs titres," RB 57 (1950)
40-61, esp. 52; W. Richter, "Die Uberlieferungen um Jephtah, Ri 10,17-12,6: Bibl 47 (1966)
485-556, esp. 488, 498-99; H. N. Rtisel, "Jephtah und das Problem der Richter," Bibl 6l (1980)
251-55; idem, "Die'Richter Israels,"' BZ25 (1981) 180-203, esp. 203; L. Schmidt, Menschlicher
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l. l. Etymology and Meaning. The Hebrew noun qastn means "chief, ruler." It de-
rives from *q;y II, and means literally "a person who has something to decide."l The -n
ending may be analogous to the -n of dayydn.? The noun is often compared to Arab.
qddin, "jttdge," but it has a broader meaning. It appears as a proper name in Ugaritic:
qsn, bn qsn.3 There are occurrences of qasin in Middle Hebrew with the same broad
meaning as in the OT.4 Cf. also Sir. 48:15: "ruler."

2. Occurrences. There are 12 occurrences of qastnin the OT: I in Joshua, two in
Judges, four in Isaiah, two in Micah, two in Proverbs, and I in Daniel.

II. Lexical Field. In three texts (Jgs. I l: I 1; Mic. 3:1,9), qastn appears together with
-+ tr2N'1 ro-3. Jgs. l1:11 shows that these two words denote different offices. Josh.

10:24 makes clear that qasin can refer to a military office; here, as in Jgs. 1l:6,11, and
Isa.22:3, it is associated with + ;lDn)D milhdmd or the verb lhm.lnMic.3:1,9 (qdstn
par. r6'i), we are dealing with juridical terminology; in Isa. l:10 the word has cultic
overtones. Prov. 6:7 luses qastn with two other terms denoting offices (iAEr arl,d

mOiEl). Schmidt discusses the relationship between qastn and + ndgtd.5 In both mili-
tary (Jgs. I l:6,11) and civilian (Isa. 3:6-7) contexts the qastn was appointed by the citi-
zens of the town.

III. Usage.
l. Civilian lcader Isaiah uses qasin three times to denote a civilian leader or ruler.

His teaching in 1:10-17 begins with a didactic formula introducing harsh criticism of
the current sacrificial cult along with exhortations to do good, seek justice, rescue the
oppressed, etc. The responsible leaders, addressed as q"sinA s"dOm (v. l0), are indicted
along with the people because they have neglected their duty. Isa. 3:1-7 depicts a crisis
in which Yahweh has taken away from Jerusalem every prop and stay (v. 1), replacing
their princes (iar?m)6 with boys. The people try to find a qastn (v. 6), but the one cho-
sen by them refuses, because he has no chance to exercise leadership. He does not even
have a cloak, and can neither "heal" the people nor furnish them with bread (v. 7). In
these texts qastn must be understood as a general term for a leader or ruler whose duty
is above all to protect the vulnerable members of his community.

Mic. 3 comprises three oracles of judgment. Those indicted are first reminded of
their obligations (v. l), then follows the indictment. As heads (rd'itm) and q"stnim, they
should know justice. But they hate the good (v. 2) and abhor justice (v. 9). The two

Erfolg und Jahwes Initiative. WMANT 38 (1970), esp. l4l -71; R. de Vaux, Early History of Israel
(Eng. trans. Philadelphia, 1978), esp. 760-61.

t. HAL, IIt,1122.
2. BLe, $6lna, with n. 2.
3. UT no.2257; WUS, no.2436.
4. Jastrow, 1405; WTM, IY 260.
5. Schmidt, 154-55.
6. -+ tilr.
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words denoting offices must be understood as parallel terms.T As in Isaiah, the qastn is

a ruler whose duty it is to protect the weak.

Prov. 6:7-8 speaks of the qastn together with other officials. The lazy individual is

admonished to learn from the behavior of the ant: "Without having any qasin or officer

GOPr) or ruler (mdi7l), it prepares its food in summer and gathers its sustenance in
harvest." Here qastn refers to the leader of a working team, who is responsible for its
orderly functioning. Prov. 25:15 states that a qasin can be persuaded with patience -
probably meaning simply that it is better to be cautious when speaking to one's chief. It
is impossible to tell whether this chief might be a judge or a prince.S

2. Mililary l,eader. Josh. l0 describes Joshua's victory over five Canaanite kings.
Herethe qdstnisamilitaryofficercommandingagroupof soldiers (v.24). Joshuahas

several q";tnim in his army. We do not know their exact rank; they were probably non-
commissioned officers, authorized to think and act independently. But the term does

not refer to the commander of the militia.e We see from Jgs. I l:6 and I I that there was

a difference between qasin and rd 'J. The elders of Gilead ask Jephthah to be their qastn

so that they can fight with the Ammonites. When he refuses, they promise that after the

victory he can have the office of ro'i over all the inhabitants of Gilead. The qastn func-
tions as a military commander; the ro'i is the ruler of all the citizens.r0

The context of Isa. 22:3 is also military. The defeat of Jerusalem is particularly bit-
ter because all its military commanders have fled. This probably represents Isaiah's in-
terpretation of the events of 701.11 In Dnl. ll:18 qdstn refers to a military commander
who avenges the insolence of the king of the north. This qdsin must be the Roman con-
sul Lucius Cornelius Scipio, who defeated Antiochus III at Magnesia in 190. Here too
we do not expect to find a precise title. The author is not trying to translate a particular
Roman title, but speaks simply of the commander of the Romans.l2

IV. LXX. The LXX translates qa;in four times with archcg4s or drchon and once

with basilerts (Prov. 25:15). Twice it uses a verbal paraphrase.
Nielsen

7. H. W. Wolff, Micah (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, l99O),97-98.
8. O. Pl<iger, Spriiche Salomos. BK XVII (1983), 302.
9. Schmidt, 154-55.
10. Rrisel, "Jephtah," 253-54.
ll. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1997), 359-61.
12.L.F. Hartman and A. A. Di Lella, Daniel. AB XXIII (1978),268,293.
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lYB oa;op;1*? qeseP

I. Etymology. II. 1. Distribution; 2. usage; 3. LXX. III. l. Secular contexts; 2' Theological

Contexts; 3. Foreign Nations.

I. Etymology. The root appears as a canaanite gloss in the Amarna texts (q;p, "be

incensed") as well as in Akkadian (kasapu, ke;epu, "think").t Likewise comparable are

Syr. q";ap, "be angry, distressed";2 Biblical Aram. q'sap (Dnl.2:12; cf'Ezr"l:23: also

Ahiqar tOl, ftsp:); Jewish Aram. q"sap, "be angry,"+ and qe;ep, "anget'' (cf' the name

of thl angel of destruction); Middle Heb. qsp hiphil, "cause to be angry."5 The meaning

of the veib and related nouns encompasses dismay, indignation, and resentment as well

as wrath and anger.

\1. l. Distribution. The root qsp appears in a variety of literary contexts (Pentateuch,

Dtr History, Chronicler's History, Isaiah, Z,echariah,Psalms, Lamentations, Esther, Ec-

clesiastes). The qal occurs 28 times, the hiphil 5 times, and the hithpael once; the noun

qesep occurs 28 times. Most of the occurrences are late; it should be noted that the

word is not found in Sirach or the Dead Sea Scrolls.

qd;ap. B. Albrektson, History and the Gods. CBOT I (1967); J' Boehmer' "Zoml' 7AW M

Og2OiZO-221 H. A. Brongers,'iDer Zornesbecher," OTS 15 (1969) 177-92; G. W. Coats' Rebel-

ifo, i., the Wilderness (Nashville, 1968); A. Dillmann, Handbuch der ahtestamentlichen

Theologie (1985), esp. 258ff.; G. R. Driver, "on tlemdh 'Hot Anger, Fury' and also 'Fiery

Wine,'i i tq 0:958; 83-35; idem, "some Hebrew Roots and Their Meaningsl' JTS 23 (1922)

69-73;W.Eichrodt, TLAT,le1968), esp. 168-76; J. Fichtner and O. Grether, "6pyiB-Cl' TDNT,

V, gi-qtZ; M. Garc(a Cordero, "Ira di Dio," Enciclopedia della Bibbia,-IY (1970), 369-73;'

J.'Gray, ..The Wrath of God in Canaanite and Hebrew Literature," JMEOS 25 (1947153) 9'19;

P. van"imscho ot, TLAT l. Bibliothique de Th€otogie, llll2 (1954), esp. 87-90; E. Jacob, ThAT

(1955), esp. 91-93; E. Kautzsch, Biblische TLAT (1911), passim; E. Ktinig, ThAT kritisch und

iergiil.ch"ra dargestellt (Stuttgart, 3'41922), esp. 184ff.; N. Lohfink, "Der gewalttiitige Gott des

ATI und die Suche nach eineigewaltfreien Gesellschaft," JBT 2 (198'7) 106-36; o. Procksch,

TftAT (Gtitersloh, 1950), esp.-642-53; H. Ringgren, "Einige Schilderungen des gtittlichen

Zorns,'; FS A. W;iser (Giittingen, 1963), 107-13 idem, "Yredens kalk," SEA l7 (1953) 19-30;

G. Suu"., *1y? 
Wp zornig sein," THAT, ll, 663-66; idem, "Die strafende Vergeltung Gottes in

den psalmen"'1Olii., nasel 1957); A. Schenker, "Der strafende Gottl' Katechetische Bliitter ll0
(1985) 843-50i W. u. Simpson, "Divine wrath in the Eighth-Century Prophets" (diss., Boston,

iSOSI; n. V. G. Tasker, niblical Doctrine of the Wrath of God (London, 1951); P. Yolz, Das

Diiminische in Jahwe. SgV 110 092D; C. Westermann, "Boten des Zorns," Die Botschafi und

die Boten. FS H. W. Woffi (Neukirchen-vluyn, 1981), 147-56; W. Zimmerli, Grundriss der

alttestamentlichen Theologie. TW 3ll (31985), passim.

1. EA 82:51; 93:5; AHw, 1,456.
2. kxSyr 687.
3. DISO, "be enraged(?)."
4. WTM,IY 361.
5. ANH, 387.
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2. Usage. Seventeen times in verbal clauses the acting subject is a person (e.g., Pha-

raoh [Gen. 4O:2;41:10], Moses [Ex. 16:20; Lev. 10:16; Nu. 3l:14]). Surprisingly,
Yahweh is directly or indirectly identified as the subject less often (16 times). It should
be noted, however, that the contexts in which qJp occurs often focus on theological
questions; this is true, for instance, of all the hiphils and the substantive. Besides the
late phrases qesep yhwh (Jer. 50: 13; 2 Ch. 29:8; 32:26) and qesep llhwh (Isa. 34:2),
with few exceptions (e.g., Eccl. 5:16[Eng. l7]), Yahweh is at least the implicit subject.

In most cases the object of qesep is human. Sometimes it is the nations (Jer. l0: l0;
50:13;Zec.1: l5; Isa. 34:2); most often, however, it is Israel. In the context of P, 4sp fo-
cuses primarily on Israel as a cultic community ('cdd, e.g., Lev. l0:6). In the Chroni-
cler's History, "Judah and Jerusalem" are generally the affected entities (2 Ch. 24:18:
29:8; 32:25). Only in Eccl. 5:5(6) is the object "the work of your hands."

The object - usually a group of persons (e.9., 'edO 
- is always introduced by 'al

(17 times; this observation shows that the use of 'el in Josh. 22:18 is a mistake); the

same is true of verbal clauses using hdyA qesep ( l0 times) and noun clauses (3 times).
In the case of the hiphil, Yahweh is always the "object" affected (4 times, always intro-
duced by 'e!; once, if the LXX represents the correct reading in Ps. 106:32, we may as-

sume a pronominal suffix).
There is a surprising variety of parallel terms. In texts using the verb, we find :{erepd,

kt hiphil, 'npfap, hdmd, rib, hU, S'r 'al zdkar qnTqin'd, hbl piel, m's, b'r and mrh. As
an antonym, we may mention yrD. The subst. qesep often appears as the third element of
a series (Dt. 29:27[28]; Jer. 2l:5; 32:37; Eccl. 5:16[17]). In parallelism qesep stands

second in Ps. 102:11(10) and Est. 1:18; it stands first only ir,Isa.34:2. Words used in
parallel with qesep, in either the immediate or the extended context,6 include hcmd (5
times), 'ap (4 times), iepet, q"ldld, za'am, ka'as, fu'lt, negep, and bizzaydn More com-
monly, however, qesep appears alone (16 times, including the 2 instances of figura
etymologicainZec. l:2,15). As antonyms we find rasbn, hese{, rahomtm, and rhmpiel.
Verbal clauses with qesep as subject (13 times) use the following verbs: ys', b6', and
hyh.This usage shows that qesep is understood as an active subject. Indeed, in theologi-
cal contexts we may defrne qesep as the concrete instantiation of Yahweh's indignation,
emotionally more or less explosive and often destructive (cf . qesep l\thwh in Isa. 34:2).

Prepositional usage is consonant with these observations: b'indicates an instrumen-
tal function (6 times); concrete reality is also suggested by min and mipp"nA. The origin
and reality of qesep are not explained but simply recorded. Usually, however, the
causes and consequences can be described.

3. LXX. For the verb, the LXX uses orgizein (11 times), parorgfzein (twice),
paroxynein (6 times), lypein (6 times), thymoiln (3 times), and epikrainein (twice). The
verb is also represented by the nouns org'e'(Nu. l6:22; Josh. 22:18) and thym6s (Lev.
l0:6). The substantive is representedby orgi6 (13 times), thymds (5 times), parorysm1s
(twice), ch6los (once), metdmelos (once), and parorgism6s (once). Nu. l:53 may be an

interpretive paraphrase accounting for the qesep.

6. + I, 351-53.
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lll. l. Secular Contexts. When the word is used in secular contexts, the meaning can

range from indignation to anger.

At times qtp can have serious consequences. The commanders of the Philistines

were angry @sp) with Achish because he had taken David with him into battle (l S.

29:4) arrd effected David's return. Naaman was similarly angered when Elisha sent a

servant to inform him that he would have to wash in the Jordan seven times. King Joash

aroused the anger of the man of God (evidence of a later stratumT) when, performing a

symbolic act as instructed by the prophet, he struck the ground only three times, pre-

venting a total victory over the Arameans (2 K. l3:19). Without going into detail, Est.

2:21 reports that two guardians of the threshold became angry at the king and con-

spired to assassinate him.
According to Eccl. 5:12-16(13-17), the impermanence of riches evokes a response

described graphically as ka'as, l.t'li, and qe;ep (v. l6tl7l). Here qe;ep must mean

something like resentment rather than anger. When Vashti refuses to appear at a ban-

quet at the command of her drunken consort, the king's advisors fear that her example

will induce disobedience on the part of the noble ladies, provoking their husbands to

contempt (bizzdydn) and anger 1qe;ep) (Est. l:18).
In some texts qsp has negative but not life-threatening consequences. When the cup-

bearer and baker offended (hdf'fr, Gen.40:lb) the king ofEgypt, he became angry

(q;p, v.2) and had them sent to prison. Gen. 4l: l0 recalls this scene. Jeremiah's depar-

ture to take possession of a field in Benjamin was interpreted as an attempt to desert to

the Babylonians. The sentinel took him to the officials, who were enraged (qpp, Ier.

37:15) at the already unpopular prophet, beat him, and imprisoned him.

2. Theological Contexts. a. Verb. When the verb appears in theological contexts, it is

likewise impossible to speak of a single meaning with identical connotations.

The reason why the book of the prophet Zechariah begins with the central words qsp

. . . qeryp (Zec. l:2) is that prophets had already called the ancestors ofthose addressed

to return (ifrU to Yahweh. They refused, and therefore the threatened consequences

have come to pass. Even though the language is quite general, the prophet's serious-

ness is apparent and the new call to repent and return is clear. We may note that 4pp

does not inherently suggest a trajectory leading to punishment; it represents a way of
expressing religious sensibility.

A warning against necromancy (Isa. 8:19) is followed by a description of those

guilty of such conduct. Meeting failure on every side, they are distressed and hungry.

Their distress turns into a nihilistic rage (qsp hithpael , v.2l) in which they curse every

responsible authority: the king and even God.

Later wisdom literature understands that destructi on (hbl piel) of the work of human

hands can be a consequence of God's anger (Eccl. 5:5[6])'
Sometimes 4,rp is used in developing a theology of history. Several times we read

that qsp gave rise to the exile. Despite Yahweh's anger, there is still hope expressed that

9l

7. G. Hentschel, 2 Kanige. NEB (1985), 60-61.
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God will bring the exile to an end. Among the causes of God's anger we find "sin." The
danger of perishing forever because God has forgotten (Lam. 5:20) leads the author to
pray that Yahweh will restore (.ir! hiphil) Israel. In the rhetorical question that follows
(v.22), which includes an element of "budding . . . confidence,"8 utter rejection (m's) is
equated with enduring anger (the interpretation of this verse as an embittered indict-
ment of Gode stretches the meaning of q;p: the perfect serves to indicate facticity). Isa.
54:9 compares the exile of Israel to the days of Noah. As in that seemingly hopeless
situation, Yahweh now promises never again to be angry with (qsp) or rebuke (g'r) ls-
rael. Trito-Isaiah's assurance ofsalvation gives hope to the downtrodden and oppressed
(Isa. 57:15). This hope is grounded in the fact that God will no longer appear as an ac-
atser (rt!) and will not always be angry @sp). Otherwise humankind would perish (ex-
pressed periphrastically with rfiah and n"iamd). God's anger (qsp) was provoked by
wickedness ('awbn).

Isa. 64:4 is fraught with textual diffrculties;to but v. 4c, the immediate context of
qsp, presents no problems. In general the verse is a prayer that God (Tldhim) will sus-
tain those who do ngfu ('AiC {edeq).A survey of the past demonstrates that God's an-
ger was justified, because the speakers have sinned (ht'). But God is Father, and the
speakers are like clay in the hands of a potter. To this God are addressed the plea not to
be angry ('al-tiqsdp) forever and not to remember iniquity ('dwdn) forever (v. 8[9]).

In religio-cultic contexts, qsp occasionally has limited negative consequences. Dt.
9:22 recalls the rebellions at Taberah, Massah, and Kibroth-hattaavah that provoked
Yahweh to anger (4sp hiphil); no negative consequences are described. Nor are there
any consequences to Moses' anger over the superfluous manna that was gathered con-
trary to his instructions and became foul (Ex. 16:20). Moses was angry with Eleazar
and Ithamar because (again contrary to Moses' command) they had burned the flesh of
the sin offering instead of eating it (Lev. 10:16).

It appears that other expressions clearly exceed qsp in intensity. According to Dt.
9:7, Israel's conduct provoked Yahweh to anger (asp hiphil). The negative dimension
increased, leading at Horeb to wrath (hp hithpael), so that Yahweh was ready to de-
stroy his people. For forty days and nights, Moses fasted in Yahweh's presence on ac-
count of the sin (hafiA') the people had committed against Yahweh (v. 18, referring to
the calf [v. 2l]), thus vexing (ft s hiphil) him. Now Moses feared Yahweh's wrath (2p)
and fury (bemA). Yahweh was so angry @;p) that he was ready to destroy (imd hiphil)
his people.

Other passages express more clearly the threat of destruction inherent in qsp. The
people grumbled in the wilderness, even though God was guiding them; their com-
plaints angered (q;p, Dt. 1:34) Yahweh, who swore that not one of the evil generation
should see the promised land. When Moses went to meet the Israelites returning from
battle with the Midianites, he became angry @{p, Nu. 31:14) with the commanders of

8. H. J. Boecker, ZBK 21,95.
9. O. Kaiser, Die Klagelieder. ATDXYU2 e1981), 384.
10. L. K<ihler, Der Prophet der Heimkehr II (Copenhagen, 1934),24-25.
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the various units because they had not carried out the ban by slaying the women, who

were responsible for making the Israelites act treacherously in the affair of Peor (vv.

16-17). His new instructions define more narrowly the groups to be killed (vv. 17-18).

In this context qsp is the motive force that leads to terrible and categorical conse-

quences.

Some texts demonstrate that qsp can have consequences that affect not just those

who are the cause of the anger but others as well. This does not imply that 4sp pos-

sesses a sphere of influence that takes effect automatically: it is always Yahweh who

has sovereign control over this dynamic. Ps. 106:32 refers to Meribah, rather surpris-
ingly in this context.ll There the conduct of the Israelites aroused (Yahweh's) anger

(qsp), with the result that God treated Moses ill on their account (ba''bfir).
In Nu. 16:21 Yahweh commands Moses and Aaron to separate themselves from the

congregation so that he may consume (klh piel) the people. V. 22 raises the crucial is-

sue: one person has sinned (h!'), blut anger (qsp) engulfs the entire congregation as an

expression of God's will to destroy them.l2
The building of an altar by the Transjordanian tribes (Josh. 22:l0tt.) is condemned

by the rest as reprehensible apostasy. A temporal sequence is clearly visible: today
(hayyim) they rebel and tomorrow (mdhdr) Yahweh will be angry (q$p, v. l8) with the

(whole) congregation rcdA).Y.20 cites the example of Achan, who as a single individ-
ual brought Yahweh's anger (qesep) upon the congregation ('cdA). According to Lev.

10:6, ministry in the sanctuary prohibits the rituals of mourning. Failure to obey this in-
junction is punished by death and burning. But the entire congregation ('z/d) would
also be victims of God's anger at the disobedient priests.

b. Noun. Some of the occurrences of the noun show that qesep (anger) can be pro-

voked without a clear statement of the consequences. For example, the leaders of the

entire congregation ('eid) realize that they have bound themselves by an oath and

therefore cannot attack the Gibeonites: to do so would bring qesep \pon themselves

(Josh. 9:20). Because Jehoshaphat helped the wicked man (probably Ahab) and thus

showed love ('hb) to those who hated (i6n"im) Yahweh, anger (qesepl befell the king
(2Ch. l9:2). The text does not mention any consequences. Jehoshaphat's charge con-

cerning the administration ofjustice (2 Ch. 19:9-101t: requires that, in acase (rip) aris-

ing from the t6rd of Yahweh, every effort must be made not to incur guilt and provoke

anger (qesep).

Although Hezekiah was healed by a miraculous sign (mdpz!) from God when he

was mortally ill, he responded with pride instead of gratitude. Therefore anger came

upon him and upon Judah and Jerusalem (2Ch.32:25). But then the king and the in-
habitants of Jerusalem humbled themselves, and so they did not fall victim to
Yahweh's wrathful judgment in Hezekiah's days (v.26). The potential for negative

consequences is inherent in qe;ep; those who anger Yahweh suffer these conse-

ll. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1989),321.
12. E. Aurelius, Die Fiirbitte Israels. CBOT27 (1988), 186-202.
13. H. Niehr, Herrschen und Richten. FzB 54 (1986), 293-94.
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quences if he gives his anger free rein. Yahweh's absolute sovereignty over the out-
come is clear.

The author of Ps. 38 saw in qesep and h€md the reason for Yahweh's rebuke and dis-
cipline Qtkh, ysn v. 2[ I ]). It is clear that qesep can cause physical pain and psychologi-
cal damage. Vv. 4-5(3-4) describe God's hostility as indignation (za'am), provoked by
the psalmist's sin (hatta'!) and iniquity ('awbn). It would be correct to descibe qesep

as a drastic manifestation of God's displeasure, which nevertheless does not intend de-
struction. The real aim of qesep and hEmd is to elicit self-knowledge.

We also frnd qesep in contexts dealing with the theology of history. During the siege
of Jerusalem in the time of Zedekiah's reign, the king inquired of Jeremiah concerning
the seriousness of the situation. Jeremiah responded with a prophecy of disaster, in
which Yahweh declares that he himself will fight (lhm niphal) against Judah. This
threat is qualified by a series of expressions: with an outstretched hand and a mighty
arm, in wrath ('ap), flury (hemd), and great anger (qesep gdd6l, Jer.2l:5).lt is clear
here that the expressions expanding on 'ap are less dire; gdQ6l is added to reinforce
qesep. The consequence of Yahweh's action will be sword and pestilence. The implica-
tion of destruction is clear. Yahweh's wrath was kindled (wayyihar-'ap, Dt.29:26[27])
because Israel had bowed down to worship other gods. The consequences are a curse
(q"ldld) and expulsion from the land in 'ap, hEmd, and qe;ep ga86l. In this formulaic
series qesep by itself appears not to make a sufficiently strong semantic contribution: it
must be intensified with gAQbl.

Isa. 54:8, too, ascribes the exile to a brief outpouring of Yahweh's anger (qesep) in
which he refused to come to his people's aid. The intensity of Yahweh's inclination to
destroy Israel's communion with him finds clear expression in the contrast with hesed,

rhm, and go'Zl. Here, however, Yahweh's qesep is limited temporally to a transitory
role. In Isa. 60:10 anger 1qe;ep) is clearly instrumental to the act of "striking" (ntlr
hiphil) as a form of punishment. It is contravened, however, by rasbn and rhm piel, the
loving favor God shows his people after the period of the exile. The promise of deliver-
ance in Jer.32:36-37 begins with the negative situation: God has given Israel into the
hand of the king of Babylon by sword, famine, and pestilence. The emotional instru-
ments were wrath ('ap), fury (hCmd), and qesep (again intensified by Saddl).

There are other instances where qesephas dire consequences. Ps. 102 is a lament
that contains a description of the psalmist's afflictions; the catalog of woes states that
they were all unleashed by Yahweh's indignation (za'am) and anger 1qe;ep)
(v. I la[0a]), making clear that qesep leads to punishment (v. I lb[10b]). The image of
God's lifting up the psalmist and throwing him aside is startling in its savagery.

Social injustice can also provoke qesep. Zec.7 accuses the land and the priests (v. 5)
of oppressing widows, orphans, aliens, and the poor, of devising evil, and of stopping
their ears to the prophets'call to repent (vv. l0-ll). Therefore great anger (qe;ep

Sddbl) came upon them. The first consequence is Yahweh's refusal to hear their cries;
the second, the scattering of the people and the desolation of the land.

According to Nu. 17:6-15(16:41-50), the congregation assembled against Moses
and Aaron and turned against the tent of meeting (11:1U6:421). The ensuing punish-
ment goes forth Stdsd', l7:11|6:461) from Yahweh in the form of anger (qesep), and
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consists in a terrible blow (negep,' NRSV "plague") that leaves many dead

(17 12ff.11647tr.1). Cultic purification (kippea 17:12U6:4'71), however, saves the lives

of others.
We find formulaic references to the consequences of qesep and its effect on others.

Nu. l:53 requires the Levites to camp around the miikan hd'Cdfi! to prevent qesep from
coming upon the congregation of the Israelites. If the Levites perform the duties of the

sanctuary and the duties of the altar, anger (qe;ep) will not come upon the Israelites

(Lev. 18:4-5).
According to 1 Ch. 27:23,David took a census of all the Israelites aged twenty and

above; when Joab began to count those below the age of twenty, he could not finish the

task because the anger lqeqep) provoked by David had come upon Israel. The only con-

sequence of this anger is failure to complete the census. At the behest of leading

Judahites, King Joash permitted sacred poles and idols to be set up; therefore anger

came upon Judah and Jerusalem (2 Ch.24:18). The consequences of this anger are not

described. When Yahweh sent prophets to persuade the people to return to him, they re-

fused to listen. When warned by the priest Zechariah, they stoned him. The conse-

quence was a war with the Arameans, which Joash and Judah lost. The author views

this disaster as divine jud gment (i"pdt?m, probably an intensive plural). The whole sce-

nario demonstrates that qesep, although it denotes a grave manifestation of anger, is

nowhere near as dire and momentous as iepet.
Others can feel the negative effects of qesep. When the king of the Edomites found

himself in a desperate military situation against Israel, he sacrificed his firstborn son

(2 K. 3:27), and qesep gdQdl came upon Israel. It is interesting that it was the people of
Yahweh who suffered the consequences of this anger rather than the king of the

Edomites, who in the view of the Israelites had acted unjustly. Israel had to withdraw
from the battle. The reform movement under Hezekiah emerged because the people

had turned away from God and neglected the temple cult; the anger (qesep, 2 Ch.29:8)
of Yahweh had therefore come upon Judah and Jerusalem. The consequence was de-

struction and captivity (v. 9).

3. Foreign Nations. The root qsp takes on a particular intensity when associated

with foreign nations. We may observe that the meaning becomes increasingly drastic in

later texts. Even though the central theological concern of demonstrating Yahweh's di-

vinity remains implicit, ferocity is very much in evidence.

Jer. 10:10 describes Yahweh as sovereign over the whole world: he is the true God,

Lord of life and everlasting King, whose supremacy knows no temporal bounds. This

sovereignty undermines all earthly powers: at his anger 1qe;ep) the earth quakes, and

the nations cannot endure his indignation (za'am). God's qesep is instrumental in dem-

onstrating his ascendancy.
Zec. l:12-17, which has affinities with Deutero-Isaiah,la is an oracle of comfort for

Israel and disaster for Israel's oppressors. God promises to intervene with great zeal
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14. C. Westermann, Prophetische Heilsworte im AT. FRIANT 145 (1987),92-93.
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(qin'd, v. 14b) on behalf of his people. Of equal emotional intensity and violence,
though couched in negative terms, is Yahweh's rejection of the nations that sought to
abet him in punishing lsrael (qesep gaQbl . . . qo$Cp,v. 15). Since the consequences are
not specified, it would be wrong to read into the text more than it states: with concen-
trated emotional energy, Yahweh rejects those who live in false security. The language
is remarkably emphatic. Jer. 50:13 vividly describes the dire consequences of qesep
yhwh: Babylon will not be inhabited but will become an utter desolation.

The nations and indeed the whole world are summoned before the bar. The trial,
cosmic in dimension, is occasioned by the qesep lJthwh and hcmd (Isa.34:2), but one
looks in vain for anything more specific. "[The author] simply sees that the measuring
cup of guilt is filled to the full, and he considers it immaterial to furnish any details."ts
The use of /" to associate qesep with Yahweh shows that we are actually dealing with a
direct confrontation between God and the nations (the context focuses only on Edom).
Here qesep is God's stimulus to punish; the consequences and results are horrific. The
nations are destined for doom and slaughter. The slain will not even be buried, and the
mountains will flow with blood.

Reiterer

15. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis,2O02),329.

Y\D oasasr -h ,

I. Etymology. IL Usage: 1. Survey;2. Qal;3. Piel and Pual. III. LXX.

I. Etymology. The root qss is clearly onomatopoetic. Its basic meaning is probably
something like "rub, grind, grate." This meaning can still be seen in the Akkadian verb
kasasu(m)/gdsasu, "whet, grind one's teeth."l The D stem means "cut, trim, prune."
This meaning also appears in other languages: Ugar. qs, qss, "cut, slaughter";z Q54
mqsm, "felling";3 Arab. qassa, "clt (off,), shave, prune." Heb. qasas also belongs in this
semantic group: the qal means "cut off, cut down," the piel "cut off, cut to pieces." The
root is probably related to the verb qsh, which exhibits a similar meaning in the piel:
"cut or break off, separate into pieces."

qdsas. Y. Schacht, "ki;a;," Encyclopddie de I'Islam, V (1980), 174-77.

l. AHw,l,457-58; cf. CAD, C,52-53.
2. WUS, no.2434; UT no.2259.
3. W. W. Mtiller, ZAW 75 (1963) 314.
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II. Usage. l. Survey. The verb qasas appears mostly in narrative texts (8 times); it
also appears once in a legal text (Dt. 2512). Of its four occulrences in prophetic books,

three are in a periphrastic expression referring to an ethnic group (Jer. 9:2518n9.26);

25:23; 49:32); the fourth (Hab. 2: l0) reflects textual emendation. Finally, the two oc-

currences in the Psalms (46:10[9]; 129.4) ate the only instances where Yahweh is the

subject of the action denoted by qasas.

2.Qal.Theqal of qasas occursonlyfourtimes.Theconsequentialclauseof acasu-

istic law (Dt. 25i12) requires that, if a woman intervenes in a fight between two men

and seizes the genitals ofher husband's opponent, her hand shall be cut off. Her act ap-

pears to represent an extraordinarily serious transgression: nowhere else in OT law -
apart from the ias talionis - is mutilation laid down as a punishment.

Jer. 9:24-25(25-26) and 25 15-26 are oracles of judgment against the nations;

49:28-33 comprises utterances dealing with individual Arabian tribes. All these texts

use the term qesfisA p7'd, "those with shaven temples" (9:25[26); 25:23; 49:32) to de-

note a group of Arabian tribes who "live in the desert" (9:251261; 25:23-24). The

phrase refers to the custom practiced by certain Arabian tribes, attested elsewhere as

well,a of shaving off the hair covering their temples. Because this custom has religious

significance, it is prohibited in Israel (Lev. 19:27, using the hiphll of nqp)-

3. Piel and Pual. The majority of occurrences are in the piel (l 1) and pual (once).

Like the qal in Dt. 25:12, the piel of qss refers several times to the cutting off of parts of
the body; according to Jenni,5 the focus ofinterest is not so much on the act itselfas on

its results, the severed members. A historically obscure account in Jgs. l:5-7 records

that the Judahites cut off the thumbs and big toes of Adoni-bezek, apparently a king of
Jerusalem, whom they had defeated and captured (v. 6). This mutilation was clearly in-

tended to render the enemy unfit for combat in the future. V. 7 uses the pual participle

to relate this act anecdotally to the treatment Adoni-bezek himself had meted out to

seventy kings. In 2 S. 4:12 the severing of bodily parts plays a different role. Here it is

the killers of Ishbaal whose hands and feet are cut off, clearly an act of postmortem

profanation to punish the parts of the body that played the central role in the crime.

Another group of occulrences involves texts that record damage to the appurte-

nances of the Jerusalem temple. Here 4s,s appears to cover a wide range of meanings,

from "break off'to "break to pieces, dismantle." In 2 K. 16:17 the action affects the

moldings on the stands for the wheeled basins, which were clearly made of precious

metal. Ahaz probably stripped the stands to raise tribute for the Assyrian emperor. The

Chronicler's version of the incident has completely reshaped the original; the smashing

of the temple utensils demonstrates the idolatry of Ahaz; it was part of his attempt to

suppress the worship of Yahweh in the temple in favor of new altars to other gods (2 C.

28:24). A similar violation of the temple fabric is recorded in 2 K. 18:16. It was occa-

4. Herodotus, Hist. 3.8.
5. H4 185.
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sioned by the tribute King Hezekiah had to pay Sennacherib. The doors and presum-
ably also the doorposts ('om"n6l of the temple were the object of this action. They
were clearly dismantled (4ss piel) to strip the wooden core of its metal overlay.

Somewhat different in nature is 2 K. 24:13, a verse almost universally judged sec-
ondary to its context. After the capitulation of Jehoiachin in 591. B.c.E.,
Nebuchadnezzar plundered the temple and smashed all the cultic vessels made of gold.
Here too the verb indicates (violent) breaking into pieces.

Only one text uses 4ss in the context of metalworking. In the account of the making
of the priestly vestments, Ex. 39:3 (P) describes the manufacture of gold threads by
cutting gold leaf into strips. This verse represents an addition to the basic account in
Ex.28:6-12.

The versions support the suggestion that the original text ofHab. 2:10 had a form of
q{{. In the setting of a woe oracle,6 Babylon is charged with having "dismembered"
many peoples. This probably alludes to the deportations carried out by the Babylo-
nians, which tore mature peoples and nations asunder.

In Ps. 46:10(9) and 129:4 Yahweh is the subject of 4ss. Ps. 129 is a communal psalm
of praise; in the context of a retrospective survey of Yahweh's saving acts, the psalm af-
firms that he has cut the "cords of the wicked," i.e., the oppression and degradation of
Israel at the hands of its enemies. In Ps. 46, azion psalm, v. l0(9) frames a statement
about the nature of Yahweh, who "makes wars cease to the end of the earth, who breaks
(ibr) bows, shatters (4ss piel) spears, and burns chariots with fire." This statement is
part of a broad stream of tradition that speaks of God's destruction of weapons.T The
other relevant texts generally use the verb -+'lf,u ibr; only Ps. 46:10(9)juxtaposes
4ss with an almost identical sense ("shatter").

IIII. LXX. The LXX translates the qal of qll with forms of apokdptein and
(peri)keirein, the piel and pual seven times with forms of apo-/kata-/syn-k6ptein.

The root does not occur in the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Thiel

6. On its origin see J. Jeremias, Kultprophetie und Gerichtsverkiindigung in der spiiten
Kdnigszeit Israels. WMANT 35 (1970),57-75.

7. R. Bach, "' . . . Der Bogen zerbricht, Spiesse zerschliigt und Wagen mit Feuer verbrennt,"'
Probleme biblischer Theologie. FS G. von Rad (Munich, l97l), 13-26.
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alB qa;art;1'j\|, qdsir

I. Etymology. II. Occurrences. III. Usage: 1. Season;2. Activity;3. cult and Law;4.

Theological Metaphor. IV. Sirach and Dead Sea Scrolls' V. LXX.

I. Etymology. The noun qasir has almost no equivalents outside Hebrew, with the

possible exception of Imperial Aram. ftsyrl For the verb the evidence is more exten-

sive. We may cite Can. ka-lz]i-raz as well as Akk. kasaru, "knot, organize, gatherl'3 al-

though Ah,k. esEdua is more closely equivalent in meaning to qa;ar5 We also find Syr.

qeyaa Chistian Palestinian qt4 Mand. GTR, and Elh. q"asara. The verb qasar itself

also appears twice in the Gezer Calendar,6 as well as in Mesad Hashavyahu in the con-

text of a complaint that a cloak was taken during the harvest and a request to get it
back.7 The ftom hqsr appears in Lachish Letter no. 5, in a wish that the recipient may

enjoy a good harvest.8

Egypt worshiped the harvest as the divinity imw, after whom one of the seasons was

even named. Other ancient Near Eastern religions also established a close association

between the harvest and the appropriate deities: growth and harvest demanded certain

requirements in the lives of the gods as well as certain forms of the cult. Especially sig-

nificant was the Canaanite notion of a dying and rising god, reflected in the dying and

rebirth of vegetation.e

qasarl. A. van den Born, "Ernte," 8L2,423-24; A. Deimel, 'Ackerbau in sumerischer Zeit,"

nLC,, l, 16-18 idem,'Ackerwirtschaft in sumerischer Zeitl' RI^A,, l, 18-19; H. Gese, in idem,

M. Hrifneq and K. Rudolph, Die Religionen Altsyriens, Altarabiens und die Mandcier RM lol2
(1970), 3-232;W. Guglielmi, "Ernte," I*xAg, l, 1271-72; J. Halbe, Das Privilegrecht Jahwes Ex

34,10,-26. FRLANT 114 (1975), esp. 185-94; F. Hauck, "oepi(t0," TDNT' lll, 132-33;

A. Hermann, "Ernte, A. Nichtchristlich, I. Alter Orient," RAC, VI, 275-91:, A' S. Kapelrud,
..Ernte," BHHW I, 433; O. Keel, M. Kiichler, and C. Uehlinger, orte und lnndschafien der

Bibel,l (1984), esp. 52; R. Knierim, 'Ackerbau, Ackerbaufeste l' Calwer Bibellexikon (Stuttgart,
s1959), 14-18; K. koch, "Gibt es ein vergeltungsdogma im AI?" um das Prinzip dervergeltung

in Religion und Recht des ATs. WdF 125 (19'r-2), 130-80 (repr. from ZTK 52 [1955] l-42);
B. Meiisner, 'Ackerbau und Ackerwirtschaft in babylonischer und assyrischer Zeitl' RI'A,l, 19-

2l; D. Pardee, Handbook of Ancient Hebrew ktters. SBLSBS 15 (Chico, 1982); K. A. D.

Smelik, Writings from Ancient Israel (Eng. trans. Louisville, 1991); H. te Velde, "Ernte-

zeremonien," Lex\g, ll, l-4.

t. Drso, 126.
2. EA 244:14.
3. AHw, 1,456-5'7.
4. AHw, I, 250-51.
5. HAL, rr1,1126.
6. KAI, 182.1.4-5; cf. Smelik, 93-100.
7. KAI,2Cf..3-4,6,9-10; cf. Pardee, 20-21; Smelik' 93-100.
8. KA1, 195.8; cf. Pardee,96-97; Smelik, l18.
9. See Gese, esp.74,135, 195, and the texts cited there.
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II. Occurrences. The Hebrew root qfr denotes the semantic complex "harvest,"
both as action and result. It appears accordingly both as a verb and as a noun. The verb
occurs l9 times in the OT (Lev. l9:9; 23:10,22;25,5,11:.Dt.24:19, Ruth 2:9; 1 S. 6:13;
8:12; 2 K. 19 :29; Job 4:8 ; 24:6; Ps. I 26:5 ; Prov. 22:8; Eccl. I 1 :4; Isa. t7 :5; 37 :30; Jer.
12:13; Hos. 8:7; 10:12,13; Mic.6:15). There are also l0 occurrences of the
nominalized ptcp. qdsCr (Ruth 2:3,4,5 ,6,1,14;2 K. 4: l8; Ps. 129:7; ler.9:21[Eng.22];
Am. 9:13). The noun qastr ocaxs 43 times (Gen. 8:22; 3O:14; 45:6; Ex. 23:16
34:21,22; Lev. l9:9; 23:10,22:25:5; Dt. 24:19; Josh. 3:15; Jgs. l5:l; Ruth l:22;
2:21,23; 1 S. 6: l3; 8:12; 12:17;2 S. 2l:9 [twice],10; 23:13; Job 5:5; Prov. 6:8; 10:5;
25:13;26:l; Isa. 9:2[3]; 16:9; l7:5; 18:4,5; 23;3; Ier. 5:17 ,24;8:20; 50:16; 51:33; Hos.
6:l l; Joel l:ll;4:1313:13l; Am. 4:7). Possibly ler.48:32 should also be included, for
several mss. read qasir instead of the EIIS reading bdsir It is quite conceivable that the
close similarity to Isa. 16:9 caused a change in the text.

Quite striking is the use of qasir in combination or in parallel with -+ Yr? qayis in
Gen.8:22: Prov. 6:8; lO:5;26:l; Isa. 16:9; Jer. 8:20; 48:32(?), which suggests a close
semantic relationship between the two nouns. We also find qsr in combination with -+
t?lll ft rJ (Gen. 45 :6: I S. 8: I 2; Job 4:8; Prov. 2O:4;Hos. I 0: I 3 ; Am. 9: 1 3). to Especially
common is the association of qsr with -+ 9"lI ar'(Gen. 8:22;8x.23:16;Lev.25: I l; Job
4:8; Ps. 126:5; Prov. 22:8;Eccl. I l:4; Isa. 23:3; Jer. 12:13;50:16; Hos. 8:7; lO:12,13;
Mic. 6:15), emphasizing that sowing is requisite for reaping.

III. Usage.
l. Season. The noun qastr is used in a purely temporal sense in Gen. 30: 14; Josh.

3:15; Jgs. 15:l; Ruth l:22;2 S. 2l:9,10;23:13, associaring an event wirh the time of
harvest (wheat or barley), roughly May to August.ll Besides referring to the harvest
season, I S.6:13includestheactivityof reaping,expressedbytheverb qasarThetime
of the (wheat) harvest is also mentioned by I S. 12:17 , but the thunderstorm that acts as
a sign validating the prophet's message would be highly unusual during the harvest
season.l2 Prov.25:13 also does more than simply name the season: the benefit of a
trustworthy messenger is compared to the refreshment provided by snow on a (hot) day
in harvest time.13 In Isa. l8:4,5; Jer. 8:20; and Am.4:7, although the temporal aspect
appears to be central, in each case the context shows that other perspectives are critical.
In this usage, therefore, it is already clear that even when the text simply mentions the
concrete action of harvesting, it suggests other associations.

2. Activity. The activity of harvesting is expressed by the participial noun qose,l
which refers to the men who harvest the grain. Isa. l7:5 suggests how this action was
carried out: "The harvester gathers a bunch of the stalks with his left arm, using the

10. Cf. J. Khanjian, RSB II, 396, no. 41.
I L For further details on the time of harvest and how it proceeded, see Dalman, Au S, III, I -66.
12. On the expression yrh q[r i'rym, cf . the Gezer Calendar (KAI, 182.1.4).
13. B. Lang, Mdlanges bibliques et orientaw en I'honneur de M. H. Cazelles. AOAT 212

(1981), 2t9-32.
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sickle with his right hand to cut the grain sff"ta Ruth 2:9; I S. 8:12; Job 24:6; Eccl-

I l:4; and possibly Ps. 126:5 refer to harvesting in the literal sense. In summary we may

say that qJr refers to all the actions that must be performed to harvest grain.

The concrete activity of harvesting is also mentioned in Ruth 2:21 and I S. 8:12. The

latter text, which also speaks ofthe crop to be harvested, appears in a passage that lists

the prerogatives of the king: the negative aspects culminate in his enlisting the sons of
the citizens to reap his harvest, effectively requiring slave labor. lsa.23:3 alludes to the

harvest made possible by the waters of the Nile. Gen. 45:6 declares that there will be

five more years of famine, during which there will be neither plowing nor harvest. Ac-

cording toJob24:6,by night the wicked reap the harvest of helds belonging to others.

Isa. 9:2(3) speaks positively ofthejoy occasioned by the harvest (cf. also Ps. 4:8[7];

126:6).Isa. l6:9, however, contrasts the joyous shouts of the invading enemy to the an-

ticipated rejoicing over the harvest, which will not take place (cf. also Jer. 48:32).

This strictly literal usage is left behind in Isa. l8:4-5, where the mention of the har-

vest (in the context of an oracle concerning Ethiopia, vv. l-8) serves only to make

clear Yahweh's intent to maintain a watchful distance from earthly events, only to in-

tervene unexpectedly when the battle is joined. The two following texts also speak of
a literal harvest, but for the purpose of describing more graphically the circumstances

of a fool: Job 5:5 laments that fools and their children have their harvest eaten by a
hungry stranger; Prov. 26:1 declares that honor is as inappropriate to a fool as rain in

harvest.
In Prov. 6:8; l0:5; 20:4, qdstr is virtually synonymous with hard work: the industri-

ous are recognized by their diligence at harvest time. In a similar vein Eccl. I l:4 cau-

tions against being distracted by the wind and the clouds and thus missing seed time

and harvest. Here too the text clearly advocates action.
In 2 K. 19.29 par. Isa. 37:30, Hezekiah (who may represent eschatological

Jerusalemls) is called upon to sow and reap in the third year after the catastrophe. Here

as elsewhere qsr appears in combination with zr'and thus represents the delayed result

of sowing. It remains an open question, however, whether these verses transcend the

literal meaning, so that "sowing" and "reaping" address the situation of the Jewish peo-

ple, ultimately representing the restoration of Judah.l6

3. Cult and Law. Joel 1 : 1 I bewails the devastation of the harvest because offerings

can no longer be presented to the sanctuary and probably also because the failure ofthe
harvest is viewed as the failure of God's blessing (Joel2:14).tt Lev. 23:lO also speaks

of an offering of the harvest, requiring that its firstfruits be presented to the priests. The

initial crop is thus considered an offering to the deity.
The mention of harvest festivals shows clearly that Yahweh and the harvest are inti-

mately related. Ex.23:16 names as the second festival in the festal calendar (vv. 14-16)

14. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1997), 171.

15. O. Kaiser, Jesaja. ATD XVIII (1981), 314.
16. Ibid.,315; H. Wildbergeq Isaiah 28-39 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 2002)' 430.

17. H. W. Wolff, loel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),32.
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the hag haqqdstri which appears elsewhere as the Feast of Weeks (fuag id!u'61. making
clear the authentically agrarian background of the festival. Ex. 34:22 also commands ob-
servance of the festival with the firstfruits of the wheat harvest; here, however, it is al-
ready called hag iAPu'61.F,x.32:21 also deals with this festival, requiring observance of
the sabbath even in plowing time and harvest time (v. 2lb). According to Halbe,18 the real
point of this verse is the obligation of farmers to observe the Sabbath, since the two terms
hdrti and 4asirconstitute a hendiadys for agricultural labor in general. Even ifv. 2lb is a
secondary addition, however, the emphatic formulation of the verse is striking; it is more
likely, therefore, that other scholars are correct in interpreting the verse as a call to respect
the Sabbath even during times of the most demanding and necessary work.le

The sabbatical year for the land is the subject of Lev. 25:5. Seed that sprouts of its
own accord is not to be harvested but left for slaves, aliens, etc., to gather. A similar
prohibition applies during the Jubilee Year (Lev. 25:ll), though without an analogous
social motivation. Lev. 19:9;23:22;Dt-24i19 reflect a similar social context: they for-
bid gathering the gleanings ofthe harvest, so as to give the poor a chance. The original,
pre-Israelite religious motivation for this behavior (leaving part of the harvest to satisfy
or accommodate the demon of the field) has been superseded by a requirement of so-
cial ethics. The story of Ruth provides a detailed description of how the requirements
of these texts were realized (cf. Ruth 2:9).

In Gen. 8:2 Yahweh appears as guarantor of the harvest, promising that the rhythm
of seedtime and harvest, like that of summer and winter, will not cease as long as the
earth endures. A similar notion appears in Jer.5:24, which attempts to inspire fear of
Yahweh by an appeal to the guaranteed order of creation.

4. Theological Metaphor In Prov. 22:8; Job 4:8; Hos. 8:7; l0:10-ll, harvesting is
joined with sowing or plowing in the context of the connection between actions and
their consequences. Texts influenced by wisdom ideology use the harvest image to give
expression to the consequences of human conduct: it is noteworthy that they mention
only the negative consequences of negative conduct. Hos. 8:7 adds an element of aug-
mentation to the image: those who sow the wind reap the whirlwind. This association
of seed and harvest with human fortunes shows quite clearly that an unhappy lot is a
consequence implicit in an action, not retribution.2o

Ps. 126:5 also illustrates a connection between sowing and reaping, contrasting the
weeping as seed time with the joy of the harvest. It is hard to determine whether this
verse actually suggests ritual weeping and rejoicing during sowing and reaping, echo-
ing the Canaanite cult ofthe dying and rising fertility god;2r this theory does not appear
to fit the Israelite situation,22 especially since the text in question does not deal with

18. Pp. 190-91.
19. E.g., M. Noth, Exodus. ATD Y (1988), 217; F. Michaeli, CAT 2,288.
20. Koch. esp. 14l-48.
21. F. Hvidberg, "Vom Weinen und Lachen im Nl: ZAW 57 (1939) 150-52; H.-J. Kraus, Psalnrs

60-150 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1989), 450-5 I ; A. A. Anderson, Psa lms. NCBC (198 1), 856-57.
22. AuS, lll, 43-44.
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concrete agricultural activities. Instead, sowing and reaping refer to the fate of Israel,

so that we can clearly observe the association sketched above.

In oracles of judgment the root 4sr occurs in Isa. l7:5; 18 4,5; Jer- 5:l'l; 12:13

48:32:5016; 5l:33; Joel 4:13(3:13); Am. 4:7;Mic.6:15. Among other things, it ex-

presses the circumstance that external events (e.g., an enemy invasion) have reduced

the nation to almost nothing, resembling a harvested field. In such contexts "harvest" is

clearly a theological metaphor. The image describes Israel in Isa. 17:5 and Jer. 5:17;it
represents the fate of the nations in the apocalyptic imagery of Joel 4:13(3:13), where

the harvest is a covert symbol of God's final judgment. The oracle of judgment against

Babylon in Jer. 50 calls for vengeance: the rural population is to be wiped out, so that

there can be no sowing or reaping (v. 16). Jer. 5l:33 announces the coming of harvest

time as a judgment on Babylon.
Am. 4:1 accuses the people of having failed to return to Yahweh even though he has

punished them by withholding rain until three months before the harvest. Mic.6:15
threatens that the enemy, not those who sowed the seed, will harvest the grain.

The harvest also plays a role in laments. Jer. 8:20 laments that, though the harvest

has come and gone, the people have not been saved (by Yahweh) . Jer. 12:13 expresses

dismay that instead of the wheat that was sown only thorns will be harvested, because

the enemy have pillaged the land. Isa. 16:9 and analogously Jer. 48:32 bewail the lack

of a harvest for Moab, again because of devastation by the enemy. Each of these texts

understands the absence of the harvest as Yahweh's judgment.

An even more vivid use of the harvest as a symbol of Yahweh's judgment or punish-

ment appears in Jer.9:21(22). Following a battle, the slain lie like sheaves behind the

reaper. The text lays the foundation for the commonplace of death as the "grim reaper."

We note, therefore, that both sowing and reaping were so critical for the population of
this period that oracles of judgment as well as laments could use the root 4pr as a syn-

onym for a physical or political danger facing the people. In contrast to the positive

overtones ofqsr in literal, agricultural usage, theologically oriented contexts generally

use qsr in a negative sense, standing for destruction, punishment, or a negative conse-

quence.
The intimate relationship between qsr and national survival is also clear in Hos.

6: I l, an oracle promising salvation that should probably be considered a secondary ad-

dition. Here, as in Jeremiah, qastr is used as a term for judgment, albeit with salvific
overtones that point to the future and suggest at the same time the promise of a (new)

harvest. A similar observation can be made with respect to Am. 9:13, also secondary.

This verse promises an extraordinary harvest, indeed a coalescence of seedtime and

harvest, thus providing a glimpse of life in the eschaton.

IV. Sirach and Dead Sea Scrolls. Like Hos. 8:7 and with a similar use of augmen-

tation, Sir. 7:3 discusses actions and their consequences: the (evil) seed yields an enor-

mous harvest. The exact meaning of Sir. 6:19 is unclear.23
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23. G. Sauer, JSHRZ IIV5, 520 n. 19a.
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The Dead Sea Scrolls vse qastr in a temporal sense in combination with qayit it
1QS l0:7 and in a series of festivals in 4Q5124:3. The verb appears also in 4Q5047:6,

and quite likely in 4Q186 fr. l, 3:5, and fr. 2,1:4.

v. Lxx. The LXX generally vses therizein to translate the verb 4sr and either

dmdtos or therismds to translate qasir No particular thematic focus appears in LXX us-

age' 
Hqusmann

alB qa;ar II; ']Bi? qdsEr;1}l qdser

I. l. Occurrences; 2. Extrabiblical Occurrences; 3. LXX; 4. Meaning' II. OT: 1. Qal; 2. Other

Stems; 3. Noun and Adjective; 4. Classifrcation of Texts. IIL Dead Sea Scrolls-

l. l. Occurrences. The root 4sr II,l distinct from qasar I, "harvest," occurs 23

times in the OT. There are 17 occurrences of the verb qasar II (2 in Numbers,2 in

Judges, linJob,2inPsalms, linProverbs,2inSirach,4inlsaiah, linEzekiel, lin
Mi;h, and 1 in Zechariah). There is a single occulrence of the noun qoser in Exodus,

and there are 5 occurrences of the adj. qdser (l in 2 Kings par. Isaiah, I in Job, and 2

in Proverbs).

2. Extrabiblical Occurrences. This root probably appeals in the Semitic name of an

Asiatic slave in New Kingdom Egypt: qa-s( )r-j'a, "the short."2 The only other

prebiblical occulrences are in Ugaritic texts.3 One fragmentary text uses the verb in ll'
33-34: tq$rn*( ) ymy, "my days will be short" or (less likely) in the D stem,
... . . shorten the days of their lord"; the substantive appears in 1. l0: w*in qsr (t . . .),

"and no contraction"; either the substantive or the verb appears in l. 39: wqsrt p'n, "and

qasar||,K'Aartun,DiePartikelndesUgaritischen,|l.AoA!2-ll2(1978),93;
W. ilaumgartner, "Beitrhge zum hebriiischen Lexikon," FS O. Eissfeldt. BZAW'7'7 (1961),25-

3l; M. Diitrich, O. Loreti, and J. Sanmartfn, "Die keilalphabetische iumma izbu-'fextRS24.247

* ieS * 26g + 3281' UF 7 (lgis) 133-46; idem, "Lexikalische und literarische Probleme in RS

1.2 = CTA 32 und RS 17.100 = cTA Appendi ce lj' IIF 7 (1975) 147 -55; R. D. Haak' 'A Study

and New Interpretation of QSR NPs," JBa l0l (1982) 16l-67; L' Prijs, "Ergiinzungen zum

talmudisch-hebriiischen Wcirterbuch," ZDMG 120 (1970) 6-29, esp. 13-14; W' Richter,

lJntersuchungen zur Valenz althebrciischer Verben 2. GBH, 'MQ, Q$R II' ATS 25 (1986), esp'

16l-209; A. ian Selms, "CTA 32: A Prophetic Liturgy," UF 3 (19'71) 235-48'

1. HAL,lll, 1126-27; GesB, 722.
2. Papyrus Anastasi 1,23,6; W. Helck, Beziehungen Agyptens zu vorderasien (Wiesbaden'

1962),378 additional material in the 2d ed. (1971)' 359.

3. For a suryey see Richter, 207ff.;Haak, 16l-62.
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shortness of foot" or "his foot is short."4 The verb frequently appears with np.i: at the
end of the Keret Epic,s the heir to the throne accuses his father: "You do not give jus-
tice to the widow and you do not judge the cause of the qsr npii' the afflicted6 or the
weak whose life is danger.T In a ritual text whose fragmentary state makes interpreta-
tion difficult,8 the combination bqsrt npikm(-kn) in parallel with 'p, "anger,"r and q1t,

"loathing," denotes a negative emotional state, impatience or vexation,l0 which is con-
sidered sinful and must be expiated, whether by the inhabitants of Ugarit or for a
wrong done them.ll

In postbiblical usage the piel of the verb appears in Middle Hebrew and Jewish Ara-
maic, "make short"; Christian Palestinian, "be shortened, reduced"; Mand. qsa "bel
make short"; Arab. qasura, "be/become short," q(tsara, "fail."tz The noun is attested in
Mand. ksurta, "diminution, loss"; Arab. qusur, "inability, diminution, slackness"; the
adjective appears in Middle Heb. qdsdr/qasZr,' Jewish Aram. qu;"ral "short, scant";
Christian Palestinian qwsr; Syr. q"stra; Mand. ksir(a), "sick, disheartened"; Arab.
qastr, "short, small, lowly." Whether the Nabataean emphatic 4sr', "small chamber,
cell," and the Punic abs. qsrt, denoting a portion of a sacrifice, are connected with the
root qsr II seems dubious.13

3. lXX. The LXX renders the various aspects of diminution associated with 4sr II in
several ways. For the spatial dimension it uses stenochorein (Isa. 28:20). For qsr yd it
uses ouk ischlein (Isa. 50:2; 59:l) and ouk exarkein The different translations of the
parallel texts 2 K. 19l.26 (Esthdnesan tii cheiri) and Isa. 37.27 (aniika tds cheiras) are in-
teresting. Most often we find a construction using oligos: for temporal diminution,
oligoiln, olig6tZs, oligdbios (Prov. 10:27;Ps.lo2:24lBng.23l; Job l4:1);we also find
eldttoun (Sir. 30:24) and smikryneln (Ps. 89:a6[a5]). In Nu. 2l:4; Jgs. l6:16 (cf. also
Jgs. 10: 16) the LXX uses oligopsychein for qsr npi, in Sir. 7:10 for q;r alone. In Ex.
6:9 oligopsychfa represents the noun phrase qoser rfiah; in Prov. 14l.29 oligipsychos
represents the adjective phrase q'sar rfiah. Other translations to express a negative af-
fect are oxythymos (Prov. 14:17: q$r 'pym), parorgizein (Mic. 2:7: q$r rwb yhwh), and
thymortn Qob 2l:4: q{r rwh).

4. Meaning. The element of diminution ("be/make short") in its various aspects re-
mains the fixed semantic core of qsr II, in spatial, temporal, and metaphorical contexts;

4. KTU, 1.103; Dietrich et a1., UF 7; Richter, 208 n. 66.
5. KTU, 1.16, VI, 33-34.
6. WUS, no.2438.
7. Richter, 208 n. 69; Haak, 162.
8. KTU, 1.40, 11. 22,31-32 cf. also 11. 39-40 (partly reconstructed), 14-15 (all reconstructed).
9. WUS, no. 345; considered dubious by E. Johnson, TDOT, l, 351.
10. Aartun, 9l: "depression."
I l. For the former see Dietrich et al., UF 7, 147-55; for the latter see van Selms, 239-40: "in

return for your vexation."
12. HAL, IIi, tt26-27.
13. See DISO, 262.
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this holds true of the extrabiblical occurrences of the root and its use in OT construc-

tions, as well as in the LXX.

II. OT.
I . eal. The G stem (qal) of the verb occurs I 2 times; it denotes a condition of being

(too) short, usually in a secular sense. A spatial aspect appears in Isa. 28:20,irt a oracle

concerning the scoffers of Jerusalem, who will not long be able to hide from God's im-

minent judgment: "For the bed is too short to stretch oneself on it (qasar . . .

mEhiitdrCa'), and the covering too narrow to wrap oneself in it." The pass. ptcp. q";ur61

(Ezk.42:5) in the description of the temple chambers in Ezekiel's vision of the new

temple also belongs here: "But the upper chambers were foreshortened."la

In three texts that speak of the hand of Yahweh,ls spatial and metaphorical under-

standings coalesce. In Isa. 50:2a Yahweh asks why no one was there when he came and

why no one answered when he called. The rhetorical question that follows, underlined

by use of figura etymologica, exposes Israel's doubts concerning Yahweh's power: "Is

my hand really too short (qasbr qd;erd) to redeem (mipp'Qfr), and have I no power to

deliver?" The reference in vv. 2b-3 to Yahweh's power over the waters and the clouds

is both a response and an example. Isa. 59:1 attacks such doubts constructively: "See,

the hand of Yahweh is not too short to save (mEhbita)J' It is instead Israel's iniquities

that impede God's salvation (v. 2). The core of Nu. I l:23 derives from J;16 Yahweh ad-

dresses Moses, who had doubted the promise of meat for the people: "Is Yahweh's

hand too short? Now you shall see whether my word will come true for you or not." In

contrast to Isa. 50:2 and 59:1, the verb is not qualifiedby min + infinitive.

Most common are constructions of qsr lI qal with npJ or rwh describing a nega-

tive or diminished mental or emotional state of a human being or God (cf. Ugaritic

usagelT). Haak emphasizes - not without some justification 
- 

that the context

helps determine the meaning of the combination. On the basis of the Ugaritic evi-

dence, he distinguishes two meanings: weakness/affliction and impatience. In Job

2l.4 Job seeks understanding for his conduct: 'As for me, is my complaint addressed

to mortals? Why should I not be impatient (tiqsar r|m)?"t8 It would be hard, how-

ever, to rule out the nuance of Job's weakness.lg Fohrer suggests merely shortness of
breath.2o Nu. 2l:4b says of the Israelites as they set out to go around Edom by way

of the Sea of Reeds wattiqsar nepei-ha'am badddref;. Once again, this expression

should not be understood solely as a shortening of the people's np.i in the sense of

14. w. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 393, 398-99; G. Fohrer and K. Galling,

Ez.echiel. HATXIIJr (1955), 264. Richter, 206, calls it an adjective.

15. -+ VI, 422-23.
16. M. Noth, Numeri. ATD VII (1982), 74; G.W. Coats, Rebellion in the wilderzess (Nash-

ville, 1968),98.
17. See I.2 above.
18. Richter, 205 HAL, Ill, 1126-27; L. Alonso-Schdkel and J. L. Sicre Diaz, .Iob (Madrid,

1983), 323; N. H. Tur-Sin ai, Book of Job (terusalem, 21967), 323.

19. Haak, 164.
20. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 337.
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impatience;2l also present are undertones of weakness and exhaustion.22 Jgs. l6:16
describes Samson's emotional reaction to Delilah's repeated attempts to discover his
secret, qualified by an infinitive: wattiqsar napi6 ldmfr1, "he was mortally impa-
tient,"23 or perhaps better, "he was mortally distressed."2a

InZec. 1l:8, in the allegory of the shepherds, the prophet says in the context of a
symbolic action: 'And in one month I disposed of the three shepherds, and I became an-
grylindignant at them, and they also detested me." Whether here and in Jgs. l0:16 the
expression wattiqsar napit bdhem represents an idiomatic expression denoting affect
("become vexed with") distinct from qsr npi without a preposition may be left an open
guestion.25 Jgs. l0:16 describes Yahweh's reaction to Israel's repentance according to
the Dtr schema: "He was distressed at the travail (wattiqsar napi6 ba'"mal) of Israel."

Mic.2:7 uses q.rr rfiah of Yahweh without any preposition; the passage presents nu-
merous problems of speaker, text, and continuity. The question hoqasar rfrah yhwh is
commonly put in the mouth of the prophet's enemies.26

Interpretation of the question asked by the people (or cited by Micah), "Is Yahweh
impatient? Are these his doings?" does not depend on the problematic rendering of
v. 7a, whether we retain the MT h'mwr byt y'qb27 or emend the text to h'rwr Appealing
confidently to the confessional afftrmation of Yahweh's patience (F;x.34:6; Ps. 86:15;
etc.), the people call into question the possibility of Yahweh's impatience or righteous
anger. Haak interprets the question as Micah's reply to the representatives of the people
quoted in v. 6 - "Is Yahweh powerless (to impose judgment)?" 

- but this proposal is
unlikely.za

Prov. 10:27 contains the only use of qsr qal in a temporal sense: "The fear of
Yahweh prolongs life, but the years of the wicked will be short."

2. Other Stems. The other stems of the verb convey only the temporal dimension, in
the sense of "shorten," e.g., the piel in Sir. 30:24a (ms. B), in a collection of maxims
concerning health: qn'h w\t y)qprw ymym, "Jealousy and anger shorten one's days." In
Ps. 102:24(23) (a lament), it is Yahweh who has shortened the psalmist's days. In a la-
ment over the fall of the monarchy, Ps. 89:46(45) uses the hiphil: "You have cut short
the days of his youth."ze The reflexive form 7 xqsr btplh in Sir. 7: l0 (ms. A), in a series
of vetitives concerning proper conduct toward God, appears to have many layers of

21. Richter, 169, 201, 205.
22. Haak, 166-67.
23. HAL.
24. J. A. Soggin, Juges. CAT Vb (1987), 218.
25. Cf. Richter, 170, 187-90, 201, 204.
26.For afulldiscussionseeB.Renaud, ktformationdulivredeMichde (Paris, 1977),81-

103; more recently H. W. Wolff, Micah (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1990), 68, 70; E. A.
Neiderhiser, BTB 11 (1981) 10a-7; Richter, 185.

27. Renaud, Formation,8l-103; Neiderhiser, BTB Il (1981) 104-7.
28. Haak, 165.
29. On the difference between the piel and the hiphil see Hn 35-36,87ff.; Richter, 204,205

n.51.
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meaning: "Do not be too brief in your prayer," or, with LXX and Vg., "Do not be pusil-

lanimous/impatient in lour prayeL"30

3. Noun and Adjective. The noun appears only in Ex' 6:9 (P), in a construct phrase

describing the reaction of the Israelites to the announcement of the exodus from Egypt:

"They would not listen to Moses miqqoser rfiah fim7'"ldid qAiil'On the evidence of
the parallel expression and the context (forced labor, vv. 6-7), this phrase refers more

likely to tribulation, pusillanimity, and discouragement than to impatience.3l

The meaning of the adj. qd;dr/qds€r depends on the subject of the construct phrase;

the combinations are largely analogous to those of the verb'32 The q";ar 'appayim of
Prov. 14:17a probably displays unrestrained anger (cf. v.29,'rk'pym)' in contrast

(v. l7b) to someone who is calm and restrained (following the positive interpretation of
m"zimmd by LXX: phrdnimos).33 The negative interpretation found in MT ("the

schemer is hated"3a) fails to make v. l7b an antithesis. Prov. 14:29, "Whoever is slow to

anger has great understanding, but one who has a hasty temper exalts folly," contrasts

the patient individual ('rk'pym; cf. Eccl. 7:8; Sir. 5;ll 'rk rwh) with one who is short-

winded, impatient, and unrestrained (qsr rwh; cf. Prov. 14:l7a), who here - as in

l4l7a- engenders folly. In Job 14, a lament over the transitoriness of human life, v. 1

describes the mortal born of woman and full of trouble as qesar yamim, "short-lived" (cf.

Ps. 89:46[45]; 102:241231). The parallel texts 2 K. 19:26 =lsa.37:2'7, from Yahweh's

response to Hezekiah's appeal for help against Sennacherib, present the Assyrian king

as a mere instrument of Yahweh for the destruction of the city; its inhabitants are de-

scribed as qisrA yd{, powerless (NRSV "shorn of strength"), who are dismayed and con-

founded. The analogous constructions with the verb in Isa. 50:2; 59:1; Nu. I 1:23 were

theological statements referring to Yahweh's power to save; these adjectival phrases are

purely secular in content (cf. Arab. qastr al-yad, "poweiless, impotent").35

4. Classification of Texts. A necessarily hypothetical listing of the preexilic texts us-

ing the root might include Nu. 11:23; 21:4; Jgs. l6:16; Mic' 2:7;lsa.28:20. There is no

demonstrable difference between strictly secular and the theological use of the root or

of particular constructions.

III. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls the noun (which occurs in the OT

only in Ex. 6:9), appears in 1QS 6:26, in a description of the punishment threatened for

30. See I. lfv| L'Ecclisiatique, II (Paris, l90l), 40-41. For the former see M. H. Segal, Spr bn

syr'Nlm(Jerusalem,31972),45; cf. also G. Sawr, JSHRZ IIV5, 522; Richter,2O4-5 with HAL: "be

brief." For the latter see GesB,' N. Peters, Das Buch Jesus Sirach (Miinster' 1913), 65, 68.

31. Cf. also LXX and Haak, 163. HAL: not entirely certain.
32. On the vocalization see W. Baumgafiiet, Beitriige zum hebrriischen l,exikon. BZAW 77

e196r), 30-31.
33. W. McKane, Proverbs. oTL (1970),232, 4681' cf. also L. Alonso-Schiikel and J. vilchez

Lindez, Proverbios (Madrid, 1984), 318-19.
34. O. Pltigea Spriiche Salomos. BKXVII (1983), 173; -+ IV 89.

35. HAL, lll, 1126.
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anyone in the community who speaks bqsr 'pym, "in a fit of temper." The words qswr
'pymin IQS 4:10, characterizing the spirit of the wicked, are probably also a noun
phrase. The adjective probably appears in 4Q 186 fr. 2, l:3-4: whw'h lw' 'rwk wlw' q;r

Prijs points out an interesting nuance of figurative usage in the Talmud: d'tw qsrh
7yw means "he is sensitive, he cannot tolerate Something."36

Marbiick

36. Prijs, 13-14; Bab. B. Bat. 145b: Ben 29b; I.Iul. lo7b.

l\Jp eara'; xJpQ miqrd'

I. 1. Etymology; 2. LXX; 3. General Observations. II. Communication at a Distance: 1.

Communication with Other Persons; 2. Communication with yahweh; 3. Animal
Communication. III. Communication Abolishing Distance: l. With Human Subjects; 2. With
Yahweh as Subject; 3. Special cases. IV. Proclamation: l. Public; 2. prophetic. v. Calling: l.
I S. 3; 2. Human Calling; 3. Deutero-Isaiah. VI. Reading: l. General; 2. The Law; 3. Neh. 8-9;
4. Jer.36. VII. Naming: l. General; 2. Creation; 3. Subject;4. Etiologies; 5. Renaming;6.
Appellations; 7. qara' b"ie-m. YlIl. Property Law. IX. miqrd'. X. Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. l. Etymology. The rcot qr' occurs in all Semitic languages but Ethiopic;l it en-
compasses a range of meanings from "cry, call, summon, invite, pray, read, recite" to
"sing" or (Middle Hebrew) "crowl'z The basic meaning could be idenrified with loud

qdra'. H. J. Boecler, Redeformen des Rechtslebens im AT. WMANT 14 (21970); J. Fichtner,
"Die etymologische Atiologie in den Namengebungen der geschichtlichen Biicher des AIs," lrl
6 (1956) 372-96; K. Galling, "Die Ausrufung des Namens als Rechtsakt in Israel," TIZ 8l
(1956) 65-70; J. Heller, "Namengebung und Namendeutung," EvT 27 (1967) 255-66;p.Katz,
"NJplp in der griechischen und lateinischen Bibel," ZAW 65 (1953) 253-55; R. Kessler,
"Benennung des Kindes durch israelitische Mutter," WuD 79 (1987) 25-35; E. Kursch, .NlpD;'
7AW 65 (1953) 247-53; C. J. Labuschagne, "Ntjz 4r' rufenl' THAT tI, 666-j4; I. Lande,
Formelhafte Wendungen der Umgangssprache im AT (Leiden, 1949); A. Tacke, ,,Zt 

Jes 29,18:
ZAW 32 (1911) 3ll-13; P. Weimar, Untersuchungen zur Redaktionsgeschichte des Pentateuch.
BZAW 146 (1977); A. S. van der Woude, 'EV) iem Name," THAT II,935-63; E. Zenger, Israel
am Sinai (21985); idem, Die Sinaitheophanie. FzB 3 (1971).

-->'lDll 'dmar.

1. Labuschagne,666; lzxSya 689; MdD, 414.
2. HAI.III, 1128.
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speech. In Akkadian the root is represented by qerfi(m), Assyr. qara'u(m), "invite" (htt-

man beings or gods), "summon" (e.g., to battle), "call away" (in death).3

The semantic range of Syr. q"ra'inchtdes the entire spectrum given above;a Aramaic

usage is similar.s Mandaic extends the range of meanings through "call into being" to
"create." lJgar. qr'means "call, summon, invite."6 In Phoenician and Punic we find the

root with the meanings "pray, call upon," and "read."7

In the South Semitic languages qr'underwent a different course of development. In
certain Old South Arabic texts the root appears still to mean "call upon"8 or "call to-

getheL"e In Classical Arabic, however, the meaning is restricted to "read, recite," but

also "assemble."to It appears as an Arabic loanword in Tigr. qiir'a, with the meaning
"read, recite."l l

S chaue rt e ( B arteldre e s )

2. LXX.In more than 500 instances, the LXX tses kalein and its compounds for the

qal, niphal, and pual of qara'.r2 Elsewhere the situation is highly complex. Besides

kalefu, we find bodn and its compounds (48 times), anagindskein (38 times),
eponomdzein (32 times), krdzein (29 times), and kEryssein (16 times). There are also

isolated tses of lalein (7 times), l/gein (5 times), anakrdzein (4 times), and other verbs.

3. General Observations. The verb qara' occtJrs 738 times in the OT. The over-

whelming majority (661) of occurrences are of the qal; there are some 60 occurrences

of the niphal, and a few of the pual. No semantic differentiation is discernible. We also

find several derivatives: qOrA', "callerl' a kind of partridge; "gatekeeper" (l Ch. 9:19;

26:l); "Levite + gatekeeper" (2 Ch. 31:14); miqra', "summons, proclamation, recita-

tion, place of assembly";r3 qart', "one who is called, representative of the assembly,"l4

but in Nu. 16:2 "chosen for the assembly"; q"ri'A (noun), "message" (only Jon. 3:2)'

II. Communication at a Distance. Labuschagne gives the basic meaning of the

verb as "attract someone's attention by the sound of one's voice."l5 This action serves

to establish communication over some distance. The act of calling can preserve this

3. AHw,II, 918; CAD, Q,242.
4. LexSyr 689ff.
5. LexLingAram, l5l; cf . KAI, 214.13;233.12: "call;'
6. WUS, no.2448; UT no.2267; CML2, 157.
1. "Pray, call": KAI, 10.2,7;189.2-3; "read": KAI, 145.14;165.1; 193.9-10,12; 196.5'13. For

a discussion of the root in all the Northwest Semitic languages, see DISO, 263'64.
8. Biella, 465; context obscure.
9. ContiRossini, 232.
10. Wehr, 7 53:' Lane, U7, 2502-3.
ll. WbTigr 243; Leslau, Contributions,4S.
12. K. L. Schmidt, "rstr€ro," TDNT lll,487-501.
13. On the translation "feast day" see Kutsch.
14. Labuschagne, 666, contra W. A. Irwin, AJSL l7 (1940) 95-97.
15. P. 668; cf. HAL, III, I 128.
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distance or abolish it, leading to the primary semantic distinction "call out to"l6 versus
"summon."l7 Under each category we may identify further semantic differentiations.

As a rule the subject-object relationship established and described by qdrd'is per-
sonal and functions both in the interpersonal realms and in the relations between hu-
man beings and God. with respect to this difference, we may make the same observa-
tion as in the case of 'dmar: the difference does not lie in the reservation of a particular
term or formula for use in the theological realm, but solely in the subject-object rela-
tionship.ta

Only rarely is the object an impersonal entity (drought, Hag. l:ll; famine, ps.

105: l6; grain, Ezk. 36:29); in Ps. 147:9 and Isa. 34:14 the subjects are animals. Unlike
'ama4 qara'does not always require a direct object or introduce direct or indirect dis-
course; it can also be used absolutely. when qara'emphasizes the establishment of a
relationship, the prep. le, 'e!, or 'el is used. When qdrd'bridges a distance, we find the
prep.'el or 'ahorA.

Since the connotations that flesh out the basic meaning depend more on the specific
context than on a semantic development, we are justified in organizing our survey on
the basis of contextually conditioned semantic fields, within which we shall then trace
diachronic development.

l. Communicationwith Other Persons. a. Attracting Attention. The primary purpose
of calling out (qara', 2 K. 7:11 ; Jer. 31 :6; qdrd' [blqbl l?ad\l]) is to atract attention;
there is accordingly no direct object. when used with (b")q6l gd86l, the verb stands ab-
solutely (Gen. 39:14; I K. 18:27,28; cf. Ezk. 8:18; 9:l) or inrroduces speech (2 K.
l8:28 par. Isa. 36: l3; Ezk. 9:l; 2 Ch. 32:18); cf. also qdrd' with qbl (Gen.39:15,18;
Jgs. 9:7; Isa. 6:4; Ps.27:7; Prov. 8:l) and qara' par. mdld' (Jer. 4:5; 12:6) with an object
or begarbn (Isa. 58:1). In I K. 18:27-28 the prophets of Baal cry aloud to attract Baal's
attention; thus qara' becomes a term for calling upon gods (cf. vv. 24,26) or even
Yahweh (Ps.27:7).InIsa.58:l shouting alotd(qdrd'b"gdrbn) isparrof theprophet's
commission; in Jer. 4:5 qara'stands absolutely and refers to a herald's shout.le

The attracting of attention is accentuated especially by qdrd' be'ozen (Jgs. 7:3; Jer.
2:2;Ezk.8:18; 9:1); in this usage, however, we always find a direct object (troops, Jgs.
7:3; Jerusalem, Jer. 2:2; aperson Ezk. 8:18; 9:l). The establishment of a communica-
tive link thus enters the picture. rn Jer.2:2 qara'introduces a message delivered by a
messenger. In Ezk.9:1 Yahweh is the subject qArA' introduces his command.

b. Establishment of Communication. As an expression denoting the establishment of
communication ("call to"), qdrd'always involves a direct subject-object relationship;
'amat; however, takes over the function of introducing the words spoksn.20 The prep.
'el or 'ahorA signals that, despite the establishment of communication, the distance be-

16. Discussed in this section.
17. See III below.
18. -+ I, 331.
19. See IV.2 below.
20. -+ 1,330,333-34.
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tween subject and object is maintained, whether literally in spatial separation between

individuals or figuratively in the relationship between God and mortals'

A diachronic survey of the occurrences shows that the eadiest texts describe estab-

lishment of the relationship between God and human beings, although purely secular

usage is undoubtedly prior.
Within the Pentateuch there are five such texts, all of which belong to the Elohistic

fragments (Gen.2l:11 22:ll,l5 p;x.3:4; l9:3). They have in common the establish-

ment of a relationship between God and a human person and a statement of where God

(or the mediating mal'aft ,l6htm) is calling from. In Ex. 3'.4 it is "l6htm who initiates

the relationship; in Ex. 19:3, Yahweh (perhaps originally "l6him2t).In general, calling

the name initiates the relationship. Usually the incident marks a particular high point in

the history of God's involvement with humanity: Abraham's sacrifice, the revelation to

Moses, the revelation at Sinai. This choice of an expression that emphasizes the endur-

ing distance between God and humanity may be related to the Elohist's unique under-

standing of God.
All ten occurrences in the Dtr History fall in the secular domain of interpersonal re-

lationships. In I S. 9:26 Samuel calls out to Saul while the latter is standing on the roof

of a house; in I K. 17:11 Elijah calls out a request to the widow as she is leaving.

In Jgs. 18.23 1 S. l7:8; 26:14;2 5.2:26, rhe action involves hostile armies or indi-

viduals, who call out from a distance they are concerned to preserve (see esp. I S.

26:13-14). This distance is expressed by'attorA, which (in contrast to 'el "[call] to")
signals that the parties to the communication do not have their faces turned toward each

other ("call after," I S.20:37,38; 24:9[Eng.8]). In 1 K. 13:21 qard"el introduces a

messenger formula.
While the examples in the Pentateuch and the Dtr History refer to concrete situa-

tions (and are therefore associated with particular persons, places' and times), the oc-

currences in the Prophets and Psalms focus on situations without any spatial or tempo-

ral anchor.
In Isa. 6:3 qard'bridges the distance between the seraphim. In 2l:ll qara' also

serves to introduce the words of the audition. The distance to be bridged between God

and the prophet is identified by 'dlay and miSisir The language in the call of Deutero-

Isaiah is analogous (a0:3,t61).

In Ezk. 36:29 the combinarion of qara'and rdpa Giphil) explicitly emphasizes the

function of establishing communication. Yahweh establishes a relationship with some-

thing (grain) for the purpose of using it to demonstrate his efficacious power.

Ps. 42:8(7) shows a relationship between two personified material entities: deep

calls to deep.

c. Introducing Discourse. When qdra' itself takes on the function of introducing the

words spoken, the object is usually not expressed explicitly.zz It introduces the actual

words spoken by one person to another (Gen.45:l; Jgs.7:20;2 S. l8:26;20;.16;2K.

21. Zenger, Israel, 731, l8O.
22. -+ 1,334.
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1 l: 14; Jer. 4:20 [niphal]; Lam. 4: l5), with Yahweh as subject (Ex. 34:6; I S. 3:6), with
a human subject but spoken from the perspective of Yahweh (Ps. 89:27126), Jer. 3:4),
or with a human subject (2 S. 22:4; Job 17:14; Ps. l8:4[3]; Jer. 20:8). In Lev. l3:45 the
element of signalizing separation comes to the fore: the words "Unclean, unclean" that
a leper is required to call out are intended to keep others at a distance.

According to Ex. 34:6, "Yahweh only passes before Moses when he appears and
then speaks to him from some distant place shrouded in mystery."23 Here the use of
qara'to introduce discourse underlines the enduring distance between God and human
beings.

In I S. 3:6 we have an example of the transparency of the basic meaning to specific
connotations. In the narrative context the simple fact that qara'introdlces the call
"Samuel, Samuel," has a special function: it is the call of Yahweh, empowering Samuel
to serve Yahweh. Here qara'becomes a technical term for a call to the service of
Yahweh.

In Jon. 3:4 the words Jonah calls out are a prophetic message; thus qara'is also
marked as a term for prophetic proclamation.

2. Communication with Yahweh. Throughout the OT, but especially in Psalms, qara'
finds explicit use as a term to denote the establishment of a relation between a human
individual and God.2a Of its 55 occurrences in the Psalter, 45 may be assigned to this
semantic category roughly half of all the occurrences with this meaning in the OT. The
object is normally introduced by the prep. 'el; when the verb is used absolutely (in
Psalms and Isaiah), the context makes clear that it is Yahweh to whom the psalmist's
call is addressed (Yahweh as subj. of 'anA or iama'in parallel or chiasm). In addition,
the formula qara'beiem yhwft shows that we are dealing here with an explicitly cultic
invocation of Yahweh.

a. qara' b"i€m yhwh. The formula qara' b"iem yhwh occurs five times in Genesis
(4:26b; l2:8; l3:4;21:33;26:25; possibly J/JE); here it is the idiom of choice to ex-
press the establishment of a relationship with Yahweh. Invoking a name is not a magi-
cal technique that uses the name to summon up a person; it is the verbal appeal for the
deity's presence that is foundational to all acts ofprayer and worship. This understand-
ing of the cult differs markedly from that of Israel's neighbors, who viewed the cult as

a drama or an expressive ceremony.25

In the context of the Primeval History the statement in Gen. 4:26bthat people began
to worship Yahweh is intended to mark not the inauguration of a particular cult, but the
beginning of cultic worship in general. All the other occurrences in Genesis appear in
the setting of itinerary notices in J's patriarchal narrative; they clearly refer to early
forms of the nomadic cult, without cultic mediators (priests). This language also em-
phasizes that the texts refer to cultic observances, not the establishment of a cult. Ex-

M. Noth, Exodus. ATD V (61988), 215.
-+ I, 331.
C. Westermann, Genesis l-ll (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1984), 340-41.

r l3
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cept in 21 :33, which speaks of planting a tamarisk, the expression qara' b"iem yhwh is

always associated with a statement about building an altar. According to Westermann,

this association of invocation with altar building represents the fact that worship in its
simplest form involves the fundamental elements of word and action.26 With the excep-

tion of Ex. 34:5 (Zenger believes that Moses is the subject of the verb and assigns the

verse to JE27), the phrase qara'bei€myhwhin the sense of "establish cultic contact"

does not occur again in the Pentateuch.

The only instance of qara' b"iem yhwh in the Dtr History is in I K. 18:.24, at the mid-
point of a pre-Dtr narrative revised and interpolated by DtrP.28 Its purpose is to demon-

strate that Yahweh is the only deity endowed with power. This purpose is underlined by

the fact that only in the context of this narrative (with the exception of Hos. I l:7) do we

find qara'b"iem used with reference to other gods (Baal: vv.24,25,26). But no contact

is made: the expression qara'bei€m succeeds only with Yahweh as its object. The same

expression with Baal as its object has no independent purpose; it is used only to promote

the cult of Yahweh by demonstrating that the cult of Baal is futile.
In the Psalter qara' beiem yhwh refers in laments to a cry of lamentation addressed

to Yahweh (Ps 79:6; 80:19[18]; 116:4); in thanksgivings and hymns such a cry is an ex-

pression ofpraise and exultation (105:l; 116:13,17). Here the expression qara'beiem
yhwh can be translated "call out the name of Yahweh" in the sense of "proclaim
publically."ze The act is no longer directed toward Yahweh but to an unspecified audi-

ence (cf. also Dt. 32:3; lsa. l2:4). The occurrences of qara' b"i€m yhwh in the pro-

phetic books (Isa. 64:6[7]; 65:1 [pual]; Jer. 10:25; Joel3:5[2:32);Zeph.3:9;Zec. l3:9)
may be interpreted along similar lines; most of them date from the late postexilic
period.

In Ex. 33: 19 Yahweh himself is the subject of qara' beiem yhwh; the LXX therefore

shifts the expression to the first person.30 The correct translation is disputed;31 the

verse probably prepares for 34:6, and therefore the rendering "call out with the name

'Yahweh"' appears the most plausible. In this context, then, qara'becomes a technical

term for revelatory occurrence.32

b. qdrd' 'el-yhwh. The earliest occurrences of qara' 'el-yhwh are in Dt. 15:9 and

24:15;both passages may be assigned to a Dtn redaction.33 The expression appears in
the context of legal ordinances; its purpose is to invoke Yahweh as guarantor of right
order against those who do wrong. In I S. 12:18 the calling upon Yahweh coupled with
a prayer for rain is a way of summoning Yahweh to bear witness that the people's de-

26. For a different view see E. Blum, Die Komposition des Vcitergeschichte. WMANT 57

(1984), 334-38.
27 . I srael, 135 -36, 142 Sinaitheophanie, 95-96.
28. E. Wtirthwein, Kdnige II. ATD XU2 (1984), in loc.
29.H.-J. Kraus, Psalrns 60-150 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1989), in loc.
30. See BIIS.
31. Westermann, Genesis l-l 1, 340-410.
32. See also van der Woude, 950.
33. H. D. Preuss, Deuteronomium. EdF 164 (1982),53, 57.
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mand for a king is wicked.3a In all other instances (esp. in the Psalms), qdrd' 'el-yhwh

means invoking Yahweh in prayer or in the cult. Used in parallel with'amar the ex-
pression introduces the actual words of the petition addressed to Yahweh: for deliver-
ance from thirst (Jgs. 15:18), for physical strength (Jgs. 16:28), for healing ofa deadly
disease (l K. 17:20-21). ln most cases, by describing the results of calling upon
Yahweh the petitioner bears witness to Yahweh's effectual power (1 S. 12:17-18; 2 K.
20:1 l).

Dt.4:7 associates making contact with Yahweh by means of qdrd'withthe notion of
Yahweh's nearness independent of any cultic site; this notion is unique within the book
of Deuteronomy.35 On the one hand, it lies behind Solomon's prayer at the dedication
of the temple, an observation that can be traced to the influence of Dt. 4:7 on the verses
framing this prayer (l K.8:29,52-53;.:0 On the other hand, it appears also in associa-
tion with qdrd"el-yhwlr in Ps. 145:18 (late), Deutero-Isaiah (Isa.55:6), and Lam.
3:57.37

Invocation of Yahweh is characteristic of psalms of lament, but qara' is not used ex-
clusively as a term for invocation; neither does it always stand in introductory position.
Although the expression qara' 'ckfta $hwh) appears primarily in psalms of lament, it
is not restricted to this genre: it appears also in hymns, thanksgivings, and psalms of
trust. In the latter setting, however, we note a difference in function: in the psalms of la-
metlt, qara' denotes a speech act taking place in the present (performative), contextu-
ally defined as "cry, beseech, lament, weep," a meaning that informs the entire psalm
(Ps. 22:3[2): 27:7;28:l; 6l:312); 141:1); in thanksgivings, however, qara'always re-
fers to an event in the past (18:7[6];34:7[6];66:17;118:5; 138:3), while the
performative function is taken over by other verbs (praise, thank, extol). The techni-
cally constant function of qara'is underlined by parallel 'and, denoting the response to
qdrd'(4:2,411,3); 17:6;20:10[9]; 22:3[2);27:7;91:15 [from the perspective of
Yahwehl; lO2:3121;118:5; 120:1; 130:l; 141:1). We must also understand'dnd in a

technical sense, rather than simply as "respond" (not necessarily verbally38). Its mean-
ing depends on the context of the psalm (granting of a petition, deliverance, forgive-
ness, healing). This, then, is the theological import of qara'in conjunction with 'and:

prior to any specific instantiation. it expresses quite fundamentally "the profoundly
dialogical nature of the relationship between God and human beings in the OT."3e

On rare occasions idma' seryes to express the response (Ps. 27:7; 34:716); Jer.
ll:14; 29:12; Zec. 7 :13).

The use of qara'to denote the invocation of Yahweh is so intensive that it can con-
vey this meaning even when used absolutely (Ps. 4:2lll;20;10[9]; 22:3[2);27:7:
l19:145;138:3).

34. F. Stolz, ZBK 9,80-81.
35. D. Knapp, Deuteronomium 4. GTA 35 (1987), 66.
36. E. Wiirthwein, Kdnige I. ATD XUI (1985), 95.
37. J. Ktihlewein, THAT II, 680-81.
38. Labuschagne, 337-38.
39. -+ XL224.
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The interplay of qara' and 'and is not restricted to the Psalter (cf. Job 5: l; Isa. 58:9;

Jer. 33:3). Yahweh can also be the subject of qdrd', with'dnd being used to describe the

expected human response (Isa. 50:2; 65:12;66:4).The qard'''and relationship can also

be viewed from the perspective of Yahweh (Isa. 65:24; or Ps. 50:15; 9l: l5).
The Jonah novella focuses on the relationship between Yahweh and human beings

in a situation of a totally resigned faith,40 so that the verses using the expression qara'
'el-yhwh/'"ldhim take on a special importance. They control the flow of the narrative

and constitute the vehicle of the theme. Here qard"el-yhwh clearly refers to the official
public confession of Yahweh that was required of both Hebrews (Jon. 1:6; 2:3121) and

Gentiles (1:14; 3:8) in the early Hellenistic period. This usage is distinct from the

terms for dialogue with Yahweh (pdlal, 'dnd).

3. Animal Communication. In Ps. 147:9; lsa. 34:14; and possibly also Isa. 21:8,
qdrd'refers to the cry of an animal; in these passages, too, a kind of relationship is es-

tablished. Some have suggested that in Isa. 34: 14 we should read the niphal of qdrd'Il,
"meet."4l

Hossfeld/Kindl

III. Communication Abolishing Distance. The elimination of distance is always

implied when qara'is followed by a direct object, introduced by 1", 'el, ot (rately) 'e1.

In most cases qara'denotes secular communication between human beings: summon-

ing a person to communicate something. As the subject who does the summoning we

find the Egyptian pharaoh (Gen. 12:18; 4l:8,14;46:33; Ex. 1:18; 7:ll;8:21[25]:
9 :27 ; 10:16,24; l2:3 1), Abimelech (Gen. 20: 8-9 ; 26:9), Isaac (Gen. 27 : l : 28:1), J acob

(Gen.47:29l,49:1),Moses(Ex. 12:21 19:7;34:31; Lev. 10:4;Nu. l6:12;Dt.5:1;
29:ll2l; 3 1 :7), Joshua (Josh. 4:4; 6:6; 9 :22; lO:24: 22:l; 23:2), David (2 S. I : I 5 ; 9:9;

14:33 2l:2; I Ch. 15:11; 22:6), Solomon (1 K. 2:36,42), Ahab (1 K. l8:3), the

prophet Elisha (2K.9:l), King Joash (2K. 12:817)), the prophet Jeremiah (Jer. 36:4),

and Esther (Est. 4:5). These are all mentioned by name, but the subject may also be a

group of unnamed persons, such as the men of Sodom (Gen. 19:5). The objects are

equally various: the man (Gen. 3:9), Abraham (12:18; 20:9), Lot (19:5), Rebekah

(24:58), Isaac (26:9), Esau (27:l), Jacob (27:42;28:l), Rachel and Leah (31:4), Jo-

seph (41:29), Moses (Ex. 8:4,21[8,25];9:27; 10:16,24; 12:31), Israel (Dt. 5:l;
29:1121;33:19), or collectives like men or priests (Josh. 4:4; 6:6;9:22). Yahweh can

also be the subject of calling in the sense of summoning, but Yahweh is never men-

tioned as object.

l.With Human Subjects. The qal of qara' (3 times the niphal: Est. 3:12;4:ll;8:9)
means "call someone to come, summon" (e.g.,2 S. 14:33; I K. l2:3;2 K. 4:36). Here
the text explicitly says that the person called responds by coming. Usually, however,

H. W. Wolff, Obadiah and Jonah (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1977), 88.
See BflS and HAL,111,1132.

40.
41.
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the arrival of the person summoned is implicit, since the text proceeds to describe di-
rectly the purpose for which that individual has been called, as in Jer. 36:4: "Then Jer-
emiah called (wayyiqrd') Baruch son of Neriah, and Baruch wrote down all the words
of Jeremiah" (cf. also Ex.7:11; Jgs. l6:25; I S. l6:8; 2 S. l:7; I K. l2:2O;2 K. 4:151'
Est. 4:5).

Used in conjunction with 'amar, qara' sewes to introduce direct discourse, estab-
lishing the contact necessary for the dialogue introduced by 'amari as in Gen. 12:18:
"Pharaoh called (qdrd') Abram and said ('dmar)"; there follow the actual words spoken
by Pharaoh. Here too qard' implies that a distance is overcome. The text does not say
how great this distance is from which a person is summoned; it is clear only that the
person summoned is not immediately present.

Some translate Ex. 12:31 as: "Then Pharaoh had Moses and Aaron summoned
(qdrd'qal!)"; obviously a messenger was involved, and therefore we would expect a
hiphil, which the text does not use.

The substance of what follows the summoning varies widely. It can be a "simple"
directive to perform some action: "Come forward and do thus and so" (Lev. l0:4; Jgs.
16:18;2 S. 1:15; cf. 2 S. 13:17; I K. 17:10), communication of information (Gen.
27:42;31:4;49:1;Josh. 24:l;2 K. 7:10), or a charge or command (Ex.12:21; Lev. 9:1;
Josh.4:4; Jgs.9:54;cf. I Ch. 15:11:,22:6). Occasionally a self-indictment is inserted
into one of these charges, as when Pharaoh summons Moses and Aaron, repents of his
ill conduct, and orders them to depart from Egypt (Ex. 9:27; 1016; 12:31). Sometimes,
too, others are accused of misconduct (Gen. 12:18;39:14; I S. 22:ll; I K. 2:42;2 K.
12:8Ul;2 Ch.24:6).

Three texts in the Dtr corpus (Dt. 5:1; 29ll2l:'31:7) use qdrd'with Moses as sub-
ject in connection with the proclamation of laws; here qara'refers "only" to the sum-
moning of the people; 'amar is the term for the actual proclamation. Apart from these
three Dtr texts, the remainder are distributed generally among the various source strata
of the Pentateuch (e.g., J, Gen. 12:18; JtE, Gen.27:42;P,Ex.9:27; l0:16; Lev. 9:1).

The discourse introduced by qdrd' and'amar car, also begin a dialogue, usually con-
tinued by means of 'amar (rarely 'and: Gen. 4l:14-15; Josh. 9:22). The reason for the
response of the person addressed is usually that the summoner has asked a question
that demands information (Gen. l9:5; 24:58; 27:1; Josh. 9:22; I S. 6:2; 2 K. 6: I l) or
contains an accusation that requires justification (Gen. 20:9; 26:9; Ex. I : 18). We also
findrequeststocarryoutsomeaction(Gen.4l:14-15;47:29;Ex.8:2ll25l;lO:24;2K.
4:22), commands (l K.2:36), and simple observations (1 S. 29:6; 2 5.9:9; I K.20:7)
embodying an assent or leading to another question.

Less frequently the communication inaugurated by qdrd' is followed by indirect
discourse. In these cases too qara' serves to summon individuals or groups to whom
something is communicated. The indirect discourse can be introduced by 'dmar (2 S.
2l:2; I K.22:9;2K. 4:36;2 Ch. l8:8), dibber (Gen. 20:8), sapar (Gen. 4l.8), itm (Ex.
l9:7),higgt{(l S. 19:7), orhiibta'(Neh.5:12).Theresponseof thepersonsummoned
is occasionally reported (l K. 22:9; 2 K. 4:36;2 Ch. l8:8).

The verb qdrd' itself can be an element of direct discourse when one person says to
another, "Call so and so" (Jgs. 16:25; 2 S. 17:5; I K. l:28,32; 2 K. 4:12,15; l0: l9).
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2. With Yahweh as Subject. Yahweh may also call to establish communication.
Those called include Adam (Gen. 3:9), Moses (Ex. 19:20; 24:16;Lev.1:1), Aaron and

Miriam (Nu. l2:5), and a man clothed in linen (Ezk. 9:3). Those whom Yahweh calls
respond by coming to him. When Yahweh speaks (qara') to them, Adam (Gen. 3:9)
and Moses (Ex. 19:20) answer ('dmar). The words of Yahweh introduced by qara'ha're
the nature of commands: in Ex. l9:-2O-21 (J) Yahweh tells Moses to warn the people

not to approach; Lev. 1:1 (P) introduces sacrificial regulations that Moses is to transmit
to the people; in Gen. 3:9 (J), behind Yahweh's question "Where are you?" lies a com-
mand to Adam to come forth and account for his actions. In 2 K. 3:10,13, Yahweh sum-

mons the kings of Israel, Judah, and Edom to give them into the hands of the Moabites.
In Isa. l3:3 Yahweh summons his warriors to execute judgment against Babylon (cf.

Jer. l:15).
Prophetic and late Dtr texts often use qara'for an indirect call or summons, which

- because it is not direct - does not establish communication. Yahweh laments that
his people did not listen when he called (Jer. 7: l3) and that they will not listen in the fu-
ture (v. 26: cf .35:17; also Job l9:16; Lam. l: l9). In Am. 5:8 and 9:6, Yahweh calls the

waters of the sea (mA hayydm),' both passages may be secondary .42 Here we see clearly
a connotation that goes beyond the basic meaning: qara'appears as an act ofpower re-
served to Yahweh alone, transcending human ability. Note also Ezk.3629: Yahweh

summons the grain (ddgdn); Isa. 4O:26: Yahweh calls by name (qara' b"i€m) the stars

that he created (bdrd'); Am.7:4: Yahweh calls a shower of fre ('ei).

3. Special Cases. a. Court. ln the juridical realm a summons can be a subpoena to
appear before the court; it can therefore mark the beginning ofjudicial proceedings.

The action can be purely secular (Dt.25:8; Isa.59:4) or it can involve God (Job 9:16;
13:22; 14:15). A summons or charge and the subsequent pleading or justification are

expressed by the parallel use of qara'and'anA.a3
b. Cult. A summons in the cultic domain is found, for example, in Jer. 36:9: all who

have come to Jerusalem are summoned to a fast before Yahweh (;6m lipnA yhwft). This
fasting took place on the occasion of a penitential ceremony in the temple, in the

course of which Baruch recited @ara'y+ the words of Yahweh from the scroll of Jere-

miah. Both served to urge the people to repent. The call to sacrifice in Am. 4:5 is more
likely meant ironically: Amos rejects a purely outward cult, which serves the gratifica-
tion and glory of the worshiper rather than the glorification of Yahweh.

c. Military Service. In military contexts qara'means "call up, conscript for military
service" (Jgs. 8:l; l2:l). In prophetic oracles (Jer. 4:5;Ezk.38:21) Yahweh musters the

troops for battle; these calls to military service are often linked with prophecies of di-
saster (without the use of qara'see also, e.g., Jer. 46:3-6,9-10,14-15). In Ezk. 23:23

those who are conscripted (reading q"rfrim with MTa5) enjoy special honor.

42.H.W.Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977), in loc.
43. Boecker,58 n. 1; G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAZXVI CI989),195,199,207-8: +Y1,242.
44. See VI.4 below.
45. W. Zimmerll Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), in loc.
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d. Invitations. The verb qdra'can also mean "invite" (to share a meal). The object is
generally introduced by l'. Virtually anyone can issue such an invitation: Reuel's
daughters (Ex.2:20), Samuel (1 S.9:24), David (2 S. ll:13), Absalom (25.13:23),
Adonijah ( I K. l:9- 10,19,25-26), Job's sons (Job I :4), Queen Esther (Est. 5: l2). Those
invited are also highly variable: Moses (8x.2:20), the people (l S. 9:24), Urijah (2 S.

I l:13), the king's sons (2 S. l3:23), etc. We read in 1 K. 1:9ff. that Adonijah explicitly
refused to invite certain people. Through this usage the pass. ptcp. qdrfi1q'ruimbe-
cameatechnicaltermfor"invitedguest" (15.9:13,22;2S. l5:ll; I K. l:41,49).T\e
invitation can be to a sacrificial meal (Gen. 3l:54; I S. l6:3,5), or in this specific case

to a sacrificial meal for other gods (Ex. 34: l5; Nu. 25:2). In the book of Proverbs, it is
usually wisdom (bokmd) who invites all (Prov. 8:4), especially the simple, to hear and
receive the precious gifts that wisdom has to offer.a6 From the context 9:3 appears to be
an invitation to a meal, but soon reveals itself as another invitation to follow the way of
insight (dereb bink, v.6). Similarly, 9:15 warns against accepting the invitation of
Dame Folly ('Eie! ksilfr!, v. 13), since the guests she invites (q"ru'eyhd) are in the
depths of Sheol (v. 18).

H o s sfe ld/l,amb e rty - Zi e lin s ki

IV. Proclamation.
l. Public. A number of specialized meanings have evolved from the basic meaning.

In the context of a public forum, given the basic meaning "attract attention through the
sound of one's voice," qara'can take on the meaning "call out, proclaim." Many things
can be proclaimed: festivals or feast days (Ex. 32:5; Lev. 23:2,4,21,31; Isa. 1: l3; Lam.
l:15;2:22), special days (Lam. 1:21),ageneral fast (l K. 2l:9,12; Joel 1:14; 2:15; Jon.
3:5;2 Ch.2O:3;Ezt8:21), liberty or liberation {d'rbr Lev.25:10; Isa. 6l:l-2; Jer.

34:8,15,11), a famine (2 K. 8:l), Yahweh's remission (Dt. l5:2), a king (Isa. 34:12), a

holy war (Joel 4:9[3:9]).
The festival calendar of H (Lev. 23) uses qara'fotr times in connection with the

proclamation of feast days: twice (vv. 2,4) in introductory formulas and twice (vv.
21,37) in concluding formulas for the calendar.aT The counterpart to this calendar in
Dt. l6 says nothing about proclaiming a fast.

The formulations in Ex. 32:5; Isa. l:13; Lam. 1: l5; 2:22 clewly depend on Lev. 23.
Ex. 325 (probably BPa8) uses this dependence to establish the iniquity of Aaron's ac-

tion. The dependence of Isa. 1:13 on Lev. 23 is clearly intended as a criticism of the
cult: the point is to show that observance of the cultic festivals with an attitude that is
fundamentally hypocritical is meaningless.ae In both texts in Lamentations it is

46. O. Plciger, Spriiche Salomos. 81( XVII (1983), 88.
47. For a detailed analysis of the literary strata see R. Kilian, Literarkritische und

formgeschichtliche Untersuchung des Heiligkeitsgesetrys. BBB 19 (1963), 109-11;
A. Cholewidski, Heiligkeitsgesetz und Deuteronomium. AnBibl 66 (1976),82-94.

48. C. Dohmen, Das Bilderverbot. BBB 62 (1987),91 .

49. O. Kaiser, Jesaja l-12. ATDXYII (1981),44-45;H. Wildberger, Jesaja l-12. BKXII
(1980), 42-43: R. Kilian, Jesaja 1-12. NEB XVll (1986),23-24.
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Yahweh himself who proclaims a festival day; here the usage is metaphorical, serving

as a pejorative thematization of the fall of Jerusalem. It is this sense in which we must

also interpret the day of Yahweh that is proclaimed lLam.2:22).
Proclamation of a fast appears to have been a coirmon penitential practice.5o Such

fasting cannot be an act ofprivate devotion. Proclamhtion by means of qara'givesita
public character.sl Such fast days were procfaimed on occasions of general (Joel l:14;
2:15) or particular (Ezr.8:21; Jon. 3:5) distress. The representatives of the people as-

sembled on such an occasion could also function as a juridical body (l K.2l:9,12).
In the expression "proclaim release TNRSV 'liberty'1,"s2 the public proclamation

denoted by qdrd'includes the dimension of legal obligation. North shows that the earli-
est occurrences of this idiom are in Jer. 34 (vv. 8, I 5,1 7 [twice]), under the direct influ-
ence of Babylonian legislative practice.53

Originally, qdra'was probably used for proclamations in the domain of secular law
(cf. Jer. 34:8). The binding authority of such a proclamation extends to the proclama-

tion of a year of Yahweh's favor to those who mourn (Isa. 61:l-2). The interplay be-

tween Jer. 34: l5 and 34:17 is a clever play on words: Yahweh's proclamation of release

(v. 17: to sword, pestilence, and famine) is an ironic response to the retraction of the re-

lease of male and female Hebrew slaves (v. 16). The allusions to Ex.2l:2ff. and Dt.

15:1ff. found by Northsa are more formal in nature.55 The noun der)rthat functions as

the object of the proclamation has here an extended semantic range similar to that of
i"milyd in Dt. 15:2; it applies not only to persons but to the universal restoration of orig-
inal economic circumstances. When qara' is used in the sense of "proclaim," it is im-
possible to draw a sharp line between the secular and religious domains.

Certain texts suggest that the act of proclamation was constitutive for aspects of po-

litical life: proclamation of a king (lsa. 34:12) or of a holy war (Joel 4:9[3:9])'
Dt. 3l: I 1 furnishes an example of blurred semantic distinctions in the formula of

Moses' charge to the elders of Israel: tiqra' 'e1-hatt)rA; here qara'conveys both the el-

ement of public proclamation and that of public recitation. In Dt.20:10 and Jgs' 2l:13
idl6m is the grammatical object of qara'. The NRSV translates the idiom as "offer a

town amicable terms."56 We should possibly think of a proclamation in such a situa-

tion. Otto, however, argues on the basis of v. I I that v. l0 refers to a formula of vindi-
cation, also attested in cuneiform legal codes.57 The text of I S. 18:28 is disputed.

2. Prophetic. We also find qdrd'used as a term for the proclamations of Yahweh

through human beings, i.e., the message of the prophets (only in I and 2 Kings,

50. --> DlI silrn.
51. -> xII,299.
52. -->'1111 derOr.

53. -+ III, 267-68.
54. -s i"mitt6.
55. The declaration in Lev. 25:10 is discussed in --r III, 26'l-69
56. Ct. HAL, III, 1130.
57. E. Otto, ZAW tO2 (1990) 94-96.
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Nehemiah, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Jonah, andZechaiah). This meaning is often conveyed by

the expression qara' 'e!-hadddpdr or hadd"Qartm (l K. 13:4,32; 2 K. 23:16,1'7:. ler.

3:12;7:2; ll.6; l9:2). The prep. ',el or 'al introduces the recipient of the prophetic mes-

sage (Jerusalem, Isa. 40:2; Nineveh, Jon. l:2). An exception is I K. 13:2,4,32, whete

an altar is addressed. The prophetic message itself is generally introduced by 'amar

(l K. l3:2: Neh. 6:7; Jer.3:12;7:2; ll:6; Jon. 3:4; Zec. l:4,14,1'7)'

The term cannot be assigned to a particular period or associated with a particular pro-

phetic tradition. It is noteworthy that the combination qarA'+ ddldr always appears in

Dtr texts.s8 This suggests that prophetic oracles may have been proclaimed like laws.

All other occurrences of qara' in the prophetic books (all postexilic) are in the impera-

tive or the second person singular imperfective with imperative force, describing the

commissioning of the prophet by Yahweh. This commissioning takes place in the con-

text of first-person discourse with Yahweh as subject (Isa. 40:2; 58:1; Jer. 2:2;3:12;7:2;

ll:6; l9:2); alternatively, some other term may substitute for Yahweh in the commis-

sioning: q^l (lsa. 40:6), way"ht dPar-yhwh (Jon' 1 : I ; 3:l), mal'dk (Zec' l:14,11)' Only

Jon. 3:4 and the texts in I K. 13 and 2 K. 23 use qara' to describe the act of prophetic

proclamation. In I K. l3:2the phrase biSbaryhwh characterizes the ii'"l6htm (v. 1) as

teing entrusted with Yahweh's word; qara'then describes the act of proclamation.

In Neh. 6:7 n"liim are commissioned to proclaim the king. This proclamation permits

certain conclusions concerning the designation of the king, which was among the official

functions of the prophets, especially in the northern kingdom. This function of the proph-

ets made clear that ultimately Yahweh stood behind the selection of the king.se
Hossfeld/Kindl

V. Calling.
1. 1 S. 3. The story of Samuel's call ( I S. 3) illustrates the transition from qara' in

the sense of "call, summon," to that of designating a prophetic "call" or "vocation."

Samuel is called three times by Yahweh; he goes to Eli, who he thinks is summoning

him, and says, "Here I am, for you called [= summoned] me'" Not until the third time

does Eli realizethat it is Yahweh who has "called" Samuel; he instructs Samuel how to

respond to this call. Thus Samuel receives his call through an audition in which he

hears his name called (v. 20 refers explicitly to Samuel as nd!i', "one who has been

called"fl); here qara'denotes the appointment of a prophet. Nowhere else, however,

does qara' have this usage. This observation may argue for an early dating of this call

narrative, whose language has not yet been schematized in word-event formulas, etc.

2. Human Calling. The verb qara'can also refer to a kind of "call" outside the pro-

phetic realms; in such contexts it means that the person called is singled out from a

58. On I and 2 Kings see E. Wiirthwein, Kcinige. ATD Xl (1985), in loc.; on Jeremiah see

W. Thiel, Die deuteronimistische Redaktion von Jeremia l-25. WMANT 4l (1973),85' 107-8'

148-49,222.
59. S. Herrmann, A History of Israel in oT Times (Eng. trans. Philadelphia, 21981), 136.

60. -+ IX, 139.
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group. This usage is concentrated in the Priestly sections of the Pentateuch. In Nu.
l:15; 16:2;26:9 (cj.), the qerfrim are those called or chosen to represent the commu-
nity or the tribes. This group includes the tribal representatives listed individually in
Nu. 1:l-15, as well as Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, and 250 Israelite leaders (Nu.
16:l-2;26:9).In Nu. l: l6 and 16:2, parallelism ranks them equal to the -, Ntirl ,2aii'
and the ra'iA 'afuA yiSrd'dl; functionally, however, they are kept separate. In the story
of Dathan and Abiram, they represent the people over against Moses (and Aaron), by
bringing the demands of the people to Moses (and Aaron) during the wilderness pe-
riod (only there are the qerfiim attested in this sense). According to l6:9, these indi-
viduals were "chosen from the congregation of Israel," i.e., appointed to cultic ser-
vice.6l

A special vocation or distinction based on expert craftsmanship appears in Ex. 3l:2;
35:30; 36:2 (qdrd' bei€m except in 35:30), which describe the commissioning of
Bezalel in connection with the construction of the tent of meeting (Ex. 28ff.). This ac-
count represents an official appointment as director of craftwork, an appointment an-
nounced by Yahweh (31:l-2;35:30) and realized through Moses as Yahweh's mediaror
(36:2). The context shows that Bezalel and his artisans were endowed by Yahweh with
the requisite wisdom (hokmd bEeU.

3. Deutero-Isaiah. In some instances Deutero-Isaiah uses qara'in the sense of
"choose someone for a specific purpose." The subject is always Yahweh. For example,
Cyrus is called by Yahweh to deliver Israel from the Babylonian exile (Isa.4l:25 42:6;
45:3,4; 48:12,15). Such a call is occasionally expressed by the construction qAra'
b"iem (lsa. 41:25; 45:3,4), the meaning of which is not entirely clear in this context.62
In Isa. 4l:25 it probably alludes to a command relationship in the military domain (cf.
lsa. 4O:26; Est. 2:14). This language established a personal relationship between
Yahweh and Cyrus his servant, which gives the latter special status. Behind this rela-
tionship stands "the relationship of the lord to his vassal, on whom he bestows security
and assistance, but to whom he also a liege lord issues commands and on whom he im-
poses duties."63 The usage of calling (qdrd' b"i1m) as taking someone into one's ser-
vice is also found in Babylonian royal inscriptions, where, for example, it characterizes
Marduk's appointment of Cyrus. The purpose of Yahweh's "calling Cyrus by name" is
an act with historically significant dimensions: Yahweh has called Cyrus to deliver Is-
rael from exile. Therefore he bestows on Cyrus an honorific surname ('of;ann"f;a,t* lsa.
45:4; cf. also the use of knh it parallel with qara'in 44:5).Isa. 48:12-15 once again
uses 4ara'(this time without b"iZm) to thematize the call of Cyrus, interpreting this call
as though it were an element of Yahweh's act of creation (v. l2).

ln lsa. 42;6 (in the context of vv. 5-9), it is also Cyrus who is called. The text does not
name him explicitly, but this interpretation is supported by Elliger and Merendino against

61. +r1a bdl.
62. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja. BKXUI (1989), in loc.
63. rbid.,494-95.
64. -->il'l) knh.
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Westermann.6s Yahweh has called Cyrus b"seQeq (cf .45:13). V. 6b states the purpose of
the call: he has been formed OA;ar) and given (nd!an) as a covenant to the people (li!rt1
'am) anda light for the nations (1"'6r gbyim). The significance of Cyrus's call is amplified

by the circumstance that Israel too is called (qard', 4812; 4l:9; qara' beiZm, 43: I ). This

language expresses the special relationship between Yahweh and his chosen people. The

call of Israel stands in parallel with its creation (43: I ), which demonstrates Yahweh's om-

nipotence and consequently empowers him to deliver his people. The nature of Israel's

call echoes the call of Abraham, also formulatedwithqdrd': according to 5l:.2, Abraham

and Sarah were exemplary in their trust in Yahweh, even when they were alone. Just so

should Israel trust in the omnipotence of Yahweh, even in exile. Not even the exile can

annul the continuity of creation - call of Abraham - call of Israel.

In the second servant song (Isa. 49:l-9), qara' denotes the appointment of the

speaker as Yahweh's servant. The formula yhwh mibbelen qera'ant mimm"'A 'immt

hizkir i"mt resembles the language of Jeremiah's call in Jer. 1:5 (Dtr), although the lat-

ter uses nalan instead of qara'. The call of the servant is thus comparable to that of a
prophet. The divine appointment of an individual before birth is mentioned only in the

case of Deutero-Isaiah (cf. also lsa. 44:2,24;49:5; 48:8), Jeremiah, and Samson (Jgs.

l3:7); this feature originates in Egypt and Mesopotamia, where birth and descent de-

termine who shall be king.66 In the four servant songs Isa.49:l is the only text that

speaks explicitly of a call from the mother's womb. The core of the second song (49:1-

3 lwithout yif rd'dl],4,5a,6 [without wayyomer]67) clearly details the nature of the ser-

vant's call: his is a ministry of the word (v. 2), he has been chosen as a servant (v. 3),

the servant's affliction is overcome by God (v. 4), the servant has been singled out for
the deliverance of Israel (vv. 5-6; cf. the call lqarAl of God's 'e!e{'elydqtmin22:20).

VI. Reading.
l. General. Starting with the basic meaning "call" and proceeding through "pro-

claim," qara'developed the meaning "read, recite." It is reasonably safe to assume that

most instances involve reading aloud or public recitation.68 This semantic development

must be considered secondary, since qara'in the sense of "read" is first attested in the

exilic period (esp. in Dtr texts).

The material read appears as the direct object of qard'(as a suffix or introduced by
'e!). One may read quietly, so that only the reader hears the words (2 K. 5:7; 19:-14 =
Isa.37 14;2K.22:8,16;Jer. 51:63; possibly Isa. 34:16), or aloud, so that others may

hear them (Josh. 8:34-35). In some passages the phrase lipnA/b"'oznA ("before/in the

ears ol') + object makes clear that the reading is loud and public, so that the substance

of what is read can be understood (Ex. 24:1;2 K. 22:lO;23:2: Jer. 29:29;36:15,21

65. Elliger, BK Xlll,232; R. P. Merendino, Syf 31 (1981), 242, with reasons;

C. Westermann, Isaiah 40-66. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969),99.
66. H. Ringgren, The Religions of the Ancient Near East (Eng. trans. Philadelphia, 1973),37 ,

rw,169-73.
67. E. Haag, citing H. Haag, Der Gottesknecht bei Deuteroiesaja. EdF 233 (1985), 15.

68. Labuschagne,672.
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2Ch.34:18,24,30;Neh.8:3;Dt.31:11;cf.alsoEst.6:tandNeh. l3:l,withtheniphal
of qdrd). The book or other object from which something is to be read or recited is in-
troduced by b' (Dt. l7: l9; Neh. 8:8,18; 9:3; Jer.36:6,8,10,13,14; Hab. 2:2).The subject
doing the reading varies: Moses, Joshua, Baruch, Ezra, kings of Israel or Judah; the
people are also called upon to read (usually the law). what is read or recited (from)
also varies widely. In 2 K. 5:7 (from the core stratum);6e l9:14 (Dtr) = Isa.37:14 (late
preexilic); and Jer. 29:29 (Dtr), a messenger delivers a letter,70 which the addressee
then reads (probably in a low voice). Only in Jer.29:29 does b"'oznA indicate explicitly
that Zephaniah reads aloud to Jeremiah the letter addressed to him (cf. Est. 6: I [reading
from the seper hazzif;rondll; Isa. 29:ll-12).

2. The km. In 2 K. 22-23 par.2 ch. 34, the accounr of the discovery of the book of
the law (sZper hatfira; probably the Dtn law in Dt. 12-26*), qara'is used several times
as a technical term for reading or recitation. In 2 K. 22:8 the high priest Hilkiah gives
the law book discovered in the house of Yahweh to the secretary Shaphan, who then
reads it (to himsel0. Shaphan then reads it aloud (qdrd' lipna, v. 10 par. 2 ch. 34: l8) to
King Josiah. This book read by the king (v. 16) or in his presence (2 ch. 34:18) is au-
thenticated by the prophetess Huldah as the commandment of God. His hearing of this
law book persuades Josiah to read it (2 K. 23:2) to the elders of Judah (ziqnA y"hfidd
[core stratum: the other segments of the population are an addition of DtrNTl]); finally,
this reading leads the king to make a covenant (kdra1 b"ri1 v. 3 par. 2 Ch. 34:31), the
crucial result of the book's discovery. The public recitation of the law plays a central
role, for it is important to DtrN in v. 2 alongside the elders to name as hearers the
priests, prophets, and all the people. Here, as inEx.24:i (Dtr), recitation of the book
(sEper habberfu)72 imposes an obligation on the people.

F'x.24:7 so fuses the public reading, the making of the covenant, and the accompa-
nying sacrifice that the reading takes on a cultic function as part of the covenant cere-
mony. On this basis recitation of law becomes an essential part of the Feast of Booths
during the year of remission (Dt. 31 : I t ). The eminence of the reader (Moses, Joshua,
Ezra) also adds significance to the recitation of the law. In Josh. 8:34-35 (late Dtr), it is
Joshua who reads kol-dipra hafi1ra habb"rdf;d w"haqqelald b the qehal yiira'EF3 in the
context of building an altar, underlining the authority of the words of the law. This ac-
tion on Joshua's part is entirely consonant with the "ideal of the king who keeps the
law and makes the covenant,"74 since Dtn ideology makes a point of the king's reading
of the t6rA (Dt. 17:19, in the law governing the kingship).

Public recitation of law books presupposes their canonization in fixed written form;
historically, therefore, it is especially relevant to the exilic and postexilic period; this

69. 'An ancient anecdote": E. Wiirthwein, Kdnige II. ATD XUZ (1984),299.
70. -sl,DO sapar
71. H. spieckermann, Juda unter Assur in der sargonidenzeit. FRLANT 129 (1982), passim.
72. --> X,333ff .

'8. )r;? qahdl.
74. L. Perlitt, Die Bundestheologie im AT. WMANT 36 (1969), 43 n.2.
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observation supports its association with the Dtr corpus.Ts This development institu-

tionalizes reading the tbri, as well as keeping ( idmar) it and acting ('d{d) accotding to

its dictates, although the people are reminded frequently of their obligation to observe

it in quite a different fashion (cf., e.g., Dt. 6:6ff.; I l:18ff.).

3. Neh. 8-9. Thus we see that the reading of the law in the story of Ezra (Neh. 8-9)

also represents a fixed institution. In the cycle of annual festivals, the approach of the

seventh month marks the time for all the people to gather before the Water Gate, to ask

Ezrato bring the book of the law of Moses (8:l), from which he then reads (qdrd')to

the men, women, and all who could hear with understanding (m"Qintm). This reading

encompasses the Pentateuch or portions of it; it took place in the context of worship,

which lent it constitutive significance for establishing the cultic community. HereEzra
plays two roles: as a "priest," he brings the firA to the community; as a "scribe," he

mounts a kind of platform (migdal-'e;, v. 4) to read and expound it. A liturgy of the

word in which the t)rd was read and expounded is characteristic of synagogue worship

in the postexilic period.76 Recitation and observation of the written law are already em-

phasized in Dtr material; this emphasis is here extended and elevated to ritual status,

giving rise to the tradition in which today's liturgy still stands.

During the Feast of Booths (Neh. 8:13-18), the reading of the law is prescribed

throughout all seven days of the festival (v. l8); a three-hour reading of the seper tdral
yhwh Pldhtm is also a constitutive element of the penitential liturgy on the 24th day of
the same monrh (Neh. 9:l-5). Isa. 34:16 (a postexilic addition) speaks of a "book of
Yahweh" (s€per yhwh) from which the words of Yahweh can be read.

4. Jer 36. Jer. 36 records the burning of the scroll dictated to Baruch by Jeremiah.

Most of this account goes back to the scribe Baruch (vv.3,1 ,31 being Dtrzz); in the

chapter qard' occurs l 2 times, twice in the sense of "dictate" (vv. 4, l 8, where Jeremiah

dictates the contents of the scroll) and l0 times in the sense of "read (aloud)" (vv. 6

ltwicel,8,10,l3,l4,l5ltwicel,2l,23). The subject of the verb is Baruch (Jehudi in vv.

21,23); the listeners include all the people of Judah (kol-y'hfiQd, v.6) or the people

(hd'dm, vv. 10,13,14) who have come to Jerusalem to observe the fast (v. 9), as well as

the royal offrcials (kol-haisdrim, vv. 14-15) and the king (Jehoiakim) himself (vv.

21,23). Jeremiah cannot read the words in person because he is 'asfir (v. 5) and is thus

denied admittance to the temple (cf. Jer. 33:l; 39:15). Probably the chamber in which

Baruch read the scroll opened onto the court, so that his words could be heard out-

side.Ts This public reading had its effect: Baruch is taken before the iarim (vv. 14-20),

where he reads the contents of the scroll once more. All we can say about the meaning

75. On the law governing the king (Dt. 17:14-20) see also U. Riitersw<irden, Von der
politischen Gemeinschaft zur Gemeinde. BBB 65 (1987), 50-66'

76. For a detailed discussion see A. H. J. Gunneweg, Nehemia. KATXIX/2 (1987), l08ff.
77. W Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 2645. WMANT 52 (1981),

49tr.
78. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT xll e1968),233.
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of qara'in this context is that it refers to "reading" in a purely technical sense: what
matters is the substance of what is read, not the act of reading as such. This account dif-
fers markedly from Neh. 8 (recitation of the t6ra in synagogue worship): there is no
cultic context.

An injunction to read publicly the contents of Jeremiah's scroll (seper 'ehAQ, v. 60)
appears once more in Jer. 5l:59-64, a secondary appendix to the book. Here, as in Jer.
36, qdrd' is in the first instance a purely technical term. In addition, however, this pub-
lic reading functions as a prophetic threat (v.6D.

H o s sfe I d/ lnmb e rty - Zi e lins ki

VII. Naming. In many texts qara'is a technical term for naming. It serves this func-
tion throughout the entire OT. In the earliest occurrences of qara' (Gen. Z:19;
4:11 ,25,26; etc.) as well as in occurrences to be dated very late (Est. 9:26;Zec. ll:7;
Mal. l:4; Ruth 4:17; I Ch. 4;9; 7:16,23; l3 ll;2 Ch. 3:17; 20:26),rhe verb is used as a
term for naming. The book of Genesis contains a striking concentration of such occur-
rences.

l. General. A variety of constructions are used for naming: the two commonest are
qara' + /e + object (often a city, town, or the like) and qara' + iem + suffix or object
(usually but by no means always a person). As a rare variant of the first construction we
frnd qara' + i4m + /'+ object denoting the entity named (Gen. 2:20; Isa. 62:2 [pual];
65:15; Ruth 4:17).There is also the possibility of using the verb with two accusative
objects (the naming and the name: Gen. 26:33; Nu. 32:41 lsa. 43:22; Jer. 46:lj;Ezk.
l0:13 [pual]; 39:11; Hos. 2:18[16]). Naming something after oneself is expressed by
qara"al-iemO (Dt.3:14;2 S. l8:18; Ps. 49:12[11]; but cf. Gen. 48:6). In one unique
passage the absolute ]use of qara'ie-m emphasizes the person of the name giver (Ruth
4:l11.te

All these constructions emphasize the punctiliar act of naming. If instead the em-
phasis is on the durative aspect of having a name, niphal expressions are available that
correspond to the various qal constructions: (a) yiqqdr€' + /, + named efiity (GeL 2:23;
Dt.3:13; I S.9:9; 2 S. 18:18; Isa.l:26;32:5;35:8;62:4,12; Jer. 19:6; Prov. 16:21);
(b) niqrd' + named entity (Isa. 54:5:56:7:61:6;Zec.8:3; (c) niqra'+.ie-m + suffix +
name (Gen. l7:5; 35:10; Ezk.20:29 Dnl. 10:l). The subject is always implicit in the
verb, so that attention shifts from the name giver to the named entity, and the aspect of
having a name is emphasized. On rare occasions naming can be expressed by qdra'
b"i?m (Nu. 32:38; Josh. 2l:9; Isa.48: l; I Ch. 6:50[65]).

As a punctiliar event in the past, naming is representedby x-qd1al- or wayyiqydl
forms (Gen. 16l'14; 19:22;4:17,25,26; double occurrences in inverted sequence: Gen.
l:5,10; 3l:47;35:18). The aspect of having a name as a durative characteristic is ex-
pressed by weqatal and x-yiqtol forms (e.g., Gen.27:36). These forms can also describe
future events (namings) (Isa. 47:1,5; 54:5; 56:7; 58:5).

79. C. l. Labuschagne, ZAW 79 (1967) 364-67.
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The act of naming appears primarily in early texts (Pentateuch, Dtr History),

whereas having a name is commoner in exilic and postexilic texts. The theory of

Fichtner that a name serves to define the nature of the entity named must be modified

along the lines indicated by van der Woude;so in any case a name does far more than

simply label and distinguish different entities. The act of naming and the possession of

a name are thus matters of great import.

2. Creation. The creation narratives differ in their use of qara'to describe the nam-

ing of the created world. The most important difference is in the subject and object of

the naming, reflecting differing understandings of the act of naming' In J, Yahweh

leaves to the human the task of naming the birds and animals he has created (Gen'

2:19-2O);the text expresses a fundamental human autonomy "within a certain limited

area."8l The authority to give names shows clearly how human abilities and opportuni-

ties may be realized. What makes the human being unique is that through the act of

naminghe creates his own world, constituting it through an "act of appropriative order-

ing."sz
Little of this very "modern" picture of humanity may be found in P. The naming of

the created world is reserved to'"lohim (Gen. 1:5,8,10;5:2). The act denoted by qard'

no longer involves a human being but only God the creator, who distinguishes and

nu*"r. This is particularly clear in 5:2; 'd{dm no longer names, but is named by
alohtm. The bestowal of the generic name'aQam shows that God's purpose in creating

humankind remains in God's own hands; at the same time, P here signals the beginning

of the story of aldhim and humanitY.

Znnger attempts to contrast the naming formula qArA' + iem + suffix or object

named with the other expression qara' + /'+ suff,tx or object named, used in P's cre-

ation account, interpreting the latter as a call formula: God appoints to light, darkness,

firmament, dry land, and gathered waters quite specific offices within the created world

as the locus oflife.83 A survey ofother passages that use the latter expression does not

support this interpretation. Even though elsewhere P prefers the formula with iern to

aenote the giving of a name, especially the name of a person, other strata and books

clearly u."ih" formula with /"as a naming formula (2:19,20:8a persons,35:18; I S.

4:2tiptaces, Gen. l6:14; 33:20 [probably P]; Nu. 32:42; etc.). At most, the evidence

shows that P consistently uses different formulas for the naming of persons and the

naming of abstract entities. One cannot draw more far-reaching conclusions from the

formula as such.

3. Subject. The naming of persons raises the question of who does the naming. We

note at once that in a substantial number of cases the mother names her child imme-

80. Fichtner, 372; var, der Woude, 937-38.
81. C. Westermanrr. Genesis l-1 l,228.
82. G. von Rad, Genesis. ATD ll-ly (1985)' 58.

83. E. Znnger, Gottes Bogen in den Wolken SBS I 12 (1983),55 n' 15

84. C. Dohmer., Schi)pfung und Tod. SBB 17 (1988), 79 n. 133'
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diately after birth (Gen.4:25; 16:11 [Yahweh's insrructions to Hagar]; 19:37,38
29:32,33,35;30:6,8,11,13,18,20,21,24; 3518:38:3,4,5; Jgs. t3:24; I S. t:20; 4:21;
I Ch. 4:9:7: I 6). Most of the texts in the Pentateuch can be assigned to J. The texts in
which the father names the child more often belong to later strata (P: Gen. 5:3;
16:15; 2l:3; Joseph story: Gen. 38:29-30 J: Gen. 4:26; 5:29; Ex. 2:22: other: 2 S.
12:24-25).It would be wrong, however, to see in this difference a shift from matri-
archal to patriarchal social organization.ss We must assume instead that the mother
normally chose her child's name; the exceptions are to be explained as literary re-
interpretations diverging from the normal practice, intended to emphasize a particu-
lar interest.

Comparison of Gen. l6:11 and 16:15 provides aclearillustration. In 16:15 (p) it
is Abraham who names the child, whereas v. I I (J) would have led us to expect that
Hagar, the child's mother, would name him. Kessler interprets this difference against
the background of a distinction between a birth narrative, interested in the concrete
details of pregnancy, birth, and naming, and a genealogy, the purpose of which is to
establish patrilineal descent. Thus v. l5 represents a deliberate alteration of the story
on the part of P, showing (in accordance with the purpose of genealogies) that
Ishmael is a legitimate son of Abraham and thus the bearer of a promise. The other
instances where P describes a father as naming his child can be explained in a similar
fashion.

Further evidence that the normal practice was for a mother to name her child is the
observation that the feminine forms wattiqra' and qare'A are always associated with a
woman who does the naming, whereas the masculine forms wayyiqra'and qara'canbe
used impersonally (Gen. 25:25,26,30;29:34;38:29,30). The preference of the Tamar
novella for the impersonal formulation, which does not identify the person who does
the naming, instead of the unambiguous feminine form Kessler ascribes to the fact that
Tamar is a gentile woman (cf. also Ex. 2:22; Gen. 4l :5 I ,52l. the wives of Moses and Jo-
seph are likewise Gentiles, and therefore it is the father who chooses the name). The
naming of a child was clearly restricted to Israelite mothers.

That the father is instructed to name his child in Hos. l:4,6,9 and Isa. 8:3 is probably
evidence that an oracle of Yahweh can abrogate normal practice.

4. Etiologies. Etiologies are associated with naming in the Pentateuch (esp. in Gene-
sis, less frequently in Exodus and Numbers); there are also 15 instances distributed
though the various books of the Dtr History, as well as 5 in 1 and 2 chronicles, I in
Ruth, and I in Esther. Generally it is a person or place that is named; etiologies also ex-
plain the generic term 'i.iir? (Gen.2:23), the bitter water in the wilderness (Ex. 15:23),
and the festival of Purim (Est. 9:26). The texts in the Pentateuch can all be assigned to
J; Fichtner makes the interesting observation that P records without etiology the nam-
ing of many persons and places that have etiological explanations in other sources.86

85. Kessler,
86. P. 377.
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Fichtner ascribes the waning interest in name etiologies in the later strata of the OT tra-

dition to a change in the historiographic approach of these strata'

According to Heller, most oT name interpretations are linguistically quite untena-

ble.87 But this fact immediately raises theological issues: "The more bizarte and lin-

guistically impossible the biblical interpretation of a name, the better material it pro-

iia". ro.ir,"oiogical inquiry." Heller is probably correct in suggesting that the biblical

interpretations of namei are not "naive popular etymologies" but interpretations, per-

haps originating in the preliterary period, but endowed with intentional kerygmatic

"ont"nt 
in the setting of the written narrative or reshaped in the process of transmis-

sion. Heller uses the term "etymologization" for this tendentious interpretation of

proper names without regard for their actual etymology' Although this tendentious pur-

pose provides a point ofleparture. systematic use of such interpretation in connection

*itt nu-ing is found only in J, where an explanation accompanies the naming of every

important figure (Eve, Gen. 3:20; Seth, 4:25; Noah, 5:29; Moab and Ben-ammi'

tgl.ZlSA: Jacob's first eleven sons,29:32-35;30:6,8,11,13,18,20,24; Benjamin,

35:18).ta
Fichtner distinguishes two basic forms of "etymological" etiology associated with

naming, preserved in pure form only in the earliest strata of tradition. Form I uses the

naming formula wayyiqra'/wattiqra' iem6/i"mah + name, followed by an etymological

interprltation usualiy introduced by "for sheftre said/thought ' . ." (persons, Gen' 4:25;

S:Zg; tg:Zl-18;29:32-33;30:8,11,13,18,20-21,24 35:18; 38:29-30; Ex' 2:lO'22; Jgs'

6:32; I S. 1:20; 4:21;25. I2:25;places, Gen'26.20ff' 28:19;32:31[30]; Ex' l7:7; Nu'

11:3;Josh.5:9;19:47;22:34;lgs.l'.11:2:5:1S'7:12;2S'6:8;1K'9:13)'FormII'by
contrast, generally recounts a specific event taking place at a specific place, followed

by the nating ofinis place: 'al-kEtt qara'. . . (places, Gen. 1 l:9; 1614: 19:22;21:31

3l:48:33:17;50:ll; Ex. 15:23; Josh.7:25; Jgs' l5:19; 1 S' 23:28;2 S' 5:20; persons'

Gen. 25:30; 29:34-35l' 30:6).

Form I is found primarily in personal etiologies, especially in contexts where the fo-

cus of the narrative is on the naming. Form II is used almost exclusively for the etiol-

ogy of toponyms; the narrative focuses on the event memorialized in the naming (e'g.'

tli" nu-ing of the city of Babel, Gen. l1'9se). Etiological naming narratives present

themselves theologically as "tidings of God's saving acts with respect to certain indi-

viduals and places."eo

A borderline form of etiological interpretation is the giving of a symbolic name;

such naming appears primarily in the prophetic books and takes place at Yahweh's

command: lsa.l:14(Immanuel); Hos. l:4 (Jezreel); 1:6 (Lo-ruhamah); 1:9 (Lo-ammi).

5. Renaming. P substitutes for etiologies the theologically significant renaming of

central figures of the patriarchal narrative (Abram renamed Abraham, Gen' 17:5; Sarai

87. P. 26r.
88. Fichtner. 387; van der Woude' 946.

89. C. Westermann, Genesis 1'1 1, 553-54; Heller, 259'

90. Fichtner, 359-60.
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renamed Sarah, 17:15; Jacob renamed Israel, 35:10; cf.32:291281; Moses' change of
Hoshea's name to Joshua, Nu. 13:16). These texts use qard' for the act of renaming. In
the patriarchal narrative it is always Yahweh who initiates the change. In Gen. l7:5 and
35:10, the :use of qara' (niphal) iEmfor the earlier name underlines the durative aspect
of bearing a name; for the act of giving a new name, by contrast, the texts tse qara'iem
(Gen. l7: l5; 35: l0). In the prophets (Isa. 62:4:, Jer. 19:6; 20:3) and in Ruth t:20, we
also find examples of a change of name for symbolic purposes. Here too belongs the
promise of a new but unspecified name (Isa.62:2;65:15).lt

The change of Joseph's name to zaphenath-paneah in Gen. 41:45a is to be under-
stood as a mark of special honor on the part of Pharaoh,e2 albeit this is the only mention
of Joseph's Egyptian name.

6. Appellations. In the prophetic books (esp. Isaiah), the act of naming takes a back
seat to the bearing of a name as an ongoing state, expressed grammatically by the fre-
quent use of niphal forms (Isa. l:26;35:8; 54:5; 56:7; 6l:6; 62:12; Zec. g:3; etc.). In
most instances the qal forms, too, lack a clearly specified subject; they should therefore
be understood impersonally and translated as passives (Isa. 47:1,5;59:12;60:14;61:3;
62:12; Jer. 3:17; 6:30; 3O:17; 33:.16; Ezk. 39:l l; Mal. 1:4). The expression qara, le is
used more often for naming than is qara' iem, which is reserved for the naming of indi-
viduals. The combination qara'+ iem + le + object (Isa. 62:2;65:15) lends the naming
special weight.

These names are usually borne by abstract entities and are no longer proper names
in the strict sense, but titles meant to emphasize a function, attribute, or characteristic
feature. Examples: a road in the desert is called "holy way" (Isa. 35:8); daughter Baby-
lon will no longer be called "tender and delicate" (47:l); daughter Chaldea will no lon-
ger be called "mistress of kingdoms" (47:5); the temple ("my house") will be called
"house of prayer for all peoples" (56:7); those who mourn in Zion will be called "oaks
of righteousness" (61:3); Pharaoh will be called "braggart who missed his chance"
(Jet. 46:17).Instead of such a title, an attribute may be named directly: the fool will no
longer be called noble (Isa. 32:5); the "house of Jacob" is called a "rebel from birth"
(Isa. 48:8); the wise of heart is called perceprive (prov. 16:21).

we frequently find appellations for Jerusalem: "citadel of righteousness" (Isa.
l:26), "throne of Yahweh" (ler.3:17), "city of the Lord" (Isa. 60:14), ..salvation"

(walls, 60:I8), "sought out, a city not forsaken" (62:12), "yahweh our righteousness"
(Jer.33:16); "faithful city" (Zec.8:3); "outcast" (no longer: Jer.30:17). These titles
give voice to an assurance of coming salvation; note their concentration in Trito-Isaiah.

7. qara'b"i€m. Nu. 32:38; Josh 2l:9; I Ch. 6:50(65) (all late texts) use the formula
qara' bei€m for the mentioning of towns by name.

In Isa.48:l the NRSV interprets the participial construction hanniqraim beiem

91. See below.
92. Yan der Woude, 944.
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yiird'€l as a formula for calling by name, translating it: "You who are called by the

name of Israel." Westermann leaves the interpretation unresolved.93
Hossfeld/Kindl

vIII. Property Law. The idiom niqra' iem 'al, "the name is invoked upon," ex-

presses the concept of ownership in a legal and theological sense. It occurs 2l times.

Once it appears with the entity upon which the name is invoked as its object; after 'al

(e.8.,2 Ch. 6:33), however, it is also possible (and much more common) to name the

object in an appended attributive clause introduced by 'oier (e.g., Jer. 7:10-1 1,14,30).

With only two exceptions (2 S. 12:28, Joab; Isa. 4: l, a man), it is the name of Yahweh

that is invoked. The objects include Israel (Dt. 28:10; Isa. 63:19; Jer. 14:9 Uudahl;

2 Ch.7:14), the ark of God (2 S. 6:2: I Ch. l3:6), the house (temple) (1 K. 8:43; Jer'

7:10-ll,l4,3O;32:34:34:15;2 Ch. 6:33), and Jerusalem and other cities (Jer. 15:16;

25:29;Dnl.9:18-19). The primary locus of the formula is the Dtr material.e4

In 2 S. 12:28 Joab as the commander of David's army urges his king to take the cap-

tured city, to prevent Joab's name from being invoked upon the city so that it would be-

long to him (cf. also Jer. 25,29 Dnl.9:18-19). By ancient military custom the one

whose name is invoked upon a city becomes its possessor. Should David not advance to

take Rabbah (v.29), Joab would be king of the city. The act of pronouncing a name to

claim possession of something is attested in Akkadian documents;es following

Boecker, we may characterize it as the "conclusion of a purchase" (contra Galling, who

views the proclamation of the owner's name as giving a chance for other claimants to

present their case).96 Proclamation of the new owner's name finalizes the change of
ownership.

The second purely secular text, Isa. 4:1, describes a time of disaster when women

will cling to a single man, whose name is pronounced upon them. According to

Boecker, this act represents the "final ratification of a marriage contract," through

which the woman finds a degree of protection.eT Here, as in 2 S. 12:28, the idiom de-

scribes the establishment of a relationship of ownership and hence protection (the

woman becomes the property of the man, who is therefore responsible for her), not the

change of the woman'S name to that of the man. According to Israelite law, a woman

kept her own name when she married.e8

Yahweh is rhe owner of the ark (4r6n ha'"lohim, 2 s. 6:2; I Ch. 13:6). The invoca-

tion of Yahweh's name characterizes it as iEm yhwh s"ba'6! y6i€f; hakkrultm 'aldyw.

Thus the cultic name yhwh s"!d'61, already in use at the Shiloh sanctuary, was trans-

ferred to the cultic site in Jerusalem antedating the temple. In consequence, the temple

(h,ftal yhwh), the house of Yahweh (habbayil, I K. 8:43 = 2 Ch- 6:33; Jer. 7:10-

93. C. Westermann, Isaiah 40-66, 196-97.
94. See also M. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (Oxford, 1972),325.

95. References in Thiel, Jeremia l-25, lll n.27.
96. Boecker, 166-67.
97. rbid., 168.
98. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Ene. trans. Minneapolis, 1991), 160, with bibliog.

t3l
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11,14,30:32:34;34:15), is described as having the name of yahweh invoked upon it.
This act defines the legal ownership and the inviolability of the object, from which the
people leap to the erroneous conclusion that this inviolability gua.rantees safety and se-
curity (Jer. 7:l-15). Their conclusion proves deceptive (v. 8), for yahweh makes estab-
lishment of the temple as a place of refuge conditional on various requirements (vv. 5-
7) that recall the ordinances of Deuteronomy (e.g., 19:10;24:12ff.;27:r9) and the cov-
enant Code (e.g., Ex. 20:22-23).If the people decide not ro obey yahweh's will (vv. 9-
11), their actions profane the name of Yahweh. Jer.i:30 and32:34 also qualify idolatry
as desecration of the temple. All in all, Jeremiah makes quite clear that the temple, as
Yahweh's property and dwelling place, is part of the covenant relationship between
Yahweh and his people (cf. also Jer. 34: l5), so that profanation of the temple is tanta-
mount to breaking the covenant. The temple represents the presence of Yahweh in the
midst of the people and demands that their conduct follow the dictates of the law.

Just as the temple is Yahweh's property, so too can Israel (or in one text a prophet:
Jer. 15: 16) be considered Yahweh's property when yahweh's name is invoked upon it
(Dt. 28:10; Isa. 63:19; Jer. l4:9 [Judah]; 2 Ch.7:14). This invocation presupposes Is-
rael's readiness to hearken to the voice of Yahweh. As a consequence, Yahweh will set
his people high above all the nations of the earth (ntn 'al kol-gdya ha'ares, Dt. 2g: l). In
other words they will be blessed and privileged above all other nations (28:1-14). The
concrete effects demonstrate the results of the covenant relationship with its mutual ob-
ligations (2 Ch. 7 :14; Jer. l4:9; Isa. 63: l9).

This theological variant of the invocation of Yahweh's name upon Israel far tran-
scends a purely material declaration of ownership; it proclaims the relationship be-
tween Yahweh and Israel to be virtually that of a mutual partnership.

H o s sfe I d/lnmb e rty -Zi e I ins ki

lX. miqrd'. The noun miqra'occurs 23 times in the OT; its distribution is limited to
the books of Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Isaiah, and Nehemiah. It appears with strik-
ing frequency (11 times) in Leviticus. Formally, it is an abstract verbal infinitive with
the prefix ma-; its basic meaning, accordingly, is "the (act of) calling out."ee The
phrase miqrd'-qdjei (with its pl. miqra'a qddei) occurs 19 times in Exodus, Leviticus,
and Numbers. There is one occurrence each of the phrase s miqra' hd'dda (Nu. l0:2)
and qero'miqra'(rsa. 1:13). In Isa. 4:5 emendation of miqra'eha to miqrd'ahd does not
improve the sense.lffi The simple forrr, miqra'occurs only in Neh. 8:8.

The phrase miqrd'-qdQei refers to the "sacred (cultic) assembly" (constituted by be-
ing called together) during the Festival of Unleavened Bread (Ex. 1215-20 [pl). ori-
ginally a harvest festival, this feast coalesced with the Dtn passover (Dt. 16:l-7), was
shifted to the context of the exodus, and became subject to specific regulations. One of
its features is a miqra'-q68ei on the first and last (seventh) days of the observance
(v. 16). Apart from preparation of food, no work may be performed on these days, a

99. Bl,e, $43h; see also Kutsch, 249.
100. Cf. BI1(. Note that BI/S does not even mention the variant.
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prohibition giving the day characterized by a miqra'-q68ei equal status with the Sab-

bath.
In the account of Israel's journey through the wilderness, Nu. 28-29 (P) lays down

the regulations concerning sacrifices and festivals that were obligatory of the cultic

community in Jerusalem. Here too a miqra'-qo{eJ (28:18,25) is summoned on the first

and last days of the Festival of Unleavened Bread. The rest from labor is expressed in

more concrete terms: m"le'ke! *bOdA, i.e., "daily work," is prohibited.lol In its place

various sacrifices are prescribed (vv. l9-24). The same regulations govern the festival

of weeks (v.26), as well as the festival of the New Year and the festival of atonement

(Nu.29). Here a miqrd'-qAQei is to take place on the first (v. 1), tenth (v.7), and fif-
teenth (v. 12) days; the first day is also distinguished by a "trumpet blast" (t"rfi'd) ex-

pressive of rejoicing. The original festival lasted "only" seven days (v. l2): to it there

was attached a special eighth day marked by a solemn assembly (v. 35; here called
a;ere1) and rest from labor.lo2

Lev.23, a late and much edited text,l03 contains regulations and ordinances govern-

ing the celebration of all the festivals of Yahweh (m6"QA yhwh) known in Israel' For

each of them this systematic listing requires a miqrd"q68e.i at specified times. Here, in

striking contrast to Ex. 12, both Passover and the Festival of Unleavened Bread are in-

cluded. This compendium is introduced and concluded by the statement that it deals

with the festivals that are "proclaimed as days of a holy assembly" (qdrd' miqrd'?-

q6Qei, vv.2,37).That all the festivals were not interpreted and observed in precisely

the same way is clear from the context: the festival of atonement, for example, to be

observed for all generations (v. 3l), requires additional self-denial (vv.27,32).

These regulations (all unique to P) define the miqra'as an exclusive cultic assembly

restricted to the greatest festivals, thus distinguishing it from the qdhal,lu which ap-

pears in early and late source strata (including P) in the basic sense of "convocation"

(contrast Dtn and Dtr usage), and from 'edA,tos which is used similarly by all source

strata for the "general assembly" of all free adult males, convoked to make decisions

affecting the entire n41ien.106

Thus'EdlA is primarily a political term; the expression miqrd'hd'eQd in Nu. l0:2 (P)

is to be interpreted both grammatically and semantically as a hybrid term for an assem-

bly that is both political and cultic.
Isa. l:13 is hard to place. While Wildberger assumes Isaianic authorship of Isa.

l: l0-17, Kaiser and Kilian assign it to the postexilic period.l0T The combination of new

t0r. HAL,111,629.
102. -+ XII, 314. For a discussion of the similarities and differences in meaning between

arere! and miqrd', see Kutsch.' 
103. See, e.g., K. Elliger, Leviticus. HATIV (1966),302ff.; A. Cholewiriski, Heiligkeitsgesetz

und Deuteronomium. AnBibl 66 (1976),82tr.
104. -+ XII,546ff.
105. -+ X,468ff.
106. -+ X,47O.
107. Wildberger, 39; Kaiser, 39ff.; Kilian' 23.
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moon (ho4ei), Sabbath (iabba!| and miqra'is striking. If we assume that the preexilic
Sabbath was a festival of the full moon, a preexilic date for this combination is quite
plausible. From the cultic perspective, in this context miqra'colld,refer to an assembly
on the occasion of some festival whose nature is not described. We are probably deal-
ing here with festal or penitential observances that do "not yet" have a fixed place in
the calendar.l08

In Isa. 4:5 (clearly postexilic) miqra'denotes a festival site on Mt. Zion that will be
Yahweh's place of assembly for the "sacred remnant" (cf. Ex. r3.2r-22; 14:19-20).

In contrast to the usage discussed above, in Neh. 8:8 miqra' denotes the reading of
the tdrd in the context of synagogue worship.loe With this starting point, the practice of
reciting portions of the Bible on Sabbaths and festivals led to the use of miqra' as a
technical term (alongside others) for the Jewish Scriptures. Already in Middle Hebrew,
miqra'is used for the reading or recitation of liturgical texts, for the Bible as a book,
and for individual 3i61" u"1sss.ll0

l,amberty-Zielinski

X. Dead Sea Scrolls. The 40 occurrences of the verb and 6 occurrences of the ad-
jective in the Dead Sea Scrolls published to date follow the usage of the OT. Yahweh or
Yahweh's name is invoked in prayer (llQPs" 24[ps. 155]:3,r6; 4e381 fr. 15,9); the
psalmist's assurance that he will be heard finds expression in 4e381 fr.24, g: "In the
day of my distress I will cry to Yahweh ('qr' lyhwh), and my God will answer me." A
curse is pronounced upon the men of Belial's lot: "May God not be merciful when you
cry to him" ( IQS 2;8). In prayers the close relationship between yahweh (a lord or pro-
tector) and his saints or the city of Jerusalem finds expression in his name being in-
voked upon them(nqr',4QDibHama 2:12;4Q380 fr. l, 1:5). Roughly l0 occurrences
of the verb (as well as the 6 occurrences [some reconstructed] of the verbal adjective)
have the meaning "call" or "be called." yahweh calls his own despite their sin
(4QDibHam't4Q504l frs. l-2,2:15); he calls the tottering to wondrous deeds (leM
l4;5). The elect of the eschaton are already called by name (qry y lhlim, cD 2:rr; 4:4).
In I QSa l:21 ; 2:2,11 , 13 we find the rules and regulations for those called to the assem-
bly (mw'd) or the council of the community (';t hykd). A unit of the army of the sons of
light bears the title "called of God" (qrw'y 'l leM 3:2:4:lo;4eMr g:9); in the Songs
of the Sabbath Sacrifice the highest angels bear the title qrw y rwm rwmym (4e403 fr.
2, 2; 4Q407 fr. l, 4;4QMasShirShab l:12).

The subject of qr' may be the God of Israel, who summons a sword against all the
nations ( I QM 16: 1 ), who calls the inhabitants of the land of Damascus "princes" (CD
6:6) and Israel "my firstborn son" (4QDibHam. frs. 1-2,3:5-6).ttr Other subjects in-
clude Melchizedek, who proclaims an amnesty (drwr lleMelch 2:6,witha statement

108. Wildberger,45.
109. See VI.3 above.
tto. wTM, tI],228-230.
I I 1. See VII above.
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of purpose),I 12 the priest who recites the prayer before battle ( 1QM 15:4), and the men

of the council who are to recite the law (1QSa l:4).
Finally, a few passages speak of "reading (in) the book" (qr' bspa 1QS 6:7; 7:1); CD

5:2 absolves David of transgressing the law, since he had not "read the sealed book of
the law (bspr twrh hhtwm) that was in the ark."

An interesting coalescence of biblical text with reception and interpretalisll t3 15 ll-
lustrated by 4QpNah 1:8, which interprets Nah. 2:13(12) as a reference to Alexander

Janneus, who was the first to employ crucifixion as a punishment;l14 the interpretation

connecrs "the one hanged alive [!] on a tree" (ltlwy l.ty 'l [h]';; cf .Dt.2l:22) with Nah.

2:14(13) (yqr'), which is in turn given its own interprelallsn.rrs

Quotations from the OT appear in llQT 2:13 (cf. Ex. 34:15); 59:6;62:6 (cf' Dt'

20: l0).
The noun miqra' occurs 16 times. Its occurrences in the Temple Scroll (mqr' qwdi'

I IQT 17:3,10; 18:3; l9:8;25:3;21:8) parallelLev.23 cf. also 4Q513 fr. 3, l' All the

other occurrences represent a specialized usage in lQM, describing the inscriptions on

the trumpets (fupw;rwt) of the "musters" (mqr', probably individual units: 3:1,2,3'7) be-

longing to the army of the sons of light. These "muster trumpets" are in the hands of
the priests (7:13), who use them to order units to advance between the battle lines

(7:15; 8:3; 9:3) or to order one line to relieve another (16:.12).
Dahmen

l12. See IV above.
113. + 1V)D peier.
I14. E. Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran (Munich' 21971),298.

l15. -+ 7)n fih.
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I. Lexicography. The root qrb is found throughout the entire Semitic domain with
the basic meaning "be near." The G stem of the verb often means "approach," and the
causative, "bring near"; the adjective means "near." The motivation for being or bring-
ing near varies, and may include hostile, sexual, or cultic intent. Nearness manifests it-
self as physical proximity to persons, places, or objects; but abstract concepts such as

social relationships, legal rights, religious privileges, and words can also be considered
near. Temporal nearness expresses imminence. Thus the root developed specialized
meanings such as "have sexual intercourse," "infringe rights," "claim privileges," and
"be qualified."

The following (partial) survey illustrates figurative usage of the root in the other Se-
mitic languages. Akk. qerdbut can denote sexual intercourse.2 The D stem can mean
"offer sacrifice" or "serve a meal to the gods." There is also a noun taqribtu, "offer-
ing.": 11r" meaning is not simply "offer" in a general sense; the term has religious and
cultic overtones. Prohibitive qerebu can denote the overstepping of a boundary or the
infringement of rights. Texts that forbid "approaching" fields or housesa refer in fact to
encroaching on property rights.5 In legal contexts qerebu often means "assert a

claim."6 The noun qerbu denotes a relative, often together with afuu, "brother."7 The
verb can also refer temporally to an imminent event, e.9., "my trip to the city is near."8
With ana + infinitive, qerebu means "begin to do something."e Old Assyr. awAtum
qarrubum, lit. "bring a word near," in effect means "address, speak ts."to Several
Akkadian nouns are connected with the notion of hostility.tt

OSA qrb means both "approach" and "have sexual intercourse." The noun qrbn,
"offering," refers to a religious sacrifice.

The causative of Ugar. qrb refers to the offering of sacrifice.12 In the Aramaic Ele-
phantine texts qrb can mean "assert a claim" in legal contexts, in contrast to rhq, "dis-
tance oneself," i.e., relinquish property rights or claims.13

In the pael Syr. q"r€! can mean "offer (sacrifice)" or "utter (a request, a comment, or
advice)." In the ethpael the verb can be used with reference to sexual intercourse; in the
aphel it can mean "attack, wage war."l4

l. AHw,II, 915-17; CAD, Q,228-40.
2. CAD, Q,233.
3. AHw',lil, 1324.
4. AHw,II, 916, G.II.8.
5. Milgrom, 36.
6. CAD, Q,234-3s.
7. rbid., 215,229.
8. rbid., 229.
9. Ibid., 235-36.
10. rbid., 239.
I l. Cf. II.6 below.
12. WUS, no.2449; UT no.2268.
13. Y. Muffs, Studies in the Aramaic l,egal Papyri from Elephantine (Leiden, 1969),231; cf .

Falk, 354.
14. kxSyr 691.
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II. Meaning and Occurrences.
l. General. The basic meaning of the Hebrew verb is "draw near" (qal, piel, hiphil),

causatively "bring near" (piel, hiphil); the adj. qar6! means "near." We also find the

ptcp./verbal adj. qarc! and the ifi. qirlA. This basic meaning usually denotes physical,

spatial proximity; but it can also denote temporal proximity, kinship, and the like. As in
the other Semitic languages, coming or bringing near can have various motivations:

hostile, cultic, legal,15 sexual, etc.

Physical proximity of human beings to God is restricted (Ex. 3:5; cf. Josh' 3:4).re

Access to holy objects and places is reserved to qualified cultic personnel,lT although

laypersons may approach Yahweh in the sanctuary (Lev. 9:5), offer (qrb hiphil) their
sacrifices in its court (l:3), and, ifritually clean, touch objects oflesser sanctity (7:20).

Outside the cult, the spatial nearness of God is experienced anthropomorphically when

God helps human beings. God's name and word (commandment) are "accessible" to

humans, and prayer can be metaphorical.

2. Verb. a. Come Near Of the 93 occurrences of qrb in the qal,7l (apart from the

participlel8) can be translated "come near." The subject is usually an individual or a
group; other subjects include God (3 times: Lam. 3:57; Ps. 69:19[Eng. l8]; Mal. 3:5), a

time (7 times), God's plan (once), and animals (once?).

(l) One may come near to see or hear. The motive may be curiosity (Ex. 3:5; cf. v. 3:

"to look at the burning bush"), a desire to clarify a situation (Ex. 32:19: the golden

calf;, to find out how someone is (Gen. 37:18; cf. v. l4), or simply "to listen" (Eccl.

4:17[5:l]). In Gen. 37:18 and Ex.32:19, a nearer approach is required by the limita-
tions of vision (cf. mErahoq in Genesis). According to Eccl. 4:17(5:1), one should

come to the temple to listen; nothing is said about the substance of what is heard. The

text appea$ to suggest passive attention to what is going on.

(2) In five instances approaching involves a speech act (Nu. 31:48; Dt. l:22; 5:23:
Jon. l:6; Est.5:2). Two texts mention the coming near of the person addressed (2 S.

2O:16-11 , q"ra! 'aQ-hZnnA, "Come here"). In 2 S. l5:5 we are dealing with obeisance

to the prince.
(3) One can come forward to carry out a task. In Lev. 10:4-5 Mishael and Elzaphan

are commanded to come forward to remove the corpses of Nadab and Abihu from the

sanctuary. Here qrb means simply "come" and "they came forward"; the solemn signif-
icance of the situation remains unexpressed, namely the need to remove the corpses

from the sacred precincts. Exceptionally, in the cultic sphere here the coming near has

no sacrificial motivation.
(4) In two cases someone comes near to offer help (Dt. 25:1 1; I K. 2:7). Lam. 3:57

and Ps. 69:19(18) state that God comes near to help or deliver.
(5) People may also come near with hostile intent; only in Isa.54l.14 do we find an

15. See Falk and Hoffman.
16. See Lemke.
17. See below.
18. See II.3 below.
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abstract subject, "terror" (cf. the antithesis rl.tq/qrb: "You shall be far from terror, it
shall not come near you"). But this terror is associated with an attack by human ene-

mies (v. l5). In 1 S. 17:48 it is an individual who draws near; elsewhere hostile groups

are the subject of the verb. Dt.2:37 says that the Israelites did not encroach on the terri-
tory of the Ammonites to conquer it. In Dt. 2Oi2 the Israelites "draw near to battle"
temporally and spatially; in v. l0 they approach a town to attack it: here 4rb refers only
to preparations, not to the battle itself (see also Josh. 8:5; Jgs. 20:24; but cf. I K.
2O:29te). The psalmist is threatened by the approaching enemy (Ps.27:2; I 19:150 [cf.
v. 15l, where God's nearness is a source of comfortl). In Josh. 10:24 (twice) the chiefs

come near and put their feet on the necks of the Amorite kings as a gesture of victory.
(6) In eight passages qrb denotes the sexual act as a whole. In the four instances in

Leviticus (all in legal contexts), the verb is accompanied by an expression specifying

the sexual relationship. In 18:6,14,19, it is l"gall61 'erwi, "to uncover nakedness," a

phrase that this chapter uses in conjunction with qrb (20:1 8 par. I 8: 19 uses id(af in-
stead of qrb).ln 20:16 we find l"ri!'A'61A, "to have sexual relations with it [the ani-

mall."
In the other instances the verb is used alone without further qualif,rcation . Dt.22:14

deals with a bridegroom who discovers at first intercourse (qrb'el) that his bride is not

a virgin. In Isa. 8:3 the result of qrb'el is conception. In Ezk. 18:6 (cf. Lev. l8:19) and

Gen. 2O:4 (cf . ng', "touch," in v. 6), too, qrb by itself denotes a sexual act.

(7) In five instances the qal of qrb has a cultic connotation; four of these are in
cultic contexts, one in a historical context. The subject is personal; in four cases the

object is an altar. In 2 K. 16:12 Ahaz draws near ('al instead of 'el) the altar and of-
fers a burnt offering. The other texts involve the altar of the wilderness sanctuary, to

which only the priests may draw near (Ex. 40:32; Lev. 9:7-8). This movement is
nothing more than a physical approach, albeit serious and ceremonious. Only Lev.

9:5 reports that the whole congregation drew near and stood before Yahweh, i.e., be-

fore the tent of meeting; Aaron thereupon drew near to perform his priestly ministry
(vv. 7-8).

(8) Zeph. 3:2 uses qrb in a general religious sense. The city of Nineveh is chastised

for refusing to listen and to draw near to its God. Nineveh will not admit that it needs a

relationship with God. Here "draw near" denotes a general religious attitude.
(9) The verb qrb is common in legal contexts.20 In four instances persons draw near

to other persons in an action at law. When a group comes before (lipnA) its leaders (al-

ways plural: Nu.21:l-2;36:l; Josh. 11:4),we are dealing with a formal appeal in a sit-

uation demanding an authoritative decision. When Israelites come to ('el) Moses alone,

a legal decision is not involved (Nu. 31:48; Dt. l:22; 5:23).
Individuals (or their cry: Ps. 119:169) can come before God (12 instances). Josh.

7:14 (qrb 3 times) describes an elimination process in which the guilty party is deter-

mined by sortilege. Here qarap means "step forward" separately from the rest of the Is-

19. See below.
20. See Falk; Hoffman.
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raelites. The process is guided by Yahweh ('"ier yilkQennfi yhwh) and Achan confesses

his guilt (v. 20).
Eight texts (Ex. 16:9; Dt.4:11;5:2'7; Isa. 34:1; 4l:1,5;48:16; 57:3fqirlft hennd,

"come here"l) describe a forensic drawing near to Yahweh as involving verbal commu-

nication. In Deuteronomy the people approach to receive God's commandments and

ordinances; in the other passages God summons groups to assemble to hear the charges

against them, to argue their case, or to receive their punishment. In Isa.4l:5 the

"coastlands" and the "ends of the earth" are to present themselves for judgment. V. 1 is

a summons to dialogue with God. In Isa. 48 "hear" (vv. 1,12,14,16) is reinforced by

other imperatives in vv. 14 ("assemble" [qbs niphal]) and 16 ("draw neat'' [qrb)). T\e
conjunction of qrb arrd 4bs demonstrates the close relationship between the two words.

In Isa. 34:1 the assembly of all the nations emphasizes God's universal sovereignty and

the importance of the prophet's message.

In Ps. I 19:169 the psalmist's cry - representing the psalmist's own personal peti-

tion - comes before (lipnA) Yahweh to plead for help. The context has legal overtones:

the petitioner delights in the tbrd and expects a favorable decision (vv. l7 4-7 5; cf. vv.
163-64).In Mal. 3:5 God draws near to bear witness against the wicked.

(10) In some texts the motivation is not defined, especially when a temporal expres-

sion is the subject of qrb. In five instances the subject is "days" (= "time") - three

times with reference to an approaching hour of death (Gen. 47 :291. Dt. 31:14; I K. 2:l),
once with reference to approaching days of mourning (Gen.27:41), and once with ref-
erence to the time when all visions will be fulfilled (Ezk. 12:23). Dt. l5:9 has to do

with the seventh year, when debts are remitted. Lam. 4: l8 speaks of the calamitous end

approaching the inhabitants of Jerusalem.
Three texts :use qrb with a personal subject without specifying a motivation. In Dt.

2:19 the Israelites "approach the frontier of the Ammonites" (a simple statement of
fact). In Josh. 3:4 the Israelites are commanded to keep a certain distance (rhq) ftom
the ark and not to come near it. ltlob 33:22 the life of a sick person draws near the Pit
(iaba!; cf. Ps. 16:10).

According to Isa.5:19, the wicked say sarcastically, "Let God's plan come near,"

i.e., come to pass quickly, thus calling into question God's ability to carry it out. Ps.

329 is difficult. It speaks of a horse and mule that have to be controlled by bit and bri-
dle; in the clause that follows (bal q"rdb 'eleyfta), it is not clear who is approaching

whom. Possibly the animals are the subject, but the suffix -!d has no referent.

b. Other Meanings. In 22 passages qrb has a meaning other than "come near."

(l) In Jgs. 19: 13 the traveling Levite wants to "reach" Gibeah or Ramah for safety.

Here qrb is constructed with b1 whereas the meaning "come near" normally requires
'el. Cf. Ps. 91:10: "May no scourge reach your tent."

(2) In Ezk. 37 7 the dry bones come together to form a skeleton. In I K. 20:29 the

armies ofIsrael and Aram confront each other at a distance; on the seventh day "battle

was joined" (wattiqra! hammill.tdmd), an idiomatic expression indicating that the two
sides clashed violently. Ex. 14l.20 is difficult, but probably means that the distance be-

tween the two camps did not decrease in the course of the night. lnBx.36:2 qrb canbe
translated "set to work."

139
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(3) The qal of qrb can mean "have access," usually in cultic contexts. One text (Ezk.

42 14) deals with the passage of priests from sacred precincts to secular. According to

Nu. l8:3, the Levites have no access to the sacred utensils and the altar. Here access is

the right to minister.2l Levites must transport the holy objects (Nu. 4:4ff., esp. v. 19:

ng.i) only when the objects are covered. In similar fashion Ezk.44:13-16 contrasts the

exclusion of the Levites (v. 13, ng.i) with the priestly right of access (qrb, vv. l5-16).

The semantic equivalence of ngi and qrb is noteworthy.z2 Y. 13 forbids access to God

Glay), but this prohibition probably refers to entering the sanctuary and touching the

holy utensils in order to minister to God (v. 16). Ezk.42:14 requires the priests to don

lay clothing before entering (qrb) the secular sphere'

(4) Closely related is the meaning "be ritually qualified." According to Ex. l2:48, an

alien (gZr) who wishes to take part in celebrating (yiqra! laai6!) Passover must accept

circumcision. Thus the meaning of qrb includes the sense of authorization to perform

an action (here the Passover ritual; cf. Ezk.45:4). According to Lev. 2l:17-18, an off-

spring of Aaron who has a blemish is disqualified (prohibitive qrb) from otrerirlg (qrb

hiphil; cf. the qal in v. 18) "the food of his God." He may eat the most holy food (v. 22),

but may not perform the sacrificial ritual.
(5) Used in a negative sense, qrb refers to overstepping cultic boundaries, i.e., viola-

tion of cultic regulations. Lev. 22;3 states the principle: any priest who involves him-

self with holy things while ritually unclean is cut off (/<rt niphal) from God's presence.

The following verses outline various situations to which this principle applies; they are

all connected with the eating of holy food. According to Nu. 18:22, "the Israelites shall

no longer approach the tent of meeting, or else they will incur guilt and die." But this

prohibition does not preclude all physical proximity, for sacrifice is offered in the court

of thesanctuary(e.g.,Lev. l:3).Themeaning of qrbisilluminatedbythebroadercon-
text: the rebellion of Korah. The reason Korah and his followers died was not that they

had entered a forbidden area: they had remained at the entrance of the tent of meeting

(Nu. 16:18). Their sin was not their approach but their attempt to appropriate the

priestly function of offering incense (cf. Nu. 17:5[16:40]: "no outsider [zdr] shall pre-

sume [qrb] to offer incense before Yahweh";.2: According to Nu. 18:4, no unautho-

rized outsider (zdr) was allowed to "approach" the priest; i.e., an outsider could not as-

sist - simple contact between laity and priests was certainly not prohibited. Lev. l6:1

appears to suggest that the reason the two sons of Aaron died was that they had drawn

near before Yahweh (b"qor\dldm lipnA yhwh); 10:1 shows, however, that they had of-

fered incense without authorization.
(6) Another reason for drawing near to God is to make inquiry (1 S. 14:36; cf . v.37

lid'all; also Jgs. 18:5; 20:18).
(7) Isa. 65:5 uses an idiomatic expression. The idol worshipers, who sit in tombs

and eat swine's flesh, say: "Stay where you are (q"rab 'drckd), do not come near me

21. Sifre Nu. 116; Sifre Zuta on Nu. l8:3.
22. Mllgrom,34-35.
23. Milgrom, 18-19.
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('al-tiggai-bt). or else I will make you holy [reading qiddaittkA]l' The person in ques-

tion means that he is in a state of holiness and therefore must avoid contact with the
profane.

c. Niphal. The verb qrb appears twice in the niphal, both times with reflexive mean-
ing. In Josh. 7:14 the niphal refers to assembly for legal proceedings; when the pro-
ceedings have begun, the qal can be used.24 8x.22:7(8) requires an individual to come
before ('el) God1, the preposition implies that the text is referring to the place where le-
gal proceedings are held, not to the divine presence (cf. Nu. 27:5: lipn$.

d. Piel- The piel is often used as the causative of the qal.25 But it can also simply
mean "approach," with emphasis on the nature of the action: "like an oven" (Hos.
7:6), "like a prince," i.e., "proudly" (Job 3l.,37).ze Isa.46:13 says that God has

brought deliverance near; it is no longer far off (rbil afi will not tarry ('l.tr). Accord-
ing to Ezk. 9:1, God summons agents (NRSV "executioners") to destroy the people.

In Isa. 4l:.21 the listeners are bidden to bring their case before God (a meaning for
which other texts used the hiphil; cf . ngi hiphil as a parallel). In Ezk. 37:16-17 the
prophet is commanded to join two sticks of wood. According to Ps. 65:5(4), God
gives humans access to the temple, where they can enjoy his gifts. If one assumes that
"temple" is not to be understood in a broader sense, this statement cannot be literally
true: only priests had this privilege. In Ezk. 36:8, finally, qErepfi ld!6'clearly means
"they are on the point of coming";27 the reference is to the imminent restoration of the
Israelites.

e. Hiphil. There are 177 occurrences of the hiphil, used with causative meaning:
"bring near, offer." It is the normal term for cultic offering to Yahweh. The cultic usage

predominates; noncultic offering exhibits wide variation.
(l) With an impersonal object, hiqrt! can mean "bring." Jael brings (or hands)

Sisera a bowl of curds (Jgs. 5:25). Ahaz "removes" the bronze altar (2 K. 16:14). It is
actually not brought nearer but set up at a distance; the text has sarcastic overtones.
Ahaz draws near (qrb qal) to the new altar but removes the true altar. Legal matters are

brought (Dt. 1:17; Nu. 27:5), i.e., they are presented to a judge for a final decision.
The hiphil in the sense of "bring" can also have a personal object. People may be

taken and brought to judgment (Nu. 15:33; Josh. 8:23); a man brings a Midianite
woman before Moses and the people (Nu. 25:6); a leader brings or assembles a group
for a particular purpose (4 times in Josh. 7:16-18; cf. I S. 10:20).

In Ezk. 22:4 "the days" have been brought near, i.e., through its sin Jerusalem has

brought the time of judgment.
In Jer. 30:21 God promises to "grant access" (qrD hiphil) to the coming ideal ruler,

so that he can approach God (ng.f niphal) - an idea that has been borrowed from the
cultic sphere and spiritualized in a new context.

(2) The hiphil can also denote the offering of gifts or tribute to a ruler (Ps. 72:10;

24. See above.
25. He 75-76.
26. But cf. K. Budde, Hiob. HKAT Wl (1913), 195: "Like a prince I will admit him."
27. S* the discussion of Akkadian usage above.
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Jgs.3:17). Mal. l:8 uses an analogy between noncultic and cultic offerings: is it not

wrong for the people to offer (ng,f hiphil) an imperfect animal as a sacrifice? Were it of-

fered (qrb hiphil) to the governor as a gift, he would not accept it.
(3) Isa. 5:8 excoriates the wealthy who greedily go after real estate: "Woe to you

who join (ng' hiphil) house to house and add (qrb hiphil) field to field." The terminol-
ogy reflects the consolidation of real estate parcels under the same owner.

(4) In rare instances the hiphil is used intransitively. In Ex. l4:10 we read that Pha-

raoh drew near - which means here that his army drew near. In Gen. l2:ll kaTier
hiqr?! lA!6'misray"mA can be translated as: "When he was about to enter Egypt." Isa.

26:17 speaks similarly of "a pregnant woman who is about to bear her child."
f . Hiphil in Cultic Contexts. The hiphil occurs 156 times in cultic contexts. The ob-

ject may be a sacrifice or a person who is authorized to perform a sacred function.
(1) The hiphil of qrb isthe ordinary term for presenting an offering; it does not,

however, encompass the sacrificial ritual proper.28 When Yahweh is the recipient,

hiqrt! is constructed with /" (Lev. 7:38); otherwise 'el is used (Lev. 1:15: "bring to the

altar"; Lev. 1:3: "bring to the entrance of the tent") (cf. noncultic bringing with /'in
Jgs.3:17).

The approach of the priest to the altar (qal, Lev. 9:7-8) and his presentation of the

offering (hiphil, v. l5) are two aspects of the same procedure (cf. the hiphil in v. 2). The

former marks the beginning of the act, the latter the presentation of the offering to

Yahweh.
Clearly hiqrt! refers to an action involving movement: an object or an animal is set

in motion, especially when the prep. 'el specifies a destination such as the altar (Lev.

l:15; Nu. 5:25) or the entrance to the tent (Lev. 1:3). Live animals can be led; objects

such as fat, blood, and grain must be transported. In Lev. l7:4 hiqrip refers to more

than this movement: whoever slaughters an animal "and does not bring (b6'hiphil) it to
the entrance of the tent of meeting, to present it (hiqri!) as an offering to Yahweh be-

fore his dwelling place. . . ." The bringing of the animal is described by hdlt'; the inten-

tion (sacrifice) finds expression in hiqriS. In Lev. l:3 hiqr?! comprehends both aspects.

Both priests and laypersons can "present" offerings. Since, however, laypersons do

not have access to the altar, they can only slaughter an animal (Lev. l:5,11; exception:

v. 15); they cannot perform the rest of the sacrificial ritual.
The objects presented in the cult include such general sacrificial terms as -+ ll'fiz

qorban, 'iiieh, lehem zlahtm, rdah nth6ah, -+ ;101"ln frfimd (here the offering belongs

to the priest [Lev. 1:14 cf. Nu. 5:9]); sacrificial animals such as bulls, calves, sheep,

goats, and birds; portions of animals (fat and blood); grain and wine (Ex. 29:2; Nu.

15:10);incense (Nu. 16:35; Lev. l0:1; Nu. 16:17; 17:3-4116:38-391);special types of
sacrifice such as 'dh, i"ldmtm, and hatta'!; and offerings for the support of the sanctu-

ary (Nu. 7). The booty taken from the Midianites is also presented, to make atonement

and as a memorial (31:50,54). Finally, the Levites are presented before Yahweh (8:9-

I 1).

28. ) i'WY 'aiA.
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(2) In lrv. 9:9 wayyaqrt!il describes an action performed by the sons of Aaron to
assist their father in making a sacrificial offering. They do not offer the blood them-
selves but present it to their father. The difference between offering and presenting is
also illustrated by the use of zs'hiphil in vv. 12-13,18.

Since the scapegoat ritual is not a sacrifice but an act of elimination, in Lev. 16:20
w"hiqfi! must be understood in the sense of "fetch." We may note that in v. 9 the goat
forYahweh is offered (qrbhiphil), whereas the scapegoat is only made to stand('md
hophal) before Yahweh (cf. Nu. 5:16).

Priests can be the object of hiqrtp when they are instructed to come forward to be

consecrated. Although this consecration establishes a special relationship with Yahweh
(Ex. 28:3-4), the fact that the priests are brought to Moses rather than Yahweh (Ex. 28: l;
29:4-5; cf. Ex. 29:8 and Lev.8:24 with a different purpose) shows that they are not being
"presented." Aaron and his sons must be brought to Moses to be clothed in the priestly
garments. Only the Levites are presented before Yahweh when they are consecrated,2e

but not the priests since they have their holiness directly from Yahweh (8x.29:44).
According to Nu. 5:16, a priest is to "bring" a woman suspected of adultery and set

her before Yahweh. This act transposes her to the role of the accused before the divine
judge.

(3) In addition, hiqrt! can be used in the sense of "bring into a close relationship,"
qualifying a person to perform a certain ministry. In Nu. 3:6 and 18:2 this relationship
is established between the Levites and Aaron; Nu. 16:9-10 speaks of the close relation-
ship between the Levites and God. Nu. 16:5 describes a test to determine who stands in
the right relationship with Yahweh and is allowed to minister in the cult; obviously it
turns out to be Aaron who is "holy" and is allowed to "approach" Yahweh.

3. Participle. The ptcp. or verbal adj. qdrc! occurs 12 times (6 in Numbers); it ex-
hibits the same nuances as the qal of the verb.

a. Drawing Near The purpose can be to join battle (Dt. 20:3; I S. 17:41), to deliver
a message (2 S. 18:25), or to perform cultic service (Ezk.45:4; Nu. 17:28[3]; to offer
sacrifice).

b. Having Access.'All having access to Solomon's table" (l K.5:7(4:27); "the de-
scendants of Zadok, who alone . . . have access to Yahweh to minister to him" (Ezk.
4O:46; cf . 4413 ng.i qal).

c. Qualified. The priests are qualified to minister to Yahweh (Ezk. 45:4).
d. Draw Near Without Permission. In Nu. 1:51; 3:10,38; 18:7, we find the formula

hazzar haqqarZ! yfimdl "any outsider who comes near [to minister] shall be put to
death." A zar is not qualified to officiate in the cult; an attempt on the part of such a

person to minister is an offense.3o In Nu. 17:28(13) the Israelites complain that every-
one who comes too close to the dwelling place of Yahweh (kol haqqare! haqqdr€! 'el-

miiknn yhwh) will die. The Israelites are afraid to approach the sanctuary even to fulfill

29. See above.
30. Milgrom, 17.
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their legitimate cultic obligations (cf. Lev. 9:5, where the qal refers to the approach of
the lay congregation). The answer is given in Nu. l8:l-24, esp. vv. l-7,21-23: the
priests and Levites shall bear the responsibility for illicit atttempts to officiate, whether
committed by laity or priests (vv. 1,3,23).

4. qdr6!. The adj. qdr6!, "near," occurs 77 times; it can refer to space, personal re-
lationships, and time.

a. Space. (l) Places can be near each other. Naboth's vineyard is near Ahab's house
(l K. 2l:2); the way through the land of the Philistines is nearer, i.e., shorter (Ex.

13:17). 'A land far off or near" (l K. 8:46 par. 2 Ch. 6:36) is any land at all (cf. Jer.

48:24: towns). If a city is near, one can flee to it (Gen. 19l20). The town nearest the

place where a body is found is held responsible for the murder (Dt. 2l:3).
(2) Persons can be near to or far from each other spatially (Ezk.22:5; Est. 9:20; Dnl.

9:7 in merism; location undefined: Jer. 25:26; Ezk. 6:12).If persons are "near" each

other, this can mean that they live close to each other (Gen.45:10; Ex. l2:4;Dt.
13:8[7]; Josh. 9:16; Prov. 27: l0). In anthropomorphic language, persons can be near to
or far from God (Isa. 33:13:'57:19).

(3) God is near those who call upon him (Dt.4:7; Ps. 34:19[18]; 119:l5l [wicked
persecutors draw near - v. 150 - but God is also nearl; 145:18 [cf. v. l9]; Isa. 50:8

["my vindicator is near"]). God's nearness is viewed anthropomorphically in spatial

categories. In Isa. 55:6 the prophet calls on his hearers to seek God "while he is near."

V. 7 shows that these words are a call to repentance, necessitated by the human ten-

dency to procrastinate. Jeremiah reproves his hypocritical compatriots: God is near in
their mouths but far from their hearts (Jer. l2:2).ln Jer. 23:23 God asks rhetorically:
'Am I a God near by, and not a God far off?" V. 24 gives the answer: God is not re-
stricted spatially, but sees human beings wherever they are.3l

(4) God's name is near (i.e., accessible) to those who tell God's wondrous deeds (Ps.

75:2ll)). According to Dt. 30:14, God's word is near; i.e., anyone can learn the com-
mandmentsandkeepthem(cf.theoppositeinPs. l19:150).Thewordsof aprayercan
be near (i.e., perceptible) to God (l K. 8:59), so that God can answer them. When trou-
ble is near, the psalmist prays that God will not be far (Ps. 22:l2lll)).

b. Personal Relationships. (1) The adj. qdr6! can denote a close kinship (usually with
'el; Ruth 2:20 and Neh. 13:4 with l'; Ruth 3:12 with comparative min). The superlative

appears in Lev. 25:25, where the 96'Zl haqqdr6! ("nearest redeemer"; NRSV "next of
kin") is to redeem the piece of property, and in Nu. 27:17, where the next of kin claims
the inheritance. Lev. 2l:2-3 defines the "nearest kin" whose corpses a priest may touch.

Such nearness can extend beyond the immediate family circle. In Dt.22:2'dh ld'
qar6! refers not to an actual brother who does not live nearby but to a fellow Israelite
with whom one does not have close ties. According to 2 S. 19:43,the people of Judah

say that the king is nearer to them than to the Israelites - naturally so, since David was

from Judah. In 1 Ch. 12:41(40) haqq"rd|tm '"bhem refers to fellow Israelites (par.

31. Lemke.
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"brothers"). In Est. l:I4 qdr6! stands collectively for the inner circle of the king's
counselors.

The series 'ah, rZa', qar1P (Ex. 32:27) could refer to relatives, friends, and neigh-

bors, respectively; probably, however, we have here three words for "fellow Israelite."

In other instances it is not clear whether a relative or a neighbor is meant: Ps. l5:3
("who do no evil to their r€a'nor take up a reproach against thei qdrbp"); 38:12(ll)
(friends l'dhCd, companions fr€af, and kinfolk/neighbors lqdrbbl spurn the afflicted
psalmist); Job 19: 14 (q'r6!tm and acquaintances fmiuddaim) have failed Job).

(2) Ps. 148:14 calls the people of Israel 'am q"rbp6, "the people who are close to

him" (cf. rhqinPs.T3:27).F;2k.42:13 speaks of the priests "who are close to Yahweh,"

i.e., enjoy a special relationship with him and are allowed to approach him (cf. 43:19).

After the death of Aaron's sons, Moses recounts to Aaron the words of Yahweh:

"By those who are near me (q"r6!ay) I will be held holy [or: I show myself holy], and

before all the people I will be glorified" (Lev. 10:3). Here the distinction is between

priests and laity. The priests, who enjoy a special relationship with Yahweh, must be

particularly careful to respect his holiness.

c. Time. (l) When a time is qar6p, it is imminent: "the day of their [the wicked's]
calamity" (Dt. 32:35), the day of Judah's destruction (Ezk.7:7), the day of Yahweh
(Joel 2:1). The prophets use the expression qar)f; y6m yhwh to express the imminence

of theday of Yahweh32 (Isa. 13:6; Ezk.30:3 lt6mlJhwhl:; Joel l:15 [cf. Isa. 13:6];

4:1413:14); Ob. 15; Zeph. l:7,14). The last passage is particularly dramatic: "The great

day of Yahweh is near, near and hastening fast." Heintz notes the similarity of qdr6P

y6m yhwh and other expressions using qdr6! that express the imminence of a time or
event to an Akkadian expression in the Mari texts that refers to the death of an enemy.33

(2) Similar examples depict the calamity of Moab (Jer. 48: 16), the salvation of God
(Isa.56:l; Ps. 85:10[9]), the "righteousness" (NRSV "deliverance") of God (Isa.5l:5),
the light of dawn (Iob l7:12), and ruin in general (Prov. l0:14). In Job 2O:5 miqqdr6!
parallels a/A-rdga'("for a moment"), describing the exulting of the wicked, which
lasts only briefly.

(3) Alone or with a preposition, qdrbb can be used adverbially in the sense of "soon"
(Nu. 24: 17; Ezk. 7:8; 1 1:3). The expression miqqdr6! means "recently" (Dt. 32:17).

(4)Ezk.23:5 calls the Assyrians q"r6!im (cf. v. l2), which is probably cognate with
Aram. q"ra!, "war," and thus means "warriors." Also possible is a connection with
Al,k. qurubtu/qurbutu, "bodyguard, guardsman."34

5. Infinitive. The inf. qirld ocars only twice, both times in the phrase qirpat
Tlohtm, "nearness of God." In this nearness the psalmist experiences God as a refuge
(Ps. 73:28 - or is the reference to nearness in the temple?35); Isa. 58:2 has to do with
God's righteous judgment.

32. --> l)l' y6m.
33. Heintz, 534tr.
34. \&'. Zimmerl| Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 472; AHw, 11,929. s.v. qurbu

35. H. Ringgren, Die Psalmer (Stuttgart, l97l),36,73.
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6. Nouns. The noun qerap, "wa1 battle," is usually considered an Aramaic loan-
word.36 The appearance of the word in the early text 2 S. 17:1 1 might argue against this
assumption, but here LXX, Syr., and Vg. read b"qirbam. The Ephraimites are described
as engaging in battle in Ps. 78:9, as are the nations inZec. 14:3. Ps. 68:31(30) speaks of
"the peoples who delight in war." The ydm qera!, "day of battle," appears in Ps. 78:9;
Job 38:23; Zec. l4:3. According to Eccl. 9:18, wisdom is better than weapons of war
(kb q"rdf;). God is a warrior (Zec. 14:31, who stores up snow and hail for the day of
battle (Job 38:22-23) and teaches the psalmist to hght (Ps. 144:1) or protects the
psalmist in battle (55:19[8]). The heart of an individual is "set on war" (55:22121D.

7. Aramaic. The verb q"rZ! ocatrs 9 times in Biblical Aramaic: 5 in the peal, once in
the pael, and 3 times in the haphel. The texts using the peal all speak of approaching
persons to speak with them (Dnl. 3:8,26; 6:13,21112,201;7:16). The pael form in Ezr.
7:17 is a term for offering sacrifice. The haphel has the same meaning in Ezr. 6:lo,17 .

Dnl. 7: 13 describes the bringing of the "son of man" before the Ancient One. A formal
presentation appears to be intended.

The noun qerap appears only in Dnl. 7:27, where it refers to the war of the horn
against the holy ones.

8. Synonyms and Antonyms. Among synonyms, the most important are ngi and b6'.
When zgJand qrb are used together, it is hard to observe any semantic distinction (qal:
Lev. 2l:21; Jgs. 20:23-24; Isa. 4l: l; 65:5; Jer. 30:21:' Ezk. 44:13; hiphil: Isa. 4l:21;
Mal. 1:8). Nu. 8:19 uses ng.i with the same meaning as qrb in Lev. 9:5. Like qrb, ngi
describes the approach of a priest to the altar (Lev.2l:23); its hiphil denotes the pre-
sentation of an offering (Lev. 2:8). Falk has pointed out the use of both verbs in foren-
sic contexts.3T Both verbs can also be used for oracular inquisition (ngi: I S. 14:18;
23:9; Am.6:3;38 qrb: I S. l4:363e). We do not find ng,i, however, in a temporal sense.40

The verbs b6' and qrb can stand in synonymous parallelism (Ps. I 19:169-70; Lam.
4: l8), in the hiphil (hiqri! par. hclt') as well as in the qal. On the other hand, Ex. 40:32
and Ezk. 44:16 show that b6' 'el refers simply to entering the sanctuary, whereas qrb
and ng.i with'el stand for approaching the altar. Both b6'and qrb may have temporal
connotations.4l

In Ezk. 2O:28 ndlan denotes the presentation of offerings, but in this case in a non-
Yahwistic cult. It can also denote the handing of something to a priest (Lev. 15:14;
27:9) without suggesting the presentation of an offering.

The opposite of qrb is rhq.Except in Isa.46:13 (temporal), the contrast is always
spatial (Prov.5:8; Isa. 54:14; Ps. l19:150). The pair qdr6! - rdhbqfunctions as a

36. Kiihlewein,674.
37. Falk, 353-54.
38. S. Iwry, JAOS 8l (t961) 32-34.
39. See II.2.b.(6) above.
40. Kiihlewein,675.
41. See above.
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merism.42 We do not find rhq in cultic contexts.43 The contrast between zar "outsider,"

and qdrd! is discussed above.44

III. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls qrb often has hostile connotations,
especially in the War Scroll (1QM 1:10; 8:7; lO:2-3 [cf.Dt.20:2-9]; also lQH 14:14,

etc.; cf. the noun q'rdp inlQM l:9; 13:14). A sexual sense occurs in CD 5:9, quoting

Lev. 18:13; cultic presentation appears in IQS 8:9 (aroma of sacrifice).
Especially interesting is the use of qrb in connection with the entrance of new mem-

bers into the community. After preparatory examination and instruction, the novice
comes before the community. "When he enters to come before the many, they shall all
be questioned concerning his case. Depending on the outcome of the lot in the council
of the many, he shall draw near or depart" ( IQS 6: 15- 16). The question is whether he is

qualified. After a year he is examined again, "and if the lot favors him, so that he may
draw near to the council of the community in the opinion of the priests and a majority
of the members," he is advanced in rank (6: l8- I 9). The final examination comes at the

end of another year, and he is inducted (qrb piel) into the community (6:22). Here qrb
means not just "enter" but "be admitted as qualified." Readmission after temporary ex-

clusion is dealt with in lQS 7:21 and 8:18; cf. also 9:16.

Liebermann has shown that rabbinic literature uses the piel of qrb along with qbl as

a term for admission to a Pharisaic hopfrrA.as Here we find the same notion of being
qualified.

W. LXX. The LXX uses several Greek words to reproduce the various forms of qrD.

Most common are the following: for the qal, prosdrchesthai (36 times), engizein (30

times, including Ezk. 36:8 following the reading of Pap. 96746), ar,d prosdgein (13

times); for the hiphil, prosphdrein (91 times) and prosdgein (72 times); for qdr€b,

prosporertesthai and engizein (4 times each); for q"rdf;, p6lemos (7 times); for qdr6!,
engjs with its derivatives (45 times) and engizein (28 times). The Aramaic peal is
translated with prosdrchesthai (7 times), the haphel with prosphdrein.

The variety of translations suggests that the translators recognized the different se-

mantic nuances. It is not by accident, for example, that prosphdrein often translates the

hiphil, since the Greek verb can mean both "present = offer" and "bring."
Other translations are explained by the requirements of particular texts. For exam-

ple, the qal is represented by hdptesthai, "touch," in Gen. 20:4 (sexual connotations; cf.
ng'in v. 6) and Ezk. 42:14 (access; perhaps from the use of hdptantai for hinntah ear-

lier in the same verse); by eisirchesthai, "enter" (sexually), in Lev. 18:14,19; by
histdnai, "stand," in Josh. 17:4 (for communication, possibly after the example of qrb
+'md in Nu. 27:1-2); and by symmignynai, "mix," inEx. 14:20.

42. See II.4.a.(2) above.
43. Lemke, 547.
44. See II.3.d.
45. S. Liebermann, JBLTI (1952) 199-200,202.
46. Marcos, 358-59.
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For the niphal in Josh. 7:14, we find syndgein, "assemble." For the piel, we find
anakafein, "ignite" (Hos. 7:6, under the influence of "oven"), proslambdnein, "accept"
(Ps.65:5[4]), and syndptein, "frt together" (Ezk.37:11). For the hiphil, we find
lambdnein, "take" (Nu. 3:6, possibly influenced by lqb in Nu. 8:6), and syndgein, "as-
semble" (ler.30[37]:21 

- transferred to the people). The verbal adjective is translated
by hdptesthai, "grasp, touch," in Nu. 3:10,38; 17:28[13], the inf. qirldby proslolldn,
"adhere to," in Ps. 73:28.\n Dnl. 7:13 the Aramaic haphel is translated with pareinai,
"be present," which appears to render both metd ar,d qrb.

Gane/Milgrom

I. Etymology. II. Distribution. III. Usage: l. Entrails; 2. Inside; 3. Seat of Thoughts and

Emotions; 4. Interior; 5. Midst; 6. God's Presence; 7. Be Cut Off From. IV. Dead Sea Scrolls,

Sirach, and LXX.

I. Etymology. The word qere! is a primary noun,l distinct from the verbal root -)
)11 qrb.z It has cognates in Akkadian, Ugaritic, and Egyptian,3 which, like the He-
brew word, mean both "intestines" and "interior," as well as meaning "within, in the

midst of' when compounded with the preposition meaning "in."
In Akkadian, qerbil (pl.) means "entrails," e.g., of animals. Used absolutely or with

the prep. ana, "tol' ina, "inl' or iitu, "from," qerbua stands for the interior of a land, a

region, a city, or a building, as well as of a time period: ina qereb kirAfi, "in the midst
of thegarden";anaqerebbdbili,"into Babylon"; inaqerebmdtika, "inyourlandl'ina
qereb tamfiari, "in the midst of the battle"; ina qereb muiiti, "around midnight." It can

also refer to a person: itti qerbiiu idabbub, "he speaks with his inner parts," i.e., "he de-

bates with himself." Finally, it can refer to objects: ia . . . asttm qerebiu la ilammadu,
"which a physician cannot diagnose"; amassu qerebia ul illammad, "the meaning of
his word cannot be understood."

In Ugaritic, qrb lls means "middle," and may refer to the female genitalia.6 As a
preposition bqrb has the meaning "in the midst of," like Heb. b"qerep and Akk. ina

qere!.P.Lacau, l,es noms des parties ducorps enEgyptienet enSimitique (Paris, 1970), esp.

$195; H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of the OT (Eng. trans. Philadelphia, 1974),63-64.

l. Btz, $6tq'.
2. J. Kiihlewein, THAT ll,674.
3. KBL3,1059.
4. AHw,II, 914-15; CAD, Q,216-27.
5. UT no.2269; WUS, no.2449.
6. See KTU, 1.1I, I, par. uik, "testicles" (UT no.397).
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qereb, afi;nd is often interpreted as a "ballast variant" of b:7 wykn bnh bbt iri bqrb hklh,
"and his son shall be in the house, a scion in the midst of his palace."t

The prep. bqrb, "within" appears twice in the Moabite Mesha inscription with qr,

"city," as its object.e
The Egyptian word ksb means "intestines, bowels," in medical texts, but it is also

used metaphorically for the interior of the land. The prepositional phrase mk3b stands

for the "midst" of a space or a group of people.l0

II. Distribution. There are 22'7 occurrences of qerep in the OT as a whole; but it is
rare in the late books, and does not appear at all in Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, Song

of Songs, Ecclesiastes, Esther, Haggai, and Malachi. Its absence, however, does not in
itself suggest that a book is late, since qere! also appears in the Dead Sea Scrolls and

Sirach. There are 8 occurrences in Genesis, 16 in Exodus ,24 inLeviticus, 10 in Num-
bers, then 41 in Deuteronomy, 35 in the Dtr History, 17 in Isaiah, 10 in Jeremiah, 4 in
Ezekiel, 27 in the Book of the Twelve, 27 in Psalms, 3 in Proverbs, 1 in Job, and 4 in
Lamentations. It appears 155 times with the prep. b" and 43 times with min. T"he word
appears in a variety of idioms, especially with verbs of motion.ll

III. Usage.
l. Entrails. The basic meaning "entrails" appears especially in Priestly texts dealing

with sacrificial rituals. In a burnt offering the entrails of the sacrificial animal must be

washed before being laid on the altar (Lev. l:!1. tz ln a i"lamtm offering the fat covering
the entrails is among the portions of the sacrificial animal that cannot be eaten but must

be burned on the altar (Lev. 3:3). The Passover lamb is roasted whole, with head, legs,

and inner organs (Ex. 12:9). Apart from these P texts, qerep has its literal basic mean-

ing only in Gen. 4l:21.

2. Inside. From the meaning "entrails" it is only a short step to the meaning "inte-
rior" in general, which is the most common OT usage. The OT was clearly conscious

of the close relationship between the two meanings, as Gen. 25:22 shows: Rebekah's

twins struggle "within her" or "in her womb." ln 4l:.21 qereP has a similar meaning: in
both cases the reference is to the body cavity of a person or animal. In Job 20:14, too,
qere! is ambivalent: "In his intestines (b"md'dyw) his food is transformed, in his body

lb"qirb6; LXX gast4rl it turns to the venom of asps."

In I K. 17:22the meaning of qere! may also be physical, although not limited to the

human body: "Life returned to the interior of the child, and he revived." Possibly qere!
stands here for the lungs, since the child had ceased to breathe (v. 17). The simplest ex-

7. UT g13.116; M. Dahood, RS4 I, 137-38.
8. KTU, r.t1,1,25.
9. KAr,181.23-24.
lO. wbAS, Y, 97 0; A. Gardiner, E gyptian Grammar (Oxford, 3 

1 957), S I 78.
II. HAL, III, I136.
t2. + it lv '6h.
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planation, however, is that the Israelites (like most people) believed that "life" was lo-
calized "inside" the human body, specifically within the abdomen or breast, since both

move when a person breathes.

3. Seat of Thoughts and Emotions. Thoughts, emotions, dispositions, and other ab-

stract qualities were thought of as being localized "inside" human beings. In this usage

b"qere! is equivalent to b"leb.t3 Sarah laughed "to herself' (Gen. 18:12); sinners are

friendly toward their neighbors with their mouths, but "inwardly" they plan an ambush

(Jer. 9:7[Eng. 8]); the heart is in anguish "in the breast" of the psalmist (Ps. 55:5[4]);
Solomon had divine wisdom b"qirbb (1 K. 3:28). By metonymy, "what is within" can

represent an individual (Ps. 103:l par. nepei).

4. Inteior In the general sense of "interior," qere! can refer to places, buildings,

and geographical areas. In this usage it is synonymous with b'161; an example is Gen.

18:24,"inthe city." Isa. 5:25 says that corpses lie like refuse in the streets; according to

Ps. l0l:7, no one who practices deceit shall remain in the psalmist's house (cf. Nu.

14:44 with min).

5. Midst. When a group of persons or objects is thought of metaphorically as occu-
pying space, then qere! can mean the "midst" of such a group. An individual can be re-

moved from (miqqere|) such a group or singled out for a specific task, e.g., a prophet

fromamonghisownpeople(Dt. 18:18).Whentheprep.b"iscombinedwithqeref;,the
object or person is conceived as surrounded by or contained within a group (e.g., I S.

16:13). Both usages appear together in Josh. 7:13: "There are devoted things in your
midst (b"qirb"kil, O Israel; you will be unable to stand before your enemies until you

take away the devoted things from your midst (miqqirb"f,em)." In Dt. 23:17(16) b"qere!
modifies the prep. 'im, "with": the fugitive is permitted to live not simply "with" Israel

but within Israel, surrounded protectively.
With this semantic nuance, b"qerep is also used the describe the situation of Israel

with respect to Canaan. The Canaanites that could not be driven out were allowed to

keeptheirresidence"within"Israel(Josh. 16:10;Jgs. l:29-30);othertextsspeakofthe
Israelites living "amid" Canaanite territories (Jgs. l:32-33; 3:5). The one people was

contained within and surrounded by the other; this situation led to the warning about

the inhabitants of the land, "lest when they dwell in the midst of you they become a

snare to you" (Ex. 34:.12).

When a member of a group committed a crime, that crime remained "amid" the

group; the entire group was held responsible until exculpated. In the case of an un-

solved murder, when the criminal could not be found and the guilt expunged, prayer

was addressed to God: "Do not let the guilt of innocent blood remain in the midst of
your people Israel"; i.e., may Yahweh not punish the whole community for the guilt
of an individual (Dt. 2l:8). In Deuteronomy the separation of a criminal from the

B. ))) leb
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community is expressed by the formula bi'arta hdra' miqqirbefta, "purge the evil from
yourmidst"(13:6t51; l7:7;19:19 21:21 22:21,24;24:7;cf.2l:9).Theeradicationof
the evil is a kind of operation on the body politic, keeping the evil from spreading

(19:19).
Permitting the Canaanites to live "inside" Israel involved the twofold danger of a

snare "within" (Ex. 34 12): all Israel could be punished for the sins of a few, and the

evil could infect the whole community. The Dtn notion of Israel as a body that can be

infected as a whole when one member is ill appears also in Isa. 4:4 and Jer' 6:6.

6. God's Presence. Vital for the health and safety of Israel as a body was not just

freedom from disease within but above all God's presence within. This notion finds ex-

pression both as a petition and as a statement (Ex. 34:9; Dt. 7:211, cf. also Zeph. 3:17

and Ex. l7:7; Nu. l1:20; Dt. 2315ll4l; Jer. l4:9). God's presence in Israel depended

on Israel's obedience; Israel's disobedience resulted in God's withdrawal or punish-

ment (Ex. 33:3). When God is not in the midst of Israel, terrible troubles will come

upon them (Dt. 31 : 17). The two perspectives are complementary: Israel's obedience ef-

fects God's presence, without which it cannot survive'

7. Be Cut Off From. Although in many cases Israel was responsible for banishing

from its midst those who violated the laq there were many wrongs that God would re-

quite personally by eradicating the transgressors: "I myself will cut them off from
(miqqere!) the people" (Lev. 20:3; cf. 17: l0). This idiom is characteristic of H (but see

also Ex. 31:14); it appears in P (and occasionally in H) with the simple ptep. min in-
stead of miqqere!.ta

IV. Dead Sea Scrolls, Sirach, and LXX. There are some 30 occulrences of qere! in

the Dead Sea Scrolls, with the range of meanings found in the OT as outlined above.

The Temple Scroll with its wealth of sacrificial rituals devotes attention to the qerep of
sacrificial animals (1lQT 15:6; 167,13;20:5;23:15;33:14;34:ll).In the context of
quotations from Deuteronomy, the biarta formulal5 is likewise incorporated in I IQT
54:18;62:10 64:6;66.4; cf. l lQPsu 22:7; also CD 20:26 [with kara!1). The notion of
the "midst" of Israel is expressed in corresponding fashion (llQT 54:8 = Dt. l3:2',

55:1,3 = Dt.13:12,14[11,13];55:15 = Dt.17:2:56:14= Dt. 17:15;61:11 = Dt. l9:20;
63:7 =Dt. 21:8). l lQT 2:5 takes up Ex.34:12. The scrolls also refer to God's presence

in the community (lQM 10:l; 13:8; 4QDibHamu 128:2;4Q509 194:3).Interpreting
Nah. 3:1-3, 4QpNah 2:5 declares that the sword will not depart from the midst of the

community. In Mur 42:5 and 3Ql5 7:8, qere! stands for a semantically vague geo-

graphical "proximity."
In Sirach qere! stands for the human interior, especially the locus of the emotions

(Sir. 4:3; 34:20; 37 :6; 40:30).

14. --> 111) kara1.

15. See III.5 above.
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The LXX generally does not translate qere! explicitly. The combination b"qere! is
usually rendered by en (= b"), did, eis, ent6s, epi, or metd; similarly, miqqere! is ren-
dered mostly by simple ek (= q|r1 or ap6. For qere! without a preposition we often
frnd koil{a, enkoilia, or enddsthia, "entrails, intestines" (esp. in the case of sacrificial
animals; cf. also Gen.4l:21), ent6s, "within," or kard{a, "heart." With a preposition,
qerep can also be represented in Greek by gastda "stomach"; dianoia, ..thought',;

6nkaton, "interior"; kardia; or mdsos, "midst," with an equivalent preposition.
Rattray/Milgrom

Pli? qorban; !l1P qurban

I. l. Etymology and Distribution;2. LXX. il. l. Lexical Field;2. Meaning. III. Usage: l.
Generic Term; 2. Specifrcation; 3. Sacrificial offering; 4. offering of the people; 5. Holiness
code; 6. Ezekiel; 7.Late Proto-Rabbinic Texts. IV. 1. Dead Sea Scrolls; 2.Late Judaism and
Rabbinic Literature; 3. NT.

l. l. Etymology and Distribution. The word qorban is a verbal noun of the form
qilldn/qutldn I from the verbal root -+ :'1P qdra!. As such - like terfimd2 and, fnfipd,3
nesek and qel6re!- it was originally an action noun, "(the act of) offering"; soon, how-
eveq it came to refer concretely to the matter of the offering. To all appearances, this
noun was not part of the ancient lexical stock of the language but gained a certain cur-
rency in the wake of OT Hebrew.

Other languages adopted it as a Hebrew loanword: Sam. qaraban,a Mand.

qorban. S. Daniel, Recherches sur le vocabulaire du culte dans la Septante. Erudes et
commentaires 6l (Paris, 1966), esp. I 19-30; J. D. M. Derrett, "KOPBAN O EXTIN AOPON,',
NfS l6 (1969170) 364-68; J. de Fraine, "Offrande," DAS, VI, 683-88; G. B. Gray, Sacrifice in the
or (1925, repr. New York, 1971); H. Hommel, "Das wort Karban und seine verwandten,"
Philologus 98 (1955) 132-49:, J. Ktihlewein,'2]'1 qrb sich ndhern," THATl,674-81,esp.677-
78; B. A. Levine, In the Presence of the lnrd. SJI,A 5 O970; J. Licht and J. Milgrom, ,.nltflp/
tI1?i'EMiqr VII (1976),222-51; K. H. Rengstorf, "xoppdv, xoppovdq," TDNT1il,860-66;
M. Sznycer, "Trois fragments de papyri aram6ens d'Egypte d'dpoque perse,,, Hommage d
A. Dupont-Sommer (Pais, l97l), 16l-76; R. de Vaux, Anclsr lI, 415-23; idem, ks sacrifices de
I'AT. CahRB I (1964); S. Zeitlin, "Korban," JQR 53 (1962) 160-63. For additional bibliog. see
ThwNT, Xt2, tt46-47.

-+ i1l17D minh6.

l. Blz, g6lm0.
2. -+ 811 rfrm.
3. --> l\ nwp.
4. LOT II, 582; A. Murtonen, A Grammar of the Samaritan Dialects. StOr 24 (1960) 185;

idem, Hebrew in lts West Semitic Setting. Studies in Semitic Languages and Linguistics 13, 16
(Leiden, 1988-90), 1 :381.
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qurbana) Syr. qurbana', "gift, tribute to the king,"6 Christian Palestinian qorban1 (cf.

the formulaic expression mr' 'qbl qwrbnh, "may the Lord accept the offering of . . ."'8

also the 
"*pr"rrio, 

l'it' qrbn, "for the fire, an offering"r;. The evidence for Jewish

Aram. quriana'is uncertain;I0 the wotd qrbn in an Aramaic inscription of Barrakib

from Sam'al could mean "offering," but it could equally well be a verbal form.ll The

Arad ostraca show that many jars bore logograms; the sign i2 followed by a numeral

may have designated the jar and its contents as qoQeitz or possibly qorban (q68ei) (cf.

the logogram q O,13 set aside as an offering for the temple.la The word qrbn in a frag-

mentary Aramaic letter may mean an appeasement offering given to a regional ruler by

an official.rs In South Semitic, qrbn is found in Old South Arabicl6 and Arabic;I7 Eth'

q*Zrban)8 like the same word in Amharicls and Tigre,20 means "offering." One may

ulro ,ot" AY'k. taqribtu, "(act of) offering." Usage in Palestinian Aramaic and the Dead

Sea Scrolls is discussed below.2l

The noun qorban (written as qorf;an in Ezk. 4O:4322) occurs 80 times in the OT; all

these occurrences (40 in Leviticus, 38 in Numbers, plus Ezk. 20:28; 4O:43) associate

the term with the language of the priestly cult, an observation already made with re-

spect to the verb qdra!. The form qurban appears only in Neh. 10:35(Eng. 34) and

lJ:31. Some have suggested that this variant reflects an intentional divergence from

priestly usage or a dialectal difference.23

2. LXX. The LXX consistently translates qorban with d5ron, which means "gift" in

secular contexts; i.e., it understands qorban as referring to the material of the offering'

But it also suggests the aspect of an action in Lev. 7:15, where it translates the word

with a verb (i1reisthal). Elsewhere d6ron (usually in the plural) serves to translate

other Hebrew sacrificial terms.

5. MdD,409.
6. lzxSya 692.
7. F. Sihulttress, kxicon SyropalaestinuLnr (Berlin, 1903)' 143'

8. Beyer,405.
9. CIJ, lr, 1407.
lO. DISO,265; also WTM, lY,37l-'12; Beyer,686'
tt. KAI,219.2.
12. Y. Aharoni, BA 2l (1968) 20'
13. Y. Aharoni, Arad Inscriptions (Jerusalem' 1975), lO2-3, 117tr'

14. M. Weippert, Paliistina in vorhellenistischer Zeit. Handbuch der Archiiologie,

Vorderasien, IVI ( 1988), 586.
15. REE 1810, 3; SznYcer, 170'

16. ContiRossini, 234; Biella, 466.
17. Wehr, 755.
18. LexLingAeth, 42'l .

19. W. Lesiau, Concise Amharic Dictionary (Wiesbaden, 1976),72'

20. WbTigre, 241-42.
21. See IV.1-2.
22. See Bl,e, $20k.
23. KBL3,1061.
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In Lev. 3:14 the LXX improves the Hebrew text by disregarding qorban. The use of
the term in this verse is problematic, since it represents only one element of the qorban
in v. 12, a restriction that is semantically deviant.2a

In Ezk. 20:28 the LXX accurately paraphrases the expression ka'as qorbanam,
"their vexatious offering": kai Athysan ekei to[s theois autdn. Here we see that for the
LXX the word qorban is associated exclusively with the sacrificial cult of Yahweh. In
Ezk. 40:43 the LXX probably reflects a variant Hebrew text: instead of the qorldn (r.)
on the tables inside the vestibule of the temple, it speaks of "shelters" (stdgas) to pro-
tect the tables from rain.

In Neh. 10:35(34) the noun qurban is translated accurately as rylophoria, in 13:30-

3l as ryloph6ros, "wood offering."
Theodotion generally follows the LXX, while Aquila tses d6ron only to translate

minhd, translating qorban as prosphord,' Symmachus does the same.

ll. l. Lexical Field. Its association with the priestly language of the cult and its ap-
pearance in contexts dealing with offerings and sacrifices make qorban more or less

synonymous with other sacrificial terms: -+ OCIX'aiam, -, nf t zdbah, bld.'A/ltaygl,zs
-+ ilBlD minha, nesek,26 -+ ;r):y '6td, -+ ErDh, i"lamim, fidA,z1 t"rfimA,zs and the el-
liptical -+ 'trDl'l tdmtQ. Posslbly i1l?N iiiei should be added to this group.2e

Like these terms, qorba,? appears as the object of verbs meaning "present" or "of-
fer": hiqri! (e.g., Lev. l:2; 7:14), hept' (e.g., Lev. 4:23; Nu. 5:15), ndlan (e.g., Ezk.
20:28), and'dii (e.g., Lev. 9:7).

In construct phrases qorban is associated with the names of those who make the of-
fering: in Nu. 7, the leaders of the Israelite tribes on the day the tabernacle was conse-
crated (Abidan, v. 65; Ahiezer, v. 7l;Ahira, v. 83;Eliab, v. 29;Eliasaph,v.47; Elizur,
v. 35; Elishama, v. 53; Gamaliel, v. 59; Nahshon, v. l7; Nethanel, v.23;Pagiel, v.77;
Shelumiel, v. 4l); also Aaron and his sons (Lev. 6:13[20]) and the people ('dm, Lev.
9:7,15). But the nomen rectum can also be the recipient of the qorbare.' God (Lev.
23:14), Yahweh (Nu. 9:7,13; 31:50; cf. 28:2, where the suffix of qorbant refers to
Yahweh).

The expressions qorban 'iiieh, "fre offering," in Lev. 22:27 and qorban minhd,

"grain offering," in 2:1,4,13 should perhaps be understood as explicatives, in which
qorban denotes the material offered (sdle1, "choice flour," in vv. I a0,4) . ln Lev. 2:12,
however, qorban r€'i?!, "offeing of firstfruits," is once again a generic term for minhd.

Construct phrases in which qorban is the nomen rectum include b"iar haqqorban,
"flesh of the offering" (Ezk. 40:43), y6m qorban6, "day of its [viz., the ze\ah i"ldmim)
offering" (Lev. 7:15), and r6'i qorban6, "head of the offering [from the herd]" (Lev.

24. Daniel, 123.
25. +NVn hatu'.
26. --> 1Dl nasak.
27. --> i11i ydh.
28. --> D11 rfim.
29. See below.
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3:2,8). The phrase ka'as qorbandm (Ezk. 20:28) probably refers to an offering that

arouses Yahweh's anger at both the action and the material of the offering.3o

The two instances of the noun qurban (Neh. l0:35[34]; 13:31) occur in combination

with ha'Estm.' the phrase means "wood offering."

2. Meaning. In the OT the noun qorban, which belongs to the jargon of the priestly
cult, probably derives much of its semantic content from the verb qdraf,/hiqrtf;. Llke
the latter, it may have been rooted originally in the realm of friendly, peaceful human

intercourse, where the offering of gifts signaled respect (Jgs. 3:17-18) and hospitality
(5:25). It would have been easy for such a term to insinuate itself into the sacrificial ter-

minology of cultic worship, where - true to its origins - it remained quite unspecific.

The large number of construct phrases in which qorban appears as nomen regens with
a person suggests that the term is not meant to specify the material offered: its purpose

is to state the action of offering as a fact and thus to connect whatever is offered, called
qorban, with those doing the offering.

III. Usage. The noun qorban, a "creation of the Priestly Cods,"3t appears exclu-

sively in texts associated with P; in these it represents the broadest term for offering,
replacing the similarly broad term minhd of the early pentateuchal sources.32 It is re-

markable that qorban, despite its generic character, appears nowhere else in the litera-
ture of the OT. One possible explanation is that the noun developed from the verb at a

relatively late date in the history of Hebrew. That even the two occurrences of qorbAn

in Ezekiel are secondary fits with this theory. Also, possibly, "there was no need to de-

velop a general term outside the limited realm of the cult."33

The term appears to be connected neither with specific conceptions of offering nor

with particular theological statements that would distinguish it from the general termi-
nology and theology of offering. Only the sufFrx in Nu. 28:2 suggests the possibility of
an emphatic association of God and God's qorban with its sacrificial effrcacy (rEah

nthdah).

l. Generic Term. The totally nonspecific nature of the qorban is immediately evi-
dent from Lev. l:2-3, the introduction to the first collection of laws governing offer-
ings: "When any ('dQdm) of you brings a qorban.. . ." There follows an initial differen-

tiation based on the material offered: a qorban of cattle (min-habb"hdmA) may be

offered (hiqriil, from the herd (bdqar) or from the flock (sd'n) (v.2b). The classifica-

tion of offerings that follows is based on the nature of the offering, not the material:

burntofferingrc'ly', grainoffering (minhA), peaceofferinE(zebahi"lamtm), sinoffer-
ing (hatta'il, and reparation offering ('didm). All of these - reflecting the character of
Lev. l-5 as a list of offerings - are to be understood as varieties of the generic qorban.

30. -+ VII, 285.
31. De Vaux, Sacrifices,3l.
32. Gray, 17; -+ VIII, 412-14.
33. R. Rendtorff, Leviticus. BK llul (1985),24.
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Similarly general is the introductory instruction in Nu. 28:2: "You shall take care to
offer to me at the appointed time my offering (qorbdni), my flesh (lafurfi) as a fire of-
fering, as a pleasing odor."

2. Specification. The actual laws governing offerings, surprisingly, do not preserve
this movement from generic to specific; already in Lev. 2:I the meaning of qorban
shifts to the more particular: "When anyone (nepei) presents a minltA to Yahweh, that
person shall dust the qorban with choice flour." In this case the semantic contrast can
surely be charged to a hand heterogenous to Lev. I (note the incoherent shift from
'dfldmto nepe$, a writer for whom qorban meant a particular type of minhA. The colli-
sion between these two semantic positions becomes significant in 2:12-13, where the
same writer coins the expressions qorban r€'iiy ("offeing of firstfruits," v. l2), and
qorban minhd (v. 13), thus further establishing the subordination of qorban. A similar
subordination can be observed in 5:11 and 6:13(20), and especially in 7:12tr.,29,
where we even find the qorban of a aeQalt.

3. Sacrfficial Offering. The occurrences in Lev. 34 revert to the generic meaning
and may accordingly be assigned to the same writer as in Lev. 1. Only in 3:2,8, how-
ever, is qorban used as a term for the material of the offering; these verses say that
those bringing animals to be sacrificed are to lay their hands on the head of their
qorban. Several parallels in the immediate context (3:13;4:4,15,24) make this particu-
lar usage of qorban highly significant; an analogous development in the reverse direc-
tion appears wirh '6h in 1:4 and with hanA'1in 4:29,33.

The occurrences in Lev. 4 (vv.23,28,32) once again use qorban in the same generic
sense as in Lev. l.

4. Offering of the People. In Lev. 9:7,15, qorban hd'dmis the offering of the people,
made after the burnt offering of the high priest. According to vv. 15ff., it comprises a
sin offering, a burnt offering, a grain offering, and a peace offering (cf. the variant in
v. 22; also Nu. 5:15: qorban in the context of an ordeal to determine infidelity). This
semantic inclusiveness points back to Lev. 1.

5 . Holiness Code. The laws of H treat qorban as an inclusive general term for an of-
fering (Lev. 22:18:23:14),2+ which can nevertheless be particularized by addition of
identifying terms (e.g., 'iiieh, 22:27) or specification of the material (blood, l7:4).
This mixture is a sure sign of late language.

6. Ezekiel. The same is true of the two occurrences of qorban in the book of Ezekiel;
they are both among the tertiary additions. With the expression qorban ka'as in Ezk.
20:28, a redactor has furnished a final negative judgment on the Israelite cult of the
high place: "vexatious offerings." To 40:38-43a, itselfalready a secondary addition de-

34. See III.I above.
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scribing the arrangements in the temple for preparing the sacrificial offerings, a sum-

mary reference (v. 43b) has been appended noting the disposition of the b"iar
haqqorbdn.

7 . I-ate Proto-Rabbinic Texts. Other secondary priestly traditions totally dissolve the

established semantic contours of qorban. Here qorban becomes any kind of contribu-
tion. The unconventional material distinguishes this usage from that already outlined:
covered wagons, gold and silver vessels (28 times in Nu. 7). The use of the vessels to
receive the offerings proper (minhi) provides some continuity.

In Neh. l0:35(34) and l3:31, the word qurban can refer quite generally to the "pro-
vision" of firewood for maintaining the altar fire in the postexilic temple.

The qorban of the nazirites in Nu. 6:l4ff. also consists of a wealth of individual
components.

Nu. 3l:50 is diffrcult to date. In the context of a war with Midian, it speaks of a
qorbdn of the Israelite army to Yahweh from the spoil, consisting of articles of gold,

armlets, bracelets, etc. This passage associates qorban with the laws governing the

berem.3s
Building on Lev. 22:18, frnally,2T:9ff. provides an important instance of inclusion

of the qorban in the laws governing vows, which, with this specialized usage of the

word, vaguely prefigure the striking usage of the rabbis.

lY. l. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls qrbn occurs 4 times in Hebrew
texts, once in an Aramaic text. An additional 5 occurrences (4 Hebrew, I Aramaic

[Testament of Levi]) in the unpublished mss. from Qumran caves 2-10 are not yet

available for study. In llQPsu 27:2-ll, an apocryphal passage concerning David's
compositions, qorban in l. 7 refers to the offerings for the Sabbath and new moon; their
nature is not defined in substantially greater detail, but they are distinguished from the

tdmt/inl.6.llQT20:l3picksuptherequirementofNu. 18:19-20thatallofferingsbe
sprinkled with salt. When this clause here concludes the instructions concerning the

grain offering at the festival of new wine, it is not difficult to recognize the summary
character of qorbdn. In l lQT 43:4 Yadin reconstructs the text as bmw'd qwrbn h'sym,
"on the day of the wood offering." In a description of the "new Jerusalem" (2Q24 tr. 4,

2), the section describing the priestly ritual speaks of qwrbn r w', which Baillet equates

with Heb. mnltt r;wn, "pleasing offering."36 An unpublished Aramaic version speaks of
mnht hqwrbnym. The Qumran versions of the Testament of Levi (4Q213, 214) use

qrbn or qrbn mnhh as a collective term for the offerings available to Levi (33:18,21;
36:15).

CD 16:9-15 may foreshadow the treatment of vows by the rabbis (albeit without
mention of qorbdn).31

35. -+ d1ll l.taram.
36. M. Baillet,lzs 'petites grottes'de Qumrdn. DJD,lll(1962),87; see Beyer, 222: r'wtlh. . .1.

37. See IV.2 below.
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2. lttte Judaism and Rabbinic Literature. In Western Aramaic/Late Hebrew inscrip-
tions, qorban clearly stands for any kind of offering at all.38 An ossuary inscription dat-

ing from the period around the birth of Christ reads: 'All the profit that anyone ac-

quires through this ossuary is to be an offering for God (qrbn 'lh) from him who lies
within."3e

For the rabbis qorbarz likewise denotes an offering. They distinguish between the

qorban yahtQ, "offering of an individual," and the qorban sibbfir "offering of the con-
gregatisn."a0 Almost without exception, qorban represents a contribution withdrawn
from its original use by means of a vow4l and therefore no longer available for its origi-
nal purpose. "From here, it is not a long jump to the use of the word as a quite ordinary
affirmation, without any religious overtones, although it belonged originally to the do-
main of religious languagel'az That is, the word was no longer used to express assign-

ment to God but to characterize an object as being unavailable to certain persons.43

3. NI This late usage also lies behind Mk.7:ll, where Jesus confronts the com-
mandment to love one's parents with the ingenious Pharisaic interpretation that held

that children could annul the support they owed their parents by declaring it qorban,

thus removing it once and for all from their parents' reach. The evangelist explains the

term to his gentile readers: korbdn, hd estin di5ron, adopting the standard translation of
the word in the LXX as well as the explanation given by Josephus.a Mark thus records

what was probably the common understanding of the word in contemporary Judaism:
qorban is a gift consecrated to God; the act of consecration touches upon the law of
vows, which makes it irrevocable.as The word korbands inMt.2l:6 is a Greek equiva-

lent to the Aramaic term; it refers to the temple treasury.46 Lateq Latinized corban
could designate the poor box.a7

Fabry

38. Beyer, 343,346.
39. Beyer, 343-44.
40. Jer. Yoma 39d.
41. --> a17 naQar.
42. Rengstorf, 862.
43. See A. I. Baumgarten, "Korban and the Pharisaic Paradosis," JANES 16117 (1984185),5-

17; also N. J. Cohen, "Incised Stone Fragment 'Korban'from Southern Wall of Temple Mount,"
Dor leDo4 l3 (1985), 235-240.

44. Ant. 4;13.
45. See above; Rengstorf,865-66; St.-B., I,7ll-l'7.
46. Cf. Josephw, B.J. 2.175.
47. Cyprian, CCSL, ill, A,64.
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iTJp eara; xlp qara' II;;tlliirp miqreh;']Q q"ri

I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. IL OT: l. Qal; 2. Niphal; 3. Hiphil; 4. miqreh; 5. q"ri. lll.
LXX.

l. l. Etymology. Hebrew uses both the verb qard and its by-form qdrd'lI; both have

the basic meaning "meet." There are a few instances of qry, "encounter," in Ugaritic:l
"'Anat encounters the messengers";2 "1 encounter you on the path of sin."3 Elsewhere,

however, the verb (probably in the D stem) means "present, offer."a With mlhmt, "war]'
it means either "I am against the war" or "I offer war."5 Other occulTences are dis
puted.6 Other cognates include Aram. and Syr. qera', "meet, encounter" (Egyptian Ara-
maic: "befaly'z;; Arab. qard (y), "receive hospitably, entertain"; and Eth. 'aqaraya,

"bring to." A Punic occurrence is uncertain,8 as is OSA qrw, with a causative meaning
"dedicate."e The form liqra'1, ossified as a preposition meaning "toward," derives from
the by-form qr' (cf . lqrt in the Siloah inscription).r0

2. Occurrences. Occasionally occurrences of qard and qara' appear close together
(Gen.42:4,38: qr'; 44:29: qrh; Dnl.lO:14 K: qrh; Q: qr).

When enumerated mechanically, the qalof qdrh occurs 13 times, the qal of qdrd'12
(in Josh. ll:20 liqra't should be treated as a preposition; the form in Jer. 4:20 more

likely represents qara' I). The niphal of qard occars 6 times, the niphal of qdrd'5;in
the hiphil there are 3 occurrence s of qdrA and 1 of qdrd'. The piel form (5 times) is a

denominative from qOr6, "beam," and means "lay beams."

There are three nominal derivatives of qdrd: miqreh, "event, result" (9 times); q"ri'
"hostile encounter" (7 times in Lev. 26); and qareh in q"reh layld, "nocturnal encoun-

ter," i.e., emission of semen.

There is some concentration of occurrences in the Joseph story as well as in Ecclesi-

astes, where qard and above all miqreh have developed into technical terms.

II. OT. l. Qal. Often the verb means simply "befall, happen." Jacob is afraid that

harm ('dsdn) may befall Benjamin (Gen. 42:4,38; in the mouth of the brothers: 44:29).

qar6. S. Amsler, "i1lrp qrh widerfahren," THAT 11,681-84.

l. WUS, r.o.2454.
2. KTU, 1.3,II,4-5.
3. KTU, 1.17, VI, 43; cf. D. Pardee, UF 7 (1975) 368.
4. KTU, 1.19, IY 22,29 par..i7y; cf. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, UF l0 (1978) 69.

5. KTU, l.3, III, 14-15; [Y, 22, 27.
6. See UI no.227'l .

7. An 7t.18.
8. DISO, 264; HAL, III, 1138.
9. Biella,466.
10. KAL 189.4.
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In quite general terms 42:29 says that Joseph's brothers told their father "all that had

happened to them" (kol-haqqafi1) in Egypt, and in 49:1, at the beginning of his "bless-

ing," Jacob says: "I will tell you what will happen to you ('d1 'aier-yiqrd' 'e!kem) in
days to come." This meaning is also found in Isa. 4 I :22; Est. 4:7 ; 6:13; Dnl. l0: 14.

According toDt.3l:29, disaster (rd'd) wlll befall the people if they do not keep the

commandments; according to Jer. 44:23, disaster (rd'A) has befallen the people because

they have been disobedient. When Jerusalem asks, "Why have these things befallen

me?" the answer is: "On account of your great iniquity" (Jer. 13:22). Deutero-Isaiah

says that a double disaster (i"1ayim hennd, "these two things") has befallen Jerusalem:

devastation and destruction, famine and sword (Isa. 5l:19). In Lev. 10:19, too, the no-

tion of punishment lies in the background. Aaron says that, even though his sons

Nadab and Abihu offered sacrifice, "such things" (kd'Clleh) have befallen them - in
fact, they committed a ritual transgression (v. I ). "Iniquity" ('awdn) is at issue again in
1 S. 28:10, where Saul swears to the medium at Endor: "No (punishment for) iniquity
shall come upon you."

War may "take place" (or "befall" someone) (Ex. 1:10, reading tiqra'Znfr for
tiqre'nA).

According to Job 4:14, dread (pahad)and trembling (r"aQd) "come upon" Eliphaz

during the night, and he experiences a kind ofrevelation concerning human destiny. In
Nu. 11:23 Yahweh says to Moses: "Now you shall see whether my word befalls you

[i.e., comes true for you] or not."
Totally obscure is Prov. 2J:16: iemen y"mtnb yiqra', "o1|encounters his right hand'"

Possibly v. 16 continues v. 15: just as one cannot restrain the wind, just as an object

smeared with oil slips out of one's hand, so it is impossible to restrain or escape a conten-

tious wife. According to Isa. 4l:2, seieq will encounter Cyrus - i.e., he will be victorious.

Only once, in conjunction with miqrelr, does the qal of qard express a chance event

(Ruth 2:3): the field where Ruth was gleaning just happened to belong to Boaz

(wayyiqer miqreha, lit. "her hap encountered the field"). Hete miqreh is "what takes

place without the design or cooperation of the person affected";. t t The narrator knows,

however, that behind this happenstance stands God's providence.

2. Niphal. The niphal expresses a similar notion: the young man who brings David
the news of Saul's death says, "I happened to be (niqro' niqrAfi) on Mount Gilboa"
(2 S. l:6). Here, however, it would be hard to speak of divine providence. Similar is the

law in Dt. 22:6: "If you happen upon [ki yiqqdrE' . . . lepAndfta, 'there appears before

you'l a bird's nest with fledglings or eggs." Another passage in this category is 2 S.

l8:9: Absalom happened to meet David's warriors (wayyiqdrd' . . . lipnO). Even more

indefinite is 2 S. 20:1.

Chance thus seems to play a role in everyday usage of this root. As soon as theologi-

cal reflection rears its head, however, divine providence appears behind chance. Ex.

21: l3 expresses the difference between intentional murder and unintentional homicide

11. G. Gerleman, Ruth. BK XVIII (1981), 25.
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by saying that in the latter case "it came about by an act of God." This verse uses the

rare verb 'innh, which in the pual means "befall" (Ps. 9 I : I 0: "no evll lrd'A) shall befall
you"; Prov. 12:21: "no harm befalls the righteous").

Elsewhere the niphal means "let oneself be met," i.e., "show oneself, reveal one-

self." Moses is to say to Pharaoh: "Yahweh has met with us, has revealed himself to us"

(Ex. 3:18; cf. 5:3). In Nu. 23, the story of Balaam, this expression occurs 4 times.

Balaam says to Balak: "Perhaps Yahweh will come to meet me (yiqqdreh . . . liqrd'!t)"
(v. 3). In the next verse we are told that Yahweh met (wayyiqqar 'el) Balaam. The same

sequence is repeated in vv. 15-16, except that v. 15 uses an indefinite expression:

we'anoki'iqqdreh kdh.

3. Hiphil. In the hiphil forms any possibility of chance is ruled out. Here when

something befalls someone, it is brought about by Yahweh. Thus in Gen.24:12 Abra-

ham's slave prays, "Let me encounter (something) today," i.e., "Grant me success."

Jacob tells his father how he found the game so quickly: "Yahweh made it encounter

me" (Gen. 27:20). What appeared to be simply the luck of the hunt was in fact

Yahweh's doing. In Jer.32:23 we read that, because of the people's disobedience, God

"made all this disaster (rd'k) come upon them" (cf. the use of the qal with rd'd.tz).

Nu. 35:11 stands out as unique. The Israelites are to "select" cities of refuge

(hiqrtlem lakem'drtm). These cities "are to be an opportunity that meets the need."l3

4. miqreh. The noun miqreh denotes "something that takes place by itself, without

intent or cooperation on the part of the person affected and without a visible author."l4

This is clear in 1 S. 6:9: the Philistines want to discover whether the terrible disaster

(rd'd) that has struck them comes from God or is a miqreh, an accident. This presents a

problem: does the author of the passage consider this question, put in the mouth of the

Philistines, to be "pagan," i.e., incompatible with Yahwism, or does it reflect language

current in Israel? In fact, Yahweh turns out to be the author of the disaster. Ruth 2:3

probabty also represents a vernacular idiom.ls
When David absents himself from the new moon feast of the king, Saul thinks his

absence is a miqreh, suggesting that David might have become unclean - which of
course could happen without any intent on his part (l S. 20:26).

In Ecclesiastes miqreh is a technical term for fate or destiny. The same fate befalls

(miqreh 'ehdj yiqreh) the wise and the fool, and Qoheleth concludes: the fate of the

fool will also befall me (Eccl. 2:14-15). Human existence appears to be meaningless.

Humans and animals face the same fate: all must die (3: I 9 - again miqreh). The argu-

ment is repeated in9:2-3, expanded by the addition of several antitheses: saddtq and

rdid', the good and the evil,16 the clean and the unclean, those who sacrifice and those

12. See II.1 above.
13. Holzinger, KHC 4, l7O.
14. HAL, rr,629.
l-5. See II.l above.
16. With LXX, Syr., and Vg.; not in MT.
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who do not sacrifice. The author continues: 'As are the good, so are the sinners (katbb
kahAle'); those who swear are like those who shun an oath." In sum: "The same fate co-
mes to everyone." This fact is called ra', "eyil." Whether God stands behind this fate or
the author is simply stating an observable fact without raising the question of its author
is not immediately clear.

5. q"rt. The noun q"ri appears 7 times in later additions to the blessing and curse sec-
tion of H (Lev. 26). Here hdlaf, q"ri/biqrt 'im means "be hostile to (God)" (vv.
21,23,27,40), glossed in v.2l by "refuse to obey me" (ld' tO'!fr liimda' lt), in v.23 by
"refuse correction" (ysr niphal), in v. 27 by "disobey," and in v. 40 by "iniquity"
('dwdn) and "treachery" @a'al). The divine reaction reflects the human provocation:
God will be hostile (vv.24,28,41), glossed inv.24 by "strike (nkhhiphil) sevenfold," in
v. 28 by "punish (ysr piel) sevenfold" (here also bahgnal-qeri, "in fury"), and in v. 4l
by "bring into the land of their enemies." In other words, there is an intensification of
the punishment of hostility.

The noun q"ti also appears in CD 20:29, where the members of the community ac-
knowledge that they, like their fathers, have walked contrary to the ordinances of the
covenant (cf. 4QDibHamu frs. l-2,6:6).

IIL LXX. The translation of the LXX is extremely varied. The most frequent equiv-
alent is symba{nein, "meet" (7 times), followed by compounds of antdn: apantdn (3
times), synantdn (6 times), hypantdn (once), along with peripiptein and, periptdma,
"chance" (Ruth 2:3; 2 S. l:6). For miqreh in Ecclesiastes, the LXX always uses
syndntema; elsewhere it uses periptoma twice and symptdma once. The expression
hdlaf, q"ri is rendered by pldgios poreilein.

Ringgren

l1)p qeratt

I. Ancient Near East. II. Occurrences. III. Usage: l. Cold; 2. Ice. IV. LXX.

I. Ancient Near East. As the climatic data would lead one to expect, the mention of
ice or frost is as uncommon throughout the ancient Near East as it is in the OT. Cog-
nates of qerah are found in Arabic (qarisa), Jewish Aramaic and Samaritan (qwrfu),
Syiac (qarhd), and Neo-Assyrian (qar[u).\

qerah. G. Dalman, AaS, I, esp. 218tr; O. Keel, Jahwe-Visionen und Siegelkunst. SBS 84/85
(1977), esp.254-55; H. Graf Reventlow, "Frost," BHHW, l,503.

I. HAL, III, I I4O.
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II. Occurrences. The rro:un qerah occurs 7 times in the OT: Gen. 31:40; Job 6:16;

37:lO; 38:29: Ps. 147:1"7; Jer. 36:30; Ezk. l:22. It is not found in Sirach or the Dead

Sea Scrolls.

III. Usage.
l. Cold. Since temperatures below freezing are rare in Palestine, in texts local to that

region qerah can hardly mean "frost" in our sense of the word; more likely it refers to

perceptible cold. In Gen. 3l:36-42, for example, Jacob reproaches Laban for his treat'
ment of him during his time of service; in v. 40 he complains about the unpleasant cold
by night, in contrast to the unbearable heat (fidrep) by day. This combination does not

suggest a temperature below freezing. The hendiadys is probably meant to state that Ja-

cob performed his service in all kinds of weather, accepting many privations.

A similar combination of heat and cold appears in Jer. 36:30, which states that the

body of Jehoiakim will be exposed to the heat (again horep) by day and the cold by

night, thus remaining unburied for at least a day. To see this as an element of judgment

is probably correct.2 In Gen.31:40, however, this notion is irrelevant' The same idea

occurs in Gen. 8;22, where the two words used are qar and ham.

2. Ice. The three occurrences in the book of Job, which reflects more the experience

oflsrael's neighbors and characterizes the speakers as non-Israelites, show clearly that,

despite the generally warm climate, ice was not unknown. In 6:16, for example, Job

complains about the deceitful conduct of his companions, who appear as dark as the

freshets clouded by the runoff of melting (ice or) snow. In 37:10 Elihu appeals to the

greatness of God, which he underlines by stating that the breath of God produces ice,

which freezes water in place. The phrase "breath of God" is probably a poetic expres-

sion for the chilling wind, associating it with God. In God's own answer to Job, a rhe-

torical question attributes the formation of ice to God (38:29). The following verse

may also suggest the formation of hail. Hail is clearly intended inPs. 147:11: only in
this form can Yahweh be said to hurl qerah. Here again qerah (par. qdrd) appears in the

context of praising God as creator.

The meaning of qeral.t in the vision of Ezekiel is disputed. According toEzk. l:22,
the prophet sees something like a dome, which is likened to haqqerah hannbra'. ln in-
terpreting this expression, Zimmerli appeals to the LXX translation kt'istallos; he

therefore prefers the translation "crystal," to describe the glow emanating from the

dome.3 Since the meaning of qerah elsewhere is unambiguous, there is no reason to

translate it here as "crystal": an intense glow can emanate from clear frozen water.4

The qualifying word "awesome" is due to the presence of God; the vision expresses

this presence, which is also felt in the freezing of the water (cf. Job 37:10; 38:29; Ps.

t46:17).s

2. Keel,255.
3. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 122.

4. Keel, 254-55.
5. For a further discussion of the numinous in this context, see Keel, 255.
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IV. LXX. To translate qerah, the LXX uses krlstallos in four passages (Job 6:16;
38:29; Ps. 147:17;Ezk. l:22), pdgos in one (Job 37:10). In Gen. 31:40 it renders qeralt
balldyld as pagetd tiis nykt6s.

Hausmann

nlP il --+ n)t gittah

;l:lP qiry6; n*al. qerel

I. Etymology and Meaning. II. Occurrences: 1. Toponyms; 2. Other. III. Ancient Versions and

Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology and Meaning. According to Niildeke, qiryd and qerel two Hebrew
words for "city" that also occur frequently in toponyms, are closely associated with ->
a'P qtr because they are derived from a biconsonantalbase qar.t Blau stresses the shift
from a biconsonantal root to a root tertiae y for Ugar. qryt (qarltu),2 although in
Ugaritic we find both qryt and qrt.3 Dahood considers these to be alternative forms,
like Heb. qiryA and qerel.a Others suggest that qiryA derives from the root qrh, "meet,"s
although this derivation is rejected by Rabin, who sees a connection withHitt. gurta
and Sanskrit krta, with the same meaning.6 The noun qirydis common in Aramaic, ap-
pearing, e.g., in the Sefire inscriptions,T in Egyptian Aramaic documents,8 and in
Palmyrene inscriptions.e In Syriac we find the equivalent qertld', albeit with the broken

qiryA. F. S. Frick, The City in Ancient Israel. SBLDS 36 (Missoula, 1977);D. Sohlberg, "The
Translation of h''lj2 in the Septuaginti' Tarbiz 40 (l970l7l) 508-9; G. Wallis, "Die Stadt in der
Uberlieferung der Genesis," ZAW 78 (1966) 133-48.

l. T. Ntjldeke, Beitriige zur semitischen SprachwissenschaJt (Strasbourg, 1904),62 n. l;
NBSS, l3l. See also Bl*, $51b'; HAL, lll, 1142;Frick,42.

2. J. Blau, UF ll (1979) 57-58; KTU, 1.3, II, 28; IV, 9.
3.Cf. KTU, 1.3,II,6-7 with 1.3, II,20 and also2.72,16, 19; J. Blau and S. E. Loewenstamm,

UF 2 (1970) 27; I. C. de Moor and K. Spronk , UF 14 (1982) 163.
4. M. Dahood, Bibl 52 (1971) 350.
5. BDB,900; see also B. Margalit, UF 16 (1984) l5l. Cf. I. Eitan, JQR 15 (1924125) 42l

"(popular) assembly."
6. C. Rabin, Or 32 (1963) 125-26.
'l . KAI, 222A.33(?); 2228.36; 224.12.
8. AE 5.9; 13.10; etc.
9. J. Starcky, MUSJ 38 (1962) 133,1. 6; DISO, 266:.Beyer, 686.
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pl. (collective) qfiryL'.to The form qr, occurs in Phoenician and Punic, e.g., in the

Karatepe inscriptions;ll cf. also qrtbdit, "Carthage." In Modern Arabic we still find
qarya, "villaee,"lz 1iU" OSA qrtyn, "village, settlement."l3

II. Occurrences.
l. Toponyms. Quite a few OT toponyms incorporate the element qiryd:ta Kiriath-

arba, "city of the four quarters(?)"1s or "city of the four tribes,"l6 is an ancient name

for Hebron (Gen.23:2;35:27; Josh. 14:15; 15 13,54;20:7;21:11; Jgs. l:10; Neh.

1l:25), modern Jebel er-Rumeidah near Hebron. Kiriath-baal (Josh. 15:60; l8:14)'
also called simply Baalah (Josh. l5:9-10; I Ch. l3:6),rt is another name for Kiriath-
jearimra (Josh.9:17; l5:9 [= Baalah],60; 18:14-15; Jgs. 18:12 [twice]; I S.6:21;
7:l-2; Jer.26:20; Neh. 7:29; I Ch. 2:50,52-53; 13:5-6; 2 Ch. l:4), also called qiryal
'arim (Ezr.2:25) and simply Kiriath (Josh. 18:28). This city was probably associated

originally with Benjamin and later with Judah; it was located some 9 mi. northwest

of Jerusalem, and may possibly be identified with modern Deir el-Azhar.le Kiriath-
huzoth, "city of alleys," a Moabite city of uncertain location,2o is mentioned only in

Nu. 22:39. Kiriath-sannah is identified with Debir in Josh. 15:49; but the text is
highly uncertain (LXX pdlis grammdtdn; Syr. refers to Kiriath-sefer [probably an er-

ror based on vv. 15-t61;,zt although Noth attempts to maintain that the reading

Kiriath-sannah is correct,z2 locating the city in the southern region of Judah. Kiriath-
sefer, "city of the book," is mentioned in Josh. 15:15-16 and Jgs. 1:ll-12, and is

equated with Debir. It is uncertain whether Debir is to be identified with Tell Beit
Mirsim, Zahariyeh, Khirbet Tarrameh, or Khirbet er-Rabud (all southwest of Heb-

ron).23

In addition to these place names compounded with qiryat, we find names using

(haq)q"riy61 Qer. 48:24 Am. 2:2):z+ Kerioth-hezron in Judah (Josh. 15:25) and

Kiriathaim (apparently the dual of qiryd25), a name applied to several sites: (a) in Moab

(Jet 481,23;Ezk.25:9 0); in Reuben (Gen. l4:5; Nu' 32:37; Josh. 13:19), elsewhere

lO. kxSyr 695-96; on Ezr. 4:10 see BLe, E9Og; J. Naveh, WO 6 (1970171) 45.

1 1. KAI, 26A, ll, 9, l7 ; Lil, 5, 7, 15: etc.; DI SO, 267 .

12.Wehr,76l.
13. W. W. Miiller, ZAW 75 (1963) 314; Biella, 467.
14. HAL,lll, ll42-43; H. P. Riiger, BHHW II, 956'
ts. GTTOT 9736.
16. E. Lipifiski, w 24 (1974) 48tr.
17. M. J. Mulder, Ba'al in het OT (Hague, 1962), 166.
19. _+ .lgr ya.ar, ll.l.
19. GTTOT $$314, 319.F.1, 1016; also HAL,ll1,ll43.
20.GTTOT $$447-48; A. H. van Zyl,The Moabites. POS3 (1960), 83,85;HAL' III' 1143.

21. See also GTTOT $319.4.5; HAL,Ill, 1143.
22. ABrA,K,1,205.
23. Ibid., 1,204-9; GTTOT *514; HAL, ll,2t2; lll, ll43; et al.
24. Ct. KAI, 181.13; according to van Zyl, Moabites, 83, the names denote two different

Moabite cities; but cf. HAL, III, I143; and G. Sauer, BHHW 11,934.
25. GK, $8c.
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written erun;26 (b) in Naphtali (l Ch.6:61[Eng.76]), also called Kartan (Josh.

2l:32);zt and Kartah, a city in Zebulun (Josh. 2l:34).za

2. Other Apart from toponyms, the word qiryd appears 30 times in the Hebrew OT
(Nu. 2l:28; Dt. 2:36; 3:4; I K. l:41,45; Isa. l:21,26;22:2;24:lO; 25:2,3;26:5; 29:l;
32:13;33:20; Jer. 48:41; 49:25: Hos. 6:8; Mic. 4:10; Hab.2:8,12,17; Ps. 48:3[2]; Job
39:7;Prov.l0:15; 11:10; 18:ll,l9;29:8;Lam.2:11; plus Sir. 33:18 l=36:12h49:6
[= 49:8]); qere! appeffs 5 times (Job 29:7: Prov. 8:3; 9:3,14;11:11). In the Aramaic
section of Ezra, qiryA@iry"1a) appears 9 times (4:l0,l2,l3,l5 [3 times],16,19,21),al-
most always referring to Jerusalem (only in v. l0 does it refer to Samaria).

Usually qiryA ocatrs in poetic (possibly dialectal?) language; it may be considered
synonymous with -+ "lr9 ?r unless it suggests a town fortified with walls, a "fortress"
or "citadel." But this latter idea is also suggested by ?r Occasionally the ancient ver-
sions appear to be in doubt whether qiryd represents the name of a city: in Jer. 48:41,
e.g., LXX reads AkkariZth, Yg. Carioth.

Nu. 2l:28 speaks of a fire from Heshbon in parallel with a flame from the city of
Sihon, the Amorite king. Other texts, too, used qiryd primarily for Transjordanian cit-
ies (Dt. 2:36;3:4; Jer. 48:41), probably referring to fortified cities with high walls (.(gD,

Isa. 26:5; cf. Jer. 48:41).zo Individual cities are often called qiryd: Gilead, "a city of
evildoers" (Hos. 6:8);:o Damascus, "city ofjoy" (Jet 49:25); an unidentified city, prob-
ably to be understood collectively (Hab. 2:8,12,17); and above all Jerusalem.

In 1 K. l:41,45, one of the few prose texts in the Hebrew OT that uses qlryd, the
word refers particularly to the populace within the walls of Jerusalem.3l But pro-
phetic poetry, especially in the book of Isaiah, often calls Jerusalem qiryd as well as

?r,' these passages do not immediately suggest the city within the walls. The word
refers primarily to the inhabitants of the city in general: the "faithful city" has be-
come a whore, but will become once again a city of righteousness (Isa. I :21,26); it is
a 'Jubilant city" (22:2;32:13).Its name is Zion, "the city of our festivals" (33:20), or
"the city of the great king" (Ps. a8:312)),'Ariel, the city that David besieged" (Isa.
29:l).

The word also appears in the so-called Apocalypse of Isaiah;3z here, however, it re-
fers not to Jerusalem but to the "world city": Isa. 24:10 ("city of chaos"); 25:2,3 ("the
fortified city has become a ruin," which "cities of ruthless nations *'U 1"-":r;; 26:5
("lofty city"). Lam. 2: I l, however, refers once more to Jerusalem ("infants and babes

26. KAr,l8l.l0.
27. HAL, III, 1143.
28. GTTOT $337, no. 38:' HAL, III, 1150.
29. See also P. Lohmann, ZAW 37 (l9l7ll8) 13.
30. But see H. H. Hirschberg, W ll (1961) 383: "gathering place" instead of "city"; H. Y.

Priebatsch, UF 9 (1977) 252 n. 12: "assembly."
31. M. J. Mulder, Koningen. COT (1987),73.
32. -+ X[,64-65.
33. J. A. Emerton, ZAW 89 (1977) 64-73.
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faint in the streets of the city"), as do Mic. 4:10 (daughterZionmust "go forth from the

city") and Sir. 33:18 (= 36:12);49:6(8).
Proverbs alternates between qiryd and qere!, \sing both in the general sense of

"city" or "citadel." Wisdom personified calls aloud "beside the gates where the city be-

gins" (8:3), and her servant girls summon people "from the heights of the citadel"
(9:3). But Lady "Folly," too, sits on a seat "by the citadel."

These words appear also in other proverbs: the wealth of the rich is "like a fortress"
(10:15; l8:11). "The city" rejoices when it goes well with the righteous; "the city" is
exalted by the blessing of the upright (1 1: l0-l 1). An "offended" brother is "more im-
pregnable than a fortified city" (18:19), and scoffers "set a city aflame" (29:8). Accord-

ing to Job 39l.7 , the wild ass scorns the tumult of the "the city." In 297 Job describes

himself as going "up to the city" through the gate.

III. Ancient Versions and Dead Sea Scrolls. Almost without exception
(m€tr'potis in Isa. 1:26), the LXX usespd/is to translate qiryd; this is also its usual

translation of ir3a It uses different words, however, to translate qere1.3s The Vg. usu-

ally uses civitas for qiryd; only in Numbers and Deuteronomy do we find the transla-

tion oppidum. The Syr. varies among knr[d', q"ri1a', and m"iitta'. In the Tg. we usually

frnd qarta', rurely karftd'or qiryd.
As lQpHab 12:7 shows, the Qumran community (like Tg.) interpreted the word

qiryd inHab.2:17 as a reference to Jerusalem, where the "wicked priest" performs his

repulsive acts.

A description of the "new Jerusalem" (5Q15 fr. 1, l:5) speaks of a central street

(m;y") running through the middle of the city (qryf). All the streets of this city are

paved with white stone (1:6).
Mulder

34. H. Srathmann, "zr6trrq," TDNT Y[,522.
35. See Sohlberg.

IJp. arrr": \)P qdran

I. 1. Other Languages;2. Mythology and Magic. II. l. Occurrences;2. Versions' III. l.
Animal Horns; 2. Extended Usage. IV. Religious Usage: I . Cult; 2. Horns of the Altar; 3. Power;

4. Dead Sea Scrolls.

r6'l

qeren. Y. Aharoni, "The Horned Altar of Beer-sheba," BA 37 (1974) 2-6; E. Brunner-Traut
and E. Hickmann, "Horn," LexAg,lll, g-l l; E. D. van Buren, "Concerning the Horned Cap of the
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l. l. Other lnnguages. The word qeren clearly belongs to an exceptionally early

stage of civilization, since it is found not only in all the Semitic languages but also in
Indo-European (root *kerlti), Goth. haurn, Gk. kdras, Lat. cornu) with the original
meaning "horn (of an animal)," from which various figurative senses arose. The Greek

and Latin words refer also to objects made of horn, such as wind instruments and

drinking vessels, as well as to horn-shaped formations (a mountain peak, a wing of an

army, etc.); the Latin word also refers to physical prowess and courage. In all the Se-

mitic languages the word has the meaning "horn(s) of an animal," from which various

usages evolved by metonymy and metaphor in the different languages.l

Cognates include: AY,k. qarnu, which is also used for vessels and objects with horn-

like points (moon, stars), as well as symbolizing power;2 Ugar. qrn;3Pw. qrny (dual);a

Arab. qarn, which also means trumpet, peak, temple, lock (of hair), and ray;5 Eth. qarn

(signal horn, power); Aram. qeren/qarna'(also: instrument, corner, power); similarly
Syriac (pinnacle, margin), Palmyrene (corner), and Middle Hebrew (corner, peak, ray,

power). The Middle Hebrew meaning "(original) stock" may reflect a homonym.

2. Mythology and Magic. The horns that adorn the heads of cattle, rams, he-goats,

gazelles, and other animals serve as effective weapons; since time immemorial they

have evoked in humans mixed feelings of fascination and fear. Horns embody the con-

centrated animal beauty and power of the creature. Even in the Stone Age, people used

horns as weapons and made of them tools and containers. Serving as a plow, a horn

Mesopotamian Gods," Or 12 (1943) 318-27; E. Cassin, la splendeur divine (Hague, 1968), esp'

9-15; J. R. Conrad, The Horn and the Sword (New York, 1957); A. Coudert, "Homsl' Encyclope-
dia of Religion, VI (1987), 462-63; F. Dornseiff, Antike und Alter Orient (1959), esp.269-70;
A. Eberharter, "Das Horn im KuIt des AIs," ZTK 5l (192"7) 394-99; J. A. MacCulloch, "Horns,"
ERE, Y[,791-96; J. de Fraine, "Moses' 'cornuta facies' (Ex 34,29-35): Bijdragen 20 (1959) 28-
37; K. Galling, Der Altar in den Kulturen des alten Orients (1925), esp. 65-67; K. Jaro5, "Des

Mose 'strahlende Haut,"' ZAW 88 (1976) 275-80; A. Jirku, "Die Gesichtsmaske des Mose,"
ZDPV 67 (1944145) 43-45; G. Jobes, "Hom," Dictionary of Mythology Folklore and Symbols, I
(1961), 782-83; O. Keel, The Symbolism of the Biblical World (Eng. trans' New York, 1978);

idem, Wirkmnchtige Siegeszeichen im AT. OBO 5 (19'74), esp. 125-46 H. M. Ktimmel and

W. Stauder, "Horn," RIA., Ly,469-71 G. Loud, The Megiddo lvories (Chicago, 1939), esp. l0;
P. D. Miller, 'Animal Names as Designations in Ugaritic and Hebrew," UF 2 (1970) 177-86;'

S. Niditch, The Symbolic Vision in Biblical Tradition. HSM 30 (Chico, 1983), 122-24; P. A' Por-
ter, Metaphors and Monsters. CBOT 20 (1983), esp. 64-69; J. Conrad et al., "Horns," in
R. Cavendish, Man, Myth and Magic, 12 vols. (New York,21983), Y, 1343-52; J. M. Sasson,

"Bovine Symbolism in the Exodus Narrative," W'18 (1968) 380-87; I. Scheftelowitz, "Das

Hdrnermotiv in den Religionen," ARII4 15 (1912), 450ff.; F. J. Stendebach, 'Altarformen im
kanaanliisch-israelitischen Raum," BZ20 (1976) 180-96; M. L. Stiring, The Horn-Motif in the

Hebrew Bible and Related Ancient Near Eastem Literature and lconography. Andrews Univer-
sity Seminary Doctoral Dissertation Series 4 (1980); G. Wallis, "Horn," BHHW 11,749.

r. HAL, \t, tt44-45.
2. AHw II, 904; CAD, Q, t34-40.
3. IIT no.2279;M. Dahood, RSe I, 331, nos. 500-502.
4. KAr,69.5.
5. CML, 143 n.34.
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splits open the body of mother earth; its shape suggests phallic associations. Early on,
therefore, the horn became a sign of respect and power, fertility and abundance. By
means of magical manipulation, probably in connection with the worship of an animal
totem or a theriomorphic deity, people hoped to use for their own purposes the forces
indwelling the horn. Later they adorned deities with horns as a sign of their majesty;
this symbolism was then adopted by the rulers and leaders appointed by the gods.
Horns were also perceived in association with the powerful heavenly bodies that be-
stowed fertility: the rays of the sun, the crescent moon.

We find evidence of the important conceptual and ritual role played by the horns of
animals in pictures and masks, myths and folktales, cultic ceremonies and popular cus-
toms observed in the most varied cultures from ancient times to the present. From the
prehistoric period come a picture of a fertility goddess holding a buffalo horn and cave
paintings of dancing magicians, their heads adorned with horns. Temple paintings and
carvings from India and the Fiji Islands, Native American statuettes and illustrations of
Celtic gods and goddesses, Greek satyrs and cultic symbols in Minoan palaces, goat
dances and bull fights, images of demons and devil - all prominently display a horn or
pair of horns.

The same holds true for the ancient Near East. In Egypt horns were a sign of majes-
tic power: gods and goddesses (including Osiris, the "lord of horns," Re, Horus, Amun,
Isis, and Hathor) were often portrayed wearing ram or cow horns, or horned headgear;
the victorious warrior-king was depicted as an ox goring an enemy citadel with his
sharp horns.6 The crescent moon, depicted as similar in shape to the horns of cattle,
was considered a symbol of growth. Metaphorically, the word represents a threat: the
supplicant seeks help when "the horns of the enemy grow mighty."7 The Egyptian
words b and hnw.t (cf. Heb. h%t!), "hom," refer also to the horns of the crown: db re-
fers to a horn hollowed out to hold oil, the crescent moon, etc.8

In Mesopotamia gods were depicted with a pair of horns in the earliest period, but by
the Akkadian period this attribute had developed into the multiple horned crown worn
by such figures as Enlil, Marduk, and Ramman. The phrase nai qarnl, "horn bearer," is
an attribute of Nergal. The sun god Shamash and the moon god Sin (bel qarnt) are
horned. The goddess Ninlil, like a wild cow, tears her enemies to pieces with her mighty
horns; Bel cuts off Tiamat's horns. The Babylonian and Assyrian kings then appropri-
ated these symbolic horns as a sign of the power bestowed on them by the gods.

Of course the theriomorphic notions that the West Semitic peoples associated with
their deities were subject to substantial change, but Canaanite mythology often pic-
tured the gods in the form of an animal with horns. In the Ugaritic pantheon El bears
the epithet 4 "bull."e Baal, the young ox, encounters 'Anat in the form of a cow;10 in

6. ANEP,92-93, nos. 296-97.
7. Book of the Dead 64.10.
s.wbAs, r, 173;III, 109-10; Y,434.
9. KTU, 1.6, IY 10, etc.; A. Jirku, Kanaanriische Mythen und Epen aus Ras Schamra-Ugarit

(Gi.itersloh, 1962), 19.33-35, etc.
lO. KTU, 1.5,Y, 18-22; Jirku, 61.
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their struggle he attacks tike a wild ox and makes his horn shine.ll Yerall, the moon

god, is renewed with his right horn.r2 Tyrian Melqart, Syrian Hadad, and the goddess

Astarte wear horns or horned headgear.l3 The name of a Punic god Balcarnensis (ba'al

qarnayim, "lord of the horns") appears on monuments.la In like manner, the Canaanite

kings wear caps, helmets, and crowns with horns.l5

ll. l. Occurrences.It the Hebrew OT, the noun (fem.) appears as an appellative 76

times: 28 times in the singular, 16 times in the dual (qarnayim/q"ranayim, const.

qarn|), and32 times in the plural (qeran67 const. qarn\fi. It appears 14 times in the

Aramaic portions. With few exceptions (Ezk. 27:15; Ps. 75:1l[Eng. lO7; Zec. 2:l'
4tl:18-2ll), the plural form refers to the horns of the altar. To these occurrences may

be added certain personal names and toponyms: one of Job's daughters is called qeren

happhf,, "(eye-)paint horn," a name that points to the use of animals horns as contain-

ers. Gen. l4:5 mentions a town called'aiterol qarnayim. The second word can hardly
refer to a geomorphological feature (e.g., "two hills"; cf. Isa. 5:1); it is probably a qual-

ification of the name Astarte, the goddess of war and fertility: "horned."16 Recent exe-

getes also find an allusion to this toponym in Am. 6:13. The rare verbal forms (qal in

8x.34:29-35;17 hiphil in Ps.69:32[31]) derive from the noun: "have horns."

The Dead Sea Scrolls, following OT usage closely, usually use the word in the figu-

rative sense of "power, strength";18 but we also find "horns turned to iron" (1QSb 5:26;

cf. I K. 22:ll;Mic.4:13) and horn used as material for a sword hilt (lQM 5:14)'

2. Versions. Almost without exception, the LXX and Vg. content themselves with
the translations kdras/cornu, "horn (of an animal)," reflecting the basic meaning of
qeren. Bnt the Greek translation also uses sdlpinx for the musical instrument (Dnl. 3:5-

l5), sthinos, "strength," for the qeren"laid in the dust" in Job's lament (Job 16:15),

and t6pos, "place," in Isa. 5: I , with reference to the location of a vineyard. The reading

kephal| of LXXA in Lam. 2:17 can hardly be relied on. Noteworthy is the differing
treatment of the verbal forms: in Ps. 68:32 (MT 69:32[31]), describing a bull, the LXX
uses kdrata ekphirein, "armed with horns"; inEx.34:29'35, describing the face of Mo-

ses, it uses doxdzein, "shine." In one text the Latin version diverges from MT (qeren)

and LXX (kdras), employing semantic reconstructiont regnum ("kingdom").

The Tg. exhibits a wide range of semantic clarifications: zyqwqyn, "tongues of fire"
(Hab. 3:4); ntsyn, "possessions" (Am. 6:13); pwrqn, "deliverance" (Ezk. 29:21);

mlkwt, "kingdom" (Jer. 48:25); twqp', "sfietgth"; etc.

ll. Jirku,74.32.
12. lirku, 127.
13. See 'aiterd! qarnayim in II.l below.
14. KAI, 11,77.
15. Loud, pt.22, no. 125.
16. H. Ringgren, in C. J. Bleeker and G. Widengren, eds., Historia Religionum, I (Leiden,

1969),207.
17. See IV.3 below.
18. See IV.4 below.
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lll. l. Animal Horns. OT texts speak literally or figuratively of the horns of certain
animals, such as the ox and bull (Ps. 69:32[31]) or the aurochsre (NRSV "wild ox").
The latter may be a symbol of majesty and power (Dt. 33:17) or of peril (Ps.

22:22121)). The ram, "master of horns" (Dnl. 8:6,20), charges in all directions; the he-
goat attacking the ram breaks both its horns (8:3-7). Ram and bellwether butt the
weaker members of the flock with their horns, scattering them far and near (Ezk.
34:17-21). A ram is caught by its horns in a thicket (Gen. 22:13).

A catalog of wares imported from distant lands includes qarn61 .ie7, "horns of
ivory" (Ezk. 2l:15), referring to elephant tusks as "horns."20

The shofar (i6pdr; cf. Akk. iapparu, "wild ibex"), a signaling instrument, was fash-
ioned out of an animal's horn; it is also callel, qeren hayydlEl (Josh. 6:5) or simply qeren

- ( I Ch. 25:51?); Dnl. 3:5- 15). As a container, a horn might hold cosmetics (Job 42: 14) or oil
foranointing(l S. 16:1,13).Heretoowemayassumethatthenotionof powerinherentin
the horn was more important than its practical utility for such a purpose.

2. Extended Usage. In a few cases qeren refers to things that are comparable to
horns in outward appearance. The projections at the four corners of the altar hearth are

called qarn6! hammizbeah, "horns of the altar" (Ex. 29:12, etc.); here, of course, we
are dealing with deliberate reproductions of the horns of animals or gods.2l

The prophetic parable of the vineyard describes it as located on a "fat-rich qeren"
(Isa. 5:1), usually interpreted as a "fertile height" (Tg.Wr rm).Bu.t the assumption that
"horn" refers to a pointed or prominent hill is open to debate: a Palestinian vineyard
did not have to be located on a sunny slope. A simpler explanation would cite the
meaning "corner, nook," found in Arabic and Middle Hebrew: the vineyard was lo-
cated in a favored corner.Zz Appeal to Middle Heb. qeren, "capital, principal," is mis-
guided. Jewish commentators interpret "horn" as an allegorical reference to the land of
Israel, which surpasses all other lands.23

IV. Religious Usage.
l. Cult. Since time immemorial, wind instruments have been fashioned from the

horns of animals; OT texts often mention such instruments in connection with military
or cultic activity, but only once do they use the word qeren. In the story of the conquest
of Jericho (Josh. 6), we read: "When they make a long blast with the qeren of a ram . . ."
(v. 5). The redundant syntagm is hard to reconcile with vv. 4,16,20; it may allude to Ex.
19:13, while also associating the collapse of the city walls with the sounding of a myste-
rious, supernatural horn (cf. 19:13-19). At God's command Samuel fills a container
made from a qeren with oil, in order to anoint the king chosen by Yahweh ( 1 S. 16:1,l3).

19. + EN'l r"'dm; LXX occasionally translates this word as monokdratos, "unicom," e.g., in
92: I l(10).
20. Cf. Pliny, Nat. Hist. 8.3.4 $7.
21. See IV.2 below.
22. Cf. Bab. Ber l7a.
23. Kimchi.

Ps
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2. Horns of the Altar Instructions in the Priestly Code and in the plan for the new

temple in the book of Ezekiel (Ezk. 43:15) require the four corners of the altar hearth to

be provided with qeran61, of one piece with it. The horns of the sacrificial altar are to be

overlaid with bronze, those of the incense altar with gold (Ex. 27:2;30:2-3;37:25-26;
38:2). The presence of such altar horns is presupposed by historical narratives from the

period of the monarchy (1 K. 1:50-51; 2:28) and is confirmed by archeological evi-

dence.24 The blood of the sacrificial animals was smeared on the horns of the altar in the

course of the various consecratory and expiatory ceremonies (Ex. 29:12;30:10; Lev.

4:7,18-34;8:15;9:9; 16:18;Ezk.43:20).Afestivalliturgyenvisionstyingthesacrificial
animal (or the branches carried in procession?2s) to the horns of the altar (Ps. ll8:27).

The origin and significance of the altar horns cannot be determined precisely. The

extreme holiness with which they are endowed certainly suggests that they were not

merely decorative features,26 supports for the sacrificial vessels,2T or reproductions of
the horns of the sacrificial animals. Clearly they express the numinous character of the

altar itself or of the deity worshiped there. Some scholars have interpreted the horns as

rudimentary massebahs, which over the course of time came to be located increasingly

close to the altar and were finally placed at its corners, symbolizing the divine pres-

ence.28 A later generation saw the horns as symbolizing the concepts of "strength" and

"protection" inherent in the word qeren.ze A fugitive would grasp the horns of the altar,

gaining the protection of the deity ( I K. I :50-5 1). When the horns of the altar are cut

off, the altar is desecrated and the sanctuary destroyed (Am. 3:14). The prophet Jere-

miah denies the horns of the altar expiatory power: they too are infected with the sin

that is engraved on the heart (Jer. 17:l).

3. Power The figurative uses of the word reveal a clear semantic gradation, from the

metaphorical associations of an actual animal's horn in the context of a narrative,

through the image of a horn by itself charging in all directions, to the abstract concept

of "power." Two of the vision sequences recorded in the book of Daniel (Dnl.7:3-21;

8:3-22) describe horned animals, with certain bizarre details: an animal with ten horns,

among which rises a new horn with human eyes and a mouth speaking arrogantly (7:7-

8,20-21), and a ram that charges in all directions with its horns until a goat with a con-

spicuous horn between its eyes breaks the ram's horns off. The goat's great horn is re-

placed in turn by four horns, one of which grows to blasphemous power (8:3-10).

These images refer to the power struggles among the kings of the Medes and the Per-

sians as well as the Hellenistic kings. The horns symbolize their arrogant lust for power

(7:17-24;8:19-22),for which the heavenly court condemns them to powerless destruc-

tion (7: 1 1,22,26; 8:25).

24. AOB, 444,458-65; Aharoni.
25. See comms.
26. Josephus, B.J. 5.5.6.
27. ANEI no. 319.
28. Galling; H. Gressmann , Die Ausgrabungen in Pakistina und das AT (1908)' 28.

29. Anclsr ll, 414.
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The prophet Ezekiel depicts the powerful and wealthy of Israel, relentlessly pursu-
ing their own advantage, as mighty rams and fat sheep, butting with their horns and
pushing aside the weak and hungry members of the flock (Ezk.34:11-21). The Bless-
ing of Moses extols Joseph as a majestic firstborn bull, goring the peoples with horns
like those of a wild ox (Dt. 33 17).In utmost affliction, the psalmist describes the en-
emy as vicious animals (Ps. 22:17-22t16-211), and entreats Yahweh for deliverance
from the horns of the wild ox (v.22l2ll). When the psalmist's enemies, who are also
Yahweh's enemies, are scattered and destroyed, Yahweh exalts the qeren of the psalm-
ist like that of a wild ox (92:lo-l l), restoring vigor and respect. Yahweh will make the
horn ofdaughter Zion iron and her hoofs bronze, that she may beat in pieces many peo-
ples (Mic. 4: l3). Whether the prophet is envisioning the image of a threshing ox or a
female aurochs (the fem. forms of the verb agree with the subj. "daughter Zion") is un-
clear. In one of Zechariah's night visions (Zec.2:2-4ll:19-2ll), the nations raise a horn
against Judah, to scatter the people; but Yahweh shows the prophet four blacksmiths,
who strike down the four horns - probably representing the four points of the com-
pass (2:3-4[:20-21]). The precise nature of the horns (single or double? associated
with an animal?) remains obscure.

The horn as a symbol of power and victory appears primarily in association with the
kings of Israel and Judah: God bestows the qeren upon the king and exalts it. The ori-
gin of this idiom probably lies in symbolic magical rites like those described in I K.
22:ll-12 (= 2 Ch. 18:10-11): the prophet makes iron horns for the king (the referent of
16!) and proclaims in the name of Yahweh that with them he will gore the enemy until
they are totally destroyed. Yahweh, who promises an eternal throne to David and his
house (Ps. 89:301291;132:11), will cause a horn to sprout up for David (132:17), ex-
alted in the name of Yahweh; through this act of favor, the horn of Israel is exalted
(v. l8).30 The success Yahweh vouchsafes the king is a blessing for the whole nation.
Eventheprayerplacedinthemouthof agratefulmother(l S.2:1-10; v. l:"Myhornis
exalted by Yahweh") reveals its origins in a royal oracle: Yahweh shatters his adversar-
ies, gives strength to his king, and exalts the horn of his anointed (v. l0).

The religio-historical changes brought about by historical events initiated a process
of semantic democratization. giving a qeren to the nation as a whole as well to particu-
lar individuals, whenever power and victory appeared on the horizon. To Yahweh is
due the praise of heaven and earth, because he has raised up a horn for his people (Ps.

148:14) - i.e., he has given them a place ofhonor on the historical stage. Conversely,
a lament over the catastrophe of 587 s.c.s. declares that God has withdrawn his protec-
tive hand from Israel and cut down its horn (Lam. 2:3), bringing Israel's proud inde-
pendence to an end, while exalting the horn of Israel's foes, who gloat over Israel's af-
fliction (v. l7). Later, the prophet Ezekiel comforts the people with the promise that, in
the wake of military conflicts among the great powers, Yahweh will cause a horn to
sprout up for the house of Israel (Ezk. 29:21) and give it new vigor.

An individual pursued by misfortune lays his horn in the dust (Job 16:15). The

173

30. On the ambiguity of the verbal form see 81LS.
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wicked, who scoff at divine judgment, lift up their horn on high (Ps. 75:5-6[4-5]); God'

however, will cut off all the horns of the wicked, that the horns of the righteous may be

exalted (v. 11t101). For it is the man who fears God and delights in God's command-

ments (112:1) whose qeren wlllbe exalted in honor (v. 9), since ultimately his superior

strength will prevail.
A few texts allude to the notion, originally found in Israel as well, that supernatural

beings are crowned with horns (Nu.23:22:24:8); Moses is so described as he comes

down from Sinai with the tablets of the law (Ex. 34:29-35). The verbal root qrn used

here is usually translated "shine";3t this translation, however, rests on insufficient evi-

dence: nowhere else does qrnhave this meaning,32 and the emphatic statement that it
was Moses' skin that appeared in qeren-l1ke form suggests horns as the symbol of ma-

jestic power. As Jerome says in his commentary on Isa. 5:1, "The horn signifies king-

ship and power."
The book of Habakkuk concludes with a hymn (Hab. 3). In describing God's maj-

esty v. 4 saysi "qarnayim are by his side." Here too most translators and commentators

find a figurative meaning.33 But the plethora of mythological motifs in this hymn make

it preferable to start with the meaning "horns;':+ while admitting that beams from the

heavenly luminaries were interpreted as horns.

The meaning of the word is totally spiritualized in the cry of the supplicant'

"Yahweh...isthe qerenof my salvation" (25.22:3par.Ps. l8:3[2])'astheassociated

synonyms show (refuge, shield, stronghold): Yahweh's protection is salvific.

4. Dead Sea Scrolls.In the-Dead Sea Scrolls the meaning of the word is primarily

figurative: in the time of salvation for the people of God, he will go forth with great

rage to wage war against his enemies; he will exterminate them and cut off their horn

(teU t:+). The worshiper thanks God for exalting his horn above all those who de-

nounced him (1QH 7:22); there follows a remarkable juxtaposition of qeren and'6n

"light": "You have exalted my horn to the heights, so that I am radiant with sevenfold

lieht" (7:23-24).
In 4Q38 1 46, a noncanonical psalm, the psalmist ( I st person sg.) is given (ntn, l. 2)

a horn; in ll. 6-7 those who fear Yahweh, who are before him forever, have horns with

which they gore (ngh) manY.

l lQT 16:2,16;23:12 speak of smearing blood on the horns of the altar.35

Kedar-Kopfstein

31. See comms.
32. On Hab. 3:4 see below.
33. Tg. zyqwqyn; NRSV "raYs"

XXV (1985), 52: rays; etc.
34. W. F. Albright, "The Psalm

(New York, 1950), 14.

35. See IV.2 above.

(cf. also Luther); Rashi: beams; K. Elliger' Habakuk. ATD

of Habakkuk," Studies in OT Prophecy. FS T- H. Robinson
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VJp qara'; E'trJP qeraim

I. Occurrences and Constructions. II. Tearing Clothing as a Sign of Emotion: l. OT; 2.

Apocrypha and NT. III. Tearing a Garment to Symbolize Loss of Kingship. IV. Tearing Other
Objects. V. Figurative Usage. VI. Special Cases. VII. LXX.

I. Occurrences and Constructions. The root qr'with the meaning "rend, tear" is
found only in Hebrew among the languages of the ancient Near East. The verb does ap-
pear in Arabic, but as a rule means "knock, rap, hit, bump."

In the OT qara'appears almost exclusively in the qal and niphal. The only occur-
rence of the hithpael is dependent on textual emendation (Prov. 27 :9). In Post-Biblical
Hebrew the piel also appears. The noun qeraim, "pieces, shreds," appears twice in con-
junctionwiththeverb(l K. ll:30;2K.2:12) andtwicebyitself (1 K. 1l:31;Prov.
23:21).

The majority of the occurrences are in narrative texts, alongside which we may
place a few Priestly directives (niphal, 8x.28:32;39:23; qal, Lev. 13:56). The root 4r'
is much rarer in prophetic texts, and it appears only three times in wisdom contexts: the
verb in Eccl.3:1 , the noun in Prov. 23:2l,and the verb again in Prov.27:9 (emended).
Its only occurrence in the Psalter (Ps.35:15) is textually uncertain.

The verb qara'is generally construed with a direct object; in such cases it usually
means "tear." Construction with the prep. min gives the meaning "tear off, snatch." The
verb is used absolutely in Ps.35:15 (if the text is in order) and Eccl.3:7.

II. Tearing Clothing as a Sign of Emotion.
l.OT.Thevastmajorityof occurrencesof the verbqara'refertotheritualof tearing

one's clothing. It is done as an expression offear, horror, consternation, or dismay over
a calamity that has directly or indirectly affected the person performing the action, or
threatens to do so. Conceptually, this association is probably clearest in Jer. 36:24,
which speaks of "alarm" (phd) and the tearing of garments as the expected reaction -an expectation that was not fulfilled. The object torn can be clothing in general
(begeil, a garment (mafl, afinic (kuttdnefi, an overgarment or robe (m"il), or a cloak
(iimld). As a rule the robe was torn. The texts furnish few details about the actual tear-

qdra'. D. Conrad, "Samuel und die Mari-'Propheten,"' ZDMG Sup | (1969),273-80; H. l.
Elhorst, "Die israelitischen Trauerriten," F.l J. Wellhausen. BZAW 27 (1914), ll5-28;
P. Heinisch, Die Trauergebriiuche bei den Israeliten. Biblische Zeitfragen l3l7-8 (1931);
A. Jirku, Die magische Bedeutung der Kleidung in Israel (1914); E. Kutsch, "'Trauerbrduche'
und 'Selbstminderungsriten' im AT," in K. Liithi, E. Kutsch, and W. Dantine, Drei Wiener
Anrrittsreden. ThS (1965),23-42 = his Kleine Schriften zum AT. BZAW 168 (1986), 78-95;
D. Winton Thomas, "Psalm XXXV.15f.," JTS 12 (1961) 50-51; R. de Vaux, Anclsr l, 59l'
H. Weippert, "Die Atiologie des Nordreiches und seines Kcinigshauses (I Reg I1,29-40): ZAW
95 (1983) 344-7s.
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ing: Elisha tears his clothes into two pieces, clearly ripping them in half (2K.2:12);the
king of Israel tears his clothes so extensively that the onlookers can see that under them

he is wearing sackcloth (iaq) on his bare body (2 K. 6:30). This description suggests

slashing the cloth down to the waist.
Tearing one's robe is often combined with other "rites of mourning and self-

humiliation,"r including putting on (Gen. 37:34;2 S' 3:31; I K.2l:27;2 K. 19:l par.

Isa. 37: l; Est. 4: I ) or sleeping in iaq (l K.21:27), covering one's head with dust (fipdr
or'eper Josh. 7:6; 2 S. l3:19; Job 2:12) or earth ('"/dmd, 1 S. 4:12; 2 S.l:2; 15:32),

shavlng one's head (Job 1:20) or beard (Jer. 4l:5), pulling hair from one's head or

beard (Ezr.9:3), gashing one's body (Jer.41:5), falling (Josh.7:6; Job l:20), sitting
(Job 2:13) or lying (2 S. 13:31) on the ground, wailing (2 S. 13:19; Est.4:1)' weeping

(2 S. l:12;2 K.22:19 par.2 Ch.34:27), fasting (2 S' l:12; I K.2l:27), and mourning

('bl hithpael, Gen. 37:34: spd, 2 S. l:12;3:31).
Tearing one's clothing is a reaction to a calamitous event, actual or imminent. It is

usually an event that has already taken place. For example, one may tear one's clothing

in response to bad news (Gen. 37,34;2 S. 1:11; 13:31; Job 1:20); but the bearer, too,

often comes with torn clothing (1 S. 4:12; 2 S. l:2;2 K. 18:37 par' Isa. 36:22; I Mc.
5: l4). Most often the news concerns the death of a family member (Gen. 37:34; 2 S.

13:31;Job 1:20)oracloseassociate (25. l:2,11;3:31);butitcanalsobenewsof ater-

rible defeat in which many Israelites have been killed (Josh. 7:6; 1 S. 4:12;2 S. 1:2,11).

In all cases the tearing of clothing was an element of mourning, which could be or-

dered explicitly (2 S. 3:31). A similar explanation probably accounts for the acts of
self-humiliation performed by the men from Shechem (Jer. 41:5), obviously in reaction

to the catastrophe of Jerusalem in 587. A reversal of political fortunes (2 S. 15:32) or

the hopeless prospect facing a besieged city (2 K. 6:30) could also induce people to

tear their clothing. The latter text presupposes that the Israelite king was already wear-

ing iaq under his outer garment before he tore his clothing, horrified at the dire distress

of Samaria, which caused its inhabitants to kill and eat their own children. Weaing Saq

was obviously an act of penance and self-humiliation occasioned by the plight of the

city, whereas tearing his clothing represented a reaction of spontaneous terror.

The same action in 2 S. 13:19 and 2 K. 2:12 is more individualized. Amnon's rape

and rejection of Tamar evokes a violent show of grief; Elisha reacts to his separation

from Elijah by tearing his clothes in two pieces. Horror at her discovery of the rebellion

against her rule evokes the same response on the part of Athaliah (2K. ll:-l4pat2Ch.
23:13).

But a prospective disaster can also cause people to tear their clothing. In 2 K. 5:7-8,

for example, the king of Israel interprets the letter of the king of Aram as a pretext for
war. That his daughter is the first to come out to meet Jephthah means that she will be

the sacrifice he has vowed (Jgs. I l:35). The Israelites' determination to return to Egypt

(Nu. 14:6 P) threatens to cut short the incipient saving involvement of Yahweh in Is-

rael's history. The practice of mixed marriage, increasingly prevalent in postexilic Je-

l. See Kutsch.
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rusalem, raises fears that the nascent Jewish community will go astray (Ezr. 9:3,5).
Haman's pogrom edict, of which Mordecai learns, threatens the Jewish community
with annihilation (Est. 4:1).

In some cases people tear their clothing in reaction to a disaster threatened by
Yahweh. Ahab tears his clothes and undergoes other acts of self-humiliation in re-
sponse to an oracle of divine judgment spoken by Elijah; as a result Yahweh defers the

disasteruntil the next generation (1 K. 2l:27-29). This passage continues the text of
v. 20b and explains why the predicted judgment on the Omrides did not take place until
after the death of Ahab. Josiah reacts in much the same way when he hears the words of
the book of the law, which clearly threaten disaster (2 K. 22:11 par. 2 Ch. 34: l9). Jer.

36:24 presents Jehoiakim as the antithesis of Josiah: when the scroll containing Jere-

miah's oracles is read before the king, he refuses to react as expected with dismay and

self-humiliation, and even seeks to render the ominous words ineffectual by cutting
(qdra', v.23 ) the scroll in pieces.

It is impossible to determine with certainty the original meaning of tearing one's

clothing. In the context of mourning, it seems probable that the action symbolizes rit-
ual nakedness, a common primitive response to death. But it may also reflect an ar-

chaic identification of clothing with the person who wears it, so that tearing a garment

represents the rending of the wearer's inmost being.2 This explanation associates the

action with the rites of self-humiliation a person uses to express a sense of diminished
humanity, present or imminent. Only rarely does the OT interpret this ritual act, specif-
ically in the passages that describe the reactions of kings Ahab and Josiah to oracles of
disaster. Both contexts interpret it as an act of self-humiliation before Yahweh (/cn '
niphal, I K. 2l:29; 2 K. 22:19 par. 2 Ch. 34:27). The kings thus confess guilt and make

amends for it before Yahweh - whether the guilt is personal (Ahab) or that of earlier
generations that have ignored the book of the law (Josiah).

2. Apocrypha and NT. The practice of tearing one's clothing is also found in the

Apocrypha and the NT. Several texts (l Mc.2:14;3:47; 4:39:. l1:71) presuppose that
this practice was current among the Maccabees and their followers; Jdt. l4:16,19 even

assume it among the Assyrians. In I Mc. 13:45 the inhabitants of a gentile city tear

their clothes as a gesture of self-humiliation before the victorious Hasmonean Simon.
In the NT the high priest reacts to Jesus'quotation of Dnl. 7:13 (Mt. 26:65 par. Mk.
14:63) by tearing his clothing; Paul and Barnabas do the same when the people of
Lystra mistake them for gods (Acts 14:14).

III. Tearing a Garment to Symbolize Loss of Kingship. Two thematically related

complexes associate the tearing of a garment with a predicted loss of kingship. The
first complex deals with the reign of Saul (l S. 15:27-28; 28:17), the second with the

reign of Solomon (1 K. 1l:11-13,30-31). In I S. 15, a chapter probably originating in
prophetic circles, Samuel reiterates (cf. l3:7-14) Yahweh's rejection of Saul. Saul ad-

2. Jirku, 10.
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mits his guilt, but tries to keep Samuel from leaving by grasping the hem of his robe,

which tears (qr' niphal, v. 27). This causes Samuel to tell Saul that Yahweh will tear
(qr'qal, v. 28) from him his kingship over Israel. Exegetes have interpreted the tearing
of Samuel's robe in a variety of ways, sometimes finding parallels in the language of
certain Mari texts.3 Unlike I S. 24:5-6(4-5) (krt), however, this account describes the

tearing of Samuel's robe as an accident (niphal!) rather than an intentional act. It pro-
vided the catchword that led Samuel to predict the tearing away of Saul's kingship.
This prediction is cited again in 28:17.

The texts that associate this same prediction with Solomon's kingship are rooted in
a symbolic act performed by Ahijah the Shilonite (1 K. I l:29-39). Ahijah's tearing of
his garment into twelves pieces (q"raim) symbolizes that Yahweh will tear the king-
ship from Solomon and give ten tribes to Jeroboam (vv. 30-31). The tearing of a

prophet's garment, which was held to be endowed with special power, lends this action
greater weight than the parallel in I S. 15:27-28, which does not mention the title
"prophet." Comparison of I K. 11:31 with I S. 15:28 and discrepancies between the

symbolic act and the first portion of the oracle suggest that the account rests ultimately
on an oracle predicting that Yahweh would tear (qr') the kingship away from Solomon.
After Solomon's death and the division of the kingdom under Rehoboam, this oracle
was integrated into the account of Ahijah's symbolic action: to reflect historical events,

the "tearing away of the kingship" was reinterpreted as a "tearing of the kingdom into
individual tribes," some of which are given to Jeroboam.a The related texts, all proba-
blyDtr,dependon l1:31anditscontext.Thisistrueof thereferenceto ll:31 in l4:8,
as well as ll:11-13, where Yahweh proleptically announces to Solomon himself the

tearing away of the kingship, which Ahijah communicates to Jeroboam in vv. 30ff. by
means of his symbolic act and its interpretation. In 2K. 17:7ff. (Dtr), v. 2l refers once

more to this theme. As in the other passages, Yahweh is the subject of the statement;

despite the change of subject, this fact argues against emending the qal to a niphal.

IV. Tearing Other Objects. Besides the commonplace of tearing clothing just dis-
cussed, the root qr' is used to denote the tearing of various other objects . lnEzk. 13:17 -

23 the prophet is commanded to announce the actions Yahweh will take against the
women who have been acting as prophetesses (vv. 20-21): "In daringly anthropomor-
phic language, the text says that Yahweh himself will tear the magical bands and veils
from the hands and heads of the women."5 Jer.36:23-24 describes Jehoiakim's outra-
geous conduct when Jeremiah's scroll is read: the king's cutting off (qr') columns of
the scroll with a penknife illustrates his hubris. The appropriate reaction would have

been to tear (qr') his clothes in alarm. The only instance of the root in the Dead Sea

Scrolls (CD 12: 13) also involves cutting with a knife: fish are to be cut open and bled
before being eaten.

3. Conrad.
4. For a discussion of the further development of this "etiology of the northern kingdom," see

Weippert.
5. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),296.
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The Priestly tradition uses qr'in two contexts. In the first the priest is to tear off (qr')
a "leprous" (probably mildewed) piece of fabric if the disease has not spread and the

spot has not abated after washing (Lev. 13:56). The second has to do with the robe of
the high priest, which is to have an opening for his head fashioned so as not to tear (4r'
niphal; instructed inEx.28:32, carried out in 39:23).

In 1 K. 13:3,5 (clearly secondary additions to an earlier narrative), the niphal ofqr'
also denotes the destruction of the altar at Bethel at the command of a man of God.

Eccl.3:7 treats tearing (qr') and sewing (tpr) as an antithesis. Prov.23:21 describes the

fate of the drunkard, who will come to poverty and finally be left with only "tatters" for
clothing.

V. Figurative Usage. Figurative usage of qr'appears in three prophetic texts: Isa.

63:19(64:l); Hos. l3:8; Joel 2:13. Hos. l3:1-8 is an oracle of judgment; vv.7-8 de-

scribe how Yahweh falls upon the apostate Israelites like a wild beast, finally, like a

bear robbed of her cubs, tearing open "the covering of their heart." This singular ex-

pression "appears to mean the chest, whose ribs protect the heart, the seat of life. When
it is 'ripped open,' the person is completely lost. Never before in Hosea has Yahweh
pictured himself as such a drastic danger to Israel."6

In the midst of the communal lament Isa. 63: l5-64: I 1[Eng. 63:1544:12] stands a

plea for Yahweh to intervene with power (63:l9b-64:4[5]), which incorporates imag-
ery from ancient theophany traditions (63:l9b-64:2164:l-2)), including the singular
appeal to Yahweh to tear open the heavens and come down to earth (63:l9b[64:1]).

The description of the impending day of Yahweh in Joel 2 concludes in vv. 12-14

with a call to repentance, uttered by Yahweh himself as the final chance for deliver-
ance. The elements of a penitential ritual - fasting, weeping, and mourning - are in-
tegrated into this call (v. l2). But repentance must go beyond outward observances:

"Tear your hearts and not your garments." With this antithesis, which contrasts mere

mourning rituals with a transformation involving the entire person, v. 13 interprets the
preceding call to return to Yahweh "with a whole heart" (v. l2).

VI. Special Cases. Some texts use 4r'in an unusual way. Describing Jerusalem as a

prostitute who adorns herself in vain to bemuse the advancing enemy, Jer. 4:30 says

that she underlines (qr') her eyes with paint (the same construction but using the verb
iim appears in 2 K.9:30). The use of qara'here is probably meant to express the idea

of opening one's eyes wide (cf. NRSV "enlarges"). There need be no negative nuance

of damage to the eyes.7 Neither is it necessary to postulate a root 4r' II, "speckle,
streak."8 A similar usage is found in Arabic.e

Jer.22:13ff., a woe oracle against Jehoiakim, refers to the king's building program.

6. H. W. Wolff , Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974),226.
7. W. L. Holladay, Jeremiah l. Herm (1986), 170.

8. B. Jacob, ZAW22 (1902) 103 n. l.
9. L. Kopf, W 9 (1959) 273.

t'79
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In this context qara'in v. 14 refers to the "cutting out" of windows in the process of en-

larging the palace.
The text of Prov. 27:9 presents a problem in its second half. It appears to sing the

praises of friendship: "Perfume and incense make the heart glad, and the sweetness of a
friend (fime1eq re'€hfr) more than aromatic wood[?]."I0 Following the LXX,
Frankenberg proposes the reading frmilqar"A me'assef;e! napei for v. 9b.l I This emen-

dation has been accepted by Gemser: "But the soul is torn by trouble."12 It introduces
an otherwise unattested hithpael of qara', but it elucidates so persuasively the clearly
corrupt MT that it deserves wider acceptance (cf. NRSV).

On the other hand, qara' in Ps. 35: l5 (an individual lament describing persecution

by enemies) may well be a textual error. The statement that enemies have been "tear-

ing" the psalmist can be understood in the sense of "tear down" or "disparage." Since,

however, the verse and its context present still other textual problems, it is reasonable

to consider instead of qar"'fi the form qdr"'fr ("lhey cry") or qaresft ("they wink mock-
ingly") as the original reading.

VII. LXX. The LXX usually translates the qal, as well as the niphal , of qara' with
rhEgnfnai or diaruZ gnfnai.

Thiel

l0. H. Ringgren, Spriiche. ATDXVIII (1962),104; see also G. R. Driver,ZAW 55 (1937) 69.
11. W. Frankenberg, HKATV3,l, 148-49.
12. B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HATXyI (1963),96.

Vii2- oos; uiuiV qx

I. Occurrences. II. Meaning. III. Usage: l. Literal;2. Figurative. IV. LXX.

I. Occurrences. The noun qai, "straw, stubble," must be considered a primary
noun.l It is not found outside the domain of Hebrew and Aramaic, so that its use ap-

pears to have been restricted to Palestine. Unlike the semantically related terms -+ fil
mos and -+ llll tepen, it has no equivalent in Arabic.2 The verbal root 4.iJ is undoubt-

qai. G. Gerleman, "Der Sinnbereich 'fest-lose' im Hebriiischenl' ZAW 92 (1980) 404-15.

l. HAL, IIII, 1150; cf. BLe, 453w.
2. See also Aa$ III, 133.
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edly derived from this noun;3 its basic meaning refers to the gathering of straw, ex-

tended secondarily to any kind of gleaning.+

Besides qai, Aramaic has additional derivatives with similar meaning, such as

qaiia', "drystraw"; q"ititn, "chaff,bladeof grass";q"ifii67 "(l)stubble;(2)sprigs."s

II. Meaning. Dalman's discussion remains the best description of what qai means

in contrast to mos and tepen, the other by-products of reaping, threshing, and winnow-
ing.6 Our word denotes the coarsest residue of stubble, which can be chopped up into
straw if necessary for use in making bricks (Ex. 5:12). When a text speaks of burning
stubble, it may have in mind a way of fertilizing the soil;7 more likely, however, it re-
fers to clearing the field, since the process invariably symbolizes destruction.8 Of the

other by-products mentioned above, telen is clearly the most valuable and useful, zds
the most worthless; qai, behg useful under certain circumstances, occupied a middle
position.e

III. Usage.
l. Literal. In the OT qa.i appears primarily in figurative usage; only Ex. 5: 12 speaks

of the order of the Egyptian overseers that the Israelites gather their own stubble (qa.i)

from the fields, to chop it into the finer straw (teben) needed for making bricks. The
same account uses the denominative verb qii (Ex. 5:7,12), which elsewhere seryes as a

general term meaning "gather": in Nu. 15:32-33 and I K. 17:lo,l2, it refers to gather-

ing sticks; the interpretation of Zeph.2:l is uncertain.l0

2. Figurative. Most commonly, prophetic threats of judgment use the image of stub-

ble being devouredll by fire'l2 "Therefore, as the tongue offire devours the stubble,

and as dry grass sinks down in the flame . . ." (Isa. 5:24). Various groups are threatened:

Isa. 5:24 refers to the wealthy inhabitants of Jerusalem, at whom the prophet hurls
seven woes; Isa.47:14 attacks the astrologers in Babylon; Ob. 18 calls the "house of
Jacob" and the "house of Joseph" the fire that will destroy Edom like stubble; Nah.

l: l0 uses the image to describe the fall of Nineveh (the relevant idiom is clear despite

the difficult text, which probably should be emended); Mal. 3: l9(Eng. 4: I ) uses the im-
age to describe God's judgment on evildoers. Isa. 33:ll falls into the same category:

the text conveys the worthlessness ofthose addressed: "You conceive chaff, you bring
forth stubble"; but once again the judgment upon them is symbolized by the image of

3. GesB,733; HAL,III, 1154.
4. See III.1 below.
5. WM, IV, 398, 400-401.
6. AaS, III, 136-39, fig. 11b.
7. GesTh, lWl, 1244.
8. See III.2 below.
9. AuS, III, 133.
10. See HAL, lll, 1155, for the many emendations proposed for this text.
ll. + ))N a&dl.
12. -+ Ug ?,i.
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firedevouringthestubbleanddrygrass(v. 12).Finally, Joel 2:5 likensthevoracious
locusts to a flame that devours the dry stubble in the field like wildfire.

A different image of judgment is that of the windl3 scattering chaff: in Jer. 13:.24,

faithless Jerusalem; in Ps. 83:14(13), the psalmist's enemies (cf. Ps. 1:4). In othertexts
where rfiah and ndp appear, the notion of judgment is less prominent than the idea of
meaninglessness. Isa. 40:24 uses this image to compare the princes (rbz%im) and "ruI-
ers of the earth" $Apeft 'eres) with God the Almighty, who controls the fortunes of the

nations; inlsa.4l:2 the prophet uses it to describe the nations and kings destroyed by

the "messiah" Cyrus. Job senses his worthlessness before God (Job 13:.25) and asks in
despair why God still pursues dry chaff (qai ydlci par. 'dleh niddap).Finally, even

slingstones and clubs (?) are useless when a hunter wants to tackle a crocodile:
"slingstones turn to chaff before it, it treats clubs like straws" (41:20-21[28-29)).

According to Wis. 3:7, at the last judgment the righteous will shine forth and will
run like sparks through the stubble.

IV. LXX. The LXX uses a variety of words to translate qai: kaldmz (3 times),
phrjganon (4 times), chdrtos (twice). In Isa. 33: I I it paraphrases or interprets the lan-
guage of the MT by adding a clause: "Yain (mdtaia) is the strength of your spirit."t+

Beyse

13. --> 811 rfrah.
14. See III.2 above.

ItrP qib; )W?. qeieb; )ujp qaiia!; )$p qaiiu!

I. General: 1. Statistics; Syntax;2. Cognates; 3. Basic Meaning. II. Biblical Usage: 1. Human

Subjects; 2. God as Subject; 3. The Ear as Subject. III. Ancient Versions and Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. General.
l. Statistics; Syntax. The lexicons give the meaning of the Hebrew rcot qib as "pay

attention; attentive; attention"; etc. The verb and the root's nominal derivatives appear

55 times in the MT; there is one additional occurrence in Sir. 3:29 (ms. A).
In Isa. 2l :7, after the meaning of the root has already been emphasizedby the figura

etymologica (w")hiqit! qeie!, the expression ra!-qaie! appears redundant as well as

qib. W. Schottroff, *aui? qib hi. aufmerken: THAT II, 684-89.
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being syntactically problematic.t It is probably the result of a dittography in which
(whqi)yb qib was misread as rb qib.z

Ofthe 56 occurrences (including Sir. 3:29),9 involve nouns or adjectives: the noun

qeieb occurs 4 times, only in the singular; the adj. qaiiuf; occurs 3 times, only in the

feminine plural and only modifying'oznayim, "ears"; the adj. qaiid! occurs twice,
only in the feminine singular and only modifying '6zen, "ear." Both adjectives are late

and are probably artificial formations; they did not enter into the later biblical and

postbiblical language.
The verb occurs 46 times in the hiphil and once

hithpael, and hophal are not found.
The hiphil occurs absolutely 19 times, plus one additional occurrence in figura

etymologica with qeiep as cognate object; in 20 occurrences, therefore, neither the

subject made to be attentive nor the object of the attention is mentioned specifically. In
a similar number of instances (21), the object of the attention is introduced by a prepo-
sition (10 times [including Sir. 3:29]by /1 6 times by 'el, 3 times by 'al, twiceby b1; in
16 texts the object is impersonal, in 5 personal. Similar prepositional constructions are

found with the 5 occurrences of the two adjectives, always with an impersonal object.
These prepositions show that qib entails the notion of attention directed at an object, a

semantic feature that is present not only when qib is used with a prepositional expres-

sion but wherever it appears. Apart from the figura etymologica in lsa. 2l:7, only in
four texts does the hiphil of4iD have a direct object specifying what is attended to: Jer.

23:18 (ddQaa "word"); Ps. 17:1 (rinnd, "cry"); 6l:2(l), (t?iilA, "prayer"); Job 13:6
(ribb67 "pleadings"). Only twice is the hiphil of qib followed by the dir. obj. 'dzen,

"ear" (Ps. 10:17; Prov. 2:2).The possibility of interpreting'ozen here as a second sub-
ject ("a person, viz. the ear")3 can be ruled out: in Prov.2:2 the par. nthhiphil with lc!
as its object ("incline one's heart") requires construing 'ozen as the object of q.iD hiphil;
the meaning of Ps. 10:17 must be the same. This argument also contradicts the inter-
pretation of the LXX and Vulg., which take 'ozen as the (only) subject of qib in Prov.

2:2.
Only in these two passages, then, do we find q.ib hiphil with a direct object denoting

the subject of the action effected. This observation has led some exegetes to conclude
that in Ps. 10:17 and Prov. 2:2'ozen merely refers explicitly to an object (i.e., the sub-
ject of the effected action) that is always implicit elsewhere; i.e., they interpret q.ib

hiphil as an elliptical construction omitting the object caused to act. But the textual evi-
dence is insufEcient to support so sweeping a conclusion. Furthermore, the syntactic
structure of other passages and the likely basic meaning of qib argte against this inter-
pretation.a Instead we must interpret qJb hiphil as an internally transitive hiphil:5 the

l. JM, $14lb.
2. On the confusion of y with r see F. Delitzsch, Die Lese- und Schreibfehler im AT (Berlir,,

1920), no. 109.

3. GesB,732, citing GK, $1441,m.
4. See the discussion below, esp. with respect to Prov. 4:20 ar.d 5:l; also I.3 below.
5. HE 47-48,251-52.
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subject of the finite forms of q,fD hiphil, always a person, is identical with the subject of
the effected action.

Only once (Isa. 32:3) is the second person fem. pl. impf. tqibnh pointed as a qal

(tiqiaf;nd) rather than the expected hiphil (taqiepnd). The Vulg., LXX(?), and Tg'

translate this form much as they translate the hiphil. One reason for the unusual qal

might be that, in contrast to other passages, the subject of the finite verb qib is not a

person but the person's "ears,l' so that an internally transitive hiphil would be difficult.

The use of the root in the qal is thus comparable to its use as an attributive hiphil parti-

ciple in Sir. 3:29 and its use in five passages as a predicate adjective, all six times in

conjunction with 'dzen.It is also comparable to the two uses of the hiphil with 'oz.en as

direct object.6
No forms of the root qib occur in the Pentateuch. In Joshua, Judges, and l-2 Sam-

uel, there is only once occurrence ofthe verb, in an aphoristic passage (l S. l5:22, ex-

hibiting parallelism); otherwise the root does not appear. In 1-2 Kings the noun qeie!
occurs twice (l K. 18:29; 2 K. 4:31), each time in a series of semantically related ex-

pressions. The root is also very rare in the narrative books of the Writings (Ruth' Es-

ther, Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah, l-2 Chronicles): the two occulrences each of the two ad-

jectives (like the third occurrence of qaiiu!, in Ps. 130:2) appear in the context ofthe

late exilic language of prayer (qaiid\, Neh. l:6,11 qaiiub,2 Ch.6:40;7:15)' The

three occurrences of the verb in the narrative books of the Writings likewise appear in

the elevated language of prayer (Dnl. 9: 19), at the beginning of a solemn address (2 Ch.

20: l5), or in an editorial reflection (2 Ch. 33: l0). Thus the occurrences of the root are

concentrated in prophetic literature (some 40 percent of all occurrences: 8 each in Isa-

iah and Jeremiah, 2 inZechanah, 1 each in Hosea, Micah, and Malachi), wisdom liter-

ature (some 20 percent of all occurrence: 8 in Proverbs, 2 in Job, I each in Song of
Songs and Sirach), and the Psalms (almost 20 percent of all occurrences: 9). The root

appears almost exclusively in elevated language (parallelism, series, etc')'

Many scholars read a masc. sg. hiphil impv. hqib, "attend," on an ostracon found at

Samaria h 1932, dating from shortly before 722 s.c.E .1 That the OT does not use qib in

everyday contexts argues against this reading. In the context of s'rh, "barley" (l' 3), the

reading hqi b(w), "the straw in (it)," is preferable.8 In this case Heb. qib does not occur

outside the Bible.

2. Cognates. A fragmentary passage in the Aramaic Proverbs of Ahiqar (1. 57) is often

reconstructed as: [ . . . 'ntm hsy)tw lm lp hqiy)blw]'ly.t Should this reconstruction be cor-

rect, then alongside Aram.;y/, which the Tg. generally uses to represent Heb. qib,lo

6. See IL3 below.
7. KAI, 188, and pl. XXX; ANET},32l: DISO, 267 (all with bibliog.).
8. S. A. Birnbaum in J. W. Crowfoot et a1., Samaria'Sebaste,III (London, 1957), 12'

9. AE 214;AOT,456 "'Listen and hearken'to me . . l'; ANE71,428: "[Do you lis]ten [and
pay attentionl to me. . . ."

10. See III below.
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we must recognize haqii!fi here as a Hebrew loanword. But a preferable reconstruction

is: . . . [zy tmh)'tw: lm lntm q]rblwl'ly, *- . . you, now, draw near to me'"II

The rare Jewish Aram. qria!, "know," "be attentive, watchful,"l2 is probably a He-

brew loanword. There is an OSA qsb,13 but it appears in a fragmentary context and its

meaning is uncertain. Many identify it with Heb. qib, but it has also been translated as

"commit damage."la Any association with Heb. qib is highly unlikely. Any relation-

ship between Heb. qib and the Arab. root qb{, *take fire," then "gain knowledge,"ls re-

mains totally hypothetical. The usual view that the root qJb is unattested outside He-

brew is therefore probably correct.16

3. Basic Meaning. Some earlier scholars believed it possible to posit a concrete ba-

sic meaning for qib, such as "stiffen (one's ears)" or "prick up (one's ears)."17 The ac-

tual usage of qib does not confirm such theories.l8

The frequent association of qib with'zn hiphil and im', "hearl'as well as its fre-

quent qualification by an object in the realm oi speaking and hearing, such as -+ )tp
q6l, -+1a1 dabfu or'ozen, generally lead scholars to posit "hear" as the basic mean-

ing of qib.re ln this view it differs from the more general terms for "hear" by including

the additional nuance of willingness and intentionality.2o

More likely, however, the internally transitive verb qib denotes an attentiveness an-

tecedent to the distinction between the sensory realms of seeing and hearing.2l In the

only two passages where the noun qeieb is used apart from the verb qib (l K. 18:291'

2 K. 4:31), it has the very general meaning "reaction (to a stimulus)." Otherwise, q.ib

(verb and adjectives) means heightened alertness and attentiveness to something im-

pending, with the express intention of perceiving it completely and comprehensively,

being ready and willing to incorporate it into and allow it to determine one's conduct.

Of course it is possible to conceive of this orientation as being realized primarily in the

phenomenological realm of hearing.

II. Biblicat Usage. The subject qualified by the focused attention of qib may be

(1) a human person, (2) God, or (3) the "ear" or "ears" of a human being or God. The

verb sometimes parallels expressions referring to sight, as well as expressions referring

I l. F. Rosenthal, Aramaic Handbook, I/l (Wiesbaden' 1967)' l6; and others'

12. WTM, IY 395 (synonymous with Aram. h'iab, "think"); Jastrow, 1429'

13. Biella, 461-62.
14. Beeston, 107.
15. L. Kopf, YZ 8 (1958) 201-lt.
16. Schouroff, 684; K8L2,858; HAL, III, I 151; GesB,73l.
17. For the former see F. Delitzsch, BC lV 13,61, with reference to Prov. 2:2; idem, BC lY /1,

l4l-42, with reference to Ps. 10: 17. For the latter see GesTh, 1242; Konig' 422'

18. See II below with reference to individual passages, esp. Prov. 4;20 and 5:l'
19. 8.g., B. Kedar-Kopfstein, ZAH I (1988) 53.

20. Schottroff, 685.
21. See II below for a discussion of individual passages, esp. Isa. 21 7 andPTov. l;24.
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to hearing or attention in general; it would be wrong to conclude from contrastive par-
allels that qJD belongs inherently to the domain of hearing.

l. Human Subjects. The hiphil of qib is used quite neutrally in Cant.8:13. In just
three texts does it have negative connotations. Hoping to smite him with his own (text
emended) words, Jeremiah's enemies pay close attention (q^ib hiphil) to everything he
says (Jer. l8:18). The negative 'al is deleted, with LXX.22 An evildoer "attends to (qib
hiphil) wicked lips"; a liar listens to ('zri hiphil) a mischievous tongue (Prov. 17:4). If a
ruler listens to (qib hiphil) falsehood, his officials will be wicked (Prov. 29:12).

In all other passages 
- the vast majority - the attentiveness signaled by qib is de-

sirable and proper and is therefore commended unreservedly. Three texts use qib for
the watchfulness appropriate in the face of a military threat. According to Isa. 2l:6-'1 ,

"the lookout" (hamm"sappeh) is to be posted (cf. v. 8), who is to announce what he sees

(r'h). He then sees "riders, horsemen in pairs, riders on donkeys, riders on camels" (cf.
v. 9). At the sight of the advancing army, he is to q.ib (hiphil) qeiep. The nse of figura
etymologica and the absence of any other object place the entire emphasis on the mean-
ing of qib itself. The "seeing" of an object by the "lookout" precludes associating 4.iD
with the realm of hearing; it must be taken in a more general sense: when the army ap-
pears the lookout is to "pay close attention and observe carefully."

Isa. 10:28-32 describes the reaction of a string of towns to an advancing army.
Among them is Laishah, which "notes with alarm" (v. 30). Like the verbs used with the
other place names, 4.ib hiphil was probably chosen here for the sake of assonance.

In Jer. 6:17, in a prophetic metaphor, the call to repent in the face of threatened
judgment is presented as a warning cry from "sentinels," who call on the people to
heed (qib hiphil) the sound of the trumpet - which they refuse to do.

Without metaphorical dress, the hiphil of qib denotes attention to the prophetic
word, demanded but often refused - e.9., a threat of judgment or a call to repent. In
Hos. 5: I the prophet calls on the priests to hear (im'), the house of Israel to give heed
(qib hiphil), and the royal house to listen ('zr hiphil). In a similar vein Mic. l:2 calls on
all the peoples to hear (im'), and the earth and all that is in it to give heed (qib hiphil).
In Isa. 34:l the nations are to draw near to hear (im'), the peoples to give heed (qib
hiphil), and the earth and all that fills it to hear (im'). Each of these passages is fol-
lowed by a prophecy ofjudgment. These appeals cannot be traced to forensic usage or
the didactic language of wisdom;23 they are specific to the prophetic genre and com-
municate in general terms an earnest call for attention.2a

The hiphil of qib expresses a rejection of the summons to heed a prophetic call to
repent in Zec. l:4 (par. im) andT:ll (par. "turn a stubborn shoulder" and "stop the
ears"). In Jer. 6:10, in a rhetorical question, Yahweh vainly seeks those who will hear

22. See, e.g., W. L. Holladay, Jeremiah l. Herm (1986), 527.
23.Ct.L. K<ihler, Deuterojesajastilkritischuntersucht. BZAW37 (1923), lll-13: "summons

of two witnesses"; H. W Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974),96l "summons to hear."
24. C. Hardmeier, Texttheorie und biblische Exegese. BEvT 79 (1978), 31lff.; H. W. Wolff,

Micah (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1990), 54.
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(im'); his subsequent observation that their ears are closed (lit. "uncircumcised") so

that they cannot hearken (q.iD hiphil) implies a call to repent or a prophecy ofjudgment
that will evoke repentance. Isa. 42:23, too, belongs in the context of repentance and fu-
ture deliverance: the people are to attend (qibhiphll,pat. im') to their distress so as to

recognize in it Yahweh's reaction to their sin, thus opening the possibility of salvation.

In Isa. 49:1 the hiphil of 4ib calls attention to a proclamation of future salvation: the

servant of Yahweh calls on all the peoples of the world to hear (im') him and pay atten-

tion (qib hiphil) to him when he proclaims the all-embracing call that Yahweh has en-

trusted to him.
In several texts the hiphil of qib refers to active observance of (or refusal to observe)

the commandments or instruction of Yahweh: Isa. 48:18 (misw6!); 5l:4 (par. with'zn
hiphil, and with firA and miipdt in v. 4b); Jer. 6: 19 (the "words" of Yahweh, par. with re-

jection [zi] of Yahweh's tbrd); and Neh. 9:34 (misw6!, par. with failure to keep the t6rd

of Yahweh). In I S. 15:22"to obey" and "to heed" (q,ib hiphil) - clearly referring to

Yahweh's will and par. with "hearing the voice" (im' b"qbl) of Yahweh - are said to

please Yahweh more than burnt offerings and sacrifices. Jer.23:18 asks (rhetorically)

what prophet "has stood in the council of Yahweh, so as to heed (qib hiphil) and hear

(.inr) his word" (deleting the second dbdr6, with LXX). Here qib hiphil means the atten-

tiveness with which a prophet listens to the words of Yahweh so as to understand them.

In eight passages q.ib hiphil denotes the attentiveness wisdom instruction requires

on the part ofthe listener (or the listener's "ear"zs). In Prov. 1:24 wisdom stretches her

hand invitingly,bil'i-n maqiif;. Here, as inIsa.2l:7,26 parallelism with mh piel ("re-

fuse") and the image of an outstretched hand suggest understanding qib piel not in the

sense of "hear" but in a more general sense: "No one heeds."27 Wisdom teachers and

Job use q.iD hiphil to demand attention and regard for their words: Prov. 4: l; '7:24; Job

13:6;33:31 par. im'; Prov.4:20;5:1 par. ntft (hiphil) 'ozen, "incline one's ear." If it
were necessary to supply the elliptical obi. 'dzen with qib hiphil, we would hardly ex-

pect to find it used as here in parallel with nth (hiphil) 'ozen.28

In Isa. 28:23, too, qib hiphil (par. im' and 'zn hiphil) calls for attention to a wisdom

discourse.

2. God as Subject. Only in one passage is it likely that qib hiphil refers to punitive

or judgmental attention on the part of Yahweh: Jer. 8:6. Yahweh is probably the

speaker.2e What he discovers is the refusal of the people to repent; taken by itself, how-

ever, his "giving heed" (qib hiphil, par. im) expects their repentance and return.

Everywhere else, qib hiphil with Yahweh as subject refers to his merciful and sup-

portive "attention" and his responsive and favorable "consideration." This holds true

also for the six passages where qib (verb or adj.) is associated with Yahweh's

25. See I.3 above.
26. See above.
27. Cf. Kedar-Kopfstein, ZAH I (1988) 53: synesthesia. See I.3 above.

28. See I.1 and L3 above.
29. See, e.g., Holladay, Jeremiah I, 276-77, with bibliog.
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"ear(s)."3o The psalmist uses 4.iD hiphil in this sense in appeals and petitions to
Yahweh: Ps. 5:3(Eng. 2) (with 'zn hiphil and byn); l7:1 (with .im'and 'zr hiphil);
55:3(2) (with'zn hiphil, hnnhithpael "be merciful," and 'nh, "alswef'); 6l:2(l) and
66:19 (par. im):86:6 (par.'zn hiphil); 142:7(6) (par. nsl hiphil, "save"). It is used simi-
larly in Dnl. 9:19 (with.iz', s/lr, "forgivel' and'ih, "act [to help]").

In Jer. 18:18 Jeremiah cites the hostile "attention" (aJb hiphil) of his enemies; in
v. 19 he uses the same verb in a plea for Yahweh's help: "Give heed to me" (qib hiphil,
par. im'b"qbl). In Mal. 3:16 qib hiphil (par. Jrn ) expresses assurance that Yahweh will
heed the words of those who fear him.

3. The Ear as Subject. The hypothesis of a more general basic meaning, not limited
to "hearing," is supported by the nine passages where q.ib hiphil and qal as well as the
adjs. qaiid! and qaiiu! are associated with 'ozen or 'oznayim. The use of "ear(s)" to
qualify the meaning of qib, associating it with the realm of hearing, is more natural if
q.ib does not convey this nuance inherently. The object caused to perform the action -identical with the subject when the hiphil is internally transitive ("oneself') - is speci-
fied by 'ozen in a kind of metonymy: "cause oneself to be attentive" becomes "cause
one's ear to be attentive." Just as the eyes of those who have sight will one day not be
closed (Isa.32:3, emended), so the ears of those who have hearing will be attentive
(qib qal). Just as disciples are to incline their hearts (nth lhiphill leb n understanding,
so they are to make their ears attentive (q^ib [hiphil] '6zen: Prov. 2:2; cf . Sir. 3:29).

The metonymic use of "ear" for the person who demonstrates the attentiveness de-
noted by qJb is especially common when God or Yahweh is the subject. Just as God's
eyes are to be open, so are God's ear(s) to be atteutive to hear and heed (qa.i.iA|, Neh.
I :6,1 1 ; qaiiup, 2 Ch. 6:40 7: l5) the prayers of the petitioner. The psalmist prays that
Yahweh's ears will be attentive (qaiiub, Ps. 130:2) to the supplicant's voice. Yahweh
hears the desires of the poor and heeds them, i.e., he makes his ear attentive (qib
[hiphil]'ozen)so astodojusticefortheorphanandtheoppressed(Ps. 10:17-18).

III. Ancient Versions and Dead Sea Scrolls. For approximately one-third of all oc-
currences of qib, the Tg. of the Prophets uses the pael of qbl, "receive, accept." In
about two-thirds of the occurrences it uses swtlsyt. Like Aram. im', this verb is usually
translated "hear"; but its basic meaning is "be (favorably) inclined."3l Aram. .inr'never
represents 4.ib.

In about two-thirds of all the occurrences of qib, the LXX translates itwith prosdchd(-
omai).Only inaboutone-sixthof itsoccurrencesdowefindsimple akoild. Elsewherewe
find compounds like ep-, hyp-, eisakofiA(-omai), and occasionally (ep-)akrdasis,

!t
epeKoos, or enottzomat.

The Vg. presents a similar picture: about two-thirds of the occurrences of 4Jb are

represented by in- or attendere. Only in about one-ninth of its occurrences do we find

30. See II.3 below.
31. wrM,IY 188.
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simple audire. Other translations include auscultare (5 times), considerare,

contemplari, aspicere, oboedire, arrd erectus. Thus the ancient versions support the

view that the basic meaning of q.Yb is not "hear" but more generally "attend, heed."

In the Qumran texts published to date, q.ib appears only in CD 20: 1 8- 19 (citing Mal.

3:16), 4QDibHamu frs. l-2,5:21(alluding to Isa. 48:18), and 4Q381 fr. 85, 2.

Mosis

;fqri? qaia; itVP qdieh;'VP q"it;;rrgiltl miqieh; nui? qih

I. Etymology. II. Distribution. III. Meaning and Usage: 1. Persons;2. Objects. IV.

Constructions: l.'6rep; 2. lob;3. pantm; 4. rfiab: 5. Absolute; 6.'abddd;7.'ol: 8. Hand;9.

Feminine Adjective. V. Problems. Yl. qift. VII. Lexical Field. VI[. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology. As a verb, noun, and adjective in the OT, qdiAhas the basic meaning

"be hard, harsh, cruel."l The OT generally uses 4a.id in a figurative sense.2 Besides Bib-
lical and Post-Biblical Hebrew, the root is found in the following languages: various dia-

lects of nonbiblical Aramaic, primarily with a figurative meaning: at Elephantine rty'
4.iy', "hard [i.e., swiftly flowing] water, cataract";3 mnd'm q,i', "somethinghatd";a'7n*,
qJh "With whom should I quarrel?";s Jewish Aramaic, Christian Palestinian Aramaic,

Tg., and Samaritan Aramaic, as the equivalent of the Hebrew root qaiA (it is also used

for pereft in Lev. 25:53);6 Syriac,T Mandaic,8 and Arab. qasa, "merciless, harsh."

qdi6. G. W. Ahlstrdm, "1 Sam. l,l5: Bibl 60 (1979) 254; C. H. Chi, "The Concept of
'Hardening the Hard' in the OT, with Special Reference to Is 6" (diss., Singapote, 1974);

B. Couroyer, "'Avoir la nuque raide,'ne pas incliner l'oreille," RB 88 (1981) 216-25;
M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography IX," Bibl 52 (1972) 337 -56, esp' 350-51 ; F. Deist'
"Zu;t$lQ fnht in Jer 10,5," 7AW 85 (1973) 225-26; G. Gerleman, "Der Sinnbereich 'fest-
los(e)' im Hebriischen," ZAW 92 (1980) 404-15, esp. 410-14; J. Gray, 'A Metaphor from Build-
ing in Zephaniah II 1," W 3 (L953) 404-7;M. Greenberg, "The Use of the Ancient Versions for
Interpreting the Hebrew Text," S/I 29 (1978), 131-48; F. Hesse, Das Verstockungsproblem im
AT. BZAW 74 (1955), esp. 7-30; R. Schmid, "Heute, wenn ihr auf seine Stimme hirrt (Ps 95,7),"
FS J. Ziegter FzB 2 (19'1.2),91-96, esp. 95-96; R. R. Wilson, "The Hardening of Pharaoh's

Heart," CBQ 4l (1979) 18-36; A. S. van der Woude, i'ui? qih hart sein," THAT, 1I,689-92;
M. Zipor, "The Deuteronomic Account of the Golden Calf and Its Reverberation in Other Parts

of the Book of Deuteronomy|' 21197 108 (1996) 20-33.

l. GesB,732.
2. See III below.
3. Al 6.1 I ; 8.8.
4. Ahiqar l0l; cf. DISO,267.
5. Ahiqar 140; cf. P. Grelot, Documents aramdens d'Egypte (1972),442.
6. See also the passages discussed in V below.
7. kxSyr 703.
8. MdD,416.
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II. Distribution. The verbal stems are distributed as follows: five occurrences of the
qal, one of the niphal (ptcp., Isa. 8:21), one of the piel (Gen. 35:16),e twenty-one of the
hiphil, plus two in Sirach (11 times plus once in Sirach with'orep as obj.; 3 times plus
once in Sirach with lcb as obj.; twice [Ex. 13:15l.2 K.2:10] /"+ inf.;ro once [Gen.
35:l7l b" + inf. with suf.).

The noun q"J? is found only in Dt.9:27 .rr The adj. qaieh occurs 36 times, plus once
in Sirach, including 6 times in the phrase qeieh'drep, once in the phrase 'drep qdiih,
6 times in the phrase "!6/A qdid, and 6 times as a feminine (twice pl.) without a
noun.l2

III. Meaning and Usage. The OT luses qaid with a wide range of meanings, mostly
figurative: difficult, rough, severe, cruel, obdurate, obstinate. These nuances are made
clear by the context, parallelism, synonyms, and antonyms.t3 A possible exception is
Isa.27:1, which speaks of Yahweh's "hard and great sword."l4

Even when certain phrases we qaid only in fixed syntactic formations, these do not
determine the meaning.

l. Persons. Used with reference to persons,ls qdid descibes them as "hardened,
stubborn, obstinate."

(a) It can characterize their attitude toward others: those who are hard-hearted or
stiff-neckedl6 will come to grief (Prov. 28:14; 29:l), in contrast to "those who always
fear God" (28:-141' cf. Sir. 16:14). For example, Nabal is qdieh ("surly") and mean (l S.
25:3); the sons of Zeruiah are "too violent" for David (2 S. 3:39; cf. also Sir.8:l: 'l tryb
'm qih m[mk]), whereas David is powerless (rak).17 Yahweh will deliver Egypt into the
hand of a hard master.l8

(b) In its attitude toward God, Israel is "stiff-necked" (q"idh 'orep: Ex. 32:9, etc.;
also Isa. 48:4te); it has a "stubborn heart" (Ezk. 3:7,par. with a "hard forehead"): it will
listen neither to the prophet nor to God. The descendants are "impudent and stubborn"
(Ezk. 2:{).zo The Israelites are adjured not to be stiff-necked like their ancestors (Dt.
10:16;2 Ch. 30:8) and not to harden their hearts as at Meribah (Ps. 95:8).

Zedekiah "stiffened his neck and hardened his heart" (2Ch.36:13). Pharaoh hard-

9. See III.2.n below.
10. See IV.5 below.
ll. See IV.l below.
12. See IV.9 below.
13. See V below.
14. But see V below
15. Hesse, T-14.
16. See IV.l below.
17. On the "men of Judah" see III.2.d below.
18. Brockelmann, Synf, g19c; cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1997),

243.D. Hummel, JBL'16 (1957) 101, interprets -dinim asthesg.'a{6nwrthanencliticmem.
19. See IV.l below.
20. See also IV.3 below.
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ened (no dir. obj.2r), refusing to let Israel go (Ex. 13:15). Job asks rhetorically, "Who

could harden [neck, heart, or the like] against him and succeed?" (Job 9:4). This ques-

tion resembles Prov. 28:14; but, whereas Prov. 28:14 is didactic in intent, Job employs

sarcasm to establish the obduracy of Almighty God.
(c) God hardens the heart or spirit of human beings, making them obstinate: e.g', the

heart of Pharaoh, who therefore refuses to let Israel go (Ex. 7:3-4; also Sir' 16: l5). He

hardens the spirit of Sihon (Dt. 2:30, par. with "strengthens his heart"), who in conse-

quence wages war against Israel.22

(d) Expressions using qdid are used to describe the poor, the suffering, and the op-

pressed. Job feels pity for those whose "days are hard" (Job 3O:25). Hannah character-

izes herself as i.i.id q"ia!-rfiah, "a woman of hard spirit [NRSV 'deeply troubled']"
(l S. 1:15).2: The niphal ptcp. niqieh (Isa. 8:21, par. with rd'€f;, "tun9ry," possibly

with waw explicativumz4) may mean "distressed" (NRSV) or "oppressed."2s

2. Objects. Inanimate objects may also be characterized as "hard":
(a) Yahweh has a hard (NRSV "cruel"), great, and strong sword, with which he pun-

ishes Leviathan and other monsters (Isa. 27:l).
(b) A "fierce" blast is sent by Yahweh on the day of the east wind (Isa. 27 :8; cf . Ex.

14:21, where the east wind is described as'azzh).
(c) A hand can "bear hard" (qal) on someone, such as Yahweh's hand on the

Philistines (l S. 5:7) (cf. ydqcl 'etyad [6:5] and kabcd ydd [5:6]) and Israel's hand on

King Jabin in Canaan (Jgs.4:24).
(d) Words can be "hard": the words of the men of Judah were harder (NRSV

"fiercer") than those of the men of Israel (2 S. 19:44)26 (or: "the men of Judah were

more stubborn in their words";27 or: "gained the upper hand"28).

(e) Judicial cases (dlarim) can be "hard," so that they must be brought to Moses to

decide (Ex. l8:26); similarly Dt. 1:17: "any dApAr that is too hard (yiqieh) for you," in

contrast to hadddbdr hqqqdtdn, "a minor case," which is adjudicated by the "of|lcers

over thousands," etc.
(0 Any situation may be perceived as hard: "Do not consider it a hardship when you

must release your slave" (Dt. 15:18).
(g) A request can be hard or difficult. In the expression hiqiA + infinitive, hiqih

serves the function of an adjective: hiqitg lii'61, "Yott have asked a hard thing" (2 K.

2:10).

21. See IV.5 below.
22. For a theological discussion, see Hesse, 40-44, 84-95;, J. M. Schmidt, "Gedanken zum

Verstockungsauftrag Jesajas," W 2l (1971) 68-90.
23. But see 81Ll,' also IV.4.b below.
24. E. J. Young, The Book of Isaiah. NICOT (3 vols.; repr. 1972), l:320-21 n. 44;

H. Wildberger,Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1991), 376-77; see also IV.S below.
25. HAI. III, I152.
26. H. W. Hertzberg, Samuelbilcher ATD X (1987),295.
27. P. K. McCarter, II Samuel. AB lX (1984), 414.
28. J. Mauchline, I and 2 Samuel. NCBC (1971),293-94.
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(h) A battle can be "hard" (NRSV "fierce") (2 S. 2:17).
(i) Despots can impose hard labor on the Israelites: the Egyptians (Ex. l: 14; 6:9; Dt.

26:6), Solomon (1 K. l2:4 = 2 Ch. l0:4), the oppressor (Isa. l4:3).
() A "hard" (NRSV "heavy") yoke can be a metaphor for heavy labor (l K. l2:4 =

2 Ch. l0:4).ze
(k) According to Gerleman, "hard" passion (qin'd) is as "powerful" as Sheol (Cant.

8:6, par. "love is 'azzA as death").30
(l) The wrath of Simeon and Levi is "hard" (Gen.49:.7, par. "their anger is 'az":3t cf .

also Am. 1:11).
(m) "Hard" ways (Jgs.2:19) probably means "stubborn behavior"; the expression

may interpreted as an elliptical clause.32
(n) The only occurrence of the piel (Gen. 35:16, watt"qai b"lidti) probably refers to

a "difficult birth." Because the Sam. text reads wtqih, probably representing a niphal,33

and v. 17 uses the hiphil behaqidfi, many propose reading the hiphil watteqei in v. I 6

instead of the piel.3a Old Canaanite usage has been cited against this proposal.35

IV. Constructions. In a variety of constructions qaid has the meaning "be(come)

rebellious," primarily against God, or, with Yahweh as subject, "make rebellious."

l. 'drep. The combination qdieh + 'arep, "stiff-necked, stubborn," characterized
people who refuse to attend or yie1d.36 The phrase qeidh'orep occurs 6 times, always
modifying 'am. All its occurrences are in Exodus and Deuteronomy, in the context of
the golden calf (Ex. 32:9;33:3,5; 34:9; Dt.9:6,13); it serves as an epithet for Israel.
The expression "the stubbornness (q"it) of this people" (Dt. 9:27) may be an elliptical
form of q',ii'orp6 (cf. the diacope of the phrase in Isa.48:4: "You are hardfqdieh)and
your neck is an iron sinew and your forehead bronze"). The expression "your rebel-
liousness (m'rt) and your stubbornness ('orep qaieh)" in Moses' farewell discourse
(Dt. 3l:27) refers back to his discourse in 9:4ff.; and hiqid appears with Israel's 'orep

as object (2K. 17:14; Jer.7:26; 17:23; 19:15; Neh. 9:16-17,29).Israel is adjured not to
be stubborn any longer (Dt. 10:16; 2 Ch. 30:8).

2. lep. The expression q"iO bp or hiqid /e-| describes the house of Israel when it re-
fuses to listen to Yahweh (Ezk.3:7, par. "have a hard forehead"). The Israelites must
not harden their hearts, as at Meribah (Ps. 95:8); this metaphor may derive from Dt.

29. See IV.7.
30. P. 4t2.
31. Cf. C. Westermann, Genesis 37-50(Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1986),218: "theiranger, for

it was fierce" par. "their wrath, for it was cruel."
32. Hesse, 14; van der Woude, 691.
33. LOT IIVl, 386.
34. GK, $48g; BHK; BHS.
35. J. A. Soggin, VT 11 (1961) 432; see also Ifi 91.
36. -+ t]l9 '6rep lll.4.
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10:16 in its context.3T The phrase maqieh libb6 (Prov.28:14) is similar. These expres-

sions refer to human beings who harden their hearts. In Ex. 7:3 it is God who hardens

the heart of Pharaoh.

3. pdntm. The phrase qeiA panim, "of defiant countenance," occurs only in Ezk.2:4,

par. hizq€ lEp. since this clause does not appear in LXXB, many consider it a gloss

"quoted" from 3:738 or "free variations of the formulations of 3:7-8."3e Greenberg,

however, compares it with other metaphors usingpatttm (Isa.50:7; Jer. 5:3; Ex. 20:20)

and arrives at the conclusion that this epithet for Israel here replaces the usual "stiff-

necked" with a new connotation: impassive, having a face that shows no emotion.40

4. rfiah. various nuances are conveyed by qaid when used with rfrah. (a) In Dt. 2:30

rhe statement "Yahweh hardened (hiqiA) his spirit" (i.e., made him [Sihon] obdurate),

par.'immes'eilebAbi, has the same meaning as "he hardened the heart of Pharaoh" (cf.

Ex. 7:3). (b) In I S. 1:15, where Hannah refers to herself as an iiJd q"ia1-rfiah, the

meaning "stiff-necked" hardly frts the context.4l Many therefore prefer the LXX read-

ing: hii sklerd hemira, "woman of hard days" (cf. Job 30:25), i.e., someone who has

gone through a difficult time, days of misfortune;a2 in a similar vein Stoebe speaks of a

"desperate woman."43 Ackroyd prefers the meaning "I am sober," in response to Eli's
insinuation that Hannah is drunk (v. 14).u Ahlstrdm interprets the phrase as meaning

"determined, persistent," Gerleman as "steadfast," and Loretz as "strong-minded,

able."a5

5. Absolute. The use of hiqi| without an object (e.g., Ex. 13:15; Job ,'4+o) is generally

considered an elliptical construction, with the obj' "neck," "heartl'"or "spirit" to be sup-

plied. But it is also possible that hiqi| may be used intransitively: cf. 'm mn'qih, "With
whom should I quarrelJ"+z The expression "their [Israel's] hard way" (darkfim haqqdid,

Jgs. 2: 19) is also elliptical, denoting "the way (of life) that results from their obstinacy."a8

6. '"bodA. The combination qdieh + ap6/d means "hard labor'"ae

37. Schmid,95-96.
38. G. Fohrer, Ezechiel. HATXlll (1955), l5; W Eichrodt, Hesekiel. ATDXXIUI (1996),9.

39. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),90.
40. Pp. 135tr.
41. Contra S. R. Driver, Notes on the Hebrew Tbxt and the Topography of the Books of Samuel

(Oxford, 21913), 14.
42. BHK.
43. Erste Buch Samuels. KATYIIUI (1973),91; cf. Vg.
44. P. R. Ackroyd, CBC.
45. Ahtstrrim; Gerleman, 4ll;Loretz, BZ3 (1959) 293-94.
46. See III.1.b above.
47. Ahiqar 140; HP, 97.
48. Hesse, 14; van der Woude, 691.
49. See III.2.i above.
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7.'6l.The use of 'ol as the object of hiqi6 (l K.l2:4 =2Ch.10:4) (in contrast to 4//
hiphil), "make a yoke heavy," has not gone unchallenged: Noth observes that qAieh,
"hard," is inappropriate as a qualif,rer of '61;so in the context we would expect kAbed,
"heavy," which actually occurs in a similarclause (l K. 12:10,14=2Ch. l0:10,14); cf.
also the we of kd!€Q with 'al in 1 K. 12:4,11 = 2 Ch. l0:4, I I . Noth therefore inrerprers
'ol as "burden." In I K. l2:4 LXXBA represenr hiqid, llke hikbid, with ebdrynen,
whereas elsewhere qdid is represented by skldr-.

8. Hand. A hand may "bear hard" @aid) on ('al) someone.5l The hapax legomenon
niqieh in Isa. 8:2l, "oppressed," may represent the passive sense of the corresponding
expression.

9. Feminine Adiective. We also find qdid as a feminine adjective without any noun.
(a) The words hirTla 'ammef,a qdid (Ps.60:5[Eng. 3]) mean "you have made your

people see hard things." The proposed emendation hirwAfi, "you have satiated," is
based on the par. hiiqild, "you have made to drink," in v. 5b(3b).s2 Another proposal is
hdr€'!d, "you made to drain the cup," from yr'II, "drink deeply."s:

(b) In the statement "I am sent to you qdid" (l K. l4:6: Ahijah ro Jeroboam's wife),
qaid refers not to the form ("hard words") but to the content of the message.sa

(c) But qaid can also refer to form: Saul may answer Jonathan harshly (l S. 20:10);
Rehoboam answers the people harshly (l K. 12:13 = 2 Ch. l0:13).

(d) The fem. pl. adj. qdi6! functions as a neuter with adverbial force: "speak
harshly" (Gen. 42:7,30: Joseph to his brothers), "without familiarity or personal in-
volvement."5s Cf . 'dnd'azz61in contrast to dibber tal.t"nfint6s0 and dibber rakk61 Qob
40:27 [41 :3]) par. tahanfintm.

V. Problems. The word miqid, "cucumber field," in Isa. l:8 and Jer. l0:5 is related
to*qiiiil'A (Nu. ll:5); llke miqieh, "well-set hair" (Isa. 3:24),itderives fromqihll.st
Gerleman derives miqiA in Jer. 10:5 from qih I, "rigid": "rigid structure" (cf. the ver-
sions, which translate it as "hammered iron," similarly to Ex. 25:18, etc.).s8

With respect to the cherubim (Ex. 25:18;37:7), rhe lampstand (25:31,36;37:lj,Z2;
Nu. 8:4), and the trumpets (Nu. l0:2; also Sir.50:16), the translations vary: "wrought,
hammered metalwork" (from qih II),ss "5u--ered work"60 (cf . ngyd' in Tgs.), or "of

50. M. Noth, Kdnige. BKIX/l (1983),273.
51. See III.2.c above.
52. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-1 50 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1989), 1,4.
53. M. Dahood, Psalms II. ABXYII (1968),78.
54. Brockelmann, Syzr, 993n.
55. Gerleman, p. 412; ct. GK, gl22q.
56. See VII.4 below.
57. HAL, l, 629.
58. Pp.4l3-14.
59. HAL, r\,629.
60. B. S. Childs, Exodus. OTL (1974),513; M. Noth, Narrbers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1968), rn /oc.
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one piece" (from 4.Yft I).0t 1n" last is the interpretation of the talmudic and medieval

Jewish scholars, and comports best with miqi6 'al.ta1(8x.25:36;31:22).

The meaning of hfiqai"ifr (hithpael) wdq^iifr inzeph.2:1 is unclear; most identify

it with qii rather than qdii I.62 But Gray translates: "Harden yourselves and stand

firm"; Gerleman's rendering is similar: "Be sober and become sober'"63

Yl. qil.t. The root 4ih is related to qdiA semantically and perhaps also etymologi-

cally (cf. the Arab. verb qasalla, "be hard," and the OSA noun 4.(ft, "harshness, vio-

lence"s). The verb occurs only twice in the OT, both times in the hiphil: (a) with le? as

object: "You [Yahweh] harden our heart, so that we do not fear you" (Isa. 63: 17; cf. qih

+ lEb inEx. 7:3); (b) without an objecr:65 "It [the ostrich] makes its young hard" or "It
deals cruelly with its young" (Job 39:16). There is one more occurence of the verb in

Sir. 30:12 (+ wmrh bk: the text uses the ambiguous form wyiqh).

VII. Lexical Field. Several terms function as synonyms of qdid; they may appeal

in parallel in the same clause, in similar constructions,66 or in identical contexts. (1) -+

YDX 'dmas + ld!: Yahweh hardens the heart of Sihon (Dt.2:30, par. hiqid 'e!-rfrb6);

Zedekiah hardened his heart (2 Ch.36:13, pat. hiqii'orp6). (2) --> lfi l.tzq: with lc!
par. q"iA pdntm (Ezk. 2:4), with panim (Jer. 5:3), with m€sal.t par. q"iA bb (Ezk. 3:7),

and with yad 'al (Ezk.3:l41.dt (3) -+'tI) kdpeQ: with lc! (Ex.7:13, etc.); both qih and

kbd appear with the same meaning as attributes of the notns milltamd and "b6dA.
(4) -+ ll, 'z: par. qdid (Gen.49:7;Cant.8:6; cf. also Jgs. 3:10; Prov' l8:23). Antonyms

of qdid include qll,08 rkk,6e and qyn.1o

VIII. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls we find the following expressions

using qdid/qaieh: 'wrp q,ih (lQH fr. l2:4', IQS 5:5 lwith lmwl wrlt ysr; cf. Dt'

l0:161); qiy urrp (1QS 6:25); 'ir yqiw 't 'wrpm (4Q182 l:2-3); qiw b'wrpm (4Q504

4:7);theunusual lbb qwiy (lQM 14:7),7'p*.q*yy ri'h; and[qw]iy lbb @Qa97 L4)
Zipor

61. Gerleman, 412-13.
62. W. Rudolph, Zephanja. KAT XlW3 (1975), 271; HAL, III, 1155.

63. Gray, 407; Gerleman, 414.
64. Beeston, 108.
65. See IV.5 above.
66. See IV.9 above.
67. See III.2.c and IV.S above.
68. See IV.7 above.
69. See III.l.a and IV.9.d above.
70. See III.2.e above.
71. See Y. Yadin, The Scroll of the War of the Sons of Light Against the Sons of Darkness

(Eng. trans. Oxford, 1962),326-27; C.-H. Hunzinger, ZAW 69 (195'7) 138-39.
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lgi? qaiar; avif. qeier; E':lgP qiiiurim

I. l. occurrences, Basic Meaning, Etymology; 2.Lxx.II. Meaning: 1. Bind;2. conspire. III.
Sirach.

l. l. Occurrences, Basic Meaning, Etymology. The word group qaiar occurs a to-
tal of 60 times in the or (only in Hebrew). The verb appears 36 times in the qal
(with the possible addition of the conjectural emendation in Jer. 12:6r), twice each in
the niphal and piel, once in the pual, and 3 times in the hithpael (a hiphil has been
conjectured in Isa. 8:13-142). There are two derived nouns, qeier and qiiiurtm. The
former occurs 14 times (emending the corrupt text of Ezk. 22:25 on the basis of
Lxx3), the latter twice (plus a possible cj. in Job 8:14a). An additional derived noun
miqidr has been conjectured in Isa. 8: l4.s There are 5 additional occurrences of the
word group in Sirach, 2 ofthe verb in qal and 3 of qeier (although the latter in 4l:18
is uncertain6).

The basic meaning is "bind (on)." This is the meaning conveyed by the verb in 13
occurrences of the qal, as well as by the niphal (pass. or reflexive), the piel
(resultativez), and the noun qiiiurtm.s In the majority of occurrences, however, the
stative sense "be associated" is determinative, always understood as an association of
persons engaged in a conspiracy, so that the root comes to mean "conspire." This is true
for the majority of occurrences of the qal, as well as for the hithpael (with effectively
the same meaning as the qal) and for the noun qeier.e

Besides the OT, the word group is found in Middle Hebrew and hence in Jewish Ar-
amaic; here, however, it generally conveys only the transitive meaning ..bind', (even in
the case of the noun eeiertol. Here belong also two Hebrew occurences in the Dead
Sea scrolls. There are no immediate analogues in other Semitic languages. The as-

qaiar P. R. Ackroyd, "The Verb Love 
- 

'aheb in the David-Jonathan Narratives 
- A Foot-

note," W 25 (1975) 213-14l' G. R. Driver, "Two Misunderstood passages of rhe OT," "IfS 6(1955) 82-87; C. A. Evans, 'An Interpretation of Isa 8,11-15 Unemended," ZAW 97 (1985) l2Z-
23;E.E. Platt, "Jewelry of Bible Times and the catalog of Isa 3:18-23,"AUss t7 (1979)71-84,
189-210.

l. See II.2 below.
2. See II.2 below.
3. See 8115.
4. See II.l below.
5. See II.2 below.
6. See III below.
7. He 189.
8. The meaning of this noun is discussed in ILI below.
9. See II.2 below for a discussion of the special meaning Driver postulates for the noun in Isa.

8:12-14.
10. Jastrow, 1432.
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sumption of a relationship with AV,k. kaidru(m)/keier "restore,"tt is highly dubious.

But the root is probably related to --> 1Ii2 | qd;aa with parallels in other Semitic lan-

guages.

There is a highly uncertain inscriptional occurrence in Lachish ostracon 5.12 The qal

passive participle and the pual participle in Gen. 30:41-42 present a problem. The con-

text suggests the meaning "strong," but such a meaning is hard to reconcile with the

stated basic meaning of qaiar.t3 We should probably think in terms of derivation from

a different root, possibly related to Arab. qaswara4 "strong, powerful," from qasara,

"force, compel."14

2. IXX. Except in Gen. 44:30 and Prov. 7:3, the LXX uses dein and its compounds

as well as aphdptein (eniptein) to represent the qal of the verb with the meaning

"bind." For the meaning "conspire," it usually luses systrdphesthai (it Am. 7:10 a con-

struction with systoph/, h 2 Chronicles always epitithesthai, in I K. 15:27

perikathizein, in 2 K. 12:21 dein, and elsewhere still other verbs meaning "come to-

gether"). In Gen. 30:42 episZmos represents the qal passive participle. For the piel we

find peritithesthai in Isa. 49: 1 8 and synihnai desm6n in Job 3 8: 3 I ; for the hithpael we

find systriphesthai in 2 K. 9:14 and epitithesthai in 2 Ch. 24:25-26. There are no LXX
equivalents for the niphal and pual (late recensions have syndeisthai for the niphal in

1 S. 18:1). The usual equivalents for qeier are s'indesmos and systremma; systrophii

and sjnapsis occur once each; in 2 Ch. 23:13 we find epitithesthai, in 2 Ch. 25:27

epithesis, in 2 K. I7:4 adikta, and in Isa. 8:12 skldrds.rsIn Jer. 2:32 qiiiurtm is repre-

sented by stEthodesmis; it has no direct equivalent in Isa. 3:20. In the book of Sirach

the verb is representedby katadesmefiein in 7:8 and qeier by m6mos; the figura
etymologico in 13 12 is translated freely with l<ikdsis arrd desm6s (pl.).16

II. Meaning.
l. Bind. When it has the transitive meaning "bind," the verb is associated in the first

instance with concrete objects. A thread or cord is bound on something to make it rec-

ognizable (Gen. 38:28; Josh. 2:18,21). The city wall of Jerusalem is joined together (by

interlocking stone, Neh. 3:38[Eng. 4:6], niphal). This meaning can also have theologi-

cal import. As a symbolic act Jeremiah is to tie a stone to a scroll and throw it into the

Euphrares to prophesy the fall of Babylon (Jer. 51:63; cf . v.64). The texts in the book

of Job serve to demonstrate the infinite greatness of God's creative power in contrast to

the limitations imposed on human actions. Unlike God, no human being is able to bind

(piel) the chains of the Pleiades to keep them in their place (38:31;tz or tie Leviathan

ll. CAD, K, 284-86; AHw, l, 461-62 cf. GesB, 732; HAL, III' 1 153.

12. DISO, 268:' KAI, no. 195.
13. GesB, 733'. "be firmly bound" = "be taut, strong."
14.Lane,7;2522; also GesB, '132-33; cf. KBL3,lO76.
15. See I.l above forEzk.22;25.
16. For a discussion of 4l:18 see III below.
17. -, f )'l) k\kAbll.l;for a different interpretation see G .Fohret, Hiob. KATXVI (1963), 507.
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on a leash like a child's pet (Job 4O:29[4]:5); cf. God's playing with Leviathan in Ps.
104:26).tt Nor can a human tie a wild ox to a rope and use it for plowing (Job 39:10).
In the prophetic promise recorded in Isa.49:18, the ornaments that a bride binds on
(piel; tr symbolize the honor and glory of Zton in the coming time of salvation, after the
exiles return.

An abstract noun may be the object of the verb when used figuratively. For example,
the Israelites are to bind the commandments2o of Deuteronomy on their hands as signs
of remembran""zt (Dt.6:8; 1l:18) - i.e.. the commandments are to be constantly
present to Israel as a precious and inalienable possession. We find a similar image in
Prov. 3:3; 6:211,7:3, here with reference to the instructions and commandments of par-
ents and wisdom teachers (cf. 3: I [to which v. 3a refers, v. 3a probably being a second-
ary additionzzl; 6:20; 7:l-21.22 Prov. 6:2la (in contrast to v. 21b) speaks not concretely
of a part of the body to which ornaments are commonly bound but abstractly of the ldp
as the core of the human person,24 thus making clear that the end in view is inward as-
similation of instruction. Conversely, 22: l5 states that folly ('iwweley)zs is bound up in
the heart of a boy - i.e., it is a fundamental constituent of his nature. Finally, when the
text states that the nepei of one human being is bound up with that of another (Gen.
44:30; I S. 18:l [niphal]), it also envisions a tie emerging from within and embracing
the entire being of both; in this context nepei stggests primarily the element of desire
that is characteristic of human beings.26 (In I S. l8: I the meaning "conspire" may also
stand in the background, as a proleptic literary allusion to 22:8,13.12t

The niphal participle in CD 13:19 also has to do with the binding of human beings,
in this case members of the Qumran community; but the fragmentary state of the text
prevents a clear understanding of the nature of the binding.

The basic meaning "bind" is probably reflected also in the noun qiiiurtm, which de-
notes some kind of adornment for a woman, especially a bride, that was probably tied
on (Isa. 3:20; Jer.2:32). Possibly it refers to breasr bands (so interpreted by LXX in Jer.
2:321.2t In Job 8:14 the emendation qiiiurA qayit, "summer threads," has been pro-
posed.2e The noun qeier in CD l3:10 also deserves mention in this context; there (as in
Middle Hebrew30) it has the meaning "bond, fetter," and is used as a metaphor for so-
cial coercion and oppression.

18. Intl) liwyalan.
19. On "Qi see + ilTV 'ada 1V.2.
20. On d"lartm (6:6; I l:18) + '''lf 'I da[ar Y.5.b.
21. -) t1]N '6!ilt.2.d.
22. O. Ploger, Spriiche Salomos. BK XVII (1983),32-33.
23. --+ 'lDN 'dmar lY.2 ('emer); + illID miswd lll.7; -+ i11l,11 t6rd.
24. + ), leb Y.
zs. -+ )'tx wz.
26. + Uiil nepei 1Y.2.
27. Ackroyd; see II.2 below.
28. See I.2 above; also Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, l99l), 152.
29. BHS; HAL, lll, 1154; see F. Horst, Hiob. BK XVV1 (1983), 126, 133.
30. See I.l above.
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2. Conspire. When the verb and the noun qeier reflect the stative meaning "be

bound," they refer primarily to persons bound in a conspiracy, with the goal of depos-

ing and slaying the reigning king and usurping the empty throne. Used in this sense,

the word group appears mostly in the books of Kings together with the parallel texts in

2 Chronicles, since these are the texts that speak most frequently of such occasions.

Successful attempts to usurp power, always associated with a change of dynasty and

therefore entailing not just the slaying of the king himself but also the eradication of
his entire family, are attested particularly for the northern kingdom. In the relevant

texts the usurper himself, as the protagonist, is always the subject of the verb (l K.

15.27; 16:9,16,20; 2 K. 9:14 [hithpael]; 10:9; 15:10,15,25,30; with qeier in figura
etymologica: I K. 16:20; 2 K. 15:15,30).3r

For the southern kingdom the text records only times when the king was slain but

the coup as a whole was unsuccessful. In these instances the verb always has a plural

subject. When the subject is explicit, it is the '"pAQim of the slain king,32 who are them-

selves finally killed (2 K. 12:21[20 cf. l4:5]; 2l:23-24 par.2 Ch.24:25-26 [hithpael;
cf . 25:3);33:24-25). The 'obadim were probably also involved in the conspiracy men-

tioned in 2K. 14 19 (par. 2 Ch. 25,'27); we may assume that its failure, implicit in v.2l
(2 Ch.26:1), meant that they suffered the same consequences. In 2 K. 12:21(20);

14:19; 2 Ch. 25:27 , we fiid figura etymologica with qeier In all these instances the ac-

tual goal of the conspiracy remains unclear: the overthrow of the Davidic dynasty itself
or just the enthronement of a different Davidide. In each case, however, the subject of
the verb is plural, so that the attempted coup is depicted as a purely collective act; from

this observation we may conclude that none of the conspirators expected to usurp the

throne himself. At least the present texts suggest such an interpretation; the same is

probably true in the case of those named in 2 K. 12:22(21), itself a secondary addition.

The second possibility quite clearly holds true for the undertaking described in 2 K. I I
(2 Ch. 22:1V23:21), which is successful: at its conclusion a new Davidide is en-

throned. In this case, however, the purpose of the coup is to remove a usurper in order

to restore the earlier dynasty; there the usurper herself describes the coup as a qeier
(2 K. ll:14; 2 Ch. 23:13).

Outside the books of Kings and Chronicles, only two passages use the word group

to describe a conspiracy against the reigning king. The first is Absalom's attempted

usurpation, for which he quickly gained so many supporters that the text can speak of a

conspiracy involving the whole population (2 S. 15:l2b); here the notn qeier denotes

popular conspiracy. Its significance is further underlined by the adherence of so experi-

enced a counselor as Ahithophel (v. 31 ; cf. v. l2a; 16:23). The other instance is a con-

spiracy aimed at the overthrow of Saul and the usurpation of his throne by David, in-

volving both Jonathan and the priests of Nob ( I S. 22:8,13 ; cf . v. 7). According to the

present text, however, this conspiracy was only a fantasy rooted in Saul's suspicious

nature.

31. For a discussion of the slaying of the king and his family -+ iDi nkh|I.2.b.
32. On their title and function -+ TI9 'abad lll.5.
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Other passages use the word group in a modified or figurative sense. The charge that
Amos has been conspiring (Am. 7: l0) does not mean that he has been an active partici-
pant in a conspiracy but that his (public) message (v. l l) has the same effect as the sub-
versive activity of genuine conspirators. Neh. 4:2(8) refers to the formation of a coali-
tion by the opponents of rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem (v. l[7]) as a conspiracy.
More precisely, however, the goal was only to prevent the building of the wall by
means of a secretly planned ambush (v. 5[ l]). The text uses the verb qaiar to make
very clear the danger and perfidy of this design. The verb is probably also intended to
stigmatize the design as a subversive act against the sovereignty of the Persian Empire
and against Nehemiah as the representative of royal authority.33

A subversive alliance with Egypt to support Israel's treachery against the Assyrian
emperor is recorded in2K. 17:4. Although this alliance is not intended to dethrone the
emperor, it endangers the totality of the empire embodied in his person and is therefore
treated as a personal attack. Jer. I 1:9 applies the same idea to Israel in a theological
statement oflsrael's treachery against Yahweh (cf. v. 10b), here interpreted as an inter-
nal situation within Israel. The attack on a prophet characterized by 2 Ch.24:21 as a

conspiracy is likewise ultimately directed against Yahweh (v. 19) and is therefore con-
demned above all as a sign of apostasy from him.

That the prophet Jeremiah sees himself as the target of a conspiracy is clear from
Jer. 12:6, if the text is emended in this sense.3a The problem of textual emendation also

arises in Isa. 8:12-14. Inv. 12 qeierprobably refers to the planned coup mentioned in
7:5-6, in the context of the Syro-Ephraimite War (Evans's theory that it reflects the
people's judgment of Isaiah's appearance in 7:Iff. is highly unlikely). The noun refers
either to the designs of the allies themselves, a sense similar to that in Neh. 4:2(8), or,
more likely, to a coup plotted by a circle of conspirators in Jerusalem to advance the in-
terests ofallies.3s The parallelism in vocabulary between vv. l2b and 13b suggests that
originally the word grotp qaiar was represented in v. 13a, parallel to l2a, and that
taqdtifr should be viewed as either a comrption or a later correction of a hiphil of the
verb ("view as a conspirator").36 In other words, the people should not fear the putative
conspiracy spoken of in v. l2a; they should fear Yahweh, who acts like a conspirator
against his people. In this case the word miqddi in v. 14a should be replaced by a hiphil
participle of the verb ("conspirator") or by the noun *miqiar ("conspiracy").37 The
question remains, however, whether the text of v. 13a should not be left as it stands.

The passage would then mean that the people should not fear the conspiracy (v. l2a),
but should recognize Yahweh alone and absolutely as holy, and therefore fear him
alone. In this case only v. l4a would involve a comrption or a later correction.3s

33. A. H. Gunneweg, Nehemia. KAT XlXl2 (1987), 81.
34. See BIIS; W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATXII (1968), 80; also HAL, lll, 1153.
35. Wildberger, BK X/12, 337.
36. BHS; HAL, lll, ll53; cf. Wildberger, 334-35.
37. See, respectively, BIIS; Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12,357-58. For a different interpretation

see B. Duhm, Jesaja. HKAT IIVI (s1968), 83-84: cf . BHK.
38. See also -> ui't? qdi 11.5.
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Driver proposes a different theory.se Taking the LXX as his point of departure,ao he
assumes the meaning "difficulty" for qeier inv. lZa. He also believes that v. l3a origi-
nally contained a hiphil of the verb, with the meaning "find difficult." Finally, he finds
a hiphil participle in v. l4a, with the meaning "cause of difficulty." There is no need,
however, to postulate such a special meaning of the word group in this single OT pas-
sage.

III. Sirach. The rendering of the word group in Sirach is a matter of debate. Smend
postulates the special meaning "transgress(ion)" for all occurrences in the book, but
general usage elsewhere casts doubt on this approach.4l We must distinguish a variety
of meanings. If the LXX rendering is not totally inaccurate, the basic meaning "bind"
may be assumed in 7:8 and l3:l2.The idea behind 7:8 may be that a sinner who com-
mits a sin a second time binds it on like a piece of jewelry, thus taking full possession
of it (cf. Dt. 6:8; Prov. 3:342); in this case ftr'would be the object of the rwo preceding
verbs.43 In 13:12 qaiar qeier would be translated "put on fetters," as a metaphor for
oppression, appropriate to the cruelty mentioned inv. lZa(cf. qeier in CD 13:104);
most interpreters, however, assume the meaning "conspire."45 In 1l:31, however, it is
preferable to translate qeier as "conspiracy," an accurate characterization of the perhd-
ious danger posed by a slanderer (v. 31a, mhmdyk understood as denoting a group of
persons). In 4l:18 a clear interpretation is precluded by the simple fact that qeier ap-
pears only in the Masada ms.; ms. B reads ieqer. 

Conrad

39. Pp. 82-84.
40. See I.2 above.
41. R. Smend, Die Weisheit des Jesus Sirach (Berlin, 1906), in loc.
42. See II.1 above.
43. For other proposed interpretations see HAL, III, 1154.
44. See II.1 above.
45. G. Sauer, Jesus Sirach. JSHRZ IIV5 (1981),538.
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Usage: l. Occurrences; 2. Constructions; 3.

IV. LXX. V. Dead Sea Scrolls.

qeiet.W. F. Albright and G. E. Mendenhall, "The Creation of the Composite Bow in Canaanite
Mythology," "/NES 1 (1942) 227 -29; H. Balfour, "On the Structure and Affrnities of the Compos-
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I. Etymology. In the OT Heb. qeielmeans "bow" 
- either concretely as an instru-

ment for hunting or war (or a rainbow) or figuratively as a symbol of power, sovereignty.

war, etc.l It is a primary noun, well attested in the other Semitic languages: Akk.

qaitu(m),2 Eblaite qd-iil,3 tJgar. qit,a Pun. qir,5 Old Aram. Si('),6 Jewish Aram. qit('),1

Sam. qa-i1,s Palm. qait/qaillr Mand. qaita,to Syt. qeita',tt Arab. qaus,tz and Eth. qast.t3

ite Bow," Journal of the Anthropological Institute 19 (1890) 220-50; W. B. Barrick, "Elisha and

the Magic Bow," VI 35 (1985) 354-63 U. Bechmann, "Bogen," NBL, 316-17; H' Bonnet, Die

waffen der volker des alten orients (Gtitersloh, 1926); R. Borger, "Hiob XXXIX 23 nach dem

Qunnan-Targum:', W 27 (1977) lO2-5; idem, "Die waffentriger des Kdnigs Dafitsl' w 22

tiSZZ) :AS-94; B. Couroyer, "L arc d'airain : RB 72 (1965) 508- 14 idem, "Cone et arci' RB 73

(1966) 510-21; idem, "NHT: 'encorder un arc'?" RB 88 (1981) 13-18; W. Decker' "Bogen,"

l,exAg,1,842-44; idem, Die physische Leistung Pharaos (Cologne, 1971); idem and J. Klauck,
"K<inigliche Bogenschiessleistungen in der 18. iigyptischen Dynastie," Kiilner Beitrtige lur
Sporiissenschaft 3 (lg'14) 23-55;L. Diirr, "Zum altorientalischen Gedankenkreis 'Der Ktinig als

Meisterschtitze im Bogenschiessen von der Gottheit unterrichtet'(Ps 18, 35; 144, l): OLZ34
(1931) 697-98; W. Gross, "Bundeszeichen und Bundesschluss in der Priesterschrift," TTZ87
(1978) 98-l l5; D. R. Hillers, "The Bow of Aqhat," Orient and Occident. FS C. H. Gordon. AOAT

22 (1973),71-80; B. Hrouda, Die Kulturgeschichte des assyrischen Flachbildes. Saarbriicker

Beitrtige zur Altertumskunde 2 (Bonn, 1965); S. Iwry, "New Evidence for Belomancy in Ancient

Palestine and Phoenicia:' JAOS 8l (1961) 27-34;O. Keel, "Der Bogen als Herrschaftssymbol,"

bDPV 93 (1977) l4l-'l't idem, The Symbolism of the Biblical world (Eng. trans. New York,

1978); idem, Wirkmcichtige Siegeszeichen im AT. OBO 5 Q970; M. Korfmann, Schleuder und

Bogen in siidwestasien bis zum Beginn der stadtstaaten (Bonn, 1972); W. Mctrod, composite

BiwsfromtheTombofTut'ankhamun.Tut'ankhamun'sTombSeries3 (Oxford, 1970);A.Pavlica,
..Der Regenbogen als zerchen des Bundes," BZ 13 (1915) 289-91; G. Rausing, The Bow. Acta

Archaeologica-Lundensia 6 (Bonn, 1967); U. Rtitersw6rden, "Der Bogen in Genesis 9: uF 20

(lg8g)24i-63; E. Salonen, Die Waffen der alten Mesopotamier. stor33 (1965), esp. 39-45; J. M.

Sasson, The Military Establishmenrs at Mari. StPohl 3 (1969); T. Siive-Sriderbergh'

"Bogenv<i1ker." LexAs, l, 844-45; H. Schhfer, "Ktinig Amenophis II als Meisterschiitze," oLZ 34

(1931) 89-96; idem,;Weiteres zum Bogenschiessen im alten Agypten," OLZ34 (1931) 89-96;

Y. Sukenik, "The Composite Bow of the Canaanite Goddess Anath," BASOR lO7 (1947) ll-15;
E. Uphill, "The Nine 1io*r," JEOL lg (1965t66) 393-420; H. Weippert, "Bogen," BRL2,49-50;'
y. yaam, The Art of Warfare in Biblical ktnds (2 vols.; Eng. trans. New York, 1963); idem, "The

Earliest Representition of a Siege Scene and a 'scythian Bow' from Maril' IEJ 22 (1972) 89-94;

E. Z,enger, Gottes Bogen in den Wolken SBS 112 (2198'7).

l. BIc, *61s.
2. AHw, lI,9O6-7; CAD, Q, 147-56; Salonen, 39-42.
3. G. Pettinato, Old Canaanite Texts of the Third Millennium (Malibu' 1979), 12'

4. IJT no.228't;WUS, no.2466: cf. M. Dahood, RSe I, 258,332-34; idem, RS4 II' 29'

5. A. Berthier and R. Charlier, Le sanctuaire punique d'El-Hofra d Constantine (Paris, 1952-

55), 82; Tomback, 295.
6. S. Segert, Altaramt)ische Grammatik (Leipzig, 1975), 550.

7. Jastrow, 1433.
8. LOT II, 583.
9. Tomback, 295.
10. MdD,404.
ll. IzxSyn 703.
12. Lane, U7, 2574-75.
13. l,exLingAeth, 433-34.
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Biblical Heb. qeiel survives in the Dead Sea Scrolls as well as in Rabbinic He-

brew.r4 The only derivative in Biblical Hebrew is the noun qaiid1, "quiver," a hapax
legomenon in Gen. 2l:20,1s well attested in Post-Biblical Hebrew as the term for the
zodiacal sign Saggitarius;16 cf. the Aramaic loanword qoiet, "bowshot" (Ps. 60:6 [Eng.
4l), also a hapax legomenon.lT

II. Ancient Near East. In all probability the earliest civilizations of the ancient
Near East knew only the simple wooden bow consisting of a flexible stave of wood, oc-
casionally reinforced with twisted sinew or cord, with its ends held together by a bow-
string. Greater range was achieved by the recurved bow, with its bowstring closer to the
grip; it is documented for the Middle Bronze IIA period in an Egyptian tomb paint-

ing.la 1n Mesopotamia an improved bow was developed, the so-called composite bow,
consisting of several wooden laminae bound or glued together. This type of bow was
introduced into Palestine during the Late Bronze Agere and into Egypt during the New
Kingdom. Although the composite bow was actually made of wood, its back could be
covered with dense sinew and its interior curves reinforced with horn.2o The greatest

elasticity, however, was offered by the recurved composite bow, a combination attested
at Mari as early as the Early Bronze Age.zr

Although the OT speaks of a bow of bronze (qeie!-n"hfii6, 2 S. 22:35 par. Ps.

18:35[34]; Job20:24), there is no archeological evidence for such bows apart from two
found at Susa, clearly to be understood as votive offerings. Like the well-known horn
bow from Egypt, such copper bows are not nearly elastic enough to function effectively
as a bow for hunting or wat22

With these exceptions, only wooden bows have been found in the ancient Near East,
and these only in Egypt, where the climate is favorable for preserving wood. In Pales-
tine, by contrast, there is only indirect evidence like the flint arrowheads from Neo-
lithic Jericho23 and later arrowheads of iron and bronze.

The bowstrin g (yeler II, Ps. 1 I :2; Job 30:ll;z+ mA1a4 Ps. 2l:l3ll2l) could be made
of animal sinew or cords of twisted hemp or linen.25 To preserve its tension, the bow
was not bent until just before use.26 The bow might be bent by hand (hirkt! yd{ 'al-

haqqeiel, 2 K. 13:16) or by pressing a foot against the curve of the bow (ddraf, qeie1,

14. See, respectively, V below; Jastrow, 1433.
15. HAL, III, 1156.
16. Jastrow, 1433.
17. Wagneq 273; KBL,III, 1056.
18. AOB, no. 5l; ANE4 no. 3.
19. G. Loud, Megiddo: Seasons of 1935-39, Il (Chicago, 1948), pl. 152, no. 154.
20. Albright and Mendenhall; Sukenik; Weippert, 50.
2l. Yadin, "Earliest Representation."
22. B. Grdselotr, ZAS 74 (1938) 52-55, 136-39.
23. Weippert, 50.
24. AuS, VI, 330-31.
25. AOB, no.252.
26. TGP, s.
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Ps. l1:2, etc.).27 The more general term is mdial baqqeieT "draw the bow" (l K.

22:34;2Ch. 18:33).zs
When shooting, the archer (rom4h qeieg Jer. 4:29;Ps.78:9; tdPci haqqeieT Am.

2:15) holds the bow in his left hand and draws the bowstring with his right, while

nocking the arrow (be;, with qeie1, 2 K. l3:15 ltwice]; Isa. 5:28; 7:24; Jer.50: l4; Ezk.

39.3,9; Ps. l1:2; Lam.3:12; I Ch. l2:2; also ben 'aipA, Lam.3:13:' ben-qe.ie!, Job

4l:20128); cf . kOnen qeieT "lay an iurow firmly on the bow, ready the bow to shoot,"

Ps. 7:13[ l2]; hiphil, 2 Ch.26:14).2e On his left arm the archer wears a leather arm-and-

finger guard for protection against the bowstring as it flies back.3o

Arrows were carried in a quiver ('aipd lAYj5.. iipatulltt on the archer's back (Isa.

22:6; 49:2; Jer. 5:16 [text?]; Ps. 127.5; Job 39:23). Another word for "quiver" is *t"li

(Gen.27:3). The bow, too, could be kept in a leather case (xselel; Akk. Jalru);r2 this

could be part of the equipment of a foot soldier, but it could also be fastened to a char-

iot.33

The range of a composite bow could exceed a hundred yards.3a Archery demanded

skill; it was practiced in various ways, including shooting atatarget (l S. 20:2Q).:s

III. OT Usage.
l. Occurrences. The primary no:un qeielappears 76 times in OT Hebrew. Its occur-

rences are distributed as follows: 10 each in Jeremiah and Psalms; 7 in Genesis; 6 in

Proto-Isaiah; 5 each in 1 Kings and I Chronicles; 4 each in 2 Kings, Hosea, and

2 Chronicles; 3 each in I samuel, 2 Samuel, zechariah, and Job; 2 each in Lamenta-

tions and Nehemiah; and I each in Joshua, Deutero-Isaiah, Trito-Isaiah, Amos, and

Habakkuk.36

2. Constructions. The noun qeieyis used in a variety of constructions. Among these

are: daraf; qe,ie1, "bend the bow [by pressing a foot against its curve]" (Isa. 5:28; 2l:15;
Jer. 46:9: 50:14,29;51:3; Jer. 46:9; 5O:14,29; 51:3; Zec. 9:13; Ps. 7:13[12]; ll:2;
37 14; Lam. 2:4; 3:12 I Ch. 5:18; 2 Ch. 14:7181);37 hOrA baqqeiel, "shoot with the

27. Bonnet, 133-34; R. Ghirschman, Syr 35 (1958) 6l-72;Yadin, Art of Warfare' 2;453; HAL'
I, 231; Riiterswdrden, 257 -58.

28. Riiterswdrden: "bend the bow" See III.2 below.
29. See also -+ Yn he;. See also forEgypt: AOB, nos. 53, 105, 112;ANEE nos. 333,341; for

Assyria: AOB, nos. 119, 130, 132; ANEE no. 368.

:0. egypt, H. S. K. BaY'ry, OrAnt 6 (1967) 227-28,240; Assyria: Hrouda, pl. 21.10-14; for
ills. see Weippert, 49.

31. HAL, l,96.
32. Borger, "Waffentriiger."
33.Fortheformer,inEgypt, seeYadin,ArtofWarfare, l:185, 199;inAssyria' seeAOB, no. 138;

ANEE no. 371. For the latter see AOB, nos. 72, 78, 119; ANEI nos. 314-16,333; Weippert' 50.

34. Korfmann,17-20; but cf. Riiterswdrden, 253-54.
35. AOB, no.53; ANEP, no. 390; Schiifer; Dtirr; Decker, Physische l*istung, SO-122; Decker

and Klauck; Keel, "Bogen," 169.
36. On conjectural emendations see HAL, 1ll, 1156.
37. -+ ']tl derek; Bonnet, 133-34.
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bow"(l S.3l:3; I Ch. 10:3;yrftIhiphilptcp., "archer," 1S.31:3;2 S. ll:24 Q; qal
ptcp. 1 Ch. 10:3); kdnEn qeiel, "lay an arrow firmly on the bow" - "ready the bow to
shoot" (Ps. 7:13[12]; cf. the hiphil in 2 Ch.26:14); mdiaft baqqeiel, "draw the bow"
(l K. 22:34;2 Ch. 18:33); niha! (piel) qeie1, "press the bow [to bend it]" (2 S. 22:35
par. Ps. 18:35[34]; cf. the niphal, "penetrate" [of arrows] in Ps. 38:3[2D; nAiaq Il
qeie1, "arm oneself with a bow" (l Ch. l2:2; 2 Ch. 17:17; Ps. 78:9 with rdmd qeiel
lgloss?l); '€rd qeie!, "bare one's bow" (Hab. 3:9 cj.); hirki! ydQ'al qeiel, "bend one's
bow by hand" (2 K. l3:16); ramd qeie!, "shoot with the bow" (Jer. 4:29;Ps.78:9; cf .
qeiel fmiyk. "treacherous bow," Hos. 7:16; Ps. 78:57); and tApai haqqeiel, "shoot
with the bow" (Am. 2:15).

3. Hunting. The commonest form of hunting in the ancient Near East was with bow
(qeie!) andarrow (hcs).Peoplehuntedbothinpursuitoffoodandtopreventattackby
danger beasts of prey - in Syria and Palestine primarily the lion ('arydh), the bear
(ddb,2K.2:24; Am. 5:19), and the wild ox (re'em/rAm, Job 39;9). Among the animals
hunted for food, Dt. 14 mentions the fallow deer ('ayydl, fem. 'ayyelel/'ayydl6), the ga-
zelle (s"bt), and the roebuck (yahmfir), all of which were brought to Solomon's table
(l K. 5:3[4:23]), as well as the wild goat ('aqqO), the bison(?) (dii6nI), and a species

of gazelle (*zemer). The ibex (or mountain goat?) $a'cl) and the wild ass ('dr68,'ayir)
should probably also be included. The OT does not provide many details for the use of
bow and arrow in hunting (;ayi/I, Gen. 10:9; 25:27; cf. *{ayydd, "hunter": Jer. 16: 16;

and the verb -+ 111 ;wd, Gen.27:3;Lam.3:52; etc.). Maag is probably correct in his
theory that the conflict between Esau and Jacob contains echoes of a myth in which
Isaac's words represent Esau as an early stage of civilization that was later superseded:
"Now then, take your weapons. your quiver and your bow (kckftd tely"f,d w"qaite[d),
and go out to the field, and hunt game [Q: ;ayid; K: ;ydh] for me" (Gen. 27:t).zz

Hunting also lies behind the description of the devastation of the land of Judah in
Isaiah's aide-mdmoire to Ahaz during the Syro-Ephraimite War: the land will be trans-
formed into a wilderness into which people will go only "with bow and arrow" (Isa.
7i24).3e

4. War In the early period the weapons used by the Israelite militia were naturally
primitive. The OT accounts mention the following: sling (qela'I), a "strap with a wide
lappet in the middle to hold a stone"'4o battle-ax (mappE;; also paylti); club (t6!dh);
spear (h%t!); scimitar (kid6n); lance (rOmah),' dagger or short sword (here!);at and
bow and arrow.

Obviously the military bow was relatively rare in Syria and Palestine in the pre-
Assyrian period, being used only by members of the upper class: the king (2 K. 13: 15;

Ps. l8:35[34];45:6[5]), the crown prince (l S. 20:20; 2S.l:22), and military command-

38. V. Maag, TZ 13 (1957) 418-29.
39. On the figurative usage of the hunting bow see III.6 below.
40. H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT VllVl (1973),332.
41. -->a-11! here!.
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ers (2 K. 9:24).To all appearances, it was not until the Assyrian period that archers be-

came an established element of military forces, e.g., those of the Arameans (l K. 22:34)

the enemy from the north (Jer. 4:29; 6:23), as well as in Judah under King Uzziah (787 -

746;2 Ch.26:14).It is noteworthy that the tradition in I Ch. 12:1-7 includes among Da-

vid's warriors archers (ndi"qA qeie!), "who could shoot arrows and sling stones with ei-

ther hand" (v. 2), whereas the earlier tradition in 2 S. 23:8ff. makes no mention of them

(possibly because the text of 2 S. 23:8-39 is very poorly preserved).42

5. Rainbow. The rainbow (qeie!, always with be'dnan, "in the clouds," Gen'

9:13,14,16; Ezk. l:28) plays a rheologically significant role in the oT, clearly distinct

from the figurative usage of the hunting bow or the military bow.a3 Since Wellhausen,

however, almost all exegetes have claimed that the flood narrative of P refers to a military

bow laid down or hung up in the sky by the warrior Yahweh.a Although the notion of di-

vine archers is well known in Israel and its ancient Near Eastern neighbors, the rainbow

in the flood narrative has nothing to do with this tradition. The rainbow, which probably

stood at the end of a flood narrative in the precursor of P, signifies nothing more than "a

natural phenomenon after rain or a thunderstorm."45 This enabled P to use the natural

rainbow as a "sign of the covenant- ('61b"rt1, Gen. 9:13). According to P, the sign associ-

ated with the covenant serves as a pledge of God's commitment to humanity.46
Kronholm

Rtterswcirden has stressed once more a connection between the hunting bow and

the bow in the clouds. First, the OT is familiar with the conception of Yahweh's bow

(Hab. 3:9; Lam.2:4i 3:12); second, there is no need to view Yahweh's bow in Gen. 9 as

being bent and ready for battle. The sight of this bow laid aside and relaxed, without its

bowstring,aT provides a new perspective; for now this bow is "a sign recalling

Yahweh's pledge never again to inflict destruction on the earth and its inhabitants . . . ,

symbolizing the end of the deadly conflict between Yahweh and the world he created."

The relaxed bow signalizes "the relaxation of tensions, the detente, between Yahweh

and creation by reversal of a motif that had heralded the exile [as in Jer' 4:29; 6:231' the

reversal of an image representing Yahweh's enmity."aa
Fabry

The bow in the clouds thenceforth bears witness to God's yes to the created world

and life within it: God alone guarantees that humankind will never be extinguished -

42. I. H. Grpnbeek, Die Geschichre vom Aufstieg Davids (Copenhagen, 1971),95-96 n' 66'

43. See III.6 below.
44. See esp. H. Gunkel, Genesis. HKAT I eD77), 150-51; for an exhaustive bibliog. see

Riiterswcirden.
45. C. Westermann,Genesis l-tl (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1984),4'l3,with bibliog.
46. + lllN '61; cf . Gen. 2l:30:'3817. + n\\A b"rt!.
47. Riiterswtirden, 247 -48 nn. 2-3.
48. Ibid., 259.
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neither by natural catastrophes nor by wickedness and sin. "It reminds the Creator that,
in assuming dominion over the 'house of life' of creation, in the conflict between jus-
tice and compassion, wrath and mercy, God's choice has always favored the fundamen-
tal value 'life."'ae

In the account of Ezekiel's call (Ezk. l: l-3:15), the rainbow represents the splendor
and appearance of God's glory (1:28; cf. Sir. 43:ll;50:7).so

6. Figurative Use. Figurative use of the noun qeiet in the OT is common and varied.
Often the bow serves as a general symbol for a long-distance weapon, in parallel with
the short sword (here!), which represents weapons used in close combat. The expres-
sion "bow and (short) sword" (qeie1 w'herep, Hos. 2:20[8]) thus denotes weapons
collectively (Gen. 48:22; Josh. 24:12: 1 S. 18:4; 2 S. l:22; 2 K. 6:22; Isa. 2l: 15; Ps.

44:7161; see also Ps. 7:13[12]; 37:14;76:4131; I Ch. 5:18).sr This usage shows that a

formula like "take with one's sword and bow" (Gen. 48:22; cf .2 K. 6:22) is tantamount
to "take by one's own efforts." In a hymnic prayer, conversely, the people of God af-
firm: "Not in my bow do I trust, nor can my sword save me" (Ps. 44:7[6]). They trust
only in Yahweh (the warrior), not in their own strength (cf. Josh. 24:12;Hos. l:7). The
bow can also function as a metaphor for "war" (e.g., qeiel milhdmd, Zec. 9:lO).

InZec. 10:4, finally, the military bow stands for something quite different: along
with "cornerstone" or "pinnacle" (pinnA; cf. Jgs. 2O:2; I S. 14:38; Isa. 19:13; Zeph.
3:6), "tent peg" (yd1cQ; cf. Gk. stjloi fGal.2:911,s2 and "commander" (ndgE(; cf. Isa.

14:2,4), the "bow" is a metaphor for the charismatic leader of the eschaton. As we see

in Isa. 21:16-17 and Job 29:20, the "bow" can also parallel "glory" (kab6il.
The bow can thus express the power and military might of a nation. Most of the OT

passages using it in this sense, however, speak ofthe breaking ofthis bow. The earliest
text is Hosea's threat pronounced in the name of Yahweh: "On that day I will break the
bow of Israel lqeiel yiird'dl, which could also mean 'the bow Israel'; cf. Am. t'2s:l in
the valley of Jezreel" (Hos. 1:5). Similar words appear in an oracle of Yahweh against
Elam, dating from 597 a.c.E,.: "I am going to break the bow of Elam, the mainstay of
their might (rd'it1 g"!fir1dm)" (Jer. 49:35; cf. also ibr qal in Hos. 2:20118); piel in Ps.

46:10[9]; 76:413)). But this oracle continues with a prophecy that Yahweh will set up
his throne in Elam, a notion resembling the Egyptian notion of the pharaoh, who "with
bent bow reigns enthroned over beasts or humans or both."s4 But the OT is clearly un-
familiar with the conception of the peoples of the earth as nine bows under the feet of
Pharaoh,ss although Ps. 83:7-9(6-8) names nine enemy peoples; see also the comms.
on Ps. ll0.

49. Zerger, l8l.
50. -+ illl nogah; --> 1l'!') kabAd.
51. See also Keel, Siegeszeichen,26.
52. R. Mach, Der Zaddik in Talmud und Midrasch (Leiden, 1957), 142.
53. Keel, "Bogen," 172 n. 136.
54. rbid., 153.
55. Uphill ; Siive-S<iderbergh.
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ry. LXX. The LXX normally vses tdxon to translate qeie!; on occasion this same

word can also represent'aipd, "quiver" (Job 39:23), or l.tz;, "arrow" (Ps. 64:4[3]; cf.

also I Ch. l2:2).ln a few cases we find tdxeuma (Isa.7:24; 13:18; 2l:15,16)- In the

LXX toxdt€s, "archer," translates such phrases as roleh qaiidl (Gen. 2l:20), dArElS

qeiel (2 Ch. l4:7), noieq qeiel (2 Ch. 17 :17), and topeS haqqeie! (Am. 2: 15).

V. Dead Sea Scrolls. The noun qeie!occurs twice in the War Scroll from Qumran.
The description of the equipment of the seven cavalry divisions mentions bows (4ir)
along with circular shields (mgny 'glh), lances (rmh), arrows (k;ym), and war javelins

( sqwt mlhmh) ( I QM 6: 1 5- 1 6). The meaning of the word 4,fr in lQM 9: 10- I I is uncer-

tain; it appears that the expressions "circle of hands and towers" (glyl kpym wmgdlwt)

and "bows and towers" (qit wmgdlwr) designate different battle formations.

In 1QH 6:30 the subject is the divine hero (gbwr): the oppressed righteous hymno-

dist hopes devoutly that this hero "will bend his bow and break open the fortress"

(wydrwk gbwr qitw wyptb mswr).
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I. Etymology. The root r'(y) is attested most widely in the South Semitic languages:

OSA r'yt; Eth. rd'dya, "see," with the nominal derivatives rd'dyat, "view, vision"; ra'ay,
"viewer, observer"; 'ar'aya, "image, form, example"; ndrday, "hoizon";Z Arab. ra'a,
"see," with the deverbal nouns ra y, "view, opinion"; ru'ya, "seeing, viewing, inspec-
tion"; ra'ya, "vision, dream"; mar'an, "sight, vision, apparition"; mir'at, "mirror, re-
flection"; ri'd\riya', "eye service, hypocrisy"; ra'in, "viewer, observer."3 Among the

Canaanite languages, apart from Hebrew, ry is found only in the closely related
Moabite.+ Ugar. r ydn is uncertain.s Cassuto separates the text, reading r y dn, whichhe
translates as "great to look upon";6 Caquot sees a reference to the god Ra'iddn.7 Aram.
r€w(a), "appearance," is probably a Canaanite loanword.s

In these languages r'y constitutes the semic basis for sensory perception: "see (with
one's eyes)." From this basic meaning evolve all the other aspects of perception.

II. Ancient Near East.
l. Canaanite. Outside the Hebrew Bible, rd'd occurs three times in the Lachish [rtters.

In one text the qal means "keep watch [from a military observation post], observe care-

fully": ". . . for we can no longer see [the signals] from Azekah."s This fortified city is

hrst mentioned in Josh. l0:10ff.; according to 2 Ch. I l:9, it was part of the ring of for-
tresses established by Rehoboam.l0 In contrast to the statement in Jer. 34:7 ,the letter indi-
cates that Azekah had already fallen. The immediate context illustrates the perilous situa-

tion of Jerusalem: "May my lord know that we are waiting for the signals from Lachish."l I

The hiphil ra'd means "cause to see [good health]"; it occurs twice with Yahweh as subject

in the complimentary formulas of an epistolary salutationl2 and conclusion.l3

Moabite, a closely related language, uses the qal and hiphil of rd'A in the sense of
"(cause to) see [with satisfaction]."t+ In the same inscriptionls derivation of the word

ryt from r7 is disputed.16

L ContiRossini, 235; Biella, 473-74; Beeston, ll2-13.
2. lzxLingAeth, 296-300.
3. Wehr, 319-20.
4. DISO, 268-69; KAI, t81.4,7.
5. KTU, t.3,1,12-13.
6. U. Cassuto, Bulletin of the Jewish Palestine Exploration Society lO (1942143) 50:' idem,

The Goddess Anath (Eng. trans. Jerusalem, l91l),85, 110; cf. J. Aistleitner, ZAW 57 (1939) 210:'
WUS no. 2469; ANE71,136; E. Ullendorff, ./SS 7 (1962) 346 J. C. de Moor, Seasonal Patterns in
the Ugaritic Myth of Ba'lu. AOAT 16 (1971),67.

7. A. Caquot and M. Sznycer, Les religions du Proche-Orient asiatique (Paris, 1970),391.
8. BLA' S5lk'; KBI],1123;Beyer,692; but cf. de Moor, Seasonal Pattems, 16,74.
9. KAr,194.12.
10. G. Beyer, ZDPV 54 (1931) 113-14.
tt. KAI,194.10-ll.
12. KAr,196.1-2.
13. KAr, 195.7-8.
14. KAI, 181.4: "grant victory"; 181.7: "triumph over."
t5. KAr, 181.12.
16. See the discussion in KAI, II, 175.
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2. Egyptian. Egyptian does not possess a semic base comparable to South Sem./

Heb./IVloab. r'(y) in generating an extensive and highly differentiated semantic field. It
uses instead a variety of expressions for sensory perception. The most important are

dgy,t1 ptr/pty,ts and b y (noun: ! w),re all three of which are found as early as the Pyra-
mid Texts.

The verb dgy denotes purely sensory apperception: "see [with one's eyes]," e.g.,

someone's face or person, as well as enhanced forms of vision, "view, observe, notice,"
e.g., the sun, the stars; recognize beauty, truth, goodness, but also "look beautifully or
radiantly," see into the future; as a royal title: "who may look upon everything that is
holy," or as a title of the sun, "which gives the power to see [- knowledge] to those who
look upon it"; and finally "to see [= seek out, visit] someone": the king (for an audi-
ence), a god, the temple.

Theverb ptr/pry likewise denotes sensory perception, "see [with one's eyes]," but is
usually used figuratively: to experience or find victory, benefits, hidden secrets; come

to know someone or something. The term prr is often used as an interjection to call at-

tention at the beginning of a discourse and to lend solemnity to a treaty; the phrase !ft
p/r expresses a benediction.

The semantic domain of rd'd niphal is covered by Egyp. !'y, which refers in the first
instance to the rising of the sun and figuratively to its beautiful (= salvific) rising. From
the sun, !y is transferred to gods and the pharaoh, e.g., "appear as a great god" in a tem-
ple at a festival, appear before human beings at a festival. The pharaoh appears to the

people similarly on his throne; he appears as promoter of justice, in a city, for battle, as

victor.
The verb gmh is well attested from the Middle Kingdom onward. It refers to the vi-

sual faculty of the eyes in general; hguratively it means "observe, catch sight of," e.g.,

one's face in the water or in a mirror, the sun, enemies; "be farsighted = circumspect"
in performing work; specialized sense: "see into the future or eternity"; also an excla-
mation in dirges. From the Eighteenth Dynasty on, nw serves as a general term for the

visual faculty.

3. Akkadian. Akk. amaru is semantically equivalent to ra'd, which it resembles in
range of meanings, nominal derivatives, and wide distribution of occurrences.2o The
entire semantic evolution of the verb is grounded in the visual faculty, in conjunction
with ina ini, "l saw it all with my own eyes."

Besides sensory perception, amdru denotes complex perceptual processes such as

"discover, experience, receive"; "experience good fortune," "see hard times." In some

texts amaru takes on the meaning "ftnd, come upon, determine, discover." Used figura-
tively, amaru appears in various semantic constellations: "find [after a search], select";
in a specialized sense, "obtain" an astronomical or mathematical result; also "learn, ex-

17. wbAs, v, 497-98.
18. wbAs, r,564.
19. wbAs, rrr,239-41.
20. For more details see AHw, 1,40-42: CAD, Nll. 5-27.
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perience," "examine, observe carefully," "inspect"; also (in military contexts) "mus-

ter"; finally, "care for, attend to," particularly "seek out, visit."
Among many idiomatic expressions, we may single out amaru panu, "behold some-

one's face," especially the king's. This expression derives from court ceremony; in the

first instance it means "appear before the king" to demonstrate loyalty, then "be
granted an audience," in the case of someone who does not "constantly behold the face

of the king," i.e., someone not in the king's service - a token of special favor that
means life and good fortune.

The idiom amdru iamai, "behold the sun," means "live." The words "he will live
long and behold the sun" refer to a full and happy life.

The verb amdru appears also in cultic language and the vocabulary ofprayer. Reli-
gious texts employ it in its full semantic range. Omens such a birds, astronomical con-
stellations, and blood are observed; demons appear; an individual receives a divine an-

swer. Many texts say that the supplicant sees the favor of the deity. To "behold the

face" of a particular god means concretely to come with prayer and sacrifice before the

image or statue of that deity - exceptionally at a sacrificial site in a private house, as a

rule in the temple - to receive favor and aid. "To behold the face of a deity" is not,
however, a technical cultic term for "visit the temple"; it always entails a quest for the

gracious, living countenance of the deity, from which help and salvation radiate. Sec-

ondarily, "behold God" comes to mean the effort to obtain divine assistance, an effort
that itself guarantees divine favor.

III. OT.
l. Occurrences. The verb ra'd occurs 1,303 times in the OT.2l Of these occurrences,

1,129 are qal forms:22 Genesis, 123; Exodus, 70; Leviticus, 37; Numbers, 39; Deuter-
onomy,56; Joshua, 15; Judges,34; 1 Samuel,74;2Samlel,431, l Kings,25;2Kings,
55; Isaiah, 74; Jeremiah,66l.Ezekiel 70; Hosea, 4; Joel, I (3:1[Eng. 2:28)); Amos, 5;

Obadiah, 2 (12,13); Jonah, 2 (3:lO;4:5); Micah, 5; Nahum, I (3:7): Habakkuk, 6;

Haggai, 2 (2:3 twice);Zechaiah, l8; Malachi, 2 (l:5;3:18); Psalms, 87; Job, 50; Prov-
erbs, 12; Ruth,2 (1:18; 2:18); Song of Songs, T; Ecclesiastes,46; Lamentations, 16;

Esther, 12; Daniel, 18; Ezra,2; Nehemiah, 6; I Chronicles, 19; 2 Chronicles, 24.

Niphal forms occur 102 times: Genesis, 14; Exodus, 16; Leviticus, 10; Numbers, 5;

Deuteronomy, 5; Judges, 6; 1 Samuel, 2 (l:22;3:21);2 Samuel, 3 (17:17;22:ll,16);
1 Kings, I l; 2 Kings, I (23:24); Isaiah, 4; Jeremiah, 2 (13:26;31:3); Ezekiel,4;Zecha-
riah, I (9:14); Malachi, | (3:2); Psalms, 5; Proverbs, I (27:25); Song of Songs, I
(2:12); Daniel, 4; 2 Chronicles, 6. The hiphil occurs 62 times: Genesis, 3 (12:l;41:28;
48:ll); Exodus,4; Numbers,3 (8:4; 13:26;233); Deuteronomy,6; Joshua, I (5:6);

Judges,4;2 Samuel, I (15:25);2 Kings, T; Isaiah,4; Jeremiah,3 (11:18;24:l;38:21);
Ezekiel, 3 (ll:25;40:4 [twice]); Amos,4; Micah, 1 (7:15); Nahum, I (3:5); Habakkuk,
I (l:3);Zechaiah,3 (1:9;2:3U:2Ol;3:l);Psalms,8; Song of Songs, I (2:14); Ecclesi-

Yetter, THAT ll, 692: and KBLL, 861: 1300.
Yetter, THAT, ll, 692; HAL, lll, 1156; KBL2, 862 (probably correctly): 1,140.

21.
22.
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astes, 1 (2:24); Esther, 3 (l:4,11;4:8). The hophal occurs 4 times (Ex. 25:40; 26:30:.
Lev.13:49; Dt.4:35) and the hithpael5 (Gen. 42:l;2 K. 14:8,11;2Ch.25:17[Q),21).
The pual occurs once (Job 33:21).

The verb appea$ in all the books of the OT except Zephaniah. There is a striking
concentration of occurrences in Genesis (141, out of a total of 328 in the Pentateuch)

and Psalms (100). Also noteworthy are the difference in usage between Ecclesiastes
(47) and Proverbs (13) and the paucity of occurrences in the Chronicler's History (55)

in comparison to the Dtr History (224).
Among the noun forms, we come first to the basic word roi "seeing" (Gen.

l6:l3a,l4; I S. 16:12; Job 33:21). Other nouns derived from the verb include: mar'eh
(103 occurrences: Genesis, 1l; Ex. 3:3;24:17:, Leviticus, l1; Num. 8:4:9:15,16; l2:8;
Dt.28:34,67; Josh. 22:lO; Jgs. l3:6 [twice]; 2 S. ll:2; 14:27;23:21[Q]; Isa. l1:3;
52:14;53:2; Ezekiel, 36; Joel 2:4ltwicel:' Nah. 2:5[4]; Job 4:16; 41:1[9]; Cant.2:14
ltwicel; 5:15; Eccl. 6:9; ll:9; Esther, 4; Daniel, l2), mar'd (12 times: Gen. 46:2;Ex.
38:8; Nu. 12:6; I S. 3: l5 ; Ezk. 1 : 1 ; 8:3; 4O:2; 43:3; Dnl. l0:7[twice],S,16), r6'eh I (ll
times: I S.9:9[twice],11,18,19; Isa.30:10; I Ch.9:22;26:28;29:29;2Ch.16:7,10),
rd'eh II (lsa. 28:7),zt re'fr! (Eccl. 5:l0lQ; Eng. 1 l)), r"i (Job 37: l8). The derivation of
-+ "lNIl td'ar (15 times; used in parallel with mar'eh in Gen. 29:17;39:6; Isa. 52:14;
53:2; Est. 2:7)from r7 is disputed. Lev. ll:14 indicates that in Dt. 14:13 ddZ should
be read instead of ra'd.za Several personal names contain r'h as an element.25

2. lrxical Field, Idioms. A variety of verbs belonging to the lexical field "perceive,
recognize," appear in the immediate and extended context of rd'd. These include nDr

piel and hiphil (e.g., 2K.3:14; Hab. 1:5;Ps.22:18ll7l; 80:15[14]; 142:5[4); Job 35:5;
Lam. 1:12;2:20:. I Ch.2l:21), b?n (lsa.6:9;32:3,4;44:18:' Job 1l:11), itm (Isa. 4l:20),
idkal (Isa. 4l:20l' 44: l8), ffrr (e.g., Nu. 24: l7), qdiab (lsa. 32:3-4), -+ iltll bdzd (e.9.,

Nu. 24:16), pAqad (1 S. l4:17; Jer. l:10),.ia-Z hithpael (Isa.4l:23, but probably to be
read as the qal of id!d', "fear" [cf. Ugar. 1t26 and Phoen. 51zr]), and iamar (Ps. 37:37).
ra'd is occasionally accompanied by a verb of seeking, such as l.tdpaS (2 K. 10:23) or
ddrai (2 Ch. 24:22). Often used in parallel are -+ gDVi iama'(e.g., Nu. 24:16; I S.

25:35; Isa. 6:9,10; Jer. 23:18; Ezk.44:5; Ps. 45:l lll0l; 48:9[8]; Job 13:l; Prov. 20:12)
and-+91'ydda' (Gen. 18:21;8x.2:25; Lev.5:l;Nu.24:16-17; Dt.4:35; ll:2;1S.
6:9; 18:28;26:12; Isa. 5:19;29:15:. M:9,18;58:3; 6l:9; Jer.2:23;5:l; l2:3; Ps.

31:8[7]; 138:6;zs Job 11:11; Eccl. 6:5; Neh. 4:5[l l]).
Naturally ra'A appears frequently in conjunction with -+ l'9 'ayin: Gen. 45:12;Lev.

13:12; Nu. ll:6; Dt. 3:21,27;4:3,9,12;7:19;10:21;ll:7;21:1;28:32,34,67;29:2(3);
losh.24:7;1 S. 14: l7; 16:7 (+ /"; in parallel with -r A) b\i2 S. 16:12(Q) G b1;24:3;

23. NSS, 151.
24. HAL, lll, 207 ; Yetter, THAT 11, 692.
25. rPN,186, 198.
26. UT no.2763.
27. DISO, 322.
28. J. Reider, JBL 66 (1947) 317.
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3. Everyday lJsage. a. Unlike other verbs referring to visual perception, ra'd denotes

the experience of seeing as a totality, in which sensation and perception merge. The ex-

perience of the visual nature of reality has as its content the meaning, character, and na-

ture of the images perceived; this experience is the polar opposite of sensation, i.e., the

experience of the concrete nature of reality, an experience that conveys the nature and

intensity of such sensory data as color, form, and spatial location. The verb ra'drefers
particularly to that segment of the process that brings the perpetual flux of the visual

experience of living reality to the level of conscious recognition - i.e., conscious per-

ception or the act of comprehension. From the interplay of conscious perception and

experience - i.e., the accumulation of remembered images and their meaning -
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arises the faculty ofvisual and spatial orientation. In this process the seeing subject ex-

periences a detachment from the perceived reality and is enabled to grasp this detach-

ment perceptually, recognizing and appropriating it. The act of the recognition and the

act of comprehension merge in a complex personal process that on both the linguistic
and the textual level can be representedby rd'A but frequently is realized by the use of
ra'A andydSa'it parallel (Nu.24:16-17; Dt. l1:2; I S.25:17; Isa.29:15; 4l:20:
44:9,18;58:3; 61:9; Jer.2:23;5:l;12:3; Ps. 138:6; Job I l:l l; Eccl. 6:5; Neh. 4:5[11]).
Not infrequently, a text accentuates the act ofconscious perception as a way ofobtain-
ing knowledge (Gen. 18:21; Ex. 2:25;Dt. 4:35; 1S. 6:9; l0:24; Isa. 5:19; Ps. 3l:8[7]).

Sometimes the complexity of the personal process of perception is underscored by
the juxtaposition of several verbs belonging to the lexical field "recognize, perceive,"

without distinguishable nuances of meaning.2e The combinations ra'd, ftm, ydda'(lsa.
4l:20); bin, rd'd, Saftal (44:18); iama', rd'A, bin (6:9): ra'd, idma', qdia!, btn (32:3-4);

and iama', bdzA, rd'd, ifir (Nu. 24:16) do not convey a purposeful differentiation of vi-
sual and noetic apperceptions, but instead express the totality of the human perceptual

faculty.
Nevertheless, the visual faculty of the eyes remains constitutive for the apperception

of the reality experienced distinct from the perceiving subject, as is clear from the fre-
quent conjunction of rd'6 with 'ayin ("one's eyes see") or b"'ayin ("see with one's

eyes"). At the same time this usage emphasizes the personal nature of the visual expe-

rience. The personality of the individual is concentrated in the seeing eye. In the look
of the eye is reflected the individual's present state as a change of situation, subjec-

tively experienced and objectively recognizable. As the eyes dim, the aging individual
perceives the ebbing of vigor and vitality and approach of the darkness of death (Gen.

27:l;48:lO 1 S. 3:2; 4:151- | K. l4:4; in an allegorical sense: Eccl. l2:3), a situation in
which the blind find themselves perpetually (Isa. 29: l8). But the vision of healthy eyes

can also be impaired. Drunkenness (Gen.49:12), desire (Nu. 15:39), greed (Jer. 22:17),
hubris and folly (Isa. 44:18) distort one's vision of reality. A universal limitation on the

human perception of reality is noted in I S. 16:7: "Mortals see what is before their
eyes," i.e., they are inclined to perceive only the outward form, not the true inner reality
(cf. Isa. l1:3).

Hence the call for "enhanced vision" is expressed in a multitude of formulaic ap-

peals.30 A person or situation must be looked in the face and recognized. Observation
of outward form with its initial apperceptions must be penetrated; the eye must be

sharpened for a penetrating vision that comprehends reality. Such sharpened sight is
the particular aim of the formulaic impv. nf' yn + w'-r'h, "lift up your eyes and see."

Vision turned in upon itselfthat concentrates on itselfis to be freed from its egocentric
shackles and be opened to whatever encounters it.

The early stories employ the narrative form of this idiom in an attenuated sense as a

stylistic device to introduce a new episode (Gen. 13:10; l8:2; 22:4;24:63;33:1,5;

29. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja. BKXI/l (1989), 168-69.
30. See III.2 above.
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43:29; cf .8:13; l9:28; 40:6'. wayyar'w"hinnEh; without hnh: 2l:9;28:6; 38:20)' We

find a similar usage in Ugaritic.3r
The frequent parallelism of rd'6 and iama'in a wide variety of contexts confronts us

with the question of the relationship between "see" and "hear." The nuances of each

text must te examined individually. Here we shall deal only with the question whether

"in early Hebrew tradition hearing takes undisputed priority over seeing and all other

form, oi sense perception."32 Although.the consensus favors this view,33 it seems that

this assumption is rooted more in the Aristotelian doctrine of the logos than in the OT

tradition. According to Aristotle, the universality of the logos demands the priority of

hearing over seeing. This postulate has been accepted by Western philosophy, as exem-

plifred by Gadamei: "There is nothing that is not available to hearing through the me-

iiorn of iurguage. Whereas all the other senses have no immediate share in the univer-

sality of the verbal experience of the world, but only offer the key to their own specific

helds, hearing is an avenue to the whole because it is able to listen to the logos'"34 This

postulate effectively inspired the Christian theology of the Word. In the OT, too, the

word plays u, 
"no*ou, 

role.35 Clearly there are textual domains where the dominant

notion is that of hearing the word, instruction, the law.36 But when ra'h and iama' oc-

cur together, the texts either refer to a unitary personal act of perception (Dt. 29:3141;

Isa. 6:9ff.; Jer. 5:21;Prov.2O:12;Eccl. l:8) or establish the priority of seeing over hear-

ing (Gen. 45:27;1 K. 10:7; Ps.48:9[8]; Job 42:5). What is heard remains lifeless

t<nowteAge until the act of ra'd makes it a living experience that enriches life' In the lat-

ter case the knowledge conveyed by tradition (idma') is not only corrected but shown

to be a delusion by confrontation with reality (rd'd). In addition, the earlier traditions

concerning encounters with God emphasize the priority of seeing over hearing.3T

b. Every conscious apperception therefore is,initiated by seeing with one's eyes.

What is seln must Ue literatty or figuratively "before one's eyes"' fundamentally "visi-

ble" (l K.6:18;8:8 = 2 Ch.5:9; Job32l;Prov.27:25 Cant'212; Ezk' 19:ll)' The

acts of apprehension generated by rd'dthus cover a broad and complex range of mean-

ings. Glolal classification into two semantic groups is justifiable in that, besides the

,"naory visual aspect common to both, one group places more emphasis on the noetic

aspect, the other on the emotional.
(l) Gen. 34:1 describes Dinah as setting out "to see the women of the region." She

wants to go outside the confines of her seminomadic clan in order to experience the

strange, fiscinating life of the city. Elisha could see for himself that the people of Jeri-

cho lived well (2 K.2:19).In the anecdotal passage 2K.2:19-22, this statement in the

31. L. R. Fisher, RSB

32. Kraus,93,94.
33. Most recently H.

(98r).

rr,133-52.

Schult, IIIAI II, 978: "Priivalenz des Hcirens vor dem Sehen in AT"

34. H.-G. Gadamer, Truth and Method (Eng' trans.

35. -+a)1 dalar
36. --+ gDQi iama'.
37. See III.5 below.

New York, 1989),462.
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mouth of the men of the city functions to motivate Elisha to alleviate the only problem,

the polluted spring. Jacob discovers that grain is available for purchase in Egypt (Gen.

42:l); Jonathan will inform David if he learns anything (l S. l9:3). In both texts raZ is

synonymous with iama'.
Close, careful seeing results in an obserttation. The reflection that takes place in the

very act of perception results in knowledge (ra'd synonymous with yad'a').Gen. 8:6-13

provides exemplary insight into this noetic development. Noah undertakes four at-

tempts (vv. 6-9,10-11,12,13b) to master his desperate situation by sending forth a ra-

ven followed by three doves. In v. 8 he sends a dove to observe (rd'A)how high the wa-

ter still is. When the second dove returns with an olive leaf in its beak, he knows

OAda') that the waters have subsided from the earth (v. 1 I ). When the third dove fails
to return, he opens the ark; he looks out, and sees the dry land extending before his

eyes (v. 13). This sight gives him a final assurance of deliveranc e (wayyar' w"hinnEh).

The other noetic acts probably took place in a similar way. When Sarah sees the son

of Hagar playing (Gen. 21 :9), she mentally pictures the ensuing course of events; she

recognizes the consequences and the need to take action (cf. Gen.24:30;30:1,9;37:4;
1 S. l8:28; Est. 7:7). Joseph's brothers see that their father is dead (Gen. 50: 15) - i.e.,

they become aware3s what Jacob's death could mean for them: Joseph's vengeance (cf'
3l:5; 39:3). When Lot emerges from his thoughts and considers Abraham's proposal

(13:8-9), he lifts his eyes and sees before him the whole well-watered plain of the Jor-

dan (v. l0). A stroke of genius captures the entire psychological process of pondering

and deciding in an act of observation.
Observation of concrete circumstances and events brings knowledge and certainty.

From Saul's behaviog David recognizes that his death has been settled on definitively
(l S. 23:15; emendation to yarc' is unnecessary3e). The inhabitants of Ashdod see the

judgment that has befallen them and recognize its source (l S.5:7). After many at-

tempts, in Jgs. 16:18 Delilah realizes that she knows the whole secret of the

naziriteship.
All the same, outward appearances can deceive, because they may be designed to

delude. Thus David plays the madman in the presence of Achish in order to avoid pos-

sible danger ( I S. 2l:14[ 13]). Achish appeius to see through David's maneuver (vv. 15-

16t 14- I 5l; here too emendation to yare' is inappropriate), but clearly has no interest in
getting involved in the dispute between David and Saul. Simple acts of observation are

referred to in Isa. 22:9 (breaches in the wall of the city of David; cf. 2 S. 5:7,9; I K.

2:lO);2K.12:ll(10) = 2Ch.24:ll (money in achest); cf. Ex.8:11(15); 32:1; I S.

28:21;Dnl. 1:13 (course of action determined by what one observes; cf. Est. 2:9).

Careful weighing of circumstances may ripen into a plan that is in fact carried out.

According to I S. 25:17, Abigail considers carefully how to avert the evil occasioned

by her husband's ill-natured conduct toward David (25:32ff.). Facing an imminent at-

tack by the Arameans, Ahab is to gather his forces and work out a sound strategy (l K.

J. Skinner, Genesis. ICC: "realize."
H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuels. KAT YllVl (1973),424.
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2O:22). Gad tells David to consider carefully his response to the word of Yahweh (2 S.

24:13;cf.2Ch.2l:12). Ps.66:18 speaks in general terms of "planning evil" (the emen-

dation raitri to 'amartt is unnecessaryaO).

The queen of Sheba had heard of Solomon's wisdom and prosperity. Observing
them with her own eyes, she is convinced and persuaded that the reports are true (l K.
l0:4,'l = 2 Ch. 9:3,6).In 2 K. 10:23 Jehu commands the worshipers of Baal to "make

certain" that they are alone in the temple, i.e., that they are not in danger. They find out
at once that this is a ruse - at least as presented by the redactor of vv. I 8-27. Joseph's

death, as plotted by his brothers, is intended to demonstrate that his ambitious ideas are

empty dreams: "Then we shall see what will become of his dreams" (Gen. 37:20).
Joseph counsels Pharaoh to "select" a man who is discerning and wise, and set him

over the land of Egypt to avert the consequences of the impending famine (Gen. 4l:33,
E). Saul orders his servants to find a young and talented musician, whose playing will
alleviate Saul's illness (l S. 16: l7). In a diplomatic trick Jehu tells the Samaritan nobil-
ity to select the best qualified of Ahab's sons and make him king (2 K. l0:3). Esther is

provided with seven chosen maids from the king's palace (Est. 2:9). In the so-called
Blessing of Moses (Dl 33), the saying concerning Gad states that he chose the best of
the spoil for himself, i.e., the leader's portion (v. 21).

The verb ra'd can mean either an intentional search that accomplishes its purpose or
a chance discovery. Jgs. 5:8 merely states an observed fact: "Shield and spear were

seen no longer among forty thousand in Israel." Joseph has his brothers'money hidden
in their sacks of grain. As they are traveling, one of them discovers it; back at home,

they all do. They realize (rd'd) at once the possible consequences and are dismayed
(ydrc') (Gen. 42:27 ,35). At the behest of the lords of the Philistines, Delilah attempts to
discover the secret of Samson's strength (Jgs. 16:5). Saul and his servant go in search

of their donkeys, but cannot find them anywhere (l S. 10:14). In a remarkable con-
struct of Levitical priestly phantasy embodied in Ezk. 39:ll-16, a permanent commis-
sion is to scour the defiled land for human remains and set up a sign by any they find
(v. l5).

In Gen. 29:2 (J) Jacob comes upon a well in the open countryside. What Jacob sees

is not just a physical object; the well near the city is in fact the natural meeting place

for shepherds and merchants. In Gen. 22:4, after three days Abraham lifts up his eyes

and sees far away the place where he will be tested. For the structure of the narrative in
Gen.22, the trajectory that begins with the command of Elohim (v. 2), takes shape in
Abraham's silent departure for an unknown destination (v. 3), and culminates in the

sight of that destination is a means of drawing the listener into the dramatic situation.

Quite commonly, ra'A can refer to an encounter between two individuals. In Gen.

24:64 Rebekah lifts up her eyes and sees Isaac. In this lapidary statement the depth of a

meeting of two lovers finds expression; cf. Gen.29:10: the meeting of Jacob and Ra-

chel, a case of "love at first sight," lends it extraordinary power. In Cant. 3:3 the bride,
who is looking for her beloved, asks: "Have you seen him whom my soul loves?" Ac-

40. Contra H. Gunkel, Psalmen. HKATIIJ2 C1968), 279; et al.
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cording to Ex. 4:14, Aaron's heart will be glad when he sees his brother Moses. A
priestly Levitical tradent was able to use Moses'refusal to accept Yahweh's commis-

sion as a device to introduce the figure ofAaron (vv. 14b-17). Less gratifying is the en-

counter of Ahab and Elijah ( 1 K. I 8: 17). We are told that Samuel never saw Saul again

until the day of his death (1 S. 15:35).

A reunion is the subject of Gen. 44:28;45:28;48: I L Jacob/Israel, believing that Jo-

seph had died, laments that he has not seen him since he left. The assurance that Joseph

is still alive gives the old man the strength to undertake the long journey to Egypt'
where they are reunited. In 1 S. 2O:29, wder the pretext of seeing his brother again,

David avoids coming to Saul's feast. On the use of the expression "see one's homeland

no more," see Jer. 42:18 and the later interpretation in22:10,12.
Illness can be a particular reason to visit someone. Ahaziah of Judah visits his

cousin Joram, wounded at Ramoth-gilead, in Jezreel (2 K. 8:29 = 2 Ch. 22:6; cf . 2 K-

9:16). Visits of this nature can sometimes be a torture for the sufferer (Ps. 41:7[6]; cf.

Job 2: I lff.).
The full immediacy of personal encounter finds expression in the formula "see some-

one's face": "Israel said to Joseph, 'I can die now, having seen your face again and

knowing that you are still alive"' (Gen. 46:30). Contrariwise, Jacob has every reason to

fear a face-to-face encounter with his brother. Therefore he sends a flock ahead as a gift
of appeasement, in the hope that at the moment of meeting his brother will show him

mercy and accept him (Gen. 32:21[20); cf .31:'2).In sum, the semantic complex "meet,

encounter," clearly marks a transition to great emphasis on the emotional aspect.

(2) In Ex. 2: 1 l, when Moses goes out to visit his people, he is moved by observation

of their forced labor (rd'd b'). When he is forced to watch the mistreatment of another

Hebrew, he kills the Egyptian overseer. In 18:14 Moses'father-in-law observes that

Moses is totally overwhelmed with the mediation of God's decisions to the people (the

communication of God's statutes and instructions [v. l6] is a Dtr addition), and advises

him to appoint officers (vv.2l-22).
The servants of Eglon "discover" that the doors of his upper chamber are locked and

draw a false conclusion (Jgs. 3:24). Abimelech discovers by accident that Rebekah is

Isaac's wife and that Isaac has deceived him (Gen. 26:8). When the Ammonites notice

that they have become odious to David, they mobilize their forces (2 S. 10:6 = 1 Ch.

19:6). Overhearing the whispering of his servants, David learns that his child is dead

(2 S. 1219). Michal despises David when she spots him leaping and dancing before the

ark (2 S. 6: 16). As soon as Hagar realizes that she is pregnant, she feels like a second

wife and treats Sarai with contempt (Gen. 16l.4-5). Tamar realizes that she has been de-

nied the right of progeny through levirate marriage (38:14). According to 28:6-9 (P)'

Esau realizes that Jacob has been blessed by Isaac. In his mind he associates this bless-

ing with Jacob's obedience. At the same time he sees his own treatment of his father as

unjust. P uses this passage to hold up Esau also to the postexilic community as a model

of obedience.
By chance, Pharaoh's daughter notices a basket among the reeds, which immedi-

ately arouses her curiosity (Ex. 2:5); she is astonished to find a crying infant in it (v. 6).

Breathing a sigh of relief, Jacob has scarcely named the site of his nocturnal struggle
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(Gen. 32:31; secondary) when he notices Esau approaching with alarge crowd of peo-
ple (33:1, J). Among the members of Jacob's household, Esau initially sees just his
brother and makes his peace with him. Only then does he look up and see the others,
including them in his gesture of friendship (33:5). Joseph's brothers look up and see a

caravan (37:25).Isaac looks up from his work and sees camels - a veiled way of say-
ing that he sees Rebekah Qa:$). One evening an old man living in Gibeah as an alien
notices a wayfarer at the village well; he asks where he comes from and where he is go-
ing, and brings him to his house (Jgs. 19:17). But such emotionally charged vision can
also deceive. Samuel is profoundly impressed by the sight of Eliab and believes that he

is to be Yahweh's anointed (l S. 16:6). However, Yahweh, who sees not outward ap-
pearances but the heart (v. 7), has chosen another.

As a personal act ra'd runs the entire gamut of emotional affect, usually without
specific context classifiers. Such usage is generally indicated by the use of D'to intro-
duce the object. The sexual contexts, in which ra'd reaches its goal in ydja', statd
clearly in the foreground. They range from mere carnal satisfaction to personal love.
Judah (Gen.38:15) and Samson (Jgs. 16:1) see prostitutes and go in to them. Shechem
sees Dinah and takes her by force (Gen. 34:2). From the flat roof of his palace, David
sees Bathsheba bathing and orders her brought to him (2 S. ll:2). Potiphar's wife casts

a lustful eye on Joseph and asks him to lie with her (Gen. 39:7). The historical allegory
in Ezk. 23 pictures Israel as two lecherous sisters. The mere sight of pictures of mag-
nificent warriors is enough to arouse Oholibah's lust (v. 14). Delight in feminine grace
and beauty is reflected in Est.2:15 ("Esther was admired by all who saw her") and
Cant. 6:9 ("the maidens saw her and extolled her"; cf. Gen. 12:12-15). Drawing on the
motif of an orchard, Cant. 6:1 I (cf .7:13[12]) describes metaphorically the delights of
"experiencing the feminine in the act of sexual intimacy."al Sight that evokes love and
leads to marriage is apparent in Gen. 38:2: Judah sees Shua, the daughter of a

Canaanite, and takes her as his wife (cf. Jgs. l4:l-2).
Seeing can also involve the desire to enjoy something. In a taunt song mocking im-

ages made by human hands (Isa. 44:9-20), the poet employs satirical contrast between
two ways of using wood: the material from which an artisan fashions an idol to worship
serves as fuel for cooking and heating: 'Ah, I am warm, I can see [= feel] the fire"
(v. l6). A metaphorical threat against the "garland of Ephraim" (28:l-4) uses the image
of a first-ripe fig to represent its sudden end: whoever sees it eats it up as soon as it
comes to hand (v. 4).

Gen. 3:6 belongs in a different context. It is not simply "the delightful, attractive
fruit that draws one to bite it";+z the driving force is the fundamental human longing for
an expanded life and an enhanced existence.

Delight in what one sees can include an element of malice when the misfortune of
others is involved, as in Lam. l:7: "The foe looked on mocking over her downfall" (cf.

41. G. Krinetzki, Hoheslied. NEB 2 (1985), contra W. Rudolph, Hohelied. KAT XVIUI-3
(1962),166.

42. C. Westermann, Genesis l-11 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1984),249.
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Ob. l2-13). According to Mic. 7:8-20, Jerusalem will gloat over the downfall of her en-

emy (v. l0). Ezk. 28:17 describes the fall of the king of Tyre: he is now in the under-

world, where the kings who formerly flattered him feast their eyes on him. In Ps.

22:8(7) the psalmist laments: 'All who see me mock at me." His suffering is aggravated

by the malicious pleasure of others (cf. 109:25).

At other times, the sight of misfortune provokes the opposite reaction, horror and

flight (Ps. 2l:l3l12l; cf. Nah. 3:7); empathic suffering is also possible (Est. 8:6; cf. Dt.

28:32; in response to the fate of an individual: Gen. 2l:16 44:34). This leads to a uni-

versal appeal to share in the suffering and pain of Jerusalem (Lam. l:12,18).
Finally, seeing can involve pleasure and delight. According to 2 K. l6:10, the altar

that Ahaz saw in Damascus pleased him so that he had a new altar built in Jerusalem to

the same specifications and the old one removed (v. 14, a late gloss): a highly tenden-

tious description of the religious consequences of vassalage! With grateful delight Da-

vid sees the generosity of the people in contributing to the building of the temple ( I Ch.

29:17).
Not rarely the sight of misfortune has an aura of sensationalism that evokes gawk-

ing. In Jgs. 16:24 the people gawk at Samson as he is led before them. In 2 S. 20:12 the

people stand in the street to gawk at the body of Amasa (cf. 1 K. 13:25). In Ps.

22:18(17) the psalmist complains of being surrounded by a gawking rabble who gloat

over his suffering.
The need to see is matched by a corresponding need to show (rd'd hiphil). The

showing of the fruit of the land to Moses and the whole congregation of the Israelites is

meant to persuade them of the fertility of the promised land, as well as to substantiate

thereportof thespies(Nu. l3:26).JaelproudlyshowsBarakthebodyof Sisera,whom

she has just slain (Jgs. 4:22).The simple desire to impress impels Hezekiah to show all
his wealth to the Babylonian envoys (2 K. 20:13,15 = Isa. 39:2,4). The same desire,

even more exaggerated, motivates Artaxerxes (Est. l:4,11).
Jacob sends Joseph to his brothers to see (= find out) whether it is well with them

(Gen. 37:14). At the behest of the chief jailer, Joseph takes care of everything that goes

on in the prison, so that the jailer does not need to look after anything (39:23). Out of
concern for Amnon, who is pretending to be sick, David agrees to his malicious request

(2 S. 13:5-6). The meaning of I K. 12:16 = 2 Ch. 10:16 is ambiguous: "Look now to

your own house, O David." Emendation to r"eh, with LXX, is no improvement. It re-

mains an open question whether the words are to be understood as malicious mockery
("See what has become of your political dreams!") or irony ("Enjoy your house!"), or

in the sense of "Look after your affairs!"
Finally, ra'd can express an apperception that puts its stamp on a person's funda-

mental being, an "experience." The nature of the experience varies widely, depending

on the nature and form of the reality experienced.

Moses threatens Pharaoh with a plague of locusts, a disaster the likes of which no

one in Egypt has ever experienced (Ex. 10:6). Pashhur threatens Jeremiah with having

to see the death of his friends by the sword of their enemies (Jer. 2O:4). Jerusalem was

forced to experience the desecration of the temple (Lam. 1:10). Every day, those re-

turning from exile experience personally the extent of Jerusalem's destruction and mis-
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ery (Neh. 2:11) - thus the warning against seeking refuge in a supposedly better past,
fleeing to Egypt where the people did not see war and misfortune (Jer. 42:14; 44:17

[both Dtr]; cf. Ex. 13:17). The tribal saying in Gen. 49:14-15 describes Issachar as

avoiding military conflicts (but cf. Jgs. 5: l5), preferring forced labor and generally en-
joying ("seeing") the rest and beauty of his ancestral land.

To "see good" (rd'd t6! or t6!A) means to experience happiness, to live a meaning-
ful life; this experience has been totally lost to the poet of Job 7:7 (rd'A with "my eye"
as subj.) and 9:25 (ra'd with "my days" as subj.). Now that he knows how vulnerable
he is, doubt and dread dominate his very being. Eliphaz remonstrates that this is why
Job can no longer see the light of happiness but only the darkness of his misery Q2:ll,
preferring MT to LXX). Similar is the perplexed question cited in Ps. 4:7(6): "Who
will let us see any good?" The failure of Jeremiah's prophetic mission leads him to
question the meaning of his life, which is destined only to experience toil and sorrow
(Jer.20:18).

A happy life, contrariwise, is expressed by the traditional idiom "see one's off-
spring" (Gen. 50:23; Job 42:16). Isa. 53:10 uses this expression to describe the conse-
quences of God's restorative act in the person of the Servant. According to Ps. 128:6, in
his children's children the person being blessed will experience enduring happiness be-
yond the limits of his own life. David is happy to be allowed to see one of his offspring
on the throne, guaranteeing the endurance of his house (1 K. 1:48).

(3) Light and sun are metaphors representing life and happiness. To see "light" (Isa.

53:ll [reading with lQIs',b and LXX]; Job 33:28; Ps. 36:10[9]) or "the sun" (Eccl.
7:ll 11:7) means to live, to enjoy a happy life. This idiom is common in the various
Semitic languages (cf. Akk. amdru iamai/nuraa3); there is accordingly no need for
Lohfink's theory that here a standard Greek idiom since the time of Homer has invaded
the Semitic realm.4 According to Eccl. I 1:7, doing what one is able to do at any given
time brings a life of "moderate" happiness. Wisdom benefits only the living (Eccl.
7:11). After the darkness of anguish, the Servant of Yahweh will see light - i.e., expe-
rience a life ofhappiness (Isa. 53:l 1). Life is vouchsafed by God (Job 33:28); in the ra-
diance of God's ka!6Q as the fountain of life, human life acquires meaning and stabil-
ity (Ps. 36:10[9]; cf. Isa. 9:ll2)).

When negated, the same idiom means "die." Even the happy and rich must go down
to the company of their ancestors, "who will never again see the light" (Ps. 49:20|91).
A stillborn child, who "has not seen the sun" (Eccl. 6:5; cf. Ps. 58:9[8] with hdzd) or
"never sees the light" (Job 3:16), has no life or identity, but does enjoy the rest that has

its particular attraction for each author. Eccl. l2:3 speaks metaphorically of death:
"when the women [= the eyes] that look through the window see dimly." To see "the
gates of deep darkness" (Job 38:17 ,22), "the Pit" (Ps. 16: l0; 49:10[9]), or "death" it-
self (Ps. 89:a9[48]) means explicitly to die.

43. See II.3 above.
44. N. Lohfink, Qoheleth (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 2003); cf. H. W Hertzberg, Prediger

KAT XVIV4-' (1963), t39.
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4. Specialized Usage. In certain areas oflife, "enhanced vision" - attentive observa-

tion and correct interpretation of actions and circumstances - is of particular importance

and can be linked with certain offices and functions. The idioms and expressions of ev-

eryday language here take on specific nuances, occasionally becoming technical terms.

a. Military Contexts. Many texts naturally are set in military contexts. (l) A neces-

sary condition for military success is accurate intelligence about the terrain and the en-

emy. As a rule this is provided by experienced scouts or spies (Nu' 13:18; Josh. 2:1;

1 S. 14:16; 2K.7:13-14; cf. Gen. 42:9,12, where Joseph accuses his brothers of espio-

nage, and Nu. 32:8-9, a late redactional addition). No actual reports of spies have been

preserved. Nu. 13:28(J?),32-33(P); Dt. 1:28;Jgs. 18:9 (Dtr?) are late fabrications. Oc-

casionally collaborators or informers supply important intelligence: in Jgs. l:24-25 an

inhabitant of Bethel shows the spies of the house of Joseph the way into the city. In I S.

22:9 the Edomite Doeg denounces Ahimelech to Saul for offering David refuge (cf.

2 S. 17:18). Not just foreign enemies but domestic political opponents can be the target

of spies (l5.23:23;2K.6:13). David spies on Saul and his encampment (1 S. 26:5).

The success or failure of a military action depends decisively on a correct reading of
the situation, which determines strategy and tactics (Josh. 8:21; Jgs. 9:43;2 S' 10:9 =
1 Ch. l9:10; 2Ch.32:3;misreading: Josh. 8:14;Jgs. 9:36; 1K.22:32-33 = 2 Ch. l8:31-

32;atransgressiononthepartoflsrael: lS.12:12 [Dtr]).In I S.14:lTSaulcheckscare-
fully to determine which of his troops have deserted. In 1 S. 13:l I Saul uses his observa-

tions of the situation to justify his sacrifice of the burnt offering before Samuel's arrival.

In the face of imminent defeat, flight is often the last chance (Josh. 8:20; Jgs. 20:36;

1 S. l3:6; 17:51; I K. 16: l8; 2 K. 3:26: 9:27; Jer.39:4)' The mere sight of a superior

enemy can arouse consternation and terror (l S. 17:25; 18:15), resulting in panicked

flight (l S.11:24;317 = I Ch. l0:7; 2K.13:21). This situation lies behind the military
exhortation of Dt. 20:1-9, which demands fearlessness (v. I ). Sight of the Egyptians ly-
ing dead on the seashore shows the Israelites that they are out ofdanger (Ex. l4:30; cf.

v. l3). When they catch sight of their pursuers, the people whom Ishmael has taken

from Mizpah against their will are glad to see their chance for deliverance and go over

to Johanan (Jer. 41:13).
(2) It is the duty of a sentinel (;dpeh) to recognize approaching danger early and

sound the alarm. In a fortified town the sentinel's post is on the gate tower, which com-

mands the best view (2 S. 18:24-27; 2 K. 9:17). The vigilant sentinel becomes a com-

monplace in narrative and prophetic literature; this usage probably explains why the

words of sentinels are recorded, in contrast to reports of spies (2 S. 18:25-27: 2 K.

9: l7; Hab. 2:1ff.). The sentries of a military camp do not have this as their regular duty,

but are detailed as necessary Qgs. l:24;2 S. 1334).
(3) In I S. 17:28 Eliab accuses David of looking for a fight to make a name for him-

self. The Philistine looks at David with disdain when he confronts him (l S.11:42).
Rudolph is probably correct in emending 2K.23:29, "when he [= pSu.uoh] saw him,"

to "when he [= Jssialrl challenged him to battle."as Amaziah's demand that Joash meet

45. W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HAT XXI (1955), 333.
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him in battle (2 K. l4:8,1 I = 2 Ch. 25:17 ,21) formally resembles a challenge to single
combat.

(4) In I S. l4:52 Saul recruits every strong and valiant warrior. Nehemiah inspects
his militia (Neh.4:8[14]; there is no need for the emendation ydrE).

b. At Court. ( I ) "Seeing the king" or "seeing the face of the king" is a formula used
by the language of the court to refer to admittance to the king's presence for an audi-
ence. Never is a meeting with the king devoid of danger (1 K. l8:1-2,15: Elijah and
Ahab; cf. I S. 25:23;2 5.24:20;2 K. ll:14 = 2 Ch. 23:13:' Jer.32:4;34:3). The grant-
ing of an audience can require that certain conditions be met (Gen. 43:3,5; M:23,26:
2 S. 3:13).

A person who has fallen into disfavor will be refused audience. In Ex. 10:28-29
Pharaoh forbids Moses, upon pain of death, ever to see his face again. After his attack
on Amnon, Absalom tries in vain for two years to have an audience with the king (2 S.

14:24,28,32).
The expression "those who see the face of the king" (NRSV "the king's council")

refers to a special group of court officials, reflecting a form of privileged service of a
particularly personal nature (2 K.25:19: Jer.52:25; Est. l:14). In the Persian Empire
seven such privileged officials sit first in the king's council.

(2) For the king to see and take notice of a person is a mark of special favor (Gen.
43:16,29), which can result in that person's entering into the king's service (Gen.
41:33; I K. I 1:28). Gen. 46:29 describes the moment that Joseph meets his father with
the words "when he appeared before him." Many exegetes take exception to this ex-
pression and emend the text to read "when he saw him."a6 But we are dealing here with
a courtly idiom, and emendation is unnecessary.4T

c. lcgal Contexts. The verb ra'A is well established in legal language.
(1) The showing of the land (Dt. 34:l) and the command to see the land (Gen.

l3:14; Nu. 27:121, Dt. 3:27; 32:49) go back to ancient legal conceptions. The language
reflects a legal action that accomplished the conveyance of the land in question. When
the person invited to see the land does so, it becomes that person's legal property (Nu.
32:1). This procedure admits the possibility of rejection because of displeasure with
what is seen ( I K. 9:12). The imperative in Jer. 40:4 is to be understood as offering a

free choice of residence.
This legal concept in its entirety has been incorporated into the language embodying

God's promise of the land. When God commands Abraham to raise his eyes and look
upon the land surrounding him (Gen. 13:14), the promise (v. 15) is already made good
and ownership of the land has been established. Contrariwise, "not one of this evil gen-
eration shall see the good land" (Dt. l:35; cf. Nu. 14:23; 32:ll - except for Caleb: Dt.
l:36). Moses hopes for and expects from Yahweh a treatment different from that ac-
corded the faithless Israelites who perished in the wilderness, but Yahweh rejects his

46.EU; J. Scharbert, Genesis. NEB (1985), 280, following Westermann et al. Cf. G. von Rad,
Genesis. OTL(Eng. trans. 1961), 398, who calls it "suspicious"; Westermann, Genesis 37-50
(Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1986), 162: "impossible."

47. H. Holzinger, KHC l, 249: "He meets him first in the role of a high official."
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request to take personal possession of the land (Dt.3:25'26). Insofar as he is (still) the

representative olthe people, he is allowed to take possession ofthe land on their behalf

("see from afar"); but he himself will receive no portion in it (v. 27; cf .32:49-50; Nu.

27:12-13).
(2) Not rarely, the command to see is combined with a formulaic expression convey-

ing ownership of things and persons or appointment to office. "See, I have set the land

before you,, (Dt. l:8; cf. l:21 2:24,31;Josh. 6:2; 8:l;23:4). The texts cited incorporate

this entire juridical conveyancing formula into the words spoken by God. It gives voice

to the sovereignty of God's own decision as a personal act, which involved the person

addressed in a free act of personal decision.

"See, I have set you over all the land of Egypt" (Gen. 41:41). With this formula Pha-

raoh performs the official act of appointing Joseph vizier. The words of address express

u .p""iul relationship of trust. Joseph is made not just the chief of staff of the palace but

the representative of Pharaoh, his "image." One may compare Jer. l:10, where Yahweh

speaking in the first person appoints Jeremiah prophet to the nations; Ex. 7:1, where

Moses is made like God to Pharaoh; Ex. 3l:2; 35:30: according to P, Yahweh himself

commissioned Bezalel to fashion the cultic furnishings of the sanctuary.

(3) Nu. 35:16-29 is acollection of regulations governing asylum. V.23 deals with

the case of unintentional homicide: "If he [the perpetrator], without seeing him, causes

a stone that could cause death to fall on someone. . . ."

Ex. 22:6-14(7-15) deats with property deposited for safekeeping with a neighbor.

When an animal is left (v. 9a[0a]), the situation is treated according to the general

guidelines of the original compilation (vv. 6,7acr,9a,ll-l4a[1,8a4,10a,12-l5a]). The

Ipecial case treated in v. 9b(l0b) (when there is no witness to support the innocence of

the holder if a claim is brought by the depositor) belongs to the redactional stratum vv'

7b8,8,9b,10 (8p,9,10b,11) and is governed by the comprehensive guidelines of 22:6-

t4(7-ts).
Ex.23:4-5 demands assistance "when you see the donkey of your enemy collapsed

under its burden" (cf. Dt. 22:l-3,4). This requirement lies at the heart of the

chiastically structured compilation of laws in 23:l-3,6-8, which has been set in the

theologicai framework of 22:19'20 and23 lO-12. The requirement to help an enemy is

not a judicially enforceable law but an ethical claim. The case itself is nothing more

than a paradigm for an attitude of solidarity that overcomes even enmity, ultimately

rooted in the mercY of Yahweh.

The ritual, of ancient origin, used to purge a town of bloodguilt when a murder

by an unknown hand is discovered (Dt.2l:1-9), requires the elders to affirm their

innocence: "Our hands did not shed this blood, nor did our eyes witness it" (v' 7)'

Besides bloodguilt, sexual transgressions can render a town and its surrounding re-

gion unclean. therefore Lev.20:17 requires that a man who sees the nakedness of
(i."., t ut sexual intercourse with) his sister be cut off. Ham's seeing the nakedness

of his father (Gert. 9:22) seriously dishonors his parent, an offense punishable by

death (Ex. 2l:11; Lev. 20:9) or a curse (Dt. 27:16). Public exposure of someone's

genitalia is a particular disgrace, often inflicted on defeated enemies (2 S' 10:4-5;

isa.2O:2-4); prophetic judgment oracles announce it as a punishment for Israel (Jer.
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13:26:Ezk. 16:37; Hos. 2:512:3); cf. Lam. 1:8), Babylon (Isa. 47:3), and Nineveh
(Nah. 3:5).

(4) Used as a technical forensic term, ra'd means "bear witness to" or "look upon
(as evidence)." According to Lev. 5: l, it is a sin for someone who has seen or learned of
a matter not to fulfill the obligation to speak up after public adjuration. Prov. 25:7c-8
cautions against hasty litigation; one should not bring before the court every trifle that
one witnesses; trivial matters should be settled out of court.

In court, evidence may be presented or facts brought to light, if need be with the
help of witnesses. In the action involving Saul and David (1 S. 24:10-16), rhe focus is
on the physical evidence. when Saul sees the corner of his cloak, which David pro-
duces, his own eyes convince him of David's innocence. In 1 S. 26:16 the emphasis is
on the demand to acknowledge an obvious state of affairs (cf. 1 S. 24:12[ll |; Jer. 2: l0-
12,29-35). The expression "our eyes have seen" (Ps. 35:21) is a standard forensic rhe-
torical formula, used by witnesses to affirm their testimony. We may conjecture that
Dt. 33:9 and Job 8:18 reflect an archaic legal formula, the forensic nature of which is
nevertheless debatable. In Job 29:11 the speaker appeals to the witness of the widows
and orphans he has helped.

The presentation of evidence can be followed by a proposal for settlement, occa-
sionally introduced by the imperative of rd'd (l S. 12: l3). In Ps. 64;6(5) and Isa. 29:15
(cf. Isa. 47:10), the wicked express their belief that their machinations will remain con-
cealed and thus escape punishment: "Who can see us?"

The legal parenesis of Deuteronomy uses an evidentiary schema that developed out
of the covenant formulary under the influence of the legal language used before and
during judicial proceedings. The use and meaning of ra'd follow this schema.

The first part of this schema, the so-called past history, refers constantly to
Yahweh's great deeds in the past, which the people saw with their own eyes (rd'A) and
remember (zkr). lnDt. ll:2b-7 ra'd appears in the frame surrounding the prehistory. In
29:lb(2b) ra'6 introduces the past history (vv. 1b-8[2b-9]), which probably has culric
roots; it reappears in vv. 2a(3a) and 3b(4b). lnDt. 4i32-40 the theme of Israel's past is
developed in the form of a rhetorical question, tracing it back to creation. The question
concludes with the catchword "eyes" (v. 34). V. 35 proceeds to a confessional formula
introducedbyydd,a'.Inthewordsof Mosescitedin l:29-3l,rd'd(v.31)refersbackto
the people's personal experience as eyewitnesses (cf. l:19; 3:21; 4:3,9;7:19; lO:21:
Ex. l9 4 [post-Dtr]).

The confessional conclusion, the second part of the schema, is usually introduced
by yd/a' but occasionally by ra'd: "See now: I, even I, am he; there is no god beside
me" (Dt. 32:39; cf . 28:lO; 29:2lt22l). ln Dtn usage ra'd signals that those addressed
are to experience in the present Yahweh's great deeds of the past, as being vital and
binding in their own lives; they are to enter into a personal relationship with this God
who acts in the present, thus becoming unshakable eyewitnesses of Yahweh's mighty
acts. This witness is to inform the way they walk with God and with their neighbors.

d. Wisdom. (1) It is the function of practical wisdom to observe carefully the multi-
tudinous phenomena of the natural and human realms, to discern the regular sequences
and structures within this variety, and on the basis of this knowledge to formulate rules
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of conduct and guiding principles that are prudent and teachable as counsel or advice.

Countless individual observations and experiences thus coalesce to form the informed

knowledge of a society. This process presupposes the identity of the natural and noetic

orders as well as the convertibility of individual and collective experience. Hence the

many appeals to individual observation and experience, which confirm the practical

wisdom inculcated by the reacher (Prov. 6:6;23:31;Ps. ll9'37; Jer. 6:16). Against the

background of collective experience, individual observation becomes the cornerstone

of sapiential instruction (Prov.7:7;Ps.37:25,35 Job 4:8; 5:3).

Of course not everything merits the same attention (Prov. 23:31; Ps. I 19:37); some

things cloud human judgment, so that "the eyes see strange things" (Prov. 23:33). Fur-

thermore, "whoever stands staring at the clouds will not reap" (Eccl. I l:4) - 
i.e., un-

due and overscrupulous observation so as always to be on the safe side results in ne-

glect of possible and necessary action. Proverbial wisdom, despite its optimistic belief

in achieving a successful life through insight and knowledge, is well aware of its limits

(Prov.26 12;Ps. 119:96); it does not, however, reflect on these limits in the manner of

Eccl. 11:4.
This holds true particularly for the highly sensitive axiom that a person's fate and

fortune evolve directly from his or her actions or behavior, which constitutes the foun-

dation of the sapiential way of life. The validity of this principle is asserted on the basis

of general experience and personal observation (Prov. 29:16 Ps.31:25,35; Job 4:8;

5:3;20:17;21:20);the reasoning is remarkably circular (esp. in Job 4:8). Here wisdom

reaches its limit (Job 13:l), which it transcends in faith in Yahweh (Ps.73:3; Job

22:19). The particular contradictions oflife are grounded and transcended in the in-

scrutability of God's plan (Job 35:5; cf. 9:1 I ; Jer. 23: l8). True insight and knowledge

are thus ultimately gifts vouchsafed by Yahweh (Prov. 20: l2). The sapiential question,
..Which of you desires life, and covets many days to enjoy good?" (Ps. 34:13[12]),

practical wisdom answers from the perspective of faith: true happiness comes to those

who fear Yahweh (v. 12[11], with play on rd'd/ydrE).
(2) Ecclesiastes uses rd'A with notable frequency, albeit with a clear shift in mean-

ing when compared to the usage of proverbial wisdom. Ecclesiastes starts with the gen-

erally acknowledged limitations of human perception and grasp of reality: "The eye is

not satisfied with seeing" (1:8). The limit is defined by "under the sun." Knowledge is

restricted in principle to this world; insight into the beyond is out of the question - not

to mention knowledge of God.

Even "under the sun," however, it only appears that knowledge achieves its goal,

since mortals can grasp reality only in the present moment. There can be no continuous

advance of knowledge. The joyous discovery, "See, this is new" ( 1 : l 0), has its apparent

justification only in human forgetfulness. Starting from this limit, Ecclesiastes radi-

cally examines all that traditional wisdom extols as promising "gain" (l:3). In passages

like 1:14; 2:13,24; 3:10,16,22; 4:4,15; 5:12,17(13,18); 6:1; 7:15; 8:9,10,17:. 9:13;

10:5,7, ra'd refers not to communication of one's own observations and experience but

to critical analysis of what claims to be knowledge based on collective experience, to

determine the validity of this claim. Even the first-person accounts in l:12-2:l l do not

record personal experience; in a travesty of Solomon they present the speaker engaged
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in his critical analysis of knowledge. The bottom line: the absurdity of human striving
for knowledge as a way to achieve a meaningful life and enduring happiness leaves as
"gain" only the enjoyment of the pleasures offered by the fleeting moment (9:9: rd'd
Itayyim; cf . ra'd (b")!6b in 2:1,24 [hiphil]; 3:13; 5:17[18]).

e. Cult. (l) One of the functions of the priesthood is to distinguish what is clean
from what is unclean (Lev. l0:10). This decision is based on careful examination of the
object or situation, for which Lev. 13-14 alone uses ra'd 34 times.

These chapters comprise an exilic summary 03:2-46; 14:2-8) of early practice (cf.
Dt. 24:8-9:2 K.7:3) with exilic and postexilic expansions (14:9-20; l3:4j-59; 14:33-
53; very latei 14:21-32; 14:13); they prescribe the procedures to follow when'.leprosy,'
is suspected (Heb. sdra'aldenotes a wide variety of skin diseases, from which recovery
was usually expected). Lev. 13:2-46 deals with various types of leprosy in humans.
when certain symptoms appear, the person affected comes before the priest, who ex-
amines the disease (vv.3,30,32,34) or the person (vv. 13,20,39). Depending on the di-
agnosis ("the priest shall make an examination," vv. 8,10,21,26,31), the priest may
make his decision immediately or defer it until another examination seven days later
(vv. 3,6,17,21,36,43). The medical diagnosis is only preliminary to the cultic ruling.
The priest does not function as a physician but solely as a cultic official.

Analogous regulations govern leprosy in clothing (vv. 47-59). Clothing affected by
mildew, mold, or fungus is shown to the priest (v. 49). After seven days the priest ex-
amines it again (vv. 51,56) and his decision determines how it is treated. Leprosy af-
fecting houses is discussed in 14.33-57 . The owner of a house must report any suspi-
cious area ("there seems to be something like leprosy"). The priest orders the house to
be emptied before his inspection (v. 36). After a second inspection seven days later, he
decides how to proceed (v. 39). Ifthe disease has spread, the priest makes this determi-
nation (v. 44) and declares the house unclean. If he observes that the disease has not
spread (v. 48), he pronounces the house clean and performs the ritual ofpurification.

(2) Human encounter with the holy is dangerous and demands special caution. The
holy may be present in a cultic object, which represents divinity or a deity. The ark
(later understood as representing Yahweh) is such a cultic object; its power can be per-
ceived immediately. when the ark returns from the Philistines, the people of Beth-
shemesh are overjoyed to see it and offer a burnt offering (1 S. 6:13-14). But when a
few violate its taboo space, they perish on the spot (6:19: "because they looked upon
the ark of Yahweh"; cf. 2 S. 6:6-1). Hence the precautionary measures in Nu. 4:zo;see
also Josh. 3:3 (Dtr/P): the people see the ark and recognize it as a sign of yahweh's
presence in their midst, but follow it at a respectful distairce.

f . Conjuration and Divination. The verb ra'd has a solid place in magical practice as
a term for powerfully effective examination. For a curse to be effective, the eyes must
be focused on the person or object to be cursed, either directly or, ifthat is impossible,
in the form of a representational substitute. Notions of the "evil eye" play a role here
(cf . 2 K.2:24). Balak brings Balaam to vistas where the latter can see Israel better or
"entirely" and thus be able to pronounce his curse effectually (Nu. 22:41; 23:3; cf .
24:20,21). The medium at Endor sees rhe spirit of dead Samuel rise up (l S. 28: 12-13).
Hepatoscopy is mentioned in Ezk. 2l:26(21).
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5. Theological Usage. Theological usage should not be understood as belonging to a

different realm, separate from profane usage, but as reflecting a portion of a total real-

ity. Here rdZ denotes the entire spectrum of situations in which human beings experi-

ence or encounter God in their personal vision. In this sense ra'6 is complementary to

-+ ;r): gald, "reveal": God emerges from the concealment of divinity, being revealed

in and through every possible form ofhuman experience. Thus ra'A denotes the act of
revelation itself, God's self-manifestation in person and in action. In this usage raZ is
not a specifically theological term but remains epistemological. The theological ele-

ment is the concern that dominates its use in describing the relationship between God

and humanity: to express the epistemological character of this relationship. Therefore

the use of ra'6 in this context is not limited to a particular form of the verb (such as the

niphal) or to specific groups of texts (such as cultic etiologies;.+s 11r" various forms of
the word merely accentuate different perspectives on the single revelatory event.

a. Seeing God or God's Face. (l) The earlier narrative traditions in particular speak

quite naively of seeing God, God's face, or God's messenger. This manner of expres-

sion embodies the ancient Near Eastern understanding of how the divine is manifested.

Aside from all mythological encoding, however, it emphasizes the reality of the en-

counter and the fact of vision as the authentication of an experience. Reflecting every-

day usage, the expression "see (the face oll God/Yahweh" denotes an encounter with
God that emphasizes the immediacy and personal character of the encounter.

Ex.24:9-ll is a fragment interpolated into the Sinai theophany; its final recension

interprets it as referring to Israel. Here seventy "chiefs" of Israel - not further identi-

fied - see the God of Israel (v. 10), who does not lay hands on them (v. l l); i.e., this

encounter with God establishes a special relationship of trust and protection. In Gen.

16:13 (in its presumably original version, with the vocalization ro7 instead of roi),

Hagar says: "You are 'the God who sees [= delivers] me,' for she said, 'Here I truly
have seen [= encountered] God, who sees [= delivers] me."'In her encounter with God,

Hagar experiences deliverance and calls God her personal protector'

In Gen. 32:31(30) a later tradent, whose concern was the etiology of the name

Penuel, has Jacob cry out after his victorious struggle during the night: "I have seen the

face of God, and yet my life is preserved." Jacob responds with rhetorical hyperbole to

his unexpectedly gracious treatment by Esau: "I have seen your face as one sees the

face of God" (33:10). In connection with the etymology of the name Mahanaim, E

speaks of Jacob's encounter with messengers of God: "When Jacob saw them, he said,

'This is God's camp"' (32:3121).

Near Jericho, Joshua sees "a man standing before him with a drawn sword in his

hand," who identifies himself as "commander of the army of Yahweh" (Josh. 5:13).

Gideon cries out with astonishment when he encounters the messenger of Yahweh:

"Woe is me, I have seen the messenger of Yahweh face to face" (Jgs. 6:22: cf .Isa. 6:5).

David sees the messenger of Yahweh standing between earth and heaven (l Ch. 2l:16;
cf. 2 S. 24:17). A cultic theophany probably lies behind Manoah's statement that he

48. Rendtorff, 23-25.
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and his wife have seen God. In 2 Ch. 26:5 "vision of God" should probably be
emended to "fear of God"; otherwise the passage would express the impossible notion
that vision of God could be the result of human instructions.

(2) As in extrabiblical usage, "see the face of Yahweh" becomes a technical term for
"visit the temple" or "enter the sanctuary." Worshipers visit the terrestrial dwelling
place of the deity to present their petitions before the image of the deity and to pray for
assistance. In the Jerusalem temple, where there were no images, Israelites experience
God's presence and communion with God (Ps. 42',3[2); cf. 84:8[7]). Ex. 23:17 (cf .
34:23;Dt. l6:16) requires every Israelite to visit the temple in Jerusalem on the three
pilgrimagefestivals.Ex.23:15(cf.34:2o,nowoutofplace)andDt. l6:16forbidenter-
ing the sanctuary empty-handed. Ps. 84:8(7) reflects the joy the pilgrims experience
when they encounter Yahweh in his sanctuary. Dt. 3l:11 ordains the reading of
Yahweh's t6rA when Israel assembles before him. Il however, the conduct of life is at
odds with the sacrificial cult, it is meaningless and useless to see Yahweh's face (Isa.
1:12). The formula is used figuratively in I S. l:22: Samuel is to remain in the temple
forever and serve Yahweh. The Masoretes and before them the Jewish tradition attested
in the LXX+s found the archaic cultic idiom offensive and changed the verb from qal to
niphal, "appear before Yahweh," to reflect their later notion of a deity who remains
aloof from the world.

(3) In certain Psalms and in Job, the notion of seeing God face to face represents a
personal encounter with God that alleviates the worshiper's affliction. In Ps. 42t43 the
psalmist in an unclean land prays for Yahweh's presence: "when shall I come and be-
hold the face of Yahweh?" (42:3[2]). Remembering his mortal affliction, the author of
the thanksgiving hymn Isa. 38:9-20 recalls his lament: "I said, I shall not see yahweh
again in the land of the living" (v. I 1). Job 33:26 generalizes on the individual experi-
ence of alleviated affliction, elevating it to a principle of sapiential theology: "If he
prays to God, God accepts him, and he comes to see God's face with joy." In the depths
of affliction, left to himself and God, the poet finds assurance: "My eyes will see him,
no longer a stranger" (19:27); this assurance is realized in 42:5:',Now my eye has seen
you." Personal encounter with God establishes intimate communion. The afflicted
worshiper now is a friend of God and can hope for God's help.

(4) The message of eschatological deliverance draws on the notion of seeing God,
with certain changes. People will see their maker, and their eyes will look upon the
Holy one of Israel (Isa. 17:7). According to Isa.33:17, the redeemed will see with
their eyes the king in his beauty. In the age of salvation, the people inzion will see
their "Teache1" 

- i.s., immediate personal contact with Yahweh will be possible, be-
cause he will no longer be hidden (30:20; but lQIs'and LXX read the plural, so that
the promise refers to the teachers of Israel).

(5) As the theologically motivated emendations of Jewish tradents have already sug-
gested,so these circles took offense at the notion of seeing God apart from visions and

49. See IV.2 below.
50. See III.5.a.(2) above
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theophanies. Drawing on ancient taboo motifs (put in the form of words spoken by

Yahweh), they emphasize the impossibility of such seeing: "You cannot see my face;

no one can see me and live" (Ex. 3320,22; cf .19:21;Dt.4il2,l5:, l8:16).

b. Experiencing God's Power. Much more common than the immediate sight of God

is the experience of divine presence in God's kdb6d afi acts in history' These two as-

pects are not always entirely distinct.
(l) In Ex. 16:6-7 (PG) Moses says: "This evening you shall know that it was Yahweh

who brought you out of the land of Egypt, and tomorrow you shall see the glory of
Yahweh." What the Israelites see is not just the cloud that accompanies them as a sign

of God's presence, but their safe passage under God's guidance (cf. Nu. 14:22). Above

all, Yahweh's glory may be seen in his sanctuary Gs. 63:3[2]). Seeing it, the assembled

congregation prostrate themselves in worshipful adoration (Ex. 33:10; Lev. 9:24); na-

ture is gripped by turmoil: the earth trembles (Ps. 97:4), the mountains writhe (Hab.

3:10), the sea flees (Ps. 104:7), the waters tremble (1'7:17[16)). But it is not in these

cosmic manifestations that Yahweh's glory is seen: according to97:6, it is the righ-

teousness of Yahweh proclaimed by the heavens that all the peoples behold. The proof

of his righteousness is the restoration and ingathering of his people. It is in the return of
Yahweh's people to Jerusalem that Yahweh's glory is visible to all people. The escha-

tological gathering of the people who "have not seen my glory" (Isa. 66: l9) is intended

to demonstrate Yahweh's sovereignty over the gods of the peoples, or more precisely to

demonstrate his uniqueness. It instigates the peoples to come and experience for them-

selves Yahweh's glory (66:18; cf .35:2). Contrariwise, it is the misery of the wicked not

to see the "majesty" of Yahweh - i.e., they will not participate in his eschatological

glory (26:10).
(2) Yahweh's presence can be seen in his actions. Again and again, Israel is re-

minded of Yahweh's present and past acts of deliverance, to reinforce their trust in

Yahweh: "See the deliverance that Yahweh will accomplish for you today" (Ex. 14: l3;
cf.16:32;6:l; 14.31;34:10;Josh. 23:3;24:7;Jgs.2:7;2Ch.20|7; Ps. 66:5). Powerful

signs evoke understanding in a wavering people, so that they confess: "Yahweh indeed

is God" (l K. 18:39; cf. 1 S. 12:16,24). Otherwise they will meet with God's judgment,

which their ancestors experienced (Ps. 95:l l;2 Ch.29:8;307).
The prophets also speak to Israel in the present: "Lift up your eyes, O Jerusalem,

and see those who come from the north" (Jer. 13l.20;cf .4:21;7:21)."All flesh shall see

that I, Yahweh, have kindled the fire" (Ezk. 2l:4120:481, with ra'd rcplacing ydda' in

the recognition formula; cf. 39:21). Finally, Israel itself experiences divine judgment

directly (Ier. 44:2', cf. Ps. 74:9; 88:15; Lam. 3:1).

The peoples, too, will experience Yahweh's judgment, and must therefore acknowl-

edge Yahweh as their Lord (Ezk. 39:21; cf .28:18; Isa. 14:16; Ps. 48:6[5]; Zec.9:5; ex'

tended to the last judgment: Isa. l8:3). With total sovereignty Yahweh makes other

peoples and their rulers his instruments of judgment (Hab' 1:5; Isa. 41:2-5).

In Mic. 7:8-10, a late exilic hymn of trust, the congregation of Israel hopes to see

Yahweh's vindication (v. 9), which will put their enemies to shame (v. l0). Antici-
pating this event, Deutero-Isaiah calls on those listening: "Lift up your eyes all around

and see" (Isa.49:18; cf.60:4). The remnant of Israel will see Yahweh's deliverance
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with their own eyes (Mal. 1:5) and rejoice (Zec. lO:1). The gathering of the remnant
becomes a new creation: "Then all will see and know, all will consider and understand,

that the hand of Yahweh has done all this" (Isa. 41:20). When Yahweh returns toZion,
his vindication of his people is manifested to the eyes of all peoples (52:8,10; cf. Ps.

98:7).
The wretched conditions in postexilic Jerusalem lead Trito-Isaiah to prophesy a new

intervention on the part of Yahweh, which Israel and the peoples will see and experi-
ence (Isa. 6O:4;61:9;62:2:64:314); cf. Mic. 7: l6; Isa. 29:3).[sa.33:20 uses the image
of an untroubled Jerusalem to describe the coming time of salvation: "Your eyes will
see Jerusalem, a quiet habitation, an immovable tent"; an early apocalyptic poem
(66:6-16) interprets it as Yahweh's universal and final intervention to defeat the na-

tions, which Israel will see with rejoicing (v. 14; cf. Ps. 48:9[8]).
Like the people of Israel and the nations, individuals can experience the effects of

Yahweh's presence in their own lives. Yahweh's work of creation makes them experi-
ence their own dependency (Ps. 8:4[3]; cf. lO7:24). The psalmist experiences
Yahweh's goodness and living presence corporeally (3a:9[8]). Everyone who fears

Yahweh will see lifelong "the prosperity of Jerusalem/of your chosen ones" (128:5;

106:5; cf. 27:13). To their shame, the wicked will see Yahweh's intervention on behalf
of the afflicted (86:17; 112:10; cf .37:34;91:8; Job 34:26;Isa.52:15). Those Yahweh
has delivered will look down on their enemies (Ps. 54:9[7]; I 12:8; 1 l8:7); all who have

experienced Yahweh's deliverance are filled with joy (69:33132); lO7:42) and holy fear
(a0:a[3]; 52:8[6], playing on ra'A"/yarZ'; cf .lsa.49:7).

c. Analyzing One's Own Conduct. Both the experience of Yahweh's presence in see-

ing God represented in the cult and the apprehension of Yahweh's mighty acts in his-
tory require open and comprehending eyes. Therefore they also call the subject's atten-

tion to his or her own actions and conduct, in order to realize in the act of ra'A the
personal relationship and intimate communion that exists between Yahweh and Israel.

(l) Occasionally the community or an individual recognizes a sinful act as such and

redresses it (Dt. 9: 16;29:16U71; Jgs. l9:30; I S. 14:38; 2K.23:24; Neh. l3:15; cf. Ps.

55:10[9]; l19:158).ThesignthatYahwehperformsbeforetheeyesof Israelistomake
the people know and see their wickedness (1 S. 12:17). According to Hos.5:13,
Ephraim and Judah can no longer ignore their "sickness," but they turn to foreign pow-
ers for help instead of to Yahweh. Using the metaphor of two sisters, the historical alle-
gory in Ezk.23 exposes the sinfulness of all Israel. Although the younger has the ex-

ample of her older sister before her eyes, she refuses to see it and acts all the more
sinfully (v. 11). Finally Israel's transgressions are exposed, its sins and outrages

brought to light (v. 29). According to Ezk. 14:22, the survivors of the catastrophe will
be a band of sinners and transgressors, walking witnesses to Yahweh's righteousness,

in whom the exiles can see their own guilt. According to Ezk. 18, understanding en-

ables both the individual and the nation to avert catastrophe: "Because they considered

and turned away from all the transgressions they had committed, they shall surely live"
(v. 28). Hence the prophets'urgent appeal that the people not shut their eyes to sinful
reality (Jer. 2:23: 3:2; cf . Am. 6:2; Jer. 2: l0; 5:1). Am. 3:9 calls on Assyria and Egypt
to testify in Yahweh's action against Samaria, bearing witness to its misdeeds.
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(2) Israel has foreclosed the possibility of insight. It is "a rebellious house, who

have eyes to see but do not see" (Ezk. l2:2; cf . Jer. 5:21; Isa. 42:181, also Isa. 5:12;

22:ll; 42:20). Instead they scoff at Yahweh: "Let him make haste, let him speed his

work, that we may see it" (Isa.5:19). Israel prefers to trust in idols made by human

hands, which have eyes but do not see, ears but do not hear (Ps. I I 5:5-6; 135:16-17; cf.

Dt. 4i28; Isa. 44:18; 4l:23).In Jer.2:31the prophet's purpose is to open the eyes of this

btind people, that they may finally see the "word of God" at work in history (cf. Ezk.

12:3, with reference to the symbolic action to follow; Isa.42:18, with reference to the

prophet's message). Israel's continued unwillingness to see and hear leads finally to

Yahweh's judgment, which makes them incapable of seeing and hearing (Isa. 6:9-10).

The true ability to see and hear will come only in the eschatological age of salvation,

brought about by Yahweh (32:3; cf. 17:8;29:18;33:15).
d. God as Subject. All human apperception of God requires God's prior self-

revelation in his personal identity and the communication of God's name. It is Yahweh

who opens human eyes so that they may comprehend reality truly (Gen. 21:.19',2 K.

6:l'7,20 cf. Prov. 20:12), who causes humans to see, who appears, who oversees the

work of creation. These anthropomorphic expressions derive from the language of
myth (Gen. 2:19; 11:5; cf. 6:3), but "their intention is not in the least to reduce God to a

rank similar to that of man. . . . [Their purpose] is to make God accessible to man. . . .

They represent God as a person. . . . He has a will, He exists in controversy ready to

communicate Himself, offended at men's sins yet with a ready ear for their supplica-

tion and compassion for their confessions of guilt."st
(1) The goodness (= suitability, meaningfulness) of God's work of creation is

grounded in God's seeing it (Gen. l:4,10,12,18,21,25, and the final verdict in v. 3l). P

thus shortens the verdict of the Creator to the object for which God is praised. En-

thronedonhigh,Godsurveysallcreationtoitsdepths(Ps. 113:6),totheendsof the

earth (Job 28:24; cf.28.27), knows every mortal from the moment of conception (Ps.

139:16; cf. I S. 16:7; Job 10:4), regards the lowly; no one can hide so as not to be seen

by God (Jer.23:24). When God sees the suffering and affliction of an individual or the

people, the act of apperception evokes God's personal compassion and succor; the af-

fliction is already relieved. Such reliefofaffliction experienced by an individual can be

the subject of a narrative recounted in connection with the naming of a place (Gen.

1613-14), the birrh of a child (2932, JE), or a divine determination(31:42).It is a con-

stant motif in supplications and laments (l S. l:11;2 S. 16:12; Ps. 10:14;25:18,19;
59:5[4]; 119:153), in praise and thanksgiving (Ps.9:14[13]; 31:8[7]), and in divine
promises (Gen. 3l:12; 2 K. 2O:5 = Isa. 38:5). The tortuous history of Israel's deliver-

ance begins with Yahweh's assurance: "I have seen the misery of my people in Egypt"
(Ex. 3:7,9). This assurance is recalled in the face of current affliction (Ex. 2:25 [P1;

4:31 [Dtr?]; Dt.26:1;2K.13.4; 14.26).It is renewed in fresh situations of need (l S.

9:16; cf . Ezk. l6:6) and promised for the future (Zec. 9:8); as narrative or description,

it becomes a fixed motif in communal laments and supplications (Lam. l:9,11,20;
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3:36,50,60; 5:1; Neh. 9:9; Dnl. 9:18) as well as thanksgivings (Ps. 106:44; Lam. 3:59);

finally it expands to a prayer for God's eschatological appearance (Isa. 63:15; cf. Ps.

80:15[l4]).
As in secular usage, God's seeing can have connotations of searching, testing, and

judging. The Lord of the universe, enthroned on high, looks upon all humankind (Ps.

33:13; cf. l4,2 = 53:3121), examining all human ways and steps (Job 3l:4;34:21),
seeing to the heart of the individual (Jer. 12:3), probing the heart and the mind (Jer.

2O:12), observing the cormption of the earth (Gen. 6:12) and the stubbornness of his

people (Ex.32:9; Dt.9:13), but also the repentance of the people of Nineveh (Jon'

3:10; cf. 2Ch. l2:7). Persecuted unjustly in court by personal enemies, the devout

psalmist implores Yahweh to consider his manner of life. Affirmation of love for
Yahweh's firA is grounds for confidence in Yahweh's vindicating intervention (Ps.

1 l9:159; 139:24).
God's searching vision discerns what human individual is suited to an assignment.

From among the sons of Jesse, God "sees" (= chooses) David as king (l S' l5:1; cf'
2 K. 8: l3). Personal merit plays no role here, only the person's suitability in God's eyes

for carrying out God's plan. It is in this sense, for J, that God sees Noah as the

"right(eous)" one for the project of preserving God's creatures (Gen. 7:l,in contrast to

P). In Gen. 22:14 the name yhwh yr'h is a response to Abraham's lament in v. 8: "God

will pick out the lamb for a burnt offering." It is an expression of praise and thanks to

God, voicing a joy set free from distress and despair. Ezk. 16:8 and Hos. 9:10 speak

metaphorically of God's election of Israel, although Rudolph erroneously disputes this

interpretation of Hos. 9:10.52

The linguistic and conceptual realm of the courtroom are the source of the notion

that God sees injustice, oppression, and idolatry. This "seeing" means God's interven-

tion as judge, with judicial examination preceding execution of the judgment. The

wicked think that "the Lord does not see" (Ps. 947; cf.10:11; Job 22:14 Jer. l2:4),
and the people who have turned away from Yahweh ask defiantly, "Why do we fast, but

you do not see?" (Isa. 58:3) or groundlessly feel forsaken by Yahweh (Ezk' 8:12; 9:9).

Yahweh can only laugh at such behavior, for he knows that the day (of judgment) is

coming (Ps. 37:13). The epiphany of Yahweh as judge has cosmic consequences: the

earth shakes and the nations tremble at his gaze (Hab. 3:6)'
First Yahweh conducts a careful inquiry to determine the transgression(s) of an indi-

vidual, a group, or the entire people. God sees the blood of Naboth (2K.9:26), horrible

things at Bethel (Hos. 6:10), Ephraim leading our his children to slaughter (Hos. 9: l3;
text uncertain), disgusting things among Samaria's prophets (Jer. 23:13-14), Israel's

impurity (Ezk.23:13), its abominations on the hills and in the fields (Jer. 13:27), the

defamation of its sons and daughters (Dt. 32:19), "that there is no justice" and that

there is no one to intervene (Isa. 59:15-16). God's watchful gaze seals the fate of the

desecrated sanctuary (Jer. 7:11) and confirms the sin of Sodom and Gomorrah (Gen.

18:21).

52. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT XIIVI (1966), 185.
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God's discouraging observation in Gen. 6:5 (J) that groups or generations of human

beings are capable of transgressions that threaten the very existence of humankind mo-
tivates God's decision to destroy all human and animal life; but it is also and above all a
source of profound sorrow (v. 6). The notion of a vengeful God seeking blindjustice is
foreign to the OT. God, too, suffers in divine judgment (cf. the use of rd'd in the late

text 1 Ch. 2l:15). The theologoumenon "God knows those who are worthless, he sees

the wicked even if he takes no note" (Job 11:11), which has become a sapiential
maxim, encourages someone entangled in an unjust legal action to ask God's interven-
tion as both witness and judge (1 S. 24:16[15]; 2 K. 19:16 = Isa. 37:17; I Ch.

l2:l8ll7); 2 Ch. 24:22; Hab. 1 : 13; Ps. 35:17,22).
(2) Various texts speak of God as causing someone to see or showing something.

God grants Jacob a long life so that he may not only see Joseph once more but also Jo-

seph's children (Gen.48:11). Yahweh shows Pharaoh what he is about to do (Gen.

4l:28), helps Jeremiah see through the intrigues of his enemies (Jer. 1l:18), makes the

psalmist "see many troubles and calamities" (Ps. 1l:20). According to the theory of P,

Yahweh himself revealed the pattern of the sanctuary and its contents (Ex. 25:9;27:8;
cf. Nu. 8:4 with regard to the altar).

In the promise recorded in Gen. l2:1 (J), the emphasis is on the assurance of God's
guidance on Abram's journey from his homeland to the promised land (cf. Dt. 1:33).

"Not let see the land" means denial of entrance and possession (Josh. 5:6 for the desert

generation; cf .Dt.34:4 for Moses). Dt. 4:5 associates guidance with God's statutes and

ordinances. Yahweh shows his presence inhis kd!6Q Qgs. 13:22 - not without some

peril) and his mighty acts in history. According to Ex.9:16, Yahweh lets Pharaoh live
in order to show him his power. He shows himself near to his people in the sign of his
great fire (Dt. 4:36), in his power (3:24: 5:24), and in his mighty arm (3:24). To the

faithful he promises to show his salvation (Ps.50:23; 91:16), i.e., an abundance of
blessings comprehending the whole world of reality.

With the words "Show us your steadfast love, O Lord" (Ps. 85:8[7]), the exilic com-
munity prays for Yahweh's intervention in history as prophesied by Deutero-Isaiah.
The early postexilic prayer in Mic.7:15 conjures up the exodus. Like Egypt in days
gone by, the nations with their superior force are to experience the might of Yahweh, so

that "they shall lay their hands on their mouths and their ears go deaf (v. l6; on the ges-

ture cf. Prov. 30:32). The petition in Ps. 90:16 probably reflects the same time and situ-
ation. The psalmist looks forward to deliverance through an oracle of salvation that
makes manifest God's merciful purpose, thus revealing God's glory in the present gen-

eration and for generations to come. According to 59:11(10), God's epiphany in the

presence of the congregation also brings about a personal encounter with God, so that
the psalmist experiences God's steadfast love in God's judgment on the enemy.

Ps. 78 is a didactic composition in the style of Levitical parenesis. Recalling Israel's
ancestors, it warns the present generation not to forget the miracles of Yahweh "that he

showed them" (v. ll), cautioning them not to exhibit their ancestors' stiff-necked re-
fusal to acknowledge his sovereignty and obey his laws. Contempt for the message of
salvation addressed to those who heed Yahweh's word speaks from the quotation in
Isa.66:5: "Let Yahweh show his glory, that we may see your joy." These words corre-
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spond precisely to the response of Isaiah's enemies to his prophecy ofjudgment (5: l9).
On his day ofjudgment, therefore, Yahweh will not turn his face toward the people and

all his enemies among them in blessing and deliverance, but will show them his back,

so that the day of judgment will be the day of their calamity (Jer. 18:17).

(3) Various contexts use the niphal of rd'd with a divine subject (God, Yahweh,

Yahweh's messenger, the glory of Yahweh) to describe a theophany. This expression

was probably used at an early date for the appearance of God at a spot made sacred by
thisappearance(Gen. l2:7;18:l;22:14;35:l;8x.3:2,16;4:1,5;cf.Gen. l7:1;26:2,24;
35:9; 48:3; I S. 3:21 [where the statement in v. 21a is restricted by v. 2lb: "Yahweh re-

vealed himself to Samuel by his word"l). The usage reflected in these passages is al-

ready highly developed. Even in J we may detect a semantic shift of ra'd ftom the

visual-sensory realm to that of personal encounter, and hence a change in emphasis

from a description of a theophany to the purpose behind God's appearance: statement

of a promise (Gen. 12:6-7; 26:24-25; Ex. 3:2-3, JE).

In P the visible event is totally insignificant. Even the aspect of personal encounter
plays only a minor role. The expression has become a formulaic introduction to divine
speech, serving solely to emphasize the transcendence of the speaker (Gen. l7:1ff.;
35:9ff.;48:3ff.). This usage fits with the manner in which P's material is usually pre-

sented, for which rhetorical dress is the dominant stylistic device. The essential sub-

stance is put into speeches. Revelation takes place in the word. These fundamental res-

ervations concerning the visual aspects of the encounter with God are documented by

the pointed contrast between rd'6 andydia'in Ex. 6:3. Moses marks the beginning of a

new era: Yahweh makes himself known in his name; his appearance is assigned to a
preliminary stage. Ex. 6:2-7 looks forward to P's account of the exodus event, which
becomes the factor establishing knowledge of God as Yahweh (7:5; 14l4,18; 16:.6-

7,12),later realized in the divine presence in the sanctuary (29:45-46) and the annual

observance of the Festival of Booths (Lev.23:43).
The later development of the traditions reflecting cultic theophanies in Jerusalem

(Isa.6;Ps.97; cf.2 S. 22:ll,16 = Ps. l8:11,16[0,15]; 2Ch.7:3) uses language con-

cerning the appearance of Yahweh's glory to announce Yahweh's demonstration of
power when the people are disobedient (Ex. 16:10; Nu. l4:10; 16:19; l7:7;20:6).The
cultic practice of the second temple is presupposed in Lev. 9:l-24 (the sin offerings of
the high priest) and 16:1-34 (the ritual of the Day of Atonement). Both texts reflect the

ancient conviction that the appearance of Yahweh's glory (9:4,6,23; 16.2) requires spe-

cial provisions. The function of the cloud of incense as a protective veil surrounding

the theophanic deity (16:2) is a very late theological notion.
Divorced from its original settings, mention of the appearance of Yahweh or his

messenger (Jgs. 6: 12; 13 3,10,21) is a stylistic device used to introduce a narrative cul-
minating in a promise uttered by the deity. Examples include the prediction of the birth
of a child: Gen. 18:1ff.; Jgs. 13:3ff.; a promise of descendants: Gen. 26:2tr.; an assur-

ance of deliverance: Jgs. 6:12ff.; and a dynastic oracle: I K. 3:5ff.; 9:2ff. (both Dtr and

stylized as dreams; presented differently in 2 Ch. l:7 ; 7:12; cf. 1 K. I I :9). Later usage

relates the expression to God's appearance at Sinai (Ex. 20: I 8; cf. v.22) and at the tent

of meeting (Nu. 14:14; Dt. 3l:15).
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Exilic and postexilic prophecy draws on the old language of theophany to promise
Yahweh's new salvation in the immediate or distant future. According to Jer. 31 :3, just
as Yahweh appeared to Moses in the past, so he will appear to the people in exile, who
seem to have dwelt so long apart from his presence, to lead them out of captivity into
freedom, just as he led the people out of Egypt. Borrowing the message of Deutero-
Isaiah, Ps. 102:17(16) describes the appearance and return of Yahweh's glory to Zion.
For its prophecy of salvation, Isa. 60:2 strikingly alters the motif of Yahweh's epiphany.
The notions of Yahweh's coming and Yahweh's epiphany coalesce. At the same time,
Yahweh's appearance is transformed into an astral or solar metaphor. Yahweh appears

like the rising sun, which suffuses everything with new life. To the Israelites deported to
Egypt under Ptolemy Iin3l2,Zec.9:14 proclaims God's salvific intervention in the im-
age of a great theophany in which God judges the earth. Mal.3:2 moderates the people's
yearning for Yahweh to appear at once, since his day is a day ofjudgment.

e. Visions. Prophetic texts use ra'd for visionary experiences, often parallel with -+
lfi hdzA. In most cases this parallelism does not suggest synonymy (as in, e.g., Isa.

30:10) but signals a significant semantic distinction, which should always be ob
served.53 Whlle hdzd is a technical term originally denoting a specific form of revela-

tion, which appears to have been associated with the preprophetic seers (Nu. 24:4,16;
cf. Isa. 1:1;Am. l:l;Mic. 1:1)54andlatercametobeusedasageneraltermforreceiv-
ing a revelation (Isa. l3:l;Z9:l};Ezk. 12:2'7),ss ra'dbelongs to the language of vision
accounts.56 There have been other attempts to define the difference.sT

(l) In seer utterances (a genre whose existence has been amply demonstrateds8), the
seer uses rd'6 in the first person as a formulaic introduction to the description of the vi-
sion: "I see him, but not now; I behold (ittr) him, but not near: a star shall come out of
Jacob" (Nu. 24:17; cf. 1 K. 22:17). The seer transforms what he has seen in his vision-
ary experience into a speech event (Nu. 23:9; cf. v. 21, where a first person sg. has ap-
parently been transformed into a third person sg. in the course of transmission). The
seer's self-awareness and responsibility for giving his vision verbal form find expres-

sion in the legitimation formula with which a seer's utterance begins: n"'um followed
by the name of the seer (Balaam in Nu. 24:4,16; the other instances of the formula are

archaizing: 2 5.23:l; Prov. 30:l; Ps. 36:2[1] [text?]).
That God is behind the vision expressed in verbal form is beyond question: "What-

ever he [Yahweh] shows me I will tell you" (Nu. 23:3). Yahweh first opens the eyes of
the seer (Nu. 22:31; cf . 2 K. 6:17 ,20) so that he can understand God's plan (Nu. 24:1).
The danger that a seer's eyes might be constrained to prevent his seeing the vision sent

by God is caricatured in Nu. 22:22-35, a late passage ridiculing Balaam.

53. Contra H. J. Stoebe, VT 29 (1989) 347.
54. See Fths, Sehen,32.
55. See H. Wildberger,lsaiah l-12 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1991),5-6; H. W Wolff, "/oel

and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977), l2O.
56. Vetter, THAT, lI,697;cf. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),27.
57. Hiinel, 7-13; Hiiusermann, 4-8; Jepsen, 43-56; Johnson, ll-26.
58. Vetter, Seherspruch; Fuhs, Selren.
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(2) The ancient seer tradition survives well into the period of so-called classical
prophecy. Amos, Isaiah, and Micah thought of themselves as seers. In Am. l:l*;9:lx;
and Mic. l;1-6*, remnants of seer utterances have been preserved. In Isa. 30:10 the

prophet associates himself with the seers and mantics. In any case the rhetorical forms
of the seer utterance have been adopted by and incorporated into the prophetic speech

forms of the later period. The legitimation formula n"'um + PN is transformed into the

formula identifying an oracle of Yahweh (ne'um yhwh) or into dlar or di|rA + PN.
The function of ra'd remains unchanged throughout. There are vision accounts in

the third person: Gen. 18:2; 19:l;Ex. 3:2:2K.2:lo,l2,l5;6:17,20 (all late). Much
more common are first-person accounts by the prophets of their visionary experiences.

They begin with an introductory formula using ra'd and (usually) w"hinneh. Two forms
are found: rd'd qal in the first person singular perfective (I K.22:17,19:. Jer. 4:23;Ezk.
37:8; Am. 9:l; Zec. l:8) or the consecutive imperfective (Isa. 6:l; Ezk. l:4,15; 2:9;
8:2,7 ,lO; lo:l; 44:4; Zec. 2: I ,5 [ I : l8; 2:l); 5:l; 6: I ), echoing the seer utterance, em-
phasizes the "I" of the person who sees; ra'dhiphilemphasizes the divine originator of
the vision (Am.7:1,4,1; 8:1;cf. 2 K. 8:10,13; Jer.24:l;38l.21 Ezk.ll:25;40:4;Zec.
l:9;2:3ll:2Ol; 3:1 [subj.: an angel]).

From Amos to Zechariah. in the first-person accounts of visions we observe a for-
mal schema that clearly remained unchanged for centuries. The opening formula is fol-
lowed by a dialogue between Yahweh and the prophet reflecting a stereotyped
question-answer-interpretation schema. An example is Jer. 1:1 l-12: "'Jeremiah, what
do you see?' I answered: 'I see a branch of an almond tree.' Then Yahweh said to me,
'You have seen well, for I am watching over my word to perform it"' (cf. l:13-14:'
24:1ff.; Am.7:7-9;8:1-3;Zec.4:2-6:5:2-3).5e The confirmation formula "Son of man,

do you see?" or "Have you seen, son of man?" spoken by God in Ezk. 8:6,12,15,17 (cf .

47:6; Jer. 3:6;1 :11 ; 33:24) is probably borrowed from forensic usage.60 The same con-
text is suggested by the divine imperative addressed to the prophet: "See the vile abom-

inations that they are committing here" (Ezk. 8:9; cf .44:5).
Theophanic elements enter into the description of the prophet's call. The sense of a

divine encounter in which God calls and commissions the prophet is an experience that
the prophet can describe verbally only by drawing on the familiar symbols associated

with cultic theophanies (Isa. 6; cf. 1 K. 22:19;Ezk.l:4-28 + 3:12-15; cf. 10:1,8-17).

By contrast, Ezk. 33l.l-9 (cf. Hab. 2:lff.; Isa. 21:6-1) uses the image of the sentinel to
describe the mission of the prophet.

The concentrated use of ra'd in Ezekiel is striking. The formula introducing the call
visioninl:lisrepeatedinv. 15, linkingthetwosections. lnvv.l,l5,21 ,28(cf. l0:1,8,9),
ra'6 draws special attention to what the prophet sees. Cross-references link the visions
"that I had seen by the river Chebar" (3:23;8:4; 10:15,20,22; cf .ll:24:43:3 [3 times]).

All in all, visionary experience once again plays a central role in late prophecy (see

59. On visions involving word symbols and word assonance, see F. Horst, EvT20 (1960) 193-
205.

60. Zimmerli, Ezekiel /, associates it with what he calls a "demonstration"; for a different
view see G. Fohrer, Studien zur abtestamentlichen Prophetie ( 1949-1965). BZAW 99 (1967), 19.
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Zec. l:8;2:1,5[1:18; 2:l];4:2;5:1,2,5,9;6:1,8). The argument as to whether these

night visions involve waking visions or dreams can probably be decided on the basis of
4: l, which describes the transition from one vision to another in terms of being awak-

ened. Emulations of vision narratives in the context of nascent apocalypticism are

found in Dnl.8:2,3,4,6,7,15,20:.9:21:' lO:5,7,8; l2:5. Thanks to the influence of vision-
ary style, rd'd qal found its way occasionally into dream narratives, whose linguistic
form is clearly distinct from that of vision accounts (cf. Gen. 4l:22;31:lO,l2).

According to Joel 3:l(2:28), Moses'desire expressed in Nu. ll:29 (J?) will be real-

ized at the beginning of the eschatological age of salvation, albeit extended to all hu-

manity. God's spirit will make all people prophets. This promise can hardly refer to a
commission to prophesy; it suggests direct access to God through dreams and visions.

This immediacy of God fundamentally abrogates all differences among human beings.

6. Nouns.
a. ro'eh. According to I S. 9:9, ro'eh (I) was the earlier title of a ndbi'. This expres-

sion is hardly an "antiquarian detail";61 we have here a late (possibly vernacular) term
for "seer." In I Ch. 9:22;26:28;29:29,it is used as an epithet for Samuel, in 2 Ch.

16:7,10 for an otherwise unknown seer Hanani. The ancient term for "seer" was proba-

bly hAzeh. In any case both expressions refer to the same charism, which was not pos-

sessed eo ipso by every ndlt. It sets Amos apart from Isaiah, for example: Isa. 30:10,

using two terms (in the pl.) parallel, forbids the latter to function as a visionary (cf.

Am.7:12,14).62 Stoebe's theory that Amaziah called Amos a seer "to denigrate his sig-

nificance, coming as he did from a rural area, where he received whatever commission
he had,"63 is highly dubious.fl

The noun r6'eh ll, "vision," appears in Isa. 28:7. In this treatment of a bitter invec-

tive (28:7-13), the cultic prophets are accused of being drunk when they prophesy, so

that their visions demonstrate their blindness to the eschatological message.

b. mar'6. The noun mar'A, ustally in the plural, denotes the occurrences of a vision-
ary event (Nu. 12:6 par. hol6m; in I S. 3:15 it refers to an auditory event). The phrase

mar'6t Plohim as an expression for seeing visions of God (Ezk. 1 : I ; 8:3; 4o:2es1is most

likely not a formula reflecting the ancient seer tradition66 but rather a proto-apocalyptic

idiom belonging to the final redaction of the book. On "visions of the night" see Gen.

46:2. ln Dnl. 10:7,8,16, the singular refers to a visionary occurrence.

c. mar'eh. The noun mar'eh appears in Ex. 3:3; 24: l7; Nu. 8:4; l2:8; Ezk. ll:24',
43:3; Dnl. 8:16,26-27;9:23; l0:l; llke mar'A, it means "vision." In descriptions of vi-
sions it generally denotes the object seen in the vision: "something resembling . . . ,"

61. H. J. Stoebe, W 39 (1989) 347-48; idem, KAT YllVl,202-3.
62. See Wolff, Joel and Amos, 312-13; Stoebe, W 39 (1989) 341-54.
63. Stoebe,351.
64. On Isa. 30:10 (cf. 287 and 21:8 [emended]), see Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39 (Eng. trans.

Minneapolis, 2002), 145 -46.
65. See BI1S.

66. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l, 27; Yetter, THAT ll, 699.
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"appearance" (Ezk. l:5,13,27-28:8:2,4; lO:1,9-10,22; ll:24;40:3). The vagueness of
the description is emphasized by the use of k (Ezk. l:13,26-27,28; 8:2; 10:l;40:3;
Dnl. 8:15; l0:6,18; Joel24) or the reduplication mar'eh kmar'eh (Ezk. 4O:3: 4l:-21;

43:3).
In everyday tsage mar'eh denotes the act of seeing (with one's eyes: Lev. l3:12;Dt.

28:34,67; Josh 22:10; Isa. l1:3 [outward appearance]; Ezk.23:15-16), appearance

(Gen. 39:6; 1 S. 17:42; etc.), and bearing (Cant. 2:14; 5:15).
d. Other Nouns. Other nominal formations include r"T, "mirror" (Job 37:18) =

mar'd in Ex. 38:8 and r"fi7 "view," in Eccl. 5:10(11) Q (K r"i1).

lY. l. Dead Sea Scrolls.In the Dead Sea Scrolls ra'6 (qal, niphal, and hiphil) occurs

some 55 times, exclusive of OT quotations in the p"iarim.67

Of thenominalderivatives,thereare4occurrencesof mar'd (lQM5:5,11; lQ34fr'
2,2:6; llQT 3:16[?]) and 13 of mar'eh (lQM 5:l l;6:13;4Q403 fr. 1,2:3,6,8;4Q405
frs. l5-16, 22:3;4Q405 frs.20-22,2:10 ltwice];4Q405 fr.23,2:8,9;4Q160 fr. 1,5;
4Q160 frs. 3-4, 1:6; 11QPs" 28:9).

In general wage ra'A qaVniphal appears in the following contexts:

a. See/Become Visible. According to IQS 7:14, whoever takes out his "hand" from
his clothes so that his nakedness can be seen is to be punished for thirty days. To avoid

impurity the camp or temple precincts and the city must be kept clean so that "no inde-

cent, wicked thing" (i.e., excrement) can be seen (lQM '7:7; cf . 11QT 46: l5), a require-

ment based on Dt. 23:13-15(12-14) or some earlier shared tradition.
b. Observe. In the face of enemy superiority, 1lQT 6l:13 demands fearlessness:

"When you go out to war against your enemies, and you see horses and chariots and a

people more numerous than you, do not fear them." This exhortation is followed by an

assurance of help incorporating the "brought you up" exodus formula68 (1. 140). CD
9:16ff. requires a person who observes an offense while alone to denounce the offender
(9:17 ,22). The point at issue here is the law of evidence. A similar situation is addressed

by the propitiatory ritual for a murder by a person or persons unknown: "Our hands have

not spilled this blood and our eyes have not seen anything" (l 1QT 63:6; cf . Dt. 2l: l-9)

- i.e., the speakers did not commit the crime; neither can they give evidence against the

perpetrator. A person "afflicted with a visible blemish" must be denied a place in the

community (lQSa 2:7). According to llQT 64:13, anyone who sees a neighbor's ox,

sheep, or ass straying must not look without taking action (cf. Dt. 22:l-2).
c. Search Out. The Qumran legislation governing the marriage of a woman taken as

a prisoner of war ( I I QT 63: 10ff.) is more restrictive than its parallel in Dt. 21: 10- 14.

Someone who "singles out a beautiful woman" among the prisoners (63:ll) and de-

sires to make her his wife must remove from her all marks of captivity. A wisdom
poem concerning the wiles of the wicked woman describes her as raising her eyes im-
pudently to "spot" a just man, in order to trip him up (4Q184 1:13).

67. M. P. Horgan, Pesharim. CBOMS 8 (1979).
68. )ihy 'db.
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The majority of occurrences appear in theological contexts. Two passages involve

visions: lQ25 1:3 (fragment of an apocryphal prophecy) and 6Q9 58:2. In both cases,

however, the text is dubious. The visionary style is imitated in a description of the

"wise in knowledge, who hear the voice of Glory and behold the holy angels" (1QM

10:10-l 1).

More often we read of people who experience (ra'd qal/niphal) God's action and fa-

vor in their lives or in historical events. Older, however, is the observation that "one

sees but does not know and plans without believing in the spring of life" (1QH 8:13-

l4). The only remedy is for Yahweh to open one's eyes: "I have seen (r'h) this, ' . .

lhowl shall I know (nbrhiphil) unless you open my eyes?" (lQH 18:18-19). The cause

of this blindness is the fact that the eyes "are sealed through having seen evil" (lQH
't:2-3). There, employing the style of didactic wisdom, the Teacher of Righteousness

exhorts: "Listen to me and I shall open your eyes to see and understand the works of
God" (CD 2:14-15). Those who hearken to his voice will see his salvation (CD 20:33-

34). Conversely, the nation of the elect will see God's judgment on the wicked

(4QpPs37 4:11, reinterpreting Ps. 37:34). Finally, in a poem concerning Jerusalem

(4Q380 fr. l, l:2-6; cf. llQPs" 22:l-15 4QPsr 7:14-17) we read: "The name of
Yahweh is invoked over her, and his glory appears (ra'd niphal) over Jerusalem and

Zion" (1.6). Contrariwise, 4Q504 frs. 1-2, 4:8 sounds the note of salvation, including

all nations in Yahweh's salvific act: 'All nations will see your glory."

Other texts, complementary to these, say that Yahweh sees, causes something to be

seen (shows), or appears (rd'd qal,hiphil, niphal, respectively). Yahweh sees the abom-

inable conduct of humanity and the constant pollution of the land (or the earth) (4Q381

fr. 69, 1); it is unclear whether the passage refers to humanity before the deluge, Israel

before the exile, or the "nations of the earth" as in Nehemiah.6e In like manner he ob-

servesthewickednessof thepeopleof Sodom: "Ihaveseenallof that"(4Q180fus.2-4,

2:9). That Yahweh sees everything - not just outward appearances but the secret mo-

tion of the heart - is stated in I lQPsu 28.3-12 with reference to David, a poetic mid-

rash on 1 S. 16:1-13; here rd'd parallels two verbs of hearing: "God sees (r'h) every-

thing, hears (im') everything, and listens ('zn hiphil)" (11. 7-8).

Two texts speak of God as seeing with compassion. In the context of a historical re-

capitulation, 4Q504 frs. 1-2, 5:1 1 says: "He saw our grief and anguish"; in a prayer for
God's help, 4Q176 frs. 1-2, l'.3'4 (a pesher on Ps' 79:2-3) pleads: "See the corpses of
your priests, there is none to bury them." A paraphrase of 8x.24:6-8, borrowing from

Gen. 12: I and Dt. 34:4, speaks of the sacrificial site "that I showed Abraham and . . ."

(4Q158 4:6). In anguish the psalmist feels cut off from all possibility of life, and com-

plains, ..You will never again let me see good" (4Q381 33:10; or: "My life will never

again see good"). To those who put their trust in Yahweh, "he will show the happiness

of his elect" (4Q380 1:10).

Yahweh's salvation is grounded in his creative act, which is declared (spr piel) by

his hosts (lQH l3:11) and attested (r'h) with rejoicing by his angels (1lQPs" 26:12).

241

69. See E. M. Schuller, Non-Canonical Psalms from Qumran. HSS 28 (1986)' 203-4.
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But it is Yahweh who granted them this knowledge: "You showed (r'ft hiphil) them
what they did not know (yd')" ( I lQPsa 26:12; cf .lQH l3:1 1). At the eschaton Yahweh

will build an indestructible sanctuary, with a promise of his enduring presence. It may
be entered only by those who bear the name "holy": "and he himself will appear over it
forever" (4QFlor I:5).

In combination with pantm, mar'd mears "mirror." The swords and shields of the

warriors arrayed for the eschatological battle are "bright as mirrors" (lQM 5:4-5,11).
The wheeled basin at the altar of burnt offering is fashioned entirely of "mirrors"
(llQT 3:16; cf. Ex. 38:8; presumably lrwt is a comrption of mrwt), i.e., polished

bronze. The vision of God's glory (mr't kbwd) is mentioned in lQ34 fr. 3, 2:6: "You
will renew your covenant through the vision of your glory and the words of your holy
spirit."

Used absolutely, mar'eh means "appearance." In a poetic recapitulation of I S.

l6:4ff., I lQPsu 26:8-9 says of David: "He was handsome in figure (rwi) and hand-

some in appearance." According to IQM 6:13, all the horses that go out to battle are

identical in appearance. The phrase mar'A iibb6le!, "the shape of an ear of wheat," is a
technical term (lQM 5:ll; cf.4Q405 frs.2O-22,2:10). The vision of God (mr'h
h'lwhym) is mentioned in 4Q160 fr. 1, 5: "Let me know the vision of God" (cf. 4Q160
frs. 3-4, l:6).

2. LXX. The LXX generally lses idefu, hordn, or bldpein to translate the qal of rd'd,
without discernible distinction. It always renders the deictic impv. r"'eh as idoil. For
specialized nuances it uses other verbs such as akouein (Jer.2:31), anangdllein (lsa.
30:10), (apo)deiknfnai (Nu.22:41;24:17;Dt.32:20;lK.13:12:' Isa.53:11;Jer. 18:17;

Est. 2:9), eipein (Lam. 3:36), heurfskein (Jgs. 18:9), katanoein (Gen. 42:9; Ex. 2:ll;
19:21; Nu. 32:8,9; Isa. 5:12), and sdzein (Est. 8:6).

The niphal is represented by appropriate forms of hordn and idein, as well as the

following verbs: heuriskein (Jgs.6:12), g{gnesthai (2K.23:24), ddloiln (1 S. 3:21 [dif-
ferentoriginaltextl, entripein (Isa. 16:12), kataba{nein (Dt.3l:15 [differentoriginal]),
and pha[nein ( I K. 6: 18; lsa. 47:3; Dnl. I : 13, l5).

The hiphil is represented by deiknjein or deiknynai, except in Ex. 33:18
(emphanizein) and Jgs. 13:23 (phdtizein). For theological reasons the LXX altered the

texts that speak of a vision of God apart from theophanies and visions (Ex. 24: 10- I I ;
Isa. 38:ll; Ps. 63:3[2];Job 19.26-27;33:26; cf. Ps. ll:7; 17:15), substituting another
object for "God" (8x.24:10: the place where God appears; Isa. 38:11: God's salva-

tion), translating a different text (Job), or using a passive construction: "appear before
God." In particular the passive was used for the expression "see the face of God" in the

sense of "visit the temple" (Ex. 23:15,11;34:20,23-24; Dt. 16:16; Isa. l:12; Ps.

42:3121; cf. Ps. 84:8[7]). Following the lead of the LXX, the Masoretes substituted the

niphal of r'h for the qal.zo
Fuhs

70. Fritsch; Smith, 173-74.
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EIN.J ,",e_z; dr7 rAm;6;y1 re,Am

I. Semitic Equivalents: l. Akkadian and Sumerian;2.rJgat'ltic:,3. Old Aramaic;4. South

Semitic. II. Ancient Hebrew: 1. OT; 2. Other Texts. III. Versions.

I. Semitic Equivalents. The Hebrew primary nonrr re'€m derives from the Common

Semitic qitlform*ri'm, as is shown by the occasional Akkadian writing ri'-mut and

Arab. ri'mu, (alongside rtmu). Metathesis of 'and xi in nouns with 'as the second radi-

cal is common.2 A feminine form appears only in Akkadian: rtmu(m) vs. rimtu(m).3 Tlte

Heb. fem. PN r"'fimd in Gen. 22:24 is unrelated,a although there may be a connection

with the form chosen by the LXXL recension, along with the scribal error Peqpc in

LXXA. Also unrelatedto r"'em are rd'mbt (l\ "corrals(?)," and the verbal form w"ra\rnd,
..will be high," in zec. l4:lob (cf. r'm in KAl,279.3, which Donner reads as the masc.

sg. act. qal ptcp. of rfim, with 'as mater lectionis).5 We have no information about the et-

ymology of the toponym ra'm61(II) associated with many geographical sites-

l. Akkadian and Sumerian. Akk. rtmu(m) I (Assyr. rEmu II) and the fem. rtmtu(m)

have been identified since Hilzheimer as meaning "wild ox, aurochs" (Bos

primigenius).6 The Sumerian equivalent amhas the same meaning.T The aurochs, the

ancestor of the domestic ox, was wild game, hunted especially by the Neo-Assyrian

kings;8 by contrast, the arna or wild water buffalo (Bubalis arnee; domestic species:

Bos bubalis), which many identify with Heb. r"'€m and is clearly meant by AYk. apsasfi

( Sum. abzaZa, was not native to Mesopotamia, but was known only as an import from

the Indus region from the time of Sargon I to approximately the time of Susin.e The

re'dm. E. Bilik, ,.The Re'em," BethM 54 (19721"13) 382-86; B. Clark, "The Biblical oryx,"
BAR l}t5 (1984) 66-70; M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography X," Bibl 53 (1972) 386-

403, esp. 389; Y. Felix, "Ox, Oryx, Bulll' Lei 44 (1919180) 124-36; A. H. Godbey, "The Unicorn
in the OT," a,fsl 56 (1939) 256-96; J. J. Hess, "Beduinisches zum Alten und Neuen Testament,"

ZAW 35 (1915) 120-31 , esp. l2l-23 J. W. Klotz, "The Lion and the Unicorn," Concordia Jour-
nal 516 (1979) 213-15; G. Rausing, "The Ancestry of the Unicorn l' Meddelanden frdn Lunds

Universitets Historiska Museum 1971-1972 (London, 1973) 188-97; A. Salonen, Jagd und

Jagdtiere im alten Mesopotamien. AnAcScFen B,1196 (1976).

l. MSL, Yllll2,74:49.
2. Blt, 861c".
3. On the absence of endings in the Hebrew names for animals, see Michel, I, 74.

4. See I.2 below.
5. KAI,II, 336.
6. M. Hilzheimer, Die Wildrinder im alten Mesopotamien. MAOGIUI (1926): B. Landsbergeq

Die Fauna im ahen Mesopotamien. ASAW 4216 (1934), esp. 89; AHw, 11,986; Salonen, 247-50.

7. Salonen, 167-74; on the figurative usage of am in literature, see W. Heimpel Tierbilder in

der sumerischen Literatur (Rome, 1968), 79-121.
8. J. Clutton-B rock, Sumer 36 ( 1980) 37 -41; W. Heimpel, RLA' y, 234-35 .

9. R. M. Boehmer, ZA 64 (1975) l-19.
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terms for the impressive and dangerous wild ox, with its long, menacing horns (cf. the
lexical entry am.gub.ba, etc. = qar-na-nu, "having large horns," as well as the exam-
ples in Heimpel; also Dt. 33:1710), serve as epithets for gods and kings.ll A temple
may be called bit rtm matatim, "house of the wild ox of the lands [viz., Enlil]" or sim-
ply rrmum, "wild ox."l2 In Sumerian a temple can be compared to an am, "wild ox."l3

H.-P. Miiller

2. Ugaritic. The model of Sem. *ri'mindicates that Ugar. r m should be vocalized as

ri'mu, with'representing syllable-ending aleph. Earlier interpretations suggesting that
r'm has u as a thematic vowel (ru'mu or ru'-maum,t4 corresponding to Masoretic
r"'frmd in Gen. 22:24) may be considered outmoded.

Ugar. r'm also means "wild ox";ls here too "water buffalo" is impossible.l6 The
wild ox was common in ancient Syria; it was considered the embodiment of unbridled
strength, and was often hunted.lT One text speaks of "a bowl . . . on which are (de-

picted) myriads of wild oxen," recalling a Late Bronze gold bowl from Ugarit, depict-
ing a royal hunt for wild oxen and antelopes.l8

Mythological texts use the word r'm with some frequency. The cow of the goddess
'Anat "bore abull ('br) for Baal, a wild ox (r'm) for the Cloud Rider."le Baal hunted
these animals "on the shores of Smk, which is full of wild oxen."20 After Baal's death,
'Anat sacrifices seventy wild oxen, as well as many other wild and domestic animals.2l
"The strongest sinews of a wild ox" are employed to make a bow for 'Anat.22 Along
with other dangerous animals, "wild oxen" serve as metaphors for the battling gods

Mot and Baal.z3 To describe Mot's appetite, another text speaks of "a pond to which
wild oxen (long to) come, a spring at which hinds ('ylt) long to arrive."2a

J. Tropper - H.-P. Miiller

10. See MSL, yllV2, 10:50a-52; Heimpel, Tierbilder 81-97, 103, 121. See also II.1 below.
11. For Sum. arn see Salonen, 168ff.; for AY,k. rtmu(m)/rtmtu(m) see K. L. Tallqvist,

Akkadische Gdner-Epitheta (Helsinki, 1938), 165-66; AHw, I1,986; Salonen, 248ff. For royal
epithets see Seux, 250,386; AHw, I1,986; Salonen.

12. For the former see Aborientalische Bibliothek, 22, lll:7 ; for the latter see RA, 64, 95:5,
16l; AHw,II, 986.

13. Heimpel, Tierbilder 83-87.
14. For the former see Z. S. Harris, JAOS 57 (1937) l5l; for the latter see H. L. Ginsberg, Or

5 (1936) 185; D. Marcus, JANES I (1968) 54 n.45.
15. J. C. de Moor, Seasonal Patterns in the Ugaritic Myth of Ba'lu. AOAT 16 (1971), 199.
16. Cf. H. L. Ginsberg, JANES 5 (1973) 131 n. 4.
17. KTU,1.10,1,9,12.
18. KTU, 1.4, l, 4l-43; for the bowl see Syr
19. KTU, 1.10, m, 21(36).
20. KTU, 1.10, U, 9,12; on the construction

15 (1934) pl. 16, reproduced in BRL2, 151.

see E. Verreet, UF 18 (1986) 381-82.
21. KTU,1.6,I, 19.
22. KTU, t.t7,Vt,2t.
23. KTU, 1.6, VI, 18.
24. KTU, 1.5,1, 17; cf. 1.133,7. On the translation see Verreet, 381.
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3. Old Aramaic. In the third line of the Old Aramaic inscription of King ASoka

(268-233 B.c.E.), from Kandahar (Afghanistan), the word r'm is disputed both textually
and semantically.2s Textually clear but semantically obscure is the expression br'mn 2
pthn in the ledger of a Jewish merchant in early Hellenistic Egypt.26 In 1 lQtgJob 39:9-

l0 Heb. re'Em is represented by rih.T\e word wrymlf in Aram. En. 89:6 is discussed

elsewhere.2T The Syrian version uses Syr. rayma'not only for r"'Em, but also for dti6n
(I), "a kind of antelope (?), bison (?)," in Dt. l4:5.

4. South Semitic. The meaning of Arab. ri'mu'/rlm'n, "white antelope (Antilope

leucoryx)l'zB is purely metonymic and has no bearing on Hebrew usage. For example,

Hess suggests that a semantic shift from "wild ox" to "gazelle" (!) is occasioned by the

fact that both are white. In Ethiopic (Geez) rZim/rd'em means "wild bull, rhinoceros,

unicorn."2e Hommel is probably correct in calling the form a borrowing from Hebrew,

especially in light of the phonetic variant rd'Em; the borrowed meaning would support

this theory.3o

II. Ancient Hebrew. For Heb. re'Em, too, the exegetical evidence suggests "wild
ox" as the most likely meaning.3r The theory (based on Arabic) that it means "white
antelope" overlooks the fact that lexical equivalents can have different meanings in in-
dividual languages.32 It is true that the more slender animal, like the wild ox, was

hunted by kings;33 but - especially because there are other Hebrew terms for various

species of antelope - it would be unsuitable in the paradox of Job 39:9-12 and proba-

bly also as representative of a hostile world in lsa. 34:7 and Ps. 22:22(21). The water

buffalo and bison, unlike the wild ox, had probably vanished from Syria too long be-

fore the lst millennium to be a vivid memory.34 In a positive sense, r"'dm symbolizes
laudable strength (Nu-23:22;24:8;Dt.33:17; Ps.92:lI[10]; 1En.90:38 cj.); repre-

senting hostile powers, it has negative valence (Isa. 34:7; Ps. 22:22[2ll; Job 39:9'12);
the occurrences in Ps. 29:6 and Aram. En. 89:6 are neutral.

l. OT. ln the OT comparison to a re'Em - like all animal comparisons - appears

first in sayings characterizing tribes or nations. In Dt. 33:17a, a predicative clause that

has no counterpart in the Joseph saying in Gen. 49:22-26, the subject of the predication

25. KAr,279.
26. AP, 81.1 10.

27. See II.2 below.
28. Laie, U3, 1204.
29. W. Leslau, Comparative Dicrionary of Ge'ez (Wiesbaden, 1987), 458.
30. F. Hommel , Die Namen der Sriugthiere bei den siidsemitischen Vdlkern (l*ipzig, 1879),367 .

3l . GesB, 736-37 ; BDB, 910; Kdnig, 426; KBL2, 864-65; KBI) .

32. Contra S. Bochart, Hierozoicon (London, 1683); cf. F. S. Bodenheimer, Animal and Man
in Bible lnnds (Leiden, 1960), 53.

33. See I.l above and the bowl from Ugarit described in I.2 above.

34. On the water buffalo see GesTh, lll, 1248-49; but cf. I.1 above. On the bison see

K. Budde.
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- the tribe of Joseph (?) or Ephraim (?)3s 
- is called a "firstborn bull," whose horns

are the horns of a re'em,36 with which he gores "(the) peoples" and "the ends of the

earth" (the goring wild ox is common metaphor in Sumerian literature3T). In this meta-
phorical language with overtones of magic, both the domestic ox (i6r) and its wild
counterpart (re'?m) portray the tribe's invincibility in battle.38

The first of the two older Balaam oracles over Jacob/Israel (Nu. 24:8a) contains the
expression k"16'p61 re'em 16. Here re'€m serves either as a predicate of Jacob/Israel ("he

[81] has as it were the horns of the wild ox")3e or as a metaphor for El, who here brings
Israel out of Egypt ("like the horns of a re'€m is he [El] to him [JacobAsrael]").a0 The
latter interpretation recalls Akk. nmu(m)/rtmtu(m) used as a divine epithet and Ugar.
r'm as a metaphor for deities. In either case it is Jacob/Israel on whom - as in Dt.
33:l7a - the strength of the re'Embestows superiority in battle over "(the) nations that
are his foes." Nu. 24:8a is incorporated word for word in the second of the two later
Balaam oracles (23:22). There is no reason to doubt that in Dt. 33:11a;Nu.24:8;23:22
r"'em, llke AY,k. rtmu(m) and Ugar. r'm, referc to the aggressive wild ox, characterized
in Akkadian texts as kadru, "prold, impetuous."al

The noun re'€m ocatrs three times in the Psalms; here the usage is less specific. In
the context of a hymn, Ps.29:6 describes the storm god Yahweh as making Lebanon
skip "like a calf' and Sirion "like a young wild ox" (km6 !en-r"'Emtm); cf. Akk.
rtmu(m) as an epithet of Ellil and Ugar. r'm in connection with Baal.az The mention of
wild oxen in connection with Lebanon and Sirion may be due to the presence of these

animals there; the Assyrian king Ashur-bel-kala hunted wild oxen in regions as distant
as Lebanon.43

Ps.92:.lla(10a) is a narrative clause in a hymnic psalm of thanksgiving; it both ex-
presses and explains the speaker's trust, using the singular metaphor "my horn" to refer
to the psalmist so as to add the vivid kir'Em, "like (that of; the wild ox." In individual
laments and thanksgivings, the "enemies," whom we met already in Nu. 24:8 and Dt.
33:.17, are now the unspecified enemies of the devout individual and of Yahweh (vv.
10,12[9,] l]).

InPs.22:22b(2lb), an individual lament, the remim follow the dog (v. 21b[20b])
and the lion (v. 22al2lal), representing the forces that threaten the psalmist, who prays

for God's defense against these hostile powers, which are introduced by the catchword
"sword" (v.2la[2Oa]).

35. H.-J. Zobel, Stammesspruch und Geschichte. BZAW 95 (1965),37.
36. See I.l above.
37. See the examples in Heimpel, Tierbilder 97-101,104-5.
38. On the juxtaposition of .i6r and r"'dm cf. Ugar. r'min KTU, 1.17, VI, 2l and23:see

M. Dahood, RSP I, 334, no. 508.
39. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1968), 170.

40. Cf. NRSV and many other versions.
41. MSL, VIIV2, l0:50a (see I. I above); AHw, l, 419;' CAD, K, 32; for Sumerian parallels see

Heimpel, Tierbilder 104-7.
42. For the Akkadian see Tallqvist, Gdrter-Epitheta, 166; for the Ugaritic see I.2 above.
43. W. Heimpel, Rl,A, Y,234.
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Isa. 34:7 and Job 39:9-12 rrame re'Cmtm or re'em along with other impressive and

dangerous animals as representatives of a hostile world. In lsa. 34:.7 this symbol of

menacing power together with domestic cattle (whose mention is redundant) will be-

come a helpless sacrifice to Yahweh on his eschatological day of slaughter, with Edom

as the primary target. The paradox asserted in Job 39:9-12 centers on the notion that

the wild ox does not behave like its domestic counterpart, the ox; in the context of

God's reply to Job, the passage suggests that God can tame the representative of a hos-

tile world.a

2. Other Texts. The reading btw'pwt r rn instead of btw'pwt tw'r in Sir. 45:7 (B) re-

flects a textual comrption based on Nu. 23:22 and 24:8: the resemblance of Jacob/Is-

rael to a wild ox is transferred to Aaron.

In a visionary anticipation of the deluge' Aram' Enoch (= 4QEn') 89:6 describes

Noah's ship "sailing over the surface of the water and all cattle . . . elephants, and wild

oxe[n] (wrymyll).,, In 1 En. 9O:38 nagar "word," makes no sense in the context; one

proposal is to substitute Heb. r'm, "which the Greek transcribed as pnp, read by the

Ltniopic as Oflp = n4gqy"45 This r"'Em may be identified as one of two messianic fig-

ures.46

III. Versions. The LXX translates re'dm as mon6kerds everywhere except lsa.34:7,

where it uses ftoi hadroi, "the strong"; the Vg. tses unicornls (Isa' 34:1;Ps.2ll22):22;

281291:6 iuxtaLXX;9ll92l|l iuxta LXX) or monoceros (Ps. 9l[92]:l l). The source

of this translation is disputed. It might have been suggested by (Babylonian) profile

images of the wild ox,47 natural examples like the rhinoceros (note rhinrikeros in A and

ahiieror*linJob3g:9, rinocerosinVg.ofNu.23:22;24:8;Dt.33il7;Job39:9-10;Ps.
28t29):6 Psalmi iuxta Hebraicum, and in Saadia's discussion of Job 39:9), fantastic

imagery deriving from Hellenistic speculation,4e or even Dnl. 8:5ff. The AV translation

"unicorn" derives from LXX. 
H._p. Miiller

44. O. Keel, Jahwes Entgegnung an ljob- FRIA,NT 121 (19'18)' 63ff'; H'-P'

(1988) 210-31, esp. 218-19.
45. S. Uhlig, JSHRZy16,7O4, following others.

46. M. A. knibb, Ethiopic Book of Enoch,2 vols. (Oxford, 1978),2:216'
47. Hess, 121.

48. J. Ziegler, Iob (1982),392.
49. B. Reicke, BHHW 111,2173-74.

Mnller, BZ 32
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trN-l r rd'i t;;rrN'r ri'iri; ilpNl rd iri; nitrNl? m"rari61

I. Root and Occurrences. II. Lexical Field: l. Synonyms; 2. Metonyms; 3. Antonyms; 4.

Other Associations; 5. Spatiotemporal Usage. III. Verbal Idioms. IV. Literal Usage: 1. Humans;
2. Animals; 3. God. V. Figurative Usage with Persons: 1. Chief; 2. King; 3. Commander; 4.

Other. VI. Figurative Usage with Objects: l. Spatial; 2. Temporal; 3. Excellence. VIL
Anthropology and Theology: 1. Literal Usage;2. Figurative Usage; 3. Anthropological Usage;

4. Spatial and Temporal Usage. VIII. l. LXX; 2.Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Root and Occurrences. Heb. ro'iis a primary noun deriving from a Common Se-
mitic root generally identified as *ra'i. I Friedrich, however, postulates *ru'iu, which
developed into the segholate ro'ei with a relatively late atdible aleph.

The noun is attested in many Semitic languages. It appears already in Old Akkadian
as raium, with the meanings "head, beginning, peak." This became Bab. reiu(m) as a

term for the part of the body as well as prominent geographical or architectural features
(ridge, peak, pinnacle; bridgehead); it was also used as a temporal term (the beginning
of a time period, the first appearance of the new moon, the beginning of a reign or ac-
tivity) and to denote qualitative features (quality, excellence).2 Already at Mari we find
reiu as a title of high officials (ia r€ii; cf. Heb. sarts) and military commanders, but

ro'i.L.AlonsoSchiikelandC.Carniti,"'Intdsta':Is.35:l0,"RlvB34(1896) 397-99;J.R.Bart-
lett, "The Use of the Word lDNl as a Title in the OT," W 19 (1969) 1-10; F. Blome, Die
Opfermaterie in Babylonien und Israel I. Sacra scriptura antiquitatibus orientalibus illustrata 4
(Rome, 1934); N. M. Bronznick, "Calque or Semantic Parallel, Which?" HAR I (1977) l2l-29,
esp. 127-28; M. Dahood,'Are the Ebla Tablets Relevant to Biblical Research?" BAR 6 (1980) 54-
60; F. Delitzsch, System der biblischen Psychologie (Leipzig,2t86t); P. Dhorme, L'emploi
mdtaphorique des noms des parties du corps en hdbreu et en akkadien (Paris, 1923); J. Friedrich,
"Semitische Kleinigkeiten," FS A. Dupont-Sommer (Paris, l97l), 195-99, esp. 195-96; M. I.
Gruber, Aspects of Nonverbal Communication in the Ancient Near East. StPohl l2ll-2 (1980);
A. R. Johnson, The Wtality of the Individual in the Thought of Ancient Israel (Cardiff, 1964):
E. Kutsch, "'Trauerbrhuche' und 'Selbstminderungsriten' im AT," ThS 78 (1965) 23-42 = Kleine
Schriften zum AT. BZAW 168 (1986), 78-95; H. Lnene, De vroegere en de nieuwe dingen bij
Deuterojesaja (1987); H. Lesdtre, *Titel' DB Y,2100,-2101; J. A. MacCulloch, "Head," ERE, Vl,
532-40; H.-P. Miiller, "tr|N'l ro"i Kopfi' THAT. II. 701-15; H. D. Preuss, Verspottung fremder
Religionen im AT. BWANT92 (197l); C. Rabin, "Rdi as Designation of Substances," Lei 40 (19751
76) 85-9 I ; J. J. Rabinowitz, 'An Additional Note on !,N']f ," W 9 (1959) 209-10; idem, "Demoric
Papyri of the Ptolemaic Period and Jewish Sources," W7 (1957) 398-400; H. Reviv, The Elders in
Ancient Israel (Jerusalem, 1983) [Heb.]; H. N. Rcisel, "Jephtah und das Problem der Richter," Bibl
6l (1980)251-55;idem,"Dre 'RichterIsraels,'" BZ25 (1981) 180-203;V.M.Rogers,"TheUseof
!lN''l in anOathl' JBL74 (1955) 272;U. Riiterswcirden, Die Beamten der israelitischen Kdnigszeit.
BWANT 117 (1985); E. A. Speiser, "Census and Ritual Expiation in Mari and Israel," BASOR 149
(1958)20-25; H. W. Wolff,Anthropology of the OT (Eng. trans. Philadelphia,l9T4); R. Yaron, "Ar-
amaic Marriage Contracts from Elephantine," "/SS 3 (1958) 1-39.

l. Miiller, 701; HAL.
2. AHw, 11,973-76.
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also with the meaning "slave, servant" - 
perhaps because here (as in Arabic) it func-

tioned as a numeral.
The semantic range of Ugar. r'.i (pl. r'im) is similarly broad.3 One text speaks of

bowing one's head to one's knees as a sign of mourning;a cf. I K. 18:42.
The Amarna tablets contain the Canaanite gloss ru-iu-nu (glossing AY'k. reiu-nu).s

Syr. re-Jat and Aram. rZf (Jewish Aram. d',id) extend the semantic range of this root to
the notion of money as the principal form of capital,T a development attested already in
Egyptian Aramaic.8 The use of r'i as a title is particularly extensive in Aramaic: r'i bbr
"leader of the (Jewish) congregation"; r3 'dt'/r'i iyr', "leader of the caravan"; etc.

Palmyrene exhibits similar usage. The meaning of the word in Moabite is disputed:
"leader, elite," or derived from ra.i, "poor."s

The semantic ranges of Mand. riil0 OSA r's, l1 Arab. ra's (also meaning "head" of
cattler2) and rais, "chief," and finally Eth. rd'dsrt with its dialectal variantsla are basi-
cally similar. Finally, the root made its way into Egyptian as the loanword ru-'u-i,
where it appears as p'.ri, "mountain peak."l5

According to HAL, the word occurs 599 times in the MT (BHK); there are 14 addi-
tional occurrences of Aram . rEi. ln three instances the word may represent the name of a
region (Ezk.38:2-3 LXX; 39:1).16 Even-Shoshan arrives at a total of 600 occurrences by
including Ps. 140:10(Eng. 9), where many others interpret r6'i as "poison," and Prov.

13:.23.17 The word is distributed evenly throughout almost all the books of the OT.ts
Among the derivatives of ro'i we will single out three nouns:le m"ra'oi61, "region of

the head, under someone's head" (Gen.28:11,18; I S. 19:13,16; 26:7,11-12,16; I K.
19:6) and "head covering" (Jer. 13:18); riiA, "former times" (Ezk.36:.11); (ha'eben
hd)ro'id, "the top (stone)" (Zec.4:7: "capstone" or "frrst stone"?2O).

3. WUS, no.2472; UT no. 2296; M. Dahood, RS4 I, no. 509ff.
4. KTU,1.2,1,24. Cited by UT no.1965.
5. EA 264:18.
6. IzxSyr 128.
7. kxHebAram, 153; Beyer, 689.
8. A8 10.6; ll.5; DISO,269-70.
9. KAI, 181.20; see the discussion in DISO 269; and KAI, Il, 177.
to. MdD,434.
11. ContiRossini, 235; Biella, 474; Beeston, I12.
12. Wehr, 317.
13. LexLingAeth 294.
14. WbTigre, 155; Leslau, Cognates, 102.
15. See W. F. Albright, The Vocalization of the Egyptian Syllabic Orthography. AOS 5 (1934),

35; WbAS, rr, 455.
16. Mtiller,703; but see W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 305.
17. See also H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1989), 522; cf.

M. Dahood, Psalms 100-150. AB XVIIA (1970), 303-4. Cf. also W. McKane, Proverbs. OTL
(1970), 463; ra'itm = "chiefs, notables."

18. See the table in Mtiller,703.
19. See also -+ JIURi ri'idn; + h)l?Ni r?'ii!.
20. On the text and its interpretation see W. Rudolph, Sacharja. KAT XlW4 (1962), I l0-l l;

for a different view see E. Lipidski, W 20 (1970) 30-33.
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II. Lexical Field.
| . Synonyms. The lexical field of ra'i in literal usage includes, first, words denoting

a portion of head, which can sometimes appear as synonyms of ro'i:
a. + 1P1P qodqdd, "top of the head," in parallelism with rd'i (Gen. 49:26:, Dt.

33:16; Ps. 7:11[L6);68:22[21]), interchangeable with ro'i in the expression mikkap-
regelw"a{-ro'i "from the sole of the foot to the head" (Isa. l:6; cf. Dt. 28:35;25.
14:25: lob 2:7) and also standing for ro3 by synecdoche.

b. The noun gulgOle!, "skull," in parallelism with ro-'J (Jgs. 9:53), interchangeable
with rd'i in the expression "per person" (laggulgdle!, Ex. 16:16; 38:26; Nu.
l:2,18,20,22;3:47; I Ch.23:3,24; cf . l"ro'i, Jgs. 5:30; I Ch.24:4) and standing for ro'i
by synecdoche (2 K. 9:35; I Ch. 10:10 [cf. v. 9]).

c. Of course we find ro'i in parallelism or collocation with words for parts of the
head or nearby parts of the body: -+ Jty 'ayin, "eye" (2 K.9:30; Isa. 29:10; Jer.
8:23[9:l]; Job 2:12); -+ ErlD panim, "face" (Josh. 7:6); --+ t]N 2p, "nose," and
'oznayim, "ears" (Ezk. 16:12); -+ 7D peh, "mouth" (Prov. 10:6); raqqd, "temple" (Jgs.

5:26); mahldpdl, "locks of hair" (Jgs. 16:13,19); ;i;it, "hair of the brow" (Ezk. 8:3);
taltalltm, "locks" (Cant. 5:l l); dalld, "hair of the head" (Cant. 7:6[5]); Se'ar "hair"
(2 S. 14:26); zaqan, "beard" (Lev. 13:29; Isa. 15:2; Jer. 48:37; Ezk. 5:1; Ps. 133:2;Ezr.
9:3); -+ lal qeren, "horn" (the topmost part of some animal species, Zec.2:4|:21);
Dnl. 7:20); garg"r61, "neck" (Prov. l:9); kalep, "shollder" (Ezk. 29:18).

2. Metonyms. Second, ro-'J itself occasionally stands by metonymy for the hair of
the head in the context of (ritual) hairdressing (Lev. 13:29-30; 14:29; l9:27; 2l: l0; Nu.
6:9; Dt. 21:12:'32:42; Jgs. 13:5; 2 5.2:16;2 K.9:30;Isa.1:20:,Ezk. 5:l;29:18:.44:20;
Am. 8:10; Ps. 141:5; Job 1:20).

3. Antonyms. Third, many occurrences of ro'i refer to the upper part of the body, in
conjunction with antonyms referring to the lower or another part of the body. Examples
include -+ h't ftap-) regel, "foot" (Isa. l:6;Ezk.24:23); + li29 'dqEP, "heel" (Gen.
3:15); raglayim, "legs" (1 S. 17:5-6; Isa. 7:20); zdnd!, "tail" (Dt. 28:13,44; lsa.
9:13[4]; 19:15); Scw (?), "trunk" (1 S. 5:4 sj.zr);'6a "skin" (Job 40:31); asamtm,

"bones" (Ezk.32:27; -+ EI9); sa{, "side" (2 5.2:16); molnayim, "hips" (1 K. 20:31-
32; Jer. 48:37; Ezk. 23:151, 44:18; Am. 8:10); -+ z"rba', "arm" (2 S. 1:10); 'as$b-
ydjaytm, "wrists" (Ezk. I3:l8).

4. Other Associations. Finally, ro3 occurs in the context of -+ 17a begeQ, "cloth-
ing," when both are the object of similar actions, usually symbolic (cleansing, anoint-
ing, etc.) (Josh. 7:6; I S. 4:12:' l7:5,38; 2 S. 1:2; 13 19; 15:32; I K.20:31-32; Isa. 15:2-
3; 58:5; 59:17; Jer. 48:37; Ezk. 7:18; 23:15; 27:30-31:' 44:18; Am. 8:10; Zec. 3:5; Ps.

133:2; Eccl. 9:8; Lam. 2: l0). It also appears in the context of -t ai nezer "crown,"
and mi;nepe1, "turban" (Ex. 29:6; Lev. 8:9; 2 S. 1:10; 12:30; Ezk. 16:12; 23:151' Zec.

27. See BHS.
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3:5;6:ll;Ps.2l:4[3]; Job 19:9;Lam.5:16; Est.2:17:.6:8; 1 Ch.20:2),as well as -+

lDVi iemen, "oil" (Ex.29:7;Lev.8:12;21:lO; I S. l0:1;2K.9:6; Ps.23:5; 141:5;Eccl.
9:8).

5. Spatiotemporal (Jsage. When ro'i has spatial meaning - i.e., when it denotes

one end of an object in contrast to the other - it appears in conjunction with several

terms: (a) in the geographical sense with gA', "valley)' and -+ lDli 'dmeq, "plain"
(Josh. l5:8); gay',"valleyl'atdSaQeh, "field" (Nu.21:20; cf.23:14,28;Dt.3:27;34:l);
naweh, "pasture" (Am. 1:2); ->|9 'ayin, "spring" (Josh. l5:9); qarqa'hayyam,"bot-
tom of the sea" (Am. 9:3); -+ ''l1T deref,, "way" (Jgs. 9:25); (b) in the architectural

sense with -, J0! y"s)d, "foundation (of a house)" (Hab. 3:13); yarkd, "bottom (of the

tabernacle)" (Ex. 26:23-24; 36:27 -30); 'eilen, "base" (Ex. 36:38; 38: l7). When ro'.i has

a temporal meaning, denoting the beginning of a period of time, mention of the end is

very uncommon (Eccl. 3:11; also Isa. 48:16: "at the time it comes to be").

III. Verbal Idioms. There are many verbal idioms with rd'J in which the word is

used literally but the action itselfhas anthropological significance. In such expressions

ro'Jis rarely the subject: only with ng'hiphil in Job 20:6, nw'hiphil in Ps. l4l:5 (if the

text is not comrpt22), 'amai in 2K. 6:31, and rfim inPs.27:6.It is almost always the

object, so that the head serves as a medium of human expression and relationship for
the person in question and others. Such expressions include "shaving" the head as a

sign of mourning (gazaz, Job 1:20) or as a ritual of ambiguous significance (gillah, Ntt.
6:9,18; Dt. 2l:121' lsa. 7:20); "anointing" (diiizn) as a token of honor and cheer (Ps.

23:5); "endangering" (hi4b,Dnl.l:10; Sir. 1l:18); "covering" (hapA) as a sign of im-
pending death (2 S. l5:30; Jer. 14:3-4; Est. 6:12); "covering" (kissi) as a gesture of dis-

favor (Isa. 29:lO); "shortening" (kdsam) as an element of priestly ministry (Ezk.

44:20);zt "tossing" (nfra' hiphil) as a gesture of scorn (2 K. 19:.21 = Isa. 37:22; Ps.

22:8[7];109.25l, Job 16:4; Lam.2:15; Sir. 12:18; l3:7); "shaking" (nfiil, which most

consider a gesture of sympathy but some consider an expression of hostile mockery
(Jer. l8:16; Ps.44:15[14]);2a "raising" one's own head as an act ofpride and indepen-

dence (Jgs. 8:28;Zec.2:4ll:2ll; Job 10:15; Ps. 83:3[2]) or "lifting up" the head of an-

other in the sense of restoration to rank or office (Gen. 40:13,19-20;2 K. 25:27 = Jer.

52:311;zs "raising" (rfimhiphil) in the same sense (Ps. 3:4131 ll0:1; l4O:9181 cj.;26 Sir.

38:3); "lowering" to the earth lgdrai hiphil + la'ares, Lam. 2:10) and "letting hang"
(kdpap, Isa. 58:5) as a sign of self-abasement; "going over" ('dpar) in the sense of
"covering" (Ps. 38:5[4]); "disheveling" (pdra') the hair of one's head as a mourning rit-
ual (Lev. 10:6; 13:45:'21:10; Nu. 5:18).

The head plays an equally important role in mourning rites and rites of self-

22. See comms.
23. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, 460.
24. For the former -+ 117 nfiQ ll.2; for the latter see comms.
25. + NUJ naia'. But see VI.3 below.
26. See comms.
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abasement because ultimately to the Israelite both forms of ritual behavior have the
same meaning. 'Abasement" may be carried out by the person abased or by others; it
can also be the result of an external event.27 As the most prominent part of the body
from an anthropological perspective, the head was probably the most appropriate ob-
ject of such ritual actions. This also explains why the head plays a central role in rituals
that can be considered the opposite of "rites of abasement" (exaltation, appointment to
office, etc.).28

The word plays a similar role in verbal expressions with a preposition; here the an-
thropological significance is based on metonymy: the "head" stands as pars pro toto
for the morally responsible individual. First is the realm of liability and restitution: hu-
man deeds "turn back" on the head of the doers (ifib qal or hiphil; with b", Nu. 5:7; I S.

25:39; I K. 2:33,44; Ioel 4:4,713:4,71:' Ob. 15; Ps. 1:1716l; with'al, I K. 2:32; Est.
9:25; with 'el Neh. 3:36) or the doers "bring" it on their own heads (ndlan b", I K.
8:32; Ezk. 9:10; 1l:21; 16:43; 17:19:'22:31:. 2 Ch. 6:23); blood2e that has been shed

weighs on the head of the murderer (with b', Josh. 2:19; I K.2:37;Ezk. 33:4; with 'al,

2 S. l:16; cf. Lev. 13:44). Second is the realms of blessing and cursing: a blessing may
"come" (hdyd 1", Gen. 49:26; b6' 1", Dt.33: 16) or "rest" (nominal clause with 'al, Proy.
10:6; ll:26; Sir. 44:23: cf. Gen. 48:14,17-18), and wrath "falls upon" the head of
someone who is cursed (hitl 'al, 2 S. 3:29; Jer. 23:19; 30:23). Third, in the realm of
mourning and penance, the head is strewn with "dust" (-+ lDll 'dpdr) and "ashes"
('7per) (Josh. 7:6; 2 S. 13:19; Ezk.27:30; Job 2:12).

IV. Literal Usage.
l. Humans. In literal usage most of the occurrences of ro'i refer to the human head.

Only rarely is the word used purely descriptively (Dt. 28:23; 2 K. 2:3,5; Eccl. 2:14); al-
most always the text involves areas in which the "head" is the object (rarely subj.) of
actions or functions evoking fundamental human experiences. We may distinguish the
following contexts: (a) war and violence: Dt. 32:42; Jgs. 5:26; 7:25; 9:53; I S.

17:46,51,54,57;29:4; 3l:9;2 S. 2: 16; 4:7-8,12:' 16:9;20:21-22;2 K. 6:31-32; 10:6ff.;
Am.9:1 (unless the word is from ro'J, "poison," or should be read as ra'ai, "earth-

9uake"3o;' Hab. 3:14; Ps.68:2212ll; 110:6; 1 Ch. 10:9; (b) peril and security: Gen.
40:16-17,19-20; 2 K. 4:19; Isa. 1:5-6; Jon. 2:6(5);4:6,8; Ps. 66:12; lob 20:6; 29:3;
(c) rites of self-abasement and degradation: Dt.2l:121' Josh.7:6; I S.4:12; 2S.l:2;
13:19; 15:30,32; I K. 20:31-32; Isa. 15:2; 58:5; Jer. 8:23(9:l); 14:3-4; 48:37; Ezk.
7:18;9:10;27:30; Job 1:20; 2:12;Lam.2:lO;Ezr.9:3; (d) garments (protective): I S.

l7:5,38; Isa. 59: l7; (official): Ex. 29:6; 2 S. 1:10; 12:30; Ezk. 44:18; Zec. 3:5; 6:ll;
Ps.2l:4[3];Est.2:1'7;6:8; (decorative):2 K.9:30; Ezk. 16:12:'23:15,42;24:23;32:27;
Job l9:9; Prov. l:9; 4:9;Lam. S:16; (e) anointing (for various purposes): Lev.8:9,12;
2l:lO 1 S. l0: l; 2 K. 9:3,6; Ps. 23:5; 133:2', l4l 5; Eccl. 9:8; (0 diagnosis, purifica-

27. See Kutsch. 84-85.
28. See VII below.
29. -+ d1 dam.
30. See, respectively, F. Horst, Ev?'20 (1960) 196; W. Rudolph,Anos. KATXIIU2(1971),242.
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tion, and declaration of guilt: Lev. 13:12,29,4O-411, 14:9,18,29;24:14; (g) blessing and

retribution: Gen. 48:14,17-18;49:26; Dt. 33:16; Prov. 10:6; ll:26 and I K.2:32-33;
Ezk. 16:43; Prov. 25:22; I Ch. 12:20(19); (h) sacral and secular hairdressing: Nu.
6:5,7,9,1l; Jgs. 13:5; 16:13,11,19,22; I S. l:ll;2 S. 14:26; l8:9; lsa. 7:20;Ezk.5:l;
8:3;44:20; Ps. 40:13[12]; Cant. 5:2; (l) erotic description: Cant. 2:6;5:l l; 7:6(5); 8:3;

O magic: Ezk. 13:18; (k) oaths: I Ch.12:20(19) (Rogers: "By our heads! He might
desert to his master Saul!").

2. Animals. When used with reference to animals, ro'J usually occurs in a sacrificial
context (Ex. l2:9;29:10,15,17,19; Lev. l:4,8,12,15; 3:2,8,13:' 4:11,15,24,29,33;
8:14,18,20,22;9:13; 16:21). Although general Semitic usage singles out the head (like
the heart) of the sacrificial animal as a precious gift to the deity, reflecting the recog-
nized importance of the human head, in Israel there is no emphasis on either the head

or the heart in sacrificial legislation or in accounts of sacrifice; the sacrificial portions
are identified instead as the blood, the kidneys, and the fat. The head is mentioned only
in lists of the portions burned upon the altar or outside the camp, without being singled
out for special treatment as a preferred sacrificial object (Ex. l2:9;Lev. l:8-9,12-13;
4:ll-12). Even in the ritual act of laying hands on the head of the sacrificial animal, the
head merely represents the whole animal (Lev. l:4; 3:2,8,13;4:4; 8:18).:t

In other contexts the head of an animal is mentioned purely objectively (Gen. 3: l5;
Job 40:31[4]:7]) or derogatorily (2 S. 3:8; 2K.6:25).In the mythological and super-
natural domain, the text speaks ofthe "heads" ofthe dragon and Leviathan (Ps. 74:13-
l4), of the third beast (Dnl. 7:6), of the living creatures (Ezk. l:22,25-26), and the cher-
ubim (Ezk. 10:1). Here again the word possesses its usual valence, deriving from the
perspective of anthropology.

3. God. Only one text (Dnl. 7:9) speaks of the head of God,32 but several mention
the heads of idols. In I S. 5:3-4 Dagon, the god of the Philistines, is first forced to ac-

knowledge Yahweh's superiority by falling down before the ark, the symbol of the ap-
parently defeated God of Israel (v. 3); the second time, however, he loses his head and
hands and is thus proved incapable of thought or action (v. 4). On the one hand, we see

here an example of the bitter religious polemic found also in other narratives and in
prophecy (Jgs. 17-18; 1 K. 18:19-40; 2 K. l: l-8; lsa.44:9-20;46:l-7), as well as in the
language of prayer (Ps. 97:7; I l5:5-8), which seeks to represent the intellectual and
physical inability of the gods to save.33 On the other hand, this narrative also uses mili-
tary motifs, for Dagon's second fall is like that of a slain warrior, whose head and
hands have been cut off by an unidentified opponent to prove that he is actually dead
(cf. I S. 17:49-54;2 5.4:7-8).2+

31. Blome, 173-75,418.
32. See VII below.
33. Preuss, 74-80.
34. For ancient Near Eastern parallels see ANE7B, 233,241,277; ANEP, nos. 318, 340,348.

See also A. H. van Zijl, I Samuel. POT 85-86.
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The head of the statue in Nebuchadlezzar's dream in Dri.2 (vv.32,38) also sug-
gests a polemic against other gods,3s although the great statue that appears to
Nebuchadnezzar does not represent a deity but a succession ofhistorical eras. The ma-
terials - gold, silver, iron, and clay - of which the statue is made represent the de-
clining trajectory of the successive empires, effectively symbolizing a rationalistic at-
tack on the deification of rulers (cf. Dnl. 5:4). The real power of history is embodied in
the cut-out rock, a symbol of Yahweh (Dt.32:4,15), that destroys the statue and be-
comes a mountain filling the whole earth (Dnl. 2:35). The head of gold, symbolizing
the Babylonian Empire (v. 38), receives its power from the God of heaven alone, to
whose everlasting kingdom it must give way (v.44).36

V. Figurative Usage with Persons.
I . Chief. The noun ro'J is frequently used figuratively to designate a person who is

the "chief'or "leader" of a social group. Such an "office" appears to be rooted origi-
nally in tribal structures, within which it denotes someone who exercises military and
juridical authority. Most important, however, is its integrative function: the chief is re-
sponsible for the well-being and common life of the community; Jgs. I 1:4- 1 1 even dis-
tinguishes the chief from the military commander (qapin).3l With the disappearance of
tribal structures, somehow the title together with its functions - the juridical more
than the military - gradually penetrated other social organizations.38 We find the fol-
lowing specific applications:

a. Tribal chief, in combination with words meaning "tribe" or "clan" (ra'i€
hammattdl, Nu. 30:2[]; I K. 8:1; 2 Ch.5:2; ra'iA iifuAftem, Dt. l:13,15;5:23:29:9;
ra'iA 'afuA yiird'dl, Nu. 1: l6; l0:4; Josh. 22:21,30), or with the name of the tribe or its
eponymous ancestor (Jgs. 10:18; l1:8-11;:e Mic. 3:1,9; I Ch. l1:42;2 Ch.28:12).

b. Family head, usually in combination with words meaning "ancestral house" (b?1

"p61, Ex. 6:14,25; Nu. 1:4; 7:2; 11:l8l3l; Josh.22:14; l-2 Chronicles passim; or sim-
ply hd'a!61, Ezr.2:68;3:12; 4:2-3;8:l; l0:16; Neh. 7:70; 8:13; I l:13; 12:12,22-23),
occasionally with additional qualification (Nu. 25:15; 3l:26; 32:28; 36: l; Josh. 14:1;
19:51: 2l:l; Ezr. 7:5;2 Ch. l9:8), or in combination with words denoting hereditary
professions (priests, Neh. 12:7; Levites, Neh. l2:24), or with the name(s) of the indi-
vidual(s) in question (Ezr. 8:16-17; I Ch. 5:7,12;1:3:9:17 12:3,19[18]; 16:5;
23:8,1 1,16,20,24; 26:lo,3l ; 2 Ch. 24:6).

c. Head(s) of the people as a whole ('dm, Ex. 18:25; Nu. 25:4; Dt. 33:5,21; Job
l2:24; Neh. l0:15[4]; according to Bartlett also I K. 2l:9,12; Job 29:25;ao lbenAl
yiira'El, Nu. l3:3; Josh. 23:2;24:l).

35. Preuss, 256-60.
36. J.-C. Lebram. ZBK 23. 55-57.
37. Rrisel, "Richter," 203.
38. Bartlett.
39. See Rtisel.
40. Pp. 4-5.
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d. Unique expressions are "heads of the province" (m"Qtnd, Neh. I l:3) and "heads

of the men" (gef;drim, I Ch.24:4).
When we examine the historical development of official titles, we see that the

Chronicler comes to identify far and ro'.i, using .(ar in titles that normally require ro3
and vice versa. The result is an irregular choice of words (cf. I Ch. 27:22 with I S.

15:17; 1 Ch. 21:2 with Nu. 25:4 and Dt. 33:5,21;2 Ch. 36:14 with Neh. l2:1; vice
versa in 1 Ch. 12:15,19,21; irregular: I Ch. ll:6).+t

2. King. The embryonic monarchy understood the new office of king as a continu-
ation of the ancient office of tribal chief, using the title rd'i in parallel with melef;
(1 S. l5:17; cf. Job 29:25), but also in a more restricted sense as a functional term for
an office of military or forensic leadership (cf. Jgs. 9:7ff. with l0:18; I l:8)42 and f -
nally in new combinations such as "head of the nations" (2 S. 22:44). This under-
standing of the royal office continued to shape later thought (1 Ch. 29:ll:,2 Ch.
ll:22), perhaps as an implicit attack on the division of the kingdom (Hos.
2:2|l:l1l+l). The title is also used in reference to alien structures of hegemony (n 'fi'
rd'i, Ezk. 38:2-3; 39:laa).

Isa. 7:8-9 involves a play on two semantic aspects of the word ro'J.' "capital" and
"prince," corresponding to Damascus and Samaria, Rezin and Pekah, in cynical con-
trast to God's own characteization of these kings as "tails" (zanb6t ha'fr{im, usually
translated "stumps") in v. 4, presumably an allusion to a proverb (cf. Isa. 9:13-14114-
l5l; 19:15; Dt.28i13,44: "They shall be the head and you shall be ,n" ,ui1"+s). The
functional peculiarity of rd',i may explain why it exhibits no diachronic development in
combination with either melel or ndgtd.+6

3. Commander The meaning "military commander" also has its roots in the mean-

ing "tribal chief' (Nu. l4:4; Neh. 9: l7). Used in this sense, ro'i can stand by itself (also

Ezr.7:28; I Ch. l2:3,33t2,321), be specified in a military sense as "chief' and "com-
mander" (iar I Ch. 11:6; cf. 21:3), or be linked with words for military units such as

"chief of the three" or "of the thirty" (2 S. 23:8,13,18; I Ch. 11:11,20; 12:19), "chiefs
of the thousands" (1 Ch. l2:2I[2O]), "chiefs of David's warriors (gibbbrim)" (l Ch.
11:10), and "officers of the army (;aba')" (1 Ch. 12:15[14]).

4. Other Later, r6'i loses the sociological overtones of "tribal chief' and comes to
signify the highest-ranking functionary of an official group, above all the "chief
priest." This term is always applied to preexilic figures and may retain overtones of ju-
ristic authority, as in the ancient tribal office: kdhdn hdrd'i (2 K.25:18; Jer. 52:24 fcf .

41. Riiterswdrden, 46-47 .

42. --> Ylll,355-56; also -+ IX, 195.
43. H. W. Wolff, Hosea (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1990),27.
44. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, 305.
45. E. Jacob, Esais. CAT VIIIa (1987), 115.

46. See above.
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in these texts also the "second priest," kdhen hammiinehl;1Ch.27:5;2Ch. l9:ll;
24:ll; 26:20) and hakkdhen haro'i (2 Ch. 3l:10; Ezr.7:5), or simply hdrd'i (2 Ch.
24:6).+t Other examples of this usage occur sporadically: "leader of praise" (Neh.
l1:17, reading fhilh with LXX), "leader of the singers" (m"ior"rtm: Neh. l2:46). In
Isa. 29:l0 "your heads, the seers," par. 66your eyes, the prophets," is not an instance of
technical professional terminology but the explanation of a metaphor. Finally, in Jer.
13:21 and Lam. l:5, ro'i has the general sense of "lord" or "master."

VI. Figurative Usage with Objects.
I . Spatial. In figurative usage with respect to objects, the spatial meaning of rd'J is

very common, especially in the geographical sense. The word is used in the following
contexts: (a) tops of mountains (Gen. 8:5; Ex. 17:9-10; 19:201,24:17; Nu. 14:40,44;
2O:28; 2l:20; 23:9,14,28:' Dt. 3 :27 ; 34: I ; Josh. I 5 : 8-9; J gs. 9 :7,25,36-37 ; I S. 26: I 3 ;

2 S. 2:25; 15:32; 16:l; 1 K. 18:42;2 K. l:9; lsa. 2:2;28:1,4;30:17: 42:ll; Jer.22:6;
Ezk. 6:13; Hos. 4:13; Joel2:5; Am. l:2;9:3; Mic. 4:1; Ps. 72:16; Cant.4:8;2 Ch.
25:12); (b) ends or corners of roads or paths (Isa. 51:20; Ezk. 16:25,31;21:26[2lh
Prov. 1:21; Lam.2:19;4:1); (c) overflow of a river (Gen. 2:10); (d) tops of trees and
other vegetation (2 S. 5:24;lsa. 17:6;Ezk. 11:4,22; Job 24:24; I Ch. 14:15; (e) tops of
structures (Gen. I 1:4; Jgs. 6:26; Ps. 24:7 ,9; Prov. 8:2; (0 the head or top of an object
(Gen. 28:12; 47:31; Ex. 26:24;28:32; 36:29,38; 38:17,19l, I K.1:16-22,35,41;8:8;
l0: l9; Ezk. lO:ll;Zec. 4:2; Job 22:12;+t Prov.23:34; Est. 5:2; Dnl. 7:1; 2 Ch.3:15-16;
4:12;5:9; (g) the head of a group of persons (Dt. 2O:9; I 5.9:22; I K.2l:9,12; Am. 6:7;
Mic. 2:13; Job 29:25; I Ch. 4:42:2 Ch. 13:12 20:27; Ezr.5:10;+e hkewise in Isa.
35: l0; 5 I : I 1 ;50 (h) in the plural for units of an army (Jgs. 7: 16,20; 9:34,43; I S. 1 I : I I ;
13:17-18; Job l:17; 1 Ch. 12:24).

2. Temporal. Used temporally, ro'i can denote the beginning of various periods of
time. It appears in combination with "year" (r6'i haiidnd) only once in the OT, in Ezk.
40:1, which together with Lev. 25:9 suggests a more ancient Israelite new year, associ-
ated with an autumnal date.sl It also appears in combination with "months," in the
sense of the sequence of months (Ex. l2:2: "the beginning of months," i.e., the month
of Abib, later called Nisan) as well as in the sense of each individual month, i.e., denot-
ing the "new moon" (presented favorably in Nu. 10:10; 28:1l),sz und with "night
watch" (Jgs.7:19: the time when the watch has just left the illuminated tent, so that
their eyes are not yet accustomed to the dark;s: Lam. 2:19'. Zion is to wail aloud, like

47. Bartlett. 5ff.
48. But cf. Dahood, 58: not "the highest star(s)" but "the foremosr of the stars"; N. Peters,

Das Buch Hiob. EHAT XXI (1928), 242: "the totality of the stars."
49. But cf. Bartlett, 4-5, for 1 K.2l:9,12, and Job 2925 "sit as head."
50. See Alonso Schrikel and Carniti.
51. J. Begrich, Die Chronologie der Kdnige von Israel und Juda. BHT 3 (1929),66-90.
52. -> tY,236.
53. A. B. Ehrlich, Randglossen zur hebriiischen Bibel, III (Leipzig, 1910), 99.
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the sentry crying out at the beginning of every watchsa). Finally, ro T denotes the begin-
ning of a series of repeated events (Neh. 12:46 I Ch. l6:7), as well as the remote time
thoughtof asthebeginningof Israel'sexistence(Isa.40:21;41l.4,26 48:16),ssandper-
haps also time in an absolute sense (Prov. 8:23; Eccl. 3:11); in Prov. 8:26 r6'i'apr61
tElEl means "the first clods of soil" or "the mass of the clods of the earth."56

3. Excellence. The meaning "peak, top," can also be used in the evaluative sense of
"finest, best, supreme," with reference to (a) natural products (Ex.30:23; Dt.33:15;
Ezk.27:22; Ps. ll8:22 ["chief cornerstone"]; Cant. a:14), G) political powers (Josh.

ll:10;Isa. 7:8-9; I Ch. 7:40), and (c) human emotions (Ps. 137:6). From the sense of
"value" has developed the meaning "sum, amount" (Lev. 5:2416:51; Nu. l:49;4:22;
31:49; Ps. 119:160; 139:17); naia' ro'i means "sum up" (Ex. 30: l2; Nu. l:2;4:2;26:2;
3l:26).st

VII. Anthropology and Theology.
l. Literal Usage. To the extent that the theological meaning of a noun depends on

whether and how it is used in connection with God, there is little to say about the literal
usage of ro'i in the OT, in contrast to such other anthropological terms as -+ ElilD

panim, "face"; -+ Jrl 'ayin,'teye"; 'ozen, "ear"; -+ i1D peh, "mouth"; and'appayim,
"nose"; and also in contrast to other religions, in which the head of the deity is en-

dowed with numerous attributes (aureole, halo, crown, horns) or the deity is depicted
with several heads (Phoenician idols) or even with an animal head (Egypt). Only in the

concluding vision of the Aramaic section of Daniel does the text speak of the "hair of
the head" of an 'Ancient One" (Dnl. 7:9); in the interpretation (v.22), the interest fo-
cuses not on this physical feature of the heavenly being (the 'Ancient One" is not actu-

ally interpreted, but is simply understood as the eternal, immutable God of heaven) but
on the figure's function of giving judgment for the holy ones of the Most High.58 Later
apocalyptic literature, drawing on this image, calls the'Ancient One" also the "Head

of Days" (1 En. 46:l; 6O:2;71:20).ss Although the image of white head and hair as a

symbol ofjudicial authority recurs in Rev. 1:14 (here characteizing the Son of Man),
there is no evidence for its use in the intertestamental period.

2. Figurative Usage. Used figuratively, rd'i denotes God's position as ruler of the

universe (l Ch. 29:'l I ), as commander of Israel's armies (2 Ch. 13:12), and as the royal
leader of those returning from exile (Mic.2:13). But this theological function of the

word is also marginal.

W. Rudolph, Klagelieder. KAT XYIUI-3 (1962),226.
Leene, 14.

See, respectively, Miitler, 708; B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HATXyI (1963),46.
Speiser.
J.-C. Lebram, ZBK 23,85-92.
S. Uhlig, Das cithiopische Henochbuch. JSHRZ V/6, 586, 605,633.

54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
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3. Anthropological Usage. The primary theological significance of ro'i lies in its an-
thropological function.60 The head is the preeminent part of the body, containing the
organs of sight, hearing, taste, and smell; it is the locus ofthought (albeit the heart also
plays a role). From time immemorial it has been valued as the central place where the
vital principle is crystallized. It is therefore surrounded by numerous rituals to preserve
the requisites of life and seal fundamental human experiences. This is also true in Is-
rael; this anthropological given finds expression in the language of the oT. For exam-
ple, Achish says to David: "I will make you protector of my head lidmcr /,rd'J4 NRSV
'bodyguard'1" (l s. 28:2; cf . Ps. 140:8[7]). The vital significance of the head also lies
behind treating the heads of enemies as trophies (Gen. 3:15; 4o 19;Dt.32:42; Jgs.
7:25; I S. 5:4; 17:54,57; 3l:9; 2 S. 4:7,12; ZO:2t-22; 2 K. tO:7-8; ps. 66:12; 2 Mc.
l5:30; Jdt. 13: l0). The following theological views are grounded in this anthropology:

a. The head suffers when God admonishes and judges (Dt. 32:42; Jgs. 9:53-56; I S.
17:46;2 S.4:7-8; lK.2:32; Isa. 1:5-6; 7:20;29:tO;Jer.23:19;Ezk.l6:43;Am. g:10;
9:l; Jon.4:8; Ps. 38:5[4]; 66:12: Job l9:9; Lam.5:16). Conversely, the head benefits
when God bestows reconciliation and salvation, blessing and election (Gen. 49:26;
Lev. l4:18; I S. 10:1; 2K.9:6;Ezk.l6:12;Jon.2:6[5]; 4:6;Zec.3:5;6:ll;ps.3:4[3];
2l:4[3);23:5; 133:2; 140:8[7]; Job 29:3; Prov. l0:6; Eccl. 9:8).

b' The enemy's head is a target when Israel or the faithful believer receives God's
help (Jer. 48:37-38; Hab. 3:14; Ps.68:22[21]; ll0:6).

c. The head can be used in a gesture to communicate something related to God: ar-
rogance (Job 20:6), remorse (Josh.7:6; Job l:20; Ezr.9:3), consecration (Lev.2l:10;
Nu. 6:5; Jgs. l3:5; 16:l'l; I S. 1:ll), a prayer for blessing (Gen. 48:14).

d. In the Semitic view people bear moral responsibility "on their heads"; therefore
they find themselves constantly confronted with the God of Israel, who guarantees the
ontological correlation of actions and consequences, thus ensuring justice as the princi-
ple ordering the world (Lev.24:14; Nu. 5:7; Jgs. 9:57; I S. 25:39;2 S. l:16; I K.
2:33,44; 8:32; Ezk. 9: l 0; 1 l :21 ; l7 :19; 22:3 1 ; Ob. t 5 ; Neh. 3:3614:41).

4. Spatial andTemporal Usage. The word ro'ialso takes on theological significance
in its spatial and temporal functions:61

a. The top (ra'i) of a hill or mountain is a favorite place for Yahweh to reveal him-
self, hear prayers, make known his will, and receive worship (Ex. 17:9-10; 19:20:
24:17:Dl34:l; Jgs. 6:26:2 S. 15:32; I K. t8:42). There too worshipers of idols prac-
tice their abominations (Hos. 4:13). A noise in the treetops indicates yahweh's pres-
ence (2 S. 5:24); the Lord goes at the head of a group of people (M,ic. Z:13; 2 Ch.
13:12); from the top of a ladder that reaches heaven, the angels of God ascend and de-
scend (Gen. 28:12,in contrast to 1l:4); wisdom speaks "at the terminus of the city
walls [or'upon the walls'; or'high above the noisy squares']" (prov. li2l).62

60. See III and IV.l above.
61. See VI above.
62. O. Plcigea Spriiche Salomos. BKXVII (1984), 12-13.
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b. In temporal usage ro',f qualihes theologically significant points in time such as

the first month (Ex. l2:2), the first singing of praise (l Ch. 16:7), and creation (Prov.

8:23; Eccl. 3:ll). In Deutero-Isaiah the word takes on particular theological signifi-
cance in the expression mer6'i (Isa. 40:21; 4l:4,26;42:ll;48:16). Although the se-

mantic content of this expression is closely associated with other temporal expressions,

some of which belong to the next lemma,63 we note here its relative importance.6a Al-
though in each text where it occurs it denotes the distant past, the particular point in
time differs in each case, depending on the retrospective moment at which something

new or yet to come is proclaimed in extended perspective in contrast to what has gone

before: in 4O:21 the beginning of a long history, extending back to creation, during

which Israel came to know Yahweh's sovereignty; in 4l:4 the beginning of humankind;

in 4l:26 previous acts of God on behalf of Israel, which serve as prophecies of Cyrus's

appearance; in 48:16 the earlier prophecy of Cyrus together with the present victory
over Babylon.65 In these texts Deutero-Isaiah has explicated the theological principle
that every new experience of Yahweh's power and salvific will joins a history extend-

ing back to Israel's earliest memories.
Beuken

VIII. 1. lXX. The LXX recognized the semantic breadth of ro'i and documented it
through differentiated translations. The usual equivalent is kephalii (291 times), denot-

ing the head as part ofthe body; it can also stand for gulgdlel and (once) for nepei (Isa.

43:4). Aquila wes kephalii consistently for ro'i, including r6'i ll, "Poison."66 The sec-

ond most frequent translation of ro'i is drch1n ( I 04 times). The use of archii (55 times)

and archeg,6s (15 times) is also common; less frequent is the use of prdtos (9 times).

There are 36 occurrences of koryph/. fne spatial use of ro'.i is reflected in dkros (16

times).

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. There are some 130 occurrences of the word in the Dead Sea

Scrolls. All possible orthographic variants appear (r'i, rw'i, r wi, rwi, ri), but their dis-

tribution does not permit any literary conclusions. It is noteworthy that ro'i does not

appear at all in lQH and CD (atthough the latter does use -+ ltrN"l rd'i ll, "poison").

Thereisaconcentrationof occurrencesin 11QT(19),IQM(2S,plus6inthe4QMpar-
allels), and 4Q400-407 (ShirShabb) (40). The fragmentary state of many texts pre-

cludes defining the semantic spectrum precisely.

a. Verbal ldioms. Verbal expressions are quite rare. Someone who does (material)

damage to the community must make personal compensation (ilm piel b'rdi6, 1QS

7:6-7).In a blessing formula Yahweh places the crown on the head of the high priest
(n,f'0, lQSb 3:3). In 4Q318 fr.3l,4-9 (a lament?67) the psalmist says: "They have

63. -+ fltltNl ri'i6n; -t llrlDN'1 re'i[.
64. For a discussion of the entire subject see Leene, 14.

65. For a discussion of the individual passages see also J.

66. G. Bertram, TDNT lll, 674 n. 2.

67. E. M. Schuller, Non-Canonical Psalms from Qumran.

L. Koole, JesajalUl. COT.

rlss 28 (1986), 145.
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plaited (irg) a crown for my head" (1. 7). Yahweh carries out justice on the head of the
wicked (iwb hiphil b, 1QM l1:14).

b. Human Body. The ro3 also appears as a part of the human body in lQSb 4:3 (a
priestly blessing), IQM 6:15 (helmet armor for cavalry divisions) and 7:1 1 (garments
of war for the priests, which are not to be brought into the sanctuary), as well as I IQT
63:12 (cf . Dt.2l:12).

c. Animals. The head of a (sacrificial) animal is mentioned only in the Temple
Scroll: in connection with the sacrifices on the festival of dedication (16:1,12), the sac-
rifices prescribed for the Day of Atonement (26:ll,12; cf . Lev. 16:21), and the area
where animals are slaughtered in the temple precincts (34:6; no biblical parallel). In
contrast to Dt. 2l:6, in the 'egld ritual the elders of the city explicitly wash their hands
over the head of the heifer ('l rwi h'glh, 63:5).

d. l,eader The most common use of ro3 is in the sense of "chief, leader." On the
level of tribe and clan, the texts speak of r'iy 'lpy yir'l ( l QSa l:14; 2:14; I I QT 19: 16),
r'iy iblyyfrT (4Qplsd l:1), r'iy byt y'qwb (3Q5 fr. 3, 3), and riym wirym(4QpPs37
3:5). In addition, the War Scroll speaks of the heads of the four camps, each of which
accommodates three tribes (lQM 3:14).

Transitional hgures are the "heads of the tribes and families of the community" (r'iy
hib1ym w'bwt h'dh, IQM 2:3; 4QMd 2, 6).

In the hierarchy of the Qumran community, the texts speak frequently of the "family
heads of the community" (r'iy'bwt h'dh, lQSal:16,23-24,25;2:16; lQM 2:7;3:4).In
lQSa, as above, the expression probably refers to administrative rather than cultic du-
ties.68 We also find r'iy 'bwt llwyym (1Q22 tr. I , 3) and r'iy bty h'bwt lbny y,fr7 ( I lQT
42:14).

Other usages include the twelve heads of the priests and Levites (lQM 2:1,2) and
"chiefs of the divisions" (r'Jy lh)mimrwt: IQM 2:2,3,4) associated with them and the
family heads.

e. Kingship. Only once is ro'i associated with kingship. Whoever is appointed king
(mlkhiphil) becomes the head ('t r'wi) of the Israelites (llQT 57:2,an addition to the
Dtn law of the king).

f . Military Contexts. Apart from the letter Mur 42:2 (rwi hmhnyh), only the War
Scroll uses ro'J in military contexts; here it denotes the leaders of the divisions and for-
mations (lQM 15:4; 16:4,5; 17:10; l8:6; 19:12 par.4QMb 11.2,11); in IQM 9:ll it
denotes a segment of a specific military formation.

g. High Priest. The kdh€n hdr6'i, the chief priestly functionary, is mentioned 8
times. He addresses the troops before battle (lQM 8:6; 16:4,5; l7:10; 18:6; l9:l2par.
4QM" I I .2, ll) and recites the prayer of thanksgiving after victory is achieved ( I QM
l8:5; l9:11?). Finally, 4Q401 fr. 13, 3 speaks of a "third (hilyiy) among the high
priests (bkwhny rwi)."

h. Heavenly Beings. In the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice (4Q400-407), the hierar-

68. H. Muszytisk\, Fundament, Bild und Metapher in den Handschriften aus Qumran. AnBibl
6t (t975),204.
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chical structure of the heavenly beings is expressed in part by titles containing the ele-

ment r'J.6e It appears as nomen rectum only in the phrase niy'y rwi (4Q403 fr. l,
l:10,17,21,23 4Q404 2:2,5; 4Q405 fr.3, l:l2a;2:6); in the other titles (1 I in all), it is

nomen regens: r'iy dbyrw (403 fr. 1,2:ll), r'iy lbwiy pl' (405 fr. 23,2:lO), r'iy mmlhut

(403 fr. I,2:3), r'iy mmilwt (401 fr. 14, l:6; cf. 4Q511 ft.2, l:3), r'iv mrwmvm (403 fr'

1,1:34 405 frs. 4-5,2;405 fr. 6,4), r'iy niy'ym (403 fr. 1,2:20) and r'Jv nSv v kwhnwt

(403fr. 1,2:21;405frs.8-9,5), r'iy'dthmlk(403fr.1,2:24),r'iytbnyt'lwhym(403fr'
1,2:16), r'iy trwmwt (405 fr. 23,2:12), and r'.iy twibhwt (403 fr. 1, 1:31)' The use of
rd'i with reference to angels or heavenly beings is otherwise unknown in the OT and

the Dead Sea Scrolls.
A special significance attaches to the number seven: seven deputies (nSy y minh) ate

associated with the seven n.fy'y nrrf mentioned in the first and especially the sixth and

eighth Songs. As in the case of r'.iy n$ ym and r'.iy niy'y kwhnwl, Newsom sees in

these titles a certain dependence on texts in Numbers, albeit in the Songs of the Sab-

bath Sacrifice the angelic beings - unlike the titled figures in Numbers - 
perform

priestly functions (e.g., blessing in the name of God).70

Finally, the rty lbwiy pl' wear high priestly garments. Taken as a whole, this evi-

dence suggests that in the r'iym (and niy'ym) we are dealing with "angelic high

Pries15."z 
t

i. Spatiat Usage. In spatial usage ro'J denotes the head of a group in IQS 6:14;

l QSb 4:23; lQM 3: l 3 par. 4QMf l0:3; l 1QT 57:4; 62:5. The "highest heaven" and the

"greatest height" are mentioned in 4Q403 fr. l,l:43;2:10. Intricately decorated lance

heads and sword blades are the subject of IQM 5:ll,l2.
j.Temporal lJsage. Used temporally, rd'Jin combination withhwdi denotes the first

day of the month or the new moon (4Q503 fr.32,2; 512 frs. 33+35, 3; llQT l1:9;

14,:2,7,9; l lQPsu 27:7), as well as the first days of the year or the seasons (1QS l0:4-

5,6,8). The emphasis is not so much on a chronological beginning as on the "primary

and fundamental role played by these days in determining the cultic calendar." The

fundamental importance of these days is underlined by "the coincidence of the quar-

terly cycle with the basic cosmic constitution of rime."1z

k. Excellence. Two passages, finally, use ro',i as a term for excellence (4Q403 fr. I,
l:40.2:34).13 

Dahmen

69. Initially noted by J. strugnell, sw 7 (1960),334; for a full discussion see c. Newsom,

Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. HSS 2'l (1985)' 23-38, esp.21.
70. Newsom, Songs, 32-33.
71. Ibid.,33.
72. Muszyriski, Fundament, 747.
73. Newsom, Songs, 220, 245.
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lrN-] II ro-',f II

I. Etymology and Occurrences. IL LXX. III. Meaning: 1. Poisonous Plant; 2. Poison; 3.

Venom;4. Bitterness. IV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology and Occurrences. None of the Semitic languages gives any help with
respect to the etymology of the noun ro'i II, since the word occurs only in Hebrew. For
its semantic analysis, therefore, we must rely solely on its 12 OT occurrences, distrib-
uted over the books of Deuteronomy (3), Jeremiah (3), Hosea (l), Amos (l), Psalms
(1), Job (1), and Lamentations (2). Of these, Dt. 29:17(Eng. 18); Jer. 9:14(t5);23:15:
Am. 6:12; and Lam. 3:19 are notable for the parallel use of -+ 71y, la',nA (some kind
of poison or poisonous plant).I We also find the construct phrases mA r6'i (3 times in
Jeremiah) and ro'i pelantm (Dt.32:33; Job 2O:16).

III. LXX. The normal LXX translation is cholii. McKane is probably correct in as-
suming that this translation refers not so much to gall itself, the secretion of the gall
bladder, as to its associated bitterness.2 This theory is supported by the use of pikrtato
translate ro'i in Am.6:12.

III. Meaning. In the rabbinic commentaries as well as in the Jeremiah commentar-
ies of the l8th century, interpretations fluctuate between "poisonous herb" and
"venom."3 For both interpretations we also find attempts to establish a relationship
with + lllN"l ro-',i I, "head": the "head" of a poppya or serpents produces poison. The
chronology of the texts suggests that ro'i refers primarily to a kind of plant that cannot
be identified botanically. Suggestions have included not only the opium poppy but also
the wild colocynth (citrullus colocynthis),6 used as a purgative, and the deadly spotted
hemlock (Coniummaculatum), which contains coniine.T Zohary disputes this last iden-
tification, arguing that it is "linguistically untenable, although it is established in Mod-
ern Hebrew."S

rAi IL W. McKane, "Poison, Trial by Ordeal, and the Cup of Wrath," W 30 (1950) 474-92;
H. N. and A. L. Moldenke, Plants of the Bible (1952), esp. 78ff.; M. Zohary, plants of the Bible
(Eng. trans. London, 1982), esp. 186.

1. See K. Seybold, -+ VIII, 14-16.
2. McKane. 479.
3. rbid.,480.
4. GesTh, 1251.
5. H. Venema, Commentarius ad Librum Prophetiarum Jeremiae (1765), 236-37.
6. O. Schrader, Kulturpflanzen und Hausthiere in ihrem Ubergang aus Asien (7Berlin, 1902);

cf. Moldenke.
7. See already Venema,583.
8. Zohary 186.
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1. Poisonous Plant.The meaning of ro'i is exhibited most clearly in Hos. 10:4. The

simile in this text obviously refers to a wild plant, which grows luxuriantly but is
deadly poison. The simile in v. 4b summarizes v. 4a (waw explicativum), including the

element of constant repetition implicit in the first stich, while at the same time unmask-

ing what superficially appears to bejustice (fine words, oaths, covenants) as actual in-
justice detrimental to those affected. The botanical realm is also suggested by Dt.

29:17b(18b), a redactional addition to v. 17a(18a),e although the question remains

open whether the word refers to the poisonous plant sprouting from the root or to the

poison within it.t0 The image of the root bringing forth poison alludes to the hidden

danger represented by the presence of apostates from Yahweh in the midst of God's

people.Theappearanceof la'%dinparallelwithrd'Jin Am.6:12andLam.3:19(asin
Dt.29il7ll8l) also suggests the notion of a poisonous plant or a botanical poison. Ac-

cording to Lam. 3:19, thinking of an uprooted life affects the poet like ingesting poi-

son, being physically as well as psychically injurious. In the Amos passage the notion

of a plant or a botanical substance is also insinuated by the term -+ rlD pert: the fruit of
righteousness, i.e., the benefit that should accrue to those who do justice, does not

emerge. The contrary is true (hdpaf;).' innocence is no protection against condemnation

(cf. Am. 2:6b;5:12).
It is possible that Ps. 69:22(21) also refers to a plant that is dangerous or at least un-

pleasant to consume: its fruit is given to the distressed psalmist along with vinegar. The

parallel with h1md; is more suggestive of bittemess (cf. Dt. 32:32 in parallel with

marar) than of poison, although the two aspects are not mutually exclusive'

2. Poison. The noun takes on a more general meaning as nomen rectum in the con-

struct phrase s mA r6'i and 'inn"!A r6.f (the orthographic variant appears also in the frag-

mentary text 4Q5l l7l:3); here it qualifies a substance or fruit as poisonous, although

the phrase mA ro'i does not necessarily imply that the poison of the ro'iplant is dis-

solved in the water. This poisoned water appears in Jer. 8:14 (Jeremiah) by itself and in

23: l5 (Jeremiah) and 9: 14( l5) (Dtr/Dtn editor of Jeremiah) in conjunction with la'ond;

it represents metaphorically God's sanction against the false prophets and the sinful
people. The phrase mA r6'i is thus a motif of judgment; as such it is distinct from the

ordeal in which the accused drinks the "water of bitterness" (Nu. 5:11-28). It is mis-

leading to unite the two motifs by suggesting that the poisoned water in Jeremiah

would have no effect if the people or prophets were innocent, so that its deadly effect is

"a demonstration of guilt."ll The three Jeremiah texts are therefore related not to Nu. 5

but to Ex. 32:20(21), where the water mixed with the dust of the broken tablets serves

as a form of sanction.12

9. D. Knapp, Deuteronomium 4. GTA 35 (1987), 148.

10. See Seybold, + VIII, 15.

I l. McKane, 486.
12. C. Dohmen, Das Bilderverbot. BBB 62 (1987),

125ff., who finds Jer. 8:14 and Ex.32 connected by the I

131; contra R. Press, ZAW 5l (1933)
motif of an ordeal by drinking.
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lnDt.32:32 the image of poisonous grapes characterizes the enemies of Israel: it is
they who are the real cause of Yahweh's judgment upon Israel.

3. Venom. Dt. 32:33 equates the wine produced by these poisonous grapes (albeit
with the third person masc. sg. pronominal suf.) with the venom of serpents. Once ro',f
has lost its specific reference to a botanical poison in favor of the more general mean-
ing "poison," it can serve (as nomen regens) to denote the venom of serpents. In addi-
tion to Dt.32:33, Job 20:16 refers to this deadly poison.t:

4. Bitterness. In Lam. 3:5 t"ld'd, "tribulation," suggests that ro'i should be under-
stood figuratively in the sense of "bitterness."l4 At the same time, however, it implies
the aspect of death, developed explicitly in the following verse.

IV. Dead Sea Scrolls. The noun does not appear frequently in the Dead Sea Scrolls.
In lQH 4:14 the schemes of Belial are compared to a root that produces "poison and
wormwood" (rdi w"la'%d). Dt. 32:33 is quoted by CD 8:10- I I and 19:22-23, compar-
ing the temptations of the enemy to the venom of serpents and asps. Among the other
texts, only the fragmentary 4Q5ll 7l:3 raises the possibility of translating rd.i(!) as

"poison"; but the translation "head" is also possible.t5
Fleischer

13. On moving this verse to a position following v. 14, see G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT
xvr c1989), 32s.

14. See III.I above; H.-J. Kraus, BKXX3,52.
15. DJD, VII, 25I.

JlllNll r;'.ran

I. Word, Lexical Field, LXX. II. Secular Usage. III. Theological Usage: 1. Deutero-Isaiah; 2.

Other.

ri'i6n. A. Bentzen, "On the Ideas of 'the Old'and 'the New'in Deutero-Isaiah," Sf I (1948)
183-87; J. Blau, "Some Ugaritic, Hebrew, and Arabic Parallels," "/NSl, 10 (1982) 5-10;
M. Haran, Betvveen Ri'shon)t (Former Prophecies) and Hadashbt (New Prophecies) [Heb.] (Je-
rusalem, 1963); E.-M. Laperrousaz, "Les 'ordonnances premidres'et les 'ordonnances derniEres'
dans les manuscrits de la mer morte," FSA. Dupont-Sommer (Paris, 1971),405-19;H.Leene, De
vroegere en de nieuwe dingen bij Deuterojesaja (1987), with bibliog.; S. E. Loewenstamm, "The
Development of the Term 'First' in the Semitic Languages" (Heb.), Tarbiz 24 (1955) 249-51 =
Comparative Studies in Biblical and Ancient Oriental Literatures. AOAT 24 ( 1980), 13- 16; H.-P.
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I. Word, Lexical Field, LXX. The adj. ri'i6n occurs 182 times in the OT, 3 times in
Sirach (31[34]:18;41:3;46:3), twice in the Arad inscriptions (1:6; 5:4),t and fre-
quently in the Dead Sea Scrolls (only in Job 8:8 and I l QT do we find the variant rti6n;
the form ri'i6ntl occurs only in Jer. 25: l). It is connected etymologically with -+ IDN'I
ro'i and corresponds to Akk. rcitfr(m).2 It appears most commonly as a masculine sin-
gular or plural or as a feminine singular; the feminine plural appears only in Deutero-
and Trito-Isaiah (41:22; 42:9; 43:9,181. 46:9; 48:3', 65:l7b [reactualizing and expanding
43:18-1931). Usage in the Dead Sea Scrolls does not differ materially from that in the

OT; these occurences are therefore incorporated into the following discussion rather
than being treated separately.

The distribution of occurrences4 is unremarkable (none in Amos, Obadiah, Jonah,
Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephatiah, Malachi, Song of Songs, and Lamentations); the only
unusual phenomenon is the theological usage of the word in Deutero-Isaiah and other
postexilic texts.5

There is no certain occurrence of the word in Ugaritic, nor does it appear elsewhere
in Israel's immediate Near Eastern environment.6 The appearance of the word is uncer-
tain in lsa. 4l:27 and in several of the Dead Sea Scrolls (1Q30 5,2; 4Q4OO 2, lO;
4Q402 4,13:' llQShirShab l:3-4; I lQT l4:9).

Because of its complex range of meanings and usages,T ri'i6n is embedded in a co-
pious lexical field, including above all ]llnN/IlraiR 'aharbn/'al.t"rt1; Nll/nnN b67
'a!A;g + a)l zdftar;e w1n hdi'10 D1i2 qdm and its derivatives; in lists, etc., also ll'll?
ieni!; cf. also Tl) ngd.lr

In the LXX the commonest translation of ri'i6n is pr6tos; pr6teros is used l3 times
(plus Sir. 31[34]: l8; 46:3), and td prdteron and 6mprosthe(n) 9 each. Other occasional
translations include archaios (Ps. 79[78]:8; 89[88]:49), arch6 (Gen. l3:4), endrches-
tftai (Nu. 9:5), pati|r (Dt. 19:14), presbyteros (2 Ch.22:1); pr6cn (Josh. 8:5), and
priton (Josh. 8:33; also Sir. 3l[34]:11?), illustrating the interpretive, contextual ap-
proach of the LXX translators.

Mtiller, "UNi rdiKopt: THAT II,70l-15, esp. 703, 711-12; C. R. North, "The'FormerThings'
and the 'New Things' in Deutero-lsaiah," FS T. H. Robinson (New York, 1950), I I l-26; D. H.
Odendaal, "The 'Former and the New Things'in Isaiah 4M8:' OTWSA 10 (1967) 64-75;H.D.
Preuss, Deuterojesaja (1976), esp. 47-49; A. Schoors, "Les choses antdrieures et les choses
nouvelles dans les oracles deutdro-isaiensl' ETL 40 (1964) 19-47; C. Stuhlmueller, "'First and
Last' and 'Yahweh-Creator' in Deutero-Isaiah," CBQ 29 (1967) 495-511.

1. Y. Aharoni, Arad Inscriptions (Jerusalem, 1975), 12-13,21, 162.
2. AHw,11,973.
3. E. Sehmsdorf, ZAW 84 (1972) 520-21.
4. Mtiller, 703.
5. See III below.
6. Cf. the negative entries in KAI, DISO, and Beyer.
7. See II and Ill below.
8. -+ II. 34.
9. --> tY,67-69.
10. -+ IY 240-41.
11. -+ IX, 181-82.
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II. Secular Usage. The adj. ri'i6n occurs frequently in dates (the first day ftdml,tz
the first month LhOdeil,t3 the first year), especially in regulations governing the cultic

calendar (Gen. 8:13; Ex. l2:2,15[twice],16,18; 4O:2,17l. Lev. 23:5,7,35,39,40; Nu.

7:12;9:1,5;20:l;28 16,18; 33:3ltwice]; Dt. 16:4; Josh.4:19;25.21:9;Ezk.29:17;
30:20; 45:18,21; Est. 3:1,12; Dnl. l0:4; Ezr. 6:19 8:31; 10:17; Neh. 8:18; I Ch.

l2:16[Eng. l5]; 27:2,3;2 Ch. 293ltwicel,l7[twice]; 35: l; cf. also Jer. 25:l [ri'i6ni!h
lQST:19;4Q4001,1:l[twice]; llQT l4:9; l7:6;28:3;49:17;50:14; llQMelch2:7).

We also find ri'i6n (often fem. or masc. pl.) with the meaning "before." This usage

is frequent in sequences of events, where it indicates temporal priority (Gen. l3:4;
25:25;28:19;32:l8l7l;38:28; 40:13 41:20; Ex. 4:8; 34:1[twice]; 34:4;Lev. 4:21:.

5:8; 9:15; Nu. 6:12; 10:13,14; 2l:26 Dr.9:18; l0:1,2,3,4,10; 13:10[9]; 17:7;24:4;
Josh. 8:5,6,33;21:10; Jgs. 18:29:20:22,32,39; I S. 14:14;17:3O;2 S. 18:27;

19:21,44120,431; 20:18; 1 K. 13:6; l7:13; 18.25;20:9,17;2K.1:14; Jer. 36:28[twice];
50:17 ; Ezk. 40,21 ; J oel 2:23 Zec. 6:2', l2:7 ; 14:10 Job 1 5 :7 ; Prov. 1 8: 1 7; 20:2 1 ; Ruth

3:10; Est. l:14; Dnl. 8:21 lO:12,13; ll13,29l.Ezr.3:12:' Neh. 5:15; 1:5; I Ch.9:2;
I l:6[twice]; 15 13; 17:9; l8:ll;24:7;25:9;27:2;29:29;2 Ch. 3:3; 9:29:' 12:15',16:ll;
20:34:25:26;26:22:28:26; cf. Sir. 3l:17; IQS 2:20;6:5[twice, probably dittography];

6:8; CD 5:19; l4:3,5;4QFlor 1:5; 11QT l6:6,15; 45:4;60:7; cf. l5:18;21:4;23:lO-
ll). "First" with the nuance "above all" occurs in Isa.60:9 (cf.Ez19:2).ln the Arad
inscriptions (l:6; 5:4), it is uncertain whether the "first" flow (qemah) means the "ear-

liest" flour or "especially good" flour. In Neh. 7:5 the expression "the first to come

back" clearly conveys positive overtones. A spatial sense of"in front" is found in Gen.

33.2 and Nu. 2:9 (ri'i6nd).
One distinct group of texts comprises the statements about David, Solomon,

Rehoboam, Jehoshaphat, etc., that refer to the acts of these kings "from first to last," re-

corded in other texts not incorporated into the books of Chronicles (l Ch. 29:29;2 Ch.

9:29; 12:15; 16:ll: 20:34; 25:26; 26:22; 28:26; 35:21).
Finally, the "earlier ones" in various contexts are clearly ancestors or forebears (Dt.

l9:l4,cf.Lev.26:45;Jer.34,5; Ps.79:8; Job 8:8; Eccl. 1:11 [cf. Sir.4l:3];2Ch.
1r.l \ 14

III. Theological Usage.
l. Deutero-Isaiah. Mostly beginning with the exile and Deutero-Isaiah (more spe-

cifically Isa. 40-48), we find a weightier theological use of ri'i6n (in its various

forms), referring to the "former things" as being constitutive for the present and future

or else being superseded. This usage of ri'i6n appears in Isa. 40-48 in textual units be-

longing to the genres of prophecy of salvation, disputation, and lawsuit (between

Yahweh and the nations): 41 :4,22; 42:9 ; 43:9,18l, 44:6; 46:9,( I 0); 48:3,12.

At the outset, Yahweh is described as "the first" (41:4), before whom no God was

12. -+ Y[,22-25.
13. -+[Y,225ff.
14. For a discussion of these texts, see III below.
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formed (43:10,13); Yahweh is also and will be the last, forming and embracing every-
thing (44:6;48:12) and consequently the only true God, who alone governs history.
The inability of other gods to proclaim what went before and is to come (41:22-23;
44:7;45:7; the obscure text4l:27 should probably also be understood in this sense) re-
veals that they are not really gods (41:23). These texts clearly have to do with general

sovereignty over history in word and deed, not specific events (cf. also 42:9;44:6-8).
Isa. 42:8-9 may be an addendum, although it can function well as the climax led up to
by vv. 5-7; this may be the first recognition of Cyrus's victorious appearance, the "new
things" (cf .42:9;48:6 [fem. pl.]; 43: l9 [sg.]) being his ongoing effect. The Cyrus event
is clearly central and liminal to the contrast between what has been and what is to
come. The argument of 43:9 is similar to that of 45:21: let the other gods proclaim the
former things - in other words, demonstrate to their peoples that what they predicted
has come to pass (on zd'! cf . 45:21, the present as an anticipatory contrast to the past).
According to 44:6-8 (cf . 4l:4; 43:lO,l3; 48:12:, also Rev. l:1"7;2:8;22:13), Yahweh's
word, which brings itself to pass, demonstrates that he alone is God, a claim developed
by Isa. 48:.12-13 (cf. Ps. 33:9) from the perspective of creation. God's initial creative
act is the foundation for his work in the present; it consoles by demonstrating the uni-
versality of God's sovereignty.ls A linear sense of history can be clearly seen here.
That Yahweh is a God whose prophecies are fulfilled, so that remembrance of these
"formerthings" can and should strengthen faith, is also the burden of46:8 (cf.48:3).

Isa. 43:18 (within 43:16-21, a prophecy of salvation) has a unique place in this
group of texts from Deutero-Isaiah.lo This text commands Israel not (!) to remember
the former things (cf. also 4l:22:42:9;43:18;48:3), since Yahweh is doing something
new that is already springing forth.lT The "former things" can hardly refer to the de-
scent to Egypt (52:4) or to the first exodus (cf. the context), the judgment of 587, or the
present exile of those addressed; now Yahweh is doing something that surpasses the
entire past history oflsrael, a new thing that is to be central to the life ofIsrael,l8 which
cannot simply be subsumed in the categories of a "new exodus" (43:18ff.). Thus the
former things are still at work in the new things and continue to unfold. They are not
the total opposite of the new things but are superseded by them. It is the Cyrus event
that constitutes the point where the former things of history, words and events, intersect
with what is now taking place; all is held together by Yahweh and his sovereign word
and act. It is also possible that the contrastive dyads so important for Isa. 4G-55 (for-
mer/coming, etc.) play a significant role in revealing a network of semantic isotopies
linking smaller textual units to form larger textual compositions.le

Similar in content to the texts from Deutero-Isaiah are 4Q4OZ 4, 4:13 and
l lQShirShab 1:3-4.

15. K. Elligea Deuterojesaja. BKXUI (1989), 402, citing similar statements in the Gathas
(1:38).

16. See C. Westermann, Prophetische Heilsworte im AT. FRLANT 145 (1987), 33-53.
17. --> llhl smh.
18. For a discussion of the problem see Elliger, BK XUt,350ff.; Leene, 148ff.
19. Leene.
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2. Other. That something earlier was better is maintained by Isa. l:26 (udges), Hos.

2:9(7) (a husband), Mic. 4:8 (dominion; but it will return to Zion),Hag.2:3 (the tem-
ple; but cf . 2:9 and Ezr. 3: l2); David is an example of someone earlier who was good
(2Ch.l7:3). The earlier is or will be superseded according to Isa. 8:23(9:l); Hag. 2:9
(the temple); I Ch. 15:13. Ecclesiastes, on the other hand, maintains that one should
not think of former days (7:10), especially since the people of long ago are not remem-
bered (1:11; cf. Job 8:8;zo 1t'rr.

Other texts often stress that the Israelites' ancestors also sinned and transgressed in
their time (Isa.43:27;Zec. l:4; Neh. 5:15; Ps. 79:8), so that earlier sin brought just
punishment (Jer.7:12 11:10; cf. 2 K. 17:34,40; Isa. 65:7; primarily Dtr texts or exilic-
postexilic comments). Zec.8:l l-12 insists that Yahweh will not deal with the remnant
(i"'crt1zr of his people as in the former days (cf. Jer. 337 ,l I ). According to Jer. 16:18,

Yahweh will repay iniquity before bringing salvation; but according to 33:7 he will re-
store the fortunes of Judah and Israel and rebuild them "as they were at first."

All this questioning of the continued force of former promises of salvation ([.ev.

2645 Dt.4:32;2 S. 7:10, later noted in CD 5: 19 and 4QFlor 1:5, then expressed explic-
itly in Ps. 89:50[49]) brings us (probably with Jer. 17: l2 also) to the time of the exile and

later (cf. Znc. l:4;7:7 ,12: "former prophets"); it becomes a major theme of Dtr literature
and texts under Dtr influence, thus flanking and interpreting the fundamental reflections
of Deutero-Isaiah.2z Former troubles are later forgotten (Isa. 65:16), the ancient ruins
shall be rebuilt by those who are now mourning (61:.4).Indeed, Yahweh himself will cre-

ate a new heaven and a new earth, so that the former things (fem. pl.) will not be remem-

bered (65:17). Yahweh's way with his people goes on, his acts will continue to increase

until they are fulf,rlled, as befits this God of promises, history and future. 
preuss

20. See J. Khanjian, RSe II, 398,1X.47.
21. -+'1N0 i'r:
22.See III.I above.
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I. General. II. OT: 1. Beginning; 2. Firstfruits; 3. Best. III. Dead Sea Scrolls. IV. Sirach.

re'i?1.W. Eichrodt, "In the Beginningi' Israel's Prophetic Heritage. FS J. Muilenbarg (New
York, 1962), 1-10; O. Eissfeldt, Erstlinge und Zehnten im AT. BWANT 22 (1917); J. de Fraine,
"Prdmices," DBS, VIII, 446-61:' J. Milgrom, "First Fruits, Old Testament]' IDBSUp 336-37;
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I. General. The noun re'it1@f. AY,k. r€irulmll) is a derivative of -+ ll/N"l rdi
"head"; it is an abstract noun with the suf. -i1.2 lts various meanings - "Ssginnlng,"
"best," "firstfruits" 

- are all extensions of the meaning "head, extremity": "begin-
ning" is the temporal extreme, "best" the qualitative extreme; "firstfruits" combines
both notions, since they are the earliest and/or the best part of the harvest. As syn-
onyms we find fbiilA, "beginning"; hele!, "fat, best portion"; and bikkfirtm,
"firstfruits."

The noun re'Jft occurs 51 times in the OT: 3 in Genesis, twice each in Exodus and
Leviticus,4 in Numbers, T in Deuteronomy, twice in I Samuel, once in Isaiah, 6 in Jer-
emiah, 4 in Ezekiel, once each in Hosea and Micah, twice in Amos, 3 in Psalms, 5 in
Proverbs, 3 in Job, once each in Ecclesiastes and Daniel, twice in Nehemiah, and once
in 2 Chronicles. It is not limited to a particular source or period, although in P it does
acquire the specialized technical meaning "first processed (of the harvest)."

The LXX uses a variety of terms to translate re'it1, most oftet archii, "beginning,"
and aparchil, "firstfruits" (used also to translate t"rfimA and hEleb). Other translations
include archEg6s, "beginning, origin"; dmprosthen, "previously"; kephdlaion, "head,
chief'; prdimos, "early"; pr1teron, "earlier"; pr6ta, "first"; and protogeniimata,
"firstfruits." The verb apdrchesthai translates "offer firstfruits."

II. OT.
l. Beginning. When it means "beginning," r€'it1is the opposite of 'ahri1, "end," in

the sense of final situation. In this it differs from its synonym fhiilA. which stands in
contrast only to subsequent situations. Thus rd',ift refers to the beginning of a process
with a definite end or goal, or to a specific limited period of time, whereas t"hilld
means simply the first in a series of events without a definite end. This difference is re-
flected in the following idioms: m€r7'it1 haiiand w"'aQ 'ahrt1 iand, "from the begin-
ning of the year to the end of the year" (Dt. 1 1: l2); y6! 'al.t"rtl ddPdr m€r7'ii16, "better
is the end [i.e., the final form] of something than its beginning" (Eccl. 7:8); b"rE'it1
mamleSely"hdydqim, "atthebeginningof thereignof Jehoiakim" (Jer.27:l;cf.26:l;
28:l; 49:34; reigns always have a beginning and an end); "ier-hdyd idm 'oh%6h

batt"hill6, "where his tent had been at the beginning/originally" (Gen. l3:3); mi ya'"leh
. . . 'el-hakkna'"nt battehilld, "Who shall go up first for us against the Canaanites?"
(Jgs. l: l; the question implies that other battles will follow). The proverb r€'itt hof;md
yir'a1 yhwh (Ps. 111:10; cf. Prov. l:7) may be compared to its counterpart fhilla!
l.tofumd yir'al yhwh (Prov. 9: 10). The former seems to imply a perfect state of wisdom,
which one should seek to achieve; the latter envisions only the subsequent (and possi-

iderr, "Studies in the Temple Scroll," JBL97 (1978) 501-23, esp. 504-6; H.-P. Mtiller, "UN''l roi
Kopfl'THAT II,701-15, esp.702,703-ll;' N. H. Ridderbos, "Genesis I 1 und 2," OfS l2 (1958)
214-60,esp.216-19; G. Rinaldi, "b"re'iitGnl,ll' BiOr25 (1983) 144; J. de Savignac, "Note sur
le sens du verset VIII 22 des Proverbesl' W 4 (1954) 429-32; W Wifall, "God's Accession Year
According toP:' Bibl62 (1981) 527-34.

l. AHw 11,972-73.
2. GK, $86r.
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bly never-ending) process of acquiring wisdom. Possibly the former should be under-

stood as meaning: "The best part of wisdom is the fear of Yahweh."

Usually rE'ii1 appears in the construct, denoting the beginning o/ something. It is
normally followed by a noun or pronoun, but in Gen. 1:1 by a finite verb. Therefore we

should follow Rashi in understanding Gen. 1: I to mean: "When God began to create

heaven and earth - the earth was a formless void - God said, 'Let there be light."' It
is not necessary to emend bArA' $hird masc. sg.) to ber6'(inf. const.), since the same

construction (const. noun followed by finite verb) occurs also in Hos. 1:2: "When

Yahweh began to speak through Hosea (t"hillal dibber-yhwh b"h6iaa'), he said to Ho-

sea. . . ." Such an interpretation of Gen. 1:1 is further supported by the absence of the

article: if the author had wished to say, "In the beginning, God created . . ' ," we would

find b1r'iilinstead of b"rd'ii1. Here, therefore, rZ'it1 does not allude to an absolute be-

ginning of time or the universe, but simply to the beginning of the process by which

God created the world, a process that ended on the sixth day.

The expressi on re'it1 'dn, "beginning of someone's fertility or virility" (Gen. 49:3;

Dt.2l:17 Ps. 78:51; 105:36), means the firstborn of a father, in contrast to peler

rehem, "that which opens the womb," the firstborn of a mother. Dt. 2l:7 gives prece-

dence to the firstborn son in matters of inheritance, just because he is "the beginning of
his [the father's] virility," i.e., the first, foremost, and best son, and therefore the wor-

thiest, even if he is not the son of the father's favorite wife.

2. Firstfruits.InP r€'iildenotes the first-processed part ofthe harvest, bikkfrrtmthe

f,rrst-ripe part of the harvest.3 The bikkfirtm means an offering of the first sheaves of
grain, whereas re'it1 means an offering of processed produce: grain (already threshed

and winnowed), oil (already pressed), new wine (already vinified), fruit syrup, and

dough. The difference is illustrated by Nu. 18:12-13: "the best (hCleD of all the oil, the

best (hzleU of all the wine and grain, their first-processed Oe'it!) that they give to the

Lord,I have given to you. The firstfruits (bikkfirim) of all that is in their land, which

they bring to the Lord, shall be yours." In Lev. 2:12 qorban rZ'ift means "offering of
the first-processed products," bread and syrup (v. 11). Nu. l5:20-21 prescribes the of-

fering of flrrst-processed breadstuffs. However, the expression 'omer re'it1 q"sir"ftem

(Lev.23:10) does not use re'ii1 in the technical sense of"first-processed" but in the

temporal sense. It refers to "the sheaf of the beginning of your harvest." The same is

true in the case of r?'it1 bikkfrrA 'aQmd1ef;d, "the first of the firstfruits of your ground"

(8x.23|9;34:26), which refers to the same offerings; but the phrase could also mean

"the best of the firstfruits of your ground."

Since bikkfirim does not occur in Deuteronomy, in that book we cannot make a

sharp distinction between "first-ripe" and "first-processed." Deuteronomy probably

uses rZ',ift for firstfruits of all kinds, both the "first-processed" (Dt. l8:4: grain, wine,

oil, fleece) and "firstfruits" in general (Dt.26i2,10: re'it! pert ha'oddmd). This nontech-

nical use of the term is probably primary also in Jer.2:3;Ezk.20:40; 48:14; Prov. 3:9;

3. Milgrom, "First Fruits."
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Neh. 10:38[371; 12:44 2 Ch. 31:5). It is often hard to decide whether re'ifi means "the
firstfruits" or simply "the best." In non-Priestly texts we should probably not make a
sharp distinction between these two meanings.

The "hrst/best fruits" were offered to honor God and to obtain God's blessing for the

rest of the harvest: "Honor the Lord with your substance, with the best/fltrst Oe'it!) of all
your produce; then your barns will be filled with plenty, and your vats will be bursting with
wine" (Prov. 3:9-10). The new harvest could not be used for food until the hrst sheafhad
been offered (l*v.23:14). The sons of Eli were cursed because they did not hrst make an

offering to God but were accustomed to taking their portion of the offering "even before

thefatlholeb,' God's portion of the offeringl was burned" (l S. 2:15). In I5.2:29 they are

denounced for fattening themselves on the best part (rC'it1) of all Israel's offerings.

3. Best. In Am. 6:6 rd'iil probably means simply "the best," with no reference to
firstfruits: "You anoint yourselves with the finest oils." The same is true in Jer. 49:35:
"I am going to break the bow of Elam, their strongest (r€'itfl weapon"; and I S. 15:21:
"From the spoil, the people took sheep and cattle, the best (rc'itfi ofthe things devoted

to destruction, to sacrifice to the Lord your God in Gilgal." Nu. 24:20 has a play on

words involving r€'ii1 and 'ahortl: "First/best among the nations was Amalek, but its
end ('ahrt16) is to perish forever."

III. Dead Sea Scrolls. The Dead Sea Scrolls luse re'it1in basically the same way. It
appears with the meaning "firstfruits" in 1QS 6:5,6; lQSa 2:18,19, and with the mean-

ing "beginning" in lQS 10:l(twice),5,13(twice),15; IQH l2:6; IQM 1:1. As in the OT,
rZ'Jft refers to a limited time period (lQS 10:5; lQH 12:6). In lQS l0:1 it is used to-
gether with "end." It is used with infinitives in IQS l0:13-16, where it is almost synon-
ymous with "before."

The Qumran sect observed various festivals of firstfruits. In addition to the 'omer

(the first sheaf) immediately after Passover and the bikkfirtm festival for wheat fifty
days later (Pentecost), prescribed in the OT, the Temple Scroll provides for a firstfruits
festival for wine fifty days after Pentecost and another fifty days later for oil. Although
the dates of the wine and oil festivals appear schematic and arbitrary, they do in fact
correspond roughly to the time of the grape and olive harvests. Clearly a priest had to
bless the firstfruits before the rest of the community could partake of them ( I QSa 2: 18-

22; lQS 6:5). The noun re'it1 nevertheless occurs only once in the Temple Scroll
(l IQT 22:9). On the basis of this text, in part reconstructed, Yadin maintains that the
priests could receive the foreleg, jawbone, and stomach of a sacrifice, and the Levites
the shoulder, only when it was offered on a festival of firstfruits.4 llQT 60:7 shows,

however, that the Levites received the shoulder from every legitimate sacrifice.

IV. Sirach. In Sirach rd'itlhas the meanings "beginning" and "best": 'lhym mbr'rit
br' 'dm, "God created humankind from the beginning" (Sir. 15:14); ihw'mr'iyt lSmhh
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4. Y. Yadin, Temple Scroll,3 vols. (Jerusalem, 1983), l:141-42, 153.
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/rlr{,! "[Wine], created from the beginning to make people huppy" (34131):27); qnh'ih
r'iyt qnyn, "He who acquires a wife gains his best possession" (36:29; or "first posses-

sion"; cf' 36:24LXX)' 
Rattray/Milgrom

a1 rab; )j rab II; l't/l'i'] rob/r1b; ))J rdla! I; ;t??J r"bdbd; rlJ rald;
Ni!'r^!l ribb6/ribb6'; E'I'l:l r"btbtm; i111\ 'arbeh; ;tlJD marbeh; n'!:lD
marbi!; h'=-1D tarbi!

I. l. Etymology and Occurrences; 2. Proper Names. II. OT Occurrences: l. Distribution; 2.

Constructions. III. Theological Contexts: l. The Promise ofOffspring; 2. The Increase oflsrael;

3. Predicates of God;4. Wisdom; 5. Inclusive Plural;6. marbi!/tarbt1.IY. The Title "Rabbi." V. 1.

LXX;2. Dead Sea Scrolls.

ra|. A. Ahuvia, "How Lonely Sits the City . . . Full of People )' BethM 24 (1978179) 423-25;
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l. l. Etymology and Occurrences. The various formatives derive from a Common
Semitic biliteral root rb, expanded to rbb by reduplication of the second radical in West
Semitic or lengthenedto rby/w as in East Semitic.r Only the latter development ap-
pears in East Semitic; in the other Semitic languages both forms occur. There is no dis-
cernible occasion for semantic differentiation. Syriac and certain proper names also
signal the existence of a prefixed formyrb.z All observed meanings share the common
element "be large/many."

In the individual languages, however, along with broad semantic correspondences
we also note quite a few differences in detail. In the G stem AY,k. rabfr(m)/rabd'u(m),
"be(come) large,"3 means "grow"; in the D stem it means "make large, raise, multiply,
magnify," in the S stem, "praise." The entity appearing as the subject of the verb or
qualified by the adj. rabfi can be almost anything.a Certain derivatives exhibit interest-
ing semantic specialization: rubtt, "prince," rubtrtu, "principality"; from the D stem,
murabbdnu, "foster father," murabbttu, "foster mother," tarbfr"/tarbttu, "foster child,"
etc. Akk. iarru rabbfi is the title of the "great king" (Heb. melef, gd86l: Ps. 47:3[Eng.
2l; melek rd!: Ps. 48:3[2)).s Ugat rb means "be great, be lord."6 There may be a con-
nection between AY,k. rabba'um at I[Iari and the rp'm at Ugarit.z The expression rb
nqdm probably denotes the head of a professional guild.s The root is also well attested
in Phoenician.e Here too ra! functions as a title; its specific meaning can be deter-
mined only by its relationship to other offices and functions.l0

Aramaic in all its dialects makes copious use of this root.ll In Old/Early Aramaic
we already find the reduplicating form rbrb in the Barrakib Inscription (ca. 730
n.c.e.).r2Thisis aqalqal formlike ra-ab-ra-bi-e inthecuneiformUruktextno. ll,
with the meaning "great, mighty." In later Aramaic, rb appears as a divine epithet ('l rb,
"God Almighty")r3 ard as a word denoting "the old" in contrast to z wryh, "the young."
Already in Biblical Aramaic we find rb it the idiom mll rbrbn, "speak insolently, blas-
phemously" (Dnl. 7:8,11,20; etc.). The root is common in titles: 'm rbh, "primal
mother," as an epithet for Eve (1 En. 32:6);ta khn' rb', "high priest" (T. Levi 4l7).ts 11

is also used absolutely with the meaning "rabbi, expert in the law," pl. "nobility, aristo-

l. Meyer, Il, 142.
2. See below.
3. AHw,II, 936tr.
4. Ibid.
5. A. Malamat, "The Kingdom of David and Solomon and the First Treaty with Egypt,"

Bitsaron lll-2 (1979) 7-14.
6. WUS, no.2482: UT no.2297.
7. M. Helzer, OLP 9 (1978) 5-20; --> dr$D'l r"paim.
8. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, UF 9 (1977) 336-37.
9. D15O,270ff.; see also KAL
10. On its relationship to the Phoenician suffetes, see J. Teixidor, Sem 29 (1979) 9-17.
ll. DISO, 272; Beyer,689-90.
12. KAI, 216.lo: see also AP, 31.9, etc.
13.4Q246.
14. Beyer,242.
15. Beyer,2O2.
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crats."r6 The qallan form rabban, attested in Biblical Aramaic in the qalqal[an] form
ra!r"!tn, fem. ralr"pan and ralrelanin (a reduplicated pl. of ra!;11 cf. Dnl. 4:331361;

5:l-3,9-10,23; 6:18[7]), stands for "magnates, potentates, commanders'"18 Other

nominal forms include r"\fi, "greatness, magnificence" (Dnl. 4:19,33122,361; 5:18-19;

7:27), and rby', "officer."le Aramaic also has a verbal formation r"f;d, "grow, increase,"

pael "raise, rear"Zo which represents the above-mentioned extension rby/w.z|

Syr. ra! and r"ba22 and Mand. rba 123 exhibit no unusual features. But Syriac does

have a by-form yrb,za which many cite to explain certain OT personal names.25

The root appears also in South Semitic, with many derivatives: Arab. rabba, "be mas'

ter, possess," II "raise, deify]'20 rabb, "master, ruler," as well as raba, "grow, increase,

multiply," with many derivatives.2T In Old South Arabic the root is not attested with com-
plete certainty rbb, "be master, possessor";2S rby/w, "sttpport, nourish, cause to grorry."29

The Ethiopic group, hnally, emphasizes the aspect of extension, rbb, "expand, extend";30

Amhar. rebba, "grow, be fruitful."3l In the Tigre dialect rabbihas come to mean "God."32

The suggestion that the Semitic root rb is ultimately associated via a sound shift
r/I"/n with Egyp. nb, "lord, ruler,"33 and nb, "all, every," is unlikely.3a

2. Proper Names. It is not surprising that most Semitic languages used the house-

hold word rb to form personal names. The name ilu-ra-bi, "God is greatl' is already at-

tested in the Kassite period.35 We also find names with causative verbal elements:

yarbi-ilu, ya-ar-bi-AN, "God has made great."36 Also in this category is the early

Canaanite name $ammu-rabi. Such -raDi- names are already found in Old Akkadian.3T

In Ugaritic we find the PNs rb-il and il-rb, "God is great, El has shown himself

16. KAI, 222A.39; etc.
17. S. Segert, Aharamriische Grammatik (Leipzig, 1975), 183.

18. A4 3.11, etc.
19. Ahiqar 33:38:' AE 80.3; etc.
20. AE 10.4; Ahiqar 18:25; Dnl. 4:8,17,30(11,20,33); etc.
21. For additional Late Aramaic and targumic formations see Beyer,69l.
22. kxSyr 706-9.
23. MdD,422.
24. kxSyr 308-9.
25. See I.2 below.
26. Wehr, 320.
27. Wehr,324.
28. ContiRossini,235-36, with a question mark.
29. Beeston, ll4; Biella, 476.
30. kxLingAeth, 286-87 .

31. W. Leslau, Cognates, 102; idem, Concise Amharic Dictionary (Wiesbaden, 1976),43.
32. WbTiga 152.
T. WbAS, [,227-34.
34. Contra F. Calice, Grundlagen der cigyptisch-semitischenWortgleichung (Menna, 1936),92.
35. A. T. Clay, Personal Names from Cuneifurm Inscriptions of the Cassite Period. YOS I

(1912), r9s-96.
36. APNM, 70ft.,260; AN, 359.
37. AHw, II, 939.
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great,"38 as well as the toponym !lrS.3e In Old South Arabic, Phoenician, Punic, and

above all Nabatean, the name rab(b) '€l or '€l-rab(b), "EI is Lord," appears as the name

of several Nabatean kings.+o Finally, rabbat, "Lady," is the name of a goddess.al

At Hatra we find the hypocoristicon rby, "(A deity is) my Lord."az Here too we find
the single-element name rbn, "master, teacher"; it is possible but unlikely that this
name is a hypocoristicon rb + n for a divine name.

The well-attested biblical name yaro!'am (l K. ll:26, etc.) appears already on an

ancient Hebrew seal;+3 1i1" the names y"rubba'al (Jgs. 6:32)4 and the pejorativized
y"rubboiel (2 S. 1l:21), this name comprises a theophorous element and the group of
radicals yrb whose etymology is unclear. If it derives from rb, it means something like
"may the ancestral god prove great"45 or "may . . . give increase."46 Another possibility
is derivation from -+ la rtp: "the ancestral god has established justice."aT In preexilic
inscriptions, finally, the name rbyhw appears.a8

The derivation and meaning of the name of Saul's daughter mErap are still debated.
It appears in I S. 14l.49 and 18:17,19; it may also derive from rb (or yrbae) and mean

something like "increase." Emendation of the text has replaced it with "Michal" in 2 S.

2l:8; this emendation may be based on an etymological semantic equivalence of the

two names (ra! = 1i511.

The common expression ra!-idqdh (2 K. l8:17,19; etc.) par. rap-sarts5o has proba-
bly been interpreted incorrectly by the OT writers as a personal name. Behind both
stand not uncommon titles of Mesopotamian officials: rab idqfr, "commander in
chief,"st and ia rZii.52ThePN ra!-mdg in Jer. 39:3,13 derives from Akk. rab-mugiby
way of Aram. rbmg'; it designates an official of moderately high rank, whose function
is far from clearly defined by the Greek translation strategds.s3

Finally, rbb isthe root of the toponym rabbi, "the great city" (Josh. 13;25; 2 S.

ll:l; etc.). Specific cities may be named: rabbat b"nA'ammbn (Dt.3:ll;25. 12:26;
modernAmmanfromGk. rabbatdmana),;t/dnrabbiQosh. 1l:8; 19:28), hornalrabbd
(Am. 6:2), and hdrabbd (Josh. 15:60).5+ The ciq harabbil (Josh. 19:20) was located in

38. PNU, M,96, 179; WUS, no.249.
39. WUS, no.2877.
40. PNPI, 1l l; Stamm, 449-52.
41. Benz,408.
42. S. Abbadi, Die Personennamen der Inschriften aus Hatra (Hildesheim, 1983), 16l.
43. J. D. Fowler, Theophoric Personal Names in Ancient Hebrew. JSOTSup 49 (1988), 359.
44. See HAL,111,434.
45. rPN,206tr.
46. W. F. Albright, Archaeology and the Religion of Israel (Baltimore, s1968), 205 n. 57.
47. Stamm, 451; PNU, 179.
48. R. Lawton, Bibl 65 (1984) 344.
49. J. l. Stamm, SW 16 (1967),333.
50. --r Dr']O sdrts; -->X,348-49.
51. M. Ellenbogen, Foreign Words in the OT (London, 1962), 152.
52. -+ IDR'] ro'i; --> X,345-46.
53. E. Benveniste, RE-l 82 (1926) 55-56; Ellenbogen, 15l; HAL, Il, 543.
54. GTTOT 120, t5t, r84-85.
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the territory of Issachar and may be identified with Qishon.ss Finally, Cant. 7:5(4)
speaks of the "gate of Bath-rabbim," said to be located by the pools of Heshbon, east of
the Jordan. Perhaps the text does not refer to an actual locale but is a metaphor intended
to evoke the multitudes from the steppe that hasten to refresh themselves at the pools.56

II. OT Occurrences.
l. Distributio,n. Before examining the distribution of the root in the OT, we must de-

cide whether it is distinct from rbb II, "throw,"57 *rap II, "shooter? projectile?" (Jer.

50:29; Job 16:13; Prov. 26:10), and rbh II, found only as a qal participle meaning
"shooter" (Gen.2l:20; Jer. 16:16?). There is in fact almost no semantic connection
with rdla!/rdbd.We are dealing either with two homonymous roots or a sound shift z
) D affecting the root rmh.s8

The verb rbb I occurs 24 times in the OT, from the early monarchy to postexilic wis-
dom literature. Qal forms clearly predominate; only in Ps. 144:13 do we find a pual.
The noun ro! occtrs 151 times, with a noteworthy concentration in postexilic litera-
ture. The adj. ra!, with 413 occurrences, is an everyday OT word. In addition to these

413, Even-Shoshan lists a separate ra! II, "enolgh" ( 13 occurrences) , ra! in official ti-
tles (35 occurrences), and 15 Aramaic occurrences, for a total of 476.5e There is noth-
ing distinctive about the distribution.6O The noun r'laQd occurs 16 times, nbb6/ribb6'
11 times (only in late postexilic literature: Ezr-2:64; Neh. 7:66,71), the long form in
Ezraand Daniel; only in Neh. 7:70-71(71-72) do the two forms stand side by side.

Finally, the noun ref;tlim occurs 6 times (Dt. 32:2; Jer. 3:3; 14:22; Mic. 5:6[7]; Ps.

65: l l [0]; 72:6). Whether r"f;tltm, "showers," is associated with the root rbb has not

been demonstrated. References to Ugar. rby ("rain?"),61 rb/rbb,62 or even AY,k. rabdbu,
"grow weak,"63 are of little use.

There are 176 occurrences of the Hebrew verb rdld I: 59 in the qal,4 in the piel,
113 in the hiphil; and in Aramaic 5 in the peal and I in the pael. There are 24occur-
rences of the nominal derivative 'arbeh, "locust"; it does not derive from rbh II, "throw,
hunt," but possibly from rbh I. It must be an early derivative, since Akk. erbu& and

Ugar. irby6s exhibit the same preformative.66 This noun embodies the concrete human
experience of a destructive creature encountered as an innumerable multitude, a swarm

- the locust. Other derivatives include marbeh, "multitude" (Isa. 9:6[7]; 33:23; possi-

55. Ibid., 77.
56. O. Keel, ZBK 18,218; W. Rudolph, Hohelied. KAT Xyllll-3 (1962), 173.
57. HAL: Ges&,740,742.
58. VG, t,228.
59. Even-Shoshan, 1055.
60. For details see Hartmann, 717.
61. K8L2,870.
62. UT, no.2298.
63. Hartmann,722; cf . AHw, Il, 933.
64. AHw, 1,234.
65. J. Sasson, RS4 I,395-96.
66. See also DISO, 23; Ges818,94.
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bly from a hiphil ptcp.);67 marbtT "greater part, interest surcharge" (5 occurrences; al-
ready found in Egyptian Aramaic with the meaning "interest"68); tarbil, "interest, in-
crease" (6 occurrences, 4 in Ezekiel);6e tarbfi1, a pejorative term for "brood, rabble"
(Nu. 32:I4); and finally mirbil, "amplitude" (Ezk.23:327.to

2. Constructions. Although the two verbs rbb and rbh do not differ semantically,
their differing frequencies and their clearly different openness to syntactic variation are

striking. The verb rbb, fowd primarily in the qal, forms derivatives that are very com-
mon, whereas the common verb rbh in the qal, piel, and hiphil forms nominal deriva-
tives that are attested only sparsely.

Only stative, infinitive, and participial forms of rdla! ("be great, numerous") are

found. In combination with min, it normally has a comparative meaning ("greater/more
than," e.g., Dt. 7:7); with 'al it means "too much" (e.g., Ex. 23:29).tr

In the case of rdlA, the high proportion of factitive forms (some 80 times) and the
stereotyped hiphil inf. harbdh (some 50 times) are striking. Here too construction with
min conveys a comparative sense ("be greater than," e.g., Gen. 43:34), as does con-
struction with the hiphil ("make more numerous than," e.g., Ezk. 16:51). This verb is
especially common combined with other verbs, with the meaning "do something fre-
quently," "do something more than," thus becoming simply an auxiliary verb. Finally,
certain combinations convey an idiomatic meaning: yirbfi hayydmtm, "time passes"
(Gen.38:12);yirbehhadderef,, "the distance istoo (min) great" (Dt. l4:24).tz The piel
is used factitively: "make great/numerous, multiply."73

The nominal adj. rab appears in many combinations,Ta of which examples of only
the most common can be listed here: gby ra!, "a great nation" (Dt. 9:14; 26:5); hdmdn
ra!, "great commotion" (Isa. 16:14); ltt! ra!, "great goodness" (Ps. 3l:20[9]);
miqneh ra!, "mtch livestock" (Dt. 3: l9); 'am ra!, "a great nation" (Dl 20: I, also com-
parative); qdhdl rab, "great company" (Ezk. 17:17); r"f;fii raQ, "great possessions"
(Gen. l 3 :6); idldl rab, "much spoil" (2 5. 3:22); there follow ra!-he seQ, "abounding in
steadfast love" (Nu. 14:18); raP-amel, "abounding in faithfulness" (Ex. 34:6); rab-
pe'alim, "a doer of great deeds" (2 S. 23:20 par. I Ch. ll:22); we also find makkd
rabbd, "a great blow" (Nu. 11:33); rd'a1 rabbd, "great wickedness" (Gen. 6:5); t"hOm

rabbd, "the great deep" (Gen. 7: l1; Sir. 43:23a,25b); cf. mayim rabbtm, "abundant wa-
ter" (Nu. 2O:ll)ts but also "torrents" (Isa. 17:13; some 30 times, including Ezk. 11, Jer.

3, and Ps. 7). Other plural phrases include: bdntm rabbim, "many sons" (Isa. 54:l;

67. Bl-e, $6lm(.
68. DISO, 167; AE 10.4,6,8,11,12,14,16,18: I1.8-9; etc.
69. See III.6 below
70. But see W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),477: marb6.
71. For Dt. 14:24 see below.
'12. See also Hartmann, 718.
73. He tO8-9.
74. Even-Shoshan, 1052-53.
75. -+ ErD mayim, V111,275,283.
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I Ch. 4:27;24:4; 28:5 - all late!); h'ldltm rabbtm, "many wounded" (Jgs. 9:40);
yamim rabbtm, "many days, a long time" (Gen.2l:34). Alongside g6yim rabbtm (18

times, primarily in Deuteronomy, Ezekiel, and Jeremiah), we find the synonymous
'ammim rabbtm (19 times, primarily in Ezekiel; not found in Deuteronomy or Jere-

miah); parallel occurrences in Ezk. 38:22-23,Mic.4:2-3, and Hab. 2:8ff. reveal no se-

mantic difference. The phrase rahornim rabbtm, "many mercies," appears in late texts
(Dnl.9:18; Neh.9:19,27,31; Ps. 119:156; cf.2 S.24:l4lll; I Ch.21:13).

Phrases using the noun ro| (more than 50 times) likewise exhibit great variety, illus-
trated by a few examples. roB-'d{dm, "a crowd of people"; 16! bdntm, "many sons";
rob behEmi, "many cattle"; 16! hof,md, "abundance of wisdom"; rd! heseS, "abun-

dance of mercy"; rA! ydmim, "many days, a long time"; rAf; kdal.t, "great strength."
The noun relapd, "enormous quantity," seryes as the word for "ten thousand" (Lev.

26:8;Dt.32:30; Jgs. 20:10); half its occurrences are in the plural, denoting an innumer-
able quantity, especially in combination with nlaptm, "thousands" (Nu. 10:36; cf. Gen.

24:60). The precise word for "ten thousand" is the Canaanite loanword ribb67ribb6
(Dnl. I l:12;Ezr.2:64,69; Neh. 7:70-71U1-72)). The rare noun formation itself argues

for Canaanite origin.z6 The restriction of this word to late postexilic literature does not
contradict the theory that it is a loanword.

Fabry

III. Theological Contexts.
l. The Promise of Offsprireg. Although the lexemes of this word group occur often,

they rarely convey a specifically theological meaning. Among the exceptions, the most
important is the use of the word group in promises of many offspring. Here again, how-
ever, the group is associated only with a portion of the passages bearing on this theme

- an observation that reminds us of the limits of the word-study approach.

a. Outside P In the non-Priestly patriarchal narrative, the promise of many offspring
appears in two basic forms: God's promise to Abraham (Gen. l2:2; l8:18), Ishmael
(21:13,18), and Jacob (46:3) to make them a nation (SOy lsaddll), a promise also made

to Moses (E'x.32:10 par. Dt.9:14; Nu. 14:12); and the promise to multiply the off-
spring of the patriarchs.TT

As linguistic considerations would lead us to expect, occurrences using the hiphil of
rbh are restricted to the second form, which constitutes the largest group: Gen. 16:10;

22:17; 26:4,24;8x. 32:13 (other instances ttse hayA./Stm and kaapar ha'ares/khbl
hayyam: Gen. l3:16; 28l.14;32:13).78 The composition of these passages is demonstra-

bly similar: they are all formulated with the hiphil of rbh, spoken by God in the first
person, with zera'(of the patriarchs) as object. Three texts characterize the promise as

an oath sworn by Yahweh (Gen. 22:16-17; 26:3-4; Ex. 32:13); the last two explicitly
cite the oath in Gen. 22:17 . These three passages liken the patriarch's offspring to the

Wagner, r,o.275.
H. H. Schmid, Der sogenannte Jahwist (Zurich, 1976), l2'7-28.
On Gen. 15:5 see below.

76.
77.
78.
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"stars of heaven" (kkbk'b? haiidmayim). Three texts (Gen. 22:171,26:4,24) base the
promise on the testing of Abraham (in Gen. 22); here the promise of increase is linked
closely with the promise of a blessing.

The "central text" ofthis group is the second speech ofthe angel after the testing of
Abraham (22:15-18), as may be seen from its emphatic structure: introduction as an

oath Yahweh swears "by himself' (bi niiba'tt n"'um yhwh, v. 16a), an inclusio repeat-

ing the reason for the promise (vv. 16b par. I 8b, ya'an '"ier pat 'eqe! 'o.ier), and a sec-

ond inclusio promising a blessing (v. l7acr1 with emphatic bdrdft'"lareftef;a par. v. l8a
with w"hi1baroftfi b"zar'oftd kol gbyA ha'ares). The promise of increase (along with a
promise of the land formulated to reflect the blessing in24:6Ob) stands in the center, it-
self emphasizedby the infinitive absolute and a double comparison found only here:

harbA 'arbeh 'e!-zaraf;a k'kdkbA haiiamayim w"kahdl 'oier 'al-i"pa1 hayyam (v. l7).
The context, too, is sharply contoured: Abraham, who did not withhold his only son

(v. 16), is rewarded with abundant offspring.Te This represents a shift in accent with re-

spect to the original narrative, in which Abraham's fear of God is not expressed solely
through his obedience.8o

The first promise to Isaac in26:3-5 is modeled unmistakably on 22:15-18, even

though the immediate context shifts the primary emphasis to the promise of the land.8l

This promise, which also exhibits concentric structure, incorporates some of the actual

wording of 22:15-18:' 26:5a = 22:l8b (Abraham's obedience; is 26:5b a later addition?

[cf. linguistic usage]); 26:4b = 22:18a. The actual promise of increase in 26:4aa
(w"hirbAlt 'e!-zar'oka k'kbkb? haiidmayim) is a "simplified" quotation of 22:17a, as

the introductory reference to the oath sworn to Abraham underlines (v. 3b). Of the ele-

ments previously identified, the second promise in Gen. 26 (v. 24) incorporates the

promise of a blessing, (in fulfillment of this promise) the promise of many offspring
(w"hirbAli 'e!-zar'%a, without any comparison), and the motivating reference to Abra-
ham.

That Ex. 32:13 refTects Gen. 22 and 26 is clear, especially from the introduction,
which corresponds precisely to Gen. 22:17 (niiba'ta lahem baQ, but also from the

words 'arbeh 'e!-zar'af;em kkikbA haiiamayim (cf. Gen. 26:4). ln contrast to the re-

peated promise of the land (Ex. l3:5,1 l;32:13 33:l; Nu. ll:12; 14:16,23;32:ll), it is
noteworthy that the promise to the patriarchs of many offspring occurs only here in Ex-
odus-Numbers. Contextually, of course, it lies close to hand, in that Moses must inter-
cede (Ex. 32:ll-13) to prevent God from carrying out the threat to destroy the people
(v. l0). In the analogous situation of Nu. l4:1 lff., by contrast, the theme of the land is
already paramount in the core narrative.

Closely related is the promise to Hagar and Ishmael in Gen. l6: l0: its formulation
echoes that of 22:17 word for word (harbd 'arbeh 'e!-zar'€ft). Here, however, in the

case of Abraham's collateral line, there is no "oath"; and the multitude of offspring is

79. For a different reading see R. W. L. Moberly, y? 38 (1988) 320-21.
80. See Blum, 322ff.
81. Blum, 363-64, with bibliog.; Kcickert, 171ff.

2'79
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expressed not by a comparison but by the innumerability formula (w"lo' yissap?r

m€rdb; cf. Gen. 32:l3l2l).
Like the promises in general,82 the texts in this group comprise redactional and

compositional elements, as is exhibited clearly by the textual structure of Gen. l6: l0
and 22:15-18.83 More precisely, they belong to a compositional stratum of the Penta-

teuch that can be called a "D composition" and assigned to the Dtr tradition (in the

broader sense). The nature of this relationship should be examined in detail by profil-
ing the individual texts and their connections, but can be identified from the compo-

nents of the promise of increase. (1) In Deuteronomy (as in Exodus and Numbers), the

promise of increase takes a back seat to the promise of the land. But when the text does

refer to such a promise to the "fathers," it is stated as a sworn84 increase (formulated

with the hiphil of rdb6; cf. Dt. 13:18(17) andT:12-13. In the latter text increase and

fertility (v. 13) represent the substance of the b"ril cited in v. 12. (2) The formulation
using the hiphil of rdQA with zera'reappears exclusively in texts that bear a Dtr stamp:

Josh. 24:3 (wa'arbeh 'e!-zar'6, referring to Abraham) and Jer. 33:22 (as a promise to

the descendants of David, with the innumerability formula and comparison to the {?A'
haiidmayim) (cf. also Dnl. 3:36 LXX). (3) In addition to the D passages just cited,

comparison to the stars of heaven appears in Dtn/Dtr and related texts: Dt. l:lO,1022,
and 28:62 (kkik'bC haiiamayim lardU; Neh. 9:23 (b'n?hem hirbtg k"kdkbA
haiidmayim); I Ch. 27:23, similar to the innumerability formula 16'yissap€r mEro! in

Gen. l6:10 and 32:13;ts I K. 3:8; 8:5 par. 2Ch.5:6;Ier.33:22; Hos. 2:l(1:10). (4) This
group of texts attaches particular weight to the emphasis on Abraham's conduct as the

motivation for the promise. Abraham, the very paradigm of obedience, for whose sake

God's sworn promise is renewed, has his closest parallel in the figure of David in the

Dtr History. There David is the "prototype of God's perfectly obedient anointed"86 and

at the same time the 'epe{for whose sake Yahweh preserves the Davidides'line and Ju-

dah despite their disobedience (1 K. ll:13,32,36; 15:4;2 K. 8:19), although the two as-

pects are never linked explicitly (as in Ps. 132 [v. lO, ba"bfir dawiy' 'aldeftd 
- Gen.

26:24, ba'obfrr'apraham'abdtl). Gen.2215tr, etc., take this association a step further:

insofar as the promise is realized in the present, Abraham's fear of God takes on in the

reader's eyes an almost vicarious significance.sT (5) Some of these features cluster in

Gen. 15, the foundational text of D's promise of the land (as an oathlb"fil): here, and

only here, the promises are introduced as a "reward" for Abraham (v. l, ief;dr"l5a

harbCh m"'6d.; v. 6, Abraham's faith reckoned as s"fldqd). As is consonant with the gen-

eral character of the chapter, the promise of increase is developed in narrative form,

82. See Hoftijzer, Westermann, Rendtorff, et al.

83. See, e.g., Blum, 317,320 for a dift'erent reading of 22:15tr., see J. Van Seters, Abraham

in History and Tradition (New Haven, 1975),230tr.
84. -+ 9lU iD'niphal.
85. See Blum. 154ff.
86. G. von Rad, GSAZ 7ft8 8 (1958), 201, with documentation'
87. Kiickert, 176, with n. 57, citing the salvific historical role of Abraham in noncanonical

documents.
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with the elements of the "stars of heaven" and "innumerability" (used formulaically by

later texts) incorporated into the setting (vv. 4-5, without the hiphil of rbh). When ch.

l5 is considered as a whole, nevertheless, "increase" is more important than "land."
Therefore the sworn promise of increase in Gen. 22, with the significant possibility of
annexation,88 is reserved for another time. It is here and in the Isaac narrative that fol-
lows (ch. 26) that the D promises have their clear focus. Do we find here within the Bi-
ble itself the beginnings of the extraordinary influence exercised by the story of the

"binding of Isaac"?8e

The traditional hypotheses concerning the literary composition of the Pentateuch

consider most of these passages (e.g., Gen.22:15ff.;8x.32:7ff .) to be relatively late

redactional elements ("JE" or "Dtr"). But if we trace instead the connections identified
here through the rest of the Pentateuch, we discover a large-scale composition that al-

ready presupposes and incorporates the Dtr History.eo In any event this group of "in-
crease" texts presupposes the historical catastrophe of Judah; against this background

these passages are formulated to insist with all possible emphasis on Yahweh's self-

assumed obligation to the future of the nation. Fundamentally, this is also the historical
context of all the other promise texts to be discussed below.el

Yet another element characterizes all the texts belonging to this group: the consis-

tent association of increase and blessing. In many cases fertility and increase are the

substance par excellence of the blessing.

b. P In the Priestly texts of the Pentateuch, the blessing of increase is expressed

characteristically by the joint usage of the lexemes -r il''lD pard and rdld qallhiphil, a

combination that appears in Gen. l:22,28; 8:17;9:1,1; l7:2,6,20;28:3; 35:ll; 47:21;

48:4; Ex. l:7;Lev.26:9). As a rule, to express a blessing these lexemes use the qal im-
perative (e.g., Gen. 28:3) or the hiphil jussive (except Gen. 17:20 [w'perfective] and

48:4 lhinndh plus hiphil ptcp.l), introduced by the piel of brk. The exceptions are the

promises in Gen. 11:2 + 6 and Lev. 26:9 (in each case coupled with b"rtfl, the declara-

tion in Gen. 8: 17, and of course the confirmation of increase in Gen. 4l :27 and Ex. I :7.

Together with other themes characteristic of P, the promises of increase shape the fun-

damental structure of the "creation story," i.e., the order imposed by God during cre-

ation.
The blessing of the creatures of the water and air (Gen. l:22) and of humankind

(l:28) includes both increase (p"rfr fir"bfr) and "filling" (mil'tt) their assigned space; hu-

man beings are also to "subdue" (kbi) the earth (through agriculture?) and have domin-

ion over the animals (v. 28b). The blessing is an integral element of the "debut" of
these works of creation; it makes their ongoing existence possible.e2 That the land ani-

88. See above.
89. Moberly, VT 38 (1988) 322.
90. E. Blum, "Israel d la montagne de Dieu," in A. de Pury, ed., Le Pentateuque en question

(Geneva, 1989), 27 l-95.
91. But cf. the discussion of Jer. 30:19 below
92. O.H. Steck, Der Schdpfungsberichr der Priesterschrift. FRL4NT 116 (1981), 65, 68-69,

r56.
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mals are not blessed with increase (v. 25) is an aspect of God's plan to prevent conflict
between human beings and the animals that share their domain. The same purpose is
served by assigning humankind a strictly vegetarian diet, different from that of the ani-
mals (vv. 29-30).

Following the transitional way"hi-|1?n (v. 3g;,r: the completion of this dispensation
is set in the framework of the primal history: provision of the human diet and the rela-
tionship between humankind and animals primarily in the non-Priestly (!) material in
Gen. 2ff., increase in the genealogies (Gen. 5) and also in 6:l (hZhCl hddQdm ldro! 'al-
p"nA ha'o/amr, fll). The concrete nature of the blessing bestowed at creation precludes
a close typological association with Israel in exile,ea but it also argues against connect-
ing l:28 with Israel's history in a promise-fulfillment schema.e5 Indeed, the dispensa-
tion described in 1:28-30 has its own history: after the outbreak of violence (hdmds,
6:ll;cf. ch.4) and the deluge, an altered dispensation is restricted to "limiting con-
flicf'; cf. the permission to eat flesh and the new quality of human dominion over ani-
mals in 9:2-5/6. The animals are accordingly promised increase (although not as a
blessing) in 8:17b: weiaresfr ba'ares fiparfr werd!fr 'al-hA'ares. By contrast, the blessing
bestowed on humankind in 9:lb stands for continuity: p"rfi fir"f;fi Amil'fi 'e1-ha'ares. It
incorporates the wording of l:28; together with v. 7, it constitutes an inclusio surround-
ing the new settlement (vv. 2-6).

(The redundancy in 9:7 in usually mitigated by emending the concluding fir"!fi-ld
to frr"flfi-ld, parallel to 1:28. But the parallel with 1:28 is not precise: there rajd refers
to the animals, not the earth. Furthermore, the long text of several LXX mss.

[katalcyrieilsate autais in addition to pldthjnesthe ep' autdsf reflects kibiuhd in l:28
land 9:1 LXXI.)

The promise of the blessing of increase to the patriarchs of Israel (together with
other signals such as ll:2b taken with 9:7) marks a new beginning in the created order.
Its striking distribution (to Abraham in a single passage, ch. 17; never to Isaac; three
times to Jacob,28:3; 35:11;48:4) is complementary to the distribution of the pre-P
promises. In the Jacob narrative these passages also serve a structural purpose: they
stand at the beginning and end of Jacob's stay at Paddan-aram (in the context of the
Bethel traditions) and at the end of his life.

The structure of Gen. 17 is unusual in several ways: prh and rbh hiphil are assigned
to two different statements spoken by God (vv. 2,6); rbh hiphil comes first and is con-
nected not with brkbfi with a "personal" b"rilfor Abraham (vv. 2-6). These peculiari-
ties and the emphasis of the wording reflect the fundamental place of this passage in
the composition, not only as the beginning of the Israelite lineage but also with refer-
ence to the role of Abraham's childlessness (with Sarah) in the immediate context. Its
ties with the other passages are nevertheless preserved. The association of the expres-
sions is signalized through the parallel formulations w"'arbeh 'o1efta bim'dQ me'dQ @.2)

93. Steck.
94. Brueggemann.
95. Lohfi nk, "Priesterschrift."
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and wehipreli 'A!"ka bim'AQ me'dQ @.6). Even the different sequence of the verbal ex-

pressions appears not to be accidental: ifwe include brkpielin v. 16 (referring to Sarah

in MT, to Isaac in LXX), the usual triad appears here in reverse order,e6 returning to the

usual ordering in v. 20, the promise for Ishmael.

Common to all the Priestly patriarchal texts is the blessing ot b"ri1 promising in-

crease, expanded with the promise of becoming a nation. Abraham's name is inter-

preted as 'ab-h9nbn g6yim (17:5); he and Sarah will become "nations" (gOyim), and

"kings (of nations)" (m"ldfttm/malkA 'ammim) will come from them (vv. 6,16) (cf. the

blessing for Ishmael in v. 20: "twelve princes ln"Si'imll"'a great nation")' Thus with

the nations descended from Abraham humankind continues to spread, a development

standing in sharp contrast to the association of the b"rtlwith Isaac alone (vv. 19,21). In

the case of Jacob, he is to become a q"hal'ammtm (28:3;48:4), a g)y ftq"hal gbyim

(35: I 1; cf. the promise of kings of v. 1 I b). Since the promise to Jacob can extend only

to Israel, q"hal 'ammim may be interpreted as meaning "a company of tribes."eT But the

expression q"hat giyim in 35:11 remains problematic. It is possible that here

(uniquely) gbyim refers to the tribes of Israel or that it alludes to the northern and

southern kingdoms.e8 More likely, it is a hyperbolic expression suggesting multitudes,

analogous to melo' haggbyim in 48:l9b (describing Ephraim!).ee

Gen. 41:27 and Ex. I :7 describe the increase of Israel in Egypt. The "doublet" cre-

ates a compositional bracket, which may also have played some role when the text had

to be divided into "books." Ex. l:7, however, differs from the standard formulation in

several respects. It is true that - except for -+ E!39 'dsam 
- all the elements of this

verse appear in the parallel passages (idra;, Gen. 8: l7; 9:1; bim'od m"'6d, 17:2,6; mdl€'
'e!-hA'ares, l:28; 9:1). It is striking, however, that the sequence of four (!) verbs aban-

dons the firm linkage of pdrd with rabA found everywhere else. The fact that rdld is

also linked with 'asam in the immediate context (Ex. l:9,20), which is not associated

with P, requires explanation. These observations have led scholars to posit a secondary

redactional assimilation of the "P" text,l00 but this theory does not explain the dissolu-

tion of the rdld - pdrA combination. It is simpler to assume that in the P text itself the

context induced the association of wayyirbfi and wayya'a;mfr and that completion of
the expression with pari evoked yet a fourth verb.

The Priestly promise of increase appears for the last time in Lev. 26:9: w"hipr41t
'e1ftemw"hirbA1i'e1l3em. The wording corresponds to Gen. 17 (vv. 2,6,20), as does the

association withbrtli (cf. also the sequence in Gen. 9:7,9). The context is a passage

that summarizes the primary themes of the Priestly compositionlol and completes a

conceptual structure.l02 At the same time, the sum of the promises for Israel is here re-

96. Lohfink,'Abiinderung," 131 n. 3.

97. Gross, 95-96.
98. Blum, 457.
99. On the image of Israel's political structure implicit here, see esp. Gross.

100. W. H. Schmidt, Exodus. BKllll (1988), ll-12, with bibliog.
l0l. Lohfrnk,'Abiinderung," 18.

102. Blum, Studien zur Komposition des Pentateuch. BZAW 189 (1990)' 257tr
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lated parenetically to the alternatives of blessing or curse (Lev. 26:1ff.). According to
Lohfink, this feature signals a conceptual shift on the part of PG in the direction of Dtn
theology. But one must ask whether the fundamental elimination of all responsibility
on the part of Israel posited as the Priestly conception of the promises is conceivable in
the formation of the Dtn tradition, which seeks to "understand" theologically the cata-
strophic experience of the exile. The very sequence of an unconditional, unlimited
blessing of increase followed by a "conditional" promise of increase probably does re-
flect the sequence, characteristic of the P corpus as a whole, of an unconditional divine
dispensation followed by a parenetic demand for Israel's compliance (Lev. 1lff.); Is-
rael's failure to comply is fundamentally transcended by the b"ril established once for
all time (Lev. 26:41ff .).

2. The Increase of Israel.
a. Exodus. Only once does the increase of Israel serve to motivate the narrative: in

Ex. 1 Pharaoh fears that the Israelites ('am benA yiird'dl) have become too numerous
(ra! we'asfrm mimmennfr, v. 9) and may continue to increase (pen-yirbeh) and turn into
a "fifth column" (v. 10). In response he subjects them to oppressive forced labor. But
the more the people are oppressed, the more they multiply (yirbeh par. yipr6s). pha-
raoh's further measures are therefore aimed directly at this increase. First the midwives
are secretly ordered to kill every newborn Hebrew boy. But the midwives' fear of God
frustrates this plan, and once again the narrative describes the increase of the Israelites
(wayyirbfr ha'dm wayya'asmfi me'o/, v. 20103). Now Pharaoh has no choice but openly
to command his people to slay the Israelite boys (v. 22). But this command, too, is not
carried out - at least for the sake ofthe narrative. Instead, the unusual wording ofthe
command already anticipates the birth and preservation of the deliverer (2:l-10). In
Ex. l, in short, the very increase of the Israelites in number is an expression of God's
work behind the scenes.

The redundancy in vv. 2O and 2l has long been noted. Since vv.20aand2lbconsti-
tute a coherent narrative, it is possible to treat the description of increase in v. 20b as
secondary, tied in by the recapitulation in v. 2la.loa But it is also possible to treat the
whole of v. 2l as secondary, explicating v. 20a in the spirit of v. 20b.r0s However that
may be, v. 20b forms an inclusio with v. 9b and also echoes v. l2a, artfully rounding off
the narrative before the final climax.

It is not by accident that the theme of Israel's great numbers, found in Ex. l, re-
appears in 5:5 in a question asked by Pharaoh, after his first negotiations with Moses
about letting the people leave and before the drastic intensification of their forced la-
bor: "Now they are more numerous (rabbtm.) than the people of the land (me'am
hd'dres), and yet you want them to stop working?" The unresolved problem of permis-
sion to leave aggravates the conflict.

103. Cf. B1lS.
104. B. Baentsch, Exodus. HKATU2,9.
105. Schmidt, BKtul (1903), 19.
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The basic idea expressed in v. 5a remains at bottom the same whether one follows

thereadingof theMT ('amha'are;asthesubjectof anominalclause)orthatof theSa-

maritan text (me'am hd'dre;).In the first case, it is necessary to posit a special meaning

for'am ha'ares;rce in the second, the absence of a pronominal subject makes the syntax

rather awkward. The latter (along with the idea expressed in l:7b?) could, of course,

have induced the reading of the MT.
The start of the pre-Priestly exodus story finds a last narrative echo at the beginning

of the Balaam niurative: the great number of the Israelites who have left Egypt arouses

fear among the Moabites and their king, who therefore seek help from Balaam (Nu.

22:3-6). The agreement of Nu. 22:3b (wayyaqos m6'af; mipp'nA b"nA yiird'Zl) with Ex'

l:l2b (wayydqusfi mipp"nA b"nA yiSra'El) can practically be treated as a quotation from

Ex. 1.107 The description of the people as being (too) rab and'asirm (Ex. 1:9b) re-

appears, albeit in two separate statements: "Moab was in great dread of the people, ti
rab hfr"'(v. 3a); and "Come now, curse this people for me, ki-'dsfrm hft'mimmennfr"
(v. 6). These expressions evoke corresponding associations and expectations in the re-

cipients; they presuppose familiarity with the exodus tradition, not necessarily a

compositional relationship. lo8

b. Deuteronomy and the Dtr History. In Deuteronomy one strand of tradition cites

the observed increase of Israel as proof of Yahweh's favor. This theme appears first in

Dr. 1:10 (citing Moses at Horeb!): "Yahweh your God has multiplied yo]u (hirbd
'etkm), so that today you are as numerous as the stars of heaven" (there follows an op-

tative blessing expressing the wish for further increase ltAsCp'"lAkeml). A similar for-

mulation appears in lO:22: "Your ancestors went down to Egypt seventy persons; and

now Yahweh your God has made you as numerous as the stars in heaven." Finally, the

so-called short historical credo formulates the same notion in terms of becoming a na-

tion (26:5): the ancestor who went to Egypt "lived there as an alien, few in number, and

there became a great nation, mighty and populous (gby gd86l'asfrm wara!)'"rOe The

multiplication of the Israelites in Egypt is not ascribed explicitly to an act of God, but

the pointed contrast between the "wandering" ancestor with a few people and the enor-

mous number of their descendants has clear miraculous overtones. This element is rare

in the historical summaries of the OT; only here is it given such prominence.

Its only reappearance is in Ps. 105, again in contrast to the scanty numbers of the Is-

raelites in the time of the patriarchs (cf. Ps. 105:12 with Dt. 26:5a) and with the se-

quence: aliens in Egypt (v. 23) - increase (v. 24) - oppression by the Egyptians

(v.25). Ps. 105 explicitly makes this increase an act of Yahweh (wayyeper'e1-'ammd

m"'6d); it reflects the fully developed Pentateuch, not just Dt. 26 (cf . v. 24 with Ex.

l:7).

lO6. GesB,597: "rabble, mob."
107. w. Gross, Bileam. sANr 38 0974),65, 90-91, 146-4'7, considers Nu. 22:3b an isolated

addendum "echoing Ex. 1:l2l'But do the reasons for positing a doublet lose their force when

one thinks in terms of "quotation" (in part also in v. 3a)?

108. -+ X[,298-99.
109. On the use of the singular see -+ XI, 299.
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Israel's increase is also mentioned in Josh. 24:3 - which speaks only in general
terms of Abraham's offspring - and Neh. 9:23, which surprisingly associates the in-
crease with the entrance into Canaan. Most striking is the absence of any reference to
Israel's increase in I S. l2:8, where the reader must also supply the oppression by the
Egyptians between Jacob's arrival in Egypt and the crying of Israel to yahweh. This
oppression is of great importance for Dt. 26 (vv.6,7b); is the reader meant to recall
Ex. 1, with its association of the multiplication of the people with Egyptian repres-
sion?

This talk of Israel's great numbers achieves its parenetic point with the contrasting
language inDt.28:62-63, which borrows from l:10 and lo.22 ("utmerous as the stars
in heaven") and 26:5 (mefi m"'a1, found only in these two OT passages; 28:62 also
borrows the preposition from 26:5; cf . the parallel in 4:27) but turns the message on
its head: if Israel falls under the curse, it will be left "few in number" (v. 62);
Yahweh's multiplication of Israel (rbh hiphil) will turn into ruin and destruction
(v. 63).

But that is not the end. Dt. 30: l-10 looks forward to the time after God's judgment.
For an Israel ready to repent and return, v. 5b formulates the reversal of 28:63 (rbh
hiphil following yyb hiphil, only in these two verses), increase in the resettled land that
will surpass the numbers of the past 

- note also the promise of fertility in 30:9a (with
ytr hiphil), expanded upon in v. 9b with an echo of 28:63. Here this late exilic or
postexilic Dtr parenesis addresses the situation of its audience: a great nation emerging
from insignificant beginnings becomes an auspicious paradigm of promise for those
who have experienced God's terrible judgment.

Elsewhere the increase of Israel is an element in the repertoire of the promises in-
corporated into Dtr parenesis, although it is not very frequent. In addition to Dt. 30:9,
five texts have rala: the qal appears with hdyd in 8:l and 30:16 and alongside ytD in
6:3 (if we may follow LXX in completing the fragmentary clause in 6:3b with a prom-
ise of the land, the semantic association with the first relative clause shows that the sec-
ond fwa'"ier tirbin me'o/, with change of numberl is secondary); the hiphil appears in
7: l3 (alongside brk piel and referring to the ancestral bertl recalled in v. l2) and again
in 13:18(17) (following rhm piel and referring explicitly to the "oarh of increase"
sworn to Israel's ancestors). It is not by accident that this last text, unique in the legal
corpus, concludes legislation concerning a town that has forsaken Yahweh and is de-
voted to destruction: the loss of an entire town is contrasted with the promise of in-
crease.

Deuteronomy also contains promises of increase as well as human and animal fertil-
ity formulated without the rbh word group: l:11 (ysp hiphil); j:13b,14;28:4 (brk);
28: I l; 30:9 (yrr hiphil).

Dt. 8 uses a unique "dialectical" style to elaborate the notion ofabundant blessings:
prosperity, plentiful food, and great wealth (v. l3: 3 occurrences of rbh) endanger the
land if they lead the people to forget Yahweh and trust mistakenly in their own power
(vv. ll,l4,l7 ). The period of wandering in the wilderness with its episodes of depriva-
tion had a pedagogical purpose: the people learned their total dependence on yahweh
(8:2-3,14-15). This text is probably addressed to a postexilic Israel - no longer (or not
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yet) prosperous, but living in the deprivation of the "wilderness," which is to be under-

stood as a "situation of testing."ll0
In the Dtr History the great numbers of the Israelites (without the element of in-

crease) are emphasized especially in the idealized time of Solomon: in his prayer at

Gibeon (which has undergone Dtr redaction), Solomon asks for an understanding mind

because the people he must govern are so numerous (l K. 3:8). Here 'am ra! (plus the

repeated innumerability formula) parallels hA'am hakkab€Q hazzeh (v. 9); cf. also Gen.

l8:20; Jer.30:19; Nah.3.3,15-16.rrr The association of the king's wisdom with the

multitude of the populace appears also in Hiram's words (Dtr) in I K. 5:21(7) (hd'am

hdrd! haueh) and in LXX2:46a (not in MT), which uses MT 4:20 (with the unique

pleonasm rabbim . . . lardb; cf. Josh. I l:4; Jgs. 7:12b). Earlier, the rhetoric of Hushai

describes all of battle-ready Israel as "like the sand by the sea for multitude" (2 S.

17:1 1).

Only superficially antithetical is the topos of the foreign nations that are greater or

more powerful than Israel, referring to the inhabitants of the land and their eviction or

destruction. The formulation is remarkably uniform: the nations are always g)yim, de'

scribed as g"Qdlim wavsumim (min) in four texts (Dt. 4:38; 9:l; ll:231, Josh. 23:9); the

object is always the qal or hiphil of yarai. Unique to Dt. 7 is the association with
rabbim(vv. 1,17; once[v. l)g6yimrabbimwaa;fimimmimmekka; cf.alsoPs. 135:10).

The formulaic association of overwhelming multitudes with the indigenous nations is

based on the tradition that the first inhabitants of the land were giants - in Ammon

and Moab (Dt.2:lo,2l: 'am gd86l w"rap waram kd'%dqtm) as well as in canaan (Dt.

I :28,'am gdQb I w drdm mimme nnfr . . . w" gam-b"nA'%dqtm ; 9 :2,'am g aQOl w dram b"nA

'%dqtm). This notion appears also in the spy tradition (Nu. l3:28ff.). Josh. l1:4 de-

scribes the military superiority of the indigenous nations in similar terms: "a great

army ('am-rd!.), in number tike the sand on the seashore, with very many horses and

chariots"; Dt. 20: 1 similarly speaks in general terms of the overwhelming foe (sl2s

wdrefte! 'am ra! mimm"f;d), whom Israel need not fear. Here we see the burden of all

this talk of overwhelming superiority: Israel is forced to rely on Yahweh's aid and can

rely on him.
Dt. 7 uses unique language to sound this theme with particular insistence,l l2 stating

a critical theological conclusion in v. 7: it was not because they were more numerous

than any other nation (ld'mErubb"Lem mikkol-hd'ammtm) that Yahweh chose Israel -
they were in fact the fewest of all peoples ('attem hame'at mikkol-hd'ammtm) -butbe-
cause he loved them and kept the oath he swore to their ancestors. This is not simply a

historical statement: it reflects the self-image of postexilic Judah. Theologically, this

passage (and 9:Iff.) is concerned not so much with the notion of "grace uror""t t3 (cf.

the continuation in 7:9ff.) as with the assurance that God remains loyal to the covenant

in the present, even after judgment (7:9b).

110. Lohfink, Ich will, 60-63.
111. See also Kselman.
ll2. See above.
I13. Cf. -+ XI, 300, in critical dialogue with a "nomistic" conception.
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c. Exilic and Postexilic Prophecy. As we would expect, the theme of Israel's in-
crease has a further focal point in exilic and postexilic prophecy. Here again, the word
group rbh appears in only a portion of the relevant texts (e.g., Isa. 44:3; 48:19; 6O:22;
Ier.3l:27-28).

The ancestral tradition is cited (only) by Isa. 51:2: "Look to Abraham your father
and to Sarah who bore you, for he was but one when I called him, but I shall bless
him and make him many (w"'arbehfi)." The sequence "call" 

- blessing - increase
recalls Gen. l2:1ff., although our passage does not necessarily presuppose this par-
ticular te1t. I la (The reading of I QIsa fw'prhw w'rbhwl echoes the Priestly Pentateuch
texts.) In any event the recollection of Israel's ancestors serves as an argumentative
assurance in the promise of imminent salvation (vv. 1,5: yi', ;dq). The miraculous
multiplication of a single individual provides an encouraging paradigm for the pres-
ent. This interpretation holds whether (with the ancient versions) we read the verbs
in v. 2bp as narrative forms, so that their application to the audience remains im-
plicit, or (with the MT) we read them as modal forms, so that the narrative continua-
tion remains implicit.

The connection of v. 2 with v. lb - 
"Look to the rock from which you were hewn,

and to the quarry from which you were dug" - is a crux. This much-discussed meta-
phor is usually connected with the ancestral figures of Abraham and Sarah.l15 But a
reference to Ziorr has also been proposed: on the basis of the active reading of the
LXX,I16 as an allusion to the water supply of Jerusalem and the Siloam tunnel,llT or
through interpretation of the passives as referring to deportation from Zion into ex-
ile.rr8 In truth, the conceptual path from "rock" to"Zion" is not long;lte following
Janzen and Steck, one can also construct a mental bridge from b)r to v. 3aa (cf. also
mqbt with hnqbh in the Siloam inscriptionr20).

On the other hand, the ties with v. 2a cannot be overlooked: the strictly parallel com-
position, the several associative links between maqqele! b6r and iard tehdlel'ftem
(maqqepel- neq4ld - layil - neqe! - hll, bir "woman" [Prov. 5: l5ff.]), the associ-
ation of sir with "father" in Dt. 32: l8a (although there it refers to God). If we also take
cognizance of the central role played by "mother Zion" it the surrounding context
(49:14ff.;50:.l-2;54:1ff.), we arrive at the likely explanation that here two images have
been merged. V. lb refers in the first instance to mother Zion - 

possibly, if the verbs
are not dependent on the rock metaphor but convey their own sense, with overtones of
violent removal. But even before the transformation is described (v. 3), v. 2 conjures up
a picture of the "first" ancestors (and their increase) - both a recollection and a prom-
ise. This change of perspective may have been induced by 54: I ff. : a promise addressed

ll4. C. Hardmeier, WUD 16 (1981) 31tr.
115. -+ VI, 319-20.
tt6. Ibid.
I 17. J. G. Janzen, HAR 10 (1986) I 39-55.
118. Steck, "Zions Trdstung".
119. + VI. 317-18.
120. KAr, 189.1.
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to the desolate city, whose children will be more ( rabbim) than the children of the mar-

ried woman had been, shifts in vv. 3-4 to an extended tent metaphor that could easily

evoke Sarah (cf. also qara'in 51:'2 and 54:6).

Assurance is also the goal of the reference to 'Abraham, who was only one man," in

Ezk.33:24 - here, however, the gift of the land is presented as an argument of the

"many" (rabbim), disavowed by the prophet's description of Israel's sins. The perspec-

tive is also strikingly reversed: in Ezk. 33 the speakers are "the inhabitants of these

waste places" (yoi"pA hehorab1! ha'€lleh), who must resign themselves to further de-

struction and desolation, whereas in Isa. 5l:l-3 the exiles will look upon the "com-

forted" ruins (horP61) of Zion.
The earliest text using rdpd in a promise of increase is probably Jer. 30: 19b: "I shall

make them many (w"hirbi!tm), and they shall not be few (w"lo'yim'atr2); I shall make

them numerous (w"hikbadttm), and they shall not be scant (welo'yisdra)." In Jere-

miah's "book of consolation for Ephraim,'rl2l 1[e description of affliction and the rea-

sons for it (30:5-1 ,12-15) are followed by a promise of rebuilding and new abundance

in the land (30:18-21; 3l:2-6). The resonance between increase (rbhhiphil, v. 19) and

the greatness (rdp, vv.14ff.) of Israel's guilt may well be intentional,l22 suggesting the

extent of the restoration of Israel's fortunes (ifib Ybfiil in the eyes of God.

Ir is conceivable that the difficult text in Isa. 9:2(3) (hirbtla haggby ld', usually

emended to hirbitd haggild) was influenced by Jer. 30:19 with its notion of the increase

of the populace. In any case both texts have certain elements in common (rejoicing, Jer.

30: l9allsa. 9:2131;rhe coming of a ruler, Jer. 30:2|llsa. 9:5[6]) that would have made it

easy to consider them together and - 
perhaps unconsciously - to assimilate them to

each other.
The words of Jer. 30:19 (cf. also Bar.2:34) have a close parallel in the letter of Jere-

miah to the exiles, urging them even in a foreign land to conduct their lives with a view

to the future (29:6): they are to establish families, multiply, and not decrease.r23

The other occurrences in Jeremiah are decidedly late. Jer. 33:22 is a promise of in-

crease for the offspring of David and for the Levites, echoing the patriarchal tradition

(rb6 hiphil); it presents a remarkable fusion of the innumerability topos with the com-

parison to "host" of heaven and the sands of the sea.l2a

Jer. 3:16 and23:3, which use both rdbI and pard, recall the Priestly blessings of in-

crease in the Pentateuch. (The only other occulrence of these two verbs together is in

Ezk.36:ll, where the LXX and the context show them to be secondary.) These two

verses are not independent. Instead, several elements in 3:14-18 are modeled on23:l'
8, a carefully structured redactional passage focusing on the promise ofnew shepherds,

offspring of David. In this pericope, which concludes the oracles having to do with the

l2l. On its basic compass see N. Lohfink, "Der junge Jeremia als Propagandist und Poet"'in
P. Bogaert, ed., lt livre de Jdrdmie. BETL 54 (1981) 351-68.

122. rbid.,355.
123. On the Jeremianic core of this passage, see W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion

von Jeremia 2645. WMANT 52 (1981), I l-12.
l24.For a discussion of 33 14-26 as a whole, see Gross, 106-12, with bibliog'
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royal house, vv. 1-4 and 7-8 exhibit a relationship with the D texts o1 ;"."pi3[,r2s
which makes the typically "Priestly" formulation all the more surprising. It is neverthe-
less impossible to decide the question of dependence on the P composition,l26 sinsg p
can hardly have coined the idiom. Furthermore, 3:16-li, where many claim to hear an
echo of postexilic debate 

- with Priestly circles? 
- over the role and necessity of the

ark, is primarily concerned not with Genesis but with Jer.23:3, as is shown by the un-
usual sequence pari - rdld, which forms a chiasm with 23.3.127

In some salvation oracles of the book of Ezekiel, too, the hiphil of rbh appears in
promises of increase, especially in ch. 36. The mountains of Israel are promised in-
crease of population (36:10) and increase of human beings and animals (36:10-11).
The description of new life in the land includes such elements as increase of grain, of
the fruit of the tree and the produce of the field (36:29-30), and - in final, emphatic
position 

- of the house of Israel, which will fill the ruined towns like "flocks of peo-
ple" (sdh'dddm - a unique simile). Finally, the "covenant of peace,, promised climac-
tically at the end of ch. 37 includes (according to MT) increase of the people (37:26).
This element and others probably reflect the influence of Lev.26.tzg

The third of Zechariah's night visions describes the Jerusalem of the age of salva-
tion as a city with so large (mordU a population of people and animals that it must
forgo encirclement by a city wall - without danger, since the very presence of God in
its midst (in the sanctuary) protects it (Zec.2:Sl4)). Whether this passage reflects early
postexilic debate as to whether rebuilding the sanctuary or the wall should have prior-
ity must remain an open question. In any case, increase and fertility as benefits be-
stowed by the restored temple (alongside its traditional protective function) signalize a
fundamental (negative) aspect of life as experienced in this period (Hag. l:3ff.).

The late exilic text zec. lo:8 (like Jer. 3:16; 23:3; cf. the context preceding Ezk.
36:29ff.; 37:26) links the topos of gathering and restoration with the prediction of a
populace as numerous as before (w"rd\fi kmi ra!fi). The restoration is described ex-
pansively, probably as an idealized Israel of the Davidic and Solomonic period: even
Gilead and Lebanon do not provide enough room for those returning (v. l0).

3. Predicates of God. Lexemes belonging to this word group (esp. ra! and rd!) are
the preferred means of describing the attributes or works of God as "great"; derivatives
of roots llke gdl are less common in this function.l2e Semantically, the texts can be cat-
egorized in two relatively self-contained groups. one speaks of yahweh's might and
mighty acts: the greatness of his might (kdah,lsa.63:l;ps. 147:5;Job23:6;,6nim,Isa.

125. w. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia l-25. WMANT 4l (1973),
247-48.

126. Gross, 105.
127. For a discussion of this technique see M. Weiss, Tfte Bible from Within (Jerusalem,

1984),95-96, 116.
128. Gross, 116-17; for a contrary view, see, e.g., c. Levin, Die verheissung des Neuen

Bundes. FRI-{NT 137 (1985),216tr.
129. E. Jenni, THATl,407.
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40:26; 'dz, Ps. 66:3), maiesty (gd'6n, Ex. l5:7)' immensity (Sodel' Ps. 150:2), deeds

('"hhA, jr:r.3219), and power to save (ra! l"hdita', Isa. 63:l). The other comprises

statements about Yahweh's goodness, compassion, and faithfulness toward Israel: he is

abundant in goodness (tfib, Ps.3l:20[19]; 145:7; Isa. 63:7), mercy {rahornim, Ps'

51:3[1]; 6917116l 2 S. 24 14 par' I Ch. 2l:13 Ps. 119:156; Dnl. 9:18; Neh'

9:19,27,31); cf. Sir. 3:l9a 5:6a; l6:l2a), and faithfulness ("mfind, Lam. 3:23); with

him is great power to redeem (harb4h 'immi p"{fi1par. hese{, Ps. 130:7); he will abun-

dantly pardon $tarbeh lisl6al.t,Isa. 55:7) and often restrains his anger (hirbA fhaitb
'app6,Ps.78:38). In this grotp rap/rd! appears most often in combinationwithheseQ
("goodness, faithfulness, favor"): Ps. 5:8(7); 69:14(13);86:15; 106:45; Lam' 3:32;

Neh. 13:22; Sir.5l:3a) and in the formulaic (albeit variable) predication of God (the

so-called thirteen midd6l of God) in Ex. 34:6 (hesed we'"me!); Nu. 14:18; Joel2:131,

Jon. 4:2; Ps. 86:15; 103:8; Neh. 9'17.t30 The pl. fu%dQim also appears in Isa' 63:7 and

Ps. 106:7 (par. nipl"'61.
All these texts emphasizingthe abundance (rbh) of God's goodness and mercy con-

trast strikingly to the single text that says the same thing of God's anger: Job 10:17

(tereb ka'aikd 'immdjt). (It is impossible to categotize rop tdaqd in Job 37:23.) This

observation hts with the communicative purpose of this language: of the 4l occur-

rences listed, it is significant that 33 appear in the context of prayer (in the extended

sense), most in an apostrophe addressed to God. The point at issue - in praise, lament,

or prophetic oracle - is always recollection of or appeal to Yahweh's enduring favor

toward Israel, despite sin and judgment.

4. Wisdom. Expressions using this word group take on a certain independent

weight in many sapiential aphorisms, when the quantity of something is the (or a)

theme. Of course, the actual subject under discussion is of paramount importance. Ac-

cording to the wise, for example, an abundance of counselors can only be beneficial

(Prov. ll 14; 15:22;24:6),whereas many (trivial) words are a danger (Prov. 10:19;

Eccl. 5: 1-2,5 -612-3,6-1D.
TherextofEccl.5:6a(7a),kib"rdbh'lom6lwaholaltmfid'bdrtmharbZh, isdifficult;

several emendations have been proposed. Possibly, however, the MT can be read as it
stands (continuing v. 5bt6bl): "Why should God be angry at your words . . . , or indeed

on account of many dreams and vanities and a multitude of words?"131 The repeated kt

in v. 6(7), with a different meaning in each case, colresponds to the repeated 'al in

v. 5a(6a); the two repetitions form a frame around v. 5b(6b).

The problematic experience that riches win many friends (and poverty the opposite:

Prov. 14:20; 19:4,6 lnadtb par. ?J mattan probably means "generous", cf' Sir'

13:21122)) is described bluntly by Qoheleth from the perspective of the rich: "When

goods increase (bir"b6!), those who devour them increase (rabbfr); and what gain has

130. For a discussion of the formula, see H. J. Stoebe, THAT,l,612-13; J. Jeremias, Die Reue

Gottes. BSt 65 (1975) 94ff. (with bibliog.).
131. See already Rashbam (The Commentary of R. Samuel ben Meir on Qoheleth, ed.

S. Japhet and R. B. Salters [Jerusalem, 1985], in loc.).
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their owner?" (Eccl. 5:10[11]). According to Prov. 15:16, few possessions accompa-
niedbythefearofGodisbetterthanagreattreasure ('6sdrrd!)thatbringsonlytrou-
ble. Prov. l6:8 conveys a slightly different accent: "Better is a little with righteousness
than large income (rab fbfi'6t) (acquired) with injustice." According to ps. l9:10-l l(9-
l0), Yahweh's ordinances (miipdtim) are more precious than "gold, even much fine
gold (paz rd!);'

Many texts emphasize the great profit gained by dealing justly: in the house of the
righteous there is "much treasure" (hosen ra!, Prov. l5:6); keepin g the miipdt?m en-
tails "great reward" (eqe! rd!, Ps. l9:12[ll]); those who love the law can expect
"great peace" (idl6m rd!,Ps.119:165); the man one can trust will be "abundant in
blessings" (raf;-b"rd[61, Prov. 28:20, in contrast to one who is in a hurry to be rich).
But the reverse is also true: one who turns a blind eye to the poor will get "many a
curse" (ra!-me'2r61, 28:27); when a land rebels it has many rulers (rabbtm Sdr4hd,
28:2); a ruler who lacks understanding is "great in oppression" (rap ma'aiaqq61,
28 16); a hothead causes much transgression (ra!-pdia', 29:22). Qoheleth, however,
casts doubt on the profit of wisdom itself; "In much wisdom is much vexation"
(berd! hoftmd roP-kd'as, Eccl. l:18); he even counsels a rather detached middle
course in striving for righteousness: "Do not be too righteous ('al-fht ;addtq
harb7h), and do not act too wise; why should you destroy yourself? Do not be too
wicked ('al-tiria' harb€h) and do not be a fool; why should you die before your
time?" (7:16-17). Traditional wisdom, by contrast, see its limits elsewhere: "The hu-
man mind may devise many plans, but it is the purpose of Yahweh that will be estab-
lished" (Prov. 19:21).

Criticism of trustingl32 in one's own possessions or power is also voiced apart from
the context of wisdom. Several texts using this word group fall into this category: the
wicked trust in the abundance of their riches (Ps. 49:7[6);52:9U); Job 3l:24). The
daughters of Babylon will be unable to save themselves in spite of their many sorceries
and consultations (Isa. 47:9,12,13). Sennacherib boasts arrogantly of his many chariots
(2 K. 19:23 [Q) par. Isa. 37 :24; cf. Isa. l0: I 3- l5).

Israel, too, can fall victim to this temptation.r33 Hos. 10:13b-15, an oracle of judg-
ment, accuses the northern kingdom of trusting in the multitude of its warriors (ra!
gibbbraftd). A later appendix to the srory of Gideon (Jgs. 7:2-8) begins the accounr of
Gideon's victory over Midian with a similar interpretive passage: at first the troops
were too many (ra!, vv. 2,4); their number had to be reduced in two stages to three
hundred, "lest Israel take credit away from [Yahweh], saying, 'l\4y own hand has deliv-
ered me"' (v. 2b). By contrast, the incalculable size of the enemy host (v. 12, "numer-
ous as locusts [kd'arbeh ldrd!], and their camels were without number, countless as the
sand on the seashore"; cf. Jgs. 6:5) completes this picture of a war fought by yahweh
(cf. also I S. 14:6).

Ps. 33 voices the fundamental difference between divine power and human might:

132. -+ fli0a batah.
133. See III.2.b above.
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when facing Yahweh, the Lord of the universe, a king is not saved by his great army

(rdb-hayit) or a warrior by his great strength QAf;-kbah, v. 16); a war horse cannot save

by its great might (16! h€16, v. l71.tt+ 
Btum

5. Inclusive Plural. The pl. fotmrabbtm, "many," often has the inclusive sense of
"all"(<"agreatmultitude").t35Thisisespeciallythecaseintheexpression'ammim
rabbim, which, e.g., parallels bl-hagg|yim in Isa. 2:3 and Mic. 4:2 (cf . the parallels in

vv. 3-4). Orher examples include Isa. 52:15 (par. "kings"),Ezk.3:6-7 (pat. "house of
Israel"), 27:33 (par. "kings of the earth"), andZec. S:22 (par. giyim'o;frmim)' We also

find g6yim rabbim with the same meaning, e.g., in Ezk. 38.23 39:21 ("in the eyes of
many [- all] nations"); Mic. 4:11,13; also cf. Neh. 13:26:"Among many [= all] nations

there was no king like him [Solomon]." In Ps. 109:30 rabbtm stands by itself as a term

designating the (whole) congregation (qdhdl lrad).Ex. 23:2 says that a witness must

not side with the great crowd (the majority).
The fourth Servant Song contains no fewer than five occurrences of rabbim (Isa.

52:14,15; 531lc,l2a,l2bp), referring to the uncomprehending onlookers, who are

nonetheless 'Justified" by the servant (cf. Dnl. l2:3). Ifthe servant stands for the ideal

Israel, then "the many" are the nations of the world.
In addition, rabbim can stand for a plurality contrasted to an individual,l36 e.g.,

those listening to the instruction of a wisdom teacher (Prov. 10:21; Sir. 37:19 [cf.
v.23, ha'dml;399lcf. v. 10, Gk. ekkl€s{a): and possibly Job 4:3-4) or a priest (Mal.

2:6'8)' 
Ringgren

6. marbil/tarbfi. A precise semantic investigation of marbil and tarbil is difficult,

because it obviously depends on the contextual inclusion of the terms in a variety of

textual genres. The noun marbil stands for a great multitude, almost the totality of the

entity in question. According to 1 S. 2:33, most of the house of Eli is exterminated;

only a single person is spared (cf. I ch. 12:30129):2 Ch. 30:18). Used inclusively,

marbtl stands for the greatness of Solomon's wisdom, which surpasses everything in

the eyes of the Queen of Sheba (2 Ch. 9:6).

The noun marbiloccurs only once in a legal text, Lev. 25:31;there it is clearly identi-

cal in meanin gwithtarbil (v. 36), which invariably parallels neiekt3T (always in late texts

except Prov. 28:8: Ezk. 18:8,13,17; 22:12).The two terms can hardly be differentiated se-

mantically.r3s Without exception, it is clear that one takes (ldqah) tarbt!, "interest" (?),

whereas one provides (nd!an) something b"neief;, "with profit" (?). (Scholars have pro-

134. F. Stolz, Kiegstheorien und Kriegserfahrungen im Glauben des alten Israel. ATANT 6O

(1972), 1 15- 19, citing additional texts.
135. J. Jeremias, "notrtroi," TDNT y[,536tr'
136. See Wiklander.
137. -+ 1Vh ndiak.
138. See E. Neufeld, HUCA 26 (1955) 355-412, esp. 356.
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posed a variety of interpretations' l3e tarbil as the surcharge when a loan is repaidl{ or as
the increase ofthe lent capital.l4l) The few occurrences suggest thatneieftrefers to inter-
est on a monetary loan, tarbtlto interest on provision of food.la2 Jt is also possible that the
very late word tarbil was added as a gloss to explain the ancient word neief;.

IV. The Title "Rabbi." An etymological survey of Semitic reveals that ra! was
used as a title at a very early date: old AY,k. rubfim and rubatum already mean "prince"
and "princess" when referring to deities and human beings.l+: The adj. rabfim, too,
functions as a title in combination with terms denoting occupations: it may refer, e.g.,
to a supervisor of craftsmen, a commandant, or a presiding judge.la Ugaritic and
Arabic exhibit similar usage.

At Ugarit ra! appears as an element in the titles of secular functionaries, but it also
denotes the "chief priest": rb khnm/rb nygfi.vs cf. also rb qrla6 and rb nqdm, rb sp1ta7

This title, with the meaning "commander," came to be used quite extensively in Ara-
maic,l48 Syriac,lae Phoenician and Punic, Nabatean, and palmyrene. The association
system, which played an increasingly large and important role in these cultures, used
the title ra! for the chief functionary of the various associations, with authority appro-
priate to his office.l50 The title is therefore common in dedicatory inscriptions, since,
as a rule, the ra! presided personally over the dedication ceremony as representative of
his (cultic) association.

The use of ra! in OT titles is very ssrnrnen.l5l The term always implies the hierarchi-
cal superiority of the person bearing the title; tsz this superiority is especially clear, e.g.,
in the Samaritans' use of the title "Rabbi" for God.r53 When early rabbinic literature
contrasts the ra! to the talmtfl, "pupil, disciple," the shift of meaning to "teacher" is sig-
nificant. The title rabbi was thus originally an honorific style of address implying a cer-
tain relationship. In the Aramaic of the NT period, this semantic element is not always
visible; here the suffix added to the title seems to have lost its pronominal force.l54 From

139. See further A. Cholewiriski, Heiligkeitsgesetz und Deuteronomium. AnBibl 66 (1976),
229 n. 49; also --> X, 64-65.

140. Neufeld, HUCA 26 (1955) 355-412.
l4l. H. W. Weil, AHDO 2 (1938),205.
142. M. Noth, Leviticus. orL (Eng. trans.21977), l9l; cholewifi ski, Heiligkeitsgesetz.
143. AHw,11,992.
144. AHw II, 938.
145. Shanks, 153.
146. KTU, 4.14t,ilr,3.
147. WUS, no. 2481.
148. BMAP, 226-27, 317.
t49. CSD, 525.
150. -+ lll'1D marzeah.
15l. See above.
152. E. Lohse, "po.P\i: TDNT, YI, 961tr.
153. G. Dalman,The Words ofJesus (Eng. trans. Edinburgh, 1909), 331-36, esp. 334-35; Tg.

also uses ribbbn in this sense.
154. F. Hahn, Chistologische Hoheitstitel. FRIANT 83 C1966), 78.
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the parallel term rabban, Palestinian Aramaic developed the suffixed title rabbfini

(Mark l0:51; John 20:16).tss The evangelists usually correctly represent the

appellatives rabbi and rabb,Afi with diddskalE, even though the LXX never offers pre-

cisely this translation. 156

V. l. lXX. The LXX regularly uses poljs/pleion/plef stos to translate our word group

(more than 400 times). Almost as frequent is the noun pliithos and the corresponding

verb plzthfneln, "multiply" (also representing rdbd qal); in third place comes m6gas

(with one occulrence of megalynein). The stbst. marbelr is represented by migas;

marbil and tarbtl can be translated by pleonasm1s, ribb6(') by myrids, and tarbfrlby

sistremmo. Usually 'arbeh is translated by akris. Finally, r"ptf;im is represented by

stag6n and niphet6s, but once exceptionally by klEsmon/, "surfeit."

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. Our word group appears frequently in the Dead Sea Scrolls.

The verb rald ocatrs some 50 times, with a clear concentration in prayers (lQH). The

adj. ra!, with some 150 occurrences, is the most common representative of the group,

most frequently in the rules governing the community; in IQS (and similarly CD) it ap-

pears exclusively in the pl. rabbim. There are about 1 l0 occurrences of the nouJ:, ra!/
r6f;, especially frequent in prayers (1QH and 1lQPs"). Its occurrences in the rules are

semantically similar to the term rabbtm. Finally, rbw ' occurs 4 times ( I QM 3: 16; 4: I 6;

l2:4; l34) and rbybym 3 (lQM l2:lO; l9:2;1Q34 1:3). The semantic range corre-

sponds by and large to that found in the OT.

a. Theological Usage. It is probably due to the unique character of the Dead Sea

Scrolls that our word group almost never appears in secular contexts. Even there, cer-

tain theological perspectives are implicit: it is typical of the deceptive illusion pre-

sented by this world that those at home in it, with their wealth and possessions, resem-

ble a verdant tree bearing "many branches" (rbh'np, IQH 10:26), that they boast of
their abundance (r6il of grain, wine, and oil (10:24). The Copper Scroll speaks of an

"abundance of silver" (3Q15 9:10); the Temple Scroll speaks in similar terms in a pas-

sage echoing the Dtn law governing the king (Dr.17:14-20; cf. llQT 56:16-19; CD

5:2). Totatly indefinite is the stereotyped formula bAn rbB l"mfi'AL "be it much, be it lit-
tle" (e.g., IQS 4:16; lQSa 1:18).

The magnitude of a military force (e.g., "a great army") is the subject of lQpHab

4:7; 4QpNah 1:10 (cf. Nah. 2:14[13]); 11QT 58:6-7;61:13. A king who adheres faith-

fully to the law can rule for "many days" (rabbtmyamim, llQT 59:21). The phrase

b"rbp yamim, "fulness of days," stands for the coming of the eschaton (1QH 17:15).

The "multitude of a man's years" is a reason to entrust him with different tasks within

the community, commensurate with his strength (lQSa 1:19). The expression p'mym

rbwt, "many times," clearly has the semantic connotation "forever" (lQM 11:3; 18:7;

esp. I lQPs' 22:12l. "l think of you forever, O Zion").

155. G. Schneider, "pcppi," EDNTlll,205-6;H. P. Rtiger,TRE III,608.
156. K. H. Rengstorf, "6r6doro," TDNT, ll, 135-38, 148-51.
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The actual quantity is indefinite when the text speaks of "many" (rabbtm, rabbdfl:
many nations, cities, lands, etc. (often clearly suggesting the civilized world outside
the Qumran community) are led astray (lQpHab 10:9,11; 1QH 2:27; CD 2:16;
4QpNah 2:8), overthrown (lQpHab 6:8,10; lQSb 3:18), destroyed (lQpHab 2:13;
4Q381 46:7; 4QpPs37 3:3), and made objects of scorn (lQpHab 4:2-3). Belief in Is-
rael's divine election entails the self-understanding of being "now one people out of
many peoples and great nations" (4Q381 76-77, 15) and a sense of being "in the midst
of many peoples" (lQpHab l0:4).

b. Anthropological Contexts. The word group appears frequently in anthropological
contexts. The Essene psalmist feels oppressed by "many sins" (lQH 3:25; IQH fr.6:12:
4Q381 33, 4,9) but at the same time confident of God's forgiveness and purification
(lQH 1:32; 3:21). God makes the psalmist great (lQH l6:4), multiplies his inheritance
(1QH 10:28; llQT 55:12), and lengthens his life (4Q505 24,3ltext?)). The psalmist
knows that he lives in a world of "great wickedness" (rb ltnp), fury, deceit, lies, and "folly
beyond measure" (lQS 4:10-11). But all will be judged according to the "multitude of
their sins" (rb pi', 1QH 4:19). A wicked way of life brings a "glut of punishments" (rb
ngyim, IQS 4: l2), whereas a good way life brings "plentiful peace" (rb ilwm, IQS 4:7).

c. Mythological Motifs. In describing human suffering and oppression, the psalmist
occasionally draws on mythological motifs: his enemies oppress him like the din of
"mighty waters" (lQH 2:16,27). In unpublished texts we also find the expression ftift
rb, "(the) great darkness." The psalmist applies to the Creator the cosmic image of
6'many waters": "Great and holy is the Lord. . . . Before him goes glory and behind him
goes the din of many waters" (llQPs'26:10). Contrariwise, we also find the notion
that the pernicious influence of Belial works its way to the "great abyss" (thwm rbh,
IQH 3:32;4QDibHamu 7:8 [text?]). A wisdom motif from the Job tradition appears in
4Q5l I 30,4, asking: "What mortal's hand is able to measure the many waters?" In CD
3:16 the image of multitudinous waters appears also in connection with the
ecclesiologically interesting image of well diggers who find plentiful water, a meta-
phor for the abundance of the tbrd. From the tdrd pours forth knowledge "as plentiful
as the water of the sea" (lQpHab l1:2).

d. Divine Attributes. The word group is especially common in attributes of God:
God is characterized by great glory (kA!6Q,4Qtanh. 8-11, 13; 1lQPsu 22:4),abtndant
truth (lQH ll:29), mercy (1QH 12:14; 4QDibHamu 2:10; 4Q511 52-59,3:1), and acts
of loving-kindness (lQH 4:32; 1l:28; 4Q381 45,2), by great goodness (lQS ll:4;
IQH 7:30; ll:6; 14:17 lQH fr. l5:7 [text?]), mercy (1QH 7:18,21; 10:16; 13:17:
18:14; llQPs' l9:5,11;4Q504 22-23,2), and forgiveness (CD 2:4; IQH 6:9; 9:34;
1l:9). God is "great in counsel and abounding in deeds" (1QH 16:8; llQPs" l8:4),
abounding in power (1Q29 4:2; IQH 9:14). God does a wealth of wonders (lQH
14:23). These divine attributes, extolled again and again, demand similar conduct on
the part of the community members, who must show each other great mercy, grace, and
compassion (1QS a:3ff.). Against the background of this catalog of virtues, the psalm-
ist's description of himself in I lQPsu 18:19 seems strange: "I glorify the Most High . . .
as one who makes the altar greasy with many burnt offerings" (= Ps. 154:ll; surely a

relic antedating the Qumran community).
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e. Plural. The use of the pl. rabbim in the community rules clearly deserves atten-
tion. We have already noted several times that the sense "much, many," can shift to "all,
entire"; this is clearly the case when rabbtm has ecclesiological force.lsT Already in the
OT we see how the meaning of the term changes from "many" through "most, the ma-
jority" (l K. l8:25) to "all" (Ps. 108). Examination of Deutero-Isaiah's use of rabbtm
presents insurmountable difficulties (see above).

Already in lQpHab 4:2 (before 100 n.c.a.?), rabbtm denores a leadership group of
the Qumran community; this usage reflects that found in rabbinic literature, where
rabbtm appears as a synonym of hapErtm, "members of a religious association." Nei-
ther etymology nor OT usage (except for possible echoes in Dnl. ll:33; l2:3) can elu-
cidate the development of this technical meaning. An adequate translation is therefore
highly dubious.ls8 Only the occurrences in the texts of the community rule, taken in
context, furnish usable evidence.

The manual governing the deliberations of the full members of the community (lQS
6ff.) provides a "rule for the sessions of the rabbtm" (6:8; cf. CD 14:12). The priesrs,
the elders, and "the remainder of all the people" participate in these sessions ( I QS 6:8-
9). This rule presumes a strict hierarchical organization of the community: l5e its mem-
bers enjoy precisely delimited rights based on their status, which depends on the length
of time they have been members. The leader of the community is the "Inspector"
(m"!aqqZr), who is "at the head of the rabbtm" (6:14; cf. 6:12) and exercises supervi-
sion (CD 14:7). His job of guarding the resources of the rabbtm (lQS 6:20) makes
clear that the word rabbtm must denote the core of the community, its full members.
This interpretation is also suggested by the regulations governing the stages by which
postulants and novices advance to the "purity of the rabbtm" (6:17,21;9:2; CD 15:8),
as well as those governing excommunication and the stages by which an erring mem-
ber of the community is reconciled and reintegrated (lQS 6:25:7:3,10,13,16,19). De-
cisions in these matters are reached by the rabbtm, who therefore represent the integral
core of the community (6:9,15,16), which has reserved to itself full and total authority
over the c.ommunity's common property (6:17 ,20: 7 :25). The identity of the rabbtm is
reinforced by such expressions as "the purity ofthe rabbim" (see above), "the drink of
the rabbtm" (7:20), and "the property of the rabbtm" (see above).

The Teacher of Righteousness boasts of his achievements with the rabbtm: he has
enlightened their eyes and made them see God's wonders (lQH 4:27-28: cf. lQSb
4:21).

Finally, the expressions used in parallel with rabbim in these texts are revealing: 16!
'anft habb"rt1, "the multitude of the men of the covenant" (lQS 5:2,9; 6:19); 16!
yiird'El, "the multitude of Israel" (5:22); and 16! q"Q6itm, "rhe multirude of the holy
ones" (lQM 12:1).

157. One of the first thorough studies of this terminology is E.
bezeichnungen der Gemeinde von Qumran auf dem Hintergrunde
1959),2s-24.

158. See already H. W. Huppenbauer, Der Mensch Zwischen zwei
159. -+ 111' yahal.

Koffmahn, "Die Selbsr
des ATs" (diss., Vienna,

'Wehen (Zurich, 1959).
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The term thus conveys a personal sense; at the same time, it is clear that rabbim can'
not be reduced to a term denoting size or quantity, but entails a theological and

ecclesiological valence. There is no evidence to support an association, commonly

cited in discussions of this usage,l60 with the use of the title "Rabbi" for a teacher and

scribe, since it is not clear when the title takes on this valence (see above). It is unlikely,
furthermore, that the members of the community considered themselves scribes, espe-

cially since they had examples of such competencies in their maikil and m"laqqer We

must therefore be content with the conclusion that the precise valence of the term can

no longer be determined.
Fabry

160. Already suggested by M. Burrows and repeated by Carmignac, 584.

Y]J ,aP";; ?IlD marbos; Y]7 rebe;

I. Other Semitic Languages. IL l. OT Occurrences; 2. Meaning and Lexical Field; 3. LXX.

III. OT Usage: 1. Animals; 2. Figurative Usage; 3. Mythological Background-

I. Other Semitic Languages. The root rbs is Common Semitic. It is attested espe-

cially well in Akkadian, where, in addition to the verb rabasu(m), "lie down," we find

the derivatives rabsu, rubsu, rabisu/rabisutu, narbasu, rubbusum, and tarbasu.r

In Ugaritic we find the noun trbs, "fold, corcal."z The verb appears in the expression

wrbs ftrk inbb,3 albeithere the meaning "lie down" is not entirely certain.a Unclear are

the proper noun irbs5 and the form lrbs, almost certainly fragmentary.6

The root also appears in Aramaic (rela', "lie down") and Arabic (rabada, "lie
down"; marbid, "fold";.2

rapas. G. R. Castellino, "Genesis lY 7: W l0 (1960) 442-45; L. Ramaroson, 'A propos de

Gr4,7 l' Bibl 49 (1968) 233-3't;H.-t.Zobel,StammesspruchundGeschichte- BZAW95 (1965).

l. AHw, 11,933-34.
2. KTU, 1.14,I1,3;111,25,37;Yl,8,21; cf. IVUS, no. 2487:' UT no.2304.
3. KTU, 1.13,9.
4. WUS, no.2487.
5. KTU, 4.122, l; cf. WUS, no. 381.
6. KTU, 4.382,4; cf. UT no.2304.
7. Wehr, 321.
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ll. l. OT Occuruences. In the OT the verb occurs 24 times in the qal (perf., imperf.,
and ptcp.) and 6 times in the hiphil (imperf. and ptcp.). The noun occurs 4 times in the
form reles and twice in the form marbEs with the const. mirbas.s

These occurrences, 36 in all, are distributed as follows: the qal occurs 6 times in Isa-
iah, 5 times in Genesis, 3 times each in Deuteronomy, Ezekiel, and Zephaniah, and once
each in Exodus, Numbers, Psalms, and Job. The hiphil occurs twice in Isaiah and once
each in Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Psalms, and Song of Songs. The noun reles occurs twice in
Isaiah and once each in Jeremiah and Proverbs; marb€; occurs in Ezk. 25:5 andZeph.
2:15. The corresponding Aramaic form rb'is represented in the OT by the qal infinitive
construct (Lev.18:23;20:16;Ps. 139:3) and the hiphil imperfective (Lev. 19:19).

In Gen. 4:7 exegetes frequently reconcile the tension between the fem. subj. hattd't
and the masc. predic arc rAbCs by emending the text to read hZt' tirba{ or the like.e De-
spite all the other problems raised by this verse,l0 emendation is unnecessary, since
r6f;e; can be understood as a nominalized participle.ll By contrast, the suffixed noun
rilsd in Isa. 35:7 should be read as the verbal form rab"sd.tz

2. Meaning and Lexical Field. ln the qal the verb has the basic meaning "lie down,"
in the hiphil, "cause to 1ie down." The majority of its occurrences suggest that in the
background stands the notion of animals at rest.13 This meaning is underscored by the
nouns reles and marb€s, which as a rule refer to "resting place" or "fold" for animals,
often appearing in parallel with ndweh, "pasture" (e.g., Isa. 65:10; Ezk. 25:5). The
same meaning emerges from the broader lexical field. With the verb in the qal, animals
are the subject 17 times (including Isa. 35:7). With the verb in the hiphil, the subjects
are shepherds who make their flocks lie down (Isa. 13:20; Jer.33:12: Ezk. 34:15; Ps.

23:l-2).
Even when the verb is used metaphorically to describe human behavior, the lexical

field for the most part preserves the original image (Gen. 49:9,14; Isa. 14:30; Ezk.
l9:2;29:3; 34:14-15:' Ps. 23:l-2).

The immediate lexical field of rbs therefore includes the "herd" (-t "lll, 'Eder Gen.
29:2; Isa. l7:2; Zeph. 2:14), the "flock" (-r lNy so'n, Gen. 29:2; Jer. 33:12; Ezk.
34:14-15; Cant. 1:7-8), and the "shepherd" (rd'eh, Isa. l3:20; Jer.33:12; etc.). By far
the most frequent parallel to rbs is the verb -+;'ly'l rd'A, "graze" (Isa. ll:1; 14:30;
21:10;Ezk.34:14-15;Zeph.2:7;3:13; Cant. l:7); occasionally we ftnd kr', "crouch"
(Gen. 49:9), 'sp, "assemble" (Ps. lO4:22), and gfiri "lie down as a guest" (Isa. ll:6).

The different ways in which animals lie down to rest can be expressed by various
prepositions or prepositional phrases, such as 'al (Gen. 29:2; Dt. 22:6), 'im (Isa. I l:6),

8. Meyer, $$27.3; 49.3a.
9. O. Procksch,Genesis. KATI1zt1924),47:G. von Rad, Genesis. OTL(Eng. trans. 1961), 101-

2.
10. See below.
ll. GK, $145u; cf. C. Westermann,Genesis l-l I (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1984),299-3N.
12. O. Kaiser, Das Buch des Propheten Jesaja. ATD XVIII (1983), 286.
13. AuS, VL,261.
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bAn (Gen. 49:14; Ezk. l9:2), taha! (Ex. 23:5; Nu. 22:27), or be!6b (Ezk. 29:3; Zeph.

2:14).
Since the image of flock and shepherd often stands for the relationship of Israel and

Yahweh, the direct subject of the qal can be an individual or a group ('epybn, lsa.
14:30; i"'Ert!, Zeph. 2:7), and Yahweh can be the direct subject of the hiphil (Ezk.

34:14-15; Ps. 23:l-2).
We seem to have left this pastoral context behind when the subject is "the deep"

(t"hdm, Gen. 49:25; Dt. 33:13), "sin" (hatta'1, Gen. 4:7), or a "curse" ('dh, Dt.29:19
[Eng.20]). The unique usage of the hiphil in Isa.54:ll displays a marked semantic

shift: "I [Yahweh] am about to set (marbts) your stones in antimony."la
Except in Ps. 139:3, the Aramaic form of the verb (rb') is used exclusively for pro-

hibited sexual intercourse (Lev. 18:23; 19:.19;20:16). The Dead Sea Scrolls attest only
one occurrence to date (l lQT 65:3 = Dt. 22:61.rs

3. LXX. The nuanced semantics of the verb rbs are reflected in the LXX translation,
which most often uses anapartein (9 times) or synanapafiesthai (once) to translate it.
Almost synonymous are koitdzesthai (4 times), hzsychdzein, koimdn (twice each), and

kataskenoun (once).

In addition the LXX renders rbs contextually: ndmein (twice), anapiptein, b6skein,

enkathiisthai, etoimdzein, tfuilpein, kolldn, piptein, atd, synkathizein (once each). To
these may be added even freer periphrastic translations wing ichein and ginesthai
(once each). The LXX uses the nows andpausi.r and koitc once each to translate the

verb rbs; elsewhere they representre|es. The noun marbE; is representedby nomii.

III. OT Usage. For our analysis of OT usage it is safe to start with the observation
that, in the majority ofits occurrences, the root rbs expresses the resting posture ofani-
mals.16 In the metaphor of flock and people, shepherd and God, this meaning can be

extended to describe human behavior. Demonic mythological notions originally asso-

ciated with the realm of animals and gods among Israel's neighbors may account for
the OT use of the root rbs in connection with the "deep" (Gen.49:25; Dt. 33: l3), "sin"
(Gen. 4:7), or a "curse" (Dt.29:l9l20l). However, neither this hypothesis nor the ac-

tual texts and their distribution permit us to draw any conclusions concerning a seman-

tic development of the root rbs within the OT itself. On the whole, OT usage corre-
sponds to that of the Akkadian verb rabasu(m), which is used of animals, persons,

demons, and gods.lT

L Animals. a. The lying down of animals to rest is associated closely with grazing.

For example, the lover asks his beloved: "Where do you pasture your flock? Where do

you make it lie down (rbs hiphil) at noon?" (Cant. 1:7). When Jacob comes to Laban,

14. C. Westermann, Jesaja. ATD XIX C1986), 222-23.
15. See III.l.b below.
16. See II.2 above.
17. AHw, ll,933-34.
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he sees a well in the field, "by which three flocks of sheep were lying (rDs qal)" (Gen.

29:2) - in other words, the flocks were returning from grazing and were waiting to be
watered.

To the alternation of grazing and resting typical of domestic animals corresponds al-
ternation ofhunting and resting on the part ofbeasts ofprey. "The young lions roar for
their prey. . . . When the sun rises, they withdraw and lie down (rDs qal) in their dens"
(Ps. lO4:21-22). On the other hand, beasts of burden can collapse under their load, "ly-
ing (rbs qal) under their burden." A law stipulates that in such circumstances even an

animal belonging to an enemy must be helped (Ex. 23:5). The donkey "lies down (rDs

qal) between the saddlebaskets (bAn hammiipeldyim)" (Gen. 49:14), an example of its
fractious behavior.l8 If, however, hammiipeldyim is translated "forked pens,"le then the
donkey lies down in an open corral. Balaam's donkey lies down (rb;) when she sees

that the road is barred by the mal'a\ yftwlr (Nu. 22:27).
b. Animals of different species lie down in different places. The resting places

(marb4;, rdf;es) of sheep and goats are the field (Sddeh, Gen. 29:2) and the meadow or
pasture (ndweh, Isa. 65:10; Ier. 33:12; Ezk. 25:5; 34:141' cf . Ps. 23:2). Wild animals
have their lairs in the wilderness (miQbar Isa.27:lO; iammd, Zeph.2:15 cf. Isa. 35:7).
When Dt. 22:6 says that the mother bird ('zm) sits (rbs qal) upon her fledglings or eggs,

the text describes a mode of protective behavior appropriate to birds. Safety and secu-
rity are absolutely necessary for resting animals. Beasts of prey withdraw into their
caves at daybreak (Ps.104:22); the lioness lies down among young lions (Ezk.l9:2)
and the crocodile in the midst of the channels of the Nile (29:3).

The shepherd is responsible for seeing to it that the flock "lies down in safety" (ldleyal.t

yirbdsfr, Isa. 14:30), and only in places where the animals will be undisturbed: "They lie
down and no one startles them" (w"'An mal.tort/, lsa. 17 :2; Zeph. 3:13; cf. Job I I : l9).

2. Figurative Usage. The prophets did not restrict their use of the image of grazing
and resting animals to its figurative usage as a metaphor for human life; even in its lit-
eral sense, it can symbolize in many contexts the bane or blessing of the land. Flocks
('a/drim, lsa. 17:2) or calves ('egel, 27:lO) lie down on depopulated ruins; such a site is
like the wilderness, a "lair for wild animals" (marbes lahayyA, Zeph.2:15). As another
way of describing catastrophe, we find the statement: "Shepherds will not make their
flocks lie down (rbs hiphil) there," but instead demons (;tyim)2o will lie down (rbs qal)
there along with other wild animals of the wilderness, which lies between the animal
world and the realm of demons (lsa. 1320-211.2r

How closely bane and blessing converge in these images is illustrated by two pas-

sages in which the message depends entirely on the context. A prophetic oracle
threatens: "I will make Rabbah a pasture (naweh) for camels and Ammon a fold for

18. HAL, il,652.
19. O. Eissfeldt, KlSchr III (1966), 6l-66l'Zobel, 16; cf. NRSV.
20. -+ !I tt; KBI],801.
2l.Kaiser,ATD XVIII,20; H. Wildberger,lsaiah I j-27 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1997), 10,

30-3 t.
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f\ocks (mirbas s6'n)" (Ezk.25:5). Contrariwise, Isa. 65:10 uses almost the identical

words to promise deliverance: "sharon will become a pasture (ndweh) for flocks

(sA'n), andthe valley of Achor a resting place (r€!ep) for herds." And the image that

describes the place that is waste as being "once more a pasture (ndweh) for shep-

herds where they can rest (rbs hiphil) their flocks (;O'n)" promises future restoration

(Jer. 33:12).
Finally, the image of the irrigated desert as "in the place where jackals lay [reading

ralesAlz2 reeds and rushes will flourish" (Isa.35:7) represents salvation, as does the

notion of the "peaceable kingdom" in I l:6-7, in which "the leopard shall lie down (rbs

qal) with the kid," and the young of the cow and the bear "shall lie down together"

(yahddw yirb"stt).
When the image of lying down is transferred to individuals or the nation, the OT

makes use of its full semantic range.z3 In the Blessing of Jacob (Gen. 49)' Judah is

compared to a crouching, recumbent (rbs qal) "lion" (v. 9) and Issachar to a "bony

[= strong] donkey" lying down (v. 14).24 The "lioness" lying down among young

lions (Ezk. l9:2) symbolizes the queen mother in Jerusalem; the "crocodile" lying

among the channels of the Nile (29:3) stands for the pharaoh of Egypt. Most often,

the image is used to describe Israel's luxurious, secure, protected way of life. This

,rug" upp"urs already in a retrospective vision within a series of salvation oracles

(fer. SO:O): "My people have been lost sheep . . ., from mountain to hill they have

gone, they have forgotten their fold (rCbes)." It is Yahweh himself who will feed

ihem ..with good pasrure" (benaweh t6u and make them lie down (rbs hiphil) (Ezk.

34:14-15). Here too belong several passages in oracles against the nations: Zeph.2:7

promises the "remnant" (ie'Erit) of Judah that they shall pasture and lie down (rbs

qal) in a hostile land; Isa. 14:30 promises the "lowliest of the lowly" (b"$6rA

iallialzs and the "poor" ('eby6ntm) that "they will lie down in safety" on Zion (cf.

v.32), Yahweh's holy mountain (see the similar statement about the "remnant" of Is-

rael in Zeph. 3:12-13).
In Ps. 23: I the psalmist draws on this image, affirming: "Yahweh is my shepherd, I

shallnotwant;hemakesmeliedown (yarbts€ni) ingreenpastures (bin'61 deie')."

The same image appears in wisdom literature, when the wicked listener is admon-

ished: "Do not lie in wait . . . against the home of the righteous (linwdh saddtq), do no vio-

lence to their habitati on (rZles)" (Prov. 24: l5), or when Job's friends remind him of his

trust in God (Job I 1:18- l9). Here the words "you will lie down, and no one will make you

afraid" (v. 19; cf. Isa. l'l:2;Zeph.3:13) could be a gloss expanding on v. 18: "You will
have confidence, because there is hope, 'ashamed'26 you will take your rest in safety!'z1

22. See II.l above.
23. --> LX,280ff.
24. See III.I above; also Zobel, 12, 16-11.
25. For textual criticism and discussion see Kaiser, AZD XVIII' 43'

26. Reading hupparta; cf. BHS.

27. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT xyl (21989),222.
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3. Mythological Background. That the use of the root rbs in some OT texts reflects
an originally mythological background is already indicated by such a passage as Isa.

13:20-21.28 Other texts in this category include Gen.4'.7;49:25 par. Dt. 33:13; and Dt.
29:19(20).

a- Gen. 4:7. According to Procksch, Gen. 4:7 is "the most obscure verse in the chap-

ter, indeed in the whole book of Genesis."2e To date there has been no satisfactory ex-
planation of vv. 6-7; the interpretations of rdlZ; in this context are correspondingly
both complex and vague.3O Most exegetes agree that here rdp€; is connected with Akk.
rabi;um, which denotes a demon. On this explanation, "sin" (hattd'!) should be pic-
tured as a demon lurking at the door.3l Westermann, however, doubts that "such a per-

sonification or demonization of sin is conceivable in so early a text." He therefore sug-
gests that "in the text that has been overlaid by vv.6-7, Cain was warned by the shade

of his slain brother that he would pursue him." Later redaction expunged and trans-

formed this notion by making "sin" the subject.32

b. Dt. 29: 19(20). An original personification or demonization appears also to lie be-

hind Dt. 29:19(20):'And every curse (kol hd'ah) will lie in wait for him (weraf;esd

bb)." Here, however, the original vivid image has faded and been replaced: the text now
speaks of the curse "written in this book," and it is Yahweh who imposes its sanc-

tions.33

c. Gen. 49:25 par. Dt. 33:13. Behind Gen. 49:25 par. Dt. 33: l3 one can recognize
the notion of the "deep" (t"hbm) associated with the mythology of creation.3a In con-
trast to Gen. l:2 and 8:2 (P), where the deep is envisioned simply as a subterranean sea,

here it is "personified mythologically":s and pictured as "lying beneath" (rdle;e1
tdba!). Strictly speaking, of course, its waters, like the waters of the heavens, are

among the blessings of Yahweh.
Waschkc

28. See III.2.a above.
29. O. Procksch, KAT 12, 47.
30. For a summary see Westermann, Genesis 1-I l, 299.
31. -+ IY 312.
32. Genesis l-l l, 299.
33. C. A. Keller, THAT, I, l5l.
34. On the relationship between these two texts, see C. Westermann, Genesis 37-50 (Eng.

trans. Minneapolis, 1986), 240; Zobel, 37.
35. Von Rad, Genesis, 423;for a different view see Westermann, Genesis 1-11, 105-6; W. H.

Schmidt, Die Schdpfungsgeschichte der Priesterschrift. WMANT 17 eD67),81; but cf. Ps.

77 :17(16) and Hab. 3: 10.
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l\J ragaz; lla rdgez; il!\J rogzA; ll1 raggdz;if,1\'argaz

I. l. Forms; 2. Etymology; 3. Ancient Versions. II. 1 . Usage; 2.Lexical Fields; 3. Meaning.

l. 1. Forms. We find rgz primarily in OT poetry. The qal occurs 3l times (including

sir. 34:24 ILXX 3l:241; rhe rexts of Gen. 45:24 [hirhpael?] and Ezk. 16:.43 [hiphil?]
are uncertain), the hiphil 7 times (uncertain: Isa. 13:13 [qal?]), the Aramaic haphel

once (Ezr. 5:12), the hithpael 4 times, the noun rogezS times (including Sir. 5:6), rogzd

once,Aram. r"gazonce(Dnl.3:13),andtheadj.raggdzonce(Dt.28:65).Theqalofrgz
is a conjectural reading in Isa. 52:15.r

The noun 'argaz, found only in I S. 6:8,11,15, is of uncertain etymology
(Philistine?), form ('aqtal or 'aqtal? initial syllable prothetic?),2 and meaning

("pouch," "box," "saddlebag"?); its difficulty is already reflected in the ancient ver-

sions.3 Indeed, this noun is probably not associated with the root rgz under discussion

here.a

2. Etymology. Outside Hebrew,s the root rgz expressing a "motion" is found in Arabic

(ra[aza V and VIII, of thunder; ra!,a2, atremor that afflicts camels),6 Aramaic, Yaudic,

Phoenician, Punic,T and Syriac.s Except for Arabic and Hebrew, the lexicons suggest the

meaning "be angry" as the most important semantic effect (alongside "perplex, irritate,"

in the causative stem). If one wishes to posit a common semantic core for rgz in the Se-

mitic languages, "tremble" is a reasonable starting point. The root takes on a nilrower

sense by synecdoche or metonymy, especially in Aramaic.e Students of etymology have

long observed that roots with the consonant pair rg "express the meaning 'be or make

ragaz.J.Becker, GottesfurchtimAT.AnBibl 25(1965);L.Derousseaux, lttcraintedeDieu
dans I'AT. LD 63 (19i0); J. Jeremias, Theophnnie. WMANT l0 (21977); P. Joiion, "Crainte et peur

en hdbreu biblique," Bibl 6 (1925) 174-79;T. N6ldeke, "W6rter mit Gegensinn (Addad);' in idem,

NBSE 67-108; H. Ringgren, "Einige Schilderungen des gdttlichen Zomsl' Tradition und Situation.

FS A. Weiser (Gcittingen, 1963), 107-13; F. Stolz, Jahwes und Israels Kriege. ATANT 60 (1972)'

1. C. Westermann, Jesaja. ATD XII- Cl98l), 204; but cf. D. Barth6lemy, Cirique textuelle

de I'AT. OBO 5012 (1986), 384-95.
2. NSS, 223;VG,t,215.
3. See the discussion, with bibliog., in H. J. Stoebe, Erste Buch Samuels. KATYIIUI (1993)'

147; P. K. McCarrer, I Samuel. AB VIII (1980), 130, 135; also W. H. Bennett, ExpT 13 (l90ll
t9o2) 234.

4. See already J .Furst, Hebrriisches und chaldtiisches Handwi)rterbuch,Il (Leipzig,2l863),352-

5. For Middle Hebrew see ANH, 39'l .

6. G. W. F. Freytag, Lexicon arabico-latinurn (Halle, 1837),11, 124.

7.DIS1,27a;-KAi,9A.5;12.4,6,7;214.23,26;Beyer,69l-92;1Q.20.1 l:1,2(DJD'1,86);
M.-J. Fuentes Estaflol, Vocabulario fenicio. BiOr 42 (1980),226.

8. IcxSyr 1ll.
9. See II.3 below.
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agitated."'10 Gesenius already extended this observation to the consonant pairs rlr and r'
and identified parallels in the Indo-European languages, e.g., Gk. orgii.tt

3. Ancient Versions. While Tg. and Syr. for the most part use rgz and zw'to render

rgz, the translation of rgzin the LXX and Vg. is extremely heterogeneous; each version

uses more than fifteen roots.12 For the LXX, the most important equivalents are -or8-
(14 instances), -thym- (12), and -tarass- (8); for the Vg., -turb- (17), -mov- (8), and -ira-
(8). The distribution of translations with the semantic effect of "anger" shows that the

Vg. renders the Hebrew meaning more accurately than the LXX, which was probably

influenced by the lexical stock of Aramaic.13

ll. l. Usage. Imperfective forms of the verb rgz (11 imperf., 4 pert. consecutive)
predominate over perfective forms (7 perf., 5 imperf. consecutive). There is one

vetitive (Gen.45:24) and two imperatives (Isa. 32:11 [Aramaic form]; Ps. 4:5[Eng. 4]).
The hithpael infinitive construct occurs 4 times (2K. 19:21,28 = Isa. 37:28,29),the
hiphil participle 3 (Isa. l4:16;Job 9:6: 12:6).In the derived stems the subject is always

animate. In the qal, animate subjects predominate; inanimate subjects are usually geo-

graphical expressions: the heavens (25.22:8; [Isa. 13:13?]), the earth (l S. 14:15; Joel

2:10; Am.8:8; Ps.77:l9ll87; Prov.30:21), the mountains (Isa.5:25; Ps. 18:8[7]),

Sheol (Isa. l4:9), the deep (Ps. 77:17[16]). The other inanimate subjects represent a

human being by synecdoche (a part of the body: beten, Hab. 3:16) or denote a region
(the tents of Midian, Hab. 3:7).t+ In the case of nouns and adjectives, the agent subject
is always animate; the affected subject may be inanimate, such as a part of the body
(heart, Dt. 28:65) or the earth (Job 39:24).

Of the 33 occurrences of the qal, 22 are monovalent, having only a subject. We also

find the syntagms: direct object (hiphil: a human being Il S. 28:15; Ezk. l2:18], God

Uob 12:6; Ezr. 5:12), the earth, etc. [Isa. 13:13? 14:16;23:ll; Job 9:6) and preposi-

tional object denoting the opponent (always God; qal, Ezk. 16:43? all others are in-
stances of the hithpael) or the causative agent (God, Isa. 64:1; human beings, Isa. l4:9;
Hab. 3:16 [text?]; animals, Joel 2:10; beneficence, Jer.33:9: injustice, Am. 8:8; Prov.

30:21).In Mic. 7:17 the nature of the verbal clause (prepositional expressions with min

and 'al) suggests separative motion: "they shall go forth trembling"; this is an instance

of constructio praegnans.l5 Free syntagms are rare: local (Gen. 45:24; Sir. 34:24), tem-

poral (Isa. 32:ll), final (Isa. 28:21), modal (1 S. 28:15).

10. M. Gdrg, GM 4'l (1981) 2t.
ll. GesTh, 1260.
12. For the LXX see R. Bultmann, "hJq," TDNT ly,3l7; O. Grether and J. Fichtner, "6pyti,"

TDNT,Y,409-12.
13. See II.3 below.
14. C. Siegberg and B. Stade, Hebrriisches Worterbuch zum AT (Leipzig, 1893), 702. It is

also possible that the emphasis is on the "earthquake safety" of the tents: A. Deissler, Zwdlf
Propheten, ll. NEB (1984),232.

15. GK, $ll9ee; BDB,9l9.
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The absence of the qal participle, the thematic vowel -a- in the qal imperfective, and

the limited use of the root in combination with other syntagms suggest that rgz is a
stative verb. A poverty of syntactic structures also characterizes the nouns: enclitic pro-

noun (Isa. 14:3; Sir. 5:6), construct phrase (Job 37:2). Finally, we may note the concen-

tration of rgzin Isa. 14 (3 times) and Hab.3 (4 times).

2. Lexical Fields. In the context of rgz we find the synonymous roots d'g (Ezk.
l2:18), hwl (Ex.l5:14; Dt. 2:25;Ps.77:l716l), brd (l5.14:15; Isa. 32:ll), yr'(Dt.
2:25;Mic.7:17), nwt (Ps. 99: l), phd (Dt.2:25; Jer.33:9; Mic. 7:17), pls (Job 9:6), and

rii (2 S. 22:8 par. Ps. 18:8[7]; Isa. 13:13; 14:16;Ezk. l2:18; Joel 2:10; Ps. 77:l9[18h
Job 39:24); cf. also bhl, mwg, and r'd in Ex. 15:15. These roots all share the semantic

feature of "trembling."to
The antonymic roots found in the context of rgz are'mn (Job 39:24; cf . Dt. 28:66),

bth (lsa. 32: l0,l I ; J ob 12:6; cf. Ps. 4:6 [5] ), dmm (Ps. 4 : 5 [4] ), nw h (Dt. 28:65 ; 2 S. 7 : I 0

lcf. v. lll;Isa. 14:3;Hab.3:16;Job 3:17,26;Prov.29:9;cf. Ezk. 16:43), rg'(Dt.28:65;
Jer. 50:34), .ih (Isa. 32:ll lcf . Job 3: l8 and l2:5, but not 2 K. 19:28 par. Isa. 37:29,
where the correct reading is ia'6nl), ikn (2 S.7:10 par. 1 Ch. l1:9), ilw (Job 3:26;
12.6), and.iqr (Job 3:26 cf .Ezk. 16:42). This lexical field may be characterized by the

semantic features of "security, self-assurance, (being or achieving) calm."
Often in the context of rgz we find expressions conveying the semantic effect of

"anger," including the roots 'np (2K.19:28 par. Isa.37:29; Isa. 5:25; l3:13; Sir. 5:6 [cf.
25.22:9 par. Ps. l8:9(8)l;Mic. 7:18; Job 9:5), hrh(25.22:8par. Ps. l8:8[7];Isa. 5:25;
13:13), and'br (Isa. l3:13). Finally, in the context of rgz we find verbs denoting sen-

sory perception: r'h (Isa. 14:16; Nfdic.7:16-17;Ps.77:11116l),,inr'(Ex. 15:14;Dt.2t25i
Jer. 33:9; Hab. 3:16); in these cases rgz denotes the reaction to the perception.

3. Meaning. The statistics relating to the lexical field of rgzpermit certain semantic

conclusions. The Hebrew root has an invariant semantic core conveying the sense that

the subject is powerfully moved, outwardly or inwardly. Other aspects depend on the

specific context (depending on the agent, felicitous or oppressive;17 depending on the

direction, moved or moving; etc.). If the use of the verb with an inanimate subject is
prior to its use with an animate subject, the verb with an animate subject denotes pri-
marily a somatic phenomenon ("tremble"), as texts like Ezk. 12:18 suggest,l8 second-

arily a psychic emotion ("be[come] disturbed"). There is no trace of semantic develop-

ment in the direction of the more restricted meaning "anger." It is worth noting,
however, that in the context of rgz the lexical fields "disturbance" and "anger" are mu-

tually exclusive. This observation suggests that twofold use of rgz.' to express "distur-
bance" and (less often) to express "anger."

Semantic analysis of the theological significant noun rogez is made more difficult

16. -+ VI, 291-95.
17. NBSS, 85-86.
18. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),277-78; for a different view see

F. Horst, Hiob. BK XVV1 (31983),37,onlob3:.26.
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by the absence ofthe lexical field "anger" in any ofits contexts (cf. the differing inter-
pretations of Hab. 3:2 in comms.).

a. Job epitomizes the human condition in a pregnant formula: 'A mortal, born of
woman, few of days and full of trouble (rdgez)" (Job 14:l;cf. Gen.35:29: "full of
days"). This aphoristic formula suggests everything that "affects human beings physi-

cally and mentally, everything that troubles and agitates them."le
This agitation can be brought on by news of death (to David, 2 S. 19: I ; to the self-

assured fbthf women of Jerusalem in an ironic dirge, Isa. 32:l},ll), a hostile attack
(during travel, Gen. 45:24 [not "quarrel"]),20 or an injustice (Ps. 4:5[4];2t Job 3:26).
The wicked, fools, and animals attract attention by their impetuousness and emotional
outbursts (Job 3:17; 39:24;Prov.29:9:Dnl.3:13;Sir. 3a:21[?)). Kings, fools, and cha-

otic situations can make the earth and Sheol tremble (Isa. 14:9,16; Prov. 3O:21).

Canaanite inscriptions speak of "rousing" shades ofthe dead;22 the same usage appears

in the OT (1 S. 28:15; cf. Isa. l4:9).
Job 12:6 may be related to this usage: "Those who provoke El are secure."23 Both

faithless Jerusalem (Ezk. 16:.42 cj.) and its enemy Sennacherib (2K. 19:27,28 par. Isa.

37:28,29) are accused by the prophet of having aroused themselves against God. In
their declaration to Tattenai, the Judahites summarize the transgressions of their
preexilic ancestors (described in the Dtr History with extensive incriminating terminol-
ogy) in a single sentence: "They provoked(rgz haphel) the God ofheaver( (Ezr.5:12).

b. Both curses and promises of salvation ascribe to God the "agitation" that detracts

seriously from human life, thus setting it in a theological context. Nathan's promise to
David foresees the end of Israel's oppression at the hands of the wicked, so that the
people will no longer need to "tremble" (2 S. 7: l0 par. 1 Ch. l7:9). Am. 8:8 interprets
an earthquake as God's judgment on those who exploit the needy. If Israel proves dis-
obedient, the sanctions of Deuteronomy promise unceasing disturbance at the hands of
the nations and a trembling heart (le! raggdz) sent by Yahweh (28:65).24 A symbolic
action on the part of the prophet (eating and drinking with quaking and trembling) is a
harbinger of the catastrophe awaiting the besieged population (Ezk. I 2: I 8). The intro-
duction to a postexilic taunt song against the king of Babylon (i.e., Persia25) promises

Israel deliverance from the "turmoil" sent by God (rogzeftd par. hd'ap68d haqqdiA, Isa.
14:3). The joyous occasion of Jerusalem's restoration will lead the nations to tremble
in recognition of all Yahweh's beneficence (Jer. 33:9).

In hymnic texts rgz is coupled with the revelation of Yahweh's power. Accounts of
the wars of Yahweh and texts dealing with Yahweh's battles with the nations and with

19. Horst, BK XyI/ 13, 52-53.
20. l,exHebAram, 755: "may your journey be peaceful, free of terror"; the

stand the text differently.
21. C. Westermann, The Living Psalms (Eng. trans. Grand Rapids, 1989), .

22. KAI, 9A.5; 13.4,6,7.
23. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XYI (1989),232.
24. -> Xt,520.
25. H. Wildberger, Isaiah I j-27 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1997),49-50.

, versions under-

123-27.
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chaos (often associated with exodus motifs) repeatedly describe the trembling of the

earrh (l S. 14:15;Ps. 77:19[18];cf. Hab. 3:7 [the tents of Midian]), the mountains (Ps.

18:8t71 [cf. 2 S. 22'3:"the heavens"]; Isa. 5:25), the deep (Ps' 77:17[16])' and the na-

tions (Ex. l5: 14; Dt. 2:25 lout of fear of Israel26l; Isa. 64:l[2);Mic.7:17 [reminiscent
of Ps. 18:46(4512t1. Ps.99:1).Thisisnottheplacetodiscusstheproblemsraisedby
these texts.28 We shall merely point out the wide range of effects of the revelations that

occasion agitation - from writhing in anguish (Dt. 2:25) to praising the name of
Yahweh (Ps. 99:1-3).ze Such effects appear also in the remaining texts to be discussed:

in the "earthquake" of Habakkuk (Hab. 3:16lrgz twicel) after the theophanic vision of
God's judgment, there are intermingled quiet (v. 16), rejoicing, and exultation (v. 18).

Nevertheless, the approaching day of Yahweh is unendurable (Joel 2:ll); it makes all

the inhabitants of the land tremble (v. l). The description of the invading locusts, be-

fore which heaven and earth tremble (v. 10), "provides the listener and reader with a

model of the 'apocalyptic army' of the 'day of Yahweh."'3o

c. In eight texts God is associated with rgz, always in connection with a revelation of
his power. He "rouses himself' against Jerusalem, to do a "strange deed" (Isa. 28:21);

the allusion to 2 S. 5 suggests a perverted war of Yahweh (rgz qal). As creator and

judge, he causes the earth (Job 9:6) and the heavens (Isa. l3:13, judgment on Babylon

[text?]) to tremble. He shakes kingdoms (Isa. 23:11, judgment on Tyre); as Israel's

strong redeemer, he gives rest to the land, but unrest to the inhabitants of Babylon (Jer.

50:34) (rgz hiphil in both texts). Elihu speaks of the rousing thunder of God's voice

(rdgez, Job 37,2). The prophet prays that God will have mercy (rhm) on the "agitation"

(rOgez, Hab. 3:2).:t But whoever blasphemously presumes on God's mercy will face

the anger of God's "agitation" ('ap ar,d rdgez, Sir. 5:6).

The root has not yet been found in the Dead Sea Scrolls; there are a few occurrences

in other intertestamental literature.32
Vanoni

26. -+ Xl, 523.
27. G. Schmuttermayr, Ps 18 und 2 Sam 22. SANT 25 (1971), 177-78.

28. See Jeremias; Stolz (with bibliog.).
29. !. Jeremias, Das Konigtum Gottes in den Psalmen. FRI'ANT 141 (1987)' 116'

30. A. Deissler, Zwr)lf Propheten l. NEB (1985), 75, discussing vv. 4-5.

31. W. Rudolph, Habakuk. KAT Xllll3 (1975), 242: "no safe place for wrath"; see also

B. Margulis, ZAW 82 (1970) 413.
32. jee J. A. Fitzmyer and D. J. Harrington, Manual o.f Palestinian Aramaic Texts. BietOr 34

(1978),337.
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)la ,rgrt; )tr1 rasal; ni)llD marg"l61; '\77 raglt; o"l41 r"galtm

I. The Word. II. Ancient Near East: l. Egypt; 2. Mesopotamia; 3. Syria and Phoenicia. III.
OT: 1. Literal Usage; 2. Figurative Usage; 3. Symbolism; 4. God. IV. Derivatives;1. rdgal; 2.

marg"l6!; 3. raglt: 4. fgaltm. V. Deuterocanonical Texts. VI. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. The Word. The noun regel occtrs245 times in the OT. It also appears in Biblical
Aramaic as r"gal. In Old Aramaic, more specifically Yaudic, we find lgrl (cf . Mand.
ligra2 andEth.'dgfr); reciprocal dissimilation of sonants4 leads to Imperial Aram.s and

regel. P.-R. Berger, "Ellasar, Thrschisch und Jawan, Gn 14 und 10: WO 13 (1982) 50-78;
T. Blatter, Macht und Herrschaft Gottes. Studia Friburgensia 29 (1962); E. Dhorme, L'emploi
mitaphorique des noms des parties du corps en hdbreu et en akkadien (Paris, 1923, 21963);

E. Ebeling, "Fuss," RlA, lll, 123; G. Fitzer, "Fusswaschung," BHHW I, 506; G. Fohrer,
"Barfuss," BHHW I, 1998; idem, "Schtwerkl' BHHW,III, 1738; M. Gcirg, 'Alles hast Du gelegt
unter seine Ftisse," FS H. Gross. SBB 13 (1987), 125-48:' F. Gdssmann, "'Scabellum pedum
tuorum,"' Divinitas ll (1967) 31-53; R. Hentschke, "Fuss," BHHW I, 505-6; F. Hintze, "Hdm
rdwy 'FuBschemel,'" ZAS 79 (1954) 77; J. K. Hoffmeier, "Some Egyptian Motifs Related to En-
emies and Warfare and Their OT Counterparts," FS "/. R. Williams. Ancient World 6 ( 1983), 53-
70; A. R. Johnson, The Vitalitr* of the Individual in the Thought of Ancient Israel (Card1ff,
21964); O. Keet, Jahwe-Visionen und Siegelkunst. SBS 84185 (1977); idem, "Symbolik des

Fusses im AI und seiner Umwelt," Orthopiidische Praxis 18 (1982) 530-38; idem, Die Welt der
ahorientalischen Bildsymbolik und das AT (Zuich, 21977); O. Koml6s, 'j?lf? l!t1 (Deut.
XXXIII ,:' W 6 (1956) 435-36; M. Kiichler, "Die 'Ftisse des Herrn' (Eus., DE 6,18)," fS H.
und O. Keel-I*u. Novum Testamentum et orbis antiquus 6 (1987), 11-35; K. P. Kuhlmann,
"Thron," LexAg, Yl, 523-29; R. Labat, "Fusskrankheiteni' Rl,A, lll, 126-27; M. Lurker,
Wiirterbuch biblischer Bilder und Symbole (Munich, 21978), esp. lll-12; M. Metzger,
"Himmlische und irdische Wohnstatt Jahwes," UF 2 (1970) 139-58; idem, Kdnigsthron und
Gottesthron. AOAT l5l1-2 (1985); idem, "Der Thron als Manifestation der Herrschermacht in
der Ikonographie des Vorderen Orients und im AT," in T. Rendtorff, ed., Charisma und Institu-
rion (Gtitersloh, 1985),250-96; G. G. Nicol, "Watering Egypt (Deut. XI l0-ll) Again," lrl 38
(1988) 347-48; A. Oepke, "0noD6to," TDNT Y, 310-12; G. Riihlmann, "'Deine Feinde fallen
unter deine Sohlen,"' WZ Halle 20 (1971) 6l-84; F. J. Stendebach, "Theologische Anthro-
pologie des Jahwisten" (diss., Bonn, 1970); E. Ungeq "Fuss als Symbol," RLA, lll, 123;
W. Vycichl, "Das Zeichen fiir d 'Hand' in der Hieroglyphenschrift und die semitischen
Entsprechungen des zugrunde liegenden Etymons," ZAS 112 (1985) 169-79; K. Weiss, "ttoisql'
TDNT Yl,624-31; H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of the OT (Eng. trans. Philadelphia, 1974).

-+ tllil haddm; --> 91D mwt.

l. DISO,274; J. Friedrich, Phdnizisch-punische Grammatik. AnOr 32 (1951),42*;
M. Lidzbarski, Handbuch der nordsemitischen Epigraphi,t (Weimar, 1898),368.

2. MdD,235.
3. LexLingAeth, 804-5.
4. VG, 1,227,231,295.
5. DISO, 274; Ahiqar 80,122,123,206; AP, 30.16;31.15.
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Palmyr.6 rgl, Jewish Aram. rigla'/ragla',t and Syr. r€gld.8 In Old South Arabic we find
rgl,e and in Arabic rill.ro

The root is not found in Phoenician and Ugaritic; instead, the former uses p'm and

the latter p'n.rt
The verb ragal should probably be considered denominative ftom regel.tzln the qal

it means "walk about" (cf. the toponym 'An rdg€l) ) "slander"; in the piel it means "ex-
plore (a land or city)" > "spy out,"l3 with the preps. D' and'el, "speak slanderously of
. . . to. . . ." In the tiphel (found only in Hos. 1l:3), it means "teach to walk."la

The lexical field includes'aiur "footstep" (from 'Jr I, "step, walk"); pa'am. "step";
ma'gal, "track"; kra'ayim, "shin(bone)s";'dqep, "heel"; kap, "solel' and parsd, "(di-
vided) hoof."

In Mesopotamia the Sumerian word for "foot" is gir; the Akkadian word is
iepu(m),ts with the possibly denominative verb iApu, "step."t0 We also frnd pEmu(m),

penu, "thi9h."t7
The Egyptian word for "foot" is rd. l8 The phrase hdm rdwy, "footstool," corre-

sponds to Heb. hoQdm raglayim; hdm is a Semitic loanword.le The view that unquali-
fred hdm means "footstool,"zo so that the clarifying phrase is Semitic, is supported by
the phrase hdm n /jrry, "footstool of the vizierl'and the fact that Ugar. hdm by itself
means "footstool."2l We may also note the use of the phrase hypop1dion (t6) pod6nby
the LXX to translate the phrase.22 The LXX translates regel as poris.z3

II. Ancient Near East.
l. Egypt. In Egypt foot symbolism is especially important. The cluster of hegemony

symbols includes representations of the foreign nations or their hieroglyphic equiva-
lent, nine bows, on the footstool and throne platform of the king.z+ Three lapwings,

6. CIS, il,4058, 6.
7. ANH, 378.
8. l*xSyr 712.
9. Biella, 479.
10. Wehr, 329.
ll. K8L2,872; cf . UT, no.2076; -+ E.VD p'm.
12. KBL2, contra GesB,744.
13. But see W. von Soden, Bibel und Alter Orient. BAW 162 (1985), 201.
14. GK, $55h; H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 199; KBL2,8'72.
15. A. Deimel, Sumerisches l*xikon (Rome, 1925-37),III,63;Ebeling;AHw,Ill,l2l4-15.
16. AHw,lll, 1215.
l'7. AHw, II, 854.
ls. wbAs,ll,46l-62; vycichl, 170.
19. J. Osing, Die Nominalbildung des Agyptischen,I-II (Mainz, 1976),374; Kuhlmann, 524;

W. Helck, AgAbh 5 (1962) 565-66.
20. wbAS,II, 505.
21. UT no. 751.
22.Hintze: Hoffmeier,63; cf. P. Artzi, .FS S. Yeivin (Jerusalem, 1970),221-37.
23. Weiss, 626.
24. Kuhlmann, 526; O. Keel, ZDPV 93 (1977) 167.
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whose Egyptian name rfuyt also means "nation, subject," symbolize approximately the

same thing as the nine bows: they lie helpless at the feet of the ruler.2s The purpose of
these representations is nothing more than to show that the king will permanently sub-

due enemy aggression. The fifteen gods of the groups of deities, with Amun, the god of
the Egyptian empire, at their head, can also be represented with bows under their
feet.26 The vanquished enemies can also be engraved on the sandals of the king.zz 11r"

Egyptian phrase fur 1b(w)t/1bty, "under the sandals," meaning "be subject to someone,"

is attested as early as the Pyramid Texts. An inscription of Thutmose III reads: 'All the

lands, all the foreign lands . . . that did not know Egypt, have been united under your
sandals." During the Eighteenth Dynasty this idiom became a standard formula applied
to the pharaoh as protector of Egypt, not necessarily with any implications of military
action.28

Another perspective is represented by the image of the pharaoh trampling on the en-

emy; this image appears, e.g., on the palette of Narmer, where the king is represented

as a bull trampling the enemy underfoot.2e The pharaoh is thus depicted as the con-
queror and occupier of a foreign land.3o There may also have been some kind of seizure
action on the part of the pharaoh.3l

The representations "that depict a 'treading underfoot'with the connotation ofhege-
monic sovereignty . . . [are to be interpreted] in the first instance as visual transposi-
tions . . . of the mythologically rooted idea of victory over the forces of chaos."32

In the Amarna texts we find an expression used by a vassal to describe himself to the
pharaoh as "the footstool of your feet," acknowledging that he has prostrated himself at

the feet of his lord.33

The deity's feet, too, symbolized sovereignty; as the lowest portion of the god, they
were all that a mortal might venture to approach. We may note Late Egyptian bronzes

depicting a worshiper kneeling at the feet of an outsize deity.:+ In this context we may
also mention the practice of laying treaties at the feet of the deities of the signatories,

so that they might serve as witnesses.3s

Stamping one's feet, clapping one's hands, and the like "are both bodily movements

and acoustic phenomena to accompany dance rhythms, processional choruses, an-
nouncements, and recitations."36

25. Keel, Wek,230,233.
26. Keel, "Symbolik," 5 I3.
27. Ibid., 532; Rtihlmann, 74.
28. Hoffmeier, 56, 59-60, 63; G<irg, 134-35; cf. Metzger, Kdnigsthron, 46, 9l-92; idem,

"Thron," 257-58:' -+ III, 328-30.
29. AOB, no. 9, with pls. 26-27.
30. Hoffmeier,63-64.
31. Keel, ZDPV 93 (1977) 156.
32. Gdrg,l45.
33. EA 195:9-15; Metzger, "Thron," 265.
34. Keel, "Symbolik," 536; idem, Jahwe-Visionen,35.
35. G. J. Botterweck, Alttestamentliche Studien. FS F. Ndtscher BBB | (1950) 28.
36. E. Hickmann, LexAg III, 670; Keel, Welt 314.
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Toward the end of the Old Kingdom, the dead were buried with legs made of carne-

lian, a magical device to preserve their own legs and their ability to stand and walk. Ch.

92 of the Book of the Dead served the same purpose.3T

2. Mesopotamla. In Mesopotamia i€pu is used metaphorically for the bottom of a

mountain, hill, or piece of fumiture. In Assyrian texts the word can mean "caravan." Its
use as a euphemism for the genitals is also attested.

The foot is the identifying symbol of the god Ishum, who also bears the epithet
"long-foot"; he is the "nocturnal wanderer" and "watchman of the roads."38

"The treatise on prognoses discusses . . . the symptoms observed in diseases of the

foot. . . . Among the therapeutic texts, several tablets . . . deal with the treatment of foot
ailments."39

As early as the Old Sumerian period, we find theriomorphic footstools for gods, es-

pecially on Cappadocian cylinder seals.40 When wild animals are involved, the foot-
stool probably symbolizes their subjugation by the king.+t Deities associated with veg-

etation are often depicted as being enthroned on a mountain, upon which their feet rest

or stand.a2

Neo-Assyrian cylinder seals of the 9th and Sth centuries depicting the sovereign with
his feet on a domestic animal while warding off an attacking lion indicate that sover-

eignty also brings responsibility: he must protect his subjects against powerful enemies.a3

The identification of the foot as a symbol of sovereignty appears also in literary
texts. A Sumero-Akkadian hymn declares that Anu placed the earth like a sandal under
the feet of Inanna/Ishtar.4 ln Assyria there is more emphasis on the motif of subjuga-
tion. For example, Tukulti-Ninurta I says of Kashtiliash IV of Babylon: "I placed my
feet upon his lordly neck as on a footstool."as The foot was also considered an instru-
ment of ownership, as in the practice of raising one's foot from the soil of the land one

is selling and having the purchaser step upon the same soil.a6

3. Syria and Phoenicla. In Syro-Phoenicia, too, we find the same cluster of ideas. At
Ugarit a god's feet were considered symbols of divine sovereignty, before which others

would bow.a7 There is also evidence of a footstool associated with the throne.aS Espe-

37. Keel, "Symbolik," 530.
38. Unger.
39. Labat, 126.
40. Metzger, Kdnigsthron, 734ff.
41. Idem, "Thron," 267,273.
42. Idem" ZDPV 99 (1983) 59ff.
43. Keel, "Symbolik," 533; idem, Welt, 49-50;, E. Zenger, Gottes Bo7en in den Wolken. SBS

ll2 (1987), 9l; idem, Der Dienst fiir den Menschen in Theologie und Verkiindigung. FS

A. Brems (Regensburg, 1981), 136-37.
44. A. Falkenstein, BiOr 9 (1952) 90; Keel, "Symbolik," 536.
45. E. Weidner, Inschrifien Tukulti-Ninurtas. BAfO 12 (1959), no. 5,62; + III, 328.
46. E. Cassin, L'Annie sociologique 3 (1952) l2l-22: Keel, "Symbolik," 531-32.
47. KTU, 1.3, III, 9; VI, 18; 1.4, VI[, 26; 1.5,I, 36; 1.10, II, 18.
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cially informative is the text in which 'A1tar is invited to sit on the throne of Aliyan
Baal, but his feet do not reach the footstool and his head does not reach the top of the
throne.ae Since the god cannot fill the throne of Baal, he must abdicate.50

The tauromorphic animals that kill Baal by tearing him apart attack his feet.sl
'Anat's feet tremble in panic when she sees the messengers of Baal.s2 But she can also
jump for joy with her feet.53

Feet function as an instrument of rapid locomotion when Aliyan Baal sends word to
'Anat that her feet may rush to him.sa

The foot as a symbol of oppression appears in the statement that the poor (dl) "are
trampled (ri) underfoot."ss

The similarity of Ugaritic poetry to Hebrew poetry is clear in their use of equivalent
combinations. For example, p'n, "foot," appears with pnm, "face;'s6 and pnt, "cor-
ner."57 The idiom "his leg bespeaks hostility"sa represents a parallel to Prov. 6:13.

In Phoenician and Punic, too, the foot symbolized sovereignty. A votive offering is
placed "under the feet" of Baal-Shamem as a memorial of the donor.5e In an inscription
from Karatepe, Azitawada says that he has placed the leaders of gangs beneath his
feet.fl

We also find ritual regulations stipulating that the feet of a sacrificial animals belong
to the one who offers the sacrifice.6l

The "foot" is used figuratively in an inscription that describes the renovation of a
"sacrificial site with feet."62

The cover of a pyxis from Minet el-Beda has an ivory relief depicting an enthroned
goddess with her feet on a pediment stylized like a mountain, which thus serves as her
footstool.63

III. OT.
l. Literal Usage. The noun regel denotes the foot as the bodily organ of a human or

animal. Gen. 8:9 says that the dove found no place to set the sole (kap) of its foot (cf.

48. KTU, 1.6, III, 15; 1.17, II, 11.
49. KTU, 1.6, I, 58ff.
50. Keel, Jahwe-Visionen, 35.
51. KTU, t.t2,fi,33.
52. KTU,1.3,ilr,32.
53. KTU, t.4,Y,21.
54. KTU, 1.3, III, 19; cf. 1.12,1,40.
55. KTU, I . 16, VI, 48; --> Ill, 213.
56. KTU, 1.3,III, 32-34; l.4,II, 16-18; 1.10, II, l7-18; cf. Ps. 57:7(6).
57. KTU, 1.3, III, 32-34; cf . Prov.7:12.
58. KTU, l.l0l,6.
59. KAI, 80.1.
60. KAr,26A.r.16.
61. KAr,69.4,6,10.
62. KAr,80.1.
63. Metzger, ZDPV 99 (1983) 54-56.
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Dt. 28:65). The Israelites are to eat the Passover lamb with their sandals on their feet
(Ex. l2: I l).

Feet are a means of locomotion. Israel goes on foot (beraglay) through the territory of
Edom (Nu. 2O:19;Dt.2:28). According to the Song of Deborah, Barak was "sent" (i/ft
pual) on footfl into the valley (Jgs. 5:15). The movement involved can be violent. The
soles of the priests' feet tear loose (nrq niphal) from the muddy riverbed to rest on the
dry shore (Josh.4:18). Sisera flees on foot (Jgs. 4:15,17). On his hands and feet, Jona-
than climbs up to the Philistine outpost (l S. 14:13). Comparison to an animal is vivid:
Asahel was as swift (qal) of foot as a wild gazelle (2 S. 2:18; cf. Am. 2: l5). Great speed
may also be expressed by saying that someone's feet scarcely touch the path (Isa.
413).as To send (J/h piel) an animal's foot away means to let it range freely (Isa.
32.,20l.aa The feet as a means of locomotion make a sound (qbl, I K. 14:6;2 K. 6:32).

The foot is the part of the body that steps or stands on the ground. An overly refined
woman is described as never venturing to set (vsg hiphil) the sole of her foot on the
ground (Dt. 28:56). The soles of the feet of the priests who are bearing the ark rest
(nwh) in the water of the Jordan (Josh. 3:13; cf. 3:15;4:3,9; also Isa. 66:l). "Without
foot" (Job 28:4; possibly a gloss6T), i.e., without using their feet, describes miners sus-
pended in their safety ropes.68

The place where someone is staying can be paraphrased as "the place where his foot
is" (l S. 23:22). A person setting out lifts (ni) his feet (Gen.29:l).

"To rise up or stand on one's feet" (qwm/'md'al-raglayim) can refer simply to the
act of standing up, e.9., to begin speaking (l Ch.28:2); but it can also mean that some-
one comes back to life (2 K. 13:211. Ezk. 37: l0; cf. Ezk. 2:l-2; 3:24). Conversely, the
expression "while they are still on their feet" (Zec. 14:12) means "while they are still
alive."6e The statement that Jacob "drew ('splhis feet up into the bed" (Gen. 49:33)
means that he deliberately lay down to die.

Feet are also used for work. Egypt is a land where the soil is irrigated by foot, i.e.,
artificially (Dt. ll:10). The expression probably refers to a foot-powered sakieh or
shadoof, not simply the use of the foot to open irrigation ditches.To Gen. 41:44 uses the
idiom "lift tp lrwm hiphill hand or foot" to include all forms of activity. This expres-
sion reflects a legal practice similar to the Roman vindicatio. "The fact that no one in
Egypt can lift up hand or foot without Joseph can describe his authority over the
land."7r

64. F. J. Helfmeyer, Die Nachfolge Gortes im AT. BBB 29 ( 1968), 76, interprets the expression
in the sense of following a leader's orders.

65. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja. BKXVI (1989), 106, l2l-22.
66. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 2002), 263: for a different inter-

pretation see Au,S, 1I,239:. sending to work.
67. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. I(AT XVI (21989), 391.
68. rbid., 397.
69. K. Elligea Sacharja. ATDXXY C1985), 184.
70. AuS, ll,230,238.
71. C. Westermann, Genesis 37-50 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1986), 96, citing Z. W. Falk,

"/ss 12 (1967) 243-44.
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Ezekiel is ordered to stamp (rq')his foot (Ezk. 6:11; cf. 25:6).tz "The mere act of
stamping one's foot . . . is in itself a gesture of self-assertion and triumph."Tr See also

Ezk.32:2;t+ 34:18-19; Job 39:15.
As the lowest part of the human body, the feet come in contact with the dirt and dust of

the street. They are therefore washed upon entering a house (2 S. 1l:8; Cant. 5:3). Simi-
larly, guests are immediately offered water to wash their feet (Gen. l8:4; 19:2;24:32',
43:24; Jgs. 19l'21; cf. I S. 25:41).zs When a person is slain, the killer gets the victim's
blood on his sandals and therefore also on his feet (1 K. 2:5). Since the feet are a point of
contact with the unclean environment,T6 priests must wash their feet before beginning
their duties (Ex. 30:19,21;40:31 - probably as a substitute for an immersed bath).77 Feet

and legs can also be made unclean from above, e.9., by afterbirth (iilyd,Dt.28:57). Urine
is therefore called "foot water" (2K.18:27 Q par. Isa. 36:12 Q). On this basis, Nicol in-
terprets Dt. I l: l0 as an ironic allusion to the size of the Israelite territory in Egypt, which
was so small that a man could irrigate all the land he possessed by urinating on it.78 Defe-
cation is referred to euphemistically as "covering the feet" (stft hiphil, Jgs. 3:24; I S.

24:413)).te Because such a zone of uncleanness attracts unclean spirits, the high priest
wears apotropaic bells on the hem of his robe (Ex. 28:33-35 39:25-26; Sir.45:9).so

This usage also explains the euphemistic use of regel for the genitalia (Ex. 4:25; Isa.

7:20).8t In Ezk. 16:25 "spreading the legs" (piq piel) describes sexual provocation on

the part of a promiscuous woman.
The custom of removing one's sandals before stepping onto holy ground (Ex. 3:5;

Josh. 5:15) is accounted for by the vulnerability of sandals to contact with the zone of
uncleanness. The priests clearly perform their ministry barefoot; the description ofthe
priestly vestments in Lev. 8 does not mention footwear.s2 Since the realm of death is

also numinous, rites of mourning include going barefoot (2 S. 15;30; Ezk.24:17,23;
Mic. l:8) and not taking care of one's feet(2 S. l9:25). Prisoners of war are made to go

barefoot as a mark of degradation (Isa.20:2-4).83 It has also been suggested that going

barefoot in cultic contexts symbolizes nakedness by synecdoche.8a

The particular proximity of the feet to the realm of the unclean is probably also the

72. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans.
73. Keel, "Symbolik," 532.
74. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans.
75. See Fitzer.
76. Kee| "Symbolik," 535.
77. F. Heiler, Erscheinungsformen und Wesen der Religion. RM I (1961), 187.
78. Nicol, 347.
79. HAL, 1r,754.
80. Keel, "Symbolik," 536.
81. H. Junker, FS Nt)tscher BBB I (1950), 128; Stendebach,2TS; H. Wildberger,Isaiah l-12

(Eng. trans. Minneapolis, l99l),324;, H.-J. Hermisson, Sprache und Ritus im ahisraelitischen
Kult. WMANT 19 (1965), 66.

82. Weiss, 627; Kee| "Symbolik," 536.
83. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1997), 293.
84. E. Drewermann, Tiefenpsychologie und Exegese, II (Olten, 21986), 384ff.; Weiss, 625.

1979),180.

1983),159.
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reason why blood is applied to the big toe of the right foot when a priest is ordained
(Ex.29:20;Lev.8:23-24). The same ritual, with the addition of anointing, is used in the
purification of someone who has been cured of leprosy (Lev. 14:14,17,25,28) - an
abundance of blessings is described by the statement that someone bathes (rbl) his foot
in oil (Dt. 33:24).

Human well-being requires sound, healthy feet. For example, someone with a bro-
ken foot (or leg) cannot be admitted to priestly office (Lev. 2l:19). Meribaal is "crip-
pled of foot" (n"f,€h raglayim, 2 S. 4:4),lame Qtsh niphal, 2 S. 4:4; pissEah, 2 S. 9: l3;
cf. I K. 15:23;2 Ch. 16:12). Moses andEzra describe Israel's invulnerability during
the wilderness years by saying that their foot (i.e., feet8s) did not swell (bsq, Dt. 8:4;
Neh. 9:21). For other injuries or abnormalities that can affect the foot, see Nu. 22:25;
2 S. 2l:20; Prov. 6:28.

The law of talion requires not only "eye for eye" but also "foot for foot" (Ex.2l:24;
Dt. l9:21;.so

Fettering the feet deprives people of their freedom (ngi,2 S.3:34; cf. Ps. 105:18

I'nh ll piell; Job 33: I l). In Ps. 22:17(16), instead of kA'ort, "like a lion," we should
probably read a verb karfi (fuom krh IV), with the meaning "bind together, fetter."87
The psalmist thus laments that his enemies have bound his feet, have taken him cap-
tive. Cutting off the hands and feet of slain enemies (qss piel) 

- 
probably as trophies

of victory - is also attested (2 S. 4:12).as
The whole human body is encompassed by the formula "from head to foot" (Lev.

13:12). More common is the expression "from the sole of the foot to the crown of the
head" (Dt. 28:35;2 S. 14:25; Job 2:7) or "to the head" (Isa. l:6). When the seraphim in
lsa. 6:2 cover their feet with two of their wings, this is probably not a euphemism for
their genitalia; they are to be thought of as covering themselves totally in the presence
of the holy God.8e

Animals, too, have feet. The laws defining which animals are clean and unclean
speakof wingedinsectsthathavejointedlegs (krd'ayim) abovetheirfeet(Lev. ll:21),
a reference to the hopping feet of locusts, as well as insects that move on four or more
feet (vv. 23,42). The living creatures bearing God's throne in Ezekiel's inaugural vision
have straight legs; the soles of their feet resemble those of a calf and sparkle like bur-
nished bronze (Ezk. l:1).to The cherubim in the most holy place stand on their feet
(2 Ch. 3;13). In Daniel's vision of the four beasts, the first is described as having its
wings plucked off so that it has to stand on two feet like a human being (Dnl. 7:4).The

85. See BI1S.
86. A. Alt, KlSchr I (1953), 341-44: D. Daube, Studies in Biblical Inw (1947; repr. New

York, 1969), 102-53; W. Preiser, FS E. Schmidt (Grittingen, 1961), 7-38; V. Wagner, Rechtsscitze
in gebundener Sprache und Rechtssatzreihen im israelitischen Recht. BZAW 127 (1972),3-14;
C. Carmichael, Biblical Laws of Talion (Oxford, 1986),21-39.

87. H.-J. Krats, Psalms l-59 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1988), 297; HAL, ll, 497.
88. ANEP, no. 118.
89. Keel, Jahwe-Visionen,78-79, I l3; contra Wildberger, Isaiah l-12,265.
90. For a discussion of the textual problems, see Zimmerli, Ezekiel l, 83; for a different anal-

ysis see Keel, Jahwe -Visionen, l7 8-80, 213-15.
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removal of the beast's wings is probably to be understood as symbolizing deprivation
of power or as a parallel to the statement that it was given a human heart (NRSV
"mind"). This humanization looks forward to v. l3 and suggests identification of the

beast with the Neo-Babylonian Empire.er
The statue in Nebuchadnezzar's dream has feet made partly of iron and partly of clay.

The different materials suggest the division of the final worldwide empire into two parts,

one hard, the other fragile.lz ldols, too, have feet, although polemic disparagement de-

clares that they do not walk (Ps. I 15:7; cf. Isa. 46:7; Jer.10:5).r: The table for the bread of
the Presence is described figuratively as having feet (Ex. 25:26;37:13; NRSV "legs"), an

expression that may well reflect theriomorphic decoration of the table's legs.

2. Figurative Usage. By synecdoche the feet can stand for the entire person. "When
your feet enter the city" (l K. 14:12) means "when you enter the city" (cf .Isa. 23:7;
Ezk. 29:l l ; 32:13:, Ps. 122:2). The feet of the Jerusalemites "run to evil" (Isa. 59:7 ; cf .

Job 3 I :5; Prov. I : 16; 6: I 8). The feet of the strange woman do not stay at home (Prov.

7:11) but go down to death (5:5).
In Gen. 30:30 Jacob says to Laban: "Yahweh has blessed you l"raglt'This expres-

sion probably means "after my time"; the moving foot symbolizes the passage of
time.ea Wolff, however, interprets the expression as "according to the steps, or mea-

sures, I took - the progress I brought about."qs
In Gen. 33: 14 Jacob wants to lead on slowly (nhl hithpael) l"regel of the cattle and

the children, i.e., at their pace. Ex. I I :8 speaks of the people b"raglayim of Moses, i.e.,
going in Moses'footsteps, following him (cf. Jgs.4:10;8:5; 1 S.25:27,42 [with /e];

2 S. 15:16-17,18 [BIIS]; I K.20:10;2K.3:9).oa
Often regel is used metaphorically. Job says: "I was feet to the lame" (29:15), i.e.,

"he was their guide and helper, serving as the eyes and feet of the helpless."eT Isa. 52:7
describes the feet of the messenger of peace as "beautiful" (n'h), referring not to their
appearance but to the response they evoke (cf. Nah. 2:l): the messenger is thejoyous
herald of good news.e8 We have here an example of "synthetic thinking, which by nam-

ing the part of the body means its function"ee - against the background of the prefer-
ence of Hebrew thought for the concrete (cf. also Isa. 58:13; Jer.2:25:14:10).too

Prov. 4:26 cautions: "Keep straight [p/s piel] the path of your feet." Citing Akk.

91. O. Pliigea Das Buch Daniel. KAf XVIII (1983), 108.
92. rbid., 47.
93. H. D. Preuss, Verspottung fremder Religionem im AT. BWANT 92 (1971),252.
94. Synt, lO2, 116; GesB, 744; Stendebach, 278. C. Westermann, Genesis. BK U2 (1983),

586-87, interprets the temporal consecution causally: "Because I am here."
95. Wolff, Anthropology, 67.
96. Synt, 1 16; Stendebach, 278.
97. Fohrer, KAT XYL 409.
98. Ktichler, ll.
99. Woltr, Anthropology, 8; cf . 67.
100. J. Koeberle, Natur und Geist nach der Auffassung des ATs (Munich, 1901), 38-41;

Vycichl, 175.
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palAsu/naplu,su, Pldger suggests the translation "observe."lot The path along which the
feet are to travel is the course of human life through history. Those who with their feet
move too hurriedly ( ws), i.e., heedlessly, miss the way (Prov. l9:2). Therefore the
psalmist declares that he turns his feet to Yahweh's decree (Ps. 119:59), while holding
backhisfeetfromeveryevilway(l19:l0l;cf.Prov. l:15;4:27). Theseandsimilar
passages portray the individual as homo yi1176yto2

Qoheleth admonishes readers to guard their steps when they go to the house of God
(Eccl.4:11), thus opposing all human attempts to ensure God's favor through sacrihce,
prayer, or other religious observances.l03

Prov. 6: 13 says that shuffling (mll lil) or pointing (mll IY) with the feet is the mark
of a scoundrel and a villain. "Inappropriate use of parts of the human body . . . betrays a
perverse [ea1."l0a Prov. 25:19, 'A crumbling tooth and a tottering @6'Ade!) foot: a
faithless person in the day oftrouble," warns that one should treat an injured part ofthe
body with caution (or: a faithless person can no more be relied on than a bad tooth or a
tottering footros). According to 25:17, those who do not keep their feet rare (yqr hiphil)
in the house of their neighbor soon become tiresome. Prov. 26:6 states: "To send a mes-
sage by a fool is like cutting off [piel ptcp. of qsh I] one's feet." "One who uses a fool to
deliver an order . . . is looked on as a man who cuts off his own legs, which he should
have used to deliver the message in person."lt)6

In the language of prayer, too, regel is a common metaphor. Jeremiah, for instance,
laments that snares have been laid for his feet (Jer. 18:22), so that his life is in danger.
The psalmist speaks of those who boast against him when his foot slips (mwr, Ps.

38:17[6]), and declares that Yahweh has never let his foot slip (66:9[8]; cf.94:18;
l2l:3; Job l2:5 [m'd];Dt.32:35; Jer. l3:16 [ngp hiphil];Ps.73:2 QInthD. The feet of
the wicked, however, walk into a snare (Job 18:8); Gerleman considers b"raglayw an
idiomatic expression meaning "immediately" (as in Jgs.5:15 and possibly also Nu.
2O:19; Dt. 2:28; 2 S. 15: I 6- l7; cf. Lam. I : I 3; Ps. 9: 16[ l5] ; 25: 15; Prov. 3:26); terrors
chase (pws) them leraglayw, "at their heels" (Job 18:11).toz Fohrer envisions the
"vengeful spirits of the oppressed and slain, or possibly even demons, which dog the
footsteps of the wicked"; citing Arab. fildsa IV, Driver suggests for piq the meaning
"pass water (on their feet)" out of panic.l08 In Jer. 38:22 the women of the royal court
lament that Zedekiah has his feet stuck (lb'hophal) in the mud - an image of his hope-
less situation.

The metaphor of slipping feet probably reflects the theology of creation, which atta-
ches great importance to the firm foundations of the world established by Yahweh. In

l0l . O. Ploger, Spriiche Salomos. BK XVII ( 1984), 45.
102. Keel, "Symbolik," 530.
103. F. J. Stendebach, Glaube bringt Freude (1982), 99-100.
104. Pl6ger, BK XVll, 64-65.
105. H. Ringgren, Spriiche. ATD XyUl (1961), 101.
106. Plciger, 310.
107. G. Gerleman, "l'h.l: as an Idiomatic Phrase," "/SS 4 (1959) 59.
108. Fohrer, KAT ){YI,3O2; G. R. Driver, ZAW 65 (1953) 259-60.
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the Psalter we find a later individualization of statements that originally dealt with a

much broader realm.lo9
The psalmist avows that Yahweh's word is a lantern to his feet (Ps. I 19:105); it illu-

minates his whole existence, so that he can see and recognize the path of his life and its

goal. His foot stands on level ground (26:12); his entire being is anchored firmly.
Yahweh's angels bear up the devout, so that they will not dash their foot against a stone

and stumble (91:12; cf. 56:14[13]; 116:8; Prov.3:23; I S. 2:9). Yahweh makes the feet

of thekingasswiftasthoseof adeer(Ps. 18:34[33)par.25.22:34;cf. Hab.3:19).The
psalmist declares that Yahweh has set his feet in a broad place (Ps. 3l:9[8]); "while sar
denotes constriction, the affliction that chokes off life, hirhaptd is a term associated

with the nomadic way of life (Gen.26:22), conjuring up the expansive liberty of unlim-
ited possibililiss."ll0 Yahweh has set the psalmist's feet upon a rock (Ps. 40:3[2]). In
contrast to the chaotic subterranean realm ofthe dead, bedrock (sela') is the "very es-

sence of firmness and solidity."ttt
Job 13:27 is difFrcult. Fohrer derives taiEm from aastm ll = Smm = smm, "daub,

paint, color," and reads basstQ, "with lime, plaster," instead of bassaQ, "in the

slssks."r12Hedeletes v.2Tbasaglossfrom33:llbandinterprets hqhasaby-formof
hqq, "incise." Thus he arrives at the translation: "You daub my feet with lime and draw

on the roots of my feet."t t3 "It is as though he [God] daubed Job's feet with bright lime
so as to observe every single step, as though he drew Job's footprints on the ground so

as to trace his paths precisely."ll4

3. Symbolism. The symbolism of the foot has to do primarily with sovereignty and

subjection.rrs According to Gen. 49:LO, the ruler's staff (mehoqeq) shall not depart

"from between" the feet of Judah; the reference is to "the staff of office or command of
the tribal leader . . . , here standing for predominance in a group sf 6ifs5."t 16 The posi-

tion of the staff between Judah's feet emphasizes its inherent symbolic power (cf. Jgs.

5:21).Ir Jgs. l:6-7 cutting off the thumbs and big toes (b"hdn61 raglayim) of the de-

feated kings symbolizes their loss of power. Victory and defeat are clearly signalized

when Ps. 18:39(38) par. 2 S. 22:39 descibes the enemy as falling under the feet of the

king (cf. the similar formula "under the soles of his feet" in I K. 5:17[3]). Ps. 47:4(3)

extends this originally royal prerogative to all Israel. I l7 According to lsa. 26:6, the ar-

rogance of the lofty city is punished by being trampled (rms) by the feet of the lowly.
Mal. 3:21 intensifies the symbolism, turning defeat into annihilation.ll8 Annihilation is

109. -+ VIII, 157-58.
1 10. Kraus, Psalms 1-59, discussing Ps. 4:2(1); cf. Ps. l8:20(19);66:12: 118:5.

rtt. rbid.,460.
I 12. Fohrer, KAT XYI, 238-39.
I13. For a different interpretation see F. Horst, Hiob. BK XVI/1 C1983), 182.

I 14. Fohrer, KAT Xyl, 253:' on Job 30: I 2 and 33: 1 l, see ibid., 414, 457.
ll5. Hentschke, 505; Blatter, 55.
I16. Westermann.
117. Giirg, 138.
118. U. Riiterswtirden, BN 2 (1977) 16-22.
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also conveyed by the expression "bathe (rhs) one's feet in blood" (ps.68:24[23]; cf.
Dnl. 7:7,19).

The interpretation of Isa. 4l:2 is disputed. In the MT the first stich reads se4le4
yiqrd'dhfr l"ragl6, "salvation encounters [qr'lI) his foot." The reading of I els" is qr'I,
"call." Elliger finds the dative obj. l"ragl6 in addition to the accusative object in the
verbal suffix problematic and proposes shifting l"ragl6 to the end of the second stich
and - on the basis of LXX porefisetai = weyelEk, which he emends to w"yuf;al - re-
places the original l'ragl6 withw"yuftal, "and he triumphs."lle The text then reads:
"Who has roused from the east one whom salvation encounters and who triumphs? He
lays low nations and makes kings fall [vrd hiphil in lQIsa] at his feet." If this emenda-
tion should be correct, this passage too would be an instance of the foot as a symbol of
subjugation.

In Ps. 1 l0: I Yahweh promises to place the king's enemies as a footstool (hQdm) at
his feet. The influence of Egyptian motifs is syidsn1.l20 "Onty the God of Israel can en-
trust the reigning king with that control over the powers of chaos symbolized by the
'enemies' that the Egyptian pharaoh claims to enjoy by virtue of his sense of being the
deity's elect."l2l The image of the king's enemies as his footstool is related to the prac-
tice of the victors putting their feet on the necks of vanquished rulers (Josh. 10:24).

The foot also appears as a symbol of social oppression (Lam. 3:34 [d/c'piel] with
reference to injustices on the part ofthe Babylonian occupation forces; ps. 36:12[ll]).
The vanquished lick (lhk piel) the dust of the feet of the conqueror (Isa. 49:23) or pros-
trate themselves at the soles of his feet (Isa. 60: l4). The phenomenon of surrender by
embracing someone's feet appears in I S. 25:24:2K.4:27,37: Est. 8:3. This gesture
implies a plea for help and protection as well as consequent gratitude. "The feet are
embraced as the basis of the power that the supplicant seeks to move. This manner of
exerting power through an (apparent) gesture of submission appears in the OT as a typ-
ically feminine action."122

Ps. 8:7(6) is of substantial anthropological import: "You have put all things under
[human beings'] feet." This text depicts humans not only as sovereigns over the ani-
mals but also as their protectors.l23 In Egypt the analogous idiom is used to describe
Pharaoh as the protector of Egypt against enemy nations, confirming the power of the
king, the exemplary human individual, to establish and preserve order; ps. 8, however,
extends the universal competence of the king to humans in general, as appointed by
God, enabling them by virtue of their God-given authority to resist the menace of
chaos and to rule over their own environmsnl.l24

I19. Elliger, BK XUl, 105.
120. See II. I above; also L. Diirr, Ps I l0 im Lichte der neueren altorientalischen Forschung

(1929); Keel, welt, 230-33; for a different view, based on untenable dogmatic a.guments, se-
Gcissmann, 5l n.72.

121. Giirg, 138.
122. Keel, "Symbolik," 533.
123. Keel, Weh, 49-501' Zenger, Gotres Bogen, 91.
124. Gorg,134-37; cf. O. H. Steck, BN 14 (1981) 59.
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The foot also serves as a symbol in the context of (acquiring) property. According to

Dt. 2i5, Yahweh will give the Israelites none of the land of the Edomites 'a8 midrak

kap rdgel, "up to a place trodden upon by the sole of a foot," i.e., the breadth of a foot.

The occupation of Canaan is described in Dt. ll.24 by the expression: "Every place

that the sole of your foot will tread upon shall be yours" (cf. Josh. 1:3; l4:9; 2 K. 2l:8;
2 Ch. 33:8). Dt. 1l:6 speaks of the destruction of Dathan and Abiram along with /<o/

hay"qfim'oier b"ragbhem, "all the substance at their feet," i.e', all their possessionsl25

(cf. also Gen. 13:17; Ps. 60:10[8] = 108:10[9]).
Dt. 25i9 bears witness to a legal ceremony requiring the wife of a deceased man

whose brother has refused levirate marriage to pull his sandal off his foot in public.

Since the sandal reinforces the strength of the foot and thus the possibility of acquiring

property, this ceremony signifies a loss of power and respect for the brother of the de-

ceased (cf. Ruth 4:7, where the gesture of removing a sandal and giving it to another

symbolizes a waiver of rights).126

4. God. The anthropomorphic picture of God in the OT makes it possible to speak of
God's feet. According to Ex. 24:10, Moses and his companions can see the God of Is-

rael: "Under his feet was something like a pavement of lapis lazuli." It is highly signifi-

cant that this text, probably late (note the similarity to Ezk. I ), tzz 6"t".'Oes only what is

touched by God's feet, a reticence that emphasizes God's transcendence. Ps. 18: l0(9)
par. 2 S. 22:lO (cf. Nah. l:3) describes a theophany of Yahweh: "Thick darkness was

under his feet." These words recall an Akkadian hymn that describes the storm god as

arriving mounted on the storm.l28 Here too the text refuses any real description of God:

'As the revelatus God remains sbsssniirus"tze
Zec. l44 describes a theophany in which Yahweh's feet stand on the Mount of Ol-

ives, which thereupon splits in two, producing a wide valley, a highway on which
Yahweh enters Jerusalem with ftis sain1s.l30 The disastrous consequences of a the-

ophany are the subject of Hab. 3:5: the plague lreiep) follows upon God's feet, a deity

reduced to a demon in Yahweh's service.l3l
Isa. 60: l3 promises that Yahweh will glorify the place (mdq6m) where his feet rest,

i.e., the Jerusalem temple. A different notion is reflected in Isa. 66: l, where the earth is

described as Yahweh's footstool - in polemic opposition to the rebuilding of the tem-

ple.t32 Metzger notes that "the throne represents the domain ruled and governed by the

one who sits upon 11."133 gings Yahweh established his domain with the creation of

125. Helfmeyer, Nachfolge Gottes, 7 5-7 6.

126. Keel, "Symbolik," 534-35.
127. E. Ruprecht,Werden und Wirken des ATs. FS C. Westermann (Gottingen, 1980), 138-73.

128. AOT 249; Kraus, Psalms l, 261.
129. tbid.,260.
130. J. Jeremias, Theophanie. WMANT l0 (1977),24.
t3t. rbid., 46tr.
132. G. Fohrer, Archiiolog,ie und AT. FS K. Galling (Ttibingen, 1970), 101- 16; for a different

interpretation see C. Westermann, Isaiah 40-66. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969),412'13.
133. "Thron," 295.
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heaven and earth, with heaven and earth he has set up his throne and his footstool, so
that building a temple is otiose. By contrast, Ezk.43:7 (early exilicl3a) speaks without
hesitation of the temple as the place for the soles of Yahweh's feet. This language prob-
ably alludes 16 fi1s a1[,13s even though there is clearly no mention of it by name. May
we see here the influence of Jer. 3:16-17? If so, Ezekiel's formulation would occupy a
mediating position between the negative verdict of Jeremiah and the positive signifi-
cance of the ark in P (Ex. 25tr ). Lam.2:l speaks of ZionlJerusalem as the footstool of
Yahweh.r36 The additive parallelism of \rbn and haQOm in I Ch. 28:2 casts doubt on
the supposed identification of the ark with God's footstool there.l37 Fabry therefore
suggests interpreting h"Qom as equivalent to kappdre!, the cover of the ark,l38 which
since the time of P was considered the "locus of atonement" but was also understood in
full symbolic reality as the "representative" of God's living presence.l3e

The alternation between Zion as God's throne (Jer. 14:19,21; Ps. 9:12[ll];
68: 17[6]) and God's footstool (Ps. 99:5,9; Lam. 2:l) is consonant with the iconogra-
phy of the ancient Near East.la0 Worshipers prostrate themselves before the ark as

Yahweh's footstool (Ps. 99:5; 132:-1). Dt. 33:3 is difficult. In the clause w"hEm tukkfi
l"raglef;a, B11S proposes emending tukkfi to himtakkfi (from mkk); the meaning would
then be that the holy ones bow down before Yahweh's feet.l4l Koml6s, however, sees
in tukkfr a borrowing from Aram. tikka'/tikd', "chain," from the root tkk, "link, bind."
He understands the text to mean that the holy ones fasten themselves like anklets to
Yahweh's feet - a concrete image representing an ideal approach.

A different aspect appears when Job avows: "My foot has held fast to his steps
('diur)" (Job 23: I I ). Here the text expresses the notion of "following" God, implying
faithful obedience.

IV. Derivatives.
l. rdgal. The denominative verb ragal occasionally means "slander" (qal, Ps. l5:3;

piel,2 S. 19:28[27)), more often "spy out" (Gen. 42:30; Num. 2l:32; Dt. l:24; Josh.
6:22,25;7:2 ltwice]; l4:7; Jgs. 18:2,14,17;2 S. l0:3; 1 Ch. l9:3). The piel ptcp.
meraggel denotes a spy (Gen. 42:9,11,14,16,31,341' Josh. 2:l; 6:23; I 5.26:4;2 S.
15:10). 'A person whose feet are all too busy was considered a spy."t4z The form
tirgalti (Hos. ll:3;t+: may be related to Arab. rfl "suckle, nurse."

134. B. Janowski, JBTL 2 (1987) 168.
135. Contra ibid., 172.
136. Contra H.-J. Kraus, Klagelieder BK XX C1983), 41.
137 . Metzger, Kdnigsthron, 358-59.
138. + Fabry, III, 332-34.
139. J. Blank, Theologie zur Zeit I (Diisseldorf, 1986) 46-48.
I40. Metzger, "Wohnstatt," I56.
141. F. Stummer, Alttestamentliche Studien. FS F. Ncitscher BBB 1(1950),265-70;

Helfmeyer, Nachfolge Gottes, 104-5.
142. Keel, "Symbolik," 530.
143. See I above.
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2. marg"l61. The noun marg"l67 "foot end, feet," appears in Ruth 3:4,7 ,8,14; the sex-

ual connotations of the expressions are unmistakable.t44 Dnl. 10:6 describes the "feet"

of the angel as gleaming like bronze.

3. raglt. The noun raglt, "one on foot," appears inEx. 12:37 and Nu. I l:21. It refers

tofootsoldiers inJgs.20:2; I S.4:10; l5.4;2S.8:4; l0:6;1K.20:29:2K.13:7;lCh.
18:4; 19:18. The figurative question in Jer. l2:5 deserves special mention: "If you race

with foot-runners and they have wearied (l'h) yort, how will you compete with horses?"

- lit.: "If you can't ciury out an easy assignment, what will happen when the hard

oneS COme?"145

4. r"galtm. The pl. r'galim can mean "times," alternating with p"'amim (Ex- 23:14;

Nt. 22:28,32,33).

V. Deuterocanonical Texts. Gk. pofis denotes the foot in Tob. 6:2 (twice); 11:10;

Jdt. l0:4; Sir. 26:18; 38:29,30;Bar.6:17: I Mc. 5:48.

In the context of polemic against idols, Wis. l5: l5 states that the feet of idols are of
no use for walking (cf. Bar. 6:25; Ps. ll5:1).t+e

In 1 Mc. 9:16 poils is used figuratively: the enemy troops turned and followed katd

pddas, "in the footsteps," of Judas, i.e., close behind. Wis.9:16 says that only with

great labor can one find what lies "before one's feet" (NRSV "at hand"). Idols have be-

come a snare for the feet of the foolish (Wis. 14: I 1). Sir. 6:24 admonishes disciples to

put their feet into the fetters of instruction (but cf. 2l:19 [LXX B])' Sir. 6:25 (=yyy
6:36) urges disciples to let their feet wear out the doorstep of an intelligent person. A
man's footsteps reveal what kind of man he is (19:30 [LXX S2]). The foot of a fool

rushes into a house, while an experienced person waits respectfully outside (21:22).ln

5l:15 (LXX Ha) the author avers that his foot has walked on the straight path. Finally,

40:25 states that gold and silver provide a firm footing, but good counsel is esteemed

more than either. Sir. 25:20 (H) uses a vivid simile: 'A sandy ascent for the feet of the

aged - such is a gamrlous wife to a quiet husband": both are equally tiresome.

The symbolism of sovereignty and subjugation appears in Jdt. 2:7 .In a similar vein,

prostration is a gesture of subservience and homage (Jdt. l4:7; Est. 4:17d). Conversely,

the text can state that the soles (ichnos) of the enemies' feet will not be able to with-

stand rhe Assyrians'attack (Jdt. 6:41.r+t In Sir. 4:28 (H; cf. 5:14 LXX), the qal of ragal

appears with the meaning "slander."

VI. Dead Sea Scrolls. In lQM 5:13 we find the form m"rfiggele1, probably a pual

ptcp. of rgl with the meaning "sword belt."

lM. E. Zenger, ZBK 8, 67.
145. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT Xll (1968), 79.

146. H. D. Preuss, Verspottung fremder Religionen im AT' BWANT 92 (19'll),264-67.
147. Or "footprints" (NRSV), as proposed by F-. Zenger, JSHRZ l, 476; cf . I Mc. lO:'72.
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As a term for the "foot" of a human being or animal, regel appears in lQM 6:12;
lQSa 2:5; llQT 48:4-5;61:12;1QS 6:13; l0:13.

Closely connected with the metaphorical language of the Psalms are lQH 2:29;
7:25 (cf.Ps.26:12);4:3 (cf . Ps.40:3[2]);7:2(cf.Jer.38:22);8:34 (cf. Ps. 105:18);this
last passage also uses a new expression: "There are no footfalls to the tread of my feet."
The foot as a symbol of sovereignty and subjugation appears in 1QM l2:ll; l9l,3.

In an interpretation of the saying concerning Judah in Gen. 49;10, 4QPatr 3 identi-
fies the feet between which the ruler's staff lies with the thousands of Israel.

In the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice, regel appears twice, in totally obscure con-
texts (4Q403 1,2:2; 4Q406 6,3).

We find rgl in the Aramaic texts in l lQTgJob l2:l; 14:10;22:5 (cf. Job 33:l l); and
in lQapGen 20:5, in the description of Sarai's beauty.l+a

Stendebach

148. J. A. Fitzmyer and D. J. Harrington, Manual of Palestinian Aramaic Texts. BietOr 34
(1e78).

d\J ragam; d\) regem;;r?l':r rigmd;;]?llD margemA

I. l. Etymology; 2. Distribution; 3. LXX. II. Legal Use. III. Narrative Use. IV. Nouns.

l. l. Etymology. The root rgm appears in the OT as both verb and noun. It is found
also in Akkadian and Ugaritic, as well as in Jewish Aramaic, Syriac, Arabic, and
Ethiopic. In Hebrew, Jewish Aramaic, and Syriac, its only meaning is "throw stones,
stone"; in Arabic, however, it also means "curse," the only meaning associated with the
root in Ethiopic. The question of a relationship with Akk. ragamu, "cry out," and
rigmu, "cry, voice," must remain open. Possibly Ugar. rgm, "send," and rgm(t), "mes-

rdgam. H. J. Boecker, Redeformen des Rechtslebens im AT. WMANT 14 (1964), esp. 147-49;,
G. R. Driveq "Studies in the Vocabulary of the OT, IV," JTS 33 (1931132) 38-47; J. Gabriel, "Die
Todesstrafe im Licht des AIs," Theologische Fragen der Gegenwart. FS T. Innitzer (Vienna,
1952), 69-79; R. Hirzel, "Die Strafe der Steinigung: ASGW Phil.-hist. Kl. 27 (1909),223-66:
G. Liedke, Gestah und Bezeichnung alttestamentlicher Rechtsscitze. WMANT 39 (1971), esp. 49-
50; O. Michel, "Steinigung," BHHW III, 1861-62; F. Praetorius, "Athiopische Etymologien,"
ZDMG,6l (1907), 615-24,esp.620-21: G. Rinaldi, "Rigmh," BiOr26(1980 Qa; H. Schtingel-
Straumann, "Tod und Leben in der Gesetzesliteratur des Pentateuch" (diss., Bonn, 1969); R. de
Yatx, Ancls4 I, esp. 159.
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sage, report," preserve the basic meaning of the root ("send forth"), which in Hebrew

developed a specialized association with the object "stone."

2. Distribution. The root and its derivatives occur 19 times in the OT: 15 times as a

verb in the qal, once each in the forms marglmA (Prov. 26:8) and rigmalam (Ps. 68:28

[Etg.27D, and twice as a proper name (l Ch.2:47;Zec.7:2). Probably, though, the PN

regem melef; itZec. T:2 and the hapax legomenon rigmalam in Ps. 68:28(27) should be

emended: the former (with Syr.) to raf; mag hammelefti and the latter to ra! m"1tm.2

Except in Lev. 2414,16, the verb is always associated with the nolun'e!en, "stone,"

in the singular or plural, either in the accusative or linked with the prep. b". In contrast

to the OT synonym -+ )70 saqal, ragam occurs almost exclusively in exilic and

postexilic texts.

3. lXX. The LXX translates the verb with lithobole{n except in Nu. 14:10, which
:uses katalithoboletn. The noun margEmd is translated with sphend6ne-, "sling," which
suggests a similar translation of the hapax legomenon in Prov. 26:8.3

II. Legal Use. The verb is used in the context of legal ordinances in Lev. 2O:2,27:

24:14,16,23; Nu. 15:35-36;Dt.2li2l (cf. I IQT 64:5). Here it denotes more precisely

the means of execution provided for capital punishment of certain offenses: blasphemy
(Lev.24:14,16,23), desecration of the sabbath (Nu. l5:35-36), the sacrifice of children

to Moloch (Lev. 2O:2), soothsaying (Lev. 20l,27), and rebellion against one's parents

(Dt.2l:21).In many instances the requirement of stoning is preceded by the customary

death-sentence formula m61yfrmd1 (Lev. 20:2,27; 24:16; Nu. 15:35). Sometimes the

text explicitly mentions the resulting death (Nu. l5:36; Dt. 2l:21;Lev.24:23 [Syr.]).
The condemned individual was taken outside the camp or village, the witnesses for the

prosecution laid their hands on his head (Lev.24:14), and then the people present

hurled stones until the victim died. This procedure also lent expression to the collective

nature of the punishment. As a further mark of dishonor and as a deterrent, the corpse

might be hung on a tree; but it had to be removed before nightfall to keep the land from
becoming ritually defiled (Dt. 21t22-23).4

III. Narrative Use. The use of ragam in narrative texts is entirely consonant with
its use in legal contexts. Here too the subject is always stoning by a crowd as an in-
tended or actual means of execution. In this context, however, one must distinguish be-

tween the stoning demanded by a particular ordinance and simple lynch law. By refus-

ing to carry out the ban totally (Josh. 7:25), Achan disobeys a legal requirement;

similarly, an adulteress transgresses a specific law (Ezk. 16:40 23:47). But the

stonings of Adoniram (1 K. 12:18; 2 Ch. 10:18) and Zechariah son of Jehoiada (2 Ch.

l. E. Sellin, Das Zwdlfurophetenbuch. KAT Xll ('31929-1930), 528; cf . BHS.

2. H. Gunkel, Psalmen. HKATIU2 C1968),291.
3. O. Pliiger, Spriiche Salomos. BK XVII (1984), 306-7,311.
4. +i1rn fib.
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24:21) are simply emotional responses without any legal basis. Neither is there any le-
gal basis for the threat of the disenchanted Israelites to stone Joshua and Caleb (Nu.
14:10), which in the event was not carried out.

IV. Nouns. As the LXX and Pl0ger suggest,s the noun margemA, preceded by 'elen
(Prov. 26:8), refers to a sling used as a weapon; it thus incorporates the basic meaning
of the root: "send forth, hurl." The maxim in Prov. 26:8 uses the image of a stone bound
tightly in a sling to represent the irrationality of honoring a fool.

The basic meaning of the root is probably also present in the nominal derivatives regem,
used as a proper name (1 Ch.2:47), referring to a person or village in Calebite territory.

Schunck

5. Plcigea AK XVII, 306-7, 3ll.

!\1 ,ego';9t-l rg'; \lJ ragea'; YI\1D mars6a'; ;rYl]D margE'6

I. Etymology. II. Semantic Field. III. Usage. IV. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology. The etymological problems associated with the Biblical Hebrew
nour. rega', "moment, brief space of time," occasionally "rest," have found no defini-
tive solution. Earlier scholars sought to distinguish two or even three distinct roots rg'
in Biblical Hebrew;l most scholars today are inclined to identify only a single root rg'.2

.. rega'. J. Barr, Biblical Words for Time. SBT ll33 (21969); H. Brunner, "ZtmZeitbegriff der
Agypter," Studium Generale 8 (1955) 584-90; D. Daube, The Sudden in the Scriptures (Leiden,
1964); G. Harder, "onou6d(o," TDNT Vll,559-68; S. Herrmann, Time and History (Eng. trans.
Nashville, l98l); L. Kopf, 'Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelw<irterbuch," lrl8
(1958) 16l-215, esp. 202-3; C. von Orelli, Die hebrtiischen Synonyma der Zeit und Ewigkeit
genetisch und sprachvergleichend dargestellr (Leipzig, 1871); E. Otto, 'Aldgyptische
Zeitvorstellungen und Zeitbegrlffel' Die Welt als Geschichte 14 (1954) 135-48; M. Perani, "Rili-
evi sulla terminologia temporale nel libro di Giobbei' Henoch 5 (1983) 1-20; G. Robinson, "The
Idea of Rest in the OT and the Search for the Basic Character of the Sabbath," ZAW 92 ( 1980) 32-
42, esp.33,41.

) nY 'e!; + d\nD pi!'am.

l. For two see, e.9., GesB,745-46; for three, e.9., BDB,920-21.
2. E.9., W L. Holladay, A Concise Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the OT (Grand Rapids,

t97t),332-33.
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Suggested cognates include above all Arab. ra{,a'a, "return,"3 and Eth. rag'o, "come to-

gether, contract,"4 and occasionally a metathesis of Arab. ra'a!,a, "disturb," VII "do in

haste."s To all appearances, most OT occurrences can be derived from the concrete no-

tion of a "blink of an eye" (cf. esp. the Arab. expression ka-ra!' al-basaf "in the twin-
kling of an eye"6). The noun thus appears comparable in meaning to Egyp. 'n.t, "mo'
ment," which is actually written with the hieroglyph fot "eye."1

In the OT the root rg'appears not only in the nominal derivatives rega'(22 times),
*rag1a', "living quietly" (Ps. 35:20), margba', "rest" (Jer. 6:16), and marge'd, "rest"

Us;.28t12), but also as a verb: in the qal, "still" (Job 26:12:,Isa.5l:15 par. Jer' 31:35

[according to some, e.g., NRSV: "stir up"]); in the niphal, "be quiet" (Jet.47:6),rarely
"harden" (of skin); in the hiphil, "be at rest, live quietly" (Dt. 28:65; Isa. 34:14; Sir.

36:3 I ) or "cause to rest" (Isa. 5 I :4; Jer. 31:2: 50:34), but also "do in a moment," pre-

sumably denominatively from rega'(Jer.49:19 par.50:44; Prov. 12:19; cf . Job 20:5).

The verb raga' survives in rabbinic literature, as well as the nouns marg6'A (= Biblical
Heb. marge'd) and rega'.8 There we also find Aram. rig'A./rigZ (= Heb. rega).

II. Semantic Field. In OT Hebrew, rega'normally means "moment" (e.g.' Ex. 33:5)

or "in a moment, suddenly" (Isa.47:9; cf . lirgdim, "every moment"). Consequently it
can a mean a "short length of time" in general (e.g., Isa. 54:8; Jer. l8:7ff.). Only in one

passage may it mean "rest, peace" (Job 2l:13).
In the context of OT temporal terminology,e rega'is not among the relatively gen-

eral words such as -+ '19'lD m6'e/, "appointed time, date," "festival," and -+ ny 'e!'

"(point in) time, occasion, period, time"; cf. also *'open, "proper time" (Prov. 25:ll);
'"ifrn, "beginning" (Prov. 2O:20 Q; cj.7:9); z"man, "proper time, hour" (Eccl. 3:1; Est.

9:27,31 Neh. 2:6; Sir. 43:7); also Biblical Atam. zeman (11 times) and 'iddan, "(ap-
pointed) time." Neither is it among the expressions that denote a specific point in the

flow of time, e.g., -+ tl!"lllN 'al1ort1, "end, terminus; future"; --+ 19 'ad, "enduring fu-

ture"; -+ a)V 'Atam, "long duration, endurance"; -+ D1l qe/em, "ancient time,

aforetime"; -+Y? qe;, "end, end time"; and -+ l?N'l ro'.i, "beginning'" Like Biblical
Heb. pela', "moment" (Nu. 6:9; 35:22: lsa. 29.5; 30:13; Hab. 2:7; Prov. 6: 15; 29:l),ro

and its probable derivative --+ DNhD pi!'Om,rr as well as Biblical Aram. ia'6, "moment,

short time"r2 (Dnl. 3:6,15; 4:16,30 [Eng. 19,33]; 5:5), rega' denotes the briefest possi-

ble period of time: the "moment" that arrives suddenly and vanishes instantly (cf. the

two Egyptian terms for "moment": one means lit. the "twinkling of an eye"; the other

3. Lane, U3, lO37-42.
4. LexLingAeth, 311.
5. R. Dozy, Suppl4ment aux dictionnaires arabes, ll (1927), 591-92; cf. GesTh, 1264-65.

6. Lane.
7. Otto, 139 n. 17.
8. Jastrow,835, 1450.
9. See esp. Barr, Herrmann, and von Orelli.
IO. HAL,III, 991.
ll. BIz, $65y-b'; L. Kopf, W 9 (1959) 271'72.
12. kxHebAram, 173.
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refers to the time it takes a hippopotamus to surface for airl3). This explains why rega',
llke pf'am and pe!a', can also be used adverbially in the sense of "suddenly" (cf. also
meherd, "hastily").14

III. Usage. Like -+ dllllD pi1'Om and pela', rega' occl')rs primarily in the Prophets (3

times each in Isa. 40-55 and Jeremiah, twice each in Isa. 1-39 and Ezekiel) and wis-
dom literature (4 times in Job, once in Lamentations); it also occurs 3 times in Psalms,
twice in Numbers, and once each in Exodus and Ezra.

In most cases, as Daube has shown, the events qualified by rega'are negative,
threatening, or baleful in nature; they affect either God's enemies, the enemies of
God's people, or sinful Israel, collectively or individually. In a few instances, though,
rega' occvrs in positive contexts.

The OT statements about sudden events in human life or the history of a people are

strongly shaped by a combination of sapiential experience and faith in God. Experi-
ence shows that everything can be turned upside down in an instant, just as human life
bears the stamp of its brief duration. But the fugitive nature of human existence is com-
bined with a knowledge of being watched in every detail and at every moment by the
Creator, the God of Israel, present and active. Job expresses this sense perfectly: "What
are human beings, that you make so much of them, that you set your mind on them,
visit them every morning, test them every moment (lirgdim)?" (Job 7:17-18). There-
fore the exulting of the wicked is short (miqqAr6!), and the joy of the godless is but for
a moment ('ajA-rdga',20:5); they go down to Sheol suddenly (b"rega',21:13; or: "in
peace"). But the same fate awaits all, even the mighty: "In a moment (rega') they die, at
midnight the people are shaken and pass away, and the mighty are taken away by no
human hand. For his eyes are upon the ways of mortals, and he sees all their steps"
(34:20-21). The paradigmatic example is sinful Sodom, "which was overthrown in a

moment (k'm6-rdga'), though no hand was laid upon it" (Lam. 4:6).
This same perspective pervades OT prophecy. Jeremiah summarizes this observa-

tion in an oracle: 'At one moment (rega') I may declare concerning a nation or a king-
dom, that I will pluck up and break down and destroy it. . . . And at another moment
(rega') I may declare concerning a nation or a kingdom that I will build and plant it"
(Jer. 18:7,9). But Yahweh retains his sovereign power to transform the threat or prom-
ise into its opposite, because his eye is always on his people. For example, the Isaiah
Apocalypse declares that Yahweh is merciful to his people Israel: when Yahweh's
wrath comes upon his people, they are to go into hiding "for a little while" (kim'at-
rega'), untll the wrath is past (lsa. 26:20). Fundamentally, Israel remains Yahweh's
pleasant vineyard, which he waters every moment (lirgdim) and guards night and day
(27:3).

In the visions of Jeremiah against Judah, it is revealed that the whole land is to be

laid waste: "Suddenly (pi!'Am) my tents are destroyed, my curtains in a moment

13. Otto, 139; Brunner.
t4. rBHS, 539.3.lj.
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(rega')" (Jer. 4:20). Ezk. 26:l-21 threatens that, with the fall of Tyre, all the princes of
the coastlands shall step down from their thrones: "they shall tremble every moment
(lirgdim)" (v. 16; or: "tremble in agitation"l5); the fate of Egypt also makes many peo-
ples and their kings "tremble every moment (lirgdim)" (32:10).

In the exilic period Deutero-Isaiah sees it as a visionary certainty that disaster will
soon befall Babylon, "in a moment, on the same day" (rega' b\tdm 'ehd!, lsa. 47:9).
But whereas disaster befalls Babylon suddenly and conclusively, Yahweh has aban-
doned his people only "for a brief moment" (berega' qdtdn) and hidden his face from
them only for a "moment" (rega') (54:7-8); he will soon restore them in his great com-
passion.

In the context of the pre-P Sinai narrative (Ex. l9-24;32-341,ra we find Yahweh de-
scribing Israel as a stiff-necked people: "If for a single moment (rega' 'ehdQ) I should
go up among you, I would consume you" (Ex. 33:5). And the story of Korah's rebellion
(Nu. 16-17) twice describes how Yahweh suddenly (krdga') consumes his enemies:
first Korah and his supporters (16:21), then the murmuring congregation of Israel
(17:10 [16:45]).

Similar observations have left their mark on the Psalms. Ps. 6:11(10) declares that
all who have been afflicting the oppressed "shall be put to shame in a moment (rg'\."tt
In Ps. 30 the psalmist affirms that Yahweh's anger lasts but for a moment (v. 6[5])18 -or is rega'(read rdgez?) here an antonym to hayyim in the sense of "a (happy) life," i.e.,
"anxiety" or the like? According to Ps. 73, an autobiographically stylized didactic
poem, the wickedle are destroyed in a moment (kerdga') (v. l9).

Using the term in a positive sense, Ezra affirms that "now, for a brief moment"
(w"'attd kim'at-rega') Yahweh has shown favor to his people Israel, by vouchsafing
them the overwhelming experience of rebuilding the temple under the protection of the
Persian Empire (Ezr. 9:8).

IV. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls. The LXX translates the noun rega'in a variety of
ways: spoudd (Lam.4:6),zo pdras (Jer.18:7,9), did tdchous (Ps. 6:lll10l), but also
andpausis (Job 7: 1 8; 21:.13); it translates kraga' with e is fuipax (Nu. l 6:2 1,45 [ 7: 1 0])
and kim'at-rega'with mikrdn h6son h6son (lsa.26:20).

Thenoun rega'hasnotbeenfoundintheDeadSeaScrolls;theverbrg'hiphil,"dis-
turb," appears in 4Q184 1,12.

Kronholm

15. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 30; cf. D. M. Goldmann, ABR 4 (19541
55) 15.

16. R. Smend, Die Entstehung des ATs (Stuttgart, 1978),66tf .

17. H.-J. Kraus, Psalzs 1-59 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1988), 160; see t63-64 for a discus-
sion of the text.

18. Ibid., 355.
19. + YUil raia'.
20. Harder, 563.
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i171 rada: r17 radd tt 1'!J rdlal
??

I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences; 3. LXX. IL Meaning: l. Lexical Field; 2. Secular Usage; 3.

Religious Usage; 4. Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. | . Etymology. The root rdh is Common Semitic. It appears in Akkadian (redfi and

radadu, "pursue"r), Syriac (rd'), Arabic (rdy), Aramaic (rd' or rdyz), and Hebrew. The

root rdd is thought to be related; it occurs in Jewish Aramaic and Modern Hebrew as

well as in Biblical Hebrew. A root rfi or drda occurs in one Ugaritic text;5 whether it
has anything to do with our root is not clear.

2. Occuruences. The verb rajd occurs 27 times in the OT. The lexicons distinguish

two roots: rdh I, "rulel' with 24 occurrences, and rdh II, 'take, seize"' with 3. In addi-

tion, the root rd appears 3 times in the OT. There are also 4 occurrences of rdh and2 of
rdd in the Dead Sea Scrolls. The distribution of occurrences among the individual

books and groups of books reveals no particular concentration: rdhl: Genesis 2,Leviti-
cus 4, Numbers and Deuteronomy I each, I Kings 3, Isaiah 3, Ezekiel 2,Joel 1, Psalms

4, Lamentations, Nehemiah, and 2 Chronicles 1 each; rdhll: Jtdges 2, Jeremiah l: rdd:

1 each in 1 Kings, Isaiah, and Psalms.

3. lXX. The translations used by the LXX are so varied that they themselves illumi-
nate the problems involved in semantic analysis: there are 4 occurrences of drchein

(Gen. l:26,28; I K. 5:4[En g. 4:24)) or katdrchein (Neh. 9:28); the translation lqriertein
(Isa. l4:2) or katalcyriertein (Ps. 49:15[14);72:8; I l0:2) also occurs 4 times. Then there

are 3 occurrences of katateinein (Lev.25:43,46,56) and I of di6kein (Lev.26:17) and

the related ergodi1kte{n (2 Ch. 8: l0). Other translations appear only once: ikstasis (Ps.

68:281271), exegeirein (Nu. 24:19), existdnai (Isa. 41:2); epikratein (1 K. 9:23);

epistdtes (1K.5:30[16]),katdgein(Lam. 1:13), katergdzesthai(Ezk.34:4),paiein(Isa.

rdQ,h. B. S. Childs, OT Theology in a Canonical Context (Philadelphia, 1986); K. Koch, "Ge-
staltet die Erde, doch heget das Leben!" "Wenn nicht jetzt, wann dann?" FS H.-J. Kraus
(Neukirchen-v1uyn, 1983), 23-36; N. Lohfink, "'Macht euch die Erde untertan!"' orientierung
38 (1974) 137-42 idem, "Growthl' Great Themes from the OT (Eng. trans. Edinburgh' 1982)'

167 -82; G. von Rad, ThAT, | (61969); G. Rinaldi, " rdh (rd')," BeO 2l (1979) 78; W. H. Schmidt'

Die Schi)pfungsgeschichte der Priesterschrift. WMANT 1'7 (2196',7); H. Wildberger, "Das Abbild
Gottes," Jahwe und sein Volk. GSAT. ThB 66 (1979), I 10-45 (repr. from TZ 2l [19651 245-59,
481-501); H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of the OT (Eng' trans. Philadelphia, 1974); W. Zimmerli,
Grundriss der alttestamentlichen Theologie. nry 3 C1985).

l. AHw, 11,940-41.
2. Beyer,692.
3. WUS, no.2492.
4. UT, no.7O0.
5. KTU,1.10, ilI,6.
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14:6), paradiddnai (Dt. 2Ot2O), patein (Joel 4: l3[3: l3]), and plei1n (Ezk. 29:15). ln
Ps.68:28(27 ) the translation "in ecstasy" gives the impression that the LXX has inter-
preted the text very differently. In the case of katdgein and possibly exegeirein, the
LXX appears to have read the root yrd, and in the case of existemi, the hiphil of hrd.

The LXX translates rdhllwith exairein (Jgs. l4:9 [twice]) and epikratein (Jer. 5:31).
For rdd it uses epakoiein (Isa. 45: I ), katabatnein (1K. 6:32), and hypotithinai (Ps. 144:2).

II. Meaning.
l. Lexical Field. Jgs. l4:9 uses the root rdhlltwice in connection with the honey

that Samson finds in the body of the lion and "removes." The occurrence in Jer. 5:31
more likely involves rdft L

To approach the question of the semantic content of the root rdh I with great cau-
tion, we shall first examine its grammatical relationships. First, we observe that rdh
usually has a personal subject; it therefore denotes an action performed by a human
agent. The subject may be the priests (Jer. 5:31), an alien, an Israelite, or all Israel (Lev.
25:43,46,53;Dt.2O:20;Isa.l4:2), a supervisor (1 K. 5:30[16);9:23;2 Chr. 8:10), the
tribe of Benjamin (Ps. 68:28[27D, or Egypt (Ezk.29:15). Other subjects include shep-
herds (Ezk. 34:4), enemies (Neh. 9:28;Lev.26:17), and human beings in general (Joel
4:13[3:13]), as well as the king of Israel (Ps.72:8; 110:2) or of Babylon (Isa. 14:6),
Cyrus (Isa. 4l:2), and the ruler out of Jacob (Nu. 24:19). Ps. 49:15(14) speaks figura-
tively of personified death and its dominion.

The answer to the question of the object of this human action is equally clear: in the vast
majority of cases, the objects are human individuals or groups: nations (lsa. 14:2,6;45:l;
Ezk.29:15;Ps. 144:2) or their kings (Isa.4l:2), enemies (Ps. 110:2; cf. Nu. 24:19),Israel
(I*v.26:17;1 K. 5:30[6];9:23;2 Ch. 8:10), tribes (Ps. 68.28127)), the city of Jerusalem
(Lam. l: l3), an enemy city (Dt. 20:20), or an enslaved debtor (Lev.25:43,46,53). This us-
age does not differ when Ps. 72:8 describes a dominion "from sea to sea" and I K.
5:4(4:24) speaks of "all." Only two texts diverge: in Joel4:13(3: l3) the objectof rdhisthe
winepress; in Gen. l:26,28, it is the (earth and) the whole animal kingdom.

The OT provides no explicit synonyms (but cf. mil6), and so there is no help from
this source. Only a few associated expressions provide hints concerning the semantic
contentof rdh. InPs. 110:2thestatementthatYahwehwillsend (ilh)the scepterof the
king forth from Zion is associated with a command to the king to begin his rdh activity
in the midst of his foes. This verse is related semantically to v. l, which speaks of lay-
ing the king's enemies at his feet. Our verse goes on to speak of the dominion of the
king of Jerusalem over the hostile nations. Ps. 72:8 is similar: the king's rdh activity
extends from sea to sea and from the River to the ends of the earth; as a consequence
his foes bow down before him and lick the dust (v. 9). This text, too, deals with the do-
minion of the Jerusalem king over the nations of the contemporary world. Our verb
thus expresses such royal dominion over foreign or hostile nations. Lam. l: l3 also falls
into this category. Vv. 13-15 describe the distress of Jerusalem; Yahweh has sent (^i/i)
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fire from on high and thus "dominated" the city, chastising, punishing, devastating it as

though it were an enemy. The image of feet caught in a net (v. l3b) further reinforces

the statement. Here, as in Ps. ll0:2, rdh is the result of ilh; the consequences of such

"dominion" are highly disagreeable for those affected.

Here it is appropriate to discuss a special problem associated with the root rdh.lnLam.
l:13 the LXX translates the word wayyirdenndwithkatiigagen aut6, a translation that sug-

gests a form of the root yrd, 7 following this lead, Weiser reads the hiphil of yrd: "from on

high he sent fire, he made it go down into my bones."s Although this emendation is not per-

suasive, it does illustrate a remarkable tendency in the OT to confuse the roots rdhl (and

lI),rdd,andyrd.Asregards rd.d,inlK.6:32(asNothhasshowne)wearedealingwitha
technical term describing the overlaying of the cherubim and palm trees with hammered

gold; the vocalization wayyareQ could also be interpreted as a hiphil form from ri/. Isa.

45: I says of Cyrus that Yahweh has grasped him by the right hand to "cast down" nations

and open doors before him. The infinitive construct is l"ra!. Elliger comments: "The vo-

calization is unusual. The form probably represents the qal infinitive construct of rdd. . . ;

it can hardly be the hiphil infinitive construct of yrd. . . , as Wellhausen proposed."lo Since

the obj. gbyimis characteristic of rdh, that verb should also be considered.

As to the similarities of rdh to the root yrd, the vocalization r"Qdh inPs. llO:2, fifi
in Joel 4:13(3:13), and yard h lsa. 4l;2 are entirely consonant with derivation from

yrd similarly, w"'6ri1in Isa. 10: l3 is clearly the hiphil of yrd, and does not need to be

emended to wa'erd:tt "I [the king of Babylon] have brought down those who sat on

thrones." The lexical field of the context, however, suggests rdh inPs. 110:2: "Rule in

the midst of your foes."
The two remaining texts are difficult. The reading of 1QIs" for Isa' 4l:.2 is ybrtd;

Elliger described the MT form yrd as a hiphil of yrd apocopated for no apparent reason:
..he 

[cyrus] brings down kings."tz The other possibility, requiring just a slight alter-

ation of the vocalization to ydrdQ, is derivation from rdd: "he subjugates."l3 In Joel

4:13(3:13) Rudolph finds rdd, the Vulg. yrd.ra Andthe expressionyirdfi'al-y"!Ahemin

Jer. 5:31 could mean either "the priests rule by their own authority" or "the priests

stand alongside them [the prophets]."ts

2. Secular (lsage. In order to establish as solid a basis as possible, our analysis of
secular usage will begin where most of the texts using rdh appear to be concentrated:

7. See BIIS.
8. A. Weiser, Klagelieder ATD ){Yllz (1992),309; cf. NRSV.

9. M. Noth, Kdnise. BKlx/l (1983), 102.

10. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja. BKXVI (1989)' 481'
ll. As proposed by H. Torczyner, Die Bundeslade und die Anfiinge der Religion Israels

(Berlin, 1930), 19-20; cf. K8L2,875.
12. Elligea BK X.Ul, 106.
13. Ewald, Duhm, Volz, and also Westermann (cited by Elliger).
14. W. Rudolph,loel, KATXIIUZ (1971), 78.

15. See, for thi former, A. weiser, Jeremia 1-25. ATD XX (1981), 43; for the latte\ zilrcher
Bibel; cf . NRSV; for other possibilities see W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT XII (1968), 42'
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statements concerning kings.l6 In these contexts rdft is usually constructed with b". We
are told that Solomon "had dominion over all the region west of the Euphrates" (l K.
5:4[4:24)). One way in which Yahweh gives assistance to his agent is to "cast down na-
tions before him and rule over kings" (Isa.4l:2, rdhwith acc.). In a political dirge
taunting the king of Babylon, his tyranny is described by the statement: "he struck the
peoples in wrath and ruled the nations in anger" (Isa. 14:6). When Egypt's fortunes are
restored, the Egyptians will dwell once more in their land, but without oppressing other
peoples; for "I will make them so small that they will never again rule over the nations"
(Ezk.29:15). With its summons to the king to "rule in the midst of [his] foes," Ps.

1 l0:2 reflects this usage, as does Ps. 72:8 with its promise that Solomon will "have do-
minion from sea to sea." These texts reflect the ideal of the universal dominion of the
Davidides;tz Nu. 24: 19 looks forward to one out of Jacob who will have dominion over
his enemies and destroy those who have escaped from the cities.

The prominent role of the root rdh in royal language explains both the use of the
root for all kinds of supremacy and its frequent association with acts of violence,
linked in part with the motif of anger: the superintendency of Solomon's chief supervi-
sors is described as dominion over the people (l K. 5:30[16];9:23;2 Ch. 8:10: in each
instance rdhwithb).The Dtn law governing war speaks of the military conquest of a

city (Dt. 2O:20, rdh with suf.). And the wickedness of the Israelites had the historical
consequence that Yahweh abandoned them to the hands of their enemies, who had do-
minion over them (Neh. 9:28, rdh with b).The meaning of "the upright will have do-
minion of them [rdh with b1 in the morning" (Ps. 49:15[14]) remains unclear.

The observation that a king's dominion over the nations, like any kind of dominion
over individuals or groups, can involve the use of force finds various forms of expres-
sion. The curses concluding the Holiness Code include a reference to the military de-
feat of the Israelites: their foes will rule over them and put them to flight (Lev.26 17,
rdhwith b1. In Isa. 14:6 the striking of the peoples and the ruling of the nations are
linked with the wrath ('ebrd) and anger ('ap) of the Babylonian king. And Ezekiel ac-
cuses the wicked shepherds of ruling with force (b"hozqd) and harshness (bfodref;) in-
stead of caring for the weak and sick and seeking the strayed and lost (Ezk. 34:4).

The Ezekiel passage, however, probably suggests that dominion does not inherently
require force, because the wicked shepherd is contrasted with the good shepherd, who
exercises his dominion for the benefit of the flock. This contrast implies that the exer-
cise of dominion does not automatically involve the use of force in every case. Proba-
bly this principle also underlies Ps. 68:28(27), which calls Benjamin, though the youn-
gest, "tleir ruler," alluding to the early dominance of the tribe of Benjamin over other
Israelite tribes, a situation possibly reflected also in Jgs. 5:14 as well as in the time of
Saul.18 Similarly, the law governing treatment of persons enslaved for debt forbids rul-
ing over them "with harshness" (b"peref,) (Lev.25:43,46,53).

16. Wildberger, 1241'Wolf| 163; Schmidt, 139-41.
17. H.-J. Kraus, Psclms 60-150 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1989),75,349-50.
18. See, respectively, H.-J. Zobel, Stammesspruch und Geschichte. BZAW 95 (1965),46;

Kraus, 45.
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This brings us to a final example. Joel 4:13(3:13) is a summons to harvest the

grain and then make wine: because the winepress is full, the men are to come and

"tread." Here rdh clearly refers to the treading of the winepress.le Derivation of this

form r"/fi from the root yrd, "go down,"2o is grammatically possible but unlikely in

this context. If, then, rdh means "tread," and if in association with a king it means

"ruIe, have dominion," we must inquire concerning the relationship between the two

meanings. Since Lohfink proposes a different root for Joel 4:13(3:13), he takes

"wander about" as the basic meaning of rdh, with the semantic development "accom-

pany" > "lead" ) "rule."2l For Lohfink, then, the aspect of dominion is secondary.

The same is true in the case of those who take "tread" as the basic meaning,2z argu-

ing that the meaning "rule" is based on the image of treading under one's feet. In this

analysis the "treading" is often rendered more forcefully as "trampling over" or even

"trampling underfoot."23 As a result, ruling becomes associated inherently with coer-

cion and tyranny. Some scholars do, however, point out that the treading ofgrapes in

the wine press is a positive action with respect to the end products, must and wine, or

that the treading of grapes is a "re-fashioning actiYity:'24 so that ruling must be un-

derstood as a beneficial action. The question can hardly be resolved in principle, be-

cause Joel 4:13(3:13) admits both aspects, and the OT also expresses ambivalence

about the exercise of rule.

3. Religious Usage. In the strict sense there is no religious usage involving rdh, be-

cause God does not appear as either subject or object. Of course, the legislation con-

cerning debt slaves can be called religious on the grounds that they presuppose a theo-

logically based anthropology. In Israel rule over such slaves must never be exercised

"with harshness" (b"pereft, Lev.25:43,46,53). If an Israelite is the owner of an Israelite

debt slave, the motivation for humane treatment is the servitude of Israel in Egypt and

personal fear of God (25:42-43). But if the owner of the Israelite slave is a resident

alien who has prospered, then 25:53 requires the Israelites themselves "to be responsi-

ble for seeing that the alien does not mistreat their brother."2s

A comparable anthropological conviction also lies behind Gen. l:26,28. Here, in the

context of P's creation account, the relationship of human beings to (the earth and)

other living creatures is defined.
Once again using rdh and b", Gen. l:26 names the object of human dominion as "the

fish of the sea, the birds of the air, all 'the wild animals of' the earth' and every creep-

19. AuS,lY,354-82, esp. 369.
20. Lohfink, "Erde," 139; idem, "Growth," 178'

21. "Growth," 167-68:. cf . idem, "Erde," 139.

22.YonRad, 160; wolff, 163; O. Kaiser, Das Buch des Propheten Jesaja. ATD XVIII (1983),

24 n. 12.
23. For the former see schmidt, 147 n. 3; wildberger, 124; w. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm

(Eng. trans. 1983),205; K. Elliger, l-eviticus. HATIV (1966),358 n.54,361; C. Westermann,

Geiesis 1-t t (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1984), 158-60. For the latter see Lohfink, "Growth," 178.

24. Wolff, 163.
25. Elliger, HAT lY, 359.
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ing thing." V. 28 lists these as "the fish of the sea, the birds of the air, and every living
thing that moves upon the earth." V. 26 associates the dominion exercised by human
beings with their being made in the image of God.26 And v. 28 defines God's blessing
upon humankind by speaking first of fertility, increase, and filling the earth and subdu-
ing it, then in a second section of human dominion over the animal kingdom. This
blessing thus includes more than does God's decision to create humankind (v. 26),
where the first section does not occur. Could this mean that dominion is understood as

belonging inherently to humankind, distinguished from the blessing of increase be-
cause the latter is associated with the whole animal kingdom (v.22)? This interpreta-
tion is certainly possible, but v. 28 speaks of"subduing the earth" (w"kibiuhd) as an el-
ement of God's blessing alongside dominion over the animal kingdom. And
Westermann is correct in considering the root kb.i substantially synonymous with
rdh;zt oS course it does not mean subjection by force, but rather putting the earth to
use.28 It is thus clear that being made in God's image includes exercising dominion
over the earth and its fauna and that this dominion is understood as a blessing.2e

If we take this double conclusion as our starting point for further analysis of human
dominion, we first note that the association of our word with royal ideology means
only that to human beings alone among living creatures has God granted royal status.30
In this sense Ps. 8:7(6) "is saying exactly the same,"3r since v. 6(5) describes human
beings as crowned kings. But we must be careful not to read too much into the similar-
ity of this language to that of the royal court, looking for an association with the violent
regimes of the ancient Near East or even saying that the "dignity of absolute royal rule
is granted to the multitude of all men."32 Gen. I says nothing at all about the character-
istic feature of such kings, namely their dominion over nations and hence other human
beings.33 In a discussion of Gen. l, therefore, it would be hard to speak of dominion
"over the world,"3a not to mention dominion over creation.35

Human dominion, limited to the earth and the animal kingdom, derives from being
made in the image of God and is understood as an aspect of God's blessing. It follows
necessarily that human dominion is a power bestowed by God and must serve to main-
tain God's order.36 Human rule must have positive consequences for the ruled; in rul-
ing, humans must preserve their humanity and remain humane.37 Therefore human do-
minion can be understood only as an action for which humans are accountable to God.

26. Zimmerl| 28ff.; Schmidt , 139-42.
27. Westermann, l6l.
28. Contra S. Wagner, -+ VII, 56. See K. Koch, W 37 (198'1) 459.
29.For a detailed discussion see Schmidt, 147ff.
30. Westermann, 158.
31. Idem.
32. Wolff, 163.
33. W. Gross, -+ IX, 69.
34. Von Rad, 160.
35. Childs, 199.
36. W. Gross, -+lX,'11.
37. Westermann, 159-60.
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Even the slaying of animals is not permitted until the time of "Noachite man."38 Hu-

man dominion over the earth should therefore contribute to the preservation and bene-

fit of God's creation.3e
We may ask the meaning of the fact that such dominion is mentioned only in Gen.

1:28, and does not even reappear when the command to be fruitful and multiply is re-

peated in 9'.1 .Indeed, many scholars propose emending 9:7 to include dominion, on

the grounds that the restriction ofthe prohibition against slaying in 9:1-3 is needed to

make "human dominion humane."a0 Others follow the MT as it stands, concluding

from the deliberate omission of human dominion that it had "become irrelevant to post-

deluge humanity," because humans and animals were now enemies, so that something

like a "state of war" existed between humanity and the animal kingdom.al Although it
is proper to use the MT as our point of departure, it would be wrong to allow subse-

quent texts to relativize what is said in Gen. 1. Nothing is retracted: humanity remains

made in the image of God; the blessing on humanity is not revoked, so that human be-

ings still exercise divine dominion within the created ordet.42

Finally, in describing more closely the nature of human dominion, we must keep in

mind that Gen. I voices the anthropological convictions of P and that H, with its require-

ment that masters treat enslaved debtors humanely, stands fairly close to P in time.a3

4. Dead Sea Scrolls. The usage of rdhinthe Dead Sea Scrolls closely resembles that of
the OT. Dominion is thought of in royal terms: the daughters of the people are to rule

b"malkfitTQM 12:15; l9:7). Nu. 24:l7b is quoted in lQM I l:6, and v. 19 follows in 1.7:

wyrd my'qwb wh'byd {ryd [m]'r which Lohse translates: "He will come forth from Jacob

and destroy those who have escaped [from the] city."a+ p1ut". translates: "He comes down

from Jacob . . . ," while noting that Bardtke, Carmignac, and Dupont-Sommer prefer

"ruIe," deriving the verbal form from rdhrather thanyrd, probably a more likely interpre-

tation.as Finally, IQS 9:23 uses our verb with b'for domineering a slave'

Two passages in unpublished scrolls speak of a sinner's sins ( wnwt) against "his mas-

tet'' (rwdh, qal ptcp.), suggesting the possible use of the participle as a divine appellative.

The root rdd occurs only in the expression qbl m"rfrdddy' "a sustained sound" (lQM
8:5'14)' 

Zober

38. G. Botterweck, -+ III, 137.

39. H.-J. Zobel, ZZ 38 (1984) 228-33, with bibliog.
40. See, e.g., Westermann, 462-63; see also 469.

4l . E.g., Lohfink, "Growth," I 80. A similar position is taken by Wolff' 248 n. 13; more re-

cently K. Koch, l{l" 37 (198'l) 458-59.
42. Schmidt, 143-44.
43. O. Eissfeldt, Einleitung (1976),317; cf . Elliger, HAT lV, 347-48.
44. E. Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran (Munich, 21971),205.

45. J. Maier, Die Texte vom Tbten Meer (Mrtnich, 1960), l, 137;ll, l2"l .
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d11 rdm;;lp:D[ tardcma

I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. II. Everyday Meaning. III. Theological Usage: 1. God as

Agent; 2. Holy War; 3. Revelation; 4. Covenant. IV. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. l. Etymology. Whether the root rdmhas cognates in other Semitic languages is
uncertain. It is hard to prove derivation from an original biliteral root dam or tam, "stop
up, close," with different triliteral equivalents in the various Semitic languages.l There
may be some connection with Akk. nardama, "bridle, noose; mooring pole,"2 or "foot-
print; clasp";3 or raddmu, "fetus; pour forth?"+ The Arabic cognates are radama, "stop
up, fill up, repair," and radm, "filling up, dam."s This is sometimes taken as the basic
meaning of the Hebrew word.6

2. Occurrences. The verb rdm occurs 7 times in the OT, always in the niphal: Jon.
1:5,6; Prov. 10:5; Ps.76:7(Eng.6); Dnl. 8:18; 10:9; cf. Jgs. 4:21.The derived noun
turddmA also occurs 7 times: Gen. 2:21; 15:.12 I 5.26:12; Isa. 29:10; Job 4: 13; 33: 15;

Prov. l9:15.

II. Everyday Meaning. The different phases of sleep identified by modern study
are reflected already in the Hebrew vocabulary - if we take this statement with a grain
of salt and allow a certain vagueness in the distinctions. The first phase, light and su-
perficial slumber, is referred to as nfimA (from nwm). Normal sleep, with its phases of
rapid eye movement indicating dreams, is called idnd'/h. Deep, dreamless sleep is
termed tarddmd.

Sleep in generalT means in the first instance the cessation of bodily activity and dis-

rdm. W. Beyerlin, Die Rettung der Bedriingten in den Feindpsalmen der Einzelnen auf insti-
tutionelle Zusammenhtinge untersucht. FRIA.NT 99 (1970); A. de Buck, De godsdienstige
opfatting van den slaap inzonderheit in het oude Egypte. MEOL 4 (1939); M. Dahood, "Hebrew-
Ugaritic Lexicography, ){II: Bibl 55 (1974) 381-93, esp. 391-92; L. Delekat, Asylie und
SchutzorakelamZionsheiligtum(Leiden,l967);E.L.Ehrlich, DerTraumimAT.BZAWT3(1953);
S. Fraenkel, "Miscellen zum Koran, L Die Seele wiihrend des Schlafes," ZDMG 56 (1902)71-72:
R. K. Gnuse, The DreamTheophany of Samuel (Lanham, 1984); R. Schlichting. "Schlaf," kr4g.
Y,642-44; H. Schmidt, Das Gebet der Angeklagten im AT! BZAW 49 (1928): J. G. S. S. Thomson,
"Sleep, an Aspect of Jewish Anthropology," fI 5 (1955) 421-33; W. Westendorf, "Beitriige aus
und zu den medizinischen Texten, III. Incubus-Vorstellungen." 

^S 
96 ,19701 145-49.

l. Thomson, 422-23.
2. CAD, N/I, 351-52.
3. AHw, ll,746.
4. AHw 11,941.
5. Wehr, 335.
6. GesB,746.
7. --> lu)\ yaion.
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cursive thought; this temporary inactivity is salubrious and alleviates fatigue. Sleep is a

necessary counterpart to physical labor and muscular exertion. Insomnia is considered

a punishment for a deviant way of life (e.g., Prov. 4:16; Eccl. 5:1lb[l2b]). Sound sleep

is "sweet," i.e., it is a benefit vouchsafed to the wise (Prov. 3:24) and those who labor

honestly (Eccl. 5:1lall2a)). Nevertheless, this great gift of God must be enjoyed in
proper measure and at the proper time. Oversleeping at inappropriate times is sharply

criticized by the sages. Prov. 10:5 castigates sleeping in harvest time as a disgrace, in
contrast to the proper productive behavior. According to Prov. 19:15, laziness brings on

deep sleep; such idleness results in hunger. (The text, though well attested, could be

corrupt; emendation of tardemh to the graphically similar hodarim would produce a

strict parallelism: "laziness causes the storerooms to diminish.")8
That deep sleep blocks all perception, even ofextreme danger, is illustrated by Jgs.

4:2l,where Jael kills the sleeping Sisera with a tent peg, and by I5.26:12, where Da-

vid protects the sleeping Saul, refusing out of respect for Yahweh's anointed to seize

the chance to kill his persecutor.

III. Theological Usage.
l. God as Agent. That sleep gives rise to bridges enabling human beings to encoun-

ter God and permitting knowledge from the divine sphere to penetrate the human

sphere is a notion encountered frequently in the ancient Near East. The OT, too, as-

cribes unusually deep sleep to God, most clearly in I S. 26:12: tardemalyhwh (Dahood

interprets the phrase as a superlativee). By means of sleep, God effectively eliminates

the human beings around Saul and prevents them from interfering with the divine plan.

There may also be overtones of this notion in Jon. l:5-6. If so, Jonah's deep sleep amid

the panic of the gentile crew would show that he is still profoundly connected with the

true God even when fleeing from the presence of Yahweh. His calm during the storm is

grounded in his confession of faith ( l:9) and is an implicit polemic against the foreign
gods. (Wolff reads this scene, like the entire book, quite differently: as a satirical criti-
cism of Jonah, who in stark contrast to the exemplary conduct of the gentile sailors

withdraws into a deep, deathlike sleep, fails to ask Yahweh's will, perseveres in his

flight, and makes nothing more than an "emotionless, superficial confession of
faith.";to

The earliest text is probably Gen. 2:21 (J), which tells how the rib from which Eve

was formed was taken from Adam "in a deep sleep." One popular interpretation of this

element ofthe creation story suggests that the creature cannot look upon the Creator in
the act of creation, that creation must always remain a mystery.ll More recently the

motif of Adam's deep sleep has been interpreted as reflecting the relationship between

man and woman and emphasizing the equality of the sexes: just as when he himself

8. See BHS.
9. Dahood, 391.
10. H. W. Wolff, Jona. BK Xly13 (1977),99.
ll. H. Gunkel, Genesis. HKATVI (1977), l2; G. von Rad,Genesis. OTL(Eng. trans. 196l),

8l-82; W. Zimmerli, l. Mose l-ll. ZBK, in loc.
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was created, the man is totally passive during the creation of the woman. In other
words, God created both equally.l2

2. Holy War In contrast to the usual descriptions of panic, Ps. 76:6-7(5-6) -uniquely in the context of a holy war - says that at the shattering appearance of
Yahweh the enemy fell into a coma and "lay stunned." They were helpless as though
paralyzed.

3. Revelation It is often suggested that sleep promoted insight into divine reality
(e.g., Nu. 22:8; I S. 3:lff.).t: In particular, it is argued, the legal institution of incubation
in the temple served in Israel as a means of determining God's judgment, as reflected,
e.g., in Ps. 3:6(5); 4:9(8); 5:4(3); l'l:3-5.ta "Probably the conception is that the human
being in his sleep no longer has the potential of hiding his thoughts. The innermost re-
cesses are laid bare." There is nothing to hinder God's "investigation" of the heart.15 But
the root rdm never appea$ in this context. In late texts like Dnl. 8: 18 and 10:9 (in con-
text), it is true, deep sleep is probably an element in the process of revelation. Scholars
often simply assume that Daniel collapsed in terror when the angel spoke to him.l6 But
something more is probably involved. "The visions . . . show that their author knew what
ecstasy is."l7 When a prophet functions as a "medium," the personal human component
in the process of revelation is reduced steadily until the recipient is left powerless. The
description of the process resembles that of mystical "emptying."

This phenomenon stands in sharp contrast to Isa. 29:10, where the phrase rfiah
turdemA denotes the very opposite, the cessation of all revelation, a profound hardness
of heart sent as God's judgment to punish the disobedient people (cf. also Jer.23:23ff.).

4. Covenant. Theologically, the most important text is probably Gen. 15:12. It is
hard to assign this passage to a source stratum.18 The deep sleep that falls upon Abra-
ham is not intended to set the scene as the reception of a prophetic oracle. Its point is
rather to emphasize that Yahweh's covenant with Abraham is to be ascribed entirely
and exclusively to Yahweh's own initiative. Abraham, the human party to the covenant,
is sound asleep at the moment of God's critical action. The ritual passage of both par-

12. C. Uehlinger, BN 43 (1988) 90-99; C. Dohmen, Schdpfung und Tod. SBB 17 (1988), 84,
306-8; H. Schiingel-Straumann, "Frau und Mann in den biblischen Schiipfungstexten," in
P. Gordan, ed., Gott schuf den Menschen als Mann und Frau (Graz, 1989), 73-103, esp. 84-85.

13. A. Jirku, ZAw 33 (1913) 151-53.
14. See esp. Schmidt; Delekat, 6-7,70-72; Beyerlin.
15. H.-J. Kraus, Psalrts l-59 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1988), 247.
16. See, e.g., K. Marl'i, KHC XVIII, 61, 75.
17. A. Bentzen, Daniel. HAT XIX (1952),6; cf. G. Hrilscher, Die Profeten (Leipzig, l9l4),

15,26ff.
18.Forasurveyof themanyliteraryanalyses,seeJ.Ha, Genesis 15.B7AW l8l (1989),on

two folded leaves between pp. 30 and 3 I . Ha considers the whole chapter homogeneous and late;
for a different view see H. Mrille, Genesis 15. FzB 62 (1989); P. Weimar, FS J. Scharbert
(Stuttgart, 1989), 361-41 1.
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ties through the cut-up animals (cf. Jer.34:18) signifies a conditional self-execration
should the agreement be broken,le a notion that pushes the boundaries of theological
expression: God will dismember himself just like the animals should he break the cov-

enant. The mutuality of the covenant ritual, conventional elsewhere, here unfolds in the

direction of a unilateral commitment on the part of God.20

IV. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls. To translate the 14 occurrences of the verb and

noun, the LXX uses no fewer than 9 different lexemes: it translates the verb with
existdnai, "lose consciousness, be transported" (Jgs. 4:2I); nystdTein, "slumber" (Ps.
'76:7t61); katanenygminos, "fast asleep" (Dnl. 10:9 Theodotion; LXX reads p eptdk6s);

and katheildein, "sleep," par. rhdnkein, "snore" (Jon. 1:5,6); the noun with ikstasis,
"ecstasy" (Gen.2:21: 15:12); ph6bos, "fear" (Job 4:13;33:15); ttuimbos, "astonish-

ment" (l 5.26:12); and katdnyxi.r, "stupor" (Isa. 29:10). Clearly anomalous is the

translation androgynaion, "androgyny," in Prov. 19:15. The meaning of the Hebrew

text was patently unclear to the translators.
The root has not been found in the Dead Sea Scrolls published to date.

Oeming

19. On the practice of mutilation as a punishment for breaking a treaty, see G. Brunet, SfI30
(1979),6s-72.

20. See the numerous works of E. Kutsch on the subject of b"ri1, e.9., NT - Neuer Bund?
(Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1978), esp. 22-23.
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I. Etymology. II. l. OT; 2. Military Contexts; 3. Figurative Usage; 4. Adversaries in Poetry.

m. LXX. IV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

ra/ap. M. L. Barr6, 'Amos l:11 Reconsidered: CBQ 47 (1985) 420-27: W. Beyerlin, Die
Rettung der Bedrringten in den Feindpsalmen der Einzelnen auf institutionelle Zusammenhiinge
untersucht. FRI^A,NT 99 (1970); A. Deissler, Psalm ll9 (ll8) und seine Theologie. MTS ll
(1955); M. Dijkstra and J. C. de Moor, "Problematical Passages in the Legend of Aqhatu," UF 7
(1975) l7l-215; J. P. Floss, Kunden oder Kundschaften AfS 16, 26 (1982-86); E. S.

Gerstenberger, Der bittende Mensch. WMANT 54 (1981); N. Ittmann, Die Konfessionen Jere'
mias. WMANT 54 (1981); O. Keel, Feinde und Gottesleugner SBM 7 (1969); W Richter,
Traditionsgeschichtliche IJntersuchungen zum Richterbuch. BBB 19 (1963); B. Rocco, "[r
iscrizioni fenice della Grotta Regina e la Bibbia," RivB 17 (1969) 421-26; L. Ruppert, Der
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I. Etymology. Apart from Hebrew, the root rdp is not clearly attested in North-
west Semitic.l It does occur in East Semitic, albeit as an Aramaic loanword, as in the
somewhat rare radapu,z synonymous with the commoner Akk. radddu, which means
both "pursue" and (preceding another verb) "do as soon as possible";3 radpi/u, "ur-
gent";4 and ridpu, "pursui1."s Von Soden traces both semantic spectra of this root in
Akkadian to Aramaic, i.e., West Semitic.6 The problem remains that rdp is not at-
tested in the Old Aramaic and Imperial Aramaic dialects, although later occurrences
probably allow it to be reclaimed for Old Aramaic. It appears first in Nabatean (as a
PN in one epigraphic text),7 in a West Aramaic funerary inscription (Jerusalem,
around the time of Jesus' birth),8 in Samaritan,e and in Jewish Aramaic.l0 In addi-
tion, rdp appears in Christian Palestinian Aramaic,ll Syriac,l2 Mandaic,13 and Judeo-
Babylonian.la

In South Semitic the root is attested in Arabic,rs New South Arabic,l6 and possibly
Old South Arabic,lT with the basic meaning "follow after, pursue," as well as some sec-
ondary meanings. South Semitic exhibits a striking semantic restriction to contexts of
(camel) riding: "ride after, ride/mount one behind the other."

In West Semitic (apart from Aramaic; see above), the root is represented in South
Canaanite only in Biblical Hebrew. Epigraphic evidence from the other dialects is al-
most entirely lacking. The root is probably not attested in Ugaritic. (Only in KTU 1.17,
II,4l has the disputed reading rdpt n'my'rn hlr)m been proposed.lS Since this would

leidende Gerechte. FzB 5 (1972); idem, Der leidende Gerechte und seine Feinde (Wijrrzblurg,
1973);L. Schwienhorst, Die Eroberung Jerichos. SBS 122 (1986); W. von Soden,'Aramiiische
W<irter in neuassyrischen und neu- und spetbabylonischen Texten," Or 37 (1968) 261-71;
P. Weimar, Die Meerwundererziihlung. AAT 9 (1955); idem and, E. Zrnger, Exodus. SBS 75
(1975); E. Tnnger, "Tradition und Interpretation in Ex XV l-21:' SW 32 (1981) 452-83.

l. I. J. Gelb, Computer-Aided Analysis of Amorite. AS 21 (1980), 345.
2. AHw, ll,941.
3. AHw,II, 940.
4. AHw, ll,94l.
5. AHw,II, 981.
6. P.265.
7. RES 805; cf. ESE, 11,258.
8. Beyer, 346-47, with bibliog.
9. F. Rosenthal, An Aramaic Handbook. PLO 10, 2 parts in 4 vols. (1967), lU2, l01,

R. Macuch, Grammatik des Samaritanischen Aramiiiscft (Berlin, 1982), 407.
10. For the Dead Sea Scrolls see IV below.
ll. F. Schulthess, Lexicon Syropalestinum (Berlin, 1903), 190.
12. R. Payne Smith,Thesaurus Syriacus,2 vols. (Oxford, 1868-97), I1,3824-25; l,exSya 715.
13. MdD,425.
14. WTM, lY, 429-30; Beyer, 692.
15. Wehr, 335.
16. T. M. Johnstone, Mehri kxicon and English-Mehri Word-List (London, 1987), 315;

idem, Jibbdli l,exicon (Oxford, l98l).
17. ContiRossini, 238; Biella, 381; I PN in a Sabaean (?) inscription (RES, 5044; cf.

Ryckmans, 197: radtfl.
18. Dijkstra and de Moor, 180.
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be the only occurrence of the root in Ugaritic, there is little to support i1. te) For Phoeni-
cian and Punic, there is no evidence from the mainland; there are several occurrences
(5th-4th century) of the root from the Sicilian grotto of Regina.2o

As the spotty geographical distribution of the earlier occurrences of the root would
lead one to expect, the etymology of the Hebrew verb ra{ap remains obscure.

Gesenius proposed a connection with verbs containing the radicals dp (with the basic

meaning "push"), including hdflap, ndflap, and ddpd, with one occurrence of ddpi in
Ps. 50:20;zt this proposal was accepted by Levy and expanded to include derivatives of
the radical ndp.zz 76r" theory probably rests on the semantic similarity of the verbs
ndQap (Prov.2l:6; Job l3:5; Isa. 4l:2; and the rhyme in Lev. 26:36) and hd/ap (see

esp. its use in Dt. 6:191,9:4; Josh. 23:5) to the basic meaning of rdQap, "pursue, follow
after"; but this similarity can hardly be cited as evidence for the historical etymology of
the verb, for which one must still rely on South Semitic (see above). A parallel devel-
opment to that of rdp in East Semitic radadu may also be considered.

ll. l. OT. The verb occurs a total of 143 times in the OT; in addition, there is a

nominalized hophal ptcp. murdap in Isa. 14:6.23 The verb appears primarily in the qal
( 13 I times). The distribution displays a concentration in the books of Joshua-2 Samuel
(20 occurrences in Joshua, l0 in Judges, I I each in I and 2 Samuel), where, as befits
their theme, accounts of military pursuit are concentrated; there is another concentra-
tion in Psalms (20 times), which often describe the situation of an individual psalmist
metaphorically as "being pursued." The remaining occurrences are widely scattered (5

each in Genesis and Exodus, 7 in Leviticus [only in ch. 26], 8 in Deuteronomy, I in
I Kings, 3 in 2 Kings, 5 in Isaiah, 6 in Jeremiah,2 inEzekiel, 3 in Hosea, I in Amos, 4
in Job, 2 in Proverbs, 5 in Lamentations, I in Nehemiah, and 2 in 2 Chronicles). There
also two occurrences of the niphal ("be driven, pursued," Lam. 5:5; Eccl. 3: l5),24 one

of the pual (Isa. 17:13, used synonymously with ndp; cf. Ps. 1:4; Isa. 4l:2: Job
l3:25),2s and one of the hithpael (hir"dtpuhtt, lgs. 20:43, without any discernible dif-
ference in meaning from the qal).26 There are altogether 8 occurrences of the piel (Hos.
Z:9lEng.7l; Nah. 1:8; Prov. ll:19; l2:ll:, 13:21:' l5:9; l9:7;28:19); these denote more
of an idealized "pursuit" (see below).

The meaning "go after, follow," in the sense of accompaniment, suggested for the
qal of rdp in Jgs. 3:28, is unlikely,2T and can also be postulated with the aid of the

19. Cf. now the reading by B. Margalit,The Ugaritic Poem of AQHT. BZAW 182 (1989), 176,
430.

20. Rocco, 422-23.
21. GesTh, 1266-67.
22. WTM, tV,429.
23. HAL,1,632.
24. See II.3 below.
25. GesB,488.
26. On the vocalization see also GK $20h n. l, $22s.
27. As already pointed out by O. Eissfeldt, Die Quellen des Richterbuches (Leipzig, 1925),

t9-20.
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Arabic adj. radtf, "(riding) behind."28 The polarity of two parties as well as the associ-
ated hostile connotations are essential to the basic meaning. In Jgs. 3:28 it is probably
best to read r"{tt, following LXX.2e

2. Military Contexts. Most occurrences of rdp involve military terminology. It ap-
pears in several narratives of the wars of Yahweh, although it is not a formulaic expres-
sion of the "theory" of the so-called holy war.30 In military contexts the verb denotes
the active pursuit of one or more persons, with hostile intent (e.g., Gen. l4: l4-15; Dt.
1:44; Josh. 2; 8; Jgs. 4:22;7:25; I 5.23:25;25:29;26:18;2 S. 17:l',20:6-7;24:13',lsa.
4l:3;Ezk.35:6; Hos. 8:3; Ps. 109:16). The expression raQap 'ahorO (+ pronominal
suf.) occurs about45 times (e.g., Gen.35:5; Josh. 2:7;Jgs. 8:5; I5.23:25;2 S. 17:l;
2 K. 5:21; only once do we find wayyirdpfr 'el-miQydn [Jgs. 7:25): adversative or
locative3l); the use of'ah'rA also serves to express the spatial separation between pur-
suer and pursued.32 Aside from a slightly diminished frequency of this expression in
poetic and prophetic texts, there is no discernible semantic difference, not even in in-
tensity, marked by the presence or absence of 'ah"rA (cf., e.g., Jgs.4:16 with 9:40;
2 Ch. 13:19 with 14:12[13]; 2 S. 2:19 with Am. 1:11).

The verbal clause "X pursues Y" is sometimes expanded to include more details
concerning the geographical extent of the pursuit (e.g., Gen. 14:14: wayyirddp'a{-
ddn; Josh.2:7: rd{"pfi'al.torO; I 5.23:25: wayyirdop 'ahaorA-Qawid lblmidbar ma'6n;
similarly Gen. 14:15; Dt. l:44:. Josh. 7:5; l0: l0; 1 l:8;24:6; Jgs. 4:16; 20:43; I S. 7:1 l;
17:52;2Ch. 14:12). In many cases the additional information serves not so much to
define the limit of the pursuit as to emphasize the completeness of the victory.33

In two texts the pursuit is expanded by a temporal expression. The first, Gen.3l:23
(J), describes Laban's pursuit of Jacob: deref, iip'a1 yamim. It is unclear whether this
apposition formed part of the original narrative. V. 25 begins with wayyaiidg ldpdn 'e1-

ya"qdb, repeating the wayya$Eg of v.23. Some scholars consider v.25aa the continu-
ation of v. 23b.3a But if the story of Jacob's flight in vv.22-23,25 is formulated deliber-
ately to echo Ex. 14:9 (which does not say how long the pursuit lasted),35 would it not
be more reasonable to delete v. 23ap-b as a secondary introduction to v. 24? If so, the
interpolator added v. 23, describing the length of the pursuit and locating Laban's
dream in the hill country of Gilead, in order give firm shape to the narrative. The obser-

28. See above; J. Gray, Joshua, Judges, Ruth. NCBC (1986),252.
29. GesB,746; HAL, lII, ll921. on the consequences of this emendation for literary analysis,

see Richter, 7.
30. F. Stolz, Jahwes und Israels Kriege. ATANT 60 (1972); Richter, 177-86; -+ ifan)n

milhdmd.
31. GesB,37-38.
32. --> )1l1ll 'ahrA.
33. Richter, 53.
34. C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1985), 494; E. Blum, Die

Komposition der Vtitergeschichte. WMANT 57 (1984), 125, l3l; et al.
35. Weimar andZenger,5l-52; see also W. Fuss, Die deuteronomistisch Pentateuchredaktion

in Exodus 3-17. BZAW 126 (19'12),304.
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vation that dbq inv.23b, unlike n.fg, exhibits affinities with rdp (see below) and has no

parallel in Ex. 14:9 also supports this analysis.
The second temporal expression, in 2 S. 17:1, is unproblematic; it describes not the

duration of the pursuit but the time it takes place: Ahithophel proposes to pursue David

at night.
Accounts of the military pursuit of one or several enemies rarely appear out of no-

where. Panicked flight after battle against a superior foe evokes pursuit (Josh. l0:10;
I l:8; I S. 17:52:' also the story in Josh. 8 [feigned flight]; and other texts). This situa-

tion is often marked textually by the use of -+ D'll nris (Gen. 3l:22-23 - for good rea-

son - uses the synonym -+ Il"lI brh36 for flight motivated by social pressure, as does

the J narrative thread of Ex. 14:5*,9; see below). The verbs nfis and rdp thus form part

of a Dtr "pattern" used to describe battles (Josh. 7:4-5; Jgs. l:6; 4:15-16 7:23;8:12;
I S. l7:51-52 1K.20,20:-2K.9:27;2Ch.14:11-12). Here rdpisatechnicaltermfor
the continuation of a battle following victory (clearly, e.g., in Gen. 14: l5: wayyakkem

w ayy i rd p e m' a8 - h6! d ; and in Josh. lO : 19 : ri lpfi 'a|torA' oy" ! A f, e m w" zinnal t e m' 6 gm).
The goal ofthis pursuit by the victors is to overtake the fugitives, then totally to de-

stroy, liquidate, or drive out the enemy. These two elements also belong to the pattern

mentioned above, but do not necessarily appear together. Overtaking 1-; liA! nJg

hiphil) appears in Gen. 3l:25;44:4;Ex. l4:9;15:9; Josh. 2:5; I S. 30:8; 2 K. 25:5 par.

Jer. 39:5; Jer. 528; Ps. 18:38(37) (unlike 2 5.22:38); Lam. 1:3. The battle after the fu-
gitives are overtaken is often described with -+ iiD) nkh hiphil (e.g., Josh.7:5; l0:10;
ll:8;1S.7:11;25.2:22-23;2K.9:21)or-+)5:npt(e.g.,Jgs.4:16;9:40;lS.l7,52;
2 Ch. l4:l2l 131). Depending on the purpose of the pursuit, other verbs are also found
(e.g., tpi, 2 K. 25:5-6; Jer. 52:9; lqh, Ier. 39:5; 'hz, Jgs. 1:6; lkd, Jgs. 8:12', znb, Josh.

10:19).
The logical sequence of events as listed (battle, flight, pursuit, overtaking, battle)

does not always appear in the text. The elements do not constitute a set formula re-
peated using the same words. Most often we find the pair nfis and rdp or rdp and ndg;

the latter can also function as a merism including the other elements (1 S. 30:8; Ex.
l5:9; Lam. l:3).

In rhetorical settings Weimar and T,enger prefer to shift the emphasis to the act of
overtaking, postulating for the narrative texts a concentration - not demonstrable sta-

tistically - on the pursuit of Israelites by non-Israelites.3T Barrd also postulates a fixed
pattern, which, however, does not include nfrs as an element in the logical sequence of
battle; his action of pursuit comprises three stages: "catch up with - apprehend - de-

cide fate of." Even a glance at his table, in which only three passages reflect the entire

triad, suggests combining the last two elements.38

The reworked narrative in Josh. 7:2-5 and 8: l -35 provides a good example of the lit-
erary realization of this battle pattern. While 7:4-5 follows this schema, with its ele-

36. On the difference in meaning between the two synonyms, see E. Jenni, Or 47 (1978) 351-
59.

37. Weimar and Zenger, 52-53.
38. See Barr€,423-24.
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ments of battle, flight, pursuit, and renewed battle, ch. 8, with the device of feigning

flight to provoke pursuit (v.6: wJtds"'fi'ah"rAnfi; vv. 16,17,20,24: rdp), turns these very

elements into the motif that dominates the whole narrative of the capture of Ai.
The schema of pursuing a fleeing enemy appears also to have influenced the law

governing cities of refuge in Dt. 19:5-6 (nfis, railap, ndiag, ndkd; in Josh. 2O:4-5 with-
out na{ag, for contextual reasons3e) and the Dtr curse in Dt. 28:45 (fir"QapAftd

w"hisitgfi!fi'a{ hiiidm"Sdk); see also the interpolation Dt. 30:7, where curses pursue

Israel'Jenemies and adversaries (28:15 and29|9l20l say substantially the same).40

Since raQap often results in the final defeat or annihilation of the enemy, an implica-

tion that is present even when the verb is used by itself (Josh. 23:10; I S. 30:8; 2 S-

20:6; Isa.4l:3; Hos. 8:3; etc.), the image of pursuit is well suited to express extreme

tribulation, affliction, or overwhelming power. This usage probably accounts for its
frequent occurrence (7 times) in the blessing and curse section of H (Lev. 26). Y. 7
promises "deadly superiority" in pursuit; in v. 8 a later hand has magnified the promise

in a numerical chiasm: "Pursue will five of you a hundred, and a hundred of you ten

thousand will pursue."4l (Similar quantitative exaggeration appears also in Josh. 23: l0:
Ti-'ehdd mikkem yirdop-'dtep; Dt.32:30; Isa. 30: l7') The motif is reversed in v. l7 and

vv.36-37 (the latter from a later hand): "panicked flight" in ignominious defeat. The

accursed fugitive, imagining peril, flees "at the sound of a driven leaf." Prov.28:l is

similar: the wicked suffer the psychological pursuit of a "guilty conscience," fleeing

though no one is in pursuit (cf. also Sir. 40:5ff.;.+z
The exodus narrative(s) in Ex. 14 use raQap to describe the action of Pharaoh and

the Egyptians. The earliest narrative strands (J or pre-J) follow the description ofthe Is-

raelites' flight (using barah rather than nfis, "escape from their ancestral 1o1"+:) with

wayyirdpfi misrayim 'ahorAhem wayyaiitgfr '6fim (v.9), emphasizing the imminent

danger before Yahweh's intervention. Vv. 4 and 8 (P) present Yahweh's statement of
his intent and describe his action; they make Pharaoh the subject who pursues Israel

(raQap 'aharA).aa

Ex. 14:23 is more difficult. Syntactically, there are two verbs with two different sub-

jects: wayyird"pfi misrayimwayydPd'fi 'ahorAhem kol sfis par'oh. Y.22has already de-

scribed Israel's passage b'16f; hayydm (using bd), so that the motion expressed by

rdQap is unambiguous. The second verb of motion in v. 23, wayydpo'tt 'ahorAhem,

39. On the relationship between the two passages see D. Knapp, Deuteronomium 4. GTA 35

(1987), ll7-20l also G. Braulik, RB 96 (1989) 281.

40. On the nature of these texts (Dt. 28:22 is discussed below), see A. D. H. Mayes, Deuter-

onomy. NCBC (1979), 364tr., 369; on parallels in ancient Near Eastern treaties, see esp.

M. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (Oxford, 1972)' 109.

41. For literary analysis see K. Elliger, Leviricus. HAT ly (1966), 366; R' Kilian'
Literarkritische und formgeschichtliche (Jntersuchung des Heiligkeitsgesetzes. BBB 19 (1963),

149; on the cluster of motifs, see Mayes, Deuteronomy, 390.
42. O. Pliiger, Sprilche Salomos. BK XVII (1984), 332. On the motif see Keel, 59-60'
43. S. Schwertner, THAT 11,47.
44. For literary analysis and redaction history, see E. Zenger, Exodus. Geistliche

Schriftlesung'l , 142-50; Weimar, passim.
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seems redundant, especially with the ambiguous pronominal suffix, which appears to
refer to the Egyptians, the subject of the preceding verb. Nevertheless, this expression
corresponds to vv. 16 and22, and esp. with vv. 17 and 28. There are two possible solu-
tions: (l) sincerdQap doesnotreappearinthedescriptionof theaction inv.22,itand
its additional subject may be ascribed to later redaction (RP; cf. also vv. l3b and 3l ).
(2) The clauses are to be interpreted paratactically .In v. 23aa raSap emphasizes the in-
tent of the pursuers to do battle, in contrast to moving toward the enemy. This purpose
is further underlined by b6', which echoes vv. 16 and22.

The term raSap reappears frequently in the complex later development of the exo-
dus narrative, e.g., in the "staccato" battle cry interpolated by RP inEx. l5.9:'erddp
'aiiig (the first of three stichs), which clearly ties the Song of the Sea to Ex. l4.as Fur-
thermore, in the historical summaries in Dt. 1l:4 and Josh. 24:6, the motif of
Yahweh's role in the exodus is enriched by the explicit mention of the sea and the
Egyptians' pursuit. Both texts must be very late, since they presuppose the exodus
narrative of P.

The story of the spies in Josh. 2 :uses raQap (vv. 5,7a) with its pl. ptcp. hard/"ptm
(vv. 7b,16a-b,22a-b), denoting the "messengers" of the king, as a key word in the nar-
rative. According to several scholars,a6 all these texts belong to the basic stratum; but
v. 7a-b should be deleted, less because of the conflict between it and v. 6a7 thanbecause
of its somewhat incoherent relationship to v.22 and the :use of ha'onaiim for the pursu-
ers (instead of for the spies, as in vv.2b,3,4a-b,5ac-p,9,14,17,23).48 Without v.7bfl
Od;"'A hdrdlepim 'aharAhem), there is a logical leap between vv. 5 and l5 (in the basic
stratum established by Flossae). The fundamental Dtn narrative strand (already re-
worked?)5o comprises vv. l-5,7bp,1 5-16,22-23*. The messengers and agents of Jericho
are called haral"ptm throughout; the imperative in v. 5 is addressed to them. The "pur-
suit" motif characterizes "Jericho/Canaan" as the adversary of "Israel," denying Israel
its lawful claim to the land. The use of the nominalized participle as a motif (Dtr!) may
even have ethical connotations, likening the pursuers to the rdjepay of the Psalms.sl

3. Figurative Usage. In a few passages the schema "X pursues Y" indigenous to
military contexts is divided, with one or both parts being used partially or entirely figu-
ratively. An impersonal (metaphorical or abstract) subject or object can replace the per-
sonal actors. When this happens, the aspect of motion toward the object receives less
emphasis.

45. Zenger, 463, 475.
46. Including M. Noth, Das Buch Josua. HAT YII C1971), 24-27; and T. C. Butler, Joshua.

wBC Vil (1983),25-32.
47. Floss, Kunden, 1 :74. Floss also considers v. 4a secondary in the light of v. 6; but the logic

of the narrative requires an act of hiding to justify Rahab's answer in v. 4, and the location on the
roof conflicts with v. 15.

48. Ibid., l:45;2:115.
49. lbid., 1:210-11.
50. on the association with Dtr circles, see schwienhorst, 105- I I (DtrN?); Stolz, Kriega 80-81.
51. See II.4 below.
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Dt. 28:22 (first redaction of ch. 28sz), for example, \ses rAdap with an impersonal

subject while retaining the personal object: diseases and natural disasters - like the

curses themselves in v. 45 (see above) - will pursue those who refuse to obey the law

until they peish (frr'ildpfikd'ad'obdeLa). In Ezk. 35:6 (also secondary according to

Hossfelds3), Yahweh uses similarly figurative language: "Therefore, as I live, says

Yahweh, I shall turn you into blood, and blood shall pursue you; if you do not hate

blood, blood shall pursue you." The suggestion that this threatened action (!) alludes to

Josh. 20:5 is dubious.5a The graphic image of blood in hot pursuit is probably used as a

symbol of judgment.55 In Nah. l:8, line ft of an acrostic fragment, either the word haief;
is directive ("He will make a full end of his adversaries, and will pursue his enemies

into darkness"), in which case Yahweh is the pursuing subject,56 or it is the subject of
the second clause (". . . and darkness will pursue his enemies")' In both Ezk. 35:6 and

Nah. 1:8, ray'ap denotes a durative action. In contrast to one-time military pursuit,

these texts envision recurrent pursuit. Hos. 2:9(7) is similar ("She shall pursue her lov-

ers, but not overtake them"), where the "passionate pursuit"5T probably "takes the form

of repeated advances."S8

Job 30:15 is difficult, but the proposed deletion of v. l5a is hardly correct.5e It is
possible that tirddp in v. 15a should be revocalized as a niphal ftera{ep, but the paral-

lel in Isa. 17:13 also suggests vocalization as a pual ("pursued"): "Terrors are turned

upon me, my honor is pursued as by the wind, and my help passes away like a cloud."

The only other instance of the niphal, apart from the nominalized participle "what is

pursued" in Eccl. 3:15, is a problematic occurrence in Lam. 5:5; therefore the passive

counterpart to the piel, "pursue," would seem equally plausible in Job 30:15.60 In the

case of Isa. 17:13 (a secondary addition, possibly referring to the events of 701

n.c.r.),6r the relationship to ndp has already been discussed above'

In Ps. 23:6 the situation of dire individual peril (see below) is given a positive twist:

t6p wdhese/ yirdpfini. Here pursuit no longer has the character of an isolated action

with a defined goal, but is durative (kol-y"mA hayydy).Similar is the contrast between

the righteous and sinners in Prov. l3:21 (piel), where personified misfortune62 pursues

52. Mayes, Deuteronomy, 348-49.
53. Untersuchungen zu Komposition und Theologie des Ezechielbuches. FzB 20 (1977), ll4.
54. Contra H. Simian, Die theologische Nachgeschichte der Prophetie Ezechiels. FzB 14

(1974),253.
55. On the nature of text and the difficult questions concerning its transmission, see also

W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983),224,235.
56. K. Seybold, Profane Profetie. SBS 135 (1989),77.
57. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 31, 36.

58. HE 215.
59. Contra G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (21989),414.

60. See the various readings proposed by H.-J. Kraus, Klagelieder. BKXX (31981), 85; H. J.

Boecker, ZBK 21,86 n. 34; A. B. Ehrlich, Randglossen zur hebrriischen Bibel, VII (1914)' 53;

BHS in loc. On the piel see below.
61. H. Barth, Die Jesaja-Worte in der Josiazeit. WMANT 48 (1977),181ff.; on the nature and

structure of the text, see H. Wildberger, lsaiah 13-27 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1997), 193-97.

62. Pl6ger, BK XVII, 163.
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the sinners. Both passages refer almost resultatively to a state that implies "catching
up."

The 13 occurrences of rdQap with an impersonal object all have ethical overtones;
they do not aim for an isolated action but rather describe repetitive or durative pursuit.
These texts include 5 of the 8 occurrences of the piel (all except Nah. l:8 and Hos.
2:9171 in the early wisdom of Proverbs63). Jenni is correct in maintaining that there is
no semantic difference between the piel and the qal with an impersonal object - con-
tra Rocco, who claims to find in the piel texts a particularly impassioned pursuit, with
occasional cultic affinities.e There is, however, a striking diachronic concentration of
piel forms in preexilic texts.

In the texts with ethical overtones, pursuit of objects with negative connotations ap-
pears in antithetical parallelism in Prov. ll:19 (kdn-seQdqd l"hayytm fimeraddep rd'6
lCm6!6), l2:ll (frm"radd€p rAqtu), and 28:19, probably later, which echoes these
verses even to the final intensifying element.6s Here 'bd and rdp stand in antithetical
parallelism, contrasting steady, cyclical agricultural labor with shortsighted "pursuit"
of what is "worthless." Prov. l9;7 is fragmentary and "verbose"; its meaning can
hardly be determined.66

We find ra/np wed in a similarly negative sense in the accusation in Isa. l:23 (qal
ptcp., sg.), with ialmontm as its object, as well as in Isa. 5: I 1, a woe upon those who pur-
sue strong dnnk(icftdr) early in the morning (parallel in substance to Eccl. l0:16). Pur-
suit of an ethically positive object appears in Hos. 6:3 (knowledge of yahweh) and ps.

38:21(20) (tbU. Tt'rc same is true in Ps. 34:15b(l4b) with the lovely expression baqqdi
ialdmweroQpdhfi. Almost as in military usage, the two verbs convey a special dynamism:
the action of seeking, conveyed by bqi, is to be followed by an intensive action of move-
ment. The verse implies that + d1)Ui idl6m can never be attained in all its fullness.

In four texts righteousness is the object of pursuit: Prov. 15:9 (piel) and 2l:21 (qalr.),
both with ;'ddqA; Isa. 51:1 and Dt. 16:20 (qal), with seQeq. This list of texts reflects the
diachronic development.6T

4. Adversaries in Poetry. The Psalms use ra|ap almost exclusively as a term for the
adversaries of the individual. As a military expression, it belongs to the group of terms
that cluster about the word'6yd!,6'enemy" (-+ ItN TbS.at 

^ 
contrast to the original us-

age of the root in military contexts, which is strongly situational and always implies
motion, here rdp is often used without reference to any specific, immediate action on
the part of the enemy, pointing beyond the present situation.

63. See the discussion of Prov. 13:21 above.
64. He 215-16.
65. Pltiger, BK XVII, 331.
66. Ibid., 218,221-22; H. Ringgren, Spriiche. ATD Xytlt e1980), 76.
67. For a discussion of Dt. 16:20, the latest text, see U. Riiterswcirden, Von der politischen

Gesellschaft zur Gemeinde. BBB 65 (1987), 23:for an attempt at a theological analysis of the
statement, see W. Dietrich, EvT 49 (1989) 232-50.

68. Keel, 107-8, 190.
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The military context is still clearly in the background in Ps. 35:3,6, where Yahweh

is invoked as a wilTior to vanquish the enemies of the afflicted psalmist: w"hdrdq honil

fis"gor [emended: wrsagafie) liqra! rdQpdy, "Draw the spear and javelin against my

pursuers."
Here the dynamic element of motion toward the pursued is transformed into a static

image of mortal danger afflicting the psalmist. Enemies appear to be dogging the

psalmist's heels, "remorseless and relentless"To (e.g., Ps. 7:2[1]; 3l:16[15]; 69:.27126);

I l9:150,157,161). The generally objective sense of the root gives way to a subjective

sense of peril on the part of the psalmist, typified by the use of the nominalized partici-

ple.zr The enemies are depersonalized, so that it is rarely possibly to distinguish clearly

between physical pursuit, a psychological sense of persecution, and "projection" (e.g.,

7:6151 69:271261;143,3).tz Alongside the verbal use of the root, still implying motion

(e.g.,71:ll), the nominalized plural ptcp. (always with a pronominal sff.) ro/pay,
"my pursuers," is the terminus of these descriptions in the laments of the individual'

In7.2(l) there is no reason to emend mikkol-r1d\ay to the sg. mdralpi, as sug-

gested by Kraus.73 This verse and v. 7(6) appear rather to constitute a (secondary?)

generalizing framework for the lament.Ta Besides 31:16(15) and 1427(6), the

nominalized participle appears three times (vv.84,150,157) in the postexilic wisdom

anthology Ps. I19,7s once (v. 150) even with the explicit judgmefi rAd?A zimmA (many

mss. read the suffixed form rAQpay), not present elsewhere.T6 According to Ruppert,TT

the texts in Ps. 119 show clearly for the first time the motif of a causal connection be-

tween pursuit on the one hand and the "righteousness" of the psalmist and the law of
Yahweh on the other. The theory that the occurrences in Ps. I l9 are dependent on those

in Jeremiah is hardly persuasive, since the sage who wrote Ps. 119 was already familiar

with the motif from other psalms.z8 It is also unlikely that the original setting of the

nominalized participle is to be sought in the royal thanksgiving hymn.Te There is no ev-

idence ro support this theory: only in the preexilic portion of Ps. 18, in v. 38(37), does

rajap occur, in what is clearly a military context.so

The situations in which raQap is used are classic: the unjustly accused psalmist

prays to God for help (e.g., 7:2lll;35:3; [119:84,86]; 142:7[6]); a sick psalmist feels

wounded by the concomitant abuse (e.g.,31:16[15]); both motifs may occur together

69. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1988)' 391.

70. Keel, 192.
71. See below.
72. For a similar characterization of other terms for enemies, see Keel.

73. Kraus, 167.

74. Ruppert, lzidende Gerechte, 24-26.
75. On its classification see Deissler, 265-91.
76. Keel, 129tr.
77. lzidende Gerechte, 4l-45.
78. Contra J. D. l,evenson, A ncient Israelite Religion. FS F M. Cross (Philadelphia, 1987), 563.

79. Ruppert, kidende Gerechte, 24-26.
80. On the classification of this psalm see F. L. Hossfeld, Freude an der Weisung des Herm.

FS H. Gross. SBB 13 (1986), 186-87.
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(e.9.,69:27[26]1.4t f, is possible rhar cerrain psalms (e.g., ps. 7 and, r42) represenr larer
prayers recited ritually by someone charged officially with an offense,S2 but the deper-
sonalized and generalized use of rdp suggests a deliberate democratization of the situa-
tion, which gives the afflicted the possibility of joining in the prayers ("the description
of enemies . . . has become 'stereotyped"';83 "spacious ciphers"8+;. Here the parallel-
ism of the concrete situation takes a back seat to expressions of psychological sympa-
thy. This stylization also largely rules out identifying the adversaries with concrete po-
litical opponents or finding a close association with the practice of asylum.8s The
former theory has almost no support today, and the latter remains unlikely despite the
striking appearance of rdp in Dt. 19:6 and Josh. 2O:5.s6 The point at issue is the chal-
lenge to the integrity of the supplicant, who seeks from God the 'Justification of the
righteous."8z

This use of rdp appears in other literary contexts as well; e.g., rdQpay appears three
times with the same connotations (the presumed innocence of the pursued; vague identi-
Itcation of the adversaries and the concrete acts of pursuit) in the confessions of Jere-
miah (Jer. l5:15; l7:18; 20: I 1).as These texrs appear to confirm literarily the purpose of
the rdp statements in the laments of the individual proposed above: the prophet, in his
concrete affliction, makes use of formulaic clich6s to ask for vindication and retribution.

Job 19:22 and 28 likewise echo the situation of the lamenting psalmist, pushed to its
extreme limit in the simile in v. 22: "why do you pursue me like (a) God?" This ques-
tion does not refer to the demonic aspect of El;se here and in vv.28-29 pursuit is al-
ready a judicial function appropriate to God alone. The supplication of the psalmist,
"May God pursue . . ." in retribution, is here inverted: Job meets with pursuit by God as
well as by his presumptuous friends.

IIII. LXX. The LXX usually translates rdp with di6kein or katadi6keln, preferring
the latter in passages where the malicious intent of the pursuer is expressed or implied
(see above). Simple di1kein expresses rather a neutral movement toward someone or

81. For a discussion of the role of the enemies in the genre of the individual lament, see
Ruppert, Leidende Gerechte,3-16; H. Graf Reventlow,Gebetin Ar(Stuttgart, 19g6), 163-74;
Krats, P.salms l-59 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1988), 76ff., 176: Theology of the psalms (Eng.
trans. Minneapolis, 1986), 129-34. On the demonization of enemies and the relationship of the
individual laments to ancient Near Eastern magical texts, see E. Gerstenberger and L. [upp"rt,
Gewalt und Gewahlosigkeit im AT. QD 96 (1983), I l1-58.

82. H. Schmidt, Das Gebet der Angeklagten im AT. BZAW 49 (1928); with some resrricrions,
Beyerlin.

83. H. Ringgren, --> 1,217.
84. Gerstenberger, 144.
85. For the former see A. F. Puukko, ors 8 (1950) 47-65; H. Birkeland, Die Feinde des

Individuums in der israelitischen Psalmenliteratur (Oslo, 1933). For the latter see L. Delekat,
Asylie und Schutzorakel am Zionheiligtum (Leiden, 1967).

86. See the surveys cited above; see also Z. W. Falk, TRE, ly,3l8; Beyerlin, 45-53, l4Z.
87. Kraus, Psalms 1-59, 203-4.
88. on the relationship of the three texts in chs. 15, lj, and2o, see Ittmann, 76-j7,122-54.
89. As maintained by Fohrer, KAf XVI, 308.
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something, and is therefore also used with the meaning "search after, seek," in figura-

tive texts.{

IV. Dead Sea Scrolls. The root rdp does not appear to have been in common use at

Qumran. There are 13 attested occurrences in the Dead Sea Scrolls, mostly in military
contexts, as in the War Scroll: lQM 9:5,6; 18.2,12. The purpose of pursuit 

- 
which

here too follows a battle - is to annihilate the enemy; rdQap followed by a further ac-

tion serves as a manifestation of final and total victory. The text of 4QMu l3:.2 clearly

refers to the unrealistic exaggeration of military prowess in Lev. 26:8;Dt.32:30; Josh.

23:10 (see above). Apart from the fact that military usage is involved the context of the

fragment 6Q9 29,3 is unclear.

A reversal of this pursuit for the purpose of annihilation appears in IQS 10:18: "I
shall not repay anyone with evil; with goodness I will pursue the person." We frnd rdp

with an impersonal object in l lQT 51:15, quoting Dt. 16.20, and 4Qplsb, quoting Isa.

5:1 l. In lQpHab 11:5, Hab. 2: l5 is forced "with some violence"el to refer to pursuit of
the Teacher of Righteousness as in the Psalms. That wyrd pwm lhrb in CD l:21 like-

wise refers only to the Teacher of Righteousness is unlikely.ez Here too, however, it is
clear that an "upright life" provokes pursuit.

The context and meaning of the fragment 8Q5 2, 5 (mrd pwt) temain unclear.
Frevel

90. A. Oepke, "D6ypa," TDNT ll,23O.
91. Ruppert, Leidende Gerechte, ll9.
92. Contra ibid., ll7-18.
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I. Verb: l. Etymology; 2. Meaning. II. Nominal Derivatives. III. Rahab.

raha!. J.Day, God's Conllict wirh the Dragon and the Sea. University of Cambridge Orienral
Publications 35 (1985); H. Gunkel, Schi)pfung und Chaos in Urzeit und Endzeit (Gdttingen,
21921);W. Herrmann, "Das Aufleben des Mythos unter den Judiiern wlihrend des babylonischen

znitaltersl'BN 40 (1987) 9'r.-129; E. Hertlein, "Rahab," zAw 38 (l9l9l20) 113-54:' O. Kaiser,

Die mythische Bedeutung des Meeres in Agypren, Ugarit und Israel. BZAW 78 (21962): O. Keel,

Jahwehs Entgegnung an ljob. FRI,ANT l2l (1978); C. Kloos, Yhwh's Combat with the Sea (Am-
sterdam, 1986); J. C. de Moor, A n Anthology of Religious Texts from Ugarit. Nisaba 16 (triden,
1987); S. I. L. Norin, Er spaltete das Meer. CBOT 9 (1997); C. Petersen, Mythos im AT. BZAW

157 (1982); H. Ringgren, "Yahv6 et Rahab-Ldviatanl' Mdlanges bibliques et orientaux. FS
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I. Verb. l. Etymology. The root rhb is well attested in the various Semitic lan-
guages, although surprisingly no cognates have been found in Ugaritic or Phoenician/
Punic. Related words include Akk. ra'abu, in Neo-Babylonian also rasdbu, "tremble,
rage:'t with a number of nominal derivatives, including particularly rubu, rubbu, ,,eb-

ullition, rage," since it is also used for the surging of water; Arab. rahiba, "be afraid,
fear," also rahab, "fearl' and rahib, "fearsome."2 Middle Hebrew uses the verb in the
hiphil with the meaning "make proud"; Jewish Aramaic has a similar usage. Both
stages of the language also use an S stem of this root with the meaning "press, impel,"
in Aramaic also "hasten." This latter sense appenrs also in Mand. srhb, "be quick, has-
ten, hurry."3 In Syriac the verb means "hasten, be excited," of rivers also "flow swiftly."

2. Meaning. It is difficult to determine the precise meaning of the verb; it occurs only
four times in the OT, and the contexts do not suggest a clear definition. The broad range
of meanings of the cognates noted above means that Semitic parallels are only of limited
help. There are also textual problems, especially in Prov. 6:3. The MT reads: /e]
hilrapp4s ftr"ha! r€'eyftd. The verb 4ps is problematic. Some lexicons associate it with
the qal of rpi, "befoul," but that meaning is inappropriate.4 Gemser's citation of Akk.
ina repsi, "at a stroke" - he translates the Hebrew expression as "go without delay"s -does not help, since ripsu, the noun in question, means "mist."6 Also forced are attempts
to connect rps with Ahk. rapasu, "strike, thrash," with the further semantic development
) "swallow one's pride."z Most likely the text is comrpt. Following the LXX, KBI? sug-
gests the emendation we'al tilrappeft, "do not show yourself slack." The remaining s
might belong with rhb,8 in which case the verb would be in the saphel, with the meaning
"order, urge, press."e The conjugational form indicates a late origin.l0

The text of Ps. 138:3 is probably also corrupt. The versions suggest (although the
witness of LXX is ambiguous) that the verb should be rbh (tarb.nil.rr this reading
would be similar to Ps. l8:36(35). Staerk and Kittel advocate the correct division of the
hemistichs; the text should be translated: "You made me great; into my soul came
strength."l2

H. cazelles. AOAT 212 (1981), 387-93; K.-D. Schunck, "Jes 30,6-8 und die Deutung des Rahab
im AI," ZAW 78 (1966) 48-56; M.-J. Seux, Hymnes et priOres aux dieu-x de Babylonie et
d'Assyrie (Paris, 1976); M. K. Wakeman, God's Baxle with the Monster (Leiden, 1973).

l. AHw, 11,932-33.
2. Wehr,362.
3. MdD,337.
4. GesB, BDB.
5. B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HATXVI (21963),36. Cf. NRSV.
6. AHw,II, 987.
7. W. McKane , Proverbs. OTL (1992), 322-23, citing Driver.
8. Br1S.
9. M. H. Segal, Grammar of Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford, 1927), 9149: Jastrow, 1023.
10. Gemser, 37-38.
I 1. BIIS.
12. W. Staerk, Psalmen. SATIIJJ| (21920),91;R. Kiuel, psalmen. KATXTIll(1920),416.
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The occurrence of rhb in Cant. 6:5 is clear: the verb refers to an overwhelming emo-

don.l3 Wiirthwein translates the stich: "Turn away your eyes from me, for they terrify

me."laThe meaning of the hiphil fits well with the Arabic verb of the same root. Kopf has

made the original suggestion that the hiphll of rhb here should be translated "enchant," a

meaning common in Modern Hebrew.ls Apart from the problem of semantic polarity,lo

however, the absence of any early witness to this meaning argues against his proposal.

Isa. 3:5 uses r/rb in parallel with ngi niphal, traditionally translated "(op)press."tz

The best point of departure is v. 5b, with the contrast between young and old, base and

honorable. The verse focuses on the question of social status. The inversion of social

values in this passage suggests that the verb describes a refusal to respect persons in a

position of authority. (In this context Rashi's proposed interpretation of rhb as ytgdl,

"behave arrogantly," is noteworthy;I8 it also reflects the meaning of the root rftb in

Middle Hebrew and Jewish Aramaic.) Verbs expressing the exercise of authority can

be constructed with the prep. b", "over";te in Isa. 3 this is true of mil (v. 4), ngi (v. 5),

and rhb. Furthermore, the anarchy described in Isa. 3 does not reflect just the absence

of authoritybutalsotheauthorityof alloverall(cf. Jgs.21:25). Theconstructionof
rhb with be suggests that the verb has to do with the exercise of authority.20

II. Nominal Derivatives. This reading is supported by a nominal derivative of the

root proposed as a conjectural emendation in Isa. l4:4, where the text of lQlsu reads

mrhbh instead of mdhbh (as does an early edition cited in Gesenius's comm.). Because

an agent noun is expected, Wildberger proposes emending the text to marht! and trans-

lates: 'Ah, how the despot came to an end, the 'tyrant' has ceased."2l (The reading

mdhbh, however, is attested in lQH 3:25; 12:'18; it would mean something like "de-

struction."22) The LXX (epispoudastiis, the title of an Alexandrian official23) appar-

ently interpreted the word as a personal noun.

Here, as in Isa.3:5, the word parallels ngi; the participle means "dictator,"2a with

overtones of coercion. The verb ngf is a verb of motion and can also express the exer-

cise of authority. We may assume the same spectrum of meanings fot rhb, which can

denote a surge of emotions as well as the exercise of authority. The few certain occur-

rences display a broad semantic differentiation emerging from a basic meaning some-

thing like "seethe," as reflected in the noun rahab.

13. M. H. Pope, Song of Songs. AB VII C (197'7),564-65'
14. E. Wtirthwein, Das Hohelied. HAT Xvlll (21969), 59.

15. L. Kopf, vT 9 (1959) 2'73-74.
16. H. H. Hospers, ZAH 1 (1988) 32tt.
17. For a different view -+ E. Lipiriski, lX,2l4.
18. See the earlier comms., esp. those of E. F. C. Rosenmiiller and W. Gesenius.

19. BDB,90.
20. See Wakeman, 59,62 n. 3.

21. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis' 1997), 41,43.
22. H. Ringgren, Erlsr 20 (1989) 174-75.
23. J. Ziegler, ATA Xlll3 (1934) 200.

24. --> Y,214.
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The two nominal derivatives rdhaf; and r"haltm also involve textual problems. Ac-
cording to the lexicons and comms., the word r6ha! in Ps. 90:10 means "pride," a
meaning that finds support in the Aramaic cognate. The versions, however, presuppose
rubbam.2s various translations have been proposed for r"haltm in ps. 40:5(4), e.g.,
"defiant" or "ungracious," reflecting the assumed meaning of rhb. Sir. l3:8 suggests
that rhb could also have the meaning "be foolish, en"'26 but here too there has been no
lack ofproposed emendations, e.g., "Take care not to overextend yourself,"zz probably
reading rftb. Furthermore, the text of Ps. 40:5 is uncertain: the versions presuppose
hblYm.zt

III. Rahab. The noun raha!, denoting a personified entity, is - from the perspec-
tive of Hebrew 

- a qatl form from the verb rhb.2e Tltere has been no lack of attempts
to find Rahab outside the OT. Zimmern claimed to read rebbu, whichcould be the As-
syrian equivalent of Heb. raha!, in a text describing a battle with a dragon.30 This read-
ing, however, turned out to be incorrect; the correct reading is labbu, "lion."3l This ety-
mological proposal must therefore be rejected. Norin proposes a derivation from Egyp.
ry-b3b, "the crooked se{pent."3z Apart from the phonological diffrculties of this deriva-
tion, recognized even by Norin as problematic, the central difficulty is the incorpora-
tion of mythological themes into the Judaism of the Babylonian period. As Herrmann
has shown, Mesopotamian and Canaanite materials converge in the figure of Rahab; di-
rect Egyptian influence of any significance would be a secondary development.

Unlike ltn and tnn, raha! does not appear in the Ugaritic texts. This absence proba-
bly cannot be ascribed to the accidents of textual transmission, since we have a list that
includes a significant number of monsters, many of which do not reappear in later tra-
ditions.33

Akk. rabu/rubbu (see above) points to a Mesopotamian background for the figure of
Rahab. Among other uses, this expression describes the surging of water, as in an ac-
count of a military campaign by Shamshi-Adad Y which describes a city as situated
"in the middle of the river, in the flood of the water (ina ru-ub-bi mA)."34 More signifi-
cant is a passage in a prayer to Marduk: i-na nab-li-iu . . . ia tam-tim gal-la-ti i-sa-am-
bu-' ru-ub-bu-ia, "At his flame . . . toss the waves of the surging sea."35 The whole text

25. H. Gunkel , Psalmen. HKATlll2 C1968),401.
26. R. Smend, Die Weisheit des Jesus Sirach (1906), 124, citing ps. 40:5(4).
27. G. Sauer, JSHRZ, llVs,537.
28. C. A. Briggs and E. G. Briggs, Comm. on the Book of psalms. ICC,2 vols., l,35g.
29. BlE, S6lt'.
30. Cited by Gunkel, 418 n.2.
31. F. Hroznj, MVAG 8/5 (1903), 106tr.; AHw, rr, 526.
32. Norin, 74-75.
33. KTU, 1.3, III,36ff; de Moor, 10ff.; S. E. Loewenstamm, comparative studies in Bible

and Oriental Literatures. AOAT 204 (1980), 360.
34. B. Schrader, ed., Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek, I (Berlin, 1889), 184/186.
35. E. Ebeling, Die akkadische Gebetsserie "Handerhebung" (Berlin, 1953),94, l6-lj;

Seux, 77.
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is full of allusions to the creation epic Enuma Elish; it has been suggested that the lines

in question refer to Marduk's battle with Tiamat.36 It may be possible to categorize

Heb. raha! as a loan translation.
In the OT figure of the chaos dragon, we must distinguish a Babylonian back-

ground, the subject of Gunkel's study with its emphasis on parallels from Enuma Elish,

and a Canaanite background, to which the texts from Ugarit bear witness.3T If there are

analogies between Rahab and the figure of Tiamat in Enuma Elish, we are dealing with

an act of creation located - and completed - in the primeval age: from Tiamat,

Marduk forms the earth and the dome of the sky in their present form. The Canaanite

material has a different emphasis: the chaos monsters, though vanquished, still repre-

sent a threat.3a This ongoing danger is indicated both by the frequent repetition of allu-

sions to the conflict and by an adjuration addressed to Baal'3e De Moor and Spronk

have greatly clarihed the meaning of the latter text.a0 Baal is adjured to battle the

dragon (tnn) arrd the arrows of the god Rashaph, and to help a young girl menstruate.

A passage from the Krt Epic may suggest sympathetic magic against the tnn, making

use of figurines.4l
This understanding ofchaos is echoed in the book ofJob. The second speech ofGod

(Job 40:1-41:26lBng.34l) answers Job's charge in 9:24 that Yahweh is criminal

(raid'). Talk of the chaos monsters makes clear that there is evil that must be repeatedly

overcome. God's words give a certain scope to "chaotic and evil powers in this world,

thus freeing God from direct responsibility for everything that happens in the world."a2

The figures named here include Leviathan (it has been shown that we are dealing here

with echoes of Canaanite figuresa3) but not Rahab, who comes from a different world.

Since Rahab does not appear at Ugarit and is not found in the preexilic texts of the OT,

we must assume that the association of Rahab with the other figures is a product of the'

exilic period.
Rahab appears twice in the book of Job, in 9: I 3 and 26:12. The first text, "God need

not turn back his anger; the helpers of Rahab had to bow beneath him," shows that

God's anger can be aroused at any time against someone without objection, just as God

once humbled Rahab's helpers. The change of tense shows that the event lies in the

past, in contrast to vv. 5ff.aa The mention of Rahab's helpers recalls the auxiliaries of
Tiamat and Kingu in EnEl, IY 69,107.

At Ugarit, Baal also has helpers (t'dr).+s They appear in lists of deities and in sacrifi-

36. Seux, 77 n.20.
37. Herrmann, 118.
38. De Moor, 175 n. l.
39. KTU,l.82.
40. J. C. de Moor and K. Spronk, UF 16 (1984) 237-50; for a translation see TUAT II, 336ff.;

de Moor, 175ff.
41. KTU,1.16, Y 29ff.; de Moor, 200.

42. Keel, 157.
43. Day,62ff.
M.Day,4O.
45. W. Herrmann, UF 14 (1982) 96-97.
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cial texts,46 but there are no further details concerning these figures. They should prob-
ably not be identified with the helpers in Enuma Elish and Job 9:13, since Baal is
typologically a different deity than Tiamat and Rahab.

Preeminent among Tiamat's auxiliaries are eleven figures in the form of dragons or
serpents; it is their fate to be trampled by Marduk, who makes statues of them to recall
his victory.4T

In the context of the book of Job, the important point is that these helpers have been
vanquished but are pictured as surviving.as Their survival makes it reasonable to see in
them the chaos monsters of God's second response.4e The chaos monsters of Canaanite
origin are conjoined with Rahab by being incorporated into a concept of Babylonian
origin.

These same figures are also associated in 26:12-13. only Rahab is mentioned by
name, in parallel with "the Sea." The context is a hymn to the power and creative en-
ergy of God. According to Fohrer, the statement "By his wind the heavens were made
fair; his hand pierced the fleeing serpent" (v. 13) is an allusion to EnEl, lv, l3l-32,
which describes the north wind as taking away the blood of slain Tiamat.s0 Both the
creation theology of the context and the echo of Enuma Elish indicate Babylonian in-
fluence. In addition, there is a striking Ugaritic parallel that uses much the same lan-
guage (cf. lsa. 27:l).st In describing the destruction of ltn, the text states that Baal cov-
ered the heavens with the monster's entrails.52 Thus Job 26:13 can also be read against
the background of Canaanite mythologoumena. If the victory over Rahab is also
painted in the colors of the Canaanite myth, the overall context of the book of Job nev-
ertheless shows the difference between Rahab and Leviathan. Their synoptic presenta-
tion first appears here - as in Deutero-Isaiah - and does not indicate a previous asso-
ciation in the preexilic period.

The occurrence in Deutero-Isaiah (Isa. 51:9) speaks explicitly of a primordial event
(Hma qe/em, ddr61'6ldmim). The parallelism with yam and t"h6m in v. r0 led Gunkel
to assume that the text refers to the drying up of the primeval sea at creation. "Rahab is
thus the personification of thwm, of chaos."53 Here the Babylonian background of the
text shines through, but the identification with the tannin also points in the direction of
Canaan. The drying up of the primeval sea is formulated in the terminology drawn
from both realms, with echoes of the exodus event: Yahweh's primeval act is used to
interpret the historical event of the exodus, with which it becomes conjoined.sa

In Ps. 89:10-11(9-10), too, raha! parallels "the sea." Here yahweh's dominion over

46. TUAT II, 303, 305ff.
47.EnELl,132ff.; IY 118; V,74,75.
48. Petersen, l4l-42.
49. Day, 41.
50. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XYI C1989), 385.
51. KTU, 1.5, I, l-4.
52. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, UF t2 (1980) 406.
53. Gunkel, 32.
54. Herrmann,98ff.; -+ IV 134-35.
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the sea is formulated in the present tense, whereas the battle with Rahab is formulated

in the past, as a primeval event. Other enemies are brought into the conflict alongside

Rahab; they are not destroyed,55 however, but merely scattered. This passage recalls

the helpers of Rahab in Job 9: 13. The verses that follow go on to speak of God's cre-

ation. The use of the verb br'is noteworthy, and probably rules out a preexilic date for

this passage.56 We also findrhb in the context of creation in Sir. 43:25 (text uncertain).

In Isa. 30:7 ("Therefore I name her rhb 'who has been tamed"' [reading
hammoibdlsTl), Rahab is an emblematic name for Egypt. The verb 4r'followed by l'
means "name" and is usually followed by the name given (here Rahab). Since ldzd'1is

feminine, its antecedent must be Egypt in the preceding stich. But there "Egypt" is it-

self a gloss, and so the mention of Rahab cannot be Isaianic.st Egypt is also called

"Rahab" in Ps' 87:4' 
Rilterswiirden

55. On the meaning of dk', -+ lll,203-4.
56. -+ II,245; Petersen, 175-76:, Herrmann, l14 n. 88.

57. Petersen, 135-36; cf. K8L2,947.
58. B. Duhm, tesaja. HKAT IIVI e1963), 217-18: Petersen, 136.

i177 rawA;i11 rdweh;i1ll] rlvdya;'1 rt;i-aiD v6rehT?

I. Etymology. II. OT: l. Qal; 2. Piel; 3. Hiphil; 4. Niphal or Hophal; 5. Derivatives. III. Dead

Sea Scrolls. IV. LXX.

I. Etymology. The root rwy (inHebrew > rwh) appears in Northwest and Southwest

Semitic with the meanings (intransitive) "drink one's fill, quaff" hence "become

drunk," and (transitive) "ply with drink, water abundantly" (humans and animals), "ir-

rigate" (land, plants). Syr. r"wd', rlyi means only "become drunk, intoxicated"; the

aphel means "give drink, water, make drunk."l Arab. rawiya (a) means "drink one's

fill, quench one's thirst; be irrigated, be watered"; rawd (i) means "bring water, water,"

II and IY "quench someone'S thirst; water; drench; moisten, wet."2 Compare also OSA

rwy, "irigation" (in the context of a cistern or aqueduct inigating gardens and palm

raw6. M. Dahood, ..Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography xl' Bibl 53 (1972) 386-403, esp. 389.

I*xSyr 719-20.
Wehr, 369.
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groves);3 Eth. rawaya and rav)ya, "drink copiously; water"; arwaya II.l also "make
drunk."a

rr. or. The verb occurs 13 (16) times in the or: 3 times (plus 1 emendation) in the
qal, 4 (plus I emendation) in the piel, 5 (ptus I emendation) in the hiphil, and once (de-
pending on whether an emendation is accepted) in the niphal or hophal. Surprisingly,
the verb and its nominal derivatives do not occur in narrative texts but only in the poetic
or elevated language of prophecy (5 times in Isaiah, 3 in Jeremiah, and once in Hosea)
and wisdom literature (3 times in Proverbs, twice in psalms, and once in Lamenta-
tions). The verb is accordingly used for the most part metaphorically (in the qal and
piel); the literal meaning (a third of the occurrences) appears only in a transitive or
causative sense ("water"; 4 times hiphil and once piel). The parallel use of -+ yfD
iapa',"be sated, satiate" (Jer.3t:14;46:lO;Lam.3:15 thiphill), andmiild.piel,.,fi11,',
shows that the root implies copious and occasionally excessive drinking.

l. Qal. The qal of the verb is used only metaphoricaily. ps. 36:9(Eng. g), in the con-
text of a hymnic supplication, speaks of the abundant blessings of God's presence be-
stowed on those who seek refuge in the sanctuary; among other things, ,.they feast on
the fat of your house" Qtirwjun,lit. "they quafp' the fat, in parallel with idqd hiphil,
"give drink"). This lapidary expression refers to the fat of sacrificial victims, forbidden
for human consumption (Lev. 3: 16-17), which serves here (as in Jer. 3l:r4) as a sym-
bol of refreshing abundance.

In Jeremiah's description of the battle at the Euphrates (605 n.c.E.), which proves to
be a day of retribution and a hecatomb of Yahweh, he uses the metaphor of a devouring
sword, which is sated (idpe'A) and drinks its fill of the enemies' blood (46:10). In Isa.
34:7, in a oracle against Edom that likewise speaks of a bloody sword and a hecatomb
of Yahweh, the land drinks its fill or is drunk with blood (LXX methysthdsetai,' instead
of the piel riww"1a, it is preferable to read the qal rawela, as in Jer.46:10, following
LXX, Syr., Tg., and Vg.).

While the object in these three passages is introduced by min, in Prov. 7:18 it stands
in the accusative. Here the adulterous woman entices the young, naive man with the
words, "Come, let us intoxicate ourselves with love', (nirweh dAdim).

2. Piel. The piel has factitive and causative meaning. According to prov. 5:19, the
breasts of a beloved wife are to "intoxicate" her husband always (in 5:15-16 the wife is
described as a cistern or well; in Cant. 7:lol9) and 8:2 caresses are likened to drinking
fine wine);her love is to make him constantly giddy (iage. According to Jer. 3l:14,
the joy of God's people returning from Babylonian captivity is to culminate in a cele-
bration on Mt. Zion, when Yahweh will "saturate" (w"riwwali; cf. ps. 36:9[g]) the
hearts (nepei) of the priests with (sacrificial) fat (cf. Arab. yurawwt nafsafta, ..slake his

3. ContiRossini, 239; Biella, 482-83.
4. lzxLingAeth, 306-7.
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thirst") and sariate (saba') his people with his bounty. Ps. 65 praises the Lord, who

sends showers and blessings (v. llt10l), "watering the furrows abundantly." In a la-

ment over the desolation of the vineyards of Moab (Isa. l6:9), Yahweh says that he will
"drench" Heshbon and Elealeh with his tears (double acc.). (The form 'arayyawef, is

impossible,5 probably arising from'rwyk by metathesis, a possibility supported by the

obviously colrupt 'rzyk of lQIs'. The colrect reading is 'orawwayZf;.)

The form riww"ld in Isa. 34:5 was read by LXX (emeth'isthZ) and by Yg. (inebriatus

est) as rawld (qal); it should be emended to t€ra'eh (cf. lQIs" tr'h andTg. tilgailA): the

sword of the Lord "appears" in the heavens.

3. Hiphil. The transitive meaning "give to drink, water" appears in the literal sense

in the causative stem. The epilogue of Deutero-Isaiah (Isa. 55:10) likens the trustwor-

thiness of God's word to the rain that comes down from heaven and waters (hirwd) the

earth, making it bring forth and sprout. Hosea (6:3, emended) promises the people who

are called to know God that in their hopes and expectations they will experience the

Lord like the spring rains (malq6i) that "water" the earth (reading the hiphil marweh

instead of y6reh thiphil of yard IIl, with the Tg. lm"rawwA) and Syr. lmarw€\).
The agony of the poet lamenting the destruction of Jerusalem is described figura-

rively as being filled GAba'hiphil) by God with bitterness and sated with wormwood

(acc., Lam. 3:15).
In a judgment oracle of Yahweh against Israel (Isa. 43:22-28), God levels the fright-

ful charge that Israel's sins have transformed the Lord into a servant, perverting the

sacrificial ritual and no longer sating Yahweh (hirwitdnt) with the fat (acc.) of Israel's

sacrifices. In a prophecy of salvation in the form of a blessing on the discouraged exiles

of Judah (Jer.3l:25), God promises to satisfy (hirwAti) the weary soul or vital force

(nepei '50pil and replenish (mille'tt) the faint soul or vital force - 
just as eating and

drinking restore inward and outward strength.

4. Niphal or Hophal.In Prov. I l:25 the blessing that follows generosity and the no-

tion of recompense find expression in a paronomastic maxim: "One who give copious

dnnk(marweh,hiphll ptcp.) will receive copious dinkftbre'1*ybreh)!'(The latter

form is read either as the hophal yfrreh or the niphal yeraweh;6 the emendation of BHK

and BIIS, based on Syr., takes an entirely different tack: me'drer and yft'ar, fuom 'arar,

"curse.")

5. Derivatives.
a. raweh. The adj. raweh, "sated with drink, irrigated" (cf. Arab. riwa, "well wa-

tered"; rayyan, "sated with drink, well watered, lush, flourishing") is used to de-

scribe soil or plants. For example , Jet. 3l:.12 uses the image of a well-watered gar-

den, fertile and lush, for the riches and abundance awaiting those returning from

5. GK $75dd; BLe,557t".
6. See, respectively, GK, $69w; HAL, I[, I195.
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exile; Isa. 58:11 uses the same image to describe the reward of the Israelites who
love their neighbors.

Dt. 29:18(19) is difficult, not least because of the interpretation of sp6l as "take
away, carry off."z "That which is watered" (hdrdwd) is contrasted with "that which is
dry" (hass"mE'd). Understood literally, this could mean that the idolater who scorns the
law of Yahweh turns in secret to a fertility deity, "that an abundance of water may end
the drought" (EU). A figurative interpretation is also possible, in which "the irrigated
and the dried up (land)" serves as a merism for all, both the good and the evil - who
are all snatched away without distinction (LXX and lQS 2:14).

In Job l0:15 r"'eh (left untranslated by LXX and Vg.) should be read as ra'eh; also
possible, though not necessary, is the conjectural emendation rlvCh, "steeped" (in dis-
grace and affliction).

b. rlvayA. The noun rewdyd means "abundance" (of drink; cf. Arab. rawiyy, "over-
flowing (water); copious drink; a cloud that rains large drops"; Syr. rawaya', "drunk-
ard; thirsty"). In Ps. 23:5 a sacrificial meal is prepared demonstratively for the perse-
cuted psalmist before the very eyes of the accusers; this meal shows Yahweh to be a
sheltering host, whose abundant goodness and kindness find expression in the over-
flowing cup of wine.

In Ps. 66: 12 it is reasonable to emend lar"wAyA n hrnvdhA, "(you brought us out) to
a spacious place," i.e., "to freedom," following LXX, Syr., and Tg.

c. ri. Also a hapax legomenon is the noun ri "moisture" (cf. Arab. riyy and rayy,
"[artificial] watering [of the soil], rain"). The speech of Elihu in Job 37:1-13 with awe
and wonder portrays God's omnipotence displayed in natural phenomena; v. 11 states
that God fills the clouds with moisture.

Ps. 104:13 reads mipp"ri ma'oSAfta, "with the fruit of your work" (also LXX and
Vg.); Kraus has proposed emending this to mert '"samAfta, "from the moisture of your
chambers" (the earth is satisfied), a good parallel to v. 13a, "he who waters the moun-
tains from his lofty home."8

d. yOreh. The noun ybreh (< *yawreh ( *yarweh), with a preformative y, which oc-
curs twice (plus a conjectural occurrence), denotes the "early rain," which falls from
the beginning of October through the end of December.s It invariably appears in con-
junction with malqdi, the "late rain." As master of the forces of nature, Yahweh has en-
dued the natural order with his blessing; he will vouchsafe to the land the early and late
rains in due season if Israel hearkens to the commandments of Yahweh, its God. Thus
Dt. I 1:14 portrays to the people the blessing associated with obedience to the law. The
prophecy of Jeremiah in Jer. 5:20-25, spoken during a drought, accuses the Israelites
(v.24) of refusing to fear the Lord, who gives the rain (the explication "the early rain
and the late rain" is a secondary glosslo) in its season and keeps the weeks appointed
for the harvest. In consequence of their sins, there has been no rain. When the people

7. -+ X, 305.
8. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1989), 296, 300.
9. AuS, I, I 15-30.
10. Brls.
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punished by drought and a plague of locusts return to the Lord with prayer and fasting,
Joel (Joel 2:23) proclaims the good news that Yahweh will once again cause the early
rain (34 mss. read y6reh instead of mbreh) and the late rain to pour down.

III. Dead Sea Scrolls. There is one occurrence each of the derivatives rawd (?) and
rewdyd in the Dead Sea Scrolls. Dt. 29:18(19) is quoted in lQS 2:14 (hrwwh or
hrwyh? ); I QpHab I I : 14 describes the wicked priest as walking in the way of intem-
perance (hrwyh; the appended final clause lm'n spwt hsm'h appears to allude to Dt.
29: 18[19]). Two other occurrences (lQH fr. 58, 6; 4Q381 78, 6) appear in fragmentary
contexts.

IV. LXX. The LXX usually translates rawd with a verbal form of methiskein (act.i
"make drunk"; pass.: "become drunk, intoxicated"). The qal is represented by the pass.

methysthdsesthai (in Prov. 7: l8 by apolailein, "enjoy"), the piel and hiphil by the aorist
emdthysa or emethfsth€n. In many passages (niphal, Prov. ll:25; piel, Prov. 5:19;
hiphil, lsa. 43:24; Hos. 6:3) the LXX reads the text differently.

Maiberger

111\ ,wb; tl\ raafu

I. Etymology. II. Verb: 1. Occurrences; 2. Usage. III. Noun: 1. Occurrences; 2. Usage. IV.

LXX. V. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology. Most of the etymological questions associated with the root rwUryh
still elude definitive answers.l In this connection we need only recall that it is not clear
yet whether we must distinguish two different roots, rwy'r and ryh, in Hebrew.2 The first
ostensibly means "be spacious, make spacious for someone, feel relieved" (qal only in

rwh.R.Albertz and C. Westermann, "D:l'] ruah Geist)' THAT ll,726-53; G. A. Anderson,
Sacrifices and Offerings in Ancient Israel. HSM 4l (1987); P. A. H. de Boer, 'An Aspect of Sac-
rifice. II. God's Fragrancel' SW 23 (1972), 37-47; G. Delling, "dotri," TDNT V, 493-95;
M. Haran, "The Uses of Incense in the Ancient Israelite Ritual," yf l0 (1960) ll3-29;'
J. Hoftijzer, "Das sogenannte Feueropfer," Hebriiische Wortfurschung. FS W. Baumgartner SW
16 (1967), ll4-34:' L. Krihler, TLAT (1966), esp. 176-77; M. LOhr, Das Riiucheropfer im AT
(1927); D. Lys, Rfrach. Endes d'Histoire et de Philosophie Religieuses 56 (1962); R. Rendtorff,
"Genesis 8,21 und die Urgeschichte des Jahwisten," KuD 7 (1961) 69-78; idem, Studien zur
Geschichte des Opfers im Alten Israel. WMANT 24 (1967); D. Winton Thomas, 'A Study in He-
brew Synonymsl'ZA l0 (1935) 311-14; G. L. Young, "The Smelling of the Sweet Savor of
Noah's Sacrifice," BSt 3 (1905) 64-67.

--> Dla rfiah.

l. -->lJl''t rttah.
2. As argued, e.g., by GesTh, 7270-73; GesB,748-50; l,exHebAram,760.
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I S. l6:23 and Job 32:20',pual ptcp., "spacious," in Jer. 22:14), and is reflected in such

nouns as rewah, "expanse, space" (Gen.32:11[Eng. 16]) or "deliverance" (Est. 4:14),

and rlvdhd, "respite" (Ex. 8:11[5]; Lam. 3:56). One may compare, for example,

Arab. rawiha IV, "cause to rest," VIII and X, "find rest," along with the nouns rafua and

istiraha, "rest"'3 Rabbinic Heb. rawah and Aram. r'wah, which in the peal means "be

spacious";a and Syr. r1vah, "be spacious."s

The second root rwh/ryh would then mean "breathe, blow, smell," appearing in
the OT primarily in the hiphil (l l times), with the nouns -+ Dla rfiah, "wind, spirit,"
rEalt, "odor" (58 occurrences in the Hebrew OT and I in Biblical Aramaic),6 as well
as the hapax legomenon raha!, "wir.nowing shovel" (Isa. 30:24). Cognates would in-
clude Arab. raha l, "blow, be windy, be refreshed l' lY (arwdha), "smell bad," X
(istarwaha), "inhale, smell," and nouns such as rth, "odot, SCont";7 Eth. rdhdya,

"waft, smell"; rettt, "perfume";8 lJgar. rh, "wind, scent"'e Plun. rh, "spirit";to 4.ut .

rwh(since Sefire III,2);tralso Rabbinic Hebrew and Aramaic, as well as Syriac.l2

As one might expect, this approach is in part a question of definition. Not uncom-

monly, though, more recent scholars assume a single Common Semitic root rwh/

ryh,t3 citing as a parallel AY'k. napdiu, which means both "expand" and "blow,
breathe."la

II. Verb.
l. Occurrences. The Hebrew verb rwlt occurs 14 times in the OT: twice in the qal,

once in the pual, and 11 times in the hiphil.

2. Usage.

a. Qal. Viewed in their contexts, the two occurrences of the qal clearly convey the

meaning "it is spacious" for (1") someone - i.e., the person feels relieved. The story of
David's rise recounts how an "evil spirit" (rfiah hdrd'd) would repeatedly come upon

Saul; but when the young David played the lyre, "Saul would be relieved (werawal.t

l"id'fiI) and feel better, and the evil spirit would depart from him" (l S. 16:23). In a

3. Lane, lt3, ll7':.-83; R. Dozy, Suppl1ment aux dictionnaires arabes, II (Leiden, 21927),

565-68.
4. Jastrow, 1456-57.
5. kxSya 718-19.
6. See III below.
7. Lane, Dozy.
8. LexLingAeth, 274.
9. UT, r.o.2308.
10. KAI, 79.11; DISO, 276; R. S. Tomback, A Comparative Semitic l*xicon of the Phoeni'

cian and Punic l-anguages. SBLDS 32 (1978),303.
11. J. A. Fitzmyer, The Aramaic Inscriptions of Sefire. BietOr 19 (1967), 104:' KAI, 224. See

also P. Fronzaroli, AANLRVIW2O (1965), 139, 145.
12. Jastrow; LexSyr
13. Including HAL, lll, 1195-96; Lys, 19; H. Cazelles, Von Kanaan bis Kerala. FS J. P M.

van der Ploeg. AOAT 211 (1982),75-90.
14. AHw, ll, '736-37; Albertz and Westermann, 727 ; cf. Winton Thomas.
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similar vein, in the introduction to Elihu's speeches (lob 32-37), Elihu declares that he

will not find relief until he speaks (32:20).
b. Pual. The only instance of a pual form occurs in Jeremiah's judgment oracle

against Jehoiakim (Jer.22:13-19): "I will build myself a spacious house with large up-
per rooms (wa'olty6! m"ruwwahtm)" (v. A).

c. Hiphil. The hiphil of rwh usually means "smell"; the subject may be humans,
God, or gods made by human hands. Occasionally it means "scent" (lob 39:25, subj.: a
horse). A unique statement in the story of Samson (Jgs. 16:9) speaks of a strand of fiber
that snaps when it "smells" the fire, i.e., when it comes too near the fire.

Only a few passages speak of persons sensing a smell: the aged Isaac can smell the
odor of Esau's garments; the Priestly regulations governing worship in the tabernacle
forbid private imitation of the highly sacred incense prepared by a perfumer (qe16re1

rdqalt) "in order to smell it" (l"hariah bA,8x.30:38;.rs
Most texts refer to Yahweh or the gods, and naturally imply anthropomorphic con-

ceptions; normally they appear in cultic contexts. Concerning the sacrifice ('6ld) ot-
fered by Noah after the flood, Gen. 8:21 (usually assigned to J) says: "Then Yahweh
smelled the pleasing odor" (wayyarah yhwh'e!-reab hannthdah); the verb is used in a
technical cultic sense. Clearly the story incorporates traditional elements from outside
Israel, which appear already in the Akkadian deluge story of Atrahasis (III, Y 34-35)
and the Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic (XI, 159-61): "The gods smelled the odor, the
gods gathered like flies about him as he offered sacrifice."16

Traditional elements of a similar nature appear also in the story of the second occa-
sion when David spares the life of Saul (l S. 26). David says to the king: "If Yahweh
has stirred you up against me, may he smell a grain offering" @Aral.t minhd, v. 19).17

Conversely, Amos declares that Yahweh will not smell the solemn assemblies of the Is-
raelites (Am. 5:21). And a judgment pronouncement in P (Lev. 26:31) sounds like the
inverse of Gen. 8:21: 'And I will not smell your pleasing odor" (weld' 'artah berAah

nthdhftem). It is clear that in cultic contexts "smell" means the same as "accept."l8
Gods made by human hands are incapable of either accepting or rejecting sacrificial

offerings. The simply cannot smell (Dt. 4:28), a fact declared liturgically in praise of
the living God (Ps. 115:6).

Uniquely isolated is Isaiah's description of the king whose coming is expected to
bring salvation: wahorthd b\tir'a1 yhwh, "and his smelling is in the fear of Yahweh"
(Isa. I l:3). This statement is totally out of place in the context and is apparently the re-
sult of dittography.re

15. See also Ldhr; Haran; -; ia9l q"tore1.

16. AOT, 179; ANET 95; RTAT 122; C. Westermann, Genesis 1-l I (Eng. trans. Minneapolis,
1984), 390-92, 454-56; also Young; de Boer, 37-47; Anderson. See also W. G. Lambert and
A. R. Millard, Atraflasis (Oxford, 1969), 98-99. -+ ll'lll'i nih6ah.

17. Rendtorff, Studien, 169-98; --> 'i'nJD minl.td.
18. -+ i'13'l rasd.
19. BHS,
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III. Noun.
l. Occurrences. The noun rAah occurs 58 times in the OT: 18 times in Numbers, 17

in Leviticus, 8 in the Song of Solomon, 4 each in Genesis, Exodus, and Ezekiel, once

each in Jeremiah, Hosea, and Job. Of these occurrences, 43 are in the fixed expression

rAah nth6ah, "pleasing odor," found primarily in P and H. There is also one occulrence
of the noun in Biblical Aramaic (Dnl. 3:27).

2. U sage. In the 1 5 instances where rAah is not a nomen regens with nih6ah, it lsu-
ally denotes a perceptible odor. It may be associated with a human being (e.g., "the
smellof myson," rAahb"nt,Gen.27:27) orclothing(e.g.,"thesmellof hisclothing,"
rA ah b" gdSdyw, Gen. 27 :27 ; "the scent of your garments," rA ah i almolayift, Cant. 4: l l),
or with the natural environment (e.g., "the smell of the field," rAah SdQeh, Gen.27:27;
"the fragrance of Lebanonl' rAah Fpan6n, Hos. l4:7; Cant. 4:ll; the fragrance put

forth by blossoms on the vine, w"hagg"pdnim semaQar nalenfr rAah, Cant. 2:13;zo 16"

fragrance emitted by mandrakes, haddfi/dTm na1enfi-rAah,7:l4ll3h2t the scent of ap-

ples, tappfrhtm, 7:9[8]; and even, remarkably, the "scent of water," rAah mayim, Job

l4:9). But the noun can also denote the aroma of extracts from aromatic plants such as

nard (nErd, Calt. l'.12)22 or the perfume of variously compounded oils (i"mdntm, l:3;
4:10). Especially in the language of the Song of Songs, we often note a metaphorical
use of the noun rAalt - a.8., the scent of the nose of the beloved is like that of apples
(7:9[8]).

Occasionally rAah denotes a foul odor. For example, the Israelite supervisors claim
that Moses and Aaron "have brought us into bad odor (hib'aitem 'e!-rAaD with Pha-

raoh and his officials" (Ex. 5:21); and, according to Jer. 48:l l, the (foul) odor of Moab
has never changed (namar [niphal of mwr I]).23

Finally, in the Aramaic sections of the book of Daniel we read that, thanks to the di-
vine miracle, no "smell of fire" OAah nfir) came from the three men in the fiery furnace
(Dnl.3:27).

IV. LXX. The LXX translates the qal of rwh with anapsychein (l S. 16:23) or

anapailesthai (Job 32:20); for the hiphil it almost always uses osphrainesthai. By the

same token, the noun rAah is normally translated by osmii and the phrase rAah nih1ah
12
by osme euocltas.

V. Dead Sea Scrolls. The laws in the Temple Scroll, which partially parallel P and

H, use the expression "pleasing odor" (ryh nybwD in its traditional sense as a technical
cultic term, especially in connection with the festal cycle and its offerings (llQT
l3:8ff.): the regular (tdmtil sacrifice (13:12,15:, cf. Ex. 29:38ff.; Nu. 28:3ff.), the sacri-

fices required at the beginning of the month (l lQT 14:14,16; cf. Nu. 29:1ff.) and at the

20. HAL, ilt, 1226-21.
21. HAL, 1,216.
22. HAL, fit, 1226.
23. Bl,e, 956t"; HAL, II, 560.
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dedication festival (1lQT 15:13; 16:10); also the prescribed sacrifices (20:8) and the
sacrifices at the festival of the firstfruits of oil and the offering of wood (22:4,7; 23:17;
24:6); and finally the sacrifices on the first day of the seventh month (25:4,6: cf. Lev.
23:24; Nu. 29:l-6:'Ezk.45:18-21) and the Festival of Booths (1lQT 28:2,6; cf. Lev.
23:33-36; Nu. 29:13-38;'Ezk.45:23-25). The expression also occurs once in the de-
scription of the temple courtyard ( I I QT 34:14). Of course these texts bear the stamp of
the increased emphasis of the temple cult on purity, holiness, and above all atonement
that is typical of postexilic Judaism.2a The parallel tendency of ancient Judaism to re-
interpret the sacrificial cult in a spiritualizing sense is illustrated by the use of the same

expression in IQS 8:9 (if the text has been transmitted correctly).25
Kronholm

24. -+, respectively, '1ilU ldhar; $11 qdi; aD) kpr. See, e.g., K. Koch, EvT 26 (1966) 217-39;
-+lX,412-15, esp. 415; B. Z. Wacholder,The Dawn of Qumran (Cincinnati, 1983), esp. 9-13.

25. G. Klinzing, Die Umdeutung des Kultus in der Qumrangemeinde und im NT. SUNT 7
(197r), 62tr.,93tr.

I. Etymology and Meaning. II. Ancient Near East: l. West Semitic; 2. Akkadian and

Sumerian;3. Egyptian; 4. Israel. III. OT: 1. Occurrences;2.Lexical Field. IV. Wind: l. Natural

Phenomenon; 2. God's Wind. V. Breath or Spirit: l. Divine rfiah and Human Nature; 2. Human

rfrah;3. Charisma; 4. Eschatology. VI. LXX. VII. Later Literature: 1. Dead Sea Scrolls; 2. Other

Literature. VIII. Gender.

rfrab. G. W. Ahlstriim, "I Samuel l,l5: Bibl 60 (1979) 254; R. Albertz and C. Westermann,
'\:n mahGeistl'THATll,726-53; D. C. Arichea, "Translating Breath and Spirit," Bf 34 (1983)
209-13; J.-M. Asurmendi et al., "UEsprit-Saint dans la Blblel' Cahiers Evangile 52 (1985);
C. Bariko, "dirdk rual.t," BethM 24 (1978119) 309-14 F. Baumgiirtel, "Spirit in the OT," IDNI
Yl, 359-67; J. H. Becker, Het begrip Nefesj in het OT (Amsterdam, 1942); A. Benson, Spirit of
God in the Didactic Books of the OT (Washington, 1949); G. Bettenzoli, Geist der Heiligl<cit.
Quademi di Semitistica 8 (Florence, 1979); W. Beyerlin, "Das K<inigscharisma bei Saull' ZAW 73
(1961) 186-201; R. G. Bratcher, "Breath, Life and Spirit," BI34 (1983) 201-9; C. A. Briggs, "The
Use of l1'l''l in the OT," JBL 19 (1900) 132-45; S. Castro, "Experiencia religiosa del Espiritu en la
Biblia," Revista de Espiritualidad 42 (1983) 7-34; H. Cazelles, "L Esprit de Dieu dans I'AI," in
G. Lefebvre, ed., Le mystire de I'Esprit Saint (1968),17 -44; idem, "UEsprit Saint dans l' Nt' lzs
Quatre Fleuves 9 (1979) 5-22; idem, "Prol6gomEnes ir une 6tude de I'Esprit dans le Blblel' Von
Kanaan bis Kerala. FS J. P. M. van der Ploeg. AOAT2ll (1982), 75-90; idem eral. "Saint Esprit I.
AI et Judarsmel' DBS X| 126-72, with bibliog.; Y. Congar, I Believe in the Holy Spirit (Eng.
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trans. New York, 1983); E. Dirscherl, Der Heilige Geist und das menschliche Bewusstsein. Bonner
dogmatische Studien 4 (1989), esp. 155-63; H. Duhm, Die brisen Geister im AT (1904);
T. Friedmann, "rual.t'elohim meral.tepet'al penA ha-mnyim," BethM 25 (1979180) 309-12;
G. Gerleman, "Geist und Geistesgaben im AI," RGG3, ll, l27O-72;H. Goeke, "Das Menschenbild
der individuellen Klagelieder" (diss., Bonn, l97l ), esp. 208-9; M. Grirg, "Religionsgeschichtliche
Beobachtungen zur Rede vom 'Geist Gottes,"' Wissenschaft und Weisheit 43 (1980) 129-48;
H. Gunkel, Schr)pfung und Chaos in Urzeit und Endzeit (Grittingen, 21921); idem, The Influence
of the Holy Spirit (Eng. trans. Philadelphia, 1979); A. H. J. Gunneweg, 'Aspekte des alt-
testamentlichen Geistverstdndnisses," ktccumer Protokolle 9 (1975) l-12 = idem, Sola Scriptura
(Gcittingen, 1983), 96-106; R. D. Haak, 'A Study and New Interpretation of Q.!R NPSi JBL l0l
(1982) 161-67; R. Hallevy, "Zu Charisma = Geist JHWSs," BethM 22 (1976177) 266-6'l;
V. Hamp, "Die zwei ersten Verse der Bibel," FS H. Junker (Trier, 196l), 113-26; E. Hanlotte,
"UEsprit de Yahweh dans I'AI," FS H. de Lubac | (Paris, 1963), 25-36; idem, "Profils de
l'Esprit," Cahiers Bibliques 19 (1981) 5-31; J. Hehn, "Zum Problem des Geistes im Alten Orient
und im AI," 7AW 43 (1925) 210-55; A. I. C. Heron, The Holy Spirit (Philadelphia, 1983); P. van
Imschoot, "L action de l'esprit de Jahv6 dans l'AT," RSPT 23 (1934) 553-87; idem, "Uespit de
Jahv6 et I'alliance nouvelle dans I'AI," ETL 13 (1936) 201-20; idem, "U espit de Jahv6, source de
vie,dansl'AT,"RB 44(1935) 481-501;idem,"Sagesse etEspritdansI'AI," RB4'l (1938)23-49;
M. E. Isaacs, The Concept of Spirit. Heythrop Monographs I (London, 1976);8. Jacob, "The An-
thropology of the OT," TDNT lX,617-31, esp. 628-30; A. Jepsen, Nabi (Munich, 1934), esp. l2-
42; J. Jeremias , Theophanie. WMANT l0 (21977); A. R. Johnson, The One and the Many in the Is-
raelite Conception of God (Carditr, 21961): idem, The Vitality of the Individual in the Thought of
Ancient Israel (Cardiff,2l96+1; A. S. Kapelrud,."The Spirit and the Word in the Prophets," ASZ
ll (1977178) 40-47; l.-L. Klein, "L Esprit et l'Ecriture," ETR 5l (1976) 149-63; R. Koch, Gersr
und Messias (Vienna, 1950); idem, "La portde anthropologique de la Rfrach selonl'Nt' Studia
Moralia 19 (1981) 133-51; idem, "La thdologie de l'Esprit de Yahv6 dans le livre d'Isaie," in
J. Coppens et al., eds. Sacra Pagina 1. BETL (1959), 419-331' L. Kdhler, ThAT (1966), esp. 96-
105; T. Kronholm, "Guds Ande i Gamla testamentet," TTK 55 (1984) 241-57; E. Kutsch, "'Ich
will meinen Geist ausgiessen auf deine Kinder,'" Das Wort, das weiterwirkt. FS K. Fror (Munich,
1981), 122-133; R. S. Lauha, Psychophysischer Sprachgebrauch im AT. AnAcScFen, diss. hum.
litt. 35 (1983); l. L. Lee, "The Spirit and the Unity of Change," Encounter 34 (1973) 147-61;
H. lrene, "Rtrach en i"mit'A in Jesaja 37,7]' Amsterdamse Cahiers voor exegese en bijbelse
theologie 4 (1983) 49-62, 134-35; F. Lindstrrim, God and the Origin of Evil. CBOT 2l (1983),
esp.74-l l5; J. A. Loewen, "Clean Air or Bad Breath?" BT 34 (1983) 213-19; R. Luyster, "Wind
and Water," ZAW 93 (1981) l-10; D. Lys, Rfiach. Erudes d'Histoire et de Philosophie Religieuses
56 (1962); T. Maertens, "Der Geist des Herrn erfiillt den Erdkreis," Die Welt der Bibel 5 (1959) 7 -
ll5; idem, The Spirit of God in Scripture (Eng. trans. Baltimore, 1966); F. Manns, k symbole
eau-espit dans le judai'sme ancien. Studii biblicifranciscani analecta 19 (1983), esp. 65-97;
T. N. D. Mettinger, King and Messiah. CBOT 8 (1976), esp.233-53; S. Moscati, "The Wind in
Biblical and Phoenician Cosmogony," JBL66 (1947) 305-10; S. Mowinckel, "The 'Spirit'and the
'word' in the Pre-Exilic Reforming Prophers," JBL 53 (1934) 199-227; 56 (1937) 261-65;
G. Miinderlein, Kriterien wahrer und falscher Prophetie. EH XXIlIl33 (1979), esp. 54-87;
L. Neve, The Spirit of God in the OT (Tokyo, 1972); P. von der Osten-Sacken, "Geist im
Buchstaben," EvT 4l (1981) 230-35; R. Penna, "Lo spirito di Cristo," RivB SupT (1979),93-116;
E. Qimron, "Nomina ventorum caeli in fontibus nostris antiquisl' BethM 25 (1979180) 4l-47;
N. H. Ridderbos, "Gen. i 1 und 2," OTS 12 (1958) 214-60; H. Ringgren, "Hypostasen," RGG3, III,
504-6: idem, The Prophetical Conception of Holiness (Lund, 1948); idem, Word and Wisdom
(Lund, 1947); J. Scharbert, Fleisch, Geist und Seele im Pentateuch. SBS 19 (1966); idem, "Der
'Geist' und die Schriftpropheten," Der Weg zum Menschen. FS A. Deissler (1989),82-97; J. H.
Scheepers, Die Gees van God en die Gees van die mens in die OT (Kampen, 1960); O. Schilling,
Geist und Materie in biblischer Sicht. SBS 25 (1967); H. H. Schmid, "Ekstatische und
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I. Etymology and Meaning. The word rfiah, which is perhaps onomatopoetic,l
may be considered a primitive noun based on a biliteral root.2 The Hebrew word rfralt,
however, presupposes a triliteral base rwh that evolved from this biliteral root; the

charismatische Geistwirkungen im AI," in C. Heitmann and H. Mtihlen, eds., Erfahrungen und
Theologie des Heiligen Geistes (Hamburg, 1974), 83-100; L. Schmidt, "Kdnig und Charisma im
ATI' EvT 24 (1964) 374-87; W. H. Schmidt, Alttestamentlicher Glaube in seiner Geschichte
(Neukirchen-V1uyn, 61987), esp. l2l-24; idem, "Anthropologische Begriffe im AI," EvT 24
(1964) 374-88: idem, "Geist/Heiliger Geist/Geistesgaben. I. Nl: TRE, XII, 170-73; W. R.
Schoemaker, "The Use of Dl''l in the OT, and of rweDpc in the NT," JBL 23 (1904) 13-67; D.-D.
Schunck, "Wesen und Wirken des Geistes nach dem AT," in P. MAki, ed., Taufe und Heiliger
Geist. Schrifien der Luther-Agricola-Gesellschaft Al8 (Helsinki, 1979),7 -30; ldem, "Wesen und
Wirksamkeit des Geistes nach der Uberlieferung des AIs," in B. Schrage, ed., Zur Theologie in
Geschichte und Gegenwart (1976), ll-23; E. Schweizer, The Holy Spirit (Eng. trans. Philadel-
phia, 1980); N. Shupak, "The 'Sitz im Leben' of the Book of Proverbs in the Light of a Compari-
son of Biblical and Egyptian Wisdom Literature," RB 94 (1987) 98-l19, esp. 112-13; D. Silber,
"npi, nimh wrwb," BethM 16 (1970/71) 312-25; J. L. Ska, "S6paration des eaux et de la terre
ferme dans le rdcit sacerdotal," NRf 103 (1981) 512-32, esp. 528-30; R. J. Sklba, "'Until the
Spirit from on High Is Poured Out on Us' (Isa 32:15)l' CBQ 46 (1984) 1-17; P. J. Smith, 'A
Semotactical Approach to the Meaning of the Term rfrah'ilohim in Genesis l:ll' JNSL 8 (1980)
99-lM; L. Stachowiak, "Duch," Encyklopedia katolicka, IY 278-8 I ; R. Vande Walle, "The Vari-
ous Facets of Man in Wisdom Literature," Jeevadhara 16 (1986) l2l-32; M. Vischer, "L Esprit
Saint," EIR 80 (1975) 225-29; P. Volz, Der Geist Gottes und die verwandten Erscheinungen im
AT und im anschliessenden Judentum (1910); T. C. Vriezen, "De Heilige Geest in het OT," in De
Spiritu Sancto (1964),7-39; idem, "Ruach Jahweh (Elohim) in the OT," Biblical Essays (1966),
50-61; S. Wagner, "Geist und Leben nach Ezechiel 37,1-14: ThV 10 (1979) 53-65; Z. Weisman,
"The Personal Spirit as Imparting Authoriry;' 7AW 93 (1981) 225-34; C. Westermann, "Geisr im
Nll' EvT 4l (1981) 223-30; idem, Praise and Inment in the Psalms (Eng. trans. Atlanta, l98l);
M. Westphal, "Le ruach dans l'AI, son r6le et sa significance thdologique" (diss., Geneva, 1958);
W. Wifall, "The Breath of His Nostrils : Gen 2:7bl' CBQ 36 (197 4) 237 -40; L Willi-Plein, "Geist
des [rbens," "/ad28 (1972) 9l-110; J. K. Wiryamartana, "'Spirit'as a Symbol of Religious Expe-
rience in Jewish-Christian Tradition and Western Philosophy," Orientasi 6 (1974) 56-73; H.-W.
Wolff, Anthropology of the OT (Eng. trans. Philadelphia, 1914), esp. 32-39; Wonsuk Ma, "The
Spiit(ruah) of Godinlsaiah 1-39,"AsiaJournalof Theology 3 (1989) 582-96;L.J.Wood,The
Holy Spirit in the OT (Grand Rapids, 1976); D. Zeller, "Geist," in A. Grabner-Haider, ed., Die
BibelundunsereSprache (Vienna, l97O), 138-52;G.J.Zemek, 'AimingtheMind," GraceTheo-
logical Journal 5 ( I 984) 205-27 .

On VII: A. A. Anderson, "The Use of 'Ruah' in lQS, lQH, and lQM," "/SS 7 (1962)293-3031'
W. Foerster, "Der Heilige Geist im Sp?itjudentum," NfS 8 (1961162) 117-34; H.-W Kuhn,
Enderwartung und gegenwdrtiges Heil. SUNT 4 (1966); F. N<itscher, Geist und Geister in den
Texten von Qumran. BBB 17 (1962), 17 5-87 ; idem, "Heiligkeit in den Qumranschriftenj' RevQ 2
(1959160) 163-81, 315-44, esp. 333-44; J. Pryke, "'Spirit' and 'Flesh' in the Qumran Documents
and Some NT Texts," RevQ 5 (1964165) 345-60; P. Schiifeq "Geist/Heiliger Geist/Geistesgaben.
II. Judentum," TRE, XII, 173-78; idem, Die Vorstellung vom Heiligen Geist in der rabbinischen
Literatur SANZ 38 (1972) (with bibliog.); J. Schreiner, "Geistbegabung in der Gemeinde von
Qumran," BZ 9 (1965) 161-80; O. J. F. Seitz, "The Two Spirits of the Rule of the Community,"
RevQ 3 (1961162) 449-52; P. Wernberg-M4ller, "A Reconsideration of the Two Spirits in the
Rule of the Community (lQ Serek III,l3-IV26)," RevQ 3 (1961162) 413-41.

1. D. Winton Thomas, ZS 10 (1935) 3ll-14;'Lys, 19-24.
2. GK $30g,h,k.
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same base is attested in Aramaic.3 The form may be classified as a verbal noun mod-

eled on the infinitive,a denoting an action: the "blowing" of the wind or "respiration."

By analogy it came to mean "breathing" as a sign of life and hence "spirit" and "life."
From the same triliteral base probably come a few verbal forms along with their derived

nouns:5 rwh qal,6 construed impersonally, "it becomes spacious (for someone)," "feel re-

lieved,"7 along with the hiphil hErial.t, "smell," and the noun rAah, "odor, aroma." The qal

and pual forms are assigned by GesB and lzxHebAramto a separate root meaning "be spa-

cious"; Lys, on the other hand, identifies only a single root, conveying a variety of mean-

ings: "airy spacious."8 Cazelles, too, identifies a single root, but believes the basic mean-

ing is "be spacious": rfiah denotes primarily the empty "air," only secondarily air in
motion or "wind."e More likely, however, the spatial meaning found in Biblical Hebrew

and other West Semitic languages arose through association with deep breathing and the

resulting sense of expansiveness and relief. Al,k. napdiu has a similar double meaning:

"blow, breathe," as well as "expand."l0 The basic meaning "wind," something fleeting and

ephemeral, leads logically to the figurative sense of "impermanence" and "futility."

II. Ancient Near East.
I . West Semitic. The base rwh appears throughout the entire range of West Semitic.

In the Ugaritic texts it is always written rft, which can represent both Heb. rfral.t and

rAah. In one text,ll where the context speaks also of coriander, it should probably be

translated "aroma." In another text,l2 in the instructions for Baal's descent into the

netherworld, we read: 'And you - take your clouds, your wind (rhk), your lightning

[?], your rain"; the context makes clear that ri is one of the meteorological phenomena

associated with Baal-Hadad, the god of storms and tempests. These phenomena are

also alluded by Baal's epithet rkb 'rpt, "cloud rider"; cf. the OT theophanies that de-

scribe Yahweh as "riding" on the clouds or a "cherub," in parallel with soaring "upon

thewingsof thewind" ('al-kanpA-rfiah):Ps.18:11[Eng. 10]par.25.22:ll;Ps. 104:3'

The Ugaritic expression has a literal parallel in Ps. 68:5(4), which calls Yahweh rdftdp

bdardb6! (cf. v. 34[33];Dt.33:26',Isa. l9:1). Yet another text describes Aqhat's death:

t;i km rl1 npih, "his life shall depart like a breath"'13 the simile is continued by two par-

allel phrases: km ill brlth (two words of uncertain meaning)la and km qtr b 'ph, "llke

3. See II.l below.
4. GK $83a.b.
5. HAL, III, 1197.
6. -> F''fi rwh.
1. K8L2,877: "be able to breathe."
8. P. 19; also HAL, III, I 196.
9. "Proldgombnes," 80ff.
lO. AHw, ll, 736-38; Johnson, Vitality, 7 n. 4; 23 n. 2;

Westermann,727.
tt. KTU, 1.3,11,2.
12. KTU, 1.5, V 7.

13. KTU, 1.18, IY 24-25; cf.36-37.
14. TO, I, 439: "his vital principle like glair."

Scheepers, 94; Albertz and
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smoke from his nostrils"; these are clich6s that appear in other texts. The expression in
question is preceded immediately by a parallel expression denoting death: .iplc km siy

[meaning uncertain]15 dlz [elsewhere: dmhf, "pour out (his) blood like a criminal [?]."
The noun rl.t and its parallel qtr are images representing the transitoriness of life. As in
the OT, life seems to be associated with blood: when the blood is poured out,life (npi)
departs through the nostrils ('p) like a breath (rfi) or smoke (qtr).

A Punic inscription for Carthage reads: "Whoever seeks to remove this stone . . .

may Tinnit be judge over their rhl'16 Here rft should probably be understood simply as

meaning 'life" 
- in other words, Tinnit is to slay the offender. In Old Aramaic,

stela III from SefirelT speaks of rwh 'pwh, "breath of life," of a fugitive pleading for his
life, i.e., seeking asylum.ls

2. Akkadian and Sumerian. The base rwhisnot found in the East Semitic languages,
but the concepts associated with it have analogs in both Mesopotamia and Egypt.
Among the Sumerians, Enlil, "lord of the air," is the god of the wind and the atmo-
sphere. According to one myth, he separated the sky from the earth, thus performing
the fundamental act in the creation of the world.le He is also the god of vegetation and
of life, who brings forth abundance and prosperity; his "evil wind," contrariwise, is a
destructive force, apparently totally random in its effects. The Lament over the De-
struction of Ur20 says of Enlil: "The winds of abundance he took away from the land,
the good winds he took away from Sumer, the evil tempest he summoned";zt ;, O"-
clares also that Enlil "hatefully sent forth" the tempest.22

ln certain respects the equivalent of Heb. rfiah in Akkadian is iaru, "wind, storm,
breath (of the god)," hence also "breath of life, blessing."z: Thus the gods extol
Marduk as ili idri fibi, "the god of the good breath," and i-na pu-ui-ki dan-ni ni-si-
nu iar-iu ta-a-bu, "he whose good breath we inhale in terrible affliction."2a The op-
posite of the "good wind" is the "evil wind" (iaru limnu or imfiullu), associated with
seven demons who inflict catastrophes and illnesses. Marduk is by nature a god of
storms and tempests, similar to the West Semitic Adad and possibly even of West Se-

mitic origin. In the Creation Epic the winds (including im$ullu) are Marduk's weap-
ons in his battle with Tiamat;2s after assigning the gods their places and roles in his

15. Ibid., 439; "L1ke a criminal."
16. KAI,79.t0-tt.
17. KAI, 224.2.
18. See also l*xSyr;'l18-20; ContiRossini, 239;G.L.Harding, An Index and Concordance of

Preislamic Arabic Names and Inscriptions (Toronto, '1971),290 (rwh); DISO 275; P. Fronzaroli,
AANLR 20 (1965), 139, 145; for Eblaite see M. Baldacci, BiOr 2l (19'19)'13-'l'1.

19. RAO,69-70.
20. SAHG,200; but cf. RTAT 141.
21. Yv. 173-75.
22.V.204.
23. Cf. Heb. sd'ari se'drd.
24.EnEl,Yll,23; for additional material see Hehn, 213-15.
25. EnEl, IY 45.
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cosmos, he retains for himself dominion over winds and meteorological phenorr
ena.26 Of particular importance is that in his battle Marduk makes the winds enter
into Tiamat and cause her belly to swell; having killed her, he divides her in two,
making one half the sky and the other the earth. Thus he plays the role of the god of
the air, separating the earth from the sky, then taking his own place between the two
as lord of the atmosphere. He shares this role of god of the air and winds with the

Ugaritic Baal-Hadad, although Baal does not appear as creator of the world.
As synonyms of iaru we find id[u and zdqlqu, which can also have the meaning

"omen, oracle," because the Babylonians thought of the winds as messengers of the
gods. Hehn associates this conception with the ecstatic soothsayer called ma[!u,
roughly "raverl' also called i€fuanu;2t he is "one possessed by the icfuu, the spirit, who
in his holy madness sees visions and gives omens."28

Of central importance in Mesopotamia is the antithesis between the good and the evil
wind, an expression of the capriciousness of the gods, who may either bless or afflict.
Myths concerning the origin and constitution of humanity say nothing about a quicken-
ing divine exhalation or the breath of life or the spirit within an individual. Concerning
Akkadian usage, Hehn observes accurately: "It is precisely in the sense of'spirit'that
iaru . .. lags behind rfiahl'ze More generally, Mesopotamian mythology shows surpris-
ingly little interest in human beings. When the Amarna Letters address the Egyptian
king with the formula idri balatia, "the breath of my life,":o they are echoing Egyptian
usage (cf. Lam. 4:20, where the anointed king is called, rftah 'appAnfi).

3. Egyptian.In the Egyptian cosmology of Heliopolis, Shu is the god of the (dry) air
and also the vital principle. Mythology describes him and his sister Tefnut (moisture) as

being the first-begotten of Atum, the primal, universal god, or as being spat or exhaled

from Atum's mouth. He is the primal wind and also carries out the first act of creation by
separating the earth god Geb and his consort, the sky goddess Nut - like Sumerian Enlil
and Babylonian Marduk, who also separate the sky from the earth. He is pictured as bear-

ing up the goddess of the sky while standing upon the god of the earth; according to
Derchain,3l his name .iw ("he who stands erect") alludes to this image. In the cosmos,

therefore, he is identical with the space between the sky and the earth - not empty, but
filled with life-giving air and light. Here he has dominion over the four winds.3z

Amun, too, appears originally to have been a god of the air. As such, according to
Sethe,33 he was one of the eight primal gods of Hermopolis, before being transplanted

26. EnEl, V 49-51.
27. E. F. Weidner, AJSL 38 (1921122) 188.
28. Hehn,224.
29. P.213.
30. EA 14l:2,6,10,13,37,43; 1439,15,17 ; 1442,6-8; 28 I :3.
31. P. Derchain, Revue d'Egyptologie 2'7 (1975) I l0-16.
32. A. deBtck, Plaats en betekenis van Sjoe in de Egyptische theologie (Amsterdam, 1947);

H. te velde. LexAg, Y.735-37'. e4R, 685-89.
33. K. Sethe, Amun und die acht Urgdtter von Hermopolis. Abhandlungen der Preussischen

Akademie der Wissenschaften 1929, Phil.-hist. K1., no. 4.
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to Thebes during the Eleventh Dynasty. In Thebes, identified with Re, he was wor-
shiped as the sun god. In the cosmogony of Hermopolis, the eight primal gods pro-
duced the sun or light as the first principle of the cosmos. These primal gods, grouped
in four pairs, represent precosmic chaos: the primal deep, infinite expanse, darkness -but also with Amun-Amaunet ("the hidden/invisible one"34), the wind, the invisible,
dynamic principle from which the world originates, even before the sun. As god of the

moving air, Amun is a spiritual being, omnipresent and quickening. It is true that this
aspect ofthe god appears primarily in late texts. Sethe is convinced nevertheless that it
conveys a picture of the original Amun. A hymn dating from the New Kingdom, found
in the temple of Amun in the great oasis, extols Amun as the god of wind and weather:
"You are Amun, you are Shu . . . , you are gloriously manifest in the four winds of the
heavens, of which it is said: they issue from the mouth of His Majesty, the soul of Shu,

who guides the wind to the sail of the sun-bark. . . . He enters into all trees, and they
come alive in their swaying branches. . . . He brings tumult to the heavens and turmoil
to the sea, and they grow calm when he grows calm. . . . His voice is heard but he is not
seen. He makes all throats breathe; he strengthens the heart of the woman in childbirth
and maintains the life of the child that comes forth from her - Amun, the soul of Shu,
who enters into the clouds, separating the sky from the earth, who remains omnipresent
in all aspects of human life."3s This picture fits with the definition of Amun given by
Eusebius: td did pdntdn chdrdn pnefima, "the breath that pervades all things.":o

There is not a sharp dividing line between the god and the wind as a natural phe-

nomenon; the vision is pantheistic. This pantheism is also clear in another hymn, in
which Osiris is addressed as universal giver of life: "You blow air from your throat into
the nostrils of human beings. How divine it is, this life-giving breath, stored up in your
nostrils !"37

The king and all humanity receive life from the gods. This concept is illustrated by
the many representations of a god holding the symbol of life ('nfu) to the nostrils of the

king. Chnum, the god of conception and birth (of both gods and mortals), forms the

body of the child on his potter's wheel, which he brings with him into the womb to
form the child. He places life in the nostrils and, with his female companion Heket, as-

sists at the birth. He is called "sculptor who gives life." A dedicatory inscription at

Abydos speaks of "Chnum, who formed human beings, who breathes air into all nos-

trils, who gives life to all the gods."3s

Typically Egyptian is the pantheistic concept of a living harmonious universe into
which the individual must fit in order to receive life. Air and wind are cosmic manifes-
tations of life, the breath of the gods, which imparts life to human beings.3e

34. rbid.,78, 87-90.
35. Ibid.,97-98.
36. Praep. ev. 3.2.6.
37. RAO, 25.
38. Hehn, 217-18.
39. For further discussion see H. Brunner, kxAg, 1,303- I I ; S. Morenz, Gott und Mensch im

alten Agypten (Leipzig, l964li I?.1,R. 225-28.
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4. Israel. This survey of Israel's neighbors raises the question of the distinctiveness
of Israel and the OT. Here we shall note only the anthropocentricity of Israel's under-
standing of God and the world, which manifests itself not only in an anthropomorphic
conceptuality (a feature found throughout most of the ancient Near East) but also in a
powerful awareness of human subjectivity in relation to the natural world and God: hu-
man beings have dominion over the world and all living things (Gen. 1; Ps. 8). The

Yahwist's primal history does not even mention the creation of the world, describing
only the origin of humanity within an anthropocentric world (Gen. 2). Consistent with
this anthropocentrism is Israel's markedly ethnocentric understanding of itself in the

midst of the gentile world. The people consider themselves to be the object of their
God's special election, but also to be a collective subject ethically responsible to God
and the natural world. In like fashion, Israel thinks of God as an extramundane subject
in relation to the world, humanity, and Israel - on which, however, he looks with per-

sonal favor. The OT has very little to say about the actual nature of God.

The distinction and separation of these subjects in their relationship to one another

and to the world fits with an understanding of the living person as "a unit of vital
power,"'!o manifesting itself through its activity above and beyond the corporeal limits
of the body. This activity is conceived as an "extension of the personality"; its force

field is the locus of the rfrah. Here the thought of the OT would differ from the panthe-

istic ideas of Egyptian religion and Mesopotamian mythology. The latter deals with a

self-contained world of gods and their relationships; only rarely do they address them-
selves to human beings, who live and serve the gods on the margin of their world. "The
gods took control of life for themselves";al onl, the gods, not humans, breathe the

"good breath" of Marduk.a2 Neither extramundane existence nor concern for human-
kind characterizes the Mesopotamian concept of the gods.

III. OT.
l. Occurrences. The word rfrah occurs 378 times in the OT plus I I times in the Ara-

maic portions of Daniel. It is usually feminine, but occasionally masculine. There are

38 occurrences in the Pentateuch, but none in Leviticus and only 2 in Deuteronomy; it
is rare in legal material. Of fundamental importance are the 7 occurrences in the prime-

val history. Assignment of particular texts to J, E, or P is often uncertain. There are 47

occurrences of rfiah in the Former Prophets. It is especially frequent in the earlier his-
torical narratives: 26 occurrences in Judges - 1 Samuel, plus 9 in the Elijah-Elisha cy-
cle and 4 in 1 K. 22 (3 in poetic texts). The Dtr redaction sees a special association of
Yahweh's rfrah with the leaders and prophets of the early period.

It is noteworthy that the Sth-century prophets and Jeremiah almost never appeal to

Yahweh's rhab;a3 in fact, the word is uncommon in all the prophetic writings. In Amos
it appears only in 4:13 (secondary), in a hymnic section describing Yahweh as creator

40. Johnson, Vitality,2, 19.
41. Gilg., X, 5.
42.EnEl; see above.
43. Yolz, 62-69 ; v an Imschoot, "L action," 57 O-7 l ; Jepsen, 24-27 .
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of the wind. It occurs 7 times in Hosea, 3 times in the sense of a devastating "wind" or
"worthlessness." In 9:7 "the prophet" (hannabi') is referred to (probably scornfully) as

"the man of the spirit" (ii hdrttah). Of the 28 occurrences in Isaiah l-39, the majority
are probably late (probably including ll:l-4, which uses rfiah 5 times for the spirit
given to the coming Davidic king). Only in Mic. 3:8 does the prophet describe himself
as being "filled" with Yahweh's rfiah; the authenticity of this passage, however, is un-
certain. The word occurs twice more in Micah.

In Jeremiah, too, the word does not appear often with the meaning "breath, spirit,
life"; several of its 18 occurences speak of the "wind" as an instrument of Yahweh's
judgment or think of rfiah as "worthlessness." Not until the prophets of the exilic and
postexilic period does rfiah become once more a word of theological significance. The
book of Ezekiel, with 52 occurrences, occupies a central position in this respect.a
There are 23 occurrences in Isa. 4046,2 in Jonah, 2 in Habakkuk, 4 in Haggai, and 12

in Zechariah and Malachi. Here we should single out the theologically important state-
ment concerning the outpouring of the spirit at the eschaton in Joel 3:l-2(2:28-29),
where the word occurs twice - the only occurrences in the book of Joel.

Poetry and wisdom literature - as one would expect - use the word ritah fre-
quently and in various senses. It occurs 39 times in Psalms, 3l times in Job, 21 times in
Proverbs, and 24 times in Ecclesiastes (9 times par. he\el, "vanity").

In contrast to the Dtr History it is typical of the Chronicler to ascribe prophetic
speech to the rfrah of God or Yahweh (l Ch. 12:19[8]; 2 Ch.2O:14;24:20ltwice in
the expression rialt lab"{A, "the spirit clothed," said elsewhere only of Gideon [Jgs.
6:341) and to describe Yahweh as "stirring up" ('wr hiphil) the spirit of foreign kings
and nations (l Ch. 5:26; 2 Ch.2l:16;36:22 par. Ezr. l:l; elsewhere only in Jer. 5l:l I
and similarly 2 K. l9:7 par. Isa. 37:7; also of those returning from exile [Ezr. I :5; simi-
larly Hag. 1:141).

The word does not occur in Obadiah, Nahum, Zephaniah, Ruth, Song of Songs, Es-
ther, and Leviticus.

2. l*xical Field. This survey reveals the varying usage of the word in different types
of text and in different periods. It is impossible, however, to categorize and systematize
this usage; therefore Lys's analysis on the basis of literary types yields little. Neither, de-
spite many attempts, is it possible to demonstrate a semantic development, because the
evidence is too limited and the chronology of the texts too uncertain. The distinction be-
tween the meanings "wind" and "breath, spirit, life" divides the texts into two primary
groups: according to Scheepers, the meaning "wind" is present in 144 texts; of course
this number is only approximate, since often enough the meaning is uncertain - e.g., in
the phrase rfrah zl6him/yhwh, where it would be possible to think at least figuratively of
the wind as Yahweh's breath (cf. Ps. l8: l6[5]).a5 Furthermore, it is not always possible

M.Lys, 12l-46; W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l.
trans. 1983),261-63.

45. Scheepers, ll. Lys,152, frnds 113;

Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 42: Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng

Briggs, 133, finds I 17.
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to draw a clear line between the meanings "spirit" and "wind," as in Ezk. 37:9, where

"the four winds" are called upon to restore the dead bones to life (cf. John 3:8).

a. Wind. Besides rfiah, the semantic field "wind" includes sa'ar/ja'ar/s"drd (cf .

Akk. .ia-ru) and sfipi; the former occur a total of 25 times, the latter 15 times, often in

theophanies (e.g., Isa. 29:6). Unlike these words, rfiah does not inherently mean a vio-

lent wind;a6 in Hos. 8:7 sfrpd following rfiah denotes an intensification from "wind" to

"whirlwind." The phrase rfiafu s"'arA (Ezk. l :4; Ps. lO7 :25; 148 : 8) or rfrah s"'dr61 (Ezk.

l3:ll,l3), "stormy wind," is a distinctive qualification, which can also be expressed

adjectivally: rfiah g"Q^ld (Jon. 1:4; Job l:19), rfialt qdid (Isa. 27:8), rfrah hazaq (Ex.

10:19), rfiah'azzA (Ex. 14:21); or adverbially: rfiah mdlE' (Jer. 4:12).The -+|1DIO sfrpd

is a destructive wind; the se'ard also brings destruction, as can rfrah itself (Isa. 17:13).

Through the storm or whirlwind Yahweh manifests his anger and executes his judg-

ment (Jer. 23:19-20; 30:23-24).
In the book of Job the se'ard performs a different function when God answers Job

"out of the whirlwind" (38:1;40:6). The language is borrowed from the ancient the-

ophanies, but God's self-manifestation in the whirlwind satisfies Job's own demand to

stand before God (19:25ff.; 23:3ff.) and leads Job to wisdom and understanding

(28:20-23;42:3-5). Here already we are moving toward the function of Yahweh's rfiafu,

"spirit."
In conjunction with rfiah we also find + hil he\el, "breath," "worthlessness" (66

times: 32 in Ecclesiastes, 8 in Jeremiah, only 3 in the Dtr History, among which 2 K.

17: 15 is probably borrowed from Jer. 2:5). This meaning seems to be far removed from

the tempestuous whirlwind. When Isa.57:13 says of idols that "the wind (rfiah)will
carry them off, a breath (helel) will take them away," the image is probably that of a vi-
olent or devastating wind. Elsewhere, however, the idols themselves are called helel,

because they are impotent and powerless (cf. Jer. 14:22): those who trust in their

"worthlessness" will never receive help (Jer. 2:5 pat. 2 K. 17:15).

But rfiah itself can also stand for the worthlessness of idols (Isa. 4l:29, "their works

are nothing, their images are empty wind"). Human beings similarly are "worthless-

ness" because they are treacherous (Ps. 62:10[9]). Deceit and lies are also called rfral.t,

e.g., the words of the false prophets (Mic.2:ll). False prophets themselves can be

called rfiah (Jer. 5:13); empty or misleading knowledge and speech are called da'a1-

rfrah (Job l5:2) and dilrA-rfiah (Job 16:3). In Ecclesiastes life on earth and all human

efforts are considered "vanity;' often denoted by the parallelism hepel fir"'fi1 rfiah
(l:14, etc.) or ra'yin rfiah, "vanity and chasing after wind" (l:17;4:16).

The root -+;'ly"l ra'd, "pasture," "intend," possibly "pursue," also appears elsewhere

in conjunction with rfrah: "Ephraim pursues the wind and chases after the east wind"
(Hos. 12:2[1]; cf. Jer. 22:22).

In these texts rfiah and hepel in the sense of "wind" or "breath" stand figuratively

for "worthlessness" or "vanity," probably because the wind itself is fickle and van-

ishes without a trace (cf. Eccl. l1:5). At the same time anything insubstantial, unsta-

46. Contra N. H. Snaith, The Distinctive ldeas of rhe OT (Philadelphia, 19M)' 145-46.
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ble, or deceptive is carried off by the wind and hence resembles the wind. This notion
leads to the image of Yahweh's judgment as the wind that blows away the chaff during
threshing and winnowing: the wicked are like the "chaff that the wind drives away"
(Ps. l:4).

Ecclesiastes also uses the notion of the wind in a different sense: "Round and round
goes the wind, and on its circuits the wind returns" ( 1 :6), an image of life's futility. On
the other hand, human beings have no control over the wind - no more can they evade

death or change their destinies (8:8). In the context of statements concerning the transi-
toriness of human life, rfiah and helel have more the sense of (fleeting) breath (Ps.

39:6,l2f5,llll'78:39:'144:4;Job7:16;lcf.v.7, rfiahhayyay, "my life 's wind"47l; Isa.

2:22 [n"idmd]).
b. Breath. In addition to rfiah, the semantic field "breath/spirit/life" includes ->

i1rll hdyd, "live," with the noun hayytm, "life.* Like this word, rfiah can also denote
physical vitality (Gen.45:27; Jgs. 15:19; 1 S.30:12; I K.21:5). The "breath of
life," which distinguishes what is living from what is not, P calls rftah hayytm in
Gen.6:17 (humans and animals) andT 22 (animals). Idols do not have rfiah (Jer.
lO:14;51:17), nor do dead bones (Ezk. 37:8). The noun does not, however, denote
life that is ethically valorized and blessed (derels hahayytm, "the way of life" in
contrast to "the way of death," Jer. 21:8; cf. Prov. 6:23; l.tayyim, "life span," Gen.
3:17;23:l; Dt.4:9;etc.). Just as Yahweh "brings to life" (hyhpiellhiphil), so too he
gives rttah, a power emanating from him that vivifies or enables the recipient to
perform a particular task. But rfiah does not stand for Yahweh's own, inward life
(but cf. Isa. 30: l; 40:13; Mic. 2:7 , in which Yahweh's rfrah is more or less synony-
mous with "heart" or "mind").+8

The noun + trDl nepei shares with rfiah the meanings "life" and "breath." In the
majority of texts, however, rfrah is associated with Yahweh, whereas such an associa-
tion is relatively rare in the case of nepei.ae We also frnd nepei used for a "living be-
ing" (Gen. 2:7) or person; rfiahhardly ever appears in this concrete sense. When nepei
stands in parallel with rfiah, both words should be understood in the sense of "soul,"
"mind," or "life," e.g., Isa. 26:9: "My soul yearns for you in the night, my spirit within
me earnestly seeks you." Schmidt thinks otherwise: "Just as 'soul'can function as a
personal or relative pronoun, so 'spirit'and 'heart'used in parallelism can be equated
with a personal pronoun: 'Into your hand I commend my spirit, for you redeem me,

Yahweh the faithful God' (Ps. 31:6;."s0 But it is not necessary for the elements of a par-

allel construction to be synonymous. Whereas the word nepei can denote the whole
person, rAah is always said to be "within" (b"qereD someone (Isa. 19:3,14; 26:9;

63:ll;Ezk.l1:19 = 36:26-27; Hos. 5:4; Hab.2:19 Zec.l2:1; Ps.5l:12[l0]). Like the
"heart," rfrah denotes a person's "interior," the spiritual center from which the entire
person is engaged. In the texts cited, rttah and nepei denote the vital principle, depen-

47. Briggs, 135.
48. See below for further discussion.
49. Lys, 336, calls ritah a "theo-anthropological term"; also Wolff, 32.
50.'Anthropologische Begriffe," 386.
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dent on God for renewal and preservation. Therefore rfrah and nepei trust in God and

yearn for God. Of Ps. 5l:19(17) Schmidt says: "If 'a broken spirit and a shattered

heart' are the acceptable sacrifice, the psalmist is offering 'himself as a sacrifice."'s1

But the text goes on to speak of humble contrition!
used in the sense of "throat," the organ used to swallow, nepei can denote desire or

longing: hunger and thirst (Dt. l2:15,21ff.; 1 S. 2:16; Ps. 107:9; Prov- 6:30), the greed

of enemies (Ps. 27:12; 41:3121), thirsting for God (63:2lll; 84:3121; 143:6). The OT

also uses rfial.t for passionatg desire and excitement, but primarily in association with
aggressiveness and action, such as anger;sz as noted above, only exceptionally does the

rfrah "thirst."
Other organs, too, can appear parallel with rfiah as the seat of emotion: 'ap/

'appayim,s3 "nose, nostrils," denotes anger, which is expressed by "snorting" (Job 4:9'

rfiah 'app6, "the breath of his anger"). Like God's rfiah, God's facesa can manifest an-

ger or favor (Ps. 104:29; 139:7).

Also important is the mouth55 as the organ of speech; a command or word of author-

ity is the "breath of the mouth" (Job 8:2, ironically), as are Yahweh's creative word and

the king's word of judgment (Isa. I 1 :4). Hehn discusses at more length the "breath of
the mouth" as the efficacious and vivifying word of the deity and the king in the an-

cient Near East, especially Egypt; he also discusses the relationship of the rfiah '"ldhim

to God's creative word in Gen. l:2-3 from this perspective.s6

Also deserving of mention is the hand57 as the instrument of divine and human ac-

tivity. The laying on of hands transmits rfiah (Dt.34:9). When the hand of Yahweh is

upon someone, the effect of the rfrah is manifest: prophetic speech (2 K. 3:15) and ec-

static vision (Ezk. l:3; 37:l;40:l; etc.). In parallel with "You open your hand" in Ps.

lO4:28, v. 30 says, "You send forth your rfiahl's8

The most common anthropological term is "heart."5e Like rfiah, lE! candenote sim-

ply corporeal vitality; but, as the central organ of the body, the heart is above all the

seat of the intellect, the will, and the emotions, as well as of abilities and virtues. By

metonymy it denotes the sometimes hidden thoughts, intentions, and decisions of a
person (Isa.29:13; Ps.28:3; Job 10:13; Prov.25:3). The human heart often stands in

contrast to hypocritical speech and actions: God sees the heart (Jer.20:12), knows it
(1 K. 8:39; Ps. 33:15; Prov. 15:11), searches it (Jer. 17:10; Ps. 139:23), tests it (Jer.

1l:2O l2:3; Ps. 7: I0; l7:3), or weighs it (Prov. 2l:2;24:12).In such contexts rfrah can

also be used: as well as the heart, Yahweh weighs the spirit (Prov. 16:2), knows the

5 l.'Anthropologische Begriffe," 386.

52. See V.2 below.
53. -+ r'ltN 'dnaph.

54. --> d)JD pantm.
55. + ilD peh; -sllui) lai6n; -+ ilDiz idpd (ifuapyim).
56. Hehn, 218-21. See IV.2.d below.
57. -+'11 yd/.
58. For further discussion see P. Dhorme, RB 29 (1920) 482tr.
59. -, r)/:l) lcb/tebab.
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things that have entered the spirit (Ezk. I I :5 ; similarly 20:32; cf . l€b in Isa. 65: I 7 ; Jer.

3:16;7:31 = 19:5; 32:35; 44:21).

Not rarely we also frnd rfiah used in the sense of "mind," parallel or synonymous

with "heart" (Nu. 14:24;Dt.2:30;lsa.26:9;29:24;Ezk.l3:3; Mal. 2:15-16;Ps.32:2;
77:1[61; 106:33; 142:413); 143:4 [par. leb); Job 2l:4;32:18:Eccl.1:9); this usage can

include God's own "mind" or hidden thoughts (cf. Isa. 40:13: "Who can weigh the

mind of Yahweh?" - if this does not refer to Yahweh's creative power; exceptionally,
the LXX translates rfiah here with noils). Only rarely does the OT speak elsewhere of
Yahweh's rfrahinthe sense of "mind" or "attitude" (Mic.2:'7; Isa. 30:1). The latter text
speaks of an alliance with Egypt that is against Yahweh's rfrah; the parallel in v. 2,

"they have not consulted my mouth," has led many to consider this text evidence for
prophetic proclamation inspired by Yahweh's "spirit," an idea scarcely found else-

where in preexilic prophecy; both here and in 40:13, however, rfiahparallels ?sd: the

alliance is simply contrary to Yahweh's "will" or "intent."60

According to Briggs,6t the use of rfrah to denote the seat of psychic activity is rare

and late. But there are not a few passages 
- and not all of them late - in which rfiah is

synonymous with "heart" (see above), and the much commoner use of the word in par-

allel with le! to denote abilities, moral virtues, acts of will, and emotions is not essen-

tially different. Both rfialt and le! are modified by the same adjectives: niibdr(d), "bro-
ken" (Ps. 5l:19[7], text uncertain; cf. 34:l9ll8D; tah6r/ndf;6n, "purelsteadfast"
(5 1 : 1 2[ 10] ; cf . 57 :8171 = 1 08:2[ 1 ] ; 7 8:37 ; l l2:7); hdddi/hadaiA, "new" (Ezk. 36:26).

Without any adjective, rfiah and l€! are used synonymously in the sense of "courage"
(Josh. 2: I l; cf. 5:1; Ezk. 2l:12). Construct phrases can denote moral dispositions and

emotions: gdlah rfiah, "arrogance" (Prov. l 6:1 8); ief;er rfiah, "anglish of spirit" (Isa.

65:14; cf. Prov. 15:4); they can also be used to characteize a person: g"!ah-ld!, "one
who is arrogant" (Prov. 16:5); also g"f;ah-rfiah (Eccl.7:8).

The fundamental semantic difference between rftah and /e-! is illustrated best by
their differing relationship with wisdom. The heart is the seat of wisdom and under-
standing (Ex. 31 :6; I K. 3:12 Job 9:4; Prov. 2: 10; 14:33; 16:21). Never is rirah so de-

scribed: it appears only in the phrase rfrah hoftmi, "spirit of wisdom," in the sense of
"skill" or "virtue of wisdom" (Ex. 28:3; Dt.34:9; Isa. 11:2). In the OT, however, wis-
dom is always God's gift: Joseph is a wise and understanding man because "the spirit
of God is in him" (Gen. 4l:38). Yahweh "fills" people with the "spirit of wisdom" (Ex.

28:3; Dt. 34:9); he "gives" a wise and understanding heart (1 K. 3:12). What is instilled
by God is called rfialt, whereas what issues directly from the person comes from the

"heart" (Nu. 16:28 lP?l;24:13:' I K. 12:33; Jer.23:16;Ezk. l3:2 [but cf. v. 3, in parallel
with rfiah, though the text is uncertainl).

The relatively rare word -+ ;lDUr: neiamA is generally synonymous with rfiah. Like
the latteq it can mean "wind," but only figuratively in the sense of "God's breath" (Ps.

18:16851 = Isa. 30:33; Job 4:9; 37:10). Albertz and Westermann define the difference

60. Jepsen, 16.

61. Briggs, 139.
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between the two words as follows: rfiah is "the particular process of breathing in which
the dynamic vitality of the human being is expressed," whereas n"iamd is "the breath
that distinguishes the living from the dead . . . , thus a given creaturely fundamental re-
ality with a more constant character."62 They also assume semantic development cou-
pled with a shift in usage: "The old word for creaturely breath, the constitutive element
of human life, was neiamd; God breathed it into humanity at creation (Gen.2:l)."0t
Only later did rfrah also take on the sense of "breath of life," so that P could use it in the
context of the creation narrative. But, they claim, that rfiah never replaced "the old us-
age employing n"iamd" is illustrated by a number of passages (esp. in Job) that use the
two words in parallel. Now the only passage they mention (Gen 2:7) does not support
any conclusions about an earlier "usage," and the assumption that J is unacquainted
with the word rfiah is based on a literary source analysis that itself uses the occurrence
of the word rftah as an a priori criterion for identifying P.

It is almost impossible to trace a semantic development of rfiah within the OT, nor is
the book of Job in itself a witness to the later survival of earlier usage. It is more accu-
rate to say that neiamd is a highly poetic word that was a favorite of the author. The ex-
ample of Job 34:14-15 makes this clear: "If he [God] were to take back his spirit (rfib6)
and his breath (niimd16) . . ."; this passage was likely modeled on Ps. 104:29, but added
the parallel and synonymous expression niimd!6. In J's primal history n"iama appears
in Gen. 2:7 and722 (?), whereas P uses rfrah in the phrase rfrah hayytm, ',breath of
life" (6:11;7:15), corresponding to J's expression.

Now it is possible that rfiah also occurs in the J material (Gen. 6:3; 7:22); but schol-
ars often reject the assignment of these verses to J, possibly on insufficient grounds. In
the case of 7:22, exegetes generally assume that the double expression niimal-rfiah
fuayytm is a redactional blend of niimal l.tayytm (Gen.2:7 Ul) and rfiah hayyim (6:17;
7: l5 [P]). There is, however, a possible occurrence of an analogous double expression
in an early text (Ps. 18:16[15] par. 2 S. 22:16), where niimal r,frah'app6 refers to
Yahweh's anger. on the other hand, the expression niima! l.tayytm does not refer pri-
marily to "creaturely breath, the constitutive element of human life," but to the life-
giving breath emanating from Yahweh; the directive verb in Ger2:7 says that yahweh
breathed the breath of life "into the nostrils" of man (cf. "my spirit" in the words spo-
ken by Yahweh in 6:3 and the expression niima! iadday tehayyent, "the breath of
Shaddai gives me life," in Job 33:4). Gen. 7:22, by contrast, recounts the death of all
Iiving creatures, humans and animals (kdl 'aier niima!-rfiah l.tayytm b"'appayw); the
relative clause here, a noun clause, describes a state: the breath of tife is "in the nose,"
and life is conceived of as an immanent possession. This distinction is not signaled by
the meaning of the particular words but by the larger unit of the clause.

In short, neiamd and rfialt are virtually synonymous except in texts where the for-
mer serves as a collective term (Dt. 20:16; Josh. 10:40; ll:Il,l4 I K. 15:29; ps.

150:6). We never frnd rfrah used with this meaning. Semantically similar is the expres-

62. THAT 1r,735.
63. rbid.,736.
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sion yhwh '"l6hA hdrfihA! l"kol-bdidr "Yahweh, the God of the breath of life in all

flesh" (Nu. 16:22;27:16 [P];cf. Job 12:10), where rfiah denotes simply the vital prin-

ciple of each person.

The word rfiah never stands for the "living" collectively, nor for the person as a

whole. Linguistically and conceptually, therefore, the ancient Israelites were in a posi-

tion to differentiate between individual persons and their constituent elements, as well

as between the inward spiritual core of a person and the various outward manifesta-

tions of that person's life. A person's spirit or life, accordingly, could be seen as some-

thing transcending corporeality. In its consistent view that rfral.t is God's special gift,

the OT refers to this transcendent character. We may conclude that it would be wrong

to overemphasize the "synthetic" thought or the "monism" of the OT.s
c. Antonyms. The noun -+ '1D9 'apar, "dttst, earth," can serve as an antonym to

rfiah when the text emphasizes the transitoriness of life: without the rfiah that comes

from God, human beings return to dust (Ps. 104,29 cf. Gen. 3:19; Ps. 103:14; Job

lO9;34:14-15). Another antonym of rfiah is -+ 'tipJ baidr "flesh. body," or "corpo-

real being," especially when the text emphasizes human weakness and impotence in

contrast to God's mighty rfiah (par. only in Ps.78:39). According to Isa. 31:3, "the

Egyptians are human, and not God; their horses are baiar and not rftahl' Humart

frailty in this sense is not considered negative by the OT: recognition of the human sit-

uation is the realistic prerequisite for obedience and trust in God. According to Ezk.

I I : 19, Yahweh will put a "new spirit" (rfiah hddia) within the people. The parallel in

the second hemistich says, "I will give them a heart of flesh." In contrast to a "heart of
stone," this text speaks of both a "new spirit" and, by way of explanation, a lCb baiaf
a positive image of obedience (cf. v. 20). Zec. 4:6 uses different language to describe

the contrast between human weakness and God's power: "Not by human might, not

by power, but by my spirit." The words of Yahweh in Joel 3:l(2:28) are to be under-

stood as the eschatological hope for a new, life-giving spirit: "I will pour out my spirit

on all flesh."

IV. Wind.
l. Natural Phenomenon With the meaning "wind," rfiah is the subject of several

verbs of motion. We frequently find b6', "come" (Jer. 4:12 Ezk. l:4; Hos. l3:15; Job

1:19; 4l:8tl6D hdlak, "go" (Ezk. l:12,20; Eccl. 1:6; also hithpael,Zec. 6:'l);'dbar
andhdlap, "passby" (1 K. 19:11; Hab. l:ll; Ps. 103:16;Job4:15;37:21); otherverbs

are less common: rahap, "hover, move (?)" (Gen. l:2; describing an eagle's wings, Dt.

32:ll); nasa', "go forth" (Nu. l1:31); naiab, "blow" (Isa. 40:7); baqa', "bteak out"
(Ezk. l3:l l); sabab and ifr!, "go around" and "return" (Eccl. 1:6); yasa', "9o o\t"
(Zec. 6:5ff., describing the four winds). The wind is perceived as invisible movement

and force. Various transitive verbs describe its effect: ndsa', "brhg, carry away" (Ex.

l0:13,19 uocustsl; I K. 18:12 and 2 K.2:16 [the prophet Elijah]; Isa' 4l:16 [chaff];
57:13 [idols]); rwm piel, "lift up" (Ps. lO7:25 [waves]); 'aid, "fu]f/ll" (Ps. 148:8

379
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[Yahweh's command]); naga'be, "touch" (Ezk. 17:10 [the east wind causing the vine
to witherl); yapcihiphll, "dry up" (Ezk. 19:12); idlar andprq piel,..sharter,'(l K.
l9:ll [mountains and rocks]; Ps.48:8[7] [ships]; cf. Ezk. 27:26); rdp pual,..chase,,
(Isa. 17:13); andnaQap, "drive away" (Ps. l:4 [chaft]). These effects are mostly violent
and baneful. Particularly vivid is the image of winnowing, during which the wind
blows away the chaff.

The concrete notions associated with the wind are due in part to the climatic condi-
tions of Palestine, dominated by the refreshing west wind that rises from the sea and
brings rain. Strangely enough, the or rarely mentions this wind; but where it does ap-
pear, it is beneficent: the west wind drives away the locusts (Ex. 10:19) and brings
quailsinthedesert(Nu. l1:31).Attheendof agreatdrought,Elijah'sservantlooks
out over the sea from the top of Carmel, and "the heavens grew black with clouds and
wind, and there was a torrential rain" (1 K. 18:45).

Most often, the text speaks of rhe east wind, rfiah (haq)qdjtm (Ex. l0: 13; 14.21; Jer.
18:17; Ezk. 17:10; 19:12;21:26; Jon. 4:8; ps. 48:8[7] [texr uncerrain]; cf. Gen.
4l:6,23,27; Isa. 27:8; Hos. l2:2[1]; 13:15; ps. j8:26; Job t5:Z;27:21; 3g:24), also
rfiah hammiQbar, "desert wind" (Jer. 13:24: cf.4:ll; Hos. 13:15; Job l:19). This ex-
pression refers to the sirocco, which appears in the spring and fall, withering the spring
vegetation and inflicting damage by its violence (ps.48:8[7]; Job l:19; 27:21).It is as-
sociated particularly wirh the rransiency of life (Isa.40:7;ps. 103:15-16; Ezk.17:lo;
19:12) and Yahweh's judgment (Isa. 27:8; Jer. t3:24; 18:17;Ezk.27:26 Hos.l3:15),
but it is also the dry offshore wind that drives back the sea and turns it into dry land
(Ex. 14:21 , here linked exceptionally with the motif of Yahweh's battle with chaos).
The various meteorological phenomena in theophanies are not associated with any par-
ticular point of the compass.

The north and south winds are scarcely associated with concrete phenomena. Prov.
25:23 states that the norrh wind (rfiah sdp6n) brings rain, but this is hardly typical of
Palestine. Ps.78:26(25) connects the south wind (tamdn) with the desert period. The
north and south wind together serve as a metaphor for sexual arousal (Cant.4:16).

The various expressions for "the four winds" (Jer. 49:36;Ezk.3j:9;42:20; I Ch.
9:24;cf.Zec.2:10(6);6:5;Dnl.8:8; Il:4; alsoJ'.2 [Aramaic])reflectthenotionof cos-
mic totality that is also connected 

- especially in Daniel - with the question of world
dominion (the titles of the Assyrian, Babylonian, and persian kings include "king of
the four ends of the earth").

The four "living creatures" with wings (Ezk. l:5; identified in l0:15,20 with rhe
cherubim that bear up Yahweh's glory) symbolize both the four winds and the divine
omnipresence: "wherever the rfiah would go, they went, without turning as they
went" (l:12). The text says of the fourconjoined wheels that "the rfiahof the living
creatures" was in them (vv. 20-21). The Essenes of eumran incorporated this motif
into the liturgy of their sabbath sacrifice.65 The number four, associated with the
winds, and the mention of hayy61, associated with the "spirit," illustrate once again

65. See VII below
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how the two meanings of the word rfiah, "wind" and "spirit," intertwine in Ezekiel.

This usage may also echo earlier notions of the wind as a cherub on which Yahweh

flies (cf. Ps. 18:lltl0l).
Ezekiel's inaugural vision must be seen in combination with the concluding de-

scription of the new temple and the vision of Yahweh's entry (Ezk. 4043), where the

four points of the compass likewise play an important role. In 42:16-20 these are speci-

fied by naming the associated "wind" (rfia\. This usage is not found elsewhere in the

OT, but influenced the intertestamental literature, especially the Temple Scroll.66 The

square plan of the temple with a gate at each cardinal point symbolizes how Yahweh

reaches out from his dwelling place in Jerusalem, pervading the whole world with his

rfrah. This notion explains the theme of the scattering of the people "to every wind"
(llQT 5:2,10,12;1214;17:21) andtheirrestorationandrevivalwiththeaidof the

"four winds" (37 9,12,14).lnZec.6:5 the four winds are represented metaphorically as

four chariots with their horses. Here too older conceptions of the winds as Yahweh's

"messengers" (Ps. 104:4) may lie in the background.

The OT does not concern itself with questions about the "nature" of things. Obser-

vations of the physical world are registered, but they are always associated intimately

with human experience and put in the service of analogical thought and metaphorical

imagery. So the winds too are not really treated as "natural phenomena": the shaking of
trees in the wind is an image of fear (Isa. 7:2); the gloomy north wind, bringing rain,

suggests angry faces (Prov.25:23). "They sow the wind and they shall reap the whirl-

wind," the prophet says of Ephraim (Hos. 8:7); the context makes clear that the "wind"

stands metaphorically for the calf of Samaria and the "whirlwind" for the impending

Assyrian invasion.
The wisdom maial often uses the wind as a metaphor: no one has the power to re-

strain the wind or to avert the day of death (Eccl. 8:8); no one knows the way of the

wind - so no one knows the works of God (l l:5). Here the wind has become a meta-

phor for the mystery of existence.

2. God's Wind.
a. Survey. The wind is often viewed as an instrument of God's action; only once

(Am.4:13) is it stated expressly that Yahweh "creates the wind." The creation texts

themselves never mention the creation of the wind. According to Gen. l:2, the rfrah of
creation is preexistent (either as an element of chaos or, more likely, as God's creative

energy). In the other texts, the wind is always taken into Yahweh's service: he makes a

wind blow over the earth so that the waters subside (Gen. 8:1); he drives an east wind

upon the land, bringing locusts (Ex. 10:13), then changes it into a strong west wind, to

drive the locusts away (v. 19). Yahweh brings the four winds upon Elam (Jer.49:36);

he makes a storrny wind break out, with a destructive deluge of rain and hailstones

(Ezk. 13:13); he hurls agreat wind upon the sea (Jon. 1:4) and sends a sultry east

wind (4:8); he "brings out the wind from his storehouses" (Jer. l0: l3 = 5l: 16; cf. Ps.

381
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135:7); he "gathers the wind in the hollow of his hand" (Prov. 30:4); he "makes the
winds his messengers" (Ps. 104:4); he raises the wind (lO7,25) and makes it blow
(147:18).

The instrumental function of the wind is made clear by the prep. Dr; Yahweh "drove
the sea back by a strong east wind" (Ex. 14:21); a/ the blast of his anger the waters
piled up (15:8); he blew withhis wind, and the sea covered the Egyptians (v. 10); Dy his
wind the heavens were made fair (Job 26:13).

A wind from (m4'e!) Yahweh brought quails from the sea (Nu. ll:31). Yahweh
"scatters to every (l"kol) wind": Kedar (Jer.49:32), Elam (Jer. 49:36), the inhabitants of
Jerusalem (Ezk. 5:l0,l2; 12:14),like chaff driven by the wind from the desert (Jer.
13:24),like the east wind (Jer l8:17). Yahweh flies (2 5.22:ll par. Ps. 18:llll0l) or
rides (Ps. 104:3) "on the wings of the wind."

In the vast majority of instances, therefore, rfrah in the sense of "wind" is associated
directly with God's active intervention. Some fifteen texts speak explicitly of rfiah
yhwh or rfiah '"lohim, or use a pronominal suffix: Gen. l:2; Ex. l5:8,10; 1 K. l8:12;
2 K. 2:16; Isa. I 1 : 15; 2'7 :8; 30:28; 4O:7 ; 59:19; Hos. I 3: l5 (cf. Jer. 23:19: 30:23); Ps.
18:16(15) par. 2 S. 22:16 (cf. Ps. 83:16[15]; Job 37:10). In some passages exegetes
have suggested interpreting the phrase with '"lohtm as a superlative: a "mighty wind"
or "godly wind."67 The texts in question are I K. 18:12;2 K.2:16 Isa. 59:19, possibly
also Hos. 13:15, and above all Gen. l:2. Winton Thomas points out, however, that al-
though the name of God sometimes has superlative implications, nowhere is there clear
evidence that such a meaning has totally displaced the original genitive sense (gen.
auctoris). In Gen. l:2 a translation such as "mighty wind" might be possible, but would
represent a departure from all other instances.

b. Meteorological Phenomena. The close association of the wind with Yahweh may
be explained against the background of ancient conceptions of theophany, which
viewed violent natural phenomena as manifestations of God. The OT theophany ac-
counts vary extensively: for example, the description of the Sinai theophany speaks of
lightning, thunder, clouds, smoke, fire, and earthquake, but not wind (Ex. 19:16-19);
other texts speak of earthquake, clouds, and rain (Jgs. 5;4-5; cf. Ps. 68:8-10) or contain
motifs associated with light (Dt.33:2 [cf. Ps.50:2;80:2(l);94:l]; Hab. 3:4). The con-
tinuation of the psalm of Habakkuk uses the imagery of a storm theophany to picture
Yahweh's intervention against the enemies of his people (cf. Ps. 77:17-2ltl6-20)).
Yahweh's arrows are the lightning; his "horses and chariots" (Hab. 3:8,15) are proba-
bly the wind, with the aid of which he drives back the waters of chaos. Isa. 30:27-33,
too, uses the imagery of a storm theophany to depict Yahweh's intervention against As-
syria: "His breath (rfrhb) is like an overflowing stream that reaches up to the neck"
(v.28).Inthetheophanyof Ps. l8:8-16(7-15)par.25.22:8-l6,thewindplaysadouble
role: it transports Yahweh on its wings (v. ll), but it is also Yahweh's breath (v. 16),
just as the thunder is his voice (v. 14) and the lightning his arrows (v. l5). It is not im-
possible that such language was once understood literally (cf. Ps. 29).The present texts

67. J. M. P. Smith, AJSL 44 (1927/28) 108-15; D. Winton Thomas, vT 3 (1953) 209-24.
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more likely use it figuratively, but with a certain realism - in a time when natural phe-

nomena appeared mysterious, there was doubtless some incentive to invoke direct di-

vine agency as an explanation (cf. Job 36:26-33;37:2-18).
The constitutive elements of the traditional poetic symbolism deserve our attention.

Association of the wind with the wings of a bird or a cherub is common (cf' Ps. 104:3).

According to Hos. 4:19, awind will "wrap (sarar) in its wings" apostate Ephraim and

carry it off; this passage also draws on the image of the fringes of a robe (cf. Ezk. 5:3).

"The wings of the morning" (Ps. 139:9) is a poetic expression for the morning wind

(cf. also Job 38:13). The winged creatures in Ezk. 1, 10, and 43 were probably inspired

by pictorial representations in the temple: Yahweh, enthroned on the cherubim in the

temple, is thus identified with the God manifest in the wind. They reflect an ancient

pictorial symbolism in which invisible, "spiritual" creatures were, like the wind,

thought of as having wings.
It is important to note that the God of the storm theophanies remains hidden, just as

the wind itself is invisible. The Egyptian wind god, Amun, is also "the one who hides

himself' (see above).

Wind and clouds are also associated with Yahweh's "riding" (Dt.33i26; Isa. l9:1;

66:15; Ps. 68:5,3414,33); cf.Zec.6:1; Hab. 3:8,15; Ps.7'7:17-20[16-19]). This image

conveys an impression of strength and speed, and is linked with Yahweh's intervention

as a warrior. References to this intervention allude to the battle with chaos, in which

Yahweh drove back the sea with the aid of the wind (Ps. l8:16[15]; cf. Hab. 3:10,15; Ps.

77:17-20t16-191; also Ex. 14.21; 15:8,10; Isa. 11:15; 11:12-131. Nah. l:3-4); cf. also

Yahweh's"rebuke"68withthehelpofthewind(Isa.17:13;Nah.l:4;Ps. lO4:7;106:9).

c. Yahweh's Judgment. The storm theophanies symbolize primarily Yahweh's mili-

tary intervention to deliver king and nation; his coming in judgment is often repre-

sented instead by the image of the parching east wind, which drives away leaves, dust,

and - during winnowing - chaff This image is particularly suited to represent the

separation of good from evil and was also borrowed by the NT (Mt. 3:12 Lk. 3:17).

God's own people are judged in Isa. 27:8;64:5; Jer. 13:24; 18:17 Hos. l3:15;the en-

emy army as an instrument of punishment can be likened to a whirlwind (Hos. 8:7;

Hab. I : I I ) - an image found throughout the ancient Near East, e.g., in the Chronicle

of Esarhaddon: "I spread my wings like the flying storm to vanquish my enemis5'"6e

The wind also accompanies judgment on Israel's enemies (Ps. 83:14[13]); Israel itself,

like a threshing sledge, will thresh and winnow its enemies, and the wind will carry

themaway(Isa.41:15-16;cf.alsoPs. l:4;35:5;Job21:18).Indescribingtheuniversal
judgment of the eschaton, Trito-Isaiah echoes the ancient epiphanies: "Yahweh will
come in fire, and his chariots like the whirlwind" (Isa. 66:15).

The frequent association of wind and judgment probably also bears on the interpre-

tation of Gen. 3:8. Yahweh comes to the garden l"rfiah hayydm. The common transla-

tion "in the cool of the evening" oversimplihes the problem. It is significant that

68. --> 19)' gd'ar
69. T. Bauer, ZA 42 (1932) 171tr.; ANET 289.
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hayybm, "the day,"70 is a traditional topos for Yahweh's intervention. Here there is
good reason to see a specific allusion to Yahweh's words in 2:,17: "ln the day that you
eat of it you shall die." Thus the phrase in 3:8 means not simply "the cool of the day"
but more specifically "the wind of the very same day," in this case the day of eating. It
is also significant that Yahweh makes his "voice" heard but does not appear in recog-
nizable visible form. Finally, the verb hdlaft (here the hithpael ptcp., "walking about in
the garden") can be associated as a verb of motion with the wind: possibly the narrator
wishes to suggest a manifestation of God in the wind.

d. Creation. Debate is still in progress over the role of rfiah at the creation of the
world. Most of the discussion focuses on the interpretation of Gen. l:2: w"rfiah tldhtm
meral.tepe!'al-p"nA hammayim. The primary question is not whether to translate rfiah as
"spirit" or "wind"; even so, the translation "spirit" is less appropriate, because it might
suggest the notion of a vital cosmos, otherwise alien to the OT, or the notion of a dis-
tinct being, as such inconceivable in the oT alongside '"lohtm.1t The crucial question,
though, is whether to interpret the construct phrase as a genitive ("God's wind/breath")
or a superlative ("a mighty wind"). A major argument for the latter is that God's cre-
ative word plays the active role in Gen. l, whereas the rfrah zlohim has nothing to do
with God's creative activity and therefore belongs to the chaos before creation, along
with the primal deep.tz

This argument conflicts, however, with the observation that water and wind appear
as polar opposites in ancient Near Eastern cosmogonies. Citing the motif of the ancient
Near Eastern battle with chaos, Ridderbos in particular correctly assumed that in Gen.
I t"hbm and rttah are, in principle, antagonists. He interpreted rfiah',l6him as "a wind
sent by God," roaring against the primal deep: "Its function is to make the earth dry
out, or, if you like, to battle the waters."73 Following this interpretation, Scheepers
translates the clause adversatively: "But God's wind swept over the waters."74 The
LXX, too, sees an adversative relationship: kai pneilma theofi epephdreto epdno toi
h!datos.

The qal of rl.tp, the verb used in Gen. l:2, appears in Jer.23:9 ("shake"), the piel in
Dt.32:l l ("hover"). In the latter passage, the piet form with the prep. b/ corresponds
to Gen. l:2: the meaning has to do with the movement of wings, and the association
with the wind is significant. Furthermore, if the piel of rhp has aggressive or provoca-
tive connotations, as in Dt. 32: I l, then Gen. 1:2 could refer to an aggressive movement
of the wind against the deep, a theme that appears several times in the context of driv-
ing back or drying up the waters of chaos (Isa. 17:13;50:2;Nah. l:3-4; ps. l8:l6tl5I
par. 2 S. 22:16;Ps.106:9).

It is generally true for both the OT and the ancient Near East that the starting point
for the origin of the world is not simply chaos, but rather a fundamental preexisting po-

70. -+ d1t yOm.
71. Cf., e.g., Johnson, Vitality, 32-33, with bibliog.
72. --s D1i1I1 fh6m.
73. Ridderbos, 244.
74. Scheepers,246-60.
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larity. At Hermopolis, for example, this polarity involved the primal wind (Amun/

Amaunet) and the pairs of gods associated with chaos, including the primal deep (Nun/

Naunet). The beginning of the Babylonian creation epic is marked by the sexual polar-

ity Apsu/Tiamat, from which the generations of the gods arise.75 In Gen. 2:5 we find

the polarity of the dry earth and rain, the preexisting conditions for human life. In the

Babylonian epic the primal polarity is reinforced by the motif of conflict and battle,

giving expression to a dualistic worldview. Here too the winds play an active role as

Marduk's weapons. Because Gen. I contains many allusions to the Babylonian epic,

v. 2 may refer to this battle. In the P creation account, however, no trace of dualism and

the mythological drama is left: the primal deep is not a hostile power, but merely the

symbolic instantiation of passive, powerless, formless primordial matter, from which

nothing can arise by its own power. It is met by the wind or breath that emanates from

God, a kind of metaphor representing the primal energy that embodies the active poten-

tial of creation. As a divine attribute, like the primal deep, it is present before creation.

The process actualized is initiated by God's speaking: God's word makes the cre-

ative energy effectual. we find the same notion in Ps. 33:6: "By the word of Yahweh

the heavens were made, by the breath of his mouth all their host"; the same parallelism

of ddldr and rfiah appears in Ps. 147:18; 148:8. "The word, which lends substance to

the breath of the mouth, probably marks the beginning of the bridge leading to a truly

spiritualized interpretation of the breath, the idea of 'spirit' in the strict sense."76 All of
these considerations show that the meaning "mighty wind" for rfiah tldhim is ttt>
likelY.zz

Other texts, too, record the active role of the wind in the creation of the world. Ps.

lM:2b-4 mentions the winds in connection with the separation of the upper region of
the vault of heaven from the lower (cf. Gen. 1:6-8, the second day of creation). In the

context of creation, this language recalls the mythological motif of the separation of
heaven and earth by the god of the air (Enlil, Shu); in Ps. 104, however, the primary

model was the traditional storm theophany (cf. esp. Ps. 18:11[10]). The wind also

plays a role in separation of water and earth, the first work of the third day in Gen. l:
Ps. 104:5-9 furnishes a vivid poetic description of God's laying the foundations of the

earth and of the primal waters covering it, waters that flee at Yahweh's "rebuke." The

storm theophany alluded to here is thus a direct outgrowth of the statement that the

winds are Yahweh's servants (v. 4), thus recalling the motif of the battle with chaos and

the driving back of the primal waters by the wind. It is unlikely that the storm the-

ophany was inherently a creation motif, but Ps. 104 introduced it into the work of cre-

ation (cf. l8:16[15]).
The separative function of the air, dividing the heavens from the deep or from the

earth, gave the wind its place in the origins of the cosmos, where, in both the Babylo-

nian epic and the OT, the dynamic aspect of the Semitic storm god comes to the fore.

75. EnEl, I, 1-9.
76. Hehn,22O.
77. See 2.a above.
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But neither in the OT nor in the ancient Near East did the wind play a role in the subse-
quent ordering of the world. The appeuuance of the rfiah once more at the end of Ps.

104, as the vitalizing spirit of Yahweh, suggests a continuity in the work of creation.
The word rfrah occupies a signal position at the beginning and end of the psalm, fram-
ing precisely the description of the work of creation. In contrast to Gen. l:3-5, where
light is the first thing to be created, in Ps. 104:2 light is a divine attribute, existing be-
fore creation, precisely like the rfiahin Gen. l:2. Despite all the parallels, the sequence
light-rfrah in Ps. 104 is the reverse ofthe sequence in Gen. 1. This reversal recalls the
difference between the cosmogonies of Hermopolis and Heliopolis. Light and wind
prove to be the fundamental metaphors from the natural realm for speaking about the
nature and activity of God.

The P account of creation bespeaks a threefold principle of creation: ftst the rfiah

'lohim, which drives back the waters of chaos, then the spoken creative word (ddbdr),
and finally light ('6r). They are logically connected: with respect to human vision and
understanding, the work of creation as a whole is visible revelation. As such, however,
it bears witness to its mysterious source in God's invisible, creative energy, God's
rfiah. The transition is effected by the powerful creative word, which can be called
"breath of the mouth." In contrast to Ps. 104, Gen. I gives priority to the rfiah and treats
light as part of the created world. This treatment fits with the general OT picture of
God: Yahweh was associated more with the invisible wind than with light; he is the
hidden God, revealed only in his works.

V. Breath or Spirit.
1. Divine riah and Human Nature. Gen.2:7 describes the constitution of human be-

ings; "yhwh 'lohtm formed man from the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nos-
trils the breath of life (niimal bayytm)." Although the word rfiah does not appear here,
it is perceived as synonymous, so that it does appear in similar statements elsewhere:
Yahweh gives rilah and neiamd (lsa 42:5); he forms the human rfiah within (Zec. l2:l).
"The spirit of God (rfrah-'el) has made me, and the breath of Shaddai (niima! iadday)
gives me life" (Job 33:4).

According to Gen. 3:19, everything returns to its source - earth to earth; but what
happens to the breath of life the text does not say. Gen. 6:3 is similar: "My spiit (rfrhi)
shall not abide in mortals forever." Ps. lO4:29-30 is somewhat clearer: when Yahweh
"takes away" or "collects" ('asap) his breath, all living things "die and return to their
dust" (cf. Job 34: 14-15: God takes back spirit and breath). Eccl. l2:7 says more explic-
itly: "The dust returns to the earth, as it was, but the breath (rttah) returns to God who
gave it." These passages make clear that whenever a text speaks of the fundamental
constitution of human beings, nothing explicit is said of a person's own rfiah (Zec. l2:l
being the only possible exception), but rather of God's rfiah (or a rfiah from God)
within the person. Precisely because God is the source of this rfiah, it returns to God at
death. No one has power over the beginning and end of life (Eccl. 8:8); the life span
(fuayyim) between them is bestowed on each person, but it too presupposes the ongoing
presence of God's rftah.Thus Job swears (Job27:3-4): 'As long as my breath (niimdf)
is in me and the breath of God (rfiah '"l6ah) is in my nostrils, my lips will not speak
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falsehood." When death approaches, Yahweh is invoked as "God of the breath of life in

all flesh" (Nu. 16:22; 27:16 cf .Job l2:10). But Yahweh "sends forth" $alah) his spirit

once more (Ps. 104:30) - 
just like the wind - and all living creatures are created (br'

niphal) anew.

After the analogy of the waxing and waning wind, life - including life as experi-

enced by the individual, becomes a continual ebb and flow of vital energy, ultimately

as Yahweh sends forth and takes away his rfiah, but also dependent on eating and

drinking (Ps. 104.27-28) and inward emotions. Life and death, too, are made compre-

hensible by the analogy of the wind. Human life in its totality is renewed and sustained

by God's rttah.
Johnson seeks to derive the vitalizing energy of rfiah directly from the meaning

"wind"; Albertz and Westermann rightly disagree.T8 When Ps. 104:29-30 speaks of

God's taking away and sending rfiah, the analogy of the wind is clearly intentional; this

language reinforces the impression that the two meanings "wind/creative energy" and

"vitalizing spirit" overlap at the beginning and end of the psalm.

When the constitution of human beings is involved, the word rfrah proves to be a re-

lational term, comparable to the notion of the "image of God" used by P- Just as the lat-

ter relates human beings to God as their exemplar, so rfiah denotes their dynamic rela-

tionship with God. Undoubtedly the word conveys not only causal dependence but also

the singular dignity of human life. In the anthropology of the OT, the "spirit" signifies

the pars intima as the distinct constituent of the individual "person," transcending cor-

poreality; at the same time, this "spirit" is associated with the person's experience and

u**"n"rr of God. Not just the OT but the totality of ancient Near Eastern civilization

is permeated by this understanding as an irreducible postulate of human existence:

"How divine is that by which one lives," says an Egyptian hymn to Osiris. "The breath

of the Almighty gives me life" (Job 33:4).

There are, however, several ambiguities in this understanding of life. It is striking

that the OT makes no distinction between the independent creaturely spirit or life per-

vading the individual and the rfiah as God's dynamic and vitalizing inward presence.

We note the same ambiguity with respect to rfiah in the sense of "wind": was it
thought of immediately as God's dynamically creative, beneficent, and angry pres-

ence in the world, or as an autonomous entity created by God? Only one text (Am.

4:13) asserts the latter explicitly. Also not very explicit is the distinction between hu-

man beings and animals. Several OT passages emphasize the special status of hu-

mans: e.g., J speaks of God's breathing the breath of life on humans (Gen. 2:7), not

animals. In other passages, however, the breath of life (rfiah fiayyim) is shared by all

living creatures (Gen. 6:17;7:22 tPl). Ps. 104.29-30 makes no distinction. For Qohe-

leth there is no difference between humans and animals - they all have the same

rfiah (Eccl.3:19-20). But behind the question that follows in v. 2l - 
"who knows

whether the human rfiah goes upward and the rfiah of animals goes downward to the

earth?" - stands the interesting idea of a difference in their fates. When the skeptical

78. Johnson, Vitality, 24-25; Albertz and Westermann,736.
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Qoheleth here questions the return of the human rfiah to God, he is in conflict with
l2:7. The statement that humans and animals have "one rfiah" means that the same
rfrah of God quickens them, each in its own way; it does not necessarily imply that
they must share the same fate at death.

This theme, appearing in a late document, is not discussed at all in early texts. It
does show, however, that the traditional statements "the rfiah returns to God" and "God
gathers the rftah" are open to a variety ofinterpretations. Both here and elsewhere, talk
about the ultimate fate of humans bespeaks a conscious, accepted agnosticism, which
has nothing in common with the resigned skepticism of Qoheleth; life comes from God
and returns to God; therefore the worshiper can trust in God and return to God what be-
longs to God: "Into your hand I commit my spirit" (Ps. 3l:6t51).

Thus human beings and all living creatures belong to a single, all-inclusive domain
of life, because they all share the same rftah of God. But just as this perspective tends
to lose sight of the independence of the individual human spirit as the creation of God,
so do we find only ambiguous and in part contradictory notions concerning the fate of
the individual. Total annihilation at death was apparently inconceivable. There was a
notion of "spirits" of the dead, but these are called -+ flN '6!, not rfrah (Lev. 19:31;
20:6,27; Dt. 18:11; Isa.8;19; l9:3;29:4).

Also among the ambiguous notions is that of descent into the netherworld, which
some texts present as the inevitable end of life (Job 7:9). Most often, however, the
boundary between life and death is oddly fluid and relative. Every affliction brings the
victim close to the realm of the dead - from which, however, Yahweh is able to de-
liver the sufferer. In this view Sheol is a realm outside the sphere of Yahweh's domin-
ion, which is also the sphere of his rfiah. If Ps. 104:29-30 presupposes the notion of
survival of the individual after death, the assertion that Yahweh takes away and sends
forth his rfiah becomes an assertion about the revitalization of the individual. If so,
even when the individual's physical death is at issue, Sheol would be relativized, a do-
main that is ultimately still within the sphere of influence of the quickening divine
rfiah. Bil the OT does not speak with a single or clear voice about either possibility.

Ezk.37 describes a restoration of the dead to life, in which the rfrah plays a crucial
role. In a certain sense the Yahwist's description of the creation of humankind (Gen.
2:7) probably served as a model for the vision. As so often, however, death seems here
to be more a symbolic representation of present adversity, and restoration to life an im-
age for the hope of return from exile (cf. v. 14). The boldness of the description is ex-
traordinary, however, and it is hard to avoid asking whether there is not more behind it.
Thus, for the time being, an answer to the question of resurrection is only hinted at in
Ezk. 37.

2. Human rftah. When rfiah does not refer to the vitalizing spirit of God, it refers to
the vital force of humans themselves, which finds expression in mental activity, abili-
ties, and emotions. In this context, too, the oT thinks in terms of external influences,
emanating from the divine rfiah or from an evil spirit. This is clear when the text deals
with extraordinary abilities or passions and emotions that the individual cannot control.
The principal possibility of external influence is the notion of a charismatic endow-
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ment and the "holy spirit," which can alter the interior of the individual. Some texts,

however, do not distinguish clearly what is viewed as an expression of the individual's

own vital force and what is thought to come from without.
The person's own rfiap is the source of phenomena associated with aggressiveness,

whether anger or courage as the virtue of one's own spiritual strength: these are simply

called rfiah without further qualification. The meaning "anger" appears in Jgs. 8:3; Isa.

25 :4; J ob I 5 : 1 3 ; other texts speak similarly of God's anger : Zec. 6: 8 ; Ps. 139 :7 .7 
e Con-

folling one's rfiah is an important virtue (Prov. 16:32; 29:ll), although other expres-

sions of feelings and emotions are assessed positively as expressions of life. "Cour-

age," too, is called simply rfiah (Nu. 27:18; Josh- 2:ll 5:l; Isa. l9:3).
In construct phrases rfral.t can also stand for expressions of temperament: cold-

bloodedness (Prov. l7:27), passion (Ezk. 3: l4), impatience (Prov. 14:29;. cf . Job 2l:4;
Mic.2:7),long-windedness (Eccl. 7:8). Among emotions we find sar-rfial.t, "anguish"

(Job 7:11); mdral rfiah, "bittemess" (Gen. 26:35); ieler rfiah, "desperation" (Isa'

65:14; cf . Prov. l5:4: "heartache"). Among the moral dispositions humility occupies a

key position, especially in the exilic and postexilic periods: Yahweh's presence is

promised to the "contrite" and "humble" (i?al-rfiah); he revives the "spirit of the

humble" (rfiah i"pdltm, Isa.57:15). The same piety speaks in Ps.51:19(17), which

states that a "broken spirit" (rfialt niibard) is the sacrifice acceptable to God (cf. Ps.

34:19[18]; Prov. 16:19; 29:23). "Haughtiness" can be called g6lah rfiah (PTov. 16:18;

cf. Eccl. 7:8).
The psalmist prays to God for a "steadfast spiit" (rfiah ndk1n, Ps. 5 1 : l2[ 10]) and a

..willing spiit, Qaah n"iltla, v. l4tl2l), as well as (addressing God) "your holy spirit"
(rfrah qo/i"fia, v. 13[ll]). Just as steadfastness and willingness qualify the human

spirit, so the "holy spirit" is God's own dynamic presence, God's spirit within. The

"spirit of wisdom" (rfiah fuoftmQ is a special power or inspiration emanating from God,

such as is required for making the priestly vestments (Ex. 28:3) or the tent of meeting

and the sacred vessels (31:3; 35:31 tPl). This wisdom refers to artistic skill; but be-

cause it reveals an extraordinary talent, it can be interpreted as divine inspiration. The

rfiah hof;mA is also an element of the royal charisma (Isa. I l:2; cf. I K. 3), but is not re-

served to those with charismatic gifts.

A special problem is presented by the evil inclinations and psychological forces that

hold sway in human beings and are described as being instilled by God. Jgs. 9:23 says:

"God sent (ialaD an evil spirit (rfiah ra'a) between Abimelech and the lords of
Shechem." Lindstrdm sees in this rfiah "an attitude of mind," neither an evil demon nor

God's rfiab; the divine "sending" he explains as deriving from the extended context of
the original narrative, which simply illustrates a general theological principle: God

governs the actions of individuals so that the evil they do has negative consequences

for them.so The story of Saul speaks of a rfiah-Yl1htm rd'd (l S. 16:15,16,23; 18: l0) or

rfrah yhwh rd'd (19:9) or rfiah-ra'd mE'dl yhwh (16:14), an "evil spirit from God,"

79. But cf. Briggs, 145: "the identification of the E:l'] with the divine Presence."

80. Lindstrdm,77.
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which torments Saul after the rfrah yhwh, the charismatic spirit with which he had for-
merly been endowed, departed from him (16:14). The evil spirit even drives him into a
prophetic frenzy (nb'hithpael, 18:10). Lindstrcim believes that this story is based on a
tradition that originally spoke only of Saul's own anguished spirit, embodying the
common motif of a king whose troubled spirit leads him to seek help (cf. Gen. 41:8;
Dnl. 2:1,3;.tt The "evil spirit" from God was introduced in a later redaction as a nega-
tive counterpart to the royal charisma. Reinterpretation and extension ofthe earlier tra-
dition lent expression to the notion of Saul's rejection. Lindstrrim finds no evidence
here of an earlier belief in demons.

In the account of Micaiah ben Imlah (l K. 22:19-22), "the spirit" appears before
Yahweh as a personal being and offers to be a "lying spirit" (rfrah ieqer) in the mouth
of the false prophets, because Ahab does not want to hear anything but lies; thus the
king brings disaster upon himself. Lindstrtim interprets this rfiah as a personification
of prophetic inspiration, facilitated by the notion of the assembly of the gods.s2 Clearly
the present narrative embodies polemic against prophetic circles that sought to legiti-
mize themselves through the inspiration of the "spirit." So here too it would be wrong
to find a belief in demons; it would be equally wrong to speak of Yahweh as the direct
author of evil. Other such phrases should probably be assessed similarly: "spirit ofjeal-
otsy" (rftah-qin'd, Nl.5:14,30), "spirit of confusion" (rfiah 'iwim,Isa. l9: l4), "spirit
of deep sleep" (rfiah tard4mA, Isa. 29:10). These texts, too, do not refer to external de-
mons but rather to the confusion of the Egyptians and the obduracy of the Judahites in
their own spirits. The statements that identify Yahweh as the source of these phenom-
ena are associated with the problem of obduracy in the OT.

3. Charisma. The rfrah plays a much more specific role in the case of persons who
are singled out by Yahweh to perform certain functions in the community. The endow-
ment of a small, restricted group of people with "spirit" to perform such societal func-
tions has been called "charismatic."83 Charismatics in this sense include such figures as
the'Judges" and the preclassical prophets, but not the priests. Thejudges and prophets
distinguished themselves through their extraordinary deeds, which gave them authority
as leaders or messengers of God. As a direct gift from God, such charismatic spirit
could neither be inherited nor tied to an official institution.

With the introduction of dynastic kingship, the spirit could be inherited and handed
down without interruption, e.g., by anointing; this change reflects a different phenome-
non. But such royal charisma appears only in the stories of Saul and David. Signifi-
cantly, the account of Solomon's dream at Gibeon (l K. 3), in which wisdom is be-
stowed on him, does not use the word rfrah. Subsequently we hear nothing more of
kings endowed with the spirit, not even in the royal psalms. Not until Isa. 1 l: I - 10 do

81. tbid..78-84.
82. rbid., 84-9t.
83. On the concept

(Tiibingen, 31947), 124,
of "charisma," see M. Weber, Grundriss der Socialdkonomik lll
140-48,'.|53-57.
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we hear of Yahweh's spirit resting upon the future Davidic king; but this text is proba-

bly an expression of eschatological expectations in the exilic or postexilic period.

A different notion lies behind the accounts describing the legitimation of a succes-

sor by inheritance of the spirit. Even in the earliest form of the tradition, Joshua is the

classic OT successor figure (Dt. 3 I is largely the product of later redaction, but the pre-

Dtr tradition of the book of Joshua already presents Joshua as Moses' successor). To all

appearances Elisha was represented as Elijah's successor quite soon after his role

model was taken up (2K.2:8,13-14). But the inheritance of the spirit on a successor is

native only to the Elijah-Elisha cycle (2 K.2:9-15). Only P or later redactors speak of
Moses bestowing on Joshua the "spirit of wisdom" by the imposition of his hands (Dt.

34:9, echoing Nlu. 27 :12-23).
The two parallel successors have been described as "concretions of Deuteronomic

social ideals."8a This reading overlooks the very ancient notion of the "spirit" in 2 K.

2:9-15 and in the rest of the Elijah-Elisha cycle, a notion that is clearly not an

archaizing reconstruction attributable to Dtr redaction, but was present in the original

traditions.
a. Early Texts. The picture of Moses as Israel's leader painted by the Pentateuch has

nothing in common with the charismatic leaders of the book of Judges. Only one epi-

sode, Nu. ll:4-33, associates the rfiah with him; here a variant tradition describing the

origin of the institution of elders has been woven into the story of the quails. This ac-

count mentions the rfiah six times, giving it thematic dominance. Yahweh takes some

of the spirit that is on Moses and puts it on the elders, so that it "rests" (nwh, v.25)
upon them, whereupon they engage in ecstatic prophecy (nb'hithpael). The purpose of
this text may have been to legitimate an institutional office, but the charismatic nature

of the office is striking, especially when the text is compared with the appointment of
judges to their office in Ex. 18, which does not mention rfiah. The universal dissemina-

tion of the prophetic spirit (Nu. l1:29) is a notion of the postexilic period, bringing the

text close to Joel 3:l-2(2:28-29). The "resting" of the spirit recalls Isa. I l:2. The text is

probably quite late and does not belong to any of the pentateuchal sources.

Apart from the late comment about Joshua in Dt. 34:9, only two other passages in

the Pentateuch speak of a charismatic gift of the spirit. In Gen.4l:38 Pharaoh sees

from Joseph's ability to interpret dreams that "a spirit of God is in him"; he is thus rec-

ognized also as a man who is "discerning and wise" and is placed over Pharaoh's

house. There are no compelling reasons to consider this a late motif, even though the

wise interpreter of dreams endowed with the spirit at the court of a foreign king does

not appear again until the book of Daniel (Dnl.2;4; 5). In Ntt.24:2-3 the introduction

to the last two cumulative oracles says that "the spirit of God" came upon Balaam, who

proves to be a man "who hears the words of God, who sees the vision of Shaddai, of
downcast and uncovered eye" (v. 4 par. v. 16).85

Thus Gen. 4l:38 proves to be the only text in the earliest literary stratum of the Pen-

84. C. Schiifer-Lichtenberger, ZAW l0l (1989) 198-222.
85. On the age of the text, see W. Gross, Bileam- SANT 38 (1974).
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tateuch that speaks of charismatic inspiration with the spirit. In the Pentateuch as a

whole, the hgure of the charismatic is endowed with the spirit; in this respect the book
of Joshua resembles the Pentateuch. Only in the book of Judges do we find fundamen-
tally different traditions concerning particular individuals, identifiable by their narra-
tive structure: in the case of spirit-endowed charismatics, a single extraordinary feat is
the focus ofinterest. In the Pentateuch as well as the book ofJoshua, by contrast, indi-
viduals and their actions are subordinate to the broader chain ofevents; their functions
are shaped by the overarching narrative trajectory.

The book of Judges describes the effects of endowment with the spirit concretely
and vividly. In the Samson tradition possession of the spirit is itself the central theme.
Jgs. 13:25 introduces the main narrative by saying that the rfiah of Yahweh began to
stir him (cf . 14:6,19; l5:14). He received his extraordinary strength, the subject of the
entire narrative, from the spirit of Yahweh, which "rushed on" (sdlah) him.

The rfiah of Yahweh "clothed" (ldbei) Gideon (Jgs. 6:34) and "came upon" (hdyd
'al) Jephthah (ll:29,32) and Othniel (3:10). Since the latter is an insignificant figure,
this comment is probably a formulaic redactional frill.

Since the individual narratives have their own verbs for the coming of the spirit,
these notions did not originate with the Dtr redaction but are rooted in the original indi
vidual traditions. If Saul's intervention in the war with the Ammonites (l S. ll) is
taken as the original beginning of his career, then he too continues the tradition of the
judges, for "the spirit of God came upon him" (sdlah, vv. 6-7). The account of Saul's
anointing as king uses the same verb twice for the coming of the spirit upon him
(10:6,10). As one of the signs authenticating Saul's call, Samuel informs him that the
rfiah of Yahweh will come upon him, so that he will be gripped by a prophetic frenzy
and be turned into a different person (vv. 5-6; cf. vv. 9-15). This passage does not have
to do with a spirit of fortuitous ecstasy but with the enduring charisma of the king; later
(16:14) this spirit will be taken from him and given to David (v. l3), whose enduring
possession of the spirit is expressed by the statement: wattislah rfiah yhwh 'el-ddwi{
mehayydm hahfi' wdmd'ld.

The question remains whether the notion of the spirit was associated with the royal
ideology and the anointing of the king from the beginning, or whether this association
does not reveal a deliberate attempt to bring the Israelite kingship into continuity with
earlier traditions, including those of the judges and the early prophets.86 On the basis of
literary analysis, Mettinger questions whether the anointing (l S. l0:1) was associated
from the outset with the mark of spirit-induced prophetic frerzy (vv.2-7,10-l3a). He
sees behind the latter verses an older narrative in which kingship and spirit were asso-

ciated. On the other hand, he hnds no essential difference between the "prophetic"
spirit of vv. 6 and 10 and the "martial" spirit of l1:6.

An archaic form of prophecy appears in a few texts.S7 This group includes not
only Balaam (Nu. 24:2-3) and the band of prophets in I S. 10 (cf. also Nu. ll:14-

86. For a discussion of this issue, see Beyerlin; Mettinger, 233-53.
87. Van Imschoot, "L action," 23; Jepsen, 12-40.
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17,24b-30) but also the Elijah-Elisha traditions. The marks of this early prophecy in-
clude ecstatic frenzy (nb'hithpael) occasioned by the spirit. Such frenzy can be pro-
voked by music (2 K. 3:15); it is contagious, infecting anyone who approaches (1 S.

l9:2O-23). Although a message can be transmitted by a person in this state (2 K.
3:15-19), the purpose offrenzy is not to produce prophetic speech. It is a transitory
but repeatable phenomenon. By contrast, it is characteristic of Elijah and Elisha that
they are endowed with the spirit at all times; only in this way can Elijah's spirit be
passed on to Elisha.

This notion does not reflect an "institutionalization" of the spirit under the mon,u-
chy; its explanation comes from the Elijah-Elisha tradition itself. Although the won-
ders performed by these prophets are not ascribed explicitly to the rfralt, they do show
Elijah to be a "man of God" (l K. l7:18; 2K.l:9-ll), and even more so Elisha, who is
given this appellation some 17 times (2 K.4:7,9,16;5:8,20; etc.).

Unique to a few passages in the Elijah narrative is the suggestion that the prophet
could be transported to another location by the rfiah (l K. 18: l2); indeed, at the end of
his life, Elijah ascends into heaven in a whirlwind (basse'ard, 2 K.2:l,ll). The
prophet's disciples surmise that Yahweh's rilahhas caught him up (v. 16). In these pas-
sages the word rfrah clearly means "wind."

This phenomenon recurs later in Ezekiel (3:12,14;8:3: ll:1,24;43:5; cf. 37:l). In
his case, however, it is not always clear whether one should think in terms of a physical
removal or simply a vision.S8

In I S. 9:8 it is suggested that prophetic vision was viewed as an archaic phenome-
non. Inspired by the rfiah,Balaam presents himself as a seer (Nu.24:2-3). It is not
clear that the interpretation of dreams was associated with early prophecy; in Gen.
4l:38, however, the spirit enables Joseph to interpret dreams. Jeremiah's later polemic
(Ier.23:25-28) may suggest that dreams and their interpretation were an element of
earlier prophetic practice.

These features of preclassical prophecy are associated in different ways with inspi-
ration of the spirit. Eighth-century prophecy, however, took on a new character: noth-
ing more is said of the spirit; instead, the word of Yahweh is the exclusive medium of
revelation. This change ultimately made it necessary to write down the words of the
prophets. In many respects, however, this development is already anticipated in Elijah,
who appears frequently as a prophet of the word. In the center of the narrative concern-
ing Elijah's encounter with Yahweh on Mt. Horeb (l K. 19) stands the renewal of Eli-
jah's prophetic commission. The basic questions are: how does Yahweh manifest him-
self to the prophet and what is the truth concerning Elijah's role as a prophet? The
climax of the text is the "soft whisper" (v. l2), the "speaking voice" (v. l3), his conver-
sation with Yahweh, and the renewal of his commission. The prophet can appeal to
nothing other than the word of Yahweh, spoken in the midst of silence. It stands in con-
trast to rfiah, earthquake, and fire, motifs of old theophanies, i.e., demonstrations of

88. See G. Widengren, Literary and Psychological Aspecrs of the Hebrew Prophets. IIUA
(1948:10),94-120.
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God's miraculous might and power. Yahweh is not "in them," but they are not simply

rejected: they "go before" him (v. 1 l). This account is both integrated and at odds with

earlier prophecy.

b. Inter z.r/s. Not until Ezekiel do several features of preclassical prophecy re-

appear: the inspiration of the spirit, frenzy, ecstatic visions, and transport to another

ptace. tt e account of the prophet's call already describes the rfi.ah as entering into him

(p;rt*. Z,Z) and making him stand on his feet to receive his commission. In nine addi-

tional passages, the rfiah plays an active role in the experiences, visions, and auditions

of the prophet (3:12,14,24; 8:3; I l:1,5,24;37:l;43:5).
In the postexilic period there was further development of the notion of the spirit as

medium of revelation: in the Chronicler's History not just prophets but other individu-

als speak under the influence of the spirit. In "the last words of David," a late text, the

kingsays: "The spirit of Yahweh speaks in me, his word is upon my tongue" (2 S.

23:2).ln Daniel it is "the spirit of the holy gods" (Dnl. 4:5[8]; cf. vv. 6,15[8,14];

5:11).
Especially interesting are retrospective surveys of Israel's history, from which pos-

tulates governing the present and future are expected to emerge. Preexilic Dtn theology

did not yet consider the rfiah to be the motive force of history, but an important role

was assigned to the prophets who summoned the people to repentance (2K. l7:13ff.).

7,ec.7:12 takes up the theme in a summary of Israel's past: "They made their hearts ad-

amant in order not to hear the law and the words that Yahweh Sabaoth had sent by his

spirit through the former prophets." This text appears to look back on the prophets as a

ciosed chapter, and raises the question whether the spirit ofthe "former prophets" rep-

resents a step toward the idea of inspired Scripture'

This theme finds similar embodiment in the great prayer of the people in Isa. 63:7-

6412 rebellion against "his holy spirit" stands in contrast to the memory of Moses,

"within whom Yahweh put his holy spirit."
Looking back on the wilderness period, the great penitential prayer of the people in

Neh. 9 says: "You gave your good spirit to instruct them" (v. 20), and "Many years you

were patient with them, and warned them by your spirit through the prophets" (v. 30).

4. Eschatology. The hopes for the future associated on the one hand with the spirit

are concentrated in the messiah, a figure embodying elements of the Davidic king and

of the prophets. On the other hand, however, there is hope for a universal gift of the

prophetic spirit. These two emphases, rooted in different traditions, never found a com-

mon synthesis.
Isa. l1:1-5 describes the awaited Davidic king. Three pairs of words describe the

gifts of the spirit bestowed on him: the ltrst pair, "wisdom and understanding," refers to

his judicial office (cf. vv. 3b,4a); the second, "counsel and might," to his function as

military leader (cf. vv. 4b-5); and the third, "knowledge and fear," to his relationship

with Yahweh. A variant reading in the LXX brings the number of attributes to seven,

laying the groundwork for the Christian doctrine of the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit.

The spirit-endowed servant of Yahweh in Isa. 42:1 is a composite figure. He will
bring forth justice to the nations and instruct them in the tbrd. Isa. 61 : l -3 probably re-
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fers to an awaited individual, anointed by Yahweh; with his anointing, the spirit comes
upon him - a feature in which he resembles the prophets.

The idea of a universal outpouring of the prophetic spirit is probably rooted in Jer.
3l:31-34, which speaks of a new covenant. This text reflects the covenant theology of
Deuteronomy, which interprets the course of history as apostasy from the covenant
with Yahweh. The new covenant will be based on obedience and knowledge of
Yahweh: "I will put my law within them, and I will write it on their hearts" (v. 33).
Thus the instruction given by the prophets and their special vocation will be superflu-
ous, for all will know Yahweh (v. 34). This early exilic text does not mention rhe
spirit. Closely related to it, however, is Ezk. ll:.19-20: "I witl give them a different
heart and put a new spirit within them" (cf. 39:29).[sa.59.21also alludes explicitly to
the words of Jer. 31:31ff.: "My spirit is upon you, and my words that I have put in
your mouth shall not depart out of your mouth." This awaited spirit comes from
Yahweh, giving instruction and promoting obedience; it is the "holy spirit" (Ps.
5l:13[1]) or the "good spirit" (143:10). It is experienced in rhe present but srill
awaited in the future.

More than any other text, Joel 3:l-2(2:28-29) draws on the ecstasy, visions, and mir-
acles of the early prophets in its promise of an "outpouring" of the spirit on all flesh at
the eschaton.

VI. LXX. The LXX most commonly uses pneima to translate rfiah (264 times);
when the meaning is "wind," the LXX also uses dnemos (some 50 times).Se Four times
we find pno6. But when rfiah refers to the inner forces and emotions of human beings,
the variations multiply: thymds (6 times), makrothymia, makr6thymos, prailthymos,
psychii (twice each), oligopsychia, oligdpsychos, phr6nZsis, kakophrorjne-, etc. The
Greek wordpneilma was clearly less appropriate in this area. The LXX appears to have
rendered the meanings of the Hebrew text accurately: 'Attempts to detect a significant
change in the meanitg of ruach, resulting from its translation in terms of nveopc, are
unfounded."9o

According to Hill, however, there may be a perceptible tendency to treat the spirit as
an autonomous entity; as examples, he cites the translations of Ps. 51:13(ll): kaf td
pneilma t6 hdgion sou md antundlEs ap' emoil, and Isa. 63: l0-l l: poi estin ho theis en
autois t6 pnertma t6 hdgion, where the article could point to hypostatization.el The
translation of (yhwh) '"bhA hdruhdl l"f;ol-bdidr in Nu. 16:22 and27:16 as the6s t6n
pneumdton kai pdsds sarkds is the result of misreading l"f,ol-bdidr as wef;ol-bdidr This
translation, however, presupposes a notion of "spirits" as autonomous incorporeal be-
ings or "angels," such as appear, e.g., in apocalyptic literature (cf. 1 En. 39:12;41:10:
"lord of the spirits"). The translation of Ps. 104(103):4 is also noteworthy in this re-
spect: ho poiiin tois angilous autort pneimata; the LXX probably understood this text

89. On the translation of ritah in LXX, see D. Hill, Greek Works and Hebrew Meanings.
SNSIMS 5 (1967); Isaacs, 10-17; Schoemaker.

90. Isaacs, 14.
91. Hill, 218-19. Cf. Ringgren, Word, 165ff.
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as a statement concerning the "spiritual" nature of angels. The quotation of this text in
Heb. l:7 also understands it as a statement about angels, as does the Vg.: quifacis
angelos tuos spiritus.

Still uncertain, however, is Isaacs's conjecture that the designation of the angels as

pneimata is traceable to the LXX;e2 its translation of rAah in some texts may have
been influenced by late Jewish angelology. Conversely, according to Isaacs, the mean-
ings of rfiah inflience Gk. pneilma,' only in Stoicism did this word have central impor-
tance: it was identified with the l6gos or norts that permeates and quickens the world,
as well as f,rnding expression in the psych4 of the individual.e3 Other schools of Greek
philosophy and religion did not assign any particularly important role to the pneilma.
The expression pneima theofi used by the LXX, however, lent the word a new dimen-
sion: "In faithfully translating the Hebrew term ruach as rrveOpc, when applied not
only to wind, breath, and life, but also to God, the LXX plays a significant part in the
development of its meaning in subsequent Greek literature."e4

Tengstriim

VII. Later Literature.
l. Dead Sea Scrolls. The noun rfrah is very common in the Dead Sea Scrolls, with

some 280 occurrences in published texts (75 in IQH and associated fragments, 38 in
lQS, 15 in lQM and 4QM, 9 each in CD and l lQT; the 54 occurrences in the Songs of
the Sabbath Sacrifice are esp. significant); in addition, there are some 200 occurrences
in hitherto unpublished texts, plus some 30 occurrences in Aramaic. In the Dead Sea

Scrolls we also find the masc. pl. form rfrhtm, probably a late formation (lQS 3:24;
4:23, etc.; always in a construct phrase). The usage of this form, especially its use in
parallel with the fem. rfihdlinthe Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice, illustrates the seman-
tic turn in the meaning of rttah in the Dead Sea Scrolls.

Otherwise the meaning of rftah is largely identical with its meaning in the OT, al-
though we may note a few significant tendencies. The meaning "wind" appears in only
a few passages: IQH l:10 ("strong winds"); 1QH fr. l9:3, "wings of the wind," bor-
rowing from Ps. 104:3-4;4Q381 46:6, "violent wind," serving also as an image for the
annihilation of the wicked in 4QpPs37 3:8; cf. also the interesting wordplay that uses

rithdlfor thespiritsof humanbeingsandthe rilahof Godasdestructivewind(4Q185
l-2, l:9-12; similarly 4Q381 29:3). In IQH 7:29 rfiah appears to be used synony-
mously with -+ \ln ttepet, "wind, breezel'

Only once is an animal said to haye rfiah: according to lQM 4:l2,the war horses of
the troops in the decisive eschatological battle will be 'rwlcy rwh, possibly "long of
breath."

Use of rfrah in the technical sense of "direction, side" is characteristic of the Temple

92. Isaacs, 14.
93. rbid., t5-17.
94. Ibid., 17.
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Scroll (l IQT 6:6; 30: l0; 31:10; etc.), but is found also in descriptions of the new Jerusa-
lem (2QNew Jerusalem 124) l:2;5Q15 1, l:1,14;2:6;cf .also 3Q15 7:5 and4QM^ t-314).

a. Anthropology. The use of rfrah for the psychic human core where ethical deci-
sions are made is clearly less common than in the OT. "Every individual receives and
possesses the spirit in a naturalistic sense. . . . The spirit is created by God and be-
stowed as the natural principle of human life."es

Attributive nouns are almost always present; they are ambiguous, depending on the
context. In humble self-abasement, the worshiper can call himself a "spirit of error"
(r'nth htw'h, lQH l:22), a "perverse spirit" (rwh nwh, lQH3:21), or "spirit of wicked-
ness" (rwft rJ?, lQS l0: 1 8- 19). If we are not to relativize such expressions of humility,
we must see them in the context of such expressions as "spirit of humility" (rwh'nwh,
lQS a:3), "broken spiit" (rwh nibrh, IQS 8:3), "spirit of error" (rwh htw'h, leH
l:22), and "errant spirit" (rw'y rwh, 4Q183 l, 2:6 [text?]), but also "spirit of flesh" (rwb
Dfa 1QH 13:13; 17:25). This last expression does not anticipate the sdrx-pneima po-
larity of the NT, but signalizes the difference "between human insufficiency and divine
omnipotence."s6 The worshiper strives to attain the "spirit of truth" (rwfu 'mt, leS
4:21). with respect to outsiders, the worshiper's conduct is guided by the "spirit of
concealment" (rwb lrsrr IQS 9:22), a kind of code of silence. This human spirit is com-
pletely and utterly God's creation (lQH l:15; 15,22).

Of particular interest is the phrase 'nwy rwl.t, "the poor of spirit" (leM l4:7 par.
4QM) in the light of Mt. 5:3. According to Lohfink, this expression refers to the Ebionite
community members, who accept that in God's eyes they are inconsequential, humble,
and broken, as well as those who are literally poor, humbled for the sake of the tbrd.eT

Many of these expressions in declarations of humility (esp. in 1QH) take on a differ-
ent valence in lQM and lQS, both markedly dualistic: here they are not used in self-
description but are applied instead to those outside the community. The usage paves the
way for a "two spirits doctrine" - which, however, remains entirely within the frame-
work of or precedent (esp. in IQS 3:13-4:26, the final redaction of the Manual of Dis-
cipline). The dichotomization of humanity (cf. lQS 4:15tr) 

-(.ss11s 
of light,, vs.

"sons of darkness" in the terminology of 1QM 
- is displayed in divergent inclinations

("spirits"), the "spirit of truth" and the "spirit of wickedness."e8 The nature of the two
groups is characterized in greater detail in IQS 4:2-6 and 4:9-16.

The basic outline of the two spirits doctrine (sketched in IQS 3-4) displays an inter-
nal inconsistency:

1. Each person's way of life is determined by two antithetical spirits (3: l8), so that
every individual is dominated by one of these two spirits (3:20-21).

2. over and above this human dichotomy, however, the evil spirit can lead even a
good person as$ay (3:24).

95. Niitscher, "Heiligkeit," 337.
96. Ndtscher, Geist, 175.
97. See N. Lohfink, Lobgescinge der Armen. SBS 143 (1990).
98. Cf. Treves.
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3. The good and evil spirits feud within the human heart (4:23).

4. At the time of salvation, God will deliver the faithful from the evil spirit (4:20-

2t).

This train of thought bespeaks the acceptance of dualism (of Iranian-Zoroastrian prov-

enance?) on the part of the Qumran Essenes, but also their instinctive resistance to it.ee

One of the central tasks of the maiktl is to pass judgment on the spirit of each novice

and assign him his place within the community (lQS 9:12ff.;cf .5:20ff.;6:17), as well

to instruct the members of the community in the discernment of spirits (myny rwl.twt,

3:14). In this context, too, it remains true that God created both the "spirits of light"

(rwhwt wr) andof "darkness" (fiwik,3:25); but God loves the former and hates the lat-

ter (4:1). From this statement it follows directly that each Qumran Essene is required to

hate all the spirits of wickedness, of worthlessness, etc., and shun them. It is clear that,

in the context of lQS, this discernment of spirits has not yet developed into

angelology.loo
From here it is only a small step conceptually to a differentiated personification of these

distinctive spirits, although the vocabulary alone does not always make this differentiation

clear; the contrast between singular and plural is a major help in making the decision -
cf. the ..spirit of knowledge" as a virrue (1QS a:3) and as an angel (lQH 3:22-23).

b. Angelotogy. This step is clearly taken in the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice, which

exhibit a developed angelology.rol They permit no doubt that the heavenly beings in

question are independent entities: the central liturgy of the seventh sabbath speaks of
these "eternal spirits" (rwhwt wlmym) as having been created by the effectual word of

God: 'At the words of his mouth all divine beings come into existence and at the utter-

ances of his lips all eternal spirits" (4Q403 l, l:35 = 4Q405 4-5,2). He is "lord over ev-

ery spirit" (lQH 10:8).

Bisides 'lym (cf. Ps. 29:1; 89:7t61) and'lwhym, "divine beings," ml'l<ym, "angels,"

hnhnym, "priests" (note the fem. form kwhnwt in 4Q403 1,2:21, etc.), mirtym, "ser-

vants," niy'ym, "princes," and r wiym, "heads," terms that seem in part to suggest a hi-

erarchical assignment of these beings to the seven levels of the heavenly dbit rhbtrn/

rfih1lisespecially common as a term denoting angelic beings. The masculine and fem-

inine forms appear to be semantically identical and interchangeable: cf. rwhwt'lwhym
(4Q403 1,2:8-9) and rwhy',twhym (403 l, 1:43) (for similar promiscuous choice in

combination withpl" cf.4Q403 1,2:10 and llQlT 5-6,2, and with qwdi qwdiymcf.

4Q403 1,2:7 with 1:44). The appearances of these beings are not distributed equally

among the liturgies of all the sabbaths, but their apparent concentration in the seventh,

eighth, and eleventh may be due simply to the condition of the text.

The titles of these beings are all construct phrases of a superlative nature, which

elude precise interpretation; they may simply represent fantastic flights of mystic spec-

99. For further discussion see Kuhn, I 17-30.

100. For the discussion see Ntitscher, Anderson' Treves.

l0l. C. Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. HSS 27 (1985), 23-38'
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ulation (cf. their similarity to the literature of Merkabah and Heikalot mysticism). Fur-
thermore, the constant use of these angelological terms in parallel and the striking re-
dundancy ofthe texts do not suggest a precise hierarchy or specific functions. All these
beings, however, have one task in common: the praise of God in the presence of the di-
vine kdp6/ (e.g.,4Q403 fr. 1, l:38-45). They are actors in this heavenly Iiturgy (4e403
fr.l,2:7;4Q405 fr.23,2:9) but also belong to the inventory of the sanctuary (llQ17
frs.3-4,4; llQlT frs.5-6, 2).They reappear as decorations of God's chariot throne
(4Q403 fr. l, 2:l-3;4Q405 fr. 19, 2-5;4Q405 fr. 23, l:9-10) and elements of the
priestly vestments (4Q405 fr.23,2:7-8; I lQlT fr. 8, 7:3). In addition, terminological
associations underline their relationship with wisdom and knowledge (rwhy byn,
4Q403 fr. l, l:37; rwhy d't wbynh,4Q405 17:3), probably a reminiscence of their ear-
lier revelatory function (cf. 4Q401 fr. 14,2:7).

The attempt to elucidate the hierarchy of angelic beings is fraught with difficulty;
but it would seem, at least, that the various rftfuim/rfihi1in the Songs of the Sabbath
Sacrifice represent neither the heads of the various classes of angels (e.g., Michael and
Melchizedek) nor the classes that exercise higher priestly functions.

A similar view appears also to find embodimenr in l1Ql3 (l lQMelch), which like-
wise does not use rAah for the highest angel. Here the group of angels around Belial are
the "spirits of his lot" (rwhy gwrlw, 11Q17 2:12,13), upon whom Melchizedek will exe-
cute divine judgment because they have departed from the law of God. It is in the coun-
cil of the divine spirits that the tbra is rooted (4Q400 fr. 1, I :5); thus the angels of this
council are the "spirits of knowledge," in the power of God the judge (4Q403 fr. l,l:37).

c. The Holy Spirit. The Dead Sea Scrolls have little to say about the spirit of God,
the holy spirit. Anderson ascribes this reticence to an increasing sense of divine tran-
scendence, which admits only such expressions as rwh qwd,f (1QS 8:16: the prophets
impart revelation through lb1lthe holy spirit of God [cf. 4Q381 fr.69,4); the author of
the Hodayoth also acknowledges the guidance of this spirit [lQH 7:6-7; l2:ll-12l.
16:7,11) or hrwh, with the definite article (l lQl3 2:18: the prophet is the "anoinred of
the spirit"; cf. cD 2:12). The holy spirit is the gift of God to the elecr of the eumran
community, a power given to each member when he enters the community (leH
13:19: 14:13; 16:ll-12; 1Q34bis fr.3,2:7), which works within him for his salvation.
The Blessings therefore ascribe this holy spirit to the high priest (lQSb 2:25). This gift,
constitutive of election, makes its possessor pure (1QH 7:6-7; 16:ll-12), covers his
guilt (lQH fr.2:13), gives him understandinC (lQH fr. 14:13; 4eDibHam" 4:5) and
knowledge of divine mysteries (4QDibHam" l2:ll-12), and enables him to offer true
worship (4QDibHam" 16:6-7). Since this spirit empowers the community member to
follow a new way of life (lQH 9:32: 16:7), it is best understood as a moral force within
the individual.l02

In the Manual of Discipline, howeveq the work of the holy spirit in the community
member is also accompanied (because it is imperfect?) by the water of purification and
the "spirit of truth" (lQS 3:6-9; 4:21-22).

102. Ndtscher, Geist, 179.
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According to the earliest portion of the Manual of Discipline, the holy spirit is consti-

tutive of the Qumran community, which understands itself to be "established by the holy
spirit for eternal truth" (lQS 9:3). It is clear, nonetheless, that the Qumran Essenes did
not think of the holy spirit as a person, since it is never assigned personal independence.

2. Other Literature. Continuing the process begun at Qumran, intertestamental and

rabbinic literature greatly expanded the semantic valency of rfiah.
In the first instance, rfiah strll means "wind" or "direction" (l En. 36:l; 76:5,6;

etc.). The "four winds of heaven" ('rb'rwlty imy'; cf.76:11,14) implies the notion of
totality (see also lQapGen 22:8;to3 llQtgJob 33:.8;32:6; etc.).

Everywhere in this late period we may note a semantic confluence of rfiah andnepei,

although there is not the slightest evidence for a distinction between spirit and soul (cf.

Sir. 16: l7). In lQapGen 2:13,20, the rfiah is the seat of human emotions, an identifica-
tion that brings this term in proximity to le!. I En. 22:5-6 (reconstructed from
4QEn"+0+"; tses rfiah for the spirit or shade of someone who has died, in this case Abel.

This spirit dwells in a place where the sou,ls (npiwt) of all human beings assemble.

The widespread conviction that the gift of the "holy spirit" had ceased in Israel with
the destruction of the first temple led people to expect an outpouring of the holy spirit
upon all Israel in the future age of salvation; nevertheless, the continued existence of
this gift in the case of certain outstanding individuals was considered possible. First
and foremost, the son of man is endowed with the "spirit of righteousness" (l En.62:2)
and the spirit of wisdom and understanding (49:3). The royal messiah receives his
power through the holy spirit (Pss. Sol. 17:37; cf. 18:7). The priestly messiah, too, is

endowed with the spirit of understanding and holiness (T. Levi l8:7). Finally, all the

faithful will receive the spirit of God, although this statement is ambivalent: anthropo-

logically, it means a new spirit (4 Esd.6:26; cf. Ezk. 36:26-27;37:14), but

dynamistically it means the spirit of God.le Each person receives this spirit at birth,
and it must be kept pure (T. Naph. 10:8-9). There is no visible evidence of any

hypostatization of this spirit as an autonomous personal being.
In rabbinic literature, too, it is hardly possible to systematize the semantics of rfrah,

and especially of the holy spirit. The quasi-dogmatic statement that "the holy spirit
ceased"l05 with the destruction of the first temple and that the spirit is expected to re-

turn at the eschaton defines the interim as a time of punishment for Israel, which with
the loss of the rfiah haqqdjei has lost its "national 

"1r*itp4."106 
The absence of the

holy spirit (originally better "the spirit of the sanctuary"), the spirit of the God who re-

veals himself in the sanctuary, means the end of prophecy (ZBar.85:1-3), for the holy
spirit is understood as the "mode of God's revelation." The apocalypticists write
through the inspiration of the holy spirit ( I En. 91:1; 4 Esd. 5:22), but do so only under

103. Beyer, 183.

104. Kuhn, ll7-20.
105. On the place ofthis statement in the conflict between Judaism and the early church, see

Schiifer, Vo rstellung, 145-46.
106. Schiifer, Vorstellung.
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the pseudonym of a significant Israelite of the OT period. The rabbis, too, do not think
in terms of a personification of the holy spirit in the sense of a "mode of God's being."
As the mediator of revelation, this spirit is never also the author of revelation. This is
immediately clear from the fact that the rabbis never substitute the holy spirit for God
in the classic contexts of God's self-revelation (Sinai, Horeb).

The idea of the "cessation" of the holy spirit was never totally accepted. Especially
in mystical circles, there was a clear interest in its continuance. On the one hand, it was
thought that the holy spirit that formerly inspired the prophets now inspired certain
outstanding rabbis. On the other, the old notion of the holy spirit as a "charisma of of-
fice" (associated with Moses, Joshua, Aaron, etc.) was revived and interpreted as an
"individual charisma." Thus the holy spirit is accessible to every Israelite and at work
in every age (notjust at the eschaton).

Finally, the meaning of the expression can blur to the point that it comes to be used
as a general term for spiritual excellence (Solomon), strength (Samson), etc. The rab-
bis are wont to appeal to the holy spirit as an angelus interpres when difficult and com-
plex passages of Holy Scripture are to be made transparent. This tendency goes so far
that the holy spirit is understood as a "tool" of exegesis for a better understanding of
Scripture.

"For the relationship between God and the holy spirit, it is true to say that the holy
spirit is neither identical with God when acting as subject nor understood as a hypostasis
alongside or subordinate to God. The terms 'holy spirit' and 'God' are never inter-
changeable or a matter of random choice. On the other hand, when the holy spirit ap-
pears as the subject of an act, speaking to a prophet or the like, it is never understood as

an autonomous person - rabbinic literature frequently uses personification and drama-
tization as stylistic devices, but this usage must not be confused with hypostatization in
the theological sense. The holy spirit is exclusively a mode of God's 1eysla1isn."l07

Besides certain usages of rfrah in the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice (see above),
hypostatization of the holy spirit as an autonomous personal medium of divine revela-
tion comparable to the angels is not found until Philo.r08

Neither do we find evidence for an interpretation of the spirit as a cosmological
principle. Only in the context of Hellenism, in conjunction with God's "wisdom," does
the speculative horizon broaden.lD

VIII. Gender. The feminine gender of rfralt as the creative spirit of God in Gen. I :2
has led to speculative interpretations of the quickening spirit of God as feminine, to be
represented as a mother. One may concur with the view that this text embodies symbol-
ism of divine creativity, but less easily with the identification of a personal sexuality.
"The feminine aspect of ruah, championing and affirming life, is altogether evi-
dent. . . . When the feminine ruah was translated into the Greek neuter pneuma, the

107. Schiifer, "Geist," 174.
108. Spec. kg. 1.65;4.49; -+1ll)D mat'ak.
109. See W Bieder, "rweispal' TDNT Yl, 372-75; Foerster; Maier, NEB Ergiinzungsband 3

zum AT (1990),207.
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background was suddenly changed 
- in favor of the realm of feminine experience.

And- there was certainly a marked shift of emphasis when pneuma was translated into
the Latin masculine spiritus.. . . The ."p"ut"d change of gender of this term led to agreater loss than appears at first glance."ll0

Fabry

. 110.. 
sT H. Schtingel-Straumann, "Ruah [Geist-, Lebenskraft],,, in M. Kassel, ed., Femi_nistische Theologie (Stuttgart, 1988), 59-73;esp.-70_71; G. Winklea;;Ul".t"gung"n ,r.Gottesgeist als miitterlichem Prinzip und zur Bedeutung 0". anJ-gyril in einigen frtih-christlichen Quellen," in T. Berger and A. Gerhards, eds., Liturgie und Frauenfrage. pietas

Liturgica 7 (St. Ottilien, 1990).

dl1 rfrm; d11D mdrim

I. Etymology. II. L Distribution; 2. Lexical Field. III. Usage: l. eal and Adjective; 2. Niphat;
3. Polel; 4. Hiphil; 5. Nouns. IV. l. LXX; 2.Dead Sea Scrolls_

r. Etymology. The root rfim, "behigh," is welr attested in Imperial Aramaic,r Bibli-
cal Aramaic (peal pass. ptcp., Dnl. 5:20; polel ptcp.,4:34[Ene. il];haphel ptcp., 5:19;
hithpolel, 5:23; the notn rfim in Ezr.6: j; nni. i:t; +:l,A,ti[t0,1'V6y, Jewish Ara_
maic,2 and in the Aramaic texts from eumran,3 as welr as in the tg. tn syriac we find
rfrm,a and in Mandaic RUM.s

rfrm' Y' Avishur, "rwm (rmm) tn Ugaritic and in the Bible," zei 45 (19g0/gr) 270-79;w' Brueggemann' "From Dxst-ro Kingsh-ip," zAw g4 (1972) r-rg,*p. +-!;'r"r. Dahood, ..The
composite Divine Name in psalms ss je-il and 140,9,;' Bibi6r oseoi zti is; idem,,Hebrew_ugaritic Lexicography v:'-!ibl 48 (1967) 42r-38, esp. 432; idem, ,.He:brew-Ugaritic 

Lexicogra_phv--xil Bibl 53 (1972) 38-6-403, esp. 389-90; o. nissferai, ;;n.r"ti.rii.p.1o a, Geschichts_quelle,"JPos jqll?36) _29992=id"*,Krschr Ir(1963), 101-6;J.p.Fokkermann,-nDr-rn
"]o in II Sam r,2la," zAW ?r (tg7g) 2go-9\ L. Kopf, .aiuuir"t"'dty;"r;;i", 

und paraleren
zum Bibelwrirterbuch," w.?\r:5_??!7-87, esp. zai-oq;1. rvrilgrom,ir.rnii-nr pru, a chapter
ilcltr History," Tarbi7 42.(r.972n:) lfi; L. Ruppert, "Erhcihungsvorstellungen im Nrl, BZ22 (1978) 199-220 H.-p. S6hli, "D11 rim hoch sein,,, THAT 11,753_61; L. Viganb, ..Il titolodivino E'l'tD: 'L Eccdlso,,,' SBFL"4 24 (1g74) l8g_201.

l. Verb: haphel, KAI,2O2A.|O;224.5,6; ithpeel, Ahiqar 138; DISO,275_76; noun (rm),Drso,280.
2. DISO, 276; Beyer,695.
3. 5Q15 fr. l, t:13;2:5,12.
4. LexSyr 720.
5. MdD,430.
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The root is common in Ugaritic.6 It occurs as a verb,7 in the nouns mrym\ and
trmmt,e and in the adj. rm (nmm rmm).to It also occurs in personal names.ll The root
occurs as a noun (mrm) in a Punic inscriptionl2 and in Phoenician (rm).t3

The root also appears in personal names in Amorite,la Phoenician,l5 and
Palmyrene.r6 In regard to the divine name Samemroumos,tT cf. Palmyr. rn-.i'(short
form of rm-imitg).

Attestation in South Semitic is marginal or nonexistent. The Ethiopic cognate is
found only in the foreign PN rama and in the term for the "third heaven," probably also
a loanword. In Epigraphic South Arabic, rm occurs as an element of a few personal
names (e.g., Sab. 'lrmte), but it is uncertain whether the root in question is actually
rwm. Harding assumes the root rmm in each instance.2o In Old South Arabic, rym
means "lift, set up" or "take away"; as a noun it means "height, top." It may also have
the meaning "praiss."zt Arab. rama has the meaning "go away, leave the spot."22

ll. l.Distibution.There are 166occurrencesof theverb:41 intheqal(primarilyin
poetic texts), 4 of the niphal, 25 of the polel (likewise frequent in poetry), 3 of the
polal,2 of the hithpael (including Isa.33:10 O),88 of the hiphil, and 3 of the hophal.
The participle occurs 28 times. The nouns are distributed as follows; rttm (acttally the
infinitive23), 6 occurrences; rdm, Hab. 3:10; rdmA @f. bdmA),Ezk. 16:24,25,31,39;
rdmfr1, Ezk. 32:5; r6mam, Ps. 66:17(?); 149:6; rdm€mfi1, lsa. 33:3; marbm (a maqtdl
form2a), 54 occurrences, mostly in poetry; -+ ilD1'll1 terfrmd, 76 occurrences, in P,

Ezekiel, and late texts; terttmtyd, Ezk.48:12. Finally, the adj. r6mi occtrs in Mic.
2:3.2s

6. UT no.23ll; WUS, no.2514.
7. KTU, 1.4, Y, 52; 1.13, 12; 1.13, 32.
8. KTU,l.3,IY 38; 1.4,IY 19; Y 23; t.5,\ ll.
9. KTU, t.6,Vr,44.
10. KTU,1.108,7.
ll. PNU, 182-83; on the PNs in the Hatra inscriptions see S. Abbadi, Die Personennamen der

Inschrifien aus Hatra (Hildesheim, 1983),49, 164.
12. DISO, 168.
13. Drso,280.
14. APNM,26l-63, contra von Soden, who derives these names from riamu./rdmuIlI,"give";

see AHw, ll,952b,986-87; see also Bibel und Alter Orient. BZAW 162 (1985), 129tr
15. Benz,408-9.
t6. PNPr, ll2.
17. Sanchuniaton, 34d; cf. ESE,11,52ff.
t8. PNPI, tt2.
19. CIH, 397.1; cf . ContiRossini, 241.
20. G. L. Harding, An Index and Concordance of the Pre-lslamic Arabian Names and In-

scriptions (Toronto, 197 1), 286, 915.
2 1. ContiRossinl, 240-41 ; Beeston, I 20; Biella, 487-88.
22. Wehr,37l-72.
23. BIE, g6lt.
24. Bl*, *6lel.
25. cK gl18q.
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The distribution of occurrences among and within the books of the OT shows

clearly that the root appears primarily in elevated and metrical language of poetry, dif-
ficult to categorize by historical literary analysis; only relatively late (i.e., in the exilic
and postexilic period) was it incorporated very sporadically in prose and narrative con-

texts, usually as a participle (Gen. 7:l7b [RP]; 14:22; Ex. 14:8,16 [P]; Nu. 15:30;

17:10U6:45; see belowl; 20:ll; 33:3: Dt. 1:28; 2:10,21; 27:14; I Ch. l5:16; Ezk.

l0:4). This observation does not hold true for the hiphil with its wide range of mean-

ings, which is already found in the preexilic period in both poetic and narrative (e'g.,

JE) contexts.26

The root appears also as an element in a series of Israelite personal names (Abram,

Joram, Adoniram, etc.)27 and toponyms (Merom, Josh. 11:5,7; Ramah, Josh. 18:25;

19:29,36; etc.).

2. l,exical Field. The wide range of meanings that rfim encompasses is reflected in a
long list of synonyms: in the qal, -+ xitl: n-f'niphal and -+ d1i2 qfrm; with the meaning

"pride," primarily -+ i'tNl g'h and --+ i'llt gbh; in the polel, in the context of "raise,

help," -+ il?y 'Sh, fiayil, -stClO plt piel, and -+ XI! ys'hiphil;in hymnic invocations,

-r 'Jlr brk piel, nwhhiphil, -r ilJ' ydft II hiphil, and -+ ))n nU piel; in other contexts

also -+ )ll gil piel, -+ 1D|J 'md hiphil, and + ))o sll pilpel; in the hithpolel, -+ )'Il
gddhal hithpael, "boast" (Dnl. 1l:36); in the hiphil. finally, -+ Nipl ni'and ->d1l qfim

hiphil; in sacrificial texts esp. -+ li nwp hiphil; and in further contexts -+ i'lll bnh and
-+ nf) tqfu.

III. Usage.
l. Qal and Adjective. The qal of rfrm appears primarily in poetic texts (see above).

As functional equivalents, we find the verb gdpah and its derived adj. galdah, less of-
ten the adjs. gAQOI and'elybn. In descriptive contexts the qal can appear with a great

variety of objects: stars (Job 22:12), mountains (Dt.1212), hills (gifZ, Ezk. 6:13), trees

(Isa. 2:13), persons (Dt. 1:28), etc.

It is used to qualify God as great, exalted, and mighty, ruling over the nations (Ps.

99:2; ll3:4; cf .46:11[0]: over the nations and the earth). The exalted God dwells in
the heavens; God's kd!68 fills the earth (57:6,1215,111) or is higher than the heavens

(113:4). But this exalted God, seated on high (gbh),looks far down (113:5-6), sees

what is low GApAI) and knows "what is high" ( gdldah) - probably human alrogance.

In this regard Isa.57:15 is particularly instructive: God, who is high andlofty (rdm

w"niSia': cf. 6:1), dwells in the heights (mdrbm) but also with the battered (dakka') and

oppressed (i"pal rfiah). Ps. 18:47(46) p*.2 5.22:47 presents a hymnic jussive: "Ex-
alted be the God of my salvation." In lsa.2:17 , however, where the exaltation of God is

manifested in the humbling (ihh, ipl) of human iurogance (galhfi1, rfrm), niSgap is

used of God.

26. See III.4 below.
27. IPN, 52, 145-46,201.
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The servant ('ele{zt1 of Yahweh, too, will be "exalted and lifted up" gtdrfrm
w"niiia', Isa. 52:13; cf. the discussion of 57:15 above); here this statement refers to res-
toration and honor.

The pl. ramim in Job 2l:22 probably refers to heavenly beings, who are subject to
God's judgment.

The Hebrew idiom b\taQ ramd, "withraised hand, high-handedly," describes the ac-
tions of someone who brazenly transgresses the law (Nu. 15:30). But it can also be a
sign of triumph, as when the people depart from Egypt "with raised hands" (NRSV
"boldly"; Ex. 14:8 P; Nu. 33:3). In a similar vein the mighty acts of the God of Israel
are performed "with a mighty hand and an outstretched arm" (Dt.4:34:5:15; 26:8).

This metaphor probably originates in representations of ancient Near Eastern dei-
ties with their right hand raised or stretched out, holding a spear, battle-ax, or light-
ning bolt.2e The raised hand signals readiness for battle; it is a threatening gesture of
the deity against the enemy or even of a mortal against God.30 This image precisely
describes the brazen sinner who acts in open (Tg. b"rAi g"b, "public") disobedience to
the Lord (cf. Job 38:15). Dt.32:27 shows the connection between a false self-
confidence and contempt for God. In the theology of R willful sins can be forgiven or
expiated by sacrifice only if the sinner has confessed and repented of the transgres-
sion.3l Repentance transforms the sin into an inadvertent offense, for which a sacri-
fice makes satisfaction.

Thus the phrase bjdi rdmA belongs to a group of idioms that express arrogance and
contempt, such as 'Anayim rdm61(Ps.18:'28127); Prov. 6:17), rhm'Anayim (Isa. l0:12;
Prov. 2l:4), rfim l€! (Jer. 48:29), and similar combinations with gbh.

2. Niphal. The niphal (actually rmm) is found only in very late texts. Ezk. 10:15,
lT,19describetherisingof thecherubim(v. 19, min-ha'ares);inNu. 17:10(16:45)Mo-
ses and Aaron are told to "get away" so that Yahweh can destroy the congregation
(postexilic; cf . 16:21, bdl niphal).tz

3. Polel. The basic meaning of the polel is "raise, exalt," both in the figurative sense
when applied to persons and in the sense of "praise, extol." In the first instance it is re-
stricted to the language of prayer and worship. Yahweh exalts the worshiper (l 5.2:7;
2 5.22:49 par. Ps. l8:49[48]; Ps. 37:34), lifts the psalmist up from the gates of death
(9:la[13]) and sets him high on a rock (27:5).In proverbial wisdom, righteousness
(Prov. l4:34) and wisdom (4:8) are described as exalting. Praise is always directed to
God orGod's name (Ex.l5:2; Isa.25:l; Ps.30:2[1]; 34:4131;99:5,9;107 32; ll8:28;
145: l). Here we also include the noun rdmam, "hymn of praise" (clearly attested only

28. --+ 1a9 'a!a/.
29. ANEI nos. 466, 480-84, 490-97; cf. C. J. Labuschagne, Von Kanaan bis Kerala. FS

J. P M. van der Ploeg. AOAT 2ll (1982), 143-48.
30. D. Kellermann, Wort und Geschichte. FS K. Elliger AOAT 18 (1973), lO7-13.
31. J. Milgrom, RB 82 (1975) 18"7-205.
32. E. Aurelius, Das Fiirbitter Israels. CBOT 27 (1988), 198-200.
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in Ps. 149:6; cf. NRSV "high praise"), which the faithful have in their throats. on occa-

sion, the polel of rfim car mean "raise" in the sense of "bring up" (children,lsa. l:2;

23:4: cf . 2 K. 10:6) or "cause to grow" (a tree, Ezk. 3l:4, par' giddel), or even

"(re)build" (the temple, Ezr. 9:9, par. 'md hiphil)'

4. Hiphil. a. Basic Meanings. (l) The primary meaning of the hiphil is "lift up,

raise." Used in this sense, as well as in senses (3) and (5) below, the verb is roughly a

synonym of naid' and an antonym of hiipil. It appears with the following objects, al-

ways syntactic accusatives (D'as a mark of the direct object occurs only in the late text

t itr. iS: tO [l"hdrtm b"q6lf and in the Dead Sea Scrolls]): staff (matteh, Ex. 14:16; cf .

Isa. 10:15), head (raising one's own head as a sign of victory, Ps. 110:7; raising the

head of another with the same meaning, Ps. 3:4[3]), hand (one's own hand, Gen.4l:M;
Ex. 17:11; Nu.20:11; the right hand of another, to lend support, Ps. 89:43[42]; one

hand as an oath before 'zl 'elybn: Ger.- 14.22 f= ndid' ydd' Ex' 6:8 P; Nu' 14:30 P; Dt'

32:40: Ezk. 20:5,6,15,23,28,42; 36:7; 47:l4l both hands to swear: DnL l2:7; b",

"against someone," I K. Il:26,2'7), foot (Gen. 4l:44; Ps. 74:3), and face ('el yhwh in

p.uy"., Ezr.9:6). Eyes (Anayim) are never the object of hertm. In the expression "lift
up on"'. eyes" (i.e., look up), we find instead the synonym nasd'(e'g', Gen' 31:10;

Ezk. 18:6,15; Ps. 121:l; 123:l).zt
..Raise one's voice" means "call out loudly" (Gen. 39:15,18) or "speak out" (2 K.

19:22, with'al, "against"; cf. h€rEp and giddep), "summon" (Isa. 13:2 [with /'+ per-

sonal pronounl;40:9; 58:l; Job 38:34 [with ld'ad), "cry out" (Ezk.2l:27[22] [in bat-

tlel; Ezr.3:12;2 Ch.5:13 [with joY]).

The raising up of the poor in 1 S. 2:8 and Ps. I l3:7 includes not only pulling them
..out of the dust" but also heightening their esteem in the eyes of others.

(2) In some cases the hiphil takes on the reflexive meaning "pick up for oneself'

take,' (Nu. 17:2116:371lcf . wayyiqqah in 17:4(16:39)):2 K.2:13); this meaning can be

emphasized by use of the prep. /" with a sufFrx referring to the subject (Josh. 4:5 [JE];

ZK. e:l [echoed by wayyiqqdb1hfi)).It is easy to see how this reflexive meaning could

develop into "take away, remove."3a The yerb nasa'occurs with a similar meaning (Nu.

t6:15;lgs. 2l:23;ler.49:29 Mic.2:2; I Ch. l8:11 21:24;27:23), especially in the id-

iom nasa' 'awon, "forgivs" - i.e., take away someone's guilt'
(3) The verb has the meaning "set up" when used with the obj. massEud (Gen.

3l:45; bandcan be used with the same meaning) or nes (Isa. 49:22 par. ndSd'; 62:lO).

(4) The meaning "build on high" appears only in Isa. 14: 13 (a throne) andJob 39:.27

(an eagle's nest).
(5) The ..raising" or "exaltarion" of persons (Ps. 3:4[3]; 89:20[19]) can also be ex-

pressed by the hiphil of rwm: cf. the use of the qal par. ndfi'fiphal in this sense (Isa.

52:13; 5i:15). According to 1 K. l4:7, Jeroboam was exalted to ndgiQ in the midst of

his people (harimoltkd mittils hd'ad; I K. 16:2 says much the same of Jehu.

33. On rfim in combination with'Anayim see III. I above.

34. See IIL4.b below.
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An idiomatic use of the verb to convey this meaning employs "horn"35 as the direct
object (l S. 2:10; Ps. 89:18[71[K; Q reads qal]; 92:11[l0]; 148:14;Lam.2:17 cf.
also noieim qereninZec.2:4). A possible basis for this idiom may lie in the image of a
bull raising its head high, an image primarily expressing strength. The similar idiom
hismiah qeren (Ezk.29:21 [cf. Ps. 148:14]; Ps. 132:17) and the antonymous idiom
gdSaTgidda' qeren (Ps.75:ll[10], antonymous to terdmamnd qarnby ;addtq; Lam.
2:3) show that the horn indicates an adult animal, which has reached the peak of its
strength. Without its horn, however, it is defenseless (cf. also Jer. 48:25: nigd'd qeren
par. z"ro'6 niibdri; Zec.2:4U:2ll). The raised horn is thus particularly symbolic of de-
structive power (cf. Dt.33:17; I K.22:ll; Mic. 4:13; Ps. 22:22121)). This holds rrue
also for the idiom hZfim qeren, as the parallels yittcn b-z (l S. 2:10) and tip'ere!
'uzzam6 'afiA (Ps.89:18[17]) attest. Similarly, just as the horn indicates animal power,
the hand represents human strength (ct. ydj ramd36).

b. "Take Away." The meaning "lift, take,":7 gave rise to the meaning "take away"
(= h€sifr8) ('azkard, Lev. 2:9; hele!, Lev. 4:8,19:. b"qums6, Lev. 6:8[l5]; '%drd, Ezk.
2l:31,par. hEstr; tdmt/, Dnl.8:11 [hophal]), leading eventually to the meaning "re-
move" (Ezk.45:9).

c. Cultic Usage. As a regular cultic term for the terfrmd offering,39 hertm means
"present, set apart" (e.g., Ex. 35:24; Nu. l5:20; 18:19,24,26,28,29;31:28 [cf. v.29b];
3l:52;Ezk.45:1,131'48:8,9,20). The usage of P associates the verb with the t"rfimd,
just as it associates heeh with the '61d, zdbah with the ze\ah (H; P prefers hiqrt!), and
hEnip with the tenfipd.

The verbs hdrim and hentp+o with their associated nolur,s terfrmA and fnfipd are often
confused. Only P distinguished between hertm and h€ntp, which elsewhere appear in
parallel (Isa. l0:l5b; l3;2). While hentp continles to denote the physical act of eleva-
tion, hdrtm is used only in the derived meanings "set apart" and "present," which origi-
nated as described above. This difference is underlined by the associated terminology:
whlle teritmd is set apart "for Yahweh" without an accompanying rite in the sanctuary,
t"nfrpA is performed "before Yahweh," i.e., in the sanctuary; it therefore signalizes a rit-
ual consecration (of freewill offerings). The fnfrpd rite consists in elevating the sacrifi-
cial offering with both hands before the altar (Ex.29:24).+r

5. Nouns. The noun rfrm (except in Prov. 25:3: "The heavens so high, the earth so deep
. . . who can search it out?") conveys the semantic element of arrogance: on the day of
Yahweh the proud and arrogant must humble themselves; God will punish the king of As-

35. --> l-ll qeren.
36. See III.1 above.
37. See III.4.a.(2) above.
38. -+']'lD silr
39. -rilDlln frfimi.
40. --> 111 n,ftp.

41. J. Milgrom, IE.l 22 (1972) 33-38; idem, Zer li-geburot. FS Z. Shazar (Jerusalem, 1973),
93-l l0 [Heb.].
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syria on account of hi s tip'ere! rfrm'anayw (Isa- l0:12 par. p"ri-gdQEl l"bab; cf- Prov. 2l:4:

rfim:Anayim par. rehab-t1b), and reproves the pride of Moab (rum libb6' Ier' 48:29)'

In 2 (. o:zzpar.tsa.il:23;ps. so::(z), mar1mmeans "haughtiness";in Ps.73:8;

75:6(5),itmeans-"overbearing"; 6 ler. l7'.12;Ps.92:9(8),"loftiness";andinJob5:11;
Eccl. 10:6, "high social status." Everywhere else, in contrast to rfim, it denotes primar-

ily spatial or tolographical elevation (lsa. 26:5; 33:16; Hab. 2:9; Job 39: l8); it can even

become a technical term for the heavens. For example, the citadel, the highest point in

the city, is called meroma qare! (Prov. 9:3,14; cf . r6'i m"r6mim in 8:2); the heights of

mountains or mountain .ung"r can be referred to with mar1m as nomen regens (2 K'

19:23 ; Isa. 37 :24 ltwice\; l er. qg:rc;ob. 3 ; cf. also Jgs. 5 : 1 8). The "mountain height of

Israel," of course, is Zion (Ezk. l7:23;20:40;3414 cf. Ier. 3l:12: bimr6m-sty6n)'

only rarely is mar,min the sense of "(heights ofl heaven" associated directly with

Yahwe-h (Isa. 24:4,18; Jer. 51:53, with reference to Babylon). The mdr6m is the place

where Yahweh dwells (Isa. 33:5; 57:ll);from there he looks down (Ps. 102:20[19]) to

deliver the prisoners and those condemned to death, and intervenes to help (2 S' 22:17

par. ps. tS:jZttOl; Ps. 144:7, in independent descriptions of a theophanya2); but there

he also sits enthroned as judge (Ps. 7:8t71 [cf. v. 7(6)]; Isa.24.21)', thence he sends his

judgment on the nations and on Jerusalem (Jer' 25:30; Lam' 1:13)'
" 

io ttre mar,mpeople lift their eyes (Isa. 3814;40:26) and their voices (which re-

main unheard: 58:4). Job invokes God on high as a witness (Sdh"di bamm"r6mim par'

baiidmayim'cQt, Job 16:19) and hopes to receive from God above heleq w"nahold on

account of his innocence. Mic. 6:6 asks how anyone could possibly come before God

on high if even the greatest and most precious offerings are deemed insufftcient. The

age oi salvation for human beings and the natural world will dawn when the spirit from

on high is poured out (Isa. 32:15).

|Y.l.Lxx.TheLXXusesagreatvarietyofwordstotranslaterfimanditsderiva-
tives:

eal: apairein(Ezk. I 0:4), dynatfiteron(Dt. I :28 ; 2:21), ekzein (Ex. I 6:20), eumiike s

(Dt.9:2), 1chein (Prov. 30: l3), ischlein (Dt. 2:10 [ptcp.]), meteorizein (3 times: Ps.

130[131]:1, etc.), met1oro.s (2 S. ZZ:ZU, hybris (lsa.2:17), hybrist4s (Prov.6:17),

nyp)r1pianos (Job 38:15; Ps' l7[18]:2Sl27l; Isa' 2:12), hvperypsoiln (Dnl' 1l:12)'

ijpsel,Ss (13 times: Ex. l4:8; Nu. 33:3; Dt' l2:2; etc'), hipsistos (Isa' 57:15)'

Niphal: enchorein (Nu. 16:45[17'.lOl, epairein (Ex. 7:20), afrein (Ezk. 10:15).

pilel: anypsoiln (l S. 2:1), doxdzein (Isa. 25 l;33:l1?a3), hypsortn (23 times: Ex'

l5:2, etc.).
Hithpolel: hyPs1o (Dnl. I l:36;.+r
Hiphil: airein (3 times: Isa' 10:15, etc.), anaireln (Nu' 16:37[17:21; Josh. 4:5)'

anypiortn (ps. 112[l t3]:7), apdrchesthai (2 ch. 3o:24;357,g), aphairein (15 times:

42. !. Jeremias, Theophanie. WMANT 10 (19'17), 128-29'

43. On',drhmam in Isa. 33: l0 (?) see H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-j9 (Eng. trans' Minneapolis'

2002),279.
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Ex. 35:24, etc.), aphorizein (5 times: Nu. 15:20, etc.), diddnai (2 Ch. 35:8), egefrein

(l S. 2:8), ekteinein (Gen. 14:22), exairein (Gen. 4l:44; Isa. 62:10; Ezk. 45:9),

epitithinai (Ezk.2l:26131)?), hdpsein ( I S. 9:24), istdnai (Gen. 31:45) , ischvras (Prov.

14:29), kalein (Job 38:34), periairein (Lev. 4:8,19), aphairein (Lev. 22:15), tithdnai
(Isa. 14:13), hlpsos (1 Ch. 15:16), hypsoiln (31 times: Gen. 39:15, etc.).

Hophal: exairein (Dnl. 8: I l?), aphaire{n (Ex. 29:27; Lev. 4:10).

mar,m: antanairein (Ps. 9:26[10:5]), kraugii (Job 16:19? Isa' 58:4?), metaoros

(Ezk. 17:23), 6ros (Ier.38t3ll:12), ouran6s (lsa.24:18,21), hypsel6s (12 times: Ps.

92t9314; Prov. 8:2; etc.), hypsistos (8 times: Ps. 70[71]:19 , etc.), hlpsos (24 times: Jgs.

5:18;2 5.22:17: etc.), hypsotirz (Ob. 3; Jer. 17:12)-

rfim: megal6phron (Prov.2l:4), hfbris (lsa.2:11 ILXXBI), hyps€l6s (Prov. 25:3),

hjpsos (Isa. 2:l l,l7; 10:12), hypsoiln (Jer. 3l[48]:29).
Other nouns: ramd: bdsis (Ezk. 16:31,39), pornefa (Ezk. 16:25); ramil: hafma (thus

read Heb. ddm); rbmdm: hypsortn Gs. 65[66]:17), hipsdsis (Ps. 149:6); rbm"mfi1:

ph6bos (Isa. 33:3).
Fi rma g e/ M i I g rom/D ahme n

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. The root rwm occ;;rrs more than 200 times in the Dead Sea

Scrolls (plus 16 occurrences of + i'lD'l'lt1 terfrmd). These occurrences are concentrated

in the Songs of the sabbath Sacrifice (78), l/4QM (26, of which 16 occur in IQM 14

par.), IQH (25), IQS (9), CD (7) and 4Q511 (6). Usage reflects that of the OT, al-

though the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice exhibit their own peculiar tendency.a

a. Qal.Thereare 30 occurrences ofthe root in the qal (including the verbal adj.), plus 5

in fragments. No one who enters the community shall "move up from the place of his lot"
(lQS 2:23). The idiom byd rmh characterizes the flagrant transgressions of the wicked

(lQS 5:12;CD 8:8; 19:21) and the man of ties ('yJftftzb, 4QpPs37 4:14-15, interpreting

Ps. 37:35-36); in regulations governing the community, it refers to "deliberate" transgres-

sions (antonym: .igg, "inadvertent": lQS 8:17,22;9:l; CD l0:3)' Pride and arrogance are

censured by IQS ll:l (rmy rwh); lQpHab 8:lO (rm lbw; cf. I IQT 57:14: wlw' yrwm

lbbw inthecodicils to the law governing kings; lQ22 2:4: yrwm lbbkh; cf . also the nomi-

nal phrase rwm lbb in lQS 4:9; also Lk. l:51); possibly also IQM 14: I I par- 4QM" frs. 8-

10, l:8: wrmy qwmh, "those grew high" (= [?] the powerful; on the context cf. Lk. l:52).

Finally, Yahweh is called on to rise up and intervene on behalf of those who call on him
(lQM l2:18;withexhortative IQM l4:l6par.4QMufrs.8-10, l:13;4Q381 ft.33,2).In
11Q5 (l lQPs") 22:14,Zion is called upon to rise up and open wide her gates.

b. Niphal. The only clear niphal of rwm./rmm occurs in IQH 8:9, which describes

the trees by the water as rising. The interpretation of bhrwmm in 4Q405 frs. 20-22'

7,12; llQ17 (l lQShirShab) is disputed.a5

c. Polel. There are 24 occwences of the polel, plus 5 in fragmentary contexts; the

meaning is probably always "exalt, praise." In IQH 11:15 (uniquely in IQH)' the

44. See IV.2.c below.
45. C. Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. HSS 27 (1985), in loc.
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thanksgiving hymn begins with a double invocation of God: 'wdkh 'ly 'rwmmkh swry.
On the day after victory, the sons of light are to present themselves at the place where
battle was joined and "praise the God of Israel and exalt his name (wrwmmw imw) in
joyous communion" (lQM l4:4); conscious of God's help, "for your mighty deeds we
extol (nrwmmh) yow splendor at all times" (1. 13 par. 4QMu frs. 8-10, 1:10).

The polel (together with the occurrences of r6mam, "praise") represents the first
concentration of the root rwm in the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. The object of the
praise is always God, expressed directly (4Q400 fr.2,8), by a suffix (4Q403 fr. l,
22:20;405 frs. 8-9, 4 par. 11Ql7 frs. 3-4,9), or by a divine epither (e.9., kbdw, 4Q400
fr.l,2:13;400 fr. 2, 3; MasShirShab 1:10). The usage of rbmam is analogous (4Q403
fr. l, l:l par. MasShirShab 2:8: rwmm I'lwhy ml'lcy rwm;4Q403 fr. 1,2:25: tibhwt
rwmm lmlk hkbwd; MasShirShab 2:7: rwmm'mtw lmlk ml'lcym).

Besides descriptive passages (4Q400 fr. 1,2:13), the polel of rwm appears in calls ro
praise within the context of human society (4Q400 fr.2,8).In the introductions to indi
vidual songs, the "initial call to praise" (hllw) is usually followed by at least a further
call to exalt;46 thls rwm appears as a second element at the beginning of the songs for
the eighth sabbath (4Q403 fr. l, 2:20 par. 405 frs. 8-9, 4) and the twelfth sabbath
(4Q405 frs.20-22,7 par.11Ql7 frs. 3-4,9).In the song for the (central) seventh sab-
bath, rwm introduces the fourth call to praise (4Q403 fr. 1, l:33), which is structured
on this root as a catchword (alliteration and wordplay with the root's semantic vari
ety).47 The vocabulary of the eighth sabbath song (403 fr. l, 2:20 par.) suggesrs to
Newsom that praise functions as a substitute for sacrifice; the songs of praise become
offerings ("elevation offering of the lips") (cf. also 4Q403 fr. l, l:39-40).a8 This obser-
vation poses the central question of the function of these songs: are we dealing "only"
with a "description" of the liturgy or with a "staging" of the heavenly liturgy?ae The
artful structure of the songs does not preclude their liturgical use; at Qumran this might
be quite deliberate, since the community could not take part in the cult of the Jerusalem
temple. Finally, God is referred to twice as mlk mrwmmym, "king of those who praise
(God)" (4Q403 fr. 3, 1;405 frs. 14-15, l:3).

d. Hithpolel. The hithpolel occurs three times (lQH 2:28; 10:25; lQH fr. 8, 3).
Drawing on images from the natural realm, the hymnodist compares the temptations
that beset him to waves that heave upward (bhtrwmm glyhm), making "delusion and
deception mount to the stars" (lQH2:21-28). He thanks God that he is nor like those
who rely on worldly goods and "take pride in their belongings and possessions"
(wytrwmmw bmqnh qqnyw, lQH 10:25).

e. Hiphil. There are 32 occurrences of the hiphil, plus 4 in fragments. Its usage con-
tinues to display the variety found in the OT:

"Raise one's hand." One may lift one's own hand (lQS 10:15), to hold a weapon

46. tbid., t7t.
47. rbid., 216-17.
48. |bid.,239.
49. See, respectively, H. Stegemann, Die Entstehung der Qumrangemeinde (Bonn, l97l),

and J. Maier, Vom Kultus zur Gnosis (Salzburg, 1964).
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(lQM l6:6; l7:12 par.4QM" fr. ll,2:5,21; IQM l3:5) or to strike a domestic animal

with one's fist (CD 11:6). One may also raise one's hand against God's holy laws (CD

20:30). ..The God of Israel is raising his hand with his marvelous power" ( I QM l5: I 3).

In 4Q184 fr. l, 13-14 the reader is warned against the "wiles of the wicked woman"

(the title of the text), who raises her eyebrows impudently (w'p'pyh bpbz trym) to lead

the righteous man astray and to trip up the strong man.

"Raise one's voice." The beset Teacher of Righteousness finds it impossible to raise

his voice (lQH 8:35). The people are to respond ('nh) and lift up their voices and speak

(4QM" fr. 13, 8). The author of 4Q51 I fr. 63, 3:5 is to announce peace to all the men of
the covenant and to raise a terrifying shout: Woe to all who break it.

"Set up." The object may be a signal staff (trn, lQH 6:23 par. nS'ns) or dominion
(mirh/mmilh, I QM l7:7).

"Lift up." God has lifted up the despairing heart (lQM l4:5 par. 4QM" frs. 8-10,

1:3) and will raise from the dust (lQM l4 l4par.4QM'frs. 8-10, 1:12). Again we find

the idiomatic usage with qeren (lQH7:22,23). The holy ones of God will be lifted up

by God's judgment (l lQl3 tl lQMelchl 2:9',cf . also IQH 6:8;7:16;.4Q381 fr. 33' l0).
The words "from flesh you have raised his lthe just man's; cf. l. 15] glory" in IQH
15.16-17 should be understood eschatologically in the sense of a new creation: the cru-

cial turning point for the faithful man is seen as his entrance into the community.sO

Lichtenberger thinks rather in terms of predestination: by God's action the just individ-

ual is removed from the rest of humanity, and to him is already given the eschatological

kbwd, a share in salvation.5l
As a cultic term, the hiphil of rwm appea$ in I 1QT 20:14 in the context of the festi-

val of new wine and in CD 6:20 in the admonition to "offer the holy offerings accord-

ing to their precise regulations."
f . rwm. Only in IQS 4:9 and 4Q184 fr.2,5,6 does the rlotrn rwm have its OT mean-

ing "arrogance." Elsewhere, in the major documents, it already denotes spatial or ab-

stract "height" and is linked with physical or abstract concepts: tall waves (1QH 3: l5),
high slopes (lQH 3:29), supreme pleasures (lQH 10:30), the height of cedars (CD

2:19). In IQS 10:12 rwm kbwd is a divine epithet, as is rwm gwdlw in IQM l:8.
In the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice the noun represents the second and most im-

portant concentration of the root. Besides serving as a term for God's dominion (rwrn

mlhutw/mlkwtkh: 4Q400 fr. 1,2:l;4Q403 fr. 1, l:8,14 par.) and describing the heav-

enly beings (ml'l<y rwm:4Q403 fr'. 1, l: I ', rwmy d't: 4Q403 fr. l, l:14 par.), rwm is used

like mar)m as a technical term for the heavens,52 a usage already found in 1QH 3:20;

lQSb 5:23;53 4Q511 fr. lO,12; fr. 41, l.
g. marbm. Except in 4QpPs37 3:1 I (where, in an interpretation of Ps. 37:21-22, the

"community of the poor" is promised that they will "possess the high mountain of Is-

50. H.-W. Klhn, Enderwartung und gegenwcirtiges Heil. SUNT 4 (1966), 110-l l.
51. H. Lichtenberger, Studien zum Menschenbild in Tbxten der Qumrangemeinde. SUNI 15

(1980),22s.
52. See IV.2.g below.
53. Kuhn, Enderwartung, 54-57.

4tt
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rael [=lie1] and delight in its sanctuary"), the noun mdrbm always means "the heav-
ens"(cf. lQM 14:14; l7:8;1QH lO:32).IntheSongsof theSabbathSacrificeitisused
both absolutely (aQa00 fr. 1,2:2;4Q401 fr.23,2; etc.) and in construct phrases with
both ny'i (4Q403 fr. l, l:34,43 par.) and rwm (4Q400 fr. l, 1:20;2:4; fr.2, 4;4Q403
fr. l,l:34 par.; MasShirShab l:9; cf. also rwm rwmym:4Q403 fr.l,l:41par.; MasShir
Shab l:9). Along with imy mlkwtw, these are the only terms that refer to the heavens in
general.

Dahmen

9ll rw'; ;l{lln terfr'd; !) rea'

I. Etymology, Occurrences. II. Usage: l. General;2. WarCry;3. Shouts of Joy;4. Cultic
Shouts. III. LXX. IV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology, Occurrences. The root n 'is found only in Hebrew (including Mid-
dle Hebrew). It is possibly related to Arab. ra{a, "shout" (Kopf: rw', "evoke a surge of
emotion," is dubious).

The verb occurs 40 times in the hiphil, once in the polel, and 3 times in the
hithpolel. The noun t'rfi'd occtrs 36 times, rea'3 times. The former appears frequently
as the cognate object of the verb. The occurrence in the Aramaic "Fasting Scroll"
(frfi'al matrd', "sounding of the horn for rain") is undoubtedly a Hebrew loanword. I

II. Usage. The basic meaning of the root appears to be "shout."2 A shout can be
raised for a variety ofreasons and in a variety ofcircumstances, above all as a shout of
rejoicing or a war cry. The lexical field therefore includes rnn, (mh, gil as well as

milhdmi; in either case the shout can be accompaniedby i6pdr or hasoser1l. The verb
and nouns are associated so closely that separate treatment is unnecessary.

l. General. A shout of derision appears in Job 30:5, which speaks of those who are
driven out of society: "People shout after them as after a thief." In Isa. l5:4 (if the text

rw'. R. Bach, Die Aufforderungen zur Flucht und zum Kampf im alttestamentlichen
Prophetenspruch. WMANT 9 (1962); G. D. Cova, "Popolo e virtoria," Bibl 66 (1985) 221-40;
F. C. Fensham, "New Light from Ugaritica V on Ex. 32:17 l' JNSLZ (1972) 86-87; P. Humbert,
In"terou'a", analyse d'un rite biblique (NeuchAtel, 1946); Ihromi, "Die Hiiufung der Verben des
Jubelns in Zephanja III l4f.,l6-18," W 33 (1983) 106-10; L. Kiihler, 'Archiiologischesl' ZAW
34 (1914) 146-49, esp. 147; L. Kopf, "Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibel-
w<irterbuch," y? 8 (1958) 16l-215, esp. 203-5; R. Schmid, "Opfer mit Jubell' TZ35 (1979) 48-
54.

l. Beyer, 358, l. 28.
2. GesB,751.
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is correct3), the meaning "cry of lamentation" seems appropriate: the cities of Moab la-

ment (zd'oq), and its armed men (fu'lfrptm) cry out. The situation is similar in Jer. 20:16;

since this text contains an allusion to Sodom and Gomorrah, frfi'A as a parallel to

z"'aqA, "cry for help," can hardly be translated "noise of war." In Mic. 4:9, too, we ap-

pear to be dealing with a cry of lament: the city of Zion cries aloud (h?ria' rEa') as

though she has no king - normally a king is hailed with frfi'd. A cry of a quite differ-

ent sort is raised (Jgs. 7:21) by the Midianites when they flee their camp in panic.

Thunder can be referred to as Yahweh's rea'(Job 36:33, context obscure; text?)'

2. War Cry. A war cry is raised at the moment of attack or during battle, e'g-, at the

fall of Jericho (Josh. 6:5,10,16,20; vv. 5 and 20 state that the shout was accompanied

by a trumpet blast), when the army goes out to attack the Philistines (l S. 17:20, with

bammilllama,. cf. v. 52 during pursuit), or in Abijah's war against Jeroboam (2 ch.
l3:15; cf. v. 12, with milhAmA). Am.2:2 associates the destruction of Moab withfrfr'A
and the sound ofthe i6pd4 arld, according toZeph.1:16, the day ofYahweh is "a day

of the i6pdr and t"rfi'6" (likewise Joel 2:1). Ier. 4;19 also associates i6par with "the

alarm of war'' (t'ril'a1 milhdm|; the same expression appears in 49:2): the enemy

launches an attack (cf. the "standard" in 4:21). Hos. 5:8 associates both i6pdr artd

fu';d;"rd with rw'hiphil.a According to Job 39;25, the warhorse smells the battle from

afar and is aroused by the sound of the trumpet and the shouts of battle.

It is not always clear whether rw'/t"rfi'A means simply the "noise of battle" in gen-

eral or more specifically a call to arms accompanied by the sound of the horn and trum-

pet. In Ezk. 2L.27(Eng. 22), at any rate, it is clear that the king of Babylon raises his

voice (q6l) for the frfi'A Ghe par. word is probably not resah but an otherwise un-

attested word qerah, "war cry").
Isa. 42 3 depicts Yahweh as a warrior, who raises a battle cry, shouts aloud (srlr

hiphil), and challenges the enemy to battle (gbr hithpaels). In Ps. 108:10(9) Yahweh

shouts a war cry Qw') against the Philistines; since the context has to do with a show of
power, a shout of triumph is also possible (the par. text in Ps. 60:10[8] should be

emended to follow Ps. 108). Jer. 50:15 also suggests a shout of triumph, for Babylon

has already fallen. The shouts ofthe Philistines in Jgs. 15:14 should probably be under-

stood as a signal to attack: they rush shouting at Samson.

The text dealing with the two silver trumpets in Nu. l0:l-10 (a late interpolation

into P) describes their double use. On the one hand, blowing (fiqa') the trumpets sum-

mons the congregation to assemble at the tent of meeting; on the other, it serves as an

alarm (hEr?a', vv.7,9; taqa' terfi'd, vv. 5,6), to signal for departure during the wilder-

ness period (vv. 5,6) and later to summon the people for defense against attacking ene-

mies (v. 9). That such trumpets were found in the postexilic temple is shown by their

depiction on the Arch of Titus.o The alarm trumpets (b";Otr6! t"rfi'd) are mentioned

3. See BIIS and comms.
4. On the historical situation see J. Jeremias, Hosea. ATD XXlyll (1983), 80-81.

5. GesB.
6. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1980), 75.
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again in Nu. 3l:6, in the context of a battle with the Midianites, as well as in 2 Ch.
l3: 12, where the priests use the trumpets to summon (h€rta' 'al) the Israelites to battle.
These therefore are used to sound a military signal in a cultic context.

But there is also a trumpet blast that is purely cultic. According to Lev. 25:9, the
sabbatical year is to be proclaimed by sounding a loud trumpet (i6par t"rfi'A) on the
tenth day of the seventh month. Lev.23:24 calls the first day of the seventh month a

"sabbath observance, a commemoration with trumpet blasts" (iabbd16n zikrdn t"rfi'd)
and a "holy convocation" (miqra' qodei; cf. Nu. 29:1, ybm frA'A). This is the ancient
New Year's Day: the new year is proclaimed by a trumpet blast. That the "commemo-
ration" involves remembrance before Yahweh is suggested by Nu. 10:10.

3. Shouts o/-/oy. Shouting can also expressjoy or gladness. The setting ofIsa. l6:10
is an oracle describing the destruction of Moab: there is no joy or gladness (iimhi, gil),
no shout ofrejoicing (rnn, rw'polel) in the vineyards. The usual rejoicing over the har-
vest has failed to appear. Ps.65:14(13) describes this rejoicing with the verbs rw'
hithpael and iir "sing." On the other hand, the heavens, the depths, and the mountains
are to sing and shout (rnn, rw'hiphil) when Yahweh acts to deliver his people (Isa.
44:23), and Zion-Jerusalem is to sing, shout, and rejoice (rnn, rw' hiphil, imfu, 'lz)

when Yahweh takes away the judgment against her (Zeph.3:14); we may note that
v. 15 calls Yahweh the king of Israel, so that royal acclamation is probably implied (see

below).
When the ark was rescued from the Philistines and brought back into the camp of

the Israelites, they gave a mighty shout of joy (h4rta't"rtt'A gedbh. I S. 4:5; cf. v. 6).
Later, when David brought the ark to Jerusalem, this was done bi1rfi'd fib"qdl i6pdr
(2 S. 6: l5 = I Ch. 15:28). This expression clearly denotes a cultic shout of joy accom-
panied by the sound of the trumpet. After the return from Babylon, the rebuilding of
the temple was begun similarly, with a great shout of joy (h€ri'fr t"rfi'6 g"Qbh, Ezr.
3:Il,l3),whichv. l3alsodescribes asterfi'a!Simh6. lnJob8:21 S"hbq, "laughter,"par-
allels t"rtt'6: God will fill Job's mouth with laughter and his lips with shouts of joy.
God was also hailed with shouts of joy (rnn, rw'hiphil) by the morning stars and the
"sons of God" when the foundations of the world were laid (Job 38:7).

A king is greeted with a royal acclamation. When Saul was chosen king, the people
acclaimed (rw'hiphil) him and shouted: "Long live the king!" (l S. 10:24). Likewise
the king of the age of salvation will be acclaimed with shouts of joy (gil rw' hiphil,
Zec.9:9). The second Balaam oracle describes Israel as shouting a royal acclamation
(terfi'a1 meleS, N1.23:21); the context indicates that Yahweh is the king in question.

4. Cultic Shouts. The Psalms frequently call for cultic shouts of rejoicing, especially
in contexts where Yahweh is acclaimed as king. The verb rnn appears either in parallel
or in the immediate context (Ps. 47:2ll);81:2[l]; 95:l;98:4;100:1). In 47:2(l) the
shout ofjoy (b"q6l rinni) is accompanied by clapping ofhands (tq'kap); the psalm de-
clares that God has "gone up" ('ah) with t"rft'd and the sound of a trumpet (v. 6[5]) and
has been enthroned (v. 9[8]). In 95:1 nzn stands in parallel; inv.2 rw'hiphil is qualified
by z"mtr61; Yahweh's kingship is expressed in v. 3. In 98:4 the two verbs pslr and zmr
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stand alongside rnn in the second hemistich; v.6 speaks of hasOserdland i6pdr, and

hdrt'fris qualified by "before King Yahweh." In 33:3 the call to sing a new song (an ex-

pression typical of the psalms celebrating Yahweh's kingship) is expanded by "play

with t"rfi'6"; creation is among the topics in the rest of the psalm. In 89: l6(15), too, the

Creator - who of course is also king of the universe - is acclaimed with a shout.

There is no reference to Yahweh as king in 100: I , bttt b"iimhA and birnand confirm the

joyous nature ofthe shouts during the entrance procession before the gates ofthe sanc-

tuary. Ps. 66 is a thanksgiving psalm; v. I calls on the earth to make a joyful noise,

qualified in v. 2 as zmr piel, and to "give glory and fhilh:'Vv. 5-6 and ll-12 refer to

the exodus miracle. In 8l:2(1) rnn appeurs again in parallel; the following verses men-

tion various musical instruments, including the i6pdr That a cultic celebration is in-

volved is clear from the context. It is noteworthy that the words of Yahweh in vv.

9tr(Str) allude to the Decalogue, possibly suggesting a covenant festival.

Ps. 27:6 speaks of zibbA fri'd, probably referring to sacrifices accompanied by

shouts of joy, especially since the context uses both zmr and ^fir Ps. 150:5 mentions

sils"lO frA'A, which the NRSV renders as "loud clashing cymbals." The expression "see

God's face with t"rfi'd" (NRSV "come into God's presence with joy") appears to refer

to a thanksgiving liturgy. In 2 Ch. 15: 14 we are dealing with a solemn oath in the set-

ting of a festal liturgy.

III. LXX. The LXX translation of the verb rw'varies to suit the context; most fre-
quently we find alaldzein, sematnein, bodn, or salpizein. The commonest translations

of t"rfi'd are alalagm6s, kraugii, and s4masta.

IV. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls the verb rw'and the noun terft'd ap-

pear almost exclusively in the War Scroll. In the context of battle, the scroll refers in
general terms to the shouts of gods and humans (lQM 1:11) and of the holy ones as

they pursue Assyria (18:2). The priests sound the war alarm on trumpets (fu';6;"r67

8:8;9:l; 169; 17:12,15) and the Levites on horns (i6paa 8:9; l6:8; 17:13;cf- 8:15). A
signal for the duration (nsh) of the battle is mentioned twice (8:12; 9:2).The sounding

of h"sidr6lhazzikkfrr1n (18:3) is explained by l0:7: "You shall blow the trumpets and

you shall be remembered (zkr hiphil) before your God" (cf. Nu. 10: l0). The expression

tdqa'terfr'A appears in 8:7; 16:4-6;17:ll. The end of the battle is signaled when the

war alarm dies away; then the priests sound the "trumpets of the slain" (16:9).

CD l1:22 speaks of summoning the assembly with lt';6dr61 haqqdhal. The frag-

mentary text 1lQT 25:3 alludes to celebration of the New Year's Festival according to

Lev.23:25.In the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice (4Q402 fr. 8, 2) terfi'd appears in the

context of a heavenly liturgy that has incorporated elements of the eschatological war.
Ringgren
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Il.l rr,r; Y11D mErbs;;rYllp merfisd

I. Distribution. II. Other Semitic Languages. III. Lexical Field. IV. Usage: l. Qal;2. Pilel;

3. Hiphil;4. Derivatives. V. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Distribution. The verb occurs 103 times: 96 times in the qal (93 times omitting
conjectural readings inlsa. 42:4; Eccl. 12:6; 2 Ch. 23:12) plus a single occurrence in
Sir. 11:ll),6 times in the hiphil (5 omitting a conjectural reading in Ps.68:32[Eng.
3ll), and once in the pilpel. It has two nominal derivatives with a preformative syllable:
mErbs (once) and m"rfisd (3 times).

II. Other Semitic Languages. The only other language in which the root occurs

frequently is Ethiopic: rdsa, "run (to, into, by, apart), rush, attack."r The causative
(arOsa) and intransitive-reflexive (tarawasa) stems are also found. Derivatives include
rdwu;, "running; quick, speedy"; rusat, "swift movement, running"; rawa;t, "runner;
quick, speedy, nimble"; mrwas, "race, track." In Akkadian, rAsu(m) means "run" (Old
Bab. rdsu qablum, "charge into battle") and "come to someone's aid" (Middle Bab.:

kings, etc.);2 the latter meaning is not found in the OT. The qal of rws occurs just once

in Old Aramaic, with a horseman as subject.3 In Middle Hebrew, rds means "run," lit.
"press," and "be pressed."4 The hiphil h€ris (a synonym of rasas) means "push, crush."
Aram. rehat and Syr. rehet are etymologically related.

III. Lexical Field. In Hebrew, rfis denotes rapid, purposeful running with an urgent
motivation ("run, hasten, charge"). The speed of the movement is underlined by the use

of a verbal formof miha4 "hasten," in parallel or in hendiadys: Jgs. l3:10; I S. 17:48;

Isa. 59:7 = Prov. 1 : 16; cf. Prov. 6: I 8 (cf. also Nu. 17: I 2[En g. 16:47) with 17: I 1 [ l6:46]
and Gen. 24:20). Speed can also be emphasized by the adv. m"hdrA, "swiftly" (Ps.

147:15 cf. Josh. 8:19). The verb can also stand in parallel with hdlaft, "go, walk"; but
the context shows that the action is rapid (cf. I S. 3:5 with 3:6,8 and 2 S. 18:24 with
l8:25) or vigorous (Isa. 40:31; Prov.4:12).

The running may be welcoming or hostile: hastening to meet a guest with courtesy
and respect, or charging the foe (a city wall) ready for battle. Often, too, the verb is

used when an important message must be delivered without delay.
The subject is almost always a person or the person's feet (Isa. 59:.7 = Prov. 1:16;

6:18) or eyes (Hab. 2:2, indirectly). Five texts speak of running animals: Am.6:12
(horses); Dnl. 8:6 (a goat); Joel 2:4,7,9 (locusts, indirectly). Once the runner is an an-

gel(Zec.2:8141), God (Job 16:14), or God's word (Ps. 147:15). Once God makes peo-

l. IzxLingAeth, 308-9.
2. AHw,II, 960.
3. DISO,276.
4. WTM, rV,435-36.
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ple run (Jer. 50:44 = 49:19) and once the wicked are described as running against God

(Job 15:26). The verb appears twice with an inanimate but mobile subject: chariots in

Nah. 2:5(4), the sun in Ps. l9:6(5).
As its meaning would suggest, the verb appears primarily (64 times) in narrative

sections of the historical books, primarily (43 times) the Dtr History (esp. Samuel and

Kings; 12 times in the Pentateuch). It appears 20 times in the prophetic books and 19

times in the wisdom books.

IV. Usage.
l. Qal. Although n2s always refers to rapid running, the running can have various

motivations.
a. Urgency. Usually it is an urgent and important matter that lends speed to the

runner's feet. Abraham's servant, eager for a sign from God, runs to meet Rebekah,

in order to determine whether she is meant by God to be Isaac's wife (Gen. 24:17).

Since Yahweh has threatened to destroy the Israelites on account of the murmuring,

Aaron runs into the middle of the assembly with his censer to make atonement

for the people and avert the disaster (Nu. l7:12[16:47D. In order to appease

Yahweh's wrath, the messengers sent by Joshua run instantly into Achan's tent to se-

cure the booty that should have been put to the ban (Josh.7:22). An urgent matter

also motivates the running in 1 S. 3:5; lO:23', 17:22;20l.6,36; I K. 19:20;2 K. 5:20-

21.
When Joash was anointed king, the people ran to him (hd'dm hdrdsim) to do him

homage (2 Ch.23:12; in the par. text 2K. ll:13, where the words are reversed, either

hA'am or better harastms should be deleted).

The bride, impatient with desire, hastens (cohortative: narfisd, "let us run"!) to the

royal bridegroom because she longs to enjoy his love in his chambers (Cant. l:4).
Because the inhabitants of Jerusalem hurry off to their own houses (i.e., labor indus-

triously for their own private well-being) while the house of Yahweh lies in ruins, they

are threatened with a failed harvest as punishment for their impious selhshness (Hag.

l:9; cf. Sir. 1 l: I l: "There are those who work and struggle and hurry" - speildon =
wrs [act. ptcp.]).

Since 42s conveys the notion of rapid movement, it can be used figuratively for rid-

ing on a donkey (2K. 4:22) or horse (Joel24)', in Aramaic the first inscription of King

Barrakib of Sam'al uses the verb for a horseman who rides alongside the chariot of his

lord.6 The eyes as well as the feet can move quickly. Thus Habakkuk is to write his vi-

sion plainly on tablets so that "the reader runs over it [the vision]" (Hab. 2:2: ydrfis fQ:
haq-)q6r|' btd). This means that the reader's eyes can run along the lines, i.e., the text

can be read quickly and effortlessly because the script is clear.

In Ps. 19:5b-7(4b-6), a hymn in praise of the sun based on ancient Near Eastern

models, the sun runs its course with joy like a strong man (v. 6[5]) from one end of the

5. E. Wiirthwein, Die Biicher des Kdnige II. ATD XU2 (1984),344.
6. KAI, 216.8; DISO, 2'1 6.
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heavens to the other. Here the sun appears as living power, recalling the Babylonian
sun god Shamash, who "hastens through unknown, distant regions."T

b. Racing. A human being cannot match the swiftness of a horse. When the prosper-
ity of the wicked makes Jeremiah question the justice of God, God uses a proverbial
image to confront him with even greater difficulties: "If you have raced with foot-
runners and they have wearied you, how will you compete with horses?" (Jer. l2:5).
Amos uses the observation that horses do not run on rocks in an attempt to convict his
listeners of the perversity and foolishness of their sinful ways (Am. 6:12).

c. News. A person may run to report an interesting incident or convey important
news (Gen. 24:28;29:12; Nu. I l:27; Jgs.13: l0). The outcome of a battle is reporred as
quickly as possible (1 S. 4:12; 2 S. l8:19-26 [10 occurrences of rfis]).

In the third of zechariah's visions, an angel commands the messenger angel to run
to the prophet and tell him that Jerusalem is under the special protection of God (Zec.
2:8[4]). God's creative word is also sent to earth like a messenger (cf. ps. lo7.20),
where God's command runs swiftly (m"hdrd) to be realized in natural events (ps.
147:.15). Although they have not been sent by God, the false prophets run fanatically to
proclaim their own words (Jer. 23:21).

The active participle, one use of which is to describe a continuous activity, is used
for the office of "courier" (ras, "runner"). During the conquest of Babylon, presented
as the judgment of God, the prophet describes dramatically how "one runner runs to
meet another" (paronomasia: ras liqra'yras ydrfis; inparallel with ras we hnd maggtQ,
"messenger") in order to report the destruction of the city to the king (Jer. 5l:31). For
the observance to the Passover festival, King Hezekiah sends couriers throughout the
land (2 ch. 30:6,10). Job feels that his days are fleeing away more swiftly than a runner
or courier (Job 9:25).

The original meaning "runner" has almost vanished when the book of Esther speaks
of mounted couriers. The enormous Persian Empire had a well-organized and func-
tional postal system, by means of which important royal decrees could be disseminated
to all the provinces in a short space of time (cf. Est. 3:13,15).s The letters were sent ,,by

mounted couriers riding on fast steeds bred from the royal herd" (NRSV; or "by ofFrcial
mounted couriers belonging to various stations";e the LXX translates harasim in 3: 13
and 8:10 withbibliaph6roi; generally the Greeks used the persian loanword dngaroi
for these couriers).

d. Hospilality. In the important domain of hospitality, etiquette requires the host to
run to meet the visitor with deference and attentiveness - like Abraham, who jumps
up from his siesta and runs to meet the three visitors to invite them into his tent (Gen.
l8:2; cf .24:29;29:13;33:4;2K.4:26). That they may enjoy proper hospitality, he has-
tens (wayemahet v. 6) to Sarah and runs (rd;, v.7) to the herd to get a calf to prepare
for them. Rebekah, too, quickly (wattemahor) empties her jar into the trough and runs

7. SAHG, 240tt.
8. on the Persian postal system see also Herodotus 8.98 and Xenophon cyrop. 8.6.17.
9. G. Gerleman, Esther. BK XXI eD82), 125, 128-29.
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(wattaros) to the well to draw water for the camels of Abraham's servant, as hospitality

toward a stranger requires (Gen.24:20).
e. Battle. One may run toward others with hostile as well as friendly intent (cf. Old

Bab. rdsu qablum, "charge into battle"). David runs toward Goliath to engage him in

single combat and then leaps to cut offhis head (l S. 17:48,5 l). The Israelites rush

against Ai to destroy the town (Josh. 8: l9). Dnl. 8:6 uses the image of a goat charging a

ram to represent the campaign of the Greek army under Alexander the Great against

the empire of the Medes and Persians. Joel compares the devastating plague of locusts,

which symbolizes the imminent day of Yahweh, to an enemy storming a fortress. Like

horsemen (2:4) or foot soldiers (2:7), these devouring insects advance, leaping like

warriors upon a city and storming its walls (2:9).

In Ps. 59:5(4) the accused and persecuted psalmist likens the bloodthirsty adversar-

ies to soldiers charging into battle. In Ps. 62, a prayer of the same genre' v. 4(3) also

uses the image of a hostile charge (against a city wall); hete terassehfi is commonly

emended to the more appropriate tdrfisfi or terfisfihfi.to Aided by Yahweh, the royal

speaker in Ps. I 8:30(29) = 2 S. 22:30 feels so strong and daring that he can overcome

all obstacles, charging and leaping over walls (emending 'drus g"/,AQ, "go on a raid,"ll
to'Aru{ gdd€r; cf. LXXL in 2 S. 22:30: pephragmdnos = gaQfir)-

The wicked, who arrogantly challenge the Almighty, like soldiers protected by their

shields run stubbornly against God, declares Eliphaz in his second discourse (Job

15:26). But Job responds (16:14) that it is God who rushes at him like a warrior, his

strokes making breach upon breach in the fortress of his person until it finally falls.

(The LXX, with its |dramon pr6s me dyndmenoi [as already in v. l3], seeks to avoid

the negative image of God as a warrior.)
Gideon's surprise attack on the Midianite army in the middle of the night causes such

panic that the whole camp runs around (in confusion) and takes to its heels (Jgs.1:21).

f . The Way of God. Wisdom texts describe the just as running God's ways. In Ps.

119, the embodiment of postexilic devotion to the firA, the psalmist avows (v. 32) that

he runs the ways of Yahweh's commandments. The point is presumably to emphasize

the enthusiastic engagement of the devout psalmist as well as the usefulness and trust-

worthiness of the tOrA as the way that leads with certainty to the goal. The way of wis-

dom, as the disciples learn from their master, is a clear and level path on which one can

walk unhampered and run without stumbling (Prov. 4:12). Deutero-Isaiah cheers the

weary and discouraged exiles with the message that God will renew the strength of the

faithful so that they will run and not be weary (Isa. 40:31 ydritsfi par. yEl"Lft). Prov.

l8:10 uses a different image to express the security that Yahweh bestows on the faith-

ful: Yahweh's name (standing here for "person") is a strong tower to which the righ-

teous run for safety.
In Prov. 29.6 the emendation of yarfin to yarfis is dubious.l2

10. BIIS; H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1989), 12.

ll. HAL, I[, 1208; A. Weiser, Psalms. OTL(Eng. trans. 1991): "With you I overrun the

troop" (cf. NRSV).
iZ. CX, g67q; cf. BIIS,. H. Ringgren, Sp riiche. ATDXYVI C 1981), 110: "The righteous 'runs."'
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g.TheWayoftheWicked. Prov. l:16=Isa.59:Tsaysof thewickedthattheirfeetrun
(yarftsfi) to evil and hurry (wimah"rfi) to shed innocent blood. The same idiom, "feet
that hasten to run (memahardl ldrfrs) to evil," appears also in Prov. 6:18.

h. Before a Dignitary. According to I K. 18:46,13 when the hand of the Lord came
upon Elijah, he was vouchsafed superhuman strength, so that he was able to run some
15 miles before Ahab's chariot.

The same prepositional idiom (rr2s lipnA + "chariot") appears also in I S. 8:11, but
with a totally different meaning. In this text, which is hostile to the monarchy, Samuel
warns the people of the claims to absolute power that will be made by the king they are
requesting 

- he will, e.g., make their sons run before his chariot as a mark of rank and
respect. The institution of a chariot and horses, borrowed from the gentile world, and
the maintenance of a personal bodyguard were viewed as a negative development by
the Deuteronomist. The Deuteronomist also considers it presumptuous that David's
sons Absalom and Adonijah, lusting for power, should each acquire a chariot and
horses, with fifty men to run ahead of him, as a token of his claim to the kingship (2 S.
15:l; I K. 1:5).

i. Royal Officers. Early on in the monarchy, there evolved from this bodyguard the
institution of the "runners" (harastm,. always pl. and always with the article), a corps of
professional soldiers who guarded the life and the palace of the ruler. Even Saul is re-
ported to have had such "runners" - at first probably armed men who accompanied
him during his military exploits and to whom he could give orders, e.g., to kill the
priests of Nob (l S. 22:17). Such runners are mentioned in conjunction with just three
later kings. In I K. 14:27-28 = 2 Ch. l2:lD-ll we read that the runners (NRSV "offi-
cers") guarding the palace always accompanied King Rehoboam when he went to the
temple; they were equipped with bronze shields, which they then brought back to the
guardroom. Jehu commanded the runners to slay the worshipers of Baal (2K. 10:25).

Runners appear once again in the account of the enthronement of Joash (2 K. 1l:4-
2O), a late addition, heavily edited, ro the Dtr History. Originally, according to
Wiirthwein,ta the priest Jehoiada summoned only the captains of hundreds to protect
and enthrone the king; nowhere are these captains represented as a bodyguard, al-
though they may probably be identified with the leaders of the militia, specified in vv.
14, 19,20 by the technical term "the people of the land." Later, when this political
function had been forgotten and the enthronement of the king came to be understood as

a putsch carried out by the bodyguard, the "Carites and runners" were interpolated into
vv.4 and 19 and the "runners" into vv.6 (the entire verse being an explanatory gloss)
and 11.

This theory finds support in the interpretation of the LXX and the parallel account
in 2 Ch. 23. The LXX, which normally uses ftoi paratrichontes to translate harastm,
did not translate "Carites and runners" in2K. 11:4,19, but treated tle two words as
proper names: Chorui and Rasim. In 2 Ch. 23:l they are omitted entirely, and in v. 20

13. On the Dtr redaction of this verse see Wiirthwein, ATD XIlz,214
14. rbid., 344-51.
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they are replaced with "those noble and eminent among the people." Furthermore, the

"runners" of 2 K. l1:6 do not appear in 2 Ch. 23:5, and in 2 Ch. 23:lO (= 2 K. 1l:11)
they are replaced with "all the people." The original text spoke only of "the gate of the

runners" (2K. ll:19), through which Joash is escorted into the palace; it also recalls

the function of the runners as palace guards. Here too, however, 2 Ch.23:20 has de-

leted "runners" and inserted "upper gate" (ia'ar hd'ely6n; LXX piles esdtdras).

j. Emendations. In Isa. 42:4 ydrfis should be vocalized as yer6;, the niphal of rasas,

"be crushed" (cf. rd;fi; in v. 3); this reading is also supported by the LXX (thrartein,

"shatter").ts In Eccl. 12:6, similarly, w"larug should be vocalized as w"1erds, likewise
the niphal of rasag.

2. Pilel. The pilel appffirs only once, in Nah. 2:5(4), which describes chariots as

darring about (y"rbse;fi) like lightning. In Ezk. l: l4 the living creatures also dart about

(rd;6', perhaps a by-form of rfrs; or to be read as yAt"'fr ldsb'rel.

3. Hiphil. The hiphil has the causative meaning "make . . . run" to get or bring some-

thing quickly. At Pharaoh's command, e.g., Joseph is brought quickly out of the dun-

geon (Gen. 4l:14). During the Philistine war, David is to carry food quickly to the

camp of his brothers (l S. 17: l7). When the Passover was celebrated under Josiah, the

Levites quickly carried the cooked offerings to the people (2 Ch. 35:13). Here too, ur-

gent matters are involved.lT
In one instance it is God who causes the running. Like a lion coming up from the

thickets of the Jordan and instantly putting to flight (hirgta' hZrtst9) the animals graz-

ing in the meadows, so in an oracle against Babylon will Yahweh use a nation advanc-

ing from the north to chase away the inhabitants of Chaldea (Jer. 50:44; later this image

was incorporated into an oracle against Edom: Jer. 49:191e).

In Ps. 68:32(31) mrts should be read either as tdrtm (C$h lifts its hands to God) or

as taras yAQAhfi, corresponding to Akk. tiri; qdti, "stretch forth one's hand," used in

Middle and Late Babylonian as a gesture of prayer (on the part of a king).2o

4. Derivatives. a. merbs. Only in Eccl.9:ll do we find the nounmdr6s, derived

from rr2s with a mem preformative. Since by God's incomprehensible decree mortals

are governed by "time and chance," even the most proficient can fail. Thus it may hap-

pen that the swift do not always prove victorious in a race.Zl

b. m"r|sd. The derivative m"rfisi describes a manner or style of running, so that one

can see even from afar who it is (2 S. 18:27, twice). Figuratively it denotes a way of

15. BIIS; see GK $67q.
16. GK, 343 n.2.
17. As in IV.l.a above.
18. HAL, III, 1208: "chase away quickly."
19. A. Weiser, Jeremia. ATD ){XIy.XI (61981-82), 409.
20. AHw, III, 1349; cf. A. Weiser, Psalms. OTL (Eng. trans. 1991): "hasten."

2l.W.Zimmerli, Prediger ATDXyI e1980),228: "make the race"; cf. also Am.2:15.
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life, the manner in which a person lives from a moral perspective. The general decline
of morality, which involves even priests and prophets, makes Jeremiah assert that their
"course" 

- i.e., the conduct of their lives - is evil (Jer. 23:lo).zz Jer. 8:6 emphasizes
more the speed with which Israel turns away from Yahweh, as the appended simile
shows: "Quick as a horse plunging into battle."

v. Lxx and Dead sea scrolls. In the vasr majority of instances (73 out of 86), the
LXX translates the qal of rfrs with a form of trdchein; the narrative aorist (6dramon),
with 3l occurrences, is most common. The verb is also used l1 times with the prefix
ek-, epi-, kata-, para-, or pros-. Seven times we find a form of di6kein, three times
exirchesthai, and once katapheilgein.

The pilel is represented by diatrichein, the hiphil once by trdchein, once by
diatrichein, twice by ekdidkein, and once by exdgein. The derivatives mzr6s and
merfrsA are both represented by dr6mos.

The verb occurs only three times in the Dead Sea Scrolls, in the Songs of the Sab-
bath Sacrifice. The subject in each case is 'lwhym or 'ly d't (4e4OZ fr. 4,9 [military
contextl; 403 fr. l, 2:6 [alluding to Ezk. l:13-14;10]; 405 fr.23, l:tt).

Maiberger

22. Weiser, ATD 201216,200: "They run afrer evil"; EU: "Evil is their goal."

lD'11 rw.i; U2 J/t, N J rai/ra'i ; U rlnr 
"'lllrN 7 rii/rA i/r|' i

I. Etymology. II. 1. Forms and Occurrences; 2. Parallel
Verb; 2. Participle; 3. Noun. IV. Theological Significance.

Words. III. General Usage: 1. Finite
V. Dead Sea Scrolls and LXX.

rwi. J. Barth, NSg esp. 79; M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography IX," Bibl 52 (1971)
337-56, esp. 35lff.; T. Donald, "The Semantic Field of Rich and Poor in the Wisdom Literature
of Hebrew and Accadian," orAnt 3 (1964) 27 -41; I. w. Gaspar, "social Ideas in the wisdom Lit-
erature of the or" (diss., washington, 1941); R. Gordis, "The Social Background of wisdom
Literature," HUCAlS(1944)77-118;A.Guillaume,"HebrewandArabicLexicography,acom-
parative Study II," ADrNahrain2 (1960/61) 5-35, esp. 30; Y. L Kim, "The Vocabulary of Oppres-
sion in the OT" (diss., Drew, 1981); A. Kuschke, 'Arm und reich im Nf ," ZAW 57 (1939) 3l-57;
S. van Leeuwen, Le ddveloppement du sens social en Isra\l avant l'ire chrdtienne. SSN I (1955);
N. Lohfink, "Die Bedeutungen von hebr. jrJ qal lund hifr' BZ 27 (1983) 14-33; idem,
"Textkritisches zu jrJ im AT," Milanges D. Barthdlemy. OBO 38 (1981), 2].3-88; M. Lurje,
Studien zur Geschichte der wirtschaftlichen und sozialen Verhciltnisse im israelitisch-jiidischen
Reiche. BZAW 45 (1927); D. Michel,'Armut. II. AI," TRE, lV,72-76;G. S. Ogden,..Historical
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I. Etymology. The root commonly represented as nv.Y appears only in Hebrew. Its

relationship to other verbs, esp. yarai (see below) and ri,i, I and its unstable orthogra-

phy make its etymology appear uncertain. Both Zorell and Even-Shoshan posit a root

rii,2 which might be supported by the noun rii/rAi,3 whereas the root is commonly

identified as rwi primarily on the basis of the finite verb forms; one lexicon leaves the

choice open.4 In addition, an aleph sometimes appears as a vowel letter in both the par-

ticiple (3 occurrences of ra'i alongside ra{) and the noun (2 occurrences of rZ} along-

side rZi).5 These etymologies assume a triliteral root, but this assumption may be dubi-

ous;6 also possible is "a semantic confusion with other roots deriving from the biliteral
*rr," esp. the root -+ l2"lr yarai.T

ll. l. Forms and Occurrences. Because of the etymological questions just de-

scribed, before examining the forms and occurrences of this root we must first clarify
its relationship to the verb yarai. It comes closest to the niphal of yarai (Gen. 45:11

[where BHI</BHS read tfirai, the hophal of rfii); Prov. 20:13; 23:21;30:9 [where the

hophal 'firai has been proposedl).8 Among the occurrences of the hiphil, I S. 2:7

stands out (where some read m€rti, the hiphil of rr2.i).e Except for these proposed read-

ings, no hiphil or hophal of rfi,i is attested. Finally the form hlyrinw in Jgs. 14: 15 (cf.

Dt.28i42) is uncertain: it might be read either as a piel infinitive (with metheg) or as a

qalof yarai.loHeretooahiphil of rfri(halhdrtidni) hasbeenproposed;rrbutLohfink
has cited linguistic arguments, both historical and semantic, that make a strong case for
interpreting these words as forms of the verb yarai (see above). Therefore we may ig-
nore here all proposed emendations of yarai to some form of rf.i.

Of the 3l occurrences of words derived from rw.i, most (24) are instances of the

verb; but there are only 2 occurrences of a finite form, a qal in Ps. 34: I I (Eng. 10) and a

hithpolel in Prov. l3:7, whereas the participle accounts for the remainder (20 times sg.,

Allusions in Qohelet M3-16?" I,T 30 (1980) 309-15; M. Schwantes, Das Recht der Armen.
BBET 4 (19'7't.), esp. 16-20, 109-275; U. Skladny, Die tiltesten Spruchsammlungen in Israel
(G<ittingen, 1962);W.Thiel, Die soziale Entwicklung Israels in vorstaatlicher Zeit (Neukirchen-

Vluyn,21985); H. E. von Waldow, "social Responsibility and Social Structure in Early Israel,"
cBQ 32 (1970) 182-204.

-+Jl'!N 'ebyOn; ->)1 dal; -+'1311 bator; -+Vi1'yarai; -si1J9'and II; -+'lUI ?iar

l. BDB, 930l' I*xHebAram, 77 l: Mandelkern, 1085; see also GK, $72dd.
2. I*xHebAram, 7 64, 77 I ; Even-Shoshan, 2001.

3. But see Meyer, $80.1c.
4. BDB,930.
5. GK, S23e also Blz, $56u".
6. Meyer, $80.1b,c.
7. N. Lohfink, -r VI, 378. Further, -+ VI, 368-96, esp. 369ff.; see also Lohfink,

"Textkritischesl'2"19-80,287; idem, "Bedeutungen:' 14,25'26,33; cf. Schwantes, l7-18.
8. The last proposal by HAL, ll, 441. See GesB, 321:' LexHebAram, 333; F. Delitzsch' Die

I*se- und Schreibfehler im AT (Berlin, 1920),65-66.
9. BHK; HAL, ll,441; cf. GesB,32l.
10. Lohfink, -+ YL,372; see BHMBHS; also HE 2ll.
11. HAL, ll,44l.
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twice pl.), so that substantival usage nevertheless predominates.12 There are also 7 oc-
currences of the subst. rti/rAi/rZ'i, all in Proverbs. Most of the occurrences of the verb
(16) are also in Proverbs, which has a total of 23 out of 31 occurrences of the root.

2. Parallel Words. When we examine the words used in parallel with the rwf group,
we note at once that they are much oftener antonyms than synonyms. In addition, syn-
onyms appear more frequently with the substantive than with the verb, e.g., mahsor
"want" (Prov. 6:l I = 24:34; cf.28:27 and -+ '1D.11 hdsdr "lack," Ps. 34:1lb[l0b]); -+
)ny 'amal, "misery" (Prov. 31:7); qdl6n, "disgrace" (Prov. 13:18) and the attributive
niphal ptcp. (ii) niqleh, "(a man) of no repure" (l S. 18:23; -->n)P qah); used as

nouns we find -+ ll aat, "poor" (Prov. 28;3; Ps. 82:3a [there also -+ Il'll'lr ya!6m, "or-
phan"l) and'ant, "destitute" (Ps. 82:3b; -+ i'tttt 'dndII); finally, Ps. 34:1la(l0a) uses a
finite form of -+ illl"l ra'd, "hunger."

But the word group that provides the most antonyms of rwi is -+ 1l?g 'aia4
"be(come) rich," esp. the nominal formative 'ditr "ich" (2 S. 12:1,4; Prov. 14:20;
18:23;22:2[cf.29:l3l;22:7;28:6 [cf. l9:1 inpar. with k"sil,"fool"]).13Therearealso
two occurrences of the verb (hiphil, Prov. l0:4; hithpael, 13:7) and one of the subst.
'o.ie4 "riches" (30:8; cf. also l3:8). Other antonyms of the noun include ii kAzdb,
"man of falsehood" (19:2)7,r+ ii fftdfttm, "oppressor" (29:13),ts and (metaphorically)
kptrtm, "young lions" (Ps. 34:11[l0]; LXX ploilsioi).to 1n addition to'oier, -+ JM
h6n, "wealth." also appears as an antonym (Prov. l0:15).

III. General Usage. Our survey of the distribution of the root's occurrences and of
related words has already displayed something of the peculiar usage profile of rwi.' it is
indigenous primarily to wisdom literature, and it serves to establish a sharp contrast be-
tween the "poor" and the "rich" (sg. or pl.).17

l. Finite Verb. This contrast comes to light, first of all, in the rare use of the verb.
Prov. 13:7 deals with two different modes of conduct, both of which involve "great
wealth" or lack of the same; here, however, rich and poor exchange their expected
"roles." The verse may be meant ironically,18 but more probably it expresses the rela-
tive value of wealth and poverty. In v. 1 I ( 10) of Ps. 34 (a wisdom psalm), the same "re-
valuation" of poverty/trunger and their opposite (kol-tbb, "all good things") is given a
religious setting and justification (cf. also vv. 3,7 ,10,1312,6,9,1211Js Behind the use of
the verb, however, stands the socially determined polarity of "poor" and "rich."

12. See III.2 below.
13. M. Sabo, THAT l.836tf .

14. See 8IlS.
15. O. Pliigea Spriiche Salomos. BK XVII (1984), 340-41.
16. H.-J. Kraus, Psalns l-59 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1988), 382.
17. On occurrences see II.l above; on related words, II.2.
18. P16ger, BK XVII, 159.
19. Kraus,387-88; Schwantes, 18.
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2. Participle. The social background is more apparent in the use of the ptcp. rdi/rd'i
(and the corresponding pls.).20 This is true, for instance, in narrative contexts that con-
trast someone "poor" or "insignificant" with a king: when David, who is still poor, is
identified as Saul's future son-in-law (l S. l8:20tr), as well as in the parable of the
prophet Nathan, which depicts David as a rich man who is exploiting a poor man (2 S.
l2:lff .).In both cases the poor man is at the mercy of the powerful king; but a king's
position of power can also be insecure (Eccl. 4:14).zr In ps. 82:3 God calls on the gods
to perform their judicial roles properly in terms that recall "basic ordinances of OT jus-
tice"'zz the defenseless, who need special legal protection, include the "poor," for
whom the text provides several synonyms (cf. also Eccl. 5:7[8]).

In the other occurrences of the participle in Proverbs, usage is more varied. In the
first place, in a neutral, empirically grounded explanation of poverty, prov. l0:4 states
that "a slack hand causes poverty" ("but the hand of the ditigent makes rich";.2: 1,
other words, a poor person can be responsible for his or her own poverty. It is true,
though, that this explanation is probably not entirely neutral; at least indirectly it can
strike a negative note.

A negative view ofpoverty is apparent when the text states that the poor are disliked
even by their neighbors and are shunned on account of their poverty (14:20; l97), or
that a poor person is in the power of a rich creditor, becoming the latter's slave (22:7).2+
These negative consequences also exemplify the bitterly low social status ofthe poor.
A particularly negative result is that one poor person may oppress another (2g:3).

Finally, however, we also find positive statements about the poor. It may be consid-
ered a valorization of the poor when the text expresses their equality with the rich on
the grounds that all have been created by God (22:2; 29:13) or states that "a mocking
superiority toward the poor" is "an insulr to Yahweh" (17:J;zs cf. also 14:31) or that
"generosity to the poor does not cause the giver to be in want" (28:21;ze cf. 14:21).In
addition, a positive moral assessment can be expressed by the common wisdom idiom
"better. . . than . . ." (19;l; 28l.6; 19:22) as well as by a reference to the abundant yield
of a poor person's new field (13:231.2t

3. Noun. The usage of the noun rti/rAi/r€'i, which is limited to Proverbs (7 times),is
more disparate than that of the participle. Here too we find laziness cited as a cause of
poverty (6:ll;24:34; cf. also 28:19): there is still a harsh contrast between poverty and
wealth, but the contrast can also be mitigated (30:8). Special concern for the poor finds

20. B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HATXyI C1963),61; Schwantes,2}gtr.
21. Kuschke, 43; Skladny, 13-17, 25-29, 54-55, 57-58.
22. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1989), 156.
23. Following Plciger, BK XVII, 120.
24. H. Ringgren, ATD l6113, 85.
25. Following Plciger, BK XVII, 201.
26. rbid., 339.
27. Following H. Ringgren, Spriiche. ATDXVIfl e1980), 57-58; for a different interpretation

see Plciger, BK XVII, 156-57, 163-64.
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expression in 3l:7: they should be given drink to help them forget their condition. All
the same, "poverty" and "disgrace" (in contrast to "honor") can be treated as synony-

mous (13:18).

IV. Theological Significance. The polarity of "poverty" and "wealth"zs is of pri-

mary theological significance, along with the strong emphasis on the social situation. It
would not be true to say, however, that the word group denotes "poverty in an exclu-

sively socioeconomic sense."2e Our survey of the root's usage has revealed not only the

low social status and misery of the poor and the negative effects of poverty but also the

religiously grounded humanity of the pooq as well as pointing positively to certain

moral aspects of poverty. It must be added, however, that only in Ps. 82:3 does ra^f

("poor person") parallel 'ani andother synonyms that often have religious overtones.30

God is not responsible for the emergence of poverty; but God has a special concern

for those who have been impoverished, as we read elsewhere in the OT (e.g., Dt.

l5:4ff.).

V. Dead Sea Scrolls and LXX. In the Dead Sea Scrolls the ptcp. ra.i, "poor (per-

son)," occurs rarely ( I QH 2:34; 5:14,20), in the expression nepei 'ant warai, "the soul

of the poor and needy,"3l which shows that the word has more marked religious over-

tones.32 The rarity of ra,i in the scrolls is surprising in view of the frequent appearance

of other terms in the lexical field of "poverty." But we may expect to find some l0 oc-

currences in the unpublished texts from 2Q through 10Q; there too the use of the word

in parallel with other terms from the lexical field is peculiar.

The LXX uses a relatively restricted lexical field to translate the word group: penia/
pdn€s (8t6 times), ptdch1s (9 times), tapeinortn/tapein1s (once each), and daneistiis

(once).33
Seb0

28. -+ .lUY 'aiarlY.
29. Kuschke, 45; see also A. George, DBS, VII, 388.

30. -+ XI, 250. See II.2 above.
31. E. Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran (Munich, 21971), 119, l3l.
-a2. S. Holm-Nielsen, Hodayor (Aarhus, 1960),290-91.
33. See F. Hauck, "tr€v1ql' TDNTVl,38-40; Hauck and S. Schulz, "npa(sel'TDNTYL647;

and esp. E. Bammel, "nrlox6el' TDNT Y[,888-94.
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)f;J rafta!: )D) rahab; aD:' rohab; alJ rahd! alia rehbb; alaD merhd!

I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences; 3. Meaning;4. Semantic Field. II. Usage: 1 Yerb;2. r6ha!/
ral.ra!; 3. fhdb: 4. rdl.td!; 5. merfia!. III. 1. LXX; 2. Sirach; 3. Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. l. Etymology. The root rhb is found in most Semitic languages with the basic mean-
ing "be(come) broad, wide, expansive." Nominal derivatives can denote on the one hand
the quality expressed in the stative verb, "wide, broad," as well as the abstract "width, ex-
panse"; on the other hand they can denote concrete objects characterized by expansive
breadth, such as "desert" or "open square" (in contrast to the generally narrow alleyways
of Near Eastern towns). Outside the OT and Dead Sea Scrolls, the root occurs in Old Ara-
muc (rhb, "be broad";l rhbh, "desen"2), Arabic (rahiba/rahuba, "be broad, wide," II
"greet" [= "make wide the entrance to the tent"?], and other derivatives), Old South
Arabic (rbbm, "breadth, width"; rhbtn/rfuybm, "plain, flatland, lowland";: cf. Hadrami
rahaba, "part of the wadi through which the water generally runs"+), Ethiopic (rahba, "be
broad, wide"s), Mandaic (rhb lI, "be broad, wide," shafel also "comfort"6), Phoenician
(rbb7), Ugaritic (rbb, "wide"s; rl.tbt, a kind of "container" 

- possibly connectede with
Egyp. rl.tb, "kind of container";10 cf. also the place name rhbntl).

Doubt has been cast on the formerly widely accepted existence of an Akk. rebu,
"wide," on the basis of EA 162:4l.tz No entry rdbu, "widel' appears in AI1w, which

rdhap. C. Barth, Die Erettung vom Tode in den individuellen Klage- und Dankliedern des
Afs (Stuttgart,21987), esp.9l-122; J. M. Sasson, "Re!r6v6t'ir," RB 90 (1983) 94-96; J. J.
Stamm, "Zwei alttestamentliche Kcinigsnamen," Near Eastern Studies in Honor of W. F. Atbright
(Baltimore, 197 l), 443-52.

l. M. D. Coogan, West Semitic Personal Names in the Muraifi Documents. HSMT (1976),83,
citing H. V. Hilprecht and A. T. Clay, Business Documents of Murashtt Sons of Nippur Dated in
the Reign of Artaxerxes I. Babylonian Expedition of the Univ. of Pennsylvania, Cuneifurm Texts
A/9 (Philadelphia, 1898), 69; and APN, 305.

2. KAI, 222A.10; according to ISS1, ll, 36-37, possibly a toponym.
3. Biella, 485.
4. NESE, r, 80, 140.
5. I*xLingAeth, 27 3-7 4.
6. MdD,426.
7. DISO, 276; KAI, 26A.1,4.
8. M. Dahood, RSfl I, 160; UT no. 2317, with meaning given as uncertain.
9. w. A. Ward, "/NES 20 (1961) 40.
to. wbAs, rr,442.
I l. See also M. Astour, RSe II, 329, 361.
12. K8L2,883, although the reading in the EA text is in fact ra'dbu (cf. A. Rainey, El Amarna

Tablets Sup. AOAT 8 [978], 87 n. 8, no. 1493, which cites the lexeme as ra'abu II alongside
ra'abu l; the suggested translation, which goes back to E. Ebeling, is given a question mark) and
the interpretation of the passage is not uniform in the translation (see J. Knudtzon, Die El-
Amanta-Tbfeln. 2 vols. lLeipzig, repr. 19641; cf. l:657 with2:1268).
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cites EA 16241 tnder ra'abu(m), "tremble, be angry."t: Furthermore, with regard to

the etymology of r,h6!, AHw does not agree with KBI] and earlier scholarship, which

assumed a connection between Akk. rebttu(m) and Heb. r"h6f;. ln this latter instance,

although the semantic correspondence is certain (as many texts show both lexemes de-

note, inter alia, city squares), Allw derives rebltu(m), "quadrilateral, (city) square; ab-

domen," from rebfr, "fourth, quarter," not from the verb rebu posited by earlier scholars

- without explaining, however, how the meaning "abdomen" might relate to "four."14

In the case of rebu, AHw is clearly correct in the light of the uncertain textual evidence;

in the case of rebttu(m), however, in view of the clear semantic correspondence, the

older theory must at least be left open for discussion. It is true that West Semitic /r usu-

ally corresponds to Akk. !, but the examples cited by Brockelmann together with one

discussed by Coogan show that the etymology proposed by earlier scholars cannot be

rejected out of hand.ls

2. Occurrences. The root rhb occurs 198 times in the Hebrew portion of the OT (not

counting a conjectural emendation in Isa. 60:516); it does not appear in the Aramaic

portion, where the synonymous root pth appears only as the noun p"1ay, "breadth."

There are an additional 74 instances of the root in proper names.

As is often true of stative verbs, there are many more nominal than verbal occur-

rences of the root: 173 occurrences of the root in nominal derivatives contrast with a

mere 25 verbal occurrences. Among the latter, the qal occurs once and the niphal 3

times, while the hiphil occurs 21 times. Among the nominal derivatives, the common-

est is the qutl/qatl form rOl.ta! (101 occurrences)lraha! (2 occurrences, possibly a by-

form [not in KBLI]), "breadth, width"; r"h6p, "open place," occurs 43 times, the adj.

rabab, "broad, wide," 2l times, and the abstract noun merha!, "breadth, open space," 6

times.
Because there are few occurrences of the verb, it is naturally impossible to identify

significant concentrations in individual books of the OT. It is worth noting, however,

that almost half of the verbal occurences are in the book of Isaiah (7) and the Psalter

(5); the (relative) concentration in the book of Isaiah may be due to a preference for the

root rhb on the part of a redactor of "Greater Isaiah."lT

One can only speculate over the significance of the distribution of the verb among

the books of the OT, but the reason for the concentration of the noun rdhap inBx.25-
40 (z2times), Ezk.4O48 (55 times), and I K. 6-712Ch.3-6 (16 times) is obvious. All
these texts state length, width, and height in the context of giving the dimensions of a
building or object; the use of the technical term rdl.ta!, "width," is unavoidable. Other

significant concentrations of nominal derivatives of this root cannot be identified.

13. AHw, ll,932.
14. Ibid., 9@-65. See I.3 below.
15. VG, I, $45r; Coogan, Names, 83.
16. HAL,III, l2ll.
17. On the concept of "Greater Isaiah" and the problem of multiple redactions of the textual

corpus in question, see O. H. Steck, Bereitete Heimkehr. SBS 121 (1985), 8, 80, and passim.
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3. Meaning. Assigning the special meaning "open wide" to the qal of the verb is un-
necessary;I8 the few occurrences are easy to interpret from the basic meaning
"be(come) broad, wide." An analogous claim can be made for the single occurrence of
the niphal participle, which can serve as a good example of the demonstrative function
of the niphal.le A survey of the occurrences of the hiphil arrives at the same conclu-
sion: linkage with a variety of objects lends different nuances to the semantic nucleus
"make broad, wide," but nowhere is it necessary to postulate a special or secondary
meaning of the root, regardless of whether hirht! is used absolutely, with a direct or in-
direct object, with or without a marker of the accusative.

The situation of the nominal derivatives is no different; in most cases a direct
connection with the postulated semantic nucleus remains clear. Only when the
nouns in question are combined with other lexemes (e.g., r"ha! le!, ..arrogant,,;

r"ha! nepei, "greedy") does the connection with the basic meaning become more
abstract; for the Hebrew listener, nevertheless, we can assume that it was a living
reality.

Five proper names derive from the root rhb: rahd! (Josh. 2:1,3; 6:17,23,25), r"h6!
I-III (Josh. 19:28,30;21:31; Jgs. l:31; 2 S. 8:3,12; I Ch. 6:60[Eng. 75]; Neh.
lO:l2llll), r"l.t6!61I-III (Gen. l0:ll:26:22;36:37;1 Ch. 1:48), r"hapyd(hfi) (1 Ch.
23:11; 24:21; 26:25), and r"ha!'am (49 times in I K. tt-lsl} Ch. 9-12; once in I Ch.
3: l0). The first of these is hard to interpret, whereas the meaning of the others can be
determined with relative ease. Thus reh6! and r"hapya(hfi) should probably be inter-
preted as theophorous "thanksgiving" names.2o Noth's suggestion that the qal used as
an element of the name might be understood in the sense of the hiphil, so that the name
would mean "the deity has made broad, has made room, has freed," remains dubious,
in spite of the analogous popular etymology in Gen. 26:22.21 Much more likely is his
alternative interpretation of rhb on the basis of Modern Heb. rdhd!, "generous." euite
apart from Noth, it must be noted that the Arabic expression rahb 'as-sad4 "magnani-
mous, generous," may also be considered as an etymological parallel, as well as the
Arabic greeting marhaban.

The name r"ha!'am, on the other hand, is probably not a theophorous name; it is to
be understood rather as meaning "the nation has expanded."22 According to Jepsen, it
is to be understood in an optative sense.23

The meaning of the toponyms reh6! and fh6!61is transparent: they refer in most
cases to sites that stand apart from the other congested villages in their immediate vi-
cinity by virtue of their open spaces. (Knippenberg interprets r"h6! as an abstract
meaning "expanse" [confusion with rdhabT; Sasson interprets the expression fir"tt\p61

18. ct. HAL,IIr, 1211.
19. E. Jenni, Proceedings of the Fifth world congress of Jewish studies, rv (1973),64.
20. tPN, 193.
2t. rbid.
22. Contra F. Knutson, RSe III, 491-92. See 1PN, 193 n. 4; but cf. A. R. Hulst, THAT 1,292;

and Stamm, 445-46.
23. A. Jepsen, BHHW lll, 1572, citing W. F. Albright.
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?a despite the copulative waw as a superlative in apposition with Nineveh.2a) These

places were thus named on the principle of "the part for the whole." Only in Gen.26:22

and36:37 does r"h6!61appear to allude to broad plains (in the latter instance by the

Euphrateszs) rather than city squares.

In the case of the PN rAfud!, Noth conjectures that there it has an etiological associa-

tion with a particular structure in the ruins of Jericho.26 The phrase bA! rdbdb, he be-

lieves, was originally "an appellative for the brothel," for which the original technical

term was bAt r"h6b, "the house on the public square." Much more likely - and ulti-

mately more in line with Noth's own requirement that the name be explained "as natu-

rally as possible from the situation of the namin g"27 - is an interpretation of the name

that takes into account both the metier of its bearer and the fictionality of the original

narrative:28 in choosing a name for the "heroine" of the text, its author - rooted in the

mentality of the ancient Near East rather than bourgeois morality - clearly chose a

(derisive?) name reflecting the woman's position. He not only drew, indirectly, on the

sexual connotations implicit in the semantic field of the root ("broad-minded, gener-

ous, gratifying")2e but seems also to have made quite explicit use of the "part for the

whole" principle: the lower body of this lady or its dimensions reflecting the ideal of
female beauty in the ancient Near East (cf. the innumerable "fat-rumped" feminine

idols from this period) became her name. (This explanation lends additional support to

the theory mentioned above of an etymological connection between Heb. r"h6! and

AYk. rebttu(m) in the sense of "lower body.":o;

4. Semantic Field. Almost completely synonymous with rhb are pth II, probably

originally a specifically Aramaic root and attested only once in Biblical Hebrew (Gen.

9:27,hiphil), and rwh I along with its two nominal derivatives.3l Semantically close -
but more general and hence ofgreater semantic range, thus in a sense hierarchically su-

perior - is the root gdl, sometimes used in the hiphil almost as a synonym, especially

when the "enlargement" takes place through expansion of the entity in question. There

is also a certain overlap between the lexical fields of pth and rl.tb: the latter focuses on

the size or increase in size of an opening, while the former generally denotes the open-

ing of a previously closed object. As a direct antonym we may name :trr I, which (with

its derivatives) is used quite consciously in several psalms as the contrastto rhb and its

derivatives; the analogous statement naturally holds true also for the corresponding ad-

jectives. When rhb is used in the spatial, geometrical sense, 'rk also serves as a kind of

24. R. Knippenberg, BHHW, lll, 1572 Sasson, 96'
25. B. Moritz, Mus 50 (1937) ll7.
26. M. Noth, Das Buch Josua. HAT, VII Cl97l), 23'
27. IPN, 4.
28. J. P. Floss, Kunden oder Kundschafter? ATS 16 (1982); 26 (1986); the attempt of M. A.

Beek,Von Kanaan bis Kerala. FS J. P. M. van der Ploeg. AOAT 2ll (1982), 37, to prove the con-

trary clearly runs counter to the transmitted text.
29. This phenomenon is discussed by J. B. Hospers, ZAH 1 (1988) 32.

30. AHw, ll, 964; see I.1 above.
31. Distinct from rwh II according to GesB,74l-42; not distinguishedby HAL.
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antonym; the same is true, finally, of g'h/gbh, 'mq, and rwm; in each case the hiphil in
particular demands attention as well as the qal. In the domain of nominal derivatives,
accordingly, rdl.ta! together with 'oref; arrd gdlaUqbmd (but not rbmd) constitute a se-
mantic f,reld serving to describe the spatial features of buildings and objects.

II. Usage. l. Verb. The few occurrences of the verb in the qal already indicate three
thematic clusters typical for the OT usage of rhb; these clusters recur in the usage of
the hiphil and of the root's nominal derivatives. For example, the qal appears in I S. 2: I
and the hiphil in lsa.57:4; Ps. 35:21;81:11(10) in conjunction with peh.32Theimage
of a wide-open mouth (along with that of a raised horn) expresses the advantage of the
speaker - who is free to say anything at all without hindrance 

- over the enemy;33
but the ability of the enemies to "open wide their mouths" in Isa. 57:4 and Ps. 35:21
stands figuratively for the advantage of the oppressors as perceived by the speaker.
Thus the concrete, visible phenomenon of a wide-open mouth becomes an image of a
psychological state.

Ps. 8l : I 1( l0) stands somewhat apart from this context. The wide-open mouth has to
do with words, but here they are the words of Yahweh, which the psalmist is to ingest
like a prophet (cf. Ezk. 2:8-3:3) so as to speak them subsequently to others. The "wide-
ness" of the open mouth has more to do with the magnitude of what it must ingest than
with a sense of advantage on the part of the speaker.

The verb appears in conjunction with ldb inIsa.60:5 (qat) and Ps. 25:17;119:32
(hiphil). Despite the text-critical problems of Ps. 25:17,3a the verse plays a key role in
our understanding of the root's meaning; for only here - except for Ps. 4:2(l), which
does not have lE! and uses the perfect rather than the imperfect 

- the hiphil of rftb oc-
curs in the same clause as the antonymous term ;Ar@1). The psalmist, whose heart is
"constricted" (which may quite well be understood concretely as a kind of angina),
prays to Yahweh to give his heart room, i.e., to give him "breathing space" in both the
physiological and the psychological sense; the elemental coincidence of the concrete
spatial meaning with the abstract meaning is strikingly articulated. In a similar way, the
"expansive" heart in Isa. 60:5 has something to do with deliverance from an oppressive
situation, the pressure Israel was still under even in the postexilic period. More ab-
stractly, Ps. 119:32 asserts the more general proposition that strict obedience to the
commandments of the tbrd has a liberating effect.

These examples represent the variety of meanings the root can convey in theologi-
cal usage. In Ezk. 4l:7 we come to the first instance of the original, unambiguous
geometrical usage of rhb, whether we follow the MT or, with Zimmerli and Gese,35
read the first word of the verse as a noun: the side chambers (or the passageway) in the
ideal temple grow wider as they rise from story to story. Isa. 30:33 uses the hiphil of

32. See C. J. Labuschagne, THAT, II, 409.
33. R. Bartelmus, BZ 3l (1987) 29.
34. See BIIS.
35. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 377 . H. Gese, Der Verfassungsentwutf

des Ezechiel (Kap. 4048). BHT 25 (1957),24.

43t
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rhb inthe same way in describing the fire pit prepared for the king of Assyria; the ex-

pression (probably a secondary addition) serves to describe the spatial dimensions of

this pit.
In the context of Isa. 30:23, where the root appeals in the form of a niphal participle,

it probably exhibits a semantic breadth similar to that observed when it is used with

b$. Whenthe text speaks of broad pastures for the cattle, it implies more than just the

cattle: behind these words stands the more significant expectation that the people too

will soon be able to breathe freely once more, that Israel will no longer be oppressed by

enemies.
Other passages where rhb appears in the hiphil point in the same direction. In the

military imagery of 2 S. 22:37 = Ps. 18:37(36), it is the psalmist's steps to which
yahweh has given a wide place, but the clause naturally means also that the psalmist

has been delivered from the oppression of the enemy' The hiphil may also convey this

sense without a direct object (Gen. 26:22: Dt.33:20 [with Isaac and Gad benefiting

from the resultl) or with rhe dir. obj. g"Bfil (Ex. 34:24; Dt. 12:20; 19:8) or m"q6m

'oh,tek Gsa. 54:2). Territorial expansion ofthe state, prophesied or achieved - de-

scribed by understatement in Isa. 54'2 as a site for Israel's "1sn1" - represents at the

same time deliverance from enemy oppression, as Gen. 26:22makes explicit in its eti-

ology of the toponym Rehoboth. Am. 1:13, by contrast, assesses Ammon's attempt to

"*p*a 
its territory negatively, probably not just because of its accompanying brutality;

it is significant that the polysemy of the term noted elsewhere is not present here'

The argumentation in Prov. 1 8: I 6 is deceptive in a very different use of multiple

meanings: the "scope" that one gets through gifts has a concrete spatial component -
one gains access to those who exercise power in this world; primarily, however, the

poini is deliverance from burdensome legal restrictions that stand in the way of per-

sonal advancement.36
The remaining four passages that use the hiphil of rirb primarily in a spatial sense all

stand in clearly negative contexts. Its use wirh miikdb as object in Isa. 57:8 is a peri-

phrastic reference to fornication (possibly an additional nuance influencing the choice

of tn" pN Rahab in Josh. 2 and6).In Mic. l:16 the command to "extend" the existing

"minor tonsure" to total baldness as a sign of absolute mourning brings to a climax the

prophecies of disaster for the cities of Judah.lT It is safe to assume that the language

also alludes to the extension of this disaster to all Judah. Finally, when the text speaks

of i"'61(Isa. 5: 14) opening its mouth beyond measure or a robber opening his throat as

wide as iebl (Hab.2:5), the mythological image represents the magnitude of the com-

ing disaster.

2. rAhap/rahaf;. Fromthe theological perspective, the nominal instances of the root

are less interesting. This holds true particularly for the 103 occurrences of the noun

rdhap (rahap), used primarily in the technical sense in descriptions of the width of ob-

36. H. Ringgren, Spriiche. ATD XYlll (31980)' 75.

37. H. W. Wolff, Micah (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, l99O), 64.
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jects.:a In Ex.25-40, e.g., the word appearc in the dimensions of the ark (25:10; 37:l),
the kappOrel (25:17;37:6), the table for the bread of the Presence (25:23;37:10), the
curtains (26:2,8; 36:9,15), the frames (26:16; 36.21), the altars (27:l; 30:2; 3j:25;
38: I ), and the outer cotrt (27 :12,13,18) together with the screen at its entrance (38: l8)
in the Sinaitic tabernacle, as well as the breastpiece attached to the priestly ephod
(28:16;39:9). In I K. 6-7 par. 2 Ch.34,by contrast, the word refers to the width of
the Solomonic temple as a whole (l K.6:2 par. 2 Ch. 3:3,4), as well as the width of its
vestibule (l K. 6:3) and side chambers (6:6), its inner sancruary (6:20 par. 2 Ch. 3:8)
and altar (2 Ch. 4:l), the stands for the molren sea (l K. 7:27), and the platform in the
outer court (2 Ch. 6:13), as well as the width of the House of the Forest of Lebanon
(l K.7:2) and the Hall of Pillars in Solomon's palace (7:6).

Finally, Ezk. 40 describes the new Jerusalem and its temple precincts. The extreme
concentration of the term in this chapter doubtless has something to do with the fact
that it is dealing with dimensions decreed from on high, so that any possible confusion
(e.g., of length with width) must be avoided. Besides length and height, which are irrel-
evant here, the text thus states precisely the width of walls (40:5;41:2,5,9,12), thresh-
olds (40:6), recesses (40:7), gates (40:l1,13,20,21,25,29,33,36,48; 4t:2,3), courts
(40:19,47: 46:22), vestibules (40:30,49), the nave (41:1) and rhe most holy place
(41:4), pilasters (41:1), chambers (41:l0,ll), and passages (42:4,11), as well as the
width of the whole complex with its various parts (41:12,14; 42:2,11,20) and installa-
tions (40:42; 43:13,14,16,17). It describes analogously the sections of rhe reappor-
tioned land allotted to the temple (45:1,3;48:8-9) and the holy city (45:6; 48:15) as

well as to the Levites (45:5; 48:13) and priests (48:10). We also find unquantified refer-
ences to the width of structures (41:7; 42:10).

Of the remaining l0 passages. 9 also employ rdlta! in a technical spatial sense, de-
scribing the width of objects (Gen. 6:15 [the ark]; Dt. 3:11 [Og's coffin]; Zec. 5:2la
scrolll) or geographical entities (Gen. l3: l7 [the land of Canaan]; Isa. 8:8 [the land of
Immanuell; Zec.2:6[2] [Jerusalem]; Job 36:16; 37:10; 38:18 [open space, wateq and
the earthl). Only I K.5:9(4:29), which speaks of Solomon's "breadth of understand-
ing,":l uses rohaf; in a sense that is not purely spatial; here the concrete tertium
comparationis, the sand of the sea, appears to have influenced the choice of the word in
an unusual context.

3. r"h6!. The noun r"h6! is ofequally slight theological relevance; except in topo-
nyms, the OT uses it exclusively as a technical term in the realm of municipal architec-
ture. Its relatively frequent occurrence in late postexilic texts is probably connected
with the Persian and Hellenistic promotion of urban culture.40 Except in 2 Ch. 29:4,
where the eastern court of the temple appears as r"h6!, the term invariably denotes city
squares, by implication the place or - in the case of major cities - 

place within the

38. See I.2 above.
39. E. Wtirthwein, Krinige L ATD Xl/l Cl985), 48.
40. J. P. Weinberg, ZAW 98 (1986) 72-95; he finds an "urban orientation" on the part of the

Chronicler.

\--
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city devoted to public life (cf. the Greek agora). These are places where people meet

(Est. 4:6; Dnl. 9:25), whether an assembly of the people has been called (Ezr. l0:9;
Neh. 8:1,3,16;2 Ch.32:6) or people have gathered spontaneously, e.g., to hear a
speaker (Prov. l:20; similarly Job 29:7). This is the place where old men and women

gather to talk and children to play (Zec. 8:4-5), where public lamentation takes place

(Isa. l5:3; Jer.48:38; Am. 5:16; Ps. 144:14), where a person is presented for public
honor (Est. 6:9,11) or disgrace (2 S.2l:12), and where one might hope to meet a per-

son not in his or her usual place (Cant. 3:2;negated, Jer.5:l). Prostitutes also com-

monly entice customers in public squares (Ezk. 16.'24,31; Prov.7:12; figuratively,
Prov. 5: 16); therefore those who spend the night in such a place run the danger of being

considered "fair game" in the sexual sense (Gen. l9:2; Jgs. 19:15,17,20).

When besieging a town, the first thing the enemy does is to bring the main square

under fire, thus bringing public life to a halt (Lam. 4:18);+t if the town is captured,

troops are stationed there as a sign of victory (Nah. 2:5[4]). (It is against this back-

ground that Dt. l3:l1tl6l should be interpreted: if a town that has rejected Yahweh is

recaptured for Yahweh by the rest of Israel, its spoil is commanded to be gathered into
the public square, to be burned along with the whole town.) Because the main square

symbolizes a town's independence, the best troops are stationed - and die - there in
its defense (Jer.9:2Ol2l): 49:26;50:30). When the victorious army withdraws, the sur-

vivors gather there to beg for food or to die for lack of it (Lam. 2:ll-12).
It may remain an open question whether to interpret this last passage figuratively; it

is clear, however, that we must interpret Prov. 22:13;26:13; Isa. 59:14; and Ps.

55:12(ll) in a figurative sense. In the Proverbs texts the r"h6b6! represent the public

arena, to which fools refuse to commit their energy; the last two state that in the public

square, which stands figuratively for the totality of public life, "uprightness" and

"truth" meet defeat, "oppression and fraud" are rampant.

4. rdhdb. The situation differs in the case of rdhdb. This inherently secular term is

also common in theologically relevant contexts, with two distinct senses. In connection

with divine activity, it describes the potential of God, which is longer than the earth and

broader than the sea, i.e., all-embracing (Job ll 9).+z Similarly all-embracing is the

effectuality of Yahweh's tbrA, which, unlike the afflictions that beset the psalmist,

knows no bounds (Ps. 119:96). An illustration of how this all-embracing divine poten-

tial is realized is the ability of the psalmist, who observes the tbrd, to walk "on broad

ground," i.e., at liberty (Ps. I 19:45), despite the machinations of the enemy; another is

Yahweh's promise to Israel that he will lead the people out of tribulation in Egypt into a

good and broad land (Ex. 3:8; Neh. 9:35).
In contrast to this usage and our observations concerning the verb,a3 when rahd! to-

gether with another noun is used to describe human qualities or other earthly matters, it

41. H.-J. Kraus, Klagelieder BK XX (31983), 8l
42. F. Horst, Hiob. BK XVVI (31983), 163.
43. See II.l above.
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usually conveys a negative sense. A person who is reha! l€! or r"ha! nepei ("hatghtyl'
or better [in the latter case] "greedy"+a) is shunned by the upright (Ps. 101:5), commits
sin (Prov. 2l:4), and stirs up strife (Prov. 28:25). Neither is the image of the wide
breach (in Job's house? Job 30:14), the description ofBabylon as broad (Jer. 51:58), or
the prophecy of Oholibah's deep and wide cup (Ezk.23:32) to be understood in a posi-
tive sense. Job has reason to complain that his enemies advance on him as through a

wide breach; despite its immense size, Babylon must be razed; and Oholibah must
drink to the dregs this wide cup (of Yahweh's wrath).

That the adjective can nevertheless be used in a neutral sense is clear from its basic
meaning. Thus Neh. 3:8; l2:38; and 4: l3 speak quite neutrally of the broad walls of Je-
rusalem and the great distances separating the defenders of these walls. In conjunction
with yd/ayim it can describe the extent of a region (Gen.34:21 Jgs. l8: l0; lsa.22:18;
I Ch.4:40) or a city (Neh. 7:4) in two dimensions. We find analogous usage in the case
of rivers (Isa. 33:21) and the sea (Ps. lO4:25). Since three of these texts speak of
Yahweh or God as the author of this breadth (Jgs. 18:10; Isa.33.21; Ps. 104:25), it
would also be possible to include them in the category of positive theological usage of
the adjective. We have shown, however. that positive or negative connotations are not
inherent in the lexeme itself but are evoked by the particular context; we can therefore
let stand the categorization based on formal criteria.

5. merhd!. A survey of the few occurrences of the abstract no:un merha! ("expanse";
NRSV "a broad place") closes the circle of theological observations on the usage of the
root rhb. When the speaker in Ps. 18:20(19) par. 2 S. 22:20 says that Yahweh has
brought him out into an "expanse," this formula stands figuratively for Yahweh's act of
deliverance from affliction - not by accident does the catchword sar appear previously
(Ps. l8:7[6] par. 2 S. 22:1).Ps.3l:9(8) is similar: the "expanse" in which the psalmisr's
feet have been set means freedom from affliction (cf. v. 8[7]); in Ps. I l8:5 merhd!
seems almost to have become a technical term for Yahweh's potential to set free.

By contrast, Hos. 4: 16 appears to luse merhab in a relatively neutral sense in describ-
ing the broad pasture of the lamb. The context, however, which speaks of Israel as a
stubborn heifer that should not be allowed to roam free, makes clear that the choice of
words must be seen against the background ofthe texts discussed above.as The text fo-
cuses on the freedom that Yahweh originally granted Israel, of which Israel has proved
unworthy. Only Hab. l:6 shows that merha!, too, is not inherently a technical theologi-
cal term: this derivative of the roof can also be used neutrally in the geographical sense
of "breadth."

fil. l. LXX. In translating rhb and its derivatives, the LXX shows a preference for
lexemes derived from the almost synonymous root*plat-: (dia-/em-)platynein, pldtos,

44. For "haughty" see HAL, )

C. Westermann, THAT ll,76-77.
45. J. Jeremias, Hosea. ATD,

trans. 1974),91.

lll, l2l2; H.-P. StAhli, THAT l,381, 396. For "greedy," see

XXN/I (1983), 72, contra H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng.
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plateia, platfs. It is noteworthy that the LXX never uses agord to translate fh6!, using
instead the more "literal" translation plateia or, to capture the meaning, such other
terms as (di-)od6s ("street"), dpaulis ("street" or "village," Ps. 144:14), kl{tos ("sidel'
2 Ch. 29:4 - clearly the translator knew nothing of any square on the east side of the
temple), or rhlme ("street": Isa. l5:3). In addition - especially in descriptions of
structures - the LXX often employs the root *eur-, as in efiros or (more rarely)
eurycoros/-choria.

The other LXX equivalents usually appear only once and serve to provide a more
precise translation. This is particularly true in the case of chjma kardtas ("broad-
mindedness") for rdha! leb in I K. 5:9 and dplestos ("insatiable") for r"ha! le! inProv.
2l:4 and r"ha! nepei in Ps. 101:5; Prov.28:25; it is also true of dbyssos ("nether-
world"), even though its use in Job 36:16 appears to be an instance of
overinterpretation. In the case of amitretos (Isa. 22:18), anoigein (57:4), existdn
(60:5), and po$s (Ex. 3:8), we are dealing with translations that capture the meaning of
the original and need no further explanation.

2. Sirach. Sir. 47:23 adds an interesting variant to the list of OT construct phrases
tsing r"ha!: the text introduces Rehoboam as r"ha! 'iwwelel "broad in folly," probably
in the sense of "fathead,"46 because his conduct literally led his people to revolt.

3. Dead Sea Scrolls. The occurrences of the root in the Dead Sea Scrolls provide lit-
tle new information beyond the usage observed in the OT, especially since many of
them appear in fragmentary texts (lQH 12:l [reading disputed]; 4Q179 fr. 1, l:9 [the
squares of Jerusaleml;aQl8a fr.6,l;4Q186 fr. l, l:5; 4Q491fr.12,3;4Q517 fr. 19,

1). Other occurrences, in the Temple Scroll, exhibit a technical usage analogous to that
in Ezk.40-48 (llQT 4:3,7;7:lO;30:7,9;31:ll,13; 32:9;33:12:'36:4,6,8;38:12ff.;
40:7,9,12;41:14;42:02,04,05,1,3,4;46:5,9); the texts deal with the width of walls,
courts, gates, chambers, pilasters, and terraces within the temple area and the width of
the ditch surrounding it.

The fragment 4Q487 fr. 15, 3 recalls the OT use of the root with peh but provides no
new information. The same is true of I IQT 53:07 (reconstructed) and 55:9, which ap-
pear to be based on Dt. 12:20 and 13:17(16), respectively, and of 4Q184 fr. l, 12,
which appears to reflect Prov.7:12 (5:16).

The OT evidence is also confirmed by l lQPs'22:5,18l,lQS 4:9; and IQH 9:27.The
first of these texts, an apostrophe to Zion, speaks of the marvelous squares of Jerusa-
lem where people can (once more) stroll (?); shortly before the end of this "Hymn to
Zionl' the psalmist's hopes for Jerusalem are summarized in a series of imperatives, in-
cluding the request thatZion may be not only "lofty" but also "broad," probably to be

understood as in the sense of "free," in line with the usage of the root elsewhere in the
Psalms. In IQS 4:9 a list of the types of conduct typical of the "spirit of wickedness"
includes the combination of rhb with nepei found in Prov. 28:25;herc, however, rftb is

46. The play on words is discussed by G. Sauer, JSHRZ, 11115,625.
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in the form of an infinitive rather than an adjective. That the expression means
"greedy" or "greed" is clear. Finally, 1QH9:27 provides a further instance of the usage
of greatest theological interest, the contrast of rhb with sr4 although in this case we
frnd fhdp rather than a verbal form or the noun merltd! as in the OT (r"l.t6! being sim-
ply a scribal variant of rdha!, typical of the Qumran textsaT). Although there are gaps
in the text, it is clear that the speaker thanks God for "everlasting expanse," i.e., general
"liberation" from all afflictions, in accord with the usage (noted several times in this
discussion) in comparable "individual thanksgivings."
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l. l. Semitic. The root rhm is common to all Semitic languages. In Akkadian it ap-

pears as rAmu, which means both "compassion" and "womb."l The verb ra'amu/rdmu,
"be devoted, attached, loyal; love," occasionally "be benevolent, merciful," is probably

not associated etymologically with rhm; the form a-ra-a[-am, which appears in
Amarna texts, may be just an orthographic variant of the normal form a'ra-a'-am.Z

In Ugaritic, rhm (verb, "show compassion," or substantive used attributively, "com-
passionate, loving") appears only rarely.l The form rhmy appears occasionally as a title
or alternative name for the goddess'Anat.a The meaning of rhm in another text is dis-
puted;5 it may mean "(female) slave, servant," deriving from rhm, "womb," a usage

possibly analogous to Jgs. 5:30, rhm rl.tmtym, "a girl or two (taken in war)."
In Old Aramaic the form rl.tm in Sefire 3.8 may be a participle ("everyone who is

well-disposed toward me").6 In Imperial Aramaic the verb rhm occtrs several times in
a legal formula with the meaning "wish" and frequently in the Aramaic version of
Ahiqar with a variety of meanings: "love, accept (someone), be thankful, be satisfied
(with someone)."7 The subst. r/rm means "love, affection,"8 and the adj. rl.tmn "kind,"e
"compassionate, pleasing, acceptable."l0 The expression brhmh should probably be

translated "for love," i.e., "gratis, as a gift."ll In Biblical Aramaic, rfumyn (pl.) means

"mercy, pity" (Dnl. 2:18).
In Nabatean and Palmyrene the subst. rltm(') means "affection," the noun or qal par-

ticiple "friend, someone to whom one is bound by affection," and the adi. rhymboth
"beloved" and "loving."l2 The last form also occurs at Hatra with both the active mean-

ing "loveq protector" and the passive meaning "beloved, protected."l3 In Jewish and

Herr . . .,"' ZAW lO2 ( 1990) l- l8l H. J. Stoebe. "Die Bedeutung des Wortes HASAD im AT." !{1" 2

(1952) 244-54; idem, 'El1't rl.tm pi., sich erbarmen: THAT II, 761-68; P. Trible, God and the

Rhetoric of Sexualiry. OBT (1978); N. J. Tromp, "Harmonie van contrasten" (diss., Utrecht,
1980); S. Tulodziecki, "La notion rah%ntm dans l'AI" (diss., Warsaw,1982); F. E. Wilms, "Du
bist ein Gott voller Vergebung (Neh 9,17)," lzbendiges Zeugnis 30 (1975) 5-21; J. Ziegler, Die
Liebe Gottes bei den Propheten. ATA lll3 (1930).

l. AHw, 11,970-71.
2. Schmuttermayr, 509-15.
3. UT no.2320;WUS, no. 2501, 2502',G. Del Olmo Lete, Mitos y leyendas de Canadn segfin

la tradici1n de Ugarit. Fuentes de la Ciencia Biblica 1 (Madrid, l98l),623.
4. CML2,l57, "merciful"; UT no.232l; WUS, no. 2503.
5. KTU.1.6,il,27.
6. KAI, 224.8. See J. A. Fitzmyer, The Aramaic Insciprions of Sefire. BietOr 19 (1967),96,

lll; KAI, 11,264,268; cf . also Sefire 1.8.42 (KAI, 2228.42); A. Dupont-Sommer, lzs inscrip-
tions aramiennes de Sfird (Paris, 1958), 62, 64; A. Lemaire and J.-M. Durand, ks inscriptions
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8. DISO, 277; AP. l13.
9. AP,221.
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ll. DISO,278; AP, 145.
12. Drso, 276-77.
13. KAI, 240.2; 242.4; 246.3; 249.8; 251.5.
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Palestinian Aramaic the pael of rhm expresses active compassion.14 In Syriac, rhmhas
the same three meanings as in Aramaic: "show compassion, love, wish."

The form rhmt appears in Moabite; interpreted as a plural, it apparently means "fe-
male slaves" (cf. Jgs. 5:30;.ts

Arab. rahima means "have mercy, have pity, forgive, be tenderhearted."lo The adjs.
rahman and rahtm describe God's compassion toward all humanity and nonbelievers,
respectively. The subst. rahmat denotes both gratuitous mercy and God's reward for
human good deeds. The root rhm is also attested in the South Semitic languages
Tigrifla, Tigre, Harari, and Ge'ez ("have compassior/mercy").17

2. IXX. The LXX usually uses agapdn to translate the qal of rhm; for the piel it uses
eleein (19 times plus Sir. 36:17), oiktetrein (12 times plus Sir. 36:18), agapdn (3
times), 6leos (twice), as well as eledn, hileds, and parakalein (once each). For the pual
it uses eleein (5 times) and agapdn (once). The subst. xraham is represented 28 times
by oiktirm6s and 7 times by dleos. The noun miltra represents raham/rehem atotal of
22 times. Other translations of raham are inkaton, elee{n, interon, 6rds, paidion (lsa.
46:3), spldnchna (Prov. 12:10), and chdris (Gen.43:14; cf. Dnl. l:9 LXX; Sir. 3:18).
The pl. rah%ntm is representedby 6leos (Dnl. 9:18) and oiktirmds (Sir. 5:6). The adj.
oiktirmdn represents rahfim 12 times (and rahgnani in Lam. 4:10), which is also repre-
sented by eledmdn (Sir. 37:l 1; Ps. 145:8). The PN raltam (l Ch. 2:44) is transliterated
as Rdem.

3. Occurrences. The verb rhm occurs 49 times in the Hebrew MT: once in the qal,
42 times in the piel, and 6 in the pual. Of the piel occurrences, 6 are in the historical
books (2 each in Exodus and Deuteronomy and once each in 1-2 Kings),31 in the
prophets (5 in Isaiah, 6 in Deutero-Isaiah, once in Trito-Isaiah, l0 in Jeremiah,4 in Ho-
sea, 2 in Zechariah, and once each in Ezekiel, Micah, and Habakkuk), 4 in the Psalms,
and once in Lamentations. The pual occurs 5 times in Hosea and once in Proverbs.
There are 39 occurrenc es of rahorntm; I 3 in the historical books (5 in Nehemiah ,2 each
in Genesis and I Kings, once each in Deuteronomy, 2 Samuel, and 1-2 Chronicles), I I
in the Psalms, and once each in Proverbs and Lamentations. The noun rahfim occurs 13

times: 6 times in the Psalms, twice in Nehemiah, and once each in Exodus, Deuteron-
omy,2 Chronicles, Joel, and Jonah. The adj. rahomant appears only in Lam. 4:10.

II. Verb. 1. Piel. a. Syntax. The piel of rhm (inf., prefix conjugation, suffix conjuga-
tion, and ptcp.) appears 16 times with a suffix as object, 9 times with an object intro-
duced by 'eg (3 times with the object preceding the verb), and 5 times with an object
without 'e1 (3 times with the verb preceding the object). It appears without an object 6

14. Jastrow, ll, 1461-681' cf. Levy, WTM, lY, 439.
15. KAI, 181.17; cf. lI, 169, 176.
16. Lane, Y3, 1055.
17. See Y. Gabra Egziabeh6r, Ethiopian Dictionary Tigrifia-Amharic (Asmara, 1948);

WbTigre; W. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (Wiesbaden, 1987),336.
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times and with the prep. 'al twice (Ps. 103: l3). In one text (Jer. 3l:20) the infinitive is

used adverbially; in another (Hab. 3:2) it gbverns another verb in a hendiadys. The

ptcp. merahem appears once as an attributive adjective.t8

The subject of rhm piel is often Yahwetr, A few texts have other subjects: oppressors

(l K.8:50), the Medes and Babylonians,(Isa. l3:18), the king of Babylon (Jer.2l:7;

42:12), the "enemy from the north" (Jer. 6:23: 50:42). In Isa. 49:15 the subject is a

mother, in Ps. 103:13a a father, but in both metaphors the real subject is Yahweh. The

normal recipient of the compassion or mercy expres sedby rhm piel is the people of Is-

rael as such, or more nalrowly Jacob (Isa. 14: I ), Ephraim (Jer. 3 1 :20), the house of Is-

rael and Judah (Hos. l:6,7), the house of Israel (Ezk. 39:25), the house of Judah and Jo-

seph (Zec. 10:6), the tents of Jacob (Jer. 30: l8), Jerusalem and the mountains of Judah

(zec. t:t2),orzion (Ps. 102:14[Eng. l3]). Only in Jer.12:15 are Israel's neighbors the

beneficiaries of rhm. The "wicked" in Isa. 55:7 appear to belong to the people of Israel,

of whom Deutero-Isaiah is thinking. In Ex. 33:19 w"rihamti 'e!'oier '"rahEm has uni-

versal scope, although the purpose ofthe text is to emphasizethe absolute freedom of
Yahweh in his revelation.

Lack of compassion reaches an extreme when the enemy show no mercy even to or-

phans, widows (Isa. 9:16[17]), or small children (13:18)'

The piel of rhm is particularly common in emphatic constructions. Only in Isa.

49:15 is the piel infinitive governed by another verb (hotiikah meraham).le In 49:10

and 54:10 the participle derves as a title of Yahweh; as such, it plays a secondary func-

tion in the verse. In Isa.54:8; Hos. l:6,7;2:6,25(4,23), rhmhas a single object- The

emphatic constructions are characterizedby either a repeated occurrence of the verb in

the same verse (Ex. 33:19 [suffix/prefix conjugation]; Jer.3l.20 [infinitive/prefix]; Ps.

103:13 [infinitive/suffrx]), synonymous parallelism (merciless/cruel, Jer. 6:23;50:42;

rhm/hnn,Isa.27:11; 30:18; Ps. 102:14[13]; 116:5; rltm/sll.t,Isa. 55:7; rhm/nhm,Isa.

49:13; rhm/Sml1[cj.], Isa. 9:16[17]), or antithetical parallelism (nkfirhm,Isa' 60:10;

ygurhm,Lam.3:32 O). In the combination iwb/rhm (Jer. l2:15; 33:26), rhm expresses

a concrete action in the context of a more general category: bringing Israel's neighbors

and Israel itself back to the homeland.
In 14 texts rhm appears as one member of a series comprising three or more verbs

with the same subject - in 11 instances Yahweh. In Isa. 14: I (rhm/bhr/nwft) and Mic.
7:19 (rhm/kb,i#/ft hiphil), rhm comes first, followed by two promises of election (Isa-

iah) and forgiveness (Micah). In 6 texts rhm comes second in a series that may be either

positive (Dt. 30:3, iwb/rhm/qbs; 2 K. 13:23, hnn/rhm/pnlz; Jer. 30:18, iwb/rhm/bnh

niphal; Jer. 42'.12, ntn rahomtm/rhm/iwb hiphil; Ezk. 39:25, iwb hiphlUrhm/qn) or

negative (Isa. I 3: I 8, rti/16' rhm/lA' hws). ln Hab. 3:2 rhm occtpies the third place in an

admonition that includes the verbs hyh piel and yd'hiphil. In five texts rhm occurs in a

series of four or more verbs, coming in third (Dt. 13:18[17), iwb mdh"rbn'app6/ntn
rahgnim/rhm/rblz hiphil) or fourth place (Jer. 13:14, nps/ld'bml/ld' hws/lA' rhm; Jer.

18. See II.l.b below for a discussion of Isa. 49:15.
19. But see II.1.b below.
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2l:7, nkh/lo' hws/16' hml/la' rl.tm, both in a context of punishment;Zec. 10:6, gbrbi'/
.fwD hiphil fcj.llrl.tm, in a context of punishment). Finally, in 1 K. 8:50 rhm stands in
fifth place, concluding the apodosis of a conditional statement that begins in v. 49 and

gives voice to Solomon's petition concerning the function of the temple: "Then you

willhear...theirprayer,maintaintheircause,forgiveyourpeople...,andgrantthem
compassion (ntn ral.tgntm) . . . , so that [their captors] may have mercy (rhm) on them."

b. Attribute of Yahweh. The root rltm appears in a few texts that express Yahweh's

own nature. Ex. 33:19 is the beginning of Yahweh's answer to Moses'request to be

shown Yahweh's glory (v. 18), immediately before Yahweh's refusal (v. 20) to allow
anyone to see his face.zo God's revelation will consist in vouchsafing to Moses all good

things, allowing Moses to call on Yahweh's name - on the basis of Yahweh's procla-

mation of his own name to Moses - and standing ready to restore by means of hnn and

rhmthe broken relationship between humanity and God. Thts rhm is an essential con-

stituent of the relationship between God and humanity, exercised by Yahweh with ab-

solute freedom.
Other texts suggest its nature. Isa. 54:8 and 60:10 luse rhm in parallel with heseS

'6lam and rasdn, in contrast to Yahweh's wrath and "hiding his face."2l Yahweh's
wrath can erupt for a moment, but his compassion is eternal, comparable only to the

abundance of his steadfast love (krdb h%dddyw, Lam. 3:32 Q). Truly "he does not

willingly afflict or grieve anyone" (v. 33). The description of Israel as Yahweh's spouse

in Isa. 54:4-8 gives the expression overtones of the intimacy that exists between

Yahweh and his people, which is restored by rfum.

Because compassion is inherent to Yahweh's nature, its disappearance is conceiv-
able only if the order of human nature and the universe could be overthrown. Only in-
temrption of the natural sequence of day and night could explain how Yahweh could
reject his covenant with his people and withdraw his compassion (Jer. 33:26). But even

overthrow of the natural order would be easier to understand than alteration of
Yahweh's faithfulness to his covenant (Isa. 54:10). Yahweh's compassion is as constant

asthatofafatherforhischild(Ps.103:13)andgreaterthanthatofamotherforherson
(Isa.49:15). (Ugaritic and Moabite usage suggestthatmzrah4m in Isa. 49:15 should be

read as 'lm [interrogative in parallel with fto-] raham, "mother, woman," as in Jgs. 5:30,

or mirham/mErham, "womar,,zz rather than as an infinitive used as object of the verb

itlr. Dahood has proposed reading merahem here and in Jer.20:17; Job 3: I 1; Ps. I l0:3
as a denominative participle from rehem, "womb." In any case, this text hardly pro-

vides a basis for a feminine image of Yahweh.23)

Along with "gracious" and "righteous" (Ps. 116:5), m'rahem, "merciful," is one of
Yahweh's titles; all three express his treatment of the simple and weak (v. 6). Therefor
a plea for Yahweh's mercy belongs to the basic repertory of OT prayers. The Psalm of

20. --+ d')D panim.
21. --> xL603-4.
22. For the former see M. I. Gruber, Tarbiz 5l (1981182) 491-92. For the latter see R. Gordis,

Tarbiz 53 (1983/84) 137-38.
23. R. P. Merendino, RB 89 (1982) 331; but see M. I. Gruber, RB 90 (1983) 351-59.
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Habakkuk (Hab. 3) begins with a supplication that Yahweh will remember his mercy
(v. 2). Here this mercy is the precondition that makes it possible for Yahweh to act in
such a way as may be best for his people.

In a similar vein the psalmist's distress over the destruction of Jerusalem (Ps. lO2:2-
12,24-25U-11,23-24)) can be alleviated only by the assurance that Yahweh will rise up
(qwm) in royal majesty to establish his favor and compassion (v. l4tl3l).

c. Mitigation of Punishmenr. The lexeme rhm can denote the mitigation of a punish-
ment. It is dependent on repentance and faithful return to the laws of Yahweh. Dt.
I 3: I 8(17) demands the observance of the law of the ban in the case of a town that has
fallen into idolatry, so that God may show compassion(ntn rahorntm) again and have
mercy (riham). Dt. 30:3 (possibly postexilic because of its similarity in language to
Ezk. 16:53;29:1424) is the apodosis of a conditional construction (vv. 1-2) thar in-
cludes return to God and obedience to God's voice. If Israel accepts these conditions,
Yahweh will allow the prisoners to return (ifrb i"bfit; or "restore your fortunes"[?]2s)
and gather the dispersed from all the peoples. The expression werihamefta between the
two promises appears to summarize them. In I K. 8:49-50, too, we have the apodosis
of a conditional construction. If the people repent and return to Yahweh, he will hear
their prayer, maintain their cause, and forgive them, and they will find compassion in
the sight of their captors, so that they may have mercy on them. The compassion shown
by the enemy is the result of Yahweh's intervention. A human being (the enemy) is in-
capable of compassion without divine aid.26 Although Isa. 55:7 is not formally a condi-
tional construction, it presupposes a change in behavior (the wicked forsake their way
and the unrighteous their thoughts, and return to Yahweh), so that yahweh can "have
mercy."

In three passages the changed situation means deliverance from foreign oppression

- at the hands of Hazael (2 K. 13:23), the king of Babylon (Jer. 42:12), and an enemy
(Babylon) not named explicitly rhat has sent Judah into exile (Ezk.39:25). In 2 K.
13:23 the ground for Yahweh's compassion is his remembrance of the covenant; in
Ezk.39:25 it is jealousy for his name. Even the "evil neighbors" of Israel can be the ob-
ject of compassion, if they "learn the ways of my people," emphasizes ler. 12:14-15, a
postexilic text that provides an exegetical commentary on the promise concerning the
restoration of Moab and Ammon (Jer. 48:47; 49:6).zt

d. Free Gift of Yahweh. when the people suffer affliction, rhm can denote the un-
merited revelation of Yahweh's benevolence. Thus Jer. 30: l8 expresses Yahweh's com-
passion on the tents of Jacob; here rhm means the building of a new city on the ruins of
the old.

The colophon of Micah (Mic. 7:18ff.) contains a double declaration of pardon and
the destruction of transgression, iniquity, and sins (vv. 18a,l9b), framing an assurance

24. N. Mendecki, BZ 29 (1985) 267-71l' D. Knapp, Deuteronomium 4. GTA 35 (1987) 154-

25. + r.la!) i"bfr!.
26. See III.1.b below.
27. W. McKane, SVT 32 (1981), 233-36.
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that Yahweh will again have compassion (v. 19a). This assurance is developed in v. 20

with the promise to vouchsafe '"me1 and heseQ.

In four passages the piel of rhm introduced by fti is an element of a conditional con-

struction. Confidence that Yahweh will have compassion (Isa. l4:l) and afFrrm the

election of Israel is ultimately the reason that the prophet expects Babylon to be pun-

ished (13:19-22).The same belief underlies the promise irZec. 10:6 that Yahweh will
"strengthen, save, and bring back," as well as the confident prediction of Deutero-

Isaiah that the return of the poor will be without suffering (Isa.49:10-13).
(Rendsburg's proposed translation of rhm in v. l0 as "send rain" on the basis of South

Arabic dialects is neither necessary nor justified.)
In Isa. 30: I 8 the word w"laftEn inserted before both ltnn and rhm can hardly refer to

the preceding threat in vv. 15ff. It is taken up immediately by fti in v. 18b. This verse

serves as a redactional transition to the oracle of comfort in vv. 19-26.

Trible has aptly recognized the feminine elements in the vocabulary and imagery of
Jer. 3 l, esp. vv. 15-17 ,21-22.28 Whether this overtone is also present in v. 20, allowing
it to be translated "I will surely show maternal compassion," depends on whether one

sees the secondary meaning rehemin every occurrence ofthe root rhm. Several schol-

ars have expressed skepticism on this point.2e In any case v. 20 states clearly that

Yahweh's compassion is based on nothing other than his own predilection and free-

dom. He shows compassion because he has turned his attention and love toward its ob-
ject.

e. Refusal of rl.tm. When Yahweh refuses to show compassion, his refusal demands a

full explanation. According to Isa. 9: I lb,16b,20b(l2b,l'lb,2lb), the succession of pun-

ishments visited upon Ephraim and Samaria have had no effect. The people have not

returned to the one who punished them (v. 12[13]). The punishment (inflicted on the

young, orphans, and widows) is a consequence of the godlessness of all the people

(v. l6atlTal). The expression'al-ken introduces the avowal that Yahweh will show no

mercy.
The oracle against Samaria inlsa.27:7 -l I culminates in the statement that Yahweh

will not have compassion on the people (negated rhm/hnn) because they have proved

themselves incapable of understanding the preceding signs.

Refusal of rhm to the inhabitants of the land, kings, priests, and prophets means the

destruction of all.30 The absence of Yahweh's rltm seems to endure forever. Therefore

the "angel" inZec. 1:12 pleads on behalf of Jerusalem, which has suffered this absence

for 70 years.
Hos. l-2 and 3 together anticipate the message of the prophet (Yahweh torn be-

tween love and punishment, pity and pitilessness), articulated on the one hand by the

naming and renaming of Gomer's children, on the other by the relationship between

Hosea and Gomer, Yahweh and Israel. Lo-ruhamah is given her name because "I

28. Trible, 39-50; see also B. W. Anderson, CBQ 40 (1978) 463-78.
29.E.9., Gruber, RB 90 (1983) 351-59.
30. W. McKane, Israelite Wisdom. FS S. Terrien (Missoula, 1978), lO7-20.
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[Yahweh] will no longer have pity . . ." (l:6), whereas "I will have pity on the house of
Judah" (l:7). Hos. 2:3(l) changes this name: "Call your sister Ruhamah.,, In changing
all three names, 2:25(23) summarizes the promises of faithfulness and fertility given to
Israel and to the land: "I will have pity on Lo-ruhamah, and to Lo-ammi I will say 'My
people."' The words lo'\rahem Q:6[aD convey the prophet's threat to have no mercy
on Gomer's children.

From enemies one can expect only pitilessness without exception (Jer. 2l:7), not
even sparing the newborn (Isa. 13:18). The enemy is cruel and merciless (Jer.6:23;
50:42).

2. Qal. There is a single instance of rhm vocalized as a qal (ps. l8:2[l], 'erham,f;d
yhwh fuizqi); this is also the only time when Yahweh appears as object of the verb. Nei-
ther the graphically and semantically reasonable emendation of the verb to 4romim"ld
afterthemodelof Ps.3O:2(l) (cf. alsoPs. 145:l)northeunlikelyinterpretarion of rhm
as meaning "sing," based weakly on a single dubious Ugaritic text,3l commends itself.
The parallel recension in2 s.22 does not contain the disputed stich. ps. 116, which ap-
pears to presuppose Ps. 18 (cf. l8:5ff.[4tr ] with 116:3-4), uses 7b instead of rhm.Fw-
thermore, only in Imperial Aramaic and Jewish Aramaic does rhm clearly take on a
well-attested broader meaning, roughly with the sense of "love." For these reasons it
appears best to view rhm in Ps. 18:2(l) as an Aramaism already recognized at the time
when Ps. 1 16 was composed. If we keep in mind the regular use of rhm piel and pual in
the sense of "show mercy/compassion," the notion that this broader meaning of rhm
was generally familiar to the OT authors seems highly unlikely.

3. Pual. The pual of rhm is used twice as a personal name (Hos. l:6,8;.:z 1n
2:3,25(1,23), the allusion to these personal names is clear. In the asseveration in
14:4(3) the words befia yeruham yAfim, "in you the orphan finds mercy,,' summarizes
the idea that no help can be expected either from allies or from the people's own ef-
forts. Prov.28:13 promises mercy to one who confesses and forsakes transgressions.

III. Nouns.
l. rahorntm. a. Interior. In connection with human beings, rahmim appears three

times with the meaning "interior." In Gen. 43:30 and I K.3:26, the syntagm nif;mdrfi
rah9nayw/rab%nAkA'el/'al denotes a state that is both physiological and emotional: Jo-
seph cannot hold back his tears. Prov. 12:10 contrasts the righteous, who know the
needs even of their animals, to the hard interior (rahomim, "feelings") of the wicked:
here rahorntm denotes the human personality as a whole. This meaning of rahrntm can
also appear in connection with Yahweh (Isa.63:15). The presence of physiological
overtones when rahorntm is used in vv. 7 and 15 is suggested further by the words "they
zre . . . my sons" (v. 8), "you are our father" (v. 16).

31. S. Rin, BZ7 (1963)22-23.
32. See II.l.e above.
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In addition, this physiological and emotional connotation is suggested in Ps'

77:lO(9) by the par. hann\land confirmed by the vetb qp; ("shut up" - a sign ofhard-

heartedness [cf. Dt. l5:7]).
b. With ntn. We frnd raftomim used seven times as an element of the syntagm ntn suf-

fi x object//, + suffi x/'e1 + suffix ( l' ) rah'rnim lipnA X. The subject of ntn is alw ay s y hw h/
zl6him/'el iadday. Those who receive rahm?m may be the Israelites in general (Dt.

13:l8p7l; I K. 8:50; Ier.42:12; Ps. 106:46) or particular individuals (Joseph's broth-

ers, Gen. 43:14 Nehemiah, Neh. l:11; Daniel, Dnl' 1:9). An enemy (captors, I K'
8:50; Ps. 106.46) or a person in authority (Joseph, Gen. 43 14:. the king, Neh. 1:1 1; the

palace master, Dnl. 1:9) must show rahgntm. ln Jer. 42:12 it is the king of Babylon (cf'

v. ll), in Dt. 13:18(17) Yahweh himself, although he is not named. The syntagm ntn

(I")rahornim may be the object of a wish expressed by Jacob (Genesis) or Moses (Deu-

teronomy), a prayer uttered by Nehemiah (Nehemiah), an assured prediction made by

Solomon or Yahweh himself (Jeremiah), or a statement spoken by the narrator (Dnl.

l:9) or the psalmist (Ps. 106:46).

The texts present rahgnim as a concrete benefit: for Jacob and his sons, it is the re-

turn of Benjamin; for Nehemiah, permission to return to Jerusalem and rebuild the

walls of the city (Neh. 5-6); for Daniel, permission to refuse unclean food; for the peo-

ple, mercy on the part of their captors (l K. 8:50), consent to return to their homeland

(Jer.42:12), and an increase in population (Dt. l3:18[17]).
Ps. 106 does not state explicitly the substance of God's rahmim. The structural

unity of this psalm is organized around the tension between Yahweh, who delivers (vi',

vv. 4,8,10,21 ; nsl, v.43), and the people, who are incapable of remembering Yahweh's

wonderful acts (vv. 7,13,21). The psalm is framed by the petition in v. 4 and the assev-

eration itvv.45-46, which bring together remembrance (on the part of God) and deliv-

erance on the one hand, and remembrance and compassion on the other. By remember-

ing the covenant, Yahweh vouchsafes the people his steadfast love and compassion

(v. 45) and causes their enemies to pity them (v. 46). The lack of specificity in the

meaning of rahgntm in the psalm makes its function as an essential element in

Yahweh's mighty acts all the clearer.

Human rahorntm participates in the rahomim of Yahweh; it must therefore be re-

quested as a gift of God. This is clear in the long motivation section introducing the

prayer of Nehemiah (Neh. 1), which comprises the following elements: allusion to the

formula of Dt. 7:9 (v. 5),33 emphasis on the constant nature of the prayer itself (v. 6),

humble confession of sins (v. 7), and remembrance of the promises made to Moses (vv.

8-10). Dnl. 1:9 also states explicitly that only God grants rahotnim (and hese{). Both
gifts belong to the realm of the Deity: a human being can only mediate them.

In Isa. 47:6 (la' fumt lahem rahomtm, "you showed them no mercy," an indictment

of Babylon), iym rahrnim has been substituted for ntn rah'mtm under the influence of
AJr*.. iakdn r4mi.3a

33. See III.2 below.
34. Y. Avishur, Shnaton 5 (1978) 9l-99.
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c. rahamim in parallel with hesed. We find rahomim together with hese/ without the
mark of the accusative as the object of 'did (Zec.7:9) and lrr hiphil (Ps. 103:4), with
the mark of the accusative as the object of 'sp (Jer. 16:5), with the second personal sin-
gular pronominal suffix as the object of zkr (Ps. 25:6), with the prep. D, as the object of
'rJ (Hos. 2:21|9)), with the prep. l" as the indirect object of ntn (Dnl. l :9),:s and with
the comparative particle t" as the circumstantial object of gml (Isa. 63:7).

The nouns rahornim and hesei also appear in parallel in chiastic constructions:

Ps. 40:12(11): kl' rah"mAf,d par. heseQ we'"met nsr;
Ps. 5l:3(2): hnn khasdef;a par. k"rof; rahamAf;d mhh;
Ps. 69:17(16): t6! hasdefta par. ker6! rah'meyf,d pnh;
Ps. 106:45-46: nhm kerd! lt"sdQdw par. ntn l"rahgntm;
Lam. 3'.22: hesed yhwh tmm par. klh rah'mtm.

( 1 ) Ps. 25, an individual lament, prays for God's help against the psalmist's enemies
(vv. 2,19). The hope behind this plea is that Yahweh will be mindful of his heseQ and
rah"rntm rather than the sins of the petitioner, and lead the psalmist on his paths of
hese{ and '"me! (vv. 4-5,8-l1,l2).

In Ps. 40:2-ll(1-10) the psalmist proclaims the wonders, righteousness, faithful-
ness, and truth of God's works (vv. 6,10[5,9]). The petition that follows in v. l2(11),
"Do not withhold your mercy ( rah%nA$d) from me," which repeats the words l.tese{ and
'emelfromv. llb,hasitsmeaningdevelopedinvv. l3-18(12-17),afterthemodelof Ps.
70. Afflicted for the present (vv. 14-16[13-15]), the psalmist declares that his apparent
life of obscure suffering is not the last word. His enemies will be punished (vv. 15-
16[4-15]), and those who seek Yahweh will rejoice in him. The reason for the psalm-
ist's doubts are his manifold sins (v. l3tl2l). The psalm thus presents personal and so-
cial evil as an incalculable reality, for which only God's rahamimprovides an answer.

In Ps. 51, too, the psalmist prays to be delivered from sin (v. 7[5]) through Yahweh's
heseS and rahorntm. How Yahweh will bring this to pass is stated in v. 8(6).

Although the author of Ps. 69 acknowledges his folly ('iwwele!) and hence his vul-
nerability to sin, the "disgrace, dishonor, slander" (vv. 6,8,10-11,20-2115,7,9-10,19-
20)) are due to his enemies. In this situation the psalmist's prayer (vv. 14-19,30[13-
18,291) appeals to Yahweh's rahomtm (v. 17[16]).

Ps. 103 is a hymn of praise to divine mercy. Yahweh does more than respond to sins
and human transgressions with forgiveness (v. 3). He does not treat reconciliation as
the consequence of good works, but anticipates human need with heseQ and rahamtm
(v. 4), because he knows the weakness of human nature (vv. 14ff.). So as not to deal
with human beings according to their sins (v. l0), Yahweh sets a distance between the
sin and the sinner (v. l2): for he is "merciful and gracious, slow to anger and abound-
ing in steadfast love" (v.3;.:0 The piel of rhm also appears twice in v. 13. Yahweh's

35. See III.l.b above.
36. See III.2 below.
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saving acts are characterized by geQeq (vv. 6,17). Nevertheless, vv. 17-18 appear to lay

down a condition: those who would receive God's steadfast love must fear and honor

Yahweh, keep his covenant, and carry out the commandments'
(2) Lam. 3:l-18, an individual lament, voices the agony of the speaker, praying that

Yahweh will remember (zkr) his affliction and restlessness (v. l9). Because the stead-

fast love of Yahweh never ceases, his mercies never come to an end, and his faithful-
ness is great (vv. 22-23), the speaker can continue to wait for help from the Lord
(v. 26). The sapiential exhortation in vv. 25-30 describing the conduct of whoever

hopes in God ends with a repeated emphasis on God's compassion and steadfast love

(v. 32). Thus rhm and lteseQ are the ultimate foundation for the continued hope of the

speaker and the community (vv. 4O-47) in the face of their affliction.
Isa.63:7 summarizes the first section (vv.7-14) of the large unit63:744:11, com-

posed in the style of sapiential psalms. V. 7 is a declaration of praise for Yahweh for the

favor he has shown according to his raharnim and hosaStm: leading his people (vv.

9,12,13,14). The psalmist's remembrance of Yahweh's deeds permits him to voice his

prayer (vv. 15-17). Through mention of Yahweh's rahomtm (v. 15), the psalmist seeks

to hasten Yahweh's intervention against the enemy, by calling to remembrance his mer-

ciful compassion, which allows Yahweh to forget the faithlessness of his people and

continue to stand beside them.

The combination of heseQ and rahorntm with seQeq, miipdt, and'"mfind is the bride-

price Yahweh is prepared to pay for marrying Israel (Hos. 2:2lll9)).37 Since hese/ and

rahomtm are within Yahweh's sovereign power, he can also take them away (Jer. 16:5)

if the people continue stubbornly in the sins of their ancestors. Then not even lamenta-

tion for the dead will be able to comfort the survivors.
We also find rahmim in the context of human relations. The exhortation in Zec.

7:8ff. is addressed to the 'am ha'ares.38 The ethical ideal of the prophet is expressed in

two double clauses, each of which comprises a concrete norm (v. 9, rendering true
judgments; v. I 0, not oppressing the poor) and a general principle (v. 9, showin g hese/

and rahomtm toward one's neighbor; v. 10, not devising evil against one another).

"showing kindness and mercy" stands in contrast to having a stiff neck and a hard

heart (vv. ll-12) and demands that Yahweh treat the guilty (v. 13) as they treat their

neighbors. Only in this text do we find rahomtm and hesei as objects of exhortation re-

duced to an ethical category.

d. raltomtm rabbim. We often find rabbtm qualifying rahorntm, either attributively in

a nominal clause (2 5.24:14 par. I Ch. 2l:13; Ps. 119:156) or as an adjective (Neh.

9:19,27,28,31; Dnl. 9:18). In 2 Samuel Z4David "founders" before Yahweh by choos-

ing punishment for the people rather than for himself (vv. 13-14). His pretext - that

the mercy of Yahweh is very great - will nevertheless prove true, at least according to

the interpretation of v. 16: Yahweh does not carry out the threatened punishment. Ac-

cording to v. 17, David confesses his own personal responsibility. The story finally

37. W. Vogels, Bibl 69 (1988) 412-21.
38. K. Elliger, Sacharja. ATD X){V (1985), 135tr.
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paints a picture of a king who has learned what mercy is and is therefbre qualified to
institute a liturgy of reconciliation (vv. lg_25).3e

In Neh' 9:6-37 the phrase be/ke rah'rnaf;a harabbtm/rabb61ev. 19,27,31; cf. also
krah%nAf;d in v. 28) divides Ezra's penitential prayer into foui sections, the first threeof which exhibit a similar structure: description of yahweh,s acts on Israel,s behalf,
confession of the people's sins, assurance that Yahweh, who has delivered and saved
the people "in his great mercy," will remain faithful. yahweh,s mercy is further under_
lined by the formula hannfin wrrahfim.ao

The prayer of Daniel (Dnl. 9:4- l9) for Jerusalem and above all for the sanctuary is
structured on the repeated contrast between the righteousness of God and the sinful-
ness of the peopre. This polarity can be transcended only by yahweh's mercy (vv.
9, l 8).

e. other rnZec. 1:16 rahomtm is the attribute of yahweh that accounts for the
charge to rebuild the temple. The author of ps. 79 prays for yahweh to intervene
against the enemy for two reasons: the political and ,eiigilus transgressions of the na-
tions (vv. l-4) must be punished (vv.6,7,10,12), and yahweh,s nanie must be glorified
(v. 9). The psalmist's petition on behalf of Israel is focused in vv. g_9: ..Come speedily
to grant us your compassion"; from this compassion flow deliverance and forgiveness
(v' 9)' Ps' 145:9 calls to mind that "Yahweh's compassion is over all that he has made.,,In Amos's indictment of Edom (Am. l:1r), raltgntm may have a more concrete
sense than "compassion" or "mercy." Etymological evidence stands in the way of ac_
cepting Fishbane's proposal to translate rahgntmas ..friends, allies.',al withouietymo_
logical support, the argument based on the structure of Am. 1:11 is insufficient.a2 It
does seem likely that in some texts rhm contains an allusion to the covenant,a3 but in
my opinion the translation "covenant mercy" in Am. l: I I is not persuasive.

2' rahfrm. The adjectival form rahfrm occurs l3 times in the Hebrew Bible, I I times
in combination with hannfin. one of the foundation stones of the yahweh creed is theformula yhwV'cl ral.tfim w"hannfrn (or hannfin w"rahfrmaa) together with ,erek
'appayim wera! heseQ (ps. 103:8; 145:g; Joel 2:13; Jon.4:2; Neh. !: I 11 a16 )"");,(Ex.34:6; Ps. 86:15). In Neh. 9:31;2 Ch. 30:9; ps. ill:4; tt2:4 we i"i tr""iiw'rahfim by itself, without the other elements of the formula; in Dt. 4:3r andps. 7g:3g
we find only rahfim.

_ ?s 112:4 is the only text that uses the formula to describe human beings (and not
Yahweh). In Ex. 34:6 the formula appears alongside other standard phrases (v. 7; cf .Nu. 14:18 and Ex. 20:5b par. Dt. 5:9-10; Dt. 7:9_10).

39. Schenker, 28.
40. See III.2 below.
41. M. Fishbane, JBL 89 (1970) 3r3-18; gr (rg72) 39r-93; see I.r above and R. B. Coote,JBL 90 (t971) 206-8.
42. Ct. M. L. Barr6, CBe 4j (1955) 420_2j.
43. Coote, JBLgO (1971) 206_8: J. Wijngaards, VT tj (tg6j) 232-33.
44. --> Y,25.
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This creed (which Spieckermann calls the "compassion formula") probably
emerged relatively late as a prayer formula in the context of the cultic traditions. Its
lateness is suggested by the observation that it appears in Yahweh's proclamation of
himself to Moses in Ex. 34:6 and otherwise (except for Joel 2:13) only in prayers that

can be assigned a late date. Joel, Jonah, Nehemiah, and 2 Chronicles are clearly
postexilic; Ps. 78, 86, 103, lll, ll2, and 145 belong to the latest stratum ofthe Psalter,

as their numerous borrowings from earlier psalms show; Dt. 4:31 is one of the late ac-

cretions to Deuteronomy.a5 Ex. 34:6, possibly the earliest occurrence, can hardly be-

long to the core of J; most likely it should be considered part of the surrounding frame
(vv. 1-9 and 28), belonging to a late Dtr postexilic recension.46 It is no longer possible

to decide whether the "long formula"aT (vv. 6-7) or the short formula (v. 6) is the origi-
nal form. Neither is it possible to determine whether one should posit a conflict be-

tween the Dtr doctrine of retribution (Dt. 5:9-10 par. Ex. 20:5-6) and the compassion

formula, conflict that would have suppressed the compassion formula for some time.a8

The compassion formula in Ex. 34:6 is accompanied in v. 7 by the elucidation that

Yahweh keeps steadfast love "for thousands." His righteousness consists in forgiving
sin and wickedness, but not letting them go unpunished. This apparent contradiction
can be understood only if punishment and forgiveness are understood as separate

stages. If punishment aims to restore an objective order that has been infringed, it
should be treated as reparation in the metaphysical sense. Forgiveness, by contrast, is

the restoration of a personal relationship between the offended and the offender on the

free initiative of the former. Seen in this context, the compassion formul a in Ex. 34:6

refers to God's ability to forgive, which is not contrary to the objective necessity of
punishment.

Earlier Dtr formularies carry a rather different accent. Dt. 7:9-10 begins by asserting

God's faithfulness. He maintains covenant loyalty, however, only with those who love

him and keep his commandments, but requites (ilm) those who "hate him." Dt. 5:9-10
(par. Ex. 20:5-6) describes Yahweh as a jealous God, punishing children, grand-

children, and great-grandchildren for the iniquity of their parents - but only among

those who hate him. The positive portion of this formulary is fundamentally identical
with that of Dt. 7:9. Both texts speak of a mutual and compensated relationship, but not
pure forgiveness, as the restoration of personal relationships.

The Deuteronomist of Dt. 4 also maintains the tension between a merciful and a
jealous God. Steadfast love characterizes the former, punishment the latter. The struc-

ture of Dt. 4:23-31 shows that the framing verses 24 ('El qannd') and 31 ('dl ral.tfim)

summarize the list of opposites: loss and occupation of the land, extermination and

posterity, faithlessness and fidelity, subjection to idols and freedom before Yahweh,

faithlessness on the part of the people and Yahweh's fidelity, punishment and reward,

45. Knapp, Deuteronomium 4, 96-97.
46. L. Perlitt, Bundestheologie im AT. WMANT 36 ( 1969), 203-32; E. Aurelius, Das Fiirbitter

Israels. CBOT27 (1988), 117; Schmidt,90.
47. Dentan, 35-36.
48. Spieckermann.
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impotence of the gods and Yahweh's salvific will, wrath and mercy.ae The title ?7
rahfim reinforces the possibility of Israel's final repentance, return, and restoration af-
ter apostasy and exile. It is therefore not self-evident that Ex. 20:5b,6 and the Deuter-
onomy texts presuppose the formulary of F;x.346-7s0 or that they were intended to re-
place the latter. The compassion formula appears instead to introduce a new
conception, which led to the modification of the requital principle. Its prehistory before
it became textually fixed in Ex. 34:6 can no longer be traced.

If, with most interpreters, we assume that the intercession scene in Nu. l4:1 l-25 is a
Dtr interpolation, later than and dependent on Ex. 34,st ,n" partial quotation in Nu.
14:18, without rahfrm w"hannfin, would indicate that these epithets were incorporated
into Ex. 34:6-1 after the quotation from Nu. 14:18.

Ex. 34:6-7 achieves a balance between mercy and justice; this balance tilts in favor
of clemency, however, in the other postexilic texts that cite the compassion formula.
The notion of punishment for sin is suppressed (cf. Ps. 103:8) and the assertion of
God's compassion is stressed.52 Possibly the return in Ex. 34:10,12 to the vocabulary
of sin in v.7 may be understood as representing a conflict with the doctrine of retribu-
tion.s3

The history of Israel (Ps. 78) is marked by divine wonders and the faithlessness of
the people (vv. 8,22,32,37). At the center of this history however, stands the compas-
sion (rahfim, v. 38) of Yahweh, who repeatedly forgives and accepts human beings in
all their weakness (v. 39).

The prayer of Ezra in Neh. 9 interprets the history of Israel similarly: the sequence
of God's beneficence, the people's obstinance, and God's forgiveness can be compre-
hended only from the perspective of Yahweh's own nature. V. l7 cites the compassion
formula in its entirety, introduced by the words "a God ready to forgive" (cf. vv.
19,3 l). Hezekiah uses the same argument ("Yahweh your God is ltannfrn w"ral1fiml'
2 Ch. 30:9) in his exhortation to the people to return to God.

In both the call to repentance in Joel 2:12-17 (v. 13) and the prayer ofJonah (Jon.
4:2),the compassion formula is followed by the expressionweniltam'al-hard'a.saHith-
erto the doctrine of God's mercy and compassion has been an internal concern of the
people of Israel; for Jonah, however, it is "how Yahweh treats all human beings," with-
out regard to nationality or religion.55 Along the same lines, the late postexilic acrostic
Ps. 145 cites the compassion formula (v. 8) and then interprets it: "yahweh is good to
all, and his compassion is over all that he has made" (v. 9).s6

The role of the compassion formula in Ps. 86: 15; I I 1:4; 1 lz:4 is not clearly defined.

49. G. Braulik, Der Mittel deuteronomischer Rhetorik. AnBibl 68 (1978), 59-60.
50. Levin, 171.
51. Aurelius 130.132.
52. See III.1.c and ILl.b above.
53. Spieckermann.
54. --> tX,345-47.
55. Schmidt, 125. See also Spieckermann.
56. See III.l.e above.
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3. rahomdnt. The adj. raharnant occurs only once (Lam. 4:10), in the feminine plu-

ral. It stresses the horror of the situation: even the naiim rah9nanty6l (compassionate,

loving women) are forced to cook and eat their own children.

IY. Summary. Our analytic presentation of how the verbal and nominal forms of
rl.tm are used has brought to light a variety of semantic, linguistic, and theological as-

pects. The root occurs frequently in clusters, whether in a single verse (Dt. l3:18[17];
I K. 8:50; Ps. 103:13; ler. 42:12; Hos. 2:25[23]) or in larger textual units (Gen.

43:14,30; Ex. 33:19; 34:6; Neh. 9;lsa.49;54 63:7-64:ll[12]; Dnl. 9; Hos. l-2; Ps.

103). In texts where rhm appears only once, its weight is often augmented by emphatic

constructions.sT The occurrence of verbal and nominal forms together is rare (Dt.

l3:l8t17l; 1 K. 8:50; Isa. 54:7,8,10:ler.42:12; Ps. 103) and is not found in pre-Dtr

texts. Nominal forms appear primarily in exilic and postexilic texts (possible excep-

tions: Gen. 43 14,30;8x.34:6; Jer. 16:5; Hos.2:21[19]); verbal forms by themselves

appear also in texts that are generally considered pre-Dtr. Hos. 1-2 is the earliest com-

plex in which rhm has theological significance.
Secular usage of rhm - if any - is very limited: only in Prov. 28:13 might rhm

pual refer to human mercy. In the other texts where rhm occrtrs as a verb, it is always

associated with Yahweh, whether Yahweh himself shows or withholds mercy or human

beings show or withhold mercy as agents of the divine will'
With the possible exception of Ps. 112:4, rahfrm is associated exclusively with

Yahweh. Except in the passages where rahorntm has physical connotations (Gen.

43:30; I K. 3:26), it always denotes the compassion or mercy that Yahweh shows or

withholds, directly or through human agents. Thrts rhm appears to be indigenous to re-

ligious and theological language; only occasionally does it refer to human relation-
ships.

Like hesed, rhm is aterm associated with actions in the social realm;58 only rarely is

its object a single individual.5e Exceptions are Daniel, the upright person of Prov.

28: 13, and the psalmists, although they embody the community of the faithful. The ac-

tive nature of the root is best seen in the various combinations in which the verb occurs

and in the consequences of rahrnim. Concretely, Yahweh's compassion means "show

mercy," "pardon," "forgive," "comfort," "spare," "pity," "strengthen," "save," "turn to,"

and even more concretely "bring back," "assemble," "rebuild," "elect," "grant rest," or

(negatively) "not smite," "not sadden."

But rhm is not totally synonymous with any of these terms. The use of the verb in
combination with other verbs shows that it needs to be given concrete meaning. In any

case rltm clearly suggests a fundamental attitude that takes effect in various actions.

This fundamental attitude presupposes a situation of suffering, affliction, guilt, danger,

weakness - but also the possibility of alleviating or even abolishing this situation.

57. See ILl.a above.
58. --> III, 56.
59. See II.l.a above.
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Because the root rl.tm above all conveys the essence of mercy, it is only logical that
an attributive adjective like rah,Am should be derived from it, an adjective that, together
with hannttn, developed into a confession of faith in Yahweh.

To say that Yahweh has acted (e.g., Isa. 63:7) or will act (e.g., Isa. 54:7; Hos.
2:2lU9D k/b" rahomim means nothing less than to affirm that Yahweh acts conso-
nantly with his essential nature. It is against this background that we should interpret
the prayers that Yahweh will blot out transgressions (Ps. 51:3t11) or turn to the psalm-
ist (69:17[l6)) k'ra! rahgnim (cf. also Neh.9:19,27,28,31) or simply remember his
rah"mtm (Ps.25:6) and not withhold it (ps.40:12[ll]).

To vouchsafe someone rahgntm or to entrust someone to rahamtm means to entrust
them to the compassionate hands of another person, whether the latter is inherently
compassionate or acts at Yahweh's behest.

The psalmist's rejoicing at having been crowned with yahweh's mercy is an affir-
mation of having been accepted into the innermost core of yahweh's nature.

Showing mercy is a judicial act on the part of yahweh, for he rises tp (rwm, lsa.
3o:18; qwm, Ps. 102:14[13]) like a judge to declare and execure rhm.Therefore rhmis
performed in the conflict between human guilt and divine justice. To show rhmis ade-
cision no longer to judge on the basis of people's guilt, but rather to take into account
their inherent structural weakness and inability to recognize their own transgressions
and responsibility.

We may say in summary that rhm is a fundamental element of Yahweh's nature. Ex-
pressed in earlier texts almost exclusively by the verb rhm, this element is later differ-
entiated and stated more precisely by the standard theological terms rallamtm and
rahfrm. The combination hesei w"rahornim is important in this context. It should not be
translated as "merciful kindness" or interpreted as divine "mercy."oo The parallelism
suggests treating it as a compound of complementary expressions: heseg expresses the
fundamental goodness of God, rhm the special favor shown by God in the face of a sit-
uation of sin and affliction (cf. Isa. 54:8: "Because of [my] everlasting goodness I have
had compassion on you").

The relationship between rahfim and hannfrn can be assessed similarly. rf hnn
means benevolence, approval, and friendliness in personal relationships, as well as fa-
vor of a particular kind,6l then it is clear that rahfrm/riham in combinationwithhannfin
or hnn describes God's reaction to sin and affliction.

Simian-Yofre

V. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls, in contrast to the OT, there is a clear
numerical preponderance of the substantive over the verb: of 60 occurrences of the
root, 45 involve the substantive and l0 the verb; the adj. rl.twm or rhmwm (4e3g1) oc-
curs only 3 times.

--+ Y 53, 55
-+ Y,23-24.

60.
61.
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l. Verb.In the prayers of the Qumran community God is often the subject of rhm; in
every instance the object is a pronominal suffix. Showing rhm is an essential element

of God's nature in relationship with humans. The worshipers declare that God has had

compassion on them (rhmnw,4Q508 frs.22-23, l) and that God's compassion has ex-

isted since the beginning(rhmnw m'w\m,4Q509 fr. 17,2). They pray that God will
have compassion on account of their fasting ('l fnytm,4Q509 fr. 16, 3) and not charge

the sins of their ancestors to their account (4QDibHam" frs. 131-32, ll-12).
With other subjects rhm can appear in negative contexts: lQpHab 6:12 interprets

Hab. 1:17 as referring to the Kittim (Romans), who "have no mercy even on the fruit in
the womb." In a differentiated code of conduct (lQS l0:17-26), an individual member

of the community expresses his intent to have no mercy "on all who depart from the

way" (ll. 20-21). CD 13:9 requires the me[aqqer "to have compassion on them [the
multitude to whom he gives instructionl as a father has compassion on his sons."

In 1QH 9:35-36 we have a special case: "You are a father to all the sons of your truth
and rejoice in them as a mother rejoices in her child." To God, addressed as father, ma-

ternal (root rfum) joy is ascribed as an (essential) attribute.62

2. rahomtm. In most cases God's rahgntm refers to God's compassionate treatment

of the worshiper, the "sons of his pleasure," or Israel, and the mighty acts in which God

has come to their aid against the power of sin (lQS 1:22; lQH 4:32;7:27;9:30-31;
t l:9; 1QH fr. 16:3; 2Q22 tr.2,2).Its formulaic nature, expressed in a construct phrase

with &sd (lQS l:22;2:l;4Q403 fr. l,l:23 par. 4Q405 fr.3,2:15) or in parallelism with
lrsd (lQS ll:13; 1QH l:31-32;4137; etc.; llQPsu l9:8) and slyhwt (lQH 7:30,35;

9:34; 10.21; I 1:32; 4Q400 fr. 1, l: l8) and its frequent modification by the intensifying
adj. hmwn (lQH 4:37; 6:9;7:30,35 etc.) or rwb (1QS 4:3; lQH 4:32; 13:17 18:14;

etc.; 4Q508 frs.22-23,2; l lQPsu 19:5,11) suggest that rahmim is usually rather mea-

ger in semantic content.63 This conclusion is reinforced by the frequent absence of
verbs in combination with rahorntm in lQH, in contrast to OT usage (but cf. lQS 1:22,

.im'hiphil; 2:1, gml; 2:7 , 'ff; 11:13, ngJ hiphil; IQM ll:3-4, y.i'hiphil); in addition, the

addressee remains unspecified. Thus it is hard to define the concrete nature of these

compassionate acts on God's part. What is clear (see esp. IQH 1:27) is that God's

salvific activity is already present here and now in the community.il
A benediction formula blesses God as a "God of compassion" (' hrhmym, lQH

l0: 14; 1 l:29).In lQH 16:9 God's demonstrations of grace and mercy are ascribed to

the "spirit of compassion" (rwb rhmyk; cf. also IQH 14:25, hnn + rwh d'h1.es

The Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice speak of rfimy kbdw 3 times (4Q403 fr. 1, l:8
par.4Q405 fr.3,2:8;4Q405 fr.13,2).The rhmy wlmym mentioned in 4Q400 fr. l, 1:8

also appear in 4QBerakot, unpublished at the time of writing.

62. See this discussion of Ps. 103:13 and Isa. 49:15 in II.l.b above.

63. J. Becker, Das Heil Gottes. SUNT 3 (1964), 160-61.

64. H.-W. Kthq Enderwartung und gegenwrirtiges Heil. SUNT 4 (1966), 16'l-69.
65. rbid., 134,139.
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3. Adjective. As in the OT, the adj. r|twm (1QH l6: l6) or rhmwn (4e381 frs. l0-l l,
3; 4Q381 fr. 47 , I [+ hnwn)) is used to describe God both in apostrophe and atribu-
tively. The unique form rhmwn derives from Mishnaic Hebrew.66

Dahmen

66. E. M. Schuller, Nor- Canonical Psalms from Qumran. HSS 28 ( 1986), 90; E. eimron, Tfte
Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls. HSS 29 (1986), 39-40 (no. 200.26).

dfla rehem; dD) raham; xilpfl) *rahamd

I. Etymology. II. occurrences, Parallels, Idioms. III. usage. IV. l. LXX; 2.Dead sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology. The etymological questions surrounding the Biblical Hebrew nouns
rehem (25 times in the OT), raham (4 times), and*rafiornd (once), "womb,',r have been
answered only in part.The relationship of these nouns to the verb -+ En'l rhm, "love,
have compassion," remains uncertain. A?,k. rAmu, "womb, compassion" (the etymo-
logical equivalent of raltam), is "the word typically used to express compassion or lov-
ing affection 'from above"';2 but the relationship of raham to ra'amu./rAmu, ,,be de-

rehem. J. Behm, "ror),ia: TDNT III, 786-89; R. B. Coote, ,Amos 1:ll: RHMW' JBLgO
(1971) 206-8; M. Dahood, "Denominative rihham'to conceive, enwomb,"' Bibl 44 (1963) 204-
5; R.Gordis, StudiesintheBookof Amos.Proceedingsof theAmericanAcademyof JewishRe-
search lubilee volume l-2 (1980), esp. 1:211; M. I. Gruber, "The Motherhood of God in Second
Isaiah," RB 90 (1983) 351-59; idem, "'Will a Woman Forget Her Infant . . . ?", Tarbizsl (l9gl/
82) 491-92; A. Jepsen, "Gnade und Barmherzigkeit im Nti KuD i (196l) 261-71; F. R.
McCurley, 'A Semantic Study of Anatomical Terms in Akkadian, Ugaritic, and Biblical Litera-
ture" (diss., Dropsie College, 1968); W. Michaelis, "p{rnp," TDNT Iy,645-4j; W. L. Moran,
"The Ancient Near Eastern Background of the Love of God in Deuteronomy: cBe 25 (1963)
7]-87:Y. Muffs, "Joy and Love as Metaphorical Expressions of Willingness and Spontaneity in
cuneiform, Ancient Hebrew, and Related Literatures," in J. Neusner, ed,., christiaiity, Judaism,
and other Greco-Roman cults. FS M. smih, 3 vols. (Leiden, 1975), l-36, esp. 5; idem, studies
in the Aramaic Legal Papyri from Elephantine. studia et Documenta 8 (New york, 1969); S. M.
Paul, 'Amos l:3-2:3: A Concatenous Literary Pattern," JBL 90 (19].1) 397-403; F. Rundgren,
"Semitische Wortstudien," OrS 10 (1961) 99-136, esp. l2l-27; G. Schmuttermayr,,,RHM, etne
lexikalische Studie," Bibl 5l (19i0) 499-532; A. van selms, Marriage and Family Life in
Ugaritic Literature. POS I (1954).

-+ lga beten; -+ dlll' rhm.

l. BLe, *6lk'.
2. Schmuttermayr, 509.
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voted, be faithful, love,"3 must also be considered. The same is true of the relationship

of the verb rhm to Arab. ral.tima, "show compassion, have mercy," and rafuuma, "be

soft, show sympathy, love."4 To all appearances, the tendency of present-day scholar-

ship is to posit a Common Semitic verb rhm with an equally comprehensive semantic

domain, similar to that of -+ filN 'dhaf;, "love."5 We must also consider the possibility

that some OT texts use a verb raham (riham) denominated from rehem (esp. Isa'

49 l5a; Jer.20:17; Job 3:ll; Ps. 110:3b), as Dahood has claimed.6

In any case it is clear that the nortns rehem/raham/*rahornA (cf. esp. Arab. rahm/
rahim, "wom6"7) are connected etymologically with Ugar. and Moab. rhm and proba-

bly also with Phoen. rl.tm, "womb."8
The Ugaritic notn rhm is relatively rare, and its occurrences have often been the sub-

ject of differing interpretations. It is clear that sometimes rhm is tsed as the name or title
of a goddess (esp.'1rt wrl.tm,e lrt wrfumy;to cf. also rbmytt). These goddesses live in a
more or less unusual marital relationship, with the marriage ceremony denoted by mhr or
trh.tzlnone text concerning'Anat, however, rhm should not be interpreted as a title but as

a term for "(slave) girl, virgin,"l3 a meaning close to that of ancient Hebrew hapax

legomenon xrahornd in Jgs. 5:30, used in the expression raham rahamalayim' "one, two
wombs," clearly a soldiers' term for concubines captured in war, as well as Moab. rhm,

"female slave," in the Mesha Inscription.la The textual evidence is too scanty, however, to
justify the thesis of van Selms that Heb. and Moab. rlrmrepresent a semantic shift with re-

spect to lJgar. rhm: "From a word for a woman living in an unusual and more or less ob-

solete form of marriage, it degenerated into a term for a woman who had sexual relations

without living in any form of marriage, and who had probably lost her free status."l5

Normally, Biblical Heb. rehem/raham denotes the female genitalia as a whole

(uterus, vulva, and vagina), above all as the site where human life originates. In this

function the noun survives not only in Post-Biblical Hebrew but also in Rabbinic Ara-
maic rahgna\ral.tma' and Syr. r"h?m/rahma'.r6

3. AHw, It, 951-52, 970-7 l.
4.Lane, V3, 1055tr., 1059-60.
5. See, e.g., APNM,261; Schmuttermayr,523.
6. Dahood, 240-41; see also Jepsen, 261-65:, McCurley, 87 n.287; Muffs, Sradies' 132-35:,

idem, "!oy and Love" (New York, 1992), lll,5-6 n. 13; Coote, 1206ff.; Paul,402; Gruber,
"Motherhood," 352-53.

7.Lane, V3,1055-56.
8. KAI, 27 .23: cf. Y. Avishur, UF 8 (1976) 14.
9. KTU, 1.23,13.
10. KTU, r.23,28.
ll. KTU, 1.23,16;1.15, II, 6; cf . UT no.232l; WUS, no.2503.
12. Yan Selms, 1 10-11; + YIII, 146-47.
13. KTU, 1.6, ll,2'1 . See UT ro. 2321; I4zUS, no. 2502; T. H. Gaster, Thespis (New York,

t966),200.
14. KAI, 181.17; cf. also the cj. rhm, "mercy," in KAI, 200.13.
15. Van Selms, ll0-l l.
16. E. Ben-Yehuda, Thesaurus totius hebraitatis, 17 vols. (Berlin, 1908-59), 6536-44;
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II. Occurrences, Parallels, Idioms. The 25 occurrences of the OT novn rebem are
distributed as follows: 5 in Job, 4 each in Exodus and Numbers, 3 each in Genesis, Jer-
emiah, and Psalms, 2 in I Samuel, and once in Hosea. The synonymous raham occurs
4 times (Gen. 49:25; Isa. 46:3; Ezk. 20:26; Prov. 30:16). The variant feminine form
*rahomd occurs once (Jgs. 5:30).

A series of OT texts (e.g., Isa. 46:3; Ier. 1:5; Ps. 22:lllBng. 101; 58:4[3]; Job 3:1 l;
3l:15) use the noun in parallel with -+ lioa bercn, "belly, womb."l7 It is also function-
ally related at least in part to -+ jZrlt hAq, "(woman's) lap, bosom" (e.g., Dt. 28:56;
Prov. 5:20; Ruth 4: 16; Lam.2:12) and *me'd, "viscera" (in the sense of "womb") (e.g.,
Gen. 15:4; 25:23; Nu. 5:22;2 S.7:12;.ta

There are several additional terms for "womb" in Post-Biblical Hebrew, such as

hAlAl (OT "pierced"; but also "deflowered") and m"'ard I (OT "cave"), as well as xpo1,

"vulva" (OT probably "forehead");te that they had the same function in the OT cannot
be demonstrated with certainty.

Among the idioms associated with rehem/raltam, we single outpeter rehem, "what-
ever is first to open the womb" (Ex. 13:2,12,15;34:19; Nu. 3:12; 18:15;Ezk.20:26
frahaml; cf . pitral kol-rehem, "every [single] thing that opens the womb," Nu. 8:1620).
We note also such idioms as pdlal.t'e1-rehem, "open the womb" (Gen.29:31;30:22; cf .
Phoen. lyptl.t frl.tlmy wtl&t) and the antonymic sdgar (b"'a/) rehem, "close the womb"
(l S. 1:5-6). We also find expressions like yasa' mErehem, "come forth from the
womb" (Nu. 12:12; Jer. 20:18; Job 38:8), hbst' mErehem, "bring forth from the womb"
(Job l0:18), 'sar b"'ad rehem, "close the womb" (Gen. 20:18; cf. Gen. 16:2:lsa.66:9),
and the related 'oser raham, "closure of the womb, barrenness" (Prov. 30: 16).zz

III. Usage. Unlike such words as beten, "belly," l.tAq, "lap, bosom," andmeim, "vis-
cera," which in the OT can denote parts of the male body, without exception the noun
rehem./raham is used as a term denoting the female womb.23

Together with iaQayim, "breasts," rehem/raham thus serves as a general term to de-
note the female sexual organs, as in the Blessing of Jacob: bir[01 id/ayim waraham,
"blessings of the breasts and of the womb" (Gen.49:25; cf. Hos.9:14). In most OT
texts, the noun refers to the womb (uterus/vulva), where a child develops between con-
ception and birth; but it actually denotes the female genitalia as a whole. This explains
how the noun (fem. *rah%nd) can even serve as a general term for a woman, as in the

Jastrow, 1467-68; R. Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus, 2 vols. (Oxford, l90l), 2:3879-86;
Brockelmann, l*xSyr 7 23ff .

17. HAL, I, t2t.
18. See HAL, l, 312; -+ d19D mEim: see also HAL, ll, 609- 10; Rundgren, l2l-27 .

19. See, respectively, HAL,1,319; II, 615; [I, 983.
20. On the hapax legomenon *pitrd see W. Zimmerli in Near Eastern Studies in Honor of

W. F Albrighr (Baltimore, 19'll), 460-62 = Studien zur alttestamentlichen Theologie und
Prophetie. ThB 5l (1974),236-38; HAL, Lil,925; -+ 1)a b"l1or.

21. KAL27.23.
22. HAL,Ir, 871.
23. Its metaphorical usage in Job 38:8 is discussed below.
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ancient Song of Deborah: 'Are they not finding and dividing the spoil? - A girl or two
for every man" (halA' yims"'fi y"hall"qfi ialal raham rahamalayim ler6'i geler Jgs.
5:30). Naturally it can also refer to a mother: if a "womb" forgets someone, it means
the mother herself forgets (Job 24:20; cf. Isa. 49:15).2+

The OT views human life "from the womb" (mErehem, Nu. 12:12; Jer. 1:5; 2O 17-
l8; Ps. 22:llll0l;58:4[3]; 110:3; Job 3:l l; l0:18; 38:8; minnt-raham,lsa.46:3). All
are fashioned "in the womb" (bdrehem, Job 3l : 15); but one may die already "from the
womb" (mfi1mErehem, Job 3:11; Jer. 20:-17; cf. Nu. 12:12; Job 10:18) so that the
mother becomes a grave (qeler ler.2O:17), while another truly "comes forth from the
womb" alive gtasa'merehem, Nu. l2:12; Jer. 20:18; Job 38:8; hiphil, Job l0:18).

It is theologically significant, however, that only Yahweh, the creator, has from the be-
ginning made and formed woman with a womb, which only he is able to open or to shut,
just as he continually opens or shuts the heavenly portals of life-giving precipitation and
the fertile womb of mother earth. It is therefore no accident when a woman is "barren":25
it is Yahweh who "closes" her womb (-+ 1lD saga4 I S. 1:5-6 [Hannah]; -+ llllg 'asar
Gen. 20: l8; cf. Prov. 30: l6; Gen. 16:2; Isa. 66:9; Sir. 42:lO; cf . also rehem majktl, a "bar-
ren/miscarrying womb," Hos. 9:14). Similarly only God cao "open"26 the womb, espe-
cially in the case of a frstborn (Gen. 29:31, Leah:30:22, Rachel). In any case Yahweh re-
mains the divine Creator, as in Job's appeal: "Did not he who made me in the womb also
make them [Job's servants], did not one fashion us in the womb? (halA'-labbeten'ofleni
'dSdhfr way"f,unennft ffor waykdn"nonfrf barehem 'ehd{, Job 31:15; cf. Jer. l:5; Eccl.
ll:5;2Mc.7:22-23). God alone brings forth human beings from rhe womb (Job l0: l8).

Therefore both the God-fearing psalmist (Ps.22:ll[10]) and the people of Israel
(Isa. 46:3) acknowledge their existential dependence on Yahweh from the womb. Con-
versely, the afflicted and oppressed wish that they had never come forth from their
mother's womb (Jer.20:17-18; Job 3:ll; 10:18).

For this reason God's call may come or there may be a special gift of the spirit when
one is still in the womb - or even before, as in the account of Jeremiah's call: "Before
I formed you in the womb (beten) I knew you, and before you came forth from the
womb (fr!"terem t4se'm€rehem)I consecrated you; I appointed you a prophet to the na-
tions" (Jer. l:5; cf. Isa.49:1: beten/*md'd). Similarlanguage is used of the Nazirites
(Jgs. l3:5, beten).z1 On the other hand, the wicked too are perverse and errant from the
womb (Ps. 58:a[3]).

Naturally we find rehem/raham in OT texts concerning the firstborn.28 The ancient Is-
raelite notion of the firstborn involves both a sociolegal aspect, focusing primarily on
questions ofinheritance and therefore patrilineal descent, and a cultic aspect, concerned
with matrilineal descent.2e The OT texts that use rehem in the context of the firstborn thus

24. Gruber, "Motherhood," 355-56.
25. --> 119 'dqar
26. -+ llI1D pa1ah.
27. W. Zimmerli, OT Theology in Outline (Eng. trans. Atlanta, 1978), 83-86, 99-107.
28. --> -D) b"lor
29. EncJud, VI, 1306-12.
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fall primarily in the cultic domain. It is true generally that every male opening the womb
(peter rehem) - both human beings and animals - belongs to Yahweh (Ex. 13:2,12,15;
34:19; Nu. 3:12;8:16 fttitral reheml; l8:15), like the firstfruits. These requirements in
part reflect an earlier age when the firstborn son could actually be sacrificed (cf. 2 K.
3:27; also Ezk. 20:26: Mic. 6:7). This practice survives in dramatic form in the plague

narratives (e.g., Ex. ll:5: 12:12) and is mentioned etiologically in connection with the

Levites (Nu. 3:13). The consecrated firstborn, the Nazirites,30 had cultic obligations as

temple slaves. The regulations governing the Levites are presumably based on traditions
of this sort (Nu. 3:12; 8:16). The later regulations governing the redemption3r of a frst-
born son (Ex. 13: 15; 34:19-20) also appear to have emerged from the cultic domain.

Finally, we note that rehem is occasionally used metaphorically in the OT, in such

expressions as "the womb of the sea" (Job l0:18) and possibly also "the womb of the

dawn" (Ps. I l0:3).sz

lV. l.lXX. The LXX usually employs miitra, "vulva, uterus," to translate the nouns

rehem,/raham/*rah"mA (e.g., Gen. 20:18:. 29:31; 3O:22; 49:25). The expression kol-
peler rehem/roltam, "everything that opens the womb," is translated as pdn dianoigon
mdtran (e.g., Ex. 13:12,15 34:19; Nu. 18:15; Ezk. 20:26: cf. also Ex. l3:2; Nu. 3:12;
8:16). We also find other translations such as koilia, "belly, womb."

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. The noun rehem appears only 4 times in the Dead Sea Scrolls;
all its occurrences are in lQH, in a variety of contexts.

The "Hymn of the Teacher" in IQH 4:5-5:4 (which resembles lQH 1 in form and

structure) includes in 4:29-3333 (cf . l:21-21) a confession of God's salvific work pre-

ceded by a humility doxology, both of which exhibit the formulaic structure character-

istic of the "community hymns." Lines 29-30 describe the lowliness and sinfulness
"fromthewomb" (mrl.tm) of thehumancreatureof clay,withoutjusticeandtheperfect
path, in contrast to the wonderful works and salvation of God (11.27-29,31-32), who
alone is just and makes perfect the human path through the spirit (here understood as a

soteriological and ethical force3a).

In9:30 reltemisthesecondinaseriesof atleastfiveelements (11.29-31) describing
the elective and salvific work of God from impregnation (here 'd!, "father"!) through
conception (rehem), pregnancy (beten;35 cf. the parallelism of beten and rehem in
God's call of Jeremiah Uer. l:51), and infancy (idy hwryty), to the lap of the wet nurse
(hyq 'wmnty) and beyond (ll. 32-33).

30. --> 1rl) naztr.
31. -+i1D pdld.
32. --s lllui ial.tar.
33. On the "secondary" nature of these lines in comparison with 4:5-29, see J. Becker, Der

Heil Gottes. SUNT 3 (1964),54-55; H.-W. Kuhn, Enderwartung und gegenwiirtiges Heil. SUNT
4 (1966),23 n. 3.

34. P. von der Osten-Sacken, Gott und Belial. SUNT 6 (1969), 133.
35. -+ I9f betenll.2.
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The soteriological confession in IQH l5l.12ff. contains parallel statements concern-
ing the fate of the righteous and the wicked decreed by God "from the womb," long be-
fore or in the act ofcreation (ll. 15,17), so that their fates are predestined. The "period
of approval" (mw'd rswn) decreed for the righteous "from the womb" begins with or is
embodied in life within God's covenant, obeying the commandments and experiencing
salvation in the present, as a member of the community. This period, though eschato-
logical, belongs to the present, not the future. By contrast, the punishment of the
wicked on the "day of slaughter" (ywm hrgh), likewise decreed already "from the
womb" (and further substantiated by their wicked conduct), is awaited in the future.36

Kronholm

36. Kuhn, Enderwartung, 38-39, 104-11; H. Lichtenberger, studien zum Menschenbild in
Texten der Qumrangemeinde. SUNT 15 (1980), 70-71,224-25.

Yl11 rahasr -Y

I. L Etymology; 2. Occurrences and Meaning; 3. LXX. il. Washing and Bathing: l. practice;

2. washing;3. Bathing;4. Purpose;5. Figurative usage. III. Cultic Ablutions: l. Language;2.
Obligatory Ablutions; 3. Priestly Ablutions. IV. Dead Sea Scrolls. V. Summary.

l. l. Etymology. The root rhs with the same or similar meaning is found also in
Ugaritic (rfts, "wash"),r Arabic (raltaQa, "wash"),2 Old South Arabic, (rfuQ, "wash-),3

rdhas. W. Bunte, "Waschung|' BHHW, lll, 2137 -38; K. Galling, "Bad und Baden," BRL, 1.B-
8l ; F. Hauck, "yhna, &wnoel' TDNT ly, 946-48; L. K6hler, Hebrew Man (Eng. trans. Nash-
ville, 1956); J. Maringer, "Das Wasser in Kult und Glauben der vorgeschichtlichen Menschen,"
Anthropos 68 (1973) 705-76; E. Netzer,'Ancient Ritual Baths (miqvaot) in Jericho," Jerusalem
Cathedra2 (1982) 106-9; E. Neufeld, "Hygiene Conditions in Ancient Israel (Iron Age)l' BA 34
(1971) 42-66;E.Rdcz, "Kultische Waschungen bei den Agyptern und Juden und ihre Verhiltnis
zur urchristlichen Taufe, mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung der Qumran-Sekte" (diss., vienna,
1958); P. Reymond, L'eau, sa vie, et sa signification dans I'AT. Syf 6 (1958), esp. 228-34;
V. Sasson, "imn rl.t; in the Samaria Ostraca," JSS 26 (1981) 1-5; L. E. Stager, '.The Finest Olive
Oil in Samaria," .ISS 28 (1983) 241-45; R. de Vaux, Anclsr ll, esp. 460-64; idem, ks sacrifices
de I'AT. CahRB I (1964); H. Weippert, "Bad und Baden," BRL2,30-32.

-+ ii,,: basar; ailg !hr; -+ OIf kDs.

l. WUS, no.25M; UT no.2323.
2. Wehr, 331.
3. Biella, 486.
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Akkadian (ra$asu, "flood, flush";,+ and Ethiopic (ral.tdQa, "sweat"),5 as well as in
Egyptian Aramaic and in Aramaic papyri (r&', "wash"),6 and in Egyptian (r[t,
"wash").7

The variation in the second radical (l.tft) raises the question of the root's original
form. If we accept the common assumption that an original h became ! in Akkadian
and Egyptian, we must posit an assimilation occasioned by the s or d. If , however, the !
is original, we would be dealing with a dissimilation to ft, likewise under the influence

of the third emphatic radical.8

2. Occurrences and Meaning. The root rft,r occurs T2times in the OT, including two
occurrences of the pual and one of the hithpael. In addition, there are two occurrences

each of the nouns ral.ta;, "washing," and raltsd, "pond" (NRSV "washing"). The se-

mantic field includes the verbs /<bs, "wash," i1p, "rinse," th4 "be clean," tm', "be un,-

clean," 4di, "sanctifyl' arrd tbl, "immerse," as well as surt, "anoint," and khl, "paint." It
also includes the terms s6'd, "frlthl' and dam, "bloodguilt." In parallel we find zkh,

"purify," zkk, "cleanse," and dwh, "rinse," as well as tnp, "befoul."
In the Ugaritic texts we find 24 occurrences of the verbal root in the G and Gt

stems.e One of the duties of a son, for example, is to wash his father's garment (rhs

npsh) when it is dirty.to El orders Keret to stop mourning his childlessness and prepare

to offer sacrifice: "Wash yourself and paint yourself (trths wt'dm), wash your hands

(rb; ydk), your arms, [your] fingers up to the shoulder."ll We are also told that the king
washed himself (yrths mlk).12

Most of the occurrences have to do with 'Anat. After horrible carnage, "virgin 'Anat

washed her hand in a basin" (bs' trhs ydh btlt'nt);t3 "she washed her hand of the blood
of the warriors, her fingers of the blood of the squires."l4 "Water was drawn, and she

washed herself with the dew of heaven, with the fat of the earth" ([t]hs pn mh wtrhs ft)l
imn 'rs)-15 Another text also says that virgin 'Anat washed herself (trths btlt 'nt).16 Yet
another text says that Pgt, the daughter of Danel, "washes and paints herself' (trtb[p)
wfdm) before setting out to avenge the death of brother Aqhat.lT One problematic text

appears to mean "and she sat upon the serpent and washed herself' (wt1b 'l blnt

4. AHw,11,942-43.
5. IzxLingAeth, 274-7 5.

6. DrSO,278.
7. WbAS,II, 448.
8. UT no.2323.
9. Whitaker,572.
lO. KTU, 1.17,1,33; similarly 1,7-8,23.
ll. KTU, 1.14, II,9-10; Keret obeys in III,52-53.
12. KTU, 1.87,3; cf . 1.41,3; 1.46, 10; 1.87, 55; 1.105, 5-6; 1.109,2.
13. KTU,1.3,11,32ff.; cf. l.l0l, 14ff.
14. KTU. 1.3, II, 34-35; cf. 1;1, 20-21.
15. KTU, 1.3, II, 38-39; lY,42-43; cf. H.-J. Zobel, ZAW 82 (1970) 209-16.
16. KTU,1.13, l8-19.
17. KTU. t.t9, tv, 4t-42.
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trtlr[17]).t8 It is also noteworthy that S'tqt came when Keret died, sat down, and
"washed him [clean] of sweat" (trhs nn bdlye then force-fed him and thus snatched
him back from death. Washing - as this text makes clear - is something that the liv-
ing do and is associated with life. Dirt and the cold sweat of death, blood and the out-
ward signs of mourning, are washed away. washing is among the preparations for of-
fering sacrifice or more generally for carrying out a divine command. washing is both
an everyday action and a ceremony that was "a commonplace in Semitic religions."z0
washing is done with water; afterward, both men and women may paint themselves
with cosmetics.

The Samaria ostraca often contain the phrase nbl imn rh{, "ajar of oil for wastr
ingl'zr referring to purified oil meant for cosmetic purposes.22

The two occulTences in the Elephantine ostraca are not entirely clear. One text reads
'rb'h,23 another either trh'nh or trhmnh.za There are four additional occurrences in the
Testament of Levi from the Cairo Genizah, referring to the ritual ablutions of the
priests (T. Levi 35:4,8; 36:2,101.2s

The Dead Sea Scrolls contain 18 occurrences of the verb (15 in the Temple Scroll,
plus lQM l4:2; CD l0; I 1; I 1:1) and one of rhe noun (1QS 3:5).

3.LXX. Totranslate rhstheLXXuses loilein4ltimes,niptein 18times, andp$nein
6 times.26 We also find apolofiein (Job 9:30), aponiptein (Prov.3O:12), ekpgnein (lsa.
4:4), and chein (Iob 29:6).The LXX omits the passage Ex.40:30-32. with 3 occur-
rences of the verb. The noun rahsdis translated witht6 loutr6n. ps.60:10(Eng.g) =
108:10(9) is not translated literally.

II. washing and Bathing.l. Practice. The common expression rahas bammayim
makes clear that washing is done with water.27 For added emphasis Job speaks of
washing himself "with the water of snow" (Job 9:30; NRSV "soap") - water that is
particularly clear or with special cleansing power. The same verse speaks also of wash-
ing with "lye" (bdr). Hands or feet are washed in a "washbasin', (si4 ps. 60:10[g] =
108:10[9]). The cultic inventory of the temple includes "basins" (kty6a F;x.30:lg;
40:30; 2 Ch. 4:6) and "the sea" (hayyam, 2 Ch. 4:6).

It is also possible to bathe in a tub in the courtyard of a house (2 S. I l:2; Sus. 15ff.)

18. KTU, 1.2,IJt,20.
19. KTU,l.16, VI. 10.
20. J. Gray, The KRT Text in the Literature of Ras Shamra. DMOA 5 (1964),36.
2l . D. Diringer, Le iscrizioni antico-ebariche palestinesi (Florence, 1934): 16.3; l7 .3; lg.3;

19.3; 20.3; 21.3; 53.3; 54.2-3; 55.3; 59.1-2.
22. cf . KAI, 186.3:187.2-3; ANET 321, translates 18.3: 'A jar of fine oil"; cf. sasson; Stager.
23. P. Sachau, Aramtiische Papyrus und Ostraca aus einer jiidischen Militiirkolonie zu Ele-

phantine (l*ipzig, 1911), no. 76,I,8,3.
24. Sachau, no.76, l, A,7.
25. Beyer,694.
26. Hauck, 945-46.
27 . See III.I below; also Neufeld.
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or even in a river (F;x.2:5;2 K. 5:lo,l2). This is suggested by the idiom "bathe one's

flesh [i.e., body]."24 The "pool" (Cant.4;2;6:6) where sheep and goats were washed

was probably also located near a river or pond.
After washing or bathing, the body or skin is anointed (2 S. 12:20: Ezk' 16:9; Ruth

3:3) and the face painted with cosmetics (Ezk. 23:40). The texts from Ugarit also speak

of this procedure, and the Samaria ostraca mention cosmetic oil.
The information in biblical and extrabiblical texts is brought to life by the baths

found in excavated palaces, as well as the washbasins, bathtubs, and other objects for
personal hygiene that have been brought to light.zs

2. Washing. People wash to remove "filth" (Isa. 4:4; Prov. 30:12) or "blood" (Isa.

l:16; 4:4; cf. Ezk. 16:9). Thus a newborn infant is washed, rubbed with salt, and

wrapped in swaddling clothes (Ezk. 16:4: a practice, possibly apotropaic, that could

still be encountered in Palestine in the early 20th century30). Most commonly the texts

speak of washing feet, as a rule one's own (Gen. l8:4; l9:2;24:32;43:-24; Jgs. l9:21;
2 S. 1l:8; Cant.5:3). It is considered an extraordinary gesture of devotion to wash

someone else's feet (1 S. 25:41). Other texts speak of washing the face (Gen.43:31)

and hands (Dt.2l:6; Isa. 1:16; cf. Ps. 26:6; 73:13).In ritual texts,3r the same objects

are washed: hands, feet, clothing, and also the whole body - in which case a bath may

be meant.

3. Bathing. Besides these washings, which used only "the water available in jars or
bowls,"32 there were also complete baths for personal hygiene, as in the case of Pha-

raoh's daughter (Ex. 2:5), Bathsheba (2 S. 1l:2), and Susanna (Sus. 15ff.). The bathing

establishments mentioned by Josephus could also be used for cleanliness.33 When

Ahab's chariot was washed, I K. 22:38 relates that the prostitutes at the pool of Sa-

maria bathed in the bloody water. Rituals often speak of baths.

4. Purpose. People might wash or bathe for a variety of reasons. As in the case of
Naomi's advice to Ruth (Ruth 3) and possibly also Bathsheba and Susanna, a woman

might wash as part of her toilet to please a man; Ezk. 23:40 describes such a process to

attract a lover. In Ezk. 16:9 the bathing and anointing of the young woman may be in-
terpreted as a kind of "fetching the bride"; Zimmerli, however, connects it with the end

of the "initial helplessness and natural dependence of the child.":4
In the case of Pharaoh's daughter, there may also be elements of pleasure and exhil-

aration: a cool bath is refreshing, just as providing water to wash a guest's feet gives

28. See III.I below.
29. Weippert.
30. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel I . Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 338-39,
31. See III below.
32. Galling, 81.
33. Ant. 19.7.5.
34. Zimmerli,340.
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comfort and refreshment after the day's journey. But the cleansing effect must not be
ignored (cf. Isa. 4:4), just as washing one's feet before going to bed serves primarily to
cleanse them (Cant. 5:3;.rs cleanliness is also associated with health and hygiene, es-
pecially in the case of the newborn (Ezk. l6:4).ze conversely, dirty clothes and neglect
of personal cleanliness are signs of mourning (Gen. 43:31; 2 S. 12:20; cf. 2 S.
19i25l24l).37

5. Figurative Usage. The aspect of cleanness achieved by washing predominates in
figurative usage. The description of the bride's beauty compares her white teeth to a
flock of shorn ewes emerging washed from the pool (Cant. 4:2; 6:6), and the eyes of
the groom to "doves that bathe in [white] milk" (5: l2). Job describes his former pros-
perity by saying that his "steps were washed with milk" (Job 29:6).

We touch on the religious domain with the desire of the righteous to see vengeance
done and "bathe their feet in the blood of the wicked" (Ps. 58: l l tl0l). one manifesra-
tion of wickedness is to think oneself clean while remaining uncleansed (Prov. 3O 12).
Here the concept of cleanness "is closely related to what is ethically and religiously
good,"u just as washing one's hands corresponds to removing the evil of one's doings
(Isa. 1: 16), and, in a late oracle of salvation, the consecration of Israel is represented by
the metaphor of Yahweh's washing away the filth of the daughters of Zion (Isa. 4:4).
Finally, we cite the figurative idiom "I wash my hands in innocence" (ps. 26:6;
73:l37,to because it presupposes the act of cleansing, reinterpreted in a religious and
ethical sense. There is no convincing evidence that this statement echoes "the conven-
tional rites at the oath of cleansing."a0 The washing of a corpse described in a Ugaritic
text might also be cited here; it might possibly be associated with the custom, attested
in the OT, of going unwashed to express mourning.al

III. Cultic Ablutions. The various commandments governing cultic and ritual ablu-
tions grew increasingly elaborate and detailed in the course of history. Their retention
of stereotyped formulaic language suggests an element of persistent conservatism.

l. Ianguage. The expression rahas bammayim occurs 2l times (Ex. Z9:4:40 lZ;
Lev. l:9,13; 8:6,21; 15:5-8,10,11,18,21,22,27; 17:15; Nu. 19:19; Dt. 23:12; Ezk.
16:.4,9). According to Elliger, this expression reflects "legal usage," because other texts
using rahas "do not mention the water as being self-evident" (cf. Ex. 29 17; Lev.
9:141.+z This formula is expanded by addition of the object ('efl beidri in Lev. 14:9;

35. O. Keel, ZBK 18,178.
36. Reymond, 233-34.
37. --> Yil, 41.
38. -+ Y,294.
39. Reymond, 232.
40. H.-J. Kraus, Psalrns
41. See II.4 above.
42. K. Elliger, Leviticus.

1-59 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1988), 327.

HATIV (1966), 187-88 n. 53.
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15:13,16; 16.4,24,26,28;22:6; Nu. l9:7,9; without bammayim, Lev. 17:16). All these

passages may be assigned to Priestly circles. "stylistically unique in P is the section

Ex.30:17-21, together with the corresponding section Ex. 4O:30-32. Here the object,

when specified, is'hands and feet'(30:19,21;40:31); it is not specified in 30:18;

40:30,32.. . . Only in Ex. 30:20 do we find the totally unique rl.ts mayim)'43

2. Obligatory Ablutions. The ablutions required of every Israelite and hence as a

rule of every priest can be listed according to their occasion. In first place stands wash-

ing to remove uncleanness. Because uncleanness comes through touching or external

contact with something unclean, it can be removed by washing or rinsing, following
which the person in question is again allowed to visit the sanctuary Q S. 12:20) or par-

take of sacred donations (Lev.22:6).In both the story of David and the story of Ruth,

the individual steps in the process - washing, anointing, changing clothes - are iden-

tical; but Ruth prepares herself in this way to meet Boaz, whereas David prepares to

visit the sanctuary. This observation accords with the general principle that cultic and

ritual practices are rooted in the everyday life of the people.

The only directive in the OT given to a group may go back to an archaic "magical

procedurs"aa to avert the possible consequences of murder by a person unknown: the

elders of the town nearest the scene of the crime kill a heifer, then wash their hands

over it and attest: "Our hands did not shed this blood" (DL 2lt6-7). Von Rad rightly
comments that we should picture the hand washing "as originally to be a real and not a

symbolic action."as
The rituals required of individuals should be understood analogously. The person

who sets free the goat for Azazel (Lev. 16l.26) or removes the carcass of the sin offer-

ing (16:28) musr bathe, as well as the one who burns the red heifer (Nu. 19:7-8). Here

too the original motivation was "more likely actual uncleanness than the menace of
the holy."+o This category also includes the directives of the ritual law concerning ab-

lutions to remove the uncleanness consequent to disease. We begin with leprosy, be-

cause the story of how Naaman the Syrian was cured by washing seven times in the

Jordan (2 K. 5:10-14) furnishes a welcome reference to the curative power of water,

then conceived in miraculous and magical terms.47 The "cleanness of the flesh"

achieved by washing is more than a simple outward cleansing, and comes to pass

without any understanding on Naaman's part of the prophet's command.48 Lev. 14:8-9

specifies what someone who has been healed of leprosy must do next: wash his

clothes, shave off all his hair, and bathe (rl1$ in water; then he is clean (v. 8; v. 9 is an

involved repetitionae).

43. rbid.
44. G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1988), 136.

45. rbid., t36.
46. Elliger, HAT lV,216.
47. See the general discussion by Maringer.
48. --> Y,294.
49. Elliger, HAT IY, 17 4-75.
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A very similar procedure is required of one who has eaten what dies of itself or has
been torn by wild animals: "He shall wash his clothes and bathe himself in water" (Lev.
l7: l5-16).

Finally the uncleanness arising from a sexual discharge is removed in the same way:
the person affected must wash his or her clothes and bathe his or her body (Lev. l5:5-
8,10-l I,13,16,18,21-22,21).s0 The camp ordinances have adopted a variant of this pro-
cedure: a soldier made unclean by a nocturnal emission must go outside the camp and
wash himself with water in the eveningi then he may come back into the camp (Dt.
23: I 1-12[10-l l]).

3. Priestly Ablutions. In most of the laws, cleansing serves to enable someone to re-
turn to the normal social life of the community; the last example, however, is more con-
cerned with the irreconcilable conflict between uncleanness and holiness: the military
camp with Yahweh in its midst (v. l5[ ]) is holy. Wellhausen gives classic expression
to this situation: "The military camp, the cradle of the nation, was also the earliest
sanctuary. There was Israel, and there was Yahweh."sl

The taboo character of holiness explains the requirement that "all who have partici-
pated in making the substance used for cleansing . . . are rendered 'unclean'for the
day in question . . . and. . . must perform certain ablutions"s2 - the priests according
to Nu. l9:7, laypeople according to v. 8 (see also v. l9). But because the priests as

cultic functionaries spend substantial time in the sanctuary and are in contact with the
holy, they have a particular need to perform punctiliously the appropriate ritual ablu-
tions.

First of all, the investiture of Aaron and his sons is preceded by "a washing, obvi-
ously a plunge bath, of the priestly candidates,"s3 performed by Moses, making the
priests ritually clean (Ex. 29:4;40:12; Lev. 8:6). The fundamental process here de-
scribed is repeated every time the priests enter the tent of meeting with Moses and
Aaron (Ex. 30: 19ff.; 40:31-3254) and when Aaron by himself enters or leaves the
sanctuary on the great Day of Atonement (Lev. 16:4,24'): before putting on the sacred
vestments, he must wash his body with water. The same language appears in the re-
quirement that he remove the sacred vestments before leaving the sanctuary, bathe,
and put on other clothes before offering the burnt offering. Yahweh's appearance in
the temple has made the sacred vestments so holy that they may not leave the temple,
and thorough ablutions are required before putting them on and after taking them off,
lest their holiness imperil the priest who wears them. To this end, "a basin" (ktydr) or
"the sea" (hayydm) was installed in the temple (Ex. 30: l8; 40:30; 2 Ch. 4:6). We note,
however, that Ex. 30:19,21;40:31 speak of washing only the priests'hands and feet in
this basin.

50. See W. Bunte, BHHW III, 1581, who assumes that Lev. 15:13 refers to a plunge bath.
51. J. Wellhausen, Israelitische und jiidische Geschichte (Berlin, e1958),24.

52. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL(Eng. trans. 1968), 141.
53. Elliger, HAT lY, 116.
54. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL(Eng. trans. 1962),282: "secondary sections."
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The Testament of Levi assembles all these requirements in a single passage devoted

to priestly ablutions (35:l-$).ss First comes a bath, after which the priest puts on the

vestments and washes his hands and feet. The washing of hands and feet is repeated

whenever something is to be placed on the altar.
For the sake of completeness, we shall also mention the priest's washing of the en-

trails and legs ofthe burnt offering, an action perhaps carried out originally by the per-

son providing the animal, because nothing unclean may be offered to Yahwehs6 (Ex.

29:17: Lev. l:9,13; 8:21;9:14; cf. 2 Ch. 4:6;T. Levi 35:22-3857).

fV. Dead Sea Scrolls. The many basins discovered in the excavations at Qumran sug-

gest that ritual ablutions and baths "played a central role" there - possibly in part because

of the climate.s8 If we may rely on Josephus's information about the Essenes, members

of the community washed daily before the common meal.se Because Josephus says that

the dining room was considered to be "like a sacred precinct," this meal may have had a

sacral character, so that ablutions before and after eating appeared appropriate.

The texts describe a cleansing process required after battle, in which those who

fought washed their clothes and washed from their bodies the blood of the slain (lQM
14:2-3, wrl.t;w mdm pgry h'imh). This description fits with the instructions in Nu. 8:7;
19:19; 3l:19. The Community Rule speaks of a "water of washing/ablution" (lQS 3:5,

my rbh) that cleanses and washes away guilt.
The prohibitions in CD 10: I 1 and I 1: 1, although consonant with the late P texts of

the OT, go beyond them: the former prohibits bathing with water that is dirty or less

than the amount needed to cover the bather; the latter stipulates that "one who goes

down to bathe may drink where he stands, but may not fill a vessel." Here we recognize

casuistic elaboration.

V. Summary. In the ancient Near East, washing was an everyday activity; as foot
washing illustrates, however, it could also signify a friendly welcome to a guest enter-
ing the house. Because by removing uncleanness washing produces cleanness, ablu-

tions clearly found their way into the archaic cult at an early date. Here there was es-

tablished an association of washing with holiness; for holiness too was considered a

"contagious" and life-threatening condition, which had to be effaced before reentry

into everyday life. Here we can see that both uncleanness and holiness were conceived
materialistically; appropriate ablutions could therefore remove these conditions, en-

abling one to escape the domain of holiness or uncleanness (e.g., due to leprosy) and

enter the realm of normal life. There is accordingly a mysterious connection between

outward bodily cleanliness and cultic cleanness.60

55. Beyer, 198.
56. Reymond, 230; Elligea HAT U4,37.
57. Beyer, 199ff.
58. J. Maier, Die Texte vom Toten Meer ll (Munich, 1960), 16-17.
59. B.J. 2.129-30.
60. Noth, Exodus, 230, 237.
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Several passages still reveal how the archaic practices were preserved, handed on,
and finally incorporated into the latest P legislation. The law concerning the ashes of
the red heifer betrays this survival in a tension within the present text of Nu. 19: l-10:
Noth points out the strange "co-operation of so many different people" and theorizes
that "the introduction of the priest could already represent a more advanced stage," that
an originally materialistic magical ceremony became associated outwardly with the
cult of Yahweh.61 According to de Vaux, these ablutions represent "an archaic rite
which lived on side by side with the official religion; . . . it was incorporated, at a very
late date, into the Priestly legislation."62 In the section dealing with leprosy, also, two
different rituals have been combined: Lev. l4:.1-9 and 14:lo-32.63

The recognition that many ritual laws have a long prehistory is certainly valuable,
but it appears more important to ask why P included them, using them to develop and
extend the Priestly legislative corpus. On this question, all critics agree that P was
concerned above all to preserve and strengthen the postexilic community. Toward this
end, two things were needed: clear, unambiguous separation from the surrounding
world, and internal consolidation that dealt precisely with a wide range of detail.s
This separation of the Jewish community from its "gentile" environment was linked
with inculcation of the "idea of holiness." De Vaux sees the position of the "Law of
Purity" (Lev. 1l-16) preceding the Holiness Code (Lev. 17-26) as a further expres-
sion of this process, representing "the two aspects . . . of that holiness which is de-
manded by God."6s

As the requirements stipulated in the law increased, so did the importance of the
priestly instruction, through which the followers of Yahweh learned precisely what
they must and must not do. Thus the priestly office became even more exalted. Moses
"brings" the priests to the washing that precedes their investiture (Lev. 8:6). The ex-
pression hiqrtboa is intended to cause this action to be interpreted "after the analogy of
the sacrificial act" for which the same expression was employed, just as the verb rls is
used by P "only of the priests and portions of the sacrificial victim."67

Zobel

61. Numbers, l4l.
62. Anclsr 11,462.
63. tbid.
64. See also Kdhler, l2l-22; -+ Il,323.
65. Anclsr II, 460.
66. -+ a1l qrb.
67. Elliger, HAT lY, 116.
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IDJ ,a4"q; PinJ rdt16q; WJ}D merhaq; ?n7 rdh€q; y''tl1 rabiq

I. l. Etymology;2. Occurrences. II. General Usage: l. Space;2. Time. III. Theological

Usage: 1. Distance from the Holy; 2. Exile and Restoration; 3. Individual Distance from God;4.

God's Omniscience, Omnipresence, and Mercy; 5. Distance from Evil. N. LXX' V. Dead Sea

Scrolls.

l. l. Etymology. The root rhq, with the meaning "(be) distant, far," is Common Se-

mitic. Besides Hebrew, it is found in Ugaritic,r Aramaic,2 Syriac,: Old South Arabic,a

Ethiopic, and Akkadian.s For "distant," Arabic uses the toot b'd; nevertheless, the des-

ignation of a kind of wine as ral.ttq - probably "wine from afar*6 - suggests earlier
use of the root rhq, "distant" in Arabic as well.

In all cases the spatial meaning of the root predominates; but the temporal meaning

is found also, not only in Hebrew but also in Ugaritic and Akkadian.T In Aramaic the

verb often seryes as a legal term for "renounce"; the noun mrhq is also used in this

sense.8 As in Hebrew, the adj. rahiq is often used as the opposite of qrb, "near."e In the

context of familial relationships, it can mean "alien."l0

2. Occurrences. The root occurs a total of 163 times in the OT; the verb occurs 58

times, mostly (30 times) in the Writings. The verb is often construed with min:23 of
the 29 occurrences of the qal, 17 of the 24 occurrences of the hiphil. The piel occurs

only 4 times, the niphal just once (Eccl. l2:6 [textually uncertain]).
With 85 occulrences the adj. rdl.tbq, "distant," is by far the most frequent derivative;

it is especially common in the book of Isaiah (18 times). Combined with min
(m/rdhdq;41 times), it means "from afar." Six times, primarily in late texts, m€rdl.tbq

is preceded by /', and once by 'qd(lsa.57:9). In Ezr.3'.13 and 2 Ch. 26:15,we even find

rd$aq. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography X)' Bibl 53 (1972) 386-403, esp. 387-

88; M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Beschriftete Lungen- und Lebermodelle aus Ugarit," Ugaritica
VI (1969) 165-79 S. Fraenkel, Die aramiiischen Fremdwdrter im Arabischez (Leiden, 1886);

E. Jenni, IIR esp. 74-'75; J. Kiihlewein, "pn1 rfiq fern sein," THAT ll,768-71; W. E. Lemke,
"The Near and the Distant Godl' JBL 100 (1981) 541-55; H. Preisker, "parp&v, pcxp60ev,"

TDNT, rV,372-74.

l.WUS, no.2505; UT no.2324.
2. DISO, 168, 178-79.
3. lcxSyr 725.
4. Biella,486.
5. AHw, rr, 97 l-72, 995-96.
6. Fraenkel, 158.
7. See Dietrich and Loretz, l'72: AHw, lI,97l,996.
8. See, respectively, DISO, 278, 160.
9. DrSO,265.
t0. DISO,279.
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'a/-lemerdhbq. When the meaning is spatial, m€rdh\q can be replaced by mE'eres
r"hoqi (7 times). We find rah6q used both attributively and predicatively.

The Biblical Aramaic adj. ral.iq, corresponding to Heb. rafudq, appears inEzr. 6;6.
The verbal adj. rdl.teq likewise occurs only once (Ps. 73:27).

More frequent is the nominal derivative merltaq, "distance." Its occurrences are
concentrated in the prophetic literature (7 in Isaiah, 5 in Jeremiah, once each in Ezekiel
and Zechariah). Often merhaq is combined with 'ereq, especially in the phrase md'eres
(ham)merhdq.

II. General Usage. The root rl.tq can denote both spatial and temporal distance.

l. Space. When a spatial sense is conveyed, the "distance" involved may be (as in
English) literal and physical or figurative and psychological.

a. Verb. The meaning of the verb in the qal is "be distant, be far, move away, keep
away," as in Isa. 59:9: rdhaq miipal mimmennfi, "Justice has departed from us," or
Lam. l: 16: rahaq mimmennfi m"nahem, 'A comforter is far from me." Noteworthy are
Dt. 12:21 and 14:24: kt-yirhaq mimm"f;a hammaq1m, "If the place is too far from you."

The meaning of the hiphil differs only in part from that of the qal. It can mean "be
distant" (Gen.44:4), so that the inf. abs. harhEq can be used adverbially with the mean-
ing "far off' (Gen. 2l:16;8x.33:7; Josh. 3: 16); it can also mean "go away" (Josh. 8:4;
JEs. 18:.22; Job 19: l3). Most often, however, it means "remove" or "keep far"; the texts
in question are limited to the later prophetic writings, Psalms, Job, and Proverbs (Jer.

27:lO; Ezk. l1:16; Joel 2:20; 4:6[Eng. 3:6]; Ps. 88:9,19[8,18]; 103:12; Job ll:14;
13:21; 22:23; Prov. 4:24; 5:8; 22:15; 30:8).

The piel is usually causative: "remove, keep at a distance" (Isa. 6: 12; Ezk. 43:9), or
"enlarge (borders)" (Isa. 26: 15). The expressi on w"libb6 ril.taq mimmenni in lsa. 29:13
is more difficult to interpret. It is usually translated "its heart is far from me," or an in-
tensive sense is proposed, "be far distant."llBut the meaning of the piel elsewhere
should also be considered: "and it [the people] removes its heart from me." This inter-
pretation would be comparable to Job l7:4, "For you have kept their heart far (sdpantd)
from understanding (mifiAkel)l' and Jgs. 19:22, "These appeased their heart" (hOmmd
mAfiltm 'e!-libbam).

b. Adjective. Like the verb, the adj. rahbq can be construed with followin g min; then
it means "far from," either concretely (e.g., Dt.20:15) or figuratively (e.g., Ps.

ll9:155). Frequently, min ittrodtces raltbq: mdrdh6q, "from far away, from a dis-
tance." Abraham see the place where he is to offer sacrifice "far away" (Gen. 22:4).
Texts frequently speak of coming or bringing from far away (Dt. 28:49;Isa. 5:26;43:6;
49:12; 60:4,9i Hab. 1:8) or "from a distant country" (md'eres r"hbqd, Dt. 29:21[22h
Josh.9:6,9; I K. 8:41 par.2Ch.6:32;2K.20:14; Isa.39:3). The separative meaning of
the prep. min can be attenuated in the combination m€ralt1q, as in the expression 'zd
mErdhOq, "stand at a distance" (8x.2:4 [ysb hithpael];20:18,21; I S. 26:13; 2K.2:7),

ll. HAL, Irr, 1222.
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also used figuratively (Isa. 59:14; Ps. 38:12[ 1]). In Isa. 22:3 and237 m€rdh64 is best
translated "far away."

c. With qrb. T\e roots rhq and -+ )'11 qrb are often used as a contrastive pair, less

commonly in the case of the verb (Isa. 54: l4: both qal; Isa. 46:13: rl.tq qal, qrb piel) than
in the case of the adj. rdhdq. The antithesis rdhbq/qdrbb is often used as a hendiadys ex-
pressing atotality: Dt. l3:8(7);Isa.33:13; 57:19;Jer.25:26;48:24;Ezk.22:5; Est.9:20;
Dnl. 9:7. In such cases echoes of the geographical notion are sometimes still heard, as in
I K. 8:46 ("to a land far off or near") and Ezk. 6:12 ("those far off shall die of pestilence,
those nearby shall fall by the sword"). Prov. 27:10 uses qdr6P and rdh6q antithetically:
"Better is a neighbor who is nearby than a brother who is far away." Jer. l2:2 is similar:
"You are near in their mouths yet far from their heart." One may also cite Jer.23:23: "Am
I a God nearby (miqqdrdp). . . and not (rather) a God far off (mErdhOq)?" Dt. 30: I l-14
emphasizes that God's commandment is not far away (i.e., unattainable) but very near.

d. Noun. The noun merhaq appears almost exclusively in prophetic and poetic texts.
An exception is 2 S. 15:17: wayya'am"/fr bA1 hammerhdq, "they stopped at the last
house." Most of the expressions using merhaq are analogous to those using rdhbq. T\e
word mimmerhaq can mean "from far away" (Isa. 10:3; 3O:27; Jer.5:15; Ezk. 23:40;
Ps. 138:6; Prov. 31:14) but also "(to a) far away (place)" (Isa. 17:13) or "far distant"
(Jer. 3l:10: bdiytm mimmerhaq, "in the coastlands far away"). The pl. merhaqqim
means "far countries, distances" (Isa. 8:9; 33:17;. Jer.8:19; Zec. l0:9).

2. Time. While the spatial meaning strongly predominates, in a few instances -limited to the adj. rdl.tdq - rhq can also have temporal meaning, sometimes referring
to the future, sometimes to the past.

Statements concerning the future are found in 2 S. 7: 19 (par. I Ch. 17:17), Yahweh's
promise to the house of David, a promise that will endure to the distant future
(l"merah6q), and in Ezk. 12:27,which pillories those who seek to evade the message of
the prophets by saying, "The visions that he sees are for many days ahead (ljdmim
rabbim); he prophesies for distant times (l"'itttm rehbq6$'

The past is the subject of 2 K. 19:25 (= lsa. 37:26); Isa. 25: l; and 22:l lb: "But you
did not look to (nbt hiphll) him who did it; you did not see (r'h qal) him who planned
(yd;ar) it long ago (mdrdh6qf' In 2 K. 19:25 we read of Yahweh's plan determined
long ago (mdrdhdq), planned (yd;ar) from days of old (l"mtmA qeSem). Deutero-Isaiah
uses comparable language, speaking of Yahweh's message declaredl2 of old: lsa. 45:21
(miqqeQem par. m€'dz); 46:10 (mdr€'it1par. miqqeQem); 48:3 (mE'dz); etc.

III. Theological Usage. With statements about Yahweh's plan determined in the
past, we are already in the midst of the theological usage of the root rhq. The texts cited
are exilic or postexilic, and theological statements using rl.tq are concentrated in that
late period. Most are in the later prophetic writings (Deutero-Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel)
and the Psalms. A few instances, however, appear in earlier traditions.

12. -+'Ill ngd, lY.l.c
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1. Distance from the Holy. These earlier traditions include language that bears wit-
ness to the danger of God's close presence. The Sinai pericope repeatedly describes the
mountain of God as holy and unapproachable (e.g., Ex. 19:12-13). This tradition in-
cludes the terrifying phenomena associated with the theophany, which force the people
to stand at a distance (Ex. 20:18,21), while Moses alone draws nearl3 to the thick
darknessla enshrouding God. According to Ex. 24:l-2, Aaron, Nadab, Abihu, and the
seventy elders who go up to Sinai with Moses prostrate themselves at a distance
(m?rdhbq); Moses alone comes near Yahweh.

When crossing the Jordan, the people must not come too near ('al-tiqref;fr) the ark,
from which emanate perilous forces (cf. 2 S. 6:6-1); they must maintain a distance
(rAl.tbq yihyeh) of some two thousand cubits (Josh. 3:4). The tent of meeting ('Ahel
m6'edls is set up far off (harfueQ from the camp (Ex. 33:7). Fear of the holy probably
also explains why the fifty prophetic disciples stand at a distance before Elisha receives
the spirit from Elijah (2 K.2:7).

2. Exile and Restoration. Many oracles of the prophets announce that Yahweh is
sending a people or disaster from a distance as ajudgment upon Israel (Isa. 5:26; lO:3:
Jer. 4:16;5:15; Hab. l:8); this motif is borrowed by Dt. 28:49. But the same fate may
also await Israel's enemies (Isa. l3:5; 30:27). Just as the ancestors of Israel already
went far from Yahweh (Jer. 2:5; the Levites, Ezk. 44:10), so does the present genera-
tion (Isa. 29:13; cf. Jer. l2:2). Here too belongs Ezk. 8:6: l"rohoqd mE'al miqddit,
which should be translated: "by distancing themselves from my sanctuary," not "to
drive me far from trl] soflctuary."l6

Yahweh threatens to send far away from their homeland the people who have gone
far from him (Isa. 6:12; Jer.27:10); conversely, removal of the "northerner" (Joel 2:20)
means deliverance for Israel. For Israel, taken into distant exile (Ezk. ll:16; cf. Joel
4:613:6)), a deliverer from afar is promised (Isa. 46:I 1): "I am calling an eagle from the
east (mimmizrahf, from a far country (mE'eres merhaql the man for my purposs."lT
This paves the way for Israel to be returned from afar to its homeland (Isa. 43:6; 49:12;
60:4,9; Jer. 30:10; 46:27). This act of deliverance is to be proclaimed to the farthest
coastlands (Jer. 31:10; cf. Isa. 49:l; 66:19). Even those who are far off will come to
help build the temple of Yahweh (Zec. 6:15).

3. Individual Distance from God. Individual piety thrives on the nearness of God.
The afflicted psalmist often laments that God (or God's help) is far away (Ps. l0:1; cf.
Isa. 59:9,1 l,14) and has forsakents the supplicant (Ps. 22:2ll)), or prays God not to be

13. -+ !l,ll ngi III.l.a.
14. -+lt1g'"rapel.
15. -+ );rN '6hel,1t.3.
16. See W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. trans. 1929), 218, 240 contra NRSV; cf.

G. Fohrer, Ezechiel. HATXlll (1955),49.
17. -+ illli 'esd.

18. -+ aB 'aza!.
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distant (22:12,20U1 ,l9l:' 35:22; 38:22121); 7 l:12). Alternatively, the worshiper is per-
suaded that Yahweh is far from the wicked (Prov. 15:29; Ps. I 19:155; cf. Jer. l2:2) or
that they are far from Yahweh (Ps. I 19:150; cf. Job 2l:16:.22:18) and therefore perish
(Ps.73:27).

This viewpoint probably explains what those remaining in the land say concerning
the exiles (Ezk. I 1:15): "They are far from Yahweh." This means that they are far from
the place of God's presence, but also that because in their wickedness they went far
from Yahweh (Ezk. 8:6; 44:10), he has now removed them far from his presence.le

The prayer in Job 13:21 is unique: "Withdraw your hand far from me, and do not let
your terror terrify me."

To those who suppose themselves far from Yahweh, the prophet declares (lsa.46:12-
13; cf . 54:14): "I bring near my deliverance, it is not far off' @eralti ;i{qd1i ld'tirhdq).

4. God's Omniscience, Omnipresence, and Mercy. God's omniscience is spoken of
comprehensively by Ps. 139; v. 2 states, "You discern my thoughts from far away."
God's omnipresence, which encompasses both near and far, is introduced by Jer.23:23
with the antithesis qdr6p/rdhbq. God's commandment is not too hard or too far away;
it is very near, so that it can be observed (Dt. 30:11-14). Ps. lO3:12 vividly depicts the
distance between human sin and divine mercy as the distance between sunrise and sun-
set (mizrah par. ma'ara!).

5. Distance from Evil. In wisdom literature, especially, we find admonitions to keep
distant from evil: from false charges (Ex. 23:7), from devious talk (Prov. 4:24; cf.
30:8), from the strange woman (5:8). Similar admonitions are found in Job 1l:14 and
22:23.

IV. LXX. The LXX uses a variety of translations for rhq. For rdh6q, the fossilized
adverbial acc. makrdn claims the greatest share, with 30 occurrences (plus Aram. rahtq
inBzr.6:6); but the locative adv. makr6then (24 times) is almost as common. There are

also I I occurrences of the locative adv. p6rrdthen and 6 of pdrrd. Passive forms of the
verb makrlnein appear twice; an active form is used for the verbal adj. raheq. Whern a

temporal meaning is present, clarifying translations are sometimes used: ap' archiis
(lsa.22:11), pdlai (lsa.37:26), did chr6nou poilort (Isa. 49:1, though the MT is not
meant temporally). In Prov. 3l: l0 the translation correctly conveys the sense of rdh6q
min: timi1tera, "more precious": a capable wife is "far more precious than coral."

To translate the verb, the LXX frequently luses makrjnein: 7 times for the qal, 6 for
the hiphil. While active forms are chosen for the hiphil and the piel (once), passive

forms predominate for the qal. For the rest, the spectrum of verbs used to convey the
sense of removal, separation, and distance is very broad, with or without an intensify-
ing adverb (maknin, makr6teron, makrdthen, p6rud). To mention only the commonest
verbs: aphistemi is used both with maknin (3 times for the qal, once for the hiphil) and

19. Zimmerli,26l.
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without (5 times for the qal, once for the hiphil); apdchein with an adverb represents

the qal once and the hiphil once, without an adverb it represents the qal 4 times and the

hiphil once. The verb may even be omitted entirely: we find makrdn alone 4 times,
p6rro and makr6then once each.

For the now merhaq, we find the same translations as for the adj. rahbq, but with
differing frequencies: first comes makr6then (7 times), followed by pdrrdthen (5

times); only twice is makrdn chosen, and makr6teron and p6rrd once each. Temporal
meaning is made explicit by did chr1nou poilort Gsa.3O:27 - spatial in the MT). The
phrase merhaqq1-'ares (Isa. 8:9) is translated ios escfuitou tiis giis.

V. Dead Sea Scrolls. Usage of rhq inthe Dead Sea Scrolls does not differ from that
in the OT. The qal appears 5 times: in IQS 1:4; 5:15 (twice), it means "keep far from,"
in 6:16, "depart from" (par. qrb qal). Alluding to Mic. 7:11, CD 4:12 says: "The wall
has been built, the boundary is far away." The piel infinitive appears in IQH 14:21, in
parallel with the piel infinitive of qrb (1. 20, restored). In lQ36 fr. 7,3 we appear to
have the niphal in parallel with the niphal of qrb.

The adj. rdh6q appears 10 times. The priests are to blow at a distance (m€rdh6q,

IQM 9:7). In a lament (lQH 9:6) m€rdhdq parallels missaQ, "aside." In CD 10:16

rdl.t6q detotes a distance. The Temple Scroll uses rdhdq in 30:6; 3l: I l; 33:9; 46:15;
52:17;62:121, 66:4. The noun merhaq appears in lQpHab 3:10: 'And from afar they
come, from the isles of the sea."

Wdchter
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I. 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. II. Usage: 1. Quarrel; 2. Accuse; 3. Wisdom Literature and

Prophecy;4. Litigation;5. Job; 6. Prophetic Lawsuit. III. l. LXX; 2. Sirach; 3. Dead Sea Scrolls.
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l. l. Etymology. Heb. rib is related etymologically to Arab. raba, "disturbl' and
probably also to Akk. rdbu, "replace,"l but almost certainly not to Syr. ril!, ,.resound,

shout," since the latter has a medial w. The root is attested in Otd Aramaic and possibly
also in the Ugaritic PN yrb'm, "the ancestral god (uncle) brings justice."z

2. Occurrences. In the OT the verb occurs 66 times in the qal and twice in the hiphil
(ptcp.); the noun rib, "quarrel, lawsuit," occurs 62 times. In addition, the noun yarif;,
"adversary," occurs twice (in Jer. l8:19 the correct reading is rtlt, "my [legal] case"),
as does m"rtf;d, which is also a toponym.

II. usage. l. Quarrel. In some instances ri| simply means "quarrel." Such a dispute
can involve two individuals (Ex. 2l:18) or several persons. Typical ofthe latter are dis-
putes concerning pasture and well rights. For example, the herders of Abraham and the
herders of Lot quarreled over the available pastureland. Abraham said, "Let there be no
stife (meri\al," and they reached an amicable settlement (Gen. 13:7-8). Later the
Philistines quarreled with the Israelites over water (Gen. 26:20-21); the wells in ques-
tion were named 'eieq, "Contention," and, iitnA, "Enmity." A third well, over which
there was no quarrel, was named rel.td!61, "Room" (v.22).

This meaning is even stronger in the context of the military conflict in Jgs. I l:25:
"DoesBalakhaveaquarrel (rtpqal) orwar (lhmniphal) withlsrael?"InJgs. l2:2,sim-
llarly, ri! denotes the "conflict" of Jephthah with the Ammonites (cf . hillahcm in v. l).
In Ps. l8;44(Eng. 43) ripA 'dm is textually uncertain (2 5.22:44 reads'ammt).

2. Accuse. Other passages view quarrels unilaterally from the perspective of one of
the parties. These texts are already moving into the domain of legal disputes: ri| takes
on the nuance of "accuse, upbraid" (according to Limburg, the basic meaning of the
root). Jacob became angry and began to upbraid (or accuse) Laban (Gen. 3l:36). The
quarrel was settled by a covenant (vv. 44ff.).

Elsewhere an individual always confronts a group. The people accused Moses of

im Hiobbuch" (diss., Munich, 1970), with bibliog.; G. E. Mendenhall, Law and Covenant in Is-
rael and the Ancient Near Easr (Pittsburgh, 1955); K. Nielsen, Yahweh as Prosecutor and Judge.
JSOTSUp 9 (1978); M. O'Rourke Boyle, "The Covenant Lawsuit of the prophet Amos," IrI 2l
(1971) 338-62; M. de Roche, "Yahweh's riD Against Israell' JBL 102 ( 1983) 563-74: L. Ruppert,
"Das Motiv der Versuchung durch Gott in vordeuteronomischer Tradition," W 22 (1972) 55-63;
B. Schwartz, "Psalm 50," shnaton 3 (1978179) 77-lo6; A. van selms, "Motivated Interrogative
Sentences in the Book of Job," sem 6 (1978) 28-35 E. Suganuma, "The covenant Rib Form in
Jer ch. 2," Journal of the College of Dairy Agriculture 4 (1972) 121-54; w. vogels, In promesse
royale de Yahweh priparatoire d I'alliance (Ottawa, 1970); E. von Waldow, Der
traditionsgeschichtliche Hinrergrund der prophetischen Gerichtsreden. BZAW 85 (1963); E. B.
Wilson, "Rtb in Israel's Historical and trgal Traditions" (diss., Drew, 1970); E. Wtirthwein,
"Der Ursprung der prophetischen Gerichtsredel' ZTK 49 (1952) l-16.

l. AHw, 11,978-79.
2. KAI, 224.17,26:' WUS, nos. 1235, 2478:. IIT no. 2330; for a different analysis see pNIl,

179; -+::''|/,if t rala!/rapd.
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having failed to provide water (Ex. l7:2). The site is called Massah and Meribah
(v. 7); the parallel narrative in Nu. 20 speaks only of Meribah (v. 13). Here we proba-

bly have a secondary interpretation of an ancient toponym: "nomadic shepherds of the

wilderness used to assemble at the spring of Meribah and there determine their 'dis-
putes at law.'"3 Dt. 33:8 provides a totally different explanation of the name: at Meri-
bah Yahweh contended (rt!) with Levi and put him to the test. The allusion is totally
obscure. The Judah aphorism in the preceding verse says that Judah "contended" for
the people with his hands - whatever this passage refers to, the contention was not

verbal.
In Jgs. 8:1 the Ephraimites upbraid Gideon; Jgs.2l:22 presupposes that the fathers

and brothers of the captured women accused the Benjaminites of severe abuse. Finally,
Nehemiah says on several occasions that he "called to account" the nobles and ofEcials
(Neh. 5:7; 13 11,11 ,25); the context shows that he accused them of serious miscon-

duct. Nothing is said, however, about legal proceedings.

3. Wisdom Literature and Prophecy. Wisdom literature often warns against strife

and contention (mddbn). Strife is presented as the antithesis of the ideal of self-control
(Prov. 15:18; 17:14). Strife is folly and leads to flogging (18:6). It is the consequence

of anger (30:33); a quarrelsome person kindles stife (26:21). One should not let fly
like a fool but refrain from strife (20:3) and avoid meddling in the quarrel of another

(26:17). A dry morsel with quiet is better than a plentiful repast with strife (17:l).
The combination of ri[ and maQ)n appears also in Hab. 1:3, where the prophet la-

ments the destruction and violence around him. In Ps.55:10(9) the psalmist laments

that fi! and violence (hdmas) rule the city. Isa. 58:4 conjoins rip and massA, "brawl-

ing": under such circumstances, fasting is futile. According to Jer. 15:10, the prophet is
"a man of rt! and md/6n|' i.e., an object of contention.

4. Litigation. In most cases rt! involves litigation, literal or figurative; it can also re-

fer to individual elements of legal proceedings. In Dt. l7:8 the qualification "within
your gates" (NRSV "in your towns") makes this clear; the Covenant Code speaks of
witnesses and partiality in legal proceedings (8x.23:2,3,6). Dt. 19:17 requires both
parties to a dispute to appear before the priests and judges and produce their witnesses

(cf. Ezk. 44:24).In Dt. 2l:5 (a secondary addition to a law that originally spoke only of
eldersa), the priests settle cases of dispute and assault (cf. the similar provision in l lQT
63:4). Dt. 25: I speaks of litigating a dispute (ri!). According to 2 S. l5:2,4, Absalom

sought to replace the king as judge in the land and decide lawsuits. In 2 Ch. 19:8,10,

Jehoshaphat admonishes the judges to follow correct procedure in deciding all cases.

Prov. 25:8 warns against bringing a dispute hastily into court (cf. 3:30). Lam. 3:36 lists

subversion of justice among the afflictions of the land.

3. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962), 140.

4. J. Buchholz, Die Akesten Israels im Deuteronomium. GTA 36 (1988) 69-70; see also

comms.
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We find the same meaning, albeit often in a figurative sense, when the verb rif has
the noun rp as its object: "bring a legal action to a just conclusion, vindicate some-
one." For example, David says to Saul: "Yahweh shall therefore be our judge (dayydn)
and give sentence (Jpr) between me and you. . . . He shall plead my cawe (wJtdr€!'ey-
rtlt) and vindicate me against yolu (yiip"t€nt mtyAdekdl" (l S.24:16[15]). Isa. l:23
charges the leaders in Jerusalem with refusing to vindicate (ipl) the orphan and to hear
the cause (ri!) of the widow.

The semantic proximity of rt! to.ipf in these two texts is clear. The same usage ap-
pears in Ps. 43: l: "Vindicate (ipfl me, O God, and defend my cause against an ungodly
people," and in Mic. 7:9, where the prophet expresses his hope that God will vindicate
him. Ps. 35:23 is similar; v. I also uses the expression filA'eyy"rtlay, "contend with
those who contend with me" (cf. Isa. 49:25).lnPs.74:22 the psalmist prays, "O God,
plead your cause" against the scoffing of the impious.

Ps. I 19:154 prays, "Plead my cause (ripd rili) and redeem (g'l) mel' juxtaposing
rt! with the verb -+ )Xl gd'al, whichalso has legal overtones. According to Jer. 50:34,
Yahweh isthe gd'El of Israel and will vigorously defend Israel's cause against Babylon.
The speaker of Lam. 3:58 says, "You have taken up my cause, O Yahweh, you have re-
deemed (S'l) my life." Isa. 19:20 uses miiia', "savior," and rd!, "defender(?)," almost
synonymously: God will send the Egyptians a savior, who will deliver them (MT; BflS
reads wera!, "he will contend [for them]"). Yahweh defends the cause of Israel and
takes vengeance (nqm) for them (Jer. 51:36). According to Prov. 22:23, God pleads the
cause of the poor; according to23:ll, God isthe gd'El of orphans and pleads their
cause against those who remove landmarks. These texts employ legal terminology
throughout.

5. Job. In many respects the book of Job presents itself as an extended lawsuit be-
tween Job and God.5 Job knows that a mortal cannot contend with God: he cannot be
just (sdq) before God. If God were to contend (ri!) with him, he could not answer (9:2-
3). He asks, nevertheless: "Why do you contend against me (frt!cnt)'l" (lO:Z). He re-
proaches his friends: "Will you plead God's case and show partiality (ni'pdntm) to-
ward him?" (13:8). He continues: "I know that I am in the right (sdq); who is there that
will contend (rtp) with me to silence me?" (vv. 18-19). He is convinced that his judge
would not contend with him with mighty power, but rather give heed to him (23:6).
Elihu reproaches Job: "why do you contend (rt!) with God, because he has not an-
swered you?" (33:13; note the use of ;dq inv.12). Finally, God asks: "Shall a fault-
finder contend with Shaddai?" (40:2).In short, ri| is concerned with determining who
is saddtq, who will be vindicated.

The same notion lies behind Jeremiah's dispute with God: "You will be in the right
(;addtq) if I lay charges (rtp) against you; nevertheless, I musr speak with you of
miipaf'(Jer. l2:1). When plots against Jeremiah's life are disclosed, he commits his
cause to God (11:20), i.e., submits it to God's decision. Similar language appears in

5. See Many.
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20:12, where Jeremiah declares his confidence that he will see God's retribution upon

his enemies.
In Deutero-Isaiah Israel is rebuked for remonstrating with its Maker, denying God's

power (Isa. 45:9). The Servant of Yahweh challenges his adversaries: "Who will con-
tend with me (mt-ydri!'ittil? Let us stand ry ('md) together. Who is my adversary (rni-

ba'al miipdtil?" (50:8). He knows that God will vindicate (sdq hiphil) him.

6. Prophetic lawsuit. Of particular significance is the so-called prophetic judgment

discourse, called ri!. The texts in question are Isa. 3:13-15; Mic. 6:l-8; Hos.
2:4tr.(2tt.); ler. 2:4-9; and possibly Isa. 4l:21-24. We should also include Isa. I : I 6-20,
although the word rt! does not appear.

Isa. 3:13-15 begins with the statement that Yahweh rises (nlssd|) to argue his case

(rtil;hestands('6m€d) tojudge (ipt)the peoples ('ammtm; LXX"hispeople").There
follows the indictment of the leaders of the people, who have despoiled and crushed the

poor. Mic.6:1-8 begins with a summons to ri|, with the mountains and hills as wit-
nesses. "Yahweh has a r?! with his people" (v. 2). Hos. 2:4ff .(2tf .) begins with a call to
the Israelites to bring charges against (rtU their mother, "for she is not my wife, and I
am not her husband." There follows a long indictment charging unfaithfulness. Jer.2:4-
9 begins with an accusatory question, "What wrong did your ancestors find in me?"
and charges the people with turning their backs on their benefactor. Not until the end

do we find the word rt!: "Therefore I accuse you, and will accuse your children's chil-
dren." In Isa.4l:21-24 the idols are challenged to set forth their case (qar"!fr rib"kem)
and demonstrate that they can foretell the future - which of course they are unable to
do. Isa. 1:16-20 uses instead the summons "Come, let us take it to court (niwwak"hAl"
(v. 18). The listeners are called on to cleanse themselves and do good; their sins can be

forgiven, but if they refuse, the sword will devour them.

That here the prophetic message is clothed in legal terminology is clear and unam-

biguous. Opinions differ, however, concerning the origin and setting of this genre.

Gunkel located its origin in litigation at the city gate, i.e., in the sphere of secular law,

the language of which was later worked out in detail by Boecker.6 Wiirthwein observed

that certain psalms associate forensic language with the notion of God as judge and

therefore sought the origin of the genre in the cult. Huffmon and Mendenhall, by con-
trast, found its background in the covenant notion with its roots in Hittite vassal trea-

ties. Citing documents dealing with broken treaties, Harvey found an association of
these with the accusation of the prophetic lawsuit. Nielsen, again, looks for a cultic ori-
gin, especially in the New Year's Festival with renewal of the covenant, where God ap-

pears asjudge to destroy the forces ofevil.T Finally, Daniels believes that the prophetic
lawsuit is not a distinct genre.

The solution of the problem probably lies in a combination of these theories. A cultic

6. H. Gunkel, SATlV22, kiii, lxviii; Boecker.
7. See also G. Andr6, Determining the Destiny. CBOT 16 ( 1980), 237 , 239, with an extended

concept of ri|.
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tribunal is hardly conceivable apart from secular legal proceedings. The forensic lan-
guage must have its roots in secular law. Such language may well have been incorpo-
rated into the cult, undergoing transformation in the process. Forensic motifs do in fact
appear in psalms that celebrate Yahweh's kingship, but it is noteworthy that the word ri!
does not occur in this context. It does appear, however, in Deutero-Isaiah, which exhibits
marked similarities to the psalms in question. The psalms that refer to the covenant and
the Decalogue (Ps. 50 and 8l) and are therefore called psalms of the covenant festival
contain no clear echoes of the judgment discourses, unless we count the hiphil of the
verb 'frd (50:1; 81:9[8]) and veiled accusations as such. It all depends on whether we are

dealing with an enthronement festival or a covenant festival, and - if we opt for the lat-
ter - how old the notion of the covenant is.8 It is also noteworthy that in the prophetic
lawsuit the indictment predominates,e and Yahweh appears more as plaintiffthan judge.

lll. l. LXX. As one would expect, the LXX does not use a uniform translation for
ri!. For the verb the predominant translations are krinein (24 times, plus once in Sirach
and ftrlsis 3 times), mdchesthai (10, plus 2 in Sirach and2 of mdch€), dikdzein (8), and
loidorein (6). For the noun we find krisis (25 times), dikc (7), antilogia (8), mdchd (6,
plus 2 in Sirach), and loidoria (2, plus 4 in Sirach). lnEx. l7:7 the LXX translates
m" rt! d w ith lo id6 re s is.

2. Sirach. In Sirach we find the standard warning against strife and contention (e.g.,

Sir.8:1; 1l:9). The texts stand solidly in the tradition of wisdom literature.

3. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls ryD occurs 9 times as a verb and23
times as a noun; it is uncertain whether 4Q512 frs. 24-25, 2 uses the verb or the noun.
The combination of ri! and miipat is common; the two describe the work of God in
CD l:2 and the work of the m"laqqer in 14:12. The members of the community have
joined together for rip andmiipat, i.e., to establish common justice (lQS 5:6). No one
can prevail in God's rib and miipat (lQH 9:14-15). In IQH 10:34-35 we read of the
speaker's terror in the face of God's judgment on the Gentiles and God's trial of the
holy ones. In IQM 12:5 we even find rtf; miipdteftA (cf. lQSa 1:20). The age at which
one may conduct atial (lartp rt!) and reach a verdict is set at thirty (lQSa l:13).

The poet of the Hodayothhas become a man of strife (lQH 2:14;5:22,25 - proba-
bly alluding to Jer. 15:10). The Hodayoth also speak of the ba'"k rt! and 'anie

milhdmd of the poet, i.e., his adversaries (1:23). He knows, however, that God defends
his cause (tdrtb ribt,9:23). Whoever enters the community obligates himself to refrain
from dispute with "the men of the pif' (lQS l0:19).

Especially interesting is the statement that in the human heart contend (riU two
spirits, the spirit of truth ("me!) and the spirit of wickedness ('dwel) (lQS 4:23). Their
mutual relationship is marked by zealous contention (qin'a1 rip, 4:11-18).

8. -+ Il'laa b"riy.
9. De Roche.
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In the scrolls we find the only instance of a hithpael form of the verb: members of the

community are not to reprove$tkh hiphil) the wicked or take them to court (lQS 9: 16).

Ringgren

lJr) reafu -+ t111 rwh

P'1 ,r' y'7 rca; dpl -a rAqdm

I. Philology: l. Etymology; 2. OT; 3. LXX. II. Secular Usage: I . Literal Usage; 2. Figurative

Usage. III. Religious Usage. IV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Philology.
l. Etymology. This Hebrew word group has its parallels in other Semitic languages:

AY*. ridqu/rdqu, "be empty"; riqu, "empty, unladen, idle"; rtqussu (from the abstract

\ow rtqutu, "emptiness"), "empty-handed";t 4tub. ryq, "empty"; raqa, "pour forth";
Aram. and Syr. rAqd', rAqan, "empty, stupid," aphel "empty out"; Middle Heb. poel,

"empty ou,t"; rdqdnfi, "emptiness, vanity"; etc.

2. OT. The Hebrew material is best associated with the root ryq, although the se-

mantic similarity to rqq, "thin" (cf. Gen. 4l:27, which conjoins raqqdl and rdq61, both
represented by the consonants rqwt), suggests the consonants rq as the original se-

mantic vehicle.2 The form rcq can be explained as a contraction of *rayiq,'3 the uni-
formly defective spelling of the singular (in contrast to the plural, where we find both
reqtm and the plene spelling r€qtm) appears to associate the word with the Old
Canaanite linguistic stratum.4 In contrast to ml', "be full," no neutral verb stem (qal)

developed from this qatil adjectiye, although we do find a causative hiphil meaning
"empty out" as well as the nominalized inf. riq,s which expresses the notion of "for

ryq. S. Ben-Barak,"rAqtm fipdh"ztm," EMiqrYll,367-68; B. Couroyer, "Note sur II Sam.,

122 etls., LY l0-11," RB 88 (1981) 505-14; A. B. Ehrlich, Mikra ki-Pheschuto, ll (1900; repr.

Jerusalem, 1969), esp. 199; H. Kronasser, Handbuch der SemasioloSie (21968), esp. 144-46;
A. Oepke, "xev6q," TDNTlll,659-60; J. Pedersen, ILC,I-ll, esp. 520; I[-IV, esp. 34; E. Struck,
Bedeutungslehre (21954), esp. 729-33; N. van Wijk, "Zur Etymologie einiger Wcirter fiir 'leet"'
Indo- germanische Forschungen 35 (1915), esp. 268.

l. AHw, ll. 9'19, 987-88.
2. G. J. Botterweck, Die Triliterismus im Semitischen. BBB 3 (1952),9-30.
3. NSS, $10b.
4. BtE, $l7j,k; 6lc"'.
5. BI*, $61q.
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nothing, in vain." The form rAqam functions adverbially with the meaning ..fruit-

lessly, with empty hands." The adverbial function of this form is confirmed by the
word riqami, which occurs as a gloss in the Amarna Letters, as well as by the use of
enclitic -m in Ugaritic.6

Derivatives of the root ryq occtrr 6l times in the OT, but the possible confusion of r
and d makes the text suspect in a few cases. In Gen. 14 14 the Sam. text reads wydq in-
stead of wyrq, probably meaning "and he mustered (his trained men)" (an Aramaism).
It has been suggested that the verb reflects Akk. diqfr, "levy (troops)." In Jer.48:l2 the
LXX appears to have read ydyqw, "shatter," instead of yryqw, "empty." In 2 S. 22:43
'dqm contadicts 'ryqm in the parallel text Ps. I 8:43(Eng. 42). The word tvvrq in Cant.
l:3 is difficult to interpret.z

3. LXX. The concept "empty" is represented in Greek by the word ftends, which
the LXX uses to translate the words derived from the root ryq; in Gen. 4l:27, how-
ever, the "empty" ears are described as leptds, "threshed out, hulled." Since the
Greek word has undergone a semantic development similar to that of the Hebrew
word, the lexical equation could be maintained even where the Hebrew word is used
figuratively, e.g., did kends, eis ken6n for ldrtq, "in vain" (Lev. 26:16,20).In some
cases, however, we ftnd mdtaios, "worthless, useless" (Isa. 29:8; prov. 12:ll),
matai6tZs (Ps.4:3[2]), mataios (Ps. 73:13), or the like. The repeated warnings
against reqtm also luse mdtaia (Prov. l2:11) and scholi/, "idleness."s Those de-
scribed as rEqim are called kenoi (Igs. 9:4; ll:3), but also loimoi, "pernicious"
(2 Ch. l3:t).

II. Secular Usage.
l. Literal Usage. As used originally, the members of the word family ryq denote the

circumstance that a container shows no trace of its usual contents, thus proving to be
"empty."

A cistern with no water is r€q (Gen. 37 :24). Jars containing nothing are raqtm (Jgs.
7:16), as are vessels that are bought back from dried-up cisterns (Jer. l4:3). A pot set
on the lrre without food inside is rzqd (Ezk.24:11). "Empty" vessels are brought to be
filled with oil (2 K. 4:3-6). An "emptied" vessel (lit. "vessel of empriness") is dis-
carded (Jer. 5l:34). The ears blighted by rhe east wind are reqbt, "yielding no grain"
(Gen.4l27).

The forms of the causative hiphil similarly describe various ways of "emptying." To
inspect their contents, full sacks are "emptied" (Gen. 42:35); wine is "poured" from
vessel to vessel to remove the dregs (Jer. 48: I 1); if this does not work, the vessels are
"drained" (v. l2).

The language of Cant. 1:3 is difficult. Whether it likens the lover or his name to

6. Contra the view expressed by
7. See II.l below.
8. See II.2 below.

Brockelmann, VG,1,474; BLe, 965y.
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"emptied" (i.e., "decanted, purified") anointing oil cannot be decided with certainty.e

Keel suggests the perfume released by anointing oil when it is "poured out."l0

In a dream the prophet has a vision of two olive-tree branches that "empty" (i.e.,

"pour") golden oil through two golden pipes into a lamp (Zec.4:12). When the clouds

have been filled with rain (the correct reading, following the accent marks), "they

empty (i0" upon the earth (Eccl. ll:3). Yahweh opens the windows of heaven and

"pours down" blessings (Mal. 3:10). The language here reflects the notion of "empty-

ing" rain from the storage chambers of heaven.

If we seek to interpret the MT of Gen. 14: 14 instead of emending it,t t the military
levy is described as "emptying" the trained men, i.e., "calling them up" from their
homes. Medieval Jewish exegetes cite the idiom discussed in the next paragraphs, tak-

ing it to mean "arm."
A common idiom speaks of "emptying" a sword after or against someone (h€rtq

here!'ahorA/'al) pursued in battle. This elliptical expression is easily completed: a war-

rior empties (his sheath, draws) his sword. The enemy greedy for spoil (the Egyptians

pursuing the Israelites) cries out: "I will draw [lit. 'empty'] my sword" (Ex. l5:9).
Yahweh will send terrible nations to attack the prince of Tyre; they "shall draw their

swords against its beauty and splendor" (Ezk.287).The terrible nation of Babylonia is

summoned: "they shall 'empty'their swords against Egypt, and fill the land with the

slain" (Ezk. 30:11; the bloodcurdling wordplay "empty"/"fi11" appears also in Ex.

l5:9). If Israel is disobedient, Yahweh threatens divine punishment: "I will unsheathe

the sword against you" (Lev. 26:33). Passages in Ezekiel employ the same language

and idea (Ezk.5:2,12; 12:14).

When Yahweh is the subject of the clause, no suffix is added to here!: Yahweh draws

a sword, not his sword - which probably means that the actual attack is mounted by en-

emy nations, albeit at divine behest. We note this usage without attaching too great sig-

nificance to it, for the notion that weapons of war can be associated with Yahweh by

means of a pronominal suffix is clear from Ezk. 12:13: "my net . . . my snarc)'

The expression "draw the sword" can be generalized with reference to other weap-

ons. The psalmist beseeches Yahweh: "Draw [lit. 'empty'] the spear and javelin against

my pursuers" (Ps. 35:3). Speaking of the implacable conqueror, the prophet asks: "Is
he then to keep on emptying his net" (Hab. 1: l7), in which he has trapped people like

f,rsh (vv. l4-15)'l Here too the "emptying" has been interpreted as "drawing" or even

"casting" the net;12 but it may refer instead to the emptying of a net full of fish. No-

where else, however, is hertq used with herem, "net"; it is reasonable, therefore, to

emend herm6, "his net," to harb6, "his sword" (with lQpHab 6:8).

2. Figurative Usage. In Hebrew, as in other languages, the concept of "emptiness"

can be transferred from the sensory realm to other areas, increasingly removed from

9. H. Ringgren, Das Hohelied. ATD XVll2 C1981),25'7.
10. O. Keel, ZBK.AT 18 (1986), 52.
I l. But see BIIS.
12. Rashi.
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the domain of physical objects. The meaning "utter poverty" marks one end of the
scale, "vanity, futility" the other. This semantic development probably begins with im-
agery in which the perceptual aspect still dominates.

The plundered city of Jerusalem is likened to an "empty vessel" cast aside by the
king of Babylon after he has devoured its contents (Jer. 5l:34). The "empty ears" in the
pharaoh's dream suggest the coming years of famine (Gen. 4l:2i). A hungry person
who dreams of eating wakes up still hungry with an empty nepei (Isa. 29:8); a mali-
cious person refuses drink to the thirsty and leaves the hungry nepei empty (Isa. 32:6).
Here the word nepei is ambiguous:I3 it may refer to the physiological organ used in
eating, "throat, gullet," which is still literally "empty"; more likely, however, nepei
here refers to a craving that has not been satisfied.

Jacob accuses his father-in-law of wanting to send him away "empty," i.e., without
the wages due him (Gen.3l:42). The children of Israel are to ask for precious jewelry
and clothing, so that they do not have to depart from slavery "empty-handed" (Ex.
3:21). Boaz fills six measures of barley for Ruth so that she does not have to return to
her mother-in-law "empty-handed" (Ruth 3:17). Dtn law requires that a Hebrew slave
being released at the end of seven years of servitude not be sent away "empty," desti-
tute, but be given generous provisions (Dt. l5:13-14). The man of violence behaves in
stark contrast to this principle, holding on to all the land for himself: he sends widows
away "empty" (Job 22:9). As the context shows, this verse refers to the expulsion from
their land of those left defenseless (not just turning them away "empty-handed,"ta
without alms).

Nehemiah solemnly curses every hard-hearted creditor who refuse to comply with
the remission of debts he has decreed: may God shake such a person from house and
property like a garment shaken out: "Thus may they be, shaken out and re-q" (Neh.
5:13). Here "empty" means 'totally impoverished."

The word also conveys this sense of impoverishment when the plural is used to de-
scribe a band of mercenaries like those who followed Abimelech, "raqim and reckless
fellows" (Jgs. 9:4), with whose help he pursued a bloody path to the throne. A similar
gang of rAqim, ottcasts without any expectations, collected around Jephthah and went
raiding with him (Jgs. 1 l:3). In these contexts, the word does not refer to temperament
or attitude but denotes a social status (cf. I 5.22:2;25:10).ts These people are rebel-
lious have-nots, comparable to the Sapiru, rallying around a leader.16 The Chronicler
places a similar accusation against Jeroboam, the founder of the northern kingdom, in
the mouth of the king of Judah: he plotted his insurrection with the aid of certain
" reqtm and b"nA b"hya'al" (2 Ch. l3:7).In this later text the word may possibly convey
a morally pejorative sense; but it is equally possible that this usage preserves the histor-
ical memory that often rebellions against the royal house were carried out with the sup-
port of social outcasts.

13. -+ IX,505-6.
14. D. Steuernagel, HSA\ II4, 358; cf. NRSV.
15. Contra GesB, 759: "feckless."
16. Ben-Barak.
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Saul's daughter Michal accuses David of having exposed himself while dancing,

like one of the r€qtm, one of the rabble (2 S. 6:20). In two variants, wisdom texts are

aware that someone who tills the land will have plenty of bread, whereas someone who

follows rAqimwlll reap poverty (Prov.28:19), having no sense (12:ll). Here too the

word rAqtm might be understood as referring to down-at-the-heels vagrants ("empty"

people), whose company should be avoided;I7 but the opposite of productive farming
would suggest instead "empty" things, namely idle pursuits or "empty," wasted hours

(Yg. otium; LXX mdtaia U2:l1l or scholii [28:19]).
Just as fullness is associated with pleasant notions of material prosperity and, more

generally, joy and happiness, so emptiness denotes not only scarcity but also worry and

psychological loss. Naomi complains that she went away "full," with a husband and

children, and is now returning to her homeland rdqam, bereft of her loved ones (Ruth

l:21). Like a vessel returning empty from the cistern (Jet. 14:3), anything that has to re-

turn without achieving its purpose is "empty." Here the word takes on the meaning "un-

successful": Saul's sword never returns rAqam, without having slain the enemy (2 S.

l:22); asuccessful warrior never returns empty-handed (or: none ofhis arrows returns

without having found its mark) (Jer. 50:9). Here we still see traces of the original image

of the arrow that drinks the blood of the slain and the sword that devours their flesh (Dt.

32:42; Jer.46:10).
Finally, however, the word loses all contact with the image of perceptible emptiness

and takes on the abstract sense of "in vain." The brief rest at night that a person allows

himself to recover from the troubles and anxieties of the day is lariq, it fails of its pur-

pose: he wakes in terror from his nightmares (Sir. 40:6). The ostrich leaves its eggs in

the sand to hatch, without any fear that its labor might be "in vain" (l"rtq, Job 39: 16).

Peoples build towns "only to feed the flames," and their labor is "for riq" (Hab.2:13):

all their work, devoured by sheets of flame, has been in vain. But those who can enjoy

the fruit of their labor have not labored in vain.ls

The observation that something has proved to be empty is often accompanied by the

bitter sense that an appearance to the contrary was deliberately feigned in order to de-

ceive. Hence r?q comes to mean "deceptive, deceitful." The persecuted psalmist ac-

cuses his enemies of loving rtq and seeking after "lies" &Azdb, Ps. 4:3[2]). Here riq is
tantamount to "malicious slander." Thus the word becomes a term of moral and reli-
gious value judgment.

In Ps. 7:5(4) and25:3 rAqam occurs in texts that are difficult to interpret and may re-

flect textual problems. In any case it means "for nothing, for no reason." The former
text represents an oath of innocence; the psalmist swears - according to the accentua-

tion of the MT - that he never plundered anyone who was his enemy for no reason.le

Ps. 25:3 either speaks of those who are "wantonly" treacherous or (with textual emen-

dation) says that the treacherous will go away "empt)-handed."zo

lT.lbnEzra on 28:19.
18. See III below.
19. H.-J. Krats, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1988), 166, 171

20. rbid., 317,320.
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III. Religious Usage. It is God who bestows material abundance; those who enjoy
God's favor will not be allowed to go away "empty-handed" (Gen. 3l:42:F;x.3:2r).
God opens the windows of heaven and "empties" a blessing on the children of Jacob
(Mal. 3:10): abundant rain will fructify the land.

Above all, however, it is in God's hands whether human actions bear fruit or end up
empty. If the Israelites are obedient, they will enjoy prosperity and fertility (Lev.26:3-
13); otherwise they will discover that they have sowed their seed ldrtq, "in vain"; their
enemies will eat it (v. 16). The heavens and the earth will remain sealed to the disobe-
dient, until their strength is spent ldrtq, to no purpose (v. 20). contrariwise, God prom-
ises to those who have remained faithful servants that they shall not labor in vain (ldfiq,
Isa. 65:23): they shall build houses and inhabit them themselves, plant vineyards and
enjoy their fruit themselves (v. 2l).

Here, of course, we find the germ of a frustrated works-righteousness: "For nothing
(rtq)rhave kept my heart clean and washed my hands in innocence," complains the
psalmist (Ps.73:l3ll2l); it did not prevent terrible affliction (v. latl3l). As a resulr of
its political collapse, Israel, the servant ofYahweh, felt that it had labored "in vain" and
spent its strength "for nothing and vanity" (Isa. 49:4). The devout speaker nevertheless
trusts in God, confident in being kept safe (Ps.73:23-28; Isa. 49:6).

The wicked tyrant builds a town by bloodshed, but Yahweh sees to it that the people
labor in vain and "for nothing" (b"ila-fiq, Hab. 2:13). Hostile kings and princes plot
against Yahweh, who rules the world, and his anointed, the king of Judah; but their sul-
len conspiracy is rtq (Ps.2:l-2): they cannot succeed. The efforts ofJudah to guarantee
security through a political alliance are in vain: the help expected from Egypt is
"worthless and empty" (Isa. 30:7).

The vain efforts of human activity stand in contrast to the power of God, which
never proves empty: the word of Yahweh that goes forth from his mouth never returns
raqam, without successfully accomplishing Yahweh's will (Isa. 55: I 1). It is vital to ob-
serve and obey the commandments of Deuteronomy, which has achieved canonical sta-
tus: life hangs in the balance, it is no trifling matter (ddlAr rdq, Dt. 32:47).

rv. Dead Sea Scrolls. The Dead sea Scrolls use the word in quoting Hab.2:r2-r3
(lQpHab l0:8); the same text also uses it independently:'mlm lryq,,,vain efforts"
(1. l2), identified with ('bwdt).iww, "useless labor." The expression "empty the net', in
Hab. l:17 is replaced by the variant "destroy (y'bdw) by the sword" in lepHab 6:g.zt
Elsewhere the word is a term of moral and ethical opprobrium: unclean and twisted
thoughts should be banished from the heart, from the lips words that are raqtm, "vair,,
lewd" (lQS lO:24), that the tongue may serve the ends of holiness. On the holy sab-
bath, stupid and "idle" (r€q) chatter is prohibited (CD 10:17-18).

Kedar-Kopfstein

21. See II.l above.
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a)1 rakab: ))1 rekeb: a)1 rakkab:;1fD"lD merkab1
-=f

I. Etymology and Meaning. IL Occurrences. III. Usage: 1. Qal;2. Hiphil;3. rekeb;4.

merkdbi; 5. merknb; 6. rdkcb, rakkd!. IV. 1. LXX; 2.Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology and Meaning. The root rftD is found in all Semitic languages, always

with the meaning "mount, ride." This sense has a vertical connotation, whereas in
Akkadian the verb rakabu suggests instead horizontal movement with the aid of a vehi-

cle. Akkadian also uses the verb in sexual contexts, where it means "cover" (of ani-

mals) or "pollinate" (of plants); in omen texts, finally, it denotes that which "lies
above."l Ugaritic uses rkD in parallel with'lh, "climb (a tower, atop a wall)'"2 The root
is also comparable to -, f Ur ydia! in the sense of "sit (on something)" (cf. Lev. l5:9-
l0 with v. 4;2 S. 18:9; Jer. l7:25;22:4: Zec. 1:8; 9:9).

In the hiphil the verb refers clearly to a horizontal movement in the sense of "transport '
in three passages (2 K. 9:28;23:30;1 Ch. 13:7). This meaning of the verb in the hiphil may

have assimilated to that of other verbs with similar meaning;3 note also the synonymy of
nnid' and rdfta! in Gen. 31:17; 42:26; Job 6:2; 30:22; 3l :36. But 2 S. 6:3 makes the se-

mantic difference clear: the ark is "loaded* (hirkiU onto the cart and then "transported"

funfld'). In the later parallel I Ch. l3:7 , rdla! has taken on the meaning of nnid'.
Arad ostracon 1:5-9 reads: wm'wd hqmh hr'in trkb I [?] qmh l'it lhm lhm. Sasson's

suggestion that trkb qmh meats "grind grain" (cf. rekeb in the sense of "upper mill-
stone" in, e.g., Dt. 24:6)a is not persuasive. The context requires that trkb have a mean-

ing similar to "load, transport" (2 K. 9:28;23:30; I Ch. l3:7).s

rdkab. D. R. Ap-Thomas, 'All the King's Horses l' in Proclamation and Presence. FS G- H.

Davies (1970; repr. Macon, 1983), 135-51 ; W. B. Barrick, "Elisha and the Magic Bow," lrl 35
(1985) 355-63; idem, "TheMeaning and Usage of -RKB in Biblical Hebrewl' JBL l0l (1982) 481-

503; S. P. Brock, "NeQetrqyep€ra= rkb'rpi IrI l8 (1968) 395-97; K. J. Cathcart, "Trkb qmhinthe
Arad Ostracon and Biblical Hebrew rekeb 'lJpper Millstone,"' W 19 (1969) l2l-23; R. Ficker,
'A)1 rkb reiten, fahren," THAT 11,777-811, R. de Langhe, "De betekenis van het Hebreewse

Werkword RKBI' Handelingen van het VIIIe Vlaamse Filologencongres (1949),89-96; M. A.
Littauer and J. H. Crouwel, Wheeled Vehicles and Ridden Animals in the Ancient Near East. HO
7.l.2tl (1979); W. L. Moran, "Some Remarks on the Song of Moses: Bibl 43 (1962) 317-27, esp.

323-27', S. Mowinckel, "Drive and/or Ride in the OT," W 20 (1970) 239-42; A. Salonen, Die
Landfahrzeuge des alten Mesopotamien (1951); rZern, "Notes on the Stem r-k-b in Akkadian,"
ArOr l7 (1949) 313-22; V. Sasson, "The Word trkb in the Arad Ostracon : W 30 (198D a4-52;

M. Weinfeld, "'Rider of the Clouds' and 'Gatherer of the Clouds,'" JANES 5 (1973) 421-26.
-+ olD sr2s,' --> u)1t parai.

l. Salonen.
2. KTU,l.14,II, 2O-21;lY,2-3; cf.2 K. 10:15ff.
3. Moran, 325.
4. Similarly Cathcart, and W. F. Albright in ANEF,569 n. 30.

5. See Otzen; Y. Aharoni, Arad Inscriptiors (Jerusalem,l975), l3-14; A. Lemaire, Inscrip-
tions hdbrtiiques. LAPO 9-10 (1977),1.158; D. Pardee, Uf l0 (1978) 291,295-96.
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Only once (2 K. 13:16) is rdf,a! found in conjunction with archery meaning..han-
dle (a bow)" in some way. This is frequent in Aramaic,6 where Cowley thinks in terms
of horizontal movement ("Do not shoot your arrow at the righteous"),7 but the verb
may as well refer to fitting an arow to the bowstring, or aiming at the enemy.s These
meanings do not really suit the context of 2 K. I 3: 16, which is better explained in terms
of a two-man bow-stringing operation such as is documented in an Ashurbanipal
relief.e

rI. occurrences. The verb ral5a! occurs 57 times in the qal and 20 times in the
hiphil. The noun ref;e!, "war chariot," occurs I l6 times, merkalA, "(war) chaiot," 44
times. The nouns merka!, "chariot, saddle," and rakkd!, "driver," occur 3 times each.
The nouns riftbd, "(act of) riding," and r"f;fi!, "vehicle," occur once each.

III. Usage.
l. Qal. Riding usually occurs in narrative contexts with no particular theological

significance. Several animals are named as mounts: camel (+ )nl gamal, Gen.24:61;
I S. 30:17); (young male) donkey ('ayir IEs. lO:4; 12:14;Zec.9:9); she-donkey (Z1dn,
Nn.22:22,30 [Balaam]; Jgs.5:10; 25.19:27[Eng.26l [Mephibosheth];2 K. 4:24lthe
Shunammite womanl; --;'llDn h9n6r I5.25:20,42 [Abigail]; 25.16.2; I K. 13:13 [a
prophet from Bethell; Zec. 9:9); mule Qtere/, 2 S. 13:29 [David's sons]; l8:9 [Absa-
loml); horse (-+ D'lD sfis, Gen. 49:17 farider falls from a horse]; Ex. l5:1,21 [horse and
ider);2 K. 18:23 = Isa. 36:8 [Hezekiah will be given horses if he can find riders for
theml; Isa. 30:16 ["we will ride upon swifr sreeds"]; Jer. 6:23 [the foe from rhe north;
similarly 50:42); Hos. 14:4[3] ["we will nor ride upon horses"]; Hag. 2:22 [horses and
riders fall]; zec. l:8 [a man on a red horse]; 12:4 [panicked horses, maddened riders];
Job 39: l8 [the ostrich laughs at horse and rider]; Est. 6:8 [Haman on the king's horse];
8:10,14 [mounted couriers]). Only once (Neh. 2:12) do we find b"hEmd, emphasizing
the inconspicuous circumstances. In three of the passages cited, a woman is the sub-
ject: Gen. 24:61;2 K. 4:24; I S. 25:20,42. To the rexts that speak of riding horses we
may add several that use the phrase rokeb sfis: 2 K. 9:18-19; Ps. j6:7(6); Jer. 5l:21;
Ezk. 23:6,12,23; 38:15; Am. 2:15; Zec. lO:5.

In several instances rkbhas the extended meaning "drive" (a chariot, usually a war
chariot). In three Jeremiah texts sris and ref,e! are combined: 17:25;22:4 (reSe! and
sfrsim); 5l:21 (horse and rider, chariot and charioteer). Hag. 2:22 speaks of merkd!6
and sfis. In two passages it is unclear whether the verb means "ride" or "drive." In 2 K.
9:16 we read of Jehu's departtre: wayyirka! wayyZlef,; it is not clear whether he
mounted his horse or his chariot. According to I K. 18:45, Ahab mounted (yirka!) his
chariot and went (hlk) to Jezreel (LXX here reads wayyep&). Also unclear are the
words addressed to the king in Ps. 45:5(4): r"fta! 'al-d!ar-'eme! w"'anwd-seQeq. The

6. Cf. Ahiqar 126,128,191:
7. AP, 224.
8. For the former see EnEl.
9. See Barrick, "Elisha."

'l thrkb htk l;dyq.

IV 35-36; for the latter, G. R. Driver, JTS 25 (1924) 302.
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NRSV may well convey the correct meaning: "Ride on victoriously for the cause of
truth and to defend the right."

The verb appears frequently in symbolic contexts. Solomon's riding on a mule (l K.
l:32-40) should not be interpreted simply as an expression of the traditional associa-

tion of this animal with royalty (cf . Zec.9:9, which alludes to the saying concerning

Judah in Gen.49:ll).to 1, was natural for David's sons to ride on mules (2 S. l3:29;
16.2; l8:9); these animals may even have been preferred by the Davidic dynasty (cf'

Gen. 49:l l;Zec.9:9).ll What 1 K. 1 emphasizes is that Solomon rode upon the mount

of his father (vv. 33,38). In this manner David proclaims his support for Solomon's

claim to the throne.
Est. 6 describes a similar symbolic act. A person honored by the king is given royal

robes and a crown and is allowed to mount the king's horse and be acclaimed by her-

alds (vv. 3,11); this scene is depicted in the murals of the synagogue at Dura

Europos.12 Contrary to the conventional interpretation, the narrative does not suggest

horizontal movement in the sense of "riding";t3 in the symbolism of the account,

mounting to a seat upon the king's horse is equivalent to putting on the garments that

the king himself wears (v. 8). On the symbolic implications of investiture, see also

Nu. 20:25-28;Isa.22:20-25;Zec.3:3ff. At Ugarit the ritual refusal of royal robes sig-

nifies abdication.la
A similar investiture is recorded in the Joseph story: Pharaoh gives Joseph a ring, a

diadem, and special garments. In addition, he allows Joseph to mount his second char-

iot (Gen. 4l:42-43). Presentation of such a chariot, chiefly to signal the new status of
the recipient, was a common practice in Egypt.ls There is nothing in the text to suggest

Joseph's riding a ritual circuit.
This "mounting" is thus an act of sovereignty comparable to the par. yaia! (cf . Jgs.

5:10; 10:4; 12:14;2 S. 16:2) in the sense of "sit (on the throne)" = "be king" (cf. Ex.

I l:5; Lam. 4il2).16 The metaphorical significance does not reside in the act of "sitting"
but rather in sitting on a regal object sat upon so that the "sitting" turns into a royal en-

thronement (cf. Jer. 17:25).

Of theological interest are the texts where God is the subject of rakab, always in a
theophanic context. God rides upon the heavens (Dt.33:26) or the heavens of the pri-
mal age (qeQem, Ps. 68:34[33]).r7 In Isa. 19:1 Yahweh rides upon the clouds ('db; cf .

Dt. 33:26: i"hdqtm). In Ps. 18: l1(10) (par. 2 S. 22:ll) he flies mounted on a -+ ll'1)
krfi!.ln Ps. 68:5(4) we find the divine epithet rdLEb bdardb6, which at first glance

10. For Ugarit see KTU, 1.19, II, 3-10; for Mesopotamia see E. Lipiriski,W 20 (1970) 51.

ll. P. D. Hanson, JBL92 (1973) 43tr.
12. C. du Mesnil du Buisson, Les peintures de la synagogue de Doura-Europos. Scripta

Pontificii Instituti Biblici 83 (1939), I 16-17 and pl. LII.l.
13. So LXX and Josephus, Ant. 11.6.10.
14. RS 17.159,22-31 (PRU IV [1956], 126).
15. Barrick, "Meaning," 490 n. 56.
16. N. K. Gottwald, Tribes of Yahweh (Maryknoll ,1979),512-30. For Mari see J' R. Kupper,

ARM 6 (19s4), 108-9.
17. For a more nuanced understanding of both passages see Barrick, "Meaning," 496-98.
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appears to mean "who rides through the deserts";t8 since, however, the expression rtb
'rpr, "cloud-rider,"tr is an epithet of Baal in the Ugaritic texts, most scholars now as-
sume that here too Yahweh is called "cloud-rider." The meaning "desert," however, is
not alien to the context, and so we may be dealing with a reinterpretation of the
Canaanite epithet.

Imitating Baal, who "mounts the clouds,"2o Yahweh is now "the one who has
mounted, who is in the cloud." If the clouds are to be understood as a vehicle in this
verse, then the language is directly comparable to the expression yOiE! hakkrfrlim (cf.
also vv. 34-35133-34), where Yahweh is described as r6ftE! bii"mA-qe/em2r). The con-
ceptual parallel yOic! baiidmayim appears inPs.2:4; 123:1.

Depictions of the storm god riding on the clouds are well known.22 The Babylonian
deity Adad is called rdkib frmi, "rider upon the storm."23

Hab. 3:3-15 describes Yahweh as a warrior standing in his war chariot (v. 8); before
him go fear and terror (cf. Jer.6:22-23).

2. Hiphil. The hiphil forms usually mean "cause to mount" or "cause to ride." Moses
puts his wife and sons on a donkey (Ex. 4:20), David has Solomon placed on a mule
(l K. l:33,38,44), Haman mounts Mordecai on a horse that the king has ridden (Est.
6:9,1l). Speaking metaphorically, Job says that God has made him ride the storm to de-
stroy him (lob 30:22).It is often a mark of special honor to let someone ride in one's
own chariot: thus Pharaoh honors Joseph (Gen.4l:43) and Jehu honors Jehonadab
(2 K. 10:16). David has the ark loaded on a cart (rkb hiphil, 2 S. 6:3; I Ch. l3:7). Ac-
cording to Dt. 32:13, God mounts Israel upon the heights; the same expression appears
in Isa. 58:14 as a promise. The fallen kings Ahaziah and Josiah are placed in chariots
and brought to Jerusalem (2K.9:28;23:30).In Hos. l0:llb hirktb means "harness," a
sense derived from the placing of a yoke or similar apparatus on the neck of a draught
animal (cf. v. 1lap). Ps. 66:12 describes the suffering of Israel in Egypu "You have
placed people over our heads (lerd'i)" 

- in triumph or as a means of oppression? The
text is not entirely clear.z4

3. rele!. The noun reftep wlally refers collectively to war chariots or to a company
of chariots. It often appears in combination with pdrdiim, "cavalry" (l S. l3:5; I K.
l:5; 9:19; 10:26), or sfistm (2K. l0:2; cf.7:14), or with sfis and pdrdi together (Ex.
14:9,23). Several passages emphasize that the Canaanites had iron chariots (Josh.
17:16; Jgs. l:19; cf. 4:3,7,13). We also read that the Philistines (l S. l3:5), Egyptians

18. J. Vlaardingerbroek, Psalm 68 (diss., Amsterdam, 1973), 15-19,247.
19. Or "Charioteer of the Clouds," with N. Wyatt, UF 24 (1992) 420-22.
20. P. J. vanZijl, Baal. AOAT lO (1972),33.
21. Moran,325.
22. A. Yanel, L'iconographie du dieu de l'orage dans le Proche-Orient ancien. CahRB 3

(1965); H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1989),54.
23. K. L. Tallqvist, Akkadische Gdtterepitheta. StOr 7 (1938), 175; See also Weinfeld, 422-

25.
24. See Barrick, "Meaning," 500.
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(Ex. 14:6-7), Arameans (2 S. 8:4), and Assyrians (2 K. 19:23 par.Isa.37:24) employed
chariots.25 Solomon's garrison cities where he stationed chariots are mentioned in I K.
9:19; 10:26. The same context speaks of commanders of the chariotry $dr€ re[e!,
9:22; cf. 22:32). Ezk. 23:24 uses the combination re$e! w'galgal "chariots and
wheels," in describing the punishment of Oholibah. In I S. 8:12 we find the expression
kb rele!, "chariot equipment."

Ps. 68: 18(17) speaks of the innumerable chariots in God's passage from Sinai into
the temple. Joseph, too, had a great number of chariots when he journeyed to Shechem
to bury his father (Gen. 50:9); they are mentioned alongsideparaiim,but the text says
nothing about the nature and appearance of these chariots. Seeing chariots (reftef;),
horsemen in pairs ( semeQ paraiim), and trains ( re[e!) of donkeys and camels, the pro-
phetic lookout in Isa. 2l:7 is to listen very diligently. Here ref;e! has an extended
meaning.

The usual word for a single chariot is merknld; only rarely do we find refte!. Ac-
cording to I K. 22:35, Ahab died propped up in his chariot; later, when the chariot was
washed, the dogs licked his blood. In each case the word used is refte!. Accordingto
2 Ch.35:24, the dead Josiah was taken from his war chariot (merkdld) and laid in his
"second chariot" (ref;e! miineh). Elljah is taken up into heaven in a relle! 'ei Q K.
2: I I ). The passage is unclear, since, according to the text, the reke! 'ei serves primarily
to separate Elijah from Elisha, whereupon Elijah is lifted into the heavens in a whirl-
wind(searh [v. 11]; in v. 16 it is the rfiahyhwh). Therefore Elisha's exclamation in
v. 12, "Father, father! The chariots of Israel and its [their] drivers!" refers not to this
chariot but to the hosts of heaven. At an early date, however, these words were reinter-
preted as referring to Elijah: he is like an anny to Israel. ln2K. 13:14, then, the words
(understood in this sense) are applied to Elisha.

The plural of refte! appears in Cant. l:9, where the beloved is compared to "a
mare among Pharaoh's chariots," an image suggesting the acme of physical perfec-
tion.

Finally, ref,ep denotes the upper of a pair of millstones (Dt. 24:6;Jgs.9:53;2 S. I l:21).

4. merkd\d. The noun merkdlA means "chariot" (cf. Akk. narkabtu, Ugar. mrkbP6),
usually a war chariot. Narrative texts mention the chariots of the Egyptians (Ex. 14:25;
l5:4; I K.lO:29 par.2 Ch. l:17 [chariots imported from Egypt]), Canaanites (Josh.
ll:6,9; Jgs.4:15; 5:28), Cushites (2 Ch. 14:8), and Israelites (1 K. 12:18 par.2Ch.
10: l8; I K. 20:33; 22:35 par. 2 Ch. 35:24 [synonymous with rele!); 2 Ch. 9:25 [Solo-
mon's chariot citiesl; 18:34 [the parallel in I K. 22:35 uses rekeb];35:24).zt

But merkdpd occurs also in prophetic texts. Isa. 2:7 citicizes the multitudes of
horses and chariots in Israel as a sign of political presumption that goes hand in hand
with idolatry. Mic. 5:9(10) threatens that Yahweh will destroy the horses and chariots

See III.4 below.
Salonen, Landfahrzeuge; M. Civil, "/AOS 88 (1968) 3-14
See III.3 above.

25.
26.
27.
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in Israel (cf. also Hag. 2:22). Jer. 4:13 describes the attack of the enemy chariots, which
are like a whirlwind, and horses, which are swifter than eagles. Isa.66:15 uses the

same imagery to describe Yahweh's chariot. Mic. l:13 upbraids the inhabitants of
Lachish for harnessing their steeds to their chariots, preparing (in vain) for battle. Nah.

3:2 describes the rumbling wheels, galloping horses, and bounding chariots of an at-

tack on Nineveh. In his eighth vision Zechariah sees four chariots with horses of differ-
ent colors, symbolizing the four winds of heaven (Zec.6:1-3). Finally, Hab. 3:8 speaks

of Yahweh's victorious attack with horses and chariots.
But chariots also appear in more peaceful contexts. Joseph is permitted to ride in

Pharaoh's "second chariot" (Gen. 41 :43). According to Samuel, one of the prerogatives
of a king is to have young men run before his chariot ( I S. 8: 1 I ). Absalom got himself
a chariot and horses (2 S. 15:1). Shebna's splendid chariots (mark'f;61 kdbdil will be

carried off to a distant land (Isa. 22:18). The chariots of Joseph (Gen. 46:29), Naaman
(2K.5:21,26), and Jehonadab (2 K. 10:15) are probably ordinary vehicles, not war
chariots. Ahaziah flees in a chariot (2 K. 9:27). According to 2 K. 23: I I , Josiah burned
"the chariots of the sun" (mark!61 haiiemei: LXX reads sg.) with fire. This expres-

sion probably refers to a processional chariot for Shamash, since the context also men-

tions "the horses dedicated to the sun." In Mesopotamia Shamash has a chariot driver
(rdkib narkabti).28

Ps. 104:3 says that Yahweh makes the clouds his chariot (r"kfiU.His coming on the

wings of the wind (-+ nl1 rfiah) introduces the image of the cherubim supporting his
throne and recalls the expressionydizp hakk"rulim (1 S. 4:4; 2 5.6:2;2 K. 19:15; Ps.

80:2[1]; 90:1; etc.) and the chariot throne of the cherubim (1 Ch. 28:18; cf. Dnl. 7:9;
Sir. 49:8).zr Cloud chariot and cherubim throne coalesced in this late theology, finally
becoming fixtures of the cult.

5. merkd!. The noun merka! (Lev. 15:9; Cant. 3:10) is a generic term for an object
on which someone can sit.

6. rdftE!, rakka!. The noun rakkd! denotes a charioteer (l K.22:34:2 K.9:17-18:
2 Ch. 18:33). Used as a noun, the ptcp. rdle! denotes a "rider."3o

The paralleli sm roftpA 'a!an6! ;"l.tdr61 par. yoi"lA 'al-middtn in Jgs. 5: l0 is difficult.
Boling translates middin as 'Judgment seat," but that interpretation does not fit the con-
text.3l The parallelism suggests rather that the word means "saddle blanket" for a don-
key (cf. Heb. and Ugar. mdldl, "garment"). In this case v. 10 refers to the aristocracy,
contrasted with those who "walk by the way."

28. Tallqvist, Gdtterepitheta, 455: "chariot attendant"; cf. H. Gressmann, ZAW 42 (1924)
323.

29. On the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice in the Dead Sea Scrolls, see IV.2 below; on Ezk.
l:10, see W. B. Barrick, CBQ M (1982) 543-50.

30. See above.
31. R. G. Boling, Judges. AB VI A (1975), ll0.
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lV. l. IXX. The LXX usually vses epiba{nein to translate the qal of rkb; for the par-
ticiple it often uses anabdtes or epibdra.r. For the hiphil it uses anabibdzein,
epibibdzein, or epikathizein. For ref;e! we fiid hdrma or epimylion; for merka!6,
hdrma or (rarely) hippasia.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. Most of the occurrences of rkb in the Dead Sea Scrolls are in
the War Scroll, in the sections that detail how the army is drawn up and how it achieves
victory. After describing the formation of the cavalry @draiim), the text speaks of
1,400 chariots (rkb) for the men of the array of the lines (1QM 6:10-l l). On them are
to ride (rkb) men hardened in battle and trained in driving/riding (mlwmdy rkb, 6:13).
When they have achieved victory, the chariotrylcavalry (rkb) are to pursue the enemy
to destruction (9:6-7). The 'aniA reftef; are also mentioned in 8:4. The noun merki!6
appears only in 11:10, in the context of a reference to the destruction of Pharaoh's
chariots. The laws governing war in the Temple Scroll use the expression rkb wsws
(58:7) or sws wrkb (61:13) with the same meaning as in the Hebrew OT.32

In 4Q491 frs. 1-3, 3 rkb wlpr(iym) stand in parallel as "horses and riders." The con-
text of 4Q509 fr. 241, I is fragmentary and therefore unverifiable.

The l0 occurrences of merknld in the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice coupled with
the peculiar nature of these Songs has led some scholars to associate them with the
"merkald literature." These texts, dating from the late Hasmonean to the Herodian pe-
riod (ca. 60 s.c.r.-50 c.r,.), mentionthe merkald once in the central Song for the Sev-
enth Sabbath (4Q403 fr. 1,2:15): the furnishings of the innermost portion of the sanc-
tuary (the chariot of its dbtr the cherubim, and the wheels [orders of angels?]) lead the
singing of God's praises. In the Song for the Eleventh Sabbath (4Q405 fr.2O,2: frs. 21-
22, 3-5), the merkdBd motif appears repeatedly: this text describes the ministrations of
the consecrated priesthood in the holy of holies, with the merkd!6 and the other fur-
nishings again presented as singing God's praise. In the Song of the Twelfth Sabbath,
in line with a tendency toward decreasing mystical intensity, we find the merkdld
blessed by the angels (4Q405 fr.20, l; frs.2l-22,8,11-12). These Songs of the Sab-
bath Sacrifice stand traditio-historically intermediate between the account of Ezekiel's
vision of the chariot throne (Ezk. 1; l0) and Heikalot literature.33

BaruicARinggren

32. See III.3 above.
33. C. Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. HSS 27 (1985); G. G. Scholem, Jewish

Gnosticism, Merkabah Mysticism, and Talmudic Tradition (New York, 21965); I. Gruenwald,
Apocalyptic and Merkavah Mysticism. Arbeiten zur Geschichte des antiken Judentums und des
Urchristentums 14 (1980); and, finally, the publications of D. J. Halperin.
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irf):l rftfii; ufiJ raftai

I. Mesopotamia. II. OT: 1. Occurrences and Constructions; 2. P; 3. Other Pentateuch Texts; 4.

Chronicler's History; 5. Daniel. III. LXX.

I. Mesopotamia. A phrase in the Annals of Ashurbanipal (Prism A, IX.36) is usu-
ally cited as a possible equivalent to r"f;fri outside the OT: gamailA*d ru-ku-ii-iu-nu,
"camels, their property."l This Akkadian word rukuiu has often been called a West Se-
mitic loanword.2 This explanation is questionable, however, since the word is a hapax
legomenon; there are no other West Semitic occurrences. Furthermore, this text would
date from half a century before the OT occurrences that can be dated with any assur-
ance. This supposed Akkadian parallel to ref,fii must therefore be viewed with skepti-
cism. Possibly we must reject it altogether, iF we accept the reading gamall€d ru-ku-
pi!-iil-nu, "camels, their mounts." In this case we would be dealing not with the unique
rukuiu but with the well-attested noun rukubu.

II. OT.
l. Occurrences and Constructions. The noun r"ftfii and the verb rafta.i belong to the

late phase of OT Hebrew, appearing at the earliest in texts of the exilic period. The first
occurrences that can be dated with some assurance are found in P. In fact, the verb ap-
pears only in P, occurring three times in a relative clause infgara etymologica with the
noun r'(r?^f (Gen. 12:5; 31:18;46:6). Once it appears in association with a series of re-
lated nouns, esp. qinyan (Gen. 36:6). The noun reliti appears in P (Gen. l2:5; 13:6;
3l:18; 36:.7;46:6), as well as in other Pentateuch passages, probably none of which an-
tedates P (Gen. l4:ll,l2,l6ltwicel,21; l5:14; Nu. 16:32;35:3).It is common in the
Chronicler's History G Ch. 27 :31; 28:l; 2 Ch. 20:25; 2l:14,17 ; 3l:3; 32:29; 35:7; Ezr.
l:4,6;8:21; l0:8). The latest occurrences are probably those in Dnl. 1l:13,24,28. All
the occurrences in the Chronicler's History and Daniel, and almost all in P (except

Gen. 3l:18), are written plene; all the occurrences in Gen. 14 are written defectively.
The noun re(r?.i denotes "goods" or "possessions" in general. The context may make

the nature of the possessions more specific. In the majority of cases, flr2f appears to
denote movable goods that can be packed up and taken away. Some passages (e.g.,

Gen. l2:5) indicate clearly that r"f;iti does not include human property (slaves). Else-
where r"ftfri is obviously a comprehensive term for all of a person's possessions (esp.

those of a king), including real property. Our word is apparently a relatively indefinite
expression, which could be used flexibly according to the requirements of different
contexts.

l. M. Streck, VAB'712 (1916), 74-15; cf. VAB 713, 571.
2. For references see W. Muss-Arnolt, Assyrisch-englisch-deutsches Handwdrterbuch

(1905), 966; GesB,76l; HAL, ll[, 1236.
3. With AHw, 11,994.
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The verb r/<.f appears only in relative clauses modifying the noun r"f,fri (or qinydn).
The translation "gather" is at the very least an unfortunate rendering.a The construction
refers to property that has been "acquired" or "procured" (cf. LXX ktdsthai,
peripoieisthai), with the nature of the acquisition remaining totally unspecified.

2. P. T\e verb rti (found only in P) and the noun r"f,fri are among the stylistic fea-
tures of PG, although their occurrences are limited to Genesis. They appear in stereo-
typed contexts. One group of texts describes a situation of departure: Gen. l2:5;
3l:l8apb (where the first relative clause with rtf can hardly belong to the original
text); 36:6 (with qinydn and rft.i). Here it is clear that rebrni is a portion of personal
property acquired (rki) in the past and now taken on the journey. Each text specifies
where the property was acquired and where the journey is to end (emending the text of
36:6).

A second group of texts (Gen. 13:6; 36:7) ascribes the separation of Abram from
Lot and Esau from Jacob to the size of their r"f;fii, probably referring primarily to their
livestock (cf . miqneh ir 36:1).

3. Other Pentateuch Texts. We frnd r"f;fii five times in Gen. 14. The verses in ques-
tion are all structurally related. V. I I records that Chedorlaomer and his royal allies
took (lqh) the r'ftflJ of Sodom and Gomorrah, i.e., the movable property and provisions
of the cities' inhabitants, and went their way. Using almost exactly the same words,
v. 12 relates the same event to Lot and his goods. While v. 1l probably represents the
conclusion of an earlier account of the war, in which Abram and Lot did not appear,
v. 12, echoing the wording of v. I l, brings Lot on the scene so as to motivate Abram's
intervention, which is the subject of the account in vv. 13-17 and 2l-24. Accordingto
v. 16, Abram, having routed the enemy, brings back the ref;fii of the cities (although the
rest of the narrative speaks only of Sodom) together with Lot's r"f,fii; thls he has re-
captured all the booty taken by the enemy. Going beyond what was said in vv. 11-12,
v. 16 presupposes that the inhabitants of the cities (ndiim, 'am) were also carried off
and recaptured by Abram. This element of the narrative is intended to lay the ground-
work for the episode in vv. 2l-24, where the king of Sodom asks only for the return of
the captured people (nepei), relinquishing their property (ref;fii), an offer that Abram
generously declines.

In its present form, Gen. 14 is a late text. Even if - as is almost certain - the pas-
sage incorporates earlier traditions, the present language and narrative framework date
from the postexilic period. The formulaic use of ref;:Ai is meant to echo the usage of P,

though it remains unique.
In Gen. 15:13-14 God predicts to Abram the future sojourn of his offspring in Egypt

and their oppression there, but also their departure with great possessions (r"ftfii 9A16l,
v. 14). This passage clearly alludes to the tradition that is also recorded inBx.3:21-22;
ll:2-3; 12:35-36.If vv. 14-15 are assigned to E, as most scholars have assumed until

4. GesB,76l; K8L2,893.
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recently, then Gen. 15:14 would be the earliest occurrence of reftfii.s This analysis,
however, has been called into question.6 More likely vv. 13-14 are a secondary addi-
tion, closer to P than to E;z it is unlikely that this text antedates the PG occulrences.

Despite the difficulty of dating precisely the two remaining occurrences in the Pen-

tateuch, the same verdict is probable. Nu. 16:32 records that the earth swallowed up the

followers of Korah and their goods. Now v. 32b is clearly a secondary addition: it re-

verts to Korah from the theme of the Dathan-Abiram tradition, which the narrative had

been following. It probably dates from the redactional stage when the chapter was be-

ing assembled from J and P texts.

Nu. 35 deals with the establishment of cities for the Levites and cities of refuge. V. 3

requires the pasturelands of the former to be available for the cattle, the r"ftfri, and"all
the animals" of the Levites. This passage beautifully illustrates the imprecise usage of
the word r"f;fri. Here it can refer only to a subgroup of domestic animals; the three

terms (behemA, r"ftfii, kol-hayyd), however, do not denote clearly defined species of an-

imals, but obviously are meant to comprehend the livestock in its totality. Nu. 35 is a
late text, probably belonging "to the redactional unification of Pentateuchal narrative
and deuteronomistic historical work."8

4. Chronicler's History. The Chronicler's History uses r"!fi.f in a variety of con-
texts, almost all of which were formulated by the Chronicler rather than being taken

from a source. The only exceptions are I Ch. 27:31 and 28:1, which mention the SdrA

hdref;fii, stewards of the crown property. The former verse appears in the "great inter-
polation" of the Chronicler's History (23:2-27:34); the latter undoubtedly owes its or-
igin to a redactional bracketing with 27:31b, which concludes the list of officials in
vv. 15-31. This text is the first to speak of crown property; it must be using r"l1fii inthe
most comprehensive sense, including fields and their produce, domestic plants and

animals, and probably precious metals and jewelry in the treasury as well. Even if the

list belongs to the preexilic period, it can hardly date from the reign of David, but
most likely from the late period of the monarchy, possibly the time of Josiah.e But the

concluding v. 3 1, which shifts the list to the Davidic era, can hardly antedate the exilic
period.

Other texts in the Chronicler's History use r"f;fri to refer to crown property: 2 Ch.

2l:14,17 3l:3: 32:29;35:7. In 2l:12-15 the Chronicler cites a supposed letter from
Elijah to Jehoram, king of Judah, foretelling a disaster to be visited by Yahweh upon
the latter's sons and wives and all his possessions (v. l4). The fulfillment of the predic-

tion is recounted in v. 17. In contrast to Jehoram, kings Hezekiah and Josiah are ac-

corded high praise for reforming the cult and supporting its worship through contribu-
tions from the their own possessions. In 2 Ch. 3ll.3 we read that Hezekiah provided

5. But see the reservations of O. Procksch, Genesis. KAT I2'3 0924),294,297.
6. See already M. Noth, UPL lS.
7. i. Wellhausen, Die Composition des Hexateuchs (Berlin, 41963),21-22.

8. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1968), 253.
9. K. Galling, Chronik. ATD Xll (1954),76.
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sacrificial animals for the regular cult after his reform, and in 35:7 (cf. 30:24) that
Josiah provided lambs, kids, and bulls for the Passover sacrifice. In32:27ff. the Chron-
icler provides an inventory of Hezekiah's possessions (v. 29).

In 2 Ch. 2O:25 we find r"ftfii alongside "livestock," "clothing" (text emended), and
"precious things" in the description of the booty (ialdl) taken by Jehoshaphat and his
people after their "battle" with the Moabites, Ammonites, and Meunites. Once again,
the vagueness of r"fttti ("belongings") stands out amid the concrete vocabulary of the
context.

The Chronicler's version of Cyrus's edict orders the local population to aid with sil-
ver, gold, animals, and r"f;fii those desiring to return to Jerusalem (Ezr. l:4; carried out:
l:6). The concrete meaning of r"fttti (provisions? containers?) is left unclear. In 8:21,
by contrast, the word refers clearly to all the movable goods that the people returning
with Ezra took with them. It may have an even more inclusive sense in the sanctions
threatened in l0:8: the "forfeit of all property" probably includes the houses of the in-
transigent who refused to come to Jerusalem, if it does not in fact refer to a kind of
cultic expropriation of all their property, including real estate.

5. Daniel. In the book of Daniel r'(fiJ occurs only in ch. I l, a historical retrospect of
the Persian, Alexandrian, Ptolemaic, and Seleucid periods in the form of a vision. Here
ff;fri always appears in military contexts. In v. 13 it refers to what Antiochus III takes
along with his army (bayil) in his campaign against Ptolemy V, probably "supplies."
V. 24 describes the attempt of Antiochus IV to increase his influence in Jerusalem by
rewarding his partisans with plunder taken in his military forays. Here ff,Ai stands in
the company of terms for "plunder" and can hardly mean anything else. In v. 28, fi-
nally, ff;fii means the plunder taken and brought back by Antiochus in his campaign
against Ptolemy VI.

IIL LXX. While the LXX translators used ktdsthai and peripoieisthai equally to
translate the few occurrences of the verb rki, they varied considerably in their transla-
tion of the noun r"f;Ai. The most common equivalents are td hypdrchonta or hjparxis
(ll times in all) and aposkeue' (9 times). Some variations probably reflect
idiosyncracies of the different translators. For example, the translati on chr4ma is lim-
ited to Daniel, and ktiinos to Numbers. Especially noteworthy is the paraphrase fte'

htppos in Gen. 14:11,16,21.
Thiel

\-
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1)7 ,ak"t;17 rak; 11 rd!; l1h mdreft

I. 1. Etymology;2. Occurrences. II. Usage. III. l. LXX; 2.Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. I . Etymology. The root rkk has supposedly been identified in three Ugaritic texts.
In one, however, the reading r/<lz is uncertain; in the second the correct reading is tkm,
not rkm; and in the third the correct reading is not yrt ql bph, "soft was the lowing in
his mouth," but yrl< fl b(tk), with the interpretation of yrk obscure.l Thus rftlc has no
clear parallel in Ugaritic.

In Aramaic, rkft is widely distributed.2 In Imperial Aramaic, rlqtk, "softl'appears in
the maxim: "The speech/tongue of the king is soft when he rewards."3 Sarai's beauty is
described in the words: "and how delicate (m'r[k]) is the bloom of herface" (leapGen
20:4).ln an epistle of Rabbi Gamaliel II decreeing a leap year, the word r/cytyn serves
to describe the natural realm, which is lagging far behind the calendar - especially the
lambs, which are still too delicate.a There are also parallels in Jewish Aramaic, such as
rikkfift, "soft, easily chewed food."s In Mandaic we find the verb rkk, "be delicate," and
the adj. rakik, "delicate."6 Copt. l6k, "be delicate, soft, fresh," is also related etymologi-
cally.T Arab. rakka means "be thin and fltne." There is a modern South Arabic parallel
in Mehri ruk (= va1r1r1, "be frightened, afraid."8 The much-discussed word rhalqi inMt.
5:22 (often derived from raqa) may also be associated with rkk. The term of abuse
rhakd might refer to a malak6s, "sissy," and, as 1 cor. 6:9 shows, a male prostitute.e

2. occuruences. The verb rkk occurs 6 times in the qal, once each in the pual (Isa.
l:6) and hiphil (Job 23:16). we also find only one occurrence each of the nouns rol<,
"delicacy" (Dt. 28:56), and moreft, "fainthearredness" (Lev. 26:36). The adj. ra! occurs
16 times in the OT. In total, then, there are 26 occurrences of the root rkk in its various
derivatives, widely distributed in Genesis, Leviticus, Deuteronomy, 2 Samuel,2 Kings,
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Psalms, Jonah, Proverbs, and l-2 Chronicles. The meaning
runs from "be delicate, soft, pampered, weak" to "be fainthearted."

II. Usage. A tender young twig or shoot from the topmost branches of a tree can be
described as raft (Ezk. l7:22). To provide for guests, a host slaughters a calf that is ten-

1. See, respectively, KTU, 1.13,291'4.2'7,1; l.l}, lll,27.
2. LexSl,a 730.
3. Ahiqar 100, 105.
4. Beyer, 359-60.
5. WM, s.v.
6. MdD, 420,435.
7. W. Westendorf, Koptisches Handw(irterbuch (Heidelberg, 1977),76; but cf. W. Vycichl,

Dictionnaire itymologique de la langue copte (Louvain, 1983), 96.
8. W. W. Miiller, Mdlanges linguistiques offerts d Maxime Rodinson (paris, 1985), 275.
9. Y. Arbeitman, Maledicta 4 (1980), 80.
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der and good, i.e., free of blemish (Gen. l8:7). Children that are still young and frail
need protection (Gen.33:13; cf. Prov.4:3). Twice Chronicles emphasizes that Solo-
mon was still young and inexperienced (na'ar wdrdf;, I Ch.22:5;29:l). When Gen.
29: l7 describes Leah's eyes as rakk6!, the text is clearly pointing out a blemish in the

matriarch's beauty: "weak" (RSV; cf. NRSV "lovely") eyes were considered highly
unattractive (contrast Cant. 1 : I 5; 4:1,9; 6:5; 7:5[Eng. 4]).

In combination with le! or lCla!,to rkk usually characterizes the heart as weak,
faint, fearful, anxious. For example, Job laments that God has made his heart faint, dis-
couraged (hZrak, Job 23:16). Warriors facing battle are exhorted not to lose courage
('al-yZraft l"babkem, "do not let your heart be fearful," Dt. 20:3). In the context of a
holy war, this formula is used in parallel with the 'al-tira'formula in Isa. 7:4 and Jer.

5l:46. Anyone who is afraid or disheartened is unfit for battle (Dt. 20:8). lnLev.26:36
Yahweh threatens to send faintness, fear (mdref,) into the hearts of those who survive.
The Chronicler attempts to exonerate Rehoboam by pointing out that he was still
young and therefore irresolute (na'ar w"raf,-lebdb, so that he could not withstand Jero-

boam (2 Ch. l3:7; cf. also 2 S. 3:39, where the MT has David describe himself as pow-
erless, whereas the LXX may have read r4a'instead of rak).It is not so much fear as

obedience to Yahweh that 2 K. 22:19 par. 2 Ch. 34:21 has in mind when it says that
Josiah's heart was moved (raft) by the recitation of the newly discovered book of the

law, so that he humbled himself (kn 'niphal) before Yahweh.
We also fnd rkk used in connection with the spoken word. For example, Job

40:27(41:3) uses rakkdl in parallel with tahonfintm in a rhetorical question: "Will it [the
hippopotamusl make many supplications to you or speak soft words to you?" The
words of the psalmist's enemy in Ps. 55:22(21) are "softer than oil," but are neverthe-

less drawn swords. Prov. 15:1 teaches that a soft answer turns away wrath, and Prov.

25:15 shows that a soft tongue (cf. Ahiqar 105) can accomplish much.
In the curses of Dt. 28: 15-68, one particular detail toward the end (vv. 53-57) is de-

scribed at length: hunger will force the besieged populace to eat their own children.
The text singles out the most spoiled and pampered man (hdii hdraft b"ftd w'he'anog)
and woman, the woman so spoiled and pampered that she does not venture to set the

sole of her foot on the ground, being accustomed to riding in a carriage or being carried
on a palanquin. The loathsome behavior of the decadent upper class is totally subject to
Yahweh's curse.

lll, l. lXX. The LXX translates ra\ seven times with apal6s, rdftwith apal6tes (Dt.
28:56), and rdftaf; twice with apaljnein (2 K.22:19;Ps. 55:22[21]). We find malakds
used twice for raf; (Job LXX 40:27; Prov. 25:15) and malakynein once for the hiphil of
rdkak Qob 23:16). Twice the interpretive translation deil6s is used for rak (Dt. 20i8;
2 Ch. l3:7) and once deilia for mdre! (Lev. 26:36). Twice the LXX does not translate

the word (Ezk. 17:22: Jer. 5l:46 [= LXX 28]); elsewhere it translates freely.

10. -r VII, 399-437.
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2. Dead sea scrolls. In the Dead Sea scrolls the verb rftft occurs only in leM l0:3,
in the words 'l yrk lbbkmh, reflecring Dt.20:3. The adj. rk occurs once (leM 6:12), in
a description of the stallions drawn up for battle: they are to be ,.fleet of foot, tame of
mouth (r/cy ph), and long in wind"; it occurs also in l ler 62:3, corresponding to Dt.
20:8.

Kellermann

))a *L )1t rayct; ),>1 raytt; ;t111 r"kuua; *n?i:rD markatel

I. Etymology. ll. rdf,Cl. Ill. r"lull6. ly. rdlil. y. markalel.

I. Etymology. The root rkl is a variant of rgl, from which it is distinguished by the
voiced g (cf. Heb. zkr and Phoen. s/rr). The total absence of verbal forms of rkl inHe-
brew apart from the nominalized ptcp. rdkel might indicate Phoenician or Arabic ori-
gin for the derivatives of rtl. on the other hand, the root has not yet been found in
Ugaritic or Phoenician/Punic texts. In South Arabian, more particularly Minaean, the
reflexive form rtkl occurs, with the meaning "engage in trade."l The basic meaning of
the root may appear in Arab. rakala, "kick, use the foot,"2 from which may develop the
meanings "move" and "go about."

In Aramaic we find the noun rkl with the meaning "trader."3 Syriac uses the qattal
form rakkdla to denote a tradesman.

ll. rdftEl. The ptcp. r6l3dl denotes an itinerant "merchant," originally a wandering
peddler. As its substantival translation, the LXX uses 6mporos, "merchant" (Ezk. 27j,
or rhopop6los, "retailer" (Neh. 3:31-32). The LXX thus locates the Hebrew term in
both retail and wholesale commerce. The earliest occurrence of r1ftdl may date from
the end of the 7th century, when Nahum (Nah. 3:16) uses it to denote the Assyrian mer-
chants (cf. Akk. tamkarua). A Dtr redactor uses the term in I K. 10:15: the royal reve-
nue service imposes taxes on the merchants. Ezekiel in particular speaks of the rAf;Cl
(Ezk. 17:4), specifically the rdftEl of ryre (Ezk.27:3) or the rdft€l who serves as a com-
mercial intermediary with ryre (vv. 13,15,17,20,22-24). His function as a go-between
may be understood as that of a broker (vv. 13-24) or even a "peddler," a role assigned to
the lands that have trade relations with Tyre. The negative connotations associated with

rtl. E. Lipiriski, "Products and Brokers of Tyre according to Ezekiel 27 l, in E.
Lipiriski, eds., Phoenicia and lts Neighbours. studia phoenicia III (Louvain, l9g5),

1. ContiRossini,242; Biella, 489.
2. Wehr, 358.
3. AP, 38.4; possibly also in the Behistun Inscription, 69 (55).
4. AHw,III, 1314-15.

Gubel and
213-20.
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a "peddler" are evident in Neh. 13:20, whereas3:31-32 envisions the more positive fig-
ure of a "shopkeeper." Cant. 3:6 thinks in terms of a dealer in perfumes, a dealer in ex-

otic products.

lll. r'bullfr. The noun r"ftulld appears only in Ezk. 26:12 and 28:5,16, I 8; it means

"trade" in the sense of commercial activity or economic enterprise. The LXX translates
it with emporta, "fiade" (28:5,16,18) or td hypdrchonta, "the merchandise" (26:12).
All these passages associate the term exclusively with Tyre, a fact that might also sup-
port its Phoenician origin.

l\t. rdktl. The noun rdltl is usually translated "slander," but the LXX already makes

clear distinctions when it finds in the term nuances of dishonesty (Jer. 6:28), deception
(Lev. l9:16; Jer. 9:3[Eng. 4]), duplicity (Ezk.22:9), and falsity (Prov. I l:13). The Tg.
of Jer. 6:28 and 9:3(4) evokes the nuance of deception (n"l3iltr). All these terms may
hint at a dishonorable backgroundfor rkl activities. The connotation of"deception" is

clearlyrecognizableinLev.19:16andJer.9:3(4).Thisnegativeconnotation,ofcourse,
does not derive directly from the etymology of the word, which would suggest instead

some such meaning as "peddling," since a qatil noun form normally denotes an action.
In most instances the text uses the idiomatic expression hdlak rdkil, with rdf;tl fwc-

tioning as an inner object (cognate acc.). The semantic development is clear: it begins
with "go from door to door" or "peddle" and ends with "swindle" (Lev. 19:16; Jer.

6:28;9:3[4]; Prov. 1l:13;20:19; cf. also IQS 7:15-16; 1QH 5:25). The expression ?i
rdlil (LIQT 64:7 [sg.]; Ezk. 22:9 [pl.)) originally referred to someone engaged in
trade; then it took on the pejorative sense of "swindler." This semantic development is
analogous to that of Arab. makkar and makir: "supplier, peddler," then "swindler."

Aram. rdf,tl in lQapGen 2:9 might mean "slander," but the fragmentary context
leaves some uncertainty. The notion of slander is clearly expressed in the Tg. of Lev.

19:16 and Ezk. 22:9, where the expression '"!al qirsd'/qirstn is borrowed from Akk.
karst akalu, "slander."5 An analogous interpretation appears in Jer. Peah I.16a, where
Lev. 19:16 is explained by zfi r"kilit! l"i6n hara', "this is the slanderous babbling of a
wicked tongue." This postbiblical Jewish interpretation of the word has established it-
self in modern translations.

Y, markdlel. The noun markolel appears only in Ezk.27:24, where it may mean
"marketplace" or "merchant's table," with the prefrx ma- indicating place where or in-
strument whereby the activity of rkl is carried out. But b"markultcf, should probably be

emended (following the apparatus of BHS, Tg., and LXX) to bdm r"ftulld1Ef;, "therein
lies your trade" (cf. NRSV), or "for them they were your traders."6

Lipifiski

S. A. Kaufman, The Akkadian InJluences on Aramaic. AS 19 (1974),63
W Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 50, 63-64.

5.
6.
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ilD1 rmh;1Q10 mirmd; ;r?D:t remtyd; n DlE tarmtt

I. l. Etymology;2. Distribution. II. l. Meaning;2. Synragms;3. Lexical Field. III.
Theological Usage: l. Psalms; 2. wisdom Literature; 3. prophets. IV. l. Dead Sea Scrolls; 2.
LXX.

l. l. Etymology. The root rmh is analogous to Akk. ramfi rfi, "become relaxed,
loosen"l (not etymologically connected with the homonym ramfi lI,..,rrro*',2;, Arab.
rmyYI, "become sluggish, slow"; Egyp. rmy, "flow"; Aram. and Syr. rema',..throw.,, It
is not clear in all cases whether we are dealing with a single root or several roots.

2. Distribution. The OT underlines this uncertainty. Here rmh appears 4 times in the
qal (Ex. 15:1,21; Jer. 4:29; Ps. 78:9) and 8 times in the piel. The qal is usually assigned
to rmh I, "throw, shoot," and the piel to rmh II, "deceive, betray."3 Haupt erroneously
considered the two roots to be originally identical.a The following discussion ignores
rmh I.

Thenounsarederivedfromrmhll:r"mtya(lStimes), aqatilformthatmaybeinter-
preted either as an adjective or as a verbal noun;s mirmd (40 times), a miqtal form that
functions as a verbal noun;6 and, tarmtl (5 times).

ll. l. Meaning. Many OT passages provide information about the connotations of
the word group. The following are relevant to the sense of the verb in the piel. Accord-
ing to Gen. 29:25,when Laban gives Jacob Leah instead of Rachel, Jacob asks: ldmmd
rimmitdnt, "why have you deceived me?" In Josh.9:22 Joshua accuses the Gibeonites
of deception (cf . 'ormd, "cunning," v. 4) by pretending to have come from a distant
land. In I S. 19:17 Michal helps David escape through the window and lays the
teraphimT on the bed; when Saul discovers the situation, he asks why she has deceived
him. Finally, Saul goes in disguise to the medium at Endor, who asks him, ..Why are
you trying to deceive me?" Mephibosheth confesses to having deceived David, but
blames misinformation and slander (wayeragg€l) on the part of his servan t (2 S. 19:27 -
28[Eng. 26-27]). In each case rhe fact of deception is a given.

The same is true of the use of mirmd. Gen. 27:35 says that Jacob came to Esau

rmh. N. Ararat, "'ormd and mirmd in the Narratives of the Book of Genesis," BethM 26
(1980/81) 137-47; M. A. Klopfenstein, Die Liige nach dem AT (Zurich, 1964).

l. AHw, 11,953-54.
2. AHw 11,952-53.
3. He n3.
4. P. Haupt, AJSL 20 (1903) t67.
5. BlE, 961 mo-ra.
6. Bk, $61 me, p(.
7. -, OrDln teraptm.
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b"mirmd and took away his blessing; cf. the answer of Jacob's sons to Shechem bemirmd
(Gen. 34:13). In 2 K. 9:23 Joram calls Jehu's revolution mirmd. Jer. 5:21 compares the

extent of mirmd in the houses of Yahweh's people to a snare full of birds; possibly
mirmk is used here to suggest the wicked who set traps to catch the unwary (v. 26). In
Jer. 9:5(6) the semantic field is vastly extended, making precise interpretation difficult:
"You live in the midst of deceit (b"16[ mirmd), in deceit (b"mirmi) they refuse to know
me." The context includes such terms as m"naaptm, "adulterers," and aserelbdg"dim, "a
band oftraitors" (v. I[2]); ieqer, "falsehood," and ra'd, "evil" (v. 2[3]); 'aqa!, "betray)'
and rdf;il hala$, "slanderer" (v. 3[4]); and r// hiphil, "deceive" (v. atsl).

In Hos. l2:l(ll:12) kahai ("lies") and mirmA against the prophet stand in parallel
with political stupidity resulting from lack of trust in Yahweh. The diprA mirmdl
against those who are quiet in the land (Ps. 35:20-21) are probably false accusations of
neighbors. Jer. 9:7(8) castigates the Judahites because their tongue is like a deadly ar-

row and speaks mirmd - i.e., "with their mouth they speak idl6m to their neighbors,

while inwardly they are planning an ambush." Thus mirmd indicates a discrepancy be-

tween words and actual intentions. Finally, the folly of fools ('iwwelel kstltm) leads to
mirmA (Prov. 14:8). Deceit in the mouth of a witness, however, can be deadly (12:17;
14:25).

In all these instances rmh or mirmd refers to a situation in which reality differs from
appearance. Such situations involve interpersonal transactions in which someone acts

or speaks consciously and deliberately to conceal or cover up certain facts. The pur-
pose is often "to gain a personal advantage."8 Injury to one's neighbor can be a result,
although this element may not stand in the foreground.e Laban brings Leah to Jacob in
order to guarantee her marriage, not "to deprive Jacob of the fruits of his first seven

years of servitude,"l0 for Jacob does get Leah as his "reward." In most other cases, too,
personal advantage is probably the purpose of mirmd. Examination of the semantic
field shows that mirmA is a superior term whose semantic extension includes the other
terms for "falsehood," etc.

2. Syntagms. Syntagmatic analysis of the word group shows immediately that the

subject of the verb is always a person. In I Ch. 12:17 we also find an indirect object of
the action in the form of a noun introduced by /'.

In the case of r"mtyi, however, we find that it can be associated with both animate

and inanimate nouns: qeiel r"miyi, "a treacherous, defective bow" (Hos. 7:16; Ps.
'78:57); kap r"mtyd, "a slack hand" (Prov. l0:4: the hand does not live up to expecta-
tions); nepei r"mtyd, "an idle person" (Prov. l 9: l 5 ) ; lai6n r"mtyd, "a deceitful tongue"
(Ps. l2O:2-3). Human r"miyA can even pervert the m"le'f;e1 yhwh (Jer.48:10). It can be

the subject of hayd /'(Prov. 12:24) and hdral (Prov. 12:27), and the object of dibber
(Job l3:7), hdgA Qob 27:4), and'dSA (Ps. 52:4121; l0l:7). It can dwell in the human

8. Klopfenstein, Lilge, 311.
9. Contra Klopfenstein.
10. Klopfenstein, Liige, 317.
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rttah (Ps.32:2). Thus we observe that the word can be understood as an adjective or
verbal noun equivalent to the verb. Its association with inanimate phenomena may be
considered an extension of the usage of the verb.

In the case of mirmd, we observe the following. It appears as subject only in nomi-
nal clauses. It can be the object of dibber (subj.: ldi6n, Jer. 9:7[8]; Sepdlayim, Ps.
34:l4ll3)), hdgi $ubj.: enemies, Ps. 38:13[2)), kwn hiphil (subj.: '"da! hdn€p, Job
l5:35), ngdhiphil (subj.: ?-1 i"qartm, Prov. 12:11), iyt (subj.: SbnA', Prov.26:24),'dfid
(subj.: the wicked king, Dnl. ll:23), and smd hiphil (subj.: ldi6n, Ps.50: l9). The verb
hdiaf; canhave dilrA mirmdl as an object, with'dy"!ay/Sdn"'ay as subject. The word
appears in a variety of syntagms: mo'z"nA mirmA, "false balances" (Hos. 12:8[7]; Am.
8:5; Prov. ll:l;20:23),'apnA mirmA, "dishonest weights" (Mic.6:11), iiplA mirmd,
"deceitful lips" (Ps. l7:l), dipr€ mirm61Q5:20), Ti-mirmA (43:l; 55:24123D, l"i6n
mirmd (52:6[aD, pt mirmd (109:2). With mirmh one can come (b6', Gen. 27:35), an-
swer ('and, Gen. 34:13), surround God (sabab, Hos. l2: I [1 1:12]); one can also dwell
in mirmA QAia!, Jer. 9:5[6]). The mo'z"nA mirmA can be used to oppress ('diaq, Hos.
l2:8U));'apn€ mirmd are not tolerated kaftA)by Yahweh (Mic. 6:11). We find the fol-
lowing word pairs: hamas ftmirmi (Zeph. 1:9), ?^i ddmtm fimirmi (Ps. 5:7[6];
['aniA . . .] 55:24[23]), mirm61 walal Q0:7), tOL fimirmA (55: l2[1 l]), 'dwen fimirmd
(36:a[3]), Ti-mirmd we'awld (43:1), haww61 ttmirmdl (38: I3[I2]).

3. l,exical Field.The lexical field is rich in related terms (see above). By carefully
distinguishing these terms and identifying their relationships, we can define their se-

mantic valence more precisely. The verb/noun -+ 1i7t? iaqar/ieqer can denote false
witness, a false oath, idolatry and magic, the speech and activity of false prophets, ly-
ing, perverted religious practices, deception in trade and commerce; it can also pro-
nounce a negative verdict on human conduct in general.ll This term is therefore seman-
tically more inclusive than rmh.

The verb kaza! means "tell lies," and the notn kaza! means "falsehood"; their
meaning is clearly delimited.l2 The verb kahai cat mean "challenge, deny, conceal,
keep secret, suppress." It denotes "the distortion or dissimulation, denial or conceal-
ment of a state of affairs when one actually knows better."l3 This word thus closely ap-
proximates the word family of rmh; it is restricted, however, to verbal expression,
whereas the rmh family can denote both verbal and physical behavior.

The noun -+ N'lll/ iaw'means "deceit, falsity, emptiness"; the meaning "harm
brought about by magical spells" is accepted by Klopfenstein but is challenged by
Sawyer.la This term is closely related to the lexical field of rmh,btt is not completely
synonymous. The noun 'ormd, "cwning," can describe the same incident as rmh.ts The

11. M. A. Klopfenstein, THAT ll, 1010-19; idem, Lilge.
12. Klopfenstein, THAT l,817-23; idem, Liige; R. Mosis, -+ VII, lO4-21.
13. Klopfenstein, THAT I, 826; cf. idem, Lilge; K. D. Schunck, -+ VII, 132-35.
14. Proposed by S. Mowinckel, Psalmenstudien, I (Oslo, 1921,21961),50-57; see

Klopfenstein, Liige, 315-20; J. F. A. Sawyer, THAT 11,882-84.
15. See II.1 above.
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'dqa! famlly denotes actions, usually malicious attacks. The expression hdlak rdf;tl re-
fers to slander. The piel of rdgal can describe the same incident as rmh.t6 The hiphil of
r// II means "deceive, mock, trifle with." Finally,'dra!/'ere!/'ore! denote lying in wait,
cunning, ambush. We see, then, that this word family has its own distinctive characteq

while exhibiting a varied and complex relationship to a number of terms.

III. Theological Usage. The three nouns appear in only three theological contexts.

l. Psalms. In the Psalms the righteous psalmist does not have deceitful lips (.fipli
mirm6, Ps. 17:1) and does not swear deceitfully (l"mirmd, 24:4). "Happy are those to
whom Yahweh imputes no iniquity, and in whose spirit there is no remtyd" (32:2).ln
34:14(13) we find the admonition: "Keep your tongue from evil, and your lips from
speaking deceit." Conversely, these terms can be used to describe the wicked: "No one

who practices r"miyi shall remain in my house; no one who utters lies (iqr) shall con-
tinue in my presence" (lOl:7; synonymous parallelism). The psalmist prays to be de-

livered from lying lips and a deceitful tongue (120:2) and asks Yahweh to destroy them
(vv. 3-4; cf. also 35:20;38:13[12); 43:l). We find mirmA in several catalogs of vices:

5:7(6); lO:7:36:4(3); 50:19; 52:6(4); 55:12,24(11,23); lO9:2 (also in Job 3l:5).
Finally, tarmil takes on an all-embracing ethical sense when it is used for straying

from God's tOrd (Ps. I 19: I 18; the LXX reading tariT "their aim," may be preferable
here).

2-Wisdom Literature. Usage of the root in wisdom literature is similar. According to
Job l3:7, it is unthinkable to speak falsehood ('awld) or deceit (r"mtyd) in defense of
God. Job will hold to this principle as long as he lives (21:4).

The root plays a particular role in wisdom literature in the contrast between the righ-
teous and the wicked (Prov. 12:5), the clever and the foolish (14:8). It is characteristic
of the wicked to conceive "mischief' ('dmdl), bring forth evil ('awen), and raise up
"deceit" (mirmi, Job l5:35).

3. Prophets. The prophetic usage of these terms is also somewhat stereotyped, as in
catalogs of vices: Mic. 6: I 2 ( remiyd) ; Jer. 9:5(6) and Hos. l2:l(1 I :12) ( mirmd). In Am.
8:5 the prophet cites the questions of the tradesmen: "When will the new moon be over
so that we may sell grain? And when will the sabbath be past so that we may offer
wheat for sale? We will make the ephah small and the shekel great, and practice deceit
with false balances (ma'z"nA mirmd)!'Mic.6:11 asks rhetorically: "Can I tolerate
wicked scales and a bag of weights of mirmd?" The prophets may be drawing on a wis-
dom tradition that false balances are an abomination to Yahweh (Prov. I l: l; cf. 20:23).
Zeph. l:9 castigates those who "fill their master's house with violence and fraud." Jer.

23:26 likens the prophets who prophesy ieqer to the prophets whose hearts are tarmtl.
In Jer. 14:14, in a similar context, ieqe4 qesem, \lil, and tarmtl appear as synonyms.
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Jer. 8;5 equates apostasy and tannt!. The various terms tend to lose their distinctive
meanings, being employed simply to characterize the wicked. Contrariwise, Isa. 53:9
describes the servant of Yahweh: "He had done no hamds, and there was no mirmd in
his mouth." ln Zeph. 3: I 3 the same language describes the ethical character of the righ-
teous remnant of Israel.

lY. I . Dead Sea Scroll.E.The hithpael of the verb appears three times in the Dead Sea

Scrolls; the occurrence in I QH 11 :1 may represent rmh I; the other two occurrences, in
the Manual of Discipline (both in IQS 7:6), mean "treat negligently" (another member
or the property of the community).

The nouns are more frequent (remtyd, 17 times; mirmd,6 times) and usually de-
scribe the wicked (lQS 9:8; lQH 2:16;4:20; 14:14) and their machinations (lQS
4:9,23; lQH2:34;4:7,10,17; lQpHab 3:5fmirmd: the Kittiml; 4QpNah 2:8). They are
also found in the regulations of the community ( I QS 7 :5; 8:22) and in statements con-
cerning human nature (lQH l:21) and the truthfulness of God (1QH 4:21).

2. LXX. The LXX treats the verb uniformly, but exhibits substantially greater flexi-
bility in translating the two nouns. It uses enedreilein, "lie in ambush," to translate
rmh lI inProv.26:191, everywhere else it uses paralogfzesthai, "miscalculate, deceive,
outwit." For remiyA we find 7 instances of ddlos, "deception"ld6lios, "deceptive, cun-
ning," as well as once each of ddikos, "unjust"; aerg6s, "ineffectual"; amel6s, "reck-
less";dnomos, "lawless"; enteinein, "stretch"; strebl6s, "cunning"; hyperephanfa,"ar-
rogance." The translation of mirmd also varies extensively: 20 instances of ddlos,
"deception"; 9 of d6lios, "cunning"; 3 each of doli6t€s, "deception," and adikia, "injus-
tice"ladik6s, "unjust"; 2 of pseildo* "falsehood"; and once asdbeia, "godlessness."
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l. l. Ancient Near East. The pomegranate is the fruit of a shrub or small tree
(Punica granatum) that can attain a height of some twelve feet; it has leathery lanceo-

late leaves and produces clusters of scarlet flowers. The fruit, about the size of an ap-

ple, has a tough red skin and contains a great number of seeds encapsulated by septa

and covered with juicy red pulp.l Because of its sweet seeds and juice, the pomegran-

ate was and is highly valued for the preparation of a refreshing beverage. Its skin was

used to make a yellow dye and in tanning.2
The plant probably originated in Iran or southern Mesopotamia; it was already in-

troduced to Egypt by Thutmose III in the course of his military campaigns.3 From
Elam and Sumer, the shrub spread west through Syria and Palestine to Cyprus (ca.

2500 s.c.e.), Mycenae (ca. 1500-1200), Etruria, and Carthage.a
The tree or its fruit is often depicted on monuments, ornaments, pendants, and the

like, although the secondary literature does not always clearly distinguish pomegran-

ates from apples, quinces, and poppy heads.5 The pomegranate also appears frequently
in the literary productions of the eastern Mediterranean, Mesopotamia, Iran, Urartu,
Greece, and the Aegean.6 Its symbolic significance has frequently been noted. In the

ancient Near East as well as the Greco-Roman world, the pomegranate was a symbol of
fertility or an aphrodisiac;7 it also symbolized life. Not every picture or mention of a
pomegranate, however, should be considered symbolic.8 The pomegranate is occasion-
ally associated with so-called dying-and-rising deities.e

2. Etymology. To all appearances the word rimmdn is a primary noun that "mi-
grated" from some unidentified language.l0 In Sumerian the pomegranate is called
@is)nu-ilr-ma (from the Ur III period on), in Akkadian nurmfr or lurmfi; many varieties
can be distinguished.llThe word appears in many Semitic languages: Aram.
rimm6na',t2Ugar. lrmnlml (disputed: some interpret it as meaning "[wine] grape," oth-

RI-A, lJJ, 630ff.; S. Schroer, In Israel gab es Bilder OBO 74 ( 1987), esp. 60-66; M. Zohary,
Plants of the Bible (Eng. trans. London, 1982), esp. 62; idem, "11Dl,1' EMiqr Yll, 375ff.

II.3: J. C. Greenfield, "The Aramean God Ramman/Rimmon," IEJ 26 (1976) 195-98; F. F.

Hvidberg, Weeping and Laughter in the OT (Leiden, 1962), esp. I 17-20; M. J. Mulder, "Der Gott
Hadad im nordwestsemitischen Raum," in J. G. P. Best, ed., Interaction and Acculturation in the
Mediterranean. I (Amsterdam, 1980), 69-83; idem, Kanaiinitische Goden in het OT (Hague,
1965), esp. 81ff.

1. Engemann, 690; Btjrker-Kliihn, 617; Zohary.
2. See, respectively, D. hvin, BRL2,72; H. Weipperr,8RL2,203.
3. Keimer,49-50.
4. See the illustration of its migration in RI,A, III, 631.
5. Engemann, 690.
6. See, e.g., the survey in Hehn; Brirker-Kliihn; Muthmann; Schroer, 63-66.
7. K. Galling, 8RL2,33.
8. Bdrker-Kl[hn, 626.
9. Ohnefalsch and Richter.
10. HAL; cf. Hehn.
ll. R<illig, 630; AHw,II, 804-5.
12. DISO,28t.
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ers as meaning "pomegranate"l3), Syr. rummana,ta Mand. rumena,r5 Arab. rumman,t6
Eth. roman.tT The word also appears in other languages.l8

ll. l. Occurrences and Meaning. Denoting the pomegranate tree or fruit in the bo-
tanical sense or used as a symbolic or decorative element, rimmbn (sg. or pl.) occurs 32
times in the OT: Ex. 28:33,34 (twice); 39:24;39:25,26 (twice each); Nu. 13:23;20:5;
Dt. 8:8; 1 S. l4:2; I K.7:8,20,42 (twice); 2 K. 25:17; Ier. 52:22,23 (twice each); Joel
l:12;Hag.2:19;.Cant.4:3,131'6:7,11;7:13(Eng. l2);8:2;2Ch.3:16;4:13(twice);Sir.
45:9.The word appears also in several toponyms and anthroponyms and as the name of
a deitY.tl

2. Toponyms and Anthroponyms. In toponyms we find the word rimmdn, presum-
ably denoting the fruit or the tree,20 in the following:

a.'An rimmdn (Josh. 15:32lci.); l9:7;Zec.14:10 [cj.]; Neh. ll:29; I Ch.4:32),
modern Khirbet Umm er-Ramamrn, some 12 mi. northeast of Beersheba;2l

b. rimmbnd (Josh. 19:13 for rimmdn; 2l:35 for dimnd; I Ch. 6:62[77) for
rimmdn622), modern Rummane, 6 mi. northwest of Nazareth;23

c. rimmdn peres (Nu. 33:19-20: "pomegranate by the pass/cleft"24), possibly not far
from the Gulf of Aqaba, according to Noth probably modern Naqb el-Bddye;zs

d. fsela' hAlrimmdn (Jgs.20:45,47;21:13), modern Rammun, about 5 mi. northeast
of ramalld;26

e. gat-rimm6n (Josh. 19:45;21:24; I Ch. 6:5a[69]), a site in rhe rerritory of Dan, in
the vicinity of Tell el-Jeriid,just under 5 mi. from Jaffa.zl There is also another town of
the same name in the territory of Manasseh (Josh. 21 :25, if not a dittography from the
preceding verse); modern RummanE, northwest of Taanach.2s

l3.Fortheformersee UTno. 1397;WUS, no. 1483.ForthelatterseeJ.Gray, Thekgacyof
Canaan. SrI5 C1965), 102; CML, 159; CMLT, l5O.

14. kxSyr 735.
15. T. Nrjldeke, Mandriische Grammatik (Halle, 1875), *lO5; MdD,430.

16. S. Friinkel, Die aramciischen Fremdwtirter im Arabischen (Leiden, 1886), 142; cf. NBSS, 42.
17. I*xLingAeth, 276-77.
18. K. Lokotsch, Etymologisches Wrirterbuch der europciischen Wdrter orientalischen

Ursprungs (Heidelberg, 1927), no. 1729.
19. See II.2, 3 below.
20. W. Borde, Die alten Ortsnamen Palcistinas (Hildesheim, 21968),60, 100; Y. Aharoni, The

ktnd of the Bible (Eng. trans. Philadelphia,2lg7g),110; Liiw, 83ff., lists no fewer than sixteen!
21. F.-M. Abe| G6ographie de la Palestine, II (Paris, 1938), 318; GTTOT, *317; HAL, ll,

819; cf. O. Borowski, BA 40 (1977) 99; 51 (1988) 25: Tel Halif.
22. Bor6.e, 40.
23. Abel, 437; GTTOT $329 n. 163.
24. Borde,90.
25. ABLAK,1,70; cf. Abel,2l4 (Naqb el-Biyar); GTTOT 5431.
26. Abe1,437: GTTOT $638.
27. AbeL327; GTTOT 9337, no. 21.
28. Abel, 327; GTTOT 9337, no. 23.
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In 2 S. 4:2,5,9, rimmbn is the name of the father of the slayers of Ishbaal. It is not
clear whether this name should be associated with the pomegranate (tree) or the deity.2e

It is also possible to treat the name as the theophoric element of a hypocoristicon.3o

3. Deities. The Damascus temple of the Aramaic deity Rimmon is mentioned in2K.
5:18. This name appears as a theophoric element in Aramaic personal names (e.g.,

Tabrimmon, I K. I5:I8)andoutsidetheareaof Aram.3IWeareprobablydealingwith
a (West Semitic?) deity Ramanu/Amumr adopted by the Arameans.32 The name may
have some connection with "thunder,"33 a suggestion supported by the association with
Hadad in the name Hadad-rimmon (Zec. l2:ll).It is still unclear, however, whether
the name denotes a deity, a person, or a place, although the first possibility is most
likely.:+ The text speaks of (great) lamentation in the plain of Megiddo, probably a ref-
erence to regular rituals mourning a fertility god of Canaanite origin, whose name was
"Hadad" and whose epithet was "the thunderer."35

4. Cultic Usage. As what may be the earliest pictorial representations of pomegranate

trees show, the pomegranate played an important cultic role for many people.36 In ancient
Israel, too, the pomegranate often appears as a symbolic ornament in the cult. The descrip-

tion of the Solomonic temple and its furnishings speaks of hundreds of pomegranates in
two rows around the latticework covering the capitals of the two bronze pillars Jachin and

Boaz (1 K.7:18,20,42;cf. also 2K.25:17;Jer.52:22-23;2Ch.3:16 4:lf).tt (Giirg sug-
gests, less probably, that rimmbnhere is an Egyptian loanword for "pillar.":a; These pome-

granates not only symbolized the characteristic produce of Canaan but were themselves

Canaanite fertility symbols, which now played a role in the context of the cult of the Israel-

ite temple,3e just as the pillars themselves can be thought of as stylized "trees of life."a0
The description of the priestly vestments also speaks of pomegranates of bluish and

reddish purple and of crimson, alternating with apotropaic bells of gold, attached to the

29. D. Sivan, Grammatical Analysis and Glossary of the Northwest Semitic Vocables in Akka-
dian Texts of the I 5th- I 3th Centuries B.C. from Canaan and Syria. AOAT 214 ( 1 984), 264;' con-
tra IPN, 257.

30. See II.3 below.
31. Greenfield; Mulder, Goden,8l.
32. K. L. Tallqvist, Akkadische Gdner-Epitheta (Helsinki, 1938), 437; R. Frankena, Tdkultu

(Leiden, 1954),78.
33. E. Schrader, Die Keilinschriften und das AT (Giessen, 31902), 442-51.
34. See Hvidberg; H. Gese, in idem, M. Hiifner, and K. Rudolph, Die Religionen Absyriens,

Altarabiens und der Mandiier RM l0l2 (1970), 220-21. Cf. Mulder, Goden, 82-83; idem,
"Hadadl'71-72.

35. For further discussion see Mulder. "Hadad."
36. Muthmann, l3ff.
37. E. Wtirthwein, Kdnige I. ATD XUI (1985), 76; Schroer, 60ff.
38. M. Gdrg, BN 13 (1980) 20-21.
39. Mulder, Koningen L COT 261 .

40. O. Keel, The Symbolism of the Biblical World (Eng. trans. New York, 1978), 163-64:
Muthmann. 22-23.
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lower hem of the ephod robe of the high priest (Ex. 28:33-34; cf. also 39:24ff.; Sir.
45:9), which Josephus interprets as symbolizing thunder and lightning.4r Here we have
the same symbolism as on the capitals of the pillars. One may compare the pomegran-
ates decorating a tripod found in the ruins of the house of the high priest at Ugaril.lz

5. Song of Songs. The pomegranate plays a prominent role in the metaphorical lan-
guage of love used by the Song of Songs.a3 In the detailed description of the bride's
beauty, 4:3 and 6:7 compare the raqqd of the belovedto apelah harimmbn, a slice from
a pomegranate or - perhaps better - the vertical fissure of a pomegranate.a The
word, raqqd is usually translated "temple," although the sequence of parts of the body
mentioned in the verse and the vehicle of the metaphor itself suggest rather "open
mouth" or "soft gums."45 As in an Egyptian love poem, the seeds of the pomegranate
may be likened to the bride's teeth.a6

In 6:11 the man describes his path to his beloved as a walk through a nut orchard, in
which pomegranate trees bloom among the budding grapevines. This image probably
suggests that here the love of the two finds fulfillment.aT Elsewhere, too, pomegranates

- along with all kinds of exotic plants and fruits - are mentioned in conjunction with
the excellence and beauty of the bride (4: I 3) or as a symbol of love play (7:l3ll2l). The
drinking of pomegranate juice along with spiced wine (8:2) is a metaphor for the act of
love, as the context clearly shows. It is also possible that the Song of Songs chooses
pomegranates "on account of their affinity with long-forgotten gods and goddesses."48

6. Other Elsewhere in the OT, the pomegranate appears primarily as one of the seven
varieties of fruit with which the land of Israel is blessed (Dt. 8:8;cf. also Nu. 13:23;20:5;
Hag.2:19).+o When these dry up and wither, human joy turns to misery (Joel 1:12).

In I S. l4:2 it is not quite clear whether we are dealing simply with a toponym, as

Tg. suggests (iippfib rimm6n, "at the foot of Rimmon"; cf. Jgs. 20:45), an actual
pomegranate tree - although it gives no shadeso - under which Saul was sitting, or
some quite specific tree. The third possibility depends on emending migrdn to
bagg1ren or even better bammigran, "at the threshing floor."5l In this case it is not im-

41. Ant. 3.194: B.J. 5.231.
42. A. Reicheft, BRL2, 193-94.
43. O. Keel, ZBK 18, 134ff.; Schroer, 61.
44. Keel, ZBK 18, 136.
45. W. Rudolph, Das Hohelied. KAT XVIVI-3 (1962), 144, 146-47; also E. W. Nicholson,

ZAw 89 (1977) 259-66; Keel, ZBK 18, 136.
46. G. Gerleman, Das Hohelied. BK XVII (1981), 147.
47. Rudolph, KAT XVIUI-3, 166.
48. H.-P. Mtiller, Vergleich und Metapher im Hoheslied. OBO 56 (1984),26.
49. Zohary, EMiqa YIl,375.
50. Dalman, AuS, Ul,6l.
51. As proposed by J. Wellhausen, Der Text der Biicher Samuelis (Grittingen, l87l), 85-86;

H. P. Smith, Samuel. ICC (1953) 104-5; H. J. Stoebe, Die erste Buch Samuels. KAT ylll/l
(1973),258; et al.
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possible that the pomegranate tree had special symbolic significance for a forensic or
cultic site, comparable to the threshing floor of Danel in the Ugaritic Aqhat cycle.s2

III. Yersions. The LXX most often (21 times) translates rimmdn with r6a, the usual

Greek word for pomegranate (tree); it also uses roiskos (6 times), as well as anthin6s
(Ex. 28:34) and k6dan Q Ch. 4:13). The Vg. usually tses malogranatum for the tree
(less frequently malus punica) and malum punicum for the fruit. In Aramaic the regular
equivalent is rimmbna', in Syriac, rummana.Ss

Mulder

52. KTU, 1.17, Y, 6-7; 1.19,l, 22-23.
53. See I.2 above.

OD1 ramas: OD']D mirmas

I. Root; Occurrences. II. Lexical Field; Meaning. III. LXX. IV. OT Usage. V. Dead Sea

Scrolls.

I. Root; Occurrences. The root rms appears only in Hebrew and Jewish Aramaic. It
is synonymous with the root rps/rpi (cf. Ezk. 34:18-79), attested in the Arabic verb
rafasat and the Syriac verb r'pas.2 The verb from rms occurs 18 times in the qal in the

OT and once in the niphal. The niphal in Isa. 28:3 is well supported by the versions.3
The conflict between the plural predicate and singular subject may be resolved either
by emending the subj. 'tard to the plural or reading t4ramasnd as an energic form of
the third person fem. pl. t€rdmesannd.a The noun mirmas occurs 7 times.

II. Lexical Field; Meaning. The basic meaning of the verb is "tread." In some texts
it is connected directly with the atbj. regeUraglayim (Isa. 26:6; Ezk. 34:18 the qal of
b6'; cf. Isa. 28:3); it also appears in parallel with synonymous verbs such as rapai
(Ezk. 34: 18) or daraft (Isa. 63:3; Ps. 9 1 : l3) or after verbs of motion such as 'dpar (2 K.
l4:9 par.2 Ch.25:18; Mic. 5:7) or raQap/na:iag hiphil (Ps. 7:6[Eng. 5]). In combina-

l. Weha 349.
2. bxSyr 741.
3. Not listed in KBI],895.
4. For the former see BHK; O. Kaiser, Das Buch Jesaja. AfD XVIII (1981), 189. For the lat-

ter see 8115,' H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 2002), 4.
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tion with rAmas, the qal of D6'also appears to take on the meaning "trample" (Isa.
4l:25; Nah. 3:14), if b6'should not be emended to bfis in both texts.s

Various contexts suggest semantic nuances. In the making of pottery flsa.41:25),
bricks (Nah. 3:14), and wine (Isa. 63:3), ramas may be a technical term for the treading
of clay (ttt), mortar (hdmer), or grapes in the winepress (pilrA), in each case a process
preliminary to the actual manufacture of the product.

Animals are often the subject: hayya! haiidQeh (2 K. l4:9 par. 2 Ch. 25:lB), sfistm
(2 K. 9:33; therefore read: wayirm"sfrha6), 'ary€h/kfutr (Mic. 5:7t81), ;"p?r hd'izztm
(Dnl. 8:7; cf. v. 5). In these cases ramas usually describes the devastating effect ofthe
animals' hooves and claws.

This image may then be transferred to human beings: hd'dm (2 K.7:17,20 cf. Isa.
l:12),'6yc! (Ps.7:6[5]; cf. Isa. 16:4;Ezk.34:18). The objects trampled are quite di-
verse: thorns (hdah, 2 K. l4:9), pasture (mir'eh, Ezk. 3418), the temple cowt (hasEn
Isa. l:12), streets (hfis6!, Ezk. 26:l l), a crown (afirA,Isa. 28:3), human beings (2 K.
7:11,20:9:33; Isa.26:6;Ps. 7:615)), and animals (Mic.5:7[8]; Ps.9l:13; Dnl.8:7).

The destructive aspect appears also in the qal ptcp. rdmes in Isa. 16:4, which paral-
lels "oppressor" (read: hOmC;) and "destroyer" (read: i6dzfi.7

The noun mirmas takes its meaning "trampling, overtrodden land"8 from the verb,
and is itself highly verbal in nature. The verbal usage appears in the common construc-
tion hdyA Pmirmas (Isa. 5:5 par. hayA Fbd'€r; 7:25 28:18; Mic. 7: l0), in which mirmas
plays the role of the infinitive (cf. also Isa. 10:6 LXX, katapatein). We find mirmas
used as a simple noun only in Dnl. 8:13 (which has textual problems), in a list that
probably concludes with sdla' fimirmas, "toil and trampling."e

IIII. LXX. The LXX usually uses a form of patein to translate the verb: katapatein
(9 times), sympatein (5 times), pate{n (twice). We also find, syntrtbeln (Dnl. 8:7) and
the interpretive translations katathlein (Isa. 63:3) and diastdllein (Mic.5:7t8]). Except
in Isa. 10:6, the noun mirmas is representedby katapdt4ma.to

IV. OT Usage. The meaning and lexical field of rms make it natural that the OT
should use the root primarily in the prophetic literature in the context of judgment ora-
cles. The root may appear in an accusation: the people are charged with trampling the
courts of the temple (Isa. 1:12); the powerful carelessly foul the pasturage and water
supply with their feet, leaving no food or drink for the weak members of the flock
(s6'n), i.e., the people (Ezk. 34:18-19). Much more frequently, however, ramas and
mirmas describe the judgment itself: Yahweh will remove hedge and wall from the
vineyard of Israel, so that it will be devoured @A'Cr) and exposed to trampling

5. BHS; HAL, l, ll5.
6. BHS.
7. Kaiser, AfD XVI|l, 50.
8. HAL,l,637.
9. O. Pl<iger, Das Buch Daniel. KAf XVIII (1965), 122.
10. See G. Bertram, "ra'r€a," TDNT V,941-43.
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(mirmds) (Isa. 5:5); Judah will be the spoil and plunder of Assyria, to be trodden like
the mire of the streets (Isa. 10:6; cf. the similar language against the enemy of Jerusa-

lem in Mic.7:10); Nebuchadnezzar's horses will trample (ramas) the streets of Tyre
(Ezk. 26:ll); "trampled underfoot will be the proud 'crowns' of the drunkards of
Ephraim" (Isa. 28:3).tt In Isa. 28:18 the prophet announces that judgment will come as

an "overwhelming torrent": everything will be "beaten down" (mirmds) by it.
Even in narratives texts, 3 of the 5 occurrences of ramas describe the fulfillment of a

prophetic threat. Both the death of the king's adjutant (hammelef; hipOiil, who is tram-
pled in the gate by the people (2 K. 7:17 ,20), and the death of Jezebel, who is thrown
from a window and trampled by the horses of Jehu (2K.9:33), are preceded by proph-
ecies ofjudgment. Even the texts where ramas suggests a kind of necessary labor con-
tain threatening overtones: as a potter treads clay, so has Cyrus trampled down the rul-
ers of Babylon (Isa.41:25); in Isa. 63:3 (the only text where Yahweh is the subject), it
is Yahweh himself in his wrath and anger who tramples the nations in a winepress. In
an oracle of judgment the prophet ironically calls on the capital of Assyria to
strengthen its fortifications, among other things by trampling the clay and treading the

mortar (Nah.3:14).
Only rarely does ramas appear in the context of oracles of salvation. According to

Isa. 16:4, salvation begins when the "marauder" (rdmEs) has vanished from the land
(min ha'ares),' according to 26:6, salvation is at hand when those who dominate the

world ("the inhabitants of the height") are cast down into the dust by Yahweh (v. 5) and

are trampled by the feet of the poor ('dni) and needy (dallim). lsa. 7:25 promises (prob-

ably in contrast to 5:512) that the hills will once again be passable pasturage (miilal.t)
for cattle and sheep - leading naturally to their being trampled.

Mic. 5:7(8) likens the "remnant of Jacob" among the nations to an invulnerable lion,
which drags (rdmas) any other animal to the ground and tears it to pieces (1arap). We

also find ramas tsed to describe a battle in Daniel's second vision of the ram and the
goat (Dnl. 8:7; cf. the similar description of the horn in v. l0).

Ps.9l:13 promises the "faithful" that they will "stride over lions and adders,"l3

while in Ps. 7 the psalmist prays that, if he has done any wrong, the enemy may pursue

him and trample his life to the ground (wJtirmds la'ares, v. 6[5]). In 2 K. 14:9 par.

2 Ch. 25:18, a parable tses rdmas to describe wild animals trampling down an arrogant
thornbush.

V. Dead Sea Scrolls. The Dead Sea Scrolls use the qal (lQH 6:32) and niphal
(4QpNah l:3;4Q381 fr.46,8) of the verb and the nounmirmas (lQH 8:8) in the same

sense as the OT. In lQM 9:ll l"hdmAs should be read instead of lerambs.

Waschke

11. Kaiser, AfD XVI[, 189.
12. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1991), 326.
13. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 6U150 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1989),220. See also P. Hugger,

Jahwe meine Zuflucht (Miinster, l97l),248tr.
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ttrD? ramai; wD1 remes

I. 1. Etymology; Meaning; Usage; 2. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls. II. 1. Creation and Deluge;
2. Laws.

l. l. Etymology; Meaning; Usage. Whether Heb. ramaS is related to Akk. namaiu,
"move, set out," nammaitu, "that which moves, fauna,"1 is uncertain. The interpreta-
tion of Ugar. rm as "crawl, swarm" is disputed.2 Outside the Bible, the root appears in
Jewish Aram. reme s/reme i, " creeping things.":

The similar Semitic root rms/i, found, e.g., in Arab. ramaia, "pick up with one's fin-
ger tips,"4 Ethiopic "touch,": and Syr. r"misd, "soft, gentle,"6 may be different in origin.

The verb ramai occurs 17 times in the OT: its derivative reme{ occtrs 16 times. The
verb describes the locomotion of various creatures that "creep" or "crawl" over the
ground, either scuttling on very short legs or wriggling like a snake. Since many of these
creatures are amphibians, the OT also finds such animals in the water (Lev. ll:46 in Gen.
l:2l,the ptcp. romef parallels "fish of the sea"; cf. also Ps. 69:35[Eng. 34]; lo4:25).The
verb is often followed by the prep.'al (Gen. l:26,28,30;1:8,14,21;8:17,191'l*v.ll:M:
Ezk. 38:20), less frequently b" (Dt.4: I 8) or the accusative (Gen. 9:2; Lev. 2O:25).

Closest in meaning to ramas is -+ f.1l2 iaras, "creep, swarm," with its derived noun
ieres, "swarm." Both ramai and iaras refer primarily to movement. In the list of
swarming creatures classified as unclean (tdm7') by Lev. 1l:24-40, there is an overlap
between those categorized as ieres and those categorized as reme( (cf. vv.44,46).

The list of species that Lev. ll:29-30 included in the general category remei shows
that, although the group that we would today call reptiles constitutes a significant por-
tion, ramai and remei are not limited to these. A significant number of insects are

ramai. M. P. Caroll, "One More Time: Leviticus Revisited," Archives europdennes de
sociologie 19 (1978) 339-46 = B. Lang, ed., Anthropological Approaches to the OZ Issues in Re-
ligion and Theology (Philadelphia, 1985), I 17-26; M. Douglas, Implicit Meanings (London,
1975); idem, Purity and Danger (New York, 1966); J. Hempel, "Gott, Mensch und Tier im AI
mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung von Gen l-3," Zeitschrift fiir Systematische Theologie 9
(1931) 2ll-49 = Apoxysmata. BZAW 81 (1961), esp. 198-229; M.-L. Henry, Das Tier im
religidsen Bewusstsein des alttestamentlichen Menschen. SgV 2201221 (1958); S. Herrmann,
"Die Naturlehre des Schcipfungsberichtes," TLZ 86 (1961) 412-24 = Gesammelte Studien zur
Geschichte undTheologie. ThB75 (1986), 32-46;W. H. Schmidt, Die Schopfungsgeschichte der
Priesterschrift. WMANT 17 (1967).

l. AHw,11,728; cf. HAL, lll, 1245.
2.KTU, 1.2y,3. Cf.J.C.deMoorandK. Spronk,ACuneifurmAnthologyof ReligiousTexts

from Ugarit (Leiden, 1987), 169.
3. WTM, IY 455; Jastrow, 1483.
4. Wehr, 360.
5. I*xLingAeth, 276.
6. lzxSyr 735.
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clearly included, as well as marine mammals. There is no evident classification system

defining the individual species (-+ |'D min).

2. IXX and Dead Sea Scrolls. The LXX uses hirpein to translate botb ramai and

iara;, and herpetdn for the corresponding nouns.

In the Dead Sea Scrolls both the verb ramaS (CD 12: l3) and the noun (1. l2) denote

a class of animals considered unclean. In 4Q502 fr. 8, which is difficult to interpret, the

reptiles that creep upon the earth (1. 3), together with other animals, appear to be the

subject of cosmic glorifrcation (brk).

In the Hebrew text of Sir. l0:1 l, remei refers to the living creatures that decompose

the dead in the grave.

ll. l. Creation and Deluge. In the Priestly creation account, the creatures described

as remei are created on the sixth day, together with humankind and other large land an-

imals (Gen. l:24,25 [noun]; l:26,28,30 [verb]). Since fish and other swarming crea-

tures had already been created on the fifth day, P implies a distinction between .ieres

and remei. The Priestly document assigns living creatures to five classes: fish (Gen.

l:26,28), birds (1:20ff .,26,28), cattle (l:24ff.), wild animals (living in the countryside,
l:24-25,30), and creeping things (1:24ff.,30). This classification is based on the differ-
ent domains in which the creatures move about, with the "land animals" subdivided
into domestic animals, wild animals, and creeping things. It is not stated explicitly that

many of the species comprised by remei are amphibians.T

On the whole the reader does not gain the impression that P is drawing on a well-
defined traditional schema available for incorporation into the Priestly creation ac-

count, although the narrative itself appears to establish such a schema.8 It is noteworthy
that the text says nothing of a blessing upon the creatures ofthe land and sea after their
creation. In sum, the strange style of locomotion employed by creeping and swarming

animals, possibly in combination with their living immediately above or below the sur-

face of the earth, has assigned them a lower rank in creation. Accordingly, "swarming
creatures," including creeping animals, are viewed as unclean.e

In the deluge narrative (Gen. 6:1-8:22), the creatures affected by Yahweh's determi-
nation to blot out life from the earth are divided into four classes: humankind, cattle/
beasts (NRSV "animals"), remei, and birds (6:7). Two each of every kind of remeS are

saved by Noah (6:20; 7:8,14;8:17,19);the animals left behind are annihilated by the

deluge (7:21,23). On the surviving remei, llke all animate creatures, will rest fear and

dread of human beings (9:2). They are all given to humans for food.
Other OT texts, too, commonly divide the animal kingdom into four classes: birds,

animals, fish, and remef (Dt.4:17-18:. I K. 5:13[4:33);Ezk.38:20). But this classifica-

tion is not set in stone. Four classes still appear in Ps. 148:10, but as "wild animals, cat-

7. On the basis for such a classification see Douglas, Purity, 41ff.; idem, Meanings, 275tr.;
Caroll.

8. C. Westermann, Genesis 1-11 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1984), 168.
9. See also II.2 below.
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tle, birds, and remeil' Hos. 2:20(18), howeveq has only three classes of creatures that
participate in Yahweh's eschatological covenant with the animal kingdom. Hab. l:14
mentions remei in parallel with fish, which live in the sea and have no ruler. The proph-
ecy of a divine judgment on "all the creeping things that creep upon the ground" (Ezk.
38:20) serves to demonstrate the cosmic extent of Yahweh's judgment upon Gog.l0In a
similar vein Ps. lO4:25 speaks of the "creeping things innumerable in the sea" to illus-
trate the cosmic extent of Yahweh's providential care. In the same psalm v. 20 uses the
verb ramai to describe the nocturnal prowling of wild animals. The reference to
Yahweh's care for such lowly beasts, even those that are hostile to human beings, sug-
gests that Hebrew thought adhered to a hierarchy of creation that relegated fish and
remei to the very bottom.

We do not find a more precise categorization of the various kinds of creatures, al-
though Hebrew thought does reflect a certain distinction between "higher" and "lower"
species. In this hierarchy the "creeping" animals occupy the lowest position. Their po-
sition may be explained in part as a consequence of their living in unpleasant and often
unhealthy environments. The Levitical legislation of Lev. ll:29-47 assigns the crea-
tures classified as remei to the broader category of "swarming" creatures. once again,
the classification is based on mode of locomotion and the environment in which the
creature moves. Measured by this criterion, amphibians appear anomalous.

2. l,aws. Dt.4:l8explicitlyprohibitsmakinganykindof imageorstatue of remei.
This prohibition appears to influence Ezk.8:10, which speaks of images (talntfl of
"creeping things" and other "loathsome animals" (b"hEmd ieqeq) on the interior walls
of the Jerusalem temple. Here the LXX offers a shorter text,ll speaking simply of im-
ages (wall carvings?) of unclean animals. The MT has been expanded to reflect Dt.
4:17-18 in order to underline the condemnation of image making, which is a funda-
mental element of idolatry. The original function of such iconography is obscure, so
that it is impossible to determine whether the creatures referred to by the prophet are
real or mythological.

The ordinances stipulating what kinds of creatures are to be classified as unclean
(Lev. ll:24-47)callalargeproportionofthem ieresandunclean(v.41).Thiscategory
includes many species that "creep" upon the earth (v. 44) or in the water (v. 46). It ap-
pears fundamentally correct to include in the category remei all animals that modern
zoology calls reptiles, even though the biblical category was clearly broader and less
precise. The list in vv. 29-30 is pertinent: six of the eight species are reptiles. Since the
mode of locomotion ("swarm, creep") is a critical feature for determining the various
classes of animals that are unclean, it is possible to ask whether this factor is not itself a
significant aspect of what makes an animal "unclean" ftam7').tz

Clements

10. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 313.
I l. G. A. Cooke, Ezekiel.lCC (1985), 94-95, 102.
12. See Douglas; Caroll.
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}J] ,arr"; i1J1 rinnA; lJJa r"nand; d\J1 r"nanim

I. Etymology. II. Occurrences. III. Rejoicing: 1. Yahweh's Help and Deliverance; 2. Yahweh

as King; 3. Yahweh as Creator; 4. Justice and Judgment; 5. Cult; 6. Miscellaneous; 7. Individual

Rejoicing; 8. Subjects. IV. Lamentation. V. Sirach and Dead Sea Scrolls. VI. LXX.

I. Etymology. Outside Hebrew, the root rnn appears frequently in Egyptian as the
yerb rnn and the nottn rnnw.t,r as well as in Ugaritic,2 always in the positive sense of
rejoicing. There may also be a relationship with AY*k. ernettu(m).3 The root appears

also in Palmyrene,a Jewish Aramaic, and Christian Palestinian Aramaic.s

II. Occurrences. The original usage of the root nzn is still reflected in Prov. 1:20

and 8:3, which describe Wisdom as "raising her voice" or "crying out," without speci-

fying any particular content.6 Job 39:23 may also belong here, if the hapax legomenon

tirneh is emended to tar1nnd.T By associating qbl and rinnd, Ps. 41:Z(Eng. l) likewise
emphasizes that the use of nen presupposes a loud outburst. Crtisemann postulates that

rnn, llke gil and psh, "whatever their origin, do not refer to articulated speech or

song."8 This statement cannot be maintained in its full generality, however; in Ps.

47:2(l), as in all other texts, there appears at least a discursive statement involving ei-
ther the semantic field of joye or that of (lamenting) petition. Only Job 39:13, where
renanim may mean "female ostriches,"l0 stands totally outside this semantic spectrum.

The use of rnn in connection with joyous outbursts, where it can be understood in
the sense of "rejoice, exult," is concentrated in the Psalms (34 times) and the book of
Isaiah (20 times, including 9 in Deutero-Isaiah). This usage appears also in Leviticus,
Deuteronomy, l-2 Chronicles, Job (4 times), Proverbs (twice), Jeremiah (3 times),

Zephafiah (twice), and Zechariah.

ranan. F. Crtisemann, Studien zur Formgeschichte von Hymnus und Danklied in Israel.
WMANT 32 (1969), esp.32-82; R. Ficker, "lJ], rnnjubeln," THAT ll,78l-86; J. Jeremias, Das
Kdnigtum Gottes in den Psalmen. FRLANT 141 (1987); R. Lauha, Psychophysischer
Sprachgebrauch im AT. AnAcScFen 35 (1983); H. P. Miiller, "Die sog. Straussenperikope in den

Gottesreden des Hiobbuchesl' ZAW 100 (1988) 90-105; N. E. Wagner, ";1,!') in the Psalter," IrI
l0 (1960) 43s-41.

t. wbAs, rI. 435.
2. WUS, no.2520; KTU, 1.82,6.
3. AHw,l,242-43.
4. DISO,281.
5. HAL, lll, 1247.
6. On Prov. l:20 see M. Dahood, RSfl III, 153; on 8:3 see ibid., 145, 153.
7. Ibid., 153.
8. P.48.
9. For example, --> )'I gil, -->i11r yad6, -+\)n ru I and II; ltbtl/' iamah.
10. For a full discussion of this interpretation, see Mtiller.
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Use of the root in the context of lamentation is also concentrated in the Psalms (Ps.

l7:l;61:2Ul; 88:3[2]; 106:44; 119:169;142:7[6]); it appears also in I K. 8:28 par.
2 Ch. 6:19; 1 K.22:36; Jer.1:16; ll:14; 14:12.

III. Rejoicing. When we turn to the texts that use mn in a positive sense, we note
that the motive for the expression of joy is religion - even in Job 29:13, where Job de-
clares that he caused the widow's heart to sing for song. As a consequence, almost uni-
versally it is Yahweh to whom the resounding expressions of joy are directed. Now if
we inquire into the reasons for this rejoicing, a highly diversified picture emerges. Sel-
dom do we find a single cause; usually several motivations intersect. It is often not just
specific reasons but a complex of experiences extending over a lengthy period that pro.
vide the context motivating the use of rnn. If we attempt nevertheless to categorize the
usage, something like the following schema emerges:

l. Yahweh's Help and Deliverance. Foremost is the people's experience of
Yahweh's acts of salvation and deliverance. Most texts refer to such acts in the immedi-
ate or distant past, but often expectation of imminent demonstrations of God's salva-
tion is the reason for rejoicing.

a. The texts in the Psalms in particular speak of Yahweh's past deeds on behalf of
his people (Ps.47:21);81:2[l]; 98:4; 105:43;107:22;145:7;149:5; see also Isa.
l2:6); of these,Ps.47:2(l), 8l:2(l), 98:4, and 107:22 (and Isa. 12:6) summon the peo-
ple to rejoice, while the other texts describe the act of rejoicing (cf. Isa. 14:7 [probably
postexiliclll, where the whole world rejoices over the fall of the king of Babylon).

It is noteworthy that hardly any specific events are mentioned; instead, we find sum-
mary formulas. In most texts we are reminded of Yahweh's acts in history, which Ps. 8l
associates with the law. Apart from Isa. l4:7, Ps. lO7:22 comes closest to suggesting a
concrete act of deliverance in the immediate past, for it appears to call on those who
have recovered from sickness to rejoice (cf. vv. 17-18). The larger context shows, how-
ever, that the text is speaking of Yahweh's action on behalf of his people, transcending
the experience of individuals. One gets the impression that the formulation of the text is
deliberately left open, that concrete details are deliberately avoided, in order that as

many as possible may join in jubilant praise of Yahweh for what he has already done.
b. The texts in the book of Isaiah (except for l4:7) are oriented more toward the fu-

ture. They are also much more specific regarding the nature of what is expected, since
it emerges in each case from the concrete situation. According to 35:2,6, the desert and
even - as a hyperbolic symbol of God's extraordinary act of salvation - the speech-
less will rejoice, because all creation will take on new splendor in the light of the peo-
ple's return. The returnees themselves will also break forth in song, bringing with them
everlasting joy (35:10; 51:11).

Deutero-Isaiah envisions proleptically the people's expected deliverance and return
when he calls for rejoicing (44:23;48:20;49:13; 52:9; probably also 54:1, although

11. O. Kaiser, Das Buch Jesaja. ATD XVIII (1981), 29.
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many scholars delete rinnd for metrical reasonsl2) and when the mountains burst into
song before the returnees (55:12). Both 49:13 and 52:9 also link the awaited deliver-
ance with comfort given by Yahweh as motivation for a call to rejoice. Besides the

praise uttered by all creation, 42:10ff. calls on the desert and those who dwell among

the crags to rejoice because Yahweh is about to go forth as a warrior (implicitly, to de-

liver his people). This passage recalls Dt.32i43, although Yahweh himself is not the

object of rnn in the latter passage: the nations are called upon to break forth in rejoic-
ing on behalf of Yahweh's people, albeit because of what Yahweh has done.l3 We find
rnn in a hymnic context inlsa. 44:23, in a summons to creation to break forth in rejoic-
ing at the coming deliverance of Jacob. This frequent inclusion of the whole universe in
the rejoicing over the return of the people shows that Yahweh's actions on behalf of Is-

rael have significance for the whole world, not just for Israel.

In Isa. 6l:7 we should probably follow Marti and Westermann in reading ddroqin-
stead of yaronnfi, since this emendation makes better sense of v.7a.ta Finally, in Isa.

65: 14 Yahweh promises that his servants will rejoice on account of the gladness he will
bring to them, while those who forsake him will have reason to despair.

Jer.3l:7 and 12 also envision the imminent return from the Diaspora, along with the

people's enjoyment of the gifts of creation in their own land (even should we accept

Duhm's proposal to treat w"rinn"nfr as a preferred variant to w"nahorfrrs). The form
hiia' in v. 7 (to be read h6itaa6) probably envisions an event anticipated in the future
rather than belonging to the past. l7 Finally, the return of the exiles is also anticipated by

the rejoicing of the heavens and the earth over the imminent destruction of Babylon
(Jer. 51:48; cf. v. 45).

The tenses in Ps. 126 have been the subject of much discussion, but the use of mn in
vv. 5 and 6 (cf. also v. 2) of this psalm (which also has affinities to Deutero-Isaiah)
should clearly be subsumed under the aspect of anticipation of a salvific future. Confi-
dent of this anticipated salvation, the psalmist can already rejoice proleptically.

Also future-oriented, but more rooted in the domain of private (albeit collective) cir-
cumstances, is Ps. 90:14, with its prayer for lifelong rejoicing in God's steadfast love.

It remains an open question whether the we that links v. l4b to the prayer for Yahweh's
help in v. l4a introduces a final clause ("in order that") or a promise made to Yahweh

in order to gain his aid. The parallel to v. 12 suggests the first interpretation.

2. Yahweh as King. Closely associated with the experience of Yahweh's intervention
in history is the observation that Yahweh's kingship, embodying his power and his

12. Following B. Duhm, Jesaja. HKAT IIVI C1968), 407;K.Marti, Das Buch Jesaja. KHCX
(r900), 3s3.

13. P. Buis and J. Leclerq, Le Deutdronome (Paris, 1963),201, therefore propose to construe
'ammb in apposition to g6yim.

14. Marti, KHC X,387; C. Westermann, Isaiah 4046. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969), 368 n. d.

15. B. Duhm, Das Buch Jeremia. KHC Xl (1901),247.
16. See BIIS.
17. Duhm, KHC, X[,246.
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presence, is itself grounds for rejoicing - once more especially in the Psalms (Ps.

47:2ll;98:4) and the book of Isaiah (Isa. l2:6; 24:14;35:2; 52:7[8)), but also in I Ch.
1633: Zeph. 3:14,111' and Zech. 2:14(lO). "Praise is due God both as 'our king' (Ps.

47:7[6)) or '.my king' (Ps. 68:25[2aD, manifest in particular historical experiences, and
as 'great king over all the earth'(Ps. a732D, manifest in universal power."l8 Sellin
suggests reading Zeph.3:17 as a gloss on v. l5;le but this interpretation is not neces-
sary, especially since v. 17 is unique in making Yahweh the grammatical subject of
rnn: Yahweh rejoices over Zionllsrael in its midst.

Isa. 24:14 presents a particular problem. Following a description of the destruction
of the earth, concentrating on "the city" (Moab or Babylon?2o), we read: hZmmd yiS'fr
q6lam yaronntt. Bu't who are the hemmA who are the subjects of the clause? We can
rule out the inhabitants of the city and the previously named peoples, since those who
have just survived destruction can hardly rejoice. Some have suggested identifying
hemmA with Israel, or more precisely the Jews of the worldwide Diaspora.zl Marti had
already identified hcmmd as the "Jews of the western Diaspora": "'They' have a differ-
ent view of the situation than does the author; they rejoice over an event in which they
can recognize Yahweh's sovereignty, a glorious act of God . . . in which they see the be-
ginning of their deliverance."22 The expression miyam supports this interpretation, but
the text does not permit an unequivocal identification.

Ps.84:3(2);95:1; and 96:12 also emphasize the greatness and sovereignty of
Yahweh as grounds for rejoicing, but without reference to any specific historical event.
Ps. 84 is concerned primarily with Yahweh's presence in the temple, suggesting ties to
the cult. Kraus translates rnn in v. 3(2) as "cry out," but the context easily supports the
translation "rejoice."z: Ps. 95 and 96 also speak of Yahweh as creator, the topic of the
next section.

3. Yahweh as Creator The theme of Yahweh as creator and the gifts of creation is
another context in which we find the root rnn; we have met this theme already in Jer.
3l:12. Here again the texts are concentrated in the Psalms, always in a hymn
(89:13[12]; 95:l; 100:2) or song of thanksgiving (65;9[8]). According to 89:13(12),
Tabor and Hermon, mountains of the gods, rejoice at the name of Yahweh; the context
involves Yahweh's battle with chaos. Ps. 100:2 establishes a link with the ct:Jt; rinndis
to take place in Yahweh's presence. Universal jubilation celebrating God's creative
power and the consequent abundant harvest is described by 65:9(8), with morning and
evening, the realms of sunrise and sunset, as the subject of the verb. Finally, Isa. 35:2
alludes to a new creation: the desert will rejoice and blossom.

18. Jeremias, 74.
19. E. Sellin, Das Zwd$prophetenbuch. KAT Xll (-31929-30),393.
20. P. Auvray, Isal'e l-39 (Paris, 1972),227.
21. For the former see, e.g., Kaiser, AfD XVIII, l5 1. For the latter, H. Wildberger, Isaiah I 3-

27 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1997), 452-53.
22. Marti, KHC, X, 185.
23. H.-J. Kraus, Psalzs 60-150 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1989), 165.
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4. Justice and Judgmenr. The experience or expectation of Yahweh's s"/dqd is the
background of Ps. 5l:16(I4);71:23;1457;in the first two instances the context is a
vow of praise. Ps. 32:1 1 calls on the righteous to praise Yahweh because they have ex-

perienced his help. The larger context of32:ll and 5l:16(14) speaks ofGod's forgive-
ness, thus including it in the motivation for rejoicing. The protection that the saddiq
has received from Yahweh is the occasion for rejoicing in 5:12(11), while 92:5(4)
speaks of rejoicing over the just governance of Yahweh. In 35:27, by contrast, the

psalmist awaits vindication in the future, that those who support him may rejoice.
According to 1 Ch. 16:33, the trees of the forest rejoice before Yahweh, because he

comes to judge (ipt) the world and thus defends it with his steadfast love. Ps. 67:5(4)
calls on the nations to rejoice and be glad because God judges the peoples with equity.

Isa.65:14; Prov. 11:10; and 29:6 probably also belong to this category. In the first,
only the context suggests that the security and prosperity of those who belong to
Yahweh and the misfortunes of Yahweh's enemies are the cause of their rejoicing.
Prov. I l: l0 contrasts the respective fates of the upright and the wicked. According to
29i6, the righteous can sing and rejoice, while the wicked are ensnared in their trans-

gressions. Emendation of yarfrn to yarfis is unnecessary, especially since the following
w"iamEah confirms the root rnn.24

Job 20:5 also belongs here; the wicked may exult, but their joy is short-lived, lasting
only for a moment. Only the upright, therefore, can truly rejoice.

5. Cult. A cultic background can be seen in Lev. 9:24, where the people rejoice
when the offering is consumed: "This is the rinnd, the loud ringing cry of the worship-
per;'zs The rejoicing associated with (temple) festivals is suggested by Ps. 42:5(4) and

8l:2(l); Ps.8l even mentions the accompanying musical instruments. Ps. 100:2

clearly refers to the temple (cf. v. 4; also 84:3[2]). It is reasonable to believe that at

least the texts calling for (hymnic) rejoicing have their setting in the worship of the

temple and that this rejoicing is therefore cultic. It is not possible, however, to associate

it with a specific cultic event or festival.26 To trace the terminology back to the fertility
cult, as Criisemann does,27 leaves several unresolved questions in the case of rnn, espe-

cially in the light of the root's other main use in the context of precatory lamentation.

6. Miscellaneous.The call to rejoice in Ps. 33:l associates the (upright) word of
Yahweh with his work of creation and his governance of the world.

According to Ps. 132:9, the enduring existence of the Davidic dynasty is grounds

for rejoicing. Ps. 20:6(5), too, focuses on the king: the people who intercede on the

king's behalf want to shout for joy over his victory. Here we see once more the

proleptic rejoicing that anticipates a victory yet to come. In 2 Ch. 20:22, also, the battle
begins with rejoicing that springs from confidence in victory.

24. Contra BHS; cf . O. Pliiger, Sprilche Salomos. BK XVII (1984), 341,344
25. N. H. Snaith, Leviticus and Numbers. NCBC (1967),74.
26. But see Jeremias, 156; Wagner, 438; Lauha,72.
27. P. 64.
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lsa.26:19 associates rejoicing with deliverance from death, i.e., resurrection. The
entire text appears to be so constructed as to culminate it rnn, so that resurrection is
grounded in jubilation.28

Two texts involve a negative: Isa. 16:10 prophesies that a devastating enemy inva-
sion will silence the rejoicing of harvest time; and in Job 3:7 Job curses the day of his
conception as a day when there should be no sound of rejoicing.

The text of Isa. 43:14 is probably corrupt.2e

7. Individual Rejoicing. The texts that refer to individual experience are concerned
primarily with hope for deliverance from the threats of enemies. In Ps. 42 the psalmist
in distress recalls the time when he went rejoicing to the temple, keeping festival with
the throng (v. 5[ ]). This memory gives him confidence that one day he will again
have reason to give God thanks. According to v. l0(9), the psalmist is oppressed by
enemies; but there are no further details concerning his distress, which is described
only in a variety of images open to a wide range of interpretations. Ps. 59:17(16) like-
wise conveys the psalmist's assurance that Yahweh will deliver him from the torments
of the enemies who are seeking his life. The psalmist of Ps. 63, having experienced
Yahweh's help in the past, hopes for this help again to deliver him from his oppres-
sors; secure in this hope, he already rejoices to sing Yahweh's praises (vv. 6,8[5,7]).
lnll:23 the psalmist, hoping for Yahweh's help in the face of the enemy even to old
age, speaks proleptically of rejoicing. Ps. 1 I 8:15 can speak already of the sound of re-
joicing, since deliverance from the enemy has already taken place and the psalmist
has escaped death.

These texts clearly avoid specifics concerning the enemies and their conduct so that
many can echo or join in the psalm.

Ps. 30:6(5) speaks of rejoicing over deliverance from sickness; again, howeveq the

text goes beyond the horizon of the individual, calling on the faithful to praise God on
account of what the psalmist has experienced (v. 5[4]). The fate of the individual thus
becomes paradigmatic.

8. Subjects. The variety of the subjects rejoicing is striking. In the foreground stand

the people of Israel or groups of Israelites who rejoice or are called on to do so. We also
find the gentile world as a whole, which breaks forth in rejoicing over what Yahweh
has done. Beyond the human realm, nature is included in the expression of joy. Here
we see a special affinity between the Psalms and Deutero-Isaiah, for this universal re-
joicing appears primarily in Ps. 96 and 98 and Isa. 44:23;49 13; 55:12.30 These texts
make clear that rejoicing in Yahweh is by no means restricted to a particular group; it
can be all-embracing and universal, because its occasions are similarly all-embracing

28. On the function of the impv. rann"nfr, see H. D.
alttestamentlicher Apokalyptik (Jes 26,7 -19 ; Dan 12,1-4) I'
eds., "Linguistische" Theologie (Bonn, 1972), 101-33.

29. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja. BKXVI (1989), 331,339
30. Jeremias, 126.

Preuss, "'Auferstehung' in Texten
in U. Gerber and E. Gtittgemanns,
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and universal, and the one to whom thejubilation is addressed acts notjust on behalfof
a particular group: the scope of God's action is universal.

The usage inzeph.3:17, where Yahweh is the subject of the verb, is totally differ-
ent.3l

IV. Lamentation. Except for Lam. 2;19, which uses the qal of rnn, it is the noun
rinnd that appears in the context of lamentation, usually in combination with t?iilA.
The use of these two words in parallel shows that here rinnd is used primarily in the
sense of "plea, petition." Thus Solomon prays that his plea will be heard (l K. g:2g
par.) and the psalmists that their sufferings will be relieved when they pray that rheir
rinnd wlll be heard. This meaning finds clear expression in ps. 106:44, which speaks of
Yahweh's regarding his people's distress in parallel with hearing their lament. In Jer.
7:16 and 1 l:14, Yahweh forbids the prophet to raise a cry or prayer on behalf of his
people, on account of their wicked conduct. rn Jer. 14:12, too, intercession is in vain,
because Yahweh refuses to hear the cry of the people . Lam. 2:19, by contrast, calls on
the people to cry out before Yahweh, lamenting the terrible destruction. Finally, ac-
cording to I K. 22:36 a cry of lamentation announces the death of King Jehoshaphat.
The preceding masculine verb form, however, supports the emendati on of harinnd to
haraneh, following LXX.

V. Sirach and Dead Sea Scrolls. The root rnn ocours in Sirach, always in the con-
text of praise and always as a verb: the qal in 4i:10 and 50: l9 (all the people rejoiced in
prayer until Simon the priest finished his ministry at the altar; the object of the rejoic-
ing is not specified), and the hiphil in 39:35 (a call to sing praises and bless the name of
God).

Usage in the Dead Sea Scrolls conforms to that described in III.I above. The occur-
rences of both the verb and the noun are always in joyous contexts and hence convey
the sense of rejoicing. The object of the rejoicing may be yahweh's victorious great-
ness (lQM 4:4; 14.2,6;19:7; lQH 3:23; ll:5,14,26; IQS 10:14,17; leSb 2:25; cf . atso
lQ30 fr. 3,2 and 4QMa[491] fr. 11, l:9; 4eShir.[510] l:8;4eshirb[5ll] fr. d3,3:l
and, reconstructed after the model of this last texr, 4e502 l9:4).ln leM 12:13,15,
ZionlJerusalem/Judah is called to rejoice over the defeat of the enemy as well as the
new riches brought by the nations. The use ofthe root rnz is concentrated in the Songs
of the Sabbath Sacrifice (4QShirShabb), with 14 occurrences of the now rinnd, pn-
marily in the plural (4Q400 fr. 2, 8; 401 fr. 14,2:3;403 fr.1, 1:5(twice),9,36-37:404 fr.
4,4:405 fr. 10, 1; 405 frs. 15-16, 7;405 frs.20-22,8,12-13;405 fr. 23, t:7-g;
I lQShirShabb frs. h-I, 3; I lQShirShabb l:3). There are also 9 occurrences of the verb
(4Q403 fr. 1, 1:5,36,37;404 4:2;405 frs. 4-5,4: frs. l4-15, 1:3;frs. 20-22,9,14;25:2).
In 4Q403 fr. l, 1:4-5 and MasShirShabb 2:14, rnn should probabry be read as a mascu-
line noun, otherwise unattested.32

31. See III.2 above.
32. C. Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. HSS 27 (1985), 183.
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The text of IQH 5:13 is obscure; probably wdnt should be emended to wrnl.33 Also
unclear, because the context is fragmentary, are 4Q177 7:l and 4Q504 frs. l-2,7:ll:
504 fr. 7, l1; 6Ql8 fr. 13, 3.

VI. LXX. The LXX uses a wealth of equivalents for rnn, especially derivatives of
agallidsthai (concentrated in the Psalms) and euphrainein (concentrated in Deutero-
Isaiah). The same equivalents appear in the context of lamentation as in positive con-

texts. No particular usage stands out.
Hausmann

33. Kuhn, 106 n. 1.

I. l. Etymology; 2. Personal Names;3. Occurrences. II. Usage: l. Pronominal Usage;2.

Legal Texts; 3. Proverbs; 4. Job; 5. Sirach; 6. Friend of the King; 7. Prophets. III. l. LXX; 2.

Dead Sea Scrolls.

r4a'. K. Berger, Die Gesetzesauslegung Jesu, I. WMANT 40 (19'12), esp. 80-257; H. Cohen
"Der Niichste," Jiidische Schriften I (Berlin, 1924), 182-95; idem, "Die N[chstenliebe im Tal-
mudl' ibid., 145-47; R. L. Cook, "The Neighbor Concept in the OT" (diss., Southern Baptist
Seminary, 1980); J. Coppens, "La doctrine biblique sur l'amour de Dieu et du prochain: ETL 40
(1964) 252-99; H. Donner, "Der 'Freund des Kcinigs,"' ZAW 73 (1961) 269-77; D. Farbstein,
"Die Niichstenliebe nach jtidischer Lehre," Jud 5 (1949) 203-28, 241-62; A. Fern6ndes,
"'Diliges amicum tuum sicut teipsum'(Lev 19,18)," VD I (1921) 27-28; J. Fichtner, "Der
Begriff des 'Nlichsten' im AI," WuD 4 (1955) 23-52 = Gottes Weishen. AzT lU3 (1965), 88- 114;

E. Fuchs, "Was heisst: 'Du sollst deinen Niichsten lieben wie dich selbst'?" Theologische Bliitter
ll (1932) 129-40; H. Greeven and J. Fichtner, "ntr4o(ov," TDNT Vl,311-18; P. Grelot,
"LAncien Orient connaissait-il l'amour du prochain?" Evangile 15 (1954) 57-66;T. Hanelt,
"Znaczenie terminu r€'a w przykazaniu milo6ci bliZiego Kpl 19,18b," Roczniki Teologiczno-
Kanoniczne 19 (1972) 2l-32; J. E. Hogg, "'Love Thy Neighbor,'" AJSL 41 (1924125) 197t.;
C. A. Keller, "Nachster, Niichstenliebe: BHHW, ll, 1274-'75:' J. Kiihlewein, "9'l rea'Nlichster,"
THATll,786-91; F. Maas, "Die Selbstliebe nach Leviticus 19,18," FS F. Baumgdrtel. Erlanger
Forschungen A/10 (1959), 109-13; H.-P. Mathys, Liebe deinen Ntichsten wie dich selbst. OBO
7l (1986), esp.29-39; T. N. D. Mettinger, Solomonic State Officials. CBOT 5 (1971), esp.63-69;
A. Nissen, Gott und der Ncichste im antiken Judentum. WUNT 15 (1974); M. Paeslack, "Zur
Bedeutungsgeschichte der Wcirter rfrtreiv 'lieben,'Srtr(a 'Liebe,' 'Freundschaft,'Qitroq 'Freund'in
der Septuaginta und im NTI' Theologia Vatorum 5 (1954) 5l-142; A. Penna, 'Amico del re,"
RivB 14 (1966) 459-66; G. von Rad, "Brother and Neighbor in the OT," God at Work in Israel
(Eng. trans. Nashville, 1980), 183-93; M. Rade, "DerNiichste," FS A. Jiilicher(1927),70-'79;

!7 rca';r\J ra'6II; ;1!f l'l rd'eh;9-7D mcrca';7\) rc'd; i1l[1 ra'yd; ni,9a f'fr!
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l. I. Etymology. In Akkadian we frnd ru'u, "companion, friend,,' as well as ru,utu,
"friendship."t rhe feminine form is rutu./ruttu, "female companion, friend."2 The
Ugaritic occurences are ambiguous, because the form r'y can be interpreted not only
as r'with the first person singular pronominal suffix but also as the noun ry, "shep-
herd."3 Elsewhere we find the noun r', "friend, comrade,"4 twice in parallel with 'ft.5

The expression r' 'lm means either "eternal friendship" or "a friend forever."6 In a list
preserving thirteen proper names,T each name is followed by wr'h, "and his comrade";
the nature of the relationship remains otherwise undefined.

For Aramaic we may cite two texts from Ahiqar. In one, where the context is miss-
ing, we fnd byt r7, which could mean either "house of his neighbor" or "house of a
shepherd."8 The other may be interpreted as: 'A sword muddies clear water [even?] be-
tween good friends[?]."e Cowley proposes the conjectural reading byn r'n byn tbn and,
translates: 'A sword will trouble calm waters whether they be bad (or) good."ro As
Ndldeke has noted, however, there is no other evidence for an Aramaic word corre-
sponding to rca'; r'yn should therefore be understood as "shepherds," a meaning that
also is consonant with water.ll

Equally ambiguous is the only occurrence in Phoenician, in a list of temple ex-
penditures from Kition (cyprus) that speaks of expenditures lr'm.t2 The lack of
context makes it impossible to determine whether the word refers to "comrades" (in
the sense of temple employees) or "shepherds" (in connection with sacrificial ani-
mals).

Eth. 'ar'ut, "yoke," mr'w, "be married," and ra'awa are also related to Heb. rea..t3
According to Littmann, several isolated forms such as Arab. ufuwwa, "yoke," Eth.
'arut, "yokel' and Mehri herauwi, "betrothed," suggest positing a stem r w with basic
meaning "copulate," denoting marital "union."la Kdnig similarly states the basic mean-
ing to be 'Join, cultivate friendship or partnership, have someone as a friend."ls The

A. van Selms, "The Best Man and Bride," JNES 9 (1950) 65-75; idem, "The origin of the Title
'the King's Friend,"' "/NEs 16 (1957) ll8-23; J. B. Soudek, "Der Bruder und der Nichste,"
Hdren und Handeln. FS E. wolf (Munich, 1962),362-71; C. Spicq, Die Ntichstenliebe in der
Bibel. Biblische Beitrcige 3 (Einsiedeln, 1961).

l. AHw,II, 998.
2. AHw, 11,997.
3. KTU.1.21,6:2.2,1.
4. KTU, 1.22, l, 27;5.9 (a practice texr), I, 8, 10, I l.
5. KTU,5.9, I, 8, 10.
6. Ibid., l. I l. For the former see WUE no.252l; for the latter, IIT no.2339.
7. KTU,4.391.
8. Ahiqar 222.
9. Ahiqar ll3; AOT 459.
to. AE 223,239.
ll. AGWG, Phil.-hist. Kl. 14 (1913), 14.
12. KAr,378.8.
13. W. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (Wiesbaden, 1981.),36,356,459.
14. E. Littmann, ZA t3 (1898) 158-59.
15. Kiinig,447.
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verb, however, is very infrequent, occulring in Hebrew just three times in the qal, once

in the piel, and once in the hithpael (counting Isa. I 1:7 cj.); it is therefore reasonable to
ask whether we should not treat it as a denominative. This approach supports the pro-
posal that rea'be considered a specialization of ro'eh: a comrade was originally a fel-
low shepherd.l6 The isolated instances of r'in Aramaic and Phoenician, best inter-
preted as meaning "shepherd," point in the same direction. In addition, the noun rE'eh,

"friend," "may be simply a hybrid form created by the Masoretes" intermediate be-

tween rd'eh and rea'.17

2. Personal Names. Several personal names involve this root: r"'fr, rei, r"'ft'el, and
possibly al.ttra'. The name r wr, however, probably has nothing to do with r€a'.t8 One
ofPeleg'ssons,thefatherofseruginthegenealogyofShem(Gen.11:18-21 [P];cf.
I Ch. l:25 and Lk. 3:35), is named r"'fi. lt 1 K. l:8 a member of David's court
named r7? is mentioned alongside Shimei. Here LXXL (kai hoi hetatroi autoil) ap-

pears to have read wr'yw; Josephus calls Shimei ho Dauidou phflos and knows noth-

ing of any rei.le According to Gen. 36:4,10,13,17, one of Esau's sons is named

r"'fi'El. In addition, r"'fi'el is one of the three names (in addition to Jethro and Hobab)
of Moses' father-in-law (Ex. 2:18); he appears as the father of Hobab in Nu. 10:29.

In Nu. 2:l4the ndit'of the tribe of Gad is named r"'fi'el; in l:14; 7:42,47; lO:20,
however, he is named d"'fi'zl. Finally, I Ch. 9:8 mentions a Benjaminite named

r"'fr'el.
Tobit's father-in-law Ragouel (Tob. 3:7; 7: l- 10, I 3; 14:12) ar,d the archangel Raguel

(l En.2O:4;23:4) may also be cited in this context. If we ignore the Masoretic point-
ing, the name of 'ol.ttra', the ndsi'of the tribe of Naphtali (Nu. 1:15; 2:29;7:78,83;
10:27), probably also contains the element rda'.20

Analogous anthroponyms occur in cognate languages: Ald<. i-la-ra-$i-ya and ra-[a-
an-nu-um (Mari;;zt Neo-Bab. addu-raht;zzUgat r'y23 (which may instead mean "shep-

herd"za); Phoen. 'bdr' and r'mlk;zs Edom. r"l;26 1^r"r' al Aram. r', r'wyh, r'zyz, r'y',
r'yblw, r'yh, byt'lr'y, nbwr'y, rl.tmr';zz Saf' r', r'y'I, r'y1;zt Lihyanite r'y (?),2e r'w, r'y;30

16. Bl.e, $61d"'.
t7. Ibid.
18. H. Bruppacher, TZ 22 (1966) 12-18.
19. Ant. 7.346.
20. IPN 16.236 for a different view see G. A. Rendsburg, Henoch l0 (1988) 14.

21. APNM,260-61.
22. M. Weippert, Edom (1971),249.
23. PNU, 178.408; KTU, 4.175, 7.
24. UT no.2340.
25. Benz,409-10.
26. J. Naveh, BASOR 183 (1966) 28-30; M. Weippert, Edom (diss., Tiibingen, l97l),249.
27. W. Kornfeld, Onomastica Aramaica aus Agypten (Vienna, 1978),71.43.61.
28. G. L. Harding, An Index and Concordance of Pre-lslamic Arabian Names and Inscrip-

rlozs (Toronto, 197 l), 282.
29. Ryckmans,249.
30. rbid.,202.
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Palmyr. r'y, r'w',3t r'y7;32 oSA r'yru.:: In assessing this comparative material, we must
keep in mind that r'/r'y can mean "shepherd" as well as "friend, companion.', In the
case of the Phoenician and Aramaic names, the Egyptian deity Re (r'w) alsocomes into
consideration. In addition, the Aramaic examples could derive from the root rjr (Arab.
rQy, Heb. rslr), "delight in." If the element r'w means "friend," the name r w 7 can be in-
terpreted as either "El is a friend" (cf . byflr'y, nbwr'y) or possibly ',friend of E1.,,

3. Occurrences. There are 187 occurrences of rea'inthe OT. This count excludes r?a'
II, "noise, tumult," from -+ gll rw'(8x.32:17;Mic. 4:9;Job 36:33), and rea'rl,..thought,
intention,"fromr'hII(Ps.139:2,17).:+*"alsofind rda'\rinprov.2o:30cj.andpossibly
Job 35:4 and l6:20-2L:s of the 187 occurrences of rea',33 are in proverbs, 22inDettei-
onomy, 21 in Jeremiah, 20 in Exodus, 14 in Job, 8 in Zechariah, g in psalms, and 7 each in
Genesis and I samuel. The word does not appear in Ezra, Nehemiah, Daniel, Joel, Amos,
obadiah, Nahurrr, Zephaniah, or Haggai. As we shall see, the range of meanings extends
from "companion, comrade, friend, beloved" to..neighbor', and ..another.,,

The noun re'eh, "friend, conhdant," appears 6 times: 2 S. l2:ll; 15:37;16:16; I K.
4:5; K in Prov. 3:28; 27:10. The noun merea', "guest, confidant, best man," occurs 7
times (Gen. 26:26 fciting the office of merfuum at Mari, safren sees here a hiphil ptcp.
of r2, vocalized as mar'€hil, designatin g Ahuzzath as Abimelech's ..pasturage supervi-
sor"36l; Jgs. l4:1I,20; 15l.2,6;2 S.3:8; prov. l9;7; to these occurences we should
probably add Prov. 19:4; Job 6:14;tt and possibly prov. 12:26). The unusual form
mCrea'has been explained as a combination of rea'andpartitive min, withthe meaning
"one or more friends."38 Another explanation derives merEa'from a root mr'and as-
signs it the basic meaning "table companion, guest, one who enjoys himself.',3e

The feminine form rz'a, "(female) comrade, friend," occurs 3 times (Jgs.
ll:371Q1,38; Ps.45:15[EnC.14)) as rhe pl. rd'6gwith a pronominal suffix.

The other feminine form, ra'yd, "beloved," appears 9 times in the form of the voca-
tive ra'yd1t, "my beloved, my Iove," used by the bridegroom in the Song of Songs to ad-
dress the bride (l:9,15;2:2,10,13;4:1,7;5:2;6:4).In Jgs. 1l:37 we find rity (K).

The feminine counterpart to re'fi, which is found only as a personal name or as an el-
ement of one, is re'frt; it occurs 6 times (Ex. ll.2; Isa. 34:15,16; Jer. 9:19; Zec. ll:9;
Est. 1:9). It means a female "neighbor" or "another woman" in a quite general sense.

The verb rd'd ll, "associate with," is very rare. The qal appears to occur 3 times in

31. IPN, 154, contra PNPI,50.ll2.
32. A. Caquot, Syr39 (1962)249-50.
33. W. W. Miiller, ZAW 75 (1963) 315.
34. L. Sabouka, Bibl 63 (1982) 558-59.
35.ForJob35:4seeG.Beer, DerTextdesBuchesHiobuntersucht(lgg7),222;for16:20-21,

M. Dahood, Bibl 53 (1972) 391.
36. J. D. Safren, ZAW l0l (1989) 184-98.
37. F. Horst, Hiob. BK xvyl C1983),95, l0g; for a different reading, see G. Fohrer, Das

Buch Hiob. KATXVT (21989), 161.
38. J. olshausen, Lehrbuch der hebrciischen sprache (Braunschweig, 1g6l), $210.
39. J. Grill, UIY 8 (1888) 265-79.
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the form of the ptcp. r6'eh (Prov. 13:201'28:7;29:3). The LXX uses poimainein to

translate Prov. 28:7 and 29:3. Jgs. 14l.20 uses raz, a piel form translated as "he served

as his best man"; the meaning suggests a denominative from mCrca', "best man." A
hithpael occurs in Prov. 22:24.To augment the occurrences cited in the lexicons, schol-

ars have suggested other texts that are usually associated with rd'd I, such aslsa.44:20i
Hos. 9:2; l2:2(l); Job 24:l; and Prov. 15:14.a0 But it is probably more apposite to ask

whether we cannot derive all the occurrences from ra'd, trealing the various meanings

as specializations of the basic meaning "tend (a flock)," since a vetb ra'A with the

meaning "associate with (someone)" is not found in any other Semitic language.

Delitzsch already espoused this view when he wrote that ra'd "often means shelter and

associate with, expanding on the concept of feeding or tending a flock."al If this theory

is correct, the noun rE'd developed from ro'eh, and the verb rd'dll is simply a special-

ized use of ra'd unique to Hebrew.

II. Usage. In the OT rea' originally denoted a member of one's own tribe, a confed-

erate (cf. I S. 30:26), a friend ("friend of the king";az cf . the par. 'ahd!, e.g., in Ps.

88:19) who is like a brother (Ps. 122:8; Prov. l7:17), an acquaintance with whom one

exchanges the greeting of "peace" (Ps. 28:3 ; 122:8; Ptov. 27 :14). The word refers to a

neighbor (Prov.25:17), not necessarily even an Israelite (see Ex.3:22, where MT
w"ia'"ld'iii6 miii'ftenrd is modified in the Sam. text to wi'l 'yi m't r'hw w'ih m't r'wth,

which comes from Ex. ll,2 and is associated explicitly with the Egyptians by 12:35).

A "neighbor" can simply be another person (cf. Prov. 25:9, par. 'ah?r), who may be

like a stranger (cf. Prov. 6:1, par. zdr),but can also be a colleague (cf. Vg. ofJon. l:7
and Job 16:22lMT 2ll) in a prophetic company (cf. I K. 20:35; similarly Jer.29:23) or

even a lover (Cant. 5:16; Jer. 3:1).

l. Pronominal Usage. The concrete meaning of rea'largely vanishes when it is used

pronominally in the sense of "another, someone else." It appears "with the third per-

sonal masculine singular suffix in correlation with an antecedent 7J (a person, a man,

who .), with whom it is linked by a preposition or particle or by a construct

phrase."4: We often find such expressions as ii 'el ('et/'al) re'Zhfr or ii ler€'dhfi used to

denote reciprocity in the sense of "one another," e.g., "and they said to one another"

(Gen. 1l:3), "and the people said to one another" (1 S. 10:ll; in both cases ?,i'el-
re'€hfr), "they greeted one another" (Ex. 18:7, ii l"rc'Chtt). Whether we are dealing

with the neutral meaning "the one - the other," "each other," or a more positive sense

of r€'Ehfi often depends on interpretation of the context. For example, the expression '.i

'l r'w in the Siloam Inscription (ll. 2-3; also 3 lqrt r'w in l. 4) may be translated either

"each toward his comrade" or "toward each."4

40. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 149; HP, 189-90.

41. F. Delitzsch, BC lV13,454.
42. See II.6 below.
43. Fichtner, 32.
44. For the former see KAI, 189; for the latter, TUAT 11,555-56.
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2. Izgal Texts. The noln r4a' occurs 4 times each in the two versions of the
Decalogue (Ex.20:16,17 [3 times] par. Dt. 5:20,2113 timesl), l0 times in the covenant
Code, Ex. 20:22-23 :33 (21 : I 4,18,3 5 ; 22:6,7,8,9,10,13,25[1,8,9, I 0, I t,t 4,25]), I 6
times in Dt. 12-28, the Dtn Code (13:7[6); t5:2; t9:4,5[twice],lt,t4; 22:24,26;
23:25,26[twice)[24,25];24:10l'27:17,24), and only 4 times in Lev. t7-26,the Holiness
code (19:13,16,18; 20:10). In these texts rea'never denotes "someone required to
obey the law, the subject of the action,"as but always someone to be treated as the law
demands. Both the ninth commandment of the Decalogue, "Do not bear false witness
against your neighbor," and the tenth, "Do not covet your neighbor,s house,', ,.define

their proper scope: the rea', the fellow citizen, someone who lives in the neighborhood,
with whom one has daily contact, i.e., the particular human community in which one is
at home."a6 Here rea'denotes a member of the social community, whose legal rights
and property must be protected.

In the Covenant Code it is not entirely clear whether rea'refers to a member of the
community or simply another person. Ex. 22:9-12( 10- 13) deals with the situation of an
animal entrusted to one's neighbor. The rea"'generally is not responsible for the ani-
mal, neither if it dies or breaks a leg nor if it is mangled by beasts. (In the latter case,
though, he must furnish evidence, a superfluous requirement in the former case.) But if
the animal is stolen, restitution must be made, probably because theft of an animal
could be fabricated all too easily."aT

In Deuteronomy an individual belonging to the people of God is often called 'dh.

"This term alternates with rZa', which therefore clearly acquires a different nuance
than in the covenant code, i.e., it refers more clearly to a companion among the people
of God, to whom the Israelite is linked through the covenant."48 Dt. l5:2b is particu-
larly illuminating: "He shall not exact it of a neighbor who is his brother [NRSV 'a
member of the community'1." A boundary marker of a rea'who owns land must not be
moved (Dt. 19:14; 27:17). The notion that one should love one's neighbor appears in
the or only in Lev. 19: I 8b. The scope of this demand is limited: "It does not look be-
yond the boundaries of one's own people; the 'neighbor' in v. 18a stands in parallel
with 'one of your people'."4e The commandment to love one's neighbor and its later
history have been the subject of much discussion.5o

3. Proverbs. The book of Proverbs uses rea'in the sense of "friend" and also in the
more general sense of "neighbor." For example, 14:20 states that the poor are disliked
even by their friends, andin27:|O we f,rnd the command: "Do not forsake your friend or
the friend of your father." One's relationship with a friend is treated variously. On the

45. Fichtner, 36.
46. H. Gese, Vom Sinai zum Zion. BEvT 64 (1974),74.
47. A. Jepsen, Untersuchungen zum Bundesbuch. BWANT 4l (1927),67.
48. Fichtner, 38.
49. K. Elligea l,eviticus. HATIY (1966),259.
50. Maas (critically reviewed by Nissen, 284); Fichtner, 38-41; Berger, 8l-136; Nissen, 27g-

308.

L-.
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one hand, a true friend sticks closer than one's brother (18:24); on the other, sometimes

no distinction is made between a brother and a friend: 'A friend loves at all times, as a

brother he is born to share adversity" (17 :11).sr In other texts rea' denotes simply a per-

son in the immediate neighborhood with whom one comes in contact through shared la-

bor or simply by chance. But such a neighbor is not treated simply as an alien or for-

eigner. The wisdom tradition shows special solicitude for the poor and needy. The re1'

appearsinthecontextofgivingapledge(6:1,3;17:18),litigation(18:17;25:8'9),hypo-
critical speech (11:9), and calumny (ll:12). Flattery (29:5) injures aneighbor. "With

their mouths the godless would destroy their neighbors" (11:9; cf. ll;.12 27:14). ln
dealings with a neighbor, bearing false witness is also forbidden (24:28;25:18). Mis-

treatment is castigated, whether social (3:28) or moral (disdain, 14:21; enticement,

16:29 deception,26:19). When we read, "Do not plan harm against your rEa' who lives

trustingly beside you" (3:29), and, "Make your presence [lit' 'your foot'] infrequent in

the house of your rea"' (25:17), it is clear that rea'refers to a neighbor.

4. Job. The book of Job uses rea' in the specialized sense of "friend." For example,

Job's friends Eliphaz, Bildad, and zophar are called r/imby Job himself (16:20[MT];

19.21), as well as by Elihu (32:3: "He was angry also at his Uob'sl three friends";

35:4); in the prologue: "Then Job's three friends heard of all these troubles" (2: l 1); in

the epilogue (42:7,10). Two interpretive glosses speak of the friend who does notre-
fuse loyalty (6:l41sz and is not to be bargained over (6:27). According to l2:4, Job is a

laughingstock to his friends; according to 3O:29, he has become a companion (friend)

of ostriches. The proverb in l7:5, which has been variously interpreted, probably

speaks of apportioning among friends. Only in 31:9 does r7a'mean a neighbor.

ln l6:20-21(MT), even God is called a friend (or partners3) of Job. The LXX text
preserves vv.2l-22 only with an asterisk. For the Vg., Syr., and Tg., the designation of
God as rea'seemed too audacious. They therefore take the expression as referring not

to God but to litigation between human beings, interpreting it as a simile (Vg.: ". . . and

would that a man might so be judged with God as a son of man with his companion").

Horst maintains that 1 S. 28: 17; 2 S. l2:l I ; and Prov. 18: 17 show that rea' can denote a

"legal advers ary."54If he is correct, then the debate occasioned by the reference to God

as a friend is irrelevant.
Yahweh is likened to a friend in Ex. 33:1 1: "Yahweh used to speak to Moses face to

face, as one speaks to a friend" (ka'oiery"Qabblr Ti'el-r?'dhfi). This simile, found only

here in the OT, emphasizes the unique relationship between Yahweh and Moses.

5. Sirach. In the extant Hebrew sections of Sirach, rCa' occurs 26 times. In 8 in-

stances the Greek translation :uses pl€sion for r€a'. The sections preserved only in
Greek have an additional 18 occurrences of plesion. Sirach uses "neighbor" in a broad

51. O. Pl<iger, Spriiche Salomos. BK XVII (1984), 198

52. F. Horst, Hiob. BK XVV1 e1983), 107-8.

53. rbid., 240.
54. rbid.,253.

I
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sense. This is especially clear in the Greek translation. Although Lev. l9:18b is not
cited explicitly, Sir. 13: l5-16 treats the love of one's neighbor. The Hebrew and Greek
texts differ:

Hebrew:

All flesh loves its own kind,
and every person the one who is similar.
All flesh surrounds itself with its like,
and people associate with their like.

Greek:

Every creature loves its like,
and every person the neighbor.
All flesh associates with its own kind,
and a man sticks close to those like himself.

According to the Greek text, love of one's neighbor is like the love of an animal for
members of its own species. Here the love commandment is almost like a law of na-
ture: love of one's neighbor is born of natural desire.

In a similar vein, 18:13 says that God's love is for every living thing, whereas the
compassion of human beings is limited to their neighbors. Alluding to the second por-
tion of the Decalogu e, 17 :14 ("He gave commandment to each of them concerning the
neighbor") establishes the proper treatment of neighbors.

Sirach puts particular emphasis on mercy and the forgiveness of neighbors: "The
merciful lend to their neighbors" (29:l); "Forgive your neighbor the wrong he has
done" (28:2); "Remember the commandments, and do not be angry with your neigh-
bor" (28:7); 'Assist your neighbor to the best of your ability" (29:20). Being true to
one's neighbor in need means that one will also share the neighbor's prosperity
(22:23).In 34(31):15, "Be aware thar your neighbor is like you, and consider every-
thing that you hate," we catch a glimpse of the golden ru1e.55

In some passages r4a' refers to a friend whose opinion can be changeable, as in
12:9: "when a man prospers, an enemy becomes a friend, but in adversity even one's
friend disappears." By contrast, cf . 13:21: "when a rich person totters, he is supported
by his friend."

6. Friend of the King. In the time of David and Solomon, the title "friend of the
king" appears in the OT, in the forms rZ'eh ddwid Q S. 15:37; 16: l6), r€'eh hammelef,
(l K. 4:5), and rea' hammelek (l ch.27:33). under David this title is given to Hushai
the Archite, and under Solomon, to a man named zabtd. van Selms interprets the
"friend of the king" as a counselor in marital and family matters, whereas Penna doubts
that the expression is an official title. Donner has shown that we are dealing with a bor-

L

55. Bab. Shab.3la.
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rowing of the Egyptian title (mr w'ty, "unique friend (of the king)," and rfi niw.t,
"friend of the king." De Vaux suggests that the expression might well be a loanword
from Canaanite; for in one of the Amarna Letters, Abdilepa, the city prince of Jerusa-

lem, calls himself rufui iarri.s6 We do not know whether the person bearing the title
also had an of|rcial function. The most likely possibility is a counselor, a kind of minis-
ter without portfolio.

The expression is understood as denoting a speciltc office by I Ch. 27:33, which
lists Hushai the Archite among David's officials. The list of Solomon's officials also

mentions a "friend of the king" ( I K. 4:5). According to Riitersw6rden, the title refers
to a kind of privy counselor who advises the king and plays an active role in safeguard-

ing the king's dominion.sT We may follow Donner in ascribing the desuetude of the ti-
tle after David and Solomon to "its having become superfluous, because the functions
of its bearer did not differ from those of a Fyir."58

7. Prophets. The prophets vigorously condemn unjust treatment of one's neighbors.

Jeremiah and Ezekiel in particular tse rEa'in such contexts: Jer. 5:8: "Each neighs
(like a stallion) for his neighbor's wife"; 9:7(8): "They all speak peace to their neigh-
bors, but in their hearts are planning an ambush." The central concern is to protect the

neighbor, who, for example, should not be made to work for nothing (Jer. 22:13).
Ezekiel assails usury and extortion (Ezk. 22:12). The judgment to come will bring the

collapse of social order. Everyone will oppress his neighbor (Isa. 3:5). A neighbor can

become a source of peril through lies and slander (Jer.9:3-414-51). Therefore a neigh-
bor is not to be trusted (Mic. 7:5).

Using the word rea', Hos. 3: I and Jer. 3:1,20 insist that Israel has forsaken Yahweh
like an unfaithful wife who consorts with other men. Since rea'never refers to a hus-

band,'"huf;a1 rZa'in Hos. 3: I cannot mean "loved by her husband" (the interpretation
of Tg., recently espoused by Borbonese); it must mean (taking rea' collectively) "who
seeks the love of others."60 In Jer.3:20, likewise, m4re'd does not mean "away from
her husband" but "for her fornication." The image of marriage is used to represent the

relationship between Yahweh and Israel. Adultery is a breach of faith (Jer. 3:20: "Just

as a wife turns faithless on account of her friend, so you have been faithless to me, O
house of Israel"). Israel has turned to other lovers (Jer. 3:l: "You have played the

whore with many lovers"). Nevertheless, it is Yahweh's intent to make a new begin-
ning with his people (Hos. 3:1 : "Go, love a woman who seeks the love of others and is

an adulteress, just as Yahweh loves the people of Israel, though they turn to other

8ods"6l;.

56. EA 288:ll; de Vaux, Anclsr, I, 122-23.
57. U. Riitersworden, Die Beamten der israelitischen Kdnigszeit. BWANT ll7 (1985),73-77.
58. Donner,271.
59. P. G. Borbone, Henoch 7 (1985) 15l-59.
60. W Rudolph, Hosea. KAT)(IIUI (1966), 83.
6t. tbid.
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lll. I . IXX. The LXX \ses plesion I 12 times to translate rEa'. "We can only assume
that it was not individual 'translators' who thought up this equivalent; it must have
been current in the Jewish world of Hellenism even before the written text of the Greek
OT was established. . . . The choice of this very broad term, comprehending all human
beings regardless of their national and religious ties," has its theological basis "in the
religious conviction of the Jewish community that, though it alone possessed God's
revelation, this revelation is intended for the whole world."62 Berger agrees and says
that the choice of the simple ho plcsion to represent rea'should be understood "from
the position of Diaspora Judaism, which wanted to make the Torah accessible to all hu-
mankind."63 Nissen disagrees.6a

A specialized development can be observed in the LXX of Proverbs. Of the 33 occur-
rences of rea', 20 are translatedwith philos and3 with politcs,' the remainder present text-
critical problems in the LXX. The circle of those addressed is here restricted to friends.
Probably "this translation was chosen to reflect the Greek 'ethos of friendship."'os 11r"
translationpft//osnarrowedthecircleofthosedenotedby raa'; hoplesionexpandedit.66

In addition to the use of ho plcsion or ph{los to translate rea', we also find forms of
alldl- (3 times: Gen. 15:10; Ex. l8:1;2 Ch.2O:23), politOs (5 times: Prov. lt:9,12;
24:28; Jer.36129l:23;38[31]:34), adelph6s (twice: Gen. 43:33; Jer. 38[31]:34 LXXA),
and hdteros (6 times: Gen. 31:49; Isa. l3:8; 34:14', Job 3l:9; Prov. 27:17 LXX^:Eccl.
4:4 LXXAS). In Prov. 27:17 andEccl.4:4 we have a mistake caused by itacism: in both
cases LXXB has hetairos (cf. MT Prov. I l:16), which also translates rZa'in 2 S. l3:3;
16:17 (twice); I K. 16:11 (LXX with asterisk); and Job 30:29.

The LXX also uses hetairos for the "friend of the king" (2 S. 15:37 [LXX also in
v. 321; 16:16-17:, I K. 4:5); the translator was probably thinking of the title hetairos
used at the Macedonian court under Philip and Alexander the Great. In I Ch. 27:33,the
parallel to I K. 4:5, however, the LXX translator chooses philos, obviously evincing
knowledge of this title at the Ptolemaic court in Egypt.67

The use of mErea'in the specialized sense of "best man," reflected by the translation
nymphagdg6s in Jgs. 14:20 (LXX^), surfaces again without apparent reason in Gen.
26:26 and in the related LXX additions in Gen. 2l:22,32. The LXX rurns Ahuzzarh,
the adviser and friend of Abimelech of Gerar, into a "best man." The translator was
presumably familiar with this specialized sense of mZrea'from Jgs. 14:20. Elsewhere
m€rea' is translated hetafros, syndtairos, or philos. The noun rZ'd is translated syne-
tairis (Jgs. ll:37,38) or pl4sion (Ps. 45: 15[14]). The rrolun ra'yalt appears 9 times in the
Song of Songs as a designation of the beloved; the LXX translates it with the colorless
h€ pl€sion mou. As an equivalent for rE'fi1, we find plesion 3 times and allZl-, h6teros,
and gynii once each.

62. Fichtner, 46-47.
63. Berger, 103-4.
64. Nissen, 285 n. 854.
65. Berger, 104-5; cf. Paeslack,82.
66. Berger, 105.
67. G. Gerleman, Studies in rhe Septuaginr, I: The Book of Job. LUA 1.4313 (1946), 18.
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In Gen. 38:12,20; Jer. 3:l; Prov.22:ll, the LXX frnds ro'eh, "shepherd," as well as

in Prov. 28:7;29:3.In Hos.3:l; Job l7:5;Prov. 19:6, the LXX reads ra', "wicked." In
Prov. 14:21 l"r'€htt should be emended to lera'Ep, following LXX. In 2 S. 3:8 LXX
gndrimos is probably due to confusion of r with d (mdQa' for mZrea').

In the Vg. Jerome translates rZa'75 times with proximus and 64 times with amicus;
we also find isolated use of amator, collega, frater, socius, and sodalis. In Lev. 19:18

the translation diliges amicum tuum sicut te ipsum is tendentiously anti-Jewish, proba-
bly being assimilated secondarily to Mt. 5:44.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls r'occurs 44 times with the meaning
"neighbor." Of these occurrences, 22 are in IQS and 10 in CD; the others are lQpHab
4:12; IQH 4:9;5:23;10:28;1Q223:5:1Q27 fr. 1, l:ll; lQSa l:18; lQSb 4:24;4QM'
fr. ll, l:16;1lQT54:20; 66:3,7.Inmostof thesepassagesrea'denotesamemberof
the Qumran community. In particular, IQS and CD offer many examples of this us-
age. In IQS 2:24 the term r' is defined unambiguously: compassionate love and

upright thought are owed to the rea', qualified by the words "in the holy council,
sons of the everlasting assembly." In CD 6:20-21 we find a free rendering of Lev.
19:18b, the primary difference being the use of 'ah instead of r€a'. It is no longer the

neighbor who is to be loved, but the brother. Love of one's brother replaces love of
one's neighbor.

In CD 9:2-8 we find an interpretation of the prohibition against hate, vengeance,

and resentment in Lev. l9:17-18a. Its beginning, 'And every man of those who have

entered into the covenant who brings a charge against his neighbor . . . ," shows clearly
that both the person addressed and his neighbor can only be members of the Qumran
community. CD 9:7-8 and lQS 5:24-25 also cite Lev. 19:17b, although both passages

surprisingly substitute rea' for the 'ami1("fellow citizen") of Leviticus. In IQS 7:8 we
also have a free quotation of Lev. l9:18a:'And whoever feels animosity toward his
neighbor with no cause shall be punished for six months"; again, the b"nA 'ammef;a are

replaced by rea'. Similarly in7:15, 'And whoever goes around defaming his neighbor,"
a free quotation of Lev. l9:16a, raf;tl b"'ammefta is replacedby rlql Dr%w. These two
passages also show clearly that at Qumran rea'can mean only a member of the sect. A
neighbor so defined is to be reproved in truth, in meekness, and in compassionate love
(1QS 5:25); he is not to be intemrpted (6: l0; cf . 7:9), answered with a stiff neck or a
hot temper (5:26), be deceived intentionally (7:5), or be complained against without a

cause (7:17); no one shall appear naked before his neighbor (7:12).

Kellermann
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a\J ra'cp; )\J ra'dQ; l1)\1 rra!6n

I. Etymology: l. Hebrew; 2. Semitic. II. Occurrences and Usage: l. Verb; 2. Adjective; 3.

Nouns. III. Later Literature.

I. Etymology.
l. Hebrew. The root r'D appears in Hebrew as verb, noun (rd'd!, re'dp6n), and adjective.
Formally, the verb groups with the "stative verbs of the e-a class."t Its syntactic and

semantic usage,2 however, suggest that it is preferable not to classify the verb r'b as a
stative verb in the strict sense of an adjectival verb, but rather as an "action verb" with
"emotional" connotations,llke yiind(')/Sdnd(').2 T6" verb appears in the qal (12 times,
uniformly translated peiruin by LXX) and hiphil (twice: Dt. 8:3 ILXX limanchonetnf;
Prov. l0:3 ILXX limoktoneinl).

The noun rd'dp (lol occurrences, LXX always lim6s) belongs with the verbal
nouns of the qatal type, which derive from yiqtal verbs and are similarly widespread
(cf. 'dmdl, idftdri sdmd', iAbd).4 Consistently with rhis assignment, Barth and
Brockelmann classify the abstract noun re'a!6n (3 times, represented in LXX only in
Ps. 37:19: lim6s) as aqatalan form, pointing out the unique preservation of the base
form without the normal secondary gemination (cf. sm'n).s From the occurrence of

ra'e!.G. A.Anderson, sacrificesandofferingsinAncientlsrael.HsM4l (1987),esp. 106-
22; M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography X," Bibl 53 (1972) 386-403, esp. 391-92;
A. Guillaume, "Paronomasia in the OT," "/SS 9 (1964) 282-90; J. Guill6n, ..El hambre en la
Biblia," Cultura Biblica 31 (1974) 151-56; W. L. Holladay, "Prototype and Copies,,, "tBL j9
(1960) 351-67; E. Lipiriski, "La parole et le pain," Assemblies du Seigneur 60 (1963) 40-62 =
Essais sur la Rivdlation et la Bible. LD 60 (1970), 64-90; J. W. Miller, Das Verhriltnis Jeremias
und Hesekiels sprachlich und theologisch untersucht (Assen, 1955); P. D. Miller Jr., "studies in
Hebrew Word Patterns: HTR 73 (1980) 79-89; H. Graf Reventlow, Wcichter iiber Israel. BZAW
82 (1962); T. Seidl, Formen und Formeln in Jeremia 27-29. ATS 511 (1977);5/2 (1978), esp.
126-35; R. J. Sider, ed., Cry "/usrice (New York, 1980); P. N. Simotas, '.Famine in the OT"
[Greek], Gregorios Palamas 48 (1965), 267-71, 332-43, 399-4tO; W. Thiel, Die
deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia l-25. WMANT 4l (1973); N. J. Tromp, primitive
Conceptions of Death and the Nether World in the OT. BietOr 2l (1969), esp. 107-10;
H. Weippert, Die Prosareden des Jeremiabuches. BZAW 132 (1973), esp. 148-91; H. W.
Witzenrath, Das Buch Rut. SANT 40 (1975).

-+ )'111 here!.

1. J. Aro, Die vokalisierung des Grundstamms im semitischen verbum. stor 3r (1964), ll,
I l7-18.

2. See II.l below.
3. W. Richter, Grundlagen einer althebrciischen Grammatik. ATS 8, 10, 13 (1978-80), l:70,

95-96.
4. NSE 105-6; Blz,961m". On the masc. gender of ra'a! see K. Albrecht,ZAW 16 (1996) 103.
5. Barth, NSS, 336; Brockelmann, vG, 1,389-90; contra P. de Lagarde, Ilbersicht iiber die im

Aramiiischen, Arabischen und Hebrriischen iibliche Bildung der Nomina AGWG 35 ( I 889), 199:
qilalan.
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r{bwn in Ugaritic (see below) and the replacement of re'abdn in Ps. 37: 19 with rd'd! in
4QpPs37 2:2, Dahood concludes that r"'abbn belongs to the early substrate of Hebrew

and that the language of Ps. 37 is archaizing.6

The adj. ra'e! occurs 19 times (LXX always translates with the ptcp. peindn, except

in Prov. 27:7 lendedsl); it belongs to the common qatil typeT (cf. sdm7', idbEa).

2. Semitic. Heb. r'b has Semitic parallels only in the Northwest Semitic language of
Ugarit, the Southwest Semitic language of northern Arabia, and Ethiopic and Amharic.

No parallels are found in Akkadian (although von Soden notes the remarkably asso-

nant Akk. verb berfim, "suffer hunger"), Canaanite (including Phoenician and Ara-
maic, which use kpn/kpn';s cf. Heb. kdpdn in Job 5:22;30:3), or Old South Arabic. In
Ugaritic the verb r{bo is used in a discourse context in the Baal myth.l0 The
paronomastic expression r{b rfbt appears in what is probably a question addressed by
El to the goddess Ashtart ('Atirat); the parallelism {m'u lm'it in l. 34 and the lexeme

sequence lhm hm itym in l. 35 support the meaning "be hungry" for r(b.
The noun r"'abdn may have a parallel in Ugar. r$bwn, to which Dahood already

called attention: in KTU, 1.103, an omen text, we find the expression r(bn ykn b|twt,
"famine will be established in the land."ll Citing this text, Herdner proposes reading

r(bny instead of w{bny in KTU, 2.46, ll.12 But we must also note the suggested read-

ing of the nolur,;r r(b with the intensive suffix -rz in KTU, 1.103.13

In the case of the Arabic parallels ra(iba, "wish, desire (verb) l' ra{ba, "wish
(noun)," ra{lba, "object of desire," and ra$b, "desiring,"t+ only in the verbal nouns

ra{uba, ru{bun, and ru(ubun do we find the connotation "be greedy, be a big eaterl'

related to the Hebrew meaning of the root.
On the other hand, the Ethiopic parallels rafiba, "be hungry," rafuab, rafidb, "hun-

ger," and rafuub, "hungry,"ls do correspond to the semantic range of Heb. rb (with
dissimilation of g > b after r in Ethiopicl6). The Amharic equivalents are rabci, "be hun-

gry," and rab, "hwger";\1 Tigr. riiqba, "desire vehemently," resembles Arab. ra{iba.t8

6. Dahood, 391-92.
7. NSS, 12; Bl*, $61a"'.
8. DrSO, 125.
9. WUS, no.2524.
to. KTU, 1.4, IV 33.
ll. KTU, 1.103,3, 5, 12, 19; A. Herdner, UgariticaT (1978) 44-60; Dahood,39l-92.
12. Herdner, Ugaritica 7 (1978) 59.
13. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, Mantik in Ugarit. Abhandlungen zur Literatur Alt-Syrien-

Paltistinas 3 (Miinster, 1990), 108.
14. Lane, I/3, 1110-l l; Wehr, 347.
15. l,exLingAeth, 292-931, W. Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (Wiesbaden, 1987),

468, with other derivatives.
16. vG, t,227.
17. W. Leslau, Hebrew Cognates in Amharic (Wiesbaden, 1969), 66, 103.

18. W. Leslau, Ethiopic and South Arabic Contibutions to the Hebrew Lexicon (Berkeley,

1958), 50.
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II. Occurrences and Usage.
l. Verb. The verb, which appears in the qal and hiphil, favors the qal in the dispro-

portionate ratio of l2:2.
a. Qal. (l) Syntax. The qal of r'b predicates the state, condition, or occurrence of

hunger. On the textual surface it appears to be used intransitively, without syntagmatic
expansion in the nucleus of the clause; but Jer. 42:14 (w"lallehem ld' nir'a!) shows that
at the level of deep structure a prepositional object has been deleted and may be postu-
lated as belonging to the valency of the verb. We find various subjects suffering incipi-
ent or ongoing hunger: 'eres mi;rayim (Gen. 41:55); an anonymous collective (Isa.
8:21); an indefinite subject (ii) in a prophetic oracle of judgmenr (Isa. 9:19[Eng. 20]);
the returning exiles (49:10); apostates from Yahweh (65:13; note the antitheses); Jeru-
salem after its destructiot (Jer. 42:14); typical human subjects in maxims (a thief, prov.
6:30; an idle person, 19:15; an enemy, 25:21:- a rich man[?], Ps. 34: I l I l0]) or compari-
sons (a smith, Isa. 44:12); Yahweh in a contrary-to-fact condition (Ps. 50: l2). Collec-
tive personal subjects thus predominate (Gen. 4l:55 may be included: abstract for con-
crete) as well as typical general generic terms. An individual definite subject (such as a
PN) never appears as the subject of r'b.

Metaphorical usage of the verb (cf. Am. 8:ll-12; Sir. 24:21; Mt. 5:6) is not found; it
always describes a personal collective or typical individual as going without actual
food.

We find negated r'b predicated of the returning exiles (Isa. 49:10) and a group of
pro-Egyptian Jerusalemites (Jer. 42:14); the former text expresses hope for an allevia-
tion of distress, the latter, self-assured confidence that a calamity will not come to pass.

Except in Gen. 41:55 (narrative), verbal clauses with r'b describe general situations
and possibilities that are temporally neutral ("wisdom aphorisms") or prophesy some-
thing that will come to pass.

(2) Semantics. As contextual antonyms to r'b, we find gzr (Isa. 9:l9t2ol), ?/ (Isa.
9:l9l2Ol;65:13;Prov.25:21), itlz (Isa. 65:13; par. ;m), iqh hiphil (Prov. 25:21l' par.
sm), and 16' hsr (Ps. 34: 1 I [ 10]).

In the extended lexical field of r'b, we find the synonyms la' iapa' (Isa. 9: l9[20]),
rwi (Ps. 34:11[0]), and y'p (Isa.44:12). The correlarives r'b + sru'("hunger and
thirst") appear in Isa. 49: 10; 65: 13; Prov. 25:21 . As nominal parallels we find milhdmd
and qbl i6pdr (Jer. 42:14). Affective consequences of hunger are the crying (,s'q) of the
people to Pharaoh (Gen. 4l:55), raging (qsp hithpael), and cursing (qll,lsa. 8:21).

In the sapiential contexts of Proverbs and Psalms, going hungry is a sign and conse-
quence of Yahweh's absence, of apostasy, of idleness, and - paradoxically 

- also of
wealth (metaphorical usage of r'b?). By contrast, the servants and followers of Yahweh
do not want; they enjoy sufficient food and drink, tokens of abundance and blessing.

b. Hiphil. Each of the two instances of the causative of r'b (Dt.8:3; Prov. l0:3) has
God as its subject; the object of God's punishment is the people of Israel (Dt. 8:3) or
the righteous individual (nepei ;addtq, Prov. l0:3). In the interpretive historical retro-
spect of Dt. 8:3 (consecutive impf.), the hunger brought on by Yahweh is a medium of
divine discipline ('nh piel) and instrucrion (yd' hiphil), intended to imparr the knowl-
edge that the purpose of life is not limited to the acquisition of material food but finds

535
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fulfillment in the appropriation of all that comes from yahweh,s mouth (cf. thetraditio-historical association of Dt. g:2_3 with Am. g: I 1_l2ts).The hiphil of r.b is fol_lowed by rhe antirherical hiphil of 'k[ also with God as subjeci, alluding to God,s feed_ing of the Israelites with manna.
Prov. l0:3 is a maxim of empirical wisdom (impf. used to express a generar truth)avowing that Yahweh does not employ hunger as a punishment afhicting the life of therighteous, whereas he thwarts (hdp) the craving (iawwd) of the wicked.

2' Adiective' The adjective (19 occurrences) is rarely used attributively (3 times),but is commonly nominalized (9 times).
a- Nominalized. The adjective is used as a noun in both singular and plural, with andwithout the article, to denote the group or class of those *ho tunge.. Together with there;fi;tm, "oppressed" (Isa. 5g:6), 'gttytm merfiQim,..homeless poo"." 1ss,z;, 

.ar6m, ,,na_
ked" (58:7; Ezk. l8:7,16; Job 22:6;24:10), aifiqtm,..oppressed,, (ps. t46:7), ,osfirtm,
"prisoners" (Ps. 146:7), and nepei na'an6, '.afftictea', risa. 5g:r0), they constitute the"wretched," commended by prophetic and sapiential exhortation to the special care ofthe congregation. These lower classes can also include one,s own kin (Isa. 5g:7,mibbeiaref;a; Job 22:6, 'abAkd.

As an anronym of the nominalized adj. rd'e!, we find idpea,,..full', (l S. 2:5; prov.
27:7); as a correlarive, analogous to thl usage of the verL, we find the adj. sdme-,,"thirsty" (2 s. l7:29 tbul lsed predicativelyr; Isa. 29:g; 32:6;ps. 107:5; Job 5:5).

The Song of Hannah ( I S. 2:5) places the class of the re'obimin antithetical parallel-
ism with the iel.im, envisioning the former, in a reversar 

"f 
d; p;;;;ling social struc_

ture, living in quiet, lasting security (hdl), whlle the latter have to labor fbr their bread(ikr). rn the bipartite correlative similitude of Isa. 29:g, the illusionary dream of thehungry (ra'eU and thirsty 
l1amc,), wirh rhe synonyms rtq,,,empty,,, and.dy€p,..faint,,,

serves to illustrate how futile are the efforrs of the enemies of Jerusalem te"|"il. i, ir,"sapiential context of Isa. 32:6, a series of modal infinitives stigmatizes the misconduct
of the fool (napal), which incrudes the refusal of food and diink (synonymous verbsryq_hiphil and hsr hiphil) to rhe hungry and thirsty (consrruct pr,ru* with nepei).

Isa. 58:5-7' a critical attack on the curt, incrudes the hungry atong wittr rrr. 
"it*groups of the downtrodden (see the synonyms above) as beneficiarief of social provi_

sions (a series of infinitives) to mirigate iheir plight; this is the ..fasr,, that yahweh
chooses' To those who offer their life (text!) to the trungry and satisff the needs of theafflicted (nepei na'ond), the conditional statement of vv. 9- l0 offers the prospect thattheir own need and darkness will be alleviated. In a similar vein Ezk. lg:7 and 16 de_scribe feeding the hungry and clothing the naked as ideal conduct on the part of onewho is righteous (saddtq).

The participial praise of yahweh in ps. 146:7 describes him as personally distriburing his benefits to the hungry, the oppressed, and prisoners.

19. Lipir1,str,t, Tl-72
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In Job 5:5, in the first speech ofEliphaz, the correlates rd'Ef; and same'appear asin-

struments of punishment, despoiling the possessions of the fool ('"wtl).

b. Attributive. Functionally, attributive usage of ra'e! resembles its use as a noun. In

Prov.27:1 and Ps. lO7:9, rd'E! modifies the indefinite pronoun nepei,thus establishing

a generic qualification.Prov.2T:7 contrasts the relative value judgments and behaviors

of the nepei S,!€'d and the nepei r"'E!A. In Ps. 107:9 Yahweh transforms into fullness

the want of the nepei ioqdqd par. nepei r"'epd. ln v. 5 r"'Zpim and s"mETm serve as

adnominal qualifiers of lsrael's (pronoun!) situation in the wilderness.

c. Predicative. We find ra'e! as a predicate in both nominal clauses and hayd

clauses. Examples of nominal clauses with ra'Eb are 2 S. 11 :29 and 2 K. 7 :12 (the latter

together with the adjs. sdm€' and'ay?p); the first describes qualitatively the condition

of David and the people, the second, that of the beleaguered inhabitants of Samaria.

The hayA clause in Job 18:12 is based on metaphorical usage of rd'd!: the disaster

('on) abolt to strike the wicked is given an element of menace by being described as

ra'1f; (contra Tromp, who treats 'on as a verb from 'dndllI, "meet," and ra'qf; as a

nominalized personification of deathzO).

In the predicate of the verbal clauses in Isa. 8:21 and Job 24:10, ra?'} functions as

an adverb. In the former, an obscure text, it describes the nature and consequences of
aimless wandering on the part of a debilitated group of people (Wildberger rightly re-

jects the proposal of Guillaume to replace rd'4f; with homonymic rai!, related to Arab.

rdTb, "tenified"2l). In Job 24:l0 it expresses the Tantalean torment of sinners who go

hungry even while carrying the sheaves.

3. Nouns. a. rd'd!. (l) Syntax. The noun ra'a! occurs 101 times. It is used (a) as sub-

ject and object in verbal clauses and as subject and predicate noun in nominal clauses.

At the syntactic level (b), it appears as nomen rectum in construct phrases, especially

copulative combinations (const. adj. + ra'ap, e.g., hal"b rd'd!, Lam.4:9), as well as in

prepositional phrases with b,, 1", 'el, min, and mipp"nA, which are inserted syntactically

as circumstantial qualifiers of verbal clauses. In Jeremiah and Ezekiel these preposi-

tional phrases are frequently expanded by inclusion of the synonyms heref;, debet and

mawe!.
(a) When rd'ap is the subject of a verbal clause, it appears with verbs that de-

scribe either the presence and prevalence of hunger or famine (hdyd, Gen. l2:lO:
26:l;41'54,56 42:5;25.21:l;1 K.8:37;2K.6:25; Jer. 14:13,15;Ruth 1:l;2 Ch.

6:28) or its approach and onset (b6', Gen.4l:50; 2 5.24:13;2 Ch.2O:9; hll, Gen.

4l:54; qfrm, Gen.4l:30 r'h niphal, Jer. 5:12). As a rule these more stative and in-

choative clauses include a locative expression using ba'Ares (+ toponym) or b" +
toponym localizing the condition of want; temporal expressions are also found (e.g.,

2 S.2l:1, bimA QAwiQ). Such locative and temporal expansions appeal also in verbal

clauses in which verbs like kbd (Gert. 12:10 43 l:47:4,13) or hzq (Gen. 41:56,57;

20. Tromp, 109.
21. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1991), 376-77; Guillaume, 289.
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47:20; I K. l8:2; 2 K. 25:3; Jer. 52:6) qualify or quanrify the severity of the hunger.
An expansion of the clause with an object designating the people and lands is found
with the verbs klh piel (Gen. 4t:30,4r'II (Isa. 5l:19), ,kl (Ezk.7:15), and ddlaq
(+'aharA, Jer. 42:16).

We find ra'a! used as object only in clauses with a divine subject; in such contexts it
appears together with the synonyms here!, dele4 and hayy6 as a description of the
punishment sent by Yahweh (preferred verb: ilh piel or hiphil: Jer.24:10:29:l'l;Ezk.
5:17; 14:13,21) 

- upon zedekiahand the remnant of Jerusalem, upon Jerusalem itself,
upon an unspecified land. As a synonym for iillah ra'a! b" refening to divine punish-
ment we also find qdrd' rd'd!'al (Ps. 105:16) or nalan rd'd! 'al (Ezk.36:29: positive
context). Ezk.5:16 says that Yahweh can also increase ('sp) famine among the people.
The late prophetic oracle in Am. 8: I I (from "a Dtr preach"."22) speaks metaphorically
of Yahweh's sending (J/ft hiphil) a "hunger" and "thirst" for hearing the d$ar yhwi;
according tov. 12, however, this hunger and thirst will not be satisfied, a failure that
spells the end of Israel as God's people.z:

Nominal clauses with (ha)ra'd! as subject either have a locative expression in the
predicate (2K.4:38;7:4;Ezk.7:15), thus corresponding functionally to verbal clauses
with hayd, or establish the temporal duration (numeral + idnd) of the affliction (Gen.
45:6,11; I Ch.2l:12).

(b) The we of ra'afi in construct phrases can also express duration (iepa' iena ra'dp,
Gerl- 4l:27,36). More often ra'ap serves as nomen rectum in copulative combinations
with adjectives or participles denoting destruction, injury, and want (mela rd'db, lsa.
5:13; tah'lft'A rd'a! par. haFb herep, Jer. l4: l8; 'asupO ra.a!, Ezk. 34:29; haFk here!
par. haFb ra'd!, Lam. 4:9; m"za ra'd! par. l'huma reiep, Dt.32:24), thus adducing the
reason for the disaster that has befallen a particular group of Israelites. Substantival
construct phrases emphasize the disgracefulness (fuerpa1, Ezk. 36:30) or intensity
(zal"p61, Lam.5:10) of the famine or use the image of an arrow (hissa rd'd!,Ezk.
5:16) to describe its deadliness.

Among the prepositional phrases using ra'a!, those with be predominate. Their
meaning may be instrumental, modal, causal, or temporal; they usually appear in pro-
spective verbal clauses with verbs meaning "perish" (krr niphat, Gen. 4l:36 [negated];
mfi1, Jer. 11:22;21:9;27:13;38:2:42:17,22;44:12; Ezk.6:12; tmm, Ier. 14:15;
44:12,18,27; klh, Jer. 16:4; Ezk. 5:12; ntn niphal, Jer. 32:36; npl, Ezk. 6:tl; .tp, Lam.
2:19) or "destroy" (mfi1hiphil, Ex. 16:3; Isa. 14:30 [text!]; klh piel, Jer. t4:12; ntn
ldmitl, 2 Ch.32:ll; pqd, Jer.27:8;44:13; rdp, Jer.29:18 [the lasr rwo only a divine sub-
jectl). In these texts, mostly in prophetic literature, the instrumental-modal preposi-
tional phrase be + ra'a! serves to flesh out threats and judgment oracles directed
against such human collectives as Israel, Egypt, the inhabitants of Anathoth, Jerusa-
lem, the Philistines, prophets, and children. Hunger 

- along with the sword, pesti-
lence, and death 

- 
gives concrete form to the imminent deadly catastrophe, described

22. H. W. ltlolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),326
23. Ibid., 331; Lipifiski (67ff.) calls it a ..vengeful judgment.',
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either as a punishment ordained by Yahweh or as a well-deserved human fate. Hunger

can also be a medium and token of subjugation (abadtd 'e!-'6yepAla b"rd'd!, Dt.
28:48), along with thirst, nakedness, and lack of everything. By contrast, the few pas-

sages where berd'ap has a temporal sense speak of Yahweh's alleviation of the scourge

of famine (Job 5:20; Ps. 33:19;24 Neh. 5:3).

The prepositional phrase mipp"nA ra'af; represents a purely causal substitute for the

more instrumental and modal bera'a& (Gen. 4l:31;47:13; Jer. 14:16;32:24',38:9;Lam.

5:10). Used with the verbs .i7 niphal and yrr hiphil, min rd'dP speaks of groups that

have survived famine (Jer.2l:1;Ezk. 12:16). The prep. /" with ra'a! can introduce an

indirect object in clauses with a divine subject and the verb qr' or ntn in the predicate;

the direct object names the human group for whom Yahweh ordains or brings famine

(2 K. 8:1; Jer. 18:21) or the thing that alleviates hunger (lehem, Neh. 9:15). In Jer. 15:2

lerd'd! is both a possessive in a nominal clause and a directive in a verbal clause with

htk. Ier. 34 17 is a special case: 'el ra'aP etc. denotes the resultant objective of the

ironic "relea.."2s proclaimed by Yahweh.

(2) Context and Significance. At two non-Priestly narrative points in the Abraham

and Isaac traditions (Gen. 12:10; 26 l),ara'af; affecting the land ofCanaan (cause un-

specified) forces the patriarchal tribes to journey to Egypt (ch. 12) and to the land of
the Philistines (ch. 26). In each case complications arise in the alien land. The causal

nexus of famine and migration appears again in the story of Joseph (42:5ff .), at the be-

ginning of the story of Ruth (Ruth l:1),26 and in the Elisha cycle (2 K.8:l).
All 20 occulrences of ra'a! in the Joseph story are in non-Priestly strata' In Gen.

4l.27,30-31,36,50,54-57, ra'aB stands in the context of Joseph's interpretation of Pha-

raoh's dream and the ensuing severe famine in Egypt. In 42:5 and 43'.1 rd'Al denotes

the famine in Canaan that impels Joseph's brothers to travel to Egypt. In 45:6,11, the

lengthy duration of the Egyptian famine is noted: two years, with five yet to come. In

47:4 Joseph's brothers inform Pharaoh that they have come to Egypt because of the

famine afflicting Canaan. In 47:13,20, the severity of the famine in Egypt causes Jo-

seph to take additional sociopolitical measures. Ps. 105:16 alludes to the famine in Ca-

naan mentioned in the Joseph story and ascribes it to Yahweh.

There is only a single occurrence of rd'db in the exodus tradition: Ex. 16:3, in the

story of the manna in the larger context of the Israelites' complaining in the wilderness.

In the setting of a prayer, Neh. 9: 15 reflects poetically on the alleviation of this hunger.

Only in Dt. 28:48, in the curses associated with the b"rt1 in Moab, does Dtr
parenesis use ra'ab, in series with three additional concretions of the curse: $m', 'rm,

and hsr ftol. It occurs in poetry inDt.3224, also in a series of terms denoting plagues

(esp. reiep;z1 on account of its use in parallel with reiep, Tromp interprets ra'a! as a

personification of death28).

24. Contra Tromp, 109.

25. --> ].1a1 d"rbr.
26. For a comparison of these texts and possible interdependence, see Witzenrath, 138-39'

27. Weippert, 153.
28. Tromp, 108.
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we also fnd rd'd! in individual traditions of the Dtr History. In 2 S. 2l:l-2, for ex-
ample, three years of rd'd! in a row is a sign of Saul's unexpiated bloodguilt. rn 24:13
rd'd! is one of the three punishments among which David must choose (the others be-
ing flight from his enemies and pestilence; the par. text in I Ch.2l:12 is somewhat
differentze). In Solomon's prayer at the dedication of the temple (l K. g:37 par. 2 Ch.
6:28), ra'db and deler are one of several possible occasions on which the people may
call upon Yahweh to hear their prayer. The Chronicler,s special tradition in2 Ch.20:9
(Jehoshaphat's prayer) alludes to this passage in Solomon,s prayer.

In the Elijah and Elisha cycles, famine appears as a central motivation for prophetic
action in 1 K. 18:2 (famine in samaria); 2 K. 4:3g (famine in Gilgal); 6:i5; l:qJ2
(famine in Samaria). The conclusion of rhe Dtr History eK.25:3 pu.. J".. 52:6) speaks
of rd'd! as a consequence of the siege of Jerusalem. The siegi of the city by the
Assyrians lies behind 2 Ch. 32:ll, in a diatribe of Sennacherib that accuses Hezekiah
of destroying the populace through rd'd! and sarna'. Neh. 5:3 quotes the outcry of the
ordinary people of Jerusalem, who have had to pledge their houses in order to glt grain
during the famine.

Except in the Joseph story, then, there are only sporadic mentions of rd.d! in the
narrative traditions of the or. only a couple of passages (2 K. 6-7;25) mention the
siege of a city as a cause of famine; more often rd'd! appears as an abstract, almost
mythic entity, always denoting an actual famine, not the habitual hunger for food.3o In
the individual passages in Deuteronomy and the Dtr History, we already note the ten-
dency to link rd'd! with other terms denoting punishments or plagues of divine prove-
nance, a tendency that becomes the rule in Jeremiah and Ezekiel.

In two poetic passages (Isa. 5:13 [together with;dmaf and 14:30), rd.d! is srill the
sole instrument of Yahweh's deadly punishment inflicted on Israel and philistia. In Jer-
emiah (32 times) and Ezekiel (16 times), however, rd'd! is associated as a rule with
here!, deler, and sometimes maweland other substantives, which together constitute a
stylized, formulaic series of plagues expressing God's judgment on Israel, Judah, or Je-
rusalem and its leaders.3l whether they consist of two, three, or four elements, the ex-
amples in Jeremiah and Ezekiel share several features: they appear in threats spoken by
Yahweh; they are used circumstantially with verbs denoting destruction (mfr!, pqd, rdp,
etc.) or as objects of God's punitive visitation ("uniformly :"1n, fy.l, and .lll are in-
struments of Yahweh's punishment"3z); and, with the exception of Jer.27:g, the words
are always addressed to Judahites of all classes.33

29. For discussion see Weippert, 173-74.
30. A point well stated already by L. Goppelt , "rel&al' TDNT yr,l4. on the mythic aspect

see Anderson, l15; Tromp; Witzenrath, 81, describes the abstract noun rd'db as indeterminate
and hypostatized.

31. The order and causality of the individual elements is discussed by O. Kaiser, -+ y 164-
65; a formal rule for the altered sequence llere! - ra'a[ in Jer. 14:76; t S:Z t is proposed by p. D.
MiUer, 84-85.

32. Weippert, 168.
33. For a list of those addressed see Seidl, 2:l2g-29.
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In Jeremiah rA'ab appears in nominal series that may be dyadic, with here! (Jer.

5:12 ll:22; 14|3,15-16,18; l5:2;16:4; 18:21 42:16;44|2,18,27), or triadic, with

he re! and debe r (J er. 14 12; 2l :7,9 ; 24:10: 27 :8,13 ; 29 : 17,18 ; 32:24,36: 34: l7 ; 38:2;

42:17,22; 44|3). The LXX of these series varies somewhat from the MT.3a Holladay

and Seidl generally place the dyadic series chronologically before the triadic (cf. also

25.24:13 with 1 Ch. 2l:l21.ts Weippert, however, is more nuanced, claiming that only

in the third-party quotations in 5:12; 14:13,15 (+ 16,18); 42:16;44:18 are the "fatalis-

tic" dyads of pre-Jeremianic provenance; the other dyads and the triads are one and all

authentic Jeremianic texts, not (as is often claimed) of Dtr origin.36 The alternation be-

tween dyads and triads is solely stylistic: in metrical or poetic texts the dyad persists

for metrical reasons; the triad is a mark of "literary prose," which tends to be expan-

sive.37 Apart from questions of literary analysis, it is to Weippert's credit to have dem-

onstrated that the plague series in Jeremiah is not Dtr in origin.
For the plague triads in Jeremiah, Weippert can point to a wide range of "semantic

and terminological precursors," thus refuting the view of Reventlow that the triadic for-

mula constitutes the starting point for development of the motif.38 According to
Weippert, the development begins instead with a detailed description of all kinds of
plagues, among which the three nouns in question constitute merely a semantically

representative distillation. This distillation of the rhetorical material reaches its climax

in Jeremiah with the appearance of the triadic form; the further development of the

form after Jeremiah both decomposes it and sometimes expands it.3e Because of its ex-

tensive prehistory, the triad cannot be a product of the late Judahite monarchy.a0 War,

famine, and pestilence were in fact constant threats to people living in the ancient

world, "experienced regularly by every generation." (Weippert cites ancient Near East-

ern examples; Anderson goes into greater detail and notes the contrastive elements fer-

tility/famine.4l) The concentration on the strict triad in Jeremiah is "rather the result of
a deliberate stylistic choice, which reduced the extended descriptions to their dreadful

core."42

The subsequent development of the plague series is documented most impressively

by the texts in Ezekiel. The triad still predominates (Ezk. 5:12,11; 6:11,12; 7:15;

12:16: 14:21), but its individual elements are often distributed among several syntagms

or clauses (e.g., 5:17; 14:21), a phenomenon that symptomizes the gradual dissolution

of the fixed triad familiar to Ezekiel. It is also possible to expand the triad by adding a

fourth element, e.g., hayyd rd'd (5:17 14:21). (A different tetrad documents the later

34. Weippert, 150 n. 180.
35. Holladay, 361-62; Seidl, 2: I 26ff.
36. Seidl,2:158ff. Cf. Thiel, 182-83.
37. Weippert, 163.

38. Ibid., 149; Reventlow, 16.

39. Weippert, 178.

40. Contra J. W. Miller, 86: "battle cries."
41. Weippert, 179 n.324; Anderson, 106-11, esp. 114.

42. Weippert, 179.
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development of the prague formula in Isa. 5 l : r 9: i6g ieler rd.df; herep.) Also charac_
teristic of Ezekiel is the association of the plague series with the "recognition formula,,,
as in 5:13; 6:13: r2:r6,q3 so that yahweh's punishment becomes the means through
which Israel and the nations come to know God. Ezekiel resembles Jeremiah in the useofthis plague series in the context ofprophetic threats and oracles ofjudgment against
Jerusalem, the land, and the house of Israel.aa

Ezekiel is also familiar with the separate use of rd.d! for yahweh,s ..arrows,,and
punishment (5: l6; l4:13); contrariwise, yahweh's promise to put an end to famine sig_
nifies the dawn of the new era of salvation (34:29;36:2g_30j.

The noun ra'd! is rare in poetry. In Lamentations the famine in ravaged Jerusalem
motivates the prayer on behalf of the starving children (2:r9); the pangs of hunger are
compared to the scorching heat ofa furnace (5:10) and felt to be u *orr" hardship than
death in battle (4:9). Job 5;20 speaks ofdeath as the result ofhunger, and the violence
of the sword as the result of war; Yahweh will deliver the righteoJs from both. On the
basis of Lam. 4:9 and Isa. 5 r: 19, Kaiser suggests that the lament is a possible Sitz im
Leben for such series of terms denoting plagues.as

The tendency toward abstraction and the concatenation of synonyms, already noted
in prose, is intensified in prophecy and poetry: rd'a! is used almosi excrusively as an
abstract term representing God's punishment (even when used metaphorically in Am.
8:11); it hardly conveys any concrete sense related to a specific situation. only a few
times do we find sama'tsed as a correlative synonym (Isa. 5:13; Am. g:il,13;+o p1.
28:48; Neh. 9:15;2 Ch.32:fi; cf. Sir. 24:2r). Apart from the isorared rexrs Isa. g:21
and 44:12, in prophecy and poetry as welr as in prose ra'ap refersnot to the feeling of
hunger that results from not eating but rather to the collective lack ofbasic sustenance
(usually brought about by God) in the company of other plagues and deprivations.

b. re'a!6n. The abstract noun r"'a!6n occurs only three times. Two of these occur-
rences appear in narrative discourse in the Joseph story and are related as original and
quotation. In Gen. 42:19 Joseph orders his brothers to leave one behind u, u hortug"
while the others carry grain for the famine afflicting their households and then return to
Egypt with Benjamin. In abbreviated form, which may welr suggest the speakers,agi-
tation' this order is repeated in the brothers' report to their father in 42:33. Thedouble
construct phrase ieler r"'a!6n baftf;em of the original is shortened by one element,
leaving the zeugmatic construction we'e!-re'ab6n bd1€lem e"hfr.qt Here re-a!}ndenotes
the general shortage of food afflicting u, 

"nti." 
region and its people that led Joseph,s

brothers to go to Egypt.The collective sense of r"dp6nu, fu-in",1."., a general disas-
ter, is also present in ps. 37:19, as is suggested by the construct phrase introduced by

43. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel 1 (Eng. trans. 1979), 37, 39.
44. Seidl,2:129.
45. --> V 165.
46. But see Wolff, BK,330.

. .47 
. The interpretation of the words as a construct phrase is supported by E. Kiinig, syntax derhebrciischen sprache (1897), 412 butcf. C. westerm ann, Genesis 37-50 (Eng.trans. Minneapo_lis, 1986), 103, who assumes an internal object with r".db6n.
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y"mA, which parallels 'd1 rd'A and highlights the chronic nature of the shortage. The

sapiential statements of the psalm express the paradox that the temtmtm have abun-

dance (.fb) in times of famine, while the r"iaim perish. Thus we see that r"'a!6n is an

abstract term reserved to denote a severe chronic lack offood, afflicting the land and its

people collectively.

III. Later Literature. Texts in the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs exemplify

how set series of plagues including rd'd! and its equivalents survived in later Jewish

literature outside the OT canon. In T. Jud. 23:3, the tetrad (cf. Ezk. 5:17) famine

(lim6s), pestilence (loim6s), death (tfuinatos), and sword (rhomphaia) introduces a se-

ries of fourteen divine punishments of worshiping foreign gods;a8 in T. Jos. l:5,4e in

Joseph's survey of his life, "famine" (lim6s) is one stage in his life of suffering, along

with envy, hatred, slavery, imprisonment, loneliness, sickness, and calumny.

In the Dead Sea Scrolls r? appears in nominal series in benedictions ar,d pesharim,

which are stylistically similar to the OT. In one liturgical text ("Words of the Lumi-

naries"), the series llwlyym Q'ym) wr'b wsm'wdbr wltrb (4Q504 frs. l-2, 3:8) de-

scribes punishments sent by God throughout generations ( wtnw biny dwrwtynw). This

text probably combines Dt. 28:48 and 28:59; the extended series in Ezk. 5:17 and Bar.

2:25 may also be cited. More frequent is the use of r'b in pesharim on Isa. 5: I1ff.; Hos.

2:10tr(8ff.); and especially Ps. 37:8ff.,19ff.: 4Qplsab uses the phrase m pny hhrb

whrb; in 4QpHos" 2:12 God smites (hkm) br'b wb'rwm; 4QpPs37 1:1 uses the classic

tiad bhrb wbr'b wbdbr in the complement of the predicate ywbdw; 4QpPs37 2:2-5 in-
terprets Ps. 37:19-20: pirw lir) yhym br'b bmw'd h[t1wt wrbym ywbdw br'h wbdbr;

the wicked (v. 20) who suffer this fate in the psalm are identified with those who have

refused to join the company of the elect ('dt bhyrw).

There are isolated and in part unidentified occurrences of r'b in lQ42 fr. 6, I
(lblymy r'bwt),4Qplsa" fr. 56, I (r'b wnhrw), 4Q172 ft. 1,2 (b't r'bw).

The alleged occulrence of the verb irrir'l ytr'b'yi mrswnw in CD l1:4, which is

claimed to prohibit fasting (!) on the sabbath, rests on a conjectural emendation of the

clear grapheme sequence yt'rb.so
Seidl

48. Cited from M. de Jonge, Testamenta XII Patriarchum (Leiden, 1964), 34; on text-critical
problems see J. Becker, JSHRZllUl,T6; Weippert, 175.

49. Becker, 119.
50. E. Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran (Munich, 219'71),88; C. Rabin, The Zadokite Documents

(Oxford, 21958), 54-55.
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i1\J ra'a;;rea r6'eh

I. l. Cognates;2. Meaning. II. l. Occurrences; LXX; 2. Shepherds and Their Equipment;3.
Breeding; 4. Music; 5. Hired Shepherds. III. 1. Metaphorical Usage; 2. Mesopotamia; 3. Egypt;
4. Greece. IV. l. OT; 2. Verb; 3. Erotic Language; 4. Prophecy; 5. Age of Salvation. V.

Subsequent Development.

l. l. Cognates. The root rZ is Common Semitic. Apart from Hebrew, it occurs in
Northwest Semitic in Imperial Aramaic,l Jewish Aramaic,2 Phoenician,3 Ugaritic,a and
Syriac.5 In East Semitic it occurs in Akkadian.6 Finally, in South Semitic it occurs in
Arabic,T Old South Arabic,s and Ethiopic.e

2. Meaning. The verb ra'A means "graze." It may be used intransitively of flocks and
herds (Isa. 5:17l' ll:7; 14:30;27:10; 30:23: 65:25; Jon. 3:7; Zeph.2:7;3: l3; Job 1: l4),

ra'6. K.-H. Bemhardt, Das Problem der altorientalischen Kr)nigsideologie im AT. SW 8
(1961); E. Bosetti, "La terminologia del pastore in Egitto e nella Bibbia," BiOr26 (1984)75-102;
G. J. Botterweck, "Hirt und Herde im AI und im Alten Orient," FS J. Frings (Cologne, 1960), 339-
52; W. H. Brownlee, "Ezekiel's Poetic Indictment of the Shepherds," HTR 51 (1958) 191-203;
D. L. Christensen,'Anticipatory Paronomasia in Jonah 3:7-8 and Genesis 37:2," R8 90 (1983) 261-
63; M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography X," Bibl 53 (1972) 386-403, esp. 392-93;
G. Dalman, AaS, VI (1939), esp. 146-281; L. Diin. Ursprung und Ausbau der israelitisch-
jiidischen Heilandserwartung (Berlin, 1925), esp. l16-24; J. de Fraine, L'aspeo religieux de la
royafiA isradlite. AnBibl 3 (1954); A. S. Geyser, "Hirte," BHHW, ll, 728-29: V. Hamp, "Die
Hirtenmotiv im AT," FS M. Faulhaber (1949\. 7-20: J. Jeremias, "nortrrrlv," TDNT, Yl, 485-502;
W. Jost, "fIOIMHN, das Bild von Hirten in der biblischen Uberlieferung und seine christologische
Bedeutung" (diss., Giessen , 1939); J. Kremer, Die Hirtenallegorie irn Buche kcharias. ATA XU2
(1930), esp. 83-86; I. von Loewenclau, "Der gcittliche Hirte im Griechentum und im AI," ZftV I
(1966) 30-45; V. Maag, "Der Hirte Israels," Schyteizerische theologische (Jmschau2S (1958)2-28
= Kuhur Kuhurkontakr und Religbn (Gottingen, 1980), 1 ll-44;D. Miiller, "Der gute Hirte," ZS
86 (1961) 126-44; A. Parrot, "Le'bon pasteur'ir propos d'une statue de Mari," FS R. Dussaud
(Paris, 1939), 171-82;' A. Poebel, "Sipa(d) 'Hirte' im Sumerischen," StOr I (1925) 116-24;
E. Power, "The Shepherd's Two Rods in Modern Palestine and in Some Passages of the O't: Bibl9
(1928) 434-42; M. Rehm, "Die Hirtenallegorie Zach Il,4-14:' BZ 4 (1960) I 86-208; P. de Robert,
k berger d'lsrael. CTh 57 (1968); I. Seibert, Hirt - Herde - Kdnig (Berlin, 1969); J. A. Soggin,
'i19-l r'h weiden," THATll,T9l-94; J. G. Thomson, "The Shepherd-Ruler Concept in the OT and
ItsApplicationintheNT,"S,/f8(1955)406-18; G.Wallis,"Pastorbonus," Kairos12(1970)220-
34; B. Willmes, Die sogenannte Hirtenallegorie Ez 34. BBET l9 (1984), with bibliog.

t. DISO,281.
2. Beyer,696.
3. KAI, 378.8 (?); cf . KAI, rl, 55', DISO, 281.
4. WUS, no.2522: UT, no.2340.
5. LexSyr 737-38.
6. AHW il,976-78.
7. Wehr, 346-47.
8. Biella, 491-92; Beeston, 1 13.
9. kxLingAeth,310-ll.
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usually as a metaphor representing the tranquil life of humans and animals in the

peaceable kingdom to come. When the verb is used transitively, the area being gtazed

is added as the object: "They shall graze Bashan and Gilead" (Mic.7:14); "the boar

from the forest ravages it [the vineyard] and the animals of the field graze it (bare)"

(ps. 80:14[Eng. 1-l]). It may also be qualified adverbially: "T'hey grazed in the reed

grass" (Gen. 41:2,18). Except for lsa. 5:17, all these texts should probably be assigned

to the later period of the biblical language.

Most often, however, when the verb is used transitively it refers to the work of the

shepherd, who tends sheep and goats, more rarely cattle (Mic. 7:14) or donkeys (Gen.

36:24). Normally the object is introduced by the mark of the accusative ('e!), less often

by the prep. D'(Gen. 37,2; 1 S. l6:1 1). The qal active ptcp. ro'eh, "shepherd," generally

retains its verbal force, being used with an accusative object. It may also form a con-

struct phrase with sdh (4 times) ot b"hZmA (twice).

ll. l. Occurrences; lXX. The root occurs in the qal 1 68 times in the OT, 82 times as

the active participle. There are 8 additional occulrences in the Dead Sea Scrolls (lQH

8:8; CD 1l:5; 13:9; 19:8 ltwice; cf .Zec.1l:l 1]; 1Q34 fr. 3, 2:8;4QDibHamu frs' l-2,4:7;

4Q509 fr. 10, 2,3), which agree with OT usage. The LXX translates the verb 38 times

with poimainein, "graze, tendl' 22 times with b6skein, "provide forl' 14 times with

ndmein, "put out to pasture, feed," and once each with trdphein, "nourish, bring up,"

di6kcin, "lead," lymainen, "graze bare, lay waste" (Ps' 80:14[l3f), nomds, "graze]' and

hod1gein, "lead." The qal active participle is represented 65 timesby poimiin,3 timesby

poimanfin, and once each by ndmon, b6skAn, and td skei7 poimenikd (Zec. ll 15).

2. Shepherds and T'heir Equipment. The multiplicity of the Greek translations in

contrast to the simple Semitic usage illustrates the variety associated with the life and

work of a shepherd. The shepherd must travel with the flock (+ "lll, 'e/er: Gen-

29:2,3;32:1'7116l; Cant. 1:7; 6:5; Joel l:18), drive it (J l;11 nahag qal and piel; cf'

Gen. 31:18; Am. 7:15), lead it by going before (+ iln) nahtr, U's]ually used metaphori-

cally), because the pasturage (mari1 or mir'eh) must be as good (t6U or tich (iam4n)

as possible, and after grazing the flock must move on. The shepherd must be very fa-

miliar with the available pastures (ndweh) and the routes to them. The shepherd must

also be timely in leading the flock to a watering place, a permanent stream (Am. 5:24;

Ps.23:2;74:15; Jer.15:18), or a well (b''?r) dttg to provide water (Gen' 2l:25,30:,

26:18,19,25,32). A vivid picture of how flocks were watered is painted by the well epi-

sodes in Gen.29:1-10 and Ex. 2:15b-L6. in which women also appear'

The shepherd must also be timely in bringing the flock to a pen where they can

safely spend the night, especially when the pasture is too distant to permit returning to

house and stall or the encampment (Gen. 37 12-18) and the fold does not provide ade-

quate protection. In an emergency the shepherd must keep watch over the flock in the

open field (Lk. 2:8). Caves may possibly have provided shelter.l0

L

10. Dalman,285.
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A shepherd needs appropriate equipment ifhe is to do thejob ofprotecting the flock
entrusted to his care against wild animals or other human beings. These included the
staff (maqqcl, mii'ene! [?]), used to control rhe flock, and a club (icpe1, ps. z3:4;Lev.
27:32), a stick with a knob of hardened asphalt.ll David may have used the latter to
fight off wild animals (1 S. l7:35). A shepherd also needed a sling (qela') to confront
both wild animals and robbers (l s. l7:40,50; Sir. 47:4), as David boasrs. A watchdog
could also be very helpful to a shepherd (Isa.56:10; Job 30:l).

3. Breeding. In addition to his other responsibilities, a shepherd also had to use care-
ful selection to breed robust animals to provide meat, leather, and wool. The legendary
stories ofJacob's profit from breeding sheep and goats (Gen. 30:30-40) eloquently re-
flect the expertise and craftiness of a successful shepherd.r2 The size and quality of a
flock is due in large part to breeding and constitutes the wealth of the flock's owner.
Here, too, years of experience and a responsiveness to the behavior of animals are of
great importance. A high point in the life of shepherds is the festival of sheepshearing
(l S. 25:4,7,11), a time of happy celebrarion.

4. Music. Musical instruments were also very helpful in calming and influencing the
behavior of the flock. The commonest instrument used by shepherds was the pipe (Jgs.
5: l6), which sounded much like a shawm. David appears to have developed his skill in
playing the pipe and the lyre (kinn6r; I s. 16: l8-19,23) during the time he spent with
his father's flocks. Although music may have accompanied other activities and festivi-
ties such as sheepshearing,13 it is likely that the shepherds developed a particular pasto-
ral style of playing.ra

5. Hired Shepherds. Originally, those who possessed flocks stayed with their ani-
mals and took care of them personally, because their wealth was coterminous with the
size of their flocks. Probably they tended their property with the help of their sons and
sons-in-law (Abraham, Jacob with Reuben and his brothers) together with a few ser-
vants (Eliezer). Not until animals were raised commercially, as ..fatstock,,'did flocks
so increase in value that their owners entrusted their care to shepherds. As a conse-
quence, there was now a difference between good and wicked shepherds (Zec. ll:4-l].
Jn. l0:11,14; Heb. 13:20). At the very least, the repute of shepherds differed widely.
Talmudic law forbids acquiring the products of animal husbandry (wool, fat, etc.) from
shepherds.15 The prestige of shepherds was undermined further by the suspicion that
they were generally dishonest.

I l. See Power.
t2. --> n) hh.
13. G. Wallis, BHHW II, 1258-68.

_ .14. A. Sendrey, Music in Ancient lsrael (New york, 1969), 266-ig, 477; S. Kraus,
Talmudische Archciolo gie, III (Leipzig, 19 lZ), 95.

15. Jeremias, 489.
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lll. l. Metaphorical (Jsage. Along with animal husbandry, agriculture and garden-

ing were the foundation of the people's food supply (Gen. 4:2b; Am. 7: l4;. to 6utn"

hunting is also mentioned as a source of food (Gen.25:27). Occupations such as custo-

dian of livestock, musician, and smith, traced to the fratricide Cain, were always some-

what suspect, since they presuppose urban settlement.

Since time immemorial, however, the occupation of shepherd has exercised im-

mense cultural and religious influence. Since the dawn of history, the shepherd has

demonstrated an afFrnity with the most varied occupations. He has to be familiar with

land forms and soils, as well as with the settlements of a region and their history, if he

is to lead his flock in timely fashion to a safe resting place with pasturage and water.

Clearly his close involvement with the natural world gives him outstanding knowledge

of meteorology and a sharp eye for the early signs of local storms. He also has a keen

eye for danger from wild animals; he knows their nature and habits, as well as how to

combat them.
The shepherd is intimately associated with the animals of his flock at all times..

They recognize him as their leader; he understands the sounds they make and responds

to them effectively. If the animals can actually distinguish their own shepherd from

others and he can tell them apart (Jn. lO.3-4,14), he must be endowed with wisdom,

perspicacity, and empathy. On the other hand, he has to endure life unoer the harsh

conditions of heat by day and cold by night (Gen. 3l:40).
It is safe to assume that shepherds assembled collections of their personal observa-

tions and wrote poetry. It is therefore natural that the tradition placed great importance

on the fact that the patriarchs,lT as well as Moses and David, who emerged as powerful

leaders of their people and shapers of their people's religion, began their careers as

shepherds. In the ancient Near East, therefore, the occupation of shepherd served as a

model for harsh and unyielding personalities, but also for farsighted leaders, for kings

and commanders, even for gods. They distinguished themselves through their solici-

tude, sovereign dignity, steadfastness, and religious ardor.18

Z. Mesopotamia. Drawing on the figure of the shepherd, the ancient Near East de-

veloped institutional forms that Israel - despite its affinity with shepherds and their

work - adopted only with much hesitation after its coalescence as a people with a

growing sense ofnational identity. Such an ideology appears already in early Sumerian

texts.le Here the shepherd/monarch was also the divine bestower of the power associ-

ated with the tree of life and the water of life.20 At the same time, he protected his peo-

ple against the threat of wild animals,2l a theme observable as late as the Neo-Assyrian

period. This application of shepherd imagery to deities and kings is apparent in the

16. A. S. Kapelrud, BHHW 1,22-24; Dalman, AuS, II, III.
11 . Maag, l3l-44.
18. Maag.
19. Diirr,'78-'79, 117-18; Seibert, 25-27.
20. Seibert, 36.
21. rbid.,42-53.
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stylized representation of staff and club along with a horned headdress as insignia of
gods and kings.zz The noun rc'fi(m), "shepherd," comes to be used as a title (cf. sum.
slP[A]) for someone who tends all kinds of animals - sheep, goats, donkeys, cattle,
horses, and camels, not to mention poultry and even swine.23

The understanding of the shepherd expressed in these images is documented im-
pressively by philological examination of the Akkadian verb re'fi(m),.,pasture, tend,',
and its G stem participle, which means "shepherd," as well as its nominal derivative
rE'frtu(m), "shepherdship, guardianship."z+ The verb also occurs with the meanings
"pasture, tend cattle, keep on pasturing" (Gtn stem) and "pasture permanently" (Gt
stem). Sheep and cattle are named as objects of the verb. The verb is also applied meta-
phorically to human beings, who are "watched over" by deities, a notion that finds ex-
pression in the formation of personal names with a theophorous element naming a god
and a nontheophorous element based on the root r?'fi(m). Kings are also described as
pasturing, tending, and watching over their subjects. The qualifier ..with justice,' ap-
pears frequently in this context.

In court style, "shepherd" thus becomes the distinctive title of the king, who, ap-
pointed to this office, feels called to reign over the land, its towns, and its people, and
faithfully to fulfilt this office. Finally, even the gods are described as perceiving this as
their role: they are shepherds of the whole earth, the universe, the heavens, all nations.

The noun re'fitum denotes the office of shepherd; one may be appointed to it, pre-
sented with it, or given it to exercise on behalf of higher authority. Here too the object
of shepherding with justice may be animals, humans, lands, the (four quarters of the)
earth.25

In the context of Akkadian, therefore, both the purely literal and the metaphorical
meaning of "shepherd(ing)" became associated very early on with the monarchic role
of the king as well as the hierarchical position of the deity within both the pantheon
and the world of the nations. At the same time, this image enshrined an ideal attractive
to both gods and kings, propagandizing them and reminding them of their duties.

3. Egypt. A similar development of the concept and image of the shepherd is also
found in ancient Egypt. Although shepherds there probably did not enjoy high social
esteem,26 the metaphor was applied to osiris and Re as early as the old Kingdom. De-
spite the chaos brought on by the crisis of the First Intermediate Period (22nd-2lst cen-
turies r.c.r.), people held fast to their faith in the gods' solicitous care for human be-
ings. Therefore the appellation did not fall into disuse at the beginning of the Middle
Kingdom; instead, it became increasingly common toward the end of that period and
recovered its popularity totally in the New Kingdom.

In the course of time, beginning already in the early Middle Kingdom, the image of

22. ANE| nos. 439, 441,442,447,534, etc.
23. AHw,lI,977-78.
24. Dnn, 118-20; AHw,II,976-78.
25. Diin, 20-21,28-29; AHw tt,978.
26. Mtiller, 130 n. 3, with bibliog.
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divine shepherd begins to be joined by that of the solicitous king, who was created for

the sake of the people, to whom he is also responsible.2T According to the Code for Of-

ficials, the king is the "father of orphans, the husband of widows, the brother of the

separated, the protector of the motherless."28 In addition to the royal shepherd, begin-

ning in the New Kingdom (Eighteenth Dynasty) we also find the high official who

commands the armies described as the shepherd of those entrusted to him. The bulk of
references to god and king as a shepherd are concentrated in texts of the 20th Dynasty;

here the predicates "watchful" and "strong" are often added, especially in the four-

teenth through twelfth centuries e.c.E., when the threat of the Libyans and the Sea Peo-

ples demanded a king who would be "protector, shepherd, and guardian of Egypt."ze

Merneptah, for example, is called "the good shepherd (mnyw nfr) who keeps his army

alive, father and mother to all."3o

Behind all the texts cited here that call the pharaohs shepherds stands the declara-

tion of devoted solicitude toward creation in the hymn to the sun god in the Instructions

of Merikare (Tenth Dynasty). This notion runs through all Egyptian literature, develop-

ing in the context of unfolding cosmic universalism into the notion of the "guardian

shepherd of all human beings, of all living creatures" in general.3l The fact that the sun

god played a preeminent role in Egyptian theology, like that of the god Shamash in

Babylonian theology, may have played a considerable role in the hesitant and late

adoption of the shepherd image in the biblical spirituality of the OT.

4. Greece. In ancient Greece the image of the shepherd underwent a theological

and philosophical development that was quite unique, as Von Loewenclau has dem-

onstrated impressively. The parallel Greek wotds bdskein, nimein, and poimainein

used by the LXX to translate the Hebrew root r'h32 are applied to deities in texts as

early as the Homeric poems (Sth century r.c.r.). On the other hand, the shepherd

concept is also applied to philosophers, who as statesmen are expected to serve the

best interests of those entrusted to their care, with whom, however, they have nothing

in common. Here we see clearly how the meaning of the shepherd concept in the pre-

Hellenistic literature of Greece differs totally from its meaning in Egypt and Meso-

potamia, where the solidarity binding shepherd and people together are emphasized.

This difference is also illustrated by the existence of several different words in the

Greek language available to represent the complex Egyptian and Semitic shepherd

concept.

lY. L OT. The OT accurately reflects the milieu of shepherds and their flocks. Only

very hesitantly, however, did the OT connect the shepherd concept with the leadership

27. rbid., t32-33.
28. Ibid., 13l; see also H. Ranke, ZAS '19 (1954) 72-73.
29. Miiller, 136.
30. Ibid., 137.
3t. tbid., 139.
32. See II.l above.
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exercised by kings and by God. This may be because the kingship in Israel, in contrast
to the monarchies of the surrounding world, was not rooted in ancient tradition and his-
tory. Possibly at the time Israel adopted kingship the title "shepherd" was already
fraught with certain other notions, so that simple adoption of this allegory was prob-
lematic. There is no evidence that the term "shepherd" ever served as a title for a reign-
ing king of Israel. The use of the term for the deity is rare or late (Gen. 4g:15; ps. 23: I
in the individual sense "my shepherd"; 80:2[Eng. l] in the collective sense), possibly
because the Israelites were aware that elsewhere in the ancient Near East the title
"shepherd" was given to foreign gods, especially the sun god (Re, Shamash), a use that
conflicted with its adoption by Israel. Gen. 49:24 is textually problematic and cannot
be cited as evidence.33

2. Verb. The finite verb "pasture," used metaphorically, found easier entry than its
nominalized participle "shepherd." when David was anointed king, he was given
Yahweh's promise: "You shall pasture my people Israel, and you shall be ruler over
Israel" (2 S. 5:2b par. I ch. I l:2). The escharological David, as yahweh's agent, will
do the same: "My servant David shall pasture them" (Ezk. 34:23). ps. 'lg:j2(71)
prophesies: "With upright heart he shall pasture them and guide them with skillful
hand."

The same verbal statement can have Yahweh as its subject: "On that day he will pas-
ture them in broad pastures" (Isa. 30:23); "he will pasture his flock like a shepherd,
with his arm he will gather his lambs, in his bosom he will carry them, and lead the
mother sheep" (Isa. 40: I 1). It is clear here that the noun is introduced metaphorically
because of the verbal statement, without becoming a title. In a similar way, yahweh
can speak of himself in a prophetic oracle: 'And I will pasture them on the mountains
of Israel, in the valleys and in all the inhabited parts of the land. With good pasture I
will pasture them, and the mountain heights of Israel shall be their pasture; there they
shall lie down in good grazing land, and rich pasture they shall feed upon on the moun-
tains of Israel. I will pasture my sheep. I will make them lie down - says yahweh the
Almighty" (Ezk. 34: 13b-15).

The postexilic community of Israel prays to yahweh in these words: ,.pasture your
people with justice, the flock that belongs to you, which lives alone in a forest in the
midst of a garden land; let them pasture in Bashan and Gilead as in the days of old"
(Mic. 7:1{).:a Ps. 28:9 makes the same plea: "Save your people and bless your heritage
and pasture them and carry them forever." It is striking that the concept ofpasturing is
frequently joined with the notion of solicitude, the real object of the people,s hope.
Finally, this hope can be expressed without using the language of pasturing and shep-
herding: "In that day - says Yahweh 

- I will assemble the lame and gather those who
have been driven away" (Mic. 4:6). This passage, too, presupposes the experience of
the exile.

33. See BI1S.
34. H. Gunkel, ZS 2 (1924) 145-78.
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3. Erotic l,anguage. In its use of the imagery of pasturing, of shepherd and shep-

herdess, the Song of Songs takes an entirely different path. The lover pastures his

sheep among the lilies (or lotus blossoms; Cant.2:16;4:5;6:3), in the gardens (6:2).

There his beloved seeks him as she pastures her kids (1:7) and finds him beside the

shepherds' tents ( 1 :8). Here the image of the shepherd and its related imagery appear to

have entered the figurative world of "specialized erotic language'"3s Mtller's theory

that this usage reflects a background of nature worship must be approached with cau-

tion with respect to the Song of Songs, where it probably serves primarily as a device

for the description of idyllic love.

4. Prophecy. The use of the nominal term for "shepherd" in language fraught with

erotic symbolism is clearly a late development. It is therefore surprising that this meta-

phorical usage became quite important during the exilic and postexilic period in the

prophets'criticism of social and political conditions. They speak primarily of "shep-

herds" in the plural, mostly as a metaphor for the leaders (Jer.25:34-36) or the kings of
the past. They have failed to fulfill their divine commission to pasture the people, the

flock, and will therefore be visited by a just punishment (Jer. 2:8; lO:21:.12:10;22:22;

23:4).
Shepherd terminology is used in this way in the collection of royal oracles in Jer.

23:l-3. The shepherds have failed to keep the flock together, allowing it to scatter.36

This failure gives Yahweh reason to intervene personally and entrust the flock to new

shepherds, who will pasture their flock faithfully and responsibly (v. 4). This thought is

developed further in vv. 5-6, with Davidic typology that prophesies a single just and

righteous king. Then the people will dwell secure.

In this use of shepherd terminology, it is clear once again that we are dealing not

with a royal title from the language of the court but with a metaphor pondering the

function of the king. In the future, after the people have been assembled by Yahweh,

the work and function of the king will be performed by worthy agents' Thus Yahweh

will open new perspectives for the people and the land (of Judah) (Jer. 3l:10l.33:12;
also 49:19 par.50:44).That these passages are late additions should be undisputed'37

Ezekiel appropriates this message and develops it in detail in Ezk. 34. Though a sin-

gle unit thematically, this chapter is formally diverse.3s It opens with a word of Yahweh

to the prophet concerning the task ofthe shepherds (vv. l-2);awoe oracle declares that

they have selfishly furnished themselves amply with milk, wool, and meat, but have

not pastured the flock, have not strengthened the weak, have not bound up the injured,

have not brought back the strayed, have not sought the lost, but have ruled them with

35. H.-P. Mi.iller, -+ VII, 319-25.
36. W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia l-25. WMANT 4l (19'13),286,

302.
37. W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 2645. WMANT 52 (1981),

20tr.,37.
38. On the complex textual situation see Willmes,44-57,181-233; G. Fohrer, Ezechiel. HAT

XIII (1955), 19l-96; W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 204-13'

\-.
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force and harshness (vv. 3-4). As a result, the whole flock has scattered and become
food for all the wild animals, with no one to care (vv. 5-6). There follows a second ora-
cle of judgment against the shepherds, including Yahweh's motivation: Yahweh will
demand the flock entrusted to the shepherds and dismiss them, denying them the fruits
of shepherding the flock (vv. 9-10) Then yahweh will take personal charge as shep-
herd, make good all the failures of the wicked shepherds, and assemble, lead, and pro-
vide for the flock (vv. I 1-15).

5. Age of salvation. The following prophecy of a single good shepherd in the lan-
guage of Davidic typology (Ezk. 34:23-24) is probably a secondary addition inspired
by Jer. 23:2-6. Here the relationship between Yahweh and the new shepherd is clarified
by the statement that the latter will be Yahweh's servant and prince3e in their midst. Da-
vid will tend his flock as its one shepherd (v.24). Here the hope for a common future
for the divided kingdom coalesces with the hope for a common king and shepherd.

The same metaphor for greedy, selfish leaders of the people is also used by Trito-
Isaiah (Isa. 56:1 1), who castigates the shepherds for neglecting the flock. They are lik-
ened to dogs that will not bark, not alert but lazy, though having mighty appetites,
whose greed leads them criminally to neglect their duty.

In contrast to the wicked shepherds, the postexilic Dettero-Zechariah presents the
figure of the good shepherd, driven by concern for the welfare of the flock, who must
nevertheless break his two staffs "Favor" and "Unity," thus representing a wicked shep-
herd (Zec. ll:.4-17). Meanwhile three shepherds are disposed of in a month. How this
image is to be interpreted in detail is disputed. Possibly we are dealing no longer with
political leaders but with spiritual leaders.aO Finally, however, the author of the shep-
herd texts gives up, with an oracle of woe against the wicked shepherd who deserts his
flock, thus pronouncing his own doom (v. l7).

This complex likewise includes Zec. 13:'1-9, a threat pronounced against the wicked
shepherd and his flock. After both have been punished harshly, a third of the flock, re-
fined and tested, will return to Yahweh. The close entwinement of image and interpre-
tation is central to the nature of the metaphor. It is unclear, however, what specific du-
ties are associated here with the office of shepherd. The view that the shepherds might
refer to the spiritual leaders was first voiced by the epilogue to eoheleth: 

..The sayings
of the wise are goads and stakes driven home as slogans. As such they are pronounced
by the shepherds" (Eccl. 12 ll). Thus the shepherds are the teachers who instruct their
disciples.

V. Subsequent Development. In view of the scant evidence for use of the term
"shepherd" as an honorific title for a political or spiritual leader, it is surprising to find
it so emphasized as a term of approbation in NT literature. It is be pointed out, how-
ever, that this usage actually springs from the epithet "good shepherd," possibly be-

-+ NrDl zaii'.
Wallis.

39.
40.
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cause this vocational title "shepherd" was not of good omen in the early Jewish and NT
period. It is important that early Jewish literature, possibly influenced by zec. ll:4-17
and Eccl. I 2: I 1, understood "shepherds" as leaders in the sense of teachers of the law
of Israel (2 Bar. 77 :13-16; 2 Esd. 5: I 8).4r Moses and David were counted among such
leaders.a2 Thus the early Jewish and NT period appears to have created our common
understanding of the shepherd rnetaphor as referring to the good shepherd. Of course
the oT use of the image laid the groundwork for the development of this metaphor.

Wallis

41. See also St.-B., ll, 537.
42. Ibid., l, 7 55, 972; lI, 209, 536-38; etc.

d91 ra'am: d91 ra'am
-?

I. Etymology. II. OT: 1. Occunences;2.LexicalField;3. Meaning. III. l. LXX;2. Dead Sea
Scrolls.

I. Etymology. The verb ra'am, "thunder, roa1,"l can hardly be associated etymologi-
cally with Akk. ragamu, "call (out), bring a legal complaint," and its nominal deriva-
tive raggimu, "one who calls out."2 The Akkadian nouns ramlmu,..roaring,,' ramimu,
"roarer" (a name for Hadad in Neo-Babylonian),3 and finally rimmu, "roaring, noise"
(of humans, animals, thunder, forest, etc.),4 are semantically much closer, but the dif-
ference in radicals stands in the way of an etymological connection. At best an original
(onomatopoetic?) root r-ru is conceivable that antedates the development of the indi-
vidual languages; such a root might be preserved also in Akk. ratamu, "whisper," Syr.
r/rn, "murmur, speak."s ugar. rgm, "recount, speak,"6 is semantically remote; further-

ra'am. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography X," Bibl 53 (1972) 386-403, esp. 393;
J. Jeremias, Theophanie. WMANT l0 (21977); J. M. Kennedy, "The Root G? in the Lighi of Se-
mantic Analysis," JBL 106 ( 1987) 47 -64; J . Reider. "Etymological Studies in Biblical Hebrew,"
W2 (19s2) ll3-30, esp. 120-21.

l. GesB, 767.
2. AHw ll,94l-42.
3. AHw,II, 950.
4. AHw,II, 986.
5. AHw,II, 963.
6. WUS, no. 2491; UT no. 2307.
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more, a root r'mappears to be known to Ugaritic.T Unrelated to this root is Heb. ragam,

"stone," which is probably South Semitic in origin.

Aram. re'Em means "lift," esp. "lift up one's voice, make noise," aphel "cause some-

one to make noise, grumble; make rebellious." The noun ra'am'/reim means "thunder,"

in parallel with z\td'd', "earthquake"'e Similarly, Syr' r"am means "(re)sound' glorify"'

ethpael "grumble, be angry."e ln Mandaic we find RAM/RUM Il"'thunder"'l0 and in

Ethiopic, re'ama, "thunder."I I

II. OT.
l. Occurrences. The verb (qal and hiphil) occurs 13 times in the OT and once in

Sirach. Four of these occurrences are in the Psalms' 3 each in Job and 1 Samuel, and

once each in 2 Samuel, Ezekiel, and I Chronicles. The tlotJr.ra'am occurs 7 times: 3

times in the psalms, twice in Job, and once each in Isaiah and Sirach.12 Many scholars,

beginning with Lowth, have proposed emending ywrdy in Isa. 42:10 to yr'm, a conjec-

ture that assimilates the text to Ps. 96: I I and 98:7 and is more appropriate to the lan-

guage of the context.l3 All the ancient versions, however, clearly support the MT.la

it 
"i" 

it no observable semantic difference in principle between the use of the verb and

that of the noun.

2. Lexical Field. Except for the two occurrences in 1 S. 1:6 and Ezk.27:35, ra'am

can clearly be categorized among the terms associated with the acoustic sphere, usually

describing violent, excited reactions that may convey either rejoicing or terror'

In the lsalms celebrating Yahweh's kingship, the word appears in the qal in parallel

with audible expressions of joy (rw',ts pa;ab, mdhd'-ya8/kap,rc iamah,tz), music

(zimm€ia),rejoicing ('dlaz/srs),and singing (rananzo) (Ps. 96:11-12= | Ch. 16:31-33;

Ps.98:4-8). But the riogr re'am can also have martial connotations when it parallels

"battle cry" (frfr'd, Job 39:25) or the thunder of Yahweh's mighty voice produces

panic (l S.7:10; cf. Sir. 4617 and also I S.2:10).
Most of the occurrences, however, are in the context of a theophany or a description

of creation, where ra'am stands in a series of words describing various cosmic distur-

7. KTU, 1.9,6.
8. ChW ll,432:, cf. WTM,IY 460.
9. LexSyr 739.
10. MdD, 42r,430.
ll. lzxLingAth,309.
12. On ra'md in Job 39:19, see II.3 below.
13. See HAL,Lfi, 1267.
14. See the case made for emendation by K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja'

15. -+ ltl'] rw'.
16. -+ Y, 414.
17. + F'DW imh.
18. --> 1Dl zmr.
lg. + lry 'alaz.

20. --> 17l. ranan.

BK){UT (1989),241
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bances. The noun appears in parallel with such meteorological phenomena as whirl-
wind (sttpA,zt se'arazz), thunder (qAl gaQdl), lightning (laha! '€i, gahob 'Ai), earth-
quake (ra'a?3), and hailstorm (bdrdil (Isa.29:6; Ps. l8: l4[Eng. l3] = 2 5.22:14; Job
37:4-5; Ps. 77:18-19[l7-18]; 104:7; Sir. 43:17).

As parallel verbs, we ftnd ga'a4za "rebuke" (Ps. 104:7); ia'ag,zs "roar" (Job 37:4);
and, nalan q6l, "lift up one's voice," sometimes in the phrase q6l ra'am (ps. 77: l9[lg];
104:7; Sir. 43:17;rsa.29:6). The hiphil form also appears in conjunction with 4r4l (Job
31:4,5;40:9; in parallel: Ps. 18:14[13);29:3; Sir. 46:17). The only antonym found in
the texts where our root appears is i€mes, "whisper" (Job 26:l{).ze

3. Meaning. Except for Ezk. 27:35, the qal of ra'am occurs only in the psalms of
Yahweh's kingship (Ps. 96:11;98:7) and in I Ch. t6:32, which is dependenr on ps. 96, al-
ways in the expression yir'am hayydm fimelo'6, "let the sea roar, and all that fills it." Here
the word is obviously intended to describe the pounding of the surf and the roaring of the
breakers. The context always involves a call to praise Yahweh the king, a universal call
addressed to human beings, the cosmos, and the individual works of creation. Alongside
the sea, Ps. 96 = I ch. 16 mentions the heavens, the earth, the field, and the trees of the
forest; Ps. 98 mentions the world, the floods, and the mountains. parallel to ra'o.mwe find
verbs of rejoicing. In all three texts the praise of God as king culminates in the statement
that Yahweh is coming to judge the earth. The rejoicing of creation, which includes the
thunder of the sea, thus accompanies a theophany bringing God's judgment.zz

only rarely (1 S. 1:6; Ezk.27:35; Job 39:25;40:9) does ra'amhave a human subject.
In I S. l:6thehiphilformdescribesthereactionof Peninnahwhenprovokedbyherhu-
miliating treatment at the hands of her rival Hannah. Here the verb probably suggests
something other than a loud vocal outburst, since the context says nothing of any mas-
sive verbal display of emotion against Peninnah on the part of Hannah. The context ( I S.
l:7,10) suggests instead emotional agitation, since the result is grief and depression.

In this passage Reider suggests the meaning "humiliate, abase."2s He finds the same
meaning in Ezk. 27:35, where the difficult expression rd'arnfi pantm already led to
emendation in the LXX (reading weildm'fi). once again, the context 

- a lament over
the fall of Tyre - is significant. Those who witness the destruction of the glorious city
are appalled 

- not gloating maliciously (v. 36 is probably secondary2e), but with their
faces contorted. In both passages ra'am str,ggests a strong display of emotional depres-
sion; KBL2 therefore assigns these two instances to a separate root r'm ll.3o

21. --s itDld sdpd.
22. ->'19O sa'ar.
23. + uiyl ra'ai.
24. -->'197 ga'ar.
25. -, lNU, .i'g.
26. For further discussion of the lexical field, see esp. Kennedy, 52-55.
27. Jeremias, 62, ll2, 192.
28. Reider, l2O-21.
29. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. rrans. 1983), 55, 69.
30. KBL2,90t.
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In Job 39:25 the noun refers to the battle cry of the attacking captains (par. to frfr'il.
A few verses earlier in the passage, which describes a charger, we find the noun ra'mA

(v. l9), usually cited as a hapax legomenon and translated "mane." Probably because it
proposes the basic meaning "move violently" fot ra'am, BDB thinks of the quivering

mane of the horse.3l Dahood rejects the meaning "mane, which derives from an Arabic

etymology," and interprets ra'mh as an archaic accusative of ra'am.3z Job 40:9 denies

that mortals can raise their voices like thunder, implying that only God has this ability.

We find the root much more often in association with God. The roaring of God

with a mighty voice (q61,1 S. 7:10; Job3'7:4-5; cf. Ps. 77:19[18]; 104:7; Sir. 43:17),

especially in combination with baiidmayim (Ps. l8:14[13] = 2 S. 22:14;1 S. 2:10)'

suggests thunder, with which Yahweh expressively accompanies his coming to inter-

vene. In I S.7:10 Yahweh's thundering b'qbl-gA86l resembles a battle cry before

combat; the roaring of his voice in response to Samuel's sacrifice marks the beginning

of his victorious battle on Israel's behalf against the Philistines (cf. Sir.46:17). The

thunder of Yahweh baiidmayim in 1 S. 2: l0 can also be understood as a signal mark-

ing the beginning of combat (yhwft stands in casus pendens; 'lw should be read as'lyw

tQl33);the text refers not to Yahweh's intervention in battle but to his judgment of the

whole earth.
In Isa. 29:6, too, ra'am accompanies Yahweh's intervention on behalf of his people

in their battle with the enemy. Here the thunder is one element of a theophany, along

with earthquake, whirlwind, tempest, and devouring fire.3a In Ps. 18:14(13) = 2 5.

27:l4,Yahweh also thunders baiiamayim in the context of an even more detailed de-

scription of a theophany, this time for the deliverance of an individual.

During the exodus and wandering in the wilderness, Yahweh answers his people

(Ps. 8l:8t71) in the hiding place of thunder (b"s,1er ra'am), an expression that probably

stands for the presence of Yahweh. Ps. 77: l9(18) uses motifs associated with theopha-

nies to describe the exodus as Yahweh's intervention; he announces his presence with

the voice of his thunder (qbl ra'am). Describing the work of creation, Ps. 104:7 says

that the mighty waters took flight at the voice of Yahweh's thunder. In Sir. 43:17, too,

the voice of Yahweh's thunder makes creation tremble. In Ps. 29:3 Yahweh's thunder-

ing (r'mhiphil) parallels qbl yhwh. Here the context most likely suggests the actual me-

teorological phenomena of a thunderstorm: the passage clearly points to a theophany in

a tempest. Job 37:4-5 (qbl inboth verses) should also be read with meteorological phe-

nomena in the background. The (overwhelming) power of God, whose voice is like

thunder, is the point of 26 14, as well as of God's rhetorical question in 40:9' which

asks Job whether he can thunder like God.

31. BDB, 947.
32. Dahood, 393. See HAL, Ill, 1267; cf . the discussion in M. H. Pope, Job. AB XV (1965),

262-63.
33. W. Gross, Die Pendenskonstruktion im biblischen Hebriiisch. ATS 27 (1987) 154. See the

discussion of the textual problems in D. Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle de I'AT. OBO 50ll
(r982),145.

34. For a discussion of the individual elements see Jeremias, 88-90.
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ilI. 1. D(X. The LXX translates the qal of the verb twice with saleilein (ps.
95[96]: I l; 97198):7) and once each with bodn, bombein, and dakryein. Except in I S.
l:6 (athymein), the hiphil is translated by brontdn (9 times, once in Sirach). For the
noun the LXX uses brontti 5 times (once in Sirach), and fuilma and k(r)augd once each.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. To date, only 3 occurrences of the root have been identified in
the Dead Sea Scrolls. In addition, 2 Hebrew and 2 Aramaic occurrences are expected in
the unpublished texts. According to IQH 3:34, God "thunders" in rhe fullness of his
power; his dwelling place on high echoes the truth of his glory. when rhe se!d'61of the
heavens lift their voices, the foundations of the cosmos totter (mwg hithpael) and trem-
ble (r'd). The context of 4Q502 fr. 9,7 is fragmentary, but to all appearances the text
describes the "tumult" of certain powers of chaos praising the creator God (par. ..wa-

ters of the deep"). In l lQTgJob 40:9 we are reminded of the greatness of the creator
God when Job is asked: "Have you an arm like God? or can you thunder as loud as
God (h bql kwth tr'm)?"3s

I. Fischer/Fabry

35. See Beyer,297.

1J\1 *nan; le1 r'n

I. l. Linguistic Questions; 2. Occurrences. II. Metaphorical Usage. III. The Formtla tahal
kol:Es ra'"ndn IV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. l. Linguistic Questions. The substantival form ra'9run is not attested outside Is-
rael.r Biblical Aram. ra'nen occurs in Dnl. 4:l(Eng. 4), and there are three occurrences

ra'9tdn. T. Booij, "The Hebrew Text of Psalm XCII l1:' vr 3g (198g) 210-13; w. L.
Holladay, "'on Every High Hill and under Every Green Tree,"' w ll (196l) 170-76; S. E.
Loewenstamm, 'An Additional Remark upon ps 92:llbl, UF' 13 (l9gl) 302: idem, ,,Balloti
beidmcin ra'9fin," uF lo (1978) 1l l-13; F. Lundgren, Die Benutzung d,er pflanzenwelt in der
alttestamentlichen Religion. BZAW 14 (1908); W. Thiel, Die deuteroiomistische Redaktion von
Jeremia l-25. WMANT 4l (1973); C. Westermann, Vergleiche und Gleichnisse im Alten und
NeuenTestament. CThM 14(1984);M.zohary, plants of the Bible (Eng.trans. London, l9g2).

-+ fll ?-p.

l. For a discussion of the form see GK, 984k.
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in the Midrashim.2 In most instances ra'onan is used as an adjective. The meaning

"green": is secondary. The word is not a primary color term,4 and would be better

translated as "fresh, luxuriant, lush, leafy." The difficulty of finding a single exact

translation is already apparent in the early versions. The LXX uses seven different

terms, the Vulg. five.5 The semantic field includes fua{Ai, "new," and tart, "fresh," as

well as forms derived from the roots din and yrq.

2. Occurrences. Of the 19 occurrences in Hebrew, only Hos. 14:9(8) is clearly

preexilic.6 Of the other occurrences, 4 are in the Dtr History, 6 in Jeremiah, I each in

Trito-Iruiuh, Ezekiel, and Hosea, 4 in Psalms, and I each in Song of Songs and

2 Chronicles; there is also 1 occurrence in Sir. 14:18. The hapax legomenon ra'onand

appears in Job 15:32, a rare palel modification of a verb r'n, formed on the analogy of
the Arabic IX stem;7 in Ps. 6:3(2) 'umlal, "be withered," an antonym to r'n, is another

hapax legomenon formed in the same way'

II. Metaphorical Usage. The substantive is used metaphorically I I times. In Ps.

92:15(14) and Dnl. 4:l(4) (ra'nan), it functions as a predicate noun. Elsewhere it is
usually an attributive adjective describing a tree: Jer. 1 l:16; Ps. 52:10(8) -+ I1'l zayi!;

Hos. 14:9(8) b"rbi;Ps.37:35(cj)'erez;Sir.14:18-+Iy ?.1;inJer. 17:8itistheleaves
('dleh) of a tree that are described. All the trees in question are distinguished by their

deep green, luxuriant foliage, highly visible even at a distance amid the generally

scanty vegetation of Palestine.8 This positive connotation of ra'%wn can be transferred

to other domains. Ps. 92:11(10), for example, speaks of the "fresh" oile with which

Yahweh anoints the psalmist (cf .23.5): the orchard song (Cant. l:16) speaks positively

of the lovers' couch ('erei) made of fresh boughs.

Finally, Ps.92:15(14) and Dnl.4:l(4) use ra'andn to describe a fulfilled human

life. The ground is laid for this usage by texts that compare human life, especially

thar of the "righteous," to a tree in full vigor: Ps. 52:10(8); Jer. 1 1:16 (a Jeremianic

oracle of judgment addressed to Judah as a wholelo); 17:8 (vv.5-11, a wisdom

poem with strong affinities to Ps. l); Sir. 14:18. Wisdom traditions also lie behind

Ps. 37:35 and Job 15:32. The life of the wicked is a failure because they abuse or

fail to attain the condition expressed by ra'onan, best rendered as "fullness of
life."rt

2. Jastrow 1488.
3. GesB,768.
4. R. Gradwohl, Die Farben im AT. BZAW 83 (1963), 33 n. 50, with bibliog.; for this reason it

is not treated in A. Brenner, Colour Terms in the OT. JSOTSup 2l (1982)'

5. Gradwohl, loc. cit.
6. J. Jeremias, Hosea. ATD XXMI (1983), 169-70.
7. cK $55d.
8. See the illustrations inZohary.
9. -+ IDV) iemen.
10. Thiel, 155-56.
I l. -+ XI, 2'14-76.
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In Hosea's battle against foreign cults,12 Hos. 14:9(8) - uniquely in the OT - lik-
ens Yahweh to a ber6i ra'ondn. Behind this oracle (vv. 4-9[3-8]), dating from shortly
aftet'122 B.c.E.,l3 stands the common Near Eastern notion of the life-giving tree that
gives shade,l+ fruit, and hence life to those who seek its shelter.l5

rrl. The Formula tal.talkol-'ds ra'anan. Echoing Hosea (Hos. 4:ll-14; cf. also Isa.
57:7;65:7;Ezk.2o:28;34:6), the Dtr school polemicizes against cultic observances on the
high places,l6 which reflect Canaanite influence. Participation in these cults has brought
guilt on Israel in the eyes of Yahweh. The exile is interpreted as Yahweh's just punishment
for such conduct. Besides the cultic paraphernalia appropriate to such a high place,tz its
significant feature, visible from afar, was often one or more leafy green trees of sacred
character (Gen. 35:4; Josh.24:26; etc.), under which participants in the cult gathered.

In the early period such sites were perceived as unobjectionable (l S. 9: l2; I K. 3:4;
etc.). Later, especially in prophetic circles, there was a growing awareness that they
were irreconcilable with Yahwism. The Dtr school turned this awareness into a pro-
gram: according to Dt. l2:2 (DtrtaS, the cult of the high places is a purely canaanite
phenomenon, which must be rooted out. A new formula comes into being (still un-
known to Hosea), employed with minor variations to charge both Judah (l K. 14:23)
and Israel (2 K. 17:10) with idolatry. The two passages have foundational significance.
only in 2 K. 16:4 par. 2 ch.28:4 is a single individual, Ahaz, accused in the Drr con-
text of worshiping foreign gods. (The formulaic language and the homogeneity of the
theme obviate the need to postulate a secondary Dtr stratum.le)

Passages from the Dtr redaction of the book of Jeremiah, dependent on the funda-
mental text Dt. l2:2,2o cite practices associated with the fertility cult performed at tree
sanctuaries, whose fresh, leafy luxuriance symbolized vegetative fertility, thus exposing
the guilt of Israel and Judah (Ier. 2:20; 3:6,13). Jer. 17 :2 (where the formula should be
restored, following the Syr.) logically connects this cult with the Asherim.2l The oracle
of judgment in Isa. 57:5 exhibits Dtr influence and is probably secondary,22 whereas in
Ezk. 6:13, in an oracle against the mountains of Israel, the prophet himself borrows Dtr
language. In the exilic period, therefore, ('E;) raandn became a technical term for the
false cult that, in the eyes of the Deuteronomists, had brought disaster on Israel.

12. See III below.
13. Jeremias, ATD xxlYll,169; for a different dating see H. w. wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng.

trans. 1974),234.
14. -->)y sel.
15. -+ XI, 272-73.
16. -+ illll bdmd, gi!'A, -+'ti1 har.
17. Anclsr II, 284-88.
18. H. D. Preuss, Deuteronomium. EdF 164 (1982), 51.
19. Contra E. Wtirthwein, Das erste Buch der Kdnige. ATD XVz (1985), 396.
20. Thiel, 82; contra Holladay,113-74,who considers Jer.2:20 Jeremianic and therefore earlier.
21. -+ il']ON lierd; Ancls4 II, 285-86; H. Gese, in Gese, M. Hrifner, and K. Rudolph, Die

Religionen Altsyriens, Altarabiens und die Mandiier RM l\t2 (1970), 151.
22. B. Duhm, Jesaja. HKATIIUI (1902),387.
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IV. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls, IQH 10:25 recalls the sapiential tree

metaphor of Ps. I and Jer. 17:2.23

Mommer

23. As restored by E. Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran (Munich, 31981), 151-52.

ll9'l ,"; 97 ra'; !-1 roa'; r\J ra'd;97D mZra'

I. l. Etymology and Semantics; 2. Statistics and Distribution;3. Phrases and Idioms. II.
Contexts: l. Philosophy and Theology; 2. Religion; 3. Other Cultures. III. Thematic Foci in the

OT: 1. God and Evil; 2. Human Transgressions; 3. Divine Judgment; 4. Acts and Consequences.

IV. LXX. V. Dead Sea Scrolls.
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and Sanction in Israel and Mesopotamia. SSN 22 (1985); w. S. Towner, How God Deals with Evil
(Philadelphia, 1976); H. vellmer, "Das B<isesein des Menschen und sein Freiwerden zu
verantwortlicher Menschlichkeit unter dem Angebot Gottes," FS A. H. J. Gunneweg (1987),224-
45; S. Vierzig, Das Bdse (stuttgart, 1984); P. Yolz, Das Dcimonische in Jahwe (1924); N. M.
waldman, "The dabar ra'of Eccl 8:31' JBL98 (1979) 407-l;E.-J. waschke, (Jntersuchungen qum
Menschenbild der Urgeschichre. ThArb 43 (1984); E. Wtirthwein and O. Merk, Veranfilortung
(1982): E. Zenger, "'Das Blut deines Bruders schreir zu mir' (Gen 4,10)," in D. Bader, ed., Kaii
und Abel (Munich, 1983), 9-28.

l. GesB,768, citing Vollers.
2. W. L. Dulidre, FS F. Altheim,ll (1970), l-26.
3. Stoebe, THAT 11,795.
4. AHw, ll, 942: III. 1585.
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equivalent to Heb. r",'but, while this adjective is attested from Old Babylonian and Old

Assyrian through Neo-Babylonian and Late Babylonian, the number of its occurrences

is very limited. In Akkadian the semantic spectrum of Heb. r" is represented by other

words such as lem1nu, "be(come) bad, evil," lemnu, "bad, evil,"5 and derivatives, or

senu I, "evil, malicious,"6 slnu, "malice."7

In West Semitic, occurences of r" outside Biblical Hebrew are also rare. Only the

Phoenician bilingual text of Karatepe (Sth century B.c.E.) contains three equivalents of
Heb. r"; kl hr', "allthe wickedness" (A I' 9),'im r'm, "wicked people" (Al,l4d), bi'nt
wbr', "out of hatred or wickedness" (A III, 17;.4 1, Ugaritic no equivalent to Heb. r"
has been found to date.e

There is no support for the theory of a connection between the two Hebrew hom-

onyms r" I and II, in the sense that r" I, "shatter, etc.," is the transitive instantiation of
r" II (intrans.), "be bad, evil."l0 In the OT the verb r" with the meaning "smash" occurs

either 5 times (Jer. l5:12;Ps. 2:9;Job34:24;Isa.24:19;Ptov.l8:24)tr or l4 (Isa. 8:9;

24:19 ltwice); Jer.2:16 ll:16 15 12;Ps.2:9; Prov. 11:15 [twice]; 13l.20; 18:24;

25:19', Job 34:24;Mic.5:5;.tz It is clearly a by-form of the commoner West and South

Semitic rss. l3

Despite the obscure etymology, the semantic spectrum of r" and its derivatives is

well defined by its usage, especially since this usage largely coincides with the range

of semantic parallels in other Semitic languages, such as Akk. lemEnu and Aram. D,ila

Each of these terms covers the most varied aspects of everything not good or negative;

they do not make a distinction between "bad" and "evil," and so the exact meaning of
r" in each instance can be determined only from contextual clues. Semantic foci come

to light only in specific types of usage.l5
Dohmen

The adj. ra', for example, can describe bad water (2K.2:19), bad figs (Jer'24:2),

or grievous boils (Dt. 28.35 Job 2:7), but also morally wicked or evil persons and

actions (Gen. 6:5; 8:21; Dt. 13:6 [Eng. 5]; Ps. 5:5[4]; etc.). Nominalized ra'6 can

also denote concrete evil or disaster (l K. 14:10; 2K.21:12; Am. 3:6) as well as

morally religious evil (Gen. 6:5; Isa. 57:l; Eccl. 8:6). The hiphil of the verb can

mean "make (an action) evil" (l K. l4.9; Jer. 16:12lwith la'oioll; Mic. 3:4 [with
ma'"ldlim)) or, more commonly without any addition, simply "do evil" or, with l',

5. AHw,1,542-43,1571.
6. AHw,III, 1090.
'7. AHw,III, 1103.
8. KAr,26.
9. Contra WUS, no. 2523; cf . UT no.2606.
10. Ktinig,449.
11. Lisowsky.
12. Even-Shoshan, with a different assignment of occurrences to r" I and II'
13. -+ FI'] rasas; cf.Beyer,697.
14. See above.
15. See I.3 below.
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"treat badly, harm" (Gen. l9:9; Nu. 16:15; Jer.25:6; Ps. 105:15; etc.). The ptcp.
mE ra' means "evildoer."

Rick

2. statistics and Distribution. The root r" occurs 787 times in the or. Here, how-
ever, we shall ignore r" II, 16 which occurs in the oT 5 times in Hebrew and twice in Ar-
amaic, leaving 780 occurrences of r" I. These represent 355 occurrences of ra'(about
one-third of which are adjectival, two-thirds substantival), 31 I of rd'd, 94 of the verb
r" (qal 24, niphal2, hiphil 68, including 18 of rhe prcp.), 19 of the noun rda', and I of
m€ra'. These various forms of the root r" are distributed among the biblical books as
follows:

Genesis: 46
Exodus: ll
Leviticus: 7

Numbers: 15

Deuteronomy: 41

Joshua: 3

Judges: 20
1-2 Samuel: 57
l-2 Kings: 63
Isaiah: 3l
Jeremiah: 146

Ezekiel:-23

Hosea: 8
loel: 2
Amos:7
Obadiah: I
Jonah: l0
Micah: 9
Nahum:2
Habakkuk: 3

Zephaniah:2
Haggai: 0
Zechaiah:6
Malachi: 3

Psalms: 80
Job: 16

Proverbs: 75

Ruth: I
Song of Songs: 0
Ecclesiastes:32
Lamentations: 3

Esther: 6
Daniel: 4
Ezra: 7

Nehemiah: l7
l-2 Chronicles: 29

3. Phrases and ldioms. The frequent occurrence of r" and its derivatives in fixed
phrases and idioms is significant. We find a variety of compound expressions such as
hayyh rd'A, "wild, ravening animal" (Gen. 37:2O,33; Lev. 26:6: Ezk. 5:17; 14:15,21;
34:25); (had)ddldr (hA)rA', "wickedness, menace, deformity, offense, etc." (Ex. 33:4;
Dt. l3:12[l l); l7:1,5; 19:20;23:lO; Josh. 23:15;2 K. 4:41; Ps. 64:6[5]; t4t:4;Ecct.
8:3,5; Neh. 13:17), rarely in the plural: d"lartm rdim (l S. 2:23; 2 K. 17:11) or dilrA
rd' (Jer.5:28; another reading: dparay lard'\7): iem ra', "ill repute" (Dt. 22:l4,lgi
Neh. 6:13); rfrah rd'd, "evil spirit" (Jgs.9:23; I S. 16:14,15,16,23; l8:10; l9:9); ?l
ra'A,"time of trouble" (Jer.2:27,28;ll:12 15:ll; Am.5:13;Mic.2:3; ps. 37:19:Eccl.
9:12); y6m/yemA ra'd, "day(s) of disaster" (Jer. 17:11,18;51,2; Am. 6:3; ps.27:5:
4l:2lll;49:6 [pl.];94:13 [pl.];Prov. 16:4; Eccl.7:14;12:1 [pl.]); derel(hd)ra'/raim,
"evil ways, misconduct" (1 K. l3:33; 2K.17:13; Jer. l8: ll;23:22;25:5;26:3;35:15;
36:3,7 ; Ezk. 13 :22; 20:44 ; 33 : l l ; 363 1 ; Jon. 3 : 8, 1 0; Zec. t :4; Prov. 2: 12; 4: 1 4; 8: 13 :
28:lO;2Ch.7:14);ii/'AQdm ra-', "evildoer, miscreant" (15.30:22; Ps. 140;2,12[l,ll];
Prov.29:6;pl.: Prov.24:l;28:5) (cf. also rd'a1iilfhd)'Adam: Gen.6:5;Zec.7:10; Eccl.

16. See I.1 above.
17. BHS.

\-
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8:6); rda' ma'olaltm, "evil deeds, wickedness" (Dt. 28:20; Isa. 1:16; Jer. 4:4;21:12;
23:2,22:25:5;26:3;44:22; Hos. 9:15; Ps. 28:4) (with ra'insteadof roa': Zec. l:4; Neh.
9:35; or r" hiphil instead of roa': Mic. 3:4). We also find syntactically varying combi-
nations with different meanings, such as the frequent association of the root wittr -+:)
lZp (e.g., Dt. 15:10; I S. 1:8; 17:28; Jer.3:17;7:24; ll:8; 16:12;18:12; Ps. 28:3;
l4O:312); Prov. 25:20;26:23; Eccl.9:3; Dnl. lI:27; Neh. 2:2).

The expression bi'arta hdrd' miqqirbef;a, "you shall purge the evil from your
midst," appears as a legal idiom only in Deuteronomy (13:6[5]; 17:7,121, 19:19;21:21;
22:24;24:7);18 the formula appears once in a narrative context, in Jgs. 20:13, the only
text to describe the execution of this sentence.

The prepositional phrase ra' 'ayin (Prov. 23:6; 28:22) or ra' b"'ayin is common in
the OT; here 'ayin shifts by metonymy from its concrete meaning ("eye") to the ab-
stract concept "view, opinion, judgment."le As an expression of displeasure and disap-
proval (par. to equivalent formulas using -+ )1lt tbb to express approval), the phrase

appe:Irs in both "secular" contexts, where it refers to a human being (Gen. 2l:ll,l2;
28:8;48:17; Ex.21:8;Nu. 11:10;Dt.28:54,56;Josh.24:15; I S.8:6; l8:8;29:7;25.
ll:25;Ier.40:4) and the emphasis is on subjective'Judging by appearances,"2o and'n
"theological" contexts, where it refers to God (Gen. 38:7,10; Nu. 32:13; Dt.4:25;9:18;
17:2;31:29; Jgs. 2: I l;3:7 ,12; 4:l;6:l; 10:6; 13:1; I S. 12:17; 15:19;2 S. ll:27; l2:9;
I K. 11:6; 14:22; 15:26,34: 16:1,19,25,30;21:20,25;22:53;2K.3:2;8:18,27; 13:2,11;
14:24; l5:9,18,24,28; 11:2,17; 21:2,6,15,16,20; 23:32,37; 24:9,19 Isa. 59:15; 65:12;
66:4; Jer.7:30; 18:10; 32:30: 52:2; Mal. 2:1"7; Ps. 5l:6[4]; Prov. 24:18; I Ch. 2:3;
2l:17;2Ch.2l:6;22:4;29:6;33:2,6,22;36:5,9,12). The expression seryes primarily to
describe conduct that is inherently wrong both religiously and morally. It is applied
uniquely to the mal'df, yhwh in the Balaam narrative (Nu. 22:34).

The most frequent use of the root is in the juxtaposition of ra' with its antonym 1d!.
The semantic spectrum of these polar terms is very broad, as is the range of their syn-
tactic variation. The meaning of the contrast extends from a general "positive 

- nega-

tive" response of emotions, feelings, and sense perceptions (Gen. 24:50; 31:24,29;
50:20; I S. 24:18[7]; I K.22:8,18; Isa. 4l:23; Jer. 10:5; 32:42;39:16 42:6; Am.
5:14,15;9:4; Mic. 3:2; Zeph. 1:12; Ps. 34:l5ll4); 37:27; 52:5131; Job 2:lO;30:26;
Prov. ll:27; 14:19;15:3; 31:12; Eccl. 12:14; Lam.3:38) to describing ethical
knowledge2l in its totality and the ability to decide between right and wrong (Gen.

2:9,17; 3:5,22; Dt. 1:39; 2 S. 19:36[35]; I K. 3:9; Isa. 7:15,16; Jer. 4:22). This broad
semantic spectrum reflects the central significance and determinative importance of
the dyad "good 

- evil," which characterizes fundamental modes of conduct that tran-
scend the individual and affect the survival of the group and the well-being of the com-
munity.

A specialized use of rri| and ra'is found in Lev. 27, in an appendix to H, where the

18. --> II, 203-4.
19. E. Jenni, THAT11,264-65.
20. R. von Ungern-Sternberg, Redeweisen der Bibel. BSt 54 (1968),62.
21. --+ 91t yaSa'.
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terms are used evaluatively in the context of settling vows and votive offerings. The
text deals both with exchanging l6b b"rd''6-ra'b"t6b (v. l0; cf. also v. 33) and with as-
sessing an average value bAn fi! filAn ra'(vv. 12,14).

In the OT the ability to distinguish cognitively between good and evil,22 choosing
the former and eschewing the latter, is a fundamental ethical requirement. But the mas-
tery of good and evil through correct language is also of critical importance: neither
evil nor good may be qualitatively reduced or even transformed into its opposite by the
use of appropriate circumlocutions or descriptions. Fundamental to dealing with good
and evil is their correct appellation (cf. Isa. 5:20, where a woe oracle denounces those
who disguise good as evil and vice versa).

Above all, the egregious incongruity of repaying good with evil is a clear offense
against ethical principles. The expression ra'a ml.ta1 16!d used in such cases appears
with the verbs.f/m (Gen.44:4; Jer. 18:20; ps. 35:12; 38:2ll20l),.irA (l S. 25:21;prov.
17:13), and iim (Ps. 109:5, although the Syr. here presupposes a form of j.iD23). In rhis
context we shall also mention the very similar but unique expression ra'A tuha! rd'd in
Ezk. 7 :5.24 The almost apocalyptic threat expressed by this verse in the context of Ezk.
7 arises from the transformation of the traditional "retribution formula" together with
the verb Dw', commonly used for God's act of judgment,2s so that the text can be read
like the necessary consequence ofJer.9:2(3), "they proceed from evil to evil" (mErd'd
'el-rd'd).

The verbs used most often with ra'/ra'd are -+ N'lf b6',*come, bring" (qal, hiphil),
especially as a technical term for God's judgment; -+ iuy 'diA,..do,' (qal); + lUrn
l.tdia!, "think, devise, plan" (qal); -+ '1ll dba "speak" (piel); -+ .t]D 

sCIr ..turn aside,
depart, forsake" (qal, hiphil); and --; )1Ui ifrb, "turn (back), cease, avert" (qal, hiphil).

In this context the expression r'h bara'/bara'd deserves special mention. It occurs 7
times in the OT (bdrd': Gen.44,34 Ex. 5:19; Isa. 33: l5; bdrd'd, Nu. I l: l5; 2K.22:20;
Est. 8:6; 2 Ch.34:28). Translations and commentaries do not, for the most part, appre-
ciate the uniqueness of this construction. All the texts share the feature of dealing with
an evil or a disaster that befalls someone else. In contrast to the common translation of
wayyir'fr iotera !"na-yiird'zl'd1dm bera'in Ex. 5:19 as "the Israelite supervisors saw
that they were in trouble," Rashi already emphasized correctly: "Then the Israelite offi-
cials saw that their comrades whom they supervised were in trouble; they saw them in
trouble and in distress that was visited upon them, because they had to impose hard la-
bor on them, saying to them, 'You shall not lessen."'26 Closer examination reveals the
peculiarity of the construction as distinct from the expression r'h ra'd, without a prepo-
sition (e.g., Ps. 90: 15). The latter denotes not the seeing of one's own affliction or the
affliction of others, but the actual suffering or experience of affliction. The construc-
tion with be, by contrast, establishes a certain distance - 

"! means originally rest in a

22. See above.
23. BHS.
24.Thetextualproblemsarediscussedbyw.ZimmerllEzekiell.Herm(Eng.trans. lgTg),195.
25. See below.
26. Pentateuchkommentar, trans. ed. S. Bamberger (Frankfort,31975), l5l.
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place; it is then extended to indicate motion toward a goal. . . . Then follows the use of

J after verbs that do not affect their object directly, but simply touch upon it."zz The ef-

fect of this distance is that the viewer sees the evil afflicting others but does not experi-

ence it personally; we are dealing with a kind of indirect involvement. The conclusion

reached by this analysis is quite clear in passages such as Gen. 44:34;2 K. 22:20 pat.

2 Ch.34:28: Est. 8:6; Ex. 5:19. Only in Isa. 33:15 does this reading appear odd:

Those who walk righteously and speak uprightly,
who despise the gain of oppression,
who wave away a bribe instead of accepting it,
who stop their ears from hearing of bloodshed,
and shut their eyes from looking on evil. . . .

The expressi on mer'61 b"ra' in the last line is interpreted by Wildberger and others to

mean shutting one's eyes "so as not to dwell on wicked matters."2S In the context of the

other passages using this construction, however, it makes more sense to think in terms

of total distancing from evil and/or the afflictions of others. Kaiser's dating of Isa. 33 in

the Hellenistic period makes this almost stoic attitude both understandable and reason-

able.2e

Finally, Nu. ll:15 also merits special attention. In the final portion of the verse,

w"'al:er'eh bera'1i,8115 and BHK indicate that the last word is a tiqqun sopherim re-

placing an original berd'@Aftd. Closer examination, however, shows that Jewish tradi-

tion is not unequivocal concerning the tiqqun in this passage: some sources give

bera'alam as the original reading instead of berd'dfil3d.:o While the reading of the MT
is out of the question in light of the construction under discussion, both "original read-

ings" are unexceptionable from this perspective. In v. 15, arguing with God about the

querulous Israelites, Moses proposes two alternatives: either God continues to burden

him with bearing the grumbling of the people, in which case he does not want to go on

living, or God has pity on him (the alternatives in v. 15 echo v. I I , where both possibil-

ities have already been mentioned, and are to be understood in the light of the earlier

verse) and no longer forces him to see the affliction or evil of the people (or of God).

The solution to the problem of the two readings in the final portion of v. 15 depends in

large measure on the semantics of ra'A: it can refer to either the destruction of the peo-

ple or the disaster inflicted by God to punish them. Common to all the variants is Mo-

ses'distance from the people when he speaks in his function as mediator. In the context

of Nu. I l, this very fact may have evoked the "correction of the MT," since some may

have found it offensive or misleading that Moses should lay even his own life on the

line in the negative alternative (v. I la), while seeming in the positive alternative to be

27. Synt $106a.
28. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis,2002),290.
29. O. Kaiser, Das Buch Jesaja. ATD XVIII (1983), 271.

30. For the details see C. McCarthy, The Tiqqune Sopherim and Other Theological Correc-

tions in the MT of the OT. OBO 36 (1981), 123-26.
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concerned solely with saving his life (v. l lb). That the tiqqun sopherim does not solve
the problems, however, is shown by many later translations that seek to solve them by
harmonizing the alternatives posed in v. I l.

The frequent occurrence of r" and its derivatives in stock phrases and idioms is due
in part to Dtr phraseology, which plays a major role in these formulas.3l Dtr phraseol-
ogy probably accounts also for the concentration of r" and its derivatives in the book of
Jeremiah. This concentration appears to result from the coincidence of the Jeremianic
prophecy of judgment, which speaks at length of the people's guilt and God's judgmenr
(both of which can be expressed by forms of r'32), with the extensive Dtr redaction of
the book of Jeremiah, which is devoted to interpreting God's judgment in its own char-
acteristic language.33

II. Contexts.
l. Philosophy and Theology. Negative experience, whether the result of misfortune

or of aggressive and destructive human actions, is an inevitable part of human life; the
question of the meaning, source, nature, etc., of evil in the broadest sense therefore
arises whenever humans reflect on their existence or attempt to interpret it. From the
perspective of philosophy and theology, the question of evil presents itself as a far-
reaching problem, demanding terminological and categorical differentiation. In the
biblical approach to the problem, too, reflection on these necessary differentiations is
indispensable, the more so because Hebrew does not provide an adequate linguistic dif-
ferentiation.3a

The phenomenon and problem of evil can be described as follows: "Evil, under-
stood in the broadest sense, refers to everything that is bad. It thus includes - to use a
classical distinction 

- both 'physical'evil, directly due to nature, and 'moral'evil, due
to human volition; to these, the modern definition of the problem adds 'social' or
'structural'evil, the injustice that falls between necessity and approbation. The thing it-
self - whether physical, moral, or social - has always eluded the grasp of western
metaphysics, and for good reason: its essence has been impossible to define. Of course
the world is full . . . of 'evil.'In itself, however, it appears to be nothing, for it cannot be
understood in isolation. There is no such thing as the evil one, nor is there an element
of the world that is evil, either inherently or even indirectly. But of course there is al-
ways someone or something that is evil. Thus evil appears in the predicate, as an attrib-
ute. Its domain is events, actions, and their effects. Possibly this is why it has repeat-
edly eluded ontological philosophy. 'Evil' is a relational concept; its business is with
action and suffering, with human and social interaction. We perceive as evil whatever
threatens us, brings disorder, destroys life, turns change into catastrophe. It is, at bot-

31. See the tabular lists in M. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (Oxford,
1972),320-65; and H. D. Hoffmann, Reform und Reformen. ATANT 66 (1980), 325-66.

32. See III.3 below.
33. For a detailed discussion see W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia

2645. WMANT 52 (1981), esp. 92-99.
34. See I.l above.
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tom, an attack on existence and on life. . . . It tends toward death. With lapidary preci-

sion, Augustine calls it 'that which harms."'3s
In the theological context, the problem of evil appears in the first instance as the

problem of suffering: "In all religions, the problem of the origin of suffering as malum
physicum, as physical, psychical evil (sickness, death, disaster, natural catastrophe),

and its relationship to malum morale, moral evil, evil as embodied in sin and guilt,
characterizes the relationship between the world and the deity.":0 In all religions - but
also in many philosophical systems - this experience of physical evil raises the ques-

tion of the relationship of God or the gods to this phenomenon. The problem of
theodicy therefore arises as the necessary consequence of philosophical and theologi-
cal reflection on the experience of evil and thus permeates all religions.

2. Religion.In many religions the various manifestations of evil give occasion to ask

about the origin of evil in the world and to venture answers that seek to master the

problem. "The various societies and cultures differ in how they experience evil, how
they describe it and attempt to master it, so that the complex of problems surrounding
evil is structured by different phenomena, depending on the sociocultural setting: suf-

fering, evil, disaster, forces of nature, sickness, death, sin, guilt, Satan, war, injustice,
cruelty, attributed to social structures, laws of nature, inherited models of behavior, or
the environment."3T

Various fundamental types of explanation may be categorized religio-historically. In
dualistic systems evil appears as an irreconcilable polar opposite to good.38 Dualism
may range from a variety of hostile powers, often personified, such as evil spirits and

demons,3e to personification in the evil one (the devil, Satan, etc.). The latter is devel-
oped and accentuated more fully in correlation to the figure of a good God.ao Besides

the notion that the world itself is totally evil (as in Gnosticismal), we also find explana-
tions of evil (e.g., in African belief in witchcraft) thatattribute "'mischief ' to antisocial
animus and hostile behavior such as contentiousness, vengefulness, avarice, greed,

etc., rather than an evil higher power. Here the ultimate responsibility for good and evil
lies in human intentions and actions."42

3. Other Cultures. a. Near East. In the civilization of the ancient Near East, as

known primarily from Sumerian, Babylonian, Assyrian, and Ugaritic texts, the prob-

lem of evil appears primarily under three heads: (l) demands for proper behavior (eth-

35. Haring, Problem, l-2.
36. Lenzen, 65.
37. rbid.
38. G. Lanczkowski, IRE lX, 199-202.
39. D. Baudy, l,exikon der Religionen, 116-20; C. Colpe et al., MC, lX, 546-797.
40. Colpe, 12; G. Mensching, RGG3, VI, 704-5; F.-L. Hossfeld and B. Kalthoff, kxikon der

Religionen, 579-80.
41. K. Berger, TRE, ){Ill,519-35; C. Scholten, lzxikon der Religionen,210-12.
42. Multhaupt, 142.
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ics and law), (2) attempts to master evil through magic and their corresponding theoret-

ical explanations (incantations and demonology), and (3) the fundamental religious

question of the relationship between good and evil (theodicy and retributive justice).

There are many references to evil in ancient Near Eastern texts dealing with law and

ethics, in the context of human behavior that departs from accepted norms or harms the

social fabric. The normative realms of law and ethics must be kept distinct by proper

definition: "Laws stipulate the legal consequences of behavior contrary to accepted

noffns, whereas ethical norms seek to regulate conduct through the understanding of
the individual addressed as an ethical subject apart from the threat of legal sanctions."a3

In the context of the problem under discussion, both realms have as their common pur-

pose the suppression or mastery of evil and injustice, the former end by imposing ap-

propriate sanctions on misconduct, the latter by giving instruction in proper conduct.

In the realm of law, besides the particular statutes that specify injustice and miscon-

duct by regulating situations of conflict or through sanctions, we may cite the pro-

logues and epilogues of legal codes,4 which, as it were, state the "functions of the law"

in this regard. Examples include the Code of Lipirlshtar of Isin: "to establish justice in

the land, cause lamentation to vanish from the mouth, to turn back animosity, violence,

and armed force" (I, 26-301,+s and the Code of Hammurabi: "to make justice visible in

the land, to destroy the evil and the wicked, to prevent the strong from injuring the

weak" (I, 32-39), and: "may he [the future king] establish justice for them, decide in

their favor, drive the evil and wicked from his land, and promote the welfare of his peo-

ple" (XLV[I, 88-94).46 Finally, there are philosophical and theological discussions

concerning right and wrong, like the so-called Counsel of Shuruppak (Sumerian; Early

Dynastic period)a7 and the second tablet of the Shurpu collection.a8

We encounter the narrower realm of ethics primarily in wisdom aphorisms,ae which

often treat the "problem of evil" by advocating proper conduct and behavior as well as

avoidance of evil, especially in light of the correlation of acts and consequences.5o

These demands appear primarily as concrete instructions on appropriate conduct in the

context of sapiential proverbs.5l This instruction brands various actions as evil while

43. E. Otto, Osnabriicker Hochschulschriften, llll9 (1987), 136.

44. For a general discussion see G. Ries, Prolog und Epilog in Gesetzen des Altertums (Mrt-

nich,1983).
45. TUAT r,24.
46. TUAT l, 40,77.
47.W.H. P. Rtimer, TUAT, lIUl,48-67.
48. E. Reiner, Surpu. BA|O I I (1958), l3-18.
49. The fundamental study is W Richter, Rechr und Erhos. SANT 15 (1966).

50. See III.4 below.
51. On the background of ancient Near Eastern wisdom, see J. J. A. van Dijk, In sagesse

sumiro-accadienne (Leiden,1953); E. L Gordon, BiOr 17 (1960) 122-32; idem, Sumerian Prov-

erbs (1959); BWL; E. Reiner in W Riillig, ed., Altorientalische Literaturen (Wiesbaden, 1978),

esp. 195-20l.Forthevarioustextsandtranslations,esp.oftheso-calledcounselsof wisdom,see
yWL,96tr., and the collection of sources in H. H. Schmid, Wesen und Geschichte der Weisheit.

BZAW tDt (1966),232tr.
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inculcating good 
- i.e., socially constructive 

- conduct (e.g., "Do your opponent no
evil, those who do you evil repay with good; meet your enemy with justice"; "Give
bread to eat, wine to drink; clothe and honor those who ask for alms"; "Love justice
and hate hostile conduct"; "Grievous is the guilt of a man who has sexual relations with
another man's wife"); above all, however, it attaches the utmost importance to good
rather than evil speech (e.g., "This is a person's treasure: let your lips be precious. Let
insult and abuse be an abomination to you, do not utter insolence or false information.
Those who engage in idle chatter are scorned. . . . Do not slander, utter what is good,
say nothing evil, speak what is good. whoever slanders speaks evil. . . . Do not speak
lies to friends and companions, say nothing vulgar, but speak what is good"). This em-
phasis points to an important aspect of the basic understanding of "the power of evil"
in the ancient Near East: as curses, spells, etc., show, this power can be brought forth
and released by the act of human speech, and thus take effect; therefore, it can and
must be resisted and exorcised by the same means.

In the context of such encounters with evil, demonology and its associated magic
play a crucial role throughout the ancient Near East. The languages of the ancient Near
East lack a collective term comparable to the English word "demon"; they have words
only for groups of demons, like the so-called seven evil spirits, a somewhat variable but
basically canonical roster of sumerian demons,52 or they speak simply of "god" or "the
evil god."s: often the same word may oscillate between good and evil spirits, e.g.,
sum. udug or Akk. icdu and rabisu.sa Among these demons55 are nam-tar/namtaru,
"the determiner of destiny," and the female demon labasu, who causes sickness.s6
Above all, there is dimme/lamaitu, another female demon well known from many texts
and amulets, who is often associated with childbed fever; but the broad range of her
powers suggests that she is closely associated with diseases and infectious dangers of
all sorts.sT

Sumerians and Babylonians appears to have had different explanations for the at-
tacks of demons on human beings. Unlike the Sumerians, the Babylonians considered
these attacks to be punishment for sin, so that especially in Babylonian incantations
against sickness we find prayers for forgiveness,58 while the Sumerians trusted more in
the practice of magic, even though they did not entirely relinquish invocation of the
gods. Quite generally, magic plays an important role in the ancient Near East, both in
the form of white magic, to avert harm brought about by a demon, and in the form of
black magic, which attempts to inflict harm on others.5e The struggle against evil and
injury brought into the world by demons is therefore primarily the responsibility of a

52. G. Contenau, La magie chez les Assyriens et les Babyloniens (paris, lg4i), g6.
53. AHw l,3'74, s.v. ilu(m) B l.
54. W. von Soden, Tfte Ancient Orient (Eng. rrans. Grand Rapids, lgg4), lgg-ZOO.
55. For a survey ofthe various demons see E. Ebeling, RLA,ll,107-13.
56. W Farber, RL{, VL,409-10.
57. W Farber, RI-A,, Yl, 439-46.

!!. E S Gerstenberger, Der bittende Mensch. WMANT 5l (1980), esp. 64-112.
59. Von Soden, 197-201.
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duly qualified "incantation priest" or "ritual specialist" (Akk. [w]ailpu, maimaiiu),60

as is shown by the rituals and incantation texts they used for various situations and cir-
cumstances, texts that constitute a major portion of extant Near Eastern literature.6l

The ideas about demons appearing in Ugaritic texts largely agree with those found in

Mesopotamia with respect to their influence and the means of counteracting it.oz

Especially in the case of diseases - even if they were thought to be occasioned by

demons - the religious question arises concerning the relationship of the gods to this

area of evil, if only to ask why the gods leave human beings at the mercy of demons

without intervening. The Babylonians sought the answer in analysis and evaluation of
human actions; in other words they viewed human sinfulness as the cause of evil, either

on the sapiential principle ofthe correlation between acts and consequences63 or in the

notion of punishment for sin imposed by the gods. Thus the Shurpu collection of incan-

tations, which is directed against the "ban" (mdmttu) that separates human beings from

God, lists almost two hundred sins of commission and omission; these involve family
relationships as well as charity for those in need and protection of animals.e

The common experience to the contrary, namely that sinners can certainly thrive

while the upright suffer, has left a broad trail in the literature of theodicy (cf. the book

ofJob).os The extent and variety ofthis literature shows that the central problem ofthe
connection between affliction and the evil committed by the individual or imposed by

God in the encounter between God and human beings never found a satisfactory solu-

tion.
b. Egypt. In its wide range of terms for evil in the widest sense and their associated

conceptual distinctions - albeit without a precise terminological distinction between

"bad" and "evil"66 - Egyptian exhibits a broad horizon in which evil is experienced,

along with corresponding attempts to explain and master it. As in the Near East, the ex-

perience of evil is associated with demons in a wide variety of ways, but Egyptian, too,

lacks a single generic term like "demons" for these entities, so that there is also no sat-

isfactory definition for the concept. Instead, we find a large number of different terms

used to designate demons, expressing the extremely diverse aspects of demonic activ-

ity.et
In Egypt, unlike Mesopotamia, we do not find the notion that demons can be alter-

nately good and evil, beneficent and malign. In the Egyptian worldview, the ontologi-

cal concept of being or nonbeing is more fundamental than the ethical concept of good

or bad. While the gods belong to the realm of being, demons are defined by opposition

60. W. Mayer, [lntersuchungen lur Formsprache der babylonischen "Gebetsbeschwdrung."

StPohl, ser. maior 5/16 (1976), 59.
61. TUAT, ll.
62. O. Loretz, IJgarit und die Bibel (Darmstadt, 1990), 89-90; TUAT 11,299-357.

63. See III.4 below.
64. Von Soden, 186.

65. TUAT III/1, 1loff.
66. See I.1 above.
67. H. te Yelde, LexAg, 1,980.
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to that realm and thus play only a peripheral role, especially since they do not enjoy
their own cult. In Egypt, therefore, it is quite correct to think of demons as "evil spir-
its."68

The fact that the various terms for demons occur primarily in "incantation litera-
ture" indicates that the focus of interest is not theoretical demonology but everyday
dealing with the effects of evil.6e Here the realm of magic and sorcery,7o important for
every aspect of Egyptian religion and civilization, plays a major role. Significantly, it
appears in conjunction with the question of mastering evil in the remarkable substanri-
ation given for magic in the Instruction for Meri-ka-Re: "He created for them magic as
a weapon for them to ward off the blows of disaster, over which watch is kept day and
night."zt

In addition to this domain, devoted in all its variety to combating evil and disaster
that have occurred, we find in Egypt diverse concepts for the avoidance of evil, i.e.,
ethical charges aimed at preventing evil. This material appears primarily in the various
"instructions," but also in the "biographies" that outline ideal standards of conduct.

The description and analysis of Egyptian ethics is bound up inextricably with the
concept of "universal order" (maat), for ethical problems are thought of in large mea-
sure as involving disruption of this order, which exists as a given but does not persist
automatically. Apart from the problem of theodicy, which is also reflected in Egyptian
literature,Tz this concept appears above all in the presence of abstract terminology that
instantiates the polarity of "good and evil." Thus we find such formulas as ..order in
place of disorder" (maat vs. iqft), which, with isf replaced by grg, "lie, falsehood,',
takes on the moral connotation "truth vs. falsehood." This moral aspect finds even
better expression in the abstract contrast nfr vs. byn, "good vs. bad." Egyptian texts as-
sociate the necessary decision between good and bad that this contrast entails with the
heart, the organ that is able to recognize good and evil. In this context we find the no-
tion that God has created the heart good or bad and also that the heart is the "deity
within," which enables a person to choose between good and evil.z:

In the course of Egyptian civilization, we find various phases of development in the
realm of ethics. For example, an "empirical ethics" begins with the didactics of social
situations and seeks to regulate the social interaction oflarge and small groups. Later it
is joined by more complex forms of ethics governing conduct and attitudes.T4 Only
much later do we find a kind of "theologizing" of ethics, which manifests itself not
least in the inclusion of God in the (sapiential) correlation of acts and consequences. A
text from a Twelfth Dynasty tomb reads: "Every noble who does what is good . . . will
(endure upon the earth)." A text on a statue from the Twenty-sixth Dynasty modifies

68. rbid., 981.
69. TUAT II, 358-60.
70. On the distinction see Q. Quack, lzxikon der Religionen, 382-83.
71, RTAT,72.
72. See below.
73. E. Otto, l^exAg, 11,36-37.
74. rbid., 34-38.
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this to read: "Every noble who does what is beneficial for others . . . God will make en-

dure upon the earth."75 In the "instructions" of the late period, this theologizing of wis-

dom conjoins the sapiential correlation of acts and consequences with divine retribu-

tion, so that both determine ethical counsels. An example is Papyrus Insinger (ca. 300

B.c.E.), which assembles proverbs related to the central idea that "the evil that befalls

the fool is brought upon him by his belly and his phallus," after first warning against

"repaying evil with evil," because retribution is in God's hands.76

The distinguishing features of Egyptian ethics sketched here are due in no small

measure to the highly developed Egyptian ideas concerning the afterlife, for the notion

of 'Judgment after death" transcends the limits of human experience: the balancing of
crime and punishment can be linked to the idea of immortality, so that in the life to
come God can requite transgressions committed in this life.zz

The crisis of sapiential thought in the correlation of acts and consequences finds

even more pregnant expression in the context of the problem of theodicy. Here, how-

ever, Egyptian thought, with its own presuppositions, takes a road entirely different
from that taken by the thought of the ancient Near East.78 "The problem of theodicy

erupts not on the plane of dealing with the gods but on a plane that is much more gen-

eral and comprehensive, what we might call 'dealing with the world.'This takes place

in the context of the general intellectual crisis triggered by the collapse of the Old
Kingdom, which cast doubt on the possibility of 'realizing maat,'the Egyptian concep-

tion defining religion in the broadest sense."7e

The texts devoted to reflection on this problem include the "Reproach of God" from
the so-called Admonitions of Ipu-wer ( l2:Iff.): "It is said that he is the shepherd of all,
there is no evil in his heart. Though his flock may be small, he spends the day pasturing

it. . . . Brawling and violence against the weak, that is what they (the gods) have cre-

ated. There was no pilot in their time. Where is he today? Is he perhaps asleep? Behold,

his power cannot be seenl . . . Behold, one man strikes another, and your commands are

transgressed. When three men set out on a road, (only) two are found: the majority
slays the minority! But is there such a thing as a shepherd who loves the death (of his

flock)? But now you must find someone to answer."80 The experience of evil leads the

author to charge God with failing to exhibit the necessary concern "for the life of his

flock."Sl
This idea is developed further by the Instruction for Meri-ka-Re, where the theme

appears in the context of a hymn to God as the good shepherd and preserver of cre-

ation. This hymn lists twelve actions of God; with two exceptions, they all have a clear

anthropological reference; for the whole well-ordered world was created and is sus-

75. rbid.,38.
76. E. Brunner-Traut in Rollig, Altorientalische Literaturen, 6l-62.
77. E. Otto, LexAg, I1,38.
78. See IL3.a above.
79. J. Assmann, Agypten (Stuttgart, 1984), 200.
80. E. Otto, Der Vorwurf an Gott (Hlldesheim, 1951), 5-6.
81. See also Assmann, 201.
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tained for the sake of humankind. Strikingly at variance with this "care exercised by
the good shepherd" are the middle and final actions, both of which lack a final purpose
with its anthropological reference. These two passages have to do with the slaying of
humans and thus exhibit some similarity to the "Reproach of God" cited above. That
text, however, bases itself on God's inattention, which leads to violence and murder
among the human flock. The Instruction for Meri-ka-Re, however, makes God himself
the agent responsible: "He slew his enemies, and even smote his children because they
contemplated rebellion. He slew the treacherous of heart among them, as a father beats
(to death?) a son for the sake of his brother."

The idea expressed by the "Reproach of God" that God is indifferent, heedless of
the world, is intolerable and gives rise to the notion of a "violent God": otherwise the
world would be robbed of its coherence. "If the meaningful coherence of the world is
to be saved, the will of God must extend even to catastrophes; even a catastrophe must
permit interpretation as an act of God. The meaning of God's actions is perceived to be
in the punishment of evil."s2 Now the problem of evil in the world shifts to the question
of how God wills and acts. "The vanished evidence of the meaningfulness of human
existence shifts to the transcendence of the unfathomable will of a hidden God."83

A third text, from so-called mortuary literature, more specifically the Apology of
the Creator God,Sa also takes up this theme. This text, which presents itself as a speech
for the defense with the purpose of "silencing injustice" and "allaying wrath," ascribes
the fundamental problem of evil to social inequality and the immorality of scoundrels,
expressed in their disregard of the future life and their lack of piety:

I did four good deeds within the threshold of the land of light:
I made the four winds,
that all might breathe in their time.
That is one of the deeds.
I made the great inundation,
that the poor might benefit from it like the rich.
That is one of the deeds.
I made each like his neighbor,
and forbade them to do wrong,
though their hearts violated my command.
That is one of the deeds.
I made their hearts cease to forget the west,
that pious offerings might be offered to the local gods.
That is one of the deeds.

This text does not rest content with the natural equality of humankind from the time of
creation, but takes up the notion of possible divine indifference from the "Reproach to

82. rbid., 203-4.
83. rbid.,204.
84. Coffrn Text 1130; Assmann,205
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God" and refutes it by citing the command of God ("and forbade them to do wrong")

and the entire complex of religion and cult ("I made their hearts cease to forget the

west . . .").
These three related literary texts not only treat the problem of theodicy in the nar-

rower sense but pursue the problem of evil in the broader sense on the basis of the au-

thors' experience.
In ancient Egypt the question of the evil and injustice encountered in the world as

well as the attempts to explain it are not set in the context of theoretical (theological)

reflection; they arise very concretely from the experience of the crisis of meaning fol-
lowing the collapse of the Old Kingdom. It is "the meaningful structure of the social

and cosmic world, suddenly become impenetrable,"85 that initiates discussion of "God

and evil" and determines its details.

III. Thematic Foci in the OT.
l. God and Evil. a. Theological Background. A huge number of philosophical and

theological approaches focus on the problem of somehow correlating the well-
considered notion of God with experiences and explanations of evil.86 We find no such

treatment in the OT; neither does the OT contain any systematic reflection on or defini-

tion of the phenomenon of evil. Nevertheless, the associated questions and problems

surface in a wide variety of literary contexts dating from all periods. The plethora of
texts longs for differentiated explanations of the articulated relationship between God

and evil.
It must be noted here that the domain of this problem cannot be restricted to texts

using r", which are discussed in this article. The various statements about such topics

as God's violence must also be taken into account.8T The passages usually discussed in

the present context are therefore connected in part with the often considerable diffrcul-

ties raised by the anthropomorphic language of the OT.88 Even more frequently, the

monotheism that developed and took root in the OT period engenders a notion of om-

nipotence that inevitably creates pressure to associate evil and disaster with the one and

only God or to explain them from the perspective of this God.Ss

Isa. 45:7 is often cited as the locus classicus of this notion.eO But it is insufficient to

observe that the statement, "I form light and create darkness, I make weal and create

woe. I am Yahweh, who does all these things," critically expands on the Genesis ac-

count ofcreation (the creation ofdarkness!) and declares any evil power to be nonexis-

tent.el It is precisely against the background ofcreation theology that the verse conveys

85. Assmann, 208.
86. Hygen, 1l-12.
87. N. Lohfink, JBTL 2 (1987) 106-36; R. Girard, Das Ende der Gewah (Freiburg im

Breisgau, 1983); see the comments of U. Rttersworden, JBTU 2 (1987) 246-56-
88. F.-L. Hossfeld and B. Schumacher, I'exikon der Religion,24.
89. Hygen, l2-13.
90. On the history of interpretation of this passage see Lindstr<im, 178-79.
91. C. Westermann, Isaiah 4M6. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969), 16l-62'
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its specific meaning. Noting the antithesis idl6m - ra' in v. 7b, Haag states emphati-
cally: "The text of Isa. 45:7 has nothing to say about the origin of ethical evil. The sub-
ject of the prophetic oracle is instead Yahweh's governance of history."ez Drawing on
more detailed semantic analysis, Lindstr6m goes even further in the direction of identi-
fying a historical locus for this passage: "We have found that the action ascribed to
YHWH in Isa 45:7 refers solely to the imminent liberation of Israel from her Babylo-
nian captivity.The positive phrases 'who tbrms light'and 'who makes weal'have to do
with YHWH's saving intervention on behalf of his people, while the negative phrases
'who creates darkness' and 'who creates woe' refer to Yahweh's destruction of the
Babylonian Empire."e-r

As a consequence, Isa. 45:7 cannot be seen as an attack on the widespread dualism
of the Persian period.ea This point is confirmed by the "theological emendation" of this
passage in lQIs, which replaces ialdru wirh fib, "thus at the same time changing the
meaning of ra'from historical evil to ethical evil. The analogy of Yahweh's cosmic ac-
tion to his act of deliverance in history has been transformecl into a parallelism in the
ethical domain."es

lnDt.32:39, too, Lindstrcim finds antithetical action on the part of Yahweh (deliver-
ance for Israel, disaster ibr Israel's enemies) like that in Isa. 45:7; he places Am. 3:6 in
the same category, where the question "Does disaster befall a city unless Yahweh has
done it?" refers to the concrete historical situation of the northern kingdom, not the
question of the general causality of evil and disaster.e6 The same point was already
made by Koch: "But this sentence should not be torn from its context. According to the
parallel statement, which adduces the summons of a trumpet to a military campaign,
Amos is talking about war. But in 'omni-causality' yahweh does not unleash a war
against his own people. At most he does so in order to 'finish off' an aura of wicked-
ness that has become excessive. RaZ does not mean a first, original cause. It signifies
the absorption and implementation of the results of human wickedness.',e7

Lindstrtim includes Lam. 3:38 in this thematic complex; here too he argues that the
text is making a single, very concrete, situational statement, connecting the afflictions
of the exile with the divine message spoken by the prophets. The verse has nothing to
do with "the sovereign power of the word of God in history"ea in the sense of a theolog-
ical monism that attributes all evil as well as all good to God. In sum, Lindstr<im con-
cludes that none of these passages makes Yahweh responsible for evil and disaster, ei-
ther in general or with respect to Israel.

Lindstrcim thus maintains the absolute historical contextuality of such passages, rul-
ing out any universal theological implications. Against this view, one may argue that

92. H. Haag, "Ich mache Heil." 182.
93. P. 198.
94. Contra, e.g., K.-H. Bernhardt, --> 11,248.
95. H. Haag, "Ich mache Heil," 182.
96. Lindstr<im . 167 -77 .

97. K. Koch, The Prophets, I (Eng. trans. philadelphia, 1982),73-74
98. H.-J. Kraus, Klagelieder. BK XX (31993),65.
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several passages that attack foreign gods and idols borrow that basic pattern of these

very statements, thus suggesting ex negativo that the passages just discussed might

have a more general theological intention. The general statement that idols and foreign

gods "cannot do evil, nor is it in them to do good" (Jer. l0:5; cf. also Isa. 4l:23, etc.)

can make sense only if, conversely, Yahweh can do good and evil generally. In this

sense these statements though they expound Yahweh's omnipotence

exemplarily in connection with specific situations of Israel - cannot be isolated from

their religio-historical background, the monotheism that slowly crystalized in Israel.ee

The same idea appears to lie behind the statements that refer to the fate of individu-

als when speaking of the gclod or evil that Yahweh is able to do. This interpretation is

confirmed (again ex negativo) by the "sapiential proverb"loo cited by Zephaniah,

"Yahweh will not do good, nor will he do harm" (Zeph. 1 :12). The notion of Yahweh's

absolute passivity depends on the notion of his universal efficacy ("omni-causality"),

because the differentiation between good, which is attributed to Yahweh, and evil, for
which competing powers are made responsible, seems no longer tenable. Eccl.7:14 ap-

proaches the problem in similarly general terms: the author ascribes both the "day of
prosperity" and the "day of adversity" directly to God, so that humans must accept

both equally from God's hand. But it is not the author's purpose to emphasize God's

freedom and omnipotence; instead, he uses this notion to "challenge fundamentally the

entire system of sapiential thought."tttt Therefore Lindstrtim's observation thatthe ybm

raZ spoken of here refers to the day of each individual's death is insufFrcient, because

the text already presupposes the notion of divine omni-causality'102

The same background also explains the familiar question, "Shall we receive the

good at the hand ofGod and not receive the bad?" in the story ofJob (Job 2:10; cf.

l:21). This passage no longer asks whether the evil and suffering that a person experi-

ences can be attributed to God, but rulry it comes from God when the individual's con-

duct toward God has not changed.l03 f's1 {hs recension of the Job narative heard in this

verse, God's unfathomable but recognized freedom to allow both good and evil to be-

fall an individual is the answer to "the problem of reconciling suffering and godli-

ng55." 104

This thought is developed further in the speeches made by God in the book of Job:

because the interpretive model discussed above can no longer explain a preponderance

of suffering without totally distorting the image of God by the inclusion of negative,

demonic features. there now surfaces the notion of sinister forces of chaos that threaten

the world. God must repeatedly destroy this evil in the world; this realization unmasks

as unsustainable the charge that God is actually evil (Job 9:24).tos

99. Noort, 121.
100. K. Seybold, Satirische Prophetie. SAS 120 (1985), 33'
101. N. Lohfink, Kohelet. NEB (1986),53.
102. Lindstrtim. 157-65.
103. H. Gross, 1job. NEB (1986), 18.

104. L. Schwienhorst-Schcinberger and C. Steins, BZ 33 (1989) 23.

105. For a general discussion of this position see Keel and Btihlmann.
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discus_sion here is shaped primarily ry tr," pffiJri" o.*r" of judgment,r3 so rhar rhe focusof the text is on rhe hoped-for ir".rri- ii i"d,s intention, ?ro"Jr*a by the motif ofremorse, in response to human repentance. ir,u, ,r," punistrment is;;;", be abrogated(Jon'3:10)isattributedeltr'"^r1"-c"a;r-r""irrpr.o"se(e.g., 
Jer.2g:h;hereshouldbe

ff|X",;*li,:*fJ:,* of or passages iiut ,p"ur of God,s ,"udin",, ro forgive,
15;ps+r:zrrt;z)r;:1.i""Hi:""f;; jli,l j'il;"y;L:;r,#;i\,;i;,'L;';,';;:

The modf of "God's remorse" 
- utu"it expressed in different Ianguage 

- alsoplays a cenrral rore in Hos. r 1, where c.i', ."irr"r ,o 
"^""ut"il" pinishment Israeldeserves is srounded in God,s being C;;;,h";;;;;;,i;. ;j:Ir!r...dispropor_

,rr133. 
On the background and probrem see Hossfeld and Kalthoff, Lexikon der Rerigionen,

]91 : Xrrr. 38e_e0: vtr.4tt_12.
108. Noort, 127_28.

19? !* r.3 abover _> LX.345-46.
ll0. E. Aurelius, Der r,yiUrll7i)qets. CBOT27 (tgil8),91_100.1IL J. Schreiner, Jeremia. Noa (t,iiii,1i{i.,
l13. iliiflli"ired 

discussion,;.i.1;;.i;;;-bi," o"," Gottes. BSt65 (1e7il: _+rx,347_48.
ll4. Jeremias,52_59.
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tion between mercy and punitive justice"l l5 that makes itself heard here is then incor-

porated into the Sinai theophany ofJ; above all, it is developed further in Ex. 34116 in

combination with the "mercy formula" cited in Joel 2'73.1t7 In sum, with respect to

Yahweh's punishment, perceived by humans as evil or affliction, we observe a clear in-

terest in emphasizing that Yahweh distances himself from carrying out this evil be-

cause of his "nature."
c. Theodicy. The OT addresses the classic philosophical and theological problem of

"defending God's goodness and justice in the light of the evil and suffering in cre
41lsn"l l8 in a variety of ways, since it disallows the possibility of explaining the phe-

nomenon of evil by means of dualistic explanations. It would be extremely difficult to

exclude from the monotheistic notion of God that slowly crystallized in Israellle any

domain unconnected with the deity Yahweh - including the experience of prevailing

injustice and suffering and that of frustrated justice and uprightness. Therefore the

problem of theodicy in the OT cannot be limited to the book of Job, even though there

- in parallel with similar texts of ancient Near Eastern li1s131u1sl20 - we find an im-

portant focus of OT reflection on this theme.

Outside the book of Job, the most important locus of the problem is the second ac-

count of creation (Gen. 2:4b-3:24), where it is incorporated into the etiology of the

negative aspects of human tife. But the context, the theology of creation, alters the

problem of theodicy, which presents itself here as "the justification of God through hu-

man wrong,"l2l changing it into the question of the (possible) origin of evil.l22

The theme of Gen. 2-3 is taken upon only in Ezk. 28'll-l9tz3 and some late wisdom

texts(e.g.,Wis. 1:12-15;2:23-24;Sir.25:24).Elsewherewisdomliteratureinparticular
approaches the problem of theodicy from the perspective of the acts-consequences cor-

relation, thus associating the experience of affliction immediately with the commission

of evil, as its direct consequence. Among the various ways in which the correlation of
acts and consequences could reach an intellectual crisis,l24 we will single out the pas-

sages that cast doubt on God's active involvement with the world, lamenting - like

some Egyptian theologyl25 - God's lack of attention to the injustice in the world (e.g.,

Ps. 1 0: 3- I I ; 64:6-7 15 -61; 94: l-7 ; Isa. 29: I 5- I 6 ; Ezk. 9 :9 ; J ob 22: 12- 13).

A different approach to the problem of theodicy in the OT appears in the thematic

complex involving the theology of suffering, which achieves a kind of climax in the

I15. F.-L. Hossfeld, in T. Schneider and L. Ullrich, eds., Vorsehung und Handeln Gottes. QD
ll5 (1988),80.

I 16. C. Dohmen, ThZ 46 (1990) 289-304.
17. H. Spieckermann,ZAW 102 (1990) 1-18.

18. A. Ganoczy, Lexikon der katholischen Dogmatik (Freiburg im Breisgau,21988),489.
19. E. Haag, ed., Gott, der Einzige. QD lO4 (1985).

120. See II.3.a above.
12l. W. Kem, Mysterium Salutis, llll2,554.
122. See III.l.d below.
123. E. Haag, Mensch, 73-100.
124. See III.4 below.
125. See II.3.b above.
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notion (rooted in the ideology ef *1s slanl26) of vicarious suffering, embodied above all
in the Servant Songs of Deutero-Isaiah. When a righteous individual suffers vicari-
ously, the experience of suffering and injustice is set free from the context of acts and
consequences as well as from the notion of divine punishment. Vicarious suffering 

-as pictured in the OT - makes possible a fundamentally new relationship between
God and human beings, because it "abrogates" the problem of theodicy. The question
of theodicy, however, surfaces in the or in a wide variety of literary and theological
contexts; attempts to deal with it are therefore highly divergent, pointing more to spe-
cific religio-historical problems of various periods than to continuously developing at-
tempts at a solution.

d. The Origin of Evil. The various questions concerning the relationship between
God and evill2T touch directly on the problem of the origin of evil, in that they raise the
question whether the creator God established as part of creation the evil and affliction
experienced in the human realm, or other powers besides God give rise to this evil.
There is almost no trace of the second - ultimately dualistic - alternative in the OT.
Although the OT speaks frequently of demons as hostile powers and of evil spirits, t28 it
is permeated and shaped as a whole by a gradually evolving and crystallizingmonothe-
ism that even in its various early stages has no room for other self-subsistent divine
powers, hostile or subsidiary. The mention of demons in the OT is in part an expression
of popular belief, in part a transference of current religious explanations of the world to
the deity Yahweh in consequence of his claim to exclusive worship.l2e

Against this background, the question of the origin of evil resolves itself into the
problem of theodicy in the context of creation theology. J's account of creation already
poses the question of quality of creation and its creator by its etiological explanation of
the negative elements of life. The account in Gen. 3:l-j of the background leading to
this situation, describing sin as an act of human free will that draws the punishmeni of
the creator God, makes humanity alone responsible for evil,r30 so that here, as in many
other or passages, the question of the origin of evil as the questi on ,,how humanity
comes to decide in favor of eviPl3l remains unanswered. J is concerned primarily to
explain evil as the result of an act of human free will; the motif of ..temptation" by the
serpent and the motif of punishment help the account succeed. This may be seen
clearly in the light of the critical differences in the treatment of the ..primal man,, theme
in Ezk' 28.132 For J, all that matters is the fact that humans choose evil in their thoughts
and actions and thus bring affliction upon others - not why they do this.

I 26. J. Scharbert, Prolegomena eines Alttestamentlers zur Erbsiindenlehre. QD 3i (1968) 3l-
44.

127. See III.1.a,c above.
128. M. Gorg, NBI 375-77l' G. Wanke, rRE VIII, 275-77.
129. Lindstrcim; Volz.
130. Dohmen, Schripfung, 246-47.
131. H. Haag, "Ich mache Heil," 182; cf. o. H. steck, wahrnehmungen Gottes im AT:

Gesammelte Studien. ThB 7O (1982), 88.
132. A. Brock-Utne, Der Gottesgarten (Oslo, 1935), 107-ZO.
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That evil and disaster are the product of human free will is underlined once more by

J in the story of the deluge, where the framework (Gen. 6:5; 8:21) declares that all hu-

man inclinations (Gen. 6:5: kol-y€ser mahi"!61 libb6t33) are evil. This is not true "by
nature," however - i.e., it was not so ordained by the creator God. It is due rather to

the conscious free decision of the individual, as 8:21 (y€ier lcb hd'dddm ra'
minne'urayw) especially emphasizes, not least by choosing the word n"'urim instead of,

say, rehem.

That from the very outset J sees evil solely as the result of free human choice is a

fundamental statement of the entire narrative. Even the serpent does not alter this situa-

tion: its function is to (mis)lead the woman into choosing evil. It is itself neither a di-

vine nor a human figure, as is emphasizedby 3:1 as well as by the incorporation of its

peculiar way of life into the etiology given in the tiamework of the punishments de-

creed by God in 3:14ff. Narratologically, its function is merely exculpatory, so that the

origin of evil lies neither in God nor in the human creature, bttis contingenl upon this

"middle term" between God and humanity.
In 6:5 and 8:21, two key passages in the composition of the primal history,l3a J ar-

rives at much more than an attempted answer to the question of the origin of evil; here

we already have a kind of anthropological definition. "This definition of humanity

shows that human 'evil' has no ontic valence, but in fact denotes only a kind of behav-

ior. It is not the heart itself that is called evil, but what it can devise (H. Cohen). This

statement forges a clear link to the phenomenon of knowledge, where, in describing the

ambivalence and contrariness of human existence, J does not speak of knowledge per

se, but merely cites the part of human knowledge that explains our misconduct and per-

version."l35
Closer analysis, however, shows that the problem of (moral) knowledge already

takes us beyond the limits of J, since it is connected with the motif of the tree of the

knowledge of good and evil in Gen. 2-3. Together with the tree of life, this motif may

be ascribed to an expansion of the J text during the period of Manasseh, elaborating the

original story of the garden into a story of paradise. This development puts even more

stress on the nature of the J narrative as "prototypical background," in this context ad-

dressing in greater detail the problem of human moral autonomy.l36 The correlation of
human responsibility with the notion of God through inquiry into the origin of evil and

disaster is accomplished by JE primarily by outlining more sharply in the flow of the

narrative the theonomous basis of moral autonomy (knowledge of good and evil asso-

ciated directly with likeness to God) and thus understanding moral autonomy theologi-

cally as participation in God's providence and care.

A fundamental alteration of this basic idea takes place in the course of the final re-

daction of the Pentateuch: by linking Gen. 7;l-2;4a with 2:4lc_3:24, the redactor was

forced to surrender the prototypical nature of the narrative in Gen. 2-3 in favor of a

133. -+ V,238.
134. Oberforscher, 87ff.
135. Waschke, 141.
136. Dohmen, Schbpfung, 349ff.
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"paradigmatic genealogical narrative." This literary transformation totally recasts the
problem of evil and human sin. In the RP conception of Gen. 1-3, sin "affects" the indi-
vidual in two ways. First, simply by being human, in all circumstances of life until death
itself, the individual bears the mark of the primal ancestral sin. This mark must not be
conceived as a direct transmission or a biological inheritance, but must be understood
against the etiological background as an explanation of why humanity is as it is. Second,
in each personal act of sin the individual conforms to the "ancestral paradigm."

This approach to the problem of sin on the part of the Pentateuch redaction likewise
has consequences for the problem ofevil: precisely when RP takes human sinfulness as
a given while simultaneously incorporating the theme of JE by maintaining the signifi-
cance of the individual act of sin, the problem of what occasions sin becomes critical.
For the Pentateuch redaction, therefore, the occasion of sin - represented by the ser-
pent in the J and JE narrative 

- becomes the focus of interest. The narrative function
played by the serpent in J and JE appears not to satisfy RP as an answer to the question
of what occasions sin. On the other hand, the notion of an evil being as something like
a hostile divine principle is beyond the thought or imagination of this redaction (the no-
tion of the serpent in Gen. 2-3 as an autonomous "embodiment of evil" first appears in
intertestamental literature I 37).

In the very precise language of Gen. 3:14-15, the RP makes clear that it is not con-
cerned with the serpent as a biological species. The vividly concrete individual serpent
in the narrative of 3:l-1 becomes a symbol of evil: it points to the act of the primal an-
cestors, in which it plays a certain role (tempter); besides the individualizing addition
"all the days of your life" in v. 14, note especially the complex alternation of oppositions
in v. 15.138 The understanding of Gen. 2-3 as a paradigmatic ancestral narrative helps
explain the meaning of the obscure words of v. 15. Since in the course of pentateuchal
redaction the serpent of vv. 1-7 becomes the symbol of evil, which comes into being
through the sin of the primal ancestors, the enmity declared in v. 15 between it and the
woman and her offspring may be interpreted as the permanent struggle between the in-
dividual and temptations to evil. The human individual, though a creature, does not by
necessity succumb to every temptation to do evil, need not inevitably follow the para-
digm of the primal ancestors, but can instead resist evil. This must be the meaning of the
concluding words in v. 15b, which complete the concrete image of the struggle between
human and serpent; understood as a hortative, it means that the end of this conflict is not
predetermined in favor of one side or the other. Constantly, every particular instance
confronts the individual with such a decision to resist evil or succumb 1s i1.r3e

As a symbol of the evil described in the narrative of Gen. 3:l-1 , the serpent conse-
quently is not "some sin inherent in the natural order, antecedent to personal sin".l40

137. K. Koch, in T. Rendrorff, ed., Glaube und Toleranz (Gtitersloh, l9g2), 2ll_42;
E. Brandenburger, Das Br)se (zurich, 1986), 8l-84; F.-L. Hossfeld and B. Kalthoff, kxikon der
Religionen, 579-80.

138. Dohmen, Schdpfung, 131-48.
139. rbid., t44-48.
140. Lohfink, "Vorpersonale Bcise," 187.
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for in 3:l-7 the serpent merely provides the occasion for sin. V. 14 refers to this spe-

cific situation, in which the individual failed to resist the temptation to evil, and coun-

ters this same (exemplary) situation with a hortative appeal: humans must resist svill lal

2. Human Transgressions. a. Ethics. In the first instance, the OT treats the problem

of the evil done by human beings in general descriptions of ethical stances and the re-

quirements that may derive from them; the starting point is always the antithetic dyad

t6f; wdra'(or interchangeable synonyms). But the expression tbB wdrd'is not limited to

the moral realm, which instead arises in consequence of a broader and deeper under-

standing of the expression. In its primary meaning, !6! wdrd'encompasses everything

that benefits life and diminishes or even destroys life. Only secondarily does there

emerge the more specific ethical understanding of the expression.l42 Even if the

merism t6! wdrd'covers more than just the totality of ethical experience, this aspect

alone is connoted in the primal history in Gen. 2-3. This restriction is shown by the as-

sociation of the expression with the verb yd', "know," and by the motif of likeness to

God, so that the knowledge of good and evil described by 3:5 and 3:22 as making hu-

mans like God comprehends the various ways in which they master their existence. In

this sense, the antithetic dyad t6! wara'is crucial to defining the whole field of OT eth-

ics, above all when one considers that it functions in a wide range ofconstructions and

connotations (e.g., Gen. 44:4; I 5.25:21; Ps. 35:12; 38:2ll20l; 109:5; Prov. 11:13; Jer'

2l:lo; 39 16; 44:27; Am. 9:4).t+:
From this perspective, many passages can be understood as variations on the funda-

mental ethical theme of doing good and departing from evil (cf. the pregnant formula

in Ps. 34:15[l4f sfir mera' wa'"s4h-!6b); some, however, illustrate the close connec-

tion between law and ethics or the translation of moral values into legal principles. This

is shown both by language that derives from the legal realm, such as the charge that ad-

versaries have repaid evil for good (e.g., Ps. 35:12; 38.2ll2})), and by the immediate

juxtaposition of the two realms, as in Am. 5:15: "Hate evil and love good, and establish

justice in the gate."

This background helps explain the peculiar (and hence much debatedr4) expres-

sions l"ila'tb ma'6s bara' frbdhir batl)b (Isa. 7:15) and beterem yEia' hanna'ar ma'6s

bdra'fibdhor battbb (v. 16): following Gtirg,ra5 we may assume that "the ability to dis-

tinguish good and evil refers to the 'adjudicational authority' of governmenl"la6 and

hence to "the administrative authority of the king,"t+z especially because this interpre-

l4l. On the various readings of Gen. 3: 15 as a "protoevangelium" in the history of its inter-

pretation and reception, see Dohmen, Schbpfung,2Sl-93.
142. -+ V 309-11.
143. For a discussion of the entire topic, -+ III, 309-l l.
144. A. Laato, Who Is Immanuel? (Abo, 1988), 133-35.

145. M. Gorg, BN 22 (1983) 120-21;idem, Gott-Kdnig-Reden in Israel und Agypten. BWANT

tos (t975),44.
146. Gdrg, BN 22 (1983) t20.
r47 . Ibid., 121.
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tation fits better with the other statements in Isa. 7148 than do the many attempts to find
here a concept from the realm of developmental psychology.t+e The parallels cited in
support of the one or the other interpretation, such as Dt. 1.39150 or I K. J,.!,tst ullf-
mately demonstrate only that the texts in question must be interpreted on the basis of
their context and not solely through their use of the dyadic expression.

b. sin. The root r" and its derivatives play a major role in connection with or pas-
sages that have to do with the phenomenon of sin,l52 because both "deviant behavior"
and reluctance to repent are qualified as evil - especially those actions and attitudes
that are connected intimately with social and religious reality. Above all, this observa-
tion is illustrated vividly by atl the passages that use Dtr phraseology to describe reli-
gious and social misconduct with the formula "what is evil in the sight of Yahweh"
(hdrd' be'ana yhwh).Is3 ls1fu aspects are therefore common in the book of Jeremiah,
both in the sections ascribed to the prophet himself and in those belonging to Dtr
redactions (e.g., Jer. l:16; 2:13:5:28; 13:10; 23:ll,l4; 25:5; 32:30; 44:9).ts+

The spectrum of religious and cultic transgressions characterized as "sin" by the use
of r" extends from generalized apostasy from or rebellion against Yahweh, without fur-
ther detail (e.g., Hos. 7:15, where the words we'elay yehaiiepfr-rd'once again illustrate
the similarity to social transgression; cf. also Zec.7:lO;8:17), through highly specific
transgressions associated primarily with the actual cult of foreign gods and images (e.g.,
Ex. 32:22; Dr. 4:25; 9: I 8; Jgs. l0:6; I K. 14:9; Jer. I : 16; 7:30; 35: 1 5), ro rhe problem of
sabbath observance, highly important in the late period (Isa. 56:2; Neh. 13:17; in this
context mixed marriage is another "late period phenomenon" [Neh. 13:17]).

Religio-cultic and social reality are also conjoined, albeit once again in a different
manner, in Ecclesiastes' "critique of religion" (Eccl. 4:17-5:6[5:1-7]), which consti-
tutes the center of the book as a whole.l5s It begins with a sapiential warning against
the conduct of fools (k"stltm), who offer sacrifice but do not even know how to keep
from doing evil (4:l7b[5:lb]). Those who "know," however, possess the fear of God.
"This 'fear of God' is clearly not limited to or expressible simply in specific religious
observances. Instead, if life can be rescued from inauthenticity, it is the inmost essence
of every moment of normal life."ls6 They act within the horizon of human freedom and
thus are able to do evil. "Fools, who do not know, even if 'by mistake' they constantly
undertake the rites of expiation (5:5), are clearly unable to do so (4:l1-b, which thus de-
pends on 5:5 for its meaning)."lsz

148. C. Dohmen, BN 3l (1986) 53.
149. F. D. Hubmann, BN 26 (1985) 38.
150. G. Braulik, Deuteronomium l-16,17. NEB (1956),28.
151. J. Arambani, Der Wortstamm "hrjren" im AT. SBB 20 (1990), 208.
152. Knierim; -+ NUn balA'; ->119 'awon.

153. See I.3 above.
154. w. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia l-25. WMANT 4l (1973): Die

deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 2645. WMANT 52 (l99l).
155. Lohfink, Koheler, 10.
156. rbid..40.
157. rhid.
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c. Specialized Legislation A specialized group of legal rulings in Deuteronomy is
associated with the stereotyped concluding formula bi'arta hdrd'miqqirbAka or (twice..
Dt. l7il2;22:22) mtyiird'El. The range of misdeeds is very broad; what they have in
common is that all are capital offenses (it must be observed, however, that not all capi
tal offenses involve the bi'arta formula). The following offenses are involved: encour-
agement of apostasy from Yahweh on the part of false prophets or oneiromancers
(13:2-6[1-5]), worship of astral bodies as deities (17:2-7), conrempt of courr in sacral
decisions (17:8-13), giving false testimony in court (19:16-19), stubborn and rebellious
conduct on the part of a son (21:18-21), falsely accusing one's wife of having had pre-
marital intercourse with another man (22:13-21), adultery with a married woman
(22:22), intercourse with a woman betrothed to another man (22:23-24), and kidnaping
(24:7).

Much discussion has been devoted to the question whether the bi'artd laws may be
based somehow on a pre-Dtn legal corpus, parallel to the so-called t6'0!d laws.ls8 As
the story of abomination committed by the men of Gibeah (Jgs. 19-20) vividly illus-
trates, the biartd idea does not refer to legal banishment or excommunicallonlse fu1 lg
linked to the notion that such conduct is an assault on the legal and social fabric of the
community; this fundamental disruption can be rectified only by elimination of the cul-
prit. Offenses associated with the biartd formula are thus qualified as assaults on the
identity of the people, both with respect to the individual victim as a member of the
community and with respect to the totality of the people chosen by yahweh and
claimed as his alone.

3. Divine Judgment. within the corpus of or passages in which God is the agent of
an act qualified as "evil,"l60 those that speak of an act of divine judgment take first
place, numerically and thematically. It must be noted here that not every act of God ex-
perienced as negative fits terminologically and objectively into the context of divine
judgment. Themes such as temptation, hardening of heart, and testing must be distin-
guished from the theme ofjudgment in the narrower sense, i.e., God's actions in causal
nexus with human actions (r"hiphil).tol It would be wrong, however, to understand the
causal nexus between "evil" human actions and the divine judgment they provoke as an
automatism, such as appears sometimes in wisdom thought in the correlation of acts
and consequsngss.162 God's acts of judgment remain essentially an aspect of divine
sovereignty, which also involves the motif of God's remorse (esp., e.g., in Hos. I l).163
Above all, God's sovereignty raises the specific problem of the prophecy of judgment,
which in its call for repentance may leave room for a reorientation that can avert God's

158. For a summary of the discussion see H. D. preuss, Deuteronomium. EdF 164 (lgg2\,
ll9-20; O. Kaiser, Introduction to the OT (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1975), 122-23.

159. As still maintained by G. von Rad, T4AT 1,263.
160. See III.1.a above.
16l. On the terminological problems see K. Seybold, TRE, XII, 460.
162. See III.4 below.
163. See III.l.b above.
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judgment or make it unnecessary, or which, in the form of a definitive proclamation of
judgment, maintains and underlines God's intentional decision, excluding any kind of
automatism.

The passages that speak of the evil or disaster that Yahweh brings upon human be-

ings or his people as judgment are diverse, widely distributed, and heavily dependent

on the particular context (e.g., Ex. 5:22-23; Nu. 32:13; Josh. 23:15; 24:20; I K.2:44;
I 4:lO: 2l :29 ; 2 K. 2l : 12; lsa. 3 | :2; 47 : I | ; 66:4; Jet I :l 4; 2:3 ; 4:6; 5 : 12; 6:1,19 ; 7 :12;

l l : 1 1,17,23 ; 12: 14; 18:11 ; l 9 : 3, 1 5 ; 2l : lO; 22:22; 23 :12; 25 :29 ; 3 1 :28; 32:23; 36: 3 1 ;

39 16:44:11,29;45:5; Ezk. 6:10; I Ch.2l:7).
The OT language that describes God as executing judgment by doing evil shows

"that there is no field of human action and endeavor that lies beyond Yahweh's act of
judgment. This conclusion is exemplified by the nuanced reaction to the perversion of
the Zion tradition. Even yhwh b"qirbZnfr offers no place of refuge from which one can

determine definitively whether Yahweh will bring salvation or disaster. It is indeed the

freedom of Yahweh, the irreversibility of the confession ;1'l;lr Dti)N N'lit, that enable

the prophets of judgment to challenge Yahweh's saving action at its very root, when

confidence in salvation leads to a sense of ownership, of control over and hence deter-

mination of the line between salvation and disaster at the hand of Yahweh."ls

4. Acts and Consequences. Besides the ascription of affliction and disaster to a di-

rect act of divine punishment,l6s the OT, especially in texts of sapiential provenance,

treats the correlation of acts and consequences as a model for explaining the experience

of evil. The inquiry moves from the "evil" consequences to their causes,l66 which must

be analogously "evil." This approach is illustrated by Prov. 17:13: "Evil (rd'd) willnot
depart from the house of one who returns evil for good." Israel shares this schema with

the rest of the ancient Near East,167 as well as the recognition that its limitations can be

observed every day. This recognition leads to an intellectual crisis that is reflected in

such OT books as Job and Ecclesiastes.

The latter in particular points up the problem by interjecting the element of actual

experience into theological theory andjuxtaposing the two: "For sinners do evil a hun-

dred times and yet prolong their lives, but I know the saying: it will be well with those

who fear God, because they stand in fear before him" (Eccl. 8:12); or: "In my vain life I
have seen everything: there are righteous people who perish despite their righteous-

ness, and there are wicked who prolong their life in their evil-doing" (7:15). Experi-

ence totally subverts the acts-consequences schema.168

Alongside the correlation of acts and consequences and belief in the "principle of
retribution,"l6e the OT therefore develops the notion of a "synthetic conception of

164. Noort, 131.
165. See III.3 above.
166. G. von Rad, Wisdom in Israel (Eng. trans. Nashville, 1972), 124-37.

167. See II.3.
168. For a detailed discussion see Lohfink, Kohelet,54.
169. Koch, *Gibt," 166-67.
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life"l70 or the "consequential sphere" produced by an agl.lzt This notion assumes that
individuals determine their own fate by their own actions, which create a sphere that
"surrounds them continually, for good or ill."l72 In the OT view, the existence of this
sphere and its effects are guaranteed by Yahweh himself, who imposes its effect on the
individual's destiny. Especially in the late period, the intellectual crises and empirical
incongruities arising from this ideology lead at least in part to reliance on rhe direct in-
tervention of God to judge or punish.lT3 This intervention is isolated from the automa-
tism of retribution. At bottom, it remains enigmatic and inexplicable to the human
mind, so that the experience of evil and affliction leaves a "residue" that resists all hu-
man attempts at explanation.

IV. LXX. In translating Heb. r" and its derivatives, the LXX uses a wealth of Greek
words (more than thirty), reflecting the broad semantic spectrum of the Hebrew root in
its various forms. The largest number of translations employ the two words kal<ris and
ponCr6s. There is no semantic distinction between these two Greek words reflecting
the distinction between moral and natural evil;lz+ in the LXX both kak6s and poner1s
encompass a semantic field that ranges from "inferior, useless" through ,.injurious, det-
rimental" to "evil."l7s The philosophical and theological problem of evil, which plays
an important role in Hellenistic literature and is associated with the word kak6s, is as-
signed by the LXX to various other words.176 Consequently, it is not possible to deter-
mine semantic clusters for the various Greek translations of Heb. r" and its derivatives.
we do, however find morphosyntactic clusters. For example, the LXX uses poner6s
primarily to translate ra', while kakds for the most part represents ra'6; in the case of
the verb, the proportion is approximately equal. Among the other Greek equivalents
used by the LXX for r" and its derivatives, baskainein in its various forms is the next
most frequent translation after kak6s arrd pon€r6s.t77

Dohmen

v. Dead sea scrolls. In the Dead sea Scrolls the root r" (ignoring r" II) occurs 69
times, 50 of which are occurrences of r'(predominantly as a noun). The verb appears
15 times as rZ and 4 times as r" I (always in the hiphil, 3 times as ptcp.).

The various combinations used by the MT, many of them fixed idioms, appear also
in the language of the Qumran scrolls: dbr r', "a bad thing" (leM 7:7; lO;l); imr r.,
"bad reputation" (l IQT 65:8,15); rwb r', "evil spirit" (4e51I tu. 15,7;51I fr. 81, 3); :r
r', "evil time" (llQPs" 18:15).

l7O. Fahlgren, 127.
l7l. Koch, "cibt," 166.
172. rbid.
173. Seybold, TRE, XIJ, 464-65; see III. I .c above
174. See I.l above.
175. Harder, 549-51.
176. Grundmann, 476-77.
177. G. Delling, "paoraivo," TDNT 1,594-95.
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The Dtn legal formula b'rt hr'mqrbl</myfi'l, "you shall eliminate the evil from your

midst/from Israel," is quoted several times in the Temple Scroll (54:18;56:10;61:10;

64:6;66:4). We also find r'in conjunction with forms of yn (1QH 14:18; 4Q381 frs'

l0-11, 2; 504 fr. 5,2:6;506 fr. 124,5; l lQT 55:16)' "What is evil in the sight of God"

is the criterion of human moral misconduct.
The antithesis r'/twb, common in the OT, is rare in the Dead Sea Scrolls (lQSa 1:11;

IQS 2:3; lQ27 tr. 1,2:4; 4Q380 fr. 1,2:5). The import varies: once, doing good also

means hating evil. According to lQSa 1:l l, the capacity of a young man to distinguish

good from evil is set at the end of his twentieth year. Until he reaches this age, sexual

intercourse is forbidden. The citation of reason as the basis for this prohibition may re-

flect a high standard of marital morality.
In formal agreement with the Aaronic blessing (N:u'. 6:22-27; cf. also the Ketef

Hinnom plaques), the priestly blessing of the Qumran Essenes contains the same tradi-

tional elements, but with substantial internal amplifications: "May he bless youwith all
good and keep you from all evil, and enlighten your heart with understanding of
life. . .." These additions increase the precision of the blessing formula, in the sense

that good and evil, corresponding to the division of humankind into "children of light"

and "children of darkness," call attention to a particular worldview.
Besides its moral meaning, r'can refer simply to the severity of a physical defect in

a sacrificial animal (l lQT 52:4,10 cf. Dt. 17l.l; 15:21) or describe a disease as being

(particularly) serious (4QDibHam" 3:8; 4Q504 fr. 3, 8).

The verbs appearing most often in the context of r'or r'h are: Di "remove, elimi-
nate," as an element of the Dtn legal formula; and '3h, "do" (1QS 1:7; lQM 1l:4;
4Q380 fr. 1,2:5;1lQT 55:16), denoting active misconduct, which can also be ex-

pressed by gml. Then, like ilmpiel (1QH 6:6) and iwb hiphil (1QS 10:18), grnl in turn

can mean retribution for evil (4Q509 fr. 188, 5).

The expression ifi! mera'd, "turn from evil," appears frequently in the scrolls (lQS

5:14;4QpPs 37 2:3;4Ql7l frs. l-2,2:3):ithasdevelopedanextensivefieldof syn-

onyms.l78 In this expression r'has become virtually a synonym for sin (along with

wlh, 'wn,p.i', etc.); ecclesiologically, it also stands in contrast to everything that refers

in any way to the community $thd, bryt, etc.).In IQS turning from evil is demonstrated

by one's readiness to adhere to God's will, separate oneself from the illegitimate con-

gregation, and integrate oneself into the Qumran community in firA and possessions

(1QS 5:l). Such conversion is necessary, because it alone can vouchsafe admittance to

the community and hence participation in its purity. In turning from evil, one attains

the moral qualification that constitutes the concept of "holiness" at Qumran.
For those who continue in their evil ways, however, the consequences are inexora-

ble: those who are evil are blotted out (4Q171 frs. l-2, 2:2); whoever enters into the

covenant with idols in his heart is to be "set apart for evil" ( I QS 2: 16)' thus losing irre-

trievably all hope of salvation. 
Rick

178. H. J. Fabry, Die Wurzel S0B in der Qumran-Lireratur. BBB 46 (19'7 5),27 -28; -->)1Ui ifib.
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t yl ra'ai; vi\) ra'ai

I. Etymology. II. Usage: 1. General; 2. Individual rexts. III. LXX; Dead sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology. cognates of Heb. ri include Arab. ra'asa./ra'aia/ra'iia,..tremble',;l
Syr. r'J (rare), "tear to pieces, smash";2 and Jewish Arar4. rT haphel, ,.shake.,,

II. Usage.
l. General. The lexeme r'J occurs 47 times in the OT - 30 times as a verb (22 times

in the qal, once in the niphal, and 7 times in the hiphil) and 17 times as a noun. It de-
notes a phenomenon involving both sound and movement. Its semantic range extends
from earthquake (Am. 1 : I ) through the clatter of chariots (Jer. 47:3) and the tramping
of boots (Isa. 9:4[Eng. 5]) to the rattling of bones (Ezk. 37:7). In parallel we find the
lexemes rgz (Isa. 13:13; 14:16;Ezk. 12:18 Joel 2:10; ps. l8:8[7]; 77:19; Job 39:24),
mlg (Nah. l:5; Ps. 46:7[6]; cf. v. 4[3]), mfit (ps. 46:7[6);60:4t2]), bil (ter. 5t:29), g.i
(Ps. l8:8[7]), and zll (Jgs. 5:5; cf. v. 4).

2. Individual Texts. ln Am. 1:1 ra'ai refers to an earthquake as a purely natural
phenomenon: "in the days of King Uzziah of Judah and in the days of King Jeroboam
son ofJoash of Israel, two years before the quake." The theophany described inzec.
14:5a clearly involves an earthquake;3 v. 5a is an addition inspired by Am. l:l: ..and

you shall flee as you fled from the qlake (hara'aj) in the days of King Uzziah of
Judah."

The usage in Ps. 60:4(2) is figurative 
- the quaking of the earrh is an image of de-

struction following the nation's military defeat: "you are causing the land to quake
(hir'aitd), you are tearing it open; repair the cracks in it, for it is tottering (mqil:,

The lexeme r3 occurs frequently in theophanies; it is usually the earth that quakes,
sometimes also the mountains and (in late texts) the heavens. Jgs. 5:4 is undoubtedly
the earliest text: "Yahweh, when you went out from Seir, when you marched from the
region of Edom, the earth trembled (rd'difl, and the heavens poured, the heavens in-
deed poured water"; v. 5a continues: "The mountains quaked (ndzollfia) before
Yahweh." Closely related is Ps. 68:9a(8a), "The earrh quaked ea'did), rhe heavens
poured down rain at the presence of 'Yahweh,"'introduced by v. g(7), with its refer-
ence to the wandering in the wilderness: "'Yahweh,'when you went out before your

ra'ai. B. S. Childs, "The Enemy from the North and the Chaos Tradition," JBL 7g (lg5g)
187-98; J. Jeremias, Theophanie. WMANT lO (1977).

l. Lane, V3, l106; Wehr,345.
2. l^exSya 740.
3. W. Rudolph, Sacharja 9-14. KAT XilU4 (1962),235 n. j.
4. BHS.
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people, when you marched through the wilderness." Either Ps' 68:8-9(7-8) is depen-

dent on Jgs. 5:4-5, or both are based on the same oral tradition.s

ThetheophanyinPs. l8:8-16(7-15)par.2S.22:8-16begins:"Thentheearthreels
(wattig'ai) and quakes (wattir'ai); the foundations also of the mountains [2 S. 22:8: the

heavensl tremble (yirgdzfi);' In the theophany described in Ps. 77:17-20(16-19),

v. lgapb(lSapb) reads: "Lightnings light up the world, the earth trembles (rdg"zA) and

quakes (tir'ai):' According to Jer. l0:10,12- 16, Yahweh "is truly God . . . ; at his wrath

the earth quakes (tir'ai), and the nations cannot endure his indignation." Here upheav-

als in the human world join the tremors of the natural realm. The theophany described

in Nah. l:2a,3b-6, an alphabetic acrostic, does not mention any quaking of the earth,

but only of the mountains: "The mountains quake (rd'oi,A) before him, and the hills tot-

ter (hiyagagfi)" (v. 5a).

Ps. 46:7(6) links the coming of Yahweh, at which the earth quakes, with the tradi-

tion of the nations' assault on Zion: "Nations are in an uproar, kingdoms reel (mdtfi);

he utters his voice, the earth totterc (tamfig)." The quaking of the earth in v. 4(3) proba-

bly also originates in this theophany; here, howevel it is not caused by Yahweh's com-

ing but by the impact of the sea: "Its waters roar and foam; mountains quake (yir"ifi)
with its tumult."

Several passages link the motif of the earth's quaking, originally associated with

theophanies, with the tradition of the "day of Yahweh":6 "therefore I will make the

heavens tremble 1'argtz), and the earth will be shaken (we!ir'ai) from [or: 'in' - min)

its place" (Isa. 13:l3a); "I looked at the mountains, and lo, they were quaking

(ro'ditm)" (Jer.4:24a); "the earth trembles (ragezd) before them [the enemy hostT], the

heavens qtake (rd"ifr)" (Joel Z:lOa); "Yahweh roars from Zion and utters hjs voice

from Jerusalem; the heavens and the earth qtake (w"r'oifi.)" (Joel 4:l6a[3:16a]); on the

day when Gog comes against the land of Israel, "truly there shall be a great shaking

(ra'ai) in the land of Israel; the fish of the sea, and the birds of the air, and the animals

of the field, . . . and all human beings that are on the face of the earth shall quake

(w"r'oifi) at my presence" (Ezk. 38: l9b-20a; only here are living creatures described as

quaking). Isa. 24:18 probably also belongs here:8 "For the windows of heaven are

opened, and the foundations of the earth quake (wayyir'oitt)."
Hag.2:6b is a special case: the tumult of nature caused by Yahweh does not spread

terror but heralds a new act of salvation: "I will cause the heavens and the earth and the

sea and the dry land to quake (marii)" (cf. v. 2lb), with the continuation in v. 7a: "and
I will cause all nations to quake (yyehir'aitt)" and bring their treasure to the temple

(v. 7b).
Childs does not interpret these texts (Isa. 13:13; Jet. 4:24; Joel 2:10; 4:16[3:16];

Ezk.38:19-20; Isa. 24:18; Hag.2:6-7 ,21) against the background of the theophany tra-

dition. Arguing on the basis of Ps. 46, where watery chaos threatens Zion, and Ps. 77,

5. Jeremias, l0- 1 1 .

6. rbid., 100.
7. H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977), 4'7.

8. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1997), 500.
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where the waters fear Yahweh (v. 17[16], although Childs cires v. lgtl8l, where rhe
verb r'J in fact occurs), he defines the lexeme rY as "a terminus technicus within the
language of the return of chaos." The two interpretations are not necessarily mutually
exclusive, but Childs's theory hardly fits Hag. 2:6,21.e

Closely related to the "day of Yahweh" is Jer. 5l:29a, which describes the reaction
when Yahweh summons the nations against Babylon: "then the earth quakes (wattir'ai)
and writhes (wattdhdlo), for Yahweh's purposes against Babylon stand, to make the
land of Babylon a desolation without inhabitant."

According to Isa. 29:6, distressed Jerusalem ('Ariel") will be visited (for its
protectionll) by Yahweh "with thunder (ra'am) and quaking (ra'ai) and great noise
(qal gd!61), with whirlwind (sfipa) and tempesr (s"'drd), and rhe flame of a devouring
fire." The echoes of a theophany cannot be missed; ra'ai, however, probably does not
mean an earthquakel2 but a storm accompanying a theophany.t:

The unique "anti-theophany" of I K. 19:ll-12, where Elijah receives yahweh's
message, uses much the same terminology as Isa. 29:6; here too ra'ai probably means
a storm:14'And lo, Yahweh passes by. And a tempest (rfiah), violent and strong and
splitting mountains and breaking rocks, is before Yahweh; yahweh is not in the wind.
And after the wind there is a quaking (ra'ai); Yahweh is not in the quaking (ra'ai).
And after the quaking (ra'ai) there is a fire; Yahweh is not in fire. And after the fire
there is a sound of soft murmuring." The sequence "tempest 

- quaking 
- fire," with

the tempest marked explicitly by its appositional qualifiers as the most powerful natu-
ral phenomenon, makes it unlikely that ra'ai means "earthquake,' here.

Here we may also cite Ezk. 3:12: "Then the spirit lifted me up, and I heard behind
me the sound of great quaking (qbl ra'ai gd86l) as the k!6Q yhwh rose from its place."
Here ra'as probably means a storm, since the language echoes the coming of yahweh
with "a stormy wind (rfiah s"'ara)" and "a great cloud and fire flashing forth" in l:4.
The addendum in v. 1 3 ls describes in greater details the vague background noise men-
tioned in v. 12: "the sowd (qbl) of the wings of the living creatures . . . and the sound
(q6l) of the wheels . . . and the sound of grear quaking (q6l ra'ai gdd6l)},

Am. 9: la also uses the language of theophany. The prophetl6 or (if ftalc is emended
to wayyafttT or 'akkehtg) Yahweh makes the thresholds quake (if the prophet, the broad
semantic compass of r3 leaves open the intensity of the shaking), unleashing universal
disaster (vv. lap-4).

9. See above.
10. -+ II,90l.
I l. H. Wildberger, lsaiah 28-39 (Eng. rrans. Minneapolis, 2OOZ),76-77 .

12. Jeremias, 71, among others.
13. Wildberger, TT: -> Yll, 473.
14' On the temporal sequence of the nominal clauses in vv. I I - 12, see H. Schmoldt, BN 43

(1988) l9-26, albeir with the traditional translation of ra'ai as ,.earthquake."

15. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. rrans. 1979), 139.
16. K. Koch, The Prophets, I (Eng. trans. Philadelphia, I9B2),43.
17. Wolff,334.
18. Rudolph, Amos. KAT XIIU2 (197 l), 241.
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In Isa. 14:16b it is not Yahweh but the might of the world ruler that makes the earth

quake; people who come upon the unburied body of the ruler voice their amazement at

the radical reversal of fortunes: "Is this the man who made the earth tremble (rgz

hiphil), who made the kingdoms quake (marii)'!" In Ezk. 26:15b, conversely, a world-
wide quaking is caused by the fall of a political power (Tyre): "Shall not the isles quake

(yir'"ifi) at the sound (qbl) of your fall?" In Ezk. 31:.l6a Yahweh makes the nations
qtake (hir'aiti) at the fall of Pharaoh, the towering tree.

In addition, r3 can refer to the shaking of (city) walls caused by horses and chariots
(Ezk.26:l0b).

According to Jer. 50:46, human voices can also make the earth tremble: at the news

of the capture of Babylon, the earth trembles (niraid; the only occurrence of the

niphal; cf. Jer. 49:19-21, with reference to Edom). Jer. 10:22 should be interpreted
analogously. Ezk. 27:28 also describes the countryside as shaking at the sound of hu-
man voices, here the screams of the drowning sailors when the mighty ship that sym-
bolizes Tyre goes down.

According to Jer. 8:16, the neighing of the stallions of the enemy army makes the

land quake.
The noun ra'ai also refers to the clatter of (war) chariots (ler.47:3), the rumble of

their wheels (Nah. 3:2), the tramping of the boots of warriors (Isa. 9:4[5]), and the rat-
tle of the javelin that ricochets off the armor of the crocodile (Job 4l:2ll29l).

Job 39:19-25 describes the fiery strength of the horse, which "swallows the ground"
(v. 24a) with "snorting and excitement" (bera'ai w'rdgez), i.e., "with excited snort-

ing."te The hiphil of rif in v. 20a should probably be interpreted in a similar vein: the

horse leaps, light as a locust but also snorting majestically.20

In three passages r3 denotes a slight, gentle trembling or shaking. In Ezekiel's vi-
sion of the resurrection of dead Israel (Ezk.37:l-14), the prophet introduces his ac-

count of the revivified bones as follows (v. 7ba): 'And so it happened: there was a

noise (qil) when I prophesied, and lo, a rustling (ra'ai), and the bones came together."
Here q6l - if it is not to be deleted following the LXX2I or interpreted as an

earthquake22 - is elucidated by ra'ai:z3 the sound is a kind of crackling, associated

with movement.
As a symbolic action anticipating the fate of "the inhabitants of Jerusalem in the

land of Israel," the prophet is to eat his bread with quaking (ra'ai) and drink his water
with trembling (rogzd) (Ezk. 12:18). Here again, ra'ai - and rogzd - probably do not
simply denote trembling but also have an auditory component. Zimmerli cites the re-
lated symbolic act in Ezk. 2l:ll-12(6-7), where the prophet is to moan and sigh
('nh1.z+

19. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XYI (21989), 490.
20. But cf. ibid.,515-16.
21. BHS.
22. O. Betz, "Otovri," TDNT lX, 28O.
23. Zimmerl| Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983),261.
24. Ezekiel 1,425.
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In Ps. 72, aprayer for the king, v. 16 contains the petition: "May there be abundance
[?] of grain in the land, may it rustle (yir'ai) on the tops of the mountains." Gunkel's as-
sertion that "r'J is a very powerful word . . . and can hardly be used for the soft whis-
pering of grain" is refuted by Ezk. 37:7 and lz:ll.2s It is therefore unnecessary to
emend yir'ai to ye'sa4 "may it be abundant:'26 or to yera' ieh,..may sheep graze:,z1 or
even to posit a root rt II, "be abundant."28

IIII. LXX; Dead Sea Scrolls. The LXX usually translates r3 with seiein, seiesthai,
and seism6s (sysseiein, Hag. 2:7; Ps. 60:4[2]; sysseism1s, l K. r 9: r r - r2). Exceptions
are trdmein (Jer. 4:24), tardssesthai (Ps. 46:4[3]), 4ntromos gignesthai (ps. lg:gt7l;
77:l9ll8)),phobeisthai(Ezk.27:28),odjne(Ezk.l2:18), ando196(Job39:24).InIsa.
9:4(5), Ps. 72:16, and Job 39:20, the LXX text differs markedly from the MT; Jer.
l0:10 is absent from the LXX.

The only occurrence of the root in the Dead Sea Scrolls, in 4e3g 1 fr.
pendent on Ps. l8:8a(7a) par.2 5.22:8a.

25. H. Gunkel , Die Psalmen. HKAT Iy2 C1968), 310.
26. H. Gressmann, cited by Gunkel.
27. M. Dahood, Bibl 60 (1979) 571-72.
28- HAL,llr, 1272, citing F. wttz, Die psalzez (Regensburg, 1925), lg7; Lisowsky, 1352.

N?? .,ru'

rapa'.w. w. Baudissin, Adonis und Esmun (Leipzig, lgll); M. L. Brown, Israel's Divine
Healer (1995); idem, "was There a west semitic Asklepios?" uF 30 (lgggtgg) 133-54;
M. Dietrich and o. Loretz,"Baal rpu in KTU 1.109; l.lllund nach l.l17 vI 25-33: uF 12
(1980) 171-82; M. Dietrich and J. Sanmartin, "Die ugaritischen Totengeister rpu(m) und die
biblischen Rephaim," UF I (1976) 45-52; E. Ebeling, ,,Arztl, RLA,1, \U_OS; M. Fantar,
"D'ugarit i Carthage," tuMS 29130 (1979/80) 213-14; R. M. Good, "supplementary Remarks
on the ugaritic Funerary Text RS 34.126: BAS)R 239 (19s0) 4l-42; G.F. Hasel, ..i{ealth and
Healing in the or," AUSS 2l (1983) l9l-202; J. Hempel, Heilung als symbol und wirktichkeit
im biblischen schrifttum (Gcittingen, 21965); idem, "'lclt bin der Herr, dein Arzt,',, Tlzg2

24, 10, is de-

Schmoldt

I. Distribution: l. East Semitic; 2. Northwest Semitic;3. South Semitic;4. Onomastics. II.
Etymology and Meaning. III. or: l. occurrences and Usage; 2. Narrative prose; 3. prophecy;4.
Poetry;5. wisdom; 6. Priestly Texts. IV. Human physicians and the Divine Healer. v. l. LXX; 2.
Dead Sea Scrolls.
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I. Distribution.
l. East Semitic. The root rp'is unattested in Akkadian except for an Old Babylonian

PN ta-ar-pt-annunttum (cf. Old AY,k. tarpa-i7rr-DlNclR)l and the West Semitic loan-

word ripfttu in a letter of Milkili, king of Gezer, requesting Pharaoh to send him murra
ana ripfrti, "myrrh for healing";2 cf. Heb. rip'fi1t vn6 the element rip'- in Amorite per-

sonal names of the Mari texts;a ri-pu-i-ti in the Amarna texts could reflect the West Se-

mitic pl. *repu't (cf. Heb. rpfi'611.s Other personal names attested primarily in periph-

eral Akkadian sources (Amarna, Mari, Ugarit, Taanak) clearly exhibit West Semitic
influence.6 In Akkadian the concepts of healing and wholeness are expressed by the

verbs balatu II7 and ialamu;8 cf . asfrta ep4iu.e

2. Northwest Semitic. a. Ugaritic. The etymology and precise identity of rp' and rp'm

remain unclear.lo In spite of considerable use of the root 4p'in the onomastica, the Ugaritic
texts have yielded only one definite occurrence of rp'(km trp'hnn i).ll According to
Rainey,r2 the verb here is *ta/urappi'a, but the damaged context precludes certainty.l3 The

reading yrplwlkm in KTU, l.2l,ll,5-6 is conjectural and without contextual support. In
KTU, l.l9,lII, 12-13, bny (opposite lbr "break") is used for "heal, remake."ra

(1957) 809-26; J. Hempel and O. Michel, "Heilen," BHHW, II, 678-81; P. Humbert, "Maladie et
m6decine dans I'AT," RHPR 44 (1964) l-29; W A. Jayne, The Healing Gods of Ancient Civiliza-
tions (New Haven, 1925); A. Lemaire, "Nouveaux sceaux nord-ouest sdmitiquesl' Sem 33
( 1983) 17-3 1 ; C. E. U Heureux, Rank Among the Canaanite Gods. HSM 2l (1979); N. Lohfrnk,
"'Ich bin Jahwe, dein Arzt' (Ex 15,26)," in "Ichwill euer Gott werden". SBS 100 (21982), ll-73;
O.Loretz, "Ugaritische und hebriiische Lexikographie (IID," UF 14 (1983) l4l-48l' H. Michaud,
'A propos d'un passage des Hymnes (lQH6daydt), ll,7-14): RevQ 1 (1958/59) 413-16; J. C. de

Moor, "Rdpi'[ma 
- Rephaim]' ZAW 88 (1976) 323-45; S. Ribicini and P. Xella, "Milk'a5tart,

mlk(m) e la tradizione siropalestinese sui Refaim," RSF 'l (1979) 145-58; K. Stendahl, "Gamla
Testamentets frirestiillingarom helandet," SEi l5 (1950) 5-33; H.-J. Stoebe, "RDi rp'heilen,"
THAT rr,803-9.

-+ DIND'I r"paim.

l. AHw, II, 956; cf . ripttu, AHw, ll,987.
2. EA 269:.17l' cf . AHw, II, 987; CAD, MIll,22l (murru).
3. HAL,l\, l2'74.
4. APNM,264.
5. D. Sivan, Grammatical Analysis and Glossary of the Northwest Semitic Vocables in Akka-

dian Texts of the 15th-l3th Centuries B.C. from Canaan and Syria. AOAT 214 (1984), 30, l0l.
6. Ibid.,264-65: APNM,263-64; Brown, Israel's Divine Healer, 256 n.42. For the Old Baby-

lonian and Old Akkadian names see J. Fowler, Theophoric Personal Names in Ancient Hebrew.

JSOTSup 49 (1988), 228,2'73 n.69.
7. AHw, 1,99:. CAD, B, 52-63.
8. AHw,Ill, ll43-45.
9. AHw. 1.77: CAD, 1/ll,35l-52.
10. + ttrND'l r"paim.
tt. KTU,1.1t4,28.
12. A. F. Rainey, JAOS 94 (1974) 187.
13. For details see L'Heureux, 159-60; and esp. de Moor.
14. UT no. 483; D. Sperling, EncJud, XIY 80; Tg. to I K. 18:30.
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b. Aramaic. Except in personal names, rp'is attested only four times in Aramaic
(the reading rp why in lQapGen 2O:28-291s is unlikely): once or twice in the proverbs
of Ahiqar,t6 once in the Aramaic fragments of Enoch (4QEnastr* fr. 1,2:2: lrpy' 'r"
wl'hyth;tt on rp'in parallel with -+ itrll hdyd, cf. Ps. 30:3-4[Eng. 2-31; prov. 4:22;
15:418), and once in the writings of Ephraem.le Despite Canaanite influence on the
Ahiqar proverbs collection, rpw'h in l. 100 should be seen as an example of genuine
Old Aramaic usage before the lexical field in Aramaic was displaced by the Akkadian
loanword 'sy (Aram. Zsyd, "physician," from Alk. asfi [< Sum. A-ZU]; the Aramaic
verb 'sy is denominative2O). The word lrpy'in the Astronomical Book of Enoch (lst
century n.c.e.) could preserve a vestige of the earlier usage of the root, but its presence
here more likely reflects a Hebrew prototype (cf. also the name of the angel Raphael).
Finally, the totally isolated rapyd'(a wordplay on merapya'1rpy) in Ephraem (4th cen-
tury) can be explained only as a (borrowed) nonce word.2l Names including the ele-
ment rp'are found at Elephantine (rpyh, yrph) and, with various theophorous elements,
at Palmyra (rp'bwl, rp'|, smrp').

c. Phoenician-Punic. A single Phoenician inscription from Cyprus2z reads b'l mrp',
"Baal the Healer" (*merapp4'or *marpeT*merpd);23 note also mrp'(pl. mrp m), the sev-
enth month of the Phoenician calendar. All other attestations of rp' are from (Neo-)Punic
sources, and all but one (im['q]l'rpy')24 arepaticiples in the context "PN the physician."2s

3. South Semitic. Two distinct semantic developments of f are attested in South Se-
mitic: Old South Arabic "heal" (a meaning that may be regarded as certain)26 and Clas-
sical Arabic "mend, darn, repair"; meanings such as "draw near, pull a boat to shore,"
and esp. "appease" are actually related to rafafw); cf. also rafuhl.zt The noun rrp
(< rflv?) does not mean "health," nor does it have any reference to fertility.za Soq. terof

15. Beyer, 176-77.
16. Lines 100, 154.
17. J. T. Milik, The Books of Enoch (Oxford, 1976),285.
18. See III.5 below.
19. l"exSya 740; T. Niildeke, ZDMG 40 (1886) 723.
20. S. A. Kaufman, Akkadian Intluence on Aramaic. AS 19 (1974),37; Stoebe, 803-4.
2l. This citation is the sole basis for Brockelmann's Syr. fpd"'sanavit, firmavit" (IzxSya 74O);

the (erroneous) theory of a Syr. rp"'heall'is quite common: 8D8,950 GesB,769; HAL,lll, 1273;
L. Costaz, Dictionnaire Syrique-FranEais (Beirut, 1963), 351 ; cf. the comments of Srendahl, 8.

22. CrS, t,41,3.
23. Brown, 58,286 n. l7l.
24. KAI, 66.2; see R. S. Tomback, A Comparative Semitic l,exicon of the Phoenician and

Punic Ianguages (Missoula, 1978), 305-6; DISO,282; also Baudissin,243-44; Jayne, 135-40;
rG1, II,81.

25. On the orthography (hrp', hrp, hr'b') see J. Friedrich, Phdnizisch-punische Grammatik.
AnOr32 (1951),43; note also the vocalized form rufe in Poenulus, 1006, and the PN rp'(Benz,
410-l l).

26. A. Jamme, Sabaean Inscriptions (Baltimore, 1962), l9O-91 (700.16); RES, 4829,2-3.
27 . Lare, U3, 1 I l7 - 18, | 128-29 ; Wehr, 348, 35 I -52.
28. Contra Good, 41.
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is also probably unrelated to 4f. Ethiopic (Ge'ez) usage is limited almost entirely to the
meaning "sew," even though rafd'i is twice translated "helper, protector, healer."2e In
Arabic and Old South Arabic personal names, the specific meaning of f is difficult if
not impossible to determine.30 "Heal, physician" is expressed in Arabic primarily by
iafa(y) and tabba./tabtb, in Ge'ez by fawwasa./mafawwdi.3l

4. Onomastics. The widespread popularity of rp'names in the ancient Near East,
coupled with the great number of deities attested in the theophoric names (cf. also
toponyms such as Irpeel [Josh. 18:.27]), indicates the religious and cultural importance
associated with acts of healing and restoration. While one cannot be sure of the original
significance of a given name, it is reasonable to suggest that OT names such as repd'€l
("God/El has healed"), rfodyd ("Yahweh has healed"), and rapfi ("healed") commemo-
rate a significant act of (apparent) divine healing or restoration - e.9.. the healing of a
mother's barrenness (cf. Gen. 2O:17), the birth of a healthy child after an endangered
pregnancy or previous infant death, or the healing of a family member who had been
seriously ill. It is also possible that these names should be understood against the
broader background of the Hebrew usage of rp'.32 Names with the active participle,
such as "the god X heals" (e.g., am-mufta-am-mu-ra-pi), are extremely common and
certainly originated in historical contexts; but their continued use primarily reflects de-
votion to the deity in question and not necessarily a specific healing act. The unequivo-
cal statement "I am Yahweh your physician" (4nt yhwh rdp"'ef;a, Ex. 1526) must be

seen against this background.33

II. Etymology and Meaning. Many have suggested that the original meaning of rp'
(as a West Semitic root) is "bring together, draw near"; but this definition relies too
heavily on the Classical Arabic evidence (which is not entirely certain3a), to the neglect
of the older Northwest Semitic (and Old South Arabic) evidence. It is better to see the
basic meanin g of rp' as "restore, make whole" (in Old South Arabic applied to persons:
"heal"; in Arabic and Ethiopic applied to garments: "mend, sew").35 All the semantic
developments attested in the OT flow from this single source: healing a sick body (2 K.
20:5), repairing a destroyed altar (1 K. 18:30), restoring a drought-stricken land de-

voured by locusts (2 Ch. 1:14), purifying undrinkable water (2 K. 2:21-22), mending
the earth's fissures (Ps. 60:4[2]), fixing a smashed piece of pottery (Jer. 19: I 1), recov-
ery of a mildew-infected house (Lev. 14:48).

Previous etymological understandings of Heb. rp'have been built on secondary mean-

29. l-exLingAeth,320; W. Leslau, Comparative Dicrionary of Ge'ez (Weisbaden,1987),463.
30. Ryckmans.I,202,249; Baudissin,319-20; T. Ntildeke, Personennamen, lOO.
31. I*xLingAeth, 1376-77 ; Leslau, 172.
32. See II below.
33. See IV below.
34. See I.3 above.
35. See Ibn Barun on Jer. 17:14; the meaning "sew together" that Stoebe (p. 803) finds basic

for South (and Proto-) Semitic probably represents an independent semantic development.

I
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ings of the root, usually representing developments of the common (but not primary) OT

meaning "heal." This approach has resulted in a false dichotomy between literal healing

(of a physical illness) and figurative or metaphorical healing (of the hurts of the nation),16

somerimes yielding impossible translations (2Ch.7:14 "I will heal their land"). Others

have imposed later South Semitic meanings such as "sew (together)" on the OT material,

although these meanings are not attested in Hebrew usage.37 Careful analysis of the OT

materials shows, however, that rp'is used in every instance with reference to restoring a

wrong, sick, broken, or deficient condition to its original and proper state.38 While a rela-

tionship between rp' and rphhas sometimes been posited,3e the roots do not evince true

semantic polarity, nor can any Proto-Semitic connection be established.

III. OT.
l. Occurrences and Usage. The root rp'occurs 67 times as a verb (qal 38 times,

niphal 17, piel 9, hithpael 3) and 19 times as a nominal derivative (marpe'14 times [in
Eccl. 10:4, Prov. 14:30, and possibly also Prov. l5:4, marpZ'= marpeh), fpu'd 3 times

[always pl.), rip'fi1and frfipd once each). There are 7 instances of defective orthography

where the verb is treated as a tefiia y form (2 K. 2:22; Jer. 3:22;8: I 1, 19: I l; 51:9; Ps.

6O:4121: Job 5:18). In Jer. 38:4 merappe'is derived from rph; in}K.2:21, ippi'1t is vo-

calized as a piel of rph (cf . also Jer. 51:9). The object of rp'may be either direct (e.g.,

Gen.20 17 1 K. 18:30) or indirect (with /", e.g., Nu. 12:13:,2K.2:21:. cf. Isa. 53:5).

Synonymous expressions include -+ ilrll hyhpiel(2K.20:7; Ps. 30:4[3])' hbi (Ezk.

30:21), ghh (Hos. 5:13; SEhd, Prov. 17:22), 'orukA (Jer.30:17; always with 7lz except in

Isa. 58:8; cf . t"'ald, Jer. 30:13), bdi (2 Ch.24:12), and more broadly (ifiU -+ nlaUi

i"bfi!Qer.33:7; Hos.6:11). Antonyms include -+'lli? ibr --sll1D mdhas, -+ rlll
ndgap, and -+ iD) nkh.

The varied nuances of rp' are highlighted most easily when the biblical material is

grouped according to literary categories, since, with the exception of prophetic (and

sapiential?) influence on historically very late texts, no clear diachronic development

of our root can be demonstrated.

2. Narrative Prose. The commonest meaning of rp'in narrative texts is "heal" (qal,

Nu. l2:13; 2K.20:5,8;a0 niphal, "be healed," Dt.28i27,35;1 S. 6:3; piel, "arrange for
healing," Ex. 2l:19 [twice] ; hithpael, "get healed, recover," 2 K. 8:29; 9:15; 2 Ch. 22:6)

F'Anmarpe',2 Ch.21:18).In 2 Ch. 30:20wayyirpd"e!-hd'dm probably means instead

36.BDB,950-51; GesB,769-70;HAL, lll, 1274(1 K. l8:30iscitedunderthepiel'"heal");
A. Oepke, "idopqr," TDNT lll,201-3.

37. L. Kcihler, Der hebriiische Mensch (1953), 40; H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of the OT (Eng.

trans. Philadelphia, 1974), 145; the ropeA rlil of Job 13:4b are simply quacks (A. Dillmann,
KEHATll3,l2O-27; cf. S. R. Driver and G. B. Gray, Job. ICC [1986l, 121).

38. Baudissin, 385-86; A. B. Ehrlich, Randglossen zur hebrtiischen Bibel, Y (Leipzig, l9l2),
200.

39. R. Gordis, JQR27 (1936/37) 55-56; F. Delitzsch, BCly13,202,on Prov. 12:18.

40. On the ptcp. see IV below.
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that Yahweh spared the people, pardoning their disobedience and cultic uncleanness
(vv. 18-19). Gen.20:17 (qal) and 2K.2:21-22 (pievniphal) do not require the specific
nuance of "make fertile":al in Gen. 20 God restores Abimelech and his women to their
normal reproductive state ("healing" them of the abnormal condition of barrenness); in
2 K. 2 God restores the water to its natural state (making it fresh and drinkable; cf.
2 Ch.7:14; I K. l8:30a2). Irreversible situations, conversely, are termed "incurable, ir-
remediable" (F'an marp€'). whether physical illness (2 ch. 2l:18; cf. Dt. 2g:27,35) or
hopeless apostasy (2Ch.36:L6; cf. Jer.8:15; 14:19; 19:11; prov. 6:15 29:l).

3. Prophecy. The most frequent use of rp'is in prophetic texts: 18 times in Jeremiah,
7 in Isaiah, 5 in Hosea, 2 in Ezekiel,43 and once each in Malachi and Zechariah. It oc-
curs most often in the context of reversal of the effects of divine judgment (e.g., Isa.
19:22, with ngp; 30:26b'. fimahas makk@6 yirpd' - the extent of God's "healing"
could be no less literal than the effects of God's "smiting"). This usage is further un-
derscored by the frequent metaphorical descriptions of "sin-sick" Israel as a wounded
and diseased body (Isa. 1:5-6; Hos. 5:131.u The graphic imagery of the metaphor has
as its natural corollary the literality of the promised restoration (the whole person is
wholly healed; cf. Isa. 53:4-5, where the servant's wounds bring healing for ftolt,
mal'6!, peia', and'awbn; contrast the spiritualizing tendencies of the LXX and rg.
with Mt. 8:16-17).

This usage of 4p'is especially clear in Jeremiah (under the influence of Hosea?): al-
though the people are beaten and sick (6:7b) and there is neither physician, medicament,
nor cure (8:22;30:12-13), the false prophets only superficially treat the fracture of God,s
people (wayyerappe'fr 'e!-ieper'ammt'al-n"qalld), crying,All is well, all is well," when
nothing is well (idl6m ial6mw,'An idl6m,6:14 8:11; cf. idl6mpar. marpZ,ing:15; Isa.
53:5;57:l9as). Jeremiah's own pain likewise seems incurable (Jer. 8:2r-22; l5:lg).
Though the ailments of Babylon and Egypt can never he treated (51 :8-9, "we tried to heal
Babylon, but she could nor be healed"; 46:ll), God will one day heal his people's
wounds (30:17ff.), resulting in complete restoration for Israel and Judah (33:6ff.), with
cities rebuilt, sins forgiven, and prosperity and favor enjoyed. The "faithlessness,'ofJer.
3:22 arr,d Hos. 14:5(4) is conceived of as a spiritual malady, which God heals upon repen-
tance (cf. 1QH 2:8+0); hence 4p'does nor mean "forgive" here (Bab. Meg. l7b).tt

4. Poetry. All I I occurrences of rp' in poetry are verbal (qal); the usage in the 7
Psalms texts is particularly instructive. Because sin brings sickness in its wake, the
psalmist can pray: "Lord, be gracious to me, heal me (repd'a napit), for I have sinned

41. Contra J. Gray, kgacy of Canaan. Sl45 C1965), lg; see I.3 above.
42. See II above.
43. OnEzk.40-48 see III.6 below.
44. Hempel, Heilung, 238-39.
45. See I above-
46. See V.2 below-
47. A. B. Ehrlich, Mikrd ki-Pheshut6, ttt (1901), 182.
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against you" (Ps. 4l.5141); physical healing is certainly meant here; cf. vv.4,6,ll
(3,5,10) and 6:3(2);38:3ff.(2ff.). Such critical illness was viewed as a descent into the

grave or rhe netherworld (30:3-4[2-3]; 103:4a); cf. the common Akkadian divine epi-

thet muballit mttz, "givt.lr of life to the dead" = "healer of the sick."a8 Confession of sin

brings healing of its consequences (sickness); see esp. 103 3: sOldah'awon par. rope'

tahtfiim (cf . lO7:19-20;lsa.33:24). The God who wounds is the same God who for-

gives and heals (Dt. 32.39 "I have smitten and I will heal"); cf. the description of
Yahweh as hmkh whrwp'/mrp' in Hebrew and Aramaic prayers and incantations.ae Dt.

32:39, applied (incorrectlyl) by Eliphaz in Job 5:18, probably underlies much of later

prophetic usage (Hos.6:1; Isa. 30:26). Ifthe people repent, no "breach" (Ps. 60:4[2];

Lam. 2:13) can be too great.

5. Wisdom. With the exception of Eccl. 3:3, where the antithetical parallelism of
lahor|g and lirp6' (Syr. l,mahayfi) suggests the translation "a time for killing and a

time for restoring,"so only nominal forms appear in wisdom literature: rip'fr1 (par.

iiqqfiy) promised to those who fear God and shun evil (Prov. 3:7-8); marpd'(lit. "heal-

ing cure, remedy") with reference to the therapeutic effect of wise words (Prov. 4:20-

22; l54 [both with hayyim);5t 12:18 16:24; cf. also I 3: l7; and note the decidedly lit-
eral referents ior [3:8], bd{dr 14:22), and'esem 116:24; cf. 3:8b; l2:4; 14:.30)). Those

who reject Wisdom's warnings "will suddenly be destroyed without rcmedy" Qtela'
yiiidPer w"'An marpe', 6:15; 29:1).

6. Priestly Texts. The priestly usage of rp'(niphal, Lev. 13:18,31:, 14:3,48:, Ezk.

47:8,9,11; frfipd, 47 12) is significant. In Leviticus the subject of the declaration "it is
healed (nirpa')" ranges from an infectious skin disease to mildew (both conceived as

an infectious and contaminating "plague" fnegal, the former being the epitome of a
bodily condition that is "not whole/well" [Nu. l2:12b]).52 Ezekiel uses the niphal to

describe salt water that has been made potable. Thus what is in view here is not a "heal-

ing" in the strict sense but a "making whole" as a priestly term for a change from un-

clean to clean, from defective to complete.53 Thus the state designated by nirpd'indi-
cates the restoration of both the infected house and the afflicted individual to their

original, proper, and ideal condition (cf. also Lev. 14:41-42).InEzekiel's vision of the

temple, the temple river enables the water of the Dead Sea to support life (w"nirp"'fi

hammayim), so that the leaves of the trees that thrive along its shores even serve for
healing ffrAph).sa

48. Ludlul, IY 1-10, 29-36 (BWL,59-60); Baudissin, 313; ANET3,23; RTAT 67 (Amun)'

49. J. Naveh and s. Shaked, Amulets and Magic Bowls (Jerusalem, 1985), 45; EA 238:30-33;
RS4 Ir, 393.

50. But see Ehrlich, Randglossen, VII (1914), 64-65.
51. See I.2.b above.
52. C. J. Wenham, Leviticus. NICOT (1979), 192.
53. See the discussion of 2 Ch. 30:20 in III.2 above.

54. On the LXX see V.l below.

\-
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IV. Human Physicians and the Divine Healer. As the paucity of medical texts and
the absence of any official "religious healers" suggest, the or stands in marked con_
trast to the general ancient Near Eastern pattern attested in Mesopotamia and Egypt.
The hundreds of Akkadian "medical" documents, describing in detail the activities of
a-sf (physician) and aiipu (exorcist) and replete with Sumerian medical words and
phrases, evidence a highly developed system integrating folk belief, religious and mag-
ical ritual, and prescribed treatments.ss In Egypt most of the physicians were priests;
the medical libraries, whose texts attest a historical degeneration from medicine to
magic, were often housed in temples.56 By contrast, the Israelite priests functioned
only as hygienists and observers (Lev. 13-14).It was the prophets, indowed with the
divine word, who sometimes appear as agents of healing e k. S:U: ZO:l).

Now this does not imply that yahweh's "healing monopoly', (cf. philo,s description
of Yahweh as mdnos iatr6s) excluded all other medical ways and means. Ex. 2l:19 leg-
islates medical treatment for an injured Israelite.sT The plaintive cry of Jer. g:22,,is
there no balm in Gilead, is there no physician there?" implies the acknowledged use-
fulness of the ropz'and of medicine. (The reference in Gen. 50:2 to the r6p;im who
embalmed Joseph should be understood simply as an equivalent to Egyp. sinw,,,phy-
sician'"58) Passing references to everyday medical practices, generally in the context of
prophetic metaphors, are not uncommon (setting a fracture, Ezk.30:21: treatment of
wounds, Isa. l:6; care of sick animals , Ezk. 34:4; zec. ll:16). Religious or supersti-
tious dependence on physicians, however, was strictly proscribed; only againit this
background is the nature of Asa's sin in 2 Ch. 16:12 clear: suffering from an illness in-
flicted as a divine punishment, in contrast to his earlier reliance on God (2 ch.
l4:10[ll]; l5:l-15; 16:7-lt), "he did not seek yahweh (ddrai'e1-yhwh) but rather in-
quired of the physicians (ddrai bdrilpeim)i i.e., he sought magical and/or oracular
help from (pagan?) Physicians.ss Ironically. it is possible that the name Asa stands for
'dsd'eUyA, "God/Yahweh (is) my physician.,'oo

Sir. 38 advises the sufferer to pray, leave off from sin, and consult the physician
(who will also pray to God, v. l3-14), since God created both the physician and healing
medicines. This mediating view goes well beyond that of the or (cf. Bab. Ber 6oi,
where God is supplicated as the "reliable physician" fr6p|' neamanl before blood-
letting).

With regard to the role of the divine healer in the biblical world, it is probably cor-
rect to state that there was no Semitic deity known primarily as a healer,6t although de
Moor has sought to portray Baal as a west Semitic Asklepios by rending ugar. rp'as

55. E. K. Ritter, FS B. Inndsberger AS 16 (1965), 299-3zl; R. Labat, Traiti akkadien de
diagnostique et prognostique midicaux I (paris, l95l).

56. H. Grapow, Grundriss der Medizin der arten Agyprer (Berrin, 1954-62).
57. Cf. CH 206,LXX, and Tg.
58. See LXX and W. Spiegelberg, OLZ 26 (1923) 421-24.
59. W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HAT XXI (1955),249.
60. HAL, I, 73; Fowler, Theophoric personal Names, 159.
61. Baudissin, 3ll; Jayne,52.
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"savior." Nonetheless, virtually all the major deities of the ancient Near East were ex-

tolled in their religious literature as savior-healer-deliverers (a single concept).62 (Of

course, the biblical concept of "salvation" involves both spirit and body.6t)

Mesopotamian texts, for instance, hail Marduk as "lord of life" (bzl balati) "who gives

life/health to the gods" (nddin baldt ildni), "the physician" (dsfi) "who loves to heal"

(ia bullutu irammu); the goddess Gula is "the great physician" (azfigallatu) who

knows how to heal and effects cures for all.fl Among the many Egyptian healing dei-

ties, Amun is praised as "the physician who makes the eye healthy without medicine,"

Horus is "the chief physician in the house of Re," and Isis excels in the treatment of
children.65

These observations constitute the context of Ex. 15:22-27, which speaks of Yahweh

as the physician of his people: this context includes a demonstration of divine assis-

tance (v. 25a) coupled with a call for absolute covenant loyalty (vv.25b-26a). Long

life, health, and fertility (of human, livestock, and land) are included as blessings for
covenant obedience (Ex. l5:26; 23:25-26; Dt. 7: l8; 28:4; Ps. 9l:14-16), while infertil-
ity and incurable disease (Dt. 28:18,21'24,27-28,35,59-6166) are among the conse-

quences of covenantal breach, since rejecting Yahweh as God also means rejecting him

as healetsT - Yahweh as healer both makes and keeps his people well (Ex. l5:26).ez

For the faithful, nevertheless, the notion of Yahweh as savior-healer of his people

(Jer. l7:14) finds expression in many images: he heals those broken in heart as well as

broken in body (Ps. 30:3[2]; 147 3), he restores the chosen people and their city (Jer.

30;17ff.), and he establishes enduring healing for Israel (Isa. 30:26; Ezk.47:12;Mal.
3:2014:21) and the nations (lsa. 19:22). No earthly king or foreign god can compete

with him (Hos. 5:13; l4:2-9ll-81l'2 K. t:t-6;.00

V. l. LXX. With few exceptions (e.g., Gen. 50:2, entaphiastils; Ezk. 34:4,

s1matopoiein), the LXX uses forms of idsthai to translated rp'; only in Ezk. 47:8-l I is
hy g idze in used consistently.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. At the time of writing, 8 occurrences of the root have been

found in the Dead Sea Scrolls (3 instances of the verb, 5 of marp€). The visitation of
all those who follow the promptings of the spirit leads to healing (lmrp') and abundant

peace (lQS 4:6), just as the Teacher of Righteousness, for whom chastisement and tor-

62. W. Foerster, "oornp," TDNT, Yfi, 1004-5.

63. rbid.,990.
64. K. L. Tallqvist, Akkadische Gbner-Epitheta (Helsinki, 1974),317' 369-70, etc.; W. G.

Lambert, Or 36 (1967) 120-21; also Jayne, 117-28; Baudissin, 310ff.
65. H. Grapow,Grundriss, III, 138ff.; H. Brunner, I*xAg, 11,645-47;Jayne,52-86.
66. See III.2 above.
67. See III.4 above.
68. See II above.
69. A 6tht7th-century prayer to Yahweh as hrwp'kl-h'rs asks for "a healing [rpwy] and cure

['sw] for Eliezer" (Naveh and Shaked, Amulets,50, 55 (amulet3, 19-20). The Syriac Christians

call Jesus 'dsyA'!abd', "the good physician."

601
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ment became eternal healing (lmrp', IQH 9:25), will become healing (wmrp') for all
who turn from sin (1QH z:8).zo God will heal (trp'nw) rhose who pray of iiggd'6n,
'iwwarbn, and timmahbn of heart (4QDibHam' frs. l-2, 2:r4; cf . the triad in Dt. 2g:29).

contrariwise, the princes of Judah hope in vain for healing (cD 8:4); the absence of
healing and a physician is bewailed in IQH 2:26 (l yn mrp') an<14e509 frs. 12-13, 4
(w yn rwp'). Finally, the root occurs once in disciplinary regulations governing dese-
cration of the sabbath (CD l2:5).

A connection between the Qumran Essenes and the Egyptian Therapeutai has often
been proposed.Tl

Brown

70. On the vague reference to Isa. 53:5 and the general interpretation of this passage, see
Michaud, 414-15.

71. See G. vermes, Post-biblical Jewish studies (Leiden, 1975), g-36; also more recently
o. Betz, TRE,x,386-91; J. Maier,zwischen denTestamenten. NEBErg.3 zum Ar (1990),|j4-7i.

Etlt?] r"paim

I. L or occurrences; 2. Extrabiblical occurrences; 3. Ancient versions; 4. Etymology. II.
Ugarit. III. Israel: l. Inhabitants of the Netherworld; 2. Aboriginal people.

rfuaTm. E. Ashley, "The 'Epic of AQHT' and the 'RpuM Texts"' (diss., New york Univer-
sity, 1977): R. D. Barneu, "sireus and Rephaim," FS A. Mellink (1986), ll2-19; A. caquot,
"Rephaim," DAS, X, 344-57; idem, "Les Rephaim ougaritiques,', Syr 37 (1960) 75-93; A. Coo_
per, "Divine Names and Epithets in the Ugaritic Texts," RSB lll,333-469, esp. 460_67; idem,
"MLK'LM: 'Eternal King'or 'King of Eternity'?" l,ove and Death in the Ancient Near East. FS
M. H. Pope (Guilford, Conn., 1987), l-7; M. Dietrich and O. Loretz,*Baal rpu in KTU l.l0g;
1.1l3 und nach 1.17 vl25-33," uF 12 (1980) 17l-82 M. Dietrich, o. Loretz, and J. Sanmartin,
"Die ugaritischen Totengeister Rpu(m) und die biblische Rephaim," uF g (1976)45-52; H. Gese,
"Der Tod im Ar," zur biblischen Theologie. BEvT j8 (19'77) 3l-54; J. F. Healey, "Death, under-
world and Afterlife in the Ugaritic Texts" (diss., London, 1977):w. J. Horwltz,..The signifi-
cance of the Rephaim, rm.aby.btk.rpim," JNSL j (19j9) 37-43: o. Kaiser (and E. Lohse), rod
und l,eben (Stuttgart, 1977), esp.7-80; p. Karge, Rephain (paderborn, 21925); B. A. Levine and
J.-M. de Tarragon, "Dead Kings and Rephaim," JAos 104 (1984) 649-59; T. J. Lewis, cuhs of
the Dead in Ancient Israel and IJgarit. HSM 39 (1989); C. E. L,Heureux, Rank Among thL
canaanite Gods. HSM 2l (1979); idem, "The ugaritic and Biblical Rephaim," HTR 6j igl,4)
265-14; O. Lotetz, "Vom kanaanliischen Totenkult zur jiidischen Patriarchen- und
Elternverehrung," JARG 3 (1978) 149-204; V. Maag, "Tod und Jenseits nach dem Ar,,'
Schweizerische theologische Umschau 34 (1964) 17 -3j = Kultur Kulturkontakt und Religion. FS
v. Maag (G6ttingen, 1980), 181-202; R. Martin-Achard, From Death to Life (Eng. trani. Edin-
burgh, 1960); J. c. de Moor, An Anthology of Religious Tbxts from Ugarii. Nisaia 16 (Leiden,
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l. l. OT Occurrences. The noun repdTm appears in two groups of texts. In poetic

passages (Isa. 14:9; 26:14,19;Ps.88:ll[Eng. 10]; Job 26:5; Prov.2:18;9:18;21:16),it
refers to the dead; only forms in the absolute appear, all of which, except Job 26:5, are

anarthrous. In narrative contexts (Gen. l4:5; l5:20; Dt. 2:ll,2O ltwice]; 3:11,13; Josh.

l2:4: 13:12;17:15; cf. I Ch. 20:4), it denotes an element of the aboriginal population.

Syntactically, the noun is also in the absolute in these passages (with the article in Gen.

15:20 and Josh. l2:4), but sometimes as part of a construct phrase (Dt.2:20',3:13,'eres

f'pdim; Josh. 17:15, b"'eres happ"rizzt wehafpaim; Dt. 3:11; Josh. 13:12, yeler

hdr?dim; I Ch. 2O:4, y"hQA har"pdim). The no]un r"paTm also enters into construct

phrases that express a geographical location: the valley of Rephaim ('€meq rfudim) ap-

pears in Josh. 15:8; 18 16;2 S.5:18,22; 23:13;lsa.l7:5; I Ch. ll:15; l4:9.
Comparison of I Ch. 2O 4 and 2 S. 2l:18 allows us to derive the plural forms from

singulars. The latter has rapd (with article) instead of r"pdim in the parallel I Ch.2O:4,

in both cases with the root yld. A similar observation holds for 2 S.2l:16,20,22: the

corresponding texts in Chronicles (l Ch. 20:6 = 2 S.2l:20; I Ch. 20:8 = 2 S. 2l:22)
have the form rapa'(with article), consonant with spelling the noun repdim.

2. Extrabiblical Occurrences. a. Phoenician and Neo-Punic. The noun rp'm inPhoe-

nician also suggests the realm of the dead. The coffin inscription of Tabnit, king of Sidon,

dating probably from the beginning of the 5th century B.c.E., threatens that whoever vio-

lates the king's grave will die without issue and have no resting place among the dead

(mikb't rp'm).l A similar warning appears in the coffin inscription of King Eshmunazar,

only slightly later;2 the added statement that whoever disturbs the repose of the king's

corpse will go unburied ('lyqbr bqbr) confirms that rp'm refers to the dead. Both texts es-

tablish a connection between the treatment of the dead and the assurance of offspring.

The first line of a Latin/I.,leo-Punic bilingual from El Amruni (lst century c.r.)3

reads (depending on its reconstruction) l'lfnml 'r'p'm ("to the divine Rephaim") or

l'llnl' r'p'm ("to the gods of the Rephaim").a The analogy of the Ugaritic rp'm texts5

7987); idem, "Rapi'ilma - Rephaim," ZAW 88 (1976) 323-45; T. Podella' Sbm-Fasten. AOAT

224 (1989), esp. 73-116; M. H. Pope, "Notes on the Rephaim Texts from Ugarit," Essays on the

Ancient Near East in Memory of J. J. Finkelsrein (Hamden, Conn., 1977), 163-82; S. Ribichini
and P. Xella, "Milk'a$tart, mlk(m) e la tradizione siropalestinese sui Refaim," RSF 7 (1979) 145-

58; D. J. Ryan, Rpum and Rephaim (1954); F. Schwally, Das Leben nach dem Tbde (1892); idem,

"Ueber einige paliistinische Vrjlkernamenl' ZAW l8 (1898) 126-48 W. Speyer, "Heros," RAC
XIY 861-77; K. Spronk, Beatific Afterlife in Ancient Israel and in the Ancient Near East. AOAT

219 (1986), with bibliog.; S. Talmon, "The Biblical Rephaim and the rpu/i(m) in the Literature
of Ugarit," BethM 30 (1984/85) 16-27 (Heb.) = FS R. Gordis. HAR 7 (1984) 235-a9 [Ene'];
L. Wiichter, Der Tod im AT. AzTlUS (1967), esp. 181-98.

-+l\D\ rapa'.

t. KAI, 13.8.
2. KAr,l4.8.
3. KAr, lr7.
4. J. Friedrich, AfO l0 (1935/36) 83.
5. See below.
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and the Latin equivalent support the former.6 The Latin section renders l'llnm)'r'p'm as
D(is) M(anibus) sAC(rum): the grave is "dedicated to the minor deities," whose
chthonic activity extends also to the living.z

b. ugaritic. In 1970 it could be asserted confidently that the ugaritic term rp'(m)
had no direct association with the dead and the OT r"pdim.s Since then, a text discov-
ered in 1973 has strongly suggested interpreting the rp'm as deified and cultically wor-
shiped (royal) ancestors.e Years previously, the discovery of a fragmentary textr0 con-
taining the noun rp'm, glossed (as in the El Amruni inscription) as'lnym,..divinities,
minor deities l'tt 'lm, "gods," and mtm, "the dead," had encouraged the understanding
of the rp'm as the numinous departed or shades of the dead.t2

The language of other texts is harder to interpret. One group comprises the so-called
Rephaim Texts,13 fragmentary tablets whose mutual relationship is unclear.la Above
all, the meaning of the phrase rpu b'l is disputed.ts An equally complex problem is the
identity of the rpi 7s, mentioned in a textr6 that looks for the prosperity of Ugarit,
which someone called rp' mlk'lm is in a position to bring about.rT

There is no recent, complete compendium of the usages of the lexeme rp'(m). coo-
per merely cites textual examples;18 other lists of occurrences were published before
recently discovered texts became available.le In recent years more individual texts that
mention the rp'm have been translated and analyzed, some with transcriptions,20 or dis-
cussed in connection with the OT r"pdia.zt

3. Ancient Versions. Because the OT evidence is limited and disparate, we must in-
vestigate not only the extrabiblical parallels but also the ancient versions, etymology,
and word formation to achieve an understanding of the repaim.

The LXX offers little help in categorizing the occurrenc... It ur.s gigantes ("giants")

6. KAI, I 17; but cf. F. Vattioni, Helikon 2ol2t (lgBOlBl) 297-gB.
7. On the meaning of Lat. manes see G. Radke, Die Gdner Attitaliens (Miinster, 21979), lg7.
8. A. van Selms, UF 2 (1970) 367-68.
9. KTU,1.16t.
10. KTU, 1.6, Vt, 45-49.
11. J. c. de Moor, The seasonal Pattern in the ugaritic Myth of Ba'lu. A)AT 16 (l91l),241-

42; Healey, l8l-82.
12. E. Dhorme, L'Evolution religieuse d'Isradl, l, La religion des Hibreux nomades

(Brussels, 1937), 123; later see esp. Caquot, ..Rephaim ougaritiquis.',
13. KTU, r.20-22.
14. For a more recent attempt to establish an ordered sequeilce, see M. Dijkstra, IIF 20

(1988) 35-51.
15. KTU, 1.22, 1,8: see below.
16. KTU, t.lO8.
17. See below.
18. "Divine Names," 460-67.
19. WUS, no.2527; tJT no.2346; Whitaker,575-76.
20. TO, I, 461-80; L'Heureux, Rank, lZ9-99 Spronk, 16l-96; de Moor, Anthology, gg_99,

165-68, 187-90, 267 -73.
21. Dietrich, Loretz, and Sanmartin; de Moor, ,.Rapi'[ma"; pope; Caquot, ,.Rephaim.,'
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both for the dead (Isa. 14:9; Job26:5; Prov.2l:16) and for the aboriginal population

(Gen. 14:5; Josh. 12:4; 13:12;lCh.2O:4;cf. Gen. 15:20; Dt. 2:lI,2O;3:11,13: Raphain).

In Prov. 2:18 and 9:18, it :uses gEgeneis ("earth-born"), a term associated with the giants

inGreektradition,22andinlsa.26:14;Ps.87:1l(MT88:11[10]), iatroi("physicians").
Isa. 26:19 presents textual problems;23 the LXX translates its conclusion idiosyn-

cratically: instead of reading wa'ares repdim tapptl ("and the earth will give birth to
the Rephaim"), it reads he di gd tiin aseb6n pesettai ("the land of the wicked will
fall"), alluding to the commonplace of Greek mythology that the mighty giants are

morally weak.2a Tg. Jon. paraphrases the MT in the same vein. It makes God the sub-

ject of the verse, bringing the dead to life. The "dew of light" is bestowed only on those

who are faithful to the law, whereas "the wicked (riy'y'), to whom you gave power

(gbwr') and who forsook your (word> (mymrk), you will consign to the (valley of
Hinnom> (gyhnm)." In contrast to Aquila (rhaphein) and Theodotion (gtgantes),

Symmachus, likewise influenced by Hellenistic tradition, draws on the idea of theoma-

chy and translates r"pdim with theomdchoi.z5

Like the LXX, the Vg. uses gigantes (Dt. 2: I I ,20; 3:11 , 1 3; Isa. l4:9; 26:14,19" lob
26:5; Prov. 9:18; 21:16), medici (Ps. 87:llflOf, Psalterium Gallicanum; b]ut cf.
Psalterium iuxta Hebraeos: gigantes), arrd impius (Prov. 2:18); it also transliterates

(Gen. 14:5; 15:20; Josh. l2:4; 13:12; 17:15, Raphaim; I Ch- 20:4, Raphain).

As a rule, the Tgs. use g(y)bry. Besides lsa.26:19, the divergent translations of the

Sam. Tg. are striking: it uses i' 'shym/'s'ym ("land of physicians"/"physicians") in Dt.

2:20 and 'r' 's'ym ("land of physicians") in Dt. 3: 13. Jerome also emphasized an associ-

ation of repdim with medici.26

The terminological evidence of the ancient versions, where the terms gibbdrim and

gigantes overlap, makes us aware of their underlying notions about heroes,27 who were

assumed in many senses to have stood supreme among the living and were therefore

thought of as the "great deceased."28 It was their function to vouchsafe help to those who

came afteq not least in their capacity as heroic healers2e and bestowers of fertility.3o

4. Etymology. Scholarship has appropriated the accurate exegetical insight that

"death is understood as the feeblest form of life"3l and applied it to the understanding

of r"pdim, interpreting the term as a nominalized plural adjective (sg. rApd ot r"pi) de-

22. H. von Geisau, KlPauly, II, 715-16.
23. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1997), 556.

24. W. Speyer, RAC, X,1248.
25. H.-J. Schoeps, Bibl 26 (1945) 100-103.

26. Liber interpr. hebr nom.23.6 (CCSLl2tl959l,87); see also Pirqe Rabbi Eliezer on Isa.

26:19.
27. F. Dexinger, sturz der Gcinersijhne oder Engel von der sintflut? wBTh 13 (1966), 4'l-50,

61-67; R. Bartelmus, Heroentum in Israel und seiner Ilmwelt. ATANT 65 (1979), 114-16.

28. Speyer.
29. Speyer, 870; J. H. Croon, RAC Xlll,1190-1232.
30. See, e.g., Hesiod, Works and Days 126.
31. Kaiser, 29.
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rived from the root rpy and meaning "the feeble, powerless ones."32 The word is
claimed to function within this semantic framework, given the present form of the text
(ct. fuly in Isa. 14:10).

In light of the common orthographic assimilation of yerbs tertia aleph and tertia
yod,3t it is noteworthy that - in contrast to hdrdpa/hdrapa' - forms of the noun
rfdim are spelled invariably with aleph. As in the case of ugar. rp'(m), this orthogra-
phy suggests the root rp', "he41."3+ This hypothesis is supported by the LXX translation
of Isa.26:14 and Ps. 87:11(88:10) and the Sam. Tg. onDt.2:20 and 3:13, although
there is also early support for a connection with the root 4py.35

Attempts have been made to resolve the conflict between the two etymologies by
proposing a single root with contrary meanings: the actual meaning would be deter-
mined by the intent and effect of text and context.36 But becausethe aleph is always
present, it seems more likely to think of a phenomenon involving homonymy ratherthan
polysemy'37 The word formation has little to contribute: according to the pointing of the
MT, the word is a semantically unspecific qatal form. Also possible is an analogy-based
formation, meant to suggest the negative implications of reiaim, "wicked, impious,"3s
or, less likely, the weakness associated with teldim,..little lambs.,'3e

In the El Amruni inscription, the Rephaim appear in the form r'p'm, in which the
ffist aleph, used as a vowel sign, suggests an o.40 This observation, the evidence of the
versions, and etymological considerations, all point to the possibility that a qdtil form
was familiar, suggesting ropeim, "healers, physicians."+l The or Rephaim texts ex-
hibit no trace of such a reading, at least not directly. But 2 Ch. 16:12 accuses King Asa
of having turned to "physicians" (rdp,im) in his sickness instead of to yahweh. This
charge makes sense only if we are dealing with a real antithesis, opposing yahweh to
another numinous healer.

II. Ugarit. Recently discovered Ugaritic texts have cast grave doubt on interpretations
of the rp'm as minor or major deities, an ethnic group, or living person s.a2 rn KTg, l.16l
we have a description of a rituala3 or a collection of ritual invocationsq in which the de-

32. Schwally, 64-65; Karge, 622.
33. Blz, 954r.
34. As observed already by M.-J. Lagrange, Etudes sur les religions sdmitiques. EtB (pans,21905), 319: "an extension of the Athenian flpoq iarp6q.,,
35. Gen. Rab. 26:7 on Gen. 6:4; Bab. Ket. lllb on Isa. 26:14,19.
36. R. Gordis, JQR 27 (1936t37) 55-56.
37. B. Kedar, Biblische Semantik (Stuttgart, lg9l), l}l-34.
38. Caquot, "Rephaim," 349.
39. De Moor, "Rapi'uma," 341 n. lO7.
40.J.Friedrichandw.Rrillig, phdnizisch-punischeGrammatik.Anor46(lg7o),$107.4b.

_ -41, 
De Moor, "Rapi'ima," 34O; Dietrich, Loretz, and Sanmarrin,4T; Caquot,,.Rephaim,,'

]{9, On the possible interpretations of the nominal form rp'(m) see L Heureux, "Ugaritic and
Biblical Rephaim," 269-70.

42. See the bibliog. in Spronk, 16l-62.
43. De Moor, "Rapi'uma," 335.
44. w. T. Pitard, BASOR 232 (tg].9) 66.
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parted members of the Ugaritic royal house are invoked and are offered sacrifice. In re-

turn they are expected to vouchsafe vitality (ilm) to the throne and the city of Ugarit. In ll.
1 1- I 2 'Ammurapi II, his dead father Niqmaddu II[, and his grandfather 'Ammi5tamru are

invoked as mllc "king," rather than rp'm; the latter term clearly refers to kings (and

heroes?) who died long before.a5 Tlte rp'm constitute a miscellaneous group; certain indi-

viduals are named, possibly to the extent that their names were known.46 Together they

are rpi'rs, in parallel with qDg ddlnl.+t since the "assembly of Didanu" refers to the dei-

fied founder of an Amorite dynasty preceding the kings of Ugarit,aa the "rpim of the

earth" are to be understood as inhabitants of the netherworld (cf. Akk. ersetu and Heb.
'ere,s). The expression rpim qdmym refers collectively to all the "rp'm of ancient times."ae

Despite the expectation that the rp rn should guarantee the continuity and security of
the dynasty and its city, it is hard to decide whether the word 4.lm (cf. Akk. si//a and

Heb. sdl) in the superscription of KTU, l.16l (spr dbh Zlm) is intended to refer to the

rp'm as "protectors"50 or (more likely) should be taken in the sense of "shades" = "spir-

its ofthe dead."sl In any case the possible alternative calls into question the unconsid-

ered use of the word "shades" for the dead; the same holds true for the OT term

fpdim, the meaning of which such other equivalents as "spirits of the dead," "manes,"

and "dead souls"s2 can only approximate.
The function of the rp'm as healers, expressed by the extended context in KTU,

1 . 161, reappears more specifically in KTU I .124, whete the progenitor Didanu men-

tioned in KTU, 1.161is called on to heal a child.sr
On the evidence of the so-called Rephaim texts,s4 which even when reconstructedss

resist interpretation as a coherent whole, it is quite likely that the rp'm were associated

with the nurturing of the dead and with fertility.sr This connection is illustrated by the

provision of food for them and by their role in assuring offspring for King Danil.

ln KTU, 1.20 they are invited into Danil's palace. As in several passages in the

Aqhat Epic, Danil is referred to as mt rp'(cf. Heb. ?J lhd)rldhim), an expression that

clearly means a "man of (the god) Rp'."s2 He is also ahero ((zr).s8 As is not uncom-

45. trvine and de Tarragon, 656.
46. Spronk, 190.
47.LL.2-3,9-10; cf. KTU, 1.15,ill,13-15 =2-4.
48. De Moor, "Rdpi'ilma," 324.
49. L. 8.
50. W. T. Pitard, BASOR 232 (1975) 68; trvine and de Tarragon, 650-52; cf . KTU, 1.17,1,28.
51. Cf. Ras Ibn Hani, no. 78,20, 15 (J. C. de Moor, UF l2 [1980] 429-32); see the discussion,

citing religio-historical parallels, by Spronk, 189 n. 3; Dietrich and Loretz, UF 19 (1987) 407 -8.

52. Kaiser,29ff.
53. Spronk, 193ff.
54. KTU,1.20-22.
55. Spronk, 163-77.
56. l-oretz, 168-69.
57. According to de Moor, "Rdpi'uma," 328, = Baal; for other interpretations see Caquot,

"Repharm," 351.
58. KTU, I .20, II, 18, together with mtm "the dead": KTU, I .22,I,6-7; see A. F. Rainey' Ori-

ent and Occident. FS C. H. Gordon. AOAT 22 (1973), 142.
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mon for numinous figures,se the rp'm travel in horse-drawn chariots; on the third day
they reach "threshing floors and plantations,"fl to partake in a festal banquet.

In KTU, 1.21,1, also, the rp'm are invited, probably by Danil, to enter a palace;61 again
we are told that they reach their destination on the third day. Especially problematic here is
the form mr7'y,62 the reading of which is not certain.63 On account of this uncertainty and
the anomalous orthography (the usual Ugaritic form is mrzk, in syllabic texts marzihu; cf .
Heb. marzeal.t), the problem of identifying the cultic institution denoted by Ugar. mrzba
and Heb. -+ llt"lD marzealt should be discussed without reference to this text.65

Another text66 describes a banquet lasting seven days, which takes place in the "hall
of the kings,"67 words that likewise suggest viewing the rp'm as an exclusive group, an
identification supported by the coordinate mention of mtm, "the dead,',6s and lzrm,
"heroes."6e Among the problems raised by this tablet is the statemefi lm lmq rpu b'1.7o
The expression rpu b'lhas been interpreted variously: as a kind of hypostasis of Baal,Tl
one "healed of Baali'tz and "the cure of Baal."73 Others translate the expression as "the
sovereign Rpu" and connect it with 1mq as a proper noun.74 Finally, Spronlzs takes 1mq
as a verbal form (cf. Arab. samaqu) and, rp' as an epithet of Baal:76 "There rose up Baal
Rapiu." on the analogy of the deity b'l mrp' known in phoenicia,TT Baal might act on
behalf of the dead as "Ba'lu the Saviour."78

A final important text describes how Baal, taking part in a meal connected with the
cultic worship of the rp'm, also acts as the guarantor of success for the reigning king of
ugaril.te This interpretation assumes that it is Baal who functions as rpu mtk'lm, "the
healer, the eternal king,"8o rather than El8l or Resheph (as "the healer, the king ofeter-

59. De Moor, Anthology, 268 n.279.
60. KTU. r.20, Ir, 6-7.
61. But see M. Dijkstra, UF 2O (1988) 42.
62. Ll. s,9(?).
63. CTA 94 n. l; KTU, in loc.
64. Spronk, 196-202.
65. --> IX, 12.
66. KTU, t.22,r.
67.Lt. t6-t7.
68. L. 6.
69. L.7.
70. L. 8.
71. C. Virolleaud, RES (1940) 78.
72. Caquot, "Rephaim ougaritiques," 90.
73. TO,1,474.
74. Dietrich, Loretz, and Sanmartin, 49; followed by Caquot, ..Rephaim,', 353.
'15. P. t'n.
76. Cf. Dietrich and Loretz.
77. DISO, 282.
78. De Moor, Anthology, 272.
79. KTU, 1.108.
80. Ll. l,l9-20,21,22. This is the inrerprerarion of de Moor, "Rephaim," 329; Dietrich and

Loretz; Spronk,180.
81. L Heureux, Rank, 170-71.212-15.
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nity" - i.e., the netherworld), or even the eponymous ancestor or head of the rp'm, not
identified with any other known deity.sz

In ll. 2-3 the attempt to read and interpret the text as'l y1b b'!trt, "the god enthroned
with 'Athtartu," and 'l ga bhd r'y, "the god who judges with Haddu, rhe shepherd,,'s:
has been given up in favor of a reading 'ltrt arrd hdr'y,t+ interpreted as toponyms.85
Since lrrr and hdr'y must refer to Ashtaroth and Edrei in Bashan, these localities, men-
tioned in KTU, l.lo8 even though they are a good distance from Ugarit, must be con-
sidered a center of the (royal) ancestor cult;80 o. else the Baal of these sites "must be
seen as a renowned manifestation of the rpu, known as far away as Ugarit."S7 We may
assume on the basis of their geographical localization that analogous traditions were
known in Israel as well.

III. Israel. The different meanings of Heb. fpdTm have led lexicographers to posit
two lemmas. Gesenius lists rapa' (pl. repdim, "shades") and r"pdT (gentilic; pl.
repdim, "Rephaites").88 This division has been generally accepted,8e not always in the
same order.s

The hypothesis of two distinct roots raises the question of semantic development or
influence. Two theories found early support: the view that originally the word denoted
a population of giants banished to the netherworld, whose name was subsequently ap-
plied to all the dead;rl and the idea that the reference to the dead must be taken as pri-
mary, and that from this meaning derived the gentilic usage with its secondary aspect
of gigantic size.e2

It is impossible to decide between these theories, not least because the "hero" con-
cept suggested by the ancient versions became linked with the idea of powerful ances-
tors, so that an ancestor culte3 could become interwoven with heroic ideology.ea

only in isolated passages does the or evince the notion of the deified dead (l S.
28: 13; Isa. 8: 19) in the substratum of Yahwism, which had to abandon the idea of the
powerful dead with the renunciation of chthonic Baal (and with him the rp'm). For the

82. A. Jirku, ZAW77 (1965) 82-83; B. Margulis, JBL89 (1970) 301; S. B. parker, UF2
(1970) 249; idem, UF 4 (19'12) tU.

83. De Moor, "Rephaim," 327, following C. Virolleaud, Ugaritica V (1968),555.
84. Dietrich andLoretz, 173.
85. B. Margulis, JBL 89 (1970) 292.
86. De Moor, Anthology, 187.
87. Dietrich andLoretz, 179.
88. GesTh, l3ol.
89. E.g., GesB 770; HAL,lII, l2'74-'75; BDB, 952, with the reservation of a possible common

root; but cf. J. Fiirst, Hebriiisches und chaldiiisches Handwdrterbuch, rl (Leipzig, 1863), 383.
90. GesB: fpdim I: aboriginal people; fpaim II: the dead; IIAI reverses rhe order.
91. J. G. von Herder, Vom Geist der Ebrriiichen Poesie inhis Siimtliche Werke, ed. B. Suphan,

IX (Berlin, 187 9, 2 1967), 36'l -68; B. Duhm, J e s aj a. H KAT llV 1 ( t9O2), 9 t.
92. Schwally, kben, 64-65 n. l; idem, "Vrilkemamen j' 126, 133; Karge, 620-2l.
93. Loretz, 149-201.
94. W. Speyer, RAC, IX, 1153.
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"canonical" texts and their audience, the dead have no more share in the life of Israel
than does the aboriginal population.

l. Inhabitants of the Netherworld. In contrast to the Ugaritic rp'm texts, the OT ad-
mits no doubt that the Rephaim inhabit the realm of the dead. The context is unambigu-
ous. In Isa.26:14,19, and Ps. 88:11(10), repdim parallels mElim, "the dead," and in
Prov. 2:18 mawe!, "death." Their dwelling place is i"'6l, "the netherworld," and
'o[addbn, "place of destruction," in Job 26:6 and Ps. 88:12(11); in Prov. 9:18 they
dwell in 'imqA i"'61, "the depths of the netherworld." Traditio-historically, these texts
are influenced by Canaanite mythology, which appears (and not by accident) in their
context or background. This influence raises the problem of the Rephaim as a
Canaanite theme.

In Job 26:5- 14 v. 5 uses the verb y"hdldlfi of the Rephaim. It makes sense to translate
the polal form as "are made to tremble."es But since the verb ftyl oscillates in meaning
between "tremble (with birth pangs)" and "bear" (Dt. 32: 18), it is possible to hear over-
tones of a role played by the Rephaim in the birth ofprogeny. The verb rp'is also used
in this sense (Gen.20:17;2 K.2:21).

For Yahwism the departed possess no productive power, as Ps. 88 attests. This
psalm, which has a Canaanite background,e6 speaks in v. 5(4) of "one who goes down
to the Pit" as geler'An-'\tAl, "a man with no strength [NRSV 'help']." The question in
v. l1(10), "Do you work wonders for the dead? Do the Rephaim [NRSV 'shades'] rise
up to praise you?" is less an appeal to Yahweh to interveneeT than a rhetorically formu-
lated rejection of the contrary notion, which KTU, 1.22,I,5 associates with El, using
the same verb (qym).e8

A transfer of mythological material may also be observed in wisdom literature. In
Prov. 2l:16 one who wanders from the way of understanding is promised rest in the
q"hal fpdim, "assembly of the Rephaim." This verse thus supports syntagmatically the
interpretation of the omnipresent plural ending -im as a collective plural.ee

When Prov. 2 cautions against the strange woman, it names the consequences of as-

sociating with her: "for her wayloo leads down to death, and her paths to the Rephaim"
(v. l8). The parallelism of mawe! and repdTm here suggests a possible association with
the Ugaritic deity mt ("Death") and those in his sway, now transferred to the strange
woman.l0l According to Prov. 9:18, the house of the foolish woman (so characterized
because she is passionate and seductive) is the pit of the netherworld, whose inhabit-
ants are the Rephaim.

The only OT text that speaks in some detail of the realm of the dead is Isa. l4:4b-21,a

95. HAL, r,3tt.
96. H.-J. Kraus, Psalrns 6U150 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1989), 192.
97. tbid., 194.
98. Spronk, l7l n.2.
99. Michel, 34-63.
100. aHs.
l0l. o. Lorctz, uF 14 (1982) 147.
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hymn celebrating the fall of a world ruler, which - like the comparable text Ezk. 28:12ff.

- draws on canaanite mythologoumena.l02 fhis hymn, which was not composed by Isa-
iah,lo3 celebrates God's triumph over the conqueror of the peoples: instead of ascending
to heaven, he is brought down to the netherworld. v. 9 tells how i"'61 is stirred up, the
fpaim (described asyndetically as kol-'attfiQa 'dres, "all the leaders of the earth") roused
( wr), and all the kings of tle nations raised from their thrones.loa As at Ugarit, the kings
are introduced as Rephaim; in contrast to the Ugaritic conception, however,los at death
they must surrender their full vitality (bly, v.10; cf. Ezk. 28:9-lO; ps. 82:6-7).

rsa. 26:13-14 also envisions an aristocratic circle. The context (vv.7 -21) is a poem
structured as a communal lament set within the so-called Isaiah apocalypse
(postexilic).1ffi After v. 13, which speaks of other "lords" (uQdntm) besides yahweh
who rule (bd'al!) the people, v. 14 declares apodictically: "The dead will nor live
(mdltm bal-yihytt), Rephaim will not ..jse (fpdim bal-ydqumfi)." Here too we are deal-
ing with a response to Canaanite royal ideology: the text denies to the dead the possi-
bility of rising and regaining life like the rp'rn.tot

Antithetical to v. 14 is the salvation oraclel08 in v. 19, a complex text.lOe It draws on
the language of v. 14 but arrives at the opposite conclusion by omitting the negative
particle bal. T-be subjects to whom life is promised are: m4leyf;d, "your dead"; n"!€ld1i,
"my corpses"; idftenA 'apa4 "dwellers in the dust"; and, in the second half of the verse,
the fpdim. The statement that the earrh will give birth to (npl hiphiltto; the Rephaim
reverses the Ugaritic notion that the rp'm enable the birth of progeny. However we in-
terpret the notion ofresurrection - as individual resurrection or as revival oflsrael as
a collective - the repdim in this passage are no longer an exclusive group among the
dead, but the inhabitants of the netherworld in general.

2. Aboriginal People. The or notion of an aboriginal race of giants (e.g., Nu. l3:33)
has been associated with the great Bronze Age dolmen tombs,lll which were thought
to have been constructed by particularly mighty builders.l12 This explanation, which is
probably only partially accurate, finds some support in the importance the OT attaches
to the graves of the patriarchs and the long-enduring Palestinian cult of the tombs of
heroes.l l3

102. Spronk,213-27.
103. o. Kaiser, Das Buch Jesaja. ATD xvlll C1983), 27ff.;H. wildberger, Isaiah l3-27

(Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1997), 53-56.
104. On the syntax and semantics of the verse see Wildberger, 440.
105. But see Spronk, 225-26, on the fate of King Keret.
106. Wildberger, 445 -67 .

107. See KTU, 1.22, l, 5; 1.17 , Yl, 30, 32-33.
108. Wildberger, 456-57.
109. Kaiser, ATD XVIll, 173-77; Wildberger, 556, 567-7N.
110. Wildberger, 556.

I l. A. Kuschke, BRL2, 62.
12. Karge,609ff.
13. Karge, 6l l; on Greece see J. N. Coldstream, JHS 96 (1976) 14.
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King Og may have been identified as a hero. According to a sarcophagus inscription
of the Achaemenid period, somewhat difFrcult to interpret,l14 his "strength" ('dr) be-

longs to the chthonic realm.
In contrast to Dt. l:4 and Josh.9:10, which name Ashtaroth (Tell Ashtaralls) as

Og's capital, and Josh. l2:4; 13 12,31, which llke KTU,l.l08, 2-3 speak of Ashtaroth

and Edrei (Der'atlo;, the tradition of Dt. 3:ll associates Og with Rabbah of the

Ammonites. The historical and mythological figures coalesce, linked by the reference

to Og as "the last of the Rephaim" Steler hdrfodTm, Dt. 3:1 l; Josh. l2:4; 13:12).

The Dtr History identifies the Rephaim as the aboriginal population of Transjordan
(Dt. 2:10-11,20-21) and calls the fertile (Jer. 50:19; Mic. 7:14) territory of Bashan,

which appears in both cosmic and chthonic contexts (Ps.68:16,23115,221; cf. Jer.

22:20), "the land of the Rephaim" (Dt. 3:13; cf. Jub. 29:9ff.). On the other hand, Dt.

2:20 speaks of the land of the Ammonites in the same way, while Josh. 17:15 ('eres

happ"iut wehdrepdim) probably has in mind Cisjordan (cf. Josh. 17:16).

The antiquarian notes in Dt. 2:10-12,20-23 are intended to establish relationships

between regions and ethnic groups. According to vv. 10-l l, the Emim lived in Moab, a

people as large and numerous (am gdQ6l weraP waram.) as the Anakim. Like the latter,

they are reckoned (hib) among the Rephaim. According to vv.20-21, the land of the

Ammonites is a land of the Rephaim, who formerly inhabited it, though the

Ammonites called them Zamzummim. They too were aS numerous and tall as the

Anakim. In each case, like the vicinity of Ashtaroth, the region in question has a large

number of dolmens.llT
In the Deuteronomy text, "Rephaim" is a generic term for Zamatmmim and Emim;

Gen. l4:5 juxtaposes the Rephaim, Emim, andZuzim (=Zamzummim?tt8) as coordi-

nate ethnic groups.
We are dealing here not with historical memories but with a historicization of the

posthumous state of aboriginal groups; for the names "Emim" and "Zamzummim,"

like "Rephaim," are to be understood as functional designations in pseudo-ethnic

6r"rs.rre "Emim" (hd'Emtm) recalls 'emi, "fear"; like the Rephaim as "healers," the

term can express an aspect of the ambivalent role played by the dead.l20 The name

"Zamzummim" (zamzummtm) stggests a connection with -+ EDI zmm, "tlevise
(evil)," or Arab. zamzama, "murmur, drone,"l2l with reference to voices from the

realm of the dead (Isa. 8:19;29:4).t22 Alternatively, the word has been likened to Gk.

bdrbaros as an onomatopoetic reduplicating form with the meaning "stammer-

14. W. Riillig, NESE 2 (1974) l-15, esp. 5-6.
15. F.-M. Abel, Gdographie de la Palestine, II (Paris, 1938), 155.

16. rbid., 310.
17. E. C. Broome, JBL 59 (1940) 479-97.

ll8. Cf. Symmachus: Zoizommein.
I19. Caquot, "Rephaim," 346.
120. Schwally, "Vdlkernamenl' 135-37.
t2t. HAL,1,273.
1 22. Schwally, "V<ilkernamen," 137 -39.
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ing."tzz At least in the case of the Emim, interpretation of the word as an appellative
is supported by the form hA'emtm, in which the pl. suf. -tm rather than the relational
suf. -i appears in combination with the article.l2a (Cf. Gen. l5:20: exceptfor repaim,
the names of ethnic groups have the article and the suf. -i.)

There is also an association with the Rephaim in 2 S. 2l:15-22.Two of the Philistine
champions are called y'hQA hardpd (vv. 16,18; I Ch. 20:8, nfill"Qfi l"hdrdpa), with the
variant yullaQ lehdrdpd (v. 20); all four togerher are called yull"/fr l"hdrdpi Q. 22). The
parallel in I Ch. 2O:4 reads y'li{A hAr"pdTm, indicating that yehd/ hdrdpd/y"h/A
hdrdpd' go together with hdr"pdim. Thus hdrdpd is to be understood as an eponym of
the Rephaim.r25 That an article is intended is assumed in any case by the LXX in 2 S.
2l:16,18,20,22; I Ch.20:8 (Rapha). The article argues for an appellative meaning,
which requires the root rp'rather than rpy; for 2 S. 15-21 bears the clear marks of a
hero traditionl26 that understands the eponymous hero as a healer.l2T

Although 2 S.2l:15-22 is earlier than the Rephaim passages, it would be mistaken
to conclude that the Rephaim tradition in Cisjordan deserves priority.tza Cults of
heroes and the dead are phenomena that are not limited geographically; furthermore, a
Ugaritic text already locates such a cult in Transjordan in the Late Bronze Age.tze

Another series of texts that associate the term "Rephaim" with the region west of
the Jordan use the phrase 'emeq repaim (Josh. l5:8; 18:16;2 S.5:18,22; 23:13; Isa.
l7:5;l Ch. ll:15; l4:9). This valley is mentioned in the context of David's conflicts
with the Philistines, who use it as a stronghold (2 S. 5:18,22;23:13; I Ch. 1l:15; l4:9),
and in descriptions of borders that locate the boundary between Judah and Benjamin at
the north end ofthe valley (Josh. 15:8; l8:16). Josephus's reference to the valley as be-
ing located twenty stadia (about 2 miles) from Jerusalem in the direction of
Bethleheml30 supports its identification with el-baq'a, "the small valley."l:t

The valley's location near Jerusalem probably influenced its mention in a prophecy
of disaster spoken by Isaiah against the northern kingdom of Israel (Isa. 17:4-6). V. 5
describes the harvest in the Valley of Rephaim, the largest wheat-growing area in the
vicinity of Jerusalem,l32 1s lllusllate the total destruction awaiting Israel in case of a
hostile 311ask.133

123. Caquot, "Rephaim," 346; see H. Frisk, Griechisches etymologisches Wdrterbuch,l (Hei-
delberg, 2 197 3), 219-20.

124. Meyer, III, 996,4c.
125. As already proposed by Schwally, "Vcilkernamen l' 129; now Caquot, "Rephaim," 345-

446; for a different view see C. E. L'Heureux, BASOTR 221 (1976) 83-85.
126. Bartelmus, Heroentum, ll9, 128-30.
127. Speyer, 869-70.
128. J. R. Bartlett, VT 20 (1970) 268ff .; cf . Caquot, "Rephaim," 345.
129. KTU, 1.108, 2-3.
130. Ant 7.4.1; 12.4.
131. O. Keel and M. Kiichler, Orte und lnndschaften der Bibel II (Zurich, 1982), 596; for

other proposals see Caquot, "Rephaim," 345.
132. G. Dalman, Jerusalem und sein Geliinde. BFCT lll19 (1930 = 1972), 212.
I 33. Wildberger, l7 I -7 2.
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None of this explains the name of the valley. Whether this name is connected with
megalithic remains thought of as the legacy of giantsl3a or the fertility of the region,l3s

reflecting the chthonic association of death and life,l36 cannot be decided with cer-
tainty. The ancient versions support both possibilities: the LXX thinks of the realm of
death(enphdraggistered, whileTg.Jon.thinksof therealmof heroes (bmyirgybry');
the Vg. transliteration in valle Raphaim neutralizes the interpretations. 

Liwak

134. Karge,636.
135. Caquot, "Rephaim," 345.
136. Pope, 174; S. Ribichini and P. Xella, UF 12 (1980) 434-37.

illJ rapa;iilJ rapeh; l1'l) rippdybn

I. Root and Distribution. II. Occurrences: 1. Statistics; 2. Theological Contexts. III. Usage: l.
Literal Sense; 2. Idiomatic Usage; 3. Figurative Sense;4. fpaim.IV. LXX. V. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Root and Distribution. The basic meaning of the verb rph is defined eloquently
by Gesenius inhis Thesauras as "was loosed, was slack, collapsed,"l inhis Wdrterbuch
as "sink down."2 This basic meaning is confirmed by cognates in other Semitic lan-
guages (though not in Akkadian). In the Ugaritic epic of Aliyan Baal,3 we read: "you
would be attacked and drop (urp+)"' the Dead Sea Scrolls frequently speak of weary or
slack hands,s such as appears contemporaneously with the OT in the Lachish ostraca.6

Aram. rph appears in the Barrakib inscription;7 its meaning is given as "set free"
(whrpys), a sense that can be derived from the basic meaning given above.

Both in the OT and in Jewish Aramaic, we find orthographic variants ending with
the consonant ',e which do not derive from the original root rp'.

rapi. G. Rinaldi, "RPH Salmo 46,11: BibOr 22 (1980) 54.

l. GesTh, 1303.
2. GesB,770.
3. KTU, 1.5,l, 4.
4. WUS, no.2531.
5. See V below.
6. 6:6; see III.3 below.
7. KAr, 215.8.
8. KAI, 1,224,227.
9. See the discussion of repdim in III.4 below.
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II. Occurrences. l. S/arisrics. The verb rph occurs 14 times in the qal, twice in the
niphal, 4 times in the piel, 3 times in the hithpael, and 25 times in the hiphil. There are
5 occurrences of the adj. rdpeh and 2 of the noun rippdydn (including one each in
Sirach). Derivatives include the noun repdim, with 8 occurrences. The PN rdpd in
1 Ch. 8:37 cannot be associated with our verb, especially since it appears in 1 Ch. 9:43
written as rfoayd.to

2. Theological Contexts. The verb rph does not have particular theological rele-
vance, although Yahweh is often its associated subject or object. In the majority of
cases the context is a divine promise (Dt. 4:31; 3l:6,8; Josh. 1:5; I Ch. 28:20; Zeph.
3: l6); but we also find prayers for Yahweh's help (Josh. 10:6; Ps. 138:8) and requests
to spare someone (2 5.24:16;1 Ch. 2l:15; Job 7: l9). The War Scroll from Qumran as-
serts that Yahweh strengthens the "slack hands" for battle.tl

III. Usage. l. Literal Sense. ln most cases the subject or object is a hand (ydil; in
this usage the expression is metaphorical.tz Only in a few instances does rph refer to
the literal "sinking" of something. Examples are Jgs. l9:9 (hinn€h na' rapd hayy\m
laardp) and Isa. 5:24 (the dry grass sinks down in the flame), as well as the description
of the cherubim in Ezekiel's inaugural vision: they let down their wings when they
stand still (Ezk. l:24-25). Jgs. 8:3 describes the subsiding anger of rhe opponenrs: Zz
rdpeld rfrbdm.

Job 12:21 stands on the borderline of metaphorical usage: Yahweh "pours contempt
on princes, and looses [= 'drops'] the belt of the strong";13 this expression stands for
the rendering of the powerful powerless.

"Sunken down" (hithpael, niphal) in the physical or mental sense means "unable to
work," either "lazy" (Ex. 5:8,17) or "slack" (Prov. 18:9, milrappeh bim"la'kt6; Josh.
18:3, milrapptm ldb6'; in Prov. 24:lO the opposite of such an attitude is kdah).

2. Idiomatic Usage. a. With bzq. ldiomatic usage of the root rpi includes the many
occurrences of the antonymic pair rph/l.tzqta in encouragement addressed to Joshua
(Dt. 3l:6), Solomon (l Ch.28:20), and Asa of Judah (2 Ch. l5:7); here and in the se-
mantically similar texts Dt. 31:8 and Josh. l:5, rph hiphll is followed by the synony-
mous /o''zb (in Dt. 4:31, iht).

The idiomatic combination appears also in proverbial wisdom: "I hold fast
(hefizaqtt) my integrity and will not let it go ('arpehd)" (Job 27:6);rs "Hold fast
(habzed to discipline and do not let (it) go ('al-terep)" (Prov.4:13); Sir. 6:27 calls on
the reader to search out wisdom, "and when you get hold of her (whhqth), do not let her

10. See BHS, in loc.
ll. See V below.
12. See III.3 below.
13. Following F. Horst, Hiob. BK XyVl C1974), 177, 195.
14. --r IV 301-8.
15. Following G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. I(AT XVI (1989),327.
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go (w'l trph)."t6 In Cant. 3:4 the young lover means her words literally: "I grasped him
('hz) and would not let him go (w"16' 'arpennft)."

The contrastive adjective pair rdpeh/hdzaq appearc in Moses'charge to the spies to
find out whether the inhabitants of the land of Canaan are strong (hdzAd or weak
(rdpeh) (Nu. 13:18) and also in the promise that "weak hands" will be made "strong"
(Isa. 35:3; Job 4:3).tz

b. Other Another idiomatic usage of rph (hiphil) is in combination with min (Dt.
9;14;Jgs. l1:37;Ps.37:8;alsoEx.4:26 [qal]),/'(l S. 1l:3;2K.4:27),sometimesan
accusative (Job 7:19; Sir. 5l:10), or absolutely (l S. 15:16; Ps. 46:11[Eng. l0]). Se-
mantically related to these texts are the utterances'al-terep yddAkA m4'afiddAftA Qosh.
10:6) and herep ydQef;d (2 S. 24:16 par. I Ch. 2l:15); in the former, yagl stands for
Yahweh's intervention to help, in the latter, to punish.

There are other texts besides those already mentionedlS where the hiphil of rplr
takes an accusative object. In Ps. 138:8 the psalmist prays, "Do not forsake the work of
your hands";le in Neh. 6:3 Nehemiah asks whether he should stop his work.2O

3. Figurative Usage. Drooping hands are a common image expressing discourage-
ment or fatigue; here we find the verb rph qal and piel, as well as the adj. rapeh andthe
now rippaybn. Here it will suffice to list the texts and the subjects involved: 2 S. 4:l
(Ishbaal); l7:2 (David); Isa. l3:7 (like Jer 50:43: Babylon on the "day of Yahweh");
35:3; Jer. 6:24;38:4.

(In the case of Jer. 38:4, Lachish ostracon VI should be cited, since it employs the
same idiom: whnh dbry hl. . .) I' tbm lrpt ydyk, "and behold, the words of the of[ficials]
are not good, (but) to make your hands slack."2l According to Conrad,22 lrpt ydym also
has the military sense of "demobilize," as is shown by its opposite in Arad ostracon
88.2: 'ms lpiell zrw'. It describes the same situation as the Jeremiah passage.23)

Other passages include Jer.47:3 (the Philistines);49:24 (Damascus; here the
word ydQ is not present, so that rpft is used absolutely2a); Ezk. 7 :17; 2l:12(7) (Jeru-
salem); Zeph. 3:16 (encouraging Jerusalem: 'al-tirai . . . 'al-yirptt ydddyib;2 Ch.
l5:7 (the prophet Azariah ben Oded similarly encourages Asa of Judah); Job 4:3.
Neh. 6:9 recounts the attempts of Nehemiah's political opponents to intimidate him
(cf. Ezr. 4:4).In Sir. 4:29 we read: "Do not be boastful with your tongue, but slack
(rpy) and subdued (rJ.i) in your deed";25 in 25:23: "Drooping hands (rpywn ydym)

16. Following G. Sauer, JSHRZllV5,52O.
17. See III.3 below.
18. See above.
19. Following H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 6U150 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1989), 505.
20. On Sir. 6:27 see III.2.a above.
21. KAr, 196.5-6.
22. D. Conrad, TUAT U6 (1985), 624.
23. J. B. Pritchard, Archaeology and the OT (Princeton, 1958), 10-1 8, esp. 1 7.
24. See III.2.b above.
25. G. Sauer, JSHRZ III/5, 516.
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and weak knees (kilwn brlcym) come from the wife who does not make her husband

haPPY."ze

4. r'paim. In his Thesaurus,ZT Gesenius considers the possibility that the noun
repdTm (II) might derive from the adj. rapeh; GesB presents this etymology as com-
monly accepted: "usually considered the plural of i1D], slack."28 HAL, with some reser-

vations, lists the noun among the derivatives of rph.ze

The "departed"3o or "dead spirits":t dwelling in i"'61 as "sunken" or "weak" shades

are mentioned in Isa. l4:9;26:14,19. In the Psalms and in sapiential proverbs (Ps.

88:11[10]; Prov. 2:18; 9:18;21:16), the dwelling place of the rpdim generally stands

for the downfall of fools. For Job 26:,5 many scholars (with LXX) find a reference to
the giants discussed tnder r"paTm (l).

W. LXX. Because the usage of the root rph is highly varied and often idiomatic, the

LXX does not offer a uniform equivalent. Most common are compounds of ffein, such
as eklyein (Josh. 10:6; l8:3:2 S. 4:l; 11:2;2 Ch. l5:7; Ezr.4:4; Neh. 6:9; Isa. 13:7;Jer.
38:4; 49:24; Ezk. 7:17 fJer. 47:3: 6klysis)) and paralyein (Jer. 6:24; 50:43; Ezk.
2l:l2?l). We also find forms of ani4nai (Jgs.8:3; I S. 1l:3; 15:16;25.24:16par.
I Ch.2l:15; I Ch.28:20;lsa.5:24;35:3), enkataleipein (Dt.4:31; Josh. l:5), and

katapaiein (Ezk. l:24). The adj. rapehin Ex. 5:8,17 and the verb rph in Ps. 46:l l(10)
are rendered with scholdzein and scholastiis, respectively.

V. Dead Sea Scrolls. The Dead Sea Scrolls follow the OT usage of rph.In lQpHab
7: I I we read of "the men of truth, who fulfill the law, whose hands do not grow weary
(ld' yirptt y"QAhem) from serving the truth when the final age is extended beyond
them,"32 while lQM 14:6 (as well as the earlier recension 4QM" frs. t-rO, 1'41:) as-

serts that God trains frail hands (ydym rpwt) in war. Sir. 6:27 (Heb.) is echoed in 2QSir
2:8; the texts 4Q176 fr. 30, 3 and 4Q502 ft. 44,2 are fragmentary and uncertain.

Beyse

26. Ibid., 568.
27. GesTh, 1302.
28. GesB,770.
29. HAL, IIt, 1275.
30. GesB,770.
31. HAL, IIr,1275.
32. E. Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran (Munich,2197l),237.
33. C.-H. Hunzinger, ZAW 69 (1957) 135-36.
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i13J ras,i; 11]J1 rasOnTT

I. West Semitic. II. Statistics. III. Verb: l. Qal; 2. Other Conjugations; 3. rpft II. IV. Noun. V.
Names. VI. Dead Sea Scrolls. VII. LXX.

I. West Semitic. The lexeme rsw/y is attested only in West Semitic. Ah,k. tarsetum
is probably a West Semitic loanword.l In Arabic the verb raQiya, "be pleased, content,"
is found, along with a series of derived nouns.2 There is also a South Arabic rdw/y.3 ln
Syriac and Aramaic the lexeme r" II is used with a similar meaning.4

In the other West Semitic languages, r;w/y is very rare.s One occurrence in
Palmyrene6 may be ignored.T The Ugaritic evidence is likewise unclear. The reading
wyrp lkls is disputed.e The PN rsn10 is possible but not certain.ll Amor. rs may be con-
sidered certain.l2 The Amarna letters are discussed elsewhere.13

II. Statistics. The verb rsft occurs 59 times, the noun rds1n,56. There are 44 occur-
rences of the qal (13 in Psalms; 4 in Leviticus; 3 each in I Chronicles, Job, Proverbs,
Ezekiel, and Malachi;2 each in Deuteronomy, 2 Chronicles, and Jeremiah; I each in
Genesis, 2 Samuel, Esther, Hosea, Amos, Micah, Haggai, and Ecclesiastes), 7 of the
niphal (6 in Leviticus; Isa. 40:2), and I each of the piel (Job 20:10), hithpael (1 S.
29:4), and hiphil (Lev. 26:34). Dahood's proposed reading of the infinitive absolure of

rasd. A. Bonora, "L enigmatico proverbio di Pr 14,9," RivB 36 (1988) 6l-66; G. Gerleman,
"i13'] rsft Gefallen haben," THAT ll,810-13; I. Matsuda, "The Structure of Mental Activities in
Biblical Hebrew," AJBI 2 (1976) 79-99; R. Rendtorff, "Priesterliche Kulttheologie und
prophetische Kultpolemik," TLZ 8l (1956) 339-42; idem, Studien zur Geschichte des Opfers im
Alten Israel. WMANT 24 (1967), esp. 253-60; G. Segalla, "La volonti di Dio nei LXX, in
rapporto al TM: 06),4pcr, rds6n, h€fesl' RivB 13 (1965) 121-43; idem, "La volonti di Dio in
Qumran," RivB ll (1963) 379-95.

l. AHw,III, 1331.
2. Wehr,344.
3. Beeston, 115; Biella, 494-95; G. L. Harding, An Index and Concordance of pre-Islamic

Arabian Names and Insciptions (Toronto, l97l),280.
4. l,exSyr 738.
5. For Aramaic see WTM, lY, 464-66; Jastrow, 1493.
6. H. Ingolt et al., Recueil des kssires de Palmyre (Paris, 1955), 991a.
7. PNPI, 50, tt2.
8. Cited by UT, no.2340.
9. Despite M. Dahood, Ugaritic-Hebrew Philology. BietOr 16 (1965), 47,72: and CML2; cf .

KTU, 1.16, t, 45.
lO. UT no.2349; KTU, 4.370, 16.
11. See V below.
12. APNM, 265 I. l. Gelb, Computer-Aided Analysis of Amorite. AS 2l (1980), 30,347.
13. D. Sivan, Grammatical Analysis and Glossary of the Northwest Semitic Vocables in Akka-

dian Texts of the 15th-l jth Centuries B.C. from Canaan and Syria. AOAT 214 (1984), 165.
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rsl, in Hos. 4:2 remains uncertain.l4 There are 14 occurrences of the noun in Proverbs,

13 in Psalms, 7 in Leviticus, 6 in Isaiah, 4 in Daniel, 2 each in Deuteronomy,
Nehemiah, and Esther, and l each in Genesis, Exodus,2 Chronicles,Ezra, Jeremiah,
and Malachi.

III. Verb.
l. Qal. The basic meaning of the verb is best defined as "be pleased with, hnd good

or pleasant, love, like, wish for," etc. The treatment of rsft in the LXX attests to its
range of meanings.15

Important synonyms include -+ ilfN 'Abd, "be willing"; --> illN wh piel and
hithpael, "desire"; -, :;'lN 'dha!, "love"; -+ "!l]f, bahar "choose"; -+ 11) brk, "bless";
-+ 'lDB hdmaS, "desire, take pleasure in"; -+ masA' hdnt6 b"'AnA, "be pleasing in the

eyes of' (when hEn is discussed, the meaning "grace" is often mistakenly emphasized;
Lande has rightly pointed out, however, that the basic meaning of h€n is not really
"grace" but "that which makes pleasant"lT;' + Fin ltape;, "delight in"; ytb b"'AnA, ytb
fipnA, "please";18 -+ lT yd/a', "know"; -+ lttrlr yi', "save, help, deliver"; yaiar be'AnA,

"pleasg"'re -+ 'II) kdbdd, "honor"; l.tbb, "love";zo + ilUl natA, "be inclined toward";
-+ )31 nsl, "deliver"; -+ 'lly 'azar, "help"; -, f "ly 'rb 1ll, "be pleasing"; -; 1t19 lrr
niphal, "be entreated"; + EnI rhm, "love l' piel "have mercy"; ipr'1, "please." Like its
nominal derivative, the verb rsft is relatively uncommon in the context of human rela-
tionships.2l

The use of rsft in Dt. 33, probably an early text, is characteristic. V. 1l records the
blessing of the tribe of Levi: "Bless lbrkl, O Yahweh, his substance, and take pleasure

in the work of his hands fttpd'al ydddyw tirsehf);' And v. 24 promises that the tribe of
Asher will be "the favorite of his brothers ft"hi resfiy 'ehaywl." As the context shows,
these utterances are associated closely with the notion of Yahweh's blessing.22 Here
being favored means prosperity, success, etc.; it is considered the result of God's bless-
ing. The close connection between rsh and Drfr is also illustrated by the use of rasdnz3

and b"rdf;d in parallel in v. 23, which describes Naphtali: "Naphtali is sated with favor

lrd;6nl and full of birftalyhwhl'za Est. l0:3, a very late text, describes Mordecai as be-
ing "very popular with all his kinsmen fwerasfiy lero! 'ehaywl." Here the connection
with the deity is not expressed directly but is implicit.

14. M. Dahood, Proverbs and Northwest Semitic Philology (Rome, 1963),54.
15. See VII below.
16. -+l)fi hanan.
17. I. Lande, Formelhafte Wendungen der Umgangssprache im AI (Leiden, 1949),95.
18. HAL,1,340.
19. +'1!2r yaiar [ll.5.a.
20. HAL, r,284.
21. See IV below.
22. C. W. Mitchell, The Meaning of brk "to bless" in the OT. SBLDS 95 (1987), 16, 67,89,

ll7,167,169, etc.
23. See IV below.
24. Mitchell, Meaning, 89, 167.
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The verb rsh can also express the love of the king and the people for the Jerusalem
temple and for Zion. ln the Chronicler's history of the building of the temple, David
says: "Because of my love [birs6!t] for the house of my God, I give gold and silver out
of my treasure" (1 Ch. 29:3). Ps. 102:15(Eng. 14) says that those who worship Yahweh
hold the stones of Zion dear (ki-rdsft ''baddka 'e!-'"!dnAhd). "Even as a city of ruins,
Zion remains the sanctuary of God."25

The semantic range of the lexeme is illustrated by 2 Ch. 10:7. Here, in the story of
Rehoboam's coronation, rsft is used in the sense of "oblige the people [frr"st!dm]:' ln
the Psalms, too, rsh is used to describe human relationships.

Ps. 50: 1 8( 17) is disregarded here, since the form wattires probably comes from ris,'
thus LXX, Syr., and Tg. read wattdros.26 Ps. 62 is an individual lament and petition that
is hard to date; v. 5(4) says of the psalmist's enemies: "They take pleasure in falsehood

Itir;fi laTa!1" (MT is very uncertain; here too LXX and Syr. read ydrusfr). Ps.
49:14(13) also uses rsh for a human situation. The text of this sapiential psalm is
poorly preserved; here it describes the end of "those who delight in great words
fb"pthem firsfi);'zt

A frequency analysis shows that wisdom literature is particularly apt to use rsft to
describe human relationships. In Prov. 3:12, for example, we read: "The one Yahweh
loves he reproves, as a father the son in whom he delights [fr.k'db'e!-bon yirsehl' And
Prov.23:26 (unless we read Q tissdrnd, with LXX, Syr., Vg., Tg., and many comms.)
contains the exhortation: "Give me your heart, my son, and let your eyes delight in my
ways fwe'AnAkd d"rakay tirsend; Kl." In Job 14:6 (the context voices Job's thoughts on
the transitory human condition), Job wishes that God would let a person alone, "that he
might at least like a day laborer enjoy his day l'aQ-yirseh kidktr ydm6l." ln the story of
Jacob's reconciliation with Esau, Jacob says to his brother: "You look on me with plea-
sure fwattirsdnt)" (Gen. 33: l0). Herc rsh appears together with the idiom masa' hen
6e'2n2.28

All other occurrences of rsle have God as subject, directly or indirectly. For exam-
ple, Yahweh's pleasure can be directed toward particular individuals whom he calls.
According to I Ch. 28:4,David was chosen to be king because Yahweh took delight in
him (rsh). In the first of the Servant Songs (Isa. 42:1), Yahweh speaks through the
prophet, describing his servant: "my chosen, in whom I delight [rd;"!d napitl'In these
two passages, then, there is a connection between God's electionze and rsh.

But the experiences of everyday life in ancient Israel also reflect the great impor-
tance of Yahweh's rsft. Elihu accuses Job of saying: "It profits nothing to be on good
terms with God [birso16 'im-'"ldhtm)" (Job 34:9). But Job's assertion that devotion is
futile stands in stark contrast to the traditional understanding of Yahweh's rsh in an-
cient Israel, where (again esp. in wisdom literature) the pleasure of the deity was con-

25. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1989), 286.
26. Contra M. Mannati, VT 25 (1975) 659 n. 3.
27. See the discussion in R. Pautrel, RSR 54 (1966) 530-36.
28. See above.
29. -->aF'a bahar
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sidered fundamental to human existence: "If he prays to God, God will take pleasure in
himfwayyirs/hfi)" (Job 33:26).In a similar vein we read in Prov. 16:7: "When Yahweh

takes pleasure [bir;61 yhwh) in someone's ways, then Yahweh causes even that per-

son's enemies to be reconciled peacefully."
In Ps. 147: 10- I I, in a late hymn, rsft stands in synonymous parallelism with -+ IDII

l.tdp4;: Yahweh "has no delight in the speed of a man |6'-l'i6qA hdii yirseh) . . .

Yahweh takes pleasure in those who fear him lrdseh yhwh 'e1-yerA'dywl." Closely allied
to this sapiential mode of thought is I Ch. 29:17:Yahweh "takes pleasure in upright-
ness ffrmAidrim tir;ehl." The typical rhetoric of the book of Ecclesiastes can also use

the root rgft; Eccl. 9:7 justifies eating and drinking with enjoyment by arguing that ev-

erything humans do "has met with God's pleasure long before (rdsd hd'"ldhtm)l'
According to Ps. 149:4 (probably a very early hymn), Yahweh's pleasure in his peo-

ple (kt-rdseh yhwh b"'ammd) is crowned with victory. Similarly, a "historical retro-
spect" (Ps. 44:4131) recalls that in the past Yahweh gave victory to his people because

he delighted in them (kt r"sftam). Thus rsft also has a place in the theology of the holy
war. In the people's desperate plight, a postexilic communal lament prays similarly, re-
calling past deliverance from affliction: "Then, O Yahweh, you were favorable to your
landlrdstldyhwh'arseftdl" (Ps. 85:2[1]). It is clear from the context that here too there

is a definite connection between rsh and Yahweh's forgiveness of sin and guilt. In a

similarly characteristic vein, the psalmist prays in Ps. 77:8(7): "Will the Lord spurn

forever, and never again be favorable fwelo'-yds?p lirs61'6fl?" A similar notion appears

in Ps.40:14(13), in an individual lament, where deliverance3o from deepest affliction is

equated with Yahweh's favor (r"sdh yhwh).
In Ps. 119, a late "devotional anthology," v. 108 asks Yahweh to accept with favor

the psalmist's offerings of praise (nidbbt pi r"seh-na'yhwh). But Yahweh may accept

more than verbal offerings. Most of the passages where r,r/e occurs are in cultic con-
texts. The words of Arauna in 2 5.24:23 are typical. After the census of the people or-
dered by David, the land is devastated by Yahweh's punishment. After an altar is built
on his threshing floor, the Jebusite Arauna prays: "May Yahweh your God be favorable
to you lthwh'"bhAftd yir;e[d];'The fate of the people depends on Yahweh's favor to-
ward them. Such texts make clear how closely the rsh of Yahweh is related to the brk of
Yahweh. Blessing is therefore deeply embedded in the cult of ancient Israel; it is not, as

is often assumed, a late development of P's cultic theology.3l
In OT usage rslr is not only a central theological term expressing fundamental rela-

tionships between God and human beings, but also a technical term of the sacrificial
cult.32 On Yahweh's favorable acceptance ofthe sacrifice depends the fate oflsrael and

those who worship Yahweh. According to P, the purpose of the cult is to settle the debt

human beings owe God. In priestly thought the notion of Yahweh's "pleasure, accep-

tance" in the context of the sacrificial cult was developed into a comprehensive and sys-

30. -+ )IJ nsl.
31. Still valuable in detail is S. Mowinckel, PsalmenstudienV. Segen und Fluch in lsraels

Kuh und Psalmendichtung (Oslo, 1924).
32. See IV below.
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tematic theology of "credit": sacrifices are effectual only if they are "pleasing." Only
then are they "credited." An offering that cannot be credited is an "abomination."33

According to Ezk. 43:26-27, an altar must be consecrated for seven days before sac-
rifice is offered; only then will God "be favorably inclined" (cf .20:40-411.2+

In critical situations it was the task of the prophets to intervene with Yahweh to in-
spire his pleasure in his people.35 Sometimes, however, instead of the expected assur-
ance of salvation the response was a prophecy ofdisaster: on account ofthe great sins
of the people, "Yahweh has no pleasure in them lyhwh ld' rdsdmT" Qer. 14:10; here and
elsewhere NRSV translates rsh with "accept"). If we can postulate a situation of
"cultic" intercession here (cf. 7:16;29:7;37:3;42:2), then in this passage rs& appears
in the context of prophetic criticism of the cult. ln 14:12 Yahweh speaks through the
prophet: 'Although they fast, I do not hear their cry and although they offer burnt of-
fering and grain offering, I have no pleasure in them f'Anenni rosam]." Am.5:22 is sim-
ilar: "Even though you offer me your burnt offering . . . I have no pleasure in your grain
offerings; the offerings of well-being of your fatted animals I will not look upon." On
the basis of this latter text, Wiirthwein has contended that oracular extispicy was prac-
ticed in Israel to determine whether the sacrifice was accepted or rejected, and that it is
in this concrete practice that we must seek the background for prophetic criticism of
the cult.36 Wtirthwein's theory is interesting but remains hypothetical.

Other prophets, too, voice their criticism of automatic "crediting of offerings":
"They love sacrifices; they offer flesh and eat of it. But Yahweh has no pleasure in
them lthwh ld' rdsaml" (Hos. 8: l3). This criticism of the cult appears also in Mic. 6:7
and Ps. 5l:18(16) (note the parallelism in the latter text with -+ FDn bdpd;).

That the prophets'criticism of the cult cannot be reduced to a simple formula is espe-
cially clear from the appearance of such criticism in Mal. l:10,13, where the criticism of
sacrifices appears in conjunction with the priestly requirement that sacrificial animals
be without blemish (cf. Lev. 22).Theverb rsh already appears in the introduction (v. 8).
The prophet ironically tells his listeners to offer the governor a lame or sick animal, then
asks whether the governor will be pleased with it (hnirtLA; there is no need to emend
the MT to h)irs€hfr with the LXX lei prosddxetai aut6l37). Then in v. l0 we read:
fiminhd lo'-'er;eh mtyeQftem, "I will not accept an offering from your hand." Here again
we find rsh and /rps used in parallel. Even though the phraseology of Malachi closely re-
sembles that of Amos, Malachi's criticism of the cult really attacks only the unfitness of
the sacrificial animals. And so v. 13 goes on: "You bring what is blind and sick as an of-
fering - should I accept that from your handlha'erseh'6td . . .l?" The text is difficult.rs

33. -+ )llo pigg,AL
34. R. Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschichte des Opfers im Alten Israel. WMANT 24 (1967), 257 -

58.
35. For a discussion of the much-debated role of intercessor and mediator played by prophets

in the religion of the OT, see S. E. Balentine, JBL 103 (1984) 16l-73; also -r ll} pU.
36. E. Wiirthwein, TLZ72 (1947) 143-52.
37. B. Glazier-McDonald, Malachi, the Divine Messenger SBLDS 98 (1987), 51.
38. See comms. in loc.
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Malachi's theology clearly has more in common with the priestly tradition than with the
prophets. Also typical of the late period is Hag. l:8: the prophet's exhortation to work
on the temple emphasizes that its rebuilding will give Yahweh pleasure.

Analysis of the passages in which the prophets criticize the cult thus shows clearly
that the reasons behind the criticism can vary considerably. In the late prophets, this
criticism bears a distinctly "priestly" stamp, whereas the criticism of the classical
prophets is usually directed against syncretism, apostasy, and idolatry. Instead of sacri-
fice, Yahweh desires loyalty3e and justice.a0 Sometimes - especially in the book of
Jeremiah - one has the impression that sacrifices are unnecessary. The conception of
the prophets recalls that of the Deuteronomists. Thus the prophetic criticism of the cult
stands in the larger context of the tension between the fundamental religious concep-
tion of the prophets and Deuteronomists on the one hand and Priestly theology on the
other.al

2. Other Conjugations. The verb rsft occurs also in other conjugations. The occur-
rences ofthe niphal are all in Priestly texts that seek to regulate the relationship between
Yahweh and those offering sacrifice; as in the corresponding texts that use the qal,a2 the
verb is a technical term of sacrificial theology.a3 In Lev. 7 :ll-21, the Priestly regulations
governing the fitness of the sacrifice of well-being,a v. 18 says: "If any of the flesh of
the sacrifice of well-being [mibb"fur-zef;al.t i"ldmdyw] is eaten on the third day, it shall
not be acceptable lld'ydrdpehl"; cf. the same prescript in l9:7).+s The regulations gov-
erning the fitness of sacrificial animals in 22:17-25 forbid the acquisition of such ani-
mals from a foreigner: "They shall not be accepted among you [/d' yzrastt ldkem)"
(v. 25). According to v.23, a deformed or mutilated ox or sheep may be presented as a

freewill offering, but "as a vow it must not be accepted ffil%eQer ld'yErdsehl)' A further
regulation governing sacrificial animals in 22:26-30 provides that a newborn animal
must remain with its mother for seven days (v. 27). From the eighth day on, it is "accept-
able as a fire offering for Yahweh lydrdseh l"qorban'iiieh lthwhl'

According to Lev. l:4, the person offering a sacrifice is to lay his hand on the head
of the burnt offering ('6h1,+e "and it shall be acceptable for him fw"nirsd /dl and make
atonement for him." The hypothesis that this conception of sacrifice and its acceptance
is lateaT has been disputed by Milgrom;+8 with reference to l:4, he has pointed out that

39. --> 1Ol1 heseQ.

40. -+ 9![rD miipa!.
41. For further discussion of the prophets' criticism of the cult, see H. M. Barstad, SW 34

(1984), 1l l-18, with bibliog.; see also IV below.
42. Ort rdsdn see IV below.
43. See III.I above.
44. See III.I above.
45. D. P. Wright, The Disposal of Impurity. SAZDS 101 (1987), 140-43.
46. rbid., 17.
47. K. Koch, EvT 26 (1966) 217-38: these rites of atonement came into being during the ex-

ile, under Babylonian influence.
48. J. Milgrom, IDBSup,769.
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we are dealing here with a very ancient institution. Even if the present text is late, an
early dating of rslr in Leviticus is not ruled out. The claim that the sacrihcial rites in P
are to be understood solely as apotropaic exorcisms4e is in any case an oversimplifica-
tion.50 (There is no reason to emend nipr"sd in I Ch. l3.2 to nirs"tA.5t)

The only instance of a piel is textually uncertain. In the second speech of Zophar
(Job 20:l-29), v. 10 reads: banayw y"rassfi dalltm, "his children must seek the favor of
the poor." This passage has been the subject of much discussion (cf. LXX ol$naisz1.
Since the MT is possible, there is no reason to question it.

The hithpael occurs once. In the story of David's dismissal from the Philistine army
(l s. 29), the Philistines ask in v. 4: "How could he [David] make himself more popular
ffilammeh yilrasseh] with his lord than with the heads of these men?"

Like the qal,53 these other conjugations exhibit a certain semantic breadth; but they
do not appear to diverge significantly from the meanings of the qal.

3. rshll.While GesBl3 lists only a single t"i"-e rdLgh, a rds6'Ilappears for the first
time in GesBla. For the most part, Hebrew philology has operated subsequently with a
root rslr II with the meaning "pay, receive back, satisfy, atone."s4 The qal is identified
in Lev. 26:41;26:43;2 Ch.36i2t, the niphal in Isa. 4O:2, and the hiphil in Lev.26:34.
Many, however, have not accepted a rsh rl.ss The decomposition of r;h into two differ-
ent lexemes is in fact hardly sustainable. The basic problem is the extremely rich se-
mantic field of rqh (note the variety of translations used by LXX56). FurtheJrnore, the
claimed instances of rshrr are not uniform. The famous text Isa. 4o:2, kt nirsd'"w6nd,
is usually translated with "paid, settled, forgiven," or the like. But this translation does
not necessarily presuppose the existence of a rsft II. The niphal of rsft is easily under-
stood here as a variant on the standard terminology of sacrifice, in the sense "her sin
has been accepted," i.e., has been forgiven by God. The best translation of rsi here is
"expiated." Such a meaning of the lexeme appears also in postbiblical texts5T and in
Modern Hebrew. The meaning "expiate" can be understood easily as a later develop-
ment, so that the hypothesis of a rsh II is unnecessary.

That rsh can have this meaning is also shown by Lev. 26:34: "Then [after the catas-
trophel the land shall accept ftir;eh: EU 'make up for'; NRSV .enjoy'] its sabbath
years as long as it lies desolate, while you are in the land of your enemies. Then the
land rests and has its sabbaths accepted fw"hirsay; EU 'receive compensation for';
NRSV 'enjoy'1." The tone here is bitterly ironic. The verse probably means that the

49.E.g., J. G. Vink, OTS 15 (1969), esp. 140.
50. Milgrom, IDBSup, 78-82.
51. BHK and HAL, following LXX (eudothd).
52. See VII below.
53. See III.l above.
54. GesB; HAL; E. Ben Yehuda, Thesaurus totius hebraitatis.
55. E.g., Krinig, 452; LexHebAram, T86; Gerleman, 810.
56. See VII below.
57. For the Dead Sea Scrolls see VI below.
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land must accept involuntary sabbath years on account of the many sabbath years in-
curred as a debt during the period before the exile 

- or, more simply: since the peo-
ple's failure to observe the sabbaths of Yahweh led to devastation (Ezk.20:13; Neh.
13: l7-18), now the land must accept a sabbath rest involuntarily (see also v. 35). Stylis-
tically, we are still dealing here with a kind of wordplay, an ironic variant on the
Priestly "credit terminology."

The same notion appears again in Lev.26:43: "The land accepts fw"lires) when it
lies desolated without its inhabitants." Then, however, the verse goes on: ..They shall
expiate their iniquity ltirsfi'e1-'owdndml'In the same context (v. 4l) we read: ..Then

their uncircumcised heart must be humbled, and then they must expiate their sins
fw"'azyirsfi'e1-'"wdndm)." Bertholet rightly says: "The author appears to enjoy playing
on words."58 Lev. 26:41 and 43 use the same language as the prologue of Deutero-
Isaiahse (rsh+ -+119 'awbneol. The language of v. 43areappears in 2 Ch. 36:21:"to
fulfill the word of Yahweh by the mouth of Jeremiah, until the land had accepted l'aQ-
rdtelAl its sabbaths." Both passages are very late. The theological focus of these texts is
on the need for the people to expiate their sin if Yahweh is to remember his covenant
with their ancestors.

Apart from Isa. 40:2 and Lev. 26141, the instances of a possible rsh lI all involve a
kind of technical term in conjunction with the sabbath. Here too the formula rsft +
'awon usttallv appears in the immediate context. Bertholet and Gerleman have noted
correctly that the lexeme rsi is used almost as a play on words.6l The texts - all very
late - are exegetically problematic, but the best translation is "accept." Thus there is
no real reason to postulate the existence of rshll.

IV. Noun. The noun rasbn occurs 56 times in the or. Its semantic range approxi-
mates (and in part coincides with) that of the verb rsh; it can best be translated as
"pleasure, goodwill, favor, goodness, love, understanding," or.,will, wish, desire," etc.
As a cultic term it occurs in the expres sion leras6n, with the meaning "acceptance" (of
a sacrifice). Semantically, the lexeme rasOn is very close to + f DII hdpes/hdpes. other
synonyms include -+ fi'lN 'ahobd: -+ JDN 'emfind, 'eme!: ) r"tt,N hjfu; --+ ir1) b"ri1;
+ 'Jl) berakh; -+ l.),ll hdn, hannfin; -+ TDI| l.teseS;62 --1 f 'tU ftbA, l6b b"'€nA; -+ ittr2r
y"ifi'k; -+ "ll2r yaiar b"AnA; -+ llf ) kabOd; nthdayaz -+ E}l nd'am, naim, no'am; -+
a19 'ardb; + Dn"l rhm, rahfrm; + ot)u idl6m; as well as other idiomatic construc-
tions with 'im and'e1.6a

The noun is also used concretely in an objectified sense: "that which is pleasant,
etc." Sometimes it is semantically impossible to distinguish the derived noun ras6n

58. A. Bertholet, l,eviticus. KHC lll (1901), 96.
59. See above.
60. see also R. Knierim, Die Hauptbegrtffe fiir silnde imAr (Gtitersloh, 1965), 259-61.
61. Gerleman,8ll.
62. E. Kellenberger, Hciscid wtitmiit als Ausdruck einer Glaubensenfahrung. ATANT 69 (1982).
63. But see HAL,1,696.
64. D. Vetter, Jahwes Mit-Sein als Ausdruck des Segens. AzTll45 (1971).
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from forms of the verb r;h. Llke rsh, rAs,n is relatively frequent in the Psalms, always

with God as the subject (act. or pass.); but these occulrences exhibit great variety'

Most, if datable at all, are late. In Ps. 19, for example, a postexilic hymn in praise of the

t6rd, v.15(14) prays that the psalmist's words of praise will be pleasing (yihyfi l"rds6n)

to yahweh. In ps. 5, an individual lament, the psalmist prays in v. 13(12) that Yahweh

will cover the righteous with his favor (ras6n, here in a double acc' construction) as

with a shield. In Ps. 69:14(13), probably a postexilic lament, the psalmist prays to

Yahweh ..in an acceptable time" ('z! ras6n).6s In a hymn praising Yahweh's power as

creator (89:18[17]; the hymn is probably much earlier than the postexilic lament over

the rejection of the house of David in which it is embedded66), the psalmist says: "For

you*"theirgloryandstrength,youexalt[K]ourmightbyyourfavorffibirsdn"kd
iArtm qarnCnAl:'tn tOO:+, in an exhortation to give thanks and praise used to introduce

a postexilic historical psalm, the psalmist says: "Remember me, Yahweh, out of love

liir;6nj for your people" (cf. the use of rsh in 44:4131; 149:467). In this way, rasbn

finds natural use in the context of Israel's election'

According to 30:6(5), Yahweh is only a moment in his anger, but lifelong in his fa-

vor (birs6n6; cf. v. 8[7]; text?). According to 145 16, Yahweh opens his hand and fills

everything that lives as is his pleasure (rdsbn). In Isa. 60:10, too' rasdn stands for

Yahweh's favor toward his people. In this description of the future glory of Zion and

the rebuilding of Jerusalem, Yahweh proclaims that' although he struck down his peo-

ple in his writh, he will now have mercy (riham) on them in his favor (frbir$ni).lsa'

i9:8 speaks of the "time of favor" ('c1 rds1n).ot This expression refers to the "time of

grace and mercy" after the catastrophe, when Yahweh will come to the aid of his peo-

fl" or"" more. In an oracle of salvation whose phraseology recalls Deutero-Isaiah,

6t:2 speaks of a "year of Yahweh's favor."6e Here i"na1 rds6n l\thwh patallels y6m

naqam l€'bhanfi,';the day of vengeance for our God." The passage links Yahweh's

gracio.rs favor with the ancient concept of the "day of Yahweh"7o (cf. also 348;63:4:

ier. 46: l0). Thus Isa. 61:2 also connects the salvation of God's people with the down-

fall of Israel's enemies.Tl

In the book of Leviticus, the expressior. l"rasbn serves as a technical term denoting

God's favorable acceptance of the sacrificial offerings (alternating with rsft72)' It ap-

pears in Lev. 1:3 in the regulations governing the burnt offering ('6ld): a male animal

without blemish is to be sacrificed at the entrance to the tent of meeting, that it (the sac-

rifice) may find acceptance before Yahweh (lirs6nb lipnA yhwh)'13

65. For further discussion of this expression see below'

66. T. Veijola, Verheissung in der Kiise. AnAcScFenBl22O (1982)' 45-46'

67. See III above.
68. See Ps. 69:14(13) cited above.

69.W.Zimmerili,ArchdologieundAT.FSK.Galling(Tiibingen,l9.7o),321.32.
10. -+ d1' ydm.

Tl.ContraC.Westermann,Isaiah4046.OTL(Eng'trans'1969)'365-6'7'
72. See III above.
73. See III above.
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The individual precepts governing sacrificial animals in Lev. 19 also deal with the
fitness of the sacrificial offerings . Here ras6n functions as a technical term of priestly
"credit/merit theology." vv. 5-8, which discuss the proper way to eat the sacrifice, con_
tain the precept: "when you offer a zepah i"lamtm for yahweh, offer it in such a way
that it is acceptable in your behalf flirsdneftem)" (v. 5). The requirement that sacrificial
animals be wirhout blemish is the primary subjecr of 22:lj-2i. According to vv. 19ff.,
the sacrifice is to be "acceptable in your behalf flirsdneseml.,,These texts make clear
that fitness of the sacrificial animal is an absolute condition for acceptance of a sacri-
fice (on this notion see also Dt. 15:21 l7:l).

According to Lev. 22:29, a rhanksgiving offering (zebah_t6dd) is to be such that it
may be "acceptable on your behalf flirsdnef,em]" (cf. also 23:ll).In Ex. 2g:36-3g, fi-
nally, the Aaronic diademTa is to have a golden rosette and a blue cord: "It shall always
be on his forehead, in order that they [the congregation] may find favor fleras1n ldheml
before Yahweh."

The noun rds6n (with or without /) occurs 6 times in the book of Isaiah (49:g; 56:j;
58:5; 60:7,10;61:2). These texts all deal with yahweh's ras6n, but they are not homo-
geneous. Two utterances having to do with eschatological salvation recall the use of
rsh inEzk. 2o:40-41.75 The Isaiah texts, however, do not speak of yahweh's own peo_
ple but ofthe eschatological future ofthe foreigners (Isa. 56:7): "Their burnt offerings
and their sacrifices will be accepted [l"rds6n) on my altar, for my house shall be a
house of prayer for all people."76 In the context of the nations' pilgrimage to Jerusalem
(60:l-7), v.7 is probably to be understood in the same r"rr" fvtr is comrpt: read
l"rasdn'al-mizb"ht with 56:7). Isa. 58:5 (cf. the texts using rsft in criticism of the cult)
attacks fasting that is not appropriate to a y6m rds6n lJthwh.

In Jer. 6;20, too, lerasdn appears in an oracle criticizing the cult of yahweh,s own
people: "Your burnt offerings are not acceptable [l"rds6n), nor are your sacrifices
pleasing to me flo'-'ar"bfi li)." Here the use of ras6n is identical with that of rsh in ler.
l4:12; Hos. 8:13; Am. 5:22;Mic.6:7.tt

The Psalms use ras6n similarly to criticize the cult. Ps.5l:20(18) is particularly
interesting. In a posrexilic addition (vv.2o-21 tlg-lgl) to an earlier individual la_
ment and petition (Ps. 5l), the redacror has reacted to vv. lg-19(16-17), which
strongly criticize the cult, and attenuated the criticism: when yahweh in his good
pleasure (lirsbn"ftd) rebuilds the walls of Jerusalem, then he will delighr (taipop)
again in the sacrifices. This passage illustrates the semantic proximity of rsl and
bp;.

In several texts ras6n has the meaning "wish, desire, will, purpose.,' An example is
Ps. 40:9(8) (postexilic): "I delight ftldpdstt), o my God, to ao your wlll [la.oi61-
resoneftaf ." Since, however, the conrext ii critical of sacrifice (ct. v. ito)),the statement
in v- 9 must be classed with other texts that use both rasbn and, rsft in criticizing the

74. K. Galling, BRL2, 257.
75. See III above.
76. M. A. Beek, De Knecht. FS J. L. Koole (Kampen, l97g), 17_22.
77. See III above.
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cult.78 Ps. lO3:21 calls on "those who do his will [r'sbnb)" to praise Yahweh' In Ps'

143: 10 the psalmist prays: "Teach me to do your wlll lres6ne\dl, for you are my God'"

Ezra's demand that mixed marriages be dissolved (Ezr. 10:1 1) is identical with the de-

mand "to do his will" (wa'oifi r"sbnd).

Several texts that have to do with interpersonal relationships use ra;6n with the

meaning .,choice, liking." According to the historical retrospect in the penitential lit-

orgy of th" Levites (Netr. 9:24), after the conquest of the promised land, the Israelites

"oota 
ao with the Canaanites whatever they liked (la"i6! bdhem kirsbndm). The idiom

'did kirs}nb can signify the arbitrary conduct of the king, who acts "as he pleases"

(Dnl. l i:3,16 ,36; cf . also 8:4). The guests invited to a banquet in the royal palace are to

do as they desire (Est. 1:8). According to Est.9:5, the Jews did as they pleased

(kirsilndm) to those who hated them.

ln the Psalms, too, we find the lexeme rds1n tsed in this sense. According to Ps'

145:19, Yahweh "fulfills the desire of those who fear him fr"sin-yerE'aW7, he hears

their cry and saves them."
Like r.slz, rasbn also appears in wisdom literature. Of the 14 occurrences in Prov-

erbs, 3 are in passag"r ttrut refer to the king. A servant who deals wisely enjoys the

king's favor (r,;6n melek, 14:35), which is like the clouds that bring the spring rain

(16;15) or dew on the grass (19:12). Righteous lips are the delight of kings (r'-s6n

m"lakim, 16:13); the lips of the righteous know what is acceptable $18/'frn rd;6n,

rc31).The MT of l4:9 has been the subject of much discussion, but can probably be

left as it stands;7e the verse has to do with mutual goodwill among the upright. A simi

lar notion appears in 1l.27: "the one who diligently seeks good seeks satisfaction

lt"laqqEi rd;6nf!'
Elsewhere in Proverbs, ra;6n is associated with Yahweh as inner subject' The rela-

tionship between man and wife meets with Yahweh's rds6n (18:22). Wisdom says:

"Whoever finds me finds life and obtains favor frdsin) from Yahweh" (8:35). An accu-

rate weight is Yahweh's rdsiln (11:1), as are blameless ways (11:20), truth (10:32)'

goodness (12:2,22), and righteous lips (16:13)'
prov. 15:8 is a sapiential variant of the criticism of the cult found elsewhere in the

OT: ,.The sacrifice of the wicked is an abomination to Yahweh, but the prayer of the up-

right is his delight tfilpillal y"iartm f;6n61.8o

Finally, ra;bn appeis in Dt. 33: Moses' blessing for Joseph (vv. 13-17) prays that

the favorof the one who dwells in the briar bush (r"s6n idknt s'neh) may come on the

head of Joseph (v. 16), and the blessing for Naphtali prays that Naphtali may be sated

with favor (i"ba' rds6n) and full of the blessing of Yahweh (v' 23)'

V. Names. The masc. name risya' in 1 Ch. 7:39 derives from rsh, as does the fem.

lame tirsd, the name of one of the five daughters of Zelophehad (Nu' 26:33; 27:l;

78. See III above.
79. The discussion is summarized by w. McKane, Proverbs. oTL (Lg',lD),475-76.

80. See above.
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36:11; Josh. 17:3). These names (which mean "pleasant, agreeable,,) belong to the
class of personal names that emphasize psychological traits.sl The name r"sin (2 K.
15:37; 16.,5,6,9; Isa. 7:1,4,8;8:6; 9:10[11] ; Ezr. Z:4g; Neh. 7:50) may also derive from
rsft.82 As a toponym, the form tirsd is also the name of a canaanite city (Josh. 12:24)
that later became a residence of the Israelite kings (l K. l|:li; 15:21,33; 16:6,g-
9,15,17,23;2K.15:14,16); the city clearly enjoyed an especially lovery situation,83 al-
luded to in cant. 6:4, where the lover says to his bride, "ytu are Leautiful as Tirzah, my
love, comely as Jerusalem."

VI. Dead Sea Scrolls. The verb rasd occurs 27 times in the Dead Sea Scrolls, the
noun ra;6n 76 times. Their usage scarcely diverges from that found in the or, but the
texts are of great value both theologically and linguistically.

The verb occurs most often in the Manual of Discipline. In leS 3:11 (cf. g:10) the
devout "will be pleasing" (yrsh) tlro:ugh atonement. According to 4:1, yahweh takes
pleasure (yrsh) in the deeds of the spirit of light. The teacLer of the community
(hmikyl) takes pleasure in all that he does (9:24); here, as often in the or, rsft paralleis
bp;.The teacher also delights in God's judgments (w'rsh k'ir yiwpyny,l0:13), ..and

will not be appeased fwlw' 'rshl until his judgment is established" iio,zo). God's de_
light in tbe elect of humanity is mentioned in l l:16. The author of the Hymns accepts
(rsh)his affliction because he hopes for God's mercy (leH 9:10). The wicked ao not
delight (wl' rsw) in God's commandments (15:lg). The Damascus Document appeals
to the community "to choose that in which he [God] takes pleasure [,t 

,ir rsh]urd io r"_
ject that which he hates" (2: l5). As is true of many fragmentary texts, the interpretation
of lQpHab 7:16 is uncertain. In combination with 'dwan, rsi has the meaning ..expi_

ate."e According to IQS 8:3, one of the tasks of the twelve men belonging to th" 
"o--munity council is to expiate sin. This is also the meaning of rshin4eDibHam" frs. l_2,

6:5.
The noun rswn also appears frequently in leH. without yahweh's ..will,', nothing

is known (l:8; the reading of ll. 10 and r5 is uncertain). According to 4:33,human be-
ings are "sons of his [God's] pleasure frswnwf." But at the ,u-" ti-" we read: .Ac-
cording to your will [7 py rswnkh] and in your h[a]nd is judgment upon them all',
(5:4). God's compassion is for all the "sons of his pleasure,, (l l:9). of great theologi_
cal interest is 15:15, which states that the righteous are predestined by God for the
time of favor8s from the womb. Here predestination is thematized, although it is by no
means accepted exclusively. For example, the worshiper who is confidlnt of bling
elect must nevertheless cleanse his hands in accordance with God,s will (ftrsw[nft]). In
16:12 the worshiper cleanses himself in order to bring himself near to God's pleasure
(wlhgyiny brswnk).In the fragments of leH, r{},ut occurs four times. of particular in_

81. rPN,228-29.
82. Contra IpN,224.
83. On its identification see H. Weippert, 8RL3,344_45.
84. See III.3 above.
85. See IV above.
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terest is the expression'd q$ r;wnkh, "until the (set) time of your [God's] favor" (lQH
fr. 9:8).

God has given command "according to his will" (rswnw, lQS 5:l); it is good to

search it out (5:9) and govern one's conduct by it (5:10). Perfect conduct is "like a

pleasing freewill offering" (kndbt mnht rswn,9:5: cf. also CD I l:21). The maikil tegt-
lations in IQS 9 stipulate that the maskil is to "do everything according to the will of
God" (/'iwr 't rswn '1, 9:l3ff.; cf.9:23-24).

The noun r{wn occurs 7 times in the Damascus Document, where the usage of the

lexeme differs from that in the other texts, since it appears also with human subjects.

The ancestors were punished because "they acted according to their own will" (b'iwtm
't rswnm, CD 2:21; cf .3:ll-12). Abraham is extolled because he kept God's command-

ments "and did not choose the will of his own spirit" (w/' bhr brswn rwl.tw' 3:3).

Vt[. LXX. The LXX uses a variety of translations for rasd and ra;6n. For the verb

we find eudokein (22 times), pro sddche sthal ( 1 3 times), di che sthai (6 times), dekt6s (3

times), eulogein (3 times), and agapdn, dekt1s efnai, diatldssein, eisakoilein, episkopii,

euodoin, thdlein, ethdlein, $ein, ol$nai, paraddchesthai, and syntrdchein (once each).

The noun rasbn is translated by dekt1s (21 times), thdlEma (9 times), eudokia (7

times), arest6s (3 times), chdris (3 times), prosdekt6s (twice), thdldsis (twice), and

boillesthai, 6leos, epithymia, thdlein, ethilein, hilar6s, and hilar\tcs (once each)'
Barstad
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Diachronic Analysis: l. Early Texts; 2. Apodictic Laws and Prophetic Invective;3. Asylum. VII.

Summary. VI[. LXX; Dead Sea Scrolls.
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I. Etymology. There are few cognates of rasah in other languages. only in North
Arabic do we find a verb radalta, which means "break to piecei, shatter,';r 95 A rdh,
"strike, fight," may also be rclated.z The absence of cognate roots in the law codes of
the ancient Near East appears to suggest that rsh is not a legal term but belongs to ev-
eryday language.

If. Occurrences. There are 46 occurrences of forms derived from rsft in the OT
(47 if we include MT trshw in ps. 62:4[Eng. 3], which appears to be corrupt3). The
bulk of these occurrences are in the raws governing asylum inDt.4:41-4zf tg:t_tl:
Nu.35;Josh.20-21, and (in the Decalogue) Ex.20:13; Dt.5:17. The unique occur-
rence in Dt. 22:26 stands apart: this text is the only legal ordinance in which r;l.t oc_
curs outside the laws governing asylum and the Decalogue. The other occurrences are
in narrative texts in the historical books: Jgs. 2o:4; I K. 2l:19; 2 K. 6:32; in the
Prophets: lsa. l:21; Jer. 7:9; Hos. 4:2;6:9; in rhe psalms: 62:4(3): 94:6; and in wis_
dom: Job 24:14; Prov. 22:13.

III. Lexical Field. "Lexical field" is used here in accordance with Kedar's defini-
tion: "a group of words similar in meaning." "The neighboring terms are mutually in_
teractive, so that they are interdependent . . . with respect to sernantic compass, usage,
and distribution."a By analyzing semantically related words belonging to the lexical
field "kill," we shall attempt to encircle the meaning of the root rsft. bur primary inter-
est will be in synonyms that occur in the Hebrew text in combination with rsll.

Threeverbsinparticularappearinthecontextof rsh: -+I,l,lD mfi1 hiphll(cf.Nu.
35:19,21 with 35:27,30), rl;r harag (ps.94:6), and rhe Aramaic loanword qtl (Job
24:14). All three mean "kill" in the broadest sense and do not convey additional details
about the manner of killing. In Nu. 35: 19 ,21, the hiphil of mwr denotes the killing of a
murderer by the hand of the authorized avenger of blood; rsft denotes the same act in
vv. 27,30.In these texts, therefore, mwt and rsh are strictly synonymous. The instruc-
tions in these verses are meant to assure that the execution is carried out, not to deter-
mine how it is done. In Ps. 94:6 rsft is yoked in synonymous parallelism with /rrg. The
latter denotes the killing of human beings by other persons, diuin" o, human, likewise
without reference to how they are put to death. ln Job 24:14 rsh appears in synthetic
parallelism with qtl, which means "kill" in the broadest sense. Hereioo all that matters
is the outcome of the act. Nothing is said about how the killing is done.

In addition, mwt, hrg, and qfl are unrestricted with respect tothe subject and object

Tbdesrecht im AT. BZAW il4 (1969), esp. 9-15; J. J. Stamm, "sprachliche Erwiigungen zum
Gebot 'Du sollst nicht t6ten,"' TZ I (1945) gl-g1.

--+ o)Vd miqtal

1. Lane, U3, lO96:. Wehr, 343.
2. Biella, 493-94.
3. H.-J. Kraus, Psalras 60-150 (Eng. trans.

trwsw.
4. B. Kedar, Biblische Semantik (Stuttgart,

631

Minneapolis, 1989), 12, prefers the emendation

1981), l8l.
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of the act of killing. Even God can be the subject (Ex. l3:15; Isa.27:l; Am.4:10;9:l;
Ps.78:34; 135:10; 139:19 Job l3:15; Lam.2:21;3:43). Often rslz is glossedby nkh

(hiphil) nepei (Josh.20:3; Nu. 35:11) or r'(Dt. 19:4).If we compare Dt.22i26 arld

4:42 with i9: t 1 and l9:4, we note that the first two texts use r,rfz strictly synonymously

with nkh hiphil, which denotes the outward act of striking, which may or may not result

in death. Its range of meanings thus extends from "strike" to "slay," and it emphasizes

the use of physical force.s

Finally, the formula idpaf; ddm (ndqt), "shed (innocent) blood," occurs also in the

contextofrsft. InDt. l9:10thisexpressiondenotesthekillingofafellowIsraelite"out
of hatred." In Jer. 7 :6,9, first idpaf, dam ndqi and then r,rlr appears in the infinitive ab-

solute in catalogs of vices. The structures of these catalogs are not strictly parallel, but

it does appear that the actions denoted in v. 6 by idpal ddm naqi are the same referred

to by rsft in v. 9. In Nu. 35:33, finally, this expression summarizes the preceding spe-

cific provisions concerning homicides in the general principle that no expiation can be

made for blood that is shed (.ipk pual) in the promised land except by the blood of the

one who shed (.ipk) it. The association of this statement with the preceding provisions

governing asylum (vv. 22-29) shows clearly that here idpaft ddm denotes the inten-

tional violent killing of a fellow human being, homicides characterized in the preced-

ing verses by the adverbial qualifiers b"fin'd, "out of hatred," bisfiyA, "from ambush,"

and b"'^!d, "out of enmity" (vv. 20-21). The perpetrator is termed rd;dal.t (v. 21). In the

context of Nu. 35, then, idpa[ ddm and r;lt (used absolutely) denote killing by force;

the expression iApal damimphasizes the guilt incurred by the action and sets it sol-

emnly within the compass of religious ideology (the purity of the land where Yahweh

dwells in the midst of his peoPle).

These synonyms have helped define the meaning of rsh as culpable killing by use of
force. The nature of the act is left fully undefined. Negatively, it is noteworthy that r;l.t

is never used for killing in battle or for killing in self-defense.6 Neither is it used for

suicide. The frequent claim that it is also not employed for execution of the death pen-

alty, howeveq is contradicted by Nu. 35:30, where the root denotes the execution of a

murderer by the duly authorized avenger of blood (reading vv.27 and 30 in conjunc-

tion with v.24).

IV. Synchronic Plane. The root rsh is used in so many ways in its biblical occur-

rences that it is difficult to define its meaning. If we attempt here to examine the occur-

rences of the word in their syntactic contexts on a single "synchronic plane," we do so

fully aware that this examination involves a foreshortened perspective that is method-

ologically determined. We must also remember that the corpus of biblical writings is

not a closed system but an open system. The tokens employed and the whole that they

constitute are not defined once and for all, but are partially dependent on the flow -
now dried up - of everyday discourse. Naive utterances employing r;l.t (narrative

5. Schi.ingel-Straumann, 55-79; Christ, 15.

6. Jepsen, 385; Christ, 12-16,61-62.
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texts) appear side by side with attempts to be linguistically definitive (laws governing
asylum).

only Israelites appear as subjects of r;11 - more specifically those addressed by the
Decalogue (i.e., adult male Israelites who are full citizens)z and the Dtn law code, the
Israelites "in the land that Yahweh, the God of your ancestors, has given you to oc-
cupy" (Dt. 12: I ): King Ahab ( I K.2l;2 K. 6:32),Israelites along with resident or tran-
sient aliens (Nu.35:15), a group of priests (Hos.6:9), men of Gibeah (Jgs. 19-20).
Only in PTov.22:13 does an animal appear as the semantic subject of the verb. Here the
verb is used metaphorically: the lion whose attack the lazy person fears symbolizes
some power that appears to threaten mortal danger. The use in this passage of the word
rsft, normally found in contexts involving human beings, brands the lazy person's lan-
guage as figurative while simultaneously characterizing it as a grotesque delusion.

As objects of rshwe find: a "neighbor"a (Dt. l9:5), an Israelite citizen(Naboth, I K.
2l), an engaged woman (Dt.22i26), the concubine of a Levite (Jgs. 20:4). The verb is
often used absolutely, especially in rhe Decalogue (Ex. 20:13; Dt.5:17) and the
Prophets (Isa. I :2 I ; Jer. 7 :9; Hos. 4:2; 6:9), as well as the pregnant passage I K. 2l:19.
An animal is never the object of r;lt. For the killing of animals (..slaughtering"), the
verb ifty or rbft is used.

These observations show that the basic meanin g of r;l1is the killing of human be-
ings within the community of Israel. Stamm emphasizes the "antisocial" nature of this
killing;e Deissler says that rsh has overtones of the "private sphere" in which the kill-
ing in question takes place, thus distinguishing it from lawful execution and killing in
battle, which are allowed or even required.l0

Deuteronomy requires the destruction (llzrem)tl of enemy peoples that are con-
quered in a holy war to win the vital land (Dr. 7:2;20:17; cf. Josh. g:26; l S. l5:3). The
verbs used for "kill" in this context are nkh hiphll and hrm.

Finally, Criisemann points out that even in cases when it is "utterly impossible or
unlikely that the guilty rdsdah caused the death directly and personally,"rz6r" use of
force to kill others can be denoted by r;b.The instances he has in mind are Ahab,s ju-
dicial murder of Naboth (l K. zl), the killing of orphans (ps. 94:6) or rhe poor and
needy (Job 24:14), and the rape of an engaged woman (Dl 22:26).

Two kinds of killing in the private human sphere are conceivable: (a) intentional
killing "out of hatred" (b"Sin'A, Nu. 35:20), ..from ambush,, (bisliyd, Nu. 35:20), or
"our of enmity" (b"'aba, Nu. 35:21) 

- i.e., murder; and (b) ..unintentional- (biblt-
1a'a1, Dt. 4:42) or "unpremeditated,, (biigdgA. Nu. 35: l I ) killing _ i.e., whar we call
manslaughter. These two kinds of killing iannot possibly be predicated of yahweh, and
in fact Yahweh is never the subject of this verb.

7. Criisemann,2S-29.
8. --s \1 r4a'.
9. Stamm, 88.
10. Deissler, 102.
11. -+ Elill hrm Il.
12. Criisemann, 68.
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In summary, rsh can be defined as a crime against life and limb of another Israelite.

Because the root already includes the notion of a victim (a fellow Israelite, a resident or

transient alien [Nu. 35:15], or a Levite's concubine Ugs. 20:4ff.l), the verb can also be

used absolutely. Like na'ap, "commit adultery," it appears commonly as an absolute

participle.t:

V. Categories. The verb appears 40 times in the qal, twice in the niphal, and 5 times

in the piel. There is no good reason to treat these stems differently, with the semantic

distinction that the qal means "kill" while the piel means "murder." With Jenni, it is
better to distinguish between the qal as referring to a single action and the piel as refer-

ring to a repeated, habitual action.l4 This aspectual difference also better explains the

shift from piel to qal in related passages. For example, Hos. 4:2 (qal) is related to Hos.

6:9 (piel), and 2 K. 6:32 (piel) is related to 1 K. 21:19 (qal). It is preferable, therefore,

to categorize the texts using rsh into three groups according to their subject matter.

First, asylum. We find rsft in Nu. 35, Dt. 4,Dt.19, and Josh. 2O-21in the context of
cities of refuge. This is the largest group, with 33 occuffences. Here the meaning is

generally subject to the constraints of legal usage: rsft is defined as accidental homi-
cide and a rOs?al.t is a person who commits manslaughter. Only in Nu. 35 is the root un-

derstood as denoting sometimes manslaughter, sometimes murder. ItDt.4i42 the verb

is expanded by the addition of the obj. rEa'. The context (vv. 41-43) speaks of setting
apart three cities of refuge and quotes from the detailed regulations of Dt. 19:2-7.

Against this background, it is striking that, as in 19:4, the case of a ro;Zah seeking asy-

lum is defined more precisely by means of relative clauses. But the definition tautolog-
ically uses the verb r{b - a sign that within the asylum laws the meaning of the techni-

cal term "manslaughter" is beginning to grow fuzzy. Possibly Dt. 4:41-43 also has in
mind the Decalogue of Dt. 5, where rsy'r denotes intentional and reprehensible killing,
so that the unintentional nature of the killing in 4:42 must be highlighted. To this extent
4:41-43 presupposes both 19:2-7,11-13 and also Dt. 5 with the Decalogue.

Second, apodictic laws and prophetic invective. Under this heading, we call atten-

tion first to the triads in Hos. 4:2 (murder 
- stealing - adultery) and Jer. 7:9 (stealing

- mu1ds1 - adultery), the two versions of the Decalogue with their triads (Ex. 20: l3-
15 and Dt. 5:17-19), and finally Isa.l:21-23 and Job 24:l4.This group is characterized
by the absolute use of the verb, whether as a prohibitive without an object, an infinitive
absolute, or a participle. Here the verb clearly denotes the intentional and hence mor-

ally reprehensible killing of a fellow Israelite.
Third, other. The seven remaining occurrences are distributed among a threat of

punishment for whoever rapes a young woman in open country (Dt. 22:26), the ac-

count of the rape of a Levite's resulting in her death (Jgs. 20:4), Ahab's judicial mur-

ders of Naboth (1 K. 21:19; 2 K. 6:32), Hosea's attack on the actions of a group of
priests on the road to Shechem (Hos. 6:9), a description of the actions of the wicked

W. Richter, Recht und Ethos. SANT 15 (1966), 128 n.23.
HE t6t-62. (13.

14.
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(Ps. 94:6), and a proverb concerning the delusions of the lazy (Prov.22:13). In this
group, too, rsh denotes the violent killing of persons in Israel; the cases involved fill
the word with recollections of particularly heinous deeds.

VI. Diachronic Analysis. The simultaneous presence of the mutually exclusive
meanings "intentional killing" and "unintentional killing" in the groups just described
raises the question of how they are related. Here we shall use the methods of redaction
criticism to cast light on the problem.

l. Early Texts. The texts in the third group described above go back in part to the
premonarchic period. The incident of the rape of a Levite's concubine leading to her
death (Jgs. 20:4) became notorious as the outrage of Gibeah (Hos. 9:9; l0:9). The de-
scription of the crime in Jgs. 20:4-5 shares many key words with the case of the rape of
an engaged woman h Dt. 22i22-27. It is quite possible that the Dtn codifiers were
thinking of the outrage of Gibeah when they stated the earlier reason for declaring the
woman exempt from punishment (v. 26b). In both cases the finding of rsft describes a
particulady heinous offense against a weak and helpless victim.

The judicial murder of Naboth ( I K. 21 : 19) is probably another famous incident in
northern Israel deserving the finding of r;l.t. The perpetrator did not cause the victim's
death by using his own physical strength but engineered it through accomplices. In
2 K. 6:32 Elisha alludes to the Naboth incident. The Dtr redactors have shifted the
Elisha stories of 2 K. 6:8-7:20 to the reign of Joram and painted the prophets Elijah
and Elisha as engaged in the same confrontation with the omride dynasty. we see in
2 K. 6:32 how familiar the Naboth incident was, recalled by means of the verb rsft.

Hos. 6:9 seems to speak of priests lying in wait for pilgrims and asylum seekers on
the road to Shechem in order somehow to bring about their deaths, possibly without
laying their own hands on their victims. Taken altogether, these passages show that in
the northern kingdom rgft denotes prominent instances of heinous acts of violence in
which the victims were killed, directly or indirectly.

The two texts in the Psalms, 62:4(3) and94:6, although hard to dare, fit wirh this de-
scription of rsft. Enemies destroy the righteous victim indirectly through falsehood and
dissimulation (62:aBD. The powerful among the people kill those whose social posi-
tion is weak, probably by perversion of justice and by exploitation (94:6). These texts
confirm the essence of rsh: causing someone's death, while leaving open the manner in
which the act is carried out.

2. Apodictic lnws and Prophetic Invective. The starting point for the development
ofthis group oftexts is the authentic text Hos. 6:9, where the prophet charges a group
of priests on the way to Shechem with (repeated) murder. Hosea's disciples combined
this charge with four others in Hos.4:2.15 From this quintet Jeremiah borrowed the
triad "stealing 

- murder - adultery" in his temple sernon (Jer.7:9). The nucleus of

15. J. Jeremias, Hosea. ATD XXIYll (1983), 59-60.
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the Decalogue, which is dependent on Jeremiah, turns the accusations originating in
the northern kingdom into law.16 In the commandment of the Decalogue that prohibits
killing, rslr has the same meaning as in the northern kingdom material: the command-
ment forbids all actions and machinations not regulated by law that lead to the violent
death of a fellow Israelite. Isa. 1 :2 I ff. (where rsft appears in a gloss) and Job 24:14-15
attest to the endurance of the prophetic-decalogic triad into the postexilic period.

3. Asylum. Our starting point is Ex.2l:12ff., which designates the sanctuary as a
place of asylum in the premonarchic period (referring to any of the various sanctuaries
where Yahweh causes his name to be remembered [Ex. 20:24)). The Court History of
David also speaks of the tabernacle in Jerusalem as a place of asylum (1 K. l:50-53;
2:28-34). With asylum in Yahweh's sanctuary is born the legal distinction between

murder and manslaughter. Nothing is said, however, about who makes the finding or
how the culprit, the avenger of blood, and the asylum officials interact.

The sanctuary asylum of the premonarchic period is replaced in Dt. l9 by a regular
procedure; in the textual nucleus l9:2-7,11ff. (example and counterexample), the

codifier of Deuteronomy modifies the earlier legislation of the Covenant Code in Ex.
2l:12ff., borrowing from its clauses and terminology while introducing four striking
changes.

First, in the asylum legislation of the Covenant Code, unpremeditated murder is an
act of God (21:13), who causes the victim's death by the killer's hand. It is therefore
logical that God should grant the protection of his sanctuary to a person to whose act he

had been accessory.lT For the Deuteronomist, human beings such as Moses and Israel
take on regulation of the case, which is no longer explained as an instance of divine
providence but by the example of an accident while at work (Dt. 19:5).

Second, the sanctuaries are replaced by cities of refuge, chosen on the basis of geo-

metric geography and located in the middle of their territories. The Dtn conception is
realized in Josh. 20:7. Jerusalem, an earlier place of asylum, drops out.

Third, the entire procedure becomes subject to legal regulation. The archaic institu-
tion of blood vengeance regulated the balance of power between families and tribes; in
an age without an organized penal system under central control, it was an effective way
of protecting life. From the institution of blood vengeance (cf. 2 S. 3:27 ; l4:l 1 ) is bor-
rowed the figure of the avenger of blood, whose function as executioner is incorporated
into the procedure and regulated. Someone who commits manslaughter receives pro-
tection from the avenger of blood: between the act and its revenge, flight to a city of
refuge wins time for second thoughts and social pressure.l8 A murderer must not enjoy
the privilege of asylum. Sitting in judgment in the gate, the elders of the city in whose

territory the act took place and from which the killer has fled examine the case as to
motive and circumstances. If their verdict is "murder," the alleged killer is taken from

Hossfeld, 276tr.,281tr.
F. Horst, EvT 16 (1956) 60 = Gottes Recht. ThB 12 (1961),273.
N. Luhmann, Rechtssoqiologle I (Hamburg, 1972), 158.

16.
t7.
18.
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the city of refuge and handed over to the avenger of blood to be executed. Here we see
the rational spirit ofjudgment in the gate, which is also incorporated into the reformed
asylum legislation of Deuteronomy.

Fourth, the finding of "manslaughter" is revised. A new legal term is invented: the
qal active participle of r;lt. The various attempts of the Covenant Code to distinguish
between "murder" and "manslaughter" are systematized and focused on this n"* i"rrn,
which is explained both abstractly (Dt. 19:4) and by an example (19:5). The criteria are
motive and circumstances (19:4-5,11). It is possible to suggest reasons for the choice
of rsftasatechnicalterm.Theparticularabilityof thefinding of rshtoencompassthe
act of killing in its entirety was probably decisive. The verb takes motive into account,
is open with respect to the different ways that killing might take place, and establishes
the fatal outcome.

The difference between the prohibition of killing in the Decalogue (intentional) and
the technical term in the asylum legislation (unintentional) is striking, especially be-
cause the disposition of the laws in Deuteronomy places asylum legislation at the head
of the section (Dt. 19:1-21:23) relating to the Decalogue's prohibirion of killing, de_
veloping the theme of killing vs. keeping alive.re probably Dt. 19 differs from the
Decalogue in its use of rsft because the Decalogue, with its importance as the founda-
tion and epitome of Mosaic legislation, had not yet exercised normative influence on
the asylum legislation of Deuteronomy 

- further evidence that its influence on Deu-
teronomy came later, in any case after the "Josianic proto-Deuteronomy,"20 which may
well have included the Dtn nucleus of 19:2-7,11-12. By exegetical consensus, Dt. 19
represents the earliest recension of the law regulating cities of refuge.2l

The asylum regulations of Josh. 20 l-9 constitute in their final form a postexilic law
of asylum. The internal procedural contradictions (e.g., v. 6), as well as the fusion of
Dtn conceptions and language with priestly language and notions, point to a complex
stratification within the section. This complexity is not surprising,iince Josh. 2o:l-9
brings together in a single place the procedural regulationr ur.o"iut"d with the scat-
tered asylum laws of the Pentateuch. Furthermore, v. g is dependent on the
Transjordanian cities of refuge in Josh. 2l:27,32,3g. possibly v.7 represents the nu-
cleus around which the various regulations clustered. The use of rsft is iotally in accord
withtheDtnasylumlegislationof Dt. 19:astheqalact.ptcp. r6;dafu, rsftremainsa
technical term for a person who commits manslaughter unintentionally.

The asylum arrangements of Dt. 4:41-43 are somewhat in competition with Josh.
20:8: there the Israelites (at Joshua's command) establish the three iransjordanian cit-
ies, whereas inDt.4:41-43 it is Moses who sets these cities apart. Their location (two
in the north and one in the south) does not fit with the Dtn giorr"try of Dt. lg.z2

19. G. Braulik, Deuteronomium. NEB xv (1996), 13; idem, Bibl 69 (r9gg) g0-91.
20. N. Lohfink, JBTL 4 (1989) 77.
21. Most recently D. Knapp, Deuteronomium 4. GTA 35 (1997), 117-20; H. Schulz, I*viten

im vorstaatlichen Israel und im Mittleren osten (Munich, l9g7), 54-59; G. Braulik, RB 96
(1989) 281.

22. S. Mittmann, Deuteronomium l:14:3. BZAW l3g (1975), 131 n. 6.
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As we have seen,23 the technical term used in the law governing cities of refuge

loses its unchallenged status: the participle of rslz is expanded tautologically by a finite

verbal form of the root and must be delimited by adverbial qualifiers taken from Dt.

19:4. This development in 4:4lff. was probably influenced by the semantically con-

trary prohibition of killing in the Decalogue'
Nu. 35:9-34, dating from the postexilic period, contains the latest asylum legisla-

tion. Earlier analyses already noted the idiosyncratic use of rsft in this legislation.2a Vv.

9-12 (a self-contained section) and vv. 25-29 use the participle of rsh as a technical

term for unintentional manslaughter; v.27 uses a finite verbal form of rslz for the le-

gally permissible slaying of a slayer by the avenger of blood - de facto a killing on

impulse, not incurring bloodguilt. Vv. 13ff. avoid the use of rql.r.Yv. 16-24,by con-

trast, use the participle in the diametrically opposite sense of intentional killing or mur-

der, as do vv. 30-34. In v. 30, as in v. 27, afinite verb form is introduced to denote the

legally permissible slaying of a murderer. Yv. 16-24 constitute a separate section, set

apart from the preceding verses by the use in v. 16 of a personal pronoun whose ante-

cedent (the neighbor) is lacking and must be supplied. V. 24 marks a conclusion. The

section vv.25-29 has a solemn conclusion in v.29, making vv. 30-34 appear to be a

secondary addition. These observations suggest the following development: basic text

in vv. 9-12,(13-15),25'29; secondary revision invv. 16-24,30-34.

The basic text represents the Priestly recension of the Dtn law of asylum. As in Dt.

19, someone who commits manslaughter - defined as killing someone by mistake -
is to be protected from the avenger of blood by cities of refuge. The Dtn court of el-

ders is replaced by a trial before the congregation (Nu. 35:12). Probably this provision

refers to the entire congregation of Israel, centered in Jerusalem.zs This body exam-

ines the case of the slayer (v. l2), protects him from the avenger of blood, and sends

him back, acquitted of the charge of murder, to the city of refuge where he found asy-

lum (v. 25).
A new element is the definition of the period of asylum as lasting until the death

of the current high priest. In the Priestly view, the asylum offered the slayer was a

kind of protective custody, coercive and penal in nature, with restrictions on the

movement of those granted asylum (vv. 26ff.). Even accidental homicide was an act

so extraordinarily serious that it could be atoned for only by the death of the high

priest, who was charged with making atonement by virtue of his office and who, as

the presiding officer of the congregational court, was responsible for those granted

asylum. The basic Priestly text (vv. 9-12,[13-15),25-29) takes the slayer into protec-

tive custody and legitimates the avenger of blood. The slayer who relinquishes pro-

tective custody or asylum destroys the system of atonement and must be eliminated

as a "disruptive factor" within the community by the avenger of blood. If the slayer

remains in protective custody until the death of the high priest, the process of atone-

23. See V above.
24. Stamm, 82-83; Jepsen, 384.
25. Nicolsky, 166; Phillips, 107; -+ VIII, 555-56.
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ment is brought to its full and proper conclusion, and the slayer can return to normal
life as a free citizen.

The revision of the basic text in vv. 16-24,30-34 adds considerable precision and in-
terpretation to the procedure. These verses deliberately turn the technical term roseah
on its head, understanding it as referring to a "murderer." The strict casuistic style of
vv. 16-24 is intemrpted between the finding and its legal consequences by a series of
decisions declaring the culprits murderers. The exemplary verdicts are presented in
three groups of statements. vv. 16-19 demonstrate that the weapon used (an iron ob-
ject, a stone, a wooden object) is evidence ofmurder. The avenger ofblood carries out
the death sentence. The second group, in vv. 20-21, examines the relationship between
culprit and victim and proves malicious intent. The sentence is carried out by the
avenger of blood. The third group, in vv.22-23, brings together the criteria of the
weapon used and the culprit's intent or motive and applies it to the case of (uninten-
tional) manslaughter.Y.24 emphasizes that these cases are exemplary for the trial con-
ducted by the congregation.

The addendum in vv. 30-34 then goes back to discussing the case of a murderer,
again called rd;€al.t. v. 30 borrows the provisions regarding witnesses in Dt. l7:6 and
19: l5; vv. 3l-32 prohibit the payment of ransom for the life of the murderer, probably
in order to underline the extraordinary gravity of the offense. Given the new language
of this recension, the criminal referred in v. 32 must be described differently; the tradi-
tional technical term is no longer available, and the person who has committed man-
slaughter is referred to as one who has fled to a city of refuge. vv. 33-34 provide the
concluding theological justification for these procedural regulations.

The language of this recension runs counter not only to the tradition of asylum leg-
islation and its forerunners, but also to the usage of its own basic text, using rsft onie
again for the intentional killing of another Israelite. This procedure follows the usage
of prohibition of killing in the Decalogue (cf. Dt. 4:41-43). The casuisric rulings of w.
16-24 read like an inner-biblical paraphrase of the commandment against killing. The
language of the Decalogue and that of asylum legislation coalesce in this late priestly
recension. This phenomenon may indicate that the Priestly tradition took account of
the Decalogue only in late recensions and that Priestly redactors are responsible for in-
cluding the Decalogue in the Pentateuch in Ex. 20. "only in later usage, probably in-
fluenced by the Decalogue, does l'lI''l denote premeditated murder. The transition can
be observed in Nu. 35."26

VII. Summary. In comparison to its relative rarity, the material importance of rsfr is
striking. The verb is associated with prominent transgressions in the northern kingdom,
all particularly heinous, because the perpetrators often do not commit murder in person
but use an accomplice. Characteristic of rsft is its lack of specificity as to circum-
stances, which in any case result in the physical death of the victim. Physical death can

26. C. Levin, Die Verheissung des Neuen Bundes in ihrem theologiegeschichtlichen
Zusammenhang ausgelegt. FRI"ANT 137 (1985), 94 n. g6.
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also be brought about by social transgressions ofthe most varied kind, in the sense that
"poor individuals, widows, orphans, and raped women . . . in all probability [are] killed
more by the social consequences of certain acts than by direct assault."27

The triad found in the Decalogue and the prophets draws on the usage of these

northern kingdom incidents. Asylum legislation goes its own way, following the lead
of Dt. 19. It chooses the qal act. ptcp. rdpZal.t as a technical term for one who commits
manslaughter. In late texts concerning asylum, both the Deuteronomists (Dt. 4) and the
Priestly redactors (Nu. 35) desert this technical usage in favor of the language used by
the Decalogue's prohibition against killing, thus furnishing important evidence that the

Decalogue does not become influential in these two traditions until the exilic and

postexilic periods.
The goal of the passages in question is to protect the life of every Israelite. In the

postexilic congregation of citizens centered on the temple, resident and transient aliens

could also be included (Nu.35:15). The term does not envision killing in battle, the

herem or dedication to destruction, self-defense, or suicide. Murder is punished uni-

formly with death, and rsh can denote the execution of the death sentence by the

avenger of blood as required by law, as in Nu. 35:27,30.

V[I. LXX; Dead Sea Scrolls. The LXX uses phoneiein or phoneils to translate rslr

in every instance except Hos. 4;2, where we find ph6nos.

The root occurs only once in the Dead Sea Scrolls, in a catalog of virtues (CD 6:1 1-

2l). Alluding to Isa. l0:2, CD 6:17ff. exhorts the members of the community not to of-

fer sacrifice "in vain" (hinndm), to observe the law, to keep themselves apart, not to rob

the poor, not to exploit widows, not to murder orphans (ytwmym), to distinguish be-

tween clean and unclean, to keep the sabbath, and to observe the festival calendar. Pos-

itively, the catalog requires tt" off".ing of the hoiy gifts according to their exact inter-

pretation, love of one's brother, and support for the needy ('ny), the poor ('bywn), and

the stranger (gr).
Finatty, llQT 66:7 incorporates the regulations of Dt. 22:25ff.

Hossfeld

27. Crtisemann, 68.
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II] .aPrr; !rlr''l r"

I. l. Etymology;2. Occurrences. II. Usage: l. Qal;2. OtherForms. III. r". IV. l. LXX;2.
Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. l. Etymology. Etymologically, Heb. rus, "crush," is related to Arab. radda and
Aram. r", both of which have the same meaning. The aramaizing form r"also occurs in
Hebrew;l in addition, the hybrid form (?) r's occurs twice.

2. Occurrences. Only the verb appears in the OT; it occurs 10 times in the qal (in-
cluding 3 occurrences of the ptcp. rdsfis),4 times in the niphal, once in the hiphil, 3

times in the piel, and once each in the polel and hithpolel. The verb r" II occurs 6 times
in the qal and twice in the hithpael.

II. Usage. l. Qal. The verb 'aiaq, "oppress, wrong," appears 5 times in parallel with
rss, which then means approximately "maltreat." According to Dt. 28:33, if the people

are disobedient, they will be oppressed (NRSV "abused") and maltreated (NRSV
"crushed") by their enemies. When Samuel takes his leave, he asks the people whether
he has defrauded ('iq) or oppressed (rss) anyone; the people's denial uses the same

verbs (l S. 12:3-4). In other words, he has maintained social justice. According to
Amos, this is precisely what the rich women of Samaria do not do: they oppress (34)
the weak (dallim) and crush (rss) the needy ('e!ybntm) (Am. 4: I ). According to Hos.
5:11, Ephraim is oppressed ('iq) by the other tribes and its rights trampled on (rss,). In
Isa. 58:6 rss has the same attenuated meaning, here without 'i4.' proper fasting consists
in freeing the oppressed (EU "enslaved").

The verb has its concrete sense in 2 K. 23:12: Josiah broke in pieces the altars that
Manasseh had built in the temple court. This meaning is also present in the expression
qaneh rasfts, "a broken reed," symbolizing something weak and useless. Thus the As-
syrian commander Rabshakeh says sarcastically that as an ally Egypt is like a broken
reed, which pierces the hand of anyone who leans on it (2 K. 18:21 ). The first Servant
Song in Deutero-Isaiah says that the servant will not break (ibr) a bruised reed or
quench a dimly burning wick (Isa. 42:3) - in other words, he cares for the weak. But
he himself will not grow faint (kfrhd, punning on keheh, "dimly burning") or be
crushed $tdrfrs, probably to be read as y4ros, the niphal of r,.s,r - another pun).

2. Other Forms. Another niphal form occurs in Ezk. 29:7, which also has to do with
Egypt as a worthless ally: it is a reed that breaks when someone leans on it. There are

two additional instances in Eccl. 12:6, where a golden bowl that breaks (tarus, tobe
read as Ero$), a broken (ibr) pitcher, and a broken (ndrOs) wheel symbolize the debil-
ity of old age.

l. See III below.
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A hiphil form occurs in Jgs. 9:53: a woman crushes the skull of Abimelech with a
millstone.

Only once does the piel have a concrete meaning, namely inPs.74:14, which says
God crushed the heads of Leviathan. In the two other occurrences of the piel, the verb
is used figuratively: Asa inflicts cruelties on the people (2 ch. 16:10); the wicked crush
and abandon the poor (Job 20:19; Zophar's second speech).

A polel form occurs in Jgs. 10:8, along with the hybrid form r's; the Ammonites tor-
mented (ri) and oppressed (rbses) thelsraelites - a piece of typically Dtr historiography.

The hithpolel occurs only in Gen.25:22: the twins Esau and Jacob struggle together
in their mother's womb.

III. r". Of the 8 occurrences of r", "break," most are uncertain or ambiguous. One
clear occurrence is in Isa.24:19, which describes the fate of the earth in the great catas-
trophe, using three constructions with an infinitive absolute (qal!) and a hithpael im-
perfect: the earth is utterly broken (r"), tom asunder (prr), and violently shaken (mwt).
Also reasonably certain is Prov. 18:24: "There are [read: ye-r] friends who strike each
other down." Clearly there is a play on rea'/re'eh. But the verb can also be derived from
ra'A ll, "become friends," or rw', "shout with joy, chatter."2 But the antithesis in the
second hemistich speaks of true friendship, supporting the meaning "strike."

Mic. 5:5(Eng. 6) promises that, when the king of salvation comes, the Israelites will
shatter (werd'tt) the Assyrians with the sword. wolff, however, derives the verb form
from ra'd, "pasture," which finds support in the LXX of Ps. 2:9.3 The MT promises the
king on Zion that he will break the enemy with a rod of iron; but instead of fro'em the
LXX reads tir'em, "yolu will pasture them," i.e., rule over them. The second hemistich,
however, "you will dash them in pieces like a potter's vessel," supports the MT read-
ing. This passage may allude to the practice of writing the names of enemies on a pot
and then smashing it. There are known parallels in the Egyptian execration texts.

Job 34:24 is reasonably certain. Elihu says: "He [God] shatters the mighty without
investigation and sets others in their place" 

- for God knows their evil deeds. This in-
terpretation is supported by dk'in v. 25.

Jer. 15:12 is unintelligible. It can be translated "Can one break iron, iron from the
north, and bronze?" or "Can iron, iron from the north . . . ?" Neither yields coherent
sense. Since vv. l3- 14 are identical with 17:3-4, Rudolph considers 15:12 a comrption
of 17:.1 .a Holladay connects 15: l2 with the preceding text and sees in the verse an allu-
sion to Hananiah (ch. 23;.: He also sees a connection with ps. 2:9, since y,liStini in Jer.
l5:10 recalls y"li&tka in Ps. 2:7.

Prov. 25:19 speaks of a crumbling (r0'A) tooth and a lame foot as images of the
faithless, on whom one cannot rely in time of trouble. Another possible reading is ra'd,
"bad" (cf. NRSV).

2. G. R. Driver, Bibl32 (1951) 173-97.
3. H. W. Wolff, Micah (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1990), 132.
4. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATXIt C1968), 104.
5. W L. Holladay, Jeremiah l. Herm (1986), 447,454-56.
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Biblical Aram. r" occurs in Dnl. 2:40: just as iron smashes (r" pael) everything, so

the fourth kingdom (the Greek) will crush (dqqhaphel) and shatter (r"peal) everything.

lV. l. lXX. The LXX exhibits a rich spectrum in translating the verb. Translations
occurring more than once are thldn and synthldn (for qal, niphal, piel, polel, and
hiphil), thrailein, katapatein, and syntribein. The hithpael is translated with skirtdn.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls r.ss occurs only in CD 13:10: among
the duties ofthe inspector (m"baqqer) is seeing to it that there is no'difiq and no rasfis
in the community (possibly an allusion to Hos. 5:11?).

Ringgren

1D1 raaad,-T

I. l. Etymology and Meaning; 2. Baal Marqod. II. Occurrences and Usage. IIL Ancient
Versions.

l. l. Etymology and Meaning. The verb rqd ocatrs in many Semitic languages:
Ugaritic (mrqdm),| Akkadian (raqddu[m]),2 Arabic (raqasa3 [but cf. also irqadda,
"hurry," and raqadan, "leap (of lambs)"1), Syriac (fqafi! Samaritan, Mandaic,s and
other Aramaic languages.6

Almost without exception, the meaning of the verb in these languages is "leap,
dance, move to and fro." In Syriac the verb rqd probably means "dance, leap" in the
pael, but "mourn" in the aphel (in the Syriac Bible the aphel usually translates Heb.
spA, a polarity that may suggest the two faces of religious dance.T Now and then rqd
appears in anthroponyms and toponyms, for example, in Ugaritic.8

raqaQ. H. Dahan, "Reflexivity," l,ei 44 (1980) 219-23; M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexi
cography X: Bibl 53 (1972) 386-403, esp. 396; M. I. Gruber, "Ten Dance-Derived Expressions
in the Hebrew Biblel' Bibl 62 ( 1981) 328-46: T. Klauser et al., "Baal. A. Nichtchristlich," RAC
I, 1063-1103, esp. 1077-78; W. Rtillig, "Baal-Marqddl' WbMyth, 1,2'12;R. Zehnpfund, "Tanz
bei den Hebrdem," RE, XIX, 378-80.

l. KTU, 1.19, IV, 27;1.108,4-5; UT no. 2351; WU$ no. 2540;cf. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz,
UF 12 (1980) 174, 176: "dancers"; btt CML2, l53: "castanets."

2. AHw 11,957.
3. Wehr, 354.
4. I*xSyr 743-44.
5. MdD 437.
6. ChW lI,435-36; F. Schulthess, lzxicon Syropalaestinum (Berlin, l9O3),197.
7. W. R. Smith, Religion of the Semites (repr. New York, 1956), 432;F.F. Hvidberg, Weeping

and Inughter in the OT (Leiden, 1962), lO8.
8. UI no. 2351:' PNU, l8O.
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2. Baal Marqod. In modern Deir el-Qal'a near Beirut, there was a shrine to Baal
Marqod, the "Lord of the Dance," whose cult was widespread in the ancient world, as

Greek and Latin votive stones show (Bc),papr60, Balmarcod). He was identified primar-
ily with Jupiter (of Heliopolis)e but also with a local form of Hadad.l0 He was probably
considered a god of healing,ll and his cult involved sacred dance.l2 In this connection
1 K. 18:26 is often cited: it describes the prophets of Baal as performing a hopping or
leaping dance about the altar they had built on Mt. Carmel, possibly in order to produce a
state of ecstasy.lr otherwise we know little more about Baal Marqod and his nature.

II. Occurrences and Usage. Of the 9 occurrences of the verb rqdintheOT, 3 are in
the qal (Ps. 114:4,6; Eccl. 3:4), 5 in the piel (Isa. 13.'21; Joel2:5; Nah. 3:2; Job 2l:tl;
I Ch. 15:29), and 1 in the hiphil (Ps. 29:6). In general the meaning "hop" or..dance,, is
appropriate in these passages. Other verbs in the OT that denote dancing or its various
manifestations include -+ )ln hil; krkr (pilpel of kn;2 S. 6:14,16); and Shq (l S. 18:7;
2 5.6:5,21;1 Ch. l3:8; 15:29); on occasion, rqd appears in their lexical field.la The
word fg is also sometimes associated with dancing.ls

For the most part the OT :uses rqd in secular contexts, often figuratively. Ps. 114:4
and 6 describe the tumult of the natural world when Israel was delivered from Egypt,
which was able to set mountains like Sinai in motion: the mountains skipped like rams
and the hills like lambs. Here the word, which refers to a theophanic earthquake, may
be understood as a parallel to hrd (Ex. l9:18), zll (Jgs.5:5), or r5 (Ps. 68:9[Eng. 8];
Nah. 1:5).to In Ps. 29:6 God makes Lebanon skip like a calf. Here we find the causative
form of rqd with an enclitic mem. Marry early exegetes, including Bickell, wellhausen,
and Gunkel, rightly objected to interpretingthis mem as a third person plural pronomi-
nal sufEx, since it is inappropriate to think of the cedars of Lebanon, mentioned in the
previous verse, as the object of the causative verb. Possibly we are dealing here with an
enclitic element emphasizing the word to which it is attached; the existence of such an
element in Ugaritic (*-ma or x-ni) has been demonstrated.lT

Livingbeingssuchaschildren(Job21:11)andgoars(Isa. 13:21)alsoleapanddance
(rqdpiel).In a description of the day of the Lord (Joel 2:l-11), which probably reflects a
description of a plague of locusts,l8 as well as in a threat against the city of Nineveh
(Nah. 3:l-7), the noise and din of the advancing army are compared to the clatter of

9. Klauser; Riillig; H. Gese, in Gese, M. Htifner, and K. Rudolph, Die Religionen Altsyriens,
Abarabiens und die Mandcier RM lol2 (1970), 2O2: W. Fauth, KlPauly, 1,792.

10. R. Dussaud, PW lll, Nl.
I l. Klauser.
12. F. Cumont, PW lUz,2835.
13. --+ XII, 5-7.
14. Gruber.
15. -+ IY 202;Zehnpfund,.
16. H. Gunkel, Psalmen. HKAT lU2 (1926), 493-94.
17. Meyer, $87,6; HAL, III, 1288; M. Dahood, Psalms I. AB XVt (1965), 178; idem, psatms

Irr. AB ){yII A (1968), 408-9.
18. C. van Leeuwen, NedTT 42 (1988) 89-98.
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chariots: like rumbling chariots the locusts leap over the tops of the mountains (Joel

2:5), and bounding chariots are heard in the great city of Nineveh (Nah. 3:2;.tl
In Eccl. 3:2-8 the chiastic stichs present a series of contrasting positives and nega-

tives.20 V. 4 sets mourning (t?6021 over against the joy expressed by r"qOQ. Here we
may suspect a shift to a more cultic or religious use of the verb, although this semantic
aspect does not emerge directly from the use of the verb in the OT.22

But dancing and gamboling can easily take on a religious character, as we see in the

account of David's bringing the ark into Jerusalem (2 S. 6 par. 1 Ch. 15). In I Ch. l5:29
we read that Michal looked out the window and saw David leaping and dancing
(meraqqd/ frm"Sahdq) before the ark. In 2 S. 6:16 the words m"pazzdz frm"f;arkEr are

used instead. Only here in the OT is the verb pzz II attested in the piel with the meaning
"dance" (cf. Gen. 49:24).zz The pilpel of the verb ftrr II likewise occurs only in 2 S.

6:14,16 with the meaning "leap."z+ It is not entirely out of the question that the Chroni-
cler, as is often true when revising earlier sources, used more familiar words to replace
not only words that might be misunderstood but also words that he found cultically or
religiously offensive. The setting of the narrative is nevertheless cultic in nature. The
LXX translation of 'ahaQ hdr€qtm as hets tdn orchoumdndn in 2 S. 6:20 (cf. also OL
and Vg.) makes it likely that the translator read harcqim rather than haraq"/tm.zs ln
v. 2l the LXX likewise inserts kai orch4somai after w"{ihaqtt.

III. Ancient Versions. The translation of rqd in the LXX varies: skirtdn (Ps.
1131114l:4,6), orcheisthai (Eccl. 3:4; Isa. 13:21; I Ch. 15:29), exdllesthai (Joel 2:5),
anabrdssein (Nah. 3:2), lepnjnein (Ps. 28[29]:6), prospaizein (Job 2l:11).It is worth
noting thatZec. 12:10 uses a form of katorcheisthai fot dqr (cf. John 19:37, exekdn-

t€san, from ekkentein). This observation probably led to the textually unjustified con-
jecture that dqr should be replaced by rqd in Zec. 12:10.26

In addition to saltare (Eccl.3:4; Isa. l3:21; I Ch. 15:29), the Vg. uses various other
wordsfor rqd,suchassubsilire (Ps. l14:4,6),exsilire (Joel2:5), exsultare (Job2l:ll),
and even a form of dispergere in Ps. 29:6.

The verb has not yet been found in the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Mulder

19. K. J. Cathcart, JNSLT (1979) lO.
20. J. A. Loader, 7AW 81 (1969) 240-42.
21. -+1DO sapaQ.
22. Zehnpfind,378-79.
23. HP,153.
24. HAL,II, 500; G. W. Ahlstr<im, W 28 (1978) 100-102; but cf. Y. Avishur, W 26 (1976)

257-61.
25. S. R. Diver, Notes on the Hebrew Tbxt and Topography of the Books of Samuel (Oxford,

21913),272.

26. H. Schlier, "txrcewdu:," TDNT, Il, 446-47.
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IrtPJ rdqia'; epJ rdqa'

I. 1. Root and Lexical Field; 2. Verbal Forms. II. l. P; 2.Ezetr,tel;3. Poetry. III. Egyp. bis. lY.
Later Literature.

l. l. Root and Lexical Field. Outside the OT, the noun raqta'has been found only in
the later Semitic dialects such as Babylonian Targumic Aramaic,l Syriac,2 Mandaic,3
and Aramaic.a It may be taken as a qattl form derived from the root rq', usually cited
with the meaning "spread out, stamp," or the like; this etymology would suggest that
the noun means something like "extended surface."5 Morphologically, however, the
form rdqta' parallels the noun rdqiq, deived from the root rqq I, the mother lode of a
lexeme family in which the root rq'and its derivatives constitute a dissimilated variant
group. All instantiations of the roots rqq I and rq' share the semic content "be/make
thin." Phonetically and semasiologically, they resemble many other classes of word
formation in East Semitic.

Related to Akk. raqaqu, "be(come) thin, narrow,"6 are the adjectival forms raqqul,
"thin, narrow, fine,"7 and raqqaqu/ruqququ, "very thin,"S as well as the nominal forms
raqqatu I, "a thin garment," Late Babylonian "a thin decorative plate,"s and ruqqu ll,

raq?a'. H. Altenmtiller, "Hehl' kxAg, II, 1082-84; J. Assmann, "Primat und Transzendenz,"
in W Westendorf, ed., Aspekte der spcitcigyptischen Religion. Gcittinger Orientforschungen,lYlg
(1979),7-42; A. Ge'alya, "y'PJ 

- trlDV y'P:I," Lei 36 (1971/72) 34-50; M. Giirg, "Firma-
ment:' NBL, l, 674-75; idem, "Das Menschenbild der Priesterschrift," BiKi 42 (1987) 2l-29;
idem, "Ptolemiiische Theologie in der Septuaginta," in H. Maehler and V. M. Strocka, eds., Das
ptolemiiische Agypten. Akten des internationalen Symposions 27.-29. September 1976 in Berlin
(Mainz, 1978), 177-85 = Kairos 20 (1978) 208-17; E. Graefe, "Untersuchungen zur Wortfamilie
b/j' (diss., Ktiln. 197 l); E. Hornung, "Himmelsvorstellungen." LexAg, ll, l2l5-18;
B. Jongeling, "Le Particule P7," OfS 18 (1973) 97-lO7; O. Keel, Jahwe-Visionen und
Siegelkunst. SBS 84/85 (1977); D. Kellermann, "Ein Beitrag zur Bedeutung des Wortes MRQ':
ZDPV 86 (1970 2a37; D. Kurth, Den Himmel stiitzen. Rites Egyptiens, 2 (Brussels,1975);
T. M. Ludwig, "The Traditions of the Establishing of the Earth in Deutero-Isaiahl' JBL 93
(1973) 345-57, esp.347-49; V. Notter, Biblischer Schdpfungsbericht und iigyptische Schdp-
fungsmythen. SBS 68 (1974); G. Rinaldi, "peqia' 'o2," BiOr 25 (1983) 104; W. H. Schmidt, Die
Schopfungsgeschichte der Priesterschrift. WMANT l7 (31973); O. H. Steck, Der Schdpfungs-
bericht der Priesterschnfi. FRI,ANT 115 (21981); H. Torczyner, "The Firmament and the
Clouds," ST I (1948) 188-96; E.Zenger, Gottes Bogen in denWolken SBS l12 (1987).

t. chw 436.
2. lrxSya 744.
3. MdD,437.
4. Beyer, 697.
5. Most recently HAL, lll, 1290.
6. AHw, 11,957.
7. AHw,II, 958.
8. AHw, 11,957,995.
9. AHw,II, 958.
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"a thin, narrow area."l0 Probably Akk. ruqqu I, "(metal) kettle, bowl,"ll also belongs to
this group. Ugaritic appears to have a noun rq, which may mean "plate."tz A noun
phrase mrq'l.trp, "plate of gold," is still attested in Phoenician.l3 According to
Kellermann, this is the only Phoenician evidence for mrq'and the phrase should be
translated "golden battle-ax."l4 The preformative, however, can also refer to the
"place" that is hammered, so that it is still possible to think of a metal plate (or a metal
bowl with thin walls).

In Christian Palestinian Aramaic the noun mrq' can serve as the translation of
epfblZma (Luke 5:36); in Post-Biblical Hebrew, mrqw'can be used to mean "tatter,
piece of a gulrment."ls While Kellermann suggests the semantic development "spread
out, stamp, pound together" ) "patch, mend," Baumgartner, citing Arab. raqa'a,
"patch," considers the reverse development also possible.16 We are freed from the need
to decide between these alternatives if we take the primary meaning of the root rq' to be
"make thin," as a particular mode of stabilization. This understanding also fits the noun
mrqw", "flatbread," found in Post-Biblical Hebrew. Definition of the meaning as
"spread out" is not required either by the phrase brqw' ybih, "at the curve of the dry
land" (lQH 3:31), or by Late Aram. r"qa', "famous,"lz even though semantic shifts in
later dialects must be taken into account.

The assumption of a biliteral root morpheme rq with the appropriate semic defini-
tion is possible,ta albeit not certain, since the homonymous root rqq II, "spit," with its
derivatives must remain outside the group.

The root rqq does not occur as a verb in the OT, appearing only in thenouns raqiq,
"thin cake" (Ex. 29:2,23; Lev. 2:4;7:12 8:26; Nu. 6:15,19; I Ch. 23:29), and raqqd,
"temple (of head)" (Jgs. 4:21,22i 5:261.re Cant. 4:3; 6:7), as well as the form raq(q),
used as an adjective and particle.2o The root r4', however, while also having nominal
derivatives such as the hapax legomenon riqqua', "(metal) sheet" (Nu. l7:3[Eng.
16:381), and our noun rdqia', is represented primarily by verbal syntagms.

2. Verbal Forms. The qal of r4'is used in three different ways. It can appear with a
direct object, meaning "stamp down (enemies)" (2 5.22:43), or with an adverbial ex-

lO. AHw,II, 995.
tt. rbid.
12. KTU, 1.4, VI, 34:-cf. CMI),158; J. Gray, tegacy of Canaan. SW 5 (1965),298; G. del

Olmo Lete, Mitos y lzyendas de Canaan (Madrid, l98l),625.
13. KAI,38.l; R. S. Tomback, A Comparative Semitic kxicon of the Phoenician and Punic

Languages. SBLDS 32 (1978),2O0.
14. Kellermann,36-37.
15. For further details see Kellermann,33-34.
16. HAL, ilt,1292.
17. Contra HAL, lll, 1291.
18. Jongeling.
19. M. Rozelaar, Amsterdamse cahiers voor exegese en Bijbelse theologie 7 (1986), 123-29

"throat, neck" (from rqq 1l).
20. Jongeling.
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pression, meaning "stamp (with one's feet)" (Ezk. 6:ll;25:6), with reference to a met-
aphorical or symbolic action. The root can also appear in participial expressions predi-
cated of God, where it can denote God's "establishment" of the heavens (Isa. 42:5;
44:24) as well as of the earth (Ps. 136:6).

The piel, with a strictly technical sense, is also used in three different ways. With a

direct object, it means "hammer (metal) thin" (Ex. 39:3; Nu. 17:4116:391); with an ad-
verbial expression, it means "overlay (an idol) with hammered metal" (Isa. 40: l9). The
corresponding pual means "beaten thin" (Jer. 10:9). Finally, there is a single instance
of the hiphil, which again uses the image of casting a metal mirror to describe God's
formation of the heavens (Job 37:18).

The late literary origin of all these occurrences is unmistakable. Furthermore, espe-
cially in the passages that use rq'in a cosmic context, a semantic orientation toward the
noun raqia'is impossible to miss, although this association does not mean that we
should speak of a denominative meaning of the verb in a secondary use of the stem.2l

This overview shows that the semic content of r4'should be looked for not in the ac-
tion's spatial extension but in its description. Here the aspects of technological com-
pression and intensive stabilization are primary.

III. 1 . P The noun raqia' frnds its first setting in the context of P's creation account.
In Gen. 1:6 its materialization is articulated by the follow sequence: jussive of hdyd -
subject: raqta'(anarthrous) - locative phrase: b"16ft hammaylru - purpose clause:
hdyd with the hiphil participle of bdl and a dislocative expression. V. 7 describes the
execution of the process, using the same vocabulary and reinforced by the corrobora-
tion formula. V. 8a ends the introduction of the raqia'with its naming ("sky") and a
tally counting the second day.

The unity of this passage appears to suffer from a tension between the verbal com-
mand (v. 6) and its execution (v. 7), so that v. 6 could be understood as a P expansion of
v. 7.22 More likely, however, the proclamation and materialization of the rdqta'here
represent a primary fragment of tradition (prototext?), whereas the association of this
event with the system of days and the creation of light (vv. 3-5), accomplished exclu-
sively by God's word, appears to belong to a second recension (PG). Thus the material-
ization of the raqia'corresponds to the spatial dimension, which - according to the
earlier outline of the creation account - precedes the creation of time (ligh0.

To all appearances, the initial version of P's cosmogony goes back to a schema
based on Egyptian cosmogonies: the transformation sequence chaos - space - time
identified by Assmann.z3 This schema starts with the existence of chaos represented by
the pairs of primal deities and then introduces the materializations of space and time as

conditions for the development and preservation of life, brought about by the interven-
tion of the sun god.

21. Contra GesB, 774-75.
22. Schmidt, l0l-3; C. Westermann, Genesis l-ll (Eng. trans. Minneapolis, 1984), ll5-17;

contra Steck, 72-83.
23. Assmann, 30-31.
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Despite the naming in v. 8, the remainder of P's creation account combines raqio'
with haiidmayim in a single construct phrase denoting the place where the "lights" are

located (vv. 14-15,17) and birds fly (v. 20). Since, however, haiiamayim, the nomen

rectum, can be considered a commentary on raqta', we need register merely a formal
modification.

The creation of the "lights" corresponds to the next transformation in the cosmo-
gonic schema: now the dimension of time comes into play as the complementary con-

stitutive element for upholding the reality of creation.
In P (including its possible prototext), therefore, raqta'denotes a stable, solid entity

situated above the earth, which protects the living world from an influx of the waters of
chaos. The noun bears the connotation "compact, frrm"zq so that translations such as

"expanse"2s miss the mark.

2. Ezekiel. We meet a second setting for the noun raqia'in texts depicting the heav-

enly visions of Ezekiel. According to the description in Ezk. l:22 (nonspecific nominal
clause, probably kept intentionally vague), there was a "form" (d"mfr!) "over the heads

of the living creatures," a raqia', qualified in greater detail by a simile: "like the gleam

l'ayin) of terrifying ice."26 "Under tbe raqia"' were stretched out the wings of the liv-
ing creatures (v.23). A sound could be heard "from the place above the raqta'1"'over
their heads" (v.25). In addition, "above the raqta"' over their heads there appeared a

"throne form" like lapis lazuli (v. 26). The composite nature of the text appears above

all in the position of v.25 (interpreted as a gloss2T), if we do not follow Zimmerli in
treating vv.23-25 as secondary.28

In addition, Ezk. 10: 1 recounts that there appeared "above the rdqta'1"'over the

heads of the cherubim," "something like lapis lazuli, in form resembling a throne." The

introduction of the cherubim (instead of the "living creatures" of Ezk. l) is due to
redactional interpretation,2e which apparently has expanded a single cherub bearing

the throne into a tetrad.3o

The image of living creatures bearing a heavenly throne is represented copiously in
ancient Near Eastern iconography; in particular, the "four creatures with their four
wings, four faces, and bull's feet (?) . . . have their closest parallels in the sky-bearers

found with some frequency in northern Mesopotamia and Syria from the fifteenth cen-

tury B.c.E. on."3l But we must also recall the images of sky-bearers in Egypt; their wide
diffusion is well attested. Typical are the texts and scenes related to the idea of tw3 pt
("bearing the sky"); these are especially common on temple walls dating from the

24. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 122.

25. Z,enger, 185ff.
26. Following Keel, 133, 254-55, despite LXX kristallos.
27. KeeL 144.
28. Zimmerli, 130.

29. Ibid.,250; Keel, 188.

30. Keel, 188, 190-91.
31. Keel, 271, with references.

)
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Greco-Roman period, though of course they presuppose conceptions from the earlier
history of Egyptian religion.:z For the role of the theriomorphic wind gods as bearers of
the sky, decorations of the temple of Kom Ombo in Upper Egypt are characteristic.33 In
addition, the Huh gods (Huh as the primal god of infinity) associated with the wind god
Shu are of special interest, especially since they appear as early as the Middle Kingdom
(in the Coff,rn Texts) as theriomorphic helpers of Shu.3a Therefore we cannot rule out
egyptogenic notions as an inspiration for Ezekiel's vision in its primary version.

The notion of raqta'as a "heavenly plate" or the like can also resemble the idea of
the heavenly body pt, although the latter is subject to divergent conceptions in Egypt
that cannot readily be reconciled.35 However that may be, the form of thepr hieroglyph
is relatively nzurow, with ends pointed downward; illustrations exhibit a more or less
marked elongation, so that there is a certain outward similarity.:6

The earlier version of Ezekiel's vision is characterized by theriomorphic creatures
bearing the raqia', which may have evolved under the influence of Egyptian concep-
tions; the later version, howeveg in which the bearers are anthropomorphic, with four
wings, multiple faces, and the feet of bulls, is more likely the product of Mesopotamian
and Syrian inspiration.3T

The development of the idea of raqta'as a platform or pedestal supporting a throne
is probably not based directly on the notion of Yahweh's enthronement in the Jerusa-
lem temple. More likely it is a kind of alternative conception, which, as in Isaiah's vi-
sion (Isa. 6), transcends the ideas associated with enthronement and understands raqia'
as a mysterious barrier and the foundation of God's heavenly throne. In any event it
would be wrong to talk of a "mobilization" of the throne in the primary account of
Ezekiel's vision,38 even though the present form of the text describes a mobile throne
with wheels. The idea of the mystery of Yahweh's exalted presence, which competes
with the notion of Yahweh's "enthronement upon the cherubim," need not have origi-
nated outside Jerusalem. Like Isaiah's vision, it could reflect contrasting conceptions
arising on the spot. Here Ezekiel may be profiting from insights that found acceptance
among the priesthood.

3. Poetry. The twofold aspect of raqta'as the radiant firmament and the heavenly
dwelling place of the enthroned God is reflected in the language of poetry, which can use
raqia' in chiastic parallelism with idmayim as the "subject performing an act of procla-
mation"3e (Ps. l9:2[]) as well as in direct parallelism with q6Qei, "sanctuary," both
lexemes equally representing the exalted dwelling place of God (Ps. 150: l). Even later,

32. Kurth,77-88.
33. A. Gutbub in Keel, 328-53.
34. Kurth,8l-82.
35. Hornung, 1215-16.
36. See also J. Herrmann, Ezechiel. KATXI (1924),18; Keel, 251.
37. Keel, 235-43.
38. As noted correctly by Keel, 251-55.
39. I. Fischer, BN 2l (1983) 17.
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Dnl. l2:3 uses the word to liken the brightness of the "wise" to the radiance of the "firma-
ment," and Sir. 43:8 refers to the power of the moon to illuminate the "firmament." Both
texts reflect stereotyped usage; the latter establishes a connection with the language ofP.

III. Eg5rp. bll.The notion of raqta' as a "heavenly plate" has no convincing analog
in Mesopotamia and Syria. Representations of the sky-bearers from the Neo-
Babylonian and Achaemenid periods display no trace of a "firmament."40 It is never-
theless dubious that "the vision of Ezekiel represents a combination of the sky-bearer
concept with that of a throne on its pedestal."al Besides the ideas associated explicitly
with representations of the "sky" (pt), Egyptian concepts also appear in texts and
scenes associated with the term bb. Its correspondence to raqta'has already been
noted for the creation context;42 but this correspondence can also be elaborated to in-
clude the other aspects, although it is not necessary to think of raqta'as a "loan transla-
tion" of Egyp. bfu.a3

The word bb means "bronze, metal"; with or without an explicit reference to pt,
"sky," it can also mean "iron" or "iron ore (hematite)," lit. "meteorite," since iron was
thought to have a heavenly origin.aa But even greater significance attaches to the un-
derstanding of bil as the "heavenly shell," i.e., "the shell of primal ice that emerged
from the primal flood at the dawn of creation."as The mineralogical aspect of the word
furthers the notion that this "shell" possessed extraordinary durability, having the na-
ture of an "unchangeable and probably gleaming substance."46 In addition, bis is a
qualitative feature of the "heavenly throns"az and a term denoting the "heavens" and
the "heavenly stream" on which the sun god sojourns.as On the formal level the abso-
lute use of bil in the sense of "heavens" together with the combination bfu n pt, "metal
from the heavens, iron,"49 is noteworthy, since it corresponds to the double valence of
raqta'in P. Finally, Di3 is related etymologically and semantically to the common ex-
pression Dilyr, which has the particular connotation of "valuables" and "marvels."50

The P conception of raqia' apparently adopts the notion of a solid "shell" above the
earth to accord with the cosmogonic idea of an enorrnous "egg shell," conceived as a

wall separating the inhabited world from the sphere containing the menacing waters of
chaos. Like bfu, rdqta'is the realm of the heavens and the heavenly bodies, albeit ex-
pressly an element of Yahweh's primal act of creation. In its original form, Ezekiel's
notion of raqia'envisages a heavenly body ofextraordinary durability, though empha-
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40. KeeL26l.
4t. rbid.
42. Notter,74-75.
43. rbid.,75.
44. Graefe,26-31.
45. Ibid., 66.
46. tbid., 18.
47. rbid., 20-25.
48. rbid., 40-46.
49. rbid.,30-31.
50. rbid.,91tr.
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sizing its mysterious radiance to an extent that goes beyond the Egyptian conception.
The poetic use of raqta', too, fits with the semantics of bi5, especially since DiJ can also
refer to the heavenly realm.

The translations of the LXX (ster6oma; only in Dnl l2:3 ouran6s) and Vg.
(firmamentum) correspond most closely to the biblical and comparative evidence,
granted that the earlier mythological connotation of the word comes into play when it
is integrated into language describing the majesty of the biblical creator God.

IV. Later Literature. In the context of the reception of the notions of rdqia'devel-
oped in P and Ezekiel, intertestamental literature adds to the aspects it inherited only
the attempt - not entirely successful - to give sharper contours to the position of
raqia' as an element of God's work of creation. According to Jub. 2:4, rdqta'was cre-
ated on the second day "in the midst of the waters," so that the waters were divided,
half above and half below the "firmament." The "firmament" is localized "in the mid-
dle of the surface," while the domain beneath the "firmament" is defined more pre-
cisely as the "surface ofthe earth," so that the text probably envisions a superterrestrial
location of raqta'. On the other hand, the comment on the third day of creation speaks
of the removal of the waters "from the middle of the surface of the earth to a place be-
yond the firmament" (2:6), so that here raqia'could correspond only to the dry land.
The parallels to the account of creation in Jubilees cited by Berger confirm the futility
of trying to reconcile the different conceptions, especially because the Ethiopic version
of 4 Ezra (6:41-42) says that a portion of the waters rose "into the firmament, beneath
the midst of the surface of the whole earth," while the Syriac version of Jubilees speaks
only of one half of the waters "on the surface of the whole earth."sl The Ethiopic ver-
sion of 4 Ezra (6:49ff.) then speaks again of removing the waters "from the surface of
the earth to a place beyond the 'firmament,"'whereas the Syriac version of Jubilees lo-
cates the waters "at a place within the 'firmament.'" The attempt of Tisserant to give
precedence to the Syriac version merely confirms the impression that one can no lon-
ger speak of an agreed reception of the OT raqta' conceptions in intertestamental liter-
ature.52

In the Dead Sea Scrolls we find a fanciful treatment of raqta'; in contrast to other
intertestamental literature, these texts base their image more on an elaboration of
Ezekiel's vision, though they reflect the doxological aspect of poetic usage. The
Hodayoth fragments speak of raqta' as a "firmament above the wings of the wind"
(19:3) or a "firmament of holiness" (20:3; cf. Ps. 150:1). In association with the "heav-
ensl' raqta'can appear in the singular (4Q503 frs. l-6, 3:1) as well as the plural
(aQpNah frs. l-2, 2); the latter text describes storms and tempests as "firmaments of
his heaven" and also of the earth. In a different vein 4Q504 frs. 1-2, 7:6 speaks of the
"holy firmament" (cf. Ps. 150:1, but also IQH 13:8-9;4Q405 frs.2O-22,9 [Song of the
Eleventh Sabbathl) as the habitation of the angels, whose association with raqta'is em-

K. Berger, JSHRZ lA3, 325.
E. Tisserant, RB 30 (1921) 68-69; see also Berger, JSHRZlU3,325.

51.
52.
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phasized particularly in the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. Here the "spiritual beings"
are conceived as bearers and (in agreement with traditional notions) as figures offering
praise and adoration (cf. the gesture of raised hands symbolizing both support of the
heavens and praise of God) (4Q403 fr.l,1:41-43; cf. also 4Q405 fr.6,2-3). The firma-
ment is constituted of "spiritual creatures" (4Q405 fr. 19,3-4) and "cherubim" (4Q405
frs.2O-22,8), but radiates its brilliance through the throne of God above it (4Q405 frs.
20-33,9; cf. already Ex. 24:lO; Ezk. l:22). Those who support the "firmaments of
purity" proclaim their praise and blessing of "the firmaments of his glory" (4Q405 fr.
23, l:6-7). To the "firmaments" are ascribed a "wondrots" (pl') quality (e.g.,
l lQShirShabb frs. 5-6, l, 4-5; j-d-g-p 3). Whether the dominant association of rdqia'
at Qumran with the realm of the supporting angels also suggests a separate relationship
"to the expanse of the heavens" appears questionable.s3
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53. Cf. C. Newsom,
I lQShirShabb tt.2, 4.
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